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WOLSELEY 140-H.P. RAILROAD CAR MOTOR.

This volume is bound without

which iff/are unavailable.

perature of

the cooling

water
showed

that it remained practically constant at 45 degrees

Centigrade.

The engine has six opposed cylinders, three on

a side, each cylinder of 9 inches bore and 10

inches stroke. The cylinder castings extend into

the crank hamber just clear of the tops of the

connecting rod big ends, giving a long trunk bear-

ing for the pistons, which are each fitted with

three square section rings. It will be noticed that

the cylinder proper is really a liner, seating in

the enclosing water jacket in metal-to-metal

joints.

The connecting rods are of I section, with

marine crank pin ends and round forged wrist

pin ends. The valves are located in a concentric

combustion chamber in the deep cylinder heads,

two inlet and two exhaust valves to each cylinder,

all mechanically operated. Camshafts, operated

by gears in the usual way, extend lengthwise

of the engine on the sides below the cylinders

and inside the crankcase. The cams impart

th P =i'v-/-wiin(ier horizontal opposed Wolseley motor built for

led in an experimental self-propelled coach at the

f, N. Y. There are a number of interesting features

lglish ideas in a prime mover for self-propelled rail-

is originally placed with the Birmingham concern

d guarantee prompt delivery of a motor suited to

oncern had successfully built explosion motors for

id. The motor here described is used to drive a

it to that employed on the English railroad referred

sepower at 420 revolutions, and the weight scales at

Wolseley Company has long been the exponent of

ie almost exclusively in their touring cars until

doubtless a determining factor in employing it in

I) shows a compact and clean design in which there

anlike assemblage of piping and connections,

n in the sectioned drawing. The motor was built

ler the builder's trials using gasoline as fuel, the

>r three hours was thirty-three gallons ; the average

ng a fuel consumption of .607 of a pint per horse-

•ded during the test was 158.24. Frequent readings

WQ. 1.—WOLSELEY 140-H.P. MOTOR BUILT FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SCHEKCTADY, V. Y.
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FIG. a.—TRANSVERSE VIEW OF THE 140-HORSEPOWER 6-CYLINDER OPPOSED WOLSELEY MOTOR, PARTLY IN SECTION.

motion to the rocking levers pivoted below
the cylinders, the outer ends operating the

top row of inlet valves (by pullrods con-

nected to single arm levers above the

valves), and the bottom row of exhaust

valves by contact with a stirrup attached

to the valve stems. This arrangement can

be clearly seen on inspection of Fig. 2. The
inlet valves are held on their seats by ordi-

nary coil springs and the exhaust valves

by heavy, laminated flat steel springs. Spe-

cial structural materials are used through-

out; the pistons and connecting rods are of

tough steel, the crankshaft of high-grade

Sheffield steel, the bearings of phospher

bronze, inlet valves of mild steel, and ex-

haust valves having cast-iron heads and

mild steel stems.

The lubricating system is very carefully

worked out, as would be expected in a

heavy engine of this type. All the pistons

and main bearings are oiled by pressure

feed from gear-driven pumps at the fly-

wheel end of the motor. These pumps draw
their supply from the bottom of the crank-

case. The rate of flow of the oil to these

frictional surfaces is therefore directly pro-

portioned to the speed of the motor. A
supplementary system furnishes a drip feed

oil supply to the crank pins and all other

bearings.

Two carbureters are mounted on the en-

gine, one at each side supplying three cylin-

ders. Two float feed chambers are fitted

for each carbureter, one for gasoline and

one for kerosene, a three-way cock in the

connections permitting an immediate change

from one fuel to the other. The air supply

is under the direct control of the driver by

suitable connections, and this can be drawn

either from the crank chamber or from the

outside air. The intention of the builder*

is to usually draw the air supply from the

chamber so as to rid it of accumulations of

gas and assist in keeping the main bear-

ings cool. Just how this works out in

practice we do not know, but it would seem

that this method would give a poor mixture

in the engine cylinders. A throttle of the

rotary type in the induction pipe is con-

trolled by the engine governor, and regu-

lates the volume of fuel.

In a motor of the dimensions of this one

some provision must be made for starting

other than manually. This is usually done

by the aid of a compressed air attachment.

In the Wolseley motor the initial turning

movement is obtained by the explosion of

a gunpowder cartridge in one or more of

the cylinders. In the end of the combus-

FIG. 3.—STARTING CARTRIDGE INSERTED^ SPARK PLUG OPENING
IN COMBUSTION CHAMBER ON CYLINDER HEAD.

FIG. 4. -BREECH BLOCK CLOSED OVER STARTING CARTRIDGE ANT>
TRIGGER CONNECTIONS IN POSITION.
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tion chamber (which is practically the cyl-

inder head) there is a hole for the insertion

of the high-tension spark plug, and sur-

rounding this hole, on the outside, is an

extension of the casting having a rectangu-

lar face. In this hole, when the spark plug

and its casing is removed, the powder car-

tridge can be snugly fitted, the head resting

on a hinged extractor, which is clearly

shown in Fig. 3. A device known in gun-

making as a "breech block," is hinged to the

rearward of the extractor and contains the

firing pin. After the cartridge is inserted

the breech block is swung upward and

locked in place by a nut on a suitable stud.

This position is seen in Fig. 4. The striker

is cocked and held ready to fire by a trigger

which is connected by rods and links to the

low-tension ignition tappet rods, by which it

is tripped—the motor is fitted with double

ignition. Usually three cylinders are so

tit, 5-—Indicator Showing Condition of Cycle in

All of the Cylinders.

"loaded," and the first is fired by hand, the

two others going off automatically as the

low-tension apparatus commences to func-

tion.

The cartridge is an ordinary metallic

blank filled with 300 grains of black pow-

der, giving a pressure on ignition equal to

about one-half the working pressure in the

cylinder. The explosion is not supplemental

to the ignition of a regular gas charge in

the cylinder, as before firing the exhaust

valve of the cylinder is lifted by hand,

allowing the contained pressure (if any) to

tall to atmospheric. After the motor is

running the breech block and cartridge case

can be removed and the former replaced

by a hinged casting which carries the reg-

ular spark plug.

It will at once be seen that the driver

must know which of the cylinders is ready

tor firing before he loads it with the car-

tridge or else a back kick would be as likely

as not to happen. For this purpose a me-

chanical indicator is fitted to the motor,

showing at a glance the condition of the

cycle of operations in each cylinder. The

face of the indicator is seen in Fig. 5. Each

letter on its face corresponds with a similar

letter stamped on a plug in the cylinder

head. If it should happen that no piston

was in the correct position for firing, the

motor would be pinched around until one of

the cranks stood at about 20 degrees past

center on the explosion stroke.

The starting cartridges need not be re-

moved if the motor is run on the low-ten-

sion ignition system, as of course they are

gas-tight after they are locked in place and

fired. When the motor was built a good

deal of experimentation was carried on to

discover any weakness in this starting sys-

tem. The builders state that there was not

a single case of failure to start. The system

takes longer to describe than to actually

operate.

We understand that the motor has been

very thoroughly tested by the General Elec-

tric Company, and has been found highly

efficient. The workmanship is very fine,

and the design apparently the result of

much experience in explosion engine work.

No doubt later some public demonstration

of the mixed system adopted by the General

Electric Company will be made. It is the

intention to couple the engine direct to a

generator furnishing current to the car elec-

tric motors. Its performance on the rails

will be watched with interest by automobile

engineers.

British Railroad Automobiles, and Motor 'Buses

Used as Steam Road Feeders.

I ONDON, Dec. 5. — Recognizing that

*—t the general adoption of automobiles

and motor trucks is only a question of time,

the British railway companies have over-

come their feeling of opposition and are now
running automobiles of their own. Naturally

enough, the adoption of any innovation of

this sort takes time, for extensive trials of

the value and practicability of the new idea

must be made, but now the period of pro-

bation is passed, and in a very short time

the automobile department will be . an ac-

knowledged branch of the railway organiza-

tion. Automobiles for this work fall natur-

ally into two classes : those used, on rails

and supplementing or replacing the ordinary

trains, and those running on the public roads

and acting as feeders to the railway.

Automobile Cars on Branch Lines.

The fir=t of these two classes has a wide

scope for operations. In every railway sys-

tem there are always branch lines on which

there is but a small traffic that does not pay

for the existing steam service, but to en-

courage development of the traffic the man-

agement may decide to run a frequent ser-

vice of trains and the receipts may be

altogether disproportionate to the running

expenses. Here the railway automobile

enters and exactly fulfills the requirements.

Small auto coaches—with or without a

trailer, according to fluctuations of traflic

—

can be run on the same schedule as the

steam train at a greatly reduced cost, and

yet be all that can be desired as regards

carrying capacity and speed. The old train

required a heavy engine—heavy because it is

not worth building specially light engines

for this light traffic—and generally three or

four coaches to insure steadiness. The loco-

motive is not economical for light loads, and
even when not actually running is consum-

ing fuel. On the other hand, the automobile

car is compact and light in weight ; generally

the 'driver can dispense with the assistance

of a fireman, and if the coach has a gasoline

engine no fuel is being consumed except

when running. Being light, and easily

slowed down and accelerated, frequent stops

DOUBLE-DECKED GASOLINE OMNIBUS. USED BY GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY OF ENGLAND.
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GASOLINE-ELECTRIC RAILROAD MOTOR

can be made economically and passengers

can be picked up at other points than the

regular stopping stations. In many other

details the railway automobile surpasses its

rival, and without doubt the new method

will be soon in general use on branch lines

with light traffic.

Great Western Steam Coaches.

As regards motive power for these cars,

the railway companies naturally incline to-

wards the use of steam, and most of the car-

riages already built in England use this for

propulsion. Many of the English railways

are now experimenting with various types of

carriages. Perhaps the Great Western Rail-

way Company has made the most progress.

This company has already almost thirty

automobile services in operation, mostly on

branch lines, and many more are in con-

templation.

The cars are built at the company's works

at Swindon, and the two classes are known

as "suburban" and "branch" carriages. The

"suburban" carriages are designed to serve

urban districts, in which provision has to be

made for a large population, and where the

journeys are generally of short duration.

The carriages are fifty-nine and seventy

feet in length, with the motor compartment

occupying the first fourteen feet and the

remainder divided into compartments for

smoking, and non-smoking passengers.

There is accommodation for fifty passen-

gers, and no distinction of class is made.

The power plant of the carriage is amply

powerful for hauling two, or even three,

trailers in case of sudden increase of traffic.

Vestibule doors at the ends give access to

the interior, and the seats are placed cross-

ways in sets of three. Motive power is pro-

vided by a steam engine with two horizontal

cylinders, 12 by 16 inches, supplied from a

vertical multitubular boiler. Hand and vac-

uum brakes are fitted, and these, together

with the engine, can be controlled from

either end of the car ; in fact, on the latest

models with trailers, control can be effected

from the trailer, thus retaining all the ad-

vantages of a single vehicle.

The "branch" carriages are intended for

longer distances and are made larger and

more comfortable inside. Distinction is

made between first and second-class passen-

gers, with accommodation for about forty of

each. The usual fares charged are the same

as on the main lines: two pence per mile

CAR, EQUIPPED BY WOLSELET FIRM FOR THE NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY OF ENGLAND.

first class, and one penny (two cents) per

mile second class.

North Eastern's Gasoline Cars.

There seems likely to be an advance in

popularity of gasoline-driven railroad cars,

although not much has been done in this

direction as yet The North Eastern Rail-

way Company has now been running for

more than a year a carriage of the gasoline-

electric type with great success. A four-

cylinder horizontal Wolseley engine of 80

horsepower is employed, and this is coupled

direct to a dynamo. The current from the

dynamo drives two electric motors geared

direct to the front wheels. A speed of about

thirty-five miles an hour is attained, and

although the indirect means of driving may
not be so economical of power as a steam or

gasoline motor driving direct, this method

results in great smoothness of tunning and

ease of starting. When the carriage stops

the engine is kept running to charge up the

storage cells used for lighting up at night.

[This car was illustrated a* i described in

The Automobile of April 30, 1904.—Ed.]

Great Northern Type.

Another type, which more closely follows

accepted automobile design, is in use on the

Great Northern Railway, near Hertford.

Two engines—36-horsepower four-cylinder

Daimlers—are fitted, and these drive through

a gear box with sliding gears to the rear

axle. This arrangement seems to give en-

tire satisfaction, and will, no doubt, be

adopted on other lines.

Auto 'Buses As Railroad Feeders.

Turning now to the second class of rail-

way automobiles, we come to what is more

nearly the actual province of the automobile.

As feeders to railways, the automobiles

—

known here generally as motor "buses—have

a wide sphere of usefulness, and their adop-

tion has been very general and extensive

during the past year. These services, which,

by the way, are greatly appreciated by the

residents of the districts served, afford

vastly improved facilities for travel in places

where even a light railroad would not be

worth constructing. The thickly-populated

districts of England have begun to be over-

run with town-to-town electric car services

(there are hundreds of miles of these in

South Lancashire alone) which monopolize

the greater portion of the highways and dis-

figure the face of the country with rails and

unsightly overhead wires. If the motor 'bus

does nothing more than check this growing
nuisance, it will have conferred a favor upon
civilization.

The 'buses used for these 'bus lines are of

many types, and are in general propelled by
gasoline motors. The principal exception is

the Clarkson, which has a steam engine sup-

plied from a kerosene-fired flash boiler. The
noiselessness and ease of starting of these

vehicles is greatly in their favor, but as the

gasoline cars are improved they will tend

to rival the steam car in these particulars.

Types of Gasoline 'Buses.

The gasoline auto 'buses have, in general,

a four-cylinder 20-30-horsepower engine,

running at about 1,200 revolutions per min-

ute, and have four speeds and reverse, turn-

ing the drive wheels by either shaft or

chains, the former method being perhaps the

more common. Two types of ignition

—

magneto low tension and high tension with
coil and battery—are used in conjunction

to avoid chance of delay through ignition

troubles. Solid rubber tires are usual on all

wheels, and the makers of these tires seem
able now to make an article that is fairly

reliable and satisfactory.

The bodies, of course, vary greatly, but

the usual type is double decked, seating

about sixteen inside and eighteen outside,

besides driver and conductor. Provision is

also made on some for carrying goods and
mails. The average rate of travel is twelve

miles an hour, and the 'buses are run on a

regular schedule, generally in conjunction

with the arrival and departure of trains.

About eighty to 100 miles is the daily mile-

age for one of these 'buses, and the total

running cost, including tires and renewals,

is about nine pence to eleven pence (eigh-

teen to twenty cents).

Such vehicles as these have been running

continuously for a year or more and no vital

replacements are yet necessary. As to their

utility and commercial success, there is no
question ; the enormous growth in their use

that has been noted in the past few months
testifies to the great future before the rail-

way automobile.

"It takes a lot of patience to run an au-

tomobile, does it not?" asked the man.
"Yes, lots of patients," replied the doctor;

"and I've got 'em."—Yonkers Statesman.
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Chicago & Alton Making Tests.

Chicaco, Dec. 30.—The Chicago & Alton
Railroad Company made a thorough test of

a gasoline railroad car 0.1 Wednesday and
the results were so satisfactory that the offi-

cials intend to use this type of a car for

suburban service between various points in

the state for the purpose of competing with

the electric lines.

In the test, during which the car was
run from Jacksonville to Alton, 111., a dis-

tance of sixty-six miles, a speed of forty-

five miles an hour was attained. The car

was loaded to its capacity. Several similar

cars will be ordered and will replace the

steam trains in the interurban service be-

tween Springfield and Carlinville, Spring-

field and Lincoln, and Bloomington and
Pontiac, in Illinois.

The Chicago & Alton company had pre-

viously experimented with light trains

hauled by small steam engines, but they did

not fully meet the requirements of the sit-

uation. Believing that a car propelled by
gasoline would probably meet the need for

short trips at high speed with numerous
stops, a special type of a motor car was de-

signed and constructed. This was the car

which went through the test on Wednes-
day.

It is built of steel, which safeguards the

passengers, especially against telescoping.

Its lines resemble those of an inverted boat,

the roof being rounded and the car tapering

to a sharp edge in front and being rounded
off at the rear, to reduce wind resistance

and dragging suction. The construction is

very similar to that of the Union Pacific

motor cars. In weight it is 56,000 pounds
and the car will accommodate fifty-seven

persons. There are two four-wheel steel

trucks—the driving wheels being 42 inches

in diameter and the ethers 34. The car is

fifty-five feet in length.

The engine, which is a 100-horsepower,

six-cylinder gasoline engine, built on spe-

cial railroad patte rns, is cooled by water cir-

culation with coiis. It has a make-and-break

spark ignitior, with a primary battery for

starting and a magneto for running service.

The air-brake valve lever and the emerg-

ency spark cut-off enable the driver to stop

the engine and put on the full brake power
in half a second. Eight cells of battery sup-

ply the spark current. The engine drives

to the axle by means of a special chain.

J

m

STAFF PILASTERS FOR THE GARDEN SHOW.

The car can start on high speed, direct con-

nected, without the use of gears, on the

level or on a grade of 1-2 per cent. On
steeper grades the speed gears are used. A
muffler silences the exhaust.

Many foreign chassis are now being

offered abroad with either long or short

wheelbase, and frequently the purchaser is

given an option on chain or shaft drive.

Preparing for Show Opening.
Preparations for the Madison Square

Garden Automobile Show are already well

under way, and much actual work has been
done, notwithstanding the fact that the

great builiing is now the scene of a poultry

show and that the automobile show will

not be opened until January 13. A great

deal of the decorative material, such as the

staff work, is being prepared in studios, and
when the decorators take possession of the

building, probably on Monday, January 8,

there will be an abundance of material

ready to put in place. The time between
that date and the opening of the show will

be none too long to complete all the details

of the elaborate decorative scheme. A de-

scription of the plans for decoration was
given in The Automobile for December 14;

the illustrations given herewith give an idea

of how the work is being done and what
some of the details will look like. It is evi-

dent that those to whom an automobile

show in Madison Square Garden has be-

come a familiar scene will find a very dif-

ferent Garden for the 1006 show.

Practical demonstrations of cars will be

an important feature of the show of the

Automobile Club of America in the new
armory of the Sixty-ninth Regiment, on
Twenty-sixth street, near Fourth avenue,

New York; manufacturers are arranging

for a great deal of work of this kind, real-

izing that actual work is the real test of

the car. Work on the building has pro-

gressed with such rapidity that exhibitors

will be admitted to commence preparations

on Wednesday, January 10, instead of on

the following day, and will be required to

have their work completed and exhibits in

place by 1 o'clock p. is. Saturday, January

13, in order to allow time for a final clean-

ing up and for a private view by club mem-
bers and their guests before the show is

opened to the public at 8 o'clock p. m. Dec-

orations will be confined to the stands, the

promoters believing that the public will de-

sire to see the architectural features of the

splendid new building. The stands, how-

ever, will be most harmoniously decorated.

(Continued on page 21.)

ARTISTS WORKING ON STAFF DECORATIONS FOR MADISON SQUARE GARDEN SHOW.
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1906 MODELS AT THE PARIS SALON.-II.

I~\ARRACQ'S extensive and largely ex-U tended stand contains as its most

noteworthy exhibit Hemery's winning racer,

and a polished chassis, in which very few

changes have taken place since last year. In

fact, the only changes made are betterment

of details going towards simplification in

manufacture and increase in strength with-

out affecting in any way the general factory

routine.

A clever fan belt tightener is shown in

Fig. 1, in which the fan spindle S is excen-

trically formed on a hexagon disc D integral

with a large diameter screw V , which is

hollowed out for lightness. This screws

into a box B carried in front of the engine

in a permanent position. By screwing V in

and out of B the disc D rotates and spindle

5 is brought nearer or further apart from

the crankshaft which carries the driving

pulley, thus tightening or loosening the belt,

as may be desired. A locknut L, which

rests against the box B, is used to secure

the screw in its desired position.

The frame of the 1906 car is raised at the

rear and at the same time bent inwards, so

Fig. 1.—Derracq Fan Belt Tightener.

as to allow the machine to stand very low

on the ground. Double ignition is fitted as

a standard to all models above 40 horse-

power, the latter included.

In the models exhibited by the old house

of Peugeot, the engine is found to be quite

low in the frame, the valves being symmet-

rically placed on each side of the cylinders

and their pipe connections being carefully

thought out to insure efficiency and ease of

access to all parts of the motor. The new
Peugeot carbureter is fitted, which, although

on much the same principle as that of last

year, is considerably simplified. No heat is

supplied to this carbureter either by the ex-

haust or the water circulation, the same

being the case with the Renault apparatus

described in the previous article. In the

Peugeot carbureter (Fig. 2) a large cham-

ber A is formed which freely communicates

with the warm atmosphere under the bon-

By RENE M. PETARD.

net. By means of large holes, a valve V
riveted on a stem T rests against a project-

ing edge E between this chamber A and the

mixing chamber M, a spring 5 keeps this

valve normally in contact with its seat

The other end of the stem T carries a pis-

ton P working in a cylinder D formed in the

carbureter casting, the space between this

piston and the bottom of the casting form-

with the throttle. The object in thus regu-

lating the delivery of the fuel as well as the

air is the same as that mentioned when de-

scribing the Renault connections on the

mixture delivering system; viz., to correct

the imperfections of any automatic carbu-

reter purely based upon suction phenomena.

The Peugeot machine as a whole is very

carefully thought out and the entire system

Fig. 2.—Rough Sketch Peugeot Carbureter.

ing a dashpot intended to prevent the sud-

den fluctuations of valve V. The nozzle N
stands vertically a little distance from V in

the mixing chamber. This nozzle is of a

rather peculiar shape and consists of a

piece of bronze of the shape shown in Fig.

3, bored out centrally almost up to its top

and slotted on the side as shown at F; of

course, the sketch is very much magnified.

The slot F consequently forms the outlet

for the spray of liquid fuel caused by the

suction of the motor. A cap C (Fig. 2) is

fitted in a slide above the nozzle, and has

its lower end cut down at an angle. This

cap is almost a fit over the nozzle, although

its size is exaggerated for clearness in the

sketch. When the motor is running the

valve V is opened to a certain extent by the

suction, this opening varying with the speed

of the motor ; thus the quantity of air sup-

plied is regulated. The cap over the nozzle

1 Fig. 3.—Peugeot Nozzle, Exaggerated in Size.

is slidably mounted over the nozzle, as was

already stated, so that by connection with

the throttle, if the latter is altered in its set-

ting, the cap will either go up or down over

the nozzle and thus its leveled end will

cover up more or less of the spraying slot

Suitable links are used to connect cap C

is of great strength. The sub-frame, which

carries the engine and gear box, is hung
from both ends to cross members on the

frame, while a sheet steel web comes down
from the frame sides to the sub-frame on
its entire length, reinforcing both the frame

and sub-frame and affording protection for

the machinery. The drive on the large ma-
chines is by chain, the differential and bevoi

gears system is well designed, bearings

being provided on both sides of every bevel

wheel. Ball bearing:? are used throughout

except in the engine.

Passing to the firm cf De Dietrich, we
find on this stand a chassis that in its gen-

eral lines has not been much altered from
last year except that the engine is an en-

tirely new one with this concern. It has

four cylinders, cast in pairs, but instead of

having the inlet valves on top and operated

by overhead tappets, as was the case last

year, the eight valves have been brought to

the same side of the engine and arc all op-

erated directly by a single camshaft driven

by inclosed gears in front of the engine.

This method of placing the valves is very

advantageous when cost of construction is

considered, but to the user, it frequently

presents the disadvantage of making the

motor inaccessible on the valve side. The
array of pipes which it makes necessary c^n

the valve side covers usually covers almcist

completely the valve stems and springs,

making a repair a difficult as well as a l^ot

job, around the exhaust pipes, when fhe
motor has been running.

In the De Dietrich engine, however, /this

trouble has been practically eliminated in a

highly skillful manner, the arrangement of

piping, as shown in the photograph on Ipage
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towards the lower part of the dash, is the

check valve on the exhaust pressure to the

gasoline tank which is hung below the

frame on its extreme rear end.

The De Dion firm introduces for 1906 a

new line of machines which, while remain-

MOTOR END OF FOUR-CYLINDER DE DION CHASSIS AT PARIS SHOW.

ing much within the same powers as for-

merly, however, presents a number of inter-

esting novelties. ' Their efforts have been

towards maintaining their reputation as to

simplicity and ease of upkeep, while never-

theless adopting a number of the most up-

to-date features of the other cars on the

market. They still preserve their excellent

and old tried system of rear axle drive, with

suspended differential and transverse cardan

shafts, now known the world over, while

their experience of the past season with the

disc clutch, which they introduced at last

year's show, has caused them to preserve

this system this year with a few improve-

ments.

This clutch, which they now put on all

their machines, except the single cylinder,

8 horsepower, is excellent on account of its

silence, smoothness of operation and ease

of upkeep. The slight trouble which was
sometimes experienced last year was mainly

due to the graphite plugs which were in-

serted in the friction discs and which

being extremely neat and simple. The
exhaust is led straight down from the cen-

tral pair of valves of each cylinder casting,

while the inlet pipe, which leads to the other

four openings, is quite high near the top of

the motor, and entirely out of the way, the

water inlet pipe being right above it and

delivering its coolest water just upon the

exhaust valves chambers, where it is most

needed. The pump being of very large size,

the exhaust is always relatively cool and the

motor is quite silent when running.

Ignition is by a high-tensio magneto as a

standard, but double ignition can be fitted

if desired. The heat for the working of the

carbureter is taken from the outside of the

forward exhaust by the air inlet pipe to the

carbureter. The small appliance shown in

the photo on the side of the rear pair of

cylinders, and fitted with a pipe leading

DTLET SIDE OF DARRACQ MOTOR, SHOWING CARBURETER, MAGNETO AND LOW TENSION
IGNITION MECHANISM.

DE DIETRICH MOTOR VALVE SIDE.—NOTE THE CLEAN LAYOUT OF PIPING WITH ALL VALVES ON
liJ THE SAME SIDE.

shedded small particles and flakes between

the contact surfaces which caused slipping.

This is entirely done away with this year.

The friction plates are now made out of a

special friction alloy which is almost self-

lubricating and which, at any rate, does

away with graphite entirely.

All sizes of cars are now fitted with three

speeds and reverse, while the 24-horsepower

size is possessed of four speeds. In outside

appearance the machines have all felt the in-

fluence of the presence of last year's in-

truder: the four-cylinder machine. The

steering pillars are now set at a better angle

for the driver's convenience, the tubular

frames are entirely ousted by the pressed

steel ones, the front axles are not any more

tubular, but are made of forged steel, while

the clutch pedal is removed to its usual po-

sition adopted by the other makers—under

the left foot. On the four-cylinder models

15 and 24 horsepower, the operating levers

are placed above the steering wheel, increas-

ing the driver's comfort, and the radiator is
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brought up above the frame under the now
generally adopted type of hood, a fan being

fitted to assist its cooling. Double ignition

is now fitted even to the two-cylinder

motors w^th a high-tension distributer.

The system includes a low-tension magneto,

a battery and a single coil, for any number

of cylinders.

On the C. G. V. stand one finds two en-

tirely distinct types of chassis : the 14-horse-

power town car chassis, not built for tour-

ing or for road driving, and the ordinary

touring cars of 24, 40 and 75 horsepower, all

the machines being four-cylinder.

The town car is fitted with live axle drive

and Cee springs. The engine has all its

cylinders cast in one piece. The touring

cars are chain driven, the countershaft being

distinct from the gear box in the heavier

model. The town machine engine has all

its valves on the same side over a single

camshaft, the second and third valves and

CHASSIS OF 50-HORSEPOWER PEUGEOT CAR AT PARIS SHOW.—NOTE REMOVABLE PAH
BENEATH THE MOTOR AND TRANSMISSION.

operating a latch, and that one has simply

to push it back and forth to change speeds.

In Fig. 4 the lever is shown in horizontal

section at L; it carries on its side a small

Fig. 4.—C. G. V. Change Speed Device.]

the sixth and seventh being inlet valves, the

others being exhaust. Ignition is by high-

tension magneto and the carbureter is the

usual C. G. V.
The change speed lever is peculiar, inas-

much that there is no trigger or push button

tooth or catch C riveted and brazed to it,

the sector on which the lever works is

placed alongside of it, and instead of being

notched on its edges, is notched on its

sides; it is slidably mounted at both ends

upon studs N screwed home on brackets B,

a strong coil spring 5 constantly pushing

the sector against the lever. When the lever

is actuated by the driver, after an effort to

push the sector sideways against the springs

on account of the V shape of the notches,

the push of the same springs will bring the

sector back in place when the lever comes

opposite to the next notch, thus stopping

the driver, unless he furnishes another e.Tort

to again overcome the spring pressure.

In the touring car models the valves are

symmetrically placed on each side of the

engine over two camshafts actuated by in-

closed silent gears. The change speed gear

is as in the touring models, a cam actuated,

two sliding sets system, and gives four

speeds and reverse, with direct drive on top

gear. The countershaft brakes are excep-

tionally large, being about 16 inches in di-

ameter and completely inclosed. They are

of the cam actuated, expanding type. The
clutch is still of the cone and leather type.

C. G. V. CHASSIS, WITH STEERING PILLAR AT LEFT AMD CONTROL LEVERS IN CENTER OF FRAME —NOTE THE PECULIAR TRIPLE SPRING
REAR. SUSPENSION.
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The engine is unchanged either in its gen-

eral lines or in its construction ; it, however,

is now regularly fitted with high-tension

magneto ignition—with double ignition if

tion of them having already appeared in

The Automobile, which exactly describes

the models shown at the Salon, it will be

unnecessary to dwell upon them here.

machines, produced by several factories.

These builders seem to have a private com-

petition all to themselves as to who will

have the finest chassis in simplicity or in

ORHATE STAND AT THE PARIS AUTOMOBILE SALON EXHIBITING COLOMBIA ELECTRIC CARRIAGES, BUTLTTJY THE ELECTRIC

VEHICLE CO. AT HARTFORD, CONN.

desired. The radiator and hood keep their

usual C. G. V. shape.

The Brazier cars have been considerably

altered since last year. A special descrip-

The Berliet cars, which count among

the very best French machines at present,

are made in Lyons, a center from which

come to the show a number of excellent

"admirably good complication," as well as

in good appearance. The Berliet frame is

of pressed steel, narrowed at the front. The

motor is bolted to the frame sides and is a
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four-cylinder, cast in pairs, with inter-

changeable valves, all mechanically operated.

The ignition is by make and break magneto,

of the Sims-Bosch make. The engine is

fitted with a centrifugal governor acting

upon the throttle. The radiator is honey-

comb, and the water is circulated by a cen-

trifugal pump, the air draught being pro-

duced by fan blades formed by the arms of

the flywheels. The clutch is the old Berliet

metal-to-metal type. Four speeds and a

reverse are provided. There are two sep-

arate brakes, each independently actuated

by its own pedal on the differential, while a

third brake is supplied by the hand lever

which expands two hub brakes in the rear

wheels sprocket drums, the drive being

through side chains. Ball bearings are

fitted throughout except in the motor.

The American Locomotive Co., which

acquired the American license for this ma-

chine, has a stand in the main hall, not far

from the Berliet stand, in which is ex-

hibited a machine presumably made in

America, and which reproduces exactly the

original Berliet except, perhaps, for the

hub caps.

Brakes of Various Types and Their Use.

By MAURICE PARDET.

During the past year the sum of $112.-

000 has been expended by the government

of Porto Rico in improving the highways

of the island, the most famous of which

is the Military Road, which connects San

Juan and Ponce.

OF the greatest importance in an automo-

bile is the ability to quickly check the

vehicle's speed, or to bring it to a stop when
necessary in the shortest possible space ; and

the importance of brake efficiency increases

as the speed of the car increases, reaching

the maximum in the swift racing car, in

which the speeds obtained are abnormal.

Braking effect is commonly obtained in an

automobile by friction, the energy stored in

the moving vehicle being converted into

heat at the contact surfaces of the brake.

Friction is usually obtained by causing a

fixed band or ring to contract upon or ex-

pand within a drum, setting up more or less

friction, according to the pressure used in

bringing the surfaces together; the energy

required to bring the surfaces together is

usually supplied by the driver of the car.

through a lever or a pedal, though there are

in use several mechanical devices for doing

this work, some of which are extremely in-

genious.

Types in Earlier Days.

We must look to the builders of horse-

drawn vehicles for the principles of many
forms of brakes that were used on the early

French automobiles. Among the brakes in

use before the automobile became a practical

vehicle was the Lemoim brake, extensively

DECAUVTLLE CAR AT PARIS SHOW WITH CONVERTIBLE LIMOUSINE BODY BY AUDINEAU.
The sides are readily removable by unscrewing bolts inside which are hidden by the upholstery, thus trans-

forming the car into a double phaeton with fixed dash and extension top. When the sides are removed, padded
arm rests are placed over the grooves so that there is nothing to indicate that the car was ever anything else

than an open vehicle. Distortion due to use of wide-angle lens in camera.

used in the French artillery and also on the

omnibuses of Paris. The Lemoine brake

utilized the traction of ropes wound around

a drum to apply an ordinary shoe brake to

the tire of the wheel. When the brake was
idle the ropes were loose on the drums

;

tightening the coils caused them to have a
tendency to travel around on the drums.

The free ends were attached to a brake
beam carrying the brake shoes, so that the

pull of the rope on the drums drew the shoes
against the tires. This was an exceedingly

powerful brake, but lacked a very important
feature—it would only work when the vehi-

cle was moving forward. Also, it was "of

no use when the wheels were not revolving,

as the pull on the ropes was dependent upon
the revolution of the drums.
The present custom is to produce braking

action either by tightening a fixed band on
the surface of a revolving drum, of by ex-
panding a band or jaws against the internal

surface of a hollow drum fixed on the shaft
or wheel, the brakes acting equally well
whether the car is going forward or back-
ward. The brakes should have sufficient

frictional resistance and sufficient strength
to stop the car within the shortest possible
distance, as the speed of which modern ma-
chines are capable makes quick stopping
very necessary. The distance covered by
the car, after the application of the brakes,
before it comes to a stop will evidently be
proportioned to the initial speed and the
weight of the machine, as well as the fric-
tion of the brake.

Maximum Braking Effect.

The maximum useful braking effect is

that which will stop just short of causing
the wheels to slide without turning. It is

not a difficult matter to lock the wheels of
most cars so that they will slide along the
road; but tires suffer severely from the
friction with the road, and, moreover, as
soon as the wheel begins to slip the braking
action is considerably lessened and there is

a strong tendency for the rear wheels to
slew around sideways. The pressure re-

quired on the brake varies, however, with
the speed of the car, for the reason that the
higher the speed the smaller the coefficient

of friction in the brake.

Extensive experiments made by Douglas
Galton show that at circumferential speeds
corresponding to twenty miles an hour and
fifty miles an hour the coefficients of friction

vary in the ratio of 2 1-2 to 1. Therefore, in

order to produce the same frictional effect,

the pressure on the brake must be 2 1-2

times greater at fifty miles an hour than at

twenty; the pressure must be decreased as

the speed decreases, for if this is not done
the friction, increasing as the speed de-

creases, will soon lock the wheels. This
shows how necessary it is to have brakes
that are easily and accurately controlled,

and that no slight degree of skill and judg-
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PAJtHARD CAR WITH LABOURDETTE LIMOUSINE BODY SHOWN AT PARIS SALON.
Driver's seat entirely enclosed, with entrance through door on left side as shown, the right side being per-

itly closed. The door it hinged to awing forward. The doors giving entrance to the rear portion open
toward the rear. Steering wheel is under the curve of the high dash, and the window above is hinged to swing
up against the roof. Wide angle lens of camera causes bad distortion, especially noticeable at front end of car.

merit is required to use the brakes in the

most effective and least harmful way.

Com pressed-Air Brake.

The difficulty of obtaining sufficient expe-

rience and skill to manipulate brakes in the

most advantageous way is responsible to a

great extent for the fact that inventors and

manufacturers of automobiles are constantly

on the lookout for better brakes. An inter-

esting effort in this direction was shown at

the 1904-5 Paris show and consisted of the

application of compressed air to the opera-

tion of the brakes. Though crude and lack-

ing in refinement of detail, this brake pos-

sessed many advantages over the ordinary

type- [This had previously been success-

fully applied in an American car.—Editor.]

The ordinary brake is a source of con-

stant fatigue to the driver, especially in

heavy traffic; and, moreover, it diverts his

attention from the steering of the car and
the handling of his gears. Again, it is too

slow for the best effect, because the neces-

sary leverage is obtained only by lengthen-

ing the stroke of the lever and consequently

the time required to set the brake. The lit-

tle valve handle required to operate the air

brake makes it possible to apply the brakes
with much celerity. There is, however,
fault with the air brake; it almost invari-

ably locks the wheels. It would seem that

when fully developed, this brake will have a

great future for automobile work.
The use of shoe brakes acting directly on

the tires was soon abandoned because of

the destructive effect on the tires and be-

anse the friction between the shoe and a

wet tire was very slight, quite insufficient

for the purpose. It was found necessary to

»dopt the expedient of using a separate

drum, attached to the hub, to the driving

sprocket where drive is by side chains, or to

some other rotating part, such as the differ-

wtial shell, the driving shaft or the trans-

mission shaft.

Equalizing Braking Effort.

With hub brakes it is very important that

the braking effect should be the same on

both wheels, as unequal braking lessens the

effectiveness of the brakes and tends to

cause skidding. It is, therefore, good prac-

tice to use some form of equalizer. Most
commonly this consists of a beam to the

center of which the brake lever is connected,

the brakes being connected to the two ends

of the beam. This apparatus, however, is

very limited in its capacity for equalizing

friction.

A brake gear used on the old Mercedes

cars had the same drawbacks. In this ar-

rangement the hand lever rocked a hollow

cross shaft, at each end of which was a

grooved arm. A cable passed through the

hollow shaft and over the grooved ends of

the arms, and the cable ends were secured

to the brakes. When the driver pushed his

lever the cable was pulled tight by the arms
and any inequality of tension was equalized

by the slipping of the cable through the

shaft and over the arms.

Lemoine Braking System.

Another arrangement was that of Le-

moine ; this consisted of an arrangement ex-

actly similar to a bevel gear differential,

except that it only moved through a small

part of a revolution. The bevel pinion was
adapted to be moved in an arc with the

shaft of the large gears as a center, by the

brake lever; the large bevels, however, in

this case consisted of sectors only, the sides

opposite to the pinion being formed into

levers to which the brake rods were at-

tached. The action was precisely similar

to that of the bevel gear differential.

Another early brake consisted of a rope

coiled around a drum, blocks of wood being

interposed between the drum and the rope

to prevent the rapid wearing of the latter.

A form of brake that was much used in

earlier days, and is still in use on small and

inexpensive cars, consisted of a spring steel

band with a lining of some friction produc-

ing and wear resisting material. One of the

ends is attached to a fixed point, the other

being connected with the brake lever. The
natural spring of the steel keeps it clear

of the drum when not held on by the lever.

A serious defect possessed by most of the

old brakes was that they would not hold the

car, if it started to run backwards, as, for

instance, down a steep grade if the motor
stalled. An arrangement adopted by a num-
ber of makers, including some in England,

was to use two bands on the same drum,

starting from a common fixed point, but

CADILLAC V
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STAND OK AN AMERICAN EXHIBITOR AT THE GREAT PARIS, SHOW.
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wound around the drums in opposite direc-

tions ; both bands were operated by the same

movement of the lever. This construction

was expensive, however, and gave no better

results than the simpler and no more ex-

pensive forms devised later on.

Internal and External Types.

Two-piece brakes came later, and were

of two general types, internal and external.

The external type was the earliest, but is

found on the smallest number of modern

European cars. The two parts, generally

steel or iron castings, are sometimes in

direct contact with the drum, and sometimes

lined with other material. A cheap and

easily renewable metal lining was much
favored; brass, bronze, copper, steel and

castiron all had their advantages. Soft,

anti-friction metal was tried, but proved to

be unequal to the heat generated by pro-

longed braking and would melt and run out.

Many different methods of operating these

brakes were devised, but the best was an

eccentric arrangement, which was quick and

certain in action and was, to a certain ex-

tent, self adjusting for wear. A toggle sys-

tem was also extensively used, and had

many good points. A device which was

powerful but slow in action consisted of a

short rod with a right-hand thread on one

end and a left-hand thread on the other.

The threads were screwed on to suitable

lugs in opposite halves of the brake ; rotat-

ing, the rod caused the brakes to close or

open, according to the direction of rotation.

Brakes of the internal expanding type are

now more commonly used in European cars

than any other one type, though they are

not altogether free from defects. One draw-

back is the liability to overheat, owing to

the lack of free air circulation. In the brake

used by the manufacturers of the Clement

cars, and which will be used in the 1906

C. G. V. cars, the two parts of the internal

brake are kept together and out of contact

with the drum by a stiff spring. A pair of

levers, pivoted at their centers, serves to

press the halves apart and against the drum.

The French firm of Peugeot uses an internal

brake on the transmission, and special means

are adopted to prevent overheating. The
brake is enclosed in an oil-tight casing and

runs continually in a bath of oil. This gives

excellent results, and has been adopted as

the standard for the Peugeot car.

Chenard-Walcker Brake.

The Chenard-Walcker clutch brake has

been in use for many years. This system

consists in using the clutch cone as a brake.

The clutch is of the ordinary cone type, en-

gaged by being pushed into a recess in the

flywheel. The cone is double, however;

when the movement of withdrawing the

clutch is continued after the clutch is free,

the cone on the back of the disc enters an

internal fixed cone, and great .friction is set

up. The disadvantages of this arrangement

are that the brake cannot be used until the

clutch is disengaged ; and it is useless if any

of the connections between it and the rear

wheels are broken or if the gears are in the

neutral position.

The French Raissinier brake acts on the

interior and the exterior of the drum at the

same time, and has given remarkable results

in tests. Two rollers are mounted on a

lever in such a way that when a brake is in

the off position the drum passes between the

rollers. By swinging the lever the rollers

are made to bear against the drum, on op-

posite surfaces, and a powerful braking ac-

tion is the result In an official test a car,

fitted with this brake, carrying five passen-

gers, was brought to a stop in thirty feet

from a speed of thirty miles an hour. All

the parts are thoroughly lubricated, and the

brake seems to be, in many ways, almost an

ideal one.

"Get a Horse."

According to the New York Sun, the ex-

pression "Get a horse" may have had its

origin in Ireland, and if so, the original

automobile must have been no automobile

at all, but a flying machine, either that or

it had amphibious habits. Anyhow, as

Bobby Gaylor used to preface his stage re-

marks, this is the discussion as printed in

the "Questions and Answers" department

of the Sunday Sun:

The nurse corrected my children for shout-

ing "Get a horse" at a passing automo-

bile. The correction I approve on the score

of manners, but its method has puzzled me.

She said :
" 'Twas saying that same that

took Manny Malone from Arrow Hill and

set him down in Spain." When asked to

explain, the girl said it was a foolish thing

and she didn't remember the rights of it.

Who was Manny Malone and how did he

come to imitate Lord Bateman?

C. H. Lane.

"It seems to be, with some small inaccu-

racies of names, a story that Thackeray, in

Chapter 16 of "The Irish Sketch Book,"

recites as contained in "Hibernian Tales,"

which he identifies solely as one of "two

little yellow volumes purchased at Ennis."

This is his quotation: "In the parish of

Ahoghill lived Manus O'Malaghan. As he

was searching for a calf that had strayed

he heard many people talking. Drawing
near, he distinctly heard them repeating,

one after the other, 'Get me a horse, get

me a horse' ; and 'Get me a horse, too,' says

Manus. Manus was instantly mounted on

a steed, surrounded with a vast crowd, who
galloped off, taking poor Manus with them.

In a short time they suddenly stopped in a

large, wide street, asking Manus if he knew
where he was. 'Faith,' says he, 'I do not.'

'You are in Spain,' said they." A pleasing

tale of the little folk.
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Locomobile Features of Construction.

IN designing the two models that will be
* placed on the market for the season of

1906 by the Locomobile Company of Amer-
ica, of Bridgeport, Conn., the lines followed

in former Locomobile models have been

closely adhered to and what changes hav.e

been made are in the matter of detail; the

manufacturers state that the, main features

of the car remain practically as they were in

the first gasoline cars built by this concern.

to tell one machine from the other at first

glance, but on looking closer it will be seen

that the smaller car, Type E, has a concave

dash, the larger machine having a flat dash

;

the tonneau of the larger car is also longer

in proportion than the other. - Bodies are of

the straight-line type, built up of bent wood
with roomy and comfortably upholstered

seats, the front seats being of the popular

divided type; running-boards extend from

ical make and break, low-tension current

being generated by a gear-driven magneto
built by the Locomobile Co., and the time

of ignition is varied by shifting the ignition

cams so as to bring different parts of the

varied-profile cams under the tappet rods.

The motor speed is controlled by hand
through a governor working on the throttle.

Power is transmitted to the transmission

gears by a leather-faced cone clutch; the

sliding gears give three speeds forward and

one reverse, operated by a single lever, with

direct drive on the high gear. Differential

LOCOMOBILE 15-20 HORSEPOWER TYPE E TOURING CAR FOR 1906. WITH CONCAVE DASH AND STRAIGHT-LINE BODY.

The new models will both be side-entrance

touring cars of the conventional type, side-

chain driven, with four-cylinder vertical

water-cooled motors. Type E will have a

motor of 15-20 horsepower, while Type H
will have a motor of 30-35 horsepower.

With the exception of the difference in di-

mensions and a few details, the two cars

are mechanically identical. In outside ap-

pearance there is an absence of marked dis-

tinguishing features that makes it difficult

front to rear fenders, and the chain guards

form steps to the tonneau. The footboard

has the upward slope that is usually seen on

touring cars; the hood is of the Mercedes

form, of aluminum, with ventilated sides.

With regard to mechanical features, the

general specifications of the two models are

identical. The four-cylinder vertical water-

cooled motor is bolted by the crankcase

arms direct to the main frames, no sub-

frames being used. Ignition is by mechan-

and bevel gears for driving the jackshaft

are enclosed in the rear end of the transmis-

sion gearcase; the rear wheels are driven

by side chains, the sprockets being bolted

to the spokes of the rear wheels.

The motor has its cylinders cast in pairs;

heads, water jackets and valve housings

are integrally formed, and the. cylinders are

bolted to the crankcase by flanges in the

customary way. The valves are mechani-

cally operated and are placed on opposite

LOCOMOBILE 30-35 HORSEPOWER TYPE H TOURING CAR, WITH LONG WHEELBASE AND STRAIGHT DASH. —NOTE LUGGAGE RACK AT REAR.
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sides of the cylinders, the inlet valves on the

right and the exhaust valves on the left;

valves are all alike and interchangeable, and

each is made from a single steel forging.

The lower end of the valve-stem is plain;

the upper end of the push-rod is equipped

with an adjusting arrangement consisting of

a cap-nut held in place by a jam-nut below

it ; by screwing the cap-nut up or down, the

effective length of the rod may be varied,

the jam-nut holding the adjustment when
obtained. The valve springs are held in

compression by concave washers kept in

place by keys passing through the stems.

Removing a valve spring is made easy by

the use of a special forked tool which is

passed over the valve stem below the

prevent the rod from turning and bringing

the axis of the roller out of parallel with the

axis of the camshaft. The squared part is

of ample size to give good wearing qualities

and, together with the roller, pin and other

parts of the rod, is hardened and ground.

The push-rod guide enters a counterbore in

the top of the crankcase for a short distance

and screws passing through flanges hold it

in position.

Each camshaft, with all its cams, is made
of a single steel forging and is hardened

and ground all over. The camshafts are in-

teresting pieces of work, especially the inlet

camshaft, which carries the ignition cams in

addition to the inlet valve cams. The valve

cams are, of course, sufficiently long so that

dinal motion without lateral play; the

movement of this shaft from extreme ad-

vance to extreme retardation of spark is

three-quarters of an inch. The camshafts
run in bronze bearings and are lubricated

from the crankcase.

The ignition system has been worked out
with a view to obtaining the greatest possi-

ble freedom from electrical troubles; there

is no wiring about the body of the car—in

fact, the only wiring is the connection be-

tween the magneto and the bus-bar on the

engine, which is in an accessible position

and not liable to damage. The fact that

there is no high-tension current to insulate

is a point in favor of the low-tension sys-

tem. The bus-bar is connected to each of

1HLET SIDE OF LOCOMOBILE KSGBt, SHOWING CARBURETER. HAGUETO AND MAKE-AHD-BREAK SPARK MECHABISK.

washer and its ends rested on a lug cast

for the purpose on the adjacent cylinder

wall: by raising the fork the washer and

spring are raised and the key can be re-

moved from the valve-stem, leaving the

spr-.-g free to drop and the va'.ve-stem free

:o po,<> upw ard through the guide. The

valves -ire removed through ope-.mgs Ji-

nx: > over te—. c .-sed by screw •-" :c~: the

•0 •:< of the u ugs ire r*a do tight by gas'vets

v.-. vc s a central boss with a s'ot cut

•" t-Ve :'~e screw-driver or <*>eva' tool

o-o.- fr.-..
: "g :he valves, i'he push-

• d has a "-a-cer.e-d steel roller or. its Ic.ver

e-.i ro take t'-e cm thrust: :
v e part of the

->.? t'-a: *' :

cs " t'.e «\. dc is so.-a-.-d :o

the push-rod rollers will not drop off when
the shaft is moved longitudinally in varying

the time of ignition: the apex of each valve

cam is parallel with the axis of the shaft, so

that the timing of the valve is not changed

with the movement of the shaft. The igni-

tion cams, however, being made with a view

to varying the time of ignition, have their

apexes disposed at an angle with the axis of

the shaft, '.ike the thread of a screw of very

steep pitch. A collar for the fork, by which

the shaft is moved, is also an integral part

of the s'aft. The front or gear end of the

camshaft is so/oared ard passes through a

s— :re hole in a sleeve or. which the gear is

he s.-.aft is a close hut easy >l\i-

e s'e-eve so as to allow l.-r.giru-

the insulated electrodes of the igniters by

knife-blade switches, the circuit being com-

pleted through the body of the magneto and
the metal of the engine, to which the mag-
neto is grounded.

The magneto is secured to the right-band

front arm of the crankcase by a single heavy

bolt, steel dowel pins preventing swivelling

and at the same time permitting the removal

of the magneto with the minimum of trou-

ble. The magneto is driven from the gear

on the inlet camshaft through a simple little

coupling which makes it impossible to

couple up the machine wrongly—a matter of

importance, as the magneto is set to deliver

•ts maximum current at the time of ad-

vanced ignition. The coupling consists of
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PARTS OF LOCOMOBILE VALVE SEPARATED, SHOWING PUSH-ROD AND
GUIDE, SPRING AND STEM WITH MUSHROOM. „

PARTS OF LOCOMOBILE MAKE-AND-BREAK SPARK MECHANISM
SHOWING PLATES WITH HAMMER AND ANVIL AND PUSH RODS.

two plates, one on the gear shaft and the

other secured by its hub to the shaft of the

magneto armature ; in the illustration show-

ing the parts of the magneto the coupling

may be seen, one-half attached to the end of

the shaft of the separate armature shown,

and the other half lying close to it. Each

plate has a pin in one end and a slot in the

other; in coupling up, the pin in one plate

is entered in the slot in the other ; and there

is no other way of putting the parts to-

gether. The H-armature has heavy bronze

ends secured to it by screws which are

sweated in. The short sections of shaft

and throw off any oil that might work past

the bearings. Oil is thus kept off the arma-

ture, and a serious difficulty sometimes ex-

perienced with mechanical generators is,

according to the manufacturers, avoided en-

tirely, practical road tests having shown that

the oil does not reach the armature. The
excess oil runs off through vent holes. Alu-

minum castings screwed to the body of the

magneto support the bronze bearings. The
inner end of the armature winding is

grounded in the metal of the armature core

;

the outer end is attached to a steel pin

which passes through a hole drilled through

ground connection another brush is fitted, as

the contact between the shaft and its bear-

ing is electrically imperfect owing to the oil

used for lubrication. The ground brush

is a small rod of carbon pressed against

the shaft by a light helical spring. The
manufacturers state that during the pro-

longed and severe tests to which the first

1906 cars were subjected the magneto gave

no trouble whatever, and ' even at the con-

clusion of the testing period required no

attention.

The make and brake electrodes are car-

ried by a plate having a tapered face like a

LOCOMOBILE CAMSHAFT WITH INTEGRAL CAMS. FORGED IN ONE PIECE, HARDENED AND GROUND.

on which the armature is supported are

screwed tightly into the end pieces, the ends

riveted over on the inside and, as a final

precaution, a "dutchman"—a pin driven into

a hole drilled lengthwise half in the shaft

and half in the end piece—is inserted. The
journals are supported in bronze bearings

and are provided with rings close to the

armature ; these rings revolve with the shaft

the center of the shaft; the pin is insulated

from the shaft, and' the current passing

through it is taken up by a brush, made of

flat steel bent upon itself and pressing

against the pin; from the brush, which is>

insulated, the current is led to the bus-bar

by a wire. This spring brush is clearly

shown at the extreme left-hand end of the

shaft of the complete magneto. For the

poppet-valve, which fits a corresponding

seat in the side of the inlet valve chamber,

the surface being ground to a gas-tight

fit; three screws hold the igniter plate in

position. The stationary electrode in the

cylinder is insulated and carries, outside

the cylinder, the contact pieces for the

knife-blade switch; the inner end carries

an iridium contact point. The movable

LOCOMOBILE MAGNETO ASSEMBLED AND SEPARATED TO SHOW H ARMATURE IN POSITION IN HORSESHOE MAGNET, AND DRIVING CONNECTIONS
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EXHAUST SIDE OF LOCOMOBILE ENGINE, SHOWING PUMP AND FAN WITH BELT DRIVE AND BELT TO LUBRICATOR.

electrode, which is not insulated and is

therefore in electrical connection with the

magneto through ground, has an iridium-

tipped arm or hammer inside the cylinder

making and breaking contact with the

stationary electrode or anvil, while outside

the cylinder it is rigidly secured to another

arm to which motion is imparted by the

tappet rod. The contacts are brought to-

gether by the rising of the tappet rod on

its cam an instant before the spark is re-

quired; at the proper time the the cam
allows the rod to drop suddenly, with the

result that the contacts inside the cylinder

are suddenly separated and a short, hot

arc is formed.

Pistons are made slightly tapering, the

head or closed end being slightly smaller

than the open end to allow for "unequal

expansion when the motor is at work. The
piston on the 15-20-horsepower motor is

3 3-4 inches in diameter, has a stroke of

4 1-2 inches and is 5 1-2 inches long; the

30-35-horsepower motor has pistons 4 1-2

inches in diameter with a stroke of 5 1-2

inches, and the pistons are 8 1-2 inches

long. Being light, the pistons are cast with

interior webs for the sake of strength. The
four rings on each piston are turned ec-

centric and are split diagonally ; oil grooves

are cut in the lower part of the piston.

The piston pin is of hollow steel and is

effectually prevented from protruding and

scoring the cylinder walls by screws pass-

ing through the boss in the cylinder and the

wall of the pin. In the ends of the screws

are holes ; a single wire passes through both

holes inside the pin and the ends are bent

over, making a safe locking arrangement.

Connecting rods are of I-section with

bronze bushings at each end; the piston

pin bushing is solid, while the crank-pin

end is split marine fashion and is fitted with

a series of copper shims between the

brasses. These shims are of different thick-

nesses so that nice adjustments for wear

can be made by removing a shim of the

proper thickness and bolting up the brasses

again. Two steel bolts hold the cap on the

end of the connecting rod.

Crankshafts, like all other forgings, are

made in the forging shop of the Locomo-
bile plant; they are of a special steel and

are given a toughening treatment after forg-

ing. The shaft runs in' three bronze bear-

ings. The flywheel is, bolted to a flange

• forged integral with the shaft, steel fited

bolts being employed. The bearing sur-

faces of the crankshaft are hardened and

ground.
.

The crankcase is split horizontally; the

upper half is cast of manganese bronze,

which gives ample strength to withstand

the stresses imposed by the work of carry-

ing the cylinders and the crankshaft. The
lower half is of aluminum, having no more

severe work than carrying lubricating oil

and keeping out dust and dirt. The sup-

porting arms are cast integral with the

upper half of the crankcase and are of

deep box section, open side downward.

All the gearing for driving the camshafts,

magneto and circulating pump is enclosed

in an aluminum casing at the front of the

engine and all can be exposed by the re-

moval of a cover which protects all the

gears.

Circulation of the cooling water is main-

tained by a centrifugal pump bolted to the

left-hand front arm of the engine and

driven by a pinion meshing with the large

gear on the exhaust camshaft. A cellular

cooler is placed in a cradle or dropped

crosspiece, and is not attached to the side

frames. To this fact the manufacturers

attribute much of the freedom of their radi-

ator from leakage, as it is not twisted by the

springing of the frames on rough roads. A
large aluminum fan with a stiffening ring

at its circumference is mounted on a spindle

running in ball bearings in a bracket bolted

to the top of the casing which covers the

gearing at the front of the engine. The fan

is driven by belt from a pulley mounted
on the pump-shaft between the pump and
its driving gear. The tension of the fan belt

can be adjusted by shifting the bracket,

slots for the holding-down bolts being pro-

vided for the purpose. A small circulation

indicator on the dashboard keeps the driver

informed as to the work his pump is doing.

The float feed carbureter is fitted with art

aluminum auxiliary air inlet and has a bal-

anced throttle of the piston type, operated

by a centrifugal governor; the ordinary air

inlet is sufficient for speeds up to about 15

miles an hour on the high gear, after which

the auxiliary air valve opens. The auxil-

iary air is taken in cold, while the regular

air supply may be taken in hot from a hood

surrounding the exhaust manifold or may-
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be taken in cold, according to temperature

and atmospheric conditions. Priming may
be done from the seat by means of a handle

on the dash.

A lubricating oil pump placed on the

dashboard is belt-driven from the rear end

of the exhaust camshaft. Three leads carry

oil to the compartments of the crankcase

and to the gear casing at the front of the

motor. The lubrication of the pistons and
rod bearings is accomplished by splash. A
standpipe projects upward into each crank-

case compartment, so that when the oil is

too high it overflows and can be let out

through drip cocks placed under the crank-

case and operated from the dashboard. A
hand oil pump is fitted for emergency use.

The clutch is of the leather-faced cone

type, and has flat springs behind the leather

to prevent sudden and "fierce" gripping.

Between the clutch and the transmission

gear is a double universal joint. The clutch

is held in engagement by two helical springs

carried on studs on each side of the shaft.

The springs can be quickly adjusted and can

easily be removed if necessary. Thrust is

taken by ball bearings, and the usual pedal

controls the clutch. The transmission gears

are enclosed in a case made of three parts

;

the main or central part, which carries the

bearings and is subjected to practically all

the stresses, is of manganese bronze, while

the top and bottom sections are of alumi-

num. The case encloses the bevel driving

gears at the rear end. A single sliding set

controlled by a single lever gives all three

speeds and reverse. The gear shafts run in

plain phosphor bronze bearings lubricated

by oil from the gearcase, pockets being pro-

vided to catch the lubricant. All the gears

are of special steel, hardened. The differen-

tial is of the bevel gear type and its casing

is of forged steel. The left-hand differential

sleeve extends beyond the casing and carries

the drum for the differential brake. Each
half of the jackshaft is fitted with a com-
pensating joint to allow for frame spring-

ing. The outer ends of the jackshaft run in

bronze bearings; the sprockets are of hard-

ened steel.

The frame is of pressed steel with four

pressed steel cross members and is hot riv-

eted together; the two middle cross mem-
bers are used as supports for the transmis-

sion gearcase. Forged steel spring horns

are hot riveted to the ends of the side

frames. Springs are all semi-elliptic and

have bronze bushed eyes and fitted steel

bolts. Front and rear axles are of I-beam

section, each forged in two pieces and hand
welded in the center; the front axle is

dropped at the center and with it are forged

the steering heads; all wheel bearings are

plain bronze bushings with ' grease reser-

voirs to ensure adequate lubrication.

Besides the band and drum brake on the

differential there is an emergency brake,

consisting of expanding rings in cast steel

drums on the hubs of the rear wheels. The
emergency brake is connected to the hand

lever by steel cables, a compensating ar-

rangement equalizing the pull on euch side-

Steering gear consists of an inclosed worm,
and sector.

The 15-20-horsepower car has a wheel-

base of 93 inches, 32-inch wheels with 4-

inch tires, rear springs 44 inches long and.

front springs 36 inches long. The 30-35-

horsepower car has a wheelbase of 106.

inches, 34-inch wheels with 4 1-2-inch tires,

rear springs 44 inches long and front

springs 40 inches long. In both models an

aluminum pan is placed under the engine-

and gearcase. Running-boards are covered

with rubber and are supported by forged-

steel brackets attached to the main frames;,

mud-guards are wide, and are of aluminum,,

as is also the hood, which is hinged at the-

top. Under the body at the rear is a com-
partment with a large drawer divided into-

separate compartments with places for tools

on one side and places for oil and

grease cans on the other. The color

of the paintwork is optional, as is also

the upholstering. Plain leather, however,,

is recommended by the manufacturers

for the seats, owing to its greater durabil-

ity and cleanliness. The equipment of each

car consists of five lamps, irons for top, a

tire carrier and a tool box containing a set

of tools and extra parts for the car.

Elmore Two-cycle Vertical-engine Cars.
A UTOMOBILES fitted with two-cycle

motors have for years been built by
the Elmore Mfg. Co., of Clyde, O., a firm

which has devoted itself exclusively to this

type of motor. Heretofore the Elmore mo-
tors, with single and double cylinders, have

been hung under the bodies of the cars.

For the season of 1906, however, two new
models have been designed, the motors still

being of the two-cycle type, but placed ver-

tically under the hoods in front. Model 15

is a large touring car with four-cylinder 35-

horsepower motor, while Model 14 is a

smaller touring car, with two-cylinder ver-

tical motor rated at 24 horsepower. The
larger car has an expanding ring clutch and
three-speed sliding gear transmission; the

smaller one has two-speed planetary trans-

mission. Both have shaft and bevel gear

drive to the rear wheels.

Model 15, the larger car, is a typical large

LOCOMOBILE TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH CONE, ILLUSTRATING
UNIVERSAL JOINT IN SHAFT.

DOUBLE

touring car with side-entrance body, provid-

ing plenty of space for the passengers, a

wheelbase long enough to give easy ridings

in combination with long springs, and a gen-

eral outline that is at once simple and attrac-

tive. Probably the most noticeable feature

of the engine is its clear, unencumbered ap-

pearance; there are no valves on or con-

nected with the engine, and consequently

there is no necessity for gears, camshafts

and other moving parts for operating-

valves. The only gears used about the en-

gine are the bronze bevels, of equal size,

which rotate the timer at the same speed

as the crankshaft.

. The motor operates on. the three-port

system ; this system has already been de-

scribed at length in The Automobile, but it

may be said that two ports in the cylin4er

wall, alternately covered and uncovered by

the piston, carry the combustible gases into-

and the exhaust out of the cylinder ; a third

port in the cylinder wall, placed low down

so as to open into the crankcase when the

cylinder is at its highest point, allows the

mixture from the carbureter to pass into-

the crankcase, where it is compressed and

later forced through a connecting passage

and the inlet port into the cylinder. An
impulse is imparted to the crankshaft once

every revolution by each cylinder; thus four

cylinders give an impulse to the crankshaft

every quarter of a revolution, the same as

two double-acting steam cylinders, and the

same as an eight-cylinder four-cycle ex-

plosion motor. This results in smooth run-

ning and a steady pull which is of special,

advantage on htfls>
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The cylinders of the four-cylinder Elmore

have a bore of 41-2 inches and a stroke of

4 inches; the heads are dome-shaped inside

and are cast integral with the cylinders, as

are also the water jackets. The pistons are

fitted with four rings each, one ring being

near the bottom ; crankshaft is made from

a steel forging and has large bearings. Cyl-

inders, pistons and all bearing surfaces are

ground. Water piping and other engine fit-

tings are of cast brass. The pump is posi-

tive and is rotated by the timer shaft. Lu-

brication of the motor is accomplished by a

Hill precision oiler, and sufficient oil for 300

miles' running, is carried. The carbureter,

made at the Elmore factory, is of the Krebs

type and, the manufacturers state, will use

any grade of gasoline.

Throttle and ignition levers are placed in

the usual position above the steering wheel,

but do not turn with the wheel ; the throttle

is also connected with the clutch pedal, so

that when the clutch is withdrawn the en-

gine is automatically slowed down. A pedal

and a side lever control the service brake on

the driving shaft and the emergency brakes

on the hubs of the rear wheels respectively.

The three speeds and reverse of the sliding

gear transmission are controlled by a single

lever, and an interlocking system prevents

the engagement of the clutch when the

gears are not fully meshed.

The clutch is an expanding bronze ring

and is said to be smooth in action and to

require adjustment only at long intervals

;

it is self-centering, so that it is always well

clear of the drum when disengaged. The
clutch is placed a few inches behind the

flywheel and is a separate unit, the flywheel

not being used as one member of the clutch

as when the cone type is employed. The
transmission shafts run on roller bearings

;

a universal joint is interposed between the

clutch and the transmission gearcase. The
transmission gearcase and the engine are

bolted through laterally extending arms to a

sub-frame. The propeller shaft terminates

at each end in a universal joint, one directly

in the rear of the transmission gearcase and

the other just in front of the bevel gear cas-

ing on the rear axle. The thrust of the

bevel driving gears is taken on ball bear-

ings, and the rear wheels run on Hyatt

roller bearings. Spur differential gearing,

of Brown-Lipe manufacture, is fitted and,

with the bevel driving gears, is enclosed in

a casing with removable top. The front

axle is tubular and the front wheels run on

large ball bearings.

The framing is of pressed steel, well

braced and stiffened by heavy gusset plates

at the corners, and is narrowed at the front

Special attention is given by the manufac-

ELMORE CHASSIS PHOTOGRAPHED FROM ABOVE SHOWING TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND SHAFT DRIVE.
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CADILLAC io-HORSEPOWER. SINGLE-CYLINDER LIGHT TOURING CAR. CADILLAC 10-HORSEPOWER CHASSIS. WITH RUNABOUT BODY AND
TURTLE BACK.

hirers to the matter of springs. These are

all semi-elliptic and two inches wide; the

rear springs are 48 inches long and have

five leaves, while the front springs are six

inches shorter, with the same number of

leaves. The manufacturers state that there

are five special grades of steel in each spring

and that each leaf is graduated in thickness.

The leaves are polished all over to avoid in-

ternal friction, and clips are fitted to pre-

vent breakage from violent recoils.

The radiator is of the flat tube type, the

tubes having radiating fins attached; the

tank is combined with the radiator, and the

car will run about 150 miles on one filling

of water. A twenty-gallon gasoline tank is

placed under the seat and connected with

the carbureter by a removable copper tube.

A metal pan under the engine and trans-

mission gearcase protects those parts from

dust, mud and water. The wheelbase of

the car is 104 inches and the tread stand-

ard. Wheels are 34 inches in diameter,

with 4-inch tires of optional domestic

manufacture.

In general design and construction Model

14, the 24-horsepower two-cylinder car, is

similar to the larger machine. The dimen-

sions are naturally reduced, however, and
the machine is, of course, lighter. The en-

gine, placed under the hood, has two verti-

cal water-cooled cylinders of 5-inch bore

and 5-inch stroke and operates on the three-

port system, the same as the larger machine.

A planetry transmission takes the place of

sliding gears, and gives two forward speeds

and reverse, with single lever control. A
clutch of the same type as that on the larger

car is fitted, and is controlled by the same

lever that controls the speed gears. The
wheelbase is 92 inches and the tread is

standard. The body is of the touring type,

with side entrances; the tonneau may be

removed and a sloping deck or "turtle-back"

substituted.

Cadillac Line for 1 906.

For the season of 1906 an extensive line

of cars will be placed on the market by the

Cadillac Motor Car Co., of Detroit, Mich.

;

no less than ten models wil be included in

the list. Five of these will be equipped

with the well-known Cadillac single-cylinder

io-horsepower horizontal motor, viz. ; two-

passenger runabout, small touring car, light

delivery wagon, folding tonneau car and

coupe. The remaining five will consist of

four-cylinder cars of the conventional tour-

ing type. Model H will be a 30-horse-

power car with accommodation for five pas-

sengers; the same chassis will be fitted

with a runabout body and with a coupe.

Model L will be a 40-horsepower touring

car, while the 40-horsepower chassis will

also be fitted with a limousine body. The
same chassis is used in a number of models,

the difference being in the style of body
only.

Both the four-cylinder chassis have shaft

and bevel gear drive and the special plane-

tary transmission designed by the Cadillac

company for these large machines; the

transmission differs from the majority of

planetary gears in giving three forward

speeds. Hess-Bright. ball bearings of the

non-adjustable type are used freely, being

fitted to the rear axle, the road wheels both

front and rear, the transmission, and even

the engine. Drums .on the rear hubs carry

both internal expanding and external con-

tracting brakes. The speed of the engine is

controlled through a governor. Lubrication

is effected by a pump lubricator of Cadillac

design, the quantity of oil fed to the bear-

ings being proportioned to the speed of the

engine. Ignition is by jump spark.

The cars, of course, differ in size, and the

following data will show the principal

measurements of the 30-horsepower and the

40-horsepower chassis. The smaller ma-
chine has a wheelbase of 08 inches; the

SIDE VIEW OF CHfASSiS OF ELMORE 35-HORSEPOWER CAR, SHOWING LOW POSITION OF FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINE
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four-cylinder motor has cylinders of 4 3-8-

inch bore and 5-inch stroke. Road wheels

are 32 inches in diameter and all four

wheels are fitted with 4-inch tires. With
touring body, the car weighs 2,400 pounds.

The 40-horsepower four-cylinder car has

a wheelbase of 110 inches; the motor has

cylinders of 5-inch bore and 5-inch stroke.

The road wheels are large, being 36 inches

in diameter with 4 1-2-inch tires in the rear

and 4-inch tires in front; the weight with

touring body is 3,000 pounds.

The single cylinder Cadillacs retain the

copper water jackets used on former mod-
els,, two-speed planetary transmission with

pedal for applying the slow speed and lever

for the high, and safety starting device, by

which the insertion of the starting crank

retards the spark to a safe point in case it

has previously been advanced. Frames are

of channel steel. The brakes consist of two

friction bands on the differential casing

and are applied by a pedal with retaining

ratchet. Ignition is by jump spark, two bat-

teries of dry cells furnishing the current;

the coil and switch are mounted on the

dashboard. Throttle and ignition levers are

conveniently placed on the steering wheel

column. Axles are tubular, the rear axles

being fitted with Brown-Lipe differential

gears. Three-point spring suspension is

employed, there being two rear springs and

one front spring, the latter being attached

to the car by a special rocker joint which

permits great flexibility. Drive is by a

single chain with hardened rollers and de-

tachable links. The front wheels run on

ball bearings.

The lower parts of the bodies are finished

in black, while the panels and doors are

of a deep wine-color with light carmine

striping. Dashes are of concave steel.

SMITH FOTO-CYLIRDER SIDE-ENTRANCE TOURING CAR, WITH SHAFT DRIVE.

Smith 1906 Models.
Two models, one a side-entrance touring

car and the other a side-entrance surrey,

constitute the 1906 line of cars manufac-
tured by the Smith Automobile Company,
of Topeka, Kan. Mechanically the cars

are alike, except that the surrey has a motor
of 20 horsepower, the cylinders having a

bore of 4 1-4 inches and a stroke of 4 1-2

inches, while the touring car has more
power, the motor being rated at 24 horse-

power, the cylinders having a bore and
stroke of 4 1-2 inches each. In both cases

the motor is of the four-cylinder vertical

type, placed under the hood in front; the

cylinders may be had with jackets for water

cooling or with flanges for air cooling.

Drive is by special planetary transmission,

giving two forward speeds, and propeller

shaft and bevel gears to the live rear axle.

The framing is of ash and each main

frame is stiffened by a longitudinal truss

extending from end to end and passing

under a king-post at the center. The motor
is supported at three points ; two arms cast,

one on each side of the rear end of the

crankcase, are bolted directly to the side

frames, while the front end of the motor
is supported at the center by a bracket

bolted to the front cross frame. The trans-

mission gear being of the planetary type,

no flywheel clutch is used; a short shaft

with a universal joint connects the motor
shaft with the transmission. From the

rear end of the transmission casing to the

forward end of the bevel gear casing ex-

tends a steel tube, rigidly connecting these

two parts; inside the tube runs the propel-

ler shaft on roller bearings. The front end

of the transmission gearcase is supported

by a cross frame. Two braces run from the

rear axle casing at the points where the

spring seats are attached, to the propeller

shaft tube about half way between the rear

axle and the transmission. The differential

is of the bevel gear type ; the thrust of the

bevel driving gears is taken by roller bear-

ings, and the live shaft and rear wheels

also run on rollers.

The motor has individually cast cylinders

bolted to the aluminum crankcase, which is

divided horizontally and carries the three

crankshaft bearings in the upper half ; hand

holes are provided, so that the interior of

the crankcase can be reached without re-

moving the lower half. The cylinders are

cast with integral heads, but the water

jackets, which are also integral with the

cylinders, have separate heads. The jackets

surround the cylinders as far down as the

top of the piston travels. The manufac-

turers state that the compression, with full

throttle, is ninety pounds to the square inch.

Piston pins are of hollow steel; the piston

pin bearing of the connecting rod consists

of a bronze bushing pressed into the bored-

out end of the connecting rod. The big end

bearing is of hard babbitt expanded into the

rod by rolling; this end is split The con-

necting rod is of steel of I-section. Inlet

northern 7-HORSEPOWER runabout fitted WITH FOLDING top and wind shields. valves are automatic and are placed above
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the exhaust valves on the right-hand side of

the engine. To prevent unnecessarily wide
opening of the inlet valves the regular valve

springs are supplemented by heavier springs

which come into play when the valve has

reached the proper limit of its opening; the

valve is stopped at that point and its stop

cushioned by the extra spring. The ex-

haust valves are operated by cams and

push-rods in the customary manner; the

•exhaust valve housing and stem guide have

flanges cast on to radiate the heat and pre-

vent the excessive heating of the valve

stem. Ignition is by jump spark ; the plugs

are inserted in the center of the cylinder

heads. A quadruple vibrator coil is mount-

ed on the dash and current is supplied by

two batteries of eight cells each. Ignition

-timing is controlled by a lever over the

steering wheel, but not moving with the

-wheel. Lubrication is effected by a force-

feed oiler driven from the engine; the

-transmission gears run in a bath of oil.

propelled by a double-opposed cylinder hor-

izontal gasoline motor rated at 24 horse-

power and has a rated carrying capacity of

3,000 to 4,000 pounds. The car is strongly

constructed and weighs empty 3,000 pounds

;

it is fitted with solid rubber tires on artil-

lery wheels. The over-all length of the

wagon is 12 feet 6 inches; the wheelbase is

102 inches. The part of the body available

for carrying purposes is 6 feet long and 4
feet wide. The driver's seat is of such

width that three persons can be carried.

The manufacturers state that the machine

was built for the owner subject to approval

after testing, and that the requirements

have been fully met; after several months

of actual service the car is said to have de-

veloped no weaknesses and tc have given

practically no trouble. The driver was an

inexperienced man, but after a day's in-

struction from an expert had no difficulty

in handling the wagon.

The manufacturers state that the success

CLEMICK-HIRSCH TWO-TON, OPEN-BODY DELIVERY WAGON, WITH 24-HORSEPOWER
DOUBLE-OPPOSED CYLINDER ENGINE.

Steering is by wheel, the steering post toe-

ing telescoping; the post passes through

the dashboard high up, leaving plenty of

-foot room. The steering gear is of the

worm and sector type. Brakes are fitted

to the rear hubs and to the transmission

gear, and are operated by pedals.

The wheelbase of each car is 96 inches

and the tread 56 inches; wheels are 34

inches in diameter and are fitted with 4-

inch tires. The touring car weighs 1,900

pounds and the surrey 1,825 pounds. In

the case of the surrey, the rear seat can be

removed, converting the car into a runabout

with a large rear deck, on which luggage

may be carried. The bodies are finished in

any color desired by the purchaser, the

color not being applied until the car is

purchased.

Clemick-Hirsch Wagon.
The delivery wagon illustrated herewith,

built by the Clemick-Hirsch Company, of

506 National avenue, Milwaukee, Wis., is

of this machine has caused the owner to

order a second and similar one ; also that a

number of Milwaukee merchants have

placed orders for delivery wagons for vari-

ous classes of work.

Northern Winter Equipment.
The manufacturers of the sturdy North-

ern runabout have decided to make few

changes in this popular little car for 1906.

It will still have the 7-horsepower, single-

cylinder horizontal motor, planetary trans-

mission and chain drive, giving two forward

speeds and reverse. The wheelbase is 66

inches, track 55 inches, and the wheels are

fitted with 28-inch by 3-inch detachable

tires. Easy riding qualities are secured by

the use of the Northern trunnion body

hanger. To adapt the car to winter use or

in stormy weather a folding hood and wind

shields have been designed and the comfort-

able appearance of the car so equipped can

be noted by inspection of the accompanying

reproduction of a photograph.

PREPARING FOR SHOW OPENING.

(Concluded from page 5.)

American and foreign cars will be seen

side by side, and there will be ample oppor-

tunity for making comparisons. More than

a dozen foreign makes will be shown, and

some of the exhibits will be duplicates of

those shown at the recent automobile show

in Paris.

Coupon books for exhibitors are now at

the armory show ready for distribution. A
book containing four coupons for each day

of the show will be issued for every twenty

square feet of space occupied. Exhibitors

will be allowed to purchase tickets in quan-

tities at reduced rates for distribution

among friends and customers, and these

tickets are also ready for distribution.

The Berlin international automobile ex-

position will be held from February 3 to

18, under the auspices and joint manage-

ment of the German Automobile Club ani

the Association of German Automobile

Manufacturers. It will be held in the

Landes Austellungs Park, in a building

admirably adapted for the purpose and

affording 12,000 square meters of floor space

all on the same level. The exhibition will

be divided into five sections, as follows : 1

—

Automobiles for the transportation of pas-

sengers, and for sanitary, fire and military

service; 2—Industrial automobiles; 3—Mo-
torcycles; 4—Power boats; 5—Automobile

parts and accessories, auto clothing, litera-

ture, drawings and touring maps. Space

rental is at the rate of $7.14 a square meter

for main floor booths and $5.95 a meter

for wall space; outdoor exhibition space

will be charged for at the rate of $2.78 a

meter. Consul-general Thackara, of Berlin,

suggests that in view of the popularity

of the American runabouts and electric car-

riages, the great demand for motor vehicles

for industrial purposes, and the decided im-

provement which has been shown in the

construction of the higher grades of Amer-
ican cars, the Berlin exposition will afford

a good opportunity for our American manu-
facturers to bring their products before the

German public, and possibly to establish a

lucrative and permanent outlet. He sug-

gests that it may be practicable for our
manufacturers who are represented at the

Paris Salon to arrange for displaying the

same exhibits in Berlin. All correspondence

should be addressed to Managing Director

Freiherr von Brandenstein, No. 16 Leip-

ziger strasse, Berlin, W. Germany.

A dispatch from Portugal says that six

tourists, while automobiling near Oporto,
plunged down a steep hill and over a preci-

pice, two hundred feet deep, into the River
Douro. No trace has since been seen of
of any member of the party.

Never use fire in any form for warming
up the carbureter; the game isn't worth the

candle. Use hot cloths or boiling water.
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Differentiation of Macadam and Earth

Road* on the Topographic Maps.

Editor The Automobile:

[298.]—I enclose a copy of a letter that

I have just written to Charles D. Walcott,

of the Geological Survey, at Washington,

on a subject that should be of general inter-

est among automobilists, as it pertains to

the designation of all good hard roads on

the United States Survey maps, which

would be of great value to tourists. If

the idea seems a good one to you, can you

not aid in its accomplishment either by

publishing the letter or the substance of it?

Augustus Post.

New York City.

Following is the letter, with a few omis-

sions :

"With regard to differentiating between

earth and stone roads and designating the

same on the topographical sheets issued by

your department, I beg to reduce the mat-

ter to the form of a letter in accordance

with your suggestion.

"At the present time the differentiation,

as I understand it, is between roads used

and unused, a double line designating the

former and a single line with a parallel

dotted line designating the latter.* I would

beg to suggest that what is known as a

stone road, or a macadam road, be desig-

nated by a solid line or in any other suitable

manner. The ground upon which I base

this suggestion is:

"(1) That the difference between stone

and earth is of sufficient importance to be

noted, and is of as much importance as the

marking of farm houses, churches, etc., and

I should even think of more importance

than the marking of small rivers and

streams, equaling in importance the indica-

tion of navigable rivers and railroads. The
number of these stone roads is not very

large, and the work necessary to ascertain

their location would not be difficult. Most
of the important facts could be ascertained

from the highway commissioners in those

states which have this form of road super-

vision, and in others from the state govern-

ment or actual field notes which you might
have taken when any new work in this re-

gard is projected.

"(2) In regard to the use of such infor-

mation, I would say that such existing

maps as are available are of a very inferior

nature and have been given out to fill a

very wide demand* especially among those

who use the roads for traveling. The vari-

ous states have issued from time to time

maps showing roads constructed or work
in process of construction. I enclose a copy
of one compiled by the State Engineer's

*Wagon roads are indicated on the topographic
maps of the United States "by fine double lines, full
for the better roads, dotted for the inferior ones,
trails by single dotted lines."

Department of New York, showing the ex-

tent and importance of the work projected

within its borders. Massachusetts has is-

sued a similar map, but it is not perfect

"I beg to refer also to the work in which

the American Automobile Association has

been engaged during the last summer, that

of getting out a series of maps at a cost of

some $12,000, making tracings of the gov-

ernment maps wherever obtainable and

making a red plate to go over all the roads

which are of a superior character and fol-

lowing the main routes and highways of

travel throughout New England and even

as far west as Chicago. This immense
amount of work was necessary to be done

in most cases by personal investigation and

actual travel over the important routes so

designated. This work of course is supple-

mented by adequate directions, but if the

government sheets had been as accurate in

regard to the important highways as

they were accurate in designating the

byways, wood roads and mere rights

of way, almost all of this work would

have been simplified, and I think it is not

idle to ask that, in view of the large

amounts of money spent to improve the

roads, they should be recorded upon the

topographical sheets as well as on the

topography of the country of which they

formed a permanent and lasting feature.

"I may say, that, having traveled the Na-
tional Highway of this country several

times and the Appian Way leading from

Rome, I have been impressed with the fact

that the stone foundation of a road is as

permanent and lasting as any of the works

of man, and I think more lasting than the

beds of some rivers. . . .

"The value of such differentiation of ma-
cadamized roads would be inestimable to

the users of the roads throughout the coun-

try, and, coming at a time when the good

roads improvement is becoming such a

strong factor in political life, nothing would

be so potent as a revealing of the good

example set in various parts of the coun-

try. However, aside from any political or

particular use, I think it would be sufficient

merely to ask that stone and earth roads

be differentiated in some manner that may
seem to you proper."

Owner*' Responsibility Defined.

Editor The Automobile:

[299.]—Judge Gaskill, of the Massachu-

setts Superior Court, has lately made a rul -

ing of much interest and importance to the

owners of automobiles. Some of the local

district courts have found owners guilty of

"speeding," regardless of whether the ma-

chine was at the time being run by its

owner or was under his control.

The case in which Judge Gaskill over-

rules this irrational doctrine is worthy of

notice. Edward W. Taylor, of Lexington,

son of the chairman of the Board of Select-

men of that town, operated during the sea-

son lately closed a line of "sight-seeing"

(Knox) cars between Arlington Heights

and Concord, passing through Lexington

and along the historic Paul Revere route.

On the very last trip made, on the last day

of the season, the authorities of Lincoln

(through a remote corner of which town

the route lay) ambuscaded themselves by

the side of a measured course, 330 feet in

length, and timed the car. A fraction in

excess of nineteen miles an hour was the

speed alleged to have been made over this

extended (sic) course on the up trip and

a little more than twenty-two miles an hour

on the return.

In the district court at Concord it was

shown that the defendant, Mr. Taylor, the

registered owner of the car, was not with

it at the time complained of, but was in a

neighboring town. The car was being op-

erated by one of his employees, who held

an operator's license. The venerable judge

of that court promptly held that these facts

constituted no defence and imposed the

maximum fine (this being the defendant's

first offence) of $25 on each count, or $50

in all.

The case was as promptly appealed by

Mr. Taylor's counsel, and on December 15,

in the Superior Court, the defendant was

duly acquitted, the jury giving their verdict

in obedience to Judge Gaskill's ruling that

on the facts the owner had commited no

offence. The judge said that the owner of

an automobile, if present in the car when
it is run in excess of the speed limit, may
be held to be the guilty party, notwithstand-

ing the fact that the machine is being oper-

ated by his chauffeur; but that to hold the

owner responsible, though absent at the time

and not shown to have instructed or au-

thorized the chauffeur to run fast, would

be utterly subversive of the fundamental

principles of the criminal law. As well, he

said, might an owner under such circum-

stances be held for manslaughter, if the

chauffeur wantonly rah over and killed a

person in the highway.

Robert P. Clapp, of Johnson, Gapp and

Underwood, was counsel for the defendant.

E. W. T.

Lexington, Mass.

Although the automobile dealers have

not yet been able to convince the milkmen

that an automobile will deliver milk without

making butter, the brewery men seem to

think that it is a safe and economical prop-

osition to use motor trucks for their pur-

poses. Many of the largest brewing com-
panies both east and west have purchased

motor trucks, and, from indications, these

are giving satisfactory service. Among
other things, the brewers say that no mat-

ter how much beer they put into an auto-

mobile, its navigating qualities do not seem
to be affected. They are always reliable.

"Aw—I have £500 lying idle and aw—
think I shall lay out £100 on a car."

"You won't get much for that. Why not

more?"

"You see—aw—I thought of reserving

the balance for fines."—The English Motor.
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Universal Joint

No. 806,592.—C. W. Spicer, of Plainfield,

N. J.

This is a double universal joint which

performs the functions of the Oldham coup-

ling in a somewhat more mechanical man-
ner. It consists essentially of two separate

universal joints of the ordinary Greek cross

type connected by a forging 5, which per-

forms the function of a short shaft. The
drawing shows also a square slip joint 12

(or use when the universal coupling forms

part of an automobile propeller shaft. The
two forgings / and 2 are formed, as usual,

with the forks 10, in which the Greek
crosses 4 are pivoted. The two crosses are

pivoted also to the forging 5, which con-

nects them, so that the shafts can run with

non-intersecting axle as well as with the

SPICER UNIVERSAL JOINT.

axles intersecting but not coincident. The
coupling is made dust-proof by means of the

covers p p, which are bolted to a central
*—;e 3 on 5.

Revolving Engine.

No. 806,125.—F. O. Farwell, of Dubuque,
Iowa.

This patent covers the valve gear and
special arrangements generally of the

Adams-Farwell air-cooled engine, with sta-

tionary crankshaft and three radial cylin-

ders revolving in a horizontal plane around
the crankshaft.

Steering Check.
No. 806,684.—H. Lemp, of Lynn, Mass.

This is a modification of the well-known
Lemp steering check, the new feature being
M arrangement adapting it for use with
wheel steering. A small initial free move-
ment of the steering wheel opens the valves
in the steering check, permitting deflection

of the front wheels.

Gasoline Burner.

No. 806,308—R. H. White, of Cleveland,

Ohio.

This patent, application for which was
filed December 3, 1900, describes substan-
tially the present burner of the White steam
«r, although with some differences of detail.

Steering Knuckle.

No. 805,716.—A. R. Demory, of Canton, O.

A construction giving a longer bearing

at the base of the pivot than is afforded by

the depth of the yoke forging at that point.

A bushing p is threaded into the forging,

and its upper portion 10 extends up as far

DEMORY STEERING KNUCKLE.

as desired. To dismount the parts, the bush-

ing is removed, when the knuckle can be

drawn down and tilted as shown in dotted

lines.

Starting Crank with Automatic Release.

No. 806.583.—G. B. Selden, Jr., of Roches-

ter, N. Y.

This is a starting mechanism in which the

crank is pushed axially along its shaft to

engage the crankshaft by means of a ratchet

in the usual way. The automatic release

consists of a roller ratchet engaged by a

backward motion of the crankshaft and

acting against a pair of cams to push the

starting crank out of engagement with the

crankshaft. Like all other devices of the

sort, it requires a measurable backward

movement of the crankshaft to cause it to

operate.

Throttle Valve.

No. 806,309.—R. H. White, of Cleveland,

Ohio.

This is an improved form of throttle valve

for high-pressure, superheated steam, and

its object is to avoid to a large extent the

cutting of the valve and its seat by wire

drawing of the steam when the throttle is

nearly closed. This is accomplished by di-

viding the valve into two elements, of which

one closes the valve nearly tight, and is so

formed as to stand a good deal of cutting

before it becomes ineffective, while the sec-

ond element closes the valve completely.

In the drawing the first element is a cylin-

drical hardened steel plug b*, which is a

free fit in the hardened bushing C. This

plug enters the bushing for an appreciable

distance before the conical element b* closes

the valve completely by seating against the

counterbored upper end of C. Consequently

it is not necessary to seat b' except to stop

the vehicle completely, and all ordinary

slow running is accomplished by the aid

of b\

Automatic Flywheel Clutch.

No. 806,377.—T. L. Sturtevant, of Quincy,

and T. J. Sturtevant, of Wellesley, Mass.

This clutch is substantially similar to de-

vices previously patented by the same in-

ventors, whose object is to effect connection

between the flywheel and the gears by the

automatic action of the centrifugal clutch

weighs 29, which are so pivoted that when
they expand they press the friction disks 27,

28 of the clutch together. The improve-

ment in the present invention consists

mainly in the form of the disks, which are

so arranged as see that their external di-

<30
STURTEVANT CLUTCH DEVICE.

ameter is nearly the internal diameter of

the flywheel 15, thus making them more ef-

fective than when their diameter was

smaller. When it is desired to stop the car

the engine is throttled or the switch opened,

whereupon, as the speed decreases, the

springs 30 automatically disengage the

disks.

Steering Gear.

No. 806,612.—H. W. Alden, of Hartford,

Conn.

A form of tilting steering column in

which the reducing gear consists of a steep

pitch screw and nut, and the steering col-

umn is tilted approximately about the trun-

nions which connect the nut to the bell-

crank forging.

Mysterious obstructions in the supply

pipe are sometimes caused by water in the

gasoline collecting at a low point or pocket

and freezing.
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Outlook The year 1906 opens

lor upon conditions which
19O0. are extraordinarily fa-

vorable to the American automobile indus-

try. In the first place, the country is in a
state

v
of unparalleled prosperity, and the

manufacturers have prepared to take ad-

vantage of this by having on the market,

earlier in the season than ever before, *the

finest array of cars that has been seen in

this country—cars that appeal to the pros-

pective purchaser. For the first time prac-

tically all the manufacturers have placed

their 1906 models on the market well in

advance of the great shows, to which both
builder and buyer have hitherto repaired to

see what was new for the coming season.

This certainly indicates a greater degree
of confidence than has been displayed in

former years.

The distributing centers for automobiles

and for information regarding automobiles

—the garages and salesrooms—have multi-

plied in number and increased in impor-

tance exceedingly ; the old-established houses

have expanded and erected buildings that

are far in advance of anything of the kind

in existence a year ago, while the newly
established dealers profit by the accumulated

experience of their predecessors. They han-

dle better cars than have been hitherto built

in this country, and sell them to apprecia-

tive buyers, whose knowledge of cars is

greater than ever before. The increased

number of distributing centers means an

increased arid more widespread knowledge

of the automobile, so that 1906 will doubt-

less see a more rapid decrease of unreason-

ing prejudice, born of ignorance, than any

previous season.

Activities in kindred lines of industry,

which have been directly influenced by the

development of the automobile, are also

conspicuous. As an instance, the applica-

tion of the explosion motor to the propul-

sion "of railroad cars may be mentioned.

Judging by the success that has attended

the work carried out along this line, a new
outlet for the energies of the motor builder

has been found. There is also a constantly

increasing demand for high-class motors for

boats.

Owing to the widespread knowledge of

the automobile and its uses, the accumulated

experience of the builder and his knowledge

of conditions, and the readiness of the mer-

chant to take advantage of a profitable aid to

business, the prospects for the development

of the commercial vehicle—a field hitherto

almost undeveloped—are better than ever

before, and preparations for the occupation

of the field are also far in advance of pre-

vious years.

Another great opportunity of the coming

year is the foreign trade. For a long time

the American builder has had so much to

contend with that he has been content to

confine his efforts almost wholly to his own
country; but the opening of the year 1906

finds American cars so much better in every

way than in any previous season that it is

not surprising to find American builders

placing their cars in foreign markets in open

competition with the European machines.

The American builder has a logical right to

take a high place in export trade, for his

cars have had to stand up to the same con-

ditions of rough roads and generally ad-

verse conditions that they will meet in India,

for instance, or Australia, or South Africa,

and are therefore eminently qualified to give

satisfactory service.

As the year 1906 opens, the American

manufacturer finds himself better equipped

with experience than ever before—experi-

ence born of struggles against conditions

that have brought his car to a necessarily

high standard. With better cars, better

facilities and a far wider field for 1906 than

ever before, it will be strange if the new
year does not prove to be the most prosper-

ous that the automobile industry has yet

experienced.

No OAetrtfea
ntmlmmt Rmem
••mmlsffsii.

Mail reports from Paris

printed this week show
that no official charges

have been made against the Vanderbilt cup

race management by the international meet-

ing of automobile clubs. We had really ex-

pected that this would prove to be the case

when the foreign letters were received here,

and the news will be received with satisfac-

tion by those who have hoped for friendly

international relations in automobiling. It

is known, unofficially, that there was some

excited comment on the management of the

race made during the meeting by disgrun-

tled or misinformed persons, a circumstance

not at all surprising and likely to occur any-

where in any similar gathering. In these

views the committee of the whole manifestly

did not concur, and it would not be fair to

the committee to give the impression that a

wholly unauthorized and fragmentary news-

paper report of the meeting was the delib-

erate expression of that body.

That there was a misunderstanding as to

the status of the Automobile Club of Amer-

ica in conection with the race, and as to the

conditions of the deed of gift, on the part of

the German club, is shown by the state-

ment of Count Stierstorpff. This statement,

however, was met by the polite assurance of

the American delegates that the matter

would be laid before the Automobile Club

of America; so that a friendly explanation

•and the consequent elimination of any cause

for ill feeling is a certainty. It might be an

opportune time for the A. C. A. to explain

minutely to the associated international

clubs its relation to the sport of automobile

racing in America.

Tm0 jfato ja jfg An aspect of the automo-

0ommorclml ble industry frequently

Xmpoetm. lost sight of by the pub-

lic in the contemplation of the automobile

itself, but which is brought forcibly to atten-

tion by the erection in New York and else-

where of a number of fine buildings devoted

exclusively to the automobile, is the perma-

nent investment involved in the marketing

of the machines—an aspect that has only

lecently assumed large proportions in this

country, but is rapidly and steadily growing,

of necessity keeping pace with the develop-

ment of the automobile itself.

When the automobile first came into com-

mercial existence it was as an auxiliary, of

doubtful merit, to some other line, and the

accommodations required and provided for

the housing and sales of cars were such as

could be spared most conveniently. As the

industry grew and more room was required,

other lines became in many cases auxiliary

to the automobile and were finally aban-

doned and the automobile was handled

solely on its own merits. When this point

was reached, special repair shops, storage

rooms, salesrooms and garages became

necessary; but the proportions assumed

by the business at this time did not

warrant the erection of special build-

ings, so that premises abandoned by other

pursuits were necessarily secured. In

many cases buildings formerly occupied as

livery stables were found to provide the

greatest possible clear floor space for stor-

age and garage purposes. These, however,

were obviously unsuited for showrooms
and offices, and this led to the practice of

having offices and salesrooms in one place

and garages and storage space somewhere
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else. The still increasing automobile busi-

ness made it necessary in many instances to

remodel old buildings and even build mod-
est additions; and in some instances really

excellent establishments were the result of

the practical rebuilding of structures orig-

inally intended for other purposes.

Only recently, however, and with a swift-

ness that has been a surprise to those who
are not closely in touch with automobile

matters, the business has reached such

important proportions that heavy, perma-

nent investments are warranted, and as a

result, the really fine buildings, completed

and in the course of erection in New York
and, to a proportionately lesser extent, in

other cities, are seen. Two of the prime

requisites in a building devoted to the auto-

mobile business are large, unobstructed

floor areas, so that the machines can be

conveniently handled and stored, and im-

munity from danger of Are. Both these

requisites call for expensive methods of con-

struction, so that the capital invested is

necessarily large in proportion to the size of

the building. Again, the matter of location

is of no small importance, and the building

sites selected are now in localities where
real estate is expensive, so that the invest-

ment is accordingly heavier.

In New York automobile dealers have

apparently selected as* most desirable the dis-

trict in the neighborhood of Columbus Cir-

cle, at the southwest corner of Central

Park; and here block after block is occu-

pied mainly by garages—fire-proof struc-

tures with enormous clear floor areas,

with street fronts composed of huge

sheets of plate glass ; buildings notable for

their suitability to the business and for their

fine appearance. As an indication of the

fact that ample capital is available for such

enterprises, it may be mentioned that the

plan of building beyond present require-

ments and leasing the extra space has also

been followed.

The effects of all this are far-reaching,

extending beyond the limits of the automo-

bile business. Necessarily substantial and
usually handsome business buildings, at-

tracting a substantial class of customers to

a locality, the garages add to the attractive-

ness of the districts they occupy and en-

hance the value of neighboring real estate.

No Gordon Bennett Cup Race in 1 906.

The Paris sporting daily, L'Auto, has

delegated George M. Dupuy to act as its

American representative on automobile mat-

ters. M. Dupuy, who is well known as a

sportsman and explorer, has established

his headquarters in the Dun Building, New
York, and will contribute articles to his

home paper dealing with the industry in

this country.

The order issued in London last season

closing Hyde Park to all electric, gasoline,

steam or other automobiles and cycles be-

tween the fashionable hours of 4 and 7 p. m.,

during May, June and July, has been

modified for next year, when electric car-

riages will be permitted within the park.

(From Our Own
DARIS, Dec. 20.—At the meeting of the
* international association of recog-

nized automobile clubs, held here on Mon-
day, it was voted unanimously that the

Gordon Bennett Cup race should not be run
in 1906. The Automobile Club of France
will retain the cup at its headquarters dur-

ing the year. Baron de Zuylen, the presi-

dent, announced to the meeting that the

Automobile Club of Italy had sent in a

challenge for the Gordon Bennett Cup for

1906, and after a discussion, in which the

delegates from the clubs of France, Aus-
tria, Germany, Portugal. Switzerland and
Belgium declared their clubs would not

compete in 1906, the vote was taken. Ow-
ing to there being no Gordon Bennett race,

the international meeting, instead of being

held twice a year, will not be held until the

month of December, four or five days after

the opening of the Paris show, contrary to

the decision of the first conference of June
20, 1904.

This information is contained in the offi-

cial report of the meeting which has just

been given to the press. The delegates met
at the Automobile Club of France on De-
cember 18. America was represented by J.

Howard Johnson and W. S. Hogan, and
delegates were present from Germany, Aus-
tria, Belgium, Spain, Great Britain, Italy,

Portugal, Switzerland and France. Baron
de Zuylen, who was unanimously elected

president, expressed the deep regret of the

assembly at the death of Clarence Gray
Dinsmore, delegate of the Automobile Club

of America, who had always shown the

deepest interest in and devotion to the

cause of automobilism.

On the proposition of the British delegate

it was decided that in future propositions

from any automobile club should be sent to

the headquarters of the International Asso-

ciation of Automobile Clubs, Paris, in order

that they may figure on the date and com-
municate with the other clubs at least ten

days before the meeting.

After an exchange of views the confer-

ence decided that the dates of all automo-

bile events organized by the different

clubs forming the international association

should be sent direct to M. Ward, secretary

of the international association of auto-

mobile clubs, who will transmit them to the

calendar commission as far as possible be-

fore September 1 of each year, so that this

commission might submit its work to the

international association before December
1.

It was decided unanimously that all in-

ternational questions concerning motorcycle

clubs should be centralized and treated by

the recognized automobile clubs, and that

no international correspondence should

take place outside the recognized clubs. It

was also unanimously decided that every

disqualification pronounced by one club

against a driver, a society or a firm should

Correspondent.)

be notified the same day to all other clubs

by telegraph and confirmed by registered

letter. The disqualification must take place

immediately and every club must acknowl-

edge the receipt of the notice. It was de-

cided that all disputes on races should be

settled by the rules of the races, and that all

objections must be substantiated by docu-

ments from the officials.

The German club had sent in a proposi-

tion for one annual automobile race, the

expenses of which should be covered by

each club, but Count Sierstorpff announced

that they woold withdraw it for the present.

The president was given power to admit

the autombile clubs of Sweden and Rou-

mania as soon as the rules and list of the

committee of these two clubs shall have

reached him.

The question of the suppression of the

10 per cent, discount given by certain tire

manufacturers and constructors to chauf-

feurs was discussed without any decision

being arrived at.

Count Sierstorpff referred to certain

measures which had been taken during the

Vanderbilt Cup race of 1905 without the

approval of the official delegates of the Au-
tomobile Club of Germany. Messrs. John-

son and Hogan, representing America, took

note of these observations and gave assur-

ance that they would communicate them to

the Automobile Club of America.

The American, Austrian, Spanish, Brit-

ish, Italian, Portuguese, Hungarian and

French delegates, in view of the vexations

caused to automobilists visiting Switzer-

land, advised the owners of automobiles as

well as their friends to avoid visiting Swit-

zerland. At the same time acknowledg-

ment was made of the good intentions of

the Automobile Club of Switzerland.

The Automobile Club of Italy was unan-

imously admitted to the international asso-

ciation, and the conference closed with an

appeal from the Marquis de Dion for co-

operation on the part of other clubs during

the European Circuit of 1906.

Although not mentioned in the official ac-

count of the meeting, it is understood that

a new conference will be held during July

next to decide whether the Gordon Bennett

race shall be run in 1907 or whether it shall

be definitely abandoned. The opinion

among the delegates is that the Gordon

Bennett event is dead and buried, and one

of the Austrian delegates probably voiced

the general opinion when he declared that

the Gordon Bennett Cup was "an interest-

ing object for the museum."

From an interview with one of the most
prominent members of the French club im-

mediately after the conference it was

learned that the Automobile Gub of Amer-

ica was criticised, and the organization of

the Vanderbilt Cup race of 1005 also by

some of the delegates. No official vote ap-

pears to have been taken on the matter,
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however, and the brevity of the mention in

the report is confirmatory of the declara-

tion of the French delegate referred to that

the subject would probably not be men-
tioned in the official records of the meeting.

INTERNATIONAL TOURING CONGRESS
The international congress on automobile

touring, held during the Paris Automobile
Show, brought forth reports, papers and
discussions on practically every subject of

interest to automobile tourists. A paper

was read on the conduct of touring compe-
titions, and means for reaching accurate

conclusions were discussed. It was pro-

posed that in order to secure uniformity in

touring events every club should submit its

rules to the A. C. F. before publishing them.

It was proposed by another delegate that

the A. C. F. should draw up a calendar

of automobile events and that clubs desiring

to hold contests should notify the A. C. F.

at least sixty days in advance ; and that the

A. C. F. should give preference, in making
up the calendar, to the early applicants.

Another member proposed that France

should be divided into sections for touring

purposes, each section to have a central

headquarters from which information would
be disseminated, the division centers to re-

port to a main headquarters; all the head-

quarters to be under the control of the

A. C. F.

Road improvements were discussed at

length and dust-laying compounds consid-

ered. All nations were urged to improve

their roads and so widen the field of use-

fulness of the automobile both for commerce
and pleasure. An active boycott of Swit-

zerland was urged upon tourists. The per-

fect touring car and its equipment were
discussed. The question of posting road

signals was referred to, and the proposi-

tion made that the work be divided between

the A. C. F. and the Touring Qub of

France.

Other subjects discussed were the auto-

mobile traffic of towns ; rules of the road, of

which a complete code was read and the

proposition made that the code be adopted

by France and all automobiling nations,

and that a knowledge of the code be made
an essential qualification of applicants for

driving licenses: hotel accommodations,

during the reading of which paper it was
stated that 1,200 hotels had adopted the

model bedroom suggested by the A. C. F.

;

the issuance of driving certificates and the

conduct of automobile schools, it being

suggested that schools give two grades of

certificates, an ordinary and a higher grade

;

lights on automobiles ; the influence of

newspapers on automobile touring; legisla-

tion and taxes, the suggestion being made
that automobilists be allowed to drive at

any speed they choose, being, however, re-

sponsible to the common law for any re-

sulting trouble; and maps.

Calendar Congress Schedule.

DARIS, Dec. 20.—The Calendar Congress
* held here yesterday arranged a sched-

ule of dates for 1906, which, however, is

merely a friendly arrangement and is

neither final nor official. For 1907 the con-

ditions will be changed, as all dates for that

year will have to be definitely fixed by the

Congress, which will meet in December,

1906.

About fifty delegates were present at the

Calendar Congress held at the Automobile

Salon yesterday, all the French automobile

societies being represented. Foreign organ-

izations were represented by Lionel Currie

and W. Morris for the Motor Boat Qub of

America; Col. H. C. Holden and Lindsay

Lloyd for the Automobile Club of Great

Britain, and there were delegates from the

Belgian, Austrian and Italian clubs.

The Autombile Qub of France, although

responsible for the calling together of the

conference, was not able to fix the dates of

its own important events, the Grand Prix

and the endurance test over the European
Circuit. These two events will be run dur-

ing June and July and will probably cause

some changes in the calendar for these two
months.

Considering only the events of interna-

tional importance, the 1906 season opens

with the Brussels show in January, followed

by the Berlin show in February. The Can-

nes fortnight and the Nice week are down
for the month of March. April opens with

the great Monaco meeting and the cruise

from Toulon to Palermo. In May the first

race for the Targa Florio will be decided

;

June sees the Herkomer Cup, the regatta

at Kiel, and probably the endurance test

organized by the Automobile Qub of

France. For the same month there is 0:1

the program an extraordinary contest for

heavy wagons from Paris to London, or-

ganized by a French automobile journal,

and which will probably never get beyond

the initial stage. In July there is the

French maritime week, the Ostend meet-

ing, and probably the Grand Prix of the

Automobile Club of France. The Ardennes

Circuit, the Brescia Circuit, the Trouville

Cup and the British maritime fortnight fill

up the month of August. In September

there is the Florio Cup, motor boat meet-

ing at Arcachon, Mount Ventoux hill climb,

and a road race for the Autocycle Cup of

France. Chateau-Thierry and Gaillon hill-

climbing tests occur in October, the Berlin

Salon in November and the Paris Salon in

December.

Cars infrequently used should be jacked

tip to take the weight off the tires.

PARIS TOWN CAR COMPETITION.

Paris, Dec. 21.—The Town Vehicle Com-
petition was run to-day over a total distance

of sixty-two miles, on streets that were

greasy and caused several minor accidents,

but nothing serious. Out of thirty entries

twenty-seven started, nine electrics and

eighteen gasoline cars. Two American

entries were barred out at the last moment

because the jury decided that they were not

within the classification of town cars ; these

were an Oldsmobile runabout and a Colum-
bia electric runabout. Speed did not count

in this competition, only regularity of run-

ning, elegance and economy of fuel con-

sumption being taken into consideration.

Twenty cars finished within the time limit

specified; the winner, however, cannot be

named until the points made by the cars

have been worked out by the jury.

Foreign News Notes.

Much to do about nothing! As soon as

the French constructors desired a speed

event the A. C. of France hastened to ac-

cede to their request in spite of the quires

of paper that have been covered with the

reasons why no speed contests would be

held in 1006.

* * *
Half a dozen leading Italian professional

drivers, as Lancia, Cagno, Nazzaro, Cerano

and Raggio, have been presented with med-
als by the Turin A. C. for their services in

bringing the Italian industry into the front

rank.

* * *
The Sixth International Motor Show, ar-

ranged by the Austrian A. G. takes place

in the Horticultural Hall, Vienna, from
March 15 to 28.

* * *
A new touring competition is to be

added to the already long list of forth-

coming events, in the form of a 4,000-kilo-

meter tour Gold Cup of Milan, to be ar-

ranged by the Milan A. C.

U. S. Consul McNally, of Liege, fur-

nishes a report on the value of Belgium's

trade in automobiles, motorcycles, and bi-

cycles from 1901 to 1904. In 1901 the total

value of these machines exported was $542,-

428, and in 1904 $1,316,035, an increase of

nearly $800,000 in four years. The value of

automobiles advanced from $192,000 to

$437,000, and motor cycles from $70465 to

$660,538. It appears that the exports were
twice as much as the imports. In 1901 the

total value of imports was $369,000 and in

1904 $669,000. It appears from the tables

furnished by the consul, that in four years

the exports of bicycles fell from 3,529 ma-
chines to 713, while the imports advanced
from 2,967 to 5,417 in the same period. The
exports of motor cycles advanced from 134

to 2,393, while the imports increased from

49 to 136. Germany is the principal com-
petitor, as that country sends in a cheaper

machine than the Belgian manufacturers

produce. Of the 5,417 machines imported
into Belgium in 1904 3,784 came from Ger-
many, which is about 70 per cent, of the

total. The Belgian manufacturers complain

also that the duties of the various coun-
tries are almost prohibitive, while the Bel-

gian duty is but 12 per cent. ad. valorem.
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Growth of Massachusetts Registrations.

Boston, Jan. 1, 1906.—That the regis-

tration of automobiles and the licensing of

operators by the state is a very profitable

business in Massachusetts is indicated by

the figures of the automobile department

of the Massachusetts Highway Commis-

sion for 1905, which will appear in the

forthcoming annual report of the com-

mission.

The books of the department for 1905

were closed last Friday, and up to that

date there had been received in fees and

turned over to the state treasurer the sum
of $24*490.50. This is $5,000 in excess of

the income during 1904, and more than

$7,000 greater than the income during 1903,

the first year of the operation of the regis-

tration and licensing law. The money is

derived from fees of $2 for each automo-

bile or motorcycle registered, and each or-

dinary or professional chauffeur's license

granted, fees of $10 each for each man-
facturer's or dealer's registration, and fees

of 50 cents for each professional chauf-

feur's license renewed.

A new high mark was reached in 1905

also in the number of automobiles regis-

tered. Up to the close of the year 1903

a total of 3,241 automobiles and 502 motor-

cycles had been registered. For the year

1904 the figures were 3,772 automobiles and

489 motorcycles. During the twelve months

just finished, however, a total of 4,889 auto-

mobiles and 533 motorcycles have been reg-

istered. The registrations of manufacturers

and dealers have grown in proportion. In

1903 there were about 100 of these and
about 100 have been added each year since.

There are now in the state approximately

12,000 automobiles, the highest number
plate being 11,661 and the highest manu-
facturer's or dealer's plate being 0282.

There are now 11,230 persons authorized

to operate automobiles in Massachusetts

in addition to several thousand professional

chauffeurs. Last year 3,736 new ordinary

operators' licenses were granted; in 1904

the number was 3,585, and in 1903 3,907.

The 1903 figures, however, included all the

operators there were in the state up to that

time.

The growth of automobilism is demon-
strated in the number of persons who have

taken up the profession of chauffeur. When
the report of the Highway Commission was
issued on January 1, 1904, there were only

692 professional operators of automobiles

in Massachusetts. In the ensuing year 1,335

more were licensed, and during 1005 2,362

persons were given credentials under which

they may operate for hire. In addition to

this, during 1905 the Highway Commission
renewed 724 professional licenses which had

expired.

AUTO FIRE ENGINE FOR NEWARK.
Niwark, Dec 30.—At a special meeting

the Newark Fire Commissioners decided to

order an automobile fire engine, and the

contract was awarded to the Amoskeag

Fire Engine Company.
The engine, which will be the first of

its kind in this section of the country, will

cost $9,000, and will be delivered within the

next four months. It will weigh 19,000

pounds, and its builders claim that it will

pump five tons of water a minute. The
fire commissioners went to Boston last week

to witness a test of a similar piece of ap-

paratus, which made a mile in three min-

utes, turned in its own length of sixteen

feet, and stopped in its own length when
going at full speed.

The engine will, in all probability, be sta-

tioned in the center of the city. It will be

able to throw four streams at one time.

It is propelled by steam, and it will be

necessary to keep about eighty pounds of

steam up while it is in quarters.

It is calculated that extra expense for

additional steam pressure will amount to

$75 a year. The present cost of feeding

and caring for three horses is about $500

a year, and the commissioners feel that the

auto engine will be a money saver in the

end.

PAID DOUBLE DUTY.

Collection of Duty on Reimported Hunt-

ington Panhard Held Legal
Buffalo, Dec. 30.—Judge John R. Hazel,

of the United States District Court of this

city, to-day handed down a decision which

is of interest and importance to automobil-

ists, especially those owning foreign-made

machines. The case was an action of J. T.

B. Hillhouse, of New York, against the

United States to recover the assessment of

45 per cent ad valorem duty on a machine

brought to New York from France. The
automobile is owned by the widow of the

late Collis P. Huntington, of New York,

and the action was brought by Mr. Hill-

house as agent for the estate of the de-

ceased.

The automobile is of Panhard-Levassor

make, 1901 model, limousine body, and is

valued at $24,000. It was originally import-

ed from France in 1902 and the duty was

paid upon it. In August of 1903 the ma-
chine was exported to France, but after

first being registered at the New York cus-

toms house to avoid payment of duty on its

return to this country. While abroad, how-

ever, the machine was subjected to exten-

sive repairs. The motor was overhauled,

new parts substituted in place of old, and

the body had been repaired and newly up-

holstered just prior to the return.

The Huntington estate claimed the ma-

chine should be admitted free of duty, but

on its entry at New York 45 per cent was

assessed. Objection to the assessment was

made, but the Board of General Appraisers

at New York upheld the customs collector.

Judge Hazel holds that the duty was proper

and says:

"The conclusion is sound, I think, that the

machine while abroad received such exten-

sive repairs as to improve it materially in

condition beyond its condition when ex-

ported. The decision of the Board of Gen-

eral Appraisers is approved."

This decision compels the second pay-

ment of duty on the machine when import-

ed. The duty of 45 per cent, upon the in-

voice of $24,000 is $10,800. Judge Hazel

heard the appeal in this case while holding

a term of court in New York several weeks

ago.

SEATTLE-TACOMA BOULEVARD.
Seattle, Dec. 29.—The construction of a

permanent boulevard between this city and

Tacoma is the object sought to be attained

by instructions given County Surveyor

Valentine by the county commissioners.

Surveying for a route is to be commenced

immediately.

There is at present a road between the

two cities, but it is not in the best condition.

The cities are about thirty-five miles apart

by road, and much of it is picturesque, al-

though not on the same scale of grandeur

as the road to Mount Tacoma. The pur-

pose of the new road will be more for the

diverting of traffic to the two cities, al-

though it will prove a valuable addition to

the Mount Tacoma road, with which it will

connect directly.

The new road is to be macadamized and

will be the first scientifically constructed

wagon road in King -ounty. It will be

known as the Seattle-Tacoma boulevard,

and the Good Roads Association advocates

it as a beginning of a pike to extend from

the Canadian border at British Columbia

through Washington, Oregon and Califor-

nia to the Mexican boundary line.

The road records of King county are at

present in bad shape, but the Good Roads

Association of the county has now taken

the matter up in an energetic manner, and

County Surveyor Valentine has already

commenced the work of getting them into

shape, and preparing a map showing the

1,200 miles of roads in the county. This

data will further be used in the extension

of the proposed pike. It is recognized that

this work must be done systematically. At

present, roads do not exist where records

show them to be located. From this it can

be seen that a vast amount of detail work

is before the county surveyor. But now

that the work has been undertaken, it will

undoubtedly be pushed to a satisfactory

completion, and should prove very valuable

to the automobilists.

PHILADELPHIA LICENSES HELD UP.

Philadelphia, Dec. 30.—Local automo-

bilists were overjoyed to-day when Chief

Justice Mitchell, of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, issued a supersedas at the

request of Ira J. Williams, representing the
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Automobile Club of Philadelphia, restrain-

ing the city authorities from issuing city

automobile licenses until his tribunal has

heard argument in the case. This may
mean a temporary lull in the legal battle of

at least six weeks, as the Supreme Court's

next session is not due until the middle of

March. Attorney Williams has, however,

asked the court for an early hearing, and it

may be that Chief Justice Mitchell will

grant the request.

This means that the new state law goes

into effect here Monday and that the city

must keep hands off the automobilists until

the court hears the case and passes judg-

ment. The plan of the club to have one of

the members arrested for not displaying the

municipal tag is, of course, postponed for

awhile, and if the club wins it will be for

the city to make the next move. If the

court permanently restrains the city from

issuing licenses the latter will, in all prob-

ability, give up the fight, for almost all the

interested parties are of the opinion that the

state law was intended to supersede the

numerous local ordinances with their mani-

fold provisions as to speed.

Meanwhile the state is issuing licenses

and getting the fees, while at the Bureau

of Boiler Inspection, in the City Hall, the

work has ceased.

CHICAGO CLUB TO BUILD.

AUTO TOURNAMENT ON THE ICE.
*

Muskegon, Mich., Dec. 30.—One of the

most peculiar automobile events ever held

in the State is planned by the Muskegon
Automobile Club for the latter part of

February. This is an automobile tourna-

ment on the ice of Muskegon lake, so-called,

but which is really the harbor on Lake
Michigan at this point. The lake is five

miles long, and a straightway track will be

laid on the ice for that distance. Arrange-

ments have been made to spread hot cin-

ders on the ice, making a path about forty-

eight feet wide. The heat of the cinders

will cause them to become firmly implanted,

and it is expected that this will form an

excellent track.

The automobile club will secure the sanc-

tion of the A A A., says Dr. C. J. Dove,
the president, and will endeavor to make
the affair one of the biggest and best ever

held in the State. The events, which will

be from one to five miles, will be open to

all.

Besides the automobile races, there will

be motorcycle events in which members of

the local motorcycle club will probably con-

test with outsiders. A silver cup and other

prizes will be offered.

A motorist in Bavaria has had to appear

before the authorities at Munich on the

ground that he had used a trumpet to give

warning of his approach, instead of the

more usual horn, blown by rubber "pear."

He argued that, though the law stated that

a horn was necessary it did not define how
the horn was to be blown. After a long

discussion he was acquitted.

—

Exchange.

Papers Signed for Site Outside of "Loop."

—Spring Touring Race

Chicago, Dec. 30.—At a meeting of the

Chicago Automobile Club directors on Fri-

day it was definitely decided to erect a

new clubhouse, but the details are withheld

owing to complications which may arise

over the real estate matters. It is known,

however, that the new building will not be

put up inside of the elevated railroad loop.

A full attendance marked the meeting, the

first time that such a thing has occurred

in months. Ira M. Cobe, former president

of the club, presented the report of the

clubhouse committee and it was approved.

The necessary papers were also signed, so

that matters have come to a head at last.

Plans for the building will be made by B.

H. Marshall.

A touring race will be held in the spring

which is of interest not only to local auto-

mobile enthusiasts, but to automobilists in

general. Jerome Ellis, a director of the

Chicago Automobile Club, is making elab-

orate plans for the event. It will be a con-

test for touring cars for a $1,500 cup, which

has been presented for the event by E. F.

Meyer, a member of the club. The run will

be either from Chicago to Milwaukee, or

from this city to South Bend, Ind., and

the cars must be fully equipped and must

carry four passengers each. Mr. Ellis also

offers a cup to be presented to anyone who
breaks his (Mr. Ellis's) records to either

of the two cities. His record to Milwaukee

stands at 3 hours 31 minutes, and to the

Indiana city at 3 hours 35 minutes. The
race is scheduled to come off May 1.

HAD AN AUTOMOBILE SUPPER.

Philadelphia, Jan. 1.—-There is a jovial

body of young men in the Union League

of Philadelphia who have formed an inner

organization called the Hearth Gub. They
meet at intervals to eat and talk, and as the

majority of them are automobilists, their

last meeting of the year, held last Saturday

night, took the form of an automobile sup-

per. The table was so constructed as to

represent a long car. The president of the

club, Herbert Darlington, was at the wheel,

while the guests occupied the long running

board at either side of the car. The wait-

ers were rigged out in chauffeur's rig, and

a lot of fun was had listening to the im-

promptu speeches on things automobiling

and the merry jokes of a black-face troupe

of entertainers.

. .. MINNEAPOLIS FLORIDA SPECIAL.

Minneapolis, Dec. 30.—Reservations for

the special train that the Minneapolis Auto-

mobile Club is going to run to the races

in Florida the week of January 22 are com-
ing in rapidly, and it is expected that the

accommodations will all be taken before

the middle of January. Fifteen have come
in from the Chicago A. C, and requests

for information are being received daily.

On the return trip a few hours will be spent

in Chattanooga to visit Lookout Mountain,

Missionary Ridge, and other places of his-

toric interest. Those who wish to see the

Chicago show may do so on a special ticket

extension good for thirty days.

WASHINGTON TRADE THRIVES.

Dealers Planning to Meet Demand for

Big Cars and Early Deliveries.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 30.—Material

prosperity and extension in all directions

characterized the automobile trade of this

city during the year just closed. It was the

greatest year the local trade has ever had

and there is not a single dealer who is not

eminently pleased with what the year

brought forth.

Firms like the Cook & Stoddard Com-
pany, with the Locomobile, White, Franklin,

Cadillac and Baker; the Pope branch with

the full Pope line; Charles E. Miller &
Brother, with the Ford; the Washington

Electric Vehicle Transportation Company,

with the Columbia line; the Wayne Auto-

mobile Company, and the National Auto-

mobile Company, with the Packard, Buick,

Oldsmobile and Studebaker, did the cream

of the business, but other agents got their

share also.

The year was remarkable for the demand

for higher-powered cars, and in many cases

the cars could not be obtained to fill orders

owing to the inability of the manufacturers

to supply them. The dealers are now plan-

ning to insure early deliveries and an ade-

quate supply of big cars.

The selling season is expected to open

much earlier in 1906, owing to the fact that

the local automobile show will be held near-

ly two months earlier than in any previous

year. The armory of the Washington Light

Infantry has again been secured for the

show. The date selected, February 3 to 10,

is satisfactory to all concerned.

GOBRON BRILLIE AGENCY.

E. V. Hartford, president of the Hartford

Suspension Company, who has been in at-

tendance at the Paris Show, has secured

the American agency for the Gobron-Brillie

car, which is one of the fastest cars of

Europe. A. G. Hoffman, treasurer of the

company, says the French car will be sold

from the new factory and garage that is

being built at Eighty-eighth street and

Broadway, New York. The building will

be 100 by 50 feet, two stories and basement,

and will contain the factory for Hartford

suspensions, the office and salesroom and

all garage conveniences.

L. C. Burnett has been made sales man-

ager of the company, while Carl Stevens

will travel throughout the country establis-

ing agencies. Hartford suspensions will be

shown at both shows in New York. The
Pope Manufacturing Company's branch has

secured the agency for the suspension in.

Washington.
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PROSPERITY IN INDIANAPOLIS

Manufacturer! to Build 2,000 Can Ag-

gregating $4,105,000 in Value.

Indianapolis, Dec. 30.—Figures obtained

from the five automobile factories in this

city show that local concerns expect to

manufacture more than 2,000 automobiles

during the year 1906. These figures, al-

though large, are conservative and are based

upon the extraordinary business during the

year just closed.

Local manufacturers estimate that 30,000

cars will be manufactured in the United

States in 1906 and say that of this number
8 per cent will be made in Indianapolis.

Accordingly they have dubbed Indianapolis

"The Auto City."

All of the Indianapolis factories have
many orders booked ahead and have unusu-

ally large forces of workmen at work.

Despite this fact, it is probable that most
of the factories will be behind in their

orders before many weeks. The Premier

Motor Car Company has just completed a

large addition to its plant and other com-
panies expect to enlarge their establish-

ments before the new year has closed.

The Premier people are figuring on man-
ufacturing 600 cars next year in five models,

not including a truck, estimated at a total

value of $1,000,000. Other local concerns

estimate their 1906 output as follows

:

Pope-Waverley Factory, 600 cars, fifteen

models. $900,000; Nordyke & Marmon, 200

cars, two models, $540,000; National Motor
Vehicle Company, 350 cars, $1,000,000;

Marion Motor Car Company, 300 cars,

$665,000.

The new year will find practically every

automobile dealer in this city handling a

different line of cars from that he has han-

dled in preceding years. With one or two

exceptions the agency for every car in In-

dianapolis has been changed for the year

1906, and several makers find themselves

now represented in the city for the first

tame.

The past year has been the most prosper-

ous in the history of local dealers, and the

coming year is looked forward to as an-

other record-breaker. Many garages have

keen greatly improved and enlarged in an-

ticipation of extraordinary business. The
Gibson-Short Cycle and Auto Company is

preparing to build a large addition, and it

has already occupied another showroom
that doubles its space. The Fisher Auto-

mobile Company is erecting a third story

to its garage, and the Indiana Automobile

Company has made extensive improvements

that give it more space for display pur-

poses.

Agencies for 1906, as placed to date, are

as follows: Fisher Automobile Company,
Premier, Maxwell, National and Stod-

dard-Dayton; Gibson-Short Cycle and
Auto Company, Reo and Marmon; H.
T. Hearsey Vehicle Company, Ram-
bler, White and Pope-Waverley; Indi-

an* Automobile Company, Winton. Olds-

mobile, Auto-Car, Cadillac and Ford; Co-
lumbia Electric Company, Leader; Federal

Automobile Company, Stevens-Duryea

;

Lemon Automobile Company, no agency

placed; Sears Brothers, no agency placed.

DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH BEND.
South Bend, Ind., Dec. 26.—The manu-

facturers of the Studebaker automobiles

have just moved into a substantial new fac-

tory building that will add 250,000 square

feet to the big plant that now occupies 110

acres of ground here, fifty acres of which

are under roof.

One of the Studebaker representatives

has just returned from Italy and France,

where the Studebaker Automobile Com-
pany has good business prospects for the

coming year. It is claimed that the Stude-

baker car recently made a tour through

those countries without having incurred a

penny's worth of repairs.

One of the engineers of the company has

made a trip through Europe in search of

new devices, and recently returned to the

factory.

The Studebaker company will have a fine

exhibit at the coming Chicago auto show.

In this famous vehicle town automobil-

ing is undergoing a great development.

The roads have remained good until Christ-

mas and none of the big and costly cars

have yet gone into the garage for the win-

ter.

RECENT INCORPORATIONS.
Ansonia Automobile Co., New York;

capital, $5,000. Directors : E. G. Potter, G.

R. Kelso, F. W. White.

V Chadwick Motor Car Co., New York;

capital, $50,000. Directors: A. W. Pross,

C. E. Reed, George Muirer.

Imperial Electric Motor Co., Toronto,

Canada; to manufacture power machinery,

automobiles, etc. ;
capital, $200,000.

Huntington Automobile Co., Huntington,

N. Y. ; capital, $5,000. Directors : A. Heck-

sher, F. H. Berthold, G. C. Fraser.

Carlson Automobile Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y. ; capital, $15,000. Directors: C. A. Carl-

son, Chalmers Dale, Jr., C. W. McKelvey.

Gearless Motor Cycle Co., Rochester,

N. Y. ; capital, $50,000. Directors: A. L.

Sweetland, R. Burns and M. A. Harrison.

The Treacy Automobilium, Ltd., New Or-

leans, La. ; capital, $50,000. Directors, W. J.

Tracy, W. P. Tracy and William Bradley.

American Motor Car Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.; capital, $25,000. Incorporators: W.
A. Moore, W. E. Barton and C. R. Cam-
eron.

Austin Automobile Co., Newark, N. J.;

capital, $25,000. Incorporators: Herbert

Austin, T. G. French, Jr., and Charles

Krebs.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York;
manufacture vehicles ; capital, $100,000. Di-

rectors: H. D. Weed, H. P. Denison, H.
E Chase.

Westchester Motor Car Co., New Ro-
chelle, N. Y.; capital, $25,000. Directors:

K. S. W. Glasser, J. A. Mahtstedt, F. W.
Bender.

Bransstetter Motor Co., Chicago, 111.;

capital, $2,500; operate garages. Incorpo-
rators : H. P. Bransstetter, H. H. Look, O.
M. Schultz.

Automotor Transfer & Storage Co.,

Orange, N. J.; capital, $45,000. Incorpo-

rators : J. A. Ball, L. A. McNulty and A.
P. Bachman.

Hicks Speed Indicator Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y. (manufacture speed indicators)

;

capital, $3,000. Directors : E. P. Hicks, C.

R. Johnson, Carl Knoff.

Atwood Automobile Co., Toledo, O.;
capital, $40,000. Incorporators: H. M.
Smith, D. D. Flanner, R. H. Baker, D. V.
R. Manley and Frank Mulholland.

American Continental Caoutchouc Com-
pany, Chicago, 111.; capital, $10,000; to deal
in tires. Incorporators: Harrison Mus-
grave, J. B. Gascogne and J. H. S. Lee.

Broderwisch & Glancy Automobile Co.,

Dayton, O. ; capital, $25,000. Incorporators

:

Edward Borderwisch, E. M. Glancy, O. C.

Waveries, L. Y. Cooper and W. G. Powell.

Twombly Motor Car Co., New York,
to manufacture engines; capital, $1,000,000.

Incorporators : Charles C. Dodge, T. Wayne
Murray, A. V. Remsen and Edward C.
Billings.

The Covell & Crosby Motor Co., Bay
Shore, N. Y. ; manufacture and deal in

automobiles, etc; capital, $20,000. Incor-

porators: E. L. Tamblyn, J. I. Bergen, W.
P. Barker.

Watertown Automobile & Supply Co.,

Watertown, N. Y.; manufacture and deal

in automobiles and automobile supplies;

capital, $5,000. Incorporators: L. G. De
Cant, P. A. Pitcher and J. A. McConnell.

Chesapeake Launch & Motor Co., Nor-
folk, Va.; capital stock: maximum, $15,000,

minimum, $5,000. Incorporators: F. W.
McCulloch, president; J. S. Taylor, vice-

president; F. W. Culpepper, secretary and
treasurer.

A novelty of the Paris Salon is a motor
road-skate, which, fitted to the feet, is said

to take the "rider" at a speed of twenty-

five miles an hour. Beneath the plate for

the foot, instead of a runner or boxwood
rollers, are four small wire, rubber-tired

wheels, carrying between them a tiny air-

cooled, single-cylinder engine at an acute

angle to the ground. At the rear is a little

gasoline tank. The engine is direct con-

nected to the rear axle, while the front

wheels are mounted on a bogey. Ignition

is by battery and coil. The price asked is

$120 a pair.

Sometimes the engine can be 6tarted on
a cold morning by partly stopping up the

main air inlet, so as to produce practically

the same effect as flooding the carbureter.
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News and Trade Miscellany.

The Elmore Manufacturing Company, of

Clyde, 0., makes the announcement that it

has acquired a basic patent covering the

essential features of the two-cycle gasoline

motor, and that other manufacturers of
two-cycle engines must negotiate with the

Elmore Company if they desire to continue
the manufacture of this type of motor. The
patent in question was owned by Joseph
Day, of Rumford, England, who convinced
the Elmore Company of the validity of his

claims and sold to the company the Ameri-
can rights. The patent has only a year to

run before expiration.

The 4-horsepower car built by Henry
Ford in 1891, on which the contest against
the Selden patent suit hinges, is ori view
at the New York branch of the Ford Motor
Company, at 1723 Broadway, side by side

with the latest Ford model, a six-cylinder

car. Much attention is attracted by the in-

trinsic interest of the cars and by the con-
trast between the old and the new.

A suit brought against the Grout
Brothers Automobile Company, of Orange,
Mass., by Miss Helen Walker, of St. Louis,
Mo., for the purchase price of an automo-
bile said by the plaintiff to have been in-

ferior to the representations of the manu-
facturers, has been won by the defendants.
Miss Walker bought a Grout steam car
at the St. Louis Exposition, and later ex-
changed it for another of the same make
on the ground that the first car was de-
fective. The suit was brought on the al-

legation that the second was defective also,

but the jury found for the defendant.

Under the name of The Mechanical Ad-
visory Board, a company composed of ex-
pert mechanics and engineers has been
formed in Chillicothe, 0., and incorporated
under the laws of the state, for the purpose
of investigating and giving expert opinion
on the merits of inventions with a view to
saving inventors the expense of taking out
patents for worthless devices, and, on the
other hand, to encourage the development
of practical inventions. The originator of
the plan was B. A. Gramm, of the Logan
Construction, of Chillicothe, who, is one of
the incorporators and president of the com-
pany. His associates are B. W. Twyman,
vice-president; Fred Biszant, secretary and
treasurer; Charles Elliott, chief engineer,
and C. K. Probst, chief draftsman. A fee
will, of course, be charged for passing upon
an idea.

A tire competition on novel lines has been
planned by the Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,
of Jeannette, Pa., $1,000 in cash being of-
fered for prizes. All users of Pennsylvania
tires are eligible as competitors, and the
winner will be the automobilist who finishes
the season of 1906 with the least tire ex-
pense per mile run; a minimum distance
of 2,500 miles is set. Prizes will vary from
$500 for first prize to $10 for ninth prize.
A book on the care and handling of tires
will be given to each competitor.

First Vice-President Albert Pope and
Second Vice-President C. E. Walker, of
the Pope Mfg. Co., of Hartford, Conn.,
were in Philadelphia last week, as was also
Henry Goodman, of the Pope-Waverley
factory, of Indianapolis, Ind.

The Fiat is the latest car to secure rep-
resentation on Philadelphia's "automobile
row." H. Allen Dalley, local agent, estab-
lished headquarters last week at 215 North
Broad street. ;

•
"

A
f
H. Chadbourne, of the Cape May Au-

tomobile Club,- contemplates . running. - a .

series of "matinee" aufo races at that resort
.

next Summer at fortnightly intervals.
:

•
" '

'

R. E. Olds, president of the Reo Motor
Car Company, has completed arrangements
with the Seaboard Air Line for transporta-
tion to the Florida races for himself and
a considerable party. Officials of the Max-
well-Briscoe Motor Car Company, includ-

ing Benjamin Briscoe, J. D. Maxwell, C.

W. Kelsey, H. E. Randolph, A. S. LeVino.
and others, are also negotiating with the
Seaboard for extensive accommodations.
A. L. Kull and party, of the Wayne Com-
pany, have leased the private car Sunbeam,
to be hauled on the Saturday midnight
train known as the "Ormond two-miles-a-
minute Special."

Frank Rantz and family, of Bridgeport,
and Judge Archer and familv, of Green-
wich, Conn., who are making a pleasure
trip from Bridgeport to Los Angeles, ar-

rived in Buffalo recently. There are seven
people in the party and they are using a
Maxwell runabout and a Maxwell tour-
ing car. They reported a fine run between
Bridgeport and Buffalo, no accidents of
any sort and no repairs necessary. They
resumed their journey after a day's rest.

Neither of the cars required any attention
beyond a cleaning of mud from the wheels.

Sales Manager Howell, who is in charge'
of the Decauville Company's Franklin busi-

ness, is much elated by the appearance in

New York of the first six-cylinder Franklin
touring car received in that city. W. F.
Winchester, who drove in the elimination
race for the Vanderbilt Cup, drove the car
from Philadelphia and has been showing it

and giving demonstrations of its power.
The car is known as Type H, is of 30
horsepower and has a 114-inch wheelbase.

Until last Spring there was not a garage
or an auto repair ship in Portsmouth, N. H.
Now there are four, and a fifth is assured,
that, with the opening of the season, shall

surpass all the others in facilities for re-

pairing and supplying automobiles.

Carl H. Page, manager of the New Yo'k
branch of the White agency, and Mrs.
Charles H. Page, his mother, returned to

their home in Worcester, Mass., on Sunday,
Dec. 24, after a six weeks' tour of Italy,

Switzerland, and France. Mrs. Page is a

native of Berne, Switzerland, and her re

cent visit there is the first since she came
to America, nearly forty years ago. Mr.
Page represented the White Company at

the Paris show. After spending Christmas
with his parents, he hurried to New York
to perfect arrangements of his company for

the coming show at Madison Square Gar-
den.

Manager W. B. Hurlbut, of the Packard
Motor Car Company, of New York, will go
to Ormond, and while there will probably
drive one of the new fast 1906 runabouts
now being made by the Packard company.

Two thousand miles have been traveled
by the Thomas Flyer used for demonstrat-
ing in New York. Included in the mileage
is a round trip journey to Wilkesbarre and
a climb up the Wilkesbarre Mountain road
in record time.

Negotiations are in progress at Washing-
ton, D. C, for a garage for the Washington
branch of the Pope Motor Car Co. A por-
tion of the Pope building on Fourteenth
street has -heretofore been used for garage
purposes, but it has been found necessary
to utilize this space for displaying cars,

hence - the imperative need of a separate
garage, A. L. Pope and Charles Walker
wane in Washington last week -and secured
an brition on a three-story building on Six-
teenth street.

J. C. Pettepher, proprietor of the Florida
East Coast Garage, Daytona, Fla., after

experimenting for two years with a metal
composition with which to mend sand-
holes, cracked cylinders, or in fact any
crevice or flaw in cast-iron and cither

metals, is now preparing to market the
composition, which he has been using for
some time in his repair wdrk, and which
he states is soft and pliable while being
used, but quickly hardens without contrac-
tion.

Two recent sales of Smith & Mabley 1906
Simplex cars were made through Con
Baker, Philadelphia agent for the company,
to John W. Woodside and Robert M. Jan-
ney, both of Philadelphia. A third sale

negotiated through their Philadelphia agent
was that of a Panhard to Harry W. Har-
rison.

What was formerly the Wheeler Manu-
facturing Company, of Detroit, Mich., has
become the Rand Manufacturing Company,
the corporation name of the concern having
been changed. The company makes the
"Rand" canopy, cape and extension tops.

The White Sewing Machine Company
has established an agency in Brick Church.
N. J., with B. F. Adams. The New Haven
representative for the company is W. P.

Frost, of 666 State street. J. M. Dickson,
Federal street and Fifth avenue, Troy, N.
Y., will look after the company's interests

in this city.

Mr. Foster, manager of the Chicago
agency for the Cadillac, who also controls
the district of Illinois for the company, in-

tends to establish a number of new agencies*
in various parts of Illinois for the sale of^
next year's cars. There are at present
about twenty-six of these branch stores

throughout the state, but Mr. Foster hopes
to double this number.

Manager W. F. Smith, of the Rambler
branch in Philadelphia, has given hurry or-

ders to the renovators to put the Broad
street salesrooms and the uptown storage
and repair plant in shape for the 1906 cam-
paign. Both buildings are being rearranged
to facilitate the expected enlarged business
of the coming season. Similar repairs are
in progress at the garage of the Quaker
City Automobile Company.
The first consignment of English Daim-

ler cars has been received by the English
Daimler Company and placed on exhibition

at the new salesrooms of the Decauville
Automobile Company, New York agents
for this car. The first shipment consists of
four cars, two of 28-36 horsepower and two
30-40 horsepower, one of the latter a chas-
sis.

The New York premises of the Conti-
nental Caoutchouc Company, at 43 Warren
street, consist of a double-front store ex-
tending back 75 feet, under which are two
basements. The ground floor is used ex-
clusively for offices, while stock is kept and
repair work done in the basements. The
repair work is in charge of experts sent
from the factory at Hanover, Germany.
The repair department is divided into two
rooms, one for building up and the pre-
paratory work, and the other for vulcan-
izing. The work is done in the same way
as at the factory in Germany.
Allan H. Whiting has been appointed

sales manager of the Autocar Company,
Ardmore. Pa., to fill the vacancy occasioned
by the resignation of Marcus I. Brock. Mr.
Whiting was formerly sales manager of the
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange,
N. J.

Charles E. Miller, the well-known jobber,
has opened a branch house at 824 Main
street, Buffalo, and another in Detroit at
227-9 Jefferson avenue.
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The Automobile Trade Credit Associ-

ation was formed in New York at a recent

meeting of representatives of dealers
_
in

automobiles and accessories and supplies,

about sixty concerns being represented

either by delegates or by letter. A per-

manent organization was effected and in-

corporation papers prepared; by-laws were
adopted, and a board of seven directors

elected. F. J. Alvin, manager of the

American Electrical Novelty and Manu-
facuring Company, was elected president

of the association, and Franz Neilson, of

80 Wall street, New York, secretary and
counsel. The objects of the association are
the protection of members from unscrupu-
lous purchasers who abuse their credit ; the

detection of frauds; the dissemination of
information as to the standing of buyers;
the collection of old accounts; the settle-

ment of differences between members, or
between members and their customers, and
so on.

An expression of appreciation for the
courtesies received during the past year
from the press, the Panhard & Levassor
American branch entertained the New York
automobile writers at the Cafe Martin
on Saturday evening, December 30. Andre
Massenat, president of the American
branch, presided over the feast, while A.
de Magnin, assistant manager, was his able
assistant; Thomas J. Moore was toast-

master. Messrs. Massenat and de Magnin
welcomed the guests in the name of the par-
ent company. The evening was made par-
ticularly enjoyable by the happy manner in

which the toastmaster introduced the
snaakers of the evening, and the equally apt
responses made by the guests.

One of the first of a number of delivery
vehicles has just been completed by the
Premier Motor Car Company for John
Wanamaker. of Philadelphia. The car is

pronounced by its owner to be the hand-
somest now owned by him. It has a capa-
city of 1,500 pounds and is designed foi

small-package delivery.

The Branstetter Auto Company, of Chi-
cago, has changed its name and will here-
after be known as the Mitchell Company.

\y~ The Frayer-Miller Automobile Co., of
New York, will be located hereafter at the
corner of Sixty-fifth street and Broadway.
Their present quarters have been re-leased
to C. B. Rice, of the Baker agency. Man-
ager Knepper received last Wednesday the
first of the four-cylinder 1906 Frayer-Mil-
ler cars and is now arranging demonstra-
tions. ,

The Rainier Company's Chicago branch
will be located at 1255 Michigan avenue,
the quarters formerly occupied by the A. C.
Banker Company. The Chicago branch
will be in charge of E. L. Cordner, who
was for many years right-hand man for
Klaw & Erlanger.

^/ The H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Syracuse, N. Y., states that Frank-
lin cars are being ordered for shipment
to Mexico, Yucatan, Porto Rico and Can-
ada. A. H. Frazer, secretary to Governor
Winthrop, of Porto Rico, is a recent pur-
chaser of a Franklin. Mr. Frazer has
owned two Franklins of earlier models.
The company reports a very brisk business.

A. J. Pickard, lately with the American
Darracq Auto Company, has become as-
sociated with the Rainier Company, of New
York City.

The National Automobile Co., of Wash-
ington, D. C, is planning to open a down-
town salesroom where the Packard, Buick,
Oldsmobile and Studebaker cars can be
shown to better advantage than at the
garage- on Fourteenth street. The company
will take on another large car some time
in Jaiiuary.

The Florio Cup race, which is the great

Italian automobile event, held for the first

time in 1905, was won by an Italian car,

fitted, according to the Hess-Bright Mfg.
Co., of 245 North Broad street, Philadel-

phia, with D. W. F. ball bearings, of the

type manufactured by the Hess-Bright Co.

The Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., of Day-
ton, 0., announces that the lead bottle

Apple storage battery has met with such
success that facilities for manufacturing it

have been doubled. This concern has
brought out a new storage battery charger
which keeps the battery charged while the
car on which it is used is running.

' The Gray Motor Company, of Detroit.

Mich., has incorporated with a capital stock
of $12,000. Four thousand dollars has been
paid in, half in cash and half in models and
designs used in the manufacture of Gray
power boats and engines.

The Pontiac Motor Company, a new au-

tomobile concern organized in Pontiac.
Mich., has elected the following officers:

President, Dr. V. H. Wells; vice-president,

George E. Fisher, of Detroit; secretary,

Albert Burton; treasurer, F. L. Perry. The
company will build commercial vehicles and
a combination commercial and pleasure
vehicle.

Howarth & Rogers Co., of Amesbury,
Mass., whose factory was destroyed by
fire recently, have purchased a new three-

story brick building, which has been
equipped with machinery, and which will

be devoted to the manufacture of automo-
bile bodies exclusively.

The new garage of the Cook & Stoddard
Co., of Washington, D. C. located in th«"

old riding academy at Twenty-second and
P streets, has been openeu xor Duaimss.
The company has announced its 1906 line

as follows: Locomobile, White, Franklin,

Cadillac, Baker electric.

Improvements that give it much addi-

tional space are being completed by the In-

diana Automobile Company in Indianapolis.

This concern recently changed hands and
the new management expects to do an in-

creased amount of business during the com-
ing year.

The agency for northern New Jersey for

Rainier cars has been placed by the Rainier
Company of New York with the New Jer-
sey Motor Car Company, of East Orange,
N. J. Sub-agency for the Rainier has also

been established in Brooklyn with the Pros-
pect Park South Garage.

The Baker-Cormerias Motor Car Co.,

Inc., has opened a salesroom in Boston, at

141 Massachusetts avenue; this compam
has acquired the eastern agency for the

Premier cars.

The Auto Cape Top Company, Chicago,
has removed from 541 Wabash avenue to

1466 Michigan avenue.

Two recent agencies closed by the Nort'i-

ern Manufacturing Company are as fol-

lows : Auburn, N. Y., Auburn Auto Co.

;

Toledo, O., Atwood Auto Co. The latter

company, recently incorporated, is erecting

a garage on Monroe street.

In describing the Geecee dry storage bat-

tery, manufactured by the Royal Battery

Co., of 143 Chambers street, New York,
in The Automobile of December 28, the

electrolyte used was erroneously referred

to as gelatinous; the electrolyte is non-
gelatinous, and the manufacturers strongly
emphasize this point as being of great im-
portance in the success of the battery. The
substance used in place of a liquid or of
a gelatinous electrolyte is white and spongy,
and is said to be capable of retaining mois-
ture indefinitely.

The Brampton chain, imported exclu-
sively by Charles E. Miller, of 101 Reade
street. New York, is made in sizes to fit

standard American cars. The Brampton
chain is extremely strong; it has a con-
necting link fitted with a bolt and nut in-

stead of the ordinary pin and cotter. Each
link is grooved to retain oil, and a single

oiling will last a long time.

The Knox Motor Truck Co., Springfield,
Mass., announce the sale of four of their
three-ton Atlas trucks to the following con-
cerns: Two trucks to the Springfield Pro-
vision Co.; one each to Meekins, Packard
& Wheat, and T. Shea, all of Springfield.

R. L. Kingston, of 141 West Thirty-
eighth street, New York, has secured the
agency in this country for the Hamburg
tire, made in Germany.

E. R. Thomas, of the E. R. Thomas Mo-
tor Company, spent Thursday in New
York, going over the plans of the new gar-
age now being constructed for Harry S.
Houpt as New York headquarters for the
Thomas Flyer.

Manager A. L. Kull, of the Wayne Com-
pany of New York, and Jesse Draper, sales
manager of the Wayne Company, of De-
troit, spent Thursday in Philadelphia, clos-
ing the agency for that city.

President A. J. Cassatt, of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad Company, has just ordered
a one-design power boat from the E. H.
Godshalk Company, builders of the un-
beaten Nada.

The Amesbury Brass & Foundry Co.,
Amesbury, Mass., is now manufacturing
castings of aluminum bronze and brass for
the automobile trade.

There is a new addition to the numerous
garages in Indianapolis, the newcomer be-
ing the Federal Automobile Company. The
manager is W. A. Carr, who is well known
among Indianapolis drivers.

The Northern Motor Car Company, late-

ly incorporated with $15,000 capital stock,
will manufacture automobiles in Chicago.

P. C. Rutan, 46 Front street, Port Jervis,
N. Y., has secured the local agency for the
Wayne cars for 1906.

Among recent sales of 1006 Thomas cars,
made through the office of C. S. Henshaw,
New England representative of the Thomas
Flyer, were to W. H. Wesson, Springfield.
Mass.; Danny Maher, Hartford, Conn.;
Charles P. Williams, Stonington, Conn. ; C.
W. Briggs, Norwich, Conn. ; F. C. Hood, of
the Hood Rubber Co., Boston, Mass. ; F. L.
Willard, of the Riverside Boiler Works,
Boston, Mass.; George H. Gibby, East
Boston, and J. H. Cross, Boston.

The organization of the Traverse City
Motor Boat Company, of Traverse City,
Mich., is now completed and the company
will be ready for business as soon as the
factory is completed.

R. H. Beacham & Son, well-known livery
stable keepers, of Portsmouth, N. H., arc
agents for the Oldsmobile cars.

W. F. and C. E Woods, noted basket-
ball players, have taken the agency for
Cadillac cars in Portsmouth, N. H.
For the automobilist who is anxious to

cover up his lack of skill and experience or
the irnperfections of his machine, the New
York Globe has published an "Excuse Book
for Automobilists," in which fifty facetious
excuses for mishaps of various kinds are
given for ready reference. Al. Reeves, the
author of the "work," has apparently had
an almost inexhaustible source of informa-
tion to draw from, for he states that there
are lots more excuses not printed in' the
book. The "Book of Excuses" is sent free
to anyone who wants one. Apply to the
Automobile Department of the Globe, New
York.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

BARGAIN8—60-h.p. Panhard 1906, being
painted, 28-32 Mercedes, with two bodies

newly painted. A rare chance for any one
Interested. Parsons, care Decauville Auto
Co., 1684 Broadway, New York. Jan 4

DESIGNERS wanted, experienced on gaso-
line engines, transmissions and truck

construction; none but those having had ex-
perience along this line need apply, giving
references, details of experience and salary
wanted. Address "America*," care The
Automobile. Jan4
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GREAT ENGINEERING CONCERNS EXHIBIT.

THE seriousness of the automobile industry could be no better exemplified than by a careful consideration of the maiden appear-

ance at the New York shows of certain exhibitors of complete cars. While the mere matter of the total number of concerns

represented by exhibits at the Garden and Armory is in itself an irrefutable proof of the growth and prosperity of the business

of building automobiles, and the allied trades, this of itself does not more truly promise stability than does the appearance in the indus-

try of a number of manufacturing establishments of the first magnitude.

Although a few great manufacturing concerns have been finding for the past few years an outlet for some small part

WHERE THB SHOWS WERE HELD—LOOKIHS WEST OH TWBITTY-SIXTH STREET, ARMORY OH LETT. KADI30K SQUARE OARDBH EI BACiOROUMD.
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CHASSIS OF 30-H.P. WESTIHGHOUSE-SCHMID CAR BUILT AT HAVRE, FRANCE—EXHIBITED FOR FIRST TIME IF AMERICA.

of their product in supplying materials for

automobile construction, until this year

the large engineering works of the country

have not taken up the building of auto-

mobiles in other than along experimental

lines.

There are now in the market several

cars which will be manufactured by such

concerns, either by subsidiary companies

or under the direct supervision of the

parent company. In one case the matter

is for the time in abeyance, but the indica-

tions, all point to an early decision favor-

able to the plan. In three other instances

the work, is well under way, and vehicles

are beirig turned out with definite dates

of delivery.

The entrance into the automobile indus-

try, of such a concern as the American

Locomotive Company marks an epoch in

the American history of the self-propelled

vehicle, and supplemented^ by the E. W.
Bliss!' Company and the company already

organized by the president of the St. Louis

Car Company, and possibly l*uer the entry

of the Westinghouse companies, indicates

the importance of the automobile as a

factor in the industrial future of the coun-

try. All of these concerns made their in-

itial public display during the show week.

The American' Locomotive Company, with

ten enormous plants and inexhaustible me-

chanical resources at its command, is well

fitted to carry out the scheme of producing

work of the highest order. The plant,

specially erected at Providence, R. I., for

the use of the subsidiary company, the

American Locomotive Automobile Com-
pany, will be supplemented by the compre-

hensive testing laboratory of the parent

company at the Schenectady, N. Y., and

such other plants as may be of material

assistance in carrying out the manufacturing

scheme now in hand.

The type of car to be manufactured is a

reproduction in each detail of the Berliet

chassis made at Lyons, France. In this

mechanism the prominent characteristics

are materials of the very highest grade,

special steels for various parts being used

throughout the construction. The make-up
follows accepted practice, but many refine-

ments of details are observed on close in-

spection. The chassis now in hand are the

product of the Lyons house and show a

four-cylinder motor with valves on opposite

sides, cylinders cast in pairs, make and

break ignition from gear-driven magneto,

four speeds and reverse operated on the

selective system, with final drive through

double side chains.

The cynpany is now importing finished

parts, aha the chassis will be assembled

at the Providence plant. As soon as pos-

sible the parts will be manufactured in the

home manufactory, duplicate tools, jigs

and gauges being an important part of the

equipment of the new works. The chassis

will be made in its entirety in this country

and on the plan of interchangeability of

each part with chassis of corresponding

model of the French-built Berliet

The E. W. Bliss Company, while one of

the important engineering concerns in the

country, has long been famous by reason

of the character of the product turned

out All the torpedoes used by the United

States Navy are made in the Brooklyn city

factory of this company. As the torpedo

is a mechanism calling for work of the

very highest order it follows that the fac-

tory equipment and the personnel must
be exceptional to produce these engines of

war in a manner satisfactory to the Govern-

ment
Projectiles form no inconsiderable part

of the output at the tidewater plant of the

concern, in Brooklyn, also highly special-

ized machinery and gears of all kinds, the

gear-cutting department being pf enormous

proportions.

In such a plant, with the experience of

\

V

years and an intimate knowledge of the

special grades of steel which must be used

in the manufacture of such articles as

armor-piercing projectiles and torpedoes,

it is a reasonable supposition that an effort

directed towards automobile engineering

will be eminently successful.

The car and chassis exhibited by Douglas

Andrews, selling agent of the Bliss car in

New York, is designed along accepted lines,

and possesses no radical departure from

typical construction.

The use of highest grade* of nickel and

chrome steel are general throughout the

car, and the greatest care has been used

in the proportioning of the gears and other

parts. The transmission system provide*
• a drive through but one pair of gears for

first, second and third speeds, with fourth

speed direct, two sets of bevel gears and

pinions being fitted to the shafts in the

transmission.

The engagement of speeds is progres-

sive, the change speed lever moving over

a notched quadrant from reverse at the

rear to fourth speed forward. Final drive

is by side chains. But one model has been

decided on, a four-cylinder, 30-horsepower

chassis priced at $5,000. The complete car

at the Armory was provided with a body

by Demarest, and the finish in all details

carried out with taste and judgment.

George J. Kobusch, president of the St.

Louis Car Company, by reason of his in-

timate acquaintance with transportation

problems, is eminently fitted to head the

organization of a company formed for

the purpose of reproducing the well-known

Mors car. The St. Louis Car Company has

been established for two decades as one
of the largest manufactories in the country

of coaches for steam railways and cars for

suburban electric service. The company's

product in New York City is well repre-

sented by about 230 cars, now in use in

the Subways, and more than 700 cars in the
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suburban service out of New York. A
considerable department of the business has

been the manufacture of pressed steel cars,

the output being five complete cars a day
throughout the year. No less than 3,200

men are employed in the great works, and

the new buildings erected for the automo-

bile branch will give employment to more
than 400.

In the selection of a type the Mors was
chosen and suitable arrangements made
with the Societe Anonyme Mors for the

-exact reproduction of the various models

made by this, famous French house. Each
car will be an exact duplicate of the foreign

machine of a corresponding model, the

metric measurement system being employed,

and not only shop drawings but duplicate

parts will be furnished by the Mors com-
pany for the guidance of the St. Louis

concern.

The car is so well known that a descrip-

tion is hardly necessary, though it may be

said to contain typical features such as slid-

ing-gear change speed with direct drive on

fourth speed, controlled by a progressive

lever. The drive on all speeds but fourth

is through a pair of gears and a bevel

gear and pinion on the secondary shaft, a

second bevel set driving from the first shaft

on the engagement of high speed.

Motors will be built with cylinders cast

in pairs for the higher powers and with

individual cylinders for the two smaller

engines. The Mors practice of offsetting

the cylinders will be, of course, followed

in the Kobusch car.

As an indication of the progress made in

the new plant, it may be stated that some

fifty odd chassis are in process of assembly,

with over a hundred in prospect and under

way. The output for the year will be more
than 200 cars, and in the lot will be three

regular models, ranging from 20 to 50

horsepower. The capacity of the plant

will be increased as the market for cars ot

this quality may demand.

Another great corporation, and in some

ways the most remarkable concern to seri-

ously consider the automobile as a mechan-

ism worthy of a prominent place in its

product, is the Westinghouse companies.

Already the French branch, the Societe

Anonyme Westinghouse, of Havre, with a

splendidly equipped plant for the manufac-

ture of electrical machinery, has been turn-

ing out chassis for some time after design l

by Albert Schmid, director and consulting

engineer of this allied company.

At the Armory show a beautifully fin-

ished 30 horsepower chassis was on view

and attracted the serious attention of the

engineer and the tradesman. The mechan-

ical features involved, while not of startling

novelty and along the lines of established

practice, are carried out with the greatest

skill, with here and there a decided touch of

originality. The water-cooling of the

brakes and the carbureter are Westing-

house ideas and the limiting governor is an

uncommon attachment.

In the selection of metals entering into

the construction the widest possible range

has been given to a choice, each vital part

of the mechanism being made from such

steel alloys as seemed best fitted to the par-

ticular work in hand, nickel-steel of various

grades and nickel and chromium alloys be-

ing used without reference to initial cost

The chassis shown is the production, in its

entirety, of the French house, and is sold

for 25,000 francs f.o.b. at Havre.

Whether or not the parent company, with

its principal works at Pittsburg, will un-

dertake the manufacture of a duplicate

chassis and other models is as yet a matter

under consideration, but the probabilities all

point that way. If the decision is favorable,

it will mean that the entire available re-

sources of the vast Westinghouse interests

will be at the disposal of the automobile

branch of the business, and with its great

magnitude, splendid organization and uni-

fied spirit, the possibilities of the company-

will be well-nigh limitless.

Another significant fact brought out

prominently at the recent shows is the

added attention given to the automobile by

such great American establishments as the

S 1

AMERICAN MORS TOURIHG CAR BUILT BY THE KOBUSCH AUTOMOBILE CO. AHD SHOWS FOR THE FIRST TIME IB HEW YORK.
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Bethlehem Steel Co., the Midvale Steel

Co., the William Cramp & Sons Ship and
Engine Building Co., the Carpenter Steel

Co., and the foreign house of Krupp.
While each of these companies has for

some time been supplying a large number of

automobile manufacturers with a variety of

materials, this is the first year that has seen

comprehensive exhibits made at the auto-

mobile shows. The firm of Krupp, at Es-

sen-Ruhr, has probably furnished more au-

tomobile parts and materials to Continental

manufacturers than all the other producers

of Europe, and the business is so well es-

tablished as a branch department of the

works that no element of novelty enters

into consideration save that it is the maiden
appearance of the company as an exhibitor

at an automobile American show. The con-

dition in this country is not quite the same
as in Europe, the American automobile

manufacturer only recently demanding
steels and materials of the highest order in

such considerable quantities as would jus-

tify the largest producers in making a

special effort to cater to this department of

the business.

That such concerns as the Midvale, Beth-

lehem, and Carpenter steel companies are

for the first time represented with compre-

hensive exhibits at automobile exhibitions,

indicates their appreciation of the growing

demand in this country for steels of the

highest degree of excellence for the con-

struction of automobiles.

This appreciation could only come with

the belief in the stability and importance of

the automobile industry, and in the earnest

endeavor of the manufacturer to bring his

product to the highest possible degree of ex-

cellence. Regarded in such a light, it is a

hopeful and significant sign of the growth

and permanence of the self-propelled ve-

hicle.

Some Features of Technical Interest.

THE first nervous look for something new
did not find many points of attraction,

but the next couple of rounds through the

Garden and Armory made it clear that a

systematic search was the only method of

obtaining valuable information. Taking one

car detail after the other, the comparison

brought forth such a vastness of interesting

material that the investigation had at once

to be confined to a limited number of details.

It would take months, and not one week, to

digest the tremendous amount of valuable

improvements which, hidden to the casual

observer, were stored within the compass of

rather similar exteriors.

It is therefore impossible to do justice to

the hundreds of ingenious details and their

originators without the compilation of an

indexed show dictionary.

It is natural that the cleverly heralded

$500 four-cylinder motor-in-front Ford run-

about proved a strong magnet for the know-

ing and unknowing. To do justice to this

commercial novelty is not an easy proposi-

tion, for two reasons: First, it was ex-

tremely difficult to get at the details of the

construction, so great was the crowd which

surrounded the car from morning until

night; and secondly, there are no acknowl-

edged performances available to form a

basis of criticism.

As far as the general design is concerned,

it must be frankly stated that it appears to

be the product of a wide and practical ex-

perience as well as the ability to combine

simplicity with effectiveness. On some of

the details the tendency to produce a light

car is, at first sight, of a rather startling

character, which shows, however, on closer

examination, good mechanical reasoning.

The frame is of tubular truss design, axles

and steering knuckles probably of excellent

INLET SIDE OF ENGINE OF THE HEW FORD FOUR-CYLINDER RUNABOUT. THE FEATURE OF THE ARMORY SHOW
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HARMON EXHIBIT IH THE ARMORY SHOW, WITH DEMONSTRATION CHASSIS MOUNTED ON BLOCKS TO SHOW FLEXIBILITY OF SUSPENSION.

material, judging from their dimensions,

and the hanging of motor and transmission

simplicity itself. The steering device seems,

at first, direct, until the information is

gleaned that a little box right under the

steering wheel contains the induction gear-

ing, which seems a novel idea,, surprising in

the fact that it was possible to design it with

such novel compactness. The change speed

gear is of the planetary type, operated by a

side lever, and is directly connected with the

motor shaft without the interposition of a

clutch under separate pedal control.

Lubrication has been provided for all

essential working parts; splash system for

the motor under the supply of an Essex ex-

haust force feed oiler. A regular Splitdorf

coil is seen on the dash. A radiator, the

product of a well-known firm, forms the

front of the car. The rear hub brakes are

operated by a foot pedal, the mate of which

engages a transmission brake, while a third

pedal produces reverse motion.

The outside appearance of the car makes

a pleasing standard impression. The acces

sories visible on the outside are of know
value, and the demonstration ride of th

favorable four-cylinder car impres

These general characteristics of a car of

attractive appearance lead to the con-

that good material must have been

\ to secure lightness and retain strength

tad that only the vast number of cars to

be produced and a small margin of expected

ptafit enabled the maker to offer it for a

prise which is startling when compared

wtti the general specification of the car.

The car of direct opposite characteristic

w the new Northern. Appearing without

a*jr warning, without unusual valuation and

departing in many important points from

Standard lines of construction, it shows in

almost every vital part originality combined

with ample provisions for certainty of op-

eration.

To make a quadruple cylinder casting in

one piece with the crankcase is a decided

novelty in automobile construction and

must, without inspection of internal ar-

rangement and consideration of machining

problems, contain decided points of advan-

tage, especially in regard to stiffness of the

supports of working parts.

The special arrangement of the spark

plugs screwed into special fixtures forming

an auxiliary combustion chamber is uncom-

mon and of merit. The arrangement of a

flywheel of unusual large diameter makes

for the quietness of the engine, acting at the

same time as a fan and vacuum destroyer at

the rear end of the car, all showing a broad

study of automobile problems.

The entire control scheme is also of de-

cided novelty, as the gear box (a unit

either with the motor or rear axle differen-

tial casing respectively in the two models

shown) is actuated by a hand wheel super-

imposed on the steering wheel for going

ahead and for the reverse by a foot slide

protruding from a slot in the base of the

steering column.

The throttle lever located under the steer-

ing wheel also actuates the pneumatic

clutch, which in itself, as well as the air

brakes, is not only rather an exception in

automobile engineering, but also original in

design. The ratchet starting device, the use

of the two-to-one gear as a circulating

pump, are also of unusual application.

Space prevents not only a complete discus-

sion of all the novel features of this car, but

even a listing of them. The general charac-

teristics, however, indicate a tendency tow-

ard simplification, safety of operation by

numerous interlocking devices, and the bold

arrangement of engine and power drive in

one straight line to the rear axle with the

interposition of only one universal joint.

In general the chassis makes the impression

of simplicity and efficiency.

DEMONSTRATING THE NEW FORD FOUR-CYLINDER MOTOR-O-F
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The Northern car and the Ford runabout

are probably the constructions of special in-

terest about %hich a final judgment would

be premature at present.

It is different with the productions in the

two-cycle field. It seems reasonable to ex-

pect that the example set by the four-cylin-

der Elmore and three-cylindtr Oldsmobile

two-cycle engines will bring again to the

front this unjustly neglected possibility of

automobile motor construction.

This renaissance of a sound principle de-

serves as much attention as the development

of the air-cooled car, which shows an in-

creasing number of representative makes

from year to year.

The thorough design of the Knox four-

cylinder, vertical motor-in-front chassis,

with its double-bevel gear transmission con-

struction, is a fair example of the impor-

tance which the air-cooled car has assumed.

This year's cars show a state of perfection

that is the legitimate outcome of long,

practical road experience.

Of cars fitted with air-cooled motors the

Frayer-Miller, employing forced draught

in cylinder jackets, was a constant center

of interest, though of course no longer a

novelty.

A five-cylinder, air-cooled motor (the

Carey), revolving around its crankshaft,

was the only decidedly novel construction

in the air-cooled line, interesting, especially,

for the fact that the manufacturer claims

to have overcome the main difficulty with

such motors in preventing the running dry

of bearings by the centrifugal motion of the

oil under high motor speed. It would ex-

ceed the limits of this article to go into

the details of simplification possible with

such construction, and only the absence of

fan or blower, muffler and camshafts may
be specially mentioned.

The well-known arrangement of the in-

clined cylinders in the Marmon air-cooled

car has again attracted special attention by

its main feature of providing for an ample

body of air and free passage of the air

all around the cylinders, not always a char-

acteristic of air-cooled, four-cylinder mo-
tors with the fore-and-aft arrangement of

cylinders.
,

The peculiar suspension system of this:

car having been recently discussed in detail

in these pages, its mere mention may be

sufficient In the Armory the chassis was
so mounted that its flexibility was easily

demonstrated to the visitor, and it seemed

to make a considerable impression.

The new Aerocar was received with fav-

orable interest by the critical, its merits'

being acknowledged from the fact that it

embodies the well-known Reeves air-cooled

;

motor, and its other elements are of well-

known efficiency. It will be interesting to

watch developments in this rapidly-moving

enterprise.

In combination with air-cooled motors

the Orient friction drive buckboard appar-

ently offers neat appearance, combined with

low price. In this construction a friction

drive of proper design and material is

specially suitable on account of the small

weight of the car.

The possibilities of the friction drive

were lucidly presented to always a con-

siderable group of spectators at the stand

of the Lambert automobile, which construc-

tion naturally showed an increase of di-

mensions adequate to the weight of the

car. Aluminum composition and paper

friction surfaces are employed for the trans-

mission disks. In practical operation both

vehicles give only a limited number of

speeds, as indicated by the notches on the

speed-lever sectors. These notches are

probably used to prevent any creeping of

the sliding wheel.

Other friction systems shown were the

Windsor and the Gearless transmissions,

in the Armory. The practical operation of

these systems will be watched with great

interest, for it is undeniable that an efficient

friction drive would provide the ideal form
of change speed construction for automo-
biles, and especially for commercial vehicles.

Regarding other details of car construc-

tion, the retention of armored wood frames
in the Spyker, Panhard, C.G.V., Electrette,

Lansden truck, and Pope-Hartford cars

seems to indicate a desire to lighten car

frames and to increase their elasticity at

the same time.

The old question as to whether the driver

of an automobile should sit on the right-

hand side or the left finds illustration in

the fact that a majority of the commercial

cars have the steering wheel on the left-

hand side. This position seems to be the

accepted one for convenience in operating

the car and for best observing the possi-

bilities of making progress in n crowded

thoroughfare. In view of the existing road

laws in this country it seems logical to

place the steering wheel on the left, just

as location on the right-hand side seems

logical for vehicles in the British Isles,

where the custom in passing is the reverse.
PAST VIEW OF CHASSIS OF LAMBERT T0URI50 CAS, SHOWING FRICTION DRIVE FROM ENGINE

SHAFT TO SIDE CHAIN COUNTERSHAFT
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MOTOR OF THE KEW NORTHERN TOURING CAR KMBODYTRO KAHT*HOVBL FEATURES—ORB OF THE MOST ATTRACTIVE EXHIBITS IR THE
GARDEN SHOW.

Rote :—Cylinders and crank case are in one casting. Air pump on left of engine supplies compressed air to operate clutch and brakes. Spark plugs are attached

to casting forming supplementary combustion chamber. Two-to-one gears are used as water pump.
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLES AT THE SHOWS.

TO a majority of the visitors to the

New York automobile shows, to a

majority of those who read pub-

lished reports of the shows and to the "gen-

eral public" the great exposition—for it was

in effect but a single exposition housed in

two buildings—was arranged primarily for

and consisted chiefly of pleasure cars. In

point of numbers and in spectacular display

this is true, and it is also true that the

pleasure cars shown were far in advance

of the cars of a year ago, both in numbers

while in 1906 the exhibitors of commercial

cars are, almost without exception, builders

of vehicles designed wholly and exclusively

with a view to carrying the burdens of com-

merce. These facts speak for themselves,

and hardly need the backing supplied by the

several manufacturers who stated that the

combination of pleasure car and delivery

wagon was a failure, though the experiment

was inevitable and the experience gained

was essential in producing cars properly

fitted to meet the demands of commercial

ments, but who knows how to pull the

levers, press the pedals and steer. This is,

of course, an extreme view, and its diamet-

ric opposite is entertained by the manufac-

turer who wants a factory-trained expert

on each car, and is willing to go to consid-

erable trouble to train men for such work.

The first holds that a man who does not

know the difference between the spark plug

and the gasoline tank, or between the arma-

ture shaft and the battery terminals, cannot

be tempted to "adjust" things until they re-

OTTERIOR OF ROOM IN ARMORY FITTED By WESTIHGHOUSE COMPANIES FOR EXHIBITION OF CAR CHASSIS, MERCURY
VAPOR LAMPS AND CONVERTERS, AND AIR COMPRESSOR FOR INFLATING TIRES.

and in mechanical excellence. It is not put-

ting the case too strongly, however, to as-

sert that the exhibit of commercial vehicles

was of greater real importance and held

a deeper significance than anything else

shown. A few facts in this connection will

be of interest.

There were about a hundred per cent,

more exhibitors of commercial automobiles

at the 1906 show than at the 1905 show ; but

even this great increase does not adequately

represent the true status of the matter, be-

cause in 1905 a large proportion of the com-
mercial cars, so-called, consisted of pleasure

car chassis carrying light delivery bodies,

work, so different from the calls made on

pleasure cars. The beneficial effects of hard

experience are shown on every hand, in the

massive proportioning of parts, the increase

of power, the decrease of speed and the

banishment, from the heavier classes at

least, of the mirror-like finishes seen on

pleasure cars. The fact that no hired driver

will ever handle a truck in the way an auto-

mobilist handles his own pleasure car has

received due attention—so mucn so, in fact,

that one manufacturer emphatically voices

his preference for a driver who is absolutely

ignorant of the working of the motor, who
knows nothing whatever of miking adjust-

fuse to function, but can readily learn to

handle the controlling levers intelligently

and will do it much more cheaply than an

expert who could be trusted among the ma-
chinery; also, that the non-mechanical man
is easy to find, while the expert is a luxury.

It is argued that if the car is properly built

it will more than pay to take it to an expert

repairman on the few occasions when atten-

tion is required.

The advocrte of expert drivers believes

that it pays to employ trained men, able to

meet any emergency and do most of their

own adjusting and repairing. Another ar-

gument is that eventually practically all
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motor truck drivers will become compara-

tively expert, just as the average horse

truck driver of to-day knows enough to take

intelligent care of his horses; and that the

sooner the educative process is commenced,
the better. As a matter of fact, the major-

ity of man ufacturers, especially of gasoline

trucks, incline toward the latter attitude and

make their trucks as substantial, simple and
easily understood as possible, while reduc-

ing the necessity for adjustment to the min-

imum. These questions apply to electric

vehicles in a lesser degree, for the battery,

the source of the great majority of electric

vehicle troubles, is necessarily always han-

dled by specialists, and the mechanism pre-

sents little or no opportunity or temptation

for the driver to "tinker."

The attitude of the truck-using public

toward the power commercial vehicle is

such as to be exceedingly encouraging to

the builder. Numerous tentative purchases

have been made in the past, and in not a

few cases the results have been below ex-

pectations. The business man has seen,

however, the possibilities of the practical

vehicle, and is ready to try again, knowing
that improvements are being made con-

stantly. In many cases the experiment has

proved a success and the business man and
those who have watched him are ready to

purchase more trucks, especially in view of

the likelihood of obtaining better results

from improved vehicles.

If the motor truck was merely a means
for advertising a business ; if it was merely
a little more convenient, or a little quicker
than the horse-drawn truck; if it merely
did the same work at about the same cost,

the business man would not consider its

purchase for a moment. The automobile

builder's proposition, however, is that the

motor truck is a saver of money, and a

proposition to save money is the surest wav
to sell trucks. The manufacturer has

reached a stage in the development of his

machines where he has a good deal of well-

founded confidence in their ability to do

what they are built to do, and in several

instances the business man is offered a

guarantee that the motor trucks will do a

certain per cent, more work in a given time

than an equal number of horse-drawn

trucks, with a certain percentage of saving.

A proposition of this kind coming from a

responsible concern cannot pass unnoticed,

for it is a matter of dollars and cents—what

the average man is in business for. If a

truck builder can demonstrate the truth of

his assertions in actual work, orders are

assured. A careful survey of the situation

would seem to show that motor truck

builders are "making good" in so many in-

stances that the increased number of ex-

hibits, the improved quality of the machines,

the increasing demand for them and the

increasing numbers seen on the streets of

our large cities are the logical results.

Automobile stages and other passenger-

carrying automobiles for public service are

somewhat peculiarly situated. Though
their reliability and practicability have fre-

quently been proved, they are not usually

profitable when brought into direct competi-

tion with steam railroads and trolley lines

in localities where there is much travel,

while localities where no such competition

exists are, as a rule, sparsely inhabited and

not heavily traveled. Under certain condi-

tions, however, automobile passenger service

is very successful, as has been conclusively

proved. For instance, passenger and light

freight work is profitable where it is possi-

ble to secure the combined business of sev-

eral small villages, all at a distance from a

railroad station and none reached by a trol-

ley line. Newly opened territory where

railroads arc scarce offers exceptional op-

portunities for motor stage work ; the sight-

seeing automobiles that ply in the larger

cities are familiar to the public, and short

routes in mountainous districts, where rail-

roads are impracticable, are, in a number

of cases, covered by automobiles carrying

both freight and passengers. The fact that

the mails are entrusted to automobile stages

in many instances is an indication of the

reliability of the motor vehicle. Passenger

work is nearly always of special character,

requiring special arrangements of car and

body ; the machines usually consist of regu-

lar truck chassis fitted with passenger bodies

and, perhaps, geared to a rather higher
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speed than is considered advisable for

freight work.

Manufacturers of commercial cars are

unanimous in the opinion that the field is

enormous, and that the concerns now build-

ing reliable trucks will in a short time be

unable to meet the demand. The represen-

tative of a concern which has only recently

placed a commercial machine on the market

expressed the opinion that the wisest man-
ufacturers are those who early commenced
work along commercial lines and were pre-

pared to enter the field with well-tried ve-

hicles. "My firm," he said, "did not think

very seriously of entering the commercial

field until a couple of seasons' use of a truck

for its own freight work brought the con-

viction that it was only necessary to show
business men what a good motor truck

would do to create a demand that meant

vastly more than the demand for pleasure

cars, notwithstanding that the latter were

selling just as fast as they could be turned

out. The result is that we are giving the

truck question a great deal of attention ; and

the public would hardly believe the amount

of time and money that is being spent by

automobile builders generally for the pur-

pose of developing good trucks. The keen

competition among pleasure car builders is

awakening the eyes of manufacturers to the

fact that there is a field where for a long

possesses a monopoly of good points.

Builders of electric trucks cheerfully admit

that for long-distance work and for service

where it is difficult or impracticable to ob-

tain direct current, the gasoline car is supe-

rior; while builders of gasoline cars are

usually willing to acknowledge the advan-

tages of the electric car for house-to-house

delivery or service where the vehicle must

make stops at short intervals.

Again, the builders of electric commercial

cars feel that this class of machine has

earned for itself an undisputed position and

a reputation for usefulness that cannot be

denied; while; the gasoline car builder,

knowing the ' developed qualities and the

latent possibilities of his car, is not only

hopeful, but confident of success.

As in the case of pleasure cars, various

types of motors are used, and all seem to

meet the requirements. Air-cooling and

FRAHKUH ORB-TON TRUCK WITH 4-CYLHTDER, AIR-COOLED, 12-H.P. MOTOR.

time there will be plenty of room for every-

one who has the right vehicle."

So far the question of motive power has

not been touched upon, commercial cars be-

ing referred to as a class. This year the

gasoline truck has come into prominence

with a rapidity that is astonishing, while

electric vehicles are widening their field of

usefulness continually. Steam for commer-
cial work does not find the favor in this

country that it does abroad, and no com-

mercial cars propelled by steam engines were

seen at the New York show. While there,

is naturally much rivalry between the man-
ufacturers of electric and gasoline cars,

there is a distinct and gratifying absence of

inclination to belittle one another's cars

;

this is doubtless due in a large measure to

the realization of the fact that there is more
to be gained by pointing out the good quali-

ties of one's own machine than by abusing

the cars of other makers ; and to the knowl-

edge of the fact that no one type of machine

w.tcr-cooling are each used, examples of

both types being prominent in actual service.

Engines are built with one, two or four

cylinders and are placed with cylinders hor-

izontal and vertical, some under a hood in

front, some under the driver's seat and

some under the body and even on the rear

axle, the latter form being adopted by a

prominent concern. There is no uniformity

of practice in transmission gears, clutches

or driving systems. Side-chain drive is

found on heavy and light vehicles alike,

while live rear axles are found not only on

light delivery wagons, but on one of the

heaviest of the gasoline trucks.

In point of carrying capacity the electric

trucks are in the lead, so far as the show
indicated. Several five-ton electric trucks

were exhibited, while there was but one

gasoline car of that rated capacity, and that

was shown outside, demonstrating its abil-

ity by carrying five tons of pig-iron about

the streets.

Many of the commercial cars exhibited

have been described and illustrated in pre-

vious issues of The Automobile. The
leading and characteristic features are here

given, however, and will give the reader an
excellent idea of prevailing practice in com-
mercial cars on this side of the Atlantic.

It is rather interesting to note that only

American commercial cars were exhibited,

the commercial field not being cultivated by
foreign builders, whose attention, so far as
this country is concerned, is centered on the
pleasure car.

The Packard Motor Car Company, of De-
troit, Mich., manufactures only one com-
mercial chassis which, however, can be fitted

with any style of body desired. This ma-
chine has a carrying capacity of 3,000
pounds and is equipped with a oouble-cylin-
der, vertical water-cooled motor rated at 14
horsepower placed under the driver's seat.

The motor is of the same type as the Pack-
ard touring car motor, though having only
half the number of cylinders, and drives
through an internal expanding clutch, three-
speed sliding gear transmission and side
chains to the rear wheels which are mount-
ed on a solid rear axle made of two-inch
square forged steel. Maximum speed, 12
miles an hour. Ignition is by jump spark,
with a storage battery supplying the cur-
rent. The regular touring car carbureter
is used. The frame is of armored hard
wood and is carried on semi-elliptic springs,
the rear springs being three in number and
of the platform type. Wheels are 34 inches
in diameter in the rear and 32 inches ia the
front, and run on roller bearings; the
steering knuckles turn in ball bearings.
Balls are also used in the transmission.
Wheelbase, 971-2 inches; tread standard.
Tires are of solid rubber, 31-2 inches in
diameter. The brake system is the same as
on the Packard touring cars, and consists
of a drum on each rear hub, with an inter-
nal expanding ring and an external con-
tacting band on each drum, the exterior
brakes being used for regular service and
the internal rings for emergency work. The
radiator is tubular and is placed at the front
of the car, below the dash ; the total water
capacity is seven gallons. Eight gallons of
gasoline are carried; the manufacturers
state that in actual service, with loads vary-
ing from full capacity to nothing, the truck
averages ten miles to a gallon, giving a
radius of about 80 miles on a tank of gaso-
line.

Requirements vary so much that no at-
tempt is made to make any one type of body
standard: the truck is regularly supplied
with no body, but merely a driver's seat.
Designs can be furnished and bodies built,
however, in many styles, or the purchaser-
can have a body built to suit his own spe-
cial needs.

A 2.000 pounds capacity delivery wagon
with gasoline motor was exhibited by the
Olds Motor Works, of Lansing, Mich.;
though the car is conservatively rated at
one ton the manufacturers state that it will
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handle a 3,000-pound load without difficulty

;

the weight of the car is 3,500 pounds. The

motor is rated at 16 horsepower and has

two vertical water-cooled cylinders placed

under the driver's seat with the shaft ex-

tending transversely. Drive is by chain

from the motor to a countershaft carrying

the two-speed planetary transmission, and

from the countershaft to the rear wheels by

side chains, the rear axle being solid. Max-
imum speed, about 18 miles an hour. The

frame is of pressed steel ; wood sills for the

body are carried above it on steel brackets.

Wheelbase is 1 10 inches and tread standard

:

wheels are all 34 inches in diameter and are

fitted with 4-inch solid rubber tires. The
radiator is tubular and is carried in front

of the dash; water capacity, 10 gallons.

The exhibit consisted of a chassis without

body, a closed delivery wagon with rear

doors and an express wagon with top and

tide curtains, all on the same type of chas-

sis.

s One of the recent arrivals in the commer-
cial field is the H. H. Franklin Manufactur-

ing Company, of Syracuse, N. Y. This con-

cern exhibited a gasoline truck equipped

with a 12-horsepower, air-cooled motor of

the regular Franklin type, placed vertically

tinder the driver's seat with the shaft fore-

and-aft. The car weighs 1,400 pounds, and,

notwithstanding its lightness, is rated as

having a carrying capacity of 2,000 pounds.

Drive is through multiple disk clutch, two-

speed sliding gear transmission, shaft and

bevel gears to the live rear axle. The car

is geared to a high speed, considering its

carrying capacity, being capable of runnig

20 miles an hour on the high gear. The
rear axle runs on Hess-Bright ball bear-

ings; the front axle, which is tubular, on

roller bearings ; the engine bearings are of

special babbitt castings mads in the Frank-

lin factory for this work ; the transmission

runs in ball bearings. Five bearings support

the crankshaft. The framing is of wood
and the springs are full elliptics and 40

inches long ; wheels are 32 inches in diame-

ter with 3-inch rear tires and 2 1-2-inch

front tires, solid rubber. Wheelbase, 72

inches; tread, 54 inches.

The motor, under the driver's seat and

the footboard, is so installed that it is very

accessible. A large centrally divided door

in the front of the motor compartment is

nearly the whole width of the compartment,

and smaller doors at the sides and back are

also provided. The front doors are mainly

of metal grill work, allowing air to reach

the motor. The transmission and clutch are

reached through a trap-door in the plat-

form, just back of the seat, and the foot-

board is also removable. The loading plat-

form is regularly made six feet long, but

can be made considerably longer on order,

provided the normal loading capacity of the

car is not exceeded. The platform is 40

inches wide. The motor is controlled

through a governor acting on the throttle;

the carbureter is automatic

Prominent among the builders of com- ,

mercial cars propelled by air-cooled motors

is the Knox Automobile Co., of Spring-

field, Mass., whose vehicles are of massive

design and strong construction. The Knox
commercial cars embody, in modified form,

a number of the characteristics of the

Knox pleasure cars, the chief being the

grooved-pin cooling system adopted for the

engine cylinders. The largest car built by

this concern is a three-ton truck, which

was exhibited with a staked platform body.

The chassis of this vehicle weighs 3,600

pounds; with body, about 5,000 pounds.

The motor has two opposed cylinders and

is placed horizontally under the body of

the car ; the bore is 5 inches and the stroke

7 inches, and the motor is rated at 16-20

horsepower. The drive is by a single heavy

chain to a countershaft carrying the differ-

ential, and from sprockets on the counter-

shaft to the rear wheels by side chains;

the transmission is a very heavy planetary

gear, and gives two speeds forward and

one reverse. The dead rear axle is of steel,

2 1-2 inches square, while the front rear

axle is of I-beam steel, 4 inches deep and

2 1-2 inches wide. Framing is of channel

steel. The wheels are 36 inches in diam-
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eter, with solid rubber tires; the tread is

wide, 62 inches, and the wheelbase is m
inches. The loading platform, back of the

seat, is 12 feet long and 5 feet 6 inches

wide. The over-all dimensions of the truck

are 10 feet 6 inches long and 7 feet wide.

Speed, 10 miles an hour.

The same chassis may be fitted with a

passenger-carrying body and the speed in-

creased somewhat, the maximum being

about 15 miles an hour. A 28-passenger

stage shown was made in this way. The
vehicle has six cross seats, the front one

50 inches wide and the others 72 inches

wide, the total carrying capacity being 28

persons. A rack in front of the dashboard

and another at the rear provides a place

for carrying mail bags or light freight A
top is fitted, with side curtains, which can

be lowered to enclose the entire vehicle

in stormy weather.

A smaller vehicle exhibited was a de-

livery wagon with open body and a carry-

ing capacity of 2,500 pounds. The power

and transmission systems are the same as

on the truck, with reductions in weight

where necessary; the speed is higher, 18

miles an hour maximum. The wheelbase

is 96 inches, tread 56 inches, and the wheels

are 32 inches in diameter, shod with 3 1-2-

inch solid rubber tires. The loading space

in the body is 103 inches long and 45 inches

wide. The wagon is furnished with or

without top, and with lever steering as a

standard equipment and wheel steering at

an extra cost

The lightest of the Knox commercial

cars shown is a single-cylinder delivery

wagon with a carrying capacity of 1,500

pounds. The engine is horizontally placed

under the body; the stroke, 8 inches, is

very long in comparison with the bore, 5

inches. The loading space is 76 inches long

and 48 inches wide ; the maximum speed of

the car is 18 miles an hour. Drive is

through planetary transmission and single

chain to the live rear axle. Wheelbase, 78

inches; tread, 56 inches; wheels, 32 inches,

with 3 1-2-inch solid rubber tires.

A truck chassis which is decidedly un-

usual in appearance, but apparently practical

and well-built, is the three-ton truck chassis

shown by the Hewitt Motor Co., of 10 East

Thirty-first street, New York. The first

impression given by this machine is that

the frame is extremely massive. This ap-

pearance is caused by the fact that the

pressed steel members of the frame and

sub-framing are very deep, though not ex-

cessively heavy, the chassis weighing 5,000

pounds with body. The wheels are large

and of great width, each wheel being fitted

with two solid rubber tires. The next fea-

ture to attract notice is the engine. This

is of the four-cylinder vertical type, water-

cooled, and is placed under the driver's

seat. The four cylinders are cast in a

single piece, with water jackets, heads and

valve chambers integral; instead of the

usual closed crankcase the cylinders are

sported on steel columns, marine fashion,

diagonal braces being used to give stiff-

ness.

No less than three means are provided

for obtaining the ignition spark in order

that danger of stoppage from ignition

troubles may be reduced to the minimum.
A magneto supplies current for a low-

tension make-and-break system, and a bat-

tery can be switched into the circuit in case

the magneto is disabled. Another set of

batteries operates a jump-spark system

through a vibrator coil.

The motor is rated at 25-horsepower, and

drives through a heavy planetary trans-

mission and side chains to the rear wheels.

Main bearings are of babbitf, lubricated by

force feed, the lubrication of the entire

machine being automatic and requiring no

attention beyond the filling of the oil tank.

Connecting rod and other engine adjust-

ments can be made without taking down
the motor or removing any of its parts;

the motor is protected from dust and dirt

by a steel pan underneath and a steel cover

above. Spiral gears with very broad wear-

ing surfaces operate the camshaft

A feature that should be useful in a

commercial car is that the entire motor

can be removed and another substituted

in half an hour, thus an extra motor can

be kept on hand, and if repairs or extensive

adjustments are necessary to the regular

engine the spare one can be put in its place

and the car kept on the road practically

without loss of time.

The two forward speeds and reverse are

operated by pedals, there being a separate

pedal for each change. A good feature

of this arrangement is that the initial

movement of any pedal automatically dis-

engages any speed that may have been

previously engaged. The friction bands'

are so arranged that they cannot be made
to engage "fiercely," and the transmission

is in these ways protected from damage due

to careless, manipulation. The friction sur-

faces, axe. exceedingly broad to give long

wear,-; the bands are of steel, lined with

fiber, and work on cast iron drums. While
provision is made for oiling the friction

surfaces, the manufacturers state that it

matters very little whether oil is used or

not, the co-efficient of friction being almost

the same with or without oil. The clutches

are said to be unaffected by dirt or water.

Roller bearings are used in the wheel

hubs. Brakes are expanding in the rear

hub drums, the friction surfaces being fiber

on cast iron. The gasoline tank, under the

driver's seat, holds 50 gallons. Wheelbase,

120 inches ; tread, 66 inches ; wheels, 36

inches; loading platform, 12 feet long and

6 feet wide.

A smaller chassis exhibited by the same
concern is similar to the chassis of the

Hewitt small nleis'ire car. This chassis

was also shown, fitted with a delivery body

with rear doors. The engine is of lO-horse-

power, with a single horizontal cylinder

under the bodv. With body, the machine

weighs 1.700 pounds, and has a rated carry-

ing capacity of 1,000 pounds, though the

manufacturers state that 1,500 pounds is

not a serious tax on the car. The machine

embodies some of the features of the large

truck, such as removable engine, automatic

force feed lubrication, three-pedal control

of the planetary transmission with inter-

locks, and wide wearing surfaces on friction

bands and drums. The body can be loosened

and slid back on the frame to permit in-

spection of the machinery. Drive is by a

single heavy chain to the live rear axle.

Michelin tires are fitted to the wheels,

though solid rubber tires will be used if

ordered.

A two-ton truck with an open body,

driven by a 30-horsepower, double-opposed,

horizontal motor hung under the body, was

shown by the Logan Construction Co., of

Chillicothe, Ohio, while a 1,500-pound de-

livery wagon was used as a demonstration

vehicle outside. The truck has a water-

cooled motor driving through a sliding-

gear transmission, countershaft and side

chains to the rear wheels ; a stationary axle

is used. The gearing gives two speeds for-

ward and one reverse. The axles are of

I-beam steel. The framing is of heavy

angle steel, trussed by a system peculiar to

the Logan cars, and is carried on full el-

liptic springs front and rear; wheels are

32 inches in diameter, and are fitted with 4
1-2-inch solid rubber tires. The wheelbase

is 100 inches and the tread 561-2 inches.

The machine weighs 2,500 pounds, with

open box body. Timken roller bearings are

fitted to the road wheels.

The smaller machine, used for demon-

stration, has a capacity of 1,500 pounds,

and weighs 1,150 pounds; tread, 56 inches,

wheelbase 86 inches ; motor, 20-horsepower;

maximum speed, 15 miles an hour. Drive

is by single chain to a live rear axle.

Wheels are 30 inches in diameter, with 3-

inch solid rubber tires.

A 3,000-pound gasoline truck with

double-opposed cylinder motor was ex-

hibited by the Rapid Motor Vehicle Co.,

of Detroit, Mich. This machine is fitted

with planetary transmission gear, giving

two forward speeds and a reverse, the drive,

as is usual with motors of this type, being

first to a countershaft carrying the differen-

tial, and then to the rear wheels by side

chains. The motor has cylinders of 5 inches

bore and 5 inches stroke. A feature of the

car is that manganese bronze is used for

both axles, the manufacturers stating that

they believe this material particularly well

st-ited to withstanding the constant vibra-

tion incident to road work, without crystal-

lization or fatigue. The stubs carrying the

front wheels are of the same material, with

the steering arms cast integral. Special

efforts have been made to secure accessi-

bility of all parts; the motor is dissembled

from the top downward, beginning with the

top of the crankcase and ending with the

bottom. The same feature of accessibility

is found throughout the machine. The\
wheels run on roller bearings.
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A striking example of heavy, substantial

construction was shown in the Atlas three-

ton gasoline truck, in which the engine and

transmission are hung on the rear axle..

This machine is built, by the Knox Motor

Truck Co., of Springfield, Mass. The en-

gine has two horizontal cylinders placed

parallel to one another, but with consider-

able open space between them; the engine

is in front of the rear axle, with the heads

pointing toward the front of the truck.

Between the engine and the rear axle is

the sliding-gear transmission, so that the

engine drives direct to the live rear axle

through the gears. An oil-tight casing en-

closes the entire system. No chains, bevel

gears or universal joints are used. A single

mechanical oiler, of large size, lubricates

the entire system.

Owing to the fact that most of the weight

of the machinery is carried by the rear axle

stroke; ignition is by jump spark. The
clutch is a leather-faced cone and works

into the flywheel,, which is mounted close

Jfo. the. frame on the right-hand side of

j^he machine. The transmission gives three

\*
forward speeds, and reverse ; the gears are

vewy, massive,' having teeth 2 1-4 inches

wide.

The car weighs 6,000 pounds and can

be fitted with either solid rubber or steel

tires, and with a body of any desired

style. With an ordinary platform or open

box body, the carrying space is II feet

3 inches long and 5 feet wide. The wheel-

base is 114 inches and the tread 58 inches;

wheels are 36 inches in diameter, and all

brakes act on the hubs of the rear wheels.

The Crown delivery wagon, exhibited by

the Detroit Auto Vehicle Co., of Detroit,

Mich., is driven by a two-cylinder vertical

motor, placed under the driver's seat, de-

MATHKSOn nVE-TOH GASOLINE TRUCK WTTH;<PUIX LOAD OF WO IRON.

without the intervention of springs, the

axle housing is of exceedingly strong con-

struction, and is greatly strengthened by a

system of trussing which, with the axle

and casing, forms a rear frame of great

strength and considerable elasticity. From
the rear axle to the front axle extends a

frame of channel steel which is pivotally

connected to the front axle. The cylinders

are supported near their front ends by

brackets attached to the frames, and the

tubular radiator rests on the framing for-

ward of the engine. Owing to the wide

space between the frame and the body there

is a free circulation of air through the

radiator.

The engine is rated at 24-horsepower and
has cylinders of 6 inches bore and 7 inches

veloping 16-horsepower, and driving through

a two-speed planetary transmission and
single chain to the live rear axle. The load

capacity of the wagon is 1,500 pounds; the

loading space in the closed body is 58 inches

long, 40 inches wide, and 50 inches high,

though as much as twelve inches can be

added to the length, on order, if light but

bulky loads are to be carried. The maxi-

mum speed is 20 miles an hour. The fram-

ing is of angle steel; wheels are 30 inches

in diameter, with 2 1-2-inch solid rubber

tires. Wheelbase, 78 inches; tread, 56
inches. The brakes are on the rear hubs
and are of the internal expanding type.

Hyatt roller bearings are used on the

rear wheels and ball bearings on the front

wheels. All springs are full elliptics. A

tubular radiator is placed under the front

of the footboard, flush with the dashboard.

The gasoline tank holds 12 gallons.

The Pope-Hartford gasoline truck ex-

hibited by the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany has a horizontal double-opposed motor

of 20-24 horsepower under the driver's seat

;

a feature of the car is the magnetic control

of the transmission, the current for operate

ing this being supplied by a small engine-

driven generator ; a controller at the driver's

left hand controls the various transmission

clutches. The truck has a load capacity of

two tons ; the wheelbase is 96 inches and the

tread, 63 inches.

One of the commercial cars which was

shown in operation out of doors in the city

streets and was not exhibited in either

building was the Matheson five-ton gasoline

truck, built by the Matheson Motor Car
Company, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. The car

was fitted with a covered platform body and

was loaded with five tons of pig iron, a load

which was handled with apparent ease. A
peculiarity in the arrangement of the truck

is that there are two bucket seats, instead

of the usual wide single seat, and the hood

under which the motor is placed comes be-

tween the seats, thus economizing room—an

important matter in a commercial machine.

The motor is of the regular Matheson type

with valves placed side by side and opening

directly into the cylinders. The valves are

operated by rocker arms carried by brackets

on the tops of the cylinders, and the cam-
shaft is placed so that the cams act directly

on the outer ends of the rocker arms with-

out the intervention of the long push-rods

usually employed with similar valve ar-

rangements. The camshaft is gear-driven

by a vertical shaft rising from the end of

the crankcase. The engine is controlled by

throttling governor.

Friction drive was shown applied to com-
mercial cars by the Buckeye Manufacturing
Company, of Anderson, Ind., which exhib-

ited two gasoline trucks, one of 1,500 pounds
carrying capacity and the other of 2,000

pounds capacity with the Lambert friction

driving gear. The trucks embody the salient

features of the pleasure cars, though heavily

built; the exhibit was always the center of

an interested crowd. A more extended dis-

cussion of this drive will be found elsewhere

in this issue.

The Mitchell Motor Car Company, of Ra-
cine, Wis., showed a closed delivery wagon
having a carrying capacity of one ton with

a tare of 1,600 pounds. The motive power
is supplied by a two-cylinder vertical motor
placed with crankshaft fore-and-aft, rated

at 12-14 horsepower; drive is through cone

clutch, three-speed sliding gear transmission

and propeller shaft to the rear axle. The
motor is water cooled. Framing is of

pressed steel of heavy gauge; wheelbase is

96 inches; tread, 56 inches; wheels are 32
inches in diameter and are fitted with solid

rubber tires. This handy machine was
shown in operation out of doors.

The Maxwell 1,000 pound delivery wagon
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embodies the main features of the Maxwell

pleasure cars, manufactured by the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Company, of Tarrytown, N.

Y.; the motor is of the double-opposed cyl-

inder type, developing 16 horsepower, and

is placed urfder the body, driving through

multiple disk clutch, three-speed sliding

gear transmission and propeller shaft to the

rear axle which is, of course, of the live

type. The car weighs 1,550 pounds; wheel-

base, 87 inches; tread, 56 inches; wheels, 30

inches in diameter, with 31-2-inch tires.

The frame is of pressed steel. This truck

was shown in actual operation in the streets

and caused much favorable comment.

A very strongly built three-ton gasoline

truck with a 30-horsepower, four-cylinder

horizontal engine, was shown by the Com-

mercial Motor Car Company; the machine

has a steel frame. One of the features is the

construction of the tires. These consist of

a series of segments, made of rubber and

fabric in alternate layers, each segment be-

ing about twelve inches long. The segments

are placed so as to "break joints" and five

segments are placed side by side. The en-

gine is placed in front and drives through

an Adams transmission, jackshaft and

double chains to the rear wheels. The

Adams transmission is operated by a sliding

key, working in a splined shaft and engag-

ing with slots cut in the hubs of the gears.

The key is moved by a lever beside the

driver, and the transmission gives two for-

ward speeds and a reverse.

1 Electrics.

In electrical commercial cars there are

comparatively few broadly distinguishing

features, the opportunities for individuality

being far more limited than in the gasoline

cars; besides, tiie electric machines are, to

a great extent, standardized and are much

more familiar to the public than the gaso-

line cars, which are, except in a few cases,

comparatively new arrivals in the field.

Most of the exhibitors of electric wagons

have been building these machines for some

time ; but the Studebaker Company, though

its carriages and wagons are known around

the world and its electric and gasoline pleas-

ure cars have already made a name for

themselves, is a comparatively new exhibitor

in the commercial vehicle field. Five ma-

chines were exhibited, the largest a five-ton

truck and the smallest a 1,000-pound deliv-

ery ; between these came a 3 1-2-ton truck, a

2-tpn truck and a 2,500-pound wagon. All

the Studebaker commercial cars embody the

same general features. The cars are all

equipped with Exide batteries supplying

current for two motors, each motor driving

one of the rear wheels independently of the

other. This arrangement obviates the neces-

sity for a differential; the rear axle is sta-

tionary, a solid steel forging. Both battery

and motors are suspended from the frame,

thus getting the benefit of the cushioning

effect of the springs—a feature which, the

manufacturers state, adds greatly to the use-

ful life of both.

RAPID 3.000-POUND DELIVERY WAGOH WITH DOUBLE OPPOSED GASOLHE MOTOR.

The Pope Motor Car Company, of In-

dianapolis, Ind., exhibited four Waverley

electric machines. The heaviest was a 3-

ton truck of a type much used by large mill-

ing concerns. The whole body is covered

by a standing top, while the rear portion

has standing sides. Curtains are supplied, so

that the entire car can be enclosed. Two
motors drive to the rear wheels through a

countershaft and heavy side chains ; the bat-

tery consists of 42 cells. Wheels are of

wood, 36 inches in diameter, with 5-inch

solid rubber tires. The loading space is

13 fee£ long, 4 feet 6 inches' wide and 6 feet

hign*. ! The wheelbase is 112 inches and the

tread 76 inches. A one-ton truck shown

embodies the same general features on a

smaller scale, though the body is a plain

platform with a carrying space 10 feet long

and 6 feet wide. The wheelbase is 96 inches

and the tread 62 inches. A closed delivery

wagon has a carrying capacity of 1,200

pounds and a carrying space 5 feet 2 inches

long, 3 feet 4 inches wide and 4 feet 8 inches

high; a single motor, suspended from the

body, drives through double reduction gears

and side chains to the rear wheils. The

Waverley open delivery wagon, the lightest

machine shown at this stand, has a carrying

capacity of 800. pounds with an open body

5 feet 3 inches long and 3 feet wide behind

the driver's seat. Two motors drive the

rear wheels through spur gearing. Wheel-

base, 80 inches; tread, 54 inches. The

wheels are 30 inches in diameter and are fit-

ted with pneumatic tires, 4 inches in the

rear and 3 1-2 inches in front. The Waver-

ley cars are fitted with either Exide or Na-

tional batteries. All the cars shown except

the 800-pound delivery wagon have 42 cell

batteries ; the light machine carries 30 cells.

A 14-passenger electric omnibus was

shown by the Auto-Car Equipment Com-
pany, of Buffalo, N. Y- This machine has

an oak frame armored with steel flitch-

plates, with a reachless running gear and a

three-point suspension system. Two Westy

inghouse motors of . 7^1-2 horsepower each

drive the rear wheels througluheavy chains!

The battery consists of 44 ceils of 13 M. Vj,

Exide ; the machine has !a maximum speed

of 15 miles an hour under load. The total

weight is 5,600 pounds.. The interior is ar-

ranged in the usual omnibus style, with

seats, 18 inches wide, along each side. The
three large plate-glass windows on each

side can be dropped into pockets out of the

way ; there is a window' in the door, one

just back of the driver's seat and one at each

end of each side seat. Wheels are 36 inche|

in diameter with solid rubber wire-mesh

Diamond tires, 4 inches in the rear and 3 i-i

inches in front. Axles are of hand-forged

steel, 2 inches square. Roller bearings are

used throughout the machine. Electric

lamps are fitted inside and outside.

The electric delivery ' wagon exhibited by

the Lansden Company, of Newark, N. J., is

fitted with an armored wood frame carrying

the entire power equipment The single

motor, hung near the front of the frame,

drives by chain to a countershaft carrying

a differential, and the countershaft drives

to the rear wheels by .sprockets and chains,

the rear axle being of the solid stationary

type. The underslung battery compartment

is arranged to take any battery that may be

specified by the purchaser, and a special

charging box with switch is attached to the

car within easy reach of the operator. All

parts are interchangeable. The springs are

all semi-elliptic.

An express wagon with a carrying capac-

ity of 4,000 pounds was- shown by the Mc-
Crea Motor Truck Company, of Cleveland,

O. A wagon of this type is used by the

United States Naval Academy at Annapolis,

Md., for hauling supplies. The battery is

hung under the body in the conventional

way and the motors drive the rear wheels

by side chains. . The speed is about 8 miles
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an hour under load and the working radius

is 40 miles on a single charge. Different

bodies can be fitted to the same chassis for

different classes of work.

A light closed-body delivery wagon ex-

hibited by the Pittsburg Motor Vehicle

Company, of Pittsburg, Pa., has a maximum
carrying capacity of 1,000 pounds and is

driven by a single motor with single-chain

drive to a sprocket carried on the differen-

tial casing on the right-hand side, close to

the wheel. The differential drives one

wheel through a tubular sleeve and the

other through a solid axle, so that a divided

rear axle is avoided, but the simplicity of a

single-chain drive is retained. The battery

consists of 24 Exide cells and gives the car

a mileage of about 35 with a maximum
speed of 11 miles an hour.

Four vehicles are shown by the Electric

Vehicle Company, of Hartford, Conn., man-
ufacturers of the well-known Columbia elec-

tric cars. The machines shown range' in-

carrying capacity from 1,000 pounds to three

tons. The heavy truck is equipped with two
independent motors driving the rear wheels

through spur reduction gears and side

chains. The frame is of I-beam iron;

wheelbase, 113 inches; wheels are 36 inches

in diameter with 5-inch solid rubber tires.

The speed is 8 miles an hour and the radius

of action 30 miles on a charge. The Colum-

bia 2,000-pound express wagon embodies

the same mechanical features as the larger

car and is adapted to receive any style of

body. Wheels are 36 inches in diameter

with 31-2-inch solid tires; the speed is 11

miles an hour and the radius of action 35

miles, with full load. A 1,000-pound deliv-

ery wagon was on view with two motors

and direct gear drive to the rear wheels.

All the Columbia cars have Exide batteries

carried in trays and fitted with automatic

contacts to facilitate removal and replace-

ment. The largest machines have 44 cells;

those of less than 3 tons' capacity have 42
cells.

A five-ton truck with electric windlass at-

tached was the largest of the six maebiries !

exhibited by the Vehicle Equipment .Goft^ :

pany, of Brooklyn, N. Y. These diri&Ve
pedestal guides in which the axles rts* and

fall without lateral motion—an arrangement

which has always been standard in railroad

work and seems to answer equally weH tot

heavy trucking. Two motors are used;

these are suspended from the side frames

and drive the rear wheels through spur

gears bolted to the hubs. The V. E Com-
pany follows the usual practice of manufac-

turers of electric commercial vehicles in

using the same general features in machines
of all sizes. A three-ton brewery truck, a

two-ton truck and three delivery wagons of

1,000 pounds, 2,000 pounds and 3,000 pounds
capacity respectively, embody the standard

V. E. features of construction.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in

obtaining details regarding some of the ve-

hicles, and a few exhibits seemed practically

deserted, repeated visits having been made
without finding an attendant in charge.

GREAT DISPLAY OF SUNDRIES AT THE SHOWS.
TrlE holding of the New York show

this year in two of the largest of

New York's public buildings gave

opportunity for a display of parts and' ac-

cessories that not only exceeded any pre-

vious exhibition but gave an adequate idea

to the visitor of the magnitude of the sun-

dries industry. The immense variety of

parts, fittings, supplies, and accessories in-

dicated the vast total of. capital invested in

the plants engaged in the production of

articles brought into existence solely by the

advent of the automobile.

Notwithstanding their comparatively small

size, nearly as many actual square feet of

floor space were required for the exhibition

of sundries as for the complete cars them-

selves, while the number of exhibitors was

much in excess of the number of car mak-

ers. In the Garden show the parts and

sundries makers monopolized not only the

first and second balconies and the first and

second tier boxes, but also the concert hall

and were to be found in the basement. At

the Armory the gallery all around the vast

drill hall was completely occupied by the

accessories exhibits, which overflowed this

space and were located in the basement and

. in a number of the company rooms.

Developments in the sundries lines are of

almost as much interest to the car owner
as the tendencies in automobile construc-

tion, so that it is in no wise surprising that

the galleries were well filled each day and

night of the shows by visitors, who looked

eagerly for novelties. They were not dis-

appointed in the quest, for the shows of

1906 were prolific in new things and marked

interesting departures from the drift re-

vealed at previous shows.

Never before have automobile tops made

such a showing as this year; upwards of a

dozen concerns made displays of tops alone.

These were almost without exception of

the four-bow* extension or folding form,

thus marking an advance beyond the Cape

Cart style of hood that was popular a year

ago. The coverings are most commonly of

mackintosh cloth and pantasote, while the

storm aprons and curtains are generously

lighted by large sheets of celluloid, which is

light, transparent and can-'be rolled up with

the curtains without cracking.

For the first time shock absorbers made
their appearance in number at the show.

At least ten different makes were displayed,

most of them so recently put in the market

that; only samples could be shown. Some
of these- were sectioned toSshow the internal

cona$rufcti6n. At most of the stands practi-

cal demonstrations of their operation were

made by means of a section of car frame

with spring attached and the absorber inter-

posed.

Another interesting development in the

accessories display was tfke advent of the

prominent high-grade steel manufacturing

concerns into the trade with special grades

of chrome nickel steels and phosphor and

KACKLGASOUHB TRUCK WITH MOTOR UHDERJBCOD. KNOX AIR-COOLED OASOLQTB 16-20-RP. TRUCK.
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manganese bronze for axles, gears, crank-

shafts, crank cases and gear cases, and

similar parts where great strength, tough-

ness and light weight are important consid-

erations.

Aqti-skid tire treads and tire attach-

ments were in greater variety than ever be-

fore, the metal studded leather tread vulcan-

ized onto the regular pneumatic tire having

made .great advances in popularity.

Improvements in mechanical lubricators

and ignition apparatus have made good

progress during the year, as revealed by the

additions to the numerous makes of oilers,

spark coils, spark plugs and igniters.

Alarm signals sounded by exhaust gas

from the engine have multiplied since the

original one was exhibited at the Garden

devices for gasoline engines was shown by

this concern. It is called the Ever Ready
starter, and consists of a heavy band spring

with suitable releasing mechanism all housed

in a case mounted at the front end of the

engine crankshaft A handle for cranking is

provided for an initial winding of the spring,

although once the engine is started it is

depended upon to rewind the spring auto-

matically. It was asserted that the spring

when fully wound has sufficient strength

for turning over an engine of 20 to 40 horse-

power. Another novelty by the same com-

pany was the Ever Ready trip detector, a

neat and well-made device in the form of a

circular wood case with plate glass cover to

be locked on the dash. Inside the case is a

brass disk with milled edge which carries a

of oil in the tank at all times. Ever Ready
dry cells for ignition batteries were also on

exhibition.

Auto Accessories Co.—An exhibit of va-

ried character was made, the most promi-

nent object being an extension automobile

top for a side-entrance touring car, covered

with black pantasote and fitted with storm

apron, side curtains and rear curtain. All

the curtains had large celluloid lights, pro-

viding illumination of the interior from all

sides of the car. There were three lights on

the side curtains—an almost general practice

this year with all top makers—the central

one in this make being oval and the end

ones triangular. Another prominent feature

of the display was a rack filled with a variety

of waterproof automobile coats in khaki,

show a year ago, the popularity of the

chime signal not having escaped the atten-

tion of manufacturers with an eye open for

their business interests. Simultaneously the

siren has come into prominence, several

makes of these signals adapted to be oper-

ated by contact of a pulley with the engine

flywheel having been put in the market

during the past season.

An innovation at the New York shows of

1906 was the subscription booths of the

automobile press at both the Garden and

the Armory.

In the following columns are briefly men-

tioned the lines of goods displayed by each

maker of or dealer in parts or sundries,

with the novelties especially emphasized and

the characteristics of each pointed out

American Electric Novelty & Mfg. Co.

—One of the very few automatic starting

cardboard dial graduated by miles. An arm
with a pencil point is in contact with the

face of the dial and a dog engages the milled

edge of the disk one notch at a time. This

dog is attached to a spring that carries at its

outer arm a weight that vibrates vertically

when the car is running on the road. Suit-

able locks are provided for stopping the

action and for opening the case. The pur-

pose of the device is to enable the owner of

a car to know approximately how much the

car has been run in any given time, placing

a check on the unauthorized use of the ma-
chine by a chauffeur or any other person.

Among other articles shown was a gasoline

filler to be permanently inserted in the gaso-

line tank and having a telescoping tube cut

away on one side so as to catch any splash

from the gasoline can when pouring. It also

had an indicator dial to show the amount

View of the Galleries on the South Side of I

Bail in the Garden Show.

cravenette, mackintosh, gossamer and other

materials for both men and women. A new
garment in this line for the coming season

is a raincoat made with double front, button-

ing first far over on the left side, then lap-

ping over and buttoning down the right

side. This gives double protection on the

breast and knees when driving into a heavy

rain. Several Sterling gas head lamps made
by this company were shown, and as a nov-

elty the company displayed an automatic

turning bracket to be socketed on the front

spring horns and connected with the steering

mechanism so that the light of the lamps

will always be thrown in the direction the

wheels of the car are pointed.

Automobile Cover ft Top Mfg. Co.—

A

most attractive exhibit was a rich wine col-

ored extension top shown on a lemon yellow

and black striped Pope-Hartford body. The
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covering of the top was a very fine texture

imported mackintosh waterproof cloth, while

the bows and joints were covered with red

leather; sockets and buttons were polished

brass. An interesting feature was red

leather cover slips for protecting the roll

of the upholstery over the edges of the body.

A more serviceable top on similar lines to

the foregoing, but covered with a gray

mackintosh that would not show dust and

rain spots, was also shown. The bows were

of hickory in the natural finish. As Eastern

distributing agents for the manufacturers,

the company displayed Gabriel horns in dif-

ferent sizes and styles, supplemental spiral

springs for use at the ends of the rear spring

horns, and a compact wine cabinet, with ice

compartment, to be carried in the car.

sizes for garage or shop use and for carry-

ing on machines.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.—The
line of Thor fittings for automobiles and

motorcycles was displayed. Also on view,

motors complete and in parts, pneumatic

tools, such as air drills, wood-boring ma-
chines, hammers, etc. The installation of

complete air plants is a specialty of the

exhibitor, and everything that enters into

the composition of such a plant was shown

in sample.

Aster Co., American Branch.—Three

models of the well-known French Aster

four-cylinder motors were shown—20-horse-

power, 22-horsepower and 30-35-horsepower.

Cylinders are cast in pairs and valves are

mechanically operated ; in the smaller Aster

tacle by the engine. Great economy and a

perfect mixture are claimed by the manu-
facturers.

American Ball Bearing Co.—Several

specimens of axles and other parts of well-

known cars, fitted with roller bearings made
by this company, were shown, also separate

bearings of different sizes and for various

uses.

Auto Brass & Aluminum Co.—Two new
power-driven mechanical oilers were shown
at this stand, also tank fillers, babbitt-lined

bushings, foot pedal plates, a safety cranking

device and tonneau door handle.

Auto-Supply Co.—Two wax figures in

automobile costumes effectively staged lent

a distinguishing character to the exhibit,

which consisted of a complete supply of

View of the Galleries on the North Side of Mai
Hall in the Garden Show.

Atwood Mfg. Co.—A big display of the

Atwood lamps with the latest features in

appurtenances made an attractive exhibit

The new Atwood generator was shown, its

leading characteristic being simplicity. The
ease with which the carbide basket can be

loaded and unloaded is a point dwelt

strongly upon by the makers. The carbide

is kept cool with water jacket about the

generator, and the residue after consump-

tion is in the form of dust instead of paste.

The new models in lamps consist of a dia-

mond-shaped oil lamp styled "No. 31," and

two diamond backed gas lamps of distinc-

tive and unique construction, designated as

Nos. 9 and 12 in the catalogue.

Adam Cook's Sons.—Here was shown a

complete line of the well-known Albany

grease, in all the consistencies required for

automobile use, put up in cans of various

motors the valves are all on the same side,

while the larger motors have valves on op-

posite sides of the cylinders. Two chassis,

without motors, were also shown, as well

as a number of steering gears and other

parts.

Auto Con. Company.—This concern has

introduced a radical change in its coils this

season by adopting hard rubber for units

instead of wood. A large display of coils,

single and multiple, was on view.

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works.—New spark

generators and timers were shown, also a

new ammeter. The spark generator has

mechanical vibrator and no timer. Small

battery consumption is claimed.

American Generator Co.—This exhibit

consists of a carbureting device in which

gasoline is stored by an absorbent agent

and the gas drawn from the tank or recep-

everything for the autotst's use, as the

name of the company indicates. The house

announces that its new sixth annual cata-

logue, now in press, will be larger and more
complete than any of its predecessors.

Auto Improvement Co.—A display of the

"Ever Ready" line of automobile utilities,

including dry-cell batteries, pocket amme-
ters and flashlights, electric bulb lamps,

gasoline filler and trip detector, the latter

described as "a silent little sentinel which

faithfully watches over your car when you

are absent," and which mechanically re-

cords its every authorized and unauthorized

movement. The real feature of this ex-

hibit was the "Ever Ready Starter," a spring

device designed to start a car by simply

tripping a small pedal release lever located

within convenient reach of the operator's

foot. The running of the engine automati-
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cally rewinds the spring. The whole opera-

tion was shown by means of a working
model mounted on a frame.

Auto-Lock-Plug Co.—Without electric

current the modern gasoline car cannot be

operated, and if the supply of electricity is

interrupted in such a way that it cannot be

re-established except by the owner of the

car the danger of theft or unauthorised

use of the machine is much reduced. This

concern makes a lock switch which can only

be turned by its own key; the lock is a Yale,

and no two can be opened by the same key.

There are no exposed points on the switch

which would enable connections to be made
outside. Three keys are provided with each

switch.

Byrne, Kingston & Co.—An extensive

exhibit of Kingston carbureters and mufflers

of all sizes, from the largest automobile size

to the smallest, suitable for motorcycles, also

ignition apparatus—coils, spark plugs and

timers—steering wheels and circulating

pumps for water and oiL Two types of car-*

bureter are now manufactured, one having

a plain float in a chamber at one side of the,

EVER-READY AUTOMATIC STARTER.

spray chamber, and the other having a float

surrounding the spray nozzle, so that the*

carbureter is not affected by changes in the

road level. Three new: carbureters are added

to the Kingston line tnis seasqn—Type K,

Type KC, and automatic Type P. A dash,

coil with single adjusting screw made its

initial appearance at the show in connec-

tion with the new carbureters, and also a

new timer of the roller contact type. In

addition to the above the Kingston mufflers

and steering wheels were shown.

S. F. Bowser & Co.—In addition to a

variety of oil and gasoline tanks, self-

measuring pumps, cabinets and other

apparatus for handling lubricating and fuel

oils, the Bowser company showed a distinct

ELLIS ADJUSTABLE S WRENCH.

novelty. This is a portable tank, mounted

on wheels and carrying its own self-measur-

ing pump. The tank holds 65 gallons and

is mounted on two heavy wire wheels; a

handle at each end, folding out of the

way when not wanted, provides means for.

pushing the tank about The pump, self-

measuring and adjustable, is on top of

the tank and is similar to the regular

Bowser pump. A novel detail is that as

gasoline is pumped, through a hose and a

tight nozzle, into the tank of a car, the

vapor-saturated air in the 'car tank is

forced through another hose into the port-

able tank, so that there is no escape of

Vinflammable gas into the room. The same

gas transfer plan works when the porta-

ble tank is being filled from the main

tank, so that gas is always kept where it

can do no harm. The nozzles have valves

in their ends, preventing any dripping.

The filler is an air-tight fit and is covered

by a brass dome on a hinge; the dome
may be locked down and the pump also can

be locked. A sales record machine is at-

tached to the top of the tank, so that as

gasoline is supplied to a car, for instance,

a check is given to the chauffeur, one re-

mains in the machine for record and a

third is placed in a special receptacle on

the side of the tank for the use of the

garage. A gasoline gage is also fitted.

Bokhm & Levin*—This was an exhibit

to appeal to autotnobilists of the fair sex,

and contained things that can only be de-

• scribed by a woman. A sort of combina-

tion hood, veil and scarf was shown, under

the name of "Mon Bijou," which looked

as if it might be an extremely useful affair.

Pulling a string transforms it from a scarf

to a hood with veil attached; pulling the

buttons changes it back to a scarf.

John Boyle & Co.—Automobile touring

has become so popular that this concern

has manufactured a line of trunks especially

for automobile use ; a special style of trunk

is made for each one of a number of differ-

ent makes of car, so that the trunk can be
strapped on without trouble. A number of

these trunks, as well as Other leather goods,

lunch baskets and the like, formed an ex-

hibit that was particularly attractive to

automobilists who delight in touring. Tags,

numbers, tire cases, tool rolls and tools

were also shown.

Badges Brass Mfq. Co.—Among the new
goods shown was a generator for gas lamps

made in circular form, each section in one

piece of drawn brass and seamless. Three
sizes of the round models were shown.

The shells were of heavy gauge and sol-

dered seams were avoided. With the new
system of gas generation used the water

in the tank saturates a wick in the tube,

and when a valve is turned on, this drops

into a screen tube, and, passing out of the

holes at the bottom, comes into contact

with the carbide in the cage and forms

the gas which passes out at the top of the

IMPROVED HYATT ROLLER BBARHO RBTAHTBR—WITHOUT ROLLERS.

AUTO B. & A. CO. SIGHT-FEED POWER-
DRIVER MECHARICAL OILER

generator. The unused carbide held in the.

cage is separated by the screen in the bot-

tom, and the used material falls to the bot-

tom of the cage in the form of dry powder..

The display of solar lamps was a fine one,

over twenty-five varieties being shown in

all the marketable sizes.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.—Sprocket

chains of all sizes were exhibited here,

supplemented this year by the Baldwin

Spring Recoil Check, an automatic fric-

tional device which, attached to the body

and axle of a car, controls the recoil of

the springs. The Monitor speed recorder

was also in operation here, the speed of

an electric-motor-driven anemometer being

recorded on a card in plain view of the

spectator. One new size of chain was

shown, of one-inch pitch and five-eighths

inch wide. The Baldwin company will act

as selling agent for the Monitor speed re-

corder.

Brown & Lipe Gear Co.—Samples of

equalizing and steering gears were shown.

The company claims the honor of being

the originators of the spur gear type of

differential gearing as applied to auto-

mobiles, and for many years has made gear-

driven mechanisms exclusively. Nine mod-
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BARRETT SIHGLE-ACTIHO JACK.

•els of equalizing gears and two models of

-steering gear were displayed.

Briscoe Mfg. Co.—Radiators, radiator

•coils, fans, hoods, fenders and tanks con-

stituted the exhibit of this concern. The
radiators were shown in sizes and shapes

to correspond with the lines of the better-

known American cars.

Brennan Motor Mrs. Co.—Complete mo-
tors ready for delivery to the trade is the

specialty of this house, which exhibited its

new four-cylinder vertical engine with me-
chanically operated valves. A new crank-

case compression oiler and new carbureter

with hot air strainer are among this year's

improvements. All sizes from 18 to 80

horsepower are made for autos or for

marine use.

E M. Benfobd.—Lipman electrical speed

indicators and Lipman pumps were shown,

also the Auto Plex batteries and Peerless

perpetual spark plugs.

Barnes Gear Co.—The adjustable steer-

ing gear made by this house, and upon

which letters patent were recently issued,

was the feature of the exhibit The nut

and screw principle is used, but an adjusting

lever is applied to take up the wear.

William Hiram Brown.—The main fea-

ture of this exhibit was the Brown motor

car dust guards, which were shown attached

to a tonneau. These guards are so placed

as to detract in no way from the appearance

of a car, and, besides, do not interfere with

the view. They can be put in position or

removed in ten minutes' time. Another

feature of the exhibit was the Elephant

tread tire, which is claimed to be non-skid-

ding and more resilient than a solid.

Bethlehem Steel Co.—Drop forgings in

every style, also a considerable display of

flange steel parts.

Carpenter Steel Co.—Eight great steel

war projectiles, several of which measured

twelve inches in diameter, drew attention in

the basement of the Garden to an exhibit

of special steels suitable for automobile con-

struction. The Carpenter company, which is

,
one of the large manufacturers of war ma-
terial for the government, arranged its ex-

hibit with the idea that the display of pro-

jectiles wiuld be a convincing proof of its

ability to provide special steels of great

tensile strength for axles, shafts, gears and

similar automobile parts. One of the pro-

jectiles shown bore a placard announcing

that it had passed through eighteen inches

of hardened armor plate; it bore no visible

evidences of such a severe test. The exhibit

30TH CENTURY TOOL BOX.

batteries were also shown, while the whole

stand was illuminated by the well-known

greenish light of the Cooper Hewitt mercury

vapor lamps. All the charging outfits em-

ploy the mercury vapor bulbs for converting

the alternating current used for street light-

ing into direct current for recharging bat-

teries.

Wm. Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine

Building Co.—Particularly interesting to

manufacturers and technical men was the

Cramp exhibit of special castings of bronze,

including crankcases, wheels, small parts

and an I-beam front axle, the latter a fine

piece of work. The company states that

DUPLEX SPARK PLUG, WHICH FIRES WHBIIISOOTBD.

EVER-READY TRIP DETECTOR.

of steels included billets in the rough, crank-

shaft blocks in the solid and in different

stages of cutting out to shape and machin-

ing; various small automobile parts drop

forged from Carpenter steels by one of the

company's customers who loaned the parts,

axles drop forged by the Carpenter company

upon special order after blueprints furnished

by customers, various pieces of metal and

auto parts bent and twisted under enormous

tensional and tortional tests. Several grades

of chrome nickel steel and milder nickel

steel are made by the company for gears,

crankshafts, axles, etc The finest grades

have shown a tensile strength under tests of

as much as 275,000 pounds per square inch

when tempered, while a four-throw crank-

shaft for a 40-horsepower engine was dis-

torted only about four inches at the center

under a load of sixty tons applied at the

middle.

Cooper Hewitt Electric Co.—The mer-

cury vapor charging outfits recently illus-

trated and described at length in The Auto-
mobile were exhibited in several sizes. The
largest was a panel for charging ten Baker

electric carriages simultaneously, being one

of a number of such panels recently ordered

by the Cook & Stoddard Co., of Washing-
ton, D. C. Two standard thirty-ampere

charging outfits for charging batteries of

from twelve to forty cells and one small

five-ampere outfit for charging small ignition

an important advantage of bronze castings

is that they do not warp or twist, but cornel

from the foundry true to the patterns.

Bearings are a specialty of this concern,

which has had wide experience in the heav-

iest class of bearing work.

C Cowles & Co.—L. C Cowles, vice-

president of this concern, demonstrates a

unique novelty in the form of an electric

annunciator designed especially for auto-

mobile use. It has a circular dial (usually

fastened to the dash) covered with a face of

red glass, upon which are eight divisions

SOLAR (SELF-COBTAHTRD OAS GENERATOR)
LAUNCH HEADLIGHT.
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indicating briefly eight driving directions to

the chauffeur. By pressing one of the eight

buttons inside the limousine a small incan-

descent lamp lights up the corresponding

section on the dial, the others remaining

dark. The necessary current is obtained

from the ignition battery.

Albert Champion Co.—French imported

ignition apparatus was shown by this Boston

house, many being novelties. There were

Nieuport coils and a new Nieuport magneto,

that can be run under water, so tight is its

brass case. Nieuport plugs and a line of

tion system in cold weather, the solutions

being non-freezing down to any desired

temperature; the "Kalkrystal" solutions,

as they are called, can be supplied in'

strengths that will remain fluid at 18 degrees

below zero. They are put up in cans of

convenient sizes.

Consolidated Mfg. Co.—The 1006 model

of the Yale-California motorcycle was on

exhibition at this stand. Many adherents

of two-wheeled automobiling congregated

around it, and the consensus of opinion

seemed to be that the new Y.-C. shows a

specialties shown were the Connecticut coils,

meters and switches.

Dac Supply House.—A comprehensive

line of automobile accessories, such as

lamps, horns, tools, tire vulcanizers and

batteries, was on exhibition. Fully one-

half the space was taken up with a display

of Gaulois (French) tires, for which this

house has the exclusive agency.

Detroit Motor Car Supply Co.—A large

exhibit of automobile clothing for all

weathers, automobile accessories and sup-

plies, was made. Particularly seasonable

VIEW OF GALLERY ON SOUTH SIDE OF THE 69TH KBOT. ARMORY SHOWING EXHIBITS OF ACCESSORIES.

French insulated cables in all sizes were also

featured.

Cook's Railway Appliance Co.—The
jacks shown by this company may be

considered among the real necessities of

automobiling. The standard jacks, weigh-

ing 8 1-2 pounds, have a lifting capacity of

one ton each, and the manufacturers state

that accidental dropping of the load is im-

possible. The turning of a cam at one side

reverses the movement, so that the load can

be lowered by the same pumping motion

that raises it.

Carbondale Chemical Co.—The exhibit

comprised solutions for use In the circula-

marked advance over the 1905 machine.

Columbia Lubricants Co.—Monogram
oils and greases were shown in all varieties

at this stand. The line includes heavy,

medium and light oils, and a variety of

greases for gears and joints.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.

—This concern exhibited the Connecticut

coil current indicator, a special form of

indicating meter attached to which is a

double conducting cord and metallic circuit

plug ; with this indicator it is possible to see

at any time just how much current is being

drawn from the battery, and, if excessive,

to reduce it and thus lengthen its life. Other

were the robes and weatherproof coats

shown. This concern manufactures auto-

mobile bodies, tops, tire cases, clothing,

caps, storm aprons, dash clocks, wind
screens and other automobile accessories.

The company claims to be the largest man-
ufacturer of automobile bodies in the

United States, and had in the Armory an

exhibit of several up-to-date styles of

coupl, landaulet and limousine bodies. A
special runabout top, complete with side

curtains, storm front and body irons, ap-

pealed particularly to the users of small

cars.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.—Diamond
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automobile and auto boat chains and vari-

ous forms and sizes of steel sprocket stud

chains and brass boat chains were dis-

played. The special sprocket chains were
highly finished, of great tensile strength,

and had the rivets spun smooth.

R. E. Dietz Co.—A new lamp, the Peer-

less W, with window in the side, a dainty

side lamp for runabouts, and a new gen-

erator, are the features of 1906 additions

and improvements to the Dietz line. The
new gas generator is called the Acetyvone.

It uses a compound moulded into sticks of a

is a battery charger, a dynamo of the Apple

type, completely inclosed. In size it is a

little larger than the old Apple igniter and
gives its output of current at a much slower

rate, giving a 3-ampere charging rate on an

8-volt battery at 1400 revolutions per min-

ute. The charger is fitted with a two-inch

bevel friction governor. A cut-out switch

and volt meter for use with the battery

charger was also shown. A new four U
timer for distributing secondary current

for sparking four cylinders with one coil

was shown by a working model. There

shields, tire irons and upholstery materials

in general. The Duane tops are used,

among others, on White, Locomobile, Lo-

zier, Franklin, Rochet-Schneider and Pope-

Toledo cars.

Duplex Ignition Co.—The Duplex spark

plug exhibited is an interesting device for

getting a spark when the sparking points

have become sooted or fouled. The novel

feature of the plug is that a brass tube in-

side the porcelain insulation forms, with

the main shell of the plug outside of the

insulation, a small condenser which is not

VIEW OF GALLERY ON NORTH SIDE' OF. THE 69TH REGT. ARMOR If SHOWING EXHIBITS OF ACCESSORIES.

suitable form and size to fit a tube in the

generator, and only that determined surface

which is automatically placed in contact

with the water generates the gas. This

allows the generation of gas to take place

gradually and in direct proportion to the

consumption, an accumulation of gas be-

ing thereby avoided. All the Dietz lamps

are fitted with removable reflectors, and

all side lamps with combination brackets.

Samples of the barrel type of headlight

were prominently displayed.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co.—Several
new specialties made their appearance at

the exhibit of this well-known house. One

were also new lead bottle storage batteries

that can be turned in any position without

danger of spilling the liquid electrolyte

which is used. A bounteous display of

Apple dynamos was made.

Duff Mfg. Co.—One new single-acting

jack had been added to the Barrett line of

jacks which was exhibited. These jacks are

of the quick-acting, automatic lowering type,

and can be safely applied without having the

passengers alight from a car.

W. J. Duane & Co.—The automobile top*

and limousine bodies of this concern made

a very attractive exhibit, the display being

completed with a line of slip covers, wind

in the circuit under ordinary conditions. If,

however, the plug becomes fouled and re-

fuses to spark, a small switch handle pro-

jecting from the top of the plug is pulled up.

This breaks the direct current through the

central wire and brings the condenser into

the circuit; the condenser rapidly becomes

charged when the circuit is closed and the

resulting discharge, being too heavy to be

carried wholly by the short-circuiting car-

bon deposit, finds a path through the air

across the points, making the requisite

spark. Plugs were exhibited in operation;

to show the effect of the condenser action,

short-circuiting was effected by means of
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wet strings, effectually stopping sparking

under ordinary conditions, but not prevent-

ing sparking when the condenser was

thrown into the circuit.

Diezemann Shock Absorber.—A Dieze-

tnann shock absorber was shown attached

to a spring and section of frame mounted

on a table. Several samples of the device

were at hand for inspection and the internal

construction was shown by means of one of

the devices made of aluminum and sec-

tioned to one side to show the friction

plates. The Diezemann is one of a large

number of shock absorbers that have made
their appearance during the present winter.

It operates on the friction principle, a plate

carrying a brass barrel being bolted to the

side frame and containing a movable shaft

with integral friction plates. Fiber friction

discs and rings are interposed between these

plates and the ends of the stationary barrel.

A reciprocating arm is keyed to the rotating

shaft, and at its other end is pivoted to the

end of a link whose lower end is hinged to

the car spring. Tension on the friction

plates is maintained by a sunken screw plate

that screws into the end of the barrel. The
barrel is packed with grease.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co.—The full

line of E. & J. automobile gas lamps, in-

cluding those especially adapted to light

and medium-weight touring cars and run-

abouts, was exhibited, together with a very

handy little tail lamp, which will stay

lighted. A very handy generator was also

shown.

Eastern Carbon Works.—At this stand

there was a full line of the company's dry

carbon cylinder and carbon porous cup

batteries, carbon cylinders, plates, disks,

boxes, rods, brushes, etc., besides pocket

flashlights of various shapes and sizes.

One novelty which claimed attention was

a new battery connector the feature of which

is a rubber washer next the knurled nut,

which prevents loosening under any condi-

tion, the rubber, under the pressure of the

nut, jamming so securely that no amount
of vibration budges it. The company has

taken out English, French, German and

Italian patents on this little device, of

which over 300,000 were sold in this coun-

try during 1905.

English Mersick Co.—Finished brass

specialties, with handles, hinges and such

auto hardware predominating, were shown
at this stand. Strictly hand-made lamps of

the new French styles, and a special railroad

tail light that, it is claimed, can be seen four

miles, were also exhibited, as was a new
type of gas generator. Newest among the

lamps were neat little incandescent roof

and side lights for interior illumination of

limousine and landaulet bodies. A new
door lock for limousines was shown of the

double acting type. Beautiful souvenirs in

spun brass ash trays with match box holder

in center, were given to visitors.

Edison Storace Battery Co.—The Edi-

son storage battery was shown complete,

and in sections to show the arrangement of

the parts. A number of plates and other

parts were shown separately.

Gray & Davis.—Six new patterns of

lamps were added to the G. & D. catalogue

for this year, and all were exhibited at the

show. The new generator is in three

parts—ash can in the bottom, carbide bas-

ket in the center fitted with a central cir-

cular inverted standpipe screen; the water

tank above is supplied with cut-off. In-

creased economy and better service are

claimed for the new generator. The new
lamps are designated by the numbers 51,

SS. 56, 29, 19 and 17.

Horace E. Fine.—Metal monograms, of

which this manufacturer makes a specialty,

were shown. There were also displayed

license numbers, lamp markers, goggles and

metal polish.

A. H. Funke.—A new pattern of the

Autolyte, an open front and open back lamp,

was shown, together with five new patterns

of auto horns.

Green, Tweed & Co.—A very ingenious

lubricator in several styles has been brought

out for this season and was displayed by this

company. A principal feature of the oiler

is that the pumps are individually remov-

able by merely taking out half the cover of

the case and sliding them out of slots in the

like casing with rounded corners and?

edges; a flat key inserted in a keyhole in.

the side of the switch is the only mean*

by which the current can be turned on.

The contact is of the knife-blade type.

When the switch is locked the case is-

locked and cannot be removed.

Gleason-Peters Air Pump Co.—A va-

riety of air pumps for tire inflation and

other purposes, operated by hand, foot or

power. A three-cylinder high-compression-

power pump was shown in actual opera-

tion, being run by an electric motor.

Gas Engine Whistle Co.—Whistles to-

be blown by the exhaust gas from the en-

gine were shown in several varieties.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co.—Two, three,,

four and eight-tube chime horns to be

sounded by exhaust gases from the engine-

formed the main exhibit It is claimed that

real tunes—in the key of C natural—can be

played upon the eight-chime horn, the key-

board being fastened to the side of the body-

in easy reach of the fingers of the chauf-

feur. The Gabriel concern also demon-

strated the Foster shock absorber, a device

for relieving the strain on automobile-

springs.

Gilbert Mfg. Co.—A variety of the fabric

and leather specialties made by this con-

COES STEEL HANDLE WRENCH WITH EXTENDED JAW SUPPORT.

other half of the cover; thus, with a dupli-

cate pump in reserve, any one of the pumps
can be removed and laid in the tool-box

until the garage is reached. If it is desired

to permanently cut off one of the leads, any

of the pumps can be removed and a cover

placed over its slot. A camshaft passing

through the longitudinal center of the case

moved the pump up and down, the plunger

being stationary. This movement keeps the

oil agitated. The throw of each pump is

regulated by an adjustment screw, so that de-

livery can be varied. As the oilers are made
with four and eight pumps, the number of

leads can be any number from one to eight.

Monitor sight-feeds and vacuum check

valves are furnished with the lubricators.

The oilers are made for automobile and sta-

tionary engines, the latter with two com-

partments, for light and heavy oils. The
automobile oilers are positively driven by

gears or chains.

Gray-Hawley Mfg. Co.—This concern

exhibited Gray mufflers and signal whistles,

single and chime, to be sounded by the ex-

haust gases from the motor. The whistles

were shown connected to pumps so that

they could be sounded for the benefit of

prospective purchasers.

F. A. Goebel.—An exhibit of lock

switches for automobile ignition circuits.

The switch is entirely inclosed in a box-

cern, consisting of tire cases, inner tube

cases, greatfe bags or boots for joints, storm

aprons, car covers, lamp covers, and so on.

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co.—The selling agents

of this concern, John H. Graham & Co.,

showed a full line of Ham Cold-Blast au-

tomobile lamps and oil burners that pre-

vent the flame from being blown out and

throw a brilliant shaft of light without

smudging the burner or sweating the front

glass. These results are obtained by the

employment of the "cold-blast" principles.

When cleaning is desirable, the Ham lamps

can be taken apart and put together readily

in a short time. Headlights, side lamps

and tail lamps are included in the Ham
line.

R. E. Hardy Co.—Ignition plugs for

standard motors on the market were exhib-

ited. This concern manufactures plugs in

six types and forty-seven sizes. They are

made with mica insulation and with porce-

lain cores, with American threads or
%
with

metric threads. In the porcelain-insulated

plugs the porcelains are made in two pieces,

so that the inner porcelain, which is con-

siderably the hottest when in use, can ex-

pand without danger of cracking on account

of the comparative coolness of the outer end.

Mica plugs are made with sheet mica wound
cores, the inner layer of mica being pro-
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tected by mica washers. No shellac or glue

is used. All Sta-rite plugs are readily

taken apart for cleaning. Special terminals

and clips can be supplied.

Hkss-Bright Mfg. Co.—Non-adjustable

ball bearings of the two-point bearing were

exhibited in all sizes. These bearings are

made in the same way and in the same

styles as heretofore, except that the style

known as "full-ball" bearing has been dis-

continued. This consisted of a solid circle

of balls, as distinguished from the newer

type, which has short spiral springs sep-

arating the balls. With the full-ball type

a gate had to be provided for the removal

of the balls; in the new type compression

of the springs forms a gap which allows

the relative position of the races to be

shifted sufficiently to allow the balls to be

removed. A number of standard trans-

mission gears were shown fitted with Hess-

Bright ball bearings. The Hess-Bright

company naturally points with pride to the

record of victories for cars fitted with its

bearings—the Gordon Bennett, Vanderbilt

and Florio cup winners being so equipped.

The varied uses for the H.-B. product was

well shown by the Apple dynamo, La Coste

magneto, Cadillac hub, Franklin (light),

Frayer-Miller, Brown-Lipe, American Lo-

comotive Co. (Berliet) and Mack Bros,

five-ton sight-seeing car transmission—all

mounted on Hess-Bright bearings.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.—New self-

containing guide yokes have been added to

the Hyatt roller bearings for this season.

When the bearings are in action the pro-

jections do not touch the rollers nor inter-

fere with the action. The difference in

friction in plain bearings and the Hyatt

roller bearings was forcefully demonstrated

by means of two small trucks on a steel

plate, each loaded with 250 pounds dead

weight. Handles invited the public to "take

hold," and the ease with which one truck

could be rolled as compared with the other

was convincing. Two heavy motor fly-

wheels, mounted, helped along the demon-
stration.

A. W. Harris Oil Co.—The Harris Oil

display differed from all the other oil and

grease exhibits in that a convincing ex-

position of the fluid qualities of its oils

for gasoline and steam engine lubrication

was given by means of a polished, grooved

incline down which the oil flowed from

cans above into similar receptacles below,

the cans being reversed when the lower

ones were filled. Special cylinder and

transmission oils and heavy greases for

chain and gear lubrication were exhibited.

Harris oils are made with special reference

to the requirements of automobile engine

lubrication. In the Harris line are light,

medium and heavy-bodied cylinder oils,

specially adapted for cold weather automo-

biling, splash system lubrication, motor-

cycle work and steam engine practice, be-

sides semi-solid oils and greases for chain

and gear lubrication.

Hicks Speed Indicator Co.—A strong

feature of the Hicks speed indicator made

JHEIHZE SINGLE DASH-BOARD COIL.

by this concern is that the hand or pointer

is free from fluctuation or vibration at all

times, whether speed is rising or falling,

slowly or rapidly. The pointer is quite

stationary when the speed does not vary.

The standard instrument has a rectangular

face and the pointer moves over a gradu-

ated arc, with very plain figures. Below

the speed scale is a total mileage odometer

reading up to 99,999.9, and above the speed

scale is a trip odometer reading to 999

miles; this can be turned back to zero at

any time by a milled knob at the side of

the case. The case is attached to the dash-

board and the face is placed at an angle

so that it can be conveniently read. The
manufacturers state .that there are but

three gears used in the speed indicator

mechanism.

E. F. Hodgson.—A unique exhibit made
for the first time at an American automobile

show was a portable garage, which was dis-

played in the basement of the Garden by

E. F. Hodgson, of Dover, Mass. The ex-

hibit was a full size 10 by 15-foot "Wig-
warm" house made in a dozen separable

sections, each constructed of light trussed

wood framing sheathed with overlapping

weather-boarding laid over weather-proof

roofing paper. The floor was of heavy

planking and had a trap door to cover a pit

to be dug in the ground under the house.

There were two windows in each side, one

in the rear above a workbench, with lockers

at either side, and one in each of the double

doors. The walls of the building were sur-

mounted by a gable roof in four sections,

forming a peak in the center.

Henry Hooker & Co.—Three styles of

auto bodies were exhibited, a side-entrance

phaeton for five or seven passengers, painted

automobile red, upholstered and grained

leather to match, and having a victoria top

covered with grained black leather occupy-

ing the position of prominence. This

body was unusually long and wide back

of the front seats and was provided with

spacious pockets on both sides for the

ception of miscellaneous small articles. An-
other exhibit was a limousine in the rough,

which, like a landaulet, also in the rough,

revealed attractive lines, substantial con-

struction and good workmanship. The fram-

ing of both was of ash, the panels of white-

wood and the window and door framing and

the roof in red mahogany. The windows of

the limousine dropped down on all sides

into pockets. The mechanism of the aux-

iliary folding seats inside was ingenious;

the seat was pivoted or hinged at the rear to

open down, the same hinges having lever

GRAY ft DAVIS OIL LAMP.
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arms connected with a seat back that slid in

metal slots in the paneling of the body.

When the seat was let down the back slid

up and its upholstering was flush with that

of the rest of the body. In the landaulet

the extra seat arrangement was different,

the seats merely sliding forward out of

slots under the front seats, and being pro-

vided with stationary iron legs fitted with

roller feet. These legs are concealed from

view, when the body is upholstered, by an

apron or short curtain.

Hill Mfg. Co.—This concern exhibited

samples of automobile tops, which are

manufactured in all sizes and of all suita-

ble materials. The Hill tops are strongly

constructed and the manufacturers guaran-

tee the fixtures and joints not to rattle.

Hutchison Electric Horn Co.—This

company exhibited an automobile horn to

be sounded by electricity, producing a

sound peculiar to this horn. Battery cur-

rent is used for sounding the horn by vi-

brating the reed, and pressure of a button

closing the circuit

Havemeykr On. Co.—Havoline gear lu-

bricating compound was shown at this

stand. It is a special lubricant made for

transmission gears. The Havoline fluid

oils of the company were also shown.

Hydraulic On. Storage and Distribut-

ing Co.—The Snell hydraulic system of

handling gasoline and other oils by water

power was exhibited.

Hatch & Brittin.—The U. S. emerg-

ency surgical case with everything requisite

for first aid to the injured was shown for

the first time at an automobile show. The
exhibit was attractively displayed.

Heinze Electric Co.—This concern dis-

played a dozen different sizes of ignition

coils fitted with a very rapid vibrator.

Hartford Suspension Co.—The Truf-

fault-Hartford shock absorber was demon-

strated by a mounted model. The fact that

this device is used on many leading Euro-

pean cars has done much to popularize it

in America. The device offers frictional

resistance to excessive play of the springs

of a car. The announcement that this con-

cern had secured the sole American selling

agency for the Gobron-Brillie' car caused

much comment.

Herz & Co.—The 1906 timer manufac-

tured by this company shows the plungers

set in the case instead of on the shaft.

They are operated by a cam on the shaft.

This gives an opportunity to the user to

adjust the plungers to meet requirements.

An exhibit of primary and secondary wires

and terminals was also made.

Holley Bros. Co.—The well-known Hol-

ley magneto and the new Model E carbu-

reter were capably demonstrated by the at-

tendants, with the aid of working models.

This concern had its magnetos and carbu-

reters on many of the more prominent

American cars in 1905, and 9,000 of the

carbureters were sold during the first nine

months of last year.

P. M. Hotchkin.—A brand new shock

absorber or "anti-jolt" device in the market

is the Hotchkin, which was shown and dem-

onstrated in the Garden basement It op-

erates on the hydraulic principle, a circular

case adapted to be bolted to either the car

frame or the spring being filled with gly-

cerin and having a check valve on one side.

To a central shaft in the case is attached a

moving wing or arm that forces the fluid

ahead of it in either direction as the wing is

moved by a reciprocating arm attached at

its free end to a link connected with the

frame if the case is fastened to the spring,

and to the spring if the case is attached to

the frame. When the frame goes down and

the car spring is under tension the glycerin

passes through the check valve freely, but

on the rebound the check valve closes and

the fluid is obliged to find its way slowly

back to the other side of the valve by

means of constricted passages through 3

gasoline instantly and can be opened only

by a key, and a display of tank gauges was

also made.

Jones Speedometer. — An electrically

lighted showcase contained fifteen different

models of speedometers, odometers, tacho-

meters and autoclocks. A new annunciator,

designed primarily for use in limousines, is

the latest production by Mr. Jones. It has

a press-button disk with eight signals which

communicate with an annunciator on the

dashboard, ringing a bell and at the same

time illuminating by electricity a printed

signal to the driver of the car. Another

new production shown was a French move-

ment eight-day auto clock.

J. C. Judson Co.—Standard carriage

lamps in twenty patterns were shown, and

also Peerless auto-heaters, Skinner com-

pound pumps, samples of monograms and

crest engraving, a complete line of the new

Scott mufflers, also the Burke climbers in

BARNES ADJUSTABLE STEERING GEAR, SHOWING COMPONENTS ASSEMBLED AND SEPARATE.

stop block in the case. This checks the re-

bound and prevents pitching about of the

body and possible breakage of the springs.

Iron Clad Mfg. Co.—Steel gasoline stor-

age and shipping barrels, with pumping

outfits, constituted the bulk of this dis-

play, a model of the pump—made by the

Tokheim Mfg. Co., of Cedar Rapids, Iowa
—being shown in operation. One handy

novelty was an auxiliary separate tank for

long-distance touring. This is made in

sizes ranging from two to five gallons, and

owing to the size several can be nested and

stored away in a car. A handle facilitates

carrying the tanks about.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co.—The full line

of Imperial specialties was shown, consist-

ing of centrifugal and auxiliary oil pumps,

automatic lamp adjusters, compound air

pumps, garage pumps, pipe fittings, prim-

ing cups and brass and aluminum castings.

Janney, Steinmetz & Co.—An elaborate

display of tanks in all sizes, together with

a very complete display of wrenches,

formed most of the exhibit of this concern.

A new tire iron for setting lugs, the Hill

lock valve which will cut off the supply of

over fifty sizes to cover every tire made for

both pleasure and commercial vehicles. The
Judson company represents the output of

forty factories.

Phineas Jones & Co.—Wood, artillery

type wheels shown in the white or natural

were displayed, together with samples of the

materials used in their construction.

Klean-All Mfg. Co.—This exhibit con-

sisted of the special soap called Klean-All,

intended for the use of automobilists or

others whose sport or business brings them

into contact with grime or dirt. The soap

is said to be a vegetable compound, harm-

less to the skin but efficient as a dirt

remover.

Kinsey Mfg. Co.—Radiators for water-

cooled gasoline motors and mechanical oilers

were exhibited by this company. The radi-

ators are made with flat, vertical tubes 3 1-2

inches wide with a water space of 3-16

inch; this construction makes a radiator

which, the manufacturers state, will not

easily burst when the water is frozen, as

the walls expand instead of cracking. Fins

with large radiating areas are placed on
the tubes. The Kinwood mechanical oiler
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also shown is of the type in which each

feed has a separate pump. The pumps can

be worked individually by hand if desired.

Kilgore Automobile Ant Cushion Co.—
The Kilgore pneumatic shock eliminator

made its first show appearance this year,

and attracted much attention. It is sub-

stantially made of drawn brass cylinders

with a strong plunger that moves up and

down with the action of the spring, com-

pressing the enclosed air at the ends of the

cylinder and cushioning excessive jolts.

Kirkbam Motor Mfg. Co.—Single, double

cylinder air-cooled and four-cylinder water-

cooled motors were exhibited by the Kirk-

ham company. The smaller sizes are for

motorcycle use, or other purposes where a

light, air-cooled motor is desirable. An
interesting engine is the two-cylinder mo-

torcycle engine with cylinders placed at a

V angle and having the connecting rods

working on a single crank. This has a bore

of 3 inches with 3 1-4-inch stroke, and de-

velops 5 horsepower at 1,800 revolutions

a minute; the weight is 64 pounds.

W. J. Kblls Mfg. Co.—Five forms of

cellular or honeycomb radiators, three

styles of hinged hoods, a copper riveted

gasoline tank of large capacity and pressed

sheet steel mud fenders were shown by

this company. As a novelty, a section of

fin tube coil radiator was displayed.

Julius King Optical Co.—A large line

of auto goggles and everything pertaining

to this line of specialties was shown.

Fried. Krupp Co.—This famous German
concern showed a line of special grades

of steel in axles, shafts, gears, etc. It was
represented by Thomas Prosser & Son, of

New York.

Lackawana Leather Co.—A fine display

of chrome-tanned body trimming and top

leathers in all shades was made. The sam-

ples were large and hung over a rack in

neat folds.

Lock-Switch Mfg. Co.—An electric lock

switch, designed to prevent the theft or

unauthorized use of a car was the specialty

shown. This concern also demonstrated

its tire pressure indicator to prevent over-

inflation and unequal pressure on the tires

of a car.

Lunkenheimer Co.—The operation of tht

lubricators made by this concern was well

shown by a six-feed oiler in constant op-

eration. The Lunkenheimers are now sup-

plying the Locomobile Company with three-

feed and six-feed lubricators and the Peer-

less concern with the six-feed type. A
comprehensive display of the big line of oil

pumps, valves, oil and grease cups, spring

key cocks and chime whistles made by the

company completed this interesting exhibit.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co.—A very

interesting exhibit of many aluminum, man-
ganese, bronze and phosphor bronze cast-

ings that enter into automobile construe*

tion. The growing use of aluminum and
bronze in this connection made the display

doubly attractive.

Motor Car Equipment Co.—A variety

of automobile accessories and attachments,

including the ignition apparatus manufac-

tured by the Connecticut Telephone &
Electric Co. and the Continental Calliope

—

a chime signal horn blown by the exhaust.

The company also showed a French siren

horn operated by a friction pulley brought

IMPERIAL-LYON AUTOMATIC LAMP ADJUSTER.
, Knock!* rod clamp. B, Gear rod double clamp. C, Gear rod tingle clamp. D, Barrel. £, Barrel damp.

HILL GASOLUTE LOCK VALVE.

into contact with the engine flywheel and
producing a sound which cannot be ignored

Continental lamps, Blanchard horns, of

which the company has exclusive control

in America, Geecee batteries and an elec-

tric drill were also exhibited. Importations

of the French Alpha lamps and a special

line of Italian rubber and cambric faced

cables were shown. Among the prominent

features was the new Goes steel handle

wrench with bar and head piece in one

solid forging. They are made from 6 to

21 inches in length, the 12 to 21 inch sizes

having ball bearing screw.

Manufacturers' Can Co.—This firm

manufactures for the trade only, its prod-

uct consisting of receptacles for oils and

greases, the receptacles being suited to

their contents. Oil cans, for instance, are

made with faucets through which the oil

can be drawn off and with handles for con-

venience in carrying; the shipping crates

are so made that they can be used for

stands.

Manufacturers' Foundry Co.—Cylinder
castings completely machined and tested

are the specialty announced for this year.

A beautiful example of cylinder grinding

was exhibited. The cylinder was cut in

half lengthwise for observation purposes.
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Castings in all stages of finish were also

shown.

Midvalk Steel Co.—Midvale automobile

steel, a product of this company, made es-

pecially for use in automobiles, was shown
in many forms, the display of gears being

particularly effective.

Midgley Mfg. Co.—Pressed steel automo-

bile wheels that look exactly like the wooden
article when finished were shown in

various sizes, and a display of component
parts in all stages of finish was made. The
Midgley company also makes the new Dun-
lop universal rim for wood or steel wheels.

L. J. Murrv Co.—Samples of high-grade

rubber cloths were shown. A specialty was
a double texture mackintosh cloth for auto-

mobile tops, curtains, etc.

McGiehan Mfg. Co.—Plain odometers,

combined trip and total odometers and

combination odometers and speed indicators

were exhibited at the McGiehan stand.

The form of the McGiehan instrument is

rectangular, the speed pointer playing over

a semi-circular scale; in the combined in-

strument the odometer is above the speed

scale. Still another model combines speed

indicator, total odometer and trip odometer,

the latter being turned back to zero by a

milled knob. Drive is by flexible shaft

from a gear on the front wheel.

Manhattan Auto Top Co.—The exhibit

by this concern comprised a "Perfect" over-

head revolving washer supported on a gas

pipe frame, several styles of four-bow ex-

tension tops covered variously with khaki

colored cloth, pantasote, mackintosh and
leather. The company also showed an

enameled leather hamper of large size and

brass monogram. A small but leading

feature was a Heath "dry gas" carbureter,

floatless and having a wire net cage with

a small fan in the bottom mounted in the

upper part of the cylindrical barrel. The
arrangement is such that the inrushing air

rotates the wire cage and breaks up the

gasoline particles to more thoroughly com-
mingle them with the air molecules.

Charles E. Miller.—One of the most
extensive displays of automobile acces-

sories was made in the Armory by this

pioneer importer and dealer. It includes

tires and tire attachment such as anti-skid

treads and Weed tire chains, gas and oil

lamps, pumps, spark plugs, a large assort-

ment of tools, horns, sirens, chains and
similar articles. Especial attention was
called to the ability to supply imported

horns and Brampton chains at prices

on a level with the domestic goods.

An interesting novelty for the car owner
was a combination siren and reed horn,

just added to the big Miller stock.

This has a bulb and flexible tube and a

reed in the horn like an ordinary horn to

be operated with the -hand, and in addition

a rotating aluminum wheel with suction air

ports constituting the siren feature. The
rotating wheel is driven by a flexible shaft

having a pulley which is carried at the end

of a short spring in such a position that

it can be depressed by the foot into contact

with the engine flywheel. When in mo-
tion the rotating wheel draws in suf-

ficient air to sound the horn, the note

varying with the rate of revolution. The
horn proper has three turns and an ovate

bell, gauze protected. A specialty of par-

ticular interest to garage managers was a

combination tool cabinet and workbench.

This was of oak, strongly built and having

various drawers and cupboards equipped

with about 250 small tools of all sorts

generally needed in a repair shop, each

tool having a special place provided for its

keeping. A special locking mechanism was

fitted to lock all the drawers simul-

taneously when the key is turned in the

main door of the cabinet. Mounted on

top of the bench was a small electric lathe

and a vise. The cabinet legs were fitted

with rollers so that the cabinet can be

rolled readily about the floor into any

of fire a plunger in the large end is struck

against anything convenient to break the

bottle of acid within the extinguisher, and

the nozzle is pointed at the fire. A stream

can be thrown a distance of thirty to fifty

feet The bottle of acid is hermetically

sealed by blowing the glass together, so that

no corking is necessary. This prevents de-

terioration of the acid.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co.—This com-

pany showed the Auto-sparker, the con-

struction of which has not been materially

changed for 1906. The makers state that

the present outfit gives such excellent re-

sults that alteration is unnecessary.

Mayo Radiator Co.—This concern dis-

played several types of its radiators, among
them the cellular, flat tube and Mercedes

varieties, besides several specimens of alu-

minum hoods, dashes and water connec-

tions.

Motor Car Specialty Co.—The Lea

Speedistimeter was shown. The instru-

"'"'iiruniiin-""

MILLER COMBINATION SIRKlf HORN OPERATED MECHANICALLY OR BY BULB.

desired position, when by depressing a

pedal the rollers are withdrawn into the

legs and the cabinet settles into a fixed

position.

McCord & Co.— The operation of the

five, six and seven-feed McCanna lubri-

cators of this concern was well demon-

strated by means of a model of the six-

feed variety kept constantly running.

There was also exhibited the full line of

McKim gaskets for automobile work, be-

sides a working model of the Hibbard

automatic tire pump attached to a mounted
automobile wheel.

Minimax Co.—A conical fire-extinguisher

possessing several good features formed the

exhibit of this company. The extinguisher

has the nozzle at the apex and the usual

bottle of acid in a cage inside the large end.

A handle on the side is so placed that the

apparatus is readily manipulated; in case

ment has a clock movement, by means of

which speed, distance and time are re-

corded. The Lea speed meter and tire-

pump were also shown.

A. R. Mosler & Co.—The Spit Fire spark

plug was shown with a new fiber protector;

in addition, a new Mosler eccentric timer

with Hess-Bright ball bearings and a new
transparent dashboard coil with heavy plate

glass facings were displayed.

Manhattan Storage Co.—The majestic

lamp in ten styles and more than forty sizes

was shown as a leading feature by this com-
pany. A new type of lamp with a special

lens set in the front glass attracted much
attention. There was also a line of Ma-
jestic clincher tires and tubes. The gen-

eral line of supplies handled by this con-

cern was also shown by sample.

Wm. P. Miller's Sons.—Perhaps the

most interesting of the various oils and
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HILL OILER WITH SIX SIGHT FEEDS.

greases exhibited by this concern is a grease

which, the manufacturers state, is entirely

unaffected by changes of temperature with-

in a range from zero to 200 degrees Fahren-

heit, so that it will not be melted out of

grease cups by ordinary bearing tempera-

tures, and will not become too hard to

work properly when cold. Other oils and
greases are also manufactured for all kinds

of automobile work—special lubricants for

special purposes. A dressing for friction

drives and for motorcycle belts is a specialty.

Mokcar & Wright.—An exhibit of the

full line of M. & W. tires, with the usual

sections showing their construction, and
tools for their removal and attachment.

National Carbon Co.—A new dry bat-

tery cell was shown—the Columbia igniter

—designed especially for four-cylinder en-

gines and made in all sizes and at same
prices as the regular Columbia line. A
display of small incandescent hand lamps

was also made.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co.—Non-fluid
oils in all sizes of cans ready for immediate
me were piled ceiling high at this stand.

Great economy is claimed for this lubricant,

as it does not drop and waste, while, unlike

greases, it does not require the bearings to

grow warm before lubricating. A non-car-

bonizing gas engine cylinder oil was also

shown.

New York Carriage Top Co.—An Em-
pire extension top was shown on a side-

entrance phaeton body, both finished in

black. The top had pantasote covering, pol-

ished brass joints, and bows covered with

hand-buffed bow leather. A beveled plate

glass wind shield with mahogany frame

formed part of the outfit. The side and

rear curtains had large celluloid lights.

Samples of cover pantasote in three colors

and half a dozen samples of mackintoshed

cover cloths were also displayed.

New York Sporting Goods Co.—The
automobile supply department of this house

bad a varied exhibit of auto horns, lamps,

clothing and novelties in accessories.

National Sales Corporation.—A varied

assortment of specialties was exhibited,

among which were the G. C. dry storage

batteries and individual charging outfits for

direct-current voltage ; Connecticut coils in

box and dash types in various sizes, new
coil current indicator, ampere and volt me-

ters, Dodge lubricator with positive time,

and Metzger Sootproof plugs.

Noera Mfg. Co.—Compound automobile

pumps, oils, guns, and oil cans big and little,

constituted this exhibit, which was plentiful

in range of samples and variety.

National Battery Co.—Storage battery

cells for electric vehicle service were shown,

together with storage batteries for every

service, sparkers for ignition, etc.

Nonpariel Muffler Co.—In addition to

a muffler, this concern exhibited a small

water pump, to be operated by steam or

compressed air. Its special feature is that it

contains no moving valves, the pistons and

plungers being drilled with holes which,

alternately covered and uncovered, act as

valves. The pump has a maximum capacity

SCOTT MUFFLER AICD CHEST PROTECTOR.

of 3 1-2 gallons a minute, weighs twelve

pounds, and is especially adapted to steam

cars and other small steam plants.

F. W. Ofeldt & Sons.—The Ofeldt water

tube steam generator for steam cars was

demonstrated in operation with an Ofeldt

kerosene burner, the steam generated being

used to drive a three-cylinder compound
horizontal engine. The generator and

burner were encased in a galvanized

cylinder having a mica window in front,

through which the blue flame of the burner

could be watched. No perceptible odor

emanated from the vent above the gener-

ator.

Oliver Mfg. Co.—The Peerless automo-

bile jack, made by this company, was shown

in five sizes. W. L. Ash, president and gen-

eral manager of the Never-Miss Spark Plug

Co., of Lansing, Mich., was also at this

stand, which he made his headquarters for

meeting his eastern customers.

Parish & Bingham Co.—This concern

showed specimens of the frames it supplied

for the Peerless, Pierce-Arrow, Stevens-

Duryea and Maxwell cars, besides brakes

and clutches in the rough.

Prest-o-utk Co.—Tanks manufactured

and filled with compressed acetylene gas by

this company are too frequently seen on

automobiles to require extended mention,

and their use is so simple as to be obvious.

A tank full of gas, a valve, and a hose

connection to the lamp constitute the en-

tire apparatus ; a special key is provided for

turning the valve, so that it cannot be tam-

pered with. A pressure gauge sunk in one

end of the tank shows the amount of gas re-

maining at any time. Prest-o-lite tanks are

made in two sizes, holding respectively 40
cubic feet and 70 cubic feet of gas. Tanks
when empty are exchanged for charged

tanks at a moderate cost The factor of

safety combined with its non-freezing qual-

ity has made this tank a favorite means of

automobile illumination, especially in sec-

tions where extreme winter weather is to

be expected.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co.—PSttsfield
coils, ranging from two to six units, com-

mutators and Jewel spark plugs in profusion

were shown. The exhibit was varied and

extensive and well displayed. The com-

pany has entirely recovered from the dis-

astrous fire of last February, which entirely

destroyed its plant.

Polyphase Ignition System Co.—Two
high-tension magnetos with non-vibrating

single condensing coil and spark plugs, and

one low-tension magneto with make-and-

break sparking mechanism were on exhi-

bition. These generators, which the com-

pany has just perfected and is preparing

to place on the market, are of the induc-

tion type, having no moving wire and no

contact brushes ; the H armature is the only

moving part It lies diametrically through

the center of circular magnet built up of

two steel ribbons wound like a clock spring

with insulation between the windings. The

ROTH HEAVY-DUTY JACK.
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construction is such that there are two

paths through which the lines of magnetic

force may travel, the current taking the

path of least resistance when the armature

is in a position where the resistance in

the other path becomes high. This over-

comes any destructive breaking down effect

in the magnet from the intensity of the

resistance. The armature shape is dissem-

metric and causes the magnetic strength of

the field magnet to increase when the

armature is in operation. The primary

current is interrupted by a breaker posi-

tively operated by cams and working in an

oil bath. The energy of the primary cur-

rent is thrown through the primary wire of

a special induction coil or step-up trans-

former. The high tension current is dis-

tributed by a timer mounted on the body

of the igniter and gear driven, the gears

running in oil. The entire generator, in-

cluding breaker and distributer, are encased

in aluminum, with cover plates arranged

to be easily removable and give access to

the parts. The armature shaft is either

gear or chain driven.

Pantasote Co.—A feature of this exhibit

was an improvised aquarium to demonstrate

the waterproof qualities of Pantasote, a

large piece of which was placed on a top-

less square table, the resulting depression

containing several gallons of water in which

a dozen goldfish were swimming. The
aquarium remained undisturbed during the

entire week without saturating the un-

dressed side of the pantasote. An ade-

quate representation of Pantasote cloths,

in various colors for automobile upholster-

ing, was made.

Post Mfg. Co.—The leatherless "Coat of

Mail" tire protector was shown. In its par-

ticular sphere it was the hit of the Garden
show. The protector consists of an en-

velope of rubber fabric and small steel

plates, that fits around the tire, to which

it is vulcanized, the armor getting all the

wear to which the tire would otherwise

be subjected. The envelope is molded to

fit the tire exactly, the tread part being

built up to five-ply of fabric The flexible

steel armor, composed of small plates, is

fixed upon this tread, resulting in an un-

puncturable and non-skidding tire protector.

Post & Lester Co.—Motor car special-

ties for the jobbing trade and for the

consumer, including Volier and Rival horns,

Royal lamps and generators, four varieties

of auto clocks, French and German goggles,

voltmeters and ammeters, a large variety

of spark plugs, Watertite tire jackets, and

a large list of other standard articles.

William M. Poz.—Rubbasilk automobile

coats, a special brand, were shown in six

varieties and several colors.

Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter.—In the

new specialties shown were a broken tap

extractor and a patented curved bearing

scraper, also the Giant silver metal ratchet

wrench. The Twentieth Century tool-box,

a circular box with drawers in it, and the

1

ROSE SAFETY OAS PRODUCER FOR THREE
LIGHTS, HUHG Oil TRUmnOHS AITO

DETACHABLE.

Ellis off-set, adjustable S wrench, were

among the latest novelties.

Rose Manufacturing Co.—New pat-

terns of Neverout lamps on exhibition con-

sisted of a condenser mirror lens headlight

made in two sizes—No. 144 with 11 1-2-

inch face and No. 140 with 9 1-2-inch face

—new pattern gas side lamp No. 145 and

new pattern tail light No. 146. The new
Miracle generator has a mechanical water

cut-off and a purifying plug that filters the

gas, so that the turner produces an excep-

tionally white and brilliant light The
water drops upon the outside surface of a

conical shell which covers the carbide.

The water is distributed equally over the

conical surface on all sides and comes in

contact with the carbide at the bottom of

the shield.

Randall-Faichney Co.—The oil guns

and grease guns exhibited by this concern

are made without packing, the plungers

being entirely of metal and ground to fit

the cylinders with
.
accuracy. They can be

used not only with oil, light or heavy, or

with grease, but with fluids as "thin" as

gasoline, and are guaranteed not to leak.

The manufacturers have had long experi-

ence in making surgical syringes and the

like, and apply the same workmanship and

facilities to the manufacture of their oil

and grease guns.

Rands Mfg. Co.—Eight Rands standard

tops were shown in as many colors of real

and imitation leather and foreign and do-

mestic fabrics. A feature of these tops is

the seamless steel tubing bow sockets, so

swedged as to give a good taper, resulting in

an exceptionally light and strong top. These

tops are used on the Thomas, Olds and

Stevens-Duryea cars. This concern is mak-

ing a specialty of concealed body irons, the

use of which adds much to the appearance

of a car. These irons are at present used

on Thomas, Pope, Olds, Aerocar, Berkshire,

Waltham and Rambler cars, and the field is

widening rapidly.

Remy Electric Co.—A working model of

the Remy high-tension alternating current

magneto attracted the public to this dis-

play. The automatic magneto dynamo ig-

niter of the same company was also shown.

Railway Appliance Co.—Two interesting

specialties were exhibited: the "Auto Qe"
is a form of wrench which has become well

known for its convenience, consisting of a

steel rod with a handle at one end and a
socket at the other into which can be fitted

heads to take nuts of the various sizes used

on automobiles. There is a universal joint,

so that awkward places can be reached, and

a lengthening bar. Ten nut sizes are pro-

vided for, and there is also a screw-driver

bit; the set is packed in a leather case. The-

second specialty is the Stanwood automo-

bile step. This is of steel strips corrugated

and fastened together, the strips standing

edgewise. The surface gives a good grip,

to the foot, and the openings allow dirt,

water or snow to fall through.

Leon Rubay.—A specialty was made at

this stand of exclusively imported ignition

material made by Lacoste et Cie., of Paris>

France. It consisted of high and low-

tension magnetos, induction coils, com-

mutators, insulated wire and spark plugs.

In the line of new fittings there was shown

an annunciator for closed cars, with printed

lighted signals on the dash. The Edo, a
new spiral spring compensator for jolting,

and the Durandel tire protector, were shown
as the latest novelties.

William Roche Dry Battery Co. and-

N. Y. Con. Co., Inc.—The New Standard

dry batteries were shown in all the regu-

lar sizes, and a new feature was a Yale

lock-switch, shown on one of the coils. The
Fire Ball jump spark coil and the Economy
primary coils were also shown.

Rushmore Dynamo Works.—Five sizes

of a new flare front lens mirror search-

lights were showr with the regular Rush-

more line. A French siren horn, which

has been added to the line of goods made
by this house, was also shown.

Francois Richard.—This French de-

signer showed an automatic carbureter of

the same type as the one used on the

250-horsepower racing car recently com-

pleted for Alfred G. Vanderbilt The Rich-

ard carbureter has two spraying nozzles

in separate chambers, and a single float

chamber. Gas is drawn from one cham-

ber as long as the motor is running at

RUSHMORE FLARE-FRONT SEARCHLIGHT.
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STEVENS GASOLINE FUNNEL WITH FLOAT
INDICATOR TO SHOW WHEN TANK

IS FULL.

moderate speeds, but for higher speeds

both chambers are drawn upon.

Roth Jack & Tool Co.—What is claimed

to be the largest stock jack ever made was
shown by this house. It is 32 inches over
all, with 24-inch lift, and has 40 tons ca-

pacity. All jacks shown had bronze gears

instead of steoL

Stevens & Co.—This firm showed horns,

flexible tubing and generators, all of its own
make. A new dragon type of horn has

been added for the season. A line of tool

accessories for which the company is selling

agent, was also shown.

Edward Smith & Co.—A complete line

of sample varnishes, japans and colors for

automobile work comprised the exhibit

Sprague Umbrella Co.—The Sprague
exhibit included various sizes of extension

tops and canopies for large cars and run-

abouts, with the Sprague patent glass

fronts in mahogany, oak, cherry and syca-

more ; celluloid front lights, whipcord, rub-

ber and imitation leather covers. A display

of rubber duck cover slips completed the

exhibit One of the features of the Sprague

extension tops is the hood effect at the

front; this consists of a downward exten-

sion of the top, which serves not only as

additional protection to the occupants of

the car, but also conceals the front curtain

when the latter is rolled up, giving the

top a neat appearance. The celluloid lights

are transparent and flexible.

Standard Roller Bearing Co.—A com-
prehensive showing of the special ball and
roller bearings for automobile use for

which this concern is noted was made.
Shelby Steel Tube Co.—In a handsome

frame made of cold-drawn, polished, seam-

less steel tubing were shown, in section,

many samples of this company's product in

round, oval, D, square and polygonal

shapes. Several specimens of heavier tub-

ing designed for axles, etc, are also ex-

hibited.

Standard Welding Co.—This year's

new products of this company included a
complete line of electrically welded steel

rings, all sizes being represented. These

rings are cut from the flat stock to the

proper sizes, and the joints are made by a

special process of electric welding. There

was also a complete display of steel rims

and other automobile parts, all welded by

the company's process.

Steel Ball Co.—Hill Precision Oilers,

made without valves, have a new con-

stantly visible sight feed this year which

enables the driver to see from his seat

each and every separate discharge of oil

through the severed leads. In the indi-

vidual glass tubes of the feed a perforated

aluminum float is held in place, resting on

the inlet pipe, and with each discharge

of the oil the float jumps upward to

a height in the glass corresponding to

the quantity used. These sights are

not placed on the oiler itself, but

on the dashboard of the car. The new
Krolz axle and universal joint fitted with

brake adjuster, was also shown, together

with a new locking and reserve device for

gasoline tanks. The Nomrah tire protector

was also displayed.

C. F. Splitdorf.—A complete exhibit was
made of the well-known Splitdorf box-

type coils, suitable for one-, two-, three-

and four-cylinder engines. Long and short

motorcycle coils, a new Yale lock switch

and new magneto were also shown. The
latest wood to be used in coil boxes—
birdseye maple— was very effective. A
new commutator with a ball-bearing shaft

and a new two-point switch, were among
the novelties shown for the first time.

Smith & Mabley.—Imported lamps and
tires were displayed, including the Billy

line of "phares" and Hercules non-skidding

tires.

Springfield Metal Body Co.—Two
handsome folding tops were exhibited by
this concern, both with front straps for

holding the top in position. Among the

materials used in the manufacture of

Springfield tops is a special fabric which is

very durable and is waterproof without

containing any rubber and can be easily

cleaned. Real and imitation leathers are

said to be very popular with buyers of cars

for 1506. Since the introduction of Spring-

field tops in 1903 the business has grown
enormously, and a new addition to the fac-

tory just completed contains 38,000 square

feet of floor space. Aluminum bodies,

hoods and fenders were also shown.

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co.—This

concern manufactures fifty-one different

sizes' and models of this universal joint

which is of the ball-and-socket type. Sev-

eral of them, more particularly adapted to

automobile usage, were shown. They are

water-tight and dust-proof.

Schwarz Wheel Co.—Besides a com-
prehensive display of the Schwarz wood in-

terlocking-spoke artillery wheels in separ-

ate parts and completely assembled the

Globe automobile jack, manufactured by

the Globe Jack Co., of Philadelphia, was

exhibited. This jack is a light but powerful

lifting device, and its simple and positive

action seems to impress the onlookers.

Solarine Co.—A new black liquid metal

polish was shown here. It is made ex-

pressly for polishing gold, silver, brass,

aluminum, harness and carriage trimmings.

Being black, it does not discolor the orna-

ments and filagrees, nor the enameled and

highly polished leather surfaces. The regu-

lar Solarine Polish was also shown.

Shedden Mfg. Co.—The Sheddan shock

absorber, exhibited at this stand, consists

of a special form of air dashpot for check-

ing the excessive motion of the automobile

body on its springs, preventing spring

breakages and making the car ride more
comfortably. This device is made either in

brass or steel, as may be desired, and in

two sizes, one for cars up to 1400 pounds

weight and the other for heavier machines.

Safety Electric Elevator Co.—A work-

ing model of a novel safety electric elevator

was shown by this firm. The device might

well be called an automobile elevator, for

it carries its own electric motor under the

floor. The shaft placed vertically, rotates

a large drum having formed on its peri-
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phery a worm or screw thread engaging

with a series of rollers pivoted on the ele-

vator guides, the thread passing between

rollers which thus act as a nut, so to speak,

and the elevator is screwed up and down
when the motor is put in motion. The
manufacturers claim absolute safety, sim-

plicity and no greater cost than other forms.

Sibley & Pittman.—This firm makes
Climax auto lamps and Climax battery

cells, and showed a complete line of each.

The firm which also imports and sells auto-

mobile supplies, showed a large variety of

specialties.

Semi-dry Battery Co.—Dunn cells and

Semi-dry cells were shown in the standard

sizes. This company makes but one grade

and states that it destroys all "seconds."

R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.—This firm, which

hails from Springfield, Mass., exhibited a

working model of a speedometer actuated

by an electric motor. This speed meter is

new on the market this year. An interest-

ing feature of the exhibit was the removal

of a portion of the outer casing which per-

mitted the visitor to have a "look-in" at the

working parts in motion.

J. H. Sages Co.—The Sager equalizing

spring, so designed and placed that it acts

in the capacity of both a compression and
tension spring was exhibited.

Springfield Auto Top & Upholstering

Co.—Two styles of extension tops with

side curtains, mahogany-stained ash bows,

polished brass joints, composition metal

bent bow slat irons and imported water-

proof mackintosh cloth constituted the

SAGER EQUALIZING SPKIHG.

principal display. The storm apron in front

had celluloid lights of generous size,

while the side and rear storm curtains were

similarly lighted Another exhibit was a

three-bow runabout, top covered with im-

ported pantasote in black.

Wheeler Mfg Co.—Seven Rands exten-

sion auto tops were shown, embracing

several Winton, Thomas and Olds styles,

covered in canvas, pantasote and rubber

cloth. The tops were variously fitted with

brass-plated, japanned and nickel-plated

sockets and joints.

Tim ken Roller Bearing Axle Co.

—

At the front of this exhibit were shown

eight different sizes of hubs, ranging from

runabout to truck, all equipped with the

Timken roller bearing, the easy running of

which was demonstrated by the passing

crowds keeping the wheels constantly

spinning. At the rear of the booth com-

plete axles and bevel gears similarly

equipped were shown. A new axle, fitted

with these bearings and known as the

Hedgeland solid anti-skid auto axle, was

also shown. It is a solid driving axle de-

signed to replace differential gears, giving

a positive drive to both wheels. In round-

ing a curve, when the outer wheel is called

upon to exceed the speed of the inner

wheel, it automatically disengages and

runs free of the axle until the axle catches

up with it, when it again engages. The
axle is a continuous steel shaft The
clutch is a nut, threaded interiorly to en-

gage the thread on the shaft It locks the

wheel to the axle and releases it automat-

ically by riding out or in on this thread. A
small tension collar is put in for the pur-

pose of counteracting the friction between

the screw and the nut and gives the nut

a tendency to draw into engagement The
clutch is not, strictly speaking, a friction

clutch, as a wedge is driven into its seat

instantly by the positive action of the

screw, so that there is no slip.

Tekl-Mfg. Co.—A neat and effective tire

case for the protection of the spare tire

when touring, was exhibited by this con-

cern. The Teel case can be quickly and

easily put on or taken off the tire, and is.

waterproof. No lacing is required.

Uncas SfitciALTY Co.—This concern had

an attractive exhibit of ignition appar-

atus. The Leavitt primary and second-

ary timers and distributers shown were

well finished instruments. The secondary

distributers and primary circuit maker,

combined in a single instrument, has

a space of 1 1-4 inches between the

high-tension contact points, so that "creep-

ing" of the current is well provided

against Primary contacts are made by

accurately machined cams working on a

spring plunger. The casing is cylindrical

and highly polished; the cover, in the cen-

ter of which is carried the leading-in sec-

ondary wire, screws into the body of the

case, making the instrument tight and dust-

SPRIHGFIKLD SPEED IXDICATOB. AND TRIP
ASS TOTAL ODOMETER COMBINED.

proof. The central contact is made by a

steel ball pressing on the center of the

shaft which rotates the distributing arm.

In the Leavitt primary timers a single cam
comes into contact successively with steel

balls backed by spiral springs, making a

positive and accurate contact

Utility Company.—Gre-solvent which

is claimed to be "miles ahead of soap," for

removing grease and grime, was shown,

and samples were distributed

Veeder Manufacturing Co.—A new
tachodometer was shown, the latest addi-

tion to the line of Veeder specialties. A
full display of odometers and tachometers

were on exhibition attractively arranged in

showcases, but the feature of the exhibit

was the working models of all these in full

operation.

Vacuum Oil Co.—This display was all

Mobiloil, a special lubricant made especially

for automobiles.

Valentine & Co.—The display here of

varnishes and colors especially adapted to-

automobile work was most complete. No
less than ninety-six superfine enamels suit-

able for this class of work are listed in the

company's handsome catalogue.

Voorhebs Rubber Mfg. Co.—This is the

first appearance of this concern at a New
York show. Its specialty is the Non-Punc-

turable Cushion automobile tire, a feature

of which is the patented cross-stay which

prevents the retaining wires from cutting
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through the rubber. Some of the claims

made for the Voorhees tire are ease of ad-

justment, lasting qualities, resiliency and

anti-skidding qualities.

Wheeler & Scheblek.—The 1906 Scheb-

ler carbureter showed no marked changes,

a modification in the float check being the

only one noted. Carbureters in various

stages of completion were shown.

Witherbee Igniter Co.—The Witherbee

storage battery igniter was shown in thir-

teen sizes. A non-leaking jar and carrying

case was shown on the new goods. The
company makes storage batteries for all pur-

poses.

Wray Pump and Register Co.—Pumps
in profusion, all styles, shapes and sizes

were shown arranged in groups and singly.

The line included the Kellogg compound
double acting and Kellogg multiple gear

compound pumps with register; National

pressure register, Wray collapsible com-

pound, Triplex compound, and Kellogg sin-

gle action pumps, Wralog pneumatic jack,

Kellogg multiple gear jack and the Ezy
coupling.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.—This con-

cern had ample opportunity during the early

part of the week to demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of its chain tire grips on the greasy

asphalt "Just the kind of weather we
want," said the attendant at the stand. The
wet weather resulted in good business—for

the Weed people. At the stand where the

chains were shown was also demonstrated a

working specimen of Lashar's electrical

speed indicator.

Way Muffler Co.—The latest style of

throat and chest protector shown by this

company is made long enough to reach to

the waist of the user—an important feature.

With the addition of ear tabs and chin

covering, the woolen garment is supplied

with about every feature to add to the com-

fort of the automobilist while engaging in

winter driving. The line of Way mufflers

is a very extensive one, but it was shown
very effectively in every distinctive shape

and weight, and every conceivable color.

Warner Gear Co.—A complete exposi-

tion of the equalizing gear of this company
attracted much attention. The complete

line of Warner sprocket and bevel drives

was also shown.

E. J. Willis Co.—This supply house

had, as usual, a large exhibit, comprising

almost everything in the automobile line

except a complete automobile. A new spe-

cialty is the "Autolog," a speed indicator

with a round dial. This has a double-

pointed hand, one end of which indicates

speed in miles per hour and the other in

kilometers; a total and a trip odometer are

included, the latter having a separate

pointer with dial reading to hundredths of

a mile.

Whitlock Con. Pipe Co.—At this stand

was shown the full 1906 line of Whitlock

coolers in the various sizes and shapes as

supplied to the leading American car

makers. The Whitlock hoods of steel and
aluminum in different sizes and shapes

were also shown. All the radiators for

1906 made by this company have the first

section soldered in a way to strengthen

that portion so as to resist the effects of

vibration and insure against leakage. Bon-
nets were also shown, with a lap joint on

the side section, so as to prevent leakage

from rain upon the working parts of

sbctioh of sm> of hxdglaitd solid rear
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motors. A display of fans and inlet and
exhaust pipes was also made.

The Webb Co.—The Webb speed indi-

cator, a very neat and, it is said, accurate

instrument, was shown. The trip distance

and total distance are indicated to the

tenth of a mile, while the speed rate is

shown by an index which is lifted by an

WAT MUFFLER FOR AUTOMOBHJSTS.

air current passing round it in a taper glass

tube. A tiny pump creates an air current

whose volume of velocity varies in exact

proportion to the speed of the vehicle.

While recording the smallest variations,

this delicately adjusted instrument is very

strong in addition to being weather tight.

Warner Instrument Co.—At this com-

pany's stand were shown two Warner
Auto-Meters, in operation continuously

from the opening of the show. They were

run by the same electric motor, and had

not varied a fraction of a mile in five days

in the total mileage registered. Both re-

corded an average speed of thirty miles an

hour during that time. Spectators were

much interested in the evident accuracy of

the device. A new universal fitting bevel

gear drive for the use of thi$ meter on

close coupled cars was shown, and Amer-

ican pliable tube is now being used instead

of the German article as heretofore.

Whitney Manufacturing ' Co.—Four

new Whitney chains of the commonly used

sizes were exhibited among the rest

These are wider than those made last year

and have shorter pitches. It is asserted

that quieter running is obtained from the

shorter pitch. The Whitney company fur-

nishes manufacturers with blue-prints of

sprockets especially designed to fit the

Whitney chains.

Orlando W. Young.—Oils, soaps and

polishes were displayed. The new metal

polish, a compound just received from the

laboratory, was shown. The ingredients

remain in solution readily.

The Automobile Club of Milan, Italy,

has started an automobile ambulance service

between the city hospital and the neighboring

..villages. The club has opened a subscrip-

tion and its members have already contrib-

uted a large sum to enable the service to be

• conducted.

—

Exchange.
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STYLES IN CAR BODIES AND FITMENTS.
TV7HILE the display of bodies at the

Garden and the Armory is inter-

esting and also indicative of a wider range

of utility for the automobile, it lacks the

distinctive features of the 1905 shows.

These, as chronicled at the time in The
Automobile, marked a very important

change from the open to the closed or, at

least, covered car, and also from the

cramped and awkward rear-entrance ton-

neau to the more graceful and comfortable

surrey or double-phaeton with doors on

both sides. At the present time the cov-

ered car and the side-entrance body have

ceased to be novelties and have passed into

the domain of everyday accepted facts, at-

tracting no special attention. There are

but few novelties in body design, and very

little difference in type, a few standard

forms being accepted by all makers, and,

apparently, by the great majority of own-

ers. This is well shown by the uniformity

with which the same few elements were

displayed on stand after stand throughout

both halls; the bare chassis, the chassis

with "touring" body, and the chassis with

permanently enclosed body. It may be

noted in this connection that many of the

leading makers have this year limited them-

selves to a single chassis, of some one given

horsepower, to which they will fit any type

of body to suit the customer. The actual

separation of chassis and body is quite as

complete as in France, and the old black

box with wheels on each corner and more

wheels inside is no longer to be found.

Omitting the runabouts and other very

small cars, the standard American body

is the "touring," with front and rear seats

and entrance on both sides, the total length

being materially greater than the old ton-

neau, with a proportionate gain in space

for legs and feet and for stowage. As ap-

plied to what has been known here as

the surrey and in France as the "double"

phaeton, the term "touring" is misleading,

as a plain, open body is better fitted for

short runs by day than for touring in all

weathers. If the term "touring" is fairly

applicable to any one type alone, the en-

closed limousine would seem to be the

real touring car, as it, most of all, offers

in its integral form and without the aid

of attachments those comforts and con-

veniences which are essential in other than

short runs in clear weather. However, the

terms in current use are "touring body,"

as applied to open double-seat cars of the

surrey or victoria type; limousine for the

permanently enclosed body, and landaulet

for the town body with folding top and

sides.

The necessity for a cover, if not for com-

plete enclosure, is now generally recog-

nized, and all the open cars may be fitted

with some form of victoria or extension

top of the Cape top, folding back when

not in use, the complete enclosure for

very bad weather being obtained by means

of side and rear curtains. In the com-

pletely enclosed limousines the windows

are larger and more numerous than last

year, with all sashes fitted to open. Many
of them drop into pockets in sides, back or

doors ; in some cases two hinged sash side

by side are used, one opening on the hinges,

while, if desired, the two together may be

lifted out. The idea is to obtain as much

light and as good ventilation as possible

in the closed body for cold and stormy

weather, and in dry, warm weather to re-

move the sashes entirely, leaving the

car open on sides, front and rear. In the

landaulets the sashes generally drop, giving

plenty of air without folding back the top.

The two shows together disclose a very

large collection of good bodies, of both

French and American make, but in a com-

paratively small number of types and with

little difference in points of detail. There

are fewer freaks than ever before—in fact,

none worthy of mention, and there is evi-

dent a general improvement in body design

in both room and appearance. Where many

of the smaller touring bodies of last year

were practically if not actually made-over

tonneaus, with the cramped foot-room and

other disadvantages of the old type, this

year there are many well-planned and

roomy bodies on the moderate-priced cars.
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DBCAUVTLLE TOURING CAR WITH AUDINEAU CONVERTIBLE LIMOUSINE OR OPEN BODY.

The general characteristic of the body de-

sign is a greater simplicity and the preva-

lence of straight-line forms ; the Hogarthian

and Spencerian lines of beauty are less con-

spicuous than of old. The exception to this

rule is the popularity of the victoria type,

with its long, flowing curves, as found in

many touring cars. The Roi des Beiges

body is less numerous in point of num-
bers and less extravagant in form than

in former years. The most popular form

to-day is the "convex" or "embouti," show-

ing a single convex curve in place of the

double reverse of the Roi des Beiges; apart

from the fact that this form gives rather

more room on the seat, it is specially

adapted to the limousine, as the curve of

the lower back sweeps fairly into the upper

part of the back.

The small and low-priced runabouts are

less conspicuous than ever before, not that

they are in any way less numerous or less

popular, but the same firms which made a

specialty of them a year or two ago

are now displaying far more pretentious

cars—touring, limousine and landaulet.

While the runabout trade is by no means

neglected, the limited space at the shows

is given to the new and higher-priced pro-

ductions. A very odd development of the

runabout idea, not entirely unknown, but

reaching new and greater proportions this

year, is the runabout body on an expensive

and powerful touring chassis. At first sight

this seems somewhat of an anomaly; but

there are reasons for it The automobile is

coming into more general use as a practical

everyday vehicle for travel between home
and office over distances of from ten to

forty miles, with good road conditions, as

speedy and far more convenient than the

railway with a trolley ride at one end of

the route and a carriage ride of a mile

or so at the other. For this purpose a man
does not care to encumber his car with

a heavy tonneau which will be empty most
of the time, and the plain runabout body
with two individual seats side by side

in front is preferred.

Another reason may be found among
those who have for several years kept open

house, so to speak, for their friends, in a

large touring car. Such guests as a class

are not over-punctual, and the whole sched-

ule of the day's pleasure is often marred

at the start by their fondness for still

another short nap. The entertainment of

a party of four or five involves no small

expense in addition to the legitimate costs

of running, and in not a few cases such

deadhead passengers are lacking in appreci-

ation of the favors conferred. The over-

confiding motorist who has for a couple

of seasons played the rdle of "Mr. Easy-

mark" in his big tonneau is the first to

welcome the new innovation, the runabout

body for his large and powerful chassis.

It gives him an excuse for limiting the size

of his party to one congenial companion,

and if need be he can have a rumble seat

in the rear for servant or chauffeur. Such
bodies are shown on chassis of from 18 to

50 horsepower by the Winton, White, Pack-

ard, Peerless and other makers.

In the line of large bodies for six or

more persons the most conspicuous is the

"Overland," built by Quinby, and shown
on a Smith & Mabley Simplex chassis. The
body is of the convex pattern, with demi-

limousine top, sides and back of rear seat

enclosed, and top extending for the full dis-

tance to front glass. The rear seat, very

wide and comfortable for three persons, is

supplemented by two fixed individual seats

with high upholstered backs, the way to

th"e rear seat being between the other two.

The side door is forward of the two seats,

and in front are two more individual seats

for driver and one passenger. The lower

part of the body is finished in black, the

sides and back in crimson with black mould-

ings, and the upholstery is in red leather.

The rear sash drops and the single side

APPERSON BROTHERS' LIMOUSINE CAR WITH KIMBALL BODY. NOTE CARRIAGE SIDE LAMPS.
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sashes are removable. Another fine large

car seating five in the tonneau was a Fiat,

finished in bright red, there being two in-

dividual seats disposed in front of the rear

seat.

The most perfect combination for all-the-

year-round work is found in the two sep-

arate bodies, touring and limousine, inter-

changeable on the same chassis; and, as

already stated, the latest limousine may
be thrown open on sides and back by means
of ample windows. Still another idea is

shown in one of the Decauville cars and

also in a large Aster limousine. The Decau-

ville body was by Audineau, of Paris, fin-

ished in brown, with black moulding and

gold stripes. The top was divided from the

body proper on the line of the seat tops,

being held in place by bolts and notches.

Four eyebolts were fitted on the roof, into

which slings might be hooked for hoisting,

the entire top and sides above the seats

coming away. This car was also fitted

with two electric side lamps, attached near

the roof, and just in front of the door, for

temporary use in running at dusk, when it

is not desirable to stop to light the main

lamps.

The Aster car, of 30-35 horsepower, also

by Audineau, was finished in deep red, with

black mouldings, the intreior in red leather.

The break between body and top was along

the upper line of the seats, eyebolts being

provided for the lifting, the two parts being

fastened together by four bolts. The side

windows were in two parts, hinged so that

one would open, being held by a catch, or

the two together could be removed entirely.

The usual baggage rail was fitted with two
individual front seats and glass front to body
with sliding sash in front of driver. Two
extra seats within the roomy body were

of the theater pattern, with fixed backs

and seats folded up; each was mounted on

a vertical <pindle near the doorpost, being

AUSTIN TOURING CAR FINISHED IN WHITE AND BROWN WITH VICTORIA TOP.
LOCKERS ABOVE RUNNING BOARD.

swung back out of the way when not in

use.

It is a difficult matter to select from the

very large number of bodies on exhibition,

but the following examples will give an

idea of the tendencies of the day. A Ber-

liet chassis exhibited by the American Lo-

comotive Automobile Company had a body

by Kellner, a landaulet in black with bottle-

green vertical stripes, the interior finished

in whipcord. The body was attached to

the chassis by four bolts, being easily re-

movable when it is desired to change to

another form. The interior was very fully

furnished, with electric light, annunciator.

NOTE SIDE

speaking tube and small folding writing

table hinged downward from the rear of

the front seat The two extra seats, ma-
hogany frame with cane filling, were on

spring hinges attached to the rear of the

front seats, with sliding metal legs; they

could be dropped quickly, and when re-

leased swung up against the front seats out

of the way. An oblong card table about

one foot wide and three feet long, of ma-
hogany, with green baize center, pockets

for counters being hollowed out around the

rim, could be hung by four straps from
hooks in the sides.

Several cars shown last year exceeded in

CLEMENT-BAYARD FAST TOURING CAR WITH FIFTY-GALLON GASOLINE TANK LOCATED BEHIND THE FRONT SEATS.
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number and variety of touring fittings those

at the present shows ; the most complete of

the latter being a body by Miihlbacber, on a

50-horsepower Charron, Girardot & Voigt

chassis. This was a very handsome lan-

daulet, finished in dark blue, with vertical

stripes of a light blue; the interior in cafe-

au-lait leather. The wide rear seat was

supplemented by two fixed seats with

permanent backs, and in addition there

were two folding seats hinged to the rear

of the front seats. Between these last was

an icebox, finished in birdseye maple, and

beneath them were two drawers, with birds-

eye maple fronts, sliding under the front

The American Daimler Company showed

a handsome Brewster limousine, with grace-

ful paneling, finished in carmine with black

mouldings, the interior in cafe-au-lait cloth.

There were two folding seats inside, and

the drop sash, two in each side and in

each door and the rear, made the body

fairly open. A handsome touring body of

similar finish was also shown.

The Mors exhibit had two handsome

bodies by Demarest, of New York, lim-

ousine and landaulet. The same makers

were also represented in the Panhard ex-

hibit by a limousine on a long chassis of

24-32 horsepower; the body with maroon

dark green leather, with cloth ceiling to

match. The two extra seats folded up

against the front. In this same exhibit was

a touring body by Muhlbacher, the lower

part of the body in black and the door and

upper part in dark red with a triple ver-

tical stripe of a brown shade. The back

was high, with a wide rear seat, and the

doors were specially wide. Two permanent

seats with backs were fitted and also a

victoria top.

The Rainier Company showed a 30-35

chassis with a large limousine body by

Burr, of New York, in Brewster green

with black mouldings and fine red stripe;

C. G. V. 35-HORSEPOWER INCLOSED CAS FINISHED IB GREEK AND BLACK WITH MOTOR UNDERNEATH DRIVER'S SEAT.

seats, for provisions. Two electric lamps

were fitted, with speaking tube and whistle

and electric ten word course telegraph, the

buttons near the rear seat and the an-

nunciator, with ten words showing in red

letters by electric light, just in front of

the driver. A small electric lamp on the

steering post threw light on the driver's

clock, oiler, etc A novel feature, derived

from carriage practice, was a shield at-

tached by brackets to the lower part of each

door and covering that portion of the run-

ning board in front of the doorway to keep

the mud from the step. In this same ex-

hibit was a handsome C.G.V. car of 25-

horsepower with engine beneath the front

seat, a landaulet in green and black.

panels, black mouldings and fine red stripe;

the wheels and chassis in automobile red.

The interior was finished in whipcord and

contained two permanent individual swivel

seats. The ceiling was of polished ma-

hogany of fine grain and color, very rich in

appearance. The windows were large and

of graceful outlines, two in each side, one

in the rear and one in each door, all fitted

to drop. The space beneath the rear seat

was used for storage from the rear ; the

tool box was under the rear of the body;

baggage rail and trunk rack were fitted.

Another Panhard chassis carried a li-

mousine body by Labourdette, of Paris,

in dark green with black mouldings and

light green stripes; the interior finished in

the doors, side and rear panels in imitation

canework in white. The rear window

was fitted to drop and the double side

windows to open or to be removed en-

tirely. The interior was fitted with drop

seats, annunciator, lamps and pockets. At

the same stand was a runabout in red, with

two individual seats, on the 30-35 chassis.

The Austin Automobile Company showed

three different bodies—jump-seat runabout,

touring car and limousine—each on the 60-

horsepower chassis. The runabout had

two individual front seats, the space beneath

being used for storage, and a folding rear

seat with adjustable bronze arms, accom-

modating two persons. The finish was in

olive brown with black mouldings and gold
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stripe. The touring car was finished in

white with olive brown mouldings, and car-

ried a victoria top. The limousine was fin-

ished in olive brown, black and gold. One
peculiarity of all these cars was the use of

the space immedately under the body and
over the running board for stowage. This

space was filled in with mahogany, with

two drawers on each side for tools, batteries

and the side curtains.

The Smith & Mabley exhibit contained

many handsome specimens of body making,

both American and foreign, but the most
conspicuous example was the all-metal body
made by Quinby, on their new system. The
body was a limousine, with convex back and
corners curved, showing very graceful lines.

All panels were of aluminum, joined by

mouldings of brass secured from within

and brazed at all joints. This concern has

abandoned wood in favor of aluminum for

automobile bodies, the latest ideas in metal

construction being here shown. There is

no possibility of water leaking back of the

mouldings, and there are no exterior nail-

holes to be puttied over. The exterior of

the body, just ready for the paint, was
shown in burnished aluminum and brass;

the interior was finished in light green

leather. The rear and side sash were fitted

to drop, and the curved sash in the rear

corners were removable. A similar Quinby

body was also shown in the Haynes exhibit,

and another, a demi-limousine, was poorly

placed in the basement of the Armory.

A novelty in closed cars was installed

in the Smith & Mabley space on Friday,

attracting much attention. The chassis was
a Renault, with only 10-14-horsepower mo-
tor; the body, by Audineau. was a com-
pletely enclosed limousine, finished in dark

green and black, with interior upholstered

in whipcord. The front was extended to

enclose the steering wheel and levers, the

upper half being of glass. There was the

usual rear seat of the limousine and a

RUHABOUT BOOT OH HIGH-POWERED CHASSIS, SHOWS OH WHITE STEAMER AHD OH
VARIOUS OASOUHB CARS.

wide front seat for two, the driver's half

fixed and the left half swiveled. The en-

trance to all four seats was by the side

doors, the driver and companion stepping

to the front by the swiveled seat Once

C. O. V. HUD GUARD TO PROTECT DOOR-
STEP OP CLOSED CAR.

inside, four persons could be comfortably

seated and completely protected from the

cold. The windows were large, the side

sash being hinged. Smith ft Mabley also

exhibited a "hansom" body, by Quimby, in

"OVERLAHD" SEMMHCLOSED BODY OH SMITH ft MABLEY CHASSIS SEATING SEVER.

black with red leather upholstery, with

double front seat

Another attractive "hansom" was shown
on a 12-16 Decauville chassis, body by
Audineau, finished in blue with light blue

stripe, and fitted with inside drive, electric

light etc.

The Locomobile exhibit included a limou-

sine with swelled sides, giving very roomy
seats, the body in maroon and the interior

in red leather. The two extra seats were
arranged to slide forward under the front

seats and when closed were covered by a

padded leather flap. When drawn out this

flap formed the upholstered backs for the

seats. A touring body in this exhibit was
finished plainly in gray and black, the up-

holstery being of dark green leather, plain

without tufting, making a very rich and ele-

gant finish.

One of the notable limousines was by
Kellner, on a Leon Bollee chassis of 45-50
horsepower with 120-inch wheelbase. The
style is known as the St Christopher limou-

sine, with convex body and the rear corners

beveled, finished in wine color with black

and red vertical stripes. The doors were
very wide and the rear seat was fitted to

pull forward, making a wide, deep seat for

reclining. For access to the top in stowing

luggage, a special step was attached to the

driver's seat with a brass handle attached

to the roof. On the top of the car was one
of the new tire trunks, a circular telescope

bag of waterproof canvas on a light wire

frame. Three straps of white kid served

to close it, and a padlock made all secure

for shipment. The case was large enough
for several tires.

A variety of the runabout was shown
by the St. Louis Motor Car Co. on a 30-

horsepower chassis, a victoria seat for two,

with victoria top and a long, plain box body
in the rear, the car being intended for a doc-

tor or as a fast runabout. The large panel

of the side was in yellow, with mouldings

in two darker shades.

Last year the extra seats were of a more
or less extemporized and flimsy character;

while perfection has not yet been reached

in this detail, the general construction ha»
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V

LMOUaiHB BODY WITH SEPARATE FIXED SEATS ASS BACKS AND EXTRA SEAT DRAWING
OUT UNDER FRONT SEAT.

improved. As already noted, a number of

individual seats of the bucket type, with

full back, are fitted in the larger bodies as

permanent fixtures supplementary to the

rear teat In a number of cases the extra

seats slide in under the front seats; in the

Bollee limousine already described the up-

holstered leather flaps which cover the seat

when closed forms both back and cushion

when the seat is drawn out for use. In one

Rothschild body a small seat for a child

pulls out from the center of the rear seat

In another body by Boulogne a child's seat

folds up when not in use into the rear

of the front seat In some cars the extra

seats are of the jump-seat variety, folding

forward and down, and the legs lying flat

on the floor.

Last year, in addition to the touring body,

samples of closed bodies were shown by
many American makers; this year every

standard American make has at least one

good closed body in its exhibit, and some-

times several of different types or finish.

Some of these bodies are built in the home
shops, but a very large number are the

work of body specialists—former carriage

builders in different sections of the coun-

try. As many of the completed cars sell

for a price that would not buy an imported

chassis, it is not to be expected that the

work on the bodies is equal to the highest

but to all appearance it is good of its class.

One need no longer buy a foreign car in

order to obtain a closed body, as these can

be had of American make in the moderate

priced as well as the more expensive cars.

In the matter of color there is a pleasing

absence of the loud and garish, and a variety

of good standard carriage colors in the

usual combinations of maroon, carmine,

dark greens and blue with black; the dis-

tinguishing firm colors of bright yellows,

blues, greens and red, a survival of old

bicycle days, were much less in evidence

than ever before, the general finish being

after good conventional carriage lines.

From such evidence as the Garden and

the Armory offer, it would seem that the

development of the perfect automobile body

is only a matter of time and of good taste

and judgment on the part of the users.

Much has been learned from France in the

direction of new styles and special adapt-

ability to automobile as distinguished from

carriage uses, as well as in structural de-

tails; and on the other hand all the skill

and taste of the American carriage builder

have been diverted into the new field.

The leather side curtain to the side open-

ings in front of the driver's seat have been

in vogue for several years, but this year

they are replaced in a number of instances

by low-hinged doors, completely enclosing

on the sides the foot room of the front seats

and adding greatly to the comfort of the

driver and his companion in cold weather.

FOLDING SEAT CLOSED BY
SPIRAL SPRING.

INTERIOR 07 ST. CHRISTOPHER LIMOUSINE SHOWING EXTRA SEAT TO DRAW OUT
AND CABINET.
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BERLIET DETACHABLE CARD TABLE.

There was noticeable last year a new at-

tention to detail in the fitting up of cars of

various classes, in particular the closed tour-

ing bodies, every available space within or

beneath the body being utilized for some

special stowage of tools, tires, ice, luncheon,

clothing and the like, and many minor con-

veniences in the line of pockets in uphol-

stering and on doors, hidden mirrors and

cases for toilet articles, cases for writing

materials, and similar devices being added.

The cars of this year are similarly equipped,

but there are no special novelties over last

year.

In the way of entrance the running-board

for the full distance between front and rear

fenders is even more common than last

year, but few separate steps being seen on
the touring cars. A typical exhibit in this

line is the Q. & C. Stanwood steel step, made
of thin strips of Bessemer steel, crimped

and on edge, somewhat similar to the metal

doormat As a substitute for the wooden
footboard with rubber tread this new device

,
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is light, strong and very durable, while it

acts as a foot scraper and mat and avoids

the common danger of slipping when the

step is icy or wet. It is made both as an

individual step and as a continuous foot-

board, and fitted to many cars as a part of

the stock equipment. An extra step high

up on the side is seen on a few limousine

bodies, to give access to the roof for stow-

ing the luggage. A novelty in automobile

practice, though old in carriage work, is the

mud guard already mentioned, attached to

the lower edge of the door and keeping

clean the step to the rear body; this is

shown on but one car.

The exhibit of odometers, tachometers

and other time- and space-measuring instru-

ments is larger than usual, the well-known

Jones and Veeder machines, both in im-

proved form, being supplemented by some

LEA SPEEDIST1METER WITH CLOCK.

new makes. The Lea Speedistimeter is a

trip and total odometer of the mechanical

type combined in a single fixture with a

Chelsea auto clock; the upper part of the

circular dial showing the time, the lower

part the rate of speed, and, between the two,

odometers for season and trip, all measure-

ments being in miles. The McGiehan
Speedometer is also mechanical, driving

from the wheel by flexible shaft, the instru-

ment being rectangular in face, with trip

record at the top, season record just below,

and the speed register at the bottom, a hand

and graduated scale giving the speed up to

6b miles per hour. The simpler forms show
season and speed, season and trip, or the

total season mileage alone. The Hick
Speed Indicator Company shows two forms

of instrument, both mechanical with flexible

shaft drive. One of rectangular form shows

the season, trip and speed to 50 miles; the

other, of circular form, shows season and

trip mileage only.

The Webb speed indicator is on a differ-

ent principle from the circular scale and

swinging hand; the scale is vertical, and

similar in appearance to a thermometer or

steam gauge, very legibly graduated with

horizontal black lines for the units (miles)

ENGLISH AND MERSICK INTERIOR LIMOUSINE
DOME LAMP.

and red figures to right and left for every

fifth mile up to 65. Between the two columns

of graduation is a glass tube of taper form,

within which floats the indicator, of but five

grains weight and showing in the tube as

a heavy black line. A small air pump
driven by flexible shaft from the wheel

forces a column of air into the tube, the

indicator floating on this column at a height

proportionate to the pressure of the air. In

the lower part of the case are two odome-
ters, showing total and trip mileage.

The Hopkins autolog is of the mechani-

cal type with flexible shaft drive and circu-

lar index plate, but the hand is double and
the dial has a double graduation, miles in

the upper semicircle and kilometers in the

lower. A glance at the upper end of the

arm shows the speed in miles, while, the

lower end shows the speed in kilometers.

Total and trip mileage are also shown in

the center of the dial, the trip odometer be-

ing provided with a special timing hand,

revolving once for each mile, by which the

separate miles may be timed with a watch.

The speedometer is graduated up to 60 miles

and 100 kilometers. A separate form is

also made, the speedometer alone, without

the odometers.

40'
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The Esco speedometer, made in France, is

of the electric type, the main part of the in-

strument being a small magneto attached to

the steering knuckle and driven by a rubber

belt from a large grooved rim attached to

the spokes of the front wheel. The indi-

cator is a circular dial in a metal case, at-

tached at any convenient point and wired to

magneto, the hand showing the speed in

kilometers on the curved scale.

The Monitor speed recorder is also an

electrical device, more costly and compli-

cated than the usual automobile indicator,

being primarily intended for marine, sta-

tionary and pumping engines of large size.

JMSS AUTO AmroHCIATOR—DIAL INSIDE CAS.

JOSSS AUTO ANTTtmCIATOR—DIAL 15 FRONT
OF DRIVER.

It gives the speed and the number of revolu-

tions, recording on paper. It may be used

on an automobile.

The auto clock is shown in various styles,

with the plane and convex glass; the sil-

vered face with each figure on a large black

disk is the most legible by night. A special

form of timing clock, with stop and fly-

hack, is shown.

The devices for producing noise of a more
or less musical character in quantity are

more numerous than ever before; to the

improved varieties of the plain auto horn
being added the chimes and the siren. The
plain bulb horn with flexible tubing is now
implemented by several makes of electric

horn. In addition to a small battery and the

wiring, the apparatus consists of a small at-

tachment containing a diaphragm and elec-

tric sounder, to which the horn may be

screwed after the reed and piping have been

disconnected. Push buttons in any desired

number may be placed about the car, thus

putting the horn within reach of any of the

passengers.

The sirens are shown of various makes,

but all effecting the same end of unintermit-

tent, unlimited, unmusical mechanical noise.

The Gabriel horn is shown in an enlarged

form with eight elements controlled by keys,

on which an air may be played after the

fashion of chimes.

The King auto lorgnette—a leather frame

about six by eight inches with handle like a

fan, the upper half being filled with smoked

celluloid and the lower with the clear—is"

used to shield the face from the wind and

the eyes from dirt and glare ; it may be used

as a fan, and a small metal hook on the

upper edge serves to hold the hat on. A
wrist strap is provided to guard against loss.

Another odd motoring novelty is a folding

hairbrush, with detachable mirror, the whole

about the size and shape of a pack of cards.

It may be noted that no genius has yet de-

vised a practicable dust brush, to be driven,

by electricity, or an exhaust dust extractor

for the clothing using compressed air.

Leather and canvas mailbags and similar

articles are shown by Boyle, also a variety

of automobile trunks and hampers, including

special lines for certain makes of cars; with

these are the leather license pad and the

leather tool kit.

Air-Cooled Cars at the New York Shows.

LAST year the Garden Show introduced

to the public a considerable number of

novelties in air-cooled construction, notably

the Frayer-Miller, Marion, Marmon and

Corbin cars and the four-cylinder Waltham-

Orients, all of which were then seen in New
York for the first time. This year, on the

contrary, at the New York shows there are

no striking novelties whatever in this line,

and practically all of the changes from last

year consist in improvements of detail or

enlargement of cylinder sizes. The only

marked departure from lines established a

year ago is seen in the new four-cylinder

Knox, which has already been described in

these columns. The cylinders of this car

are of 4 3-4-inch bore by 5 1-2-inch stroke,

and have the characteristic Knox porcupine

construction. Owing to the length of the

pins on the cylinders, the latter are spaced

a considerable distance apart, making en-

gine long in a fore-and-aft direction, a fact

of which advantage is taken to provide un-

usual wearing surface on the :raiikshaft,

which has five bearings. The cylinders are

cooled by a five-bladed fan about 17 inches

in diameter, and the toe-board is made slop-

ing, to give the air as free an escape as pos-

sible. The cylinder heads alone depart from

previous form, being cast with vertical ribs

and no pins. The valves open directly into

the cylinder heads and are operated through

rocker arms, there being two camshafts.

The valve cages are removed by unscrewing

threaded bushings which hold them down.

The effective diameter of the valve opening

is 2 1-4 incher, and the compression is

stated by Mr. Jones, the designer, to be 55

to 60 pounds per square inch. The engine

is geared to run 1,000 r. p. m. at about

45 miles per hour. Lubrication is by splash,

oil being taken by a pump from the bottom

of the crankcase and delivered by a

branched pipe to the main bearings. In the

second and fourth of these bearings the oil

enters the crankshaft through drilled pas-

sages to the crankpins.

The car most nearly resembling the Knox
is the Corbin, which, in fact, is partly the

work of the same designer. Last year there

were two sizes of Corbin cars, one rated at

16-20 horsepower and one at 30-35 horse-

power. In both the Corbin cars the cylin-

ders are cooled by an air current passing

over a series of combs, as they may be

called, stamped out of the sheet steel and
forced into grooves in the cylinders with

their teeth projecting. In the larger engine

last year these grooves were vertical, but

this larger model has been discontinued,

and the 1906 16-20-ho'rsepower car has cir-

cular grooves, as last year. This, of course,

gives greater strength to the cylinder walls

to resist the diametrical stresses due to the

explosions, which are greater than the lon-

gitudinal.

The cylinder heads are separate from the

cylinders and have ground joints. The
elbows which form the intake and outlet

for the gases are integral with the cylinder

heads, and the valves seat in cages dropped

into these elbows and held, as in the Knox.
The compression is understood to be about

40 pounds cold-gauge test. The crankshaft

is quite long and has long bearings and the

crankpins are oiled, as in the Knox. An
unusual feature of the engine is the use of

Hess-Bright ball bearings for the ends of

the crankshaft, though the tnree intermedi-

ate bearings are plain. The oil is fed by a

pressure pump to a row of sight feeds on
the dash, and thence by separate pipes to

the cylinders and crankshaft bearings. The
bore and stroke are each 4 1-4 inches.

The Marmon motor is not essentially

changed from its form of a year ago, save

that the cylinder sizes have been increased

from 4 by 4 inches to 4 1-4 inches bore by
4-inch stroke for one size of motor and

4 3-8 inches bore by 4 1-2 inches stroke

for the other. In the smaller motor the net

valve diameter is 1 5-8 inch ; in the other

it is 1 7-8 inches. The cylinder heads are

integral with the cylinders and the valves
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seat in elbow castings which seat gas-tight

in the cylinder heads. The heads them-

selves are cooled mainly by the same ribs

that cool the walls, and no attempt is made
to add ribs to the elbow castings. All the

valves are operated by rocker arms from a

single camshaft, and the V-shaped arrange-

ment of the cylinders used last year is re-

tained. The compression is about 30 pounds

cold-gauge test, and the maximum engine

speed under load is 1,900 r. p. m. The en-

gine is cooled by a 17-inch, 8-bladed fan

geared 2 1-2 to I from the engine. As be-

fore, lubrication is by force feed from the

bottom of the crankcase, through a stuffing

box at the front end of the crankshaft,

and through passages drilled almost clear

through the shaft, distributing oil to the

main and crankpin bearings. The outlet

holes of the crankpins are directed toward

the axis of the shaft instead of radially out-

ward, it being found that this gives a better

distribution of oil, as the oil does not have

to issue against the pressure on the working

-side of the crankpin bearings. It is, of

•course, at once carried around to the work-

ing face by capillary adhesion as the shaft

•revolves. An oil hole is drilled in the cen-

ter of the pressure half of the crankpin

bearing, but it serves a more logical func-

tion than the oil hole located at that point

in many other engines, since a tube runs

from it to the wristpin bearings, and the oil

travels upward through this tube, being

forced by the pressure on the bearing during

the working stroke.

The Premier car qf last year, with four-

cylinder transverse engine having a bore of

3 3-4 inch and stroke of 4 1-4 inches, is con-

tinued this year practically without change.

A new car has been added, however, with

bore and stroke each 4 1-2 inches, and this

motor is located fore-and-aft and cooled by

an eight-bladed fan, aided by fan-blade

spokes in the flywheel. There are two cam-
shafts, and the push-rods on either side op-

MOTOR END OF PREMIER AIR-COOLED CHASSIS SHOWING OVERHEAD VALVE ARRANGEMENT.

erate the valves on the other, through long

rockers, thus avoiding the sidewise wear on

the valve-stem bushings which is unavoida-

ble with short rockers. The valves slant

slightly and open directly into the cylinder

heads. The inlet and outlet passages are

elbow-shaped, as usual, and are cooled by

fore-and-aft vertical ribs. Lubrication is by

a four-feed Hill oiler, which mechanically

distributes oil by separate pipes to the cyl-

inders. The oilpan of the crankcase is par-

titioned into four compartments, each with

its own level cock for trying the level of the

oil If the oil supply is not sufficient, addi-

tional oil is poured in through gauze

strainers in the wings which support the

motor, these being cast hollow and in com-

munication with the crankcase. As the par-

titions below run only up to the normal oil

level any oil added at one |>oint will dis-

IHCLniED CTUNDERS OF MARMON 4-CTLDJDER AIR-COOLED MOTOR IN THE CHASSIS.

tribute itself properly. The cylinder walls

are cooled by wide flanges, slightly short-

ened at front and back to reduce the length

of the engine.

The Marion car is distinguished, as be-

fore, by the form of its cylinder flanges,

which are not deep nor especially thin, but

are machined to a smooth surface, this being
claimed to facilitate the movement of the air

currents. The engine has four separate cyl-

inders and is cooled by a 17-inch 8-bladed

aluminum fan. The toeboard is sloping, and
the flywheel has fan-blade spokes. The cyl-

inders are 4 1-2 inches bore and stroke and
the inlet valves work in pockets at one side.

The special feature of the engine is the

large size of the exhaust valves, which open
directly into the cylinder head and have an
effective diameter of 2 inches. The ex-

haust pipe also is of large diameter, about

2 1-2 inches inside, and the header connect-

ing the valve chambers with it has branches

of easy radius, and increases in diameter

from front to back. The compression is

stated to be about 40 or 45 pounds cold-

gauge pressure. The exhaust valves are

opened by direct downward pull from the

.ower side of the camshaft, instead of by
rocker arms as usual, thus reducing the

noise. Over each exhaust valve is a sort of

bulb-shaped expansion chamber, through
which the valve stems are carried. Lubrica-
tion is by splash, and the pistons carry extra
rings at the lower ends to prevent an ex-
cess of oil from going into the combustion
chamber. An oil tank at the side of the

crankcase admits oil through independent

hand-operated needle valves to compart-
ments at the bottom of the case, and glass

sight gauges indicate the oil level in the
compartments. The maximum speed of the
engine is about 1,800 revolutions per minute.
The Aerocar, a newcomer from Detroit,

follows conventional lines in all respects.

The engine has four vertical cylinders cooled
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by horizontal ribs, and the valves open di-

rectly into the cylinder head and are oper-

ated by rockers, as usual. They have an

effective diameter of I 7-8 inches, and the

cylinders, which are 4-inch bore and stroke,

have integral heads chambered out slightly

to accommodate the valves, as the sum of

the outer valve diameters is a little more
than the diameter of the piston. All the

valves are mechanically operated. The en-

gine speed is stated to be rather low—about
1,000 r. p. m. at the maximum speed of the

car on a level road. Lubrication is by

splash, and a large 6-bladed fan in front

assists the draught

The Franklin motors have already been

fully described in these columns. They em-
body no new features for the coming year,

although some radical improvements have

been made elsewhere in the car. The com-
pression of the Franklin motor, is under-

stood to be about 65 pounds cold-gauge, and
the piston exhaust which distinguishes the

Franklin among air-cooled motors is re-

tained.

The same retention of well tried design

as regards the air-cooling system may be

said of the Waltham-Orient cars, which are

made in identically the same cylinder sizes

and general form as last year.

The Frayer-Miller motors, which, as is

well known, are cooled by a direct blast of

air through air-jackets surrounding the cyl-

inders, have been changed only in a few
details. The number of pins cast on the

cylinder walls has been somewhat increased,

especially on the cylinder heads, and the

horizontal pipe carrying the air from the

fan to the cylinders has been widened

slightly at the front end and narrowed at

the rear, to give a better distribution of the

air. The fan has been entirely changed and

is now of the so-called "Sirocco" form.

The blades are very short, measuring only

about one inch radially, and their outer tips

are bent forward in the direction of rotation.

This is exactly the opposite of what would

be expected, but it is found in practice that

the efficiency of the fan thus constructed is

fully double what it would be if the blades

were bent in the contrary direction. The

opening of the air intake is very large, being

practically the full diameter between the

roots of the blades, as it is found that a

smaller opening "strangles" the air current.

The speed of the fan is about 3 1-3 times

the speed of the engine, or a little slower

than before. The fanshaft runs in Hess-

Bright ball bearings located above the

crankshaft, so that as the latter wears down
in its bearings the gear teeth driving the

fan cannot jam together. Fan-blade spokes

in the flywheel assist the draught ma-
terially.

1 906 Frame and Spring Construction.

THE intermediate means between the

power plant and body on one hand and

the wheels on the other are the frame and

the springs, which are nearly inseparable in

duty, and therefore construction, and form

the elements of automobile suspension.

The main object of suspension is a correct

relative placing of the constructive ele-

ments which shall either be unalterable,

forming a rigid connection, or alterable un-

der stress, forming a flexible, usually elas-

tic, interaction.

Rigidity was, up to this year, the para-

mount, universally approved condition for

the power plant, and therefore also for the

frame construction as the direct supporter

of the same.

But it must be mentioned that several

prominent makers, mostly of foreign cars,

have for a considerable time manifested

their belief in more or less flexible frames,

as shown by the nature of their frame con-

struction. In this country, however, stiff-

ness of frame to the utmost possible limit

of weight was the general rule up to last

season.

The introduction and admirable develop-

ment of the steel frame fathered this prin-

ciple, and the historian finds, especially in

early constructions, extremes in one-piece

frames and designs of cross members and
sub-frames, the advantages of which were

never in keeping with cost and weight, and
furthermore, they never completely re-

sponded to the duties they were expected to

fill.

The abolition of the rear-entrance ton-

neau and the introduction of the side-en-

trance body called for considerably longer

wheelbases. Frames, and especially side

CHASSIS 01 THE CORBET FOUR-CYLINDER AIR-COOLED SHAFT-DRIVEN TOURING CAR EXHIBITED W THE ARMORY.
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HEWITT CAR HALF-ELLIPTIC SPRING WITH THREE GRADED LEAVES BELOW THE HAD! LEAP
AND TWO ABOVE.

members, had, therefore, to be increased in

their dimensions, especially those subject

to vertical stresses.

The result was twofold and of rather un-

expected character. It was found that a

longer wheelbase added to the comfort of

riding in reducing vibration, which pointed

directly to the advantages of an elastic

frame. The'increased frame length brought

roomier, and thereby heavier body construc-

tion, calling for heavier springs, which

—manufactured under old rules—were of

rather uncomfortable stiffness. On the

other hand, such inroads on the stiffness and

rigidity of the frame seriously affected the

efficiency of the power transmitting devices,

constantly throwing them out of line.

Although the change in frame and spring

construction is under the rather slow in-

Pope-Toledo. C. O. V.

fluence of a trial and error process, each step

of which is a period of nearly one year, and

although the influence of frame and spring

makers is usually of a conservative char-

acter, the frame and spring constructions of

this year show some very interesting, al-

though still diverging, tendencies.

The unquestionable loss in rigidity of

frame construction brought forth several

chassis designs of very bold conception.

The three-point suspension, an old desid-

eratum in automobile construction, has

found more general application in 1906 cars.

The much admired C. G. V. chassis shows

a pure and well balanced design of a

three-point suspension, the three points being

formed by the two end supports of the rear

axle and the swivel connection of a rather

heavy engine base of horseshoe form with

the front cross member of the frame.

The Stevens-Duryea is another example

of a well arranged three-point suspension,

with the added characteristic of absolute

rigidity of drive up to the end of the trans-

mission shaft

The arrangement of a universal joint be-

tween clutch and transmission, the absence

of which is this year as much an exception

as it was a rule last season, is another mani-

festation of the independence of the designer

from frame rigidity, or rather of the decisive

influence of frame flexibility on drive con-

struction.

The reaction of the flexible construction

of power drive on frame construction was 111

some cases immediate, as shown by the sev-

eral wood and wood armored frames of

American derivation.

Of prominent foreign firms, the C G. V.

compound frame may be mentioned as

rather of unusual prominence. The prin-

ciple of construction is similar to a box

frame, with fishplate reinforcements, but ti

practice radically different from any other

make. The side member as well as front

Pope-Hartford.

Panhaidi

SPECIAL FRAME SECTIONS.

and rear cross members are of identical sec-

tion, showing a seamless rectangular armor

enclosing a wooden sill, the manufacturing

possibilities of which are rather baffling at

first. The actual method is as follows: A
second growth hickory or accacia round

pole, thoroughly soaked in olive oil, is

driven into a seamless steel tube and after-

wards rolled to rectangular shape by hy-

draulic pressure.

It is claimed that this frame combines

elasticity and strength superior to any other

frame construction. As data on the prac-

tical performances of such frame construc-

tion are rather scarce, the correctness of this

statement is only supported by the sound

theory embodied in such design and by the

beautifully correct details of other parts of

this 75-horsepower chassis.

The side members of this year's Pope-

Hartford chassis show a wooden sill with

a vertical flat steel reinforcement on the in-

side. The same construction is shown in

the frame of the Lansden electric truck.

This year's Panhard construction shows

the combination of a regular channel sec-

tion pressed steel frame with an ash sill on

the outside of somewhat peculiar relative

proportions.

The parallel employment of wood and

steel is also shown on the C. G. V. truck

Frmnh-Hn.

chassis, where a simple wooden frame of

rectangular section is arranged on top of a

composition frame, as before described.

On light weight vehicles we find a wooden
frame on the Lansden electric runabout with

very light angle iron armor and an unar-

mored wooden side member on the Franklin

runabout

The frame construction of the Orient

buckboard, although being entirely of wood,

stands in a class by itself, as its flexibility

is in harmony with the principles of buck-

board construction and without influence

upon the power drive.

PLATFORM REAR SPRING SUSPENSION OF ST. LOUIS CARS. NOTE TRANSVERSE SPRING IS

SHACKLED TO FRONT ENDS OF SIDE HALF ELLTPTICS.
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The coming season will probably furnish

valuable data on wood armored frames,

which might be valuable information for the

designers of next season's cars. The ma-

jority of frames, however, are still of the

channel section, pressed steel type, with a

deepening of side members as a character-

istic. There is also a noticable increase in

the use and dimensioning of under bonnets,

constructed in one piece or structurally

united with the frames.

The influence of heavier bodies, as before

mentioned, but to a great extent also, the

increase in vehice speeds, necessitated spe-

cial care in spring design and selection of

material. Complaints in the past about

spring stiffness were too numerous to be

neglected, and the spring makers found

that their years of experience in the manu-

facture of carriage springs did not quite

cover the conditions governing the produc-

tion of automobile body springs.

This year's models show the efforts of the

designer to increase the combined length of

synchronous acting spring arrangements, as

well as the tendency to eliminate to the

utmost possibility any strains on the spring

elements other than pure compression.

The standard disposition of springs seems

still to be the ancient half elliptic spring,

although the length of such springs has been

universally and materially increased—the

average length being 50 inches for the rear

and about 42 inches for the front springs.

The leaves themselves have not any more

the standard width of 1 3-4 inches, but are

usually 2 to 21-2 inches wide, and in some

DOUBLE ELLIPTIC SPRING OF THE MARION CAR WITH AUXILIARY SPRING LEAVES UNDER
THE UPPER HALF.

instances thinner and "graded." The heavy

set that spring leaves usually had seems,

happily, to be on the wane and the double

shackling of rear springs the rule. It was

observed that, in the Leon Bollee the front

half of the rear spring acts as a distance

rod, its front end being provided with a

generous proportioned pivot and the spring

seats, naturally free on the axle.

A peculiar spring construction is also

shown on the Marion car—a full elliptic

spring in front with an auxiliary spring leaf

on the upper half and only contracting under

heavy compression. The same principle is

applied to the compound spring in the rear.

The use of the three-quarter elliptic

..THREE-QUARTER ELLIPTIC REAR SPRING OF CADILLAC SHAFT-DRIVEN CAR.

spring for the rear is shown by several

prominent makers, which include among
others, Panhard (new town car), Brazier

and Cadillac.

This construction is considered by some
authorities to be superior in spring action

to the half elliptic spring, and in looks it is

hardly different from the regular frame yoke
or hanger.

The arrangements of cross springs is usu-

ally in the form of a platform spring con-

necting by double shackles, either with the

front or oftener at the rear ends of the rear

springs.

A well developed example of this form is

shown in the Peerless 1906 model, where
the offset rear springs are connected at their

rear end with a platform spring, to which
center the body is bolted, thereby forming a
three-point spring suspension. The leaves

of the very long side springs are highly

polished to reduce the friction between them,

thereby increasing the flexibility of the

spring.

An arrangement of a cross spring in front

is found on the St. Louis cars, where the

front ends of the rear half elliptics are

double shackled to a platform spring bolted

at its center to a cross frame member.
The platform spring is thereby located

under the middle of the bodv, allowing the

standard finish of the rear end of the ton-

neau, and while offering a long spring ac-

tion, prevents an excess of swaying of the

rear seat.

As an example of a front cross spring, the

Moline car may be mentioned. Duryea
shows on his runabout his well-known con-

struction of four long double curved quarter

elliptics. A very interestingand correct-

appearing design of springs was noticed on
the Hewitt cars. It consists of a half elliptic

spring with the five graded leaves below the

main leaf and three above.the leaves not

being under any compression when assem-

bled, thus insuring a spring more suitable

for different loads than the regular spring

construction permits, the upper leaves coun-

teracting the rebound in true spring fashion.
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IMPROVED TRANSMISSIONS AND CLUTCHES.

AN examination of the cars at the New
York shows indicates that improve-

ments in transmission systems and clutches

have been given serious thought by de-

signers and manufacturers. Very few start-

ling novelties were disclosed, but in many
instances refinement of details and re-ar-

rangement of parts, together with improved

shop methods, have brought these vital

mechanisms of the automobile to a high

state of excellence.

One of the most noticeable changes in the

disposition of parts in change speed systems

is the tendency towards direct drive, or as

nearly^ direct as possible. In the case of

final drive by propeller shaft the construc-

tion invariably followed is the well-known

lay shaft and clutch-jaw or gear-locked

drivshift, which is usually of square sec-

tion with the train of gears sliding thereon,

or, in some cases, mounted slidably as sev-

eral units, the high speed being obtained

by such movement of the gearwheel or

clutch-jaws as will effect an engagement

with the outside member of the telescoped

driving shaft.

In transmissions of this type the drive is

direct on high speed; that is. no gears are

driving except the pinion and bevel on the

rear axle. When low and intermediate

speeds are engaged four gears are doing the

work; that is, the power is transmitted

from the driving shaft to the lay shaft and

. then back to the outside member of the driv-

ing shaft, which member carries the drive

to the propeller shaft and rear wheels.

The earlier forms of shaft-driven cars

were provided with a simple mechanism in

which two gears were employed for each

drive, except, of course, that three, as in

all clash-gear systems, were necessary for

reverse. This same system is still used on

a number of foreign cars of the highest

grade, but only in the case of final drive

by double side chains. Several examples

were seen at the shows and the makers

claim that the system is economical of en-

ergy and that simplicity is a prominent fac-

tor in its retention.

For a double side-chain drive the problem

of a direct drive on high speed offers more

difficulties and in several instances the ob-

ject of the designer has been to secure this

result and also to accomplish a drive on low

and intermediate speeds without the use of

more than two spur gears.

The most quoted system in which these

results are apparent is found in the trans-

mission of the 1906 Mercedes, seen on the

Unterturkheim model and on the American

copy at the Armory show. In this change

speed system the telescoped driving shaft is

used, much in same manner as fitted to

propeller-shaft driven cars, but instead of

the low ?nd intermediate drives being re-

turned to the driving shaft an extra bevel

gear is provided, which is driven from a

bevel pinion on the lay shaft. In the ar-

rangement great care has been exercised to

provide a compact grouping of the parts,

and the closest examination fails to reveal

any waste space in any portion of the case.

The bevel gears on the cross shaft are

placed back to back and the drive on low

speed, second and third is through the one

gear on the driving shaft to a gear on the

secondary shaft, and thence thtough the

bevel gear from the pinion on the Icy shaft,

/t r\ /

1

ential is located midway between the two.

However, the result attained is the same
and to all intents and purposes the mechan-
ism may be said to provide the same degree

of gain in conserving energy. Both the

Mercedes and the Zust transmissions owe
not a little of their efficiency to the use of

ball bearings of the well-known D. W. F.

type.

In American motor car practice this result

has been reached in the new four-cylinder

Knox, recently described at length in The
Automobile. The Knox transmission it a
fine example of American automobile engi-

-iillllli
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the outer member of the telescoped part of

the driving shaft being free to revolve, nec-

essarily at a slower speed, around the inner

member.

High speed is obtained by the engagement

of the third speed gear with an internally

cut gear on the beveled pinion at the end

of the outer member of the driving shaft,

thus locking this shaft so that the drive is

direct, no gears driving except the bevel and

pinion. The differential is located inside of

the change speed case and is in itself a com-

pact mechanism.

This same result has been attained in a

slightly different manner in the Zust, an

Italian car of considerable reputation

abroad but comparatively unknown on this

side. In the transmission case the bevel

gears are placed upon the cross shaft fac-

ing, instead of back to back, and the differ-

neering and the details are carefully carried

out and well finished. To reduce friction to

the lowest possible point non-adjustable ball

bearings are fitted to the shafts.

The direct drive is attained in the same
manner as in the Mercedes, the primary

shaft members locking by means of an in-

ternal gear locking with the third speed

gear on the feathered driving shaft The
gear shifts are made by means of a lever

working through a gate quadrant and actu-

ating shifter bars.

Another American car built with direct

drive on fourth speed and first, second and
third speeds through but one pair of gears

is the Bliss ; but instead of the selective sys-

tem a progressive gear set is used, the vari-

ous speeds being secured by the travel of a

sliding set on the primary shaft The drive

to the secondary shaft is through any two
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ZU8T TRANSMISSION FOR SIDE CHAIN DRIVE. SHOWING BEVEL GEARS .OH PRIMARY AND
SECONDAR IT SHAFTS AND ON COUNTERSHAFT.

predetermined gears and a beveled pinion

on the secondary shaft to a bevel gear on

the cross shaft In the disposition of gears

in this transmission the bevel gears on the

cross shaft are back to back, as in the Mer-
cedes and Knox.
Variations of the conventional arrange-

ment of disposition of the transmission and

cross shaft in cars with double side-chain

drive are met with in several machines, nota-

bly in the English Daimler, where the driv-

ing or primary shaft is located at the bottom

of the case with the secondary shaft above

and the beveled pinion on the front. The
transmission is provided with non-adjusta-

ble ball bearings on both shafts, and exhibits

careful workmanship. Changes are made by

means of a selective lever in a gate quadrant

with a separate lever for the reverse.

The usual longitudinal arrangement of

primary and secondary gear shafts has an

exception in the Pope-Toledo, in which car

the shafts are set transversely across the

frame, the drive being taken from a bevel

pinion at the end of a short propeller shaft.

Variations of the typical transmission ar-

rangement are found in such cars as the

Stevens-Duryea, Northern, Buick, Maxwell-

Briscoe and others where the crankcase of

the engine and the transmission case is

either an integral part or the two are rigidly

connected to form a unit

A well-planned transmission set is to be

found in the Peugeot, where the change

speed is self-contained and drives to the

cross shaft through a short propeller shaft

and a universal joint, the beveled gear and

pinion with the differential being housed in

a separate casing a considerable distance to

the rear of the change speed.

A transmission brake, of generous dimen-

sions, is also contained within the rearmost

PLAN VIEW SHOWING DISPOSITION OF SHAFTS AND GEARS IN ENGLISH DAIMLER
TRANSMISSION.

case, the other service brake being located

on a drum on the short propeller shaft, just

at the rear of the change speed. This dis-

position of the transmission admits of the

use of very short chains on a chassis of

extra length and minimizes troubles from

distortion of the frame under adverse road

conditions and high speed.

A somewhat similar arrangement is

found in the 60-horsepower Clement-Bayard

where the bevel gears are housed in a sep-

arate case, which, however, does not contain

a brake, this mechanism being enclosed in

a separate compartment

There seems to be a growing tendency on

the part of builders of cars of high power
to include a service brake as a contained

member of the transmission, the purpose

being to afford perfect protection to the

braking surfaces and lubrication of the

parts.

The growing popularity of the selective

system of gear engagement has resulted in

the use of shorter transmission assembly,

and in a number of instances advantage of

KNOX TRANSMISSION SHOWING ENGAGEMENT
OF THIRD SPEED GEAR IN INTERNAL GEAR

CUT IN BACK OF BEVEL PINION.

this fact has been taken to provide a univer-

sal joint between the clutch and the change

speed. Even in the type of change speed in

which the sliding gears are a unit, care has

been taken to keep the dimensions within

certain limits, and transmissions are far less

cumbersome and seem more fitted to the

improved chassis of this year.

In a number of instances the maker has

deemed it wise to provide for the engage-

ment of the reverse by means of a special

lever. This is seen on the Packard, Napier,

English Daimler, Austin and jther cars.

The method of control is to place the gears

in neutral position by means of the forward

speed-change lever and then bring the re-

verse into engagement by a movement of the

second lever. In a number of transmissions

this is effected by means of a wide pinion

which may be dropped or raised to engage

with the first speed gears on both the pri-

mary and secondary shafts. In the case of

the Frayer-Miller car the swinging pinion

is actuated by a movement of the same lever

that actuates the other changes of speed.
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The disposition of the transmission sys-

tem in nearly all cars in which clash gears

are used is between the motor and the rear

axle, usually well forward, but exceptions,

such as the Packard and the new four-cylin-

der Northern, may be noied. In both the

three-speed and reverse transmission is con-

tained within the combined bevel gear and
differential case at the center of the rear

axle, the Northern rear axle only being

illustrated, as the Packard is a familiar as-

sembly.

That the planetary change speed is a re-

liable mechanism is evidenced by a number
of examples to be found on cars of high

power and considerable cost, the Ford new
six-cylinder and the two high-power, four-

cylinder Cadillacs being prominent exam-
ples. In cars of moderate cost the planetary

system is holding its own and a number of

refinements and greater care in processes of

manufacture give promise of a continuation

of this excellent mechanism. In the Cadil-

lac the use of three speeds instead of the

usual two and reverse is worthy of note.

In all planetary transmissions examined the

high speed is obtained by locking the system

so that direct drive is secured without any

gears driving.

A system of merit, but not found- in many
machines, is the individual clutch with con-

stant gear engagement. This is exemplified

in the familiar Winton transmission, in

which drive is secured by means of metal-

to-metal clutches actuated by suitable side

levers with such disposition of the gears

that two speeds and reverse are obtained

with a direct drive on second speed. In the

Welch car a somewhat similar type of

PLAN VIEW OF PEUGEOT CHASSIS SHOWING SHAFTS AND GEARS OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM.

transmission is found, but drive is effected

by means of multiple disk clutches, the same

number of speeds being obtained as in the

Winton, and also direct drive on second

speed. The disks are of steel and bronze,

six and five, contained in an oil-tight case

which is provided with hollow ears to carry

the bronze disks, the alternate steel disks

being carried by the hexagonal shaft which

has a bearing inside the primary shaft.

An ingenious oiling device is provided,

too, for the lubrication of this bearing. A
thin steel disk is attached to the outer mem-
ber of the telescoped shaft and to the face

of this plate is brazed a small spirally bent

copper tube with the inner end in communi-

cation with the bearing. As the shaft re-

volves in the transmission case oil is picked

PART VIEW OF CHASSIS OF C. G. V. CAR SHOWING CONE CLUTCH WITH FAN BLADES IN FLYWHEEL
AND CASING INCLOSING CHANGE SPEED GEARS AND DIFFERENTIAL. CIRCULAR CASING

ON RIGHT REAR OF GEAR BOX INCLOSES SERVICE BRAKE.

up at each revolution and carried direct to

the bearings surfaces.

A new idea in transmissions to be exhib-

ited at the shows is the Belden which pos-

sesses several features of the clash gear, but

the shape of the gear wheels meshing for

reverse and first and second speeds is along

new lines. The system, which may be used

for either double chain or propeller shaft

drive, is dependent for its action on a gear

driven disk which is slidably mounted to be

thrown into and out of engagement with a

specially shaped gear mounted on the

splined rear axle or differential cross shaft

in such a manner that the limit of its travel

in one direction causes it to interlock, by

means of jaw clutches, with the bevel gear

secured to the shaft. The face of the disk

is provided with two sets of conical studs

concentrically placed which engage with the

traveling gear wheel on the cross shaft, the

studded wheel driving through teeth on its

periphery which engage with a spur pinion

on the propeller shaft, forward of the usual

bevel pinion.

To engage first speed the disk is moved
away from the cross shaft, this movement
disengaging, by means of linkage, both the

studs and the spur gear drive when suitable

transverse movement carries the sliding

gear into position for engagement with the

inner set of studs, further movement of the

change speed lever setting the disk into en-

gagement with the spur pinion and carrying

the disk toward the cross shaft and into

engagement with the sliding gear. Second
speed is obtained by further travel of the
slide gear, and reverse by the travel of the
slide gear past the center.

The consideration of transmission devices

would be incomplete without reference to
the friction drive system which is seen on
a number of cars and as a special demon-
stration on several chassis.

One of the best known devices of this

kind is found on the Lambert car which is

made in several models with motors of
different horsepower. The final drive is by
means of double side chains, from sprockets
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carried at the ends of the splined cross

shaft which is held at a constant distance

from the rear axle by means of adjustable

distance rods. This cross shaft is provided

with a differential and a brake drum. The
engine shaft is extended rearwardly and at

the end a large disk, faced with an alumi-

num alloy, performs the double function of

fly wheel and driving member of the sys-

tem. On the splined cross shaft is mounted

a light wheel with compressed paper rim.

This wheel ;s brought into engagement with

the driving disk by suitable linkage, actuat-

ed by a foot lever, the position, and conse-

quently the speed of the vehicle, being

regulated by means of a side lever moving

over a notched quadrant. For all practical

purposes the five speeds notches provided

are sufficient, though any graduation be-

tween zero and maximum is possible. The

reverse is obtained by a movement of the

sliding member past the center.

The "Windsor" transmission is called by

the makers a double rolling traction. Two
large disks are carried as flywheels from

the engine, and between these disks are lo-

cated two driven wheels which operate two

countershafts, carrying at their ends sprock-

ets for the side chain drive. A suitable

lever brings the driven wheels in contact

at points diagonally opposite, the forward

engine-driven disks driving one transmitting

disk and the rear engine disk driving the

other. In effecting this contact the driven

disks are each independently driving the

rear wheels, sufficient differences of peri-

pheral speed and slight slippage are claimed

by the makers to obviate the

necessity of a differential gear.

Various speeds are obtained by

sliding the driven wheels in and

out from the driving shaft, a

suitable hand wheel above the

steering wheel being provided

for the purpose. The contact

of the disks is controlled by a

side lever working over a

ratchet sector. To bring the

reverse into action the contact

of the driven disks is reversed,

the front and rear engine disks

driving from the diagonally op-

posite points engaged for drive

ahead.

Another transmission acting

through the medium of friction

disks and eliminating gears is

the "Gearless," which is so ar-

ranged that when high speed is

engaged the disk drive is idle.

This result is attained by driv-

ing through three disks for low,

intermediate speeds and the re-

verse, the driving disk being

slidably mounted on a shaft in

hne with the engine shaft and

the limit of the forward mo-
tion engaging a suitable clutch

with the flywheel hub so that

(he turning movement of the

motor is carried to the driving wheels

without effort on the part of the friction

disks.

In the arrangement of the various parts

the drive is first from the flywheel rim to the

periphery of two smooth-faced disks which

are mounted at right angles to the engine

shaft with provision for movement to and

from the shaft. On a splined shaft is car-

ried a third disk, this shaft being free to

turn in either direction with reference to the;

engine shaft but in line with it. When it is

desired to engage a speed the side disks are

drawn away from contact with the driven

wheel by means of a foot lever acting

through suitable linkage and cams, and

the driven disk is carried to the po-

sition desired on the splined shaft, when
the side disks are brought into contact by

means of the foot lever, two cams acting in

unison so that the pressure is applied evenly

from both members. Engagement of high

speed causes the side disks to remain out of

contact with the driven disk.

Clutch Systems.

A consideration of the vari-

ous clutch systems employed

on the cars of 1006 shows the

marked tendency of automo-

bile engineers toward the
jse of metal-to-metal surfaces

rather than the leather-faced

cone, so commonly met with

in past years in machines of

the motor-in-front type. The
leather-faced cone clutch is by

110 means extinct, and, possess-

ing many advantages, has its adherents, a

number of the best made foreign cars of

this year being so fitted, to say nothing of

a considerable number of distinctive Amer-
ican machines of high merit

In a number of American cars effort has

been made to provide for the more gradual

engagement of the leather-faced clutch,

springs, and in several cases spring actuated

studs being interposed between the leather

and the male member in such a manner that

upon engagement a gradual seating is ob-

tained. This is particularly noticeable in

the Corbin car, in which a number of

bronze studs are so disposed that a direct

pressure is exerted against the female cone
when the clutch is let into engagement A
device of the same nature is used on the

Columbia and is said to contribute to the

"sweetness" of clutch engagement in a
marked manner.

The impossibility of building a fan in the
flywheel has been urged as an objection to
the conical leather-faced clutch, but in a

CHASSIS OF CADILLAC 4-CYLINDER TOURING CAR SHOWING PLANETARYf3-SPEED TRANSMISSION ACTUATED
BY SIDE LEVER.
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APPBRSOlt EXTERNAL CONTRACTING BAUD CLUTCH AND OPERATING MECHANISM

ELMORE SLIDING CONE AND ARM ACTUATING
INTERNAL EXPANDING RING CLUTCH.

TWO ADJACENT PLATES OF ZUST MUL-
TIPLE DISK CLUTCH SYSTEM.

MALE MEMBER OF CORBDI CLUTCH WITH
SPRING ACTUATED STUDS IN FACE TO

PROVIDE PROGRESSIVE EN-
GAGEMENT.

FRONT VIEW OF INTERNAL MEMBERS OF
ELMORE EXPANDING RING CLUTCH. NOTE

INDIVIDUAL MULTIPLE DISK CLUTCH OF WELCH TRANSMISSION. SPIRAL TUBE ON PLATE LUGS ON PLATE AND RING TO KEEP
AT RIGHT IS USED FOR CONDUCTING OIL TO TELESCOPED SHAFT. RING CONCENTRIC.
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notable instance this issue has been met with

success. The C. G. V. is provided with a

fan of generous' dimensions not only in the

flywheel but in the male member of the

clutch as well. The vanes extend well out-

ward and well into the hub, so that high

cooling efficiency is obtained without aban-

donment of the cone type.

A supplementary flywheel fan is employed
in the Frayer-Miller car, the reversed female

cone being carried from the rim of the fly-

wheel by means of a spider with suitable

perforations in the male member of the

clutch to permit the free passage of air

thrown from the vanes on the flywheel.

A popular type of clutch at this time is

the multiple disk, which is well known by.

reason of its use on a number of American

being brought into engagement by suitable

spring pressure, with the result that contact

of the surfaces takes the drive from the en-

gine to the transmission system. In the

choice of metals the matter is entirely a sub-

ject of experimentation or preference on the

part of the manufacturer, one using polished

steel against hardened steel which has been

slightly warped in the tempering process,

another bronze against steel, and another

leather-faced plates bearing against har-

dened and highly polished steel.

In a number of multiple disk clutches the

several members are made of very thin sheet

steel with suitable projections formed on

the outer and inner edges to prevent the

alternate plates from turning when out of

engagement

The principle involved is a constricting heli-

cal spring around a suitable drum, the pres-

sure necessary for complete engagement

being applied progressively, so that gradual

starting of the car on various speeds is

insured.

Generally speaking, the manufacturers of

cars provided with transmission devices of

the planetary type have not seen fit to equip

their machines with separate clutches, de-

pending on the constricting band on the

planetary drum for engine disengagement,

but several exceptions were revealed, nota-

bly in the Elmore and in the four-cylinder

Cadillacs.

The former is provided with an internal

expanding clutch designed much on the

lines of the usual rear wheel brake. The ex-

VKW OF THE RORTHERH REAR AXLB FROM UlfDBRNBATH THB CAR FRAME. ROTE GEARBOX OH BACK AXLE CONTAOmfO CHARGE SPEED
AND BEVEL GEARS, AND DIFFERENTIAL, ALSO ROTE WIDTH OF BRAKE FACE AND DOUBLE BARREL MUFFLER.

cars well established in favor. One of the

prime advantages of this clutch is the ease

with which it may be inclosed within an oil-

tight and dustproof case, a condition con-

tributing not a little to the facility of car

cleaning and general up-keep of the power

plant

The Maxwell-Briscoe and Stevens-Duryea

are two cars which have used this type with

entire success, the mechanism of both cars

being favorable to the application of the

multiple disk clutch.

In the multiple disk clutch a number of

plates of metal are alternately attached to

the engine shaft and the transmission shaft,

In the arrangement of the engine crank-

case and transmission case as one unit, as in

the Stevens-Duryea, the Maxwell-Briscoe

and the four-cylinder Buick, the multiple

disk is almost the only type possible without

unduly increasing the dimensions of the

compartment enclosing the mechanism.

The helical clutch as used on the Mer-

cedes is found in several instances, and

when carefully made is a satisfactory means

of engine engagement Its small size and

the ease with which it may be enclosed in

an oiltight and dustproof case contribute

to the advantages which it possesses as a

ready means of engagement of the drive.

panding shoe is actuated by means of a

sliding cone which is mounted on ball bear-

ings on the transmission shaft, a forward

motion of this cone engaging the clutch

through suitable mechanism. The expand-

ing member has a bearing against a drum
mounted on the engine shaft by means of

a universal joint. The expanding shoe is

prevented from contact with the engine shaft

drum when the clutch is out of engagement

by means of small lugs which rest against

corresponding lugs on the driven member:
In the Cadillac a plate clutch is inter-

posed between the engine and the transmis-

sion, the drive being by means of the
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contact—through the medium of eight small

helical springs—of large diameter plates

located in the flywheel. The actuation is by

two cams on the transmission shaft, brought

into action by a rocking lever which revolves

the cams in opposite directions around the

shaft

An external contracting clutch is found

on the Apperson and Haynes cars. It is of

simple construction and light in weight, so

that there is no great momentum imparted

to the primary shaft of the transmission

when the engine is disengaged. The move-

ment of the cam-shaped sliding finger on the

hub effects a constricting effort of the band

by means of the lever which is carried in-

wardly from the two ends of the band which

are connected, one to the supporting arm

radiating from the hub of the free member

and the other to a short crank at the end of

the lever. The action of the clutch is pro-

gressive and the drive is taken up smoothly

with positive hold when the band is fully

engaged.

The metal-to-metal cone clutch is found

on a number of cars, among which may be

mentioned the new four-cylinder Knox and

the Napier six-cylinder. In the former the

clutch is of large diameter and enclosed

within an oiltight case provided by the ap-

plication of a plate to die rear face of the

flywheel. As the clutch is of large diameter,

and consequently possessing considerable

momentum, a means has been provided to

slow up the speed when the driven member

is disengaged for changing speeds. A plate

is fitted to the transmission shaft a short

distance back of the flywheel and a sliding

plate of like diameter mounted on two rods

rigidly attached to the frame with springs

for keeping the slidable plate out of engage-

ment, except when under compression from

the linkage interconnected with the declutch-

ing pedal The contact of the revolving

plate with the stationary one exerts sufficient

braking effort to slow the clutch and the

primary gear shaft, contributing to the ease

and safety of gear engagement

The internal expanding segmental clutch,

patterned after the familiar internal expand-

ing rear wheel brake, has been adopted by a

number of representative concerns, and

when encased in an oiltight compartment,

with ample lubrication, the engagement is

PLAN VIEW Or THE " QEARLESS" FRICTIOIt TRANSMISSION WITH ABBAHGEMEHT FOR DIRECT
DRIVE OR HUH SPEED.

progressive and the drive positive. De-

clutching effects an instantaneous release,

and by reason of the small size of this type

the inertia is less than with the cone clutch

and changes in speed may be made with com-
parative immunity to the gears. The Berliet

8BCTI0H OF MALE mag"" OF COLUMBIA
CORE CLUTCH SHOWDIO ORB OF THE

SPRING ACTUATED PLUEOERS
FOR PROGRESSIVE CLUTCH

EROAOBHERT.

dutch is of this type, with two expanding

segments, the entire mechanism being en-

closed in the hub of the flywheel and of

such small diameter that the vanes in the

flywheel are of sufficient size to provide air

PLAIT OF CHASSIS EQUIPPED WITH WINDSOR "ROLLING TRACTION* FOUR-PLATE
TRANSMISSION.

circulation without the use of a fan between

the radiator and the motor.

The use of a small number of disks, three

in the case of the Thomas, is a modification

of the multiple disk type, and as used on

this car has proved entirely satisfactory.

The floating plate between the engine driven

disk and the plate attached to the primary

transmission shaft is perforated for the re-

ception of small cylindrical sections of cork,

which provide gradual contact by inducing

a small amount of slippage before the drive

becomes positive. A helical spring under

control of a declutching fork provides the

necessary pressure to bring the plates into

contact for engagement of the drive, the

separation of the plates being assisted by

means of four pins connected with long

levers extending inwardly to the hub of the

sliding transmission member.

In the Autocar clutch, which has remained

practically unchanged for a number of years,

a floating bronze ring is used to take up the

drive and the necessary pressure is provided

by three toggles which are adjustable and

so designed that the drive is positive after

the pressure applied by means of a strong

helical spring carries the toggles past center.

The bronze ring is loosely attached to the

flywheel at four points on its circumference

and is provided with a number of cork sec-

tions extending through its face to contrib-

ute to progressive engagement In the run-

about made by the Autocar company the

clutch engagement has been changed from

hand to foot control, the conventional ar-

rangement of this important function.

A discussion of all the clutches shown on
the cars of 1906 would call for detailed

descriptions in nearly every case, as manu-
facturers are working independently, al-

though along similar lines, for the improve-

ment of this mechanism of the automobile.

In the way of decided novelties, but one

type was shown which departed from previ-

ous practice in the principle involved. This

was found in the new four-cylinder North-

ern, a car fairly bristling with features, the

pneumatic clutch providing a type which has

hitherto been absent from automobile ex-

hibitions.

The clutch is contained within the fly-

wheel, which has a series of fan vanes cast

around the clutch-enclosing hub, which is
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is admitted to the restricted compartment

between the flexible disk and the inner face

of the forward member of the flywheel that

the frictional contact of the leather disk and

the leather-faced backing will grip the trans-

mission shaft plate and transmit the turning

effort of the motor to the propeller shaft

and rear wheels. In practice the device is

said to work with the utmost smoothness

and highest efficiency, clutch engagement

being progressive by reason of the gradual

application of the actuating medium and of

slight slippage of the driven disk, which,

however, is entirely absent after complete

engagement.

The air pump is located at the rear of

the engine in an accessible position and is

fitted with a safety valve which is set to

relieve the pressure when fifty pounds per

square inch has been pumped up

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF BBLDKH TRANSMISSION.

so built up that an airtight compartment is

formed for the action of a heavy leather

flexible diaphragm. This diaphragm is

clamped around its periphery in such a man-
ner that it has a slight movement fore-and-

aft within the circumferential points of

attachment Back of the diaphragm is a

smooth steel disk which is affixed to the

transmission by means of a universal joint

contained in the bronze hub of the disk,

the drive going to the rear wheels by means
of a propeller shaft and a sliding gear trans-

mission located on the rear axle. The
smooth disk has a backing of leather and
fiber which is circumferentially attached to

the flywheel and supported throughout a

sufficient part of its superficial area to pro-

vide an unyielding seating when the clutch

disk is forced into engagement.

The requisite air pressure to effect an en-

gagement of the clutch is provided by an air

pump driven off the camshaft of the motor,

with suitable piping to carry the compressed
air to the forward end of the crankshaft

through which a 3-8-inch passage is formed
to admit the air to the forward side of the

flexible leather disk. The operation of ad-

mitting air and of effecting a release of the

clutch is performed through the medium of

a small finger lever set above the steering

wheel and connected to a two-way valve.

It is obvious that if sufficient air pressure

Methods in Brakes Seen at the Shows.

OF the brakes in common use on automo-

biles, as displayed at the New York
shows, the external type consists of either

a flexible band attached to some portion of

the stationary part of the chassis at a point

in the middle of the length of the strap and

drawn together at the ends for gripping the

brake drum by aid of end attachments in

one of which a bell crank is hinged, and the

other having an adjustable link connecting it

to the bell crank by pin connection; or of

two rigid parts each extending nearly half

way around the drum, and hinged so as to

open and close in the manner of the shell of

the clam. The support to the stationary

part of the machinery is usually at the hinge.

The two free ends are then drawn together

in a manner similar to the band type for

gripping the drum, arrangements being

made for adjustment to take up wear.

The internal type is the reverse of the

external in its action, but is otherwise very

similar, one operating by the expansion of

a flexible ring fastened to the frame of the

machine at about the middle of its length,

and the other consisting of two similar

rigid parts hinged together and opened by a

bell crank or cam between their ends to set

them out against the internal cylindrical

brake surface.

It may be noted that in either the exter-

nal or internal hinged brake, there is a

tendency for the brake to drag when re-

leased after wear has taken place, on ac-

count of the much greater motion and the

consequent wear at the freely moving ends

operated by the bell crank or cam. The
band or ring also has this objectionable

feature to some extent The remedy for

dragging in the clam-shell brake shoes is

to cut away a considerable portion of the

rubbing surface of the brake shoe near the

;VIEWS or frahzxd multiple disk clutch assembled and apart.

AIRgPUMP ATTACHED TO KORTHBRX VERTI-
CAL MOTOR

pinned joint in that type. By suspending
the band or jaws from the top by a some-
what loose connection, the dragging is

somewhat lessened.

A type of expanding ring that has been

adopted to some extent for friction clutches

might also be applied to advantage in the

expansion brake. It consists of a flexible

ring supported in position by four short

lugs extending from its inner surface in

toward the center a short distance, and
resting loosely on corresponding lugs of the

rigid part of the frame. On account of be-

ing so supported, the band is entirely self-

centering when applied by the motion of a
cam which separates the ends in order to

set it against the moving surface. In addi-

tion to entirely freeing itself, so as to have
no drag when released, it also has the ad-
vantage of great simplicity, lightness and
ease of replacement when worn out The
only adjustment for wear necessary is that
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DOUBLE BRAKES ON REAR WHEELS OF PIERCE OREAT ARROW CAR. A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL EMERGENCY AND SERVICE HUB BRAKES.

of setting the lever rods so as to rotate the

cam or pin connected bell crank a little

farther to open the ring out wider as wear

occurs.

Except in rare cases the emergency

brakes are placed on the rear wheel hubs,

and are operated by hand. In one design,

however, the emergency brakes are foot

operated, and in another they are on the

countershaft. Except in one or two iso-

lated cases, setting the emergency releases

the clutch, the release taking place just be-

fore the brake begins to grip.

The importance of setting both emer-

gency brakes with equal pressure has been

quite generally recognized, and provided

for by some sort of device for equalizing

the force acting on them. In many cases

an equalizing bar connected to the brakes

has the pull from the lever applied at its

center and distributed to the brakes from

the ends. This equalizing bar in some cases

extends across the entire width of the

chassis and either rods or cables connect

from each end to the corresponding brake.

In other cases two bell cranks are used on
the same rod extending across the frame,

each with a crank arm from which a tension

member extends back to the corresponding

brake, and the inner ends which are brought

near together are each provided with a
crank. A short equalizing lever is placed

between these two inner crank arms from

OF ROCHET-SCHNEIDER AT THE GARDEN SHOWING DOUBLE SERVICE BRAKES ON THE COUNTERSHAFT CONTROL PBDAL8, AID
CONNECTIONS. ONE PEDAL CONTROLS THE CLUTCH ONLY. ANOTHER^PBDAL CONTROLS THE CLUTCH AND ONE BRAKE.

THE THIRD PEDAL CONTROL9nrHEBBECOND*BRAKE|ONLY,
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which the tension rod for setting both

brakes connects to a crank on the hand
operated shaft for applying the power.

Instead of this short equalizing bar, one

chassis shows a modification in that particu-

lar part of the system by the introduction

of the wire cable having the ends fastened

to the two levers, and extending over a

small pulley in a third lever or crank on

the cross shaft which is operated by hand.

This provision for the free motion of the

able over the pulley allows perfect equali-

zation of pressure on the brakes.

is rather surprising to note that this

method with short bends has been retained

on some of the highest priced cars despite

the objection just cited, and with the disad-

vantage of a lar less neat appearance than

rods and equalizing bars. The fastenings

of the cables are not neat and sharp ends

are left projecting.

Those operating the emergency brake by

a pedal claim that their object is to provide

a method by which the clutch can be re-

leased and brakes applied with the greatest

quickness, and that it can be done by the

ble attention. A small tank varying in size

from one to three gallon capacity is attached

to the car, sometimes high enough to allow

water to flow by gravity upon the rotating

part of the brake, but often placed low

and compression used for driving the water

out This compression method is generally

used in connection with the compression

system of supplying gasoline from a tank

below the frame of the machine in the rear.

Either compression from the exhaust or by

pump is used. Since but a slight amount of

water is required for cooling the brakes,

VIKW OF EXHIBIT OF FULL-SIZED APPARATUS, WORKING MODELS, DRAWINGS, AND PHOTOGRAPHS, MADE BY THE AERO CLUBJOF
AMERICA Hf THE ARMORY SHOW.

ider method, so far as automobile

is concerned, of securing partial

ion by running a cable from brake

through a hollow shaft with

inner corners at the ends and over

: at each end with an easy curve, is

to a considerable extent While

vs fairly good equalization for

: of the brakes, it will not equal-

the brake is set hard, on account

tfriction of the cable in the bends at

1 of the tube and round the cranks.

Especially when the bends are as short as

on most cars. One or two have easy

curves of long radius with correspondingly

nearer approach to perfect equalization. It

foot quicker than by hand, especially as

both hands are apt to be busy in cases

when it is necessary to make a quick stop

for safety.

The service brakes are most frequently of

the band type placed either on the exten-

sion of the main shaft of the engine, the

change-speed gear shaft, or the counter-

shaft when the latter is used. One excep-

tion to this, however, has the emergency

brakes on the counter shaft, and the service

brake on the hub. Other and more numer-
ous designs have both service and emer-

gency brakes on the rear wheels, one ex-

ternal and the other internal.

Cooling the brakes has received considera-

it is allowed to waste either by dripping to

the road or becoming vaporized and passing

away as steam. It is not applied to the

rubbing surfaces since it would make the

dripping power variable.

The few cars which have been heretofore

using brakes for resisting action which

would have to pass through a chain drive

with the consequent loss of control of car

with the breakage of a chain, have adopted

the hub brake with its much higher element

of safety.

The rubbing surfaces are ample in size

for durability, this being especially desira-

ble when wear and adjustment for allowing

for it causes dragging of the brake.
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IGNITION PRACTICE AT THE SHOWS.

AN examination of all the foreign cars

exhibited at the Armory and Gar-

den shows reveals the fact that

only three of them are not equipped with

some form of magneto ignition. One of

NORTHERN SPARK PLUG CHAMBER.

these latter is the Aster tri-car, which, how-

ever, really belongs to the motorcycle class

;

the other two are the Daimler and the

Napier—both British. An equally signifi-

cant fact is that each of these cars is

equipped with a single coil and distributer,

This seemingly overwhelming indication

of the popularity of the magneto abroad

is not, however, as great as at first sight

appears, since the exhibit is made up almost

entirely of the touring car type of ma-
chine; there are no runabouts or light voi-

turettes of foreign manufacture in the en-

tire show, nevertheless it is significant In

.the matter of low- and high-tension mag-
netos, the former still seems to be the favor-

ite, although the latter seems to be steadily

gaining ground.

On the other hand, while comparatively

few of the American cars are equipped with

a magneto of any sort, yet the majority

of those so equipped use the high tension

variety. This is probably due to the fact

that as the magneto is comparatively new,

most manufacturers prefer to buy the entire

apparatus which others have tried and
found to be satisfactory, rather than to at-

tempt costly experiments in devising a new
type of low-tension make-and-break mech-
anism.

At present the individual coil system very

largely predominates over all others in

American practice—in fact, probably more
than three-fourths of the cars at the two
shows were so equipped.

There is, however, a considerable gain

in the use of single coils and high-tension

distributers, there being at least ten so

equipped besides those makes which use

small dry cells to energize the magneto coil

for starting. A successful use of the dis-

tributer this year will probably mean its

more general adoption another year.

In the matter of batteries the storage

cell has increased enormously in popularity,

and now at least three-fourths of American

cars using battery ignition are so equipped,

the use of dry batteries exclusively being

confined to the light runabout type. Two
sets of batteries are provided in almost all

instances; some makers on the large and

medium-priced cars provide two sets of

storage cells; others one set of storage

cells and one set of dry cells.

Coils are generally wound so as to be

adapted for three-cell storage or four-cell

dry, the reason given for this being that

a four-cell dry, which is practically equiva-

lent in voltage to a three-cell storage, has

a lower discharge rate and is more economi-

cal to operate than a three-cell one, which

is equivalent to a two-cell storage battery.

As it is not always easy in some locali-

ties to get a storage cell recharged, the

DETAIL OF BRASTER BEVEL GEAR DRIVEN
IGNITION CAMSHAFT.

six-volt coil is much better in an emergency
when it may become necessary to use dry

batteries. Some American cars, however,

which are equipped with foreign coils, are

provided with two-cell storage batteries.

The vibrating type of circuit breaker and
non-vibrating coil have all but disappeared

except on motorcycles. The lever type of

commutator is also disappearing. Commu-
tators of the roller and ball contact type,

together with the steel-faced revolving brush

type, seem to be about equally popular.

In the matter of the position and location

of the spark plug or igniter—whether the

low tension or high tension system is used

—the practice on both foreign and Ameri-
can cars seems to be overwhelmingly in

favor of placing them in the inlet valve

pocket or near the inlet valve if the valves

are placed in the head. It also seems to be

a well-nigh universal practice to place high-

tension spark plugs in a vertical position.

The manufacturers of the Northern car

have gone so far as to design an attach-

ment which screws into the side of the

cylinder to hold the plug upright. They

claim for this device that it keeps the spark

plug free from oil and adds to the power
of the engine by accelerating the rate of

flame propagation, for reasons which are

outside the scope of this review.

The Mercedes employs a similar device,

the electrodes being placed in a small pocket

off the inlet valve chamber, which com-
municates with the chamber by a three-

eighth-inch round hole. They claim for

this device that it has die following ad-
vantages : First, it keeps out oil ; second, it

reduces the shock of the explosion and
does not tend to loosen the plate on which
the igniter electrodes are mounted, and
third, it adds to the power of the motor
by causing a much more sudden ignition

of the main charge.

High-tension Magneto Ignition Systems.

High-tension magneto systems may be
divided into two classes: The first class

includes systems in which the magneto
itself is really of the low-tension variety, bat

which energizes a separate induction coil,

thus transforming the low-tension current

of the magneto into a high-tension one. The
coil, in most cases, is not fitted with a vi-

brator, but otherwise does not differ from
the ordinary coil, with the exception tint

the primary is of higher resistance than that

used on battery coils in order to be better

adapted to the current generated by the

magneto.

The second class may be called the true

high-tension magneto. This class has a pri-

mary and secondary winding on the arma-
ture and delivers the high-tension current

to the motor without the use of a coil. The

THOMAS HIGH-TENSION DISTRIBUTER.

Eiseman is probably the best-known exam-
ple of the first class. The high-tension

Simms-Bosch, of the second.

The Eiseman system is probably the best
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known of all systems used in this country,

being first introduced on the Panhard in

1003. The system is practically unchanged

since then, although some improvements

have been made in mechanical details. It is

still in use by the Panhard company. The
chief characteristic of this system is a nor-

mally closed circuit breaker, which keeps

the armature grounded until the spark is

to be produced, when this "ground" is

broken, and the current flows through the

induction coil. A distributor is made part

of the magneto. The distributor, as on

most high-tension magnetos, is mounted
on the magneto base. The spark is advanced

by means of a slotted sleeve device which

alters the relation of the armature to its

driving shaft or sprocket On the Panhard
a switch is provided so that batteries may
be used for starting, the circuit breaker of

the magneto and the magneto coil being

used for this purpose. In one type of Pan-

hard the magneto is mounted on a box on

the dash and is chain driven, while in an-

skew gearing. These gears are inclosed in

an extension of the crankcase and the mag-
neto is practically made an integral part of

the motor. The sparking point is fixed,

there being no provision made for altering

it Owing to the fact of this type of mag-
neto having four maximum voltage points

instead of two, the distributor is mounted at

the other end of the magneto shaft at the

left side of the motor, the magneto being

almost directly in front

The Simms-Bosch is also shown in use

upon the Leon Bollee car; in this case,

however, an individual coil and battery sys-

tem is provided. These systems are en-

tirely separate, two sets of plugs being pro-

vided, one perpendicular over the inlet

valves, the other horizontal over them.

Both systems of ignition in this case may be

used simultaneously or either can be used

separately.

This system is also applied to the C G.

V. in conjunction with an individual coil

system. In this case, however, only one set

storage battery. The system is very well

thought out, and there are features in con-

junction with the use of the two primaries

which there is not the space to go into here.

In the case of the Decauville, this system is

used in conjunction with an individual coil

system, there being in this case two sets of

plugs, so the systems are entirely separate.

The Gianoli magneto system is shown on

the De Leon car. This system employs a

high-tension magneto of the second class,

with primary and secondary winding. The
spark is advanced or retarded by hand by

shifting the pole pieces of the magnets. The

great peculiarity of this system lies in the

use of a magnetic circuit breaker instead of

a mechanical one, as in most systems.

This is mounted on the armature and

is similar in action to the vibrator of a coil

The advantages claimed for this device are:

first, the circuit is always broken at slow

speeds at the most advantageous point ; sec-

ond, at high speeds it acts as an automatic

regulator and prevents burning out of the

OCBBT-SCHHSIDBR HAKB-AWD-BRBAK KMRKHf MBCHAHBlt
TAPPETS OPERATING IOHITKR&

HOTB 9TUDBBAKER MAKB-AHD-BKBAK IGHITIOH. HOTB LIHK AND LEVER
IGNITER OPERATOR) MBCHAK18M.

other it is mounted under the hood and is

gear driven.

The Eiseman is also applied to the Pack-

ard car; in this case it is used in conjunc-

tion with a separate vibrator coil for start-

ing, the timing of the battery coil being

effected by an entirely separate commutator

of the roller contact type. The magneto

coil and battery coil are both placed in a

box on the dash. A special switch is so ar-

ranged as to connect either secondary to

the magneto distributor and also make the

proper primary connections.

The Simms-Bosch. This is of the sec-

ond class, having a primary and secondary

winding on the armature (which is station-

ary), a revolving shield being employed as

in the low tension type of this make. This

magneto is used on the Renault, and the

builders show their entire faith in it by dis-

carding batteries, even for starting, and also

by their method of driving it. The magneto
is placed in front of the motor, with its

shaft at right angles to the motor, and is

driven from the cam-shaft by means of

of plugs is used, and a special switch is

provided to change from one system to the

other.

The Simms-Bosch company also makes a

smaller type of high-tension magneto with

revolving armature and separate distributor.

One of these is shown applied to a Clement

light car.

The Lacoste magneto is of the second

class, with revolving armature. The special

points of this apparatus are the excellence of

the workmanship and finish, and the careful

protection of all parts. It is provided with

a very neat, entirely inclosed, slotted sleeve

device for advancing the spark. This mag-

neto has been applied by Smith & Mabley
on their Simplex cars.

The Basse-Mitchell magneto, a compara-

tively new one to this country, is shown ap-

plied to the Decauville car. This system

belongs to the first class, as it has a sep-

arate coil. The peculiarity of the system

consists of the use of two primary windings

to the coil, one for the magneto and the

other for use in starting, with a two-cell

armature; third, the spark is automatically

advanced. The system also includes a vi-

brator coil, a combined distributor and

timer, which is not attached to the magneto,

and a special switch for making the proper

connections of magneto coil, distributor, the

coil battery and switch being mounted in a

box on the dash.

The Remy Electric Company shows its

high-tension and low-tension magnetos.

Its high- as well as its low-tension mag-
netos have been adopted by several well-

known American makers. The features of

this system are advancing the spark by

shifting pole pieces, and general care in the

design as to the protection of parts. A sep-

arate coil is used, this system being of the

first class. Batteries may be used in con-

junction with this coil for starting.

This magneto is shown applied to the

Apperson Brothers car in conjunction with

an entirely separate individual coil system,

one set of plugs being placed over the inlet

valves and the other over the exhaust. On
all other makes, however, to which this sys-
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tern is applied only four small dry cells are

used for ease of starting.

The Holley magneto (Huff system),

manufactured by the Holley Brothers, is

distinctly original. It is of the first class

and uses a separate coil, but in a rather

peculiar manner. The magneto first charges

a rather large condenser; connection with

this condenser and the magnetos is then

broken and, instantly following this break,

connection is established between the coil

and condenser, thus producing the spark by

the condenser discharge through the coil.

This system presents many interesting fea-

tures, which it is impossible to go into in

detail in this review. It is applied to the

large Ford cars, it having been thoroughly

tested by the Ford concern for upward of a

year.

C. F. Splitdorf, maker of the coils bearing

that name, has also placed on the market
this year both a low- and a high-tension

magneto. Both are of the revolving arma-
ture type, the high tension being of the

second class with primary and secondary

winding. Advance of the spark is by a slot-

ted sleeve device which is very neatly made;
in fact, both magnetos present the same me-
chanical excellence and finish that charac-

terize all of the Splitdorfs apparatus.

The Polyphase Ignition Company shows
both low- and high-tension magnetos, which
are, perhaps, the most original in the show.
The magnets are circular with pole pieces

at opposite sides of the cylinder thus
formed. The coils of wire in which the

current is generated are placed on these

pole pieces. The axis of the armature co-
incides with the axis of the magnet cylin-

der; it is of a peculiar reverse curved shape,
having no wiring on it The circuit breaker
of the high-tension type runs in oil and is

positively cam driven in both directions. A
transformer coil is used. The whole device
seems to be well thought out mechanically
and is inclosed in a substantial aluminum
case. Ring oilers are used ; in fact, the cir-

cuit breaker runs in the oil well of one of
the main bearings. This oil helps to "hill"

the primary spark, thus augmenting the sec-

ondary spark.

Out of something like twenty machines,
both foreign and American, exhibited at

both New York shows, equipped with low-
tension magnetos, it is rather remarkable
that only one of these is fitted with any
other system of ignition. This is an Ameri-
can machine—the Cooper-Hewitt—and is

equipped with a single coil and distributer

battery system of ignition.

The magnetos used may be divided into

two classes, one which employs the revolv-

ing shuttle wound armature, and the other

the Simms-Bosch type in which the shuttle

wound armature is employed, but is held

stationary and a shield is revolved to gen-

erate the electric current This latter type

has four maximum and minimum current

points, and therefore need only be revolved

at half the speed of the ordinary shuttle

wound type with revolving armature. The
Simms-Bosch seems to be rather the fa-

vorite.

The shuttle wound types differ from each

other only in minor details. It has become
the general practice to connect the magneto

with its driving shaft by means of a jaw
clutch or some form of coupling, so that

if removed for inspection or repair the

magneto can be readily replaced "in phase,"

that is with its armature in correct relation

to the igniter positions.

Most of the older builders, such as the

Mercedes, Fiat and Mors, place their ig-

niters in a pocket at the side of the inlet

valves. These makers generally operate the

moving electrodes by means of vertical re-

ciprocating rods which rise up from the

camshaft casing. The advance is secured

in various ways: The operating lever at-

tached to the rod is moved across the face

of the cam, the operating cam is moved
longitudinally, or the camshaft itself is

moved bodily.

Many of the makers who have more re-

cently adopted low-tension magneto sys-

tem, have adopted a form of ignition in

which the two electrodes are mounted on

one of the valve covers (usually the inlet).

In this case the mechanism is operated by a

lever on the end of a rock shaft which

rises from the crankcase, and is operated by

a face cam on the valve camshaft Advance

is secured by raising or lowering this verti-

cal shaft The Martini and Rochet-Schnei-

der employ this type of mechanism.

An ingenious modification of this device

is employed on the Rainier and Studebaker

cars. The vertical shaft revolves and car-

ries a push lever which fulcrums on a

movable fulcrum and which is operated by

a crank on a disk on top of the revolv-

ing shaft. The end of this lever pushes

against a pallet on the movable electrode

which is connected to the stationary elec-

trode by a spring so as to allow movement

of the pallet after the electrodes are in

contact.

It will be seen that as the lever moves

SMITH & MABLEY COMBINED DISTRIBUTER
AMD TIMER WITH CASE PARTLY REMOVED.
• a. woven wire brushes for primary currant; b,
bnua and fiber diik of timer; c, fiber diak of aecon-
dary distributer; d, hard rubber bulbing for high-
tension leadlng-in wire; e e, distributing pointa for
secondary current; f, bathings leading out spark
prog wires.

FROST END OF S, ft M. SIMPLEX
SHOWING LOCATOR OF COMBINED DIS-

TRIBUTER AND TIMER AND WIRE
CONNECTIONS TO PLUGS.

forward against the pallet it will also tend'

to move outwardly so that it will slip off

the end of the pallet. The point at which

this will occur depends upon the position

of the movable fulcrum and this position

is altered by the spark advance lever.

The action of this device is very similar

to the mechanism of the Brasier car of

1904. The Brasier car has been radically

changed as regards the igniter mechanism

on the 1906 models. A camshaft solely

for operating the igniter cams is on the

left side of the cylinders near the topi

Face cams on this shaft operate the igni-

ters by direct contact. This camshaft is

driven by means of a bevel gear on a verti-

cal shaft, which rises from the center of

the crank case on the left side. The change

from starting to running position is made
by a slotted sleeve which connects the two

halves of this shaft The lever which op-

erates this is connected with the device

which throws the compression relief cams

into action to render starting easy. Brazier

still holds to his policy of fixed running

point for the spark without any adjustment

being permissible while driving.

For various reasons the amount of dvance

required with low tension spark is much
less than with the high tension system;

many makers have therefore discarded all

mechanism for advancing the spark, as, for

instance, Duryea and Mors. Others like

Brazier have simply a running and starting'

position ; while still others, as the Fiat and

De Dietrich have adopted an automatic

advance mechanism. With the high tension

system, on the other hand, only two exam-
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pies are shown of automatic spark advance;

one of these on the four-cylinder Cadillac

is supplemented by hand regulation. The
other was used in the 1905 model Rambler,

and has been discarded on the 1906 four-

cylinder model.

The electrical connection between the

magneto and the igniters is in most cases

of the simplest possible kind; a wire leads

from the magneto to a bus bar and from
thence it is led through cut-out devices to

each igniter. These cut-out devices are

used to test the action of each cylinder by

suppressing their ignition in turn. In many
cases—the Mercedes for example—no
method is provided for cutting out the igni-

tion when driving, in case it is necessary

to stop the motor, the throttle alone being

used. In cases where such a device is pro-

vided, it is of the simplest possible descrip-

tion. For instance, in the case of the Fiat,

there is on the dashboard simply a brass

knob which is grounded, and which, when
pressed in about one-fourth, touches the end

of the bug bar, thus grounding the current

and cutting off the ignition.

While on the subject of low tension igni-

tion, it might be well to mention the Carou

system. This system employs so-called

magnetic plugs which screw into the ordi-

nary high tension spark plug holes. The
energy is supplied by a special type of

magneto which is provided with a commu-
tator that distributes the current to the

plugs. The action is as follows : When the

current flows through the plug, it energizes

a solenoid which withdraws an insulated

electrode from the ground inside the center,

thus causing a spark to be formed.

This system is fitted to the Aster car in

addition to a high tension individual coil

system.

Secondary Distributors and Interrupters.

The practice of using a single coil and

distributor, while not as yet common on

American cars, does not seem to be losing

ground. The Napier Company, which was

the first to make a practical success of this

method of ignition, is still using it, and the

timer and distributor are practically identi-

cal with the first models. The distributor

and timer, together with the coil, are

mounted in a box on the dash and are chain

driven. Timing is effected by rocking the

brush-holder of the timer and collector

points of the distributor about the axis of

their respective shafts. The collector points,

however, are connected to the secondary

leads by a system of brushes, so that there

are no moving secondary wires. The timer

of this device is of the simplest possible de-

scription, consisting of a four-toothed cam-

wheel of about 1-2-inch face and 2 inches

in diameter and a strip of copper of about

equal width, which serves as the brush for

the insulated electrode. On the latest 60-

horsepower Napier the chain drive to the

distributor has been abandoned, and instead

a vertical shaft and bevel gear, together

with slotted sleeve advance, are used.

The English Daimler also uses a sec-

ondary distributor. In this case the shaft

is vertical and the distributor is about on a

level with the tops of the cylinder heads

and toward the front

The Thomas Flyer was one of the first

American cars to use the high-tension dis-

tributor. The builders are employing a very

neat one of their own manufacture. It is

mounted on the dash and has a collector

ring around the main part of the distribu-

BRASIER MAXE-AND-BREAK IGNITION SYSTEM. ROTE IGNITION CAMSHAFT NEAR TOPS OF
CYLINDERS OPERATING IGNITERS BY FACE CAMS

tor so arranged that the secondary wires do

not move. It is driven off the camshaft by

means of a vertical and horizontal shaft and

bevel gears.

Smith & Mabley also use a distributor.

This is placed at the end of a shaft and the

secondary cable from the coil enters at the

center of the cover. It leads to a radial

arm on a thick, hard rubber disk. Points

placed in this cover collect the cur-ent for

their respective plugs from the arm on the

face of the disk. The current is led by

cables front the points to the respective

plugs by cables which pass through bushings

whose axes are parallel to that of the axis

of the distributor. The timer part of this

apparatus is of the woven-wire brush type,

with brass contacts and fiber bearing sur-

faces.

Grout Brothers exhibit a distributor on

their car, as also do the makers of the Com-
pound car. In both these cases the Altemtis

distributor is used. In the case of the Grout

car advance of the spark is secured by a

slotted-sleeve device. Both makers, how-
ever, place their distributors at the end of

vertical shafts, well toward the top of the

bonnet This is probably to keep the dis-

tributor free from oil or dirt that might tend

to cause a short circuit.

A form of distributor is fitted to the Pull-

man car, which, to say the least, has the ad-

vantage of novelty to recommend it A
shaft extends out longitudinally over the top

of the cylinders; this shaft has arms on it,

which come into contact successively with

light brass strips attached directly to the

spark plugs.

The Atwater Kent spark generator is

quite an interesting device. It consists of

the combination of a distributor, a new
vibrator coil and a novel form of circuit

closer and breaker. This is so arranged

that there is a snap-off action, so that no

matter how slow the engine may be run-

ning the duration of the contact is always

the same and the break is quick and sharp.

Furthermore, it is impossible to leave the

motor in such a position as to short circuit

the battery. The makers of this device

claim that it will lead to great battery econ-

omy. The mechanism is quite simple, but

for want of space a more detailed descrip-

tion must be omitted.

It is hard to say what form ot interrupter

is most popular. The general principles

employed are steel against steel, spring actu-

ated, movable brush, movable brush with

stationary ball contacts, and roller contacts

of one kind or another. AH seem to give

reasonably good service and wear well if

properly made.

The Uncas Specialty Company, in order

to show the adverse conditions under which

their timer would work, had two of them

running continually during the show, com-

pletely submerged, one in a bath of oil and

the other in a bath of water.

Mosler showed a rather interesting modi-

Crouse-Hinds double-ball interrupter. In

this case a roller is mounted on a crankpin
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with a rather short throw. The current is

led to the roller by brushes let into the cas-

ing of the device; these are of hardened

steel and cushioned by a spring. The roller

is about 1 1-4 inches in diameter and the

throw of the crank about 1 inch.

Perhaps one of the most novel is the

Crouse-Hinds double ball interrupter. In

this device at each brush or point two balls

are placed with their common axis parallel

to the axis of the interrupter ; they are held

in contact by springs, which are also parallel

to the axis of the interrupter. The revolv-

ing member is a knife-shaped steel blade,

which passes between and separates these

balls. To all intents and purposes this is a

revolving knife-blade switch. Great claims

are made for it on the score of durability,

and it would seem likely that these would

be borne out in practice.

Coils, Instruments, etc.

In the matter of coils no very startling

innovations have appeared at the New York
shows. The unit system of construction

is now universal in the best American
makes. In some cases the coils may be re-

moved from the coil box without discon-

necting a single wire, connection being made
by springs or contacts on the sides and bot-

tom of the coil box. One maker fits his

box with space for an extra unit so that a

spare coil is always on hand in case of ac-

cident

The hammer-break type of vibrator seems

to be most in favor. Most manufacturers

are now working toward producing econom-
ical and efficient coils and are doing their

best to educate the public in the proper use

of them by distributing really helpful hand-

books of one kind or another.

In the line of testing instruments, amme-
ters and voltmeters there are no specially

new developments.

The Conn. Tel. & El. Company, however,

have produced an instrument which they

call a "coil current tester." This is nothing

more or less than an ammeter which can be

connected in series with the coils when the

motor is running, and this enables the op-

erator to measure the current consumption.

Another ingenious idea is the Lipman
speed indicator. It is principally a device

for measuring the speed of a machine, and
consists of a small alternating current gen-

erator mounted on the steering knuckle of

the front wheel, connected with a voltmeter

mounted on the dash, the meter being grad-

uated in miles per hour. There is, however,

another scale on the instrument, and by
means of a cord, which can be plugged to

the instrument, one can readily measure the

voltage or the amperage of the batteries, as

the case may be.

In the matter ot spark plugs, the soot-

proof type, with long tape-ing insulation

protected by the casing of the plug, seems
to be the prevailing type. Porcelain seems
to be still in the lead, but mica seems to be
gaining in popularity as the insulating ma-
terial of the plug. The general tendency in

the improvement of plugs is toward refine-
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ment of detail, such as the use of paper-

asbestos copper gaskets instead of asbestos

string packing.

A novelty in the plug line was the plug

exhibited by the Duplex Ignition Company.

This, to all appearances, was an ordinary

plug with the exception that a wire project-

ed through the insulated terminal and ter-

minated in a small, hard rubber rod above

this. Upor dipping a piece of string into

water and tying it around the spark points,

for trial purposes, the plug was completely

short circuited; however, on withdrawing

the wire about half an inch the spark

jumped the gap as readily as ever.

In the matter of dry batteries perhaps the

most notable novelty was the Columbia re-

serve dry cell. This cell is so constructed

that it may remain unused any length of

time under reasonable conditions and will

not deteriorate. It is, however, necessary

to add water to render the cell active.

In the matter of storage cells the same
finality seems, for the present, to have been

reached and makers are striving to turn out

a good serviceable article.
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Most of the makers are supplying a sim-

ple charging set consisting of a cluster lamp

holder for three lamps, at a nominal price,

and invariably they supply handy little in-

struction books on the care of batteries.

In small fittings a number of minor novel-

ties were shown, such as clips and connec-

tors for batteries, and snap connections of

one sort and another for quickly connecting

or disconnecting plugs. A device shown by

various makers under different names, such

as "hat" and "protector," consisted of caps

which fitted over the spark plug to protect

it from rain, spray, or other moisture. These

are, perhaps, more useful for marine and
motorcycle work than for the automobile.

Dashboard switches were shown in end-

less variety. The detachable lever type

seems to be gaining somewhat in favor.

Rubay showed a Lacoste high-tension

switch for changing over from magneto to

battery ignition. Several so-called "lock

switches" were shown fitted with Yale

keys, so that they could not be tam-

pered with when locked with the ignition

circuit opened.

New Ideas in Tires and Wheel Rims.

IN tires, the same as in every other branch

of the automobile industry, the last

twelve months have seen great advances

made, and these were manifested in the

interesting exhibits of the tire manu-
facturers at both the Madison Square

Garden and Armory shows. To the visitor

making a round of the various booths it was
evident that, now that the manufacturers

have been successful in making a tire that

will "stay put" on the wheel and give reason-

able service, they have practically united

in diverting their energies from the pursuit

of a puncture-proof rubber-and-fabric tire,

and instead have devoted their efforts to

simplifying and improving the construction

of rims in order to facilitate the removal

and replacement of tires when the possible

puncture occurs.

Really, it was not the fact that a tire

deflated when punctured and had to be re-

pumped that harassed the ordinary motor-

ist, but the knowledge that in case of mis-

hap he had ahead of him half an hour's

hard labor in a fight with lugs and to get

the bead of the tire out of the rim channel

with scarified hands and inadequate tools.

And then when the old tube was out and

a new one in its place, there was the ever-

present danger of pinching the tube when
the tire was forced back into place again.

Many an automobilist has perspired in

getting tube and shoe on the rim, lost his

wind in pumping up the tire, and finally

tightened up his lugs, only to ride a block

or two and have the thing go flat again

with a pinched tube.

Realizing that the puncture bugaboo was

driving many automobile users to pedes-

trianism, and still others to the use of solid

and semi-solid tires, the manufacturers

of pneumatic tires set about to devise a

quickly detachable rim that would at once

be inexpensive to manufacture and attract-

ive to the user as a time saver. The
result is that several of these new rims

are now offered to the public and are meet-

ing with ready sale. Many drivers believe

that they will do more toward populariz-

ing the use of automobiles than any one

other thing, because they will give to the

users a sense of comfort and a freedom

from the dread of punctures that will be at

once pleasing and encouraging.

The manufacturers of solids, in the mean
time, have given some attention to pneumat-
ic tires. The Firestone people show a new
line, and the Swinehart company manu-
factures a single tube tire which is practi-

cally an enlargement of the single-tube

bicycle tire, so constructed that it may be

run flat without rim cutting. This result

is obtained by placing the entire air cham-
ber above the rim, and in case of puncture

the tire is repaired with a large rubber plug

which is cemented in place.

In tire sections the American manu-
facturers have followed the lead of the

foreign makers and are now turning out

numbers of flat tread tires. The advan-

tages claimed for these are that the tread,

being heavier, resists punctures and road

bruises better than the old type round

tread, and that the tire, by reason of the

wide flat tread, secures better traction and

wears more evenly.

Tire protectors galore appear at the

various booths, many new and original

ideas being shown. A favorite type is a

new cover made after the pattern of a
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complete tire which is turned out in a

size slightly smaller than the tire it is to

go over. The tire to be covered is deflated.

The cover is placed over it and when the

air is pumped in again the cover is held

firmly in place without any clamps or other

fastenings.

Non-skid treads and devices of all sorts

numerously appear and almost every manu-

facturer of tires has a new type to show.

It is evident that this most important

question of skidding has been given the

thought and attention that it deserves, and

the result is the appearance of a number
of simple and apparently efficient devices.

The Bailey non-skid tread is a leader

among these, and there is no end of others

which are claimed to be equally as desirable

and efficient The tire manufacturers have

at last realized that something must be

done to prevent skidding if the auto is to

be an all-the-year-around machine.

A tire made completely of leather, with

the exception of the inner tube and fitted

with non-skid pegs, was one of the newest

show features. The manufacturers guaran-

tee this for a year against rim cutting or

blow outs.

All along the line the manufacturers have

increased the weight of tires and are seem-

ingly using greater care in the selection

of materials. The buyer in 1906 will not

only have a greater selection to choose

from, but he will receive the greatest value

for bis money that tire manufacturers have

ever offered. If he so desires he may
have his car equipped with a set of tire

covers to go over the new tires and by
this means may run indefinitely without

even allowing his tires to once touch the

road. First cost has not been reduced.

In fact in many cases it has been increased,

but the purchaser gets better material,

better design, and will surely get better

service. With the tire troubles minimized,

if not eliminated, automobiling will indeed

possess charms of greater attractiveness

than ever before.

An entirely new tire cover with non-skid

device was shown by the Diamond Rubber

Co. It is known as the Burnham protector

and is made in the ordinary wrapped

tread, Bailey tread, special bar tread,

or with the leather and steel stud

tread. These covers are slightly larger

than the tire they protect and are

placed on when the tire is deflated and as

it fills out are held in place by the pressure

against them. The protectors have been

tested out in the West and are shown for

the first time in New York. The company
did not decide to exhibit until the last

moment and had no printed matter de-

scriptive of its product to offer. The
Diamond people, besides their regular line

of tires, displayed several types of side-wire

solid tires for commercial vehicles. They
also exhibited and demonstrated the Marsh
rim, which is one of the many quickly de-

MARSH DETACHABLE ROf SHOWING DETAILS
AMD ROTO SECTIONS.

COMPONENTS OF MARSH DETACHABLE RIM.

tachable rims shown. It may be adapted

to any wheel and it is claimed reduces

the time necessary to get an inner tube

out to one minute. It is impossible for the

tire to creep or to be dragged from the

rim. Neither will it "rim cut" if run flat

after a puncture. The accompanying

sketches give an idea of the design and
method of using the rim.

The new diaphragm tube is a 1906 product

of merit and originality. It is in reality two
inner tubes in one with valves placed

at either side of the wheel When one tube

is inflated the other is pushed up out of

the way so that it cannot be pinched. In

case of a puncture the nail or other foreign

matter is removed and the second inner

tube is blown up, it being intact The car

may then proceed without the delay of

removing the shoe to replace the inner tube.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. showed

a full line of wrapped tread, pneumatic

tires for automobile use. The Goodyear
detachable tire and Universal rim are

specialized. This new rim consists of a

single flat steel band rolled to shape and
adapted to fit any wheel with a wooden
felloe carrying standard clincher tires; two
removable (endless) steel flange rings,

adapted in contour on one side to engage

GOODYEAR CORRUGATED TREAD SOLID RUB-
BER TIRE, ON GOODYEARDETACHABLE RIM

the ordinary clincher type of tire, and on

the reverse side for the improved Good-
year detachable tire; and an open steel

locking ring which locks the flanges in

position; the whole rendered rustproof by

galvanization.

The new endless solid tire with escal-

loped tread was shown and claims made
that it is possessed of considerable re-

silience. The escalloped tread, it is pointed

out, allows expansion in four directions,

absorbing a considerable part of the road

jar. The tire is recommended for com-
mercial vehicles.

This company is particularly enthusiastic

over the new Heine non-skid tread car,

which came out only a few days before the

opening of the show and was offered on
the market for the first time. The feature

of the tire is claimed to be the fact that

it is an -absolute non-skid tire and the only

one so devised that it does not detract from
the resiliency of the tire, but in fact adds to

it The tire is of the usual construction

with the exception of the tread, in the center

of which are small steel caps sunk in round
depressions at regular intervals around the

periphery of the tire. These steel bolts grip

on muddy asphalt or hard roads and pre-

vent skidding, and it is further claimed

that on clay or mud roads additional trac-

tion is secured through the suction of the

circular depressions in the tread of the tire,

in the center of which the steel non-skid

pegs are found. These pegs as worn out

may be replaced either singly or in strips

of a half dozen or more.

The well-known tires of the B. F. Good-
rich Co., with tough Goodrich tread and in-

tegral construction, were exhibited in all

sizes and with the usual non-skid treads.

Also a line of tires for commercial vehicles

known as the "Goodrich endless side-wire

motor tires." The Goodrich quick detach-

able tire and rim also attracted visitors. It

has already been illustrated and described

in these columns. It has all the desirable

qualities of other rims in preventing creep-

ing or rim cutting, pinching of the tire and
in enabling a tire to be promptly and easily

removed.

The specialty of the Hartford one-vul-

canization wrapped tread tire fitted to the

Hartford Universal rim was demonstrated

by the Hartford Rubber Works Co. Its

most novel and practical feature is the
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floating ring, an endless band made of light

metal heavily coated with zinc to prevent

rusting. This band has sufficient allowance

over the diameter of the rim at the tire seat

to insure ease in placing the tire and float-

ing ring on the rim in one operation, the

ring being practically part of the tire.

When the tire is in place its inside edges

bear against the outside edges of the float-

ing ring. Then, when the metal bead is

drawn down into the gutter by means of

the turnbuckle, it wedges against the outer

wall of the casing and prevents water en-

tering the tire. In addition to sealing the

tire, this floating ring is in effect an endless

lug. It is claimed that a tire may be ridden

flat for miles and will not rim cut The rim

is fastened with the usual turnbuckle. It is

reversible, so that either the Hartford

Dunlop or any clincher tire may be used.

The H. & F. Mesinger Co. exhibited the

Mesinger pneumatic leather tire, which is

guaranteed for six months against rim cuts

or blow outs. This tire is a new departure

and is constructed entirely of heavy oil-fin-

ished, chrome-tanned leather, which is ex-

ceedingly tough and pliable. Absolutely

no rubber or fabric is used. The different

layers are cemented together with water-

proof cement The tread is formed of

leather disks cut from heavy stock. Each

disk is fastened with three screws of special

design, which are screwed with cement into

the solid leather and can be renewed when
worn. A specially constructed rim is fur-

nished with this tire which fastens the tire

to the rim by a steel band that is con-

tracted or expanded by the movement of

one nut with the toggle spanner.

Pun Rubber Bulfer.
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POST "COAT OF MAIL"

A tire protector which is original, inas-

much as no leather is used in its makeup,

was shown by the Post Manufacturing Co.

This protector is known as the "Coat of

Mail," and is an envelope of rubber fabric

and small steel plates that fits around the

tire like a glove and is vulcanized in posi-

tion. It is claimed to be absolutely un-

puncturable and non-skidding.

Wrapped tread clincher tires in all sizes

were shown by the Pennsylvania Rubber

Co. This concern does not use quick de-

tachable rims, and claims that the bead of

its tire is so constructed that the danger

of rim cutting is reduced to a minimum.

There was also shown a new flat tread

racing type with non-skidding properties

—

the latest product. It is patterned after

the flat tread tires used so extensively

TOWHWMmDTKU-.
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HARTFORD RBTAOrnjG ROTO TDRHBDCKXE.

abroad. There is a 3-inch tread which, it

is claimed, will act as a great preventative

of skidding, even after the corrugations arc

worn down on the tire.

Morgan & Wright exhibited tires for

every sort of automobile use. They main-

tain that their tires are not only of wrapped

tread construction, but are wrapped tires

wholly cured in open steam, a process which

prevents the wrinkling of the fabric with

consequent troubles. This maker also fur-

nishes the Bailey non-slip tread as the non-

skidding specialty. The Morgan ft Wright

Dunlop was also shown with special quick

detachable rim of the concern's own make.

Apart from a general strengthening of

their tires and the continued use of the

high-priced materials, they have not de-

parted from the 1905 types.

Fisk mechanically fastened tires in all

sizes were shown by the Fisk Rubber Co.

This tire is bolted and clamped to a flat rim

so that "rolling" or "creeping" is obviated.

All the air space is above the rim, and the

COHnnEHTAL HON-SKIDDIHO TIRE.?

tire is guaranteed against rim cutting.

Neither can it fly from the wheel when
either inflated or deflated. It is also im-

possible to pinch or injure the inner tube

after a puncture has occurred. The tire was

shown with the Bailey non-skid tread as

well as the standard Fisk treads.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. pre-

sented an innovation in the way of a pneu-

matic tire which is likely to be popular. It

is known as the Firestone mechanically

fastened pneumatic tire. It is built up

with successive layers of fabric and rubber.

A wire cable is inserted in each edge of the

tire and the layers of fabric pass around

these cables, which insures the holding of

the tire rigidly in place. Non-corrosive

clips are riveted to the tire at regular inter-

vals, with rivets which have large, smooth

heads. The felloe bolts pass through these

clips as well as the felloe and side flanges,

insuring rigidity when the tire is in place.

The tire cannot creep or rim cut The
illustration shows the rim removed.

The Continental Caoutchouc Co., im-

porters of the "Continental" German tires,

claimed the distinction of having the great-

est number of sets of tires on cars on view

at the two shows of any tire concern ex-

hibiting. A large variety of sizes was dis-

played, including the original flat tread

racing tire. A new steel studded non-skid-

ding tire was shown and recommended for

city use on slippery pavements and for

general winter use. It is of original design,

with steel studs set in the tire tread, as

shown in the accompanying illustration.

MESTJIGBR PHEUMATIC LEATHER TIRE.
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The G & J Tire Co. showed its usual line

of complete tires and parts, and also ex-

hibited the regular tire moulded in circular

shape with the non-skid corrugations.

Nothing particularly novel has been brought

out, the advancement of the year having

been made along the lines of heavier tires

and improved processes of manufacture.

Samson leather tires were exhibited by

the New York agents in two styles, one

being the familiar light type tire, which is

simply the body of an ordinary rubber tire

to which a Samson leather protector or

LARGS a * J TTJUt TOOL.

tread has been applied. The other is the

new "Type Course" tire, which is claimed

to be the strongest in the world. It is

warranted not to affect the resiliency of

the tire and, besides preventing skidding,

is practically puncture proof.

The International A. & V. Tire Co.

showed the Fox brand tires and inner tubes

in all sizes. In International tires the fab-

ric is coated both sides with pure Para

cement and the layers of fabric separated

by pure gum, so that one ply of fabric can-

not rest on the others. This internal cush-

ioned construction is claimed as an exclu-

sive feature, and has been successfully used

for years.

The Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber

Co. exhibited many standard styles and

sizes of solid tires for pleasure and com-

mercial vehicle use. The company claims a

record of 2,000 sets of solid tires for last

year, which it hopes to exceed in 1906. This

manufacturer is getting out an entirely new
pneumatic tire which will be a huge edition

of the old single-tube bicycle tire. The en-

tire air space will be above the rim and the

tire may be run deflated without rim cut-

ting. When punctured a large rubber plug

will be used to repair it, much the same as

the old bicycle tires were repaired. This

tire will soon be on the market, and al-

though the Swinehart company does not

advocate its use in preference to solid tires,

they appreciate the demand for a pneumatic

tire and intend to meet it

The Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co. exhibited

a complete line of non-puncturable cushion

automobile tires, made after the same pat-

terns that have been used for the past three

years. The tire is guaranteed not to come

off the rim, being fastened with a patent

wire binding.

TREAD Of 8 * K HERCULES TIRE.

An interesting display of the Hercules

anti-skid tires was made by Smith & Mab-
ley. This tire is designed to prevent punc-

tures, blow-outs and skidding, and is withal

resilient Rubber is used as a basis for the

tire, and several thicknesses of tough linen

fiber are used, being moulded directly into

the rubber. Attached to the shoe and form-

ing the tread is a strip of rawhide varying

in width in accordance with the size of the

tire. On this strip of rawhide stand two
or four rows of pyramidal projections of

specially hardened steel. Each pyramid is

made of a single piece of steel, including the

shank, which penetrates the strip of raw-

hide and is fastened inside of the rubber

shoe itself. By this means, so long as there

is a particle of steel projecting beyond the

surface of the tire, it is fastened as securely

as it was in the first place.

Solid tires moulded from rubber were

shown by the St Johns Rubber Tire Co.

These are formed to fit standard clincher

tire rims, but with nearly flat tread. The
cushion feature is obtained by forming the

tires with large transverse holes passing en-

tirely through the tire between the tread and

the beads. In the auto tires these holes are

circular, while in the bicycle tires they are

in the form of elongated slots. The auto

tires are made in sizes from a8 by 2 1-2

inches to 34 by 4 1-2 inches.

The Mitchell tire, shown by the Mitchell

Punctureless Pneumatic Tire Co., is made
for use on a special steel rim having a deep

annular channel in which is set a pneumatic

tire without the usual canvas tread. On the

periphery of this air cushion rests a series

of solid rubber blocks or "legs," slidably

held between two channel rings bolted to

the inner edges of the rim. These channel

rings clamp and hold the beaded edges of

an outer tire or tread of semicircular sec-

tion. The solid rubber leg or block is in

contact with the inner face of the outer tire.

By this construction there is a combination

of the non-puncturing quality of the solid

rubber tire with the air cushion of the

pneumatic tire.

Solid clincher tires for pleasure cars and
commercial vehicles were displayed by the

WIRED SOLID ORBS*

Motz Clincher Tire & Rubber Co. This tire

is secured to the rim by steel wires which go
all the way across and so practically make
the tire integral with the rim.

An exhibit of the Fawkes airless clincher

tires included solid tires especially adapted
to light truck and delivery wagon service.

G * J RELEASDfG TIRE TOOL.

A peculiar situation, the settlement of

which is awaited with considerable interest

by the importing trade and the patrons of

that branch of the automobile industry, has
developed with reference to the Mercedes
line. Visitors at the New York shows were
somewhat surprised to find the 1906 chassis

of the Mercedes exhibited at the Armory,
instead of Madison Square Garden, where
Smith & Mabley, Inc., who have heretofore

sold this car, were also showing some
Mercedes machines. Inquiry at the offices

of the Mercedes Import Co., Broadway and
Forty-second street elicited the following

official statement from that corporation

:

"We have a fifteen year contract with the

German makers, and we have the cars. In

the future we will do all our own selling

to the customer direct at retail, and will

make deliveries from our new salesrooms."

Smith & Mabley, Inc., when asked for

an expression on the situation, stated that

they did not wish to issue a statement at

the present time.

Don't imagine that because a car will

run for perhaps a whole season without

a breakdown that it is immune from trouble.

Do not let this prevent you from continuing

to exercise care and common sense in its

management
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Additional Car and Chassis Descriptions.

IN the report of an exhibition of such

vast proportions and of such a compre-

hensive nature as the New York shows a

few complete cars and chassis must of ne-

cessity fail of inclusion in the first round of

examination and discussion.

This is due not merely to the delayed ar-

rival of a number of exhibits, but also to

the unprecedented demand for attention on
the part of the prospective purchaser who
has this year more seriously than ever be-

fore closely inquired into the fine points of

material and construction.

While this fact rendered the task of ob-

taining first-hand information regarding the

exhibits more difficult than ever for the

pressmen to secure from attendants at the

booths, the desire on the part of the public

for an intimate knowledge of the mechan-
ism of the automobile is an excellent sign.

There are no longer such broad inquiries

at relate only to color and upholstery,

though these details of finish are by no
means overlooked. The change has come in

the way of an appreciation rather of the

vital organs of the self-propelled vehicle,

and the average visitor at the shows knows
what he is talking about and understands

what he is told.

In all cases the car or chassis descriptions

which follow may be accepted as authorita-

tive, such data as are given being obtained
from personal representatives in attendance
at each exhibit

Westinghouse Companies.—A beauti-

fully finished chassis built in the factory of

the Societe Anonyme Westinghouse, at

Havre, France, was one of the features of
the Armory show. This concern, which is

a part of the Westinghouse interests, has

been seriously investigating automobile

construction, and the chassis was construct-

ed after designs by Albert Schmid, con-

sulting engineer and a director in the

French company. Mr. Schmid was at one
time superintendent of the Pittsburg plant

of the Westinghouse and is a prolific in-

ventor. He has been interested in auto-

mobile engineering since the early days of

the self-propelled vehicle, and the chassis

shown for the first time in this country is

an evidence of his skill as a designer of

automobiles of the highest class.

The motor, which has four cylinders cast

in pairs, is rated at 40 horsepower and has

the usual mechanically actuated valves,

operated from two cam-shafts; make and
break ignition from a low-tension magneto,

gear-driven centrifugal pump and flywheel

fan. A cellular radiator is used, and the

piping to and from the engine is unusually

direct A carbureter of Westinghouse make
is used, which has a water jacket with cir-

culation supplied from the piping between
the top of die motor and the radiator. This
shout pipe is fitted with a regulating valve
so that any desired amount of water may

be allowed to pass through the jacket or

the supply entirely shut off.

To provide an automatic auxiliary air

supply two inlet valves are fitted to the car-

bureter, one under tension of a weak spring,

to open at moderate engine speeds, and a

second under tension of a stiffer spring, to

open only on high speeds. The arrange-

ment is claimed to work advantageously

under varying atmospheric conditions.

A limiting governor is fitted, which is set

to act when the engine speed reaches 1,200

revolutions per minute, but the governor is

not interconnected with throttle or accel-

erator, acting in its limiting function when
the clutch is thrown out of engagement with

throttle open and spark avanced. Under

load on a level the governor is designed to

provide a maximum speed beyond which

the motor cannot be accelerated.

The flywheel is formed with fan vanes,

the usual fan in front of the motor being

eliminated. A clutch of the multiple disc

type running in oil provides gradual en-

gagement of power. The transmission gives

four speeds forward and reverse, with drive

through one gear on the primary and one

on the secondary shaft, with speed changes

selectively made by a single lever working

in a gate quadrant

The braking is accomplished by two ex-

ternal contracting, metal-to-metal brakes,

one located on the forward end of the sec-

ondary shaft, which is extended through the

transmission case, and the other on the dif-

ferential or cross shaft. Both are water-

cooled, the water being supplied from a

small tank carried on the frame and the

water automatically turned on by means of

a valve interconnected with the service

brake lever rock shaft, which is provided

with suitable fingers to raise and depress

the plunger controlling the valve. The
usual rear wheel emergency brakes are

fitted inside of the drums which carry the

rear wheel chain sprockets.

The frame, of conventional type, is of

nickel steel and all parts of the chassis arc

carefully designed with reference to ma-
terial as well as form and finish, there be-

ing a number of special steels of various al-

loys entering into the make-up of the car.

All bearings, except in the engine, are D.

W. F. non-adjustable type, and the efficiency

of the power plant is said to suffer a sur-

prisingly small loss through transmission to

the rear wheels.

Douglas Andrews.—As selling agent for

the E. W. Bliss Company's new cars, this

exhibitor showed in a room in the Armory
the first cars made by this big Brooklyn

engineering company that were ever pub-

licly displayed. The exhibit consisted of a

chassis in rough finish and a big side-en-

trance touring car with canopy top, the

body finish being royal blue with white

striping and blue leather upholstery. The
pressed frame of these cars is of chrome

nickel steel throughout and the I-section

axles of drop forged nickel steel. The
four-cylinders of the vertical engine are

cast in pairs, with integral jackets, the inlet

and exhaust valve chambers being on op-

posite sides of the heads. The bore and

stroke are 4 1-2 by 6 inches respectively,

and the horsepower 30. A high-tension

Lacoste magneto provides current for the

jump spark ignition, the distributer being

mounted on the front of the dash under

the hood. The radiator is of the gilled

tubular type and the water pump is driven

by spur gears between the rear end of the

engine and the flywheel. The same gears

turn the camshafts and drive the magneto.

The steering gear is directly opposite the

middle of the engine below the carbureter,

having, as in many new cars, been placed

forward of the old position under the dash.

A ball governor on the camshaft gear acts

on the throttle to control the engine speed.

A RELIC AT THE ARMORY SHOW. THE ORIGINAL HENRY FORD HUMABOUT.
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Positive sight-feed lubrication is effected

by the aid of a plunger pump actuated by

a cam on the rear end of the inlet valve

camshaft The clutch is of the helical

spring type acting in the enlarged hub of

the flywheel, outside of which the spokes

are formed in fan blades. Four forward

speed changes are obtained from the unit

progressive type sliding gear transmission

which has double pinion drive to the cross-

shaft Hess-Bright ball bearings are used

throughout the car except in the engine

bearings. Internal expanding brakes are

fitted on the cross-shaft and on the rear

wheel drums, the latter entirely enclosed.

An aluminum pan under the engine and

transmission protect these parts from mud
and dust

Lank Motor Vehicle Co.—One of the

few steam cars on exhibition at the 1906

shows was the Lane, exhibited by this com-

pany in the Armory. With the exception

of the condenser in front, consisting of a

series of vertical flattened brass tubes with

an air-deflecting cap at the top of the con-

denser to throw a current of air down be-

hind the tubing, the car could with difficulty

be distinguished from an up-to-date gaso-

line side-entrance touring car. The finish

was drab, with gold and black striping, and

the upholstering in red leather, with black

leather victoria top. Features characteris-

tic of this car are a semi-flash boiler set

under the hood in front, between the dash

and water tank, a three-cylinder compound

steam engine set in inclined position below

the front seat and driving by single center

chain to the differential on the rear axle.

Improvements for 1906 consist in a change

from the King of the Belgians body to

simpler lines, changes in the bonnet, placing

the automatic water pump outside of the

engine case, so that any leakage arising

from wearing of the packing will not get

into the lubricating oil, placing the tool

boxes under the side running board, an

aluminum cover over all the valve hand

wheels on the dash, and roller bearings on

the engine shaft The gasoline, water and

air pumps are all driven automatically by

the engine, the air pump, which is located

inside the crankcase, having an outside ad-

justment screw for constricting the pas-

sage. All heat developed in the Lane car is

kept forward under the hood; one side

lever operates the brakes and another re-

verses the engine, while a pedal on the foot-

board actuates the simpling device by which

all three cylinders are caused to take live

steam from the generator, thereby increas-

ing the power on hills and when starting.

The frame of the car is of angle steel riv-

eted together, the wheels are of the artillery

type, and the gasoline tank of pressed steel.

R. Bebtri.m & Co.—A regular stock 40-50

horsepower chassis of the Zust car built by

the Fabrica Italiana di Automobili, of Milan,

Italy, was exhibited by this firm, which has

the sole American agency for the Zust

cars. The chassis was shown rough fin-

ished. The four vertical cylinders are cast

in pairs with integral jackets. Inlet and

exhaust valves are all on the left side of

the engine and are mechanically operated by

one camshaft located in the crankcase.

Make and break ignition is used, current

being generated by a spur gear-driven mag-
neto. The same shaft that drives the mag-
neto also drives the water circulating pump.

A force-feed oiler on the dash is driven by

a belt from the engine. The gasoline is

pressure-fed to the carbureter, pressure be-

ing taken from the exhaust gas of the en-

gine, while an auxiliary hand pump is pro-

vided on the dash for obtaining pressure

when the engine is -"dead." The gasoline

tank is carried under the extreme rear of

the frame, as is customary in large foreign

cars. The change speed gearing is of the

selective type, giving four forward speeds

and one reverse, both the primary and sec-

ondary shafts of the transmission driving

by bevel gears to the countershaft through

the differential. Drive is by side chains

from countershaft to rear wheels. Internal

expanding brakes act on the rear wheel

drums, which are all closed in to exclude

dirt and water. There is a large constrict-

ing band brake on the countershaft Both

front and rear axles are drop forged to I

section and have a deep drop, bringing the

center of the car close to the ground.

Eisenhuth Horseless Vehicle Co.

—

Four Compound cars were displayed by this

New England concern. The chief distin-

guishing characteristic of all is the use of an

internal combustion engine having two high-

pressure cylinders and one low-pressure

cylinder of larger bore set between them,

all disposed vertically under the hood. The
low-pressure cylinder utilizes the pressure

of the gases expelled from the high-pres-

sure cylinders on either side. The valve

mechanism, which differs somewhat from

the usual construction as a result of this

feature, was admirably revealed by means
of an engine mounted on a stand and driven-

slowly by a belt running over the flywheel

from a small electric motor. The cylin-

ders were sectioned vertically and trans-

verse sections removed from the valve

chambers showed their synchronous opera-

tion. Aside from the compound engine,

whence the trade name of the car is de-

rived, the vehicles exhibited showed no
radical departures from accepted practice.

One of the machines was a 16-horsepower,

side-entrance touring car, finished in rich

maroon, upholstered in dark red leather. A
model of the 24-30 horsepower machine was
shown, with side-entrance phaeton body

and victoria top, the finish being maroon,

with maroon-colored leather upholstery and

black leather top. The 16-horsepower

Doctor Compound for physicians' use had

a victoria top on a body witji piano box rear

end for the reception of a case of surgical

instruments, a medicine case, 0extra clothing,

and similar articles. The cSr was finished

in black all over. The fourth model shown
was a 16-horsepower covered delivery

wagon, the body being raised high above

the chassis on wooden horses, revealing the

three-speed sliding gear transmission driv-

ing to countershaft, from which side chains

transmit to the rear road wheels.

Kobusch Automobile Co.—This concern,,

newly organized in St. Louis for the pur-

pose of manufacturing a copy of the well-

known Mors, was unable to secure suitable

space at the Armory and during the show
week has had a complete car on view at the

Waldorf-Astoria, with an additional ma-
chine in commission outside for demonstra-

tions.

The finished car shown is a 35 horsepower
limousine, body by Demarest In a close

examination there is not any detail ob-

servable which is not an exact copy of the

car turned out by the French company. In

this connection it may be stated that ar-

rangements were made some time ago by
George J. Kobusch, president of the com-
pany, with the Society Anonyme Mors for

the exclusive right to manufacture, under
their patents, this well-known car. The
materials entering into the construction are
imported from the same concerns who
furnish these materials to the parent com-
pany. In the construction of the chassis

the greatest care is exercised to follow the

exact methods of the French constructors,

and the resultant mechanism is of a high

order of excellence.

Pressed nickel steel frame members are

used, and steels of special alloys in all vital

parts. The engine is an individual cylinder

motor with valves on opposite sides, igni-

tion make and break from low-tension mag-
neto gear driven from cam-shaft Cool-

ing is by usual water circulation through a

bank of gilled tubes, with supplementary

water supply contained in a tank at the

rear of the chassis.

The transmission from the motor is

through a speed change system of the typi-

cal Mors sliding gear type, but with only

two gears driving on the first, second, and
third speeds. The secondary gear shaft is

fitted with a bevel pinion which engages
with a bevel gear on the differential shaft,

and for all speeds except fourth drive is

through this set On high speed the primary
shaft is locked by means of suitable clutches

and the drive is then through the bevel

pinion and gear on the primary and differ-

ential shafts. The idler for effecting a re-

verse of the secondary shaft is in mesh only

when the change speed lever is placed in the

reverse notch on the quadrant, being slida-

bly mounted on its shaft and thrown out of

engagement automatically by the action of

a helical spring when the reverse is dis-

engaged.

A convenient little detail noticed in the

transmission system is the fitting of a man-
hole at the side of the case, extending to

the bottom and removable for proper flush-

ing of the gears with kerosene or gasoline

A try-cock is also fitted to the case so that

the proper oil level may be found and to let

a sufficient amount escape in case too much

oil has been supplied. Try-cocks are also

fitted to the crank case, one to each corn-
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partment, and their use should minimize

smoky exhaust and ignition troubles.

The only details changed in the car from

the French model is in an increase of road

clearance of 1 1-2 inches and in the use of

springs of greater stiffness, and all parts are

to be made to gauge interchangeable with

the corresponding parts of the Mors.

Three models will be regularly built, a 20

and a 35 horsepower with individual cast

cylinders, and a 50 horsepower with cylin-

ders in pairs. In addition, an 80 horse-

power chassis will be built to order.

Berkshire Automobile Co.—A 20-horse-

power Berkshire chassis in the rough and a

30-horsepower, side-entrance phaeton fitted

with extension top and finished all in black

constituted the display made by this Massa-

chusetts company. These cars follow the

French type, having four-cylinder vertical

engines in front and pressed steel frames.

The cylinders are cast separately with in-

tegral water jackets, and the engine with its

crankcase is set on a sub-frame that also

carries the transmission mechanism. Valves

are on opposite sides of the cylinder heads

and are all mechanically operated. The

water pump is gear driven and lubrication

is by gravity feed and splash in the crank-

case. The clutch is of the leather-faced

cone type, and the change-speed gears are

on a sliding shaft giving three changes for-

ward and one reverse. All gear shifts are

by one lever; the gears are always in mesh

and run in an oil bath. Drive is by bevel

gears to the differential on a countershaft

and thence by side chains. The crankshaft

has five bearings and is drilled with ducts

that lead the lubricating oil from these bear-

ings to the connecting rod bearings. Hess-

Bright ball bearings are fitted in the wheels,

and the springs have supplemental leaves

under compression above the longest leaves,

the effect being to counteract excessive play

of the springs on rough roads. The axles

are drop forged.

J. C Wichuann Automobile Gesell-

schaft.—One of the late arrivals at the

Armory show during the week was a

chassis of the 50-60-horsepower Argus

car made in Hamburg and Berlin, Ger-

many, and now handled in this coun-

try by the concern named. While fol-

lowing the general modern practice of

European constructors, this car has a num-

ber of novel features. Perhaps foremost

of these is a pair of small pumps on the

engine for maintaining air pressure on the

gasoline and the lubricating oil. The plung-

ers of these pumps are worked through a

connection with the valve push rods and

when the pressure reaches a predetermined

maximum they automatically cease to act

Two auxiliary hand pumps mounted on the

dash at either end of the lubricator serve

to develop pressure when the engine is dead

and there is no air under pressure in the

tank. The water circulation is a combina-

tion of the thermo-syphonic and pump sys-

tems. Two fiber buss tubes carry the high

tension ignition cables across the tops of

the cylinders. A double system of ignition

is provided, there being eight spark plugs,

four for high-tension magneto genera-

tor. The clutch is of the helical spring

type and is so constructed that when re-

leased it keeps the engine from racing until

the governor comes into action to throttle

the gas. Camshaft gears are mounted be-

tween the flywheel and the rear cylinder.

The crankshaft bearings are of unusual

length both at the rear end and in the cen-

ter. Lowe ball bearings are used through-

out the four speed sliding gear transmis-

sion. The reverse pinion is mounted above

the gears on the primary shaft and reverse

THOUGH a comparatively inconspicuous

feature at American automobile

shows, the motorcycle was on view at a

number of stands in the Armory, the ex-

hibits of this character, including fore-car-

riage tri-cars, being confined to the Club

show, with a single exception.

The Hendee Manufacturing Company,

builder of the "Indian" motorcycle, exhibit-

ed an ordinary roadster, a two-cylinder

4 1-2-horsepower racer, and two fore-car-

riage tri-cars, one for passengers and one

for parcels.

There have been no radical changes made

in the regular roadster. The motor has,

however, been increased to 25-8-inch bore

and 3 1-4-inch stroke, and is now rated at

2 1-4 horsepower. The tires have been in-

creased to 2 1-4 inches. The drive is of the

well-known double-chain type, the motor

making 7 1-3 revolutions to one of the rear

wheel.

The Thor compensating friction yielding

sprocket is used on the countershaft to pre-

vent undue strain on the chain when start-

ing or running at low speed.

The racer is along the same general lines

of the roadster, with the exception that the

tanks are made smaller to save weight. The
cylinders both work on the same crankshaft

motion is obtained by pushing the gear

lever forward in its H slot First forward

speed is also obtained by a forward push,

while the intermediate and high speeds are

obtained by pulling the lever back. The
spring hangers are bolted directly through

the pressed steel side frames and the

rear spring horns, instead of being made
of a solid forging riveted to the frame

sides, consist of a series of spring leaves

forming the rear half of a semi-elliptic

spring. These horns, besides being down-

wardly curved, have a lateral bend to bring

their rear ends out far enough to meet the

rear ends of the semi-elliptic springs

mounted on the axle.

and are set at a slight angle to each other.

Ignition is by single coil and distributer.

The tri-cars are formed by removing the

front wheels and forks of an ordinary

motorcycle and substituting the attachment

;

this entire operation takes about ten min-

utes for either change.

The special features of the Indian are the

double-chain drive and yielding sprocket

and the double grip control. The right-

hand grip first puts the exhaust valve lifter

out of action, then turns on the ignition

current, and then advances the spark as the

handle is turned from one. The left-hand

grip is used in a similar manner to open or

close the throttle.

The Reading Standard Cycle Company
exhibited the "Thoroughbred" motorcycle,

also a machine fitted with tandem attach-

ment, and one fitted with a side carriage for

a passenger. This machine follows very

closely the lines of the Indian, the only dif-

ference being the placing of the battery box
and the oil and gasoline tanks ; the mechan-

ism of the grip control also being slightly

different

The Aster Company exhibited a large 5-

horsepower, water-cooled tri-car of a type

popular abroad. Drive is by chain to rear

wheel; there is a two-speed gear, and the

Motorcycles and Tri-cars for 1906.
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motor is started by a crank. If this ma-

chine did not have a saddle for the driver's

seat it could hardly be classed as a motor-

cycle, as there are no pedals.

The American Motor Company exhibited

a "Marsh" single-cylinder machine, 1906

model. The most conspicuous new features

on this machine are a double-valve auto-

matic carbureter, one valve acting for low

and moderate speeds, and the other for

moderate to high speeds, the use of a ball

contact ignition timer, and the addition of

a spring fork. The machine is belt-driven,

a flat belt being used, slack being taken up

by an idler.

The company also exhibited the "Metz"

two-cylinder 4-horsepower chain-driven ma-

chine. This machine lias double grip con-

trol, single chain drive with spring idler to

take up slack, and compensating friction

sprocket on rear wheel. The chain used is

a double roller three-fourths pitch, three-

eighths wide and fve-eighths roller. Igni-

tion is by single coil and distributer.

The Wagoner Cycle Co. exhibited two

machines, a single and a drop frame tandem.

These machines are similar in respect to

motor equipment; the motor is rated at

three horsepower; drive is by triangular or

V belt, the slack taken up by an idler. The
tandem has the drop frame placed in rear.

The G. H. Curtiss Manufacturing Co. ex-

hibited two "Curtiss" machines, a single and
a double cylinder. The machines present

several interesting features. The motors are

furnished with roller bearings to crankshaft.

The single cylinder is rated at 2 1-2 horse-

power, and the double at 5 horsepower. One
of the most interesting points on this ma-
chine is the belt used for transmission ; this

is warranted not to stretch, and the manu-
facturer shows faith in this drive by not

providing the machine with an idler. It is

of the so-called 28 degrees V type, but is of

rather peculiar construction. There is an
outer belt of double thickness, mineral-

tanned leather stitched together, having an

entire thickness of one-fourth inch. There
is also an inner belt of the same thickness.

The outer and inner belts are separated by
distance pieces one inch long and one inch

apart The whole is united by a large cop-

per rivet passing through each distance

piece. This belt runs in a V-shaped groove

in the belt wheels which is considerably

deeper than the thickness of the belt. The
tendency, when a pull is put on the belt,

is to crowd down the belt further into the

rim, thus making it grip all the harder in-

stead of tending to slip, as with a flat belt.

Inner ring

Outer ring

sBcnoa of talb-califobhia pxstoh show-
dig DOUBLE VISQS.

The only motorcycle at the Garden show

was the "Yale California," made by the

Consolidated Manufacturing Co. It pre-

sents, however, quite a number of interesting

features. The drive is by flat belt, and a

neat spring idler is provided, the tension of

which may be instantly adjusted without the

use of tools.

The motor is conservatively rated at 2

horsepower, being 2 3-4-inch bore and 3-inch

stroke. A large outside flywheel is used

which conduces to steady running at low

speeds. There are four double piston rings

used. The construction of these rings is

somewhat novel ; they are of right triangular

section, two placed in a groove so as to

break joints. The machine is fitted with a

spring fork.

The use of non-vibrator coils with dry

batteries for ignition purposes, is the uni-

versal practice on American motorcycles.

Splash lubrication is also universal, with the

use of either sight feed or the introduction

of a measured quantity of oil to the crank-

case at intervals about equally divided.

Opinion also seems to be about equally

divided between belt and chain drive, with

the chain gaining in favor. General prac-

tice favors motors from 2 to 2 i-a horse-

power, geared about 6 to 1 on the average.

Demonstrations at the Shows.
Twelve months has vastly increased the

general knowledge of the buying public

concerning automobiles. A careful sum-
marizing of the expressions of representa-

tive tradesmen at the recent shows empha-

sizes this. Time was when a practical

demonstration was considered an essential

in negotiating a sale at the show; now the

demonstration has been relegated to a po-

sition of secondary importance as a selling

factor.

The number of demonstrating cars in

attendance outside both the Garden and the

Armory shows was greater than ever, and

the same system of making bookings with
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prospective customers, and the issuing of

identification checks prevailed, but most of

the actual sales were made direct from the

floor, notwithstanding—the reputation of the

selling houses in many instances being re-

sponsible for this. The large proportion of

those who asked for demonstrations, ex-

pressed a desire to test the easy riding qual-

ities of the springs supporting the body, or

a wish to test the noiselessness of the

exhaust and geared working parts, severally

or individually.

From a picturesque viewpoint the array

of demonstrating cars was impressive. On
three sides of both show buildings, each day,

in the early morning, hundreds of machines

lined up with military exactness, those on

Fourth avenue and Lexington avenue fac-

ing toward the center of the street. On
the side streets the cars were lined up in

single file, one behind the other. The air

of bustle and activity, the picturesque cos-

tumes of the chauffeurs, the businesslike

bearing of both customers and salesmen,

lent an air of individuality to the shows and

favorably impressed an observing public.

And the business world paused, carefully

noted and stored away for future reference

the well demonstrated qualities of the com-

mercial vehicles for freight carrying pur-

poses. These important vehicles were never

so much in evidence as this year. Fully

two score maneuvered all day long on the

streets adjacent to the exhibition buildings,

carrying various cargoes, from sample loads

of pig-iron to boxes of fashionable millinery.

All told the same story—efficiency, ease in

handling and a ready adaptation to the re-

quirements of the business.

No violations of the speed limit by the

operators of the demonstratng cars were

reported during the shows. This may be

considered a further proof of the perfected

education of both the customer and profes-

sional driver in the requirements of the

law. When the increased number of dem-

onstrating cars incident to two shows is

considered, together with the number of

out-of-town drivers presumably unfamiliar

with local regulations, the fact that no

volations of the law occurred is certainly

remarkable.

Names of Garden Show Attendants

THE gathering of sales representatives

of automobile manufacturers is an

annual feature of the shows,and is always

looked forward to with pleasant anticipa-

tion and long remembered. They come

from all parts of the Union, and meet in a

fraternal spirit. Among those at the Gar-

den complete vehicle stands were the fol-

lowing:

Auto Import Co.—J. S. Joseph, Benj.

Eichberg, John G. Dale, H. B. Hills, Jr.,

H. A. Conners.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.—Elmer

Apperson, Edgar Apperson, G. E. Bruner,

L A. Hopkins, Fred. P. Brand, Alex M.

Benson, Geo. M. Brown.

The Autocar Co.—Louis S. Clarke, John

Clarke, John Calder, A. H. Whiting. A. L.

Goddard, J. S. Stavers, Fred S. Smith,

Louis Geyler, Geo. Middleton, Palmer Ab-

bott, Albert J. King, W. G. Brooks, Samuel

F. Randolph, Raymond Hitchcock, William

Richwine, R. T. Newton, M. J. Wolfe.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co.—F. A.

Babcock, C. A. Benjamin, E. R. Whitney.

Sidney B. Bowman & Co.—Clovis Ber-

tron, Victor Villar, Capt Rawson Turner,

Sidney B. Bowman.
Buick Motor Co.—W. C. Durant, H.

E Shiland, W. Kerr, C. C. Coddington,

H. J. Koehler, C Barrows, J. O. Norcross,

W. E. Eldridge, F. Stranahan, W. C
Jaynes. Sidney Black, Mrs. Post, H. Fred-

ericks, Chas. Grant, George Grant, C. H.

DuL
Columbus Buggy Co.—Charles E. Fire-

stone, J. Firestone, O. H. Perry, G. M.
Bacon, Frank Warfield, J. W. Delamater.

Cantono Electric Tractor Co.—Chas. I.

Scott, H. W. Scott, G. Mazagretti, H.

Nicot, Paul de la Chesney, A. Lichtenstad-

ter, W. Thorner.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.—Lem. W.
Bowen, A. E. F. White, Wm. H. Murphy,

W. C Leland, H. M. Leland, E. E. Sweet,

and twelve members of the mechanical

board, W. E. Metzger, J. Elmer Pratt, H.

M. Hoblitt, K P. Drysdale, George Cra-

ven, William Krafve, W. C. Martin, Geo.

E. Blakeslee.

De Dietrich Import Co.—Walter C. Al-

len, Chas. Duval, E. H. Cox.

Decauville Automobile Co.—E. S. Part-

ridge, C. F. Wyckoff, Herbert Rose, Ste-

phen Thorn, William Swan, Edward Hayen .

Elmore Mfg. Co.—J. H. Becker, B. A.

Becker, W. W. Gawthrop, A. E. Ranney,

A. M. Day, A. J. Robinson, N. Davis.

Electric Vehicle Co.—M. J. Budlong, W
G. Henderson, Harry W. Kyte, D. W.
Henry, W. H. Durffy, C. C. Barrows, W.
W. Burke, Fred W. Nichols, F. E. Dayton,

E. C. Bald, J. J. Gaffney, G. E. Risley,

George Middleton, Louis Fitzgerald, W. A.

Evans, John Crittenden, John Milliken.

I H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.—Alexander T.

Brown, W. C. Lipe, H. H. Franklin, H. K.

Chadwick, F. A. Barton, John Wilkinson,

A. R. Bangs, Percy L. Neal, Fred Pardee,

T. P. Howell, H. C. Murray, M. C. Moul-

ton, F. R. Bump, S. J. Marshall, C. E.

Wheeler, S. C. Crane.

Gallia Electric Carriages.— Bernard

Maurice Dufresne, Count Armand de Gon-

taut Biron.

Hewitt Motor Co.—E. R. Hewitt, G. W.
Phillips, C. L. Cummings, C. O. Snyder,

Frank Keegan.

Haynes Automobile Co.— E 1 w o o d

Haynes, John Haynes, Frank Nutt, C. B.

Warren, C. C. Cartwright, Francis Fan-

ning, John Gibson, E. S. Breed, J. B. Deib-

ler, F. G. Carrie.

Knox Automobile Co.—E. H. Cutler, W.
E. Wright, A. E. Smith, H. G. Farr, James

Jones, C. R. Culver, Geo. A. Crane, S. A.

Miner, Frank Billings, George Reed, A. P.

Underhjll, H. E. Bradford, O. F. Springer,

G. R. Hunnewell. Chas. Brewster, R. W.
'Blake, A. G. Grundler, E. A. Hale, Chas.

Van Stone, F. L. Thomas, John Collins,

H. M. Davis, C. H. Martin, George Kerr.

R. T. Allcutt

Locomobile Company of America.—S. T.

Davis, Jr., A. L. Riker, Thomas H.

Thomas, E. F. Russell, A. W. Robinson,

M. V. Doud, D. C. Carson. I. J. Morse,

J. H. MacAlman, A. J. Banta, K. M. Blake,

J.
F. Plummer, J. A. Kingman, G. A.

Knowles, H. W. Lincoln, C. E. Scott, J. A.

North.

F. A. La Roche Co.—Ralph Temple,

Wm. Hyslop, Wm. Kearney, Ernest D.

Nevin, C. D. Cook, Henry Mehl, George

Debecker, Geo. M. MacWilliam, Samuel H.

Shaw, William Murphy.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Ltd.—F. H.

Matheson, C. M. Matheson, Henry U. Pal-

mer, Charles Singer, Charles R. Greuter.

Northern Mfg. Co.—W. T. Barbour, G. I-

B. Gunderson, V. M. Gunderson, Chas. B.

King, Clinton Hunter, McKie Walker, Peter

Fogarty.

Olds Motor Works.—Henry Russell,

Fred L. Smith, Angus Smith, George Dun-

ham, R. D. Chapin, R. B. Hamilton, Fred-

erick Sager, C. H. Larson, Gen. John T.

Cutting, Robert Phelps, F. Stokes, R. Jack-

son H. E. Coffin, W. O. Adams, R. R.

Owen, Jas. J. Brady.

Packard Motor Car Co.—H. B. Joy, C J.

Moore, W. L. Gleason, E. Roberts, S. D.

Waldron, W. L. Conkling, E. Dobinson,

C G. Culver E. H. Godshalk, Alvin T.

Fuller, F. J. Pardee, Wm. Murray, F. I.

Alliger.

Peerless Motor Car Co.—J. W. McCly-

monds, L. H. Kittredge, E H. Parkhurst,

C. Wridgway, E. W. Wridgway, J. A. Clark,

Geo. T. Thompson, Harry Savage, J. L.

Snow, Louis Sackett, F. M. Stettler.

Geo. N. Pierce Co.—Geo. N. Pierce, Chas.

Clifton D. Ferguson, Henry May, Chas.

Sheppy, Percy Pierce, Geo. Cooke, Edw.

Rounds, Robert Patton, J. W. Maguire, H.

Paulman, J. V. Lawrence, Marion Lambert,

Garnett Zorn, Charles Joy, W. H. Ellis,

F. A. Nickerson E. C. Bull, F. S. Dey, W.

J. Foss, Archie Hughes, D. A. Dark.

Pope Manufacturing Co.—Col. Albert A.

Pope, Albert L. Pope, Col. Geo. Pope, Chas.

E. Walker, Wilbur C. Walker, Harold L.

Pope, F. C. Gilbert, D. H. Hinsman, J. F.

Cox, Ned Lawrence, Fred L. Buckbee, F.

M. Ridler, J. P. Fogarty, Edw. Dugan, W.
H. Keller, A. E. Schaaf, F. M. Keeton, J. E.

Hade, H. L. Haskell, R. V. Law, W. N.

Taylor, H. G. Fisk, H. H. Rice, W. C.

Johnson, H. A. Downing, Henry Goodman,
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H. A. Leinhardt, Robert L. Winkley, J. W.
Drown, Elliott Mason, R. E Fulton, C. W.
Spencer, R. M. Barwise, P. V. Clodio.

Royal Motor Car Co.—E D. Shurmer, T.

F. Newman, A. D. McLachlan, Robert Jar-

dine, Geo. H. Bowler, Chas. A. Duerr, Geo.

J. Dunham, Jos. McDuffee, G. Hilton Gan-

tert, Maj. Francis H. Schoeffel, G. B. Dem-
arest, W. G. Spencer, W. B. Murray, E.

Shriver Reese, H. B. and W. Phinney, D. •

C. Pinney.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.—I. G. Page,

Frank Duryea, C. C Hildebrand, A. W.
Barber, Duffield Miles, Wm. Remington,

Frank Eveland.

Smith & Mabley, Inc.—C R. Mabley, A.

D. Proctor Smith, Clair M. Hamilton, J. S.

Bunting, Wm. P. Kennedy, Knight Neftel,

W. A. Rue, H. Armour Smith, S. S. Thorn-

ton, F. E Weir, J. V. Koch, Jr., Malcolm A.

Strauss, A. J. M. Edwards, John Muller, Jr.,

Frank Dudgeon.

Studebaker Automobile Co.—Col. George

M. Studebaker, T. W. Goodridge, A. M.
Welch, H. Vanderbeek, Harry Fosdick,

Jewell Dowling, W. R. Inness, Peter Du-
mont, R T. Peckham.

F. B. Stearns Co.—F. B. Stearns, Roy F.

York, George F. Woolston, Jas. H. Craw-

ford, Robert J. Walsh, A. S. Holden, P. J.

Sterling, W. B. Robinson.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.—E R. Thomas
Ezra E Kirk, M. B. Hatch, H. J. Hass,

George Salzman, Chas. S. Henshaw, R. D.

Henshaw, C. A. Kingsley, A. H. Martin, C.

A. Coey, F. H. Dart, Fred R. Harper, H. A.

Meeks, C. K. Smith, John Harrington.

Vehicle Equipment Co.—Robert Lloyd,

H. H. Havemeyer, Arthur Havemeyer, H.

D. Lloyd, A. J. Doty, C. G. Rainier, R. W.
Maginnis, J. R. Kinsey, Thos. E. Martin,

R. H. Doughty, Raymond Havemeyer,

Thomas Le Boutillier, A. Bogardus, P. C.

Chrysler, C. P. Jeager, W. L. Brown.

Walter Automobile Co.—J. R. Vander-

veer, William Walter.

Waltham-Orient Mfg. Co.— Harrison

Williams, L. B. Gaylor, E. P. Chalfant, W.
H. Little, S. M. How.
Winton Motor Car Co.—Thos. Hender-

son, George H. Brown, Charles B. Shanks,

Chas. W. Mears, Percy Owen, F. A.

Hinchliffe, A. E. Maltby, C. W. Churchill,

Harry Owesney, George Arbuckle, Chas.

Calvert, J. A. Foster, J. Hervey Nichols,

E A. Godfrey, C. S. Wilcox.

Names of Armory Show Attendants.

REPRESENTATIVES of automobile

manufacturers were as numerous at

the Armory as at the Garden, the number

being about equally divided between the

two shows. There were at the stands many
whose names are closely identified with the

industry, as the following list shows:

Acme Motor Car Co.—P. A. Fogarty,

J. J. Delong, J. McCutcheon, I. LengaL

D. Webster, Arthur A. Devlin, Frank A.

Devlin.

The Aerocar Co.—H. H. Thorpe, W. G.

Morley, Alex. Y. Malcolmson, George S.

Lisee, Mr. Pfahler.

Reo Motor Car Co.—R. C Rueshaw, R.

E Ingersoll, Thos. Peter Cooper Forbes,

D. S. Whitfield, C F. Gilmour, R. E. Olds,

R. M. Owen.
Austin Automobile Co.—Walter S. Aus-

tin, Frank A. Sanford.

American Locomotive Motor Cars.—Al-

bert T. Otto, James Joyce, William M.

Turner, W. G. Houck, Mr. Whitford,

George B. Adams.

Aster Co.—A. Epstein, A. C. Thompson,

Frederick Komp, Arthur Myers.

Central Park Auto Storage Co. (Spyker).

—M. C Overman, Lester G. Bruggeman.

Ariel Motor Car Co.—Ralph C. Lewis,

C Herbert CovelL

American Peugeot Automobile Co.—I.

W. England, J. Dubois, Mr. Bannister Rey-

nolds.

American Mercedes Co.—L B. Smith,

C M Bouggy, Frank S. Ray, Fred. Brem-

raer, "Ben" Benson.

Leon Bollee Agency of America.—H. L
Moody, Norris N. Mason, Fred. Spencer,

Emile Bondy, F. O. Moody.

Berkshire and Bliss Automobiles.—F. V.

Wbyland, F. A. Knight, Douglas Andrews,

Charles Tate, N. Van Sicklen.

The Bartholomew Co. (Glide).—J. B.

Bartholomew, R. A. Whitney, G. G. Luthy,

L C. "Wheeler, R. Holmes.

Marion Motor Car Co.—J. S. Conwell,

R. H. Hassler.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co.—M. L Goss,

C B. Rice, J. W. Harper, Harold Bostle.

Thos. B. Jeffery & Co.—G. W. Bennett,

E. A. Gilmore, Walter Gapp, Jr., George

H. Connor, C. A. Gilmore, George Cox, H.

W. Shattuck.

Buckeye Mfg. Co. (Lambert).—J. W.
Lambert, G. B. Lauderback, E. McLean, D.

McLean, F. L Hiller, E E. Brode, A. R.

Lambert
Cleveland Motor Car Co.—W. L Colt,

L B. Butler, R H. Gallagher, F. E
Parker, A. R. Davis, A. B. Mamley, Ar-

thur Garford.

Auto Car Equipment Co.—E B. Olm-

sted, Wm. F. Dobert.

Cryder & Co. (Leon Bollee).—Henry C.

Cryder, Paul Demeny, Henri Didier.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation.—J.

S. Bretz, E T. Kimball, B. F. Blaney, La-

fayette Markle, Herbert Levick, Mr.

Moore, Perkins, Bird, Perkins.

Chadwick Motor Car Co.—E B. Jackson.

Clarence Rowe, S. E. Oplinger.

Commercial Motor Car Co.—Arthur J.

Slade, Wolcott Remington.

The Compound.—Geo. T. Schull, D. F.

Graham, F. C. Carter, C. P. Hatch.

Crawford Auto Co.—R S. Crawford,

Chas. Morgan, Clifford Parks, Wm. Long,

Jos. Troxell.

Carey ( Revolving Cylinder) Motors.—C.

R. Bissell.

"C. G. V."—Julian Bloch, J. McAvoy.

Jesse J. Beitler, Henri Leconte, J. Ull-

mann.

Panhard & Levassor.—A. Massenet, Adc
Magnin, G. W. Post, Jr., Fred. Brevogel.

Detroit Auto Vehicle Co. (Crown).

—

H. W. Nichoalds, Theo. Hinterman. E. B.

Kennedy.

Dolson Automobile Co.—D. E. Dolson,

W. H. Vinal, W. A. Schaum, John A. Sea-

verns, H. W. Doherty.

Dorris Motor Car Co.—G. P. Dorris, H.

B. Krenning.

Duryea Power Co.—C. E Duryea, R. C.

Aldrich, Louis Lauther, Chas. Hunter, M.

L. Rowe, G. T. Garside, H. De Hart, J. H.

Fisher, E L. Sturgis.

Henry J. Perkins Co. (Atlas Trucks).—

H. A. Knox, A. L. McMurtry, A. B. Hen-

ley, F. W. Fowler, J. C. Cooper.

English Daimler Co.—E Demar.

Frayer-Miller Motor Car Co.—F. E.

Moskovics, Harry H. Knepper, Oscar Lear,

Lee Frayer, Tom Roe.

v 'Ford Motor Co.—Henry Ford, J. Cous-

ins, L. C. Block, A. M. Robbins, Chas. E.

Fay, Gaston Plantiff, L. E Hoffman, L H.

Hall, E. R. Stearns, H. Howell, John S.

Gray, John F. Dodge, H. H. Rackham.

Grout Bros. Automobile Co.—W. J.

Gould, C. L Gray, W. S. Saunders, W. F.

Adams.
E. B. Gallaher (Brasier).—Harold T.

Birnie, L. E Tripler, R. H. Weaver. A. D.

Chadbourne.

Hendee Mfg. Co.—G. W. Sherman, F. A.

Baker, F. B. Widmayer, Amos Shirley, G.

Piper, F. Conner.

Iroquois Iron Works (Auto Stage)—

G. Middleton.

Iroquois Motor Car Co.—C. E. McGraw.

John Leggett, H. M. Glen.

Johnson Auto Carriage Co.—Warren S.

Johnson, J. C. Spaulding, B. H. Cuyler.

Johnson Service Co.—J. C Spaulding,

Prof. W. S. Johnson, D. H. Cuyler.

Jackson Automobile Co.—Ed. H. Barnum,

L. C. Howard, S. R. Snook, Edward Diebel,

Chas W. Oathout

The Lansden Co.—J. M. Lansden, Charles

S. Schutter, Louis Ruprecht

Lozier Motor Co.—C. A. Emise, F. C.

Chandler, W. S. Mead, S. Reger, H. A. Lo-

zier, Jr., E R. Lozier.

Hotchkiss Archer & Co. (De Leon).—

A. A. Archer, M. Canaux.

Lane Motor Vehicle Co.—George Lane,

Samuel Lane, W. G. Richardson, Harold

Wright, F. Schussler, H. C Spratley.

Logan Construction Co.—B. A. Gramm.

B. W. Twyman, Fred Biszantz, Carl Probst

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.—Benj. Bris-

coe, J. D. Maxwell, C W. Kelsey, A. Grant,

Colonel Pardee, A. Le Vino, C G. Bleas-

dale, Mr. Morrison, Mr. Tyler.

Ardsley Motor Car Co.—F. R. Fuller, E
B. Blakeley, H. M. Wise.

Mors Automobile Co.—E. Lfllie, A. L.

Bennett, Edward Shotwell.
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Moon Motor Car Co.— J. W. Moon, E. J.

Moon.

Mitchell Motor Car Co.—C. P. Skinner,

W. D. Brown. G. B. Rodgers, H. C. Wil-
liams, A. H. Sower, W. M. Jenkins, J. S.

Griffith.

Dayton Motor Car Co. (Stoddard-Day-

ton).—Harry Croninger, C. G. Stoddard, J.

a Edwards, T. P. Rockett, James Mcll-

vroid, James Larkin.

Mendel, Dale & Co. (Upton).—C. Upton,

F. P. Upton, H. Mendel.

Moline Automobile Co.—E. W. Nichol-

son, Geo. Robertson, William Robertson, C.

H. Van Dervoort.

Napier Motor Co. of America.—Walter
H. Woods, Fred L Woods, Wm. H. Hil-

liard, Henry Seymour, Otto B. Cole, P. T.

French.

National Motor Vehicle Co.—A. C.

Newby, George M. Dickson, W. G. Wall,

Henry Hicks, C. H. Tyler.

Nordyke & Marmon Co. (Marmon).—H.
C. Marmon, W. C. Marmon, H. H. Rice,

R. J. Irvin, George Bott.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.—H. O. Smith,

R. I. Eads, S. H. Baker, W. A. Lute, Alfred

Comacho.

Palais de L'Automobile.—H. C. Neubauer,

R. K. Haines, S. Suskind.

Pungs-Finch.—E. B. Finch, Mr. Porter.

Pittsburgh Motor Vehicle Co.—Chas A.

Ward, Joseph Speidel

Palmer & Christie (Martini).—James
Christie, A. T. Emery, Charles Palmer.

The Rainier Co.—J. T. Rainier, P. N.

Lineberg, A. E. Morrison, A. E. Adams, E
A Cordner, W. A. Lesser, A. N. Haines,

H. U. Kibbe.

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co.—C. E. J.

Lang, E. J. Lang, D. C. Cookingham.

Renault Freres Agency.—C. A. Tileston,

M. G. Bernin, H. B. Miller, B. G. Wegman.
Rapid Motor Vehicle Co.—J. Baker, M.

Hinckley, H. G. Hamilton, Max Grabowsky,

A. G. North, C. M. Case.

St Louis Motor Car Co.—Jesse French,

Jr., T. B. Van Alstine, J. T. Rumble, J.

Egan.

Viqueot Co.—Chas. Rainier, J. Caswell.

Westinghouse Companies.—Jules Neher,

Mr. Heinrichs, Mr. O'Shea, E. S. Downs,
Mr. Hubbard.

Welch Motor Car Co.—A. R. Welch,

Fred Welch, H. M. Ambler, G. M. Dudley,

A. E. Mills, G. H. Lighthall, L. H. Kent.

White Sewing Machine Co.—Carl Page,

J. R Parker, Harry Esselstyne, Harry Un-
win, Max R. Greene, J. W. Ball, J. W.
Warren, A. C. Keene, J. H. Parsons, Ray
Darling, W. P. Frost, B. F. Adams.
Werner Car Improvements Co.—Oscar

Werner, H. H. Cobe.

Windsor Automobile Co.—J. A. Windsor,

Jr.

'Wayne Automobile Co.—Roger J. Sulli-

van, Jesse Draper, A. L. Kull, J. H. Mc-
Carthy, George H. Lowe, George C. Lewis,

W. M. Lewis, H. Wright, George A. Fisher.

York Motor Co. (Pullman).—James A.

Kline, Robt P. Morton, F. H. Kelley, A. P.

Broomwell.
Zfist Automobiles (Italy).—V. P. Pisani,

E. B. Wilson.

A drop of oil on a bearing is worth more
than a hundred drops spread over the out-

side of the machine.

News Notes of the Shows.
E. V. Hartford, president of the Hartford

Suspension Company, who arrived from

Europe on Thursday last, brought with him
the signed contract which secured for him,

for a term of years, the sole American sell-

ing agency for the Gobron-Brillie cars. A
car of this make, it will be remembered,

held the world's kilometer record for nearly

two years after its makers abandoned
speed contests. The Gobron-Brillii differs

materially from other cars in having a four-

cylinder motor with two pistons in each

cylinder. The explosion occurs in the center

of the cylinder, one piston moving up and

the other down. The Gobron-Brille patents

have eight years to run. Mr. Hartford

brought home a 35-horsepower touring car,

which was used for demonstrating during

the show.

» » *

It was officially stated on Thursday by
the management of the Garden show that

the foreign cars exhibited there (which are

those imported under Selden license) repre-

sented makes constituting a little more than

82 per cent of the total importation during

1905. This statement is based upon the

Custom House records, which show the

047 gasoline cars entered the port of New
York during the year. All but aoo of these

cars were of the licensed makers.

* * *

One of the gossipy subjects during the

show week was the much-abused topic of

trade papers. Many a promoter with a

'long-felt want" up his sleeve was moved
to furnish publicity projects which were

AH UHDIGironED DEPARTURE—THE HORSE GETS HIS nniTHGS AFTER THE AUTOMOBILE SHOW HAS CLOSED.
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seemingly irresistible. The fever this year

assumed the form of "specialized special-

ties" rather than general propositions, which

seems to indicate that the established papers

covering the industry are receiving proper

recognition. But the specialized specialty

ranging from a publication dealing with

tires to one devoted to the long-suffering

commercial vehicle presents the essence of

specialized journalism. Next year at this

rate we shall have offered separate journals

for electric trucks, six-ton motor trucks,

parcel delivery vans, and passenger vehicles,

with a promising future for a carbureter

publication and one devoted to cranks.

• • •

The luncheons given by the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Company to visiting agents

and guests at the Cafe Martin were largely

A MAXWALL RUNABOUT UP DC THE AIR,

attended and attracted much notice. The
placing of a Maxwell runabout on a plat-

form at a second-story window of the cafe

caused the Fifth avenue pedestrians and the

occupants of vehicles on that thoroughfare

to stare in amazement.

An unfortunate who was trying to find

out which was the "best automobile" wan-
dered into a salesroom, where the manager
forgot all about the magnificent qualities of

his own machine in making a masterly and
damning criticism of a competitor's car.

The would-be purchaser made up his mind
that a car that took so much knocking

down must be a pretty good one, and
promptly bought one. It proved to be a

good car. Fact.

Meeting of the A. A. A.
There was a large attendance at the meet-

ing of A. A. A. members in the rooms of

the Automobile Club of America at the

Armory on Wednesday afternoon. Presi-

dent Elliott C. Lee was in the chair. The
principal address of the day was made by

Winthrop E. Scarritt, former president of

the association. In the course of his re-

marks he called attention of his hearers to

two matters which he said were of vital in-

terest to automobilists everywhere. These

were the decreasing supply of gasoline and

the growing tendency on the part of legis-

lators to accomplish by indirection what

they cannot legally do directly; that is, to

drive automobilists off the highway by im-

posing upon them an onerous and burden-

some tax, the claim being made that the

automobile tire fittings wear out the high-

way.

"There are in use in America approxi-

mately 70,000 motor cars," said Mr. Scarritt.

"These do not consume as much as the

800,000 gasoline stoves which are in use all

over the Middle West, where fuel is always

high. During the past five years the price

of gasoline has doubled. The California

and Texas oils are practically barren of gas-

oline distillates, and while the supply of

gasoline is not growing, its consumption it

rapidly increasing. What is our remedy for

this threatening situation? It lies in the

direction of vegetable alcohol. At present

the United States Government taxes all

alcohol $2.00 per gallon. There is no rea-

son why this tax should not be removed on

denaturized alcohol; that is, alcohol ren-

dered unfit for drinking. Experiments with

this fuel made in France, and also in Amer-
ica, by Prof. Elihu Thompson, show that it

may be used as a motor fuel successfully.

Germany last year used over 70,000,000 gal-

lons of denaturized vegetable alcohol.

"Its general use in this country would
furnish a market for the farmer's surplus

corn, apples, beets, potatoes, etc. A bushel

of corn will make two and a half gallons

of alcohol. The surplus of this year's crop

over the average corn crop would produce

700,000,000 gallons of alcohol that could be

sold at a profit at the present price of gaso-

line.

"A bill is soon to be introduced in Con-
gress removing the tax on vegetable alcohol.

This association, and automobilists every-

where, should unite with the public press in

demanding the enactment of this most de-

sirable measure."

Other addresses were made by Judge Wil-
liam H. Hotchkiss, president of the New
York State Automobile Association; Sidney

S. Gorham, president of the Illinois State

Automobile Association; A. R. Pardington,

ex-chairman of the A. A. A Racing Board

;

Augustus Post, chairman of the Touring
Committee; John P. Coughlin, president of

the Worcester Automobile Club; Windsor
T. White, of the Cleveland Automobile
Club, and Emerson Brooks, who gave some

details concerning the proposed speedway

at Pennington, N. J.

The meeting decided to have a technical

committee of the association investigate and

report upon means for alleviating the dust

nuisance. The necessity of signboards was

discussed, and the A. A. A. placed itself on

record as discountenancing the use of

searchlights in city and town except when

absolutely required.

N. A. A. M. Annual Meeting.
The National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers, Inc., held its sixth annual

meeting on Wednesday afternoon at the Vic-

toria Hotel. There were twenty-eight active

members present President Cutler's report

showed that the affairs of the association

are in excellent condition, and that the in-

dustry generally shows a marked advance

over last year, with even better prospects

for the future for those concerns which are

conducted on sound business principles. The
report of Treasurer Innis indicated a bal-

ance of more than $30,000, as compared with

a surplus last year of but $io,ooo-^this des-

pite the fact that the association had con-

tributed liberally during the year to road

improvement and legislative funds.

All the retiring members of the Executive

Committee, with one exception, were re-

elected, E. R. Thomas succeeding Marcus L
Brock, whose retirement from active work

in the trade rendered him ineligible. The
hold-overs are Windsor T. White, W. R.

Innis, A. L. Pope and C C Hildebrand.

The present officers were unanimously re-

elected, as follows: E H. Cutler, presi-

dent; C. W. Bennett, first vice-president;

A. L. Pope, second vice-president; S. D.

Waldon, third vice-president; W. R Innis,

treasurer ; Percy Owen, secretary, and S. A.

Miles, general manager. The next meeting

of the association will be held in the First

Regiment Armory, Chicago, during the

week of the automobile show there.

Dealers Deny Rumors.
Rumors were afloat throughout last week

during the shows that the National Auto-

mobile Dealers' Association in annual ses-

sion at the Victoria Hotel, contemplated

seceding from the A. L. A. M. on the

ground, in part, that the agreement to

handle none but licensed cars worked a
hardship to many of its members.

A dealer who handles a car made under

the Selden patent is deprived of that

agency should he accept the agency for a

machine made by an unlicensed manufac-

turer, and this, so the story ran, was the

crux of the proposed revolt

President Smith, of the dealers' organiza-

tion, assured a representative of Thk
Automobile that no such action was con-

templated. There were, he admitted, some

few cases of individual dissatisfaction over

the blacklisting agreement of the licensed
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makers, but the large majority of the deal-

ers was perfectly satisfied with present

conditions in that respect

President Smith and others of the offi-

cials denounced the treatment accorded

them by the Garden show management in

the matter of admissions, not alone for

their employees, but for themselves. Many
of these dealers had brought men with

them—in many cases from distant cities

—

to familiarize them with the cars they are

to handle during the coming season. But

absolutely no arrangement had been made
for the admission of these employees—even

on a reduced-rate basis. Many of the

dealers themselves, had to undergo the slow

process of waiting for the raveling of a

complicated red-tape system before they

secured their credentials, unless they pre-

ferred to pay for their admissions—which

many of them did.

Canadian Route from Detroit to Niagara Falls.

SPEEDWAY TALK AT SHOWS.

A meeting of the promoters of the pro-

posed Pennington, N. J., speedway, at the

Armory on Thursday morning, took the

form of a general discussion of the pro-

ject preparatory to the inauguration

of actual work. George W. Young,

donor of the Corinthian cup to be

contested for at Ormond, was announced

as the latest convert to the scheme, in which

racing men and manufacturers are begin-

ning to take an interest According to pres-

ent plans, about five miles of the proposed

course will parallel the Pennsylvania rail-

road, which would indicate the possibility

in the not distant future of some exciting

brushes between locomotives and automo-

biles.

A special speedway proposed, about which

much has been heard during the week, was

the National Automobile Speedway, which

it is proposed to build near Bamegat, N. J.

This track is to be thirty miles long, includ-

ing a five-mile straightaway, all to be laid

out on a tract of 6,000 acres. The plans in-

clude the building of a modern clubhouse

and garage. Bamegat Bay, close by, will

provide a natural auto-boat racing course.

It is said that the $300,000 necessary to carry

this project to completion has been prac-

tically subscribed. The location of this

speedway, near Lakewood, and within easy

driving distance of New York and Phila-

delphia, will, it is believed, add to its pop-

ularity. Among the projectors are men-
tioned John W. Gates, John A. Drake and

Charles C. Gates, of New York; G. Jason

Waters, George P. Rogers and James Elver-

son, Jr., of Philadelphia; O. A. Turner,

A M. Bowling and William P. Whyte, Jr.,

of Baltimore, and Walter E. Edge, president

of the Atlantic City Automobile Club.

Prospective Purchaser—"Why don't you

fit make-and-break ignition to your cars?"

Brilliant Salesman—"Because, sir, every-

thing about our car is absolutely unbreak-

able, including the ignition."

DETROIT, Mich., Dec. 30.—Despite the

fact that we are now lingering in the

lap of winter, and snowdrifts are supposed

to abound, there are many automobilists

whose ardor will not be cooled and who

still venture forth to explore new routes or

traverse again those around which cluster

pleasant memories of summer days.

A tour that has sprung into popularity

among western automobilists during the

fall and open winter is the journey from

Detroit through Canada to Niagara Falls.

The Canadian roads are generally good, and

unless unusual weather conditions prevail,

this trip does not offer the difficulties en-

countered on the muddy roads of the States.

The bit of heavy pulling promised only

serves to arouse the spirit of the autoist who

wants to try out his car. The winter

scenery along the route is well worth the

journey, while the experiences along the

way are always interesting.

The Canadians have invented a few terms

of their own to apply to automobiles, and

these appeal forcibly to the sense of humor

when heard for the first time. President

Edwin S. George, of the Automobile Club

of Detroit, tells of one stop he made near

London, where the usual crowd of ruralists

gathered around to inspect and offer sug-

gestions. One youth, desiring to impart in-

formation while he attended to his self-

imposed duties of handing out monkey-

wrenches and other tools as required, thus

delivered himself:

"There's lots of billyin* by here now. My
sister went a-billyin' last week with a feller,

and she liked it lots. Dad says they are

goin' to try to stop the gases goin' down

this road. It scares the works [work

horses] . Want me to go and get him to bring

his works down here to see your billy?"

When a citizen of the United States

crosses the Detroit river into Canada to

make the journey to Niagara, it is first nec-

essary for him to file a bond with the cus-

toms officer to insure the customs depart-

ment against the selling of the car after it

enters Canada. President George, of the

Automobile Club of Detroit, is always glad

to help the tourist over this "bump" of the

trip, and he will quickly arrange matters

when requested to do so.

The best route from Detroit to Niagara,

which has been tried by President George

and other members of the local club, is here

given, stripped of useless verbiage so that

it can be followed without difficulty.

After crossing the ferry at Detroit, the

start is made on Glengarry avenue. Wind-

sor, southeast, which follow for about eight

miles. At cross roads, after crossing a

six-foot bridge at corner of cross roads,

turn left and follow road into Essex.

Leaving Essex, continue on Talbot road,

following curves in road to end (grocery

directly in front and blacksmith shop on

the left). Turn left about 150 yards to first

road leading to right. Take this road and

continue on it about 4 miles, crossing Mich-

igan Central Railroad ; about 40 rods further

take first road to right and go straight

ahead into Leamington, thence to Wheatley.

Two miles beyond Wheatley turn right, go

3-4 mile, turn left (east) and follow road

along the lake through Rooney, Dalton,

Cedar Springs. Leave the lake here and

continue on same road to Blenheim. Straight

ahead over Main street 1 niile from town

turn left, pass cemetery and follow this road

north 1-2 mile. Turn right just before

crossing railroad track and follow road

straight into Ridgetown—80 miles.

Continue straight ahead (east) 3 miles to

end of road, turn left (north), cross two

railroad tracks. At first road turn right

(east) through Highgate, and at first road

beyond Highgate turn left on the Muirkirk

road to end of road; turn right (east) 1

mile, turn left, passing church on left an-

other mile to schoolhouse. Here turn right

and continue about two miles to the town

line road ; turn left and follow road, cross-

ing Thames river.

A the first road—the Longwood road-

turn right and follow straight through the

towns of Wardsville, Newberry, Glencoe,

Kokomo, Lenberth to London—140 miles

from Detroit The last 60 miles is a direct

drive over superb roads.

Leave London over Dundas street to

Thanesford. Here the odometer should

register 156 miles. Just before passing

through Thanesford, cross stream, and at

foot of hill turn right and follow road di-

rect to Ingersoll. Enter this town at right

angle to Main street. Turn right on Main

street and go one block beyond Atlantic

Hotel; turn left and follow road straight

into main street of Woodstock—170 miles.

Continue east over Main street about four

miles to forks. Hake right fork straight

ahead through Cathcart, Burford and Mt
Vernon, crossing iron bridge over river to

Main street of Brentford. Leaving Brent-

ford, follow Colborn street east, along tele-

phone line through Cainsville, Lanford, Al-

berton and Ancestor. Continue on same

road (watch for bad curves) about seven

miles, entering on King street into Hamil-

ton—218 miles.

Follow King street 7 or 8 blocks, turn

right 1 block to Main street turn left and

continue with curve to the right at a fork

just out of Hamilton, then on to Stony

Creek, Winona, Grimsby, Beansville and

Jordon, which consists of a hotel and black-

smith shop. At the top of the hill in Jordon

keep to the right direct into St. Catherines.

Leaving St. Catherines, go out St. Paul

street to Queenstown street; follow this

street through Homer to St David. Here

turn right at grocery and follow this road

with its curves into the town of Niagara

Falls. Go to the upper bridge to cross to

the American side.
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QrowtM A survey of the acces-

mt Trmdm sories exhibited at the

lai SsTeVtfPlwaV shows provides a con-

vincing proof of the magnitude to which an

entirely dependent trade may grow. The
raison fitre of the sundry business being

the automobile, it is interesting to consider

the development of this allied trade. In

the first place, a great number of the con-

cerns now engaged in the manufacture of

such articles as are broadly classed under

the head of sundries are by no means new in

the world of trade, and a number have been

long established as producers of standard

articles of commerce. This is particularly

true in the case of the manufacturers of

tires and electrical goods, but here the

broadening effect of the automobile is seen

in the adaptation of the product to the new
use and widening field.

For example, a few years
.
ago it was

scarcely possible to purchase in the open

market an American made induction coil of

anything but the crudest finish, with perhaps

high efficiency, but not fitted for attachment

to the well-finished automobile. This condi-

tion has been changed and there are now a

number of concerns of the best standing

making coils and other ignition specialties

of the highest finish and efficiency.

The quality of tires has also been vastly

improved and the output has increased to

such a marked degree that the pioneers in

the business can no longer take care of the

demand. This matter of demand has had

much to do with the entry into the business

of such a great number of manufacturers of

accessories, the buying public requiring no

great campaign of education and the depend-

ency of the sundry business on the automo-

bile industry being exemplified by the pros-

perity that marks the allied trade.

The total floor space occupied for

the exhibition of sundries at the New
York shows was nearly as great as that

which was given over to complete ve-

hicles, and of the total number of ex-

hibitors more than one-half were the ac-

cessory and materials concerns. In a con-

siderable number of instances sundries are

entirely new articles rather than adapta-

tions, though such things as tops, tires, bat-

teries, coils and upholstery are logical de-

velopments and refinements of previous

products of houses of long standing.

The horn, chime alarm, acetylene lamp,

shock absorber and other small necessities

have been devised solely to ' fit into the

scheme of the automobile and, except in

some crude and embryonic forms, would

otherwise never have appeared, and certainly

not in commercial quantities. The same
thing may be said of such measuring instru-

ments as the speed, distance and grade

meter.

While the amount of capital directly in-

vested in the business of manufacturing

sundries is not so great as the total invest-

ment of the builders of cars, it is such a con-

siderable sum that the stability of this

branch of the industry is assured, while its

growth is indicated by the great increase of

interest on the part of visitors at the shows.

Pwrlmt Concerns which have an

p*r*lflm established foreign trade

P—tmi: know the importance of

properly prepaying all matter sent by mail,

including, of course, correspondence. Many

foreign business bouses refuse all under-

paid mail matter with the result that the

American correspondent suffers a loss of

orders or creates a prejudice against his

business methods. In most European coun-

tries the value of small things is very thor-

oughly appreciated, and houses of the first

importance will take offense at matters in-

volving expenditures on their part that an

American house, under similar circum-

stances, would not bother about In most,

if not all, European countries the postal

authorities impose a penalty of double the

difference between the postage on an under-

paid letter or package and the actual post-

age which should have been prepaid. In a

house transacting an extensive foreign busi-

ness the aggregate payments of penalty

postage would foot up a considerable sum

in a year.

The subject is discussed in a letter by

U. S. Consul Creerey, of Glauchau, Ger-

many, who says:

"It is particularly annoying to have to

pay penalty postage on business letters, let-

ters asking favors, or advertising matter.

That this is often the result of carelessness

or stupidity of a mailing clerk is illustrated

by two letters received at this consulate

from a responsible American firm recently.

One reads: *We wrote you fully this morn-

ing, but regret that the letter should have

been mailed by one of our clerks without

proper postage.' The letter referred to was

sent under a 2-cent stamp and cost 25 pfen-

nigs (6 cents) penalty postage. The letter

apologizing for the carelessness had no

stamp and cost 65 pfennigs (16 cents). All

letters for foreign countries should be

carefully weighed and particular attention

paid to the postage."

Many times the error is caused by failing

to remember that while the minimum do-

mestic rate for letters is two cents for on*

ounce, the lowest foreign rate is five cents

for one-half ounce. The matter of postage

is well worth the attention of firms trying

to build up a foreign trade.

••JWwC* In the discussion of

Nmmmmclatur* the automobile, either

aTwwafwtf. through the medium of

the press or in everyday conversation, on

the street or in the shop, the need of a cor-

rect and uniform nomenclature for the va-

rious parts and functions of the self-pro-

pelled vehicle becomes each day more

apparent

The use of the word "
automobile" has

been accepted so generally that any objec-

tion to its continuance can only be from the

viewpoint of the etymologist In great

Britain the automobile is called a "motor-

car"—not a bad name, but less pleasing to

the ear and of no esthetic quality. Here at

home we use the word "car" as a popular

and short word, and specifically as meaning

an automobile designed as a pleasure ve-

hicle.

The need is not so much a name for the

automobile as a correct and uniform desig-

nation of the component parts and acces-

sories. The French language has furnished

us with a number of terms which by reason

of long continued use seem to admirably

answer the purpose. The adoption of these

French words is a logical outcome of the

earlier period in the industry in America

when the importation of cars formed a con-

siderable proportion of the source of supply.

In a general way the rapid growth of the

automobile industry in this country is re-

sponsible for confusion in nomenclature, the

wide interest of the public in the subject

provoking discussion not always along lines

of conservatism and understanding. How-
ever, the introduction into our vocabulary

of some dozen odd words of French origin

need not be followed by their misuse. As
an example, the word mtchanieien might be

noted. The Anglicized form, "mechanician,"

is used in the majority of cases incorrectly

as synonymous with "mechanic." The auto-

mobile "mechanician" is rarely skilled in the
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"theory and construction of machines," and

the use of the word is misleading unless

used with this understanding.

In the case of words which have long been

a part of our own language a mistake is

less excusable. For instance, "commutator"

is commonly used, and by many competent

men, to mean the make-and-break device

upon which the correct timing of the motor

depends. The function of this device is

neither more nor less than that of a switch,

mechanically actuated in such a manner
that the switch is closed and opened at the

correct moment when it is desired to cause

combustion in the motor cylinder. Un-
doubtedly the intent is fairly plain when
anyone speaks of the "commutator," but a

commutator is a mechanism designed for

altogether different purposes than the mere
completion or interruption of an electrical

aren't

Indefiniteness marks the use of a number
of terms, as, for instance, "steering wheel."

At the very least this may mean any one of

three wheels, and in the case of certain types

any one of five wheels. "Radiator" is usually

meant when "cooler" is used, and possesses

a much more specific meaning. "Chassis"

should be used in the same sense as the

French understand the word, and since we
have borrowed the term we should apply it

to the same object, namely, the completed

mechanism, frame, wheels, motor, change-

speed and all the assembled parts of the

automobile except the body.

What we need in the way of nomenclature

is some recognized authority. A system
once adopted would be easy of assimilation

by the trade and the press, and its use by the

public would follow, so that uniformity

would soon be reached. The only possible

solution of the problem is the action of some
such body as the Society of Automobile
Engineers, an organization eminently fitted

to issue a complete nomenclature of the

automobile, its parts and functions, and it is

hoped that the members of that association

will see fit to take early steps toward this

end.

Great Assemblage at A. C. A. Banquet.

INDIANAPOLIS WANTS A COLISEUM.

Indianapolis, Jan. 20.—Automobile man-
ufacturers, dealers and driver* of this city

are lending their support to a movement to

erect a coliseum in Indianapolis which will

be large enough to accommodate an auto-

mobile show. The project is still in infancy.

The growth of Indiana factories and their

constantly increasing production are forcing

Indiana to the front as a producer of autos,

but, despite this fact and that Indiana is so

centrally located, her manufacturers are

compelled to go to other cities in order to

display their cars in a satisfactory manner.

It is planned that the coliseum shall have
a seating capacity of 15,000 persons, and it

is expected that it will cost in the neighbor-

hood of $750,000. Of this amount it seems
likely that a large portion of it will be raised

•7 automobile interests.

OIX hundred members of the Automobile
& Club of America attended the club's

annual dinner held at the Waldorf-Astoria,

New York, on the evening of Saturday,

January 20, the last day of the most suc-

cessful automobile show ever promoted by

the club. The great ballroom was magnifi-

cently decorated with flowers, ferns, palms
and evergreens, the pillars and most of the

walls being hidden by masses of color and
foliage ; on the tables were stands of Ameri-
can Beauty roses and decorations of South-

ern smilax. The galleries of the ballroom

were filled with ladies, friends of club mem-
bers and those who had been unable to se-

cure seats at the tables; the handsomely
gowned ladies and the beautiful floral deco-

rations of the gallery fronts added greatly

to the brilliancy of the scene. The guests

at the A. C. A. dinners are always presented
with a souvenir or momento of the occa-

sion ; this time a seal cardcase was given to

each member, with the recipient's name
stamped in gold letters; in the case was a

little card bearing the menu, which was as
follows

:

Menu

J«

Buffet Russe

Oranges de Florlde avec
Rocher Freres Orange Curacao

Tortue Verte clalre

Radis Pim-olaa Celerl vert
Amandes salees

Notx marinte

Coqullles de F16tan

Couronne de Rls de Veau
aux champignons frais

Filet d'Agneau, Sauce Tyrollenne
Petits pols sautes
Plments verts farcls

Sorbet de Pantalgia

Terrapene ft la Philadelphia

Canard Canvasback ROM
Hominy frit Gelee de groeellles

Salade de fruits

Olaces Assortles
Petits fours Notx et Raisins

Cafe

Conocedor Amontillado Sherry
O. H. Muram & Co.'s Selected Brut
Ayala Magnet, Extra Dry
Apolllnaiis
Dewar's White Label Scotch
Dawson's Old Curio Scotch
1824 Brandy, A. C. Meukow & Co.
Cordials
Cigars (Waldorf-Astoria Cigar Co.)
Pall Hall Cigarettes

Another pretty feature of the dinner was

that the ices were served in papier macht

automobiles, searchlights, airships, and other

mechanical forms—the airships being espe-

cially appropriate in view of the presence of

members of the affiliated Aero Club of

America.

The president of the A. C. A., Dave Hen-
nen Morris, was toastmaster. On his right

sat Prof. Alexander Graham Bell and on his

left John Jacob Astor. The other guests at

the president's table were Henry M. Dun-
can, Jefferson Seligman, Henry C. Rouse,

Colgate Hoyt, Milton J. Budlong, Samuel

H. Valentine, Henry D. Estabrook, William

H. McElroy, Gen. George Moore Smith,

Winthrop E. Scarritt and John Brisben

Walker.

President Morris, as toastmaster, referred

in his opening remarks to the interest taken

by foreign government officials in road rac-

ing and expressed the opinion that the same

course might be followed in this country

with advantage to the automobile movement
Professor Bell, speaking on behalf of the

airship movement, referred at some length

to the problem of aerial navigation, stating

that he believed the airship would be rapidly

developed on both sides of the Atlantic sim-

ultaneously. Professor Bell believes that

the solution of the problem will take the

form of an aeroplane propelled by a light

but powerful motor.

The speeches which followed were, for

the most part, disappointing to those who
expected to hear interesting and valuable

discussions on matters of interest in connec-

tion with automobilism, and were more

in the nature of after-dinner inanities than

serious utterances intended to be of perma-

nent interest.

Among those present at the dinner were

the following:

David W. Abercromble, Dr. C. T. Adams,
C. C. Adams, Albens T. Adams, George B.

Adams, C. L. Addison, Louis R. Alberger,

A. H. Alker, Capt. F. M. Alger. Russell A.,

Alger, Jr., J. D. Anderson, MaJ. James M.
Andrews, James S. Anthony, Frank C. Arm-
strong, Theodore P. Artaud. Albert Ashforth.

J. W. Aylesworth.
Don H. Bacon, Louis P. Bach, 8. H. Baar.

A. C. Banta, Julian H. Barclay, A. L. Barber.

A. Victor Barnes. William Barbour. E. B.

Bartlett, C. W. Barron, Dana P. Bartlett,

Charles D. Barney, Col. Allan C. Bakewell.

J. W. Ball, Frank H. Ball, William N. Beach,

W. Q. Bee, E. M. Beldlng. M. M. Beldlng.

Jr., W. 8. Beldlng, A. J. Belden, Frank Bell.

Charles J. Betstg, Cortlandt F. Bishop, Gus-
tav Blsslng, Ph.D., E. T. BlrdsaU, George
M. Bingham, Luther L. Blake, K. M. Blake,

Bron, Samuel Brill, W. G. Brooks, J. F.

Booth, Charlton P. Brooke, Emerson Brooks,
Philip J. Britt, Curtis P. Brady, G. J. Brad-*

ley, James C. Brady, Daniel M. Brady, H.
H. Brady, Jr., Herbert P. Brown, Grant Hugh
Brown, Samuel Brill, W. G. Brooks, J. F.

Brice, George T. Brokaw. Nicholas F. Brady,
James Brown, Stephen H. Brown, John T.

Brush, Benjamin Briscoe, William H. Brown-
ing, George P. Butler, William H. Butler.

Wlnslow E. Busby, Dr. J. A. Bullard, Will-

lam W. Burke, J. 8. Bunting, L. B. Butler,

8. M. Butler.

John A. Caldwell, Hon. John F. Carroll,

Herbert 8. Carpenter, Eugene J. Cantin,
John Calder, W. M. Campbell, Jess Cassard,
Louis Cassler, J. Hayes Carstalrs, Charles
Carstalrs, George F. Chamberlin, A. H.
Chadbourne, W. E. Chlpman, Frank Chip-
man, A. W. Church, K. O. Chisholm, Alfred
N. Chandler, H. Durant Cheever, John Clark,

George Clarke. Dr. G. D. Cochran, Kenyon
B. Conger, W. E. Corey, W. L. Colt, George
M. Cohen, E. J. Corbett, M. R. Conneu,
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Maurice Coeter, Norman P. Cooley. David
Crutchneld, Henry C. Cryder. Dr. D. Le Roy
Culver.

George H. Day. W. W. Darley, C. I* Dane,
Edward T. Davis, 8. T. Davis, Jr., Dr. P.

M. Dearborn, L. C. Dessar, J. E. DeMar, W.
D. Denegre, J. W. da Aguero, I* C. de Coppet,

A. de Magnln, J. Henry Dick. J. H. Dickin-

son. Philip T. Dodge. Perry H. Dow. H. P.

Donaldson, Dr. L. P. Donohue, M. V. Doud,
Burton Dowling, Frederic 8. Doremus, P. B.

Drake, Capt. P. R. Drake, C. A. Duerr.

Thomas C. Dunham, Col. P. S. Dyer. Richard
N. Dyer, Jos. Dykes.
A. W. Eager, Hayden Barnes, Henry Ed-

munds. William C. L. Eglln, Alfred Ely,

William D. Ellis, John Billot, James Elver-

son, Jr., L. W. England, A. L. Erlanger,

Charles E. Etherldge, Mark 8. Eustace,

Frank Eveland, H. J. Bverall.

Ernesto G. Fabbrl, B. A. Pairchild, James
P. Fargo, C. E. Farnsworth, George H. Fea-
rons, Murray W. Ferris, E. H. Fitch, Ezra
H. Pitch, Ernest Flagg, WlUlam M. Fleit-

mann, Frederick T. Fleltmann, George H.
PUnn, F. 8. Flower, N. M. Flower, Peter Fo-
garty, Eugene A. Fornes, Julius K. French,

Arthur Froweln, Mortimer B. Fuller.

Frank 8. Gannon, David H. Gaines, T. J.

Gaines, Jr., E. B. Gallaher, R. D. Garden,
Andrew I* Gardiner, A. L. Garford, Francis

P. Garvan, William D. Gash, Charles G.

Gates, John W. Gates, Harry George,

C. H. Gillette, W. E. Gilmore, Henry Gin-
nel, W. 8. Glnnel, J. W. Gilson, Frederick

Glassup, Frederick Glaasup (guest), W. C
Gotshall. C. A. Godshalk, H. A. Grant,

Edward Graves, Olln D. Gray, Andrew Gray,

Max R. Greene, Warwick Greene, V. R.

Greene, R. A. Greene, T. L. Greenough, W.
A. Griffith, V. M. Gunderson.
Clarence M. Hamilton, J. T. Harwood,

John Hall, P. C. Hale, William Hawley,
Alan R. Hawley, J. F. Hart, J. Horace Hard-
ing, Chares E. Hadley, John F. Havemeyer,
J. G. Haeslett, James M. Hartshorne. George
P. Harrtman, Howard 8. Hart, Maxwell 8.

Hart, C. A. Hanna, Prank Hedley, Capt.

Homer W. Hedge, E. H. Helnrlchs, A. P.

Helnse, E. J. Heppenhelmer, Gen. W. C. Hep-
penhelmer, A. P. Hexamer. G. P. Heubleln,
A. B. Henley, W. C. Heydecker, W. 8. Hllles,

W. A. Holton, George C. Holllster, E. Rand
Hollander, L. J. Holton, James Hopkins, A. C.

Hottenroth, Frederick W. Hottenroth, Wal-
ter B. Horn, Walter L. Horn, A. H. Hopping.
Gen. G. E. P. Howard, David Huyler, Archer
M. Huntington, Archer M. Huntington
(guest), W. B. Hurlburt, George B. Hutton.
Richard Irwin, Felix Isman.
Robert Jardtne, Charles M. Jarvis, H. L.

Jones, M. B. Johnson, Walter Howard John-
son. Ormond Lawson Johnston, Henry B.

\ Joy.

G. Kauffman, W. W. Kelchner, Hon. James
E. Kerr, Henry W. Kent, Richard Kennerdell,

R. C. Kelsey, William P. Kennedy, George K.
Klrkham, C. W. King, J. A. Kingman, Charles

v King, C. E. Knoblauch, P. M. Knowles, C. J.

Knowles, J. G. Kugelman, Robert 8. Kunkel.
E. J. Lake, John M. Lansden, Jr., William

W. Lawrence, George Landers, George Lan-
ders (guest), Arthur B. Leach. G. Howland
Leavitt. John J. Ledwtth. Ralph C. Lewis, J.

M. Leopold, George A. Legg, Frederick G.
Lee, M. Le Vino, Warner M. Leeds. F. M.
Lockwood. L. F. Loree, C. M. Lowther, Geo.
Lowther, Harry J. Luce, Whitney Lyon.
James H. MacDonald, W. H. Malley, Win-

slow Mallery, Frederick Marsh, W. N. Mason,
John Markle, Charles M. Manly, J. J. Man-
dery. Carleton Macy. Melville D. Martin, A.
Massenat, V. L. Mason, J. D. Maxwell. George
Ross Mackenzie, H. R. Mackenzie, A. D.
MacLachlln, Rufus L. MacDuffle, J. H. Mac-
Alman, Patrick H. McCarren. James J.

McGulre, Joseph B. McCall, Ira A. McCor-
mack, P. H. McMillan, Henry B. McQueen,
George E. McQuesten, Herman A. Metz. Rlch-

ard W. Meade, Henry Mehl, Walter H. Mer-
rall, F. A. Merrall, A. E. Merrall, Leonce
Messlnesl, Cord Meyer, W. B. Miller, A. B.

Miller, Charles E. Miller, John Miller, 8. A.

Mitchell, A. H. Morris, Robert Lee Morrell,

J. Howard Morse. I. J. Morse, H. F. Mollen-

hauer, Frederick P. Morris, W. J. P. Moore,

Louts P. Mooers, R. S. Munger, R. C. Munger,
Dr. John P. Munn, Thomas J. Murphy Wil-
liam A. Murphy.
Robert Naegell, Edward C. Newcomb, Hon.

T. H. Newberry, J. Neher. W. W. Nlles.v
William P. Norton.
WlUlam W. Ogden. Dudley Olcott, John F.

O'Rourke, James H. Ottley, A. H. Overman,
W. C. Overman.

Orrel A. Parker, R. G. Packard, Jr., J. W.
Packard, Carl Henry Page, William H. Page, v

Jr., B. S. Partridge, K. C. Pardee, Andrew
Peters, John Pierce, Karl D". Perkins, H. B.

Phlnny, W. P. Phlnny, W. T. Plimpton,

Charles 8. Phillips, N. Taylor Phillips, Percy
Pierce, Conrad N. Pitcher, John F. Plummer,
Jr., Augustus Post, H. T. Pond, J. M. Porter,

H. W. Pratt.

Hon. Lemuel E. Qulgg.

H. B. Randolph, James E. RatcMord,
William Remlck, Rev. Alban Rlchey, Isaac

L. Rice, John Rice, Howard Rlegle, Benjamin
Rlegle, A. L. Rlker, W. J. Rlker, J. T. Roche.

Jr., A. W. Robinson, E. H. Rosenstock,
Pierre Lorlllard Ronalds, H. P. Robblns,

Basil W. Rowe. M. J. Rothschild, J. E.

Roosevelt, J. B. Russell, E. F. Russell.

William D. Sargent, Henry Sanderson,

Robert P. Scott, George L Scott, William P.

Scott, Jr., Myron Schafer, George E. Schank,

Charles F. Schutter, John Schlosser, Philip

Sohlosser, D. B. Seybel, A. D. Seymour, E.

D, Shurmer, John Shepard, Jr., W. L.

Shearer, Jr., Royal R. Sheldon. A. R. Shat-
tuck, William C. Shanley, J. M. Shaw, Hon.
Theodore H. Sllkman, Angus Sinclair, George
Singer, Arthur J. Singer, Jerome Slegel, R.

W. Slusser, George J. Smith, E. E. Smathers,
Charles G. Smith, R. H. Smith, Arthur T.

Smith, Eugene Sondhelm, Charles S. Som-
mervllle, Charles E. Spratt, George B.

Spearln, L N. Spiegelberg, J- G. Stuart, J. M.
Stoddard, Albert J. Stocker, T. W. Stemmler,
Benjamin Stern, Frederick C. Stevens, Rich-

ard Stevens, S. B. Stevens, Ed. J. Stelner, H.
S. Sternberger, AIlx W. Stanley, Herbert
Strong, J. 8. Sturgis, P. C. Sutro, H. R. Sut-

phen, H. M. Swetland, George B. Sykes.
Albert Taylor, Samuel Walter Taylor, B.

L. Taylor, H. R. Taylor, Gage E. Tarbell,
Edward A. Taft, George P. Tangemann, C.

C. Tegethoff, W. C. Tempi*, William 8. Teel,

Jr., General Thayer, William Thaw, William
Thaw (guest), Thomas H. Thomas, T. B.
Tomllnson, J. de Mont Thompson.
Hermann Unger.
Hon. Robert A. Van Wyck, D. L. Van

Nostrand, Philip Van Volkenburgh, William
Van Anden, B. C. Van Dyke, F. L Vander
Beek, M. J. Verdery, Atwood Vlolett, Rev.

Wm. H. Vlbbert, H. H. Vreeland.

8. D. Waldron, R. H. Wallace, Walter T.

Wallace, W. R. Warren, Dr. W. 8. Wash-
ington, G. Jason Waters, Francis A. Watson,
H. R. C. Watson, R. H. Weaver, Gustav
Weinberg, J. J- Welch, C. W. Wells, Henry
F. Wells, Edward Weston, Edward P. Wes-
ton, C. F. Wetzel, J. G. White, Dr. Schuyler
Skatts Wheeler, A. G. Wheeler, H. C. Whit-
man, Clarence Whitman, A. H. Whiting, W.
McC. White, R. D. Wlllard, John A. Wilson,
Wlnslow Tracy Williams, Frank L. Wing,
Arnold Wood, A. D. Wood, O. J. Woodward,
Hon. R. 8. Woodruff, E. B. Wright, C. F.

Wyckoff.
C. S. Teagle.

Clean glass in a lamp makes far more
difference in the strength of the light pro-

jected than most people suppose.

ROADS EXPERIMENTING.

Alton and Burlington Trying Motor Can
While Ulionis Central Loob on.

Chicago, Jan. 22.—Several of the rail-

roads which have suburban service in and

about Chicago have become deeply inter-

ested in the subject of gasoline motor pas-

senger cars, and two or three have been

experimenting of late along this line. The

Chicago & Alton tried out a car which gave

satisfactory results at first, but which did

not meet with every requirement after the

first trial. The company has not lost its

confidence, however, and believes that rail-

road cars driven by gasoline engines have

a bright future in suburban service, which

requires high speed for short distances and

quick stopping and starting.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy rail-

road is also experimenting with gasoline

motors in its shops, and is endeavoring to

secure a quick-starting, heavy traction car.

The Illinois Central has also become inter-

ested and is watching the efforts of its

rivals with a view of doing something in

the same line itself, if the cars prove suc-

cessful.

One feature of gasoline cars which ap-

peals to the railroad men is the fact that the

danger which is always present when an

overhead trolley or third rail is used, is

eliminated.

A MOTOR CAR RAILROAD.

Baltimore, Md., Jan. 22.—An application

will be made to the present General Assem-

bly of Maryland for a charter to operate an

automobile car line between Chestertown,

Kent county, Md., and Tolchester Beach,

the enterprise being projected, it is said, by

George R. Snodeal, of Baltimore, and sev-

eral New York capitalists. It is proposed

to obtain rights of way over private prop-

erty, a number of such rights having already

been granted.

Gasoline propelled cars, seating thirty per-

sons, will be used on ordinary railroad

tracks of sixty-pound rails. Each car will

have 100 horsepower, and it is expected that

a speed of thirty miles an hour will be ob-

tained. This would reduce the time required

to cover the eleven miles between the two
points to a fraction over twenty minutes.

At present it is nearly a two hours' drive

by horse.

It is said that if the line is built it will

eventually extend to other points in the
northern part of the county. Kent county
residents have expressed their gratification

and enthusiasm over the scheme.

A pocket electric lamp is an exceedingly

convenient thing to have about the car.

If the nuts on the bolts in your car are
not fitted with spring washers, jam nuts,

cotter-pins or some other retaining device,

you will be wise to make sure that every
nut will "stay put" by applying something

of the sort without delay.
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Stanley Steamer Goes Mile in 31 4-5 Seconds.

""THE first races on the Florida beach were
* held on Tuesday, January 23, having

been postponed from the previous day, and

in the one-mile steam championship the

mile record was broken by the winner, the

Stanley steam car driven by Marriott, the

time being 31 4-5 seconds.

The initial morning dawned with plenty

of fog, rain and wind; but the weather im-

proved somewhat as the day grew older, and

by 11 o'clock had moderated sufficiently to

CORDTTHIAN TROPHY FOR TEH MILE RACE
DOHATEDJSSY GEORGE W. YOUHG.V^ >

permit a start to be made. Great enthusi-

asm was displayed by the visitors, who were

at the beach, notwithstanding the adverse

conditions. The telegraph wires leading out

of Daytona were not in working order until

about noon.

The Thomas six-cylinder racing car will

not be sent to the beach, and the machine is

now stored at the New York garage of the

Thomas company.

Immediately after the New York shows

closed—and in many cases before the shows
dosed—people began the journey to the

Florida beach. Hundreds went from New
York alone, many by special trains. Guests

at the dinner of the Automobile Gub of

America made a hasty exit after the speech-

making and caught a late train for the great

speedway. The people at the beach are kept

on the keen edge of expectancy by the pos-

sibility—some believe the probability—of

speeds equal to two miles a minute, and with

plenty of fast cars, a beach in fine condition

for fifteen miles and good weather the best

of sport is looked for during the meet.

« In practice spins the cars have shown
great speed; the Stanley steam car is said

to have covered a kilometer in 19 1-5 sec-

onds, and the 90-horsepower Napier is cred-

ited with an unofficial mile in 31 seconds.

The entry list for the amateur 'race at 10

miles was re-opened, owing to the fact that

but two entries had been received. Several

new entries have been received and a good
contest seems probable. The trophy offered

for this race by George W. Young here il-

lustrated is a handsome piece of art work.

The Young trophy was on exhibition at the

automobile show in the Armory, New York,

and attracted a great deal of attention and
admiration. Another beautiful trophy is the

silver cup offered by the A. C of Minne-

apolis, the prize for the 100-mile race. The
cup, including its ebony base, stands more
than three feet high and is surmounted by

an American eagle with outspread wings;

the value is $3,000.

The races will be timed by the McMurtry
electric timing apparatus, in charge of A. L.

McMurtry. The other timers will be S. M.
Butler, J. W. Kerrison and Walter C. Baker.

The Minneapolis Cup.
The cup that the Minneapolis Automobile

Club has offered for competition at Ormond
will be known as the "Minneapolis Automo-

bile Club Speed Trophy." With the base,

which is of black ebony, it stands more than

three feet high, and is valued at $3,000.

On the top is an American eagle with out-

spread wings, while immediately below on

either handle are two automobile wheels,

each bearing a pair of wings. On the front

side, contrasting pleasingly with the sterling

silver of which the cup is made, is the club

monogram emblem, "The Automobile Club

of Minneapolis," in gold. Supporting the

trophy are several draped figures bearing

victors' wreathes, and ornamenting the base

are three miniature reproductions of speed-

ing automobiles.

The cup will be raced for in a 100-mile,

straightaway event, with flying start The
trophy was carried to the tournament in

the special train that the club has chartered

for the Daytona trip.

Asa Paine, a prominent automobile en-

thusiast of Minneapolis, was recently elect-

ed president of the Florida East Coast Au-
tomobile Association, and it was in recogni-

tion of this honor to the city that the Min-

neapolis club decided to donate the trophy.

'

The rules governing competition for the

cup specify that it shall be raced for at

least once each year until won twice by

the same party under the rules of the

A. A. A., or other racing organizations

given proper sanction ; that the contest shall

be open to all cars of weights within the

heavyweight international classification of

2,204 pounds, regardless of power or coun-

try of manufacture; that the trustees shall

have the right to reject any entry, to decide

all matters not specifically covered by the

conditions, and to change the conditions

with the consent of the donor.

The board of trustees consists of the

president of the A. A. A., the president of

the Chicago Automobile Club, the president

of the Minneapolis Automobile Club, H. L.

Bowden, of Massachusetts, W. J. Morgan,

of New York, C. F. Haglin, of Minneapolis,

Horace Lowry, of Minneapolis, C. G. Bur-

goyne, Asa Paine and S. H. Gove, of Day-

tona, Florida.

ITINERARY OF MINNEAPOLIS SPECIAL.

Minneapolis, Jan. 22.—The itinerary of

the special train of the Minneapolis Automo-
bile Club was finally arranged last week, and

affords one of the most attractive trips ever

made from the Twin Cities. The party left

Minneapolis on Saturday evening at 8

o'clock for Chicago, where the car was

transferred to the Big Four railroad, which

got them into Cincinnati at C o'clock Sun-

day evening. From Cincinnati they went
over the Queen and Crescent, and should

have reached Chattanooga this morning at

7 o'clock, to remain until 3 p. it. Special

KUTHEAPOLIS AUTOMOBILE CLUB SPEED
TROPHY FOR 100-MILE RACE AT

ORMOND, M FLORIDA,

cars were engaged to carry them to the top

of Lookout Mountain, where they were to

have dinner at the Lookout Inn.

Leaving Chattanooga in the afternoon they

will go to Atlanta and then to Jacksonville,

arriving at 8.30 o'clock Tuesday morning.

A stop was to be made at St. Augustine so
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Diversions of Houston, Texas, Automobilists.

By O. O. BALLARD.

that they could visit the old cathedral, Fort

Marion, the famous sea wall, the Casino,

the Alcazar, and the Ponce de Leon. At
Daytona the train will be sidetracked until

Saturday evening, when the return trip will

be commenced.

ORGANIZE TO BUILD.
Toledo, O., Jan. 20.—The Commercial

Motor Truck Company, which succeeds the

American Motor Truck Company of this

city, has made arrangements whereby it is

to locate permanently in Plymouth, Ohio.
A factory, 60 by 100 feet, is being erected,

which is to be ready for occupancy by
April 1.

The new company is capitalized for $50,-

000, and the manufacture of automobile
trucks is to be conducted on a fairly large

scale. It is the plan of the company to in-

crease its plant as required. It now has
orders for a number of vehicles, and pend-
ing the completion of its plant in Plymouth
these will be built in Toledo.

The truck which the company will make
has a gasoline engine. For the present but
two styles will be made, of two and five

tons capacity, but at an early date the com-
pany hopes to be in a position to execute
orders for trucks of various styles. Numer-
ous satisfactory tests have been given the
truck in Toledo.

Charles A. Keller, ' a local attorney, is

president of the company although a new
roster of officers is to be elected this month.
A number of other Toledo men are finan-

cially interested as well as a number of
residents of Plymouth.

Notwithstanding the fact that elec-

tricity is as vital to the operation of a
gasoline motor, as is gasoline itself, many
an automobilist knows comparatively little

about electricity or of the principles which
underlie his ignition apparatus. With a
view to supplying the requisite information
in a convenient and easily digested form,
T. H. Hawley, author of "Motors in Prin-
ciple and Practice" and other works of a
similar character has written a volume on
"Motor Ignition Appliances." In this book
the author plunges directly into the prac-
tical matter in hand without burrowing into

unnecessary theory, and explains what must
be understood in order to gain a clear

comprehension of the working of various
types of ignition apparatus. Then the

reader is given clear explanations of the

constituent parts of the ignition systems
in use and is told what they do, why they

do it and how to set them going if they
stop how to find troubles and how to

remedy them when found. The book con-
tains 137 pages and is illustrated by nu-
merous line engravings and half-tones,

showingthe constructional details of spark

plugs, coils, vibrators, magnetos and so on.

It it published by the Cycle Trade Publish-

ing Co., of 21 Wilson street, Finsbury, Lon-
don, E. C, England.

IIOUSTON, Tex., Jan. 20.—Automobil-
* * ing for recreation and pleasure is ac-

tively pursued in the Texas coast country

eight months in the year. Late winter and
early spring constitute the dull season, the

heavy rains then making the prairies marshy
and the dirt roads heavy and difficult to

travel, although they are excellent at other

times.

By the middle of spring the Houston
Automobile Club enters upon a season of

activity. The majority of its sixty mem-
bers are enthusiasts and take part in the

many club events. An inclination is shown
for unique affairs, such as racoon and opos-

sum hunts by night; "jack rabbit" runs

across the prairie, oyster roasts at remote

and picturesque spots, and fishing outings

along Galveston Bay. Wives, daughters

and women friends always participate, and

from twenty to forty machines filled with

merry parties usually line up for each trip.

'Coon and 'possum hunts were very popu-

lar last season, when they were conducted

in the vicinity of the Bering rice plantation.

There is a fine old country house there,

and it is always open to the automobile

guests. A pack of hounds skilled in hunt-

ing nocturnal game is also kept at the plan-

tation, and is at the disposal of the parties.

Messrs. C. L. and Theodore Bering and

Miss Jennie Bering are in the semi-roll

of hosts and hostesses when the plantation

house is made the rendezvous point on an

evening's spin. Miss Bering is secretary of

the club. A fine wood skirts the meander-

ings of Buffalo bayou, and passes very near

the house.

If a 'coon and 'possum hunt has been

prearranged, provisions for a luncheon or

a feast are taken along by a party to the

ranch house. The refreshments usually

are of a substantial character, for the di-

version of an hour or so in the woods after

game is certain to stimulate an appetite.

The automobiles are left at the house

and the party follow afoot the yelping

hounds, which are turned loose, and enter

the woods. For the double purpose of more

easily penetrating the darkness, and for

"shining" the eyes of the game, two or

three members of the party carry head-

lights deatched from the automobiles. The
bright rays are splendidly adapted for fire

hunting.

There is very little real hunting done.,

although the sport is greatly enjoyed. The
hounds enter into it with as much vigor as

though skilled sportsmen were backing their

movements. It usually requires but little

time to tree a 'coon or 'possum, and the

party gathers in a circle about the tree

while some of the athletic young men under-

take the task of shaking the game from

its hiding-place among the limbs. A pair

of pole climbers are always taken along,

and with these strapped to the feet it is

not difficult to get into the upper limbs and

dislodge the animal. The dogs do the rest.

There is always some game bagged, and

on one of the last runs a raccoon was cap-

tured alive, but shortly after was given

its freedom again.

The jack rabbit hunts are also conducted

at night, and are best when there is no

moon. The runs are made over the prairie.
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and the headlights and the exhausts of the

machines do very effective work in routing

out the game. The rabbits seem fascinated

by the lights and behave most queerly, fol-

lowing them or running toward them in-

stead of away.

Fishing excursions to the points along

the bay take up a day's time. Morgan's

Point, one of the favorite places, is reached

by a twenty-five-mile run, twenty miles of

which is over a fine shell pike as smooth
as an asphalt pavement. These trips are

most popular with a number of members
of the club, who enjoy them at the end of

each week during the fishing season. There
are several road houses along the way at

which good dinners and refreshments are

to be had.

The headwaters of Brays bayou, fifteen

miles from Houston, is frequently selected

(or oyster roasts or basket spreads in the

evening. The spot is particularly pictur-

esque by moonlight, and the Poor Farm
pike leading to it is inviting for speed. If

the outing is at night, huge bonfires are

built, and the howling of wolves in the

distance lend weird music. The oyster

roasts are sometimes on an elaborate scale,

and entertainment in the way of string

music is provided.

Long distance runs have not been popu-
lar owing to bad roads. The Poor Farm
road, fifteen miles; the Harrisburg shell

pike, twenty miles; the Clark street gravel

road, twenty miles, and the Main street

shell and gravel pike, ten miles, constitute

the principal paved highways. The dirt

roads prove almost as popular during the

season, and much longer runs on them can

he taken.

Some of the hardier members of the club

have made long-distance trips. Messrs. C.

L and Sam Bering and Captain C. E. Hays
made a trip of 250 miles down the coast

to Port Lavaca last summer in an Olds.

The entire distance is as flat as a floor, but

the trip became very irksome owing to un-

bridged streams and the bogginess of the

prairie roads in places. Runs have been

made to San Antonio, 220 miles, but they

were trying. Houston to Galveston, fifty-

five miles, is a rather inviting trip, and is

frequently made both ways in a day, with a

few hours to spend in the Island City.

The Houston Automobile Club has sixty-

one members and represents about fifty out

of the eighty machines in the city. D. J.

Palmer is president; Miss Jennie Bering is

secretary, and is said to be the only lady

secretary of an automobile club in the

United States. M. J. Lawson is treasurer

and W. D. Byrkett is club captain and pace-

maker in the different runs. The club holds

a regular run each fortnight in season, but

the special events are much more frequent

and add greatly to the interest. The club

has quarters in the establishment of the

Hawkins Automobile Co.

There are two garages in the city, with

a combined storage capacity of eighty ma-
chines. One is that of the Hawkins Auto-

mobile Company, thirty machines, and the

other the Houston Automobile Company,

fifty machines. Another garage is being

built by Mosehart & Keller, buggy manu-
facturers and dealers. It will be larger than

either of the others, and the firm, it is un-

derstood, is to engage in the automobile

sales business.

There are three active agencies in the

city, as follows : The G. W. Hawkins Auto-

mobile Company, handling the Pierce

Arrow, Winton, Franklin and Olds; the

Houston Motor Car Company, handling the

Cadillac and Aperson ; J. Wade Cox, hand-

ling the Ford.

The automobile business is five years old

in Houston, the first agency having been

established by G. W. Hawkins. The ma-
jority of the machines owned here have

been sold in the last two years. In num-
ber the Olds has the lead, having been

pushed by the first agency.

The outlook for the 1906 business is

regarded as most promising by all of the

dealers, and they expect a much larger

business than they have yet had. The ten-

dency, according to the dealers, is for higher

priced machines, or rather for those of high

grade.

Foreign News Notes.

A donation of $1,250 has been made by the

Automobile Club of Great Britain towards

the upkeep of the roads on the Isle of Man,

in appreciation of the consideration the club

received on the island during the touring

trophy contest and on previous occasions.

Measures are on foot in Denmark to re-

move the present regulations which prohibit

automobiling except in Copenhagen and on

the chief highways of Denmark during day-

light. All roads under parish control are

entirely closed to the self-propelled vehicle.

The proposed and postponed English

Light Van Trials will not take place in 1906,

as in consequence of inquiries made, the A.

C. G. B. I. does not think the entries would
justify the trouble and time expended.

On February 7 a large motoring dance

will be held in Berlin under the auspices of

our comic contemporary, Das Schnauferl.

Several humorous interludes have been ar-

ranged, such as a car and boat cake-walk, a

"pip-pip" concert, an automobile chamber of

horrors and others which will appeal to the

automobilists present. The decorations con-

sist of the Herkomer tour route in all its

stages from Frankfort over Munich to

Vienna and back to Frankfort.

The Scotch Automobile Club has seceded

from the A. C. of Great Britain and will

seek independent recognition in all auto-

mobile countries.

Speedometer and lamp trials will be held

in England conjointly with the 4,000-mile

tire reliability trials, which have been post-

poned from February 1 to February 15.

The Ladies' A. C. of Great Britain has

fixed the date for its annual gymkhana for

June 30, on the Ranelagh Club grounds.

On June 29 the International cup for mo-
torcycles will be run off on the Patzau route

in South Bohemia, as Austria carried off the

trophy in France last year.

The proposed German automobile tax of

100 to 150 marks ($5 to $7.50) regardless of

the initial value of the car, is causing grave

disturbances in German circles. All auto-

mobilists are being called upon to meet and

discuss measures to avoid, or at any rate

enlighten, the threatened burden, which will

mean financial ruin to factories building

only light cars. It may not be known that

the regulations propose to give foreigners a

free stay of thirty days in the empire with

their cars. Should this period be trans-

gressed, say because of sickness or a break-

down, the car-owner is not only liable to

pay the full tax, but a fine as well If this

measure passes, Germany will soon be shar-

ing the fate of Switzerland, which is now
being boycotted by tourists.
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Meeting to Discuss Jersey Auto Bill.

Philadelphia, Jan. 22.—A hurry call is-

sued by President Starr, of the Automobile

Club of Philadelphia, and President Smith,

of the Philadelphia Automobile Dealers' As-
sociation, to-day resulted in a big meeting

of the members of those organizations to

discuss the Frelinghuysen automobile bill,

which was introduced into the New Jersey

Legislature at Trenton this afternoon.

The meeting was called at the instance of

W. F. Sadler, who is chairman of the Law
Committee of the Associated Automobile

Clubs of New Jersey, and was held in his

office in the Pennsylvania building. Mr.

Sadler took up the bill section by section

and explained the meaning of any involved

clauses, devoting especial attention to the

more drastic provisions. In his opinion the

bill, if it becomes a law, will drive automo-

bilists from the state. Not only will it drive

out factories, in which more than $10,000,000

is invested, but the treasury will lose the

license fees of many of the 15,000 automo-

bilists who now hold such permits.

After a threshing out of the subject it

was unanimously decided to send a delega-

tion to Trenton to protest against the meas-

ure. It was also decided to ask the Auto-

mobile Club of America and the New York
state clubs to join in the movement
Some of the more radical provisions of

the bill are those which call for the appoint-

ment of special automobile detectives; an

annual registration fee of 50 cents per

horsepower for vehicles and 25 cents per

horsepower for drivers; "short-time tourist

registration" at $1 per day; the limiting of

the number of cars to be run under a manu-
facturer's registration to five, and the period

for which a person can have a dealer's ma-
chine on the tatter's registration to five

days ; the attachment of the driver's photo-

graph to his license ; a speed limit of a mile

in seven minutes in cities and towns and a

mile in three minutes elsewhere, supple-

mented by the provision that "no speed reg-

ulations shall be held to relieve any driver

of the consequences of his negligence;"

power to arrest offenders without warrant;

a fine, on conviction, of not more than $500
and imprisonment in the county jail for not

more than sixty days ; permitting any mag-
istrate to revoke a driver's license.

Mr. Sadler said the horsepower registra-

tion fee would net the state $150,000 annu-

ally.

A NEW L'HOMMEDIEU BILL.

Albany, Jan. 22.—A new auto tax bill

will be introduced and pressed in the legis-

lature this year, and if it is perfected to

meet the views of the owners of automo-

biles, will stand a good chance of becoming

a law. Senator L'Hommedieu, of Orleans

County, who had a crudely constructed tax

bill last year, will introduce the measure at

this session, perhaps this week.

It will impose an annual tax of $1 per

horsepower on all motor vehicles, save pos-

sibly those employed in business, such as

trucking or the delivery of merchandise

and those of manufacturers' stocks. A
revenue approximating $400,000 a year is

anticipated. Senator L'Hommedieu has

talked his bill over with the Governor's

legal adviser, Cuthbert W. Pound, relative

to the constitutionality of such a measure

and has no doubt that it will stand the test

of any court procedure.

and it is expected that it will be contested

when it reaches the House of Representa-

tives at Annapolis.

TAX FOR STREET PAVING.

Plan to Tax Autos toHelpjPavo Balti-

more Streets.

Baltimore, Jan. 20.—Last summer

Mayor Timanus, of this city, and J. Spen-

cer Clarke, collector of water rents and

licenses, suggested a plan whereby the

municipality might increase its revenues by

the imposition of a city tax on private auto-

mobiles, the idea being to assess them $1

for every 10-horsepower. Automobilists

protested vigorously against the scheme

and it was submitted to City Solicitor

Bruce, who, after due consideration, de-

clared that it would be unconstitutional.

It seems, however, that the matter was
not entirely given up and it has once more
cropped out, this time with private horse-

drawn vehicles included. Mayor Timanus
has appointed a committee, composed of

Major Shirley, engineer of the topographi-

cal survey, J. Spencer Clarke and Judge
Conway W. Sams, to look after the prepa-

ration of a bill which will be introduced

during the present session of the legislature.

It makes no reference to the amount of the

proposed tax or license, merely asking that

the mayor and city council be empowered

to pass the necessary ordinance and to de-

termine the details. It is known, however,

from statements by Mr. Clarke, that if the

measure is adopted a uniform rate of $10

will be charged all motor vehicles, while $2

will be the assessment for a single horse

team and $4 for a double team.

The basis of the whole scheme is the be-

lief of Mr. Clarke and his colleagues that

by this system of taxation the debt and in-

terest on a $5,000,000 loan—to be floated

—

can be paid in thirty years by the revenue

from the tax. The result, they hold, will

be the best paved city in the United States

and one of the greatest automobile centers

in the world. The plan also includes the

abolishment of license numbers on cars, the

method of registry to be decided upon by
the city council So far as is known the

scheme applies only to Baltimore and not

to any other city or town in the state, and

the improvement of roads will be confined

to the district within the city limits.

The Automobile Club of Maryland some
time ago announced that it would use every

effort to prevent the passage of the measure

A CONTRAST IN SHOWS.

Megargel Compares the Transcontinental

Exhibition with New York Affairs.

Blue Water, New Mexico, Jan. 16.

—

While New York's fashionable society is

crowded around the exhibits at Madison
Square Garden and the Sixty-ninth Regi-

ment Armory, gazing with admiration at the

latest styles of automobiles exhibited by the

leading manufacturers of this country and
Europe, an entirely different scene is being

enacted in eastern New Mexico—yet it is

an automobile exhibition that is attracting

almost as much attention in this section as

are the New York shows in the East In-

stead of the mingling of men in tuxedos

and opera hats, and beautifully gowned
women, as in New York, the spectators here

are Mexicans, Indians and cowboys, and
instead of moving through crowded aisles,

examining first one machine and then an-

other, their entire attention is centered on
one little mud-covered, travel-scarred auto-

mobile, the first to cross New Mexico and
the first to attempt a double transcontinental

or a winter automobile trip across the

continent

The remarks one hears are very different

from those one heard in the Garden or the

Armory. Instead of such remarks as:

"Have you seen the new six-cylinder

," or "the handsome
limousine," or "the clutch on the

car?" we hear something like this: "Heap
big devil wagon; goes without pony;"
"How*U you swap that fire-eater for my
bronc, stranger?" and "Say, stranger, I

don't see no brand on that critter. What is

it, a maverick?" Every part of the machine
is given the most critical attention ; teachers

give their school children a holiday while

the car is in town, and the Navajo, Pueblo,

and even the fierce Apache Indians slink

around the corner when the engine is

cranked and the open muffler shoots out

flashes of fire with a noise greater than that

made by the Colts forty-five.

The run of the Mountaineer for an entire

week registers only about one hundred
miles, but every foot of that distance has

been gained only after the hardest kind of

work in the adobe mud for which New
Mexico is famous. This soil clings to the

wheels of vehicles until the natives refuse

to use wagons during the wet season, doing

all their transportation on pack animals.

Even these frequently become so hopelessly

mired that they are lost "Dobe" mud is so

sticky that the trail made by our auto can

be readily followed for a distance of 150

miles, the wheel tracks resembling two
plowed furrows. This mud. however, has

its value, for out of it are made the sun-

dried bricks from which nearly all the

houses in the state are built

At Gallup two automobiles are owned by
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Charles Cotton, son of a wealthy Indiau

trader, whose trading posts dot the sur-

rounding counties. At Albuquerque, the

next large town to be visited by the Moun-
taineer, are numerous automobiles, while

machines are owned at Williams, Winslow

and Flagstaff, Arizona.

Just which is the worst traveling, mud or

snow, is hard to decide, but from our ex-

periences through Arizona and one hundred

odd miles in New Mexico, we prefer snow

to the mud, even if the water pipes do freeze

occasionally and the crew is obliged to bun-

dle up in all available clothing to keep from

freezing. Tire chains and tires with stud-

ded treads are the only thing in the tire line

that will enable us to get traction, and even

with all of this equipment the rear wheels

spin around and around in the mud.

Percy F. Megargel.

from a four-cylinder 8-horsepower gasoline

engine. The boat is fourteen feet long and

is five feet eight inches wide.

V CINCINNATI MUNICIPAL AUTOS.

Cincinnati, Jan. 22.—This city expects to

use automobiles in three branches of public

service—the post-office, street cleaning de-

partment and the patrol service. After an

investigation of the methods of hauling mail

by wagons, it is authentically declared that

the Government will install about a dozen

automobiles. Already bids are being taken

for a patrol for the police department If

this is proved successful, several more will

be ordered.

The Board of Public Service will furnish

the district superintendents in the Street

Cleaning Department with autos to make
their rounds. Automobiles will also be util-

ized for the collection and removal of ashes.

The use of automobile ash carts will be

watched with interest, as it is declared by

certain persons here that such machines will

not prove practical. It is pointed out that

the ash trucks will not merely have to run

on paved streets, but into the dump ground,

and that in wet weather these dumps are as

bad as quagmires.

AN AUTOMOBILE ICE BOAT.

Toledo, O., Jan. 22.—The fact that there

has been no ice in the Maumee river or on
Lake Erie this winter is the only reason

why Commodore F. M. Underwood, of this

city, has not given his new automobile ice

boat, Toledo No. 2, a trial. Last winter Mr.
Underwood ran such a boat on the Maumee
river at the rate of forty miles an hour, but

his new boat, which has a number of im-

provements, is geared to eighty miles an
hour, and by simply changing a sprocket

wheel, can, it is claimed, be made to cover

the ice at the rate of 100 miles an hour.

The new boat has two propelling wheels

near the front end fitted with sharp teeth

which take hold of the ice or snow. They
do not support the body, which rests on a

pair of broad runners. The driver's seat is

well toward the rear, where a wheel steering

apparatus controls a rudder plate or blade

resting on the ice. Motive power is derived

GERMAN CLUB CHANGES NAME.
No little sensation has been caused by the

announcement of the German Automobile

Club that in consequence of the acceptance

of the patronage by the German Emperor,

the name of the club has been changed to

the stately title of the Imperial Automobile

Club. Furthermore, the Emperor is hav-

ing a new club badge designed by a promi-

nent artist, and will bestow it on the I. A. C.

as a membership taken under the new

name.

The new allegiance between the monarch

and the leading German club is only a

natural outcome of the interest the Em-
peror has evinced for automobiling and

which actually dates from the Gordon-Ben-

net race of 1904, when Emperor William

was a delighted spectator on the Taunus

course he personally had chosen.

NEWS NOTES OF THE CLUBS.
Chicago.—The Austin A. C. held its an-

nual election last Tuesday. The following

men will serve for the coming year: J. H.

Francis, president; C. E. Ingalls, first vice-

president; J. E. Plew, second vice-president ;

C. E. Westwood, secretary; J. S. Wayman,
treasurer; J. E. Redmond, attorney; M. B.

McBirney, surgeon. The club passed reso-

lutions at the meeting to uphold the laws

which govern the speed of automobiles.

Cincinnati, Jan. 22.—The Cincinnati Au-

tomobile Qub is making preparations to

hold races on straight roads next summer
and to organize a number of hill-climbing

contests. Entries will be prepared in a few

weeks. Already fifteen silver trophy cups

have been secured for prizes.

Muskegon, Mich.—The Muskegon Mo-
torcycle Qub gave a banquet and smoker

to the representatives of the press of that

city on January 12. The good roads ques-

tion was discussed in all its phases and a

project launched for a new clubhouse.

Buffalo, Jan. 20.—The annual meeting

and election of the Buffalo Launch Qub
was held Friday night in the Builders' Ex-
change. The result of the election was as

follows: Commodore,A. E. Hubbard, M.D.

;

vice-commodore, A. F. Dohn ; fleet captain,

Frank L. Dunbar ; secretary, Roger F. Wil-

liams; treasurer, Frank X. Argus, Jr.; di-

rectors, John W. Ashley, Frank J. Gunnell,

George B. Eggbert, Fred Metcalfe. Al F.

Dohn and Frank A. Argus were selected as

delegates to the meeting of the American

Power Boat Association to be held in New
York in March. The question of the loca-

tion of a new clubhouse was left in the

hands of a committee. Several sites are

now under consideration.

An acetylene lamp should burn silently.

A burner that hisses is wasting gas, giving

a reduced light and making smoke.

NEW CHICAGO AGENCIES.
Chicago, Jan. 19.—The Michigan Avenue

Automobile row will see some more

changes and additions in the near future.

New agencies continue to open quarters

while there is no prospect of any old ones

removing. This city is rapidly becoming

one of the great automobile centers in the

world.

One of the new comers is the Cassidy &
Fairbank Company,, which has closed ar-

rangements with the Cleveland Motor Car

Company to act as its agent in Chicago.

The new company will have its headquar-

ters on Michigan avenue between Four-

teenth and Fifteenth streets; H. J. Cassidy,

formerly in the bicycle business, and Dex-

ter Fairbank are the principals in the firm.

The Rainier Company will establish a

branch in the city next week, E. Q. Cordner

assuming the management with headquar-

ters at 1539 Michigan avenue. S. E. Corn-

stock, who was formerly with T. B. Jeffery

& Son, will assist him.

The Lozier Motor Company will open

an agency in Chicago in February.

Jerome A. Ellis, a director of the Chicago

Automobile Qub, is to engage in the busi-

ness in the near future, handling the

Frayer-Miller car. After May 1 his com-

pany will occupy the building which the

Bennett-Bird Company now leases at 1404-

1406 Michigan avenue. Harry N. Tay-

lor, a coal dealer in Chicago, will be asso-

ciated with Mr. Ellis.

RECENT INCORPORATIONS.
Michelin Products Selling Company, New

York (motor cars and appliances) ; capital,

$100,000. Directors: W. F. Donovan, P.

W. Logan, F. P. Reilly.

The West Side Motor Car Company,
Hamilton, O. ; capital, $10,000. Incorpo-

rators: John E., C. A., Charles C and K.

C. Schmitt, D. Clarence Murphy.

The Hoi-Tan Company, Glen Cove, N.

Y. ; to deal in motor vehicles ; capital, $100,-

00a Directors: G. P. Tangeman, E. R.

Hollander and C. H. Tangeman.

The White Automobile Company, Colum-
bus, O. ;

capital, $10,000. Incorporators:

C. M. Taylor, H. F. Kruger, W. P. English,

C. E. Yoder and J. B. McCaughy.

The Palmer Automobile Manufacturing

Company, Ashtabula, O. ; capital, $50,000.

Incorporators : Richard Conrad, A. P. Fisk,

C. W. Savage, H. Beeder and J. J. FarrelL

The Matheson Company of New York,

Huntington, N. Y.; to deal in motor vehi-

cles; capital, $100,000. Directors: Henry
U. and A. P. Palmer, Charles A. Singer and
Charles A. Singer, Jr.

Philadelphia Portable Store Company,
Camden, N. J.; capital, $150,000. Incorpo-

rators : H. A. Illman, Frank L. Richardson

and Wilfred B. Wolcott The object of the

concern is the selling at retail of general

merchandise from huge motor wagons fitted

up especially for the purpose.
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News and Trade Miscellany.

The announcement from Columbns that

an appropriation of $500,000 for this year
and $1,000,000 for next year has been asked
of the legislature by the Ohio Good Roads
Association has caused considerable satis-

faction to local automobilists. Val Dutten-
hofer, president of the Cincinnati Automo-
bile Club, attended the good roads conven-
tion in Columbus, as a delegate.

Delaware was well represented at the
automobile shows in New York City, and
some Wilmingtonians who were there were
so favorably impressed that they talked of

having an automobile show in Wilmington.
About 100 machines are in use in the city

and as they are of almost as many makes,
and as there are several agencies and gar-

ages there, it is believed that an exhibition

of the kind would prove of interest and
stimulate the business.

Plans for a third new garage for Toledo,

are now being drawn. It is to be erected in

the residence portion of the city by L L
Blood. The proposed building is to be 50
by 100 feet in size and is to be fitted up to

take care of automobiles in the most ap-

proved way. The automobile business in

Toledo is improving rapidly and all the

local dealers are receiving numerous in-

quiries regarding machines for the coming
season, which promises to eclipse 1905 as

far as 1905 eclipsed 1904.

Plans have been completed for the erec-

tion of a three-story garage in Cincinnati,

on Sycamore street, near Sixth, by a com-
bination of automobile owners, who declare

that garage charges in that city are exces-

sive. The garage will be modeled after

those in Eastern cities. The cost of con-

ducting it will be derived from the rental

of exhibition spaces, which will be let to

local representatives of automobile manu-
facturers. The building will include a re-

pair shop. It is asserted that fifty auto-

mobilists are interested in the venture.

A number of Chicago autoists joined the

special train from Minneapolis and St. Paul

for Ormond last Sunday, and left for the

Daytona races over the Big Four. Among
those in the party are: President Henry
Austin, of the Oak Park Automobile Club,

and wife, Webb Jay, F. W. Douglass and
others.

For two weeks prior to the recent open-
ing of the Indiana theatre in Indianapolis,

a big touring car was driven through the

streets of the city daily, bearing announce-
ments of the opening of the new theatre.

The management claims that the scheme
brought better results than was anticipated.

Students of the Shortridge High School
Science Department, in Indianapolis, are

taking special interest in the study of auto-

mobile construction. Last week about forty

of the students, under a teacher, visited the

plant of the Pope Motor Car Company,
paying particular attention to the use_ of

storage batteries as applied to automobiles.

It is said that other factories in the city

will be visited by the class.

The new salesroom of the Foss-Hughes
Motor Car Company, at the northeast cor-

ner of Broad and Race streets, Philadel-

fhia, was opened to the public on Monday,
lowers and music added to the interest

of the display, which included several of

the cars which were in the New York show
exhibits of the Pierce-Arrow, Cadillac and
Baker Electric concerns, of which the Foss-

Hughes Company is the local representa-

tive. The Quaker City Automobile Com-
pany (Franklin, Oldsmobile and the Pope

line) and the Hamilton Auto Company
(Stoddard, Dayton and Corbin) are having
similar individual shows.

The discovery of a tire lever inside of a
tire by Dr. A. C. Helm at Milwaukee, has
caused no little comment at the Diamond
factory. The tire was a Diamond, and the

lever had been between the tube and the
case for six months without being noticed.

The piece of steel is twelve inches long, an
eighth of an inch thick and an inch wide.
It developed that Dr. Helm's machinist
dropped the lever in by mistake when put-
ting the tire on.

J. D. Hawks, president of the Detroit &
Mackinac Railroad, has offered to further
the good roads movement in Michigan by
delivering along the right of way of the
railroad at any crossing gravel enough to
build fifteen miles of highway. The de-
livery will be made without cost to the
township other than the actual cost of the
material. The road will probably be built

in Arenac county.

The Decauville Automobile Company, of
New York, after considerable delay, has
moved into its new garage at Fifty-sixth
street and Broadway, and the three estab-
lishments formerly maintained at Thirty-
eighth street, Thirty-ninth street and on
Broadway have been concentrated under
one roof.

W. Gould Brokaw has ordered from
Audineau & Co., the Parisian body builders,

an enclosed body of unique character to be
placed on a 50-horsepower Fiat chassis.

The car will be a sort of "cruiser" and will

have seats which can be made into a berth
for sleeping; there will be a washstand and
complete toilet fittings, an ice-box, provision
storage, electric lights and numerous other
conveniences, so that a small party can in-

dulge in long "land cruises" without having
recourse to hotels.

The "Ultra" compound tire pump, here-
tofore manufactured by the Ultra Pump
& Power Company, of Auburn, N. Y., is

now being made by the Bridgeport Brass
Company, of Bridgeport, Conn. The change
has been made because the original manu-
facturers, who are the owners of the
patents, had not the facilities necessary to
meet the increasing demand and cast about
for means to enable them to place the pump
on the market in larger quantities. The
name of the pump has been changed to the
"Deno." The trade will be supplied by the
Bridgeport Company, while the Ultra Com-
pany will attend to individual orders. It

is stated that the Bridgeport Brass Com-
pany subjected the pump to thorough tests

before undertaking its manufacture.

The Matheson Motor Car Company, Hot-
yoke, Mass., announces the establishment
of a New York agency at 1619 Broadway,
as temporary quarters until the completion
of a garage, which is to be erected at an
approximate cost of $500,000, the site of
which has not yet been determined. The
entire output of the company has been sold

to a selling agency which will be known as

the Matheson Company, of New York,
the principals in which are Charles A Sin-

ger, of New York, and Henry U. Palmer,
of Brooklyn.

Agencies for the Queen and Mitchell cars

for 1906 have been placed with the D. B.
Sullivan Auto Company in Indianapolis.

The company had the agency for the Queen
last year, while the Mitchell had no special

representative in the city. ,

A company for the manufacture of auto
chimes has been organized in Indianapolis.

It will be known as the Auto Chimes Com-
pany and will be managed by D. B. Sulli-

van, who is also manager of the D. B. Sul-
livan Auto Company. The chimes are of
square tubing bolted and riveted together.

Funnel-shaped distributing castings are
used and it is said that a man can blow the

horn with his breath. A three-way butter-

fly valve of an improved type controls the

pressure, which does away with back pres-

sure on the engine while the chimes are
being blown.

M. Rothschild, the American member of
the firm of Audineau et Cie, has made the
announcement that, on March 1 he will

open a factory in New York, where the
bodies built in France will be finished for

the importers who are sending him hurry
orders and for several prominent American
manufacturers who desire Audineau bodies
for their high-powered chassis. This fin-

ishing factory in New York will be run
under the supervision of a Parisian super-
intendent, educated in the Audineau ways
and styles.

The Cuban consul at Philadelphia, has
been instructed by his home government to

announce to those contemplating visiting

Havana at the time of the automobile races

there that all traces of yellow fever have
been eradicated and that Cuba is free from
all contagious diseases.

The National Auto School, at Carlisle

and Oxford streets, Philadelphia, has just

opened with large classes under the in-

struction of Manager J. Frey and a corps
of experts.

The last toll-house within the limits of
Philadelphia county was wiped out last

week when the local rapid transit com-
pany paid to the Cheltenham & Miller Grove
Turnpike Company $20,000 damages for

the discontinuation of all toll-gates on the

old York road from Erie avenue to the city

line.

Recently elected officers of the Profes-
sional Chauffeurs' Club of America, effec-

tive for 1906, are W. H. Walter, president;

Fred. Brevogel, first vice-president; C
Schmidt, second vice-president; Emile
Strieker, treasurer; F. N. Walch, record-
ing secretary; M. J. McGuire, correspond-
ing secretary.

Fred I. Tone, who was until recently con-
nected with the Marion Motor Car Com-
pany, is now general manager of the
American Motor Car Company, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.

"Seeing Salt Lake City in an automobile"
has been made possible by the Auto Sight
Seeing Company, of which L C. Snow is

general manager. The company has mapped
out a route covering the places of in-

terest in the city, a distance of almost
twenty miles, and a charge of $1.00 per

passenger is made.

Among the visitors to the two shows last

Thursday was J. W. Thompson, who first

drove a Locomobile in Japan. He came
home from the Flowery Kingdom only three

weeks ago, and when he returns next fall

he will take with him a 30-35-horsepower

Locomobile, which he bought in the Gar-

den. Mr. Thompson says that automobiling

has made comparatively little progress in

Japan, although the roads are well adapted

for motoring. He ascribes this apparent

backwardness to the large import duty, and

believes that when this is removed or

modified American machines will find Japan

an excellent market
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CHICAGO SHOW A MAGNIFICENT CREATION.

CHICAGO, Feb. 5.—New York's auto-

mobile show has been transplanted in

the Coliseum and the First Regiment

Armory of Chicago to fuller degree than

most exhibitors may have realized. But

while the Chicago visitor who was at New
York admits this, he will insist that in Chi-

cago, the exhibition has been housed with

a show of good taste and artistic effect that

excels the New York exhibitions. The

two buildings stand back to back on the

same alley and a hundred yards apart, a

covered way out of the Coliseum annex

leading to the alley, down one side of the

alley and opposite the rear of the First

Regiment show place, where the first break

is made in the clean, clear gangway which

makes the two shows one.

Not the least interesting place of the fifth

annual show in Chicago is this boardway,

nearly six feet wide, which unites the two
buildings. It becomes at once an im-

promptu promenade along which double

rows of visitors move at all hours under the

long lines of electric lights, back and forth,

a party frequently dropping into march step

to the chanted air of some popular operatic

bit and violating all rules of bridge main-

tenance in the measured beat of shoe soles.

And from either of these buildings at

COUgEUM BDILDUfO OH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, WHERE AUTOMOBILE SHOW IS IN PROGRESS, SHOWING SHELTERED MAIN ENTRANCE.
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which the visitor has entered the passage-

way is worth while, even without the novelty

of a winter promenade in the warmth, light

and dry.

The Coliseum building, fronting main
transportation lines, is the chief entrance

for visitors, just as it is the chief show place

of the two. Its magnitude over the other

building has allowed of a scheme of decora-

tion which, while carried out as far as pos-

sible in the smaller place, cannot distinguish

the effect as seen in the Coliseum. But on
the other hand the quality of the exhibits

in the smaller building holds an interest out

of proportion to the great building in Wa-
bash avenue.

Manager S. A. Miles for the Chicago ex-

hibition has said that $30,000 was expended

in preparing for the show, and when one

considers the acres of white and gold mus-
lin fabrics draped and twisted into the roof

spaces—the miles of yellow silken banners

depending above the lines of exhibit limits

—

the black and gold staff pillars and the green

and gold cornice effects strung upon them

for the length of the buildings, and out of

these rising great yellow globes of light

fourteen feet up—the scene at once is sug-

gestive of costly stage effects hardly to have

been expected of an automobile show.

No setting for the automobile has ever

been attempted in Chicago in such rich sim-

plicity of effect Tons of staff have been

molded and modeled merely for the lettering

of exhibitors' names above the booths. Each

letter of a name stands in relief in white

from a background of black and gold,

swinging independently of its fellows from
the stuccoed green-and-gold beam overhead

and the groupings set off on a drapery of

yellow silk. Hung from the roof arches are

groups of arc lights whose white rays are

tinged to a soft yellow before they reach

the floor and there in the striking exhibition

of colors shown in the automobiles them-

selves and in the dress of women visitors

who lend so largely to the attendance, the

garden effects of the exhibition may be ex-

pected to attract thousands who will have

not the slightest idea of inquiry into the

merits of one automobile over another.

Over the automobile show in New York
this Chicago show presents some features

of attendance that are worth/ of note. For

instance, the small boy here is in numerous
evidence. He comes in gangs at times,

scuttling in and out of the crowds and the

exhibits, tooting a horn here, whirling a

wheel there, and at all times a collector of

literature on the subject of machines. He
is a boy, first, utterly unconscious of others

than himself and worming his way through

as if those about him were trees. He has

the Western nervousness of his climate and

a precocious knowledge and interest in ma-

chinery and decorative finish that persons of

greater maturity and material interests in

the automobile might emulate to the well-

being of the industry.

His small sister and his matronly mother

are not so numerous, but his big and pretty

sisters, his older brothers with other bro-

thers' sisters on their arms, his downtown
business father and his cattle country uncle

in the wolfskin and bearskin coat are here,

and from the salesman's point of view thej

are well worth the attention of the sales de-

partment of agency and factory.

Noticeably the Western car calls for

colors that are absent in the Atlantic coast

states and the Western East. Some of these

cars are vivid in their markings and it is

significant that some of these at any hour

are found with groups of brightly dressed

women resting in the tonneaus. Picture

hats and pretty gowns and wraps heaped

into these cars might be a part of the color

scheme at night were it not so plain that the

whole grouping is to be taken as an expres-

sion of approval of colors in a vehicle.

There is every incentive for dress in the

arrangement and furnishings of the show

itself. The long lines of exhibit spaces are

covered with a soft carpeting of dark green

material, with a marginal strip of dark red.

The passages between are of smooth floor-

ing, waxed, with an air of cleanliness and

order manifest everywhere. Chairs and

desks and tables are everywhere inviting

rest for those who would talk merit in ma-

chines and accessories.

A Chicago winter of exceptional openness

and mildness may have contributed to the

overwhelming percentages of open cars 011

exhibit. Certainly there are surprisingly

few of the closed type shown in contrast. It

has long been remarked of the horse vehi-

cles in Chicago that the old-fashioned "top

buggy" of this city is characteristic of Chi-

cago alone of all the great cities. There

are more of them here than in any other

great city in the country and they stand at

every crowded corner downtown. But in

contrast to this the large number of open

cars and the unmistakable popular interest

in the type may be taken as another proof

of an old fact, that out of hand "you never

can tell."

Another interesting observation of the

Chicago show is that there are more foreign

cars exhibited than ever before and, at the

same time, more interest than in recent

years in the runabout types of machines in

the booths. And while the small runabout

attracts to it more earnest inquisitiveness as

to cost, operation and maintenance, the

costly foreign car holds its crowd of another

selection and awakens inquiry and interest

that are unmistakable.

Between the crowds that jam around the

runabout types and the groups which are

asking as to the merits of the costly foreign

and domestic manufactures, even the lay-

men may read the evolution of the automo-

bile business. The person who has been

driving a horse to an old-fashioned top

buggy is considering the departure to an

automobile of handy, runabout pattern,

while the wealthy man, who has experi-

mented to his satisfaction with the automo-

bile as an experiment, is showing his pur-

pose toward a costlier investment in a car

of higher quality and development

That this element of quality is entering

every year more and more into the public

mind is shown in the disposition of the ex-

hibitor to set the open chassis of his ma-
chine side by side with the finished product

of his factory, and, not content with this,

he has now piled its working parts around

it on tables or housed them in neat cabinets

as a background for his exhibit. The indi-

vidual interest of the visitor shown toward

a rough forging as well as to the mirror

finish of the completed part is to be taken as

evidence of the public's education In the

automobile.

One of the chance features of the show
that will not be overlooked by the interested

visitor is the comparatively small section of

the south annex of the Coliseum itself,

which by some unstudied chance holds

within itself the widest possible range of

cars as to manner of propulsion. Steam,

electricity and gasoline are represented here,

with one of the great foreign cars attracting

to it the studious interest of those whose
possibilities of purse make it a serious study.

Here in this little niche of a great show
the novice, too, may go for his first practical

insight into the applications of power to the

automobile, and may leave with little else

of fundamentals to learn.

This statement leads naturally to the ele-

ment of salesmanship as it has been shown
here. Never before were exhibitors called

upon to get closer to the facts and to the

answering of pertinent questions from those

who know than are the attendants upon the

booths at this fifth Chicago show. That this

is appreciated already is shown in the bear-

ing and attentiveness of those in charge of

exhibits. There is a spirit of wideawake ap-

preciation of the work of exhibiting on all

sides. The manufacturer himself whose in-

terests might well leave him to other activ-

ities, may be seen at his booth in the eve-

ning, dressed as for something other than

business, bowing his recognition in a social

way and yet as easily stooping over a gear-

box or motor or sparking apparatus in a

chassis, explaining as he would have em-
ployees do for him at factory or salesroom.

The presence of such men has had a marked
influence upon the exhibiting demonstrator

in general, until in the showy evening

crowds the element of slouchiness that is so

easy of creeping in on the part of attendants

has become hard to find, even for the pur-

pose of showing a bad example.

Considered as a whole, the exhibition in

Coliseum and Armory is such in environ-

ment as to do away with the old rough-and-

ready methods of shop and store front sales-

room. With excellent orchestras banked
high up in the draperies of the roofs, with

uniformed attendants on all sides, and
the atmosphere of refinement everywhere

through the promenading crowds, the im-

pulse is for a homogeneity in all things.

And it is there. From the galleries in the

Coliseum especially, a glance down and up
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conveys-at once the artistic simplicity of the

show. There is not a cranny in which a

softened and yet sufficient light is not sent

in search of convincing effects, or of outre

grotesqueries. And this golden glow,

whether of the winter sun in daylight

through the glass roofs, or of the electric

bulbs and arcs at night, makes plain the

beauties of pavilions and exhibits.

In the long reaches of the Coliseum one

sees the three long beams of stucco stretch-

ing away above the canopies and open ton-

neaus of the cars, fringed with yellow silk

and set with yellow lights, each of these

girders effects the dividing line between ex-

hibits fronting right and left All round

the paneled walls in black and gold, the long

rows of exhibits look out under the gallery

widths from a fringing of silken drapery.

And tier on tier above, the accessories of

the automobile are ranged in almost count-

less diversity.

A birdseye map of mathematical design

lies under the observer from above with

•very vestige of mathematical harshness

obliterated in light and color. Music and
flowers and ferns, with classic pavilion

effects led to the harmonious whole. Even
the New Yorker, looking down upon the

presentation of this fifth annual Chicago

show, may nod his head if he will to the

frequent remark of the Chicagoan

:

"Say, this lays it all over the New York
show, doesn't it?"

Cars and Components in the Coliseum.

\V7HEN the facilities of available build-

ings are taken into consideration,

#£he advantages of a double show for pro-

viding space for the proper exhibition of

• cars were plainly evident in the Coliseum,

just as they had been previously in the

^Garden show in New York. Curiously

"enough an armory building in each instance

provided floor space for the overflow, and,

as at New York, the overflow has so many
points of special interest all its own that

it is difficult to treat of the Chicago show as

composed of two separate exhibitions—one

would not be complete without the other.

To those who had carefully scrutinized the

exhibits at the New York shows there was

a disappointment in the display in the

Coliseum; for after walking the several

thousands of yards of aisles under the roofs

of the two buildings there was something

very familiar about the exhibits on view.

It was more than ever before a new edi-

tion of the New York display, with a differ-

ent binding and dress, but the same fund of

information. To be sure there were sooip

novelties, or, more correctly, the appearance

of some exhibitors who had not displayed in

New Yoric. The number was not large, nor,

indeed, were such exhibits as conspicuous

as those which had been displayed at pre-

vious shows.

This first impression had hardly been

mentally recorded, however, before the

sophisticated visitor recalled that the Chica-

go show was for residents of the middle

West, and to those who had been waiting

for this display at their own doorstep it was

quite as novel and fully as interesting as the

New York presentations. In the technical

and trade press no doubt most of the know-
ing ones who crowded the Coliseum on the

opening night already had read about the

cars on view ; but here was a chance to com-

pare the written reports with the reality and

to get the mental perspective and the physi-

cal stereoscopic effect that a good pair of

eyes in front of a discriminating mind can

enjoy.

Aside from the question of novelty, which

is purely comparative, the Chicago show of

1900, considered apart from other shows of

the year, is notable for the increase in the

number of exhibits of foreign cars. Hith-

erto the foreign car has been a good deal of

an exotic at the Chicago show—an orchid,

as it were, that satisfied curiosity, perhaps,

but which did not awaken any such interest

as the domestic growths. With few excep-

tions the exhibits of foreign cars were to

be found in the Armory./the Coliseum being

devoted almost entirely to American

machines.

Another and rather unexpected feature in

the Coliseum is the prevalence of open cars,

though in most instances provision is made
for protection against dust and rain by
folding tops of the Cape cart or victoria

type. The 'nclosed car is not slighted, and
permanently inclosed car bodies are on view

in considerable numbers, especially on

machines that might be termed "town cars."

In point of ensemble the Chicago show,

especially in the Coliseum, takes high rank.

The scheme of decoration and the general

air of almost scrupulous cleanliness and of

"a place for everything and everything in

its place" is notably artistic and harmon-

ious. General Manager Samuel A. Miles

has indeed given the Chicago public a de-

lightful surprise and has set a new standard

for exhibitions in the west.

The general arrangement of floor space

of previous shows has been adhered to with

aisles running the length of the building

and crossing the hall at the center and at

the ends, giving the stands a general rec-

tangular form. The alcove spaces under the

galleries and between the lower ends of

the great roof arches, formerly bare and

unattractive, are made very inviting by
paneling of weathered wood and tinted bur-

lap. As previously touched upon, the addi-

tion of the Armory floor area has made it

possible to give exhibitors large spaces for

the display of complete cars, and the stands

are so disposed that there is a good deal

of room for the visitor to move about in

when making examinations.

In the Coliseum proper the largest spaces

are occupied by the Pope interests, the Elec-

tric Vehicle Company, Thos. B. Jeffery &
Company and the Olds and Knox exhibits.

Of scarcely smaller size are the stands of

the Woods Motor Vehicle Company, Loco-

mobile, Packard, Peerless, National,

Thomas, Franklin, Pierce, White, Orient,

Royal, Cadillac, Winton, Stevens-Duryea,

Mitchell, Premier and several others equally

well known. Licensed and independent

makers are side by side, and a feature of the

disp! .y is the keeping together of all the

products of one plant, whether electric or

gasoline, for pleasure or for commercial use.

To some makers this gives an opportunity

for a more imposing display than was pos-

sible in New York, where the different

types of cars were in general kept separate.

A notable example of this is at the Knox
stand, where the big new four-cylinder

touring car shares space with the familiar

motor under-nW body cars and with several

machines for purely business uses.

The largest display by a local concern is

that made by the Woods Motor Vehicle

Company, which shows a number of elec-

tric vehicles of the carriage type and two
examples of its gasoline touring car, one

a limousine and the other a side-entrance

touring car with victoria top, both fitted

with four-cylinder vertical motors of 45
horsepower. One of the electric vehicles

—

a victoria—is shown in natural wood finish

of light color 1 the car driven by side

chains. Another car of quite different type,

but finished also in natural wood, is the

Orient buckboard which, in its improved

form, and sold at a low price, is always a

center of attraction and interest Crowds
also surround the Ford runabout, just as

they did at the Armory in New York.

With bonnet removed and buggy top in

rainy-weather position it shows a curious

combination of the very modern and the

old familiar.

The Northern, both in chassis and com-

plete car, draws a crowd at the other end
of the hall" and its many original features

keep the salesmen quite as busy making
explanations^ at the Garden show earlier

in the year.
**'

At the Locomobile stand the big Van-
derbilt cup racer, piloted to a place by

Joseph Tracy, shared the interest of a great

throng with the various chassis and com-
plete cars on view. Near by is the beauti-

fully polished Packard chassis, which is ex-

pected at all shows and is a landmark here.

The Packard runabout at this stand is a

notable exhibit. In this car, on account

of the comparative shortness of the body,

—searing three— the designer has had a

free hand in the relative location of parts

and the engineers set well back of the front

end of the frame in the most approved

Continental fashion. The long, raking,

diagonal, front mudguards connected with

the frame by inside leather extensions help

the general smart, "racy" appearance of the

car, making altogether an extremely up-to-

date combination.

To Chicago visitors the Olds line is an
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interesting one, for it is a novelty here.

There is a comprehensive display of runa-

bouts, two-cycle and four-cycle touring

cars, an opera bus and an open carryall.

The Holsman car is a peculiar and familiar

Chicago product and is shown this year not

only in the single seat type, but with sur-

rey body also. This car, it will be recalled,

has the general exterior lines of a buggy,

including the wheels. The motor is of the

double-opposed air-cooled type and the

drive is by steel cable from sheaves on the

countershaft to pulleys of large diameter

concentric with the rear wheels and at-

tached to the spokes.

As never before, the builder of complete

cars has taken the purchaser into his con-

fidence in materials of construction, which

are shown in the rough, partly machined,

and fully finished state at many stands. At

businesslike appearance. Of this type the

Autocar touring car chassis, finished in

dark blue and aluminum, and the Peerless

in black and aluminum, are pretty pieces of

work. In the 1906 Peerless a readily no-

ticeable change is the adoption of hubs of

equal size for front and rear wheels—a de-

cided improvement in appearance upon the

unequal sized hubs which hitherto have

been characteristic of this machine.

At the Haynes stand two polished chassis

are on view, each without radiator. In this

car the engine is set well back from the

front, the length of the frame making this

possible, and this feature is accentuated by

the absence of a radiator, which would be

about in line with the front axle. The
frame is tied at the front by a cross bar, that

certainly safeguards the radiator in case of

a head-on bump.

cessories and fittings is seen in great

diversity, and, taking the cue from the

general artistic scheme of decoration of the

hall, the exhibitors have arranged their

wares with unusual care. The result is

an attractiveness that is sure to meet with

a public response before the show is over.

Coliseum Annex.
In the light of a rather extensive expe-

rience in visiting automobile shows, it is

difficult to recall anywhere a more compre-

hensive display of interesting things than

are contained in the main floor and second

story of the annex to the Coliseum. On
the main floor the exhibit is in effect one

with the Coliseum proper, for the main
floor openings in the dividing wall are

large and the visitor passes from one place

SECTION OF BALCONY IN COLISEUM, SHOWING EXHIBITS OF PARTS AND SUNDRIES AND ELABORATE DECORATIONS OF RAIL AND ROOF.

the Thomas exhibit a great wood panel is

covered with components, chiefly drop

forgings.

Six-cylinder cars are likely to be as much
discussed here as in New York. The Ste-

vens-Duryea exhibit includes a six-cylinder

chassis and also a complete car, the latter

with hubs of peculiar shape and of great

size, recalling the famous "barrel hubs" of

the Whipple Packard. To those who pride

themselves on being able to pick out any

car on the street, these hubs will be a valua-

ble memory jog.

Following the now established show cus-

tom a great number of builders of cars ex-

hibit complete chassis. Some of these

are in nearly, if not altogether, the ordinary

shop finish, and though not quite as inter-

esting to the uninitiated as the show-finished

chassis, they have an extremely practical.

So thoroughly is East and West mingled

at this show that a visitor who has lost his

sense of geographical location could

hardly tell where it was being held from

an inspection of the exhibits of cars. There

is just a possibility that he might make a

correct guess after a digestion, or rather

indigestion, of the color schemes. These are

so peculiar—original, perhaps—that if

persisted in would cause the term of re-

proach "Get a horse" to fall into disuse, for

certainly no spirited beast accustomed to the

decorous color treatment of carriages would

willingly consent to draw such a vehicle

without blinders. Indeed, some of these

"artistic creations" produce in the unac-

customed visitor about the same sensation

as eating an unripe persimmon.

In the gallery surrounding the main floor

of the Coliseum the familiar display of ac-

to the other without realizing it. Taken
apart from the main hall the annex con-
tains within its walls a very satisfactory

show in miniature. Including both annex
floors there are on view electric, steam and
gasoline cars, for both pleasure and busi-

ness uses, and the gasoline types range
from typical American runabouts to the

1906 Mercedes touring car. And in gaso-

line motor equipment the choice can be
made anywhere from the single horizontal

water-cooled to the four-cylinder vertical

air-cooled ; or the compound may take one's

fancy and a stop can be made to inspect a
two-cycle motor exhibit among the com-
ponent parts. There are still awaiting at-

tention the friction drive transmission and
an extensive exhibit of the motorcycle or
"poor man's automobile."

Besides the complete cars, the whole
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range of supplies for the user are'showWJ?

and many for the builder also, so that

whether gears or batteries, clothing or

lamps are the objects of interest, there is

plenty to occupy one's attention.,

In the main floor two adjoining stands

show very appropriately products of Chi-

cago shops. The new "Chicago" steamer

built by the Chicago Automobile Manufac-

turing Company, and the old-established

Tincher gasoline touring car. In general'

exterior form the steamer appears familiar,

though here the likeness to anything on the

market practically ends. A large bonnet

with condenser in front and water tank at

the back in front of the dash, covers the

coil pipe, semi-flash generator! This is

piped to a four-cylinder, single-acting trunk

engine set under the footboard with the

cylinders inclined. Drive is by propeller

shaft to rear live axle. Both a chassis and

a complete side-entrance car are shown.

In the Tincher exhibit, alongside, two cars

are displayed. One is a 70-horsepower open

car with a spacious straight-line body mod-
eled on Napier lines, and the other a 50-

horsepower lirhousine. The former is of

the now familiar vertical motor-in-frpnt

type of this builder and was borrowed from

a customer for exhibition use. It brought

back memories of Thery's 1904 Gordon Ben-

nett winner which carried conspicuously on

its sloping dash two large oilers.

On the main floor other extensive exhibits

were made by the Vehicle Equipment Com-
pany, the Welch Motor Vehicle Company
and the Jackson, Auburn, Austin, Buick

and Pierce Engine companies among others.

On the upper floor several exhibits of

cars are seen this year. One of the most

interesting is not made with a view to creat-

ing sales of cars, the vehicle shown—though

a product of ffifeishop of the exhibitor

—

not„being for sale. nThis interesting car is

at thejstand of theTChicago Pneumatic Tool

Company and is one of a lot of fifty made
by this concern for-the use of its salesmen

located in various parts of the country.

The company has found that by supplying

esteh agent with an automobile he is enabled

to transact a great deal more business in a

given time, than he would be if he had to

depend upon other methods of transit. Last

season the company purchased several cars

in the market, and from the experience

gained with those machines the car on view

was constructed. It is a 22-horsepower,

four-cylinder, motofMn-tront runabout with

divided front seat, and beetle back made un-

usually deep to hold samples. It has a cone

clutch, three-speed sliding-gear transmission

and shaft drive. The, 'wheelbase is 90 inches,

tread, 56 inches, ajid.; wh<Mtfi»,' 30 by 31-2

inches. It is apparently very stVobgly built

to stand a lot of .hard service..

On the" "opening day there were no ex-

hibits in place at the stand of the American

Motor Car Company, of Indianapolis, or the

Harrison Wagon Company, of Grand

Rapids. A creditable exhibit of complete

cars is made on this floor by the Dorris

Motor Car Company, and there is an inter-

esting assemblage of electric carriages made
by the Columbus Buggy Company. The
Aerocar shows its new air-cooled touring

car. Chassis with friction transmission are

shown at the "Gearless" and "Windsor" ex-

hibits. Another notable exhibit is the 35-

40 German Murcedes 1906 model shown by

the Mercedes Import Company, of New
York, which has established a Chicago

branch. Indian motorcycles are shown by

the Hendee Manufacturing Company.

The exhibits of accessories and compo-

nents are of considerable extent and include

many of the best known houses in America

engaged in the production of raw material

and finished parts and fittings.

Exhibits in the First Regiment Armory.

WHEN the First Regiment Armory was

opened to the public at 2 o'clock' Sat-

urday afternoon, the exhibits were nearly

all in place on the main ifoor, all the debris

of unpacking had been removed and the

huge hall looked as fresh and orderly and
clean as if there had been time to spare for

arranging exhibits and cleaning house. And
yet a view of the Armory two hours earlier

revealed a confused mass of cars, chassis,

crates and boxes, heaps of packing, cars

being hurried hither and thither, the floor

coverings hidden by debris, and out-

side an apparently interminable line of cars

in J3ic street, some on their own wheels but

more of them ignobly carried on horse-

drawn trucks, all awaiting their turn to be

pushed into their places.

How the transformation was wrought it

is impossible to say; but when the doors

were 'thrown open and the band struck up,

the visitor could only see broad aisles bor-

dered by crimson carpeting, roomy exhibi-

tion spaces filled with shining cars and car-

peted with green; columns surmounted by

staff decorations in green and carrying huge

white globes of electric light; and every-

where a restful harmony that was a strong

contrast to the hubbub and confusion of an

hour or two earlier. Only the rattle of ham-

OHB OK THE ALCOVE STANDS (WAYNE EXHIBIT) UNDER GALLERY |M COLISEUM -NOTE PANELING OF WALL IN BLACK WOOD AND BURLAP.
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mers, retreating before the visitors, and an

occasional vacant space on the main floor

remained to indicate that everything had not

yet been done. A number of cars were de-

layed in transit and, not having arrived be-

fore the opening hour, were not in place; a

few arrived during the afternoon, but were

not allowed to enter while the show was
open to the public. On the whole, however,

the show was in a remarkably complete con-

dition for the first day.

The exhibits of parts and accessories in

the gallery were, generally speaking, in a

backward state, tut the Saturday afternoon

crowd seemed to be looking only at com-
plete cars, so the condition of the gallery

mattered little and the hammer and broom
continued their work undisturbed.

There was plenty of room for the cars

shown at the Armory, the conditions in this

respect being much the same as at the New
York automobile shows; there was little

or no crowding of cars and exhibitors

seemed to be well pleased with their spaces.

A feature of the main floor of the Armory
is that there are no undesirable or out-of-

the-way spaces; every space faces directly

on an aisle, and nothing is hidden or ob-

scured.

Perhaps the first feature to catch the at-

tention of a visitor was the number of cars

equipped with inclosed bodies. In this re-

spect the show was like, the New York
shows. A majority of the' spaces contained

inclosed cars of some sort, and many ex-

hibited cars with folding tops raised, adding

to the impression that there were a great

many bad-weather cars shown. A majority

of the exhibitors also showed chassis, some
being given a special exhibition finish.

Foreign manufacturers were well repre-

sented, no less than seven stands'were de-

voted to cars built abroad, while at two

stands were shown American replicas of

foreign machines. The latter, were the

American Berliet, built by the American
Locomotive Motor Car Co'/, which showed
a chassis, a touring car and a limousine;

and the Daimler Mfg. Co., of Steinway,

Long Island, which exhibited an American
Mercedes chassis. Both these exhibits were,

like a majority of the exhibits in the Ar-

mory, brought from New York, where they

were exhibited at the shows.

The exhibits of foreign cars included the

English Daimler, a chassis being shown and

also a complete car with touring body fin-

ished in gray; the Oement-Bayard, repre-

sented by a 24-horsepower chassis, a 60-

horsepower chassis and a very handsome
limousine with interior upholstered in gray

cloth, exhibited by H. Sargent Michaels Co.,

of Chicago; a Panhard 24-32-horsepower

limousine, a 20-horsepower Renault touring

car and a 20-horsepower Delaunay-Belle-

ville chassis, highly finished, shown by the

Palais de 1'Automobile, of New York; a

Panhard 40-50-horsepower chassis and a

limousine of the same rating exhibited by

the Ralph Temple Automobile Co., of Chi-

cago, the limousine being finished in black:

two Renault cars, a chassis and a "town

car," the former of 20-25 horsepower and

the latter of 10-14 horsepower, shown by .

the Automobile Importing Co., of Chicago,

the inclosed town car in particular being'

much admired; a Renault inclosed car ap-

parently of the 10-14-horsepower type was

seen at the stand of Smith & Mabley, of

New York, where a Smith & Mabley Sim-

plex chassis and complete car were also

shown; and a de Leon large touring car,

finished throughout in red, and an exhibi-

tion Hotchkiss chassis of 40-45-horsepower,

the latter in particular being a center of

attraction, shown by Archer & Co., of New
York. All these cars were shown in New
York.

There were very few exhibits that had

not been exhibited at the New York shows

and described in the New York show num-
bers of The Automobile. At an even half

dozen stands there were complete cars that

were not shown in New York, and exactly

two-thirds of these were commercial cars.

Among the pleasure cars a new machine

which promises to be of technical interest

was equipped with a four-cylinder four-

cycle motor which, owing to the absence of

the usual valve operating mechanism and

to the peculiar arrangement of the piping,

looked as though it wasi a two-cycle motor.

Inquiry elicited the fact that the motor oper-

ates on the four-cycle principle, but instead

of the usual valves there are sliding liners

in the cylinders which alternately uncover

and cover ports in the cylinder walls. The
complete car and separate engine which

formed the exhibit, were only finished the

day before the show opened and were not

brought into the Armory until the evening.

In the rush and confusion incident to get-

ting the exhibits unpacked and set up it

was possible to obtain only a few genera!

facts, and a more detailed description will

therefore be given in a future issue. The
car and engine were shown by the Knight

& Kilbourne Co., of Chicago, and, on ac:
count of the extreme quietness of its opera-

tion, the machine has been called the "Silent

Knight."

No little attention was attracted by the

exhibit of cars equipped with air-cooled

motors whose cylinders rotated around a

stationary vertical crankshaft. These ma-

chines, manufactured by the Adams Co., of

Dubuque, la., embody a number of novel

features, most of which are more or less

familiar to readers of The Automobile.

The motor is placed over the rear axle un-

der the rear seat and the rear fitted to the

touring car of this make is built as a storage

place, having the capacity of a good-sized

trunk. Two interesting broughams are ex-

hibited of the same type and possessing the

same mechanical features, but differing

slightly in size. The peculiarity of this car

is that it can be driven from the inside or

from the outside, as may be desire;d; when

being driven from the outside there is

nothing to show that it can be driven from

the inside, and vice versa. The front or

outside seat is so arranged that the foot-

board can be folded over it, the car then

looking as if equipped with a permanent

down-curved front. Before folding up the

dash the steering column, brake lever and

pedals are removed from the sockets in

which they fit in the footboard and are

placed in similar sockets in the floor inside

the car. A complete set of controlling

levers is available for either inside or out-

side use. With the front seat open and an

extra interior seat in use the larger broug-

ham will seat seven persons; the smaller

one seats five. In addition to the broug-

hams and the touring car, a runabout was
shown. This machine could be arranged

for either two or four passengers by the

use of a folding seat The runabout was

fitted with a three-cylinder engine rated at

20-25 horsepower, while the larger cars have

five cylinders and are rated at 40-45 horse-

power. The larger engine is a new one,

though built exactly on the same principle

as the older model.

The remaining four new exhibits, all com-

mercial cars, are all examples of different

types of construction. The Soules com-

mercial carj of the medium weight class,

' driven by a double-opposed cylinder motor,

will be described and illustrated in a later

issue of The Automobile, and needs no

extended reference here. Three cars were

shown, one a delivery wagon with box body,

top and wire screen sides, one an open box
body express wagon with top and side cur-

tains, and there was also exhibited a chassis

showing the motor and other working parts

exposed. T^he manufacturer stated that

twenty-five of these cars had recently been

sold on one order. In the heavy electric

class the only representative was a huge

five-ton truck shown by the Synnestvedt

Machine Co., of Chicago. This machine

was fitted with a very large platform for

carrying bulky loads, and was easily the

largest vehicle in the Armory. A placard

attached indicated that the truck had been

sold to Marshall Field & Co., of Chicago.

In the heavy gasoline truck class there

were two machines, representing two differ-

ent designs. The Kansas City Motor Car

Co. showed a four-ton truck with a four-

cylinder horizontal motor with opposed cyl-

inders, rated at 60 horsepower, and the

American Motor Truck Co., of Lockport,

N. Y., showed a truck of the same capacity

with a four-cylinder vertical motor rated at

36-40 horsepower. In both cases a number of

interesting, and in some cases novel, details

are involved, descriptions of which must,

however, be reserved for a future issue.

Connections for electric power for show-

ing machinery in motion were not made the

first day, and the friction drive chassis of

the Buckeye Mfg. Co., of Anderson, Ind.,

and other machines intended to be shown in

operation were at a standstill, though the

Lambert friction drive attracted the usual

attention. The Reo "Baby" was always the

center of a crowd, and the Reo Motor Car

Co., of Lansing, Mich., had its space, one
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of the largest in the Armory, constantly

filled with visitors. The Reo exhibit was
the same in New York as in Chicago; in

lact, with the exceptions that have been

mentioned, the exhibits were practically

identical with those shown, in the East The
beautifully finished, ' Frayer-Miller chassis

and the handsome chassis of the Cleveland

Motor Car Co., as- well as the exhibits of

the Rainier Co., oil New York; the Berk-

shire Automobile Co., of Pittsfield, Mass.;

the Dayton Motor Vehicle Co., of Dayton,

O. ; the Western Tool Works, of Galesburg,

111., showing the Gale cars; the Moline

Automobile Co., of East Moline, 111.; the

Lozier Motor Co., of New York ; the Rapid

Motor Vehicle Co., of Pontiac, Mich.; the

Acme Motor Car Co., of Reading, Pa.; the

Marion Motor Co., of Indianapolis ; the Lo-

gan Construction Co., of Chillicothe, O., and

the Moon Motor Car Co., of St. Louis,

were all transferred bodily to Chicago,

though in a few cases the exhibits had to be

cut down, as in the case of a firm showing

several types of pleasure cars and also com-
mercial vehicles, there not being space for

all of both. Among the exhibits that failed

to arrive in time for the opening were those

of the C. H. Blomstrom Motor Co.. of De-

troit, makers of the Queen cars, and John L.

Dolson & Sons, of Charlotte, Mich.

An exhibit that attracted the attention of

many of the fair sex was that of the Buffalo

Electric Carriage Co., of Buffalo, N. Y.,

which showed a variety of small electric

vehicles for pleasure purposes. The small

electric commercial vehicle was represented

by a delivery wagon shown by the McCrea
Motor Truck Co., of Cleveland, a descrip-

tion of which is necessarily reserved. •

The exhibit of parts and accessories was

so incomplete that even a summary cannot

be given at present. Judging by appear-

ances, however, the exhibit will, be an ex-

cellent one.

Taken as a whole, the Armory section of

the Chicago show is remarkable for the wide

variety of cars exhibited, each class being

well represented by typical examples. The
finest type of foreign car is there, as well as

the American-made foreign machine; the

American car, in all grades and all forms, is

there; the electric car is much in evidence;

gasoline motors are seen in all forms, both

air-cooled and water-cooled; commercial

machines, electric and gasoline, range from
the largest the Armory doors would pass to

the light delivery wagon; and so the list

might be continued indefinitely. Thus, while

there is perhaps less novelty than might

have been expected, there is such a variety

that the visitor's interest is attracted and

held. The prospects for an exceedingly suc-

cessful show are, apparently, excellent, and.

it is to be hoped that the Armory section p'f

the show will not be overlooked by visitors

on account of the greater size, though hardly

greater interest, of the main exhibition in

the Coliseum.

Auspicious Opening of Washington Show.

The Cuban government has waived all

duty on touring cars for six months,.--'

VJT/ASHINGTON, D. C, Feb. 5.—Beau^ ..

" tified with bright-colored decora-
1

tions and thousands of electric lamps, and

with admiring throngs filling the aisles

around the various stands, where automo-

biles and accessories of almost every type

were to be seen, the interior of the Wash-
ington Light Infantry Armory presented a

brilliant and animated scene on the open-

ing to-night of the sixth show to be given

by the Washington Automobile Dealers'

Association.

With only two days in which to pre-

pare exhibits before the evening of the

opening, things were in a much more com-

pleted state than would be thought possi-

ble when it is considered that so many of

the exhibits required complicated wiring.

At .the opening to-night several thousand

persons were present, many by invitation

of the dealers' association. They thronged

the aisles, and the general opinion ex-

pressed on all sides was that the show was

going to be a big success. The weather

conditions are good and this will bring out

the "good weather" people.

The collection of cars is the fittest ever

seen in Washington, a number being shown

here for the first time. Among them are

the Lambert, Auburn, Dolson, Jackson,

Pierce Arrow, De Mar, Yale, Premier, Lo-

gan, and Reo. Agencies for these cars

have been placed with Washington deal-

ers, many of them since the New York
shows.

While the local show is naturally attract-

ing hundreds who have little intention of

purchasing automobiles, many will get the

automobile fever, and will fall in line with

others and be in the great army of auto-

mobile users. It was noticeable to-night

that many substantial business men of the

city were manifesting the greatest interest

in the automobiles displayed, and there was
not a single exhibitor who did not secure

a good list of "prospects." Many persons

in official and social circles dropped into

the show to get a glimpre of the 1006 mod-

els and, becoming interested in the many
new things, stayed throughout the evening,

fn a word, it was the most representative

crowd that has ever attended a local show

and every exhibitor is wearing "the smile

that won't come off." For a local show,

the Washington exhibition is brilliant, and

indicates at the start that it will draw the

public better than any previous show.

After having examined all the exhibits,

listened to the discourses of the various

expositors, and noted the great advances

made in automobile building since the last

show, many visitors found a pleasing diver-

sion by entering one of the company rooms

to the right of the main door, where the

Automobile Club of Washington has its

headquarters during show week, and where

it is dispensing hospitality of the substan-

tial kind. The room has been decorated

in pleasing style, with plenty of easy chairs,

and proved one of the most popular features

of the show.

The full list of exhibitors is as follows,

all being of Washington unless otherwise

stated

:

Pope Mfg. Co., the full Pope line of cars

and sundries ; Cook & Stoddard Co., Loco-

mobile, White, Franklin, Cadillac, Baker;

Washington Electric Vehicle & Transporta-

tion Co., Columbia gasoline and electric ve-

hicles; Haughton Automobile Co., Yale

and Premier; S. J. Meeks' Sons, Lambert;

Willard Automobile Co., Jackson and Dol-

son, Swinehart tires; H. A. Rhine & Co.,

Haynes and Auburn; Thomas & Helbert,

Maxwell; Commercial Automobile & Sup-

ply Co., Wayne and Logan gasoline and De
Mar electric vehicles; Reo Motor Car

Agency, Reo; National Automobile Co.,

Thomas, Packard, Buick, Studebaker, and

Oldsmobile; Motor Car Co., Baltimore,

Md., Peerless and Stevens-Duryea ; Chas.

E. Miller & Bro., Ford, Columbus elec-

trics, and Indian motorcycle; Southern

Automobile Co., Baltimore, Pierce Arrow;

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Exide batteries; National Electric Supply

Co., Michelin, Samson, and Harburg tires.

Solar and Rushmore lamps, Gabriel horns,

Foster shock absorbers, and tops of the

Auto Top & Cover Mfg. Co.; Rose Mfg.

Co., Philadelphia, Nevcrout lamps ; Rudolph,

West & Co., sundries ; Wm. C Robinson &
Co., Baltimore, lubricants; Voorhees Rub-

ber Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N. J., Voorhees

tires; Detroit Motor Works, Detroit, ma-

rine engines; Automobile Tire & Repair

Co., Hercules tires; Truscott Mfg. Co.,

motor boats and engines.

READY FOR PHILADELPHIA; SHOW.
Philadelphia, Feb. 5.—Making no claims

to "the greatest show on earth," the auto-

mobile exhibition, which will open in the

Export Exposition Building, this city, two

weeks from next Saturday, will in every

way be worthy of this city. Despite the 100

per cent, increase in space over last year,

Manager Chester I. Campbell has been com-

pelled to turn away a number of would-be

exhibitors. A few of the late ones were

taken care of in corridors, passageways and

odd corners, but those who had cars to dis-

play were of necessity forced to go away
disappointed.

Arrangements for the show are well in

hand, the music, decorations, programmes

and lighting being in the hands of commit-

tees which have practically completed the

details of their several duties. The deco-

rators and electricians only await the turn-

ing over of the building on the Monday
preceding the show, to get to work, and it

is the intention of Manager Campbell to

have a complete exhibition ready for the

first visitor on opening night.
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A DISCUSSION OF THE 1906 CHASSIS.

ONE of the greatest achievements of

engineering skill is the production

of the automobile chassis. Materials

of the greatest strength and durability are

combined in forms that give extreme light-

ness and the utmost rigidity of construction,

while presenting beautiful outlines pleasing

to the eye. And over all its motions there

is such perfect control that it seems almost

a thing of life when promptly responding

to the touch of a skillful driver. Yet with-

out its almost discarded forerunner, the

bicycle, no such rapid development could

have been possible, for the successful efforts

to secure extreme lightness united with great

strength in the pedal-driven machine,

brought forth materials and structural forms

far in advance of anything before produced.

Not the least of these is the pneumatic tire,

without which little attention would have

been given the bicycle, and which makes

high speed so comfortable and free from

jar or shock in the heavier machine.

The two recent exhibitions of automobiles

in New York City showed considerable

tendency toward uniformity of chassis con-

struction in pleasure cars, especially of the

larger sizes. There can hardly be said to

be much approach to uniformity in small

cars of the runabout type or light tonneaus

with one or two cylinder engines. One is

strongly impressed with the increasing pre-

dominance of internal combustion motors.

In freight trucks and delivery wagons no

uniformity has yet been approached, al-

though no greater diversity of lines has been

shown than in pleasure vehicles. The motor

is more often placed under the body of the

truck, however, than in the latter, and

motors similar to those for pleasure vehicles

are used. The tendency, however, is to

"bring the motor back nearer to the rear

axle, which it drives, in freight than in

pleasure cars.

One of the greatest steps in automobile

practice has been the production of a low-

priced gasoline car with four cylinders, the

design of which shows the greatest ability

and thought on the part of the designer in

eliminating all unnecessary parts, combining

and simplifying those necessary, and putting

them together in a substantial manner so

as to make the machinery easily accessible,

and to permit removal of parts necessary to

give access to those that are encased, with-

out disturbing adjustments requiring some

iime to make. If the materials and work-

manship on such a car prove as serviceable

as the design is excellent, it will be a pow-

erful factor toward producing important

changes in automobile practice.

The ultimate form of pleasure automo-

biles will be such that examinations, adjust-

ments and repairs to the motor and power

By FORREST R. JONES, M.E.

transmission parts can be made trom tne

sides and above. There should be no need

for pits and elevated tracks in the repair

shop and garage, except for working on the

body and frame when putting them together,

or separating, or work of a similar nature.

In treating the chassis it becomes neces-

sary to separate pleasure cars into two
classes, those which are large and driven

by four-cylinder engines placed in front, and

the smaller cars, with one or two cylinders

of the runabout or light tonneau type.

Large Pleasure Cars.

Beginning with the frame of large pleas

ure cars, it may be noted that the pressed

steel channel is almost universally employed

without reinforcement. Few cars have a

channel reinforced by wood, while one frame

is made of wood entirely except the fasten-

ings. Wood reinforced by steel, and ar-

mored wood appear in isolated cases. In

the majority of frames the sides are straight

as are the end members, and' the four pieces

together form a rectangle.

The tendency is toward elimination of the

narrowed or contracted front end of the

frame. Many builders, however, have re-

tained the contracted front, and in isolated

cases there is a gradual tapering toward the

rear, and sometimes elevation of a short

portion of the rear.

The sub-frame for carrying the engine and

transmission has become less frequent than

heretofore. The more common practice is

to support the engine directly on the side

members of the frame and the transmission

on crossbars also running from side to side,

or to place the forward end of the engine on

long struts across the front angles of the

frame, supporting the other parts as men-
tioned. One machine presents the unusual

method of supporting the engine by a steel

apron, which is trough shaped with flat

bottom and straight, sloping sides, the sheet

metal being thick enough to form a rigid

support for both engine and transmission.

The apron is attached to the side members
of the frame and holds it rigid to risist de-

formation at the front angles; short braces

are used in the rear angles. While the steel

apron has been adopted in several cars, this

appears the only one in which it is used alone

as the support of the engine. In other cars

the engine and transmission are supported

upon cross members in the form of I-beams,

channels or angles, and the apron serves

only for protection against foreign matter.

Practically all the frames of heavy ma-
chines are supported at four points over the

axles. There is one notable exception to

this, however, where a compound frame is

used, consisting of the regular rectangular

super-frame, and in addition a triangular

sub-frame, shaped much like the letter V.

but with the top closed by a straight mem-
ber. The sharp angle of the frame is sup-

ported at the bevel gear drive of the rear

axle and swivels about the propeller shaft

bearing. The two longer sides of the angle

extend from the gear drive to the springs

on the front axle upon which they rest, and
the short member extends across the front

of the car, with a support for the forward
part of the rectangular frame at the center

of its width, the connection allowing free

motion of the parts relative to each other.

The lifting of either front wheel by an ob-

struction or its depression by dropping into

a hole in the road leaves the frame standing

as level as if the forward wheels were on a

level roadway, and does not introduce any

strain in the frame, at the same time allow-

ing each spring to carry its correct propor-

tion of the load. When one of the rear

wheels is elevated or depressed, the body is

tipped accordingly, but the condition of
freedom from strain in the frame continues

the same as when tipping the front axle.

One who has ridden over our country roads

and has seen his car run on three wheels at

times, and has suffered broken springs in

consequence will appreciate thi? or any other

construction which allows flexibility to meet
uneven surfaces and chuck holes. The com-
mon practice of supporting the frame by

four points over the wheels makes a car

very satisfactory for city streets and good
roads as well as one which does not tip so

readily on rounding curves rapidly and is

generally satisfactory, but is not best for

the poor roads which predominate so com-
pletely in the rural districts of our country.

The conditions are similar to English and
American practice in railway locomotives.

The rigid frame of the former is entirely

suitable for the excellent roadbeds of Eng-
land, but would not answer for our more
uneven tracks. Hence the more flexible

American locomotive with its system of

equalizing levers.

Springs, with few exceptions, are semi-

elliptical both front and rear. Full elliptical

springs are used to some extent in the rear

as well as platform springs, and the three-

quarter elliptical still remains on a few cars,

chiefly in the rear. The provision for lubri-

cating the pins of springs shows a commend-
able attention to the small details toward

making a car comfortable, quiet and durable.

There is a tendency toward more rigid

construction in the parts which form the

supporting connection between the engine

and sliding change speed transmission gears,

thus eliminating the necessity of a coupling

of great flexibility between the two. A com-
pletely rigid support for engine and trans-

mission is a desirable feature in connection

with the elimination of any flexible coupling.
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Axles are generally of forged steel or cast

bronze. The I-section predominates for

dead axles. It has been almost universally

adopted for the front and dead rear axles.

One car uses a tubular axle reinforced by a

strip of steel placed vertically inside and

setting against the top and bottom of the

tube. (Fig. 1.) With the live or floating

rear axle the hollow section is necessary

of course, and the circular form is common.
A castor type of swivel for the steering

knuckle has received most favor by de-

signers. Tilting the tops of the front wheels

away from each other so as to bring the

bottom more nearly under the swivel of the

steering knuckle is followed to a large ex-

tent, and this construction serves to make
steering easier and relieve the swivel pins

of bending stresses in proportion to the

no. 3.

amount that the bottom of the wheel is

brought in. Roller or ball bearings at the bot-

tom carry vertical thrust of an amount equal

to the load carried on each wheel when the

swivel pin is vertical. The top of the castor

pin is usually supported by a plain bearing

only, since it resists only a comparatively

small amount of side pressure, although ball

bearings are sometimes found here. Ball

bearings are used commonly in the front

wheels, and roller bearings on the rear live

axle. When the latter is dead, as is the

case with double chain drive, ball and roller

bearings seem to have about equal prefer-

ence for the rear wheels. The latter con-

ditions also exist for the floating axle drive

when the wheel is supported on the dead

tubing which is the rear axle, and surrounds

the floating drive. Cone roller bearings

have found considerable application for

wheels.

Effect of Tilting Front Wheels.
The effect of inclining the front wheel

so that the bottom is brought nearer to the

middle line of the car, as shown in the greater

ease of steering thus secured, can be under-

stood by reference to the sketches—Fig. 2

FIG. 1.

shows the wheel vertical and Fig. 3 the

wheel inclined, the axis of the knuckle

swivel remaining vertical in both cases.

When the wheel is vertical, the distance

measured horizontally between the point at

which the swivel axis if extended would
touch the ground, and the center of the area

of contact of the tire with the ground is the

distance d measured in a direction parallel

to the front axle.

When swinging the wheel and knuckle

around as is done for turning a corner, the

resistance is the friction due to the pressure

of the swivel against its bearing. The fric-

tion of both swivels must, of course, be over-

come in turning the knuckle. The friction

of the knuckle is proportional to the pres-

sure upon it, or at least very nearly so.

The weight resting on the knuckle is of

course equal to the pressure of the rod

against the wheel. The latter is, indicated

by P and the downward pressure on the

knickle by P" According to the statement

already made, P = P'. The side pressures

against the swivel are two equal forces, S
and 5". Of these S

1

acts horizontally against

the lower cylindrical surface of the swivel

pin, pressing against the side next the wheel,

and 5" acts horizontally also, but at the top

cylindrical surface of the pin and in the

opposite direction. The value of 5 can be

found by equation Pd = Sh from which

5 = Pd/h.

By inclining the wheel, the intensity of the

side pressures on the pin is reduced. In Fig.

3 the inclination has been Such as to make
the distance between the axis of the swivel

pin and the line of pressure upward against

the wheel one-half as great as before. It

is shown as \. The smaller side pres-

sures are indicated by s=s', and in the same
manner as before, the value of s is found

to be s=Pd/2h; that is, the horizontal force

is one-half as great as when the wheel was
vertical. The pressure downward on the

knuckle joint remains the same as in the

preceding case, still being P=P'. The re-

duction of friction in the knuckle swivel is

therefore due only to the lessened side

pressure on the pin.

Four-Cylinder Motor Predominates.

The four-cylinder engine largely predom-

inates, the six-cylinder appearing to but a

small extent. The tendency is more toward

units of one cylinder, twin cylinders appar-

ently not being in so much favor. From the

viewpoint of the owner, the one-cylinder

unit is more desirable on account of less

expense for repairs in case of a damaged
cylinder, and in general greater ease of re-

moving the cylinders. While the com-
pletely closed cylinder head, except openings

for ports and ignition plug, is desirable

from the point of view of the user, yet many
constructors have found it best to make an
opening in the center of the head large

enough for a boring bar to be used in

machining the bore of the cylinder, or for

grinding or lapping the bore. With care-

fully fitted steel plugs the danger of leak-

age about the plug is probably not great

enough to require serious consideration.

This is not true of cast-iron plugs.

In the water-cooled engines the majority

have inlet and exhaust valves on opposite

sides of the cylinder, and two camshafts are

used when all valves are mechanically op-

erated, as is the rule in the four-cylinder

type of engine. A large number of ma-
chines have all valves on the same side of

the cylinder, however, thus using only one

camshaft. In unusual cases automatic inlet

valves provide the means of having the in-

let and exhaust on opposite sides of the cyl-

inder with only one camshaft, but the more
common construction is to place the auto-

matic inlet immediately over the exhaust.

In the water-cooled machines, which largely
'

predominate, the camshafts are nearly al-

ways placed in the bed of the motor, and the

valves are lifted by a direct vertical thrust

of the cam followers pressing against the

valve stem.

Ant-Cooled Motor Valves.

In the air-cooled machines the valves are

almost invariably placed at the top of the

cylinder either with the stems vertical or

inclined away from each other at the top.

Great diversity is shown in operating the

valves, although the mechanical method is

practically the only one used on air-cooled

motors. The necessity of introducing a

rocking beam when the camshaft is in the

bed of the engine, or of making the cam act

by pressing its follower downward, the lat-

ter having a finger which extends out to

FIG. 3.
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press down the valve stem, has, on account

of the complicity of parts in rapid motion,

induced some designers to run the camshaft

above the cylinder heads parallel to the

crankshaft, and operate both the inlet and
exhaust valves from it, using a vertical shaft

with bevel gear drive at both top and bot-

tom for transmitting power from crank-

shaft to camshaft. One air-cooled engine

rotates the cylinder about a stationary

transverse shaft, the drive being from parts

attached to the rotating cylinders.

The tendency toward more universal

adoption of removable valve seats that cs.n

be taken out together with the valve so that

worn parts may be easily reground or re-

newed, and the use of yokes for holding

the removable parts in place, including

valve boxes and inlet and exhaust pipes, is

increasing. The use of yokes instead of the

older method of several bolts or studs and
nuts for attaching such parts is a great im-

provement. By the older method it was
more difficult to get a good joint, and the

time for attaching and removing was much
greater. Sprung flanges and leaky joints,

especially on the exhaust, were not uncom-
mon. While many yokes use but one bolt,

several extend over two parts and have two
or three bolts.

Cast iron is nearly always used for the

cylinder and piston. The stroke in the ma-
jority of cases is a little longer than the

diameter of the cylinder bore, but variations

are found from 15 per cent, larger bore

than stroke, to 15 per cent, or even 20 per

cent longer stroke than diameter of bore.

Crankshaft Construction.

The crankshaft is quite generally sup-

ported on ball bearings, most cars having

three, but several using five supports for

the shaft. Ball bearings are also used on

the crank end of the connecting rod. The
plain cylindrical bearing is also much
used; in fact, several machines have plain

bearings throughout the entire engine.

While ball bearings unquestionably reduce

the frictional resistance when starting from

rest and at slow speeds, there is a question

as to whether they have less friction than

plain journal bearings when running at

high speeds and well lubricated, as by the

splash method with suitable oil holes and

grooves, or by ring oiling.

When the space available for the length

of crankshaft is small, ball bearings have

the advantage over plain journals of occu-

pying less length of shaft. The selection of

them may sometimes depend on this prop-

erty.

The material of the crankshaft is natur-

ally of the best quality. In high-priced cars

nickel steel is in common use. In the best

practice the crankshaft is machined out of

the solid slab. The materials for plain

bearings on the crankshaft have gone

through the same steps as in stationary en-

gine practice. In the latter Babbitt metal

was used in the earlier types and then dis-

carded for bronze, but taken up again later.

Many of the best cars now use Babbitt-

lined bronze bearings. A good Babbitt alloy

has a lower coefficient of friction than

bronze, this property insuring a reduction

of frictional losses in the motor, and also

has good wearing qualities. It is probable

that the Babbitted box will remain.

Accessibility to the crankcs.se by the re-

moval of a comparatively small hand plate

has been given more attention than hereto-

fore, and the suspension of the crank from

the upper part of the bed is growing more
common.

One four-cylinder machine has adopted

an excellent arrangement for entire accessi-

bility to the crank, cylinders and piston by

dividing the crankcase vertically through

the middle, and arranging the crankshaft

supports so that when half the case is re-

moved the shaft is supported by a single

bearing. Upon removal of the latter the

connecting rod and piston can be taken out

without disturbing the cylinders or the pipes

connected to them.

Materials Used for Clutches.

Metallic clutches are gaining in favor

both in the multiple disk and the expansion

types. This is following the lines of devel-

opment in other classes of machinery long

since worked out. As a comparison of the

evolution of the friction clutch, it is notable

that in electric traveling cranes the multi-

ple disk and expansion clutches are the

ones which have proven more satisfactory,

the leather-faced cone clutch having been

quite generally discarded. One of the chief

objections to the leather is its tendency to

seize suddenly and bring undue strains and

jerks on the machinery, and, as it grows

old, to become glazed or oil soaked, both of

which cause slipping, and necessitate un-

duly high pressure between the friction

surfaces. There is a more general applica-

tion of flat springs under the leather for

forcing it into more gradual contact with

the mating part. Radial acting plungers

forced out by coiled springs are also more
common for the same purpose.

The materials of the rubbing surfaces in

multiple-disk clutches vary. Steel on steel

is often used, and less frequently bronze on
steel. The materials in expansion clutches

are usually different, bronze on steel or on
cast iron being common. Ample means of

lubrication are provided, one being the oil

bath. The film of oil that gets between the

surfaces when the clutch is released serves

as a cushion, which is gradually squeezed

out when closing it, and allows gradual

starting. This is best secured by the use

of numerous oil grooves in the friction sur-

faces. From ten to thirty disks, 6 inches

or slightly more in diameter, are used.

An interesting way of illustrating the

great turning effort that can be transmitted

through a multiple-disk clutch of compara-

tively small diameter closed by a light pres-

sure is that of taking two visiting cards or

strips of paper and laying one partly over

the other, with a paper weight on top, and

then pulling* them apart horizontally, noting

the pull necessary to slide them over each

other. Then take a dozen or more similar

cards and pile them up with the ends over-

lapping about half their length, placing the

same weight on top of the pile and pulling

them apart as before. The force required

will be surprisingly greater than for the

two cards. The necessary pull is in propor-

tion to the number of pairs of rubbing sur-

faces in contact.

Selective Sliding Gears.

Selective sliding change-speed gears are

growing in favor with manufacturers, sev-

eral having changed from the step-by-step

type to the selective, while those that here-

tofore used selective levers still retain them.

Planetary gears are, by the very nature of

their construction, also selective. One car

with sliding gears is equipped with a
ratchet in the back gear, which meshes with

its mate on the propeller shaft in order that

change may be made from direct drive to

slower speed quickly and without releasing:

the clutch. Change-speed gears are made
larger and more powerful with a more gen-

eral use of chrome nickel steel in their con-

struction for securing both strength, tough-

ness and hardness, all requisites for the

service they must perform.

The square shaft for the sliding gears is

still in much evidence, although some
makers use a shaft with four feathers ma-
chined from the solid, thus securing ease

of sliding and ample strength.

The direct-drive positive clutch which
has been made with two or three large jaws
on each member to a considerable extent

has been replaced more completely by the

type in which a spur gear fits into a corre-

sponding internal gear, the latter type giv-

ing greater ease oi throwing the parts into

engagement and removes the tendency for

the jaws to hammer against each other.

(To be continued.')

COLLEGE WANTS AN AUTO.
Champaign, III., Feb. 5.—The Illinois

Agricultural College may make use of the

automobile for a novel purpose. It is now
planned to use several of them in making
tours of the state in making soil investiga-

tions. Up to this time the college force has

sampled the soil of nearly every county in

the state. Heretofore teams have been used

in (raveling about during spring, summer
and fall. It is believed that an automobile

equipped with the paraphernalia required to

take care of such a business may be run

about the state to very great advantage, and
that more work will be accomplished by the

use of such a conveyance. At times forty

men are required to attend .0 the experi-

ments that are being made in different fields

of the experiment station and those located

in different sections of the state.

E. R. Thomas, well known in automobile

racing circles, has ordered a White steam

racing car, to be the largest ever built by

the White company. It will probably be

entered in the next Olidden tour.
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TENDENCIES IN CAR DETAILS AT SALON.-II.

PARIS, France.—Having thus com-

pleted the study of the carriage part

of the automobile at the recent Salon

—that is of the simplest, but not least dif-

ficult part of the machine to design and

manufacture soundly—we may now pass to

the study of the active organisms which

give the life and the power necessary to

the propulsion of the motor car.

Beginning with the very source of all

sorrows as well as of all pleasures, we
shall first survey the motor in its various

shapes, giving this omnipotent master of

the car all the attention which his important

functions entitle him to.

In France the horizontal motor is dead.

Dying it was last year, passed away it is

this year. Two European makers only ex-

hibited it in the Serres annex, and even

then what they showed were merely sam-

ples intended to rid them of the stock they

bad accumulated in older days. It is true

to say that Cadillac and Oldsmobile who
pluckily came to plant the Yankee flag

amongst the proud Europeans also do show
it, and not from old stock either, but it must

be borne in mind that we do not take them

into account here, this report concerning

only the European built machines.

Inclined or V-placed cylinders are still to

be seen in some bashful instances on run-

abouts, and in full glory on practically

every motorcycle, but not on a single pleas-

ure car, although Darracq may, perhaps,

lead them to victory with the now famous

200-horsepower eight-cylinder sprint racing

car, whicfi is fitted with V engines, working

By RENE M. PETARD.

{Continued from page 86, issue of January 77.)

on four throws of the cranks<.a.'t—that is,

two cylinders on each throw.

Aside from these few exceptions, prob-

ably intended to merely confirm the rule,

the vertical cylinder stands boldly, undenied

master of the situation. The universal

adoption of this style of engine has in con-

sequence caused the also almost universal

adoption of the Mercedes type of hood, that

is, the type with a vertical radiator in front

and folding tops and sides to cover up the

machinery. Three notable exceptions only

are to be found on this point ; they are

the Renault, the C. G. V., and the De Dion,

who keep their characteristic shapes of old,

the two former at least, since the latter

comes to the Mercedes type for the medium
and the high-powered cars of his manufac-

ture.

Position of Motor.

Racing car construction shows its influ-

ence in the position of the motor on the

frame. The engine is now generally

brought very far back on the chassis, the

radiator being usually placed no further

forward than the vertical plane of the front

axle, this giving all machines, even of low

power, an appearance of speed and power

which is now considered as one of the con-

ditions of beauty for the automobile, while

at the same time this fashion puts the ma-

chine in the very best conditions of steadi-

ness on the road and of stability, as well as

making the mechanisms under the hood

more accessible.

This last mentioned item of accessibility

has apparently been one of the principal

thoughts of the designers this year, and it

has resulted, so far as the power-producing

portion of the car is concerned, in increased

simplicity; the time-honored array of rods,

levers, castings, pipes, valves, and similar

nuisances, as regards repairs, having grad-

ually disappeared, or at least shifted away
to some more convenient place.

As was mentioned before, the four-cylin-

der vertical motor now stands supreme.

For any power above 12 horsepower, no
other type of motor is so found, except

in some cases where six-cylinder ma-
chines can be noticed. This is, however,

not to be taken just now as an improvement
bound to replace the four-cylinder motor,

as some people, especially in England, seem

to believe. The six-cylinder motor will still

have a long fight before it becomes

standard practice, as its undoubted techni-

cal advantages are probably more than

balanced by practical difficulties. The three-

cylinder motor presented itself in the same

light two years ago, and yet it has now
disappeared. Time alone will be the judge.

The single cylinder motor finds a number
of adepts in the small two-seated car class,

but the two-cylinder is rapidly dying; 1906

is a year of "one or four."

Air-Cooi.ed Cars.

Air cooling for very light machines might

possibly materialize. We already mentioned

under a different heading the small Italian

Otav air-cooled. Under the name of "Guy"

\vc find a small four-cvlinder 12-horse-

no. I.—VULPES AIR-COOLED 18-34-HORSEPOWER SPECIAL SPRINT RACES, WITH WHICH BARRIAUX BROKE THE KILO-
METER RECORD FOR CARS WEIGHING poo POUNDS.
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power air-cooled machine with ordinary

bicycle cylinders placed tandem under an

ordinary hood with a wire net in place of

radiator and a flywheel fan; this, however,

should not be considered as representative

as it is the work of but a very small concern.

We also find as air cooled the 18-24-horse-

power Vulpes special sprint racing car( Fig.

1) on which Barriaux recently broke the

kilometer world's record for cars under 900

pounds, but this cannot be considered as a
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r —

i

y
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-Piston,

FIG. 2.—ROUGH DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH
OF BOUDREAUX MOTOR.

constructional tendency, as upon being ap-

proached the makers stated that they would

not accept to supply a motor of that type

to a buyer.

What is more important is the promise

of the F. N. company, the largest motor

shops in Belgium, to make for next year

an 8-10-horsepower four-cylinder air-cooled

small car.

Motors of Special Construction.

Passing to practical engines of a type

out of the ordinary, we only distinguish

amongst a number of freaks the well-

known Gobron-Brillie' and the Boudreaux,

which reverts to an old system to make two

cylinders out of one, as per the rough dia-

grammatic sketch, Fig. 2.

The tendency concerning valve situation

in the usual type of motor has already been

discussed. To sum up the situation in this

respect we might say:

First: General tendency for town and

general service cars; valves all on one side

over single camshaft.

Second: Tendency for fast touring cars,

heavy machines, and powerful, fast motors

;

valves symmetrically placed on both sides

with two camshafts.

Third: Overhead tappet actuated and

automatic inlet valves disappearing.

Before leaving the subject of cylinders,

a few lines might be profitable concerning

their general design as regards the manu-

facturer. The original practice in automo-

bile building has been to cast the cylinders

in ordinary gray iron, the water jacket

being ' made integral with the cylinder

proper. In order to obtain greater light-

ness, and to avoid inequalities of expansion

under the influence of the working heat,

the most advanced practice for some time

was to make the cylinder proper separate

and turned inside and out, so as to have a

symmetrical and as light as possible barrel

over which a separate jacket was fitted for

the cooling water, the head and valve

chamber forming a third piece bolted on.

C. G. V. and Panhard adopted this prac-

tice at the beginning of the century and

the latter went so far as boring the cyl-

inders out of a solid steel billet.

This practice was somewhat altered by

Mors at about the same time, their process

being to liydraulically force a bored-out

steel liner inside a cast aluminum base com-
mon to the four cylinders and forming at

the same time the crankcase top and the

cylinder's water jacket.

The practice of making these assembled

cylinders became almost general around

1902, but it was soon found that for pro-

longed, hard work it was not possible to

make joints that would properly hold be-

tween the cylinder and its jackets unless

some quite special systems (which were

soon patented) were used. Besides, such a

construction is rather expensive. The net

result is that this system has now been

entirely abandoned by the majority of

makers, the only ones keeping it in France

beingPanhard on his racing machines, and

Sultan on all motors ; in Belgium, Germain,

and in England, Arrol-Johnston—the two

latter for all their cars, even 'buses.

A half measure which is extensively

followed, and is on the increase, to

make the water jacket walls integral

with the cylinders but with very large

inspection holes, covered by screwed-

on plates, this being now the standard C. G.

V. practice, and carried to its utmost in

the Renault 1905 racing car, in which the

cast jacket walls were just a skeleton

jacket covered by screwed-on copper plates

hammered by hand to a suitable shape.

Pistons and Crankshafts.

After the cylinders, the most important

parts are evidently the pistons and the

crankshaft and their connecting members
and accessories. Of the pistons nothing

new can be said ; the practice stays where it

has been for years. The much lauded

pressed steel pistons, which some experts

from the back of the shop had been prom-

ising as revelations, did not make their

appearance and are probably not to be re-

gretted, although a condemnation would be

quite as without foundation as praise, prac-

tice having not had a chance to say its

decisive word.

While studying crankshafts some pretty-

fine pieces of machinery were found, espe-

cially several six-throw shafts of as much

as five feet in length of relatively small

diameters, which make one think twice

when visualizing the face of the man who
breaks one on the road side, if he knows

the price.

Leaving monetary considerations aside,

such crankshafts as were exhibited on the

lightest grade of cars are perhaps the most

conclusive proof of the progress which the

advent of the automobile caused in metal

working trades. These were made of the

hardest grades of nickel and vanadium

steels, turned out of the solid ingot, bored

through the pins for lightness, and milled

at the throw arms to carefully studied H
or other sections for the same purpose.

These shafts are hardened and tempered

at the bearings, the arms being said to be

left soft, and the whole shaft is ground

true as a final finish. Such construction

had so far been used only in the very high-

est grades of racing cars, but is now work-

ing its way down in touring chassis, though

usually in only the most expensive ones.

A French concern, the Motobloc, shows a

distinct departure in crankshaft construc-

tion. In their machines the flywheel is

placed between two bearings, between the

two middle cylinders of the motor, the

crankshaft consequently being built up of

two pieces. This construction, which does

not present any apparent advantage, is only

useful in the case of this machine on ac-

count of the firm's principle to place the

clutch and speed gearing in an extension

of the crankcase.

The tendency is becoming universal to

attach the crankshaft bearings to the top

of the crankcase so that the lower part can

easily be detached for inspection without

disturbing the adjustments.

Five bearings crankshafts are slightly

more numerous than the three bearings

type.

Concerning Bearings.

As regards bearings, the two-point con-

tact ball type is certainly gaining in pop-

ularity for crankshafts, as well as for all

other parts of the machine. Up to last

year crankshaft ball bearing users were

few and far between, and the bearings

they used were all of the D. W. F. type,

with compensating springs and felt washers

to separate the balls and give a certain

amount of diametrical elasticity to the bear-

ing.

It appears, however, for 1906, that al-

though a number of the first users of the

FIG. 3.—SPECIAL CRANKSHAFT BALL BEARINGS
OF DUTCH CAR.

type of bearing mentioned have continued

its use, the majority of the converts to the

ball system are using the ordinary two-point

annular type without any separating part

between the balls, the remainder using types

with separate balls but made upon princi-

ples different from those of -the D. W. F.

On a car hailing from Holland and sell-

ing almost all its output to England, a

crankshaft was shown in which the inner

ball race or ring instead of being slipped
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over the shaft was made integral with them,

the outer diameter of this ring being larger

than the double throw of the crankshaft,

as roughly illustrated by the sketch, Fig. 3.

This construction goes towards reducing

the number of parts in the machine and in-

creasing the apparent simplicity of the

whole, but entails the use of an extremely

costly crankshaft which has the further dis-

advantages of being made out of good ball

bearing steel, which does not necessarily

mean good crankshaft steel, and also of

making the cost of repairs prohibitive.

Where ball bearings are not used, ordi-

nary special phosphor bronze lined bearings

are used, those lined with antifriction metal

being very scarce. In this type of bearings

lubrication is of the utmost importance; in

consequence this will make necessary some

consideration of the important question of

lubrication.

Proper Lubrication.

Proper lubrication in an explosion motor,

whatever may be its construction and its

system of cooling, is an absolutely vital

matter, as many readers will probably have

already learned at their own expense.

If care from the user to see that proper

attention is given to that part of the opera-

tion of the machine is thus an absolute

necessity, there is also a vast deal of care

required from the designer to see that the

oiling system be such, in certainty and effi-

ciency, that the owner's pains be well re-

paid. The question is not to flood anything

that moves in any manner with an enor-

mous amount of oil, as then even if the per-

manent damage would not be as great, it

would mean just as vexatious little delays

as underlubrication would cause.

It is evident that under no circumstances

should more oil than necessary reach the

pistons, as any surplus oil will work its way
past the rings and on top of the piston

itself in just about no time, and there play

general havoc with the plugs and valves,

which then will soon get just as gummy
and sooted as heart cannot desire. In a

study of the lubrication systems exhibited

it is found that the great majority of

makers appear to consider the problem as

requiring a virtual division of the engine

in two sections, the means of lubricating

which are to be different in order to obtain

a reasonably simple system.

The two sections comprise: First, the

main bearings and the camshaft and

accessory bearings, the connecting rod big

end bearings. The second part comprises

the connecting rod small end bearings and

the pistons and cylinder walls. -

The old splash system, which for years

gave excellent results on the entire mechan-

ism of the motor, is being generally aban-

doned by the generality of French makers,

except for what we have termed the second

part of the engine, for the benefit of which

it still reigns supreme.

De Dion-Bouton were probably the first,

a few years ago, to adopt on their two-

cylinder 10-horsepower motor a pump form-

ing part of the engine and taking oil from

a sump in the bottom of the crankcase to

send it in large quantities to the main

parts of the engine, this having, however,

evidently been done before in machinery

of a class different to that in automobiles.

Their system consisted and still consists in

sending the oil under the pressure supplied

by the pump to the main crankshaft bear-

ings, wherefrom it follows leads bored out

through the crankshaft itself to the con-

necting rod big ends. The considerable

centrifugal force set up in these parts

splashes it to the different other parts of

the engine such as connecting rod top, pis-

tons, and distribution mechanisms, through

suitable openings.

Delaunay-Belleville adopted this same

practice from their very start in automo-

bile manufacture last year, but instead 'of

the spur gear pump used by De Dion for

the purpose, they have preferred to adopt

the eccentrically actuated rocking plunger

pump, working without valves of any de-

scription, which was successfully used by

them for years in marine machinery. They

further improved this system for 1906, in

which, while retaining the same principle

of pump and splash, they have drilled the

connecting rods through so that the oil is

forced up the rods to the piston pins,

wherefrom it goes in a circular trough

formed around the inner face of the pis-

tons. From this trough the oil reaches

the frictional or outer face of the pistons

through small holes suitably drilled through

the piston walls.

Among makers fitting a Special oil pump

to the engine to lubricate it in the manner

described, we find Mercedes, Rebour,

Prunel, Radia, Aster, and others. It will

be noted that with this system the oil is

used over and over again, as that which

has been splashed to the walls drips down

again to the sump (where a sort of a gauze

filter is generally fitted) and is pumped

back to the working parts, the system being

often compared to the continuous circulation

of blood in the human body.

The comparison is, however, defective,

as it very clearly points out the defect in

this system. In the human body the heart

pumps the blood to have it purified (oxy-

dized) before sending it again to the arter-

ines ; in the engine the pump takes the already

used and consequently impure and already

slightly carbonized oil to send it again to

the working parts, so that after a period

which is generally 200 miles, on the ma-
jority of French cars, the oil which has

been getting "worse and worse" all the

time has become worthless as a lubricant

and has to be changed. If pure oil is simply

added, it will mix with the used up oil

and the result will be double or almost

double the quantity of an impure oil, while

if the user will take the trouble to empty

the sump entirely and fill it again with pure

oil, the proper course will have been fol-

lowed, but at the expense of time spent on

a rather nasty job.

This system, however, presents the im-

portant advantage of having no long pipes

to freeze and clog, as all the oil leads, being

contained in the engine itself, are kept con-

stantly warm, while the oil is working un-

der a high pressure, generally 2 to 2 1-3

times the atmospheric pressure, so that ob-

structions are not possibly allowed to stay

in the leads. The only moving part is the

pump, and this is a strong and large part,

very unlikely to give trouble, while there

are no outside connections and pipes to

give trouble, leak, or break.

The system, however, possesses the draw-

back of being rather expensive, one reason

why a number of makers still prefer the per-

haps less expensive methods of forcing and

distributing the oil by outside means. In

the latter case, the oil is placed in an inde-

pendent tank from which it is forced to a

row of sight feeds conveniently placed,

generally on the dashboard, and thence it

drips into pipes leading it to various parts,

in quantities just sufficient to replace the

oil on the parts as it is used up, splash

being used as an auxiliary. In this case,

except for what is supplied by splash, it is

always pure, clean oil that reaches the work-

ing surfaces, but the system is nevertheless

probably inferior in that it is much more

liable to break down than the former.

The methods employed to force the oil

to the sight feed vary, sometimes pressure

from the exhaust or the water jacket is

supplied direst to the tank, while at other

times special small plunger pumps actuated

by means of belts, chains, or eccentrics

are used. Departures from these two sys-

tems are found on several Italian cars,

where the delicate small pumps used to

supply the sight feeds are dispensed with,

their place being taken by a light shaft in-

side the oil tank carrying tiny pulleys, and

driven through light chains from an upper

equally small shaft with similar pulleys, the

chains on these shafts being fitted with

small buckets, just like a miniature grain

elevator. These buckets deliver the oil they

contain, when they reach the upper shaft,

into pockets forming the top part of the

sight feeds.

A device which might be classed with the

lubricating means first described is the

Cornilleau-Sainte Beuve, in which the oil

pump feeds its large quantity of oil to a set

of short pipes, fixed to the outside of the

crankcase, these pipes supplying the oil to

nozzles, which spray it to the different parts

of the motor, the surplus oil falling to the

bottom of the case, to be pumped out again.

The power-generating and transmitting

portions of the engine having thus been ex-

amined, we shall now turn our attention to

other parts, which might incorrectly be

termed accessory parts, the word not being

quite proper, since the engine could not be

operated without them in the present status

of our knowledge.

(To be continued.)
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««SMALL" AND "POPULAR-PRICED" CARS.-II*

PARIS, Jan. 20.—Leaving the inter-

esting Sizaire & Naudin machine,

we will pass to the S. V. P.

small car (shown in outline Fig. 1),

made by the Society des Voitures

Populaires, in which the end aimed

at by the designer also was to do away

with all unnecessary components and to

simplify as much as possible the parts which

must of necessity be preserved, so as to be

able to make a machine in which quality

of material and quality of workmanship will

in no way be reduced in comparison to that

of even the very best grades of cars. A
quality to be found in this car (as well, by

the way, as in the one previously described),

and which is generally lacking in cars of

the same price and capacity, is that of

By RENE M. PETARD.

sipgle block with the engine, and is con-

sequently also placed crosswise under the

hood; it is of the sliding-gear type, giving

two speeds and reverse with a single lever,

the drive being direct on the high gear.

The shafts of this part of the machine

are all mounted on two-point ball bearings

(Hess-Bright type), made by the D. W.
F. Co., which supplies a large portion of

the bearings used by the French makers.

The preceding parts, although especially

designed to reduce cost, show little if any

entirely new departures from current prac-

tice ; it is now that such alterations will be

found to a greater extent First in the

transmission, which, instead of being

through gears or chain, as is usual, is by

means of a special belt formed of chrome

much as no differential is fitted, the fastest

revolving wheel when taking a curve simply

revolving free on its axle end, until the

speed of the rear wheels become equal

again.

This construction, which had been gives

up a long time ago for heavy and high-

powered cars, seems to be enjoying a re-

vival since several concerns are attempting

to bring it back to life.

The usual brakes are fitted—that is, one

(foot-actuated), working on the driven belt

pulley, while the side lever actuated brakes

are located inside drums on the rear bubs,

where they work in oil, being consequently

of the internal expanding type.

The front axle is of tubular construction,

and the Lemoine type of knuckles so ar-

FIG. 1.—SHALL CAR OP SOCIETE DES VOITURES POPULAIRES. FIG. 4.—LB PASSE-PARTOUT SMALL CAS.

harmony and unity of design; by this it

is meant that in this machine every single

part, even the less important, shows evi-

dence of having been thought out specially

for its work and to harmonize with its

surroundings.

The motor is a vertical single cylinder,

having its mainshaft crosswise on the

chassis, and located underneath the usual

type of folding hood; the valves are both

mechanically operated and the ignition is

by a low-tension Simms-Bosch magneto,

with mechanical make and brake inside the

cylinder. The carbureter is automatic, the

supplementary air supply being regulated

by an automatic poppet valve placed on the

side of the mixing chamber casting, while

the cooling is by a gear-driven, centrifugal

water pump, sending the water into the

engine, wherefrom it returns through large

diameter piping to the top of the radiator,

which forms the front of the hood in the

ordinary way. This radiator is of the finned

tube variety, and the tank is formed around

it as in big car practice. The whole of the

power plant gives evidence of scientific and

practical design.

The speed-changing mechanism forms a

Continued from page 1S0, iwue of January 18, 1906.

leather, working on edge, and disposed as

shown in the sketch (Fig. 2). This belt

has been used for some time on machinery

and in cases of special duty, and this is the

first instance of its application to the driv-

ing of automobiles. The results seem grati-

fying, and if only the public would give

up a little of the prejudice which is so

often found against belt drive the great

advantages of this in silence and smooth-

ness would certainly be appreciated. The
clutch is entirely dispensed with, the belt

being simply slackened sufficiently when
a free engine is desired. It is said that a

special apparatus is fitted to this car which

creates a tension on the belt proportionate

to the driving pull required from it, but

no details could be had concerning it, the

man at the stand being rather shy to give

details.

The belt drive in this machine should

work quite well, as it is absolutely protected

from outside agents of disturbance, such as

mud, wet, or dust, and also because the

distance between pulley centers is exceed-

ingly long. The drive from the belt is to

a pulley keyed on the rear axle's driving

shaft, which is also mounted on two-point

ball bearings. This axle is peculiar, inas-

ranged that the axis of the pivot meets the

ground at the center of the tire's surface

in contact with the ground, thus assisting

very materially the claim of irreversibility

made in respect to the steering gear.

Another new two-seated small car shown
was the Otav, exhibited and made by the

well-known Italian bicycle and motorcycle

firm of Turkheimer. This machine is well

worthy of interest, especially because it was
the only notable example of air-cooling at

the show. It has an armored wood frame

carried on springs—modeled after the Olds-

mobile runabout—which are clamped to

tubular axles resting on bicycle type ten-

sion wheels.

The motor is a 5-horsepower single ver-

tical cylinder under the hood in front, and

is fitted crosswise in the car, as shown in

the engraving, Fig. 3. The inlet valve is

automatic and is fed by the vertical tube

seen in picture, this tube coming from a

very simple automatic carbureter. The ex-

haust is led into a small silencer under-

neath the footboard. The cooling arrange-

ment is on the same principle as that of the

American Frayer-Miller car. On one side

of the engine crank case, in which the fly-

wheels are enclosed, a second casing is
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PIG. 3.—AIR-COOLED 5-HORSEPOWER OTAV SMALL ITALIAN CAR.

bolted which is of the full diameter of the

crank case and contains a powerful ven-

tilator. This ventilator takes air from its

center and by centrifugal action sends it

to a vertical lead, wherefrom it is violently

blown on the center of the cylinder head,

and then descends along the cylinder walls,

which are fitted with a narrow cast jacket

for the purpose of forcing the air to a close

contact with the heated parts of the engine.

The shaft extension, which carries the

blower, further carries a small chain

sprocket which drives a countershaft under
the footboard. On this countershaft are

keyed three pulleys of the motorcycle V
belt-driving pulley type, one being keyed at

each end of the countershaft and the third

at the center of the shaft. The extreme

pulleys are used to drive each of the rear

wheels exactly as in a motorcycle, while

the middle one is used as a drum on which
a foot-applied brake contacts. The clutch is

fitted at the rear sprocket of the chain drive

before mentioned, and the machine is with-

out a differential, the slip of the belt being

supposed to attend to the differences in

speed of the two driving wheels. The hub

brakes are applied by means of wire ropes,

attached to the second foot pedal.

The engine is controlled by hand lever?

on the spark and throttle, these levers be-

ing fitted on the steering pillar, below the

wheel, and their motion being transmitted

through Bowden flexible wires. The motor
is started by means of a crank fitted behind

the front right-hand mud guard, the motion

of which is transmitted by a bicycle chain

to a free wheel clutch on the engine's main

shaft. The gasoline is carried in a large

tank in front, which takes the place of the

usual water tank. This fuel tank has a

large opening in its center to permit an air

draught on the engine, the air that thus

passes through the tank being at the same

time intended to prevent any rise in tem-

perature in the tank, which might possibly

be warmed up by the radiation from the

motor.

Machines of not so special a construc-

tion are the Passe-Partout, the Hellee, and

the Prosper Lambert, which are simply re-

duced and cheapened models of the stand-

ard type of automobile.

The Passe-Partout, Fig. 4, is undoubt-

edly the most advantageous one of the

three, both as regards price and workman-

ship. The frame is of armored ash wood,

with an angle steel subframe, the tread of

the machine is 3 1-2 feet, and the wheel-

base 6 feet. The car is fitted as the buyer

prefers with a De Dion or a Buchet motor

of 6 horsepower, the De Dion being fitted

with automatic inlet valve and the Buchet

with a mechanical overhead inlet valve ac-

tuated by a push rod and rocking lever.

Magneto ignition is fitted supplementary.

The clutch is of the direct leather cone

type, the clutch actuating pedal applying

the countershaft brake when pushed to the

very end of its range of action. The change

speed gear is worthy of special notice, as,

although it is not new, it is a well-made

Leatheron edge.

1 ;

Throunhriwt. Distance sleeve.

FIG. a.—SECTIOir^OF BELT DRIVE OF SMALL
CAR,;OF SOCIETE DBS VOITURBS POPDLAQtBS.

and durable example of a type which was
discredited, rather undeservedly, by some

poorly-made and short-lived imitations. In

this system the outer appearance is exactly

similar to that of a sliding gear system,

namely, two parallel shafts, inclosed in a

FIG. 5-—CHASSIS .OF PRIMA .FOUR-CYLIKDER SMALL CAR AS EXHIBITED AT THE PARIS SALON.
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stationary aluminum gear case. But there

the resemblance stops. The gears inside

are constantly in mesh, there being no di-

rect drive on any of the speeds. The gears

on the primary or driving shaft are rigidly

keyed to same, while those on the sec-

ondary shaft are idle on it and are kept

from all lateral motion by the length of

their hubs and also by special sleeves which

are interposed between them. Keyways
are, however, cut inside the gear hubs,

while the secondary shaft—which can be

slid without sliding the gears it carries—is

formed with feathers which come in en-

gagement with any of the gear wheels, thus

causing the drive to be transmitted through

any of the pairs of gears at the driver's

will. A neutral position is of necessity

provided between each speed change. There

are three speeds and a reverse in the case

of this particular machine. The drive is by

propeller shaft to a strong rear axle. The

steering is irreversible, being of the worm
and sector type. The same description

equally well applies to the Lambert and the

Hellee cars, the only difference being that

in these two machines ordinary sliding gear

transmission is used. Their prices are also

higher.

The Demeester small car, made by the

well-known motorcycle racing man, can

well be considered as a transition between

the small car proper and the popular car.

according to the significance which was at-

tached to these words in the opening of this

article.

This machine embodies in its mechanism

most of the features of the popular car, and

can only be classed with the small car on

account of its carrying capacity, which is

comfortably and safely limited to two pas-

sengers. The frame is of pressed steel,

with forged spring horns. It carries on a

low subframe a four-cylinder 8-horsepower

motor, the four cylinders of which are cast

in one single piece with the top of the

crankcase. The bore and stroke are re-

spectively 23-4 and 3 inches. The valves

are mechanically operated on each side of

the engine over separate camshafts, and

the flywheel is external but does not con-

tain the clutch. The ignition is by coil and

battery or high-tension magneto, as the

customer may prefer. The radiator is a

tubular construction, giving the appearance

of a honeycomb; the water circulates

through it by thermo-syphon or natural

circulation.

The clutch is of the metal^to-metal ad-

justable expanding type, contained at the

front of the gear box and inside of it—it

does not give any axial thrust. All the

bearings except at the crankshaft are on

balls, two points system, the speed change

gives three speeds and reverse with direct

drive on the top gear. The drive is taken

by a propeller shaft to the rear live axle,

which is also mounted on balls, with ball

thrust bearings wherever any end pressure

is to take place. All three brakes on wheel

hubs and propeller shaft are internal and

absolutely inclosed, working in oil. The
hub brakes are balanced by means of a

cross beam. The steering is by worm and

sector, with engine controlling levers on

top of the wheel. The wheelbase is 6 feet

6 inches, and the tread 3 feet 9 inches.

The wheels are 28 inches, with 3 1-2-inch

tires. The consumption of fuel is one-quar-

ter of a gallon of gasoline for 10 miles, and

the maximum speed with two up 40 miles

an hour on good roads.

Absolutely the most striking example of

the popular car exhibited in the Salon was
the Prima machine, shown by L. Lefebvre,

and said to be manufactured a FAmericoine.

Inquiry showed that the machine was made
in Paris, but that the construction being

undertaken in fairly large quantities, the

maker's advertising pretension was some-

what justified. This machine met with a

fair amount of success with the general

public, and favorable agencies are said to

have been placed for foreign European

countries. It is shown in Fig. 5.

The Prima machines are made in the

single-cylinder, 8-10 horsepower, and in the

four-cylinder, 10-12-horsepower sizes. The

FIG. 7.- -COUPLING CONNECTING PUMP AND
CAMSHAFT OH PRIMA CAR.

chassis dimensions, the general appearance,

and even all the mechanical details, are ex-

actly similar in both machines save for the

length of the crankcase and the number of

cylinders. In these machines the engine

and gear box are made as a single com-

ponent, consisting of three gray iron cast-

ings, bolted together at their ends, the

whole being bolted at the front end to the

front cross member of the frame under-

neath the radiator, by means of three stout

bolts, and at the rear end to the central

cross member of the frame in the same

manner, no other means of securing the

power plant to the frame being used. The
frame is of pressed steel, narrowed out at

the front, and is carried on four half-

elliptic springs of good length, but per-

haps rather weak in section. The drive

is by propeller shaft, with two cardan

points, the rear one being of the rounded-

square sliding type to allow for end play. The
front one is of the ordinary two jaws and

central cross type. The wheels are 28-inch

artillery, and are fitted with Dunlop corru-

gated tread tires as a standard. The hubs

are malleable castings; this is to be re-

gretted, as more suitable material could

easily have been secured without any ap-

preciable increase in price, considering the

quantities said to be manufactured. The
front axle is tubular and sweeps down-

wards, its ends are brazed into Renault

pattern cast knuckles. The steering is of

the rack and pinion type, and all the con-

nections are ball and socket The steer-

ing wheel is of fair diameter, and it is (as

well as its pillar) absolutely free of any

lever or handle of any kind.

Turning now to the details of the mech-

anism, the accompanying sketch, Fig. 6,

shows the general arrangement of the

different parts to make them a unit, as

before explained. The trough-shaped cast-

ing 5 is intended to be of steel in future,

but was of bronze in the machines ex-

hibited. This casting, which forms a half-

circle in section, would be of about 8 inches

in diameter if the circle were completed,

and is about 10 inches long. It contains

the extensions from the engine's shafts

—

the crankshaft extension, which carries a

small pulley for the fan's round belt, and

the starting crank's pin, the front end of

the casting carrying the starting crank

proper. The camshaft extension carries

a sort of simplified Oldham joint, which is

as shown in the rough sketch, Fig. 7. The
ends of the pump and camshafts are slotted

for about 1-2 inch of their length by a

saw cut, a flat sheet steel plate of the same

width as the diameter of the shafts, of

the same thickness as the width of the

saw cut, and of sufficient length, connects

both shafts. It is dropped in the slots and

is prevented from falling out by means of

a coil spring which covers the whole and

extends for a fair length over both shaft

ends. The water pump, which is of the

gear type, is itself contained inside this

trough-shaped casting, as well as the jump-

spark timer. This is rather unusual in con-

struction, for the shaft which carries it

(the camshaft) extends right through it

to the pump. This trough is alsq to con-

tain the driving mechanism for a high-

tension magneto, this being fitted as an

extra.

All the valves are placed on the same
side of the cylinders, over a single cam-
shaft, and are mechanically operated. The
cylinders are cast in pairs. The situation

and shape of the exhaust lead are quite

in evidence in the accompanying photo-

graph, from which, also, the respective po-

sitions of the inlet and exhaust valves will

FIG.~6.—ASSEMBLED CASTINGS OF CRANKCASE AND GEAR BOX OF PRIMA
E, Engine crank cm*. G, Gear box. S, Front rapport M, Central croM member of frame.

member of frame. C, Starting crank. P, Propeller abaft and Cardan joint

M
CAR.
F, Front
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readily be seen. In order to avoid the

complication of an inlet piping, the car-

bureter is placed on the opposite or right

side of the engine, and the passage to the

single inlet valve chamber (used for each

pair of cylinders) is formed integral in the

casting between the two cylinders, and

opens at the other side of the motor where

a very short elbow connects it to its side

of the carbureter. The water circulation

is by pump, as before mentioned, the water

being taken by the pump at the bottom

of the horizontally coiled, finned-tube radi-

ator, and sent to each of the cylinder cast-

ings through a brass lead just visible in

the photo above the front wheel ; the water

then leaves at the top of the cylinders to

go to the large tank above the radiator.

Compression release taps are fitted in the

top of each cylinder's combustion chamber,

while the sparking plugs are placed above

the inlet valve. The plugs closing the valve

inspection holes are held down by a single

nut and a yoke for the two valves of each

cylinder.

The crankshaft is of the ordinary four-

throw type, the flywheel being placed inside

the gear box and carrying the clutch in a

drum formed on its rear face. This clutch

is of the metal-to-metal expanding type ; it

merely consists of a band expanded by a

toggle lever action, actuated by a central

sliding cone under spring pressure, the

arms bearing upon the cone being fitted

with rollers to reduce wear. The gearing

gives three speeds and a reverse. The drive

is direct on the top gear, but the' secondary

shaft and the reverse pinions are con-

stantly in mesh and thus rotate continu-

ously. The reversing set is held in its place

by a coiled spring.

The bearings in the gear box as well as

throughout the car are of the single-piece

bronze sleeve type, with no provisions for

adjustment, except the central crankshaft

bearing. A drum is carried at the rear of

the gear box upon which acts an external

band brake—camel-belting lined. The hub

brakes are of the same type, although larger.

The back axle is of the ordinary live type,

the wheels being carried by the driving

shafts and not by the axle tube. There are

no spring horns at the back, the springs

being shackled direct to the frame sides

The torsion rod system is simple and

efficient, but was described elsewhere.

In the one-cylinder machine the general

lines are the same, the difference being

simply in the engine which carries a single

cylinder with consequently a shorter

length for the whole power plant. The fly-

wheels are in this case internal and form

the crankshaft as is the usual practice, the

flywheel inside the gear box being never-

theless preserved identically as in the four

cylinder model.

The general lines of the engine are simi-

lar, the camshaft being directly above the

main shaft and the valves being side by

side in front of the cylinder, crosswise in

the car.

The price of the single cylinder chassis

with the tires and long enough for a short

side-entrance body is $380, while the price

of the four-cylinder chassis is $780. These

prices are ridiculously low, and if this only

is considered the car is certainly excellent

value for the money. It is unfortunate,

however, that better materials should not

have been selected for some of the parts,

as this would not have increased the price

appreciably and would have made a better

vehicle for hard work. It seems to be

the general opinion that the makers of this

machine overdid their desire to make a

wonderfully cheap car with a big capacity.

They made a machine less expensive than

the average small car, while the French

public was prepared, and will probably pre-

fer to pay more than the price of a small

car for such a machine—of course to a

reasonable amount justified by increase"!

quality.

(To be continued.)

Westrumite in America.

Westrumite, which has been used so ex-

tensively in Continental Europe for laying

dust on the roads, especially those selected

for the great automobile racing routes, is

now being manufactured at a plant estab-

lished last fall at Whiting, Ind. Attention

was drawn to the process in America by

an experimental treatment of two miles of

the Midway drive in South Park, Chicago,

which has developed such satisfactory re-

sults that the further use of Westrumite is

urged as a preventive of dust, mud, and

other undesirable road surface conditions.

In the stretch treated, two treatments of

a sprinkling of a 10 per cent, solution, 90

per cent, water, were used, a day interven-

ing between the applications; then three

applications, eight or ten days apart, were

used with a 3 per cent solution, with the

result that the surface layer has become

caked to such an extent that neither wind

nor traffic raises any perceptible dust, and

the water during a rainfall runs off the sur-

face, so that mud formation is prevented.

The basis of Westrumite is crude mineral

oil, so treated that it possesses the quality

of solubility in water, rendering its appli-

cation an easy matter. While the results

attained are declared to be in every way as

favorable as those following treatment of a

road with crude oil, the disadvantages of

the latter are absent. Westrumite has no

perceptible odor and forms such an intimate

contort with the particles composing road

surfaces that there is no tendency to mud

formation from rainfall.

The manufacturers, the Westrumite Com-

pany of America, claim the greatest possi-

ble advantages of their product as a binder

for road building, and state that the thick-

ness of the road-body may be materially re-

duced because of the impermeability of

surfaces treated with the preparation.

The field of usefulness of Westrumite is

not confined to the laying of dust on dirt

or macadam roads, for it is recommended

as a superior substitute for oil, tar, and

asphalt in road building of all kinds. In

laying stone block, wood, or brick pave-

ments, a solution of 25 to 50 per cent of

Westrumite is used to saturate the sand

foundation of the blocks, and this is claimed

to entirely prevent the sand from driving

up the joints under pressure from heavy

traffic.

For macadam road construction, a 25 per

tent, solution is recommended, to be used

in combination with the binding material

and the sand, and a 5 to 10 per cent, solu-

tion sprinkled in front of the road roller.

The amount of rolling required is less, since

the Westrumite binds the roadmaking ma-

terials together more rapidly than water,

and so softening of the foundation and

partial pulverization of the upper layer is

avoided.

AUTOMOBILES AWAITING THE DEPUTIES AND SENATORS IN THE GRAND COURT OF'THE PALACE

AT VERSAILLES DURING THE ELECTION OF THE NEW PRESIDENT-ELECT

OF FRANCE, M. FALLIERES.
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Cooling Systems in Water-Cooled Cars.

I F one may judge by the character of the
1 radiators seen at the two New York
shows, the supremacy of the square tube

honeycomb cooler is nearing its end, and the

PACKARD TYPE RADIATOR.

popularity of the corrugated flat tube radi-

ator is likewise on the wane. The reason

is the same in both cases, viz., the liability

of these forms of radiator to start leaking

from vibration and straining of their sup-

ports, together with the difficulty of cur-

ing permanently leaks due to these causes.

Perhaps the commonest type of radiator

seen was that having a set of three or four

flattened tubes bent zigzag and packed into

a sheet-metal framing, with flanges stamped

out in suitable shape to be strung over

the four tubes. These tubes are connected

at top and bottom, and the radiator has a

miniature tank at the top for convenience

in refilling. The base of the radiator is

frequently a ribbed brass casting, which

has no water joints with the tubes but

serves simply as a support. In some radi-

ators seen constructed in this manner, an

overflow tube about 3-4 inch in diameter

was arranged to connect the little filling

tank with the lowest point of the radiator,

apparently for the purpose of conserving

steam or vapor that would otherwise be

LOCOMOBILE TYPE RADIATOR.

lost In addition, however, a regular over-

flow tube was supplied.

In other radiators of the air tube and

semi-honeycomb types the brass pump cast-

ing was likewise used for its strength,

but in this case it necessarily formed an

integral part of the radiator structure.

Other radiators, in which supporting

lugs were simply soldered to the sheet-

metal sides, were frequently arranged to

be supported on the front cross member
of the frame, which was dropped to pass

under the radiator, and the side supports

served only to steady the radiator.

On the Fiat the radiator was supported

on trunnions at the sides, leaving it free

to rock slightly back and forth. The water

pipes from the engine to the radiator were

large and stiff, and the rubber hose con-

nection was short and very firmly clamped

to the pipes, evidently with the purpose

of steadying the radiator.

The geared circulating pump, which at one

time was almost completely dropped, be-

cause attempts were made to locate it above

RATIONAL TYPE RADIATOR.

the lowest possible water level so that it was
not self-priming, is being restored to favor

on a number of cars; but the centrifugal

pump still holds by far the leading position,

owing, it would seem, to the fact that it

does not wear out and that it will permit

the water to circulate by gravity in case

the pump should for any reason fail to feed.

Two cars at least, the Pierce and the

Haynes, have eccentric pumps, consisting

of a barrel revolving eccentrically in a

pump chamber, and having a pair of blades

working in the same diametrical slot, and

pressed outward by springs cast in the

walls of the circular pump chamber. The
water enters close to the revolving barrel

on one side and leaves at the same relative

point on the other side. In the Welch
the pump is built right into the radiator,

and is run by the same shaft that carries

the fan. Further particulars could not be

definitely learned, but apparently the radi-

ator is partitioned horizontally on the line

of the pump, so that all the water has to

pass through the latter before it can go

from the top to the bottom half. The new
Ford runabout likewise has a pump in the

base of the radiator.

Exterior outlines in radiator (bonnet)

fronts follow the designs of previous years,

ARIEL TYPE RADIATOR.

and in general the results are pleasing

to an artistic taste. The circular front

which has been charcteristic of the National

cars, was seen also in the Delaunay-Belle-

ville, exhibited here for the first time this

year. A novelty is the oval radiator of

the Ariel car which looks well and certainly

gives a touch of individuality to this ma-
chine.

Atwater Kent Generator.
A device that concentrates in one unit

the entire system for jump spark ignition,

except the batteries and plugs, has been

placed in the market under the name
Atwater Kent Spark Generator, by the

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Works, 44
North Sixth street, Philadelphia. It avoids

the use of separate magnetic vibrators

and distributor, all the required parts being

contained in or on a single box, of the size

of the ordinary coil box, which is at-

tached to the dash. This box is shown in

Fig. 1, on the following page, and the

PAHHARD TYPE RADIATOR.
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SECTIONAL VIEWS OF PIERCE ECCENTRIC ROTARY WATER PUMP.—See Pact 350.

single vibrator is shown separately in Fig.

Z

Advantages claimed for this spark gen-
erator are its simplicity, convenience and
durability and a great reduction of battery

current consumption.

The principal feature is the mechanical
vibrator which is attached to the exterior

top of the box. This differs very much
from the old style make-and-break sparker,

which it resembles in appearance; it ful-

fills the functions of both vibrator and dis-

tributor. There are two platinum contacts,

one at D and the other at the end of the

screw F. The former is carried by the el-

bow lever C which is pivoted at R. A
spring / normally keeps the contact points

separated. Screw F is for adjustment of
the points. Shaft N is driven by the

engine and revolves counter clockwise
aid, for a four-cylinder engine, has four

notches like the notches of a ratchet. As
the shaft rotates it carries forward (left)

over the top a small steel piece, B,
termed a lifter. The forward motion
brings the spiral spring A in tension.

When the continued turning of the shaft

releases the lifter from engagement with

one of the notches the spiral spring returns

it quickly to its original position. As it

starts backward it raises the steel piece

C, causing contact of the points at D. The
contact closes the primary circuit and
magnetizes the iron core of the coil. Then,
before B reaches its normal released posi-

tion it allows C to fall again, breaking the

contact of the points, whereupon the core

of the coil is discharged and a spark pro-

duced at one of the plugs.

This cycle of movement is repeated for

each notch in the shaft N. All of the parts

are made very light to permit of a very

quick release and result in a sudden break

that produces the same size spark for all

engine speeds. With a four-cycle engine,

shaft N is geared to turn twice for each

revolution of the engine shaft, producing a

spark for each explosion stroke. A flat

spring E holds the piece C in position

and the milled screw G locks the adjust-

ment of the contact screw F. The spark

advance levsr is secured by screw /.

Instead of being broken in two places,

as with the ordinary timer and vibrator,

the current is broken in only one place,

where the break is protected by the con-

denser of the coil and practically no arcing

occurs.

The photograph of the generator com-
plete (Fig. 1) shows one side with the

j\ *""v %

FIO. a.—ATWATER KENT VIBRATOR.

cover over the vibrator removed. The
cover is the same as the cover on an or-

dinary coil box. The four secondary cur-

rent wires are led from the binding posts

through the bottom of the box and thence

to the spark plugs. One of the two
primary current wires seen at the bottom

of the box leads to the battery and the

other is grounded. These six wires are

all that are necessary for the entire system.

In the further side of the box is a re-

movable high-tension coil without vibrator.

Contact is made directly from the second-

ary of this coil to the longitudinal dis-

tributor R. A shaft 5° is supposed to be

connected to the two-to-one shaft of the

engine, and drives the distributor and also

the mechanical vibrator on the top of the

box. An advance lever T moves the

vibrator for advancing the spark. The
current is led into, and out of the vibrator

by sliding contacts, which allow this to be

advanced and retarded without the use

of moving wires. The advance lever can

be connected to the hand advancer on the

steering post in the usual manner. A two-

point switch W permits the use of two

sets of batteries if desired. A button Q
projecting from the front of the box

can be quickly pressed and released to close

the circuit in place of the mechanical

vibrator; this is for starting the engine

on the spark, and the secondary current

is distributed to the proper cylinder to

start the engine.

Since the vibrator is mechanical and is

actuated by power from the engine, pro-

ducing only one spark at a time, it con-

sumes no current that is not necessary

for firing the cylinder charges, to which

fact is due the economy of current con-

sumption. There is only one adjustment

in the entire device, and no moving wires.

It is asserted by the Atwater Kent com-

pany that six small dry cells are sufficient

to run a four-cylinder car from 1,000 to

2,000 miles, with this spark generator.

AUTO BOAT FOR LIFE SAVING.

Astoria, Wash., Feb. 1.—The life-saving

crew at Cape Disappointment is the first

on the Pacific coast to be provided with

an auto boat. This has just arrived from

the East, and is a rakish craft, thirty-four

feet long, and in good weather has a speed

of eight knots. It is to be manned by the

entire crew of eight men at Cape Dis-

appointment, headed by Captain Charles

S. Stuart, who is in charge of the station.

It is understood that the auto boat is

considered in its experimental stage in

life-saving work, and in case the test here

proves successful, the government will

install them in the larger stations on the

two oceans and the Gulf of Mexico.

To the often maligned toot of an auto-

mobile horn must be attributed the saving

of at least one life. Called to the door of

her home by the unaccustomed siren call,

Mrs. William Vosseller, living in the vicin-

ity of Plainfield, N. J., discovered a large

cat lying across the face of her infant

daughter, who was being smothered to

death. The cat was driven off, and, after

working over the child for some time, its

normal respiration was restored.

nO. I.—ATWATER KENT SPARK GENERATOR.
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Bowden Crowned Auto Boat King at Palm Beach.

DALM BEACH. Feb. 2.—H. L. Bowden
* figured as the auto boat king of the

second annual regatta on Lake Worth, his

Mercedes capturing the greatest honor in

appropriating the Dewar Shield. A year

ago, on the Ormond-Daytona course, the

athletic Bostonian had driven his racing au-

tomobile, Flying Dutchman III, the fastest

mile of the tourney, and it was one of the

two 60-horsepower engines used in that car

that carried him to victory in the prettiest

race of the entire regatta here this week.

Undoubtedly it was such because all the

contestants got away together, while in the

other events the contests were of the pro-

cessional kind because of time allowances.

The Mercedes U. S. A. made its first start

on Tuesday, but engine troubles soon put it

out of the running. Wednesday the Bowden
colors came to the fore in the fifteen-mile

event, which the Mercedes won in 44:01,

with the 23, owned by George Gingras, and

fitted with a 25-horsepower Jaeger engine,

in second place; time, 48:20. The other

starters did not figure in the contest, except

as "also rans."

Thursday the Mercedes prepared for the

mile dash of the concluding day, and it was
in this race that the Sir Thomas R. Dewar
trophy was offered, the donor's condition

being that it must be won twice consecu-

tively before becoming permanent property.

The owner of the Mercedes was at the

wheel with the faithful Basle in charge of

the engine. The 23, H. C. Thompson's
Limit, of 30 horsepower, and Lieut. H. L.

Willoughby's 30-horsepower, Possum, com-
pleted the quartette. The Mercedes got

away in front and never relinquished the

lead during the entire mile, timers Butler

and Kerrison making the figures 3 :o6. The
23 was 28 2-5 seconds behind, and 21 sec-

onds further in the rear was Possum, with

the Limit well in the distance. Two trials

were allowed, but the Limit declined a sec-

ond opportunity. Again the Mercedes tri-

umphed, with the 23 second and Possum

last, the relative distances apart being about

the same, except that the Mercedes did not

extend herself as conclusively, going the

distance in 4 seconds slower time than on

the first trip.

Just to emphasize again the fact that his

boat could go a distance, Mr. Bowden ran

away from 23 and Possum in an event that

continued for a little more than ten statute

miles. The margin at the finish was 26 sec-

onds, and it might have been greater had it

been necessary.

One of the great disappointments of the

meet was the failure of the famous Dixie to

put in an appearance. E. J. Schroeder; of

Jersey City, the new owner of the boat

built for E. R. Thomas, had imagined that

the Dixie could be shipped from New York

to Palm Beach in ten days, but he did not

take into account the uncertainties of

Southern transportation. The Dixie finally

reached Jacksonville, but it never got to

Palm Beach, and those who anticipated a

royal battle between the two were forced to

forego the pleasure.

The Six Shooter, equipped with a 75-

horsepower Olds motor, and R. D. Chapin

given as the owner, met with a mishap on

the first day in the form of battery diffi-

culties, and it had to be towed away. The

next day a cylinder head gave way and

placed it completely on the shelf for the

week. One thing and another seemed to

conspire in making it easier for the tri-

umphant Mercedes.

A. D. Proctor Smith scored on Tuesday

with Simplex III, of 30 horsepower, and

later sold the craft to John C. King, who
had been erroneously given as the owner of

Topsy, which finished second to the Sim-

plex.

The Allon, fitted with another 30-horse-

power S. & M. motor, and owned by Tyler

THOMAS DEWAR TROPHY SHIELD.

Morse, scored handily on the first day in a

ten-mile race, and the following day again

finished in front with a liberal allowance.

The Carita, with a 30-horsepower Conti-

nental motor, showed the way to the Allon

in the afternoon ten-mile event with revised

time allowances.

Taken as a whole, the regatta was rated a

substantial success, and even now prepara-

tions for next year's gathering on Lake

Worth are being considered. Commodore
Frederick Sperry intends to make the Lake

Worth affair the most important auto boat-

ing series in Southern waters.

Florida Meet in March.
Although nothing definite has been de-

cided upon, it is not unlikely that the 1907

meet of the famous Ormond-Daytona course

will be held in March. The uncertain

weather of January has caused this change

of date to be seriously considered, and it

" MERCEDES D. S. A.,"S,WIITHERT>EWAR TROPHY AT PALM BEACH- REGATTA. WITH H. L. BOWDEH.YTHE OWNER, AT THE" WHEEL.J i
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may be that the Cuban race will be the

beginning of the Southern series instead of

the Ormond-Daytona meet.

Henry M. Flagler, the railroad and hotel

magnate of Florida, was an interested spec-

tator at the January meet, and as a result of

his observations there will be some decided

improvements another year. Assurances

from him make it a certainty that Ormond
and Daytona will be connected by gasoline

railroad, making the course easy of access

no matter at which end of the beach the

race tikes place.

Weather conditions compel eleventh-hour

revision of plans for the Florida meet, and

often this has occasioned much inconven-

ience to the spectators, principally because of

the lack of transportation to the scene of

activities.

The Florida East Coast Automobile As-

sociation will probably re-elect Asa Paine

to the presidency, which means that the

Daytona part of the meet will receive care-

ful attention and any crudities which may
have interfered in January will not be re-

peated.

AUTO BOAT ACTIVITY.

FILLING HIDDEN GASOLINE TANK HI BOW OF AUTO BOAT. AT PALM BEACH.

New Racers Building on St. Lawrence-

Canadians to Compete.

Syracuse, Feb. 5.—Unusual activity is re-

ported in auto boat building at Ogdensburg

and Alexandria Bay this winter, and pros-

pects are good for a lively season on the

St. Lawrence next summer. Everything is

being sacrificed for speed, and racing will

be the sole mission of most of the boats

now building.

The Standard, owned by Captain Leigh-

ton, of this city, which for three years was
undoubtedly the fastest boat of its class in

the world, is being remodeled for the third

time and will be equipped with a new en-

gine. L. T. Hunt, of Brooklyn, owner of

the Roma, is having a new racing boat built

at Alexandria Bay. It will be of the same

model as the So Long and will be equipped

with a six-cylinder, 50-horsepower engine.

For several years Americans have had
things their own way in the big auto boat

championship races at Chippewa Bay and

Alexandria Bay, but this season at least two

fast Canadian boats will strive for some of

the honors. C. T. Munroe, of Gananoque,

has had a racing hull designed and built at

Alexandria Bay in which he will install a

Canadian type of automobile gas engine of

high power, speeded to 1,000 revolutions per

minute and turning a 28-inch, three-bucket

propeller specially designed by Thorncroft

The Chippewa Yacht Club, which has

held the gold challenge cup of the American

Power Boat Association for two years, has

accepted a challenge for the cup from the

Riverton Yacht Club of Riverton, N. Y.
The races will take place at Chippewa Bay,

Thousand Islands, in August

ON WAY TO CUBAN RACES.
Among the passengers sailing from Mi-

ami, Florida, for Havana, on the 5th instant

were Demogeot, Lancia and Cedrino, who
took with them their racing cars for com-
petition in the Cuban events. On the

steamer with them were George P. Tange-
man, Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Butler, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles D. Cook and more than twenty

circuit chasers and newspaper men.

Maurice Bernin is en route from New
York on the steamer Morro Castle with a

oo-horsepower Renault, and there is a strong;

probability that the big jo-horsepower Fiat

racer belonging to Charles G. Gates will be
entered in the big r^ce.

GROUP OF HANDSOME TROPHIES COMPETED FOR AT THE FLORIDA TOURNAMENT.—Photo-
graphed on the veranda of the Florida East Coast Automobile Association clubhouse at Daytona. The
wreath and crown in the case are the "Times Union" Trophy for the winner of the Two-Miles a-Minute
event, won by Demogeot, in S. B. Stevens' aoo-Horsepower Darracq.
Minneapolis Cup.

The tall center trophy is the ;

The use of automobiles in rural free

delivery work has received a fresh impetus
through the decision of the postoffice de-

partment authorizing the employment of
these vehicles by the carriers. For several

months there had been considerable opposi-

tion in the department, it being the belief

of the officials that the automobile had not
yet reached a state of perfection which
would warrant its substitution for the horse-

drawn vehicle. Their dependability and
economy has been so thoroughly demon-
strated, however, that all opposition has
been removed.

That the American car is steadily gain-

ing in favor abroad may be evinced from
the fact that at the recent show in Paris
the Oldsmobile agent took orders for more
than 350 cars.
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TYPES OF AMERICAN SHOCK ABSORBERS.

INCREASE in the power and speed of

automobiles has developed a need for

some sort of device for deducing the ef-

fect of shocks to the springs and body of a

car when moving rapidly over rough roads.

Improvement in the quality of automobile

springs has kept pace with the improve-

ment of the cars themselves, and they are

remarkably efficient in the matter of strength

and elasticity; but the very elasticity that

nullifies the greater part of the shock occa-

sioned when a wheel passes suddenly over

an obstruction causes a violent reflex action

that thrusts the body upward, occasioning

discomfort to the passengers and not infre-

quently breaking one or more leaves of the

spring.

An automobile spring is composed of a

number of leaves superimposed, with the

shortest leaf resting on the spring block on

the car axle and the longest at the top. In

order that each leaf may contribute its in-

dividual flexibility, these leaves are not

clamped together except at the middle, and

they slide on one another as they play up and

down. When the spring rebounds after it

has been compressed by an upward thrust of

the wheel, the tension of all the several

leaves composing it exert simultaneous up-

ward force. This is very powerful after a

severe jolt and tosses the body upward, far

past the normal position. As the body rises

it carries with it
.
the top leaf of the spring,

which alone is attached to it at its two ends,

and since the other leaves are not attached

to the top one, the longest, and consequently

the weakest leaf, alone resists the motion.

Often its strength is exceeded under such

conditions and it breaks.

To prevent such breakage, and also to

overcome the violent rocking and pitching

movements of a car body resulting from the

lively play of the elastic springs when an

automobile is driven rapidly over rough

roads—as, for instance, in a road race, when

the motion becomes positively dangerous—

a

number of so-called shock absorbers and

suspensions have been invented and offered

in the market These are of a variety of

types and they act in several different ways.

Some are devised to resist the springs on

the upward movement of the axle (or down-

ward movement of the body) so that the

rebound will not be violent ; others offer re-

sistance to both the upward and downward
movement, and still others present no resist-

ance when the spring is compressed, but on

the rebound exert a restraining pull as the

axle and side frame of the car move away

from each other.

Before shock absorbers made their appear-

ance and became popular, it was a very com-

mon practice to attach straps to the frame of

the car and pass them under the axles at

either end, leaving slack enough in the loops

to permit all desirable play of the springs

but making them short enough to stop ex-

cessive upward thrust. Another method

adopted by French racing men has been to

wind the springs tightly with stout cord so

as to bind all the leaves together, thus per-

mitting all the leaves to resist the upward

thrust Within the last year or two the

extra long springs have been made with ears

no. i.— HARTFORD FRICTIOSAL SUSPEHSIOH.

at the ends of the second longest leaf turned

up over the top leaf, so as to hold the two

leaves together.

Herewith are illustration and descrip-

tions of eight shock-absorbing devices, most

of which have only lately been placed in the

market. It will be seen that most of. them

operate through frictional resistance, but

that others are pneumatic and one is hy-

draulic.

Hartford Friction Suspension.

The first American shock absorber to

make its appearance was the Truffault-

Hartford, which was introduced about three

years ago and was made by E. V. Hartford

after the design of the French Truffault

suspension. It consisted of two steel arms

pivoted together at one end and having

attached to their outer ends short steel arms

to be bolted one to the side frame of the

car directly above the axle and the other

to the spring block or axle below. At their

pivoted ends the arms were enlarged into

disks and carried between them a leather

friction washer. A screw bolt passing

through the centers of the disks and washer

held the parts together and regulated the

amount of friction generated as the plates

rotated relatively on the bolt. When at-

tached to the car, the arms normally main-

tained a position at slightly less than right

angle to each other. When the car passed

over an obstruction and the wheel was

forced upward, carrying the axle with it,

the shock absorber resisted the movement

in just the degree of the friction developed

at 'he joint On the rebound of the spring,

tending to pitch the frame and body into the

air, the same friction absorbed the reaction

as the arms slowly returned to their nor-

mal position.

This device proved very successful and

quickly became popular, for without im-

pairing the flexibility of the springs they

made the action slower and prevented the

unpleasant pitching about of the body, and

also the breakage of the springs. A num-
ber of improvements upon the original

Truffault suspension have been made dur-

ing the past two years by the Hartford

Suspension Company, of New York, which

has brought out a new style of the Hart-

ford shock absorber for the coming season.

This is shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion (Fig. i) and is designated Model H.

It has the great advantage that it is self-

adjusting for wear and needs no readjust-

ment of tension after leaving the factory,

where each set of suspensions is adjusted

and tested to a uniform tension.

The tension is maintained by means of a

large spring steel spider held tightly against

the outer face of one arm by a central ad-

justing bolt which passes through the disks

and carries a nut on the other side. The
spring tension of the radiating arms of this

spider automatically compensates for all

wear. The central stud is bushed with

hardened steel and is provided with an im-

proved locking means that avoids the use

of check nuts. The friction disks are of

leather. The arms are of spring steel and

the small arms at their ends are secured

rigidly to them, resulting in a straight, up-

and-down movement instead of the shearing

Itiotion of the older styles of absorber. The

new device is also easier to attach to the

car.

Diezemann Friction Device.

A shock absorber involving the same

principle of frictional resistance is made by

FIG. a,— DIEZEMAirn FRICTION DEVICE.
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the Diezemann Shock Absorber Company,
of Hoboken, N. J. As shown in Fig. 2,

this has a plate bolted to the side frame of

the car and a metal arm or connecting link

pivotally secured to the spring holder above

the axle. The plate on the side frame car-

ries a bronze casing containing plates and

fiber friction disks and a friction spindle.

Tension on the friction disks is maintained

by a central adjustment screw, which is held

against loosening by a copper-seated lock-

ing device. The friction spindle with its

plates is secured to one end of a lever arm
whose outer end is pivoted to the upper

end of the vertical link previously men-
tioned. The joint is held by a taper stud

working in a fiber bushing. The action of

the device is essentially the same as that

of the Hartford suspension. The friction

surfaces are enclosed in a dirt-proof and

air-tight case and are packed in grease, a

feature contributing to perfect action and

long life.

Vestal Friction Ring Device.

A modification of the foregoing type of

friction suspensions is a very simple form

V? /6 &
FIG. 3.—DETAIL DRAWINGS OF VESTAL SPLIT-RING FRICTION SHOCK ABSORBER.

ner piece when it becomes necessary to take

up wear in the friction band and surfaces.

The operation is, of course, obvious, the

FIG. 4.—KELSEY ROLLER CLUTCH1FRICTION DEVICE FOR RESISTING REBOUND.

invented and patented by Oscar E. Vestal,

of Pittsburg, and now just being placed in

the market. As the accompanying drawings

in Fig. 3 show, this has a link 12 movably
bolted to a plate 10 secured under the U-
shaped spring clips that hold the car spring

8 to the axle 6. At its upper end this link

is pivotally bolted to the end of the rocking

arm 17, which, at its opposite end, is en-

larged into the form of a split ring with

lugs Within the split ring is a drum
with a flange 16 and a friction surface.

Two bolts 15 secure this drum rigidly to

the side frame of the car.

Between tl\e friction face of the drum
and the inner face of the split ring is a

friction band 19 of leather or other suitable

material. Tension on the friction band is

maintained by means of a bolt which holds

the ends of the split ring together. A block

of wood 23 is held between the lugs and

may be compressed or replaced by a thin-

friction faces resisting action of the spring

in both directions.

Kelsey Roller-Clutch Absorber.

The newest of the shock absorbers de-

signed to offer no resistance to the car

spring as it is forced upward, but to prevent

the sudden rebound that is so liable to

cause the leaves to snap, has been invented

and patented recently by C. W. Kelsey,

formerly of Philadelphia, but now of Tar-

rytown, N. Y. The device is illustrated in

Fig. 4-

To the side frame of the car is secured

by two bolts a circular plate having four

cam slots in the periphery. Rollers are

inserted in these slots, and bearing on the

rollers is a spring steel friction ring split

on one side to permit expansion. Between

the outer face of this ring and the inner

surface of an enclosing ring is a fiber fric-

tion band. The exterior ring is split on one

side and on the opposite side has a tapered

arm which is pivotally connected to the

upper end of a link that is in turn pivoted

at its lower end. to a plate held by the spring

clamps of the car.

When the axle and its spring are forced

up, the taper arm of the shock absorber

rises and the ring at its end is rotated

counter-clockwise upon the circular plate

attached to the frame. When this move-
ment occurs there is no wedging action in

the roller clutch and the spring acts without

resistance; but when the rebound occurs

and draws the arm down, the rollers are

drawn into the small ends of the cam slots

and cause the internal split ring to expand

within the external ring and set up a

frictional resistance.

The amount of friction predetermined

by the tension of the coil spring acting on

the cam lever pivoted to the head of a boh
which is free in the upper lug of the split

external ring. The constant pull of this

spring tends to force the ends of the split

ring together and bind the ring on the in-

ternal friction band. Adjustments are ef-

fected by the lock-nut on the end of the

FIG. 5.—KILGORB PNEUMATIC AIR-CUSHION.
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eye-bolt and by the right-and-left threaded

bolt in the link attached to the car spring.

Kilgore Dash-Pot.

Quite a different type of shock absorber

from those already described is made by the

Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion Company,

of Buffalo, N. Y. It consists of a small

metal cylinder which is attached to the axle

and a piston attached to the frame and

working air tight in the cylinder (Fig. 5).

Suitable brackets with universal joints are

provided for making the connections, so as

to permit relative movement in all direc-

tions. The stem of the piston or plunger

is attached to a casing which fits over

the cylinder and excludes dust and dirt.

There is no valve in the piston, the elas-

ticity of the inclosed air at either end of

the plunger being depended upon to cushion

the shock when especially severe jolts com-

press the spring of the car. The rebound

of the spring is also cushioned in the same

manner. Sufficient lubricant is inserted in

FIO. 6-—HOUSE RECOIL CHECK, OTTLIZIHG
FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE OH HKBOUHD.

the cylinder to last, it is claimed, for 1,000

miles of driving.

House Recoil Check.

A new device having the form of the

air-cushion absorber but utilizing the fric-

tion principle is the recoil check invented

by H. A. House and now offered in the

market by the Baldwin Chain and Manu-
facturing Company, of Worcester, Mass.

This has a cylinder hung from the frame

or floor of the car by a hook and eye just

above the car axle, as in Fig. 6. Working
in this cylinder is a piston divided diametri-

cally and covered with oil-soaked leather to

contact with the sides of -he cylinder. A
rod sliding in the cap of the cylinder is

strapped to the axle, and at its upper end

is connected to a yoke, to which are at-

tached a set of toggle arms. The ends of

the toggle arms abut against the two halves

of the divided piston.

0,1
Trmlingjown
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FIG. 7.—FOSTER HYDRAULIC RECOIL CHECK.

Springs in the cylinder normally hold the

halves of the piston depressed out of con-

tact with the walls of the cylinder, so that

when the axle is forced upward the piston

offers no resistance to the motion. But

when the spring jerks back, the pull on the

plunger stem forces the toggle arms out-

ward and causes the piston to spread out

into circular form instead of the normal

oval shape, so that the edge contacts forci-

bly with the walls of the cylinder all around,

and the friction cushions the rebound. When
the sudden jerk is relieved the valve as-

sumes its normal open position again, ready

to check the next jolt.

The construction of the valve and toggle

and the tension of the inclosed spring are

such that the check offers no resistance to

the proper gentle play of the car springs,

but acts promptly to check violent action,

its resistance increasing as the square of the

velocity.

Foster Hydraulic Check.

The principle of hydraulic action is em-

ployed in the shock absorber invented and

recently placed on the market by the Ga-

briel Horn Manufacturing Company, of

Cleveland, Ohio. As shown in the engrav-

ing (Fig. 7), this has a small, light cylinder

made of cold drawn steel which is secured

to the axle and depends below the spring.

Sliding in a guide nut that closes the top

of this cylinder is a plunger rod connected

to the side frame of the car by means of a

bolt. At the lower end of the plunger rod

is a head having two small valves. The
bottom of the cylinder is filled with oil.

Sudden compression of the springs forces

the plunger down against the oil and the

oil is forced quickly through the valves to

the upper side of the plunger. When the

recoil occurs the oil in the upper chamber

acts as a cushion and the plunger retards

the spring action with a slow, steady pull

that prevents the jar and shock occasioned

by a bump encountered at high speed, the

oil flowing back slowly to the lower cham-

ber in readiness for the next jolt. The
device is adjustable in every direction and

can be placed on any car. It is built sub-

stantially and weighs 2 1-2 pounds.

Sheddan Pneumatic Cushion.

Air inclosed within a cylinder is the cush-

ioning agent depended upon by the Sheddan
Manufacturing Company, of Baltimore,

Md., in its Perfection air cushion which is

being offered to automobilists. While this

device has the same general appearance as

the Foster absorber, the position of the

parts is reversed, the cylinder being attached

to the side frame, as shown in Fig. 8, and
the plunger rod to the spring and axle. The
pneumatic cushions above and below the

piston absorb the shocks in both directions,

like the Kilgore device, reducing the effect

of the severer shocks due to high speed on
rough roads. The device is adjustable to

any depth of springs by means of the

bracket sleeve which is bolted to the side

frame of the car.

Edo Spring Compensator.

The shock absorbed offered by the lido

Spring Compensator Company, of New
York, consists of a worm-geared rod, hav-

ing at one end a small cone with a washer

of leather interposed between its face and

a metal surface to provide a braking effort

when the rod is revolved in the reaction of

the springs. This rod passes through a

suitably threaded box attached to the axle

of the car, a grease cup fitted to the box
providing proper lubrication for the worm
rod and the threaded guide. The mechan-

ism is protected from dust and dirt by a

corrugated leather jacket which extends

to the lower end of the rod and between

the two cylindrical boxes on the axle and

frame. The cylindrical box attached to the

frame is so designed internally that the

FIO. 8.—THE SHEDDAN PNEUMATIC
ABSORBER.

SHOCK
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IO. 9.—AMERICAN HYDRAULIC SHOCK ABSORBER.

worm rod has a free bearing when the

springs are compressed, the cone clutch be-

ing brought into action only when the re-

action occurs, and in proportion to the

severity of the rebound. Both boxes are

attached to the car with universal joints so

that side swing of the frame on rough roads

will not interfere with the free action of the

device. The retarding effect is gradually

decreased as the springs assume the normal

position and the absorber is claimed to act

without causing the slightest diminution of

the sensitive action of the springs in com-

pression.

Hotchkin Anti-Jolt Device.

A shock absorber devised on the hy-

draulic principle with one-way action is

marketed by P. M. Hotchkin, of Chicago.

The circular case containing the simple

mechanism may be bolted either to the axle

or to the frame, see Fig. 11, showing the

latter method of attachment.

The mechanism inside the case consists

of a central shaft to which is attached a

wing or paddle that forces the contained

liquid, glycerine, ahead of it in either direc-

tion as the paddle is carried around by the

action of a reciprocating arm which is at-

tached to the frame by means of a hinged

link and a stud. The one-way action is ob-

tained by the use ot a check valve fitted

to one side of the case, the glycerine pass-

FIO. 10.—EDO CORE CLUTCH CHECK, ACTING
ONLY ON REBOUND OF SPRINGS.

HO. 11.—HOTCHKIN SHOCK ELIMUTATOR.

ing freely through the open valve when
the revolution is caused in the direction of

spring compression and the check valve

decreasing the size of the passage when the

direction is reversed and the axle and frame

are moving apart. By thus restricting the

passage for the liquid the rebound or

pitching of the body is prevented.

Sager Equalizing Spring.

The J. H. Sager Company, of Rochester,

N. Y., manufactures a spring designed to

contribute to the easy riding qualities of a

car, acting as a shock absorber when
applied as illustrated in Fig. 12. This

device is really a supplemental spring, act-

ing in both directions and is so designed

that the small coils at the ends of the

spring will come into action after compres-

sion or extension of the larger diameter,

mid-section has been accomplished.

There are no moving parts to compen-

sate for side swing, the flexibility of the

spring taking care of any lateral motion of

the car frame when driving at high rates

of speed or over rough roads. Among the

advantages of the Sager spring is the low

cost, simplicity and ease of attachment.

American Shock Absorber.

A two-way hydraulic check is made by

the American Shock Absorber Company,

Easton, Pa., which is designed for attach-

ment at an angle of 45 degrees from the

vertical. This method of attachment is

claimed to not only admit of the use of a

shorter cylinder and piston but to contribute

materially to the good results of spring

control. (See Fig. 9.)

The barrel is made of cast bronze, in one

piece, with the eye for attachment to the

axle formed in an integral extension at the

bottom of the closed cylinder. The open up-

per end is threaded to receive the cover cap,

which is provided with a threaded exten-

sion to carry the stuffing box and retaining

cap and a locking ring. The piston is

machined from a solid bar, the rod being

integral and threaded at its upper extremity

for the attachment of the eye which takes

a stud, riveted or bolted to the frame of the

car.

The device is dependent for its action on

the travel of the piston up and down the

cylinder through a body of oil, the oil find-

ing a passage through the piston by way of

an adjustable valve. The valve is adjusta-

ble by means of a threaded steel rod of

small diameter extending through the

piston rod and terminating in a square head

with suitable lock nut for securing it in

position, the adjustment being necessary

only when the shock absorbers are first

fitted to a car. This feature admits of the

use of but one model for light, medium
and heavy cars.

The check is placed with the pistons of

the front pair inclining toward the rear

and the pair for the rear axle are inclined

FIG. ia.—SAGER EQUALIZING SPRING.
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FIG. 13.—GODSHALK UNIVERSAL SHOCK AB-
SORBER.

forward. In order to provide for lateral

motion of the frame the attaching eyes

are countersunk with a decided taper and

cup-shaped caps are fitted to retain conical

rubber washers in contact with the studs

on the frame and axle.

Godsbalk Universal Shock Absorber.

A shock absorber depending on friction-

al resistance is made by E. H. Godshalk &
Company, of Philadelphia. A friction

drum is attached to the frame of the car

with a steel spring collar, a band of oak

tanned leather being interposed to provide

a gripping surface. The arm of the spring

constricting member is attached to a link

by means of a universal joint, a second

universal joint being located at the lower

extremity of the link to provide free mo-
tion to the device when the frame of the

car is thrown out of alignment with the

wheels on rough roads.

The friction drum is self-adjusting to

the required amount of tension and exerts

a retarding effect both under compression

and rebound of the springs of the car.

Road Waterproofing Process.

Kansas City, Feb. 3.—It is universally

admitted that the most perfect road for the

greatest variety of uses is a dirt road,

packed solid enough to do away with most

of the dust and yet having enough resil-

iency to make traveling easy for animal

and vehicle. In a number of places in

Kansas, notably in the vicinity of the State

Agricultural College, this idea has been

developed and frequent experiments have

been made with roads treated by oil under

several different processes.

The most successful tests along this line,

however, "nave been made in Kansas City

by a local concern, the Imperial Roadway
Company. One piece of pavement laid by

this company on Fortieth street between

Troost and Harrison streets, has seen the

hardest kind of service for three years and

has outlasted the roadway adjoining it on

both sides. Another piece has been down
since last summer and is giving much bet-

ter satisfaction than a strip of asphalt ad-

joining it. Neither the heat of the summer
nor the frosts of the winter has affected

the pavement, and constant travel over it

has given ample opportunity for observing

the results of heavy traffic.

The cost of this new pavement is less

than that of good macadam, while its

wearing qualities are said, and appear, to

be better. The pavement is simply a water-

proofed dirt road—nothing more.

While the Imperial Pavement is laid

under a secret and patented process, enough

is known to give a fair idea of it. To be-

gin with, the road is graded to the level

which it is to have when finished. The
earth is then harrowed fine to a depth of

several inches and .saturated with a pat-

ented mixture, of which crude oil is the

principal constituent. This treatment is

kept up until all the harrowed earth is a

sticky, oily mass, thoroughly impregnated

with the oil.

After that the whole mass is rolled hard.

A little cement is applied to the top to

give a light color, as otherwise the pave-

ment would be black. The surface, after

the rolling has been finished, is not smooth

like asphalt. It looks as if a very thin

layer of sand had been sprinkled upon it,

and there is never a time when an automo-

bile tire cannot get traction on this surface.

A piece of country road ten miles long

is under contract and probably will be laid

in the spring. The cost is seventy-five cents

a square yard to the property owners, as

against $2.50 for asphalt. The road has

been seen and approved by some of the

most prominent good roads advocates in

the United States.

Another unusual feature of the "water-

proofed" road is that it does not get

muddy, even if soil is tracked on it by
wagon wheels. Why this is so is yet to be

explained, but muddy weather tests have

proved the truth of the statement.

So widespread is the interest in the new
process that a number of agencies for dif-

ferent states have been placed, some of the

territory assigned being east of the Missis-

sippi river. The prospects are that a good

deal of such pavement will be laid before

next winter. One valuable feature, so far

as country roads are concerned, is that no

plant is necessary for the preparation of the

material, thus reducing the required capital

to a minimum.

Novel Auto Map.
A new automobile map has been brought

out in Paris which will constantly indicate

to the driver his position on the road and

will roll out before him automatically in

proportion to his speed. The apparatus con-

sists of a glass-top box about 8 inches long

and 3 inches wide attached to the top of the

dash. On the right-hand side is exposed a

strip map of the road supported on a roller

at each extremity and made to unroll at a

rate proportionate to the speed of the car,

but always in such a way that 5 miles of the

road ahead can be seen. On the left-hand

side of the road map is a narrow strip giving

an explanation of all the signs shown on the

map. At a speed of 37 miles an hour every

obstacle or change in the nature of the road

is known 8 minutes before it is reached. At

74 miles an hour, the same would be indi-

cated 4 minutes in advance. The map is

made to unroll by means of gearing on

the front wheel of the car, imparting motion

to a gear on the chart box by means of a

flexible cable exactly as is used for speed-

ometers. When passing through towns the

map indicates, left, right, so that it is pos-

sible to go right through without stopping

to ask directions.

AUTOMATICALLY UNFOLDED MAP.

Akron, Ohio, famous for its automobile

tire factories, has 165 licensed automobiles,

but with all of its great output of tires, it

has no automobile factory. The ordinance

requiring the licensing of automobiles went

into effect in June, 1903, and the first license

was taken out by Chief of Police Durkin

for the auto police patrol, said to be the

first of its kind in the United States, and

which is still in use. Since the licensing

of automobiles began, two women have been

authorized to operate machines. In 1905

seventy automobiles were sold in Akron,

and dealers predict a much larger sale this

year. Most of the machines which have

already been purchased, or will be purchased

during the next two weeks, will be on ex-

hibition at the Cleveland show from Febru-

ary 16 to 24, and then be delivered later.

The present winter ( ?) has been a very

poor one for demonstrating the practicabil-

ity of suggestions given for the handling of

automobiles in cold weather.
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Advance Work for the Grand Prix.

PARIS, Jan. 22.—The authorities in the

Sarthe district, through which the

French Grand Prix will be run, are enthu-

siastic over the great race, and their aid is

assured. A local automobile club has just

been formed which will give valuable assist-

ance to the Automobile Club of France.

Among the rural inhabitants there is a very

friendly feeling toward automobilism, de-

spite an unfortunate habit that the country

people have of allowing their cattle and

fowl to stray on the road, neglecting to

light their lanterns and ignoring the rules

of the road. In order that the entire pop-

ulation may be made acquainted with the

importance of the race, a local committee,

acting in conjunction with the Automobile

Club of France, has arranged to give lec-

tures in every village on the Sarthe circuit

on automobilism in general and the big

race in particular.

Cinematograph pictures of the last Gor-

don Bennett race will be shown, the national

importance of the automobile industry will

be dealt with, the advantages to be derived

from automobile transport services in coun-

try districts will be pointed out, the imme-

diate financial gain to the neighborhood, and

instructions to drivers and farmers on how
to act when meeting an automobile will also

be given.

As most of these villages are excessively

dull in winter, a free moving-picture exhi-

bition and lecture will be quite an event ; it

is thus reasonable to presume that all the

little prejudices on the part of country folk

against automobilists will be removed in

advance, and that when the racing teams

arrive on the spot they will find an enthusi-

astic population to greet them.

Work on the circuit will not be com-

menced until winter is quite over. Very
few changes have to be made, the road

being already in such perfect condition.

The erection of grandstands and the making
of two loop roads will be quickly accom-

plished when fine weather arrives. A meet-

ing of the Sporting Commission will be

held in a few days, when it is expected that

the exact date of the race will be fixed.

In addition to Fiat, Itala and Isotta

Fraschini cars, already announced as rep-

resenting Italy in the Grand Prix, two other

Italian firms have declared their intention

of starting in the race. They are Zust and
the' new firm, F. L. A. G. (Fabrica Ligure

Automobili Genova). Raggio, the winner

of the Florio Cup last year, will drive the

F. L. A. G. racer.

Three 120-horsepower Zust machines are

now under construction. They will have
four cylinders, four speeds and reverse with

direct drive on the high, and on the high

speed the road wheels will make the same
number of revolutions per minute as the

motor flywheel.

The Mors concern has officially declared

that it will not take part in the race. Two

new French firms which have not hitherto

competed in big road races, but which have

created a very favorable impression in tour-

ist competitions, have decided to build

racers. They are Vulpes, with two ma-

chines, one of which will be driven by

Barriaux, and Gregoire, also with two ma-
chines.

European Circuit Plans.

PARIS, Jan. 26.—Some important modifi-

cations have been .made in the regula-

tions governing the 3,100-mile touring test

through Europe this year. For every stop

during the run one penalty point will be

counted for each minute; stops for tire

troubles will not be penalized. In order to

limit the speed of machines, the running

time of each competitor will be augmented

by the total penalized stops and non-penal-

ized stops for tire repairs. In addition one

penalty point per minute will be imposed

for failure to keep up to the minimum speed

indicated for each category.

A map of the entire circuit and list of

regulations will be drawn up in the French

language and given to each competitor; but

should they wish to do so, foreign clubs

whose territory is passed through may issue

special maps of their own portion of the

circuit Every competitor finishing the tour

will be presented with a diploma in the

names of the Automobile Clubs of France,

Germany, Austria, Belgium and Italy.

Twenty-one days will be occupied by the

European tour, six of them being given up

to exhibitors in the principal centers passed

through. Following is the complete list of

towns passed through, together with dates:

July.

29. Paris, Limoges.

30. Limoges, Toulouse.

31. Exhibition at Toulouse.

August
1. Toulouse, Le Puy.

2. Le Puy, Aix-les-Bains.

3. Exhibition at Aix-les-Bains.

4. Aix-les-Bains, Milan.

5. Exhibition at Milan.

6. Milan, Trieste.

7. Trieste, Klagenfurth.

8. Klagenfurth, Vienna.

9. Exhibition at Vienna.

10. Vienna, Prague.

11. Prague, Breslau.

12. Breslau, Berlin.

13. Exhibition at Berlin.

14. Berlin, Hanover.

15. Hanover, Cologne.

16. Exhibition at Cologne.

17. Cologne, Mezieres.

18. Mezieres, Paris.

The executive committee for this event

consists of one member from each of the

automobile clubs engaged in the tour, with

Marquis de Dion as president. Local organ-

izations will be left to each of the clubs

through whose country the competitors

have to pass. Entries for the tour can be

made to any national automobile club, and

must be given in by April 15, after which

date double entrance fees will be charged.

The number of starters has been fixed at

130; should this number be exceeded, the

executive committee will annul a sufficient

number of engagements to reduce the total

to 130, beginning with the entries last re-

ceived. Entrance fees will, of course, be

refunded in full.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS IN 1905.

The official record of our trade in auto-

mobiles and parts with foreign countries

during the year just closed has just been

published. It shows a remarkable growth

of American exports, which have increased

from $1,643,029 in 1903 and $1,897,510 in

1904 to $2,695,655 in 1905.

As compared with these figures the im-

ports of automobiles and parts for last year

aggregated $2,002459, of which amount

$1,866402 represents the value of the 496
machines imported. During the month of

December last forty-five cars, valued at

$169,376, were brought in and $29,730 worth

of parts were admitted.

Following is the record of exports from

the United States by countries for Decem-

ber, 1905, and for the twelve months ending

with December:
Twelve
Mob.

Ending
Exported to— Dec., 1906. Dec, 1*06.

United Kingdom $ 75.258 $ 707.045

France 7,645 269.703

Germany 1,651 105457

Italy 4.073 163,978

Other Europe 1477 239^79
British North America.. 23,827 537,588

Mexico 29,672 192452

West Indies and Ber-

muda 20498 151.859

South America 5,507 61419

British East Indies 696 31.793

British Australasia 8,964 120,083

Other Asia and Oceania. 2,699 63,577

Africa 5.760 39,288

Other countries 8,918 12,034

Total $196,645 $2,695,655

England will be well represented at the

Monaco auto boat races next April, five of

the fourteen entries in the eight to twelve

meter class being British; namely, Yarrow

Napier, entered by S. F. Edge; Siola,

entered by Lionel de Rothschild (Napier

engine) ; Brooke I, entered by Mawdeslay

Brooke (Brooke engine) ; Hutton II, en-

tered by J. E Hutton (Hutton engine)

;

Hutton-Saunders, entered by A. Cunliffe

(Mercedes engine). In the cruising divis-

ion Miall Green starts his successful Tak-

umono in the 61-2 meter class, and Mr.

Gorham his Quicksilver, a Daimler-engined

hull, in the 8 to 12 meters.

It seems impossible to make some peo-

ple understand that the driver of an auto-

mobile actually dislikes running down a

pedestrian, a dog, or even a hen.
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Automobile Factory of Monolithic Concrete

Construction.

""rilK demand for a factory building that

* would be as nearly fireproof as possi-

ble with stability under the trying condition

caused by machinery in motion, and at the

same time possible of erection within a

FRONT VIEW OF HEW THOMAS AUTOMOBILE FACTORY HT BUFFALO, SHOWING BOARD MOLD ON TOWER AT RIGHT FOR FORMING CONCRETE
WALLS AND HISTORIC OLD MANSION IN CENTER REMODELED INSIDE FOR USE AS AN OFFICE.

brief time, led to the adoption of cement

construction of the new buildings now al-

most completed for the E. R. Thomas Mo-
tor Co., of Buffalo.

Although the form of concrete construction

followed by the builders is well known in

railroad practice, bridge and viaduct abut-

ments being now generally built of concrete

on this plan, the use of this material for an

automobile factory is a novelty in America.

Instead of erecting a steel framework to

support the side walls, roof, and contents of

the building, steel has been used only as

supplementary to the concrete, the walls,

floors, beams, and other members of the

structure being virtually one solid piece,

stiffened with imbedded metal tie-rods.

The resultant work is practically a one-

piece building with stiff and unyielding

floors, insensible to the vibrations common
to wood floors of even the heaviest con-

struction. No wood is used in the con-

struction except for the window and door

sashes, and the wooden supports for the

shafting, which are bolted directly to the

iron rods buried in the concrete at the time

the building was erected. A few other small

strips of wood are used as supports for the

electric light wiring, but wood has been

uniformly displaced wherever possible

throughout the plant.

The method of building up the side walls

is clearly indicated in the view of the water

tower, partially finished when the photo-

graph was made. Boards and scantlings

are erected in the form of a mold, and the

tie-rods, so that the building will withstand

the tensile strains incident to the use of

heavy machinery.

The new plant is shaped like an irregular

L. One wing is 190 feet long and the other

is 195 feet, with a width of 50 feet each.

There are three stories and a basement,

with a five-story water tower at an angle

of the wings. The tower will have suffi-

cient water capacity to supply the building

and a complete equipment of automatic

sprinklers and other emergency fire protec-

tion.

In planning the structure, particularly

ample window spaces were provided, so

that an abundance of light is available for

the various operations of automobile con-

struction. In all there are 496 windows,

with more than 16.000 square feet of glass,

which, with the white interior walls, should

afford exceptionally fine light throughout

the plant.

The building is so arranged that from the

machining room the component parts of

cars are carried direct to and about the

assembling department by traveling cranes.

The track for the cranes is shown in the

illustration of the interior of the factory,

and this overhead "trolley" will greatly fa-

cilitate the handling of all heavy parts.

After assembly the motors and transmis-

sions are carried by a traveling crane to the

main assembling room, where the chassis

construction is completed. The road tests

are made before the bodies are fitted, and

when this important work has been satis-

factorily performed the chassis are taken

by elevator to the second floor to receive

the finished body and the final touches be-

fore shipment. The body finishing de-

partment is located on the third floor, which

with its abundance of light affords oppor-

tunity for the most careful work and the

closest inspection.

The entire available factory space is not

yet in use, but when fully taken up will

provide a capacity of no less than 1,200

standard Thomas touring cars a year.

The executive offices of the company are

located in the historical residence building

shown in the exterior view. This inter-

esting old mansion was erected in 1816 by

General Peter B. Porter. It is one of th«

oldest existing houses in Buffalo and is in

a fine state of preservation. The company

has found it necessary to remodel the in-

terior of the building, but the charming

entrance doorway and the fine Palladian

window have been carefully restored, and

will long afford inspiration for the student

of early American architecture.

Lead Bottle Ignition Battery.

Storage batteries, or "accumulators," are

used for ignition work in foreign countries

almost to the exclusion of other batteries,

and the American automobile shows have
indicated that the storage battery is rap-

idly gaining ground in this country.

Manufacturers are devoting a great deal

more attention to this apparatus than for-
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merly, and new and improved forms are

being brought out One of the latest is the

"lead bottle" storage battery, placed on the

market by the Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co.,

of Dayton, O., manufacturers of the Apple

ignition dynamo.

The main feature of the bottle battery is

its simplicity. Each cell consists of but two
elements, a positive and a negative ; the bot-

tle itself, of lead, forms the negative ele-

ment, and is grooved to take the active

material, the grooves being of dovetail

form to retain the composition. Rectan-

gular perforations are formed in the posi-

tive plate to take the active material. There

is but one plate in the cell, which makes the

problem of securing it against movement a

comparatively simple one. At the point

where the connection from the positive

plate projects from the bottle there is a

robber bushing which exactly fits the space,

holding the plate in position and at the

same time sealing the cell against leakage.

A vent pipe carries fumes out and dis-

charges them downward, where they can do

00 harm to connections or other metal fit-

tings; a filling opening is provided, with a

rubber cork to keep it tight.

Each cell has a capacity of 30 ampere

hours at 2 volts, and any desired voltage is

obtained by using the necessary number of

cells. Rubber separators are placed around

each cell, and others between the cells; the

desired number of cells is placed in a metal

case with a hard rubber bottom, and the

empty space around the cells is filled with

an insulating material, melted, poured in,

and allowed to harden. All connections

except the two main terminals are covered

and sealed, and the whole battery thor-

oughly protected by this method. The fill-

ing openings are, of course, not sealed.

Smooth metal cases are used for the bat-

teries ; these cases can be slipped into wood
boxes and may be snugly fitted, there being

no protuberances or irregularities.

Connections between the units of each

battery are of lead and are soldered; the

joints are thus permanent, especially since

they are embedded in the sealing material

with which the case is filled.

According to the statements of the man-
ufacturers, the lead bottle storage battery is

lighter and smaller than a storage battery

of the usual form of equal efficiency and

output

inflation of the tire materially contributes

to the security of the device.

It is claimed that in practical use a tire

may be removed from the rim in eight

seconds and replaced without the use of

special tools. There are no loose pieces,

and the entire device consists of but three

parts—the permanent and detachable rim

members and the latch.

SHUGERS TAKE-DOWN RIM.

A detachable rim to fit the standard type

of clincher tire has been patented by George

Shugers, of Auburn, Ind., and it is under-

stood that a tire manufacturer contem-

plates putting the rim in the market at an

early date.

The permanently attached member of the

metal rim is provided on one outer edge

with a beading which is formed with a

square faced seat to receive a detachable

ring. This ring has two lugs, securely

riveted and brazed on, designed for en-

gagement with a hinged latch which is

attached to the bead on the attached mem-
ber of the rim. Although the rim is se-

curely held together by means of the latch,

RECENT LITERATURE.
A comprehensive special automobile num-

ber has recently been issued by the Scientific

Australian, a quarterly publication printed

in Melbourne and devoted to the arts and

industries. The number is replete with the

news and progress of the automobile world

in the Antipodes and presents to readers a

dissertation on the status of the self-pro-

pelled vehicle in that far-away continent It

is noticeable that several American cars are

represented in the advertising columns of

the number, and naturally a number of ma-

chines of English manufacture. The auto

boat is given a prominent place in the text

pages and an article states that power boats

and speed launches to the value of more

than $375,000 are in commission in the har-

bor of Sydney. Although the roads of

southern Australia are extensive, the qual-

ity of the main highways is discouraging to

the rapid growth of the automobile industry.

Nevertheless, the most optimistic view is

taken of the future of the automobile and

motorcycle in Australia, and manufacturers

of complete cars, tires and sundries are

looking to that market for a considerable

outlet for their product

SECTION OP IRTBRIOR OF THOMAS FACTORY, SHOWING ENGINE ASSEMBLING DEPARTMENT. WITH OVERHEAD TROLLEY FOR TRAVELING CRANE
USED IN MOVING HEAVY CASTINGS.
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Kirkham Motors.
A line of automobile motors ranging from

12 to 24 horsepower, in three, four and six-

cylinder types and several air-cooled engines

for motorcycle equipment, comprise the 1906

product of the Kirkham Motor Mfg. Co.,

of Bath, N. Y. In addition, the company

manufactures change-speed mechanisms and

clutches suitable for assembly with the mo-

tors and transmissions.

The 18-22-horsepower motor may be taken

as typical of the line, the various other

models being designed along similar lines

with such changes and amplifications as

necessary to provide other powers. The
vertical four-cylinder water-cooled motor

has interchangeable inlet and exhaust

valves arranged side by side on the right-

hand side. The bore and stroke are equal.

33-4 inches, and the motors are tested to

give not less than 26 brake horsepower be-

fore shipment. The weight of the engine

with flywheel is 265 pounds.

The cylinders are individual, with in-

tegrally cast water jackets and valve cham-

bers, the latter of small dimensions with

valves set close to the. cylinders, giving an

approximately cylindrical combustion cham-

ber. Bores, also pistons and rings, are

given their final finish by grinding. The
connecting rods are drop forged with Par-

sons' white bronze bearings at the lower

ends, while the upper ends are fitted to

hardened tool-steel piston pins which are

journaled in the piston bosses instead of in

the connecting rods as usual, materially in-

creasing the length of the pin bearings.

The five bearings for the hardened and

ground crankshaft are fastened to the upper

half of the crankcase by Ion?, special steel

bolts extending through to the top of the

case, thereby relieving the aluminum cast-

ing from the strains from explosion. The
bearings are phosphor bronze lined with

Parsons' white bronze bushings, sweated in

and hand-scraped to a fit.

The camshaft assembly is built up of

KIRKHAM MOTOR WITH INDIVIDUAL CYLINDERS AND VALVES ALL ON RIGHT SIDE.

hardened and ground steel shaft and case

hardened cams, fitted with Woodruff keys

and taper pins milled to exact size. Drive

is through a steel gear on the engine shaft,

driving a phosphor bronze and fiber gear on
the camshaft, providing a smooth and noise-

less transmission. All gears are housed in

aluminum casings which are an oil-tight fit.

Ignition is through a combined timer and

distributer, located back of the rear cylinder

and driven by a vertical shaft actuated by a

spiral gear on the camshaft, the gears being

enclosed in an oil-tight housing. Motors
are furnished complete with automatic car-

bureter, inlet and exhaust piping, spark

plugs, combined timer and distributer, pres-

sure oiler and water pump and piping. The
location of the pump is at the front of the

motor with drive through a cross shaft and
bevel gears from the forward end of the

camshaft.

PRATT * WHITNEY TURRET LATHE SHOWING MOTOR CYLINDER IN CHUCK.

Cylinder Boring Lathe.
The 3 by 36 inch turret lathe herewith

illustrated has been found a very efficient

machine for finishing the interior and ends

of small gasoline engine cylinders. It is a
Pratt & Whitney lathe, made without the
usual rod feeding device, but fitted with a
special chuck for rigidly holding a cylinder

and with turret and cross slide tools for

boring the inside of the cylinder and turning

and facing a collar at one end.

The work is gripped by means of two-

swinging clamps each operating against two-

fixed points. Both clamps have two bearing
pins in the swinging member and conse-

quently the work is perfectly supported at
eight separate points while being machined.
This complete support obviates the necessity

of tight clamping, which usually distorts

the casting to the extent that the bore is-

out of truth when the work is removed
from the chuck, cylinders bored out on this-

lathe being perfectly true when finished.

The turret tools consist of rigid boring
bars with high speed cutting tools. On the
shank of one of the bars is a turning arm-
holding the cutter for turning the collar on
the bottom of the cylinder, as clearly shown.
The reamer for finishing the interior of

the cylinder is allowed to float on its shank
and is of the expanding type. The cross
slide and turret tools are both provided with
independent power feed, each being in action-

simultaneously so as to economize time.
The cylinder shown in the chuck has a bore
of 4 inches and a depth of 7 inches. For the
manufacturer who has not sufficient work
to keep the machine employed solely- on-
castings, a mechanism for rod feed through
a collet may be applied so that regular rod
work may be handled.

The Pratt & Whitney machine tools are
sold in New York by the Niles-Bement-Pond*
Co., whose offices are at 111 Broadway.
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Wood Alcohol and Glycerine Anti-Freeze

Editor The Automobile:

[306.]—Noticing in your last number the

articles on non-freezing solutions, would

say that in November last I purchased from

the Autocar Company, of Ardmore, Pa., one

of their 1005 four-cylinder cars, and as the

cooling system holds about three gallons, I

had it filled with a solution composed of one

and one-half gallons of glycerine and an

equal amount of water and then purchased a

gallon of wood alcohol, which I added, a lit-

tle at a time, as the water evaporated, until

now, after running about a thousand miles,

I have added the whole gallon. The motor

in my car is quite a high-speed one, running

up nearly to 1,500 revolutions at times, and

this has been a warm winter; yet, in spite

of this trying combination, the boiling has

not yet been great enough to bother me.

I have laid - the car up now for this

month, and upon drawing off the contents

of the radiator and filtering same, found

that I had nearly three gallons left, and am
confident this mixture will stand any degree

of cold we get in this part of the country.

I did not try to close up the circulating

system, as I did not regard the loss by boil-

ing great enough to worry about.

My point is that this solution is at present

composed of about two parts glycerine, one

wood alcohol, and one water, yet in a high-

speed motor the loss is not appreciable and

it would need nearly Arctic weather to

cause a freeze-up.

Richard A. Streit.

New York City.

Double Bevel Gear Drive Transmission

Not New.
Editor The Automobile:

[W]—We note that you describe the

unproved form of transmission used by
the Mercedes, Knox, and Bliss companies

in the January 25 issue. We take it from

your article that you assume this gear to

be a new type of gear which has only re-

cently been used on American or foreign

machines. We beg to state in connection

with this transmission, this type of trans-

mission has been used on the Chadwick cars

for the last three years.

We are inclosing herewith copy of let-

ters patent, February 21, 1905, which you

will note is somewhat in advance of the

first description of this type of transmis-

sion nsed on the Mercedes car. The gear

was used for nearly a year before the pa-

tent was applied for, and the patent paper

shows the application to have been filed

August 4, 1903. The description of the gear

and drawings shown on this copy are prac-

tically the same as those used on tl\e pres-

ent Chadwick cars, with the exception of

the ball thrust bearings, which have been

added to the new transmissions.

We also beg to call your attention to

the fact that the Chadwick transmission

is far simpler in its arrangement of clutch

gears than the gears which you have de-

scribed. You will note from examination

that the case is very compact and allows

for four forward speeds and one reverse,

with direct drive on the high. By referring

10 your issue of November 2, you will find

that you have already described this trans-

mission as having been used on the Chad-

wick cars.

Fatrmount Engineering Works.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Following are the four claims on the

Chadwick transmission as contained in the

Letters Patent, No. 782,898, of which one

sheet of drawings is reproduced herewith:

I. The combination with the driving-

shaft of an automobile and a gear thereon,

U 8. CIADWICI.
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of a hollow bearing, a gear surrounding said

bearing and meshing with the driving-shaft

gear, said gear having a hollow hub enter-

ing the opening in said bearing and an

operating-shaft having a seat on bearing in

said hub.

2. The combination with the driving-

shaft of an automobile and a gear thereon,

of a hollow bearing, a gear surrounding said

bearing and meshing with the driving-shaft

gear, said gear 'having a hollow hub enter-

ing the opening in said bearing and an

operating-shaft having a seat or bearing in

said hub, and a clutch adapted to make en-

gagement between the operating-shaft and

the gear meshing with the driving-shaft gear.

3. In an automobile, in combination, an

idler-gear, a bearing in which said idler-

gear slidably fits, a shaft to which said gear

is secured, a guiding collar, making a slid-

able fit with said bearing, upon said shaft,-

an operating-lever and connection between*
said operating-lever and shaft.

4. In an automobile, in combination, a'

gear-case, an idler-gear, there being an ori-

fice in said casing in which said gear slid-

ably fits, a shaft to which said gear is se-

cured, a sliding collar, making a slidable

fit with said orifice in said casing, upon said

shaft, an operating-lever and connection be-

tween said operating-lever and shaft.

Some Points to Disturb Complacency.

Editor The Automobile:

[308.]—In your January 11 number are
several letters on the automobile situation

from some well-satisfied gentlemen in re-

sponse to your request. They are to be con-
gratulated as to their financial outlook, but
their letters read like past forty.

None will admit that he don't grind cyl-

inders, rings, all joints; that he has not the

best carbureter; that he does not use balls

or rollers everywhere possible; his trans-

mission and control approach perfection.

By all this he saves gasoline. It costs one
cent a mile for gasoline to run a 2,200-

pound car. Given a car with no friction

and 100 per cent engine economy, one-half

cent per mile might be saved.

The consumer may select any standard

American tire or the Continental. Mr.
Alam or Mr. Alambedam refuses to take a
stand here. Tires for the 2,200-pound car,

after all is told, cost six cents per mile.

Neither of the above gentlemen is paying
any attention to this item of expense. He
gives you your choice, and you can't blame
him. Why don't he design a car to run on
solid tires? It can be done and will be done
with as much comfort to the passenger as

now given. He can cut down the tire ex-

pense to one-half cent per mile. Why don't

Mr. Pennywise wipe off his smirk and start

after that five and one-half cents?

Anyone who ever steered a car all day
knows how tired his arms were at night.

Why doesn't Mr. Satisfied steer by power, as

is done on boats ? It can be done by touch-

ing a button, and the wheel which prevents

the driver from saving himself at the last

ditch could be eliminated. Mrs. Burton
Harrison's chauffeur absolutely dared not

let go of the steering wheel. Why don't

Mr. Shortsight operate the emergency brake

by the foot?

Can the balls or rollers be defended by

correct theory? If they are perfect, is not

the stress in them infinity? If they are not

perfect, are they not running in a hollow

of their own making, overcoming the re-

sistance of inertia and elasticity? Does this

not mean quick destruction? Is this not a

sacrifice of all mechanical good practice to a

selling point?

With increased knowledge maybe a car

will be built without the gears and fool-

proof. But we can bear up under these.

A Crank.

Euffolo, N. Y.
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Riding Double with Difficulty.

Editor The Automobile:

f309 ]—I have before me a clipping from
a recent issue of your publication and note

your comment upon an article which ap-

peared in the January issue of The Gleaner,

which I feel has been unfairly handled by
you. Had you reproduced the article as

published we would have taken no excep-
tions thereto, but you leave the impression

with your readers that we are antagonistic

to the owners of automobiles, which is not

a fact We recognize the fact that they are

here to stay and we want to do all we can
to educate the farmer that the automobile

owner has rights and that he should do his

share to bring about a better feeling, and
that they should get in closer touch.

Please bear in mind that we shall always

advocate drastic measures to the fellow who
drives his machine through the country as

fast as his power and the condition of the

roads will permit, totally disregarding the

rights of those who are unfortunately in his

path, and who never stops to help those who
are in distress, strewn by the roadside, oft-

times with broken bones and smashed vehi-

cles, caused by frightened horses not yet ac-

customed to automobiles. For such unprin-

cipled whelps there is nothing too mean to

do, and we are willing to stand on this plat-

form.

You accuse us of making "grand-stand

plays" to the fanner, and you, no doubt, are

making the same kind of a move to the au-

tomobile owners, but we cannot see how
you can help or better the conditions by

commenting only on a few lines of the arti-

cle in question, omitting the part which
would have placed the matter in a light

where any honest and fair-minded automo-

bile owner would have indorsed every word
we said. We are now compelled to follow

•up the matter and convince our readers and

others that we are in the right.

I respectfully call your attention to the

article inclosed, from our January issue,

covering nearly a page, advising our readers

how to get their horses acquainted with au-

tomobiles. I think we are fair.

Detroit. James Slocum.

With no intention of being unfair in crit-

icism, we do not see how the general trend

of the article, which was too long to be

quoted in full, can mitigate the specific rec-

ommendation made by the editor of The
Gleaner for farmers to "trot out with a

board filled with nails, lay it in the track,

points up, and the 'dare-devil' will soon

come to grief."

While this suggestion is made for adop-

tion as a retaliatory measure against "the

fellow who comes along with a machine,

driving everyone to the fence corner, caus-

ing runaways, passing on with a grin," the

act would be one of lawlessness, and it

ought to be beneath the dignity of any re-

putable paper to suggest the correction of

one evil by committing an equally illegal

•t

There is the less excuse for the recom-
mendation, since in the same editorial The
Gleaner points out the proper and legal

means for putting an end to the scorching
evil, which all decent automobilists con-
demn. "All you have to do," it says, "is to

take the number, which must hang in the
rear of every machine, write to Lansing for

the name of the owner, and make complaint
before your local justice, and the sheriff

will get the violator, no matter in what part
of the state he may reside. He will stand a
mighty poor chance of escaping conviction

in your local justice court, and you certainly

have the best of him." Even in this there
is implied the well-known bias of country
justices and jurymen against automobile
users.

In view of the remarks made by the pub-
lisher of Th* Gleaner, both in his paper and
in his letter, it is amusing to read the letter

from one of his acquaintances printed in

these same columns this week. It looks as
if Mr. Slocum were having difficulty in rid-

ing with one foot on the horse and the other
on the automobile.

—

Ed.

Legislation Needed for Map Changes.
Editor The Automobile:

[310.]—Herewith please find copy of a
letter containing the latest information
regarding the Geological Survey maps. It

seems that legislation is required. Any-
thing that will assist the Director in secur-

ing this would, I should think, be greatly

appreciated by automobilists.

A. Post.
New York City.

Hon. William P. Brownlow:
In reply to your letter of January 3, in-

closing letter from Mr. Augustus Post.

The matter referred to—the distinction

of classes of roads, that is, between macad-
amized or paved and dirt roads—has been
under consideration. It is found that owing
to the difficulty of making alterations in

the symbol adopted representing roads on
our atlas sheets, there being fifteen hun-
dred of these atlas sheets already engraved,

it would not be expedient or practical to

show by an engraved symbol the distinction

between macadamized roads and others.

For the propose of a road map, especially

designed for automobile traveling, the most
satisfactory method would be by over-

printing in some distinctive color, say red,

such roads as may be used by automobiles.

This could be done on all sheets for which

special request is made. Doubtless in the

eastern states this would affect every one

of the eastern sheets, whilst in other sec-

tions of the country many sheets could thus

be treated.

This office, however, is not authorized

to expend its appropriation for the engrav-

ing and printing of maps for this purpose,

and methods would have to be found to

enable it to do so. There is now pending

before Congress legislation which, if favor-

ably acted upon, will enable the Geological

Survey to adapt its maps to this purpose

and to other purposes. The legislation

contemplated authorizes this office to print

maps of this kind at the request of private

individuals or institutions, the money re-

ceived from same to be turned into the

Treasury, and to be credited to the appro-

priation from which it is expended. If this

authority is granted, the Survey will then

be authorized, on request received from
individuals, associations, etc, to supply

their needs.

I note what Mr. Augustus Post, Chair-

man of the Touring Committee of the

American Automobile Association, says

with respect to meeting the expense of

this work by his association, but under

the law this cannot be done. Should the

legislation recommended become a law,

the usefulness of the maps of the Survey
would be greatly enhanced and would meet

the requirements of the Automobile Asso-

ciation. Chas. Walcott,

Director U. S. Geological Survey.

Change of Attitude Impending.

Editor The Automobile:

[311.]—I noticed an article in The Au-
tomobile a few weeks ago on the scattering

of nails in the highway, in which you refer

to the upholding of such acts by the pub-

lisher of The Gleaner, printed in Detroit,

Mich.

I happen to be well acquainted with the

publisher of this paper and think we have

nothing to fear; in fact, I believe it will

not be long before the articles in The
Gleaner will be of a reverse nature, as the

publisher has always been very desirous of

owning an automobile, and has only re-

frained from a purchase because of his fear

of "the gallery" to which he plays, but

has finally got the fever to such an extent

that I do not believe it will be possible for

him to stay out of "the game" more than

a few months longer at the most V. M.
Detroit.

Horizontal Engine with Vertical Valves?

Editor The Automobile:

[312.]—Can you advise me who makes

an automobile with double-opposed engine

in front of about 20 horsepower, with ver-

tical valves, shaft drive and detachable

tonneau? The chief consideration is the

valves. I can find cars enough with hori-

zontal action, but this is wrong design, as

they wear on the side. R. L. S.

Deep River, Conn.

Wants Motor Cars for Railroad.

Editor The Automobile:

[313-1—A friend has asked me to make
inquiry about gasoline motor cars for use

on a five-mile suburban passenger and

freight road to be built Therefore, if con-

venient, will you kindly request any of your

advertisers manufacturing these cars to

communicate with me.

Pittsburg, Pa. Ed. J. Evans.
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Buckboard Automobile.

No. 810,636.—L. B. Gaylor, of Walthara,

Mass.

The friction drive of the Orient buck-

board. The motor, instead of being

mounted on the axle, is supported on the

rear end of the main frame, with its shaft

fore and aft. A friction disk on the front

end of the shaft drives a wheel slidable on

a sleeve on the cross differential shaft,

which drives the rear wheels by sprocket

chains. The friction disk itself is movable

on the crankshaft to engage or disengage

with the friction wheel.

Carbureter.

No. 807,144.—B. F. Walker, of Bridgeport,

Conn.

This is a carbureter having a mixing

chamber above the spray nozzle, partly

closed by a shutter which acts as a throttle

Talve. and moves vertically up and down.

Passing centrally through this shutter is a

needle valve which partly closes the orifice

of the spray nozzle, and the two are oper-

ated simultaneously by a pair of connected

cams in such a manner that both are closed

proportionately. An inverted conical com-
pression spring, whose apex surrounds the

spray nozzle, and which at its large end

bears upward against the throttle shutter,

contributes somewhat toward the mingling

of the air and gasoline. As the shutter is

pressed downward to close it, the upper
coils of the spring, being weaker, close to-

gether first and restrict the passage of air

to the lower coils, which are closer to the

spray nozzle.

Multiple-Disk Clutch.

No. 810,783.—J. D. Maxwell, of Detroit,

Mich.

The particular clutch construction shown.

The driving shaft A carries a spider C,

whose arras C loosely engage notches in

disks H H. The complementary driven

disks F F move loosely on a feather F', set

in a hub D' keyed on the driven shaft B,

and integral with a disk D. A three-armed

carrier / is screwed on D', and the

dogs K which it carries are forced by the

spreader L into engagement with disk G,

thus locking all the disks together. Springs

/ /, riveted to disks H H, separate the lat-

ter when L is withdrawn. As is evident, no

end thrust is imposed on A, whether the

clutch is engaged or free. A special point is

PFOUTS FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE.

made of buttons H* of "abrasive" material

set in holes in disk H, for the purpose of

increasing the efficiency of the clutch.

Spark Timer.

No. 804,783.—R. Varley, of Englewood,

N. J.

A spark timer arranged so as to maintain

a substantially constant time of contact re-

gardless of changes in the engine speed. It

has a set of contact makers, one for each

cylinder (separate coils being used), and a

separate cam, with as many lobes as there

are cylinders for breaking the circuit. The
contact breaker is wired in series with the

four contact makers, and these with the

several coils. The plates which carry the

makers and breaker are so connected that

when they are rotated to advance or retard

the spark time, the maker plate moves fur-

ther, thus allowing a longer dwell on the

advance.

Muffler.

No. 807,322.—H. R. Selden, of Rochester,

N. Y.

This is a muffler comprising a central

cylindrical chamber and two annular cham-

bers surrounding it. The gas enters the

central chamber and moves a piston nor-

mally held by a spring about midway in the

chamber, so that the spring is compressed

to give the gas the entire length of this

chamber for preliminary expansion. As the

pressure falls between exhausts the piston

returns to its first position.

Running Gear.

No. 810,881.—L. S. Pfouts, of Canton, O.
An electric four-wheel drive in which the

steering knuckles are formed with exten-

sions P to carry independent motors driving

the front wheels by single-reduction gearing.

Carbureter.

No. 810,792.—J. Mcintosh, of Lansing,
Mich.

An automatic carbureter of the construc-

tion shown. The height of the float 18 is

adjustable on the stem by means of the nut
21, which acts as a stop against the pressure
of the spring 79. The main air stream
passes upward inside the cone 43 and out
between the coils of the spring 46, which
bears against an extension 41 42 of the cone.

UcHriOSH AUTOMATIC CARBURETER.

This cone is removable vertically, and is

guided by vanes 44. When the suction is

sufficient, the cone lifts, and a part of the

air stream passes up by the vanes to the

annular space in 37, and through holes 40
to join the carbureter stream, thus diluting

the latter and also reducing the suction.

The spray nozzle is adjustable by screwing
the stem 34 up or down, and the tension of
the spring by screwing the bushing 33. The
mixture is throttled by turning the shutter

31 by the lever 32.

MAXWELL MULTIPLE-DISK CLUTCH.

Motor Suspension.

No. 810,674.—F. B. Rae, of Detroit, Mich.

A frame for suspending an electric motor
which drives the rear live axle by single

reduction pinion and gear. One end of the

frame is pivoted on the axle sleeve and the

other is spring-supported. This eliminates

part of the friction which would be entailed

by pivoting the frame directly on the live

portion of the axle, as is done in street cars.
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Tmo Considering that the Chicago

W—tmra show is scarcely more than the
Mow. transplanting of the show from
New York a thousand miles westward, the
exhibition loses none of its interest thereby.

Rather its significance is increased. An
eastern show at New York, inviting the
eastern patron to an inspection of an
eastern car designed for an eastern road
map, at once would be an altogether differ-

ent proposition to the removal of the eastern

show bodily to the central market of the

central west.

Chicago began more or less with the idea

of a western show. It preserved the idea

for a few years, but this season it may be
said that the one-show idea is accepted

—

the eastern exhibitor going to the west and
the western manufacturer reconciled to

going to the east—all in recognition of the

fact that because of mere geographical ex-

tent the country is demanding two show
places for the present, with a question mark
as to the possibility of a future far western

center for exploitation. It may be said by
some unthoughted ones that two great

shows within a thousand miles smacks of

repetition and extravagance; the answer

may be found in the tremendous geographi-

cal stretch of the continent. If geography

demands that the eastern and foreign ex-

hibitors shall come west for an annual

show, it also holds out to them the western

market that is tributary to their business.

If Chicago shall continue to be the market

center for the west, Chicago must con-

tinue the show place; Mahomet must go to

the mountain.

Going to the west, both the eastern and

foreign builders are finding the incentive

in the activities of the Chicago show. More
foreign cars are represented there this year

than ever before, and in spite of the fact

that the eastern and the western car at

home have been raised immensely in stand-

ards. It might be questioned if this repre-

sentation of the foreign cars has been de-

veloped out of the demand already made
for it, or whether because of a limited

market in the east the foreigner is reaching

out in the hope of a field. So far the for-

eign car in the Chicago market is not sig-

nificant, but it may be marked on all sides

that there is an increased interest in them.

The Chicago Market is beyond that period

when it was content to look on at the glint

and shine of a hooded chassis and uphol-

stered tonneau and forego looking under-

neath.

Foreign, eastern or western, the repre-

sentative in the booth is demonstrating and
he is expecting to be asked to demonstrate.

It is nothing that the western fancy is

caught by color combinations out of the

ordinary. It is accepted that the open car

over the covered vehicle shall be conceded

to a popular taste. Technical and mechani-

cal excellences are in the balance and in

these the market is asking to be shown as

essential points. The runabout types may
hold crowded attentions of those who would
drive cars if they could, but in the same
breath the attentions are held of those who
can drive the best if they would.

Geographically, a repetition of the New
York show has become necessary. Com-
mercially, it has become well worth while,

even if the Chicago show management
shall find it necessary, as this year, to ex-

pend $30,000 in preparation for the second

event

Rmdlator Unity of opinion among
mad manufacturers of auto-

Hood D—lja. mobiles in the matter of

exterior design is a reflection of the ten-

dency toward finality of mechanical con-

struction, which, while not yet reached, has

at least set in. The day has passed when a

car of any make can be identified as it

flashes past on the street or country road,

although many representative automobiles

are characterized by some detail of radiator

or hood design, giving them an individuality

that makes their identification an easy

matter.

The popular type of hood with the front

closed with vertical radiator is the logical

outcome of a desire to afford the most direct

possible means of heat radiation to the cool-

ing water, and was first used with the

earlier Panhard models, at that time fitted

with the round gilled-tube radiator. The
Mercedes type set the fashion for cellular

radiators, and of necessity was placed well

up in front, closing the bonnet front and
giving an excuse for the design now gen-

erally used in one form or other by far the

greater majority of makers.

In spite of its popularity, this form of ar-

rangement has some drawbacks, the most
manifest advantage being the direct piping

for the water and the favorable location of
a fan to assist cooling, then again the placing

of the radiator well up from the ground
contributes not a little to avoidance of dust

and dirt and accidental injury. The most
serious drawback is the way in which the

motor is fenced in, the wheels and mud-
guards on either side with the dash at the

back and the radiator in front providing a

compartment not always as accessible as it

might be. In a number of instances the

manufacturer has recognized the prime

requisite of accessibility and by providing a

considerable space between the motor and
the radiator and a corresponding space at

the back between motor and dash has

earned the thanks of many an owner and
driver.

In the matter of radiator design the cellu-

lar type has by no means been slavishly-

copied, though the general outlines have
been so widely adopted that it may be ac-

cepted as no longer a detail for car identi-

fication. There are a few exceptions to the

use of the straight or square hood with ver-

tical radiator, such as found in the C. G. V.

and Renault cars in France and in the Auto-
car runabout here. England also contrib-

utes a few examples, but the American-

builders, even of air-cooled cars, have so-

universally adopted this design that it will

keep the car bearing it up to date in ap-

pearance doubtless for years to come.

n Pow Word*
tor
Dobbin.

In the enthusiasm over
broken records and the

surpassing of the speed

of the steam railway, it is well to remember
that the possibilities of the automobile^

while far beyond the expectations of a few
years ago, are not fairly to be compared
with other means of transportation. Each
method of transportation—for speed con-

tests are but the sporting element of the

more serious problem of transporting man,
mails or freight between given points

—

should be compared one with* another rela-

tively only. By far the most remarkable

records, when so considered, still repose

with the horse.

That this should be stated in a journal

whose sole object is equinectomy may seem
strange, but the spirit of fairness calls for

a more careful consideration of speed rec-

ords than heretofore given in the automo-
bile press. The recent records made on the

wave-ironed beach at Ormond should not be
compared with the performances in the Van-
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derbilt cup race or in the Glidden tour, yet

such comparison is more reasonable than

their comparison with the fastest times of

steam locomotives, electric cars, bicycles or

horses.

In a class by themselves—but for all that

perhaps no less remarkable, and probably

the most phenomenal records ever made in

the way of covering ground between widely

separated points and under adverse condi-

tions^—there is nothing in the history of the

automobile comparable to the results at-

tained in pioneer transportation in the Great

West in the early days before the comple-

tion of the transcontinental railways.

That to-day almost insurmountable diffi-

culties confront the transcontinental auto-

mobilist is an evidence of the seriousness of

the problem when there existed little more
than trails of the rudest sorts, yet the Pony
Express, organized for regular mail service,

was in active and continuous operation for

more than two years with the record of but

one failure in all that time. The total dis-

tance covered was 1,950 miles between the

termini at Independence, Mo., and San Fran-

cisco, uniformly accomplished in ten days

with relays of riders from sixty-five to 100

miles apart

The equipment comprised more than 500
of the fastest western horses, about 200 sta-

tion men and eighty riders. The daily

average performances of the men and horses

were in themselves remarkable, but the ex-

ceptional records such as a continuous ride

of 384 miles in one case and of 340 miles

inside of thirty-one hours in another are

unrivaled in the history of transportation

under adverse conditions. The star per-

formance of this unique American enter-

prise was a relay trip over the full route of

1,950 miles in seven days and seventeen

hours.

Given roads of fair surface and negotiable

grades, the automobile can easily surpass

these phenomenal records of the romantic

Pony Express, and without the advantage
of relays, but the only fair basts of com-
parison is not between the two widely differ-

ent methods of transportation, but rather

between the various performances of each.

Railroad records are made under favorable

conditions and are interesting when rela-

tively compared; so, too, are the records

made by the automobile; but the greatest

value in such results as have been attained

within the past few years is the increased

fund of knowledge afforded the constructor

rather than the new array of figures for the

statistician.

Rallying Against Drastic Jersey Bill.

ENDURANCE AND ECONOMY TESTS.
Two events decided upon by the Board

of Governors of the Automobile Club of

America for the coming spring and fall are

an endurance and economy contest, for

which two handsome prizes will be offered.

A committee of seven members is to be ap-

pointed by the governors to formulate rules

and conditions for the tests.

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 5.—One of the first

signs of activity shown by the new Associ-

ated Automobile Clubs of New Jersey is the

issuance last week of circular letters to

automobilists throughout the state calling

attention to the objectionable features of the

Frelinghuysen automobile bill recently intro-

duced in the New Jersey legislature. The
fifteen principal provisions of the measure

are chiefly summarized in a sheet urging all

automobilists to use their influence through

their representatives and senators, through

garage and road-house proprietors and
through their immediate friends to secure

the defeat of the bill.

"We are anxious to have it understood,"

says Secretary J. E Gill, "that as an asso-

ciation, we are in favor of legislation that is

necessary to regulate automobiling; in fact,

we have never refused to co-operate with

the authorities for the punishment of of-

fenders.

"The automobile law that New Jersey

now has is generally considered one of the

best and most reasonable in the country.

We do not object to amendments to the

existing law, if circumstances really de-

mand it, but we are bitterly opposed to any-

thing so drastic and unreasonable as the

Frelinghuysen bill.

"First of all, we object to the Freling-

huysen bill because it proposes to establish

an Automobile Department with a high-

salaried chief, whose department will re-

ceive from $10,000 to $12,000 annually of the

taxpayers' money. This money had better

be spent on improvement of the roads of

the state, especially when the present office

of the Secretary of State has proven its

ability to look after automobile affairs in a

very satisfactory manner.

"We also object to the authority which

the bill would invest in the automobile com-
missioner. He would have the right to dic-

tate as to the kind of tire protectors, skid-

ding preventers and similar devices to be

used on machines, and this would open a

channel for 'graft* and annoyance of all

kinds.

"Then, again, we object because the com-
missioner would be the only person with

power to renew a license that had been re-

voked by a magistrate, the bill giving to

every magistrate power to revoke, but not

to renew. Under such provision it would
often be necessary for an automobilist from
a distant part of the state to come to Tren-
ton, to the automobile department, for a re-

newal of license, at much expense and in-

convenience.

"We are not opposed to the paying of an
annual registration fee based on the horse-

power or the weight of the machines, but

we think the Frelinghuysen rate of fifty

cents per year per horsepower, together

with an additional twenty-five cents per year

per horsepower for the driver, is too much.
It would compel automobilists to pay the

state about $160,000 per annum, and this

would be more than 50 per cent, of the en-

tire road repair appropriation as now sched-

uled. To make six or eight thousand men
pay half of the road outlay of the state

does not seem to be just or reasonable.

"Then look at the absurdity of the pro-

vision making short-time tourists pay $1
per day license. The record breaker who
crosses the state in a few hours without

spending a cent would have to pay the mini-

mum fee of $2. The man who tours about

to the different resorts and spends several

hundred dollars for a week's outing would
have to pay several times as much. Sum-
mer commuters from seaside and country

resorts would be put to a big expense or
would be compelled to take out an annual

license for their few months' stay. It

would be better to have a registration fee

reasonable enough to obviate the necessity

for the short-time tourist class. Let all be
treated alike, for automobilists of New Jer-

sey are opposed to hold-up methods.

"The provision authorizing arrest without

a warrant would subject thousands of re-

spectable and innocent automobilists to the
annoyance and expense of paying tribute to

whatever county constable might choose to

take them in custody. Then, again, the sec-

tion which makes the fine limit $500 is a bad
one. It would make it possible for any
magistrate to impose that amount for

merely trivial offenses. The present law is

much better, as it graduates the fines ac-

cording to the seriousness of the offense."

The Associated Automobile Gubs of

New Jersey includes among its members
some of the best known men of the state,

a number of them being lawyers, while

others are professional men of high stand-

ing, and several are members of the present

Legislature. The result of the club's fight

against the Frelinghuysen bill will be the

introduction in the Legislature of a number
of amendments to the present law, seeking

to correct possible defects. These amend-
ments will, it is expected, pave the way for

the defeat of the Frelinghuysen measure.
The amendments will be made satisfactory

to automobilists and to the general public.

They will probably be drawn by a commit-
tee of three automobilists and three farmers,

as was done last winter when the present

bill was framed. •

The organization is affiliated with the

American Automobile Association, and
whatever assistance that organization can

give will be forthcoming. There are 14,000

automobiles registered in New Jersey and
6,000 are owned by people living in the state.

Of the resident automobilists fully 1400
are members of the association.

OPPOSE JERSEY AUTO BILLS.

Philadelphia, Feb. 5.—Local automobil-

dom is as much wrought up over the Fre-

linghuysen bill, which is now before the
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New Jersey Legislature, as are the auto

owners of the state across the Delaware.

In the event of its passage they will be as

much affected by its radical provisions as

will the Jerseymen; indeed, more so, for

some paragraphs of the measure seem to be

aimed at them particularly.

The $2 fee required of non-resident

motorists on entering the state, with an ad-

ditional charge of $1 daily thereafter during

their stay, would be a serious matter to the

great majority of Philadelphia car owners,

who have been in the custom of "doing"

Jersey on Saturday afternoons and Sundays

whenever the weather is suitable. Then

there is the clause against the use of chain

grips and steel-armored tires on macadam

roads; the provision giving simple justices

of the peace the right to revoke a license

and the heavy penalties.

The local dealers' organization and the

Automobile Club of Philadelphia are pre-

paring to invade Trenton not only to-mor-

row, when the committee will listen to ob-

jectors, but later on when the bill comes

up for final passage—if it is not killed in

committee. Backed by a strong array of

legal talent, many members of both organi-

zations will go to the Jersey capital to-mor-

row in an effort to scotch the snake.

The Jackson bill, introduced last week,

while quite moderate in comparison with the

Frelinghuysen measure, would bar from the

Jersey roads all cars capable of traveling

faster than twenty miles an hour.

AUTO TAX BILL IN ABEYANCE
Albany, Feb. 5.—Senator L'Hommedieu

has not pushed his bill to tax autos, and it

remains in the Senate committee on taxa-

tion and retrenchment. Chairman Lewis of

that committee says he has received several

communications from automobile men ask-

ing for a hearing, but fixing no date, and

so none has been set. Senator L'Homme-
dieu has not asked for a hearing yet, as he

has an appointment to meet A. R. Shattuck

in New York, and says he expects to meet

other automobile owners and members of

clubs and to see if some agreement on an

automobile tax measure cannot be secured.

ROAD.OILING BILL PASSES.
Columbus, O., Feb. 5.—Owners of auto-

mobiles are much gratified over the passage,

by the House of Representatives, on Friday

last, of the Paxton Bill providing for the

sprinkling of oil on macadam streets in

cities and villages. It is claimed that in the

long run this will be far cheaper than the

use of water and will be a good substitute

for asphalt. The author, who is an enthu-

siastic automobilist, declared sprinkling

with crude oil would go far to remove the

dust nuisance, which is also a spreader of

disease germs. One sprinkling of oil would

answer for a year, and would cost fourteen

cents per lineal foot to abutting property

owners, while the perambulating water cart

costs much more, he said. The oil forms a

crust which sheds water and resembles as-

phalt

As it passed the House, the bill provides

that streets may be sprinkled with oil, on

petition of a majority of the residents of a

street, at their expense, or five-year con-

tracts for the use of oil may be authorized

by the Board of Public Service in cities and

the Common Council in villages, in which

case only half of the cost is to be borne by

the property owners.

NEW BILL IN OHIO.
Columbus, O., Feb. 5.—A bill is being

prepared for introduction in the Legislature,

providing for a law governing the licensing

of automobiles. It is proposed that the

name of the city, as well as the number of

the machine, be attached to each automobile.

Automobilists have organized a lobby to

fight a measure pending in the House which

restricts speeds on country roads and pro-

vides for certain actions when fractious

horses are encountered and how much of

the road autoists may have.

HORSE TRUCK RUNS DOWN AUTO.
New York city's new police commission-

er, General Bingham, was involved in an

automobile accident on the 5th instant that

not only ruffled the temper of the commis-

sioner, but resulted in damage to his big

touring car. He was being driven eastward

through Chambers street at a time when
that thoroughfare was congested with traf-

fic of all kinds when a heavy horse-drawn

truck in charge of August McKibben
crashed into the side of the car, staving in

a couple of panels and otherwise damaging

the machine. The chauffeur, a patrolman,

tried to avoid the truck, but the driver

swung into Chambers street at a rapid pace.

The commissioner caused tht arrest of the

truck driver on the charge of reckless driv-

ing.

A Legislators' Outing.
A novel and most successful use of auto-

mobiles is illustrated in the accompanying

engraving, which shows a party of legis-

lators of the lower house of the Michigan

legislature ready to start from Benton Har-

bor to make an inspection of the neighboring

peach orchards last fall.

In the first car are Governor Fred M.

Warner, Speaker S. F. Master, and Repre-

sentative McKay. In line behind this are

nineteen other cars occupied by some of the

most prominent politicians, law-makers and

business men of the state.

The occasion was meant as an object

lesson to impress upon the legislature the

importance of the Benton Harbor district

as a fruit-growing section, and the trip was
made in the height of the peach shipping

season, during which 2,000,000 bushels of

this fruit were gathered and shipped. The
idea was conceived and put into effect by

Sam H. Kelly, who represents one of the

Berrien County districts in the state legis-

lature. The automobiles were loaned by

owners of cars living in Benton Harbor

and St. Joseph.

Not only is great direct good sure to re-

sult from the trip, but it created a better

feeling on the part of farmers and fruit-

growers toward the automobile, that hun-

dreds of soil tillers and country folk in all

parts of the country previously considered

a real "devil wagon." The progressive and

successful fruit-growers liked the idea of

loading up one branch of a state legislature

and rolling it right onto their farms. Some
of the farmers gave the visitors a tempting

dinner under the fruit trees and made their

call an enjoyable one. It was a function

that did good all around, and one that may
well be imitated by other sections of the

Middle West

THE GOVERNOR AMD MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MICHIGAN LEGIS-
LATURE STARTING IN TWENTY AUTOMOBILES ON AN INSPECTION TOUR

OF BERRIEN COUNTY PEACH ORCHARDS.
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Fine Prospects for the Season in Omaha.
Omaha, Feb. 3.—The year 1006 opens

most auspiciously for the local automobile

trade. Omaha and the country tributary to

it are in a generally prosperous condition

and dealers are sanguine that the sales in

1906 will be several times what they have

been in any previous year. The Omaha
garages contain a fine assortment of new
models and the buyer will have here one of

the best lots to choose from ever assembled

between Chicago and San Francisco. The
new models came out in advance of the big

Eastern shows.

Garage Development Continues.

Garages and salesrooms have multiplied

in Omaha until Farnam street from Twenty-
first to Eighteenth street is known as "au-

tomobile row." The city now has five ex-

clusive garages, three special buildings hav-

ing been constructed for the purpose last

year. One of these, that of the Powell-

Bacon Company, became too small in a sin-

gle season and will have its floor capacity

doubled this spring.

Dealers expect to see the number of cars

in the city doubled before the middle of

summer. High-powered machines with

light frames are not popular here, because

of the hills in the city and the rolling coun-

try in the vicinity, which are severe on any-

thing but the heavier and slower machines.

These stand the wear and tear of the grades

and poor roads better, and in general they

are more satisfactory, because of their relia-

bility.

AUTOMOBILISTS SECURE RuAD IMPROVEMENT.

Automobilists have done a great deal to-

ward improving the roads near Omaha and
in different parts of the state. As is usual

in other communities, men of influence own
many of the cars, and when they demand
road repairs the result is generally observa-

ble. The Omaha Automobile Club appeared

before the Park Board and secured repairs

on Sixteenth street and had Dodge street

paved with macadam from Fortieth street

to a junction with a good county road lead-

ing into the country.

The club, which was organized last year,

is preparing for an active season. One of

the chief aims of the organization will be to

curtail reckless driving. Not long ago a

boy was run into and severely hurt on

Farnam street, and the car escaped in the

darkness, the accident occurring late in the

evening. The club immediately offered a

cash reward of $25 for information leading

to the arrest of the driver, but his identity

was not discovered.

Some talk has been heard of building a

clubhouse, but this may not materialize this

year, and the club will probably secure quar-

ters with some other organization.

Good Prospects for the Season.

The Deright Automobile Company, the

newest organization of the kind in the city,

has just moved into the two-story building

constructed for it at 1814-1816 Farnam
street and now occupies the largest place in

Omaha devoted to the business. On account

of being conveniently located near the shop-

ping district and with accommodations for

showing a large line of cars in a handsome
showroom, the company is certain to prove

a strong factor in the local automobile mar-

ket Regarding prospects for the present

season Mr. Bromwell, of the Deright com-

pany, says: "There has never been a year

that will approach 1906 in the number of

automobile sales, and Omahi will not run

behind the rest of the country. Since Jan-

uary 1 we have received more than 100 ap-

plications for catalogues from out of the

city from people who have not a ready op-

portunity to inspect our new models. We
have booked a number of orders for later

delivery, and indications point to our being

sold out on our larger models by March 1.

Our line includes the Stoddard-Dayton,

Reo, Ford and Waverley electric."

R. R. Kimball, of the Kimball Automobile

Company, whose new garage is nearly per-

fect, from an artistic standpoint, attended

the recent races and speed trials at Ormond,
Fla. His manager reports an excellent out-

look for the coming year's business.

H. E. Frederickson, when in New York
recently, added the Buick and Haynes cars

to his line of Cadillacs and Peerless ma-
chines already carried.

Doing Big Business with Ramblers.

The Rambler Automobile Company has

just received a carload of 1906 models and

they have been eagerly inspected by local

automobilists. The Rambler people say

they placed two cars of their make to one

of any other in Omaha last year and expect

to do even better in 1906.

J. M. Larson, one of the leading automo-

bilists of the city, had a $6,000 Peerless car

destroyed a few weeks ago by a fire and

explosion in his garage. A match thrown

on the floor ignited gasoline and grease, and

in a few seconds the blaze was beyond con-

trol. Explosions followed and the automo-

bile was totally ruined. It is likely that Mr.

Larson will buy another car soon.

The "seeing Omaha" service originated

by the Powell-Bacon Company last year

proved so popular that it will be put in op-

eration again in the spring, with the main

station at the Paxton Hotel. It will be ar-

ranged especially to give tourists stopping

here an hour or two on transcontinental

tours an opportunity to see the city and its

environs.

EFFECT OF THE OPEN WINTER.
Indianapolis, Feb. 5.—This city has had

the most remarkable winter it has experi-

enced in thirty years. Not once up to the

end of January had the temperature fallen

to zero, and snow has covered the ground

but twice. As a result several storage ware-

houses that made preparations for an enor-

mous business are greatly disappointed, for,

instead of storing their cars, Indianapolis

enthusiasts are driving them every day. One
storage house prepared an entire floor at a

cost of several hundred dollars and it has

succeeded in securing hardly more than half

a dozen cars for storage.

Garage men, dealers and manufacturers

are jubilant, for increased sales and contin-

uous repair work have more than compen-

sated them for loss in dead storage charges.

Sales during the winter have almost

equaled the sales of the summer months,

and in addition orders for new cars are

booked far ahead of possible delivery. Most
of the local dealers have sold their sample

cars and have orders placed for from one

to three carloads of new machines.

COST OF SIGHT-SEEING SERVICE.

St. Paul will probably have a sight-seeing

automobile line next summer. The Commer-
cial Club has formulated a plan which it is

thought will bring about the establishment

of such a service, which the city has felt

the need of for years. A special committee

appointed to investigate has returned a

favorable report, embodying the following

estimate of the cost and expense of operat-

ing one automobile car one season and the

income from same, based upon having 100

pleasant days, between May 1 and Novem-
ber 1:

Investment—two automobiles. $6,000

Interest 360

Four hundred days' labor 2,000

Repairs, stationery, etc 200

Advertising 200

Insurance, wear and tear 1,200

Gasoline and oil 400

Liability insurance 300

Salary of manager 600

Rent of garage 150

Total $S4io
Four hundred trips, twenty

passengers each, $1 $8,000

Profit 2,590

$8,000 $8,000

In this estimate no mention is made of

extra trips, such as private parties, moon-
light trips, and the extra business that could

be done during the sessions of conventions

meeting in the city.

TRADE SLOW IN MEMPHIS.
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 5.—The total num-

ber of new cars sold in Memphis last sea-

son was less than one dozen—and that in a

city which claims 170,000 inhabitants, where

money is plentiful, prosperity undoubted,

and the people enjoying sport. Man for man,

and dollar for dollar, Memphis is probably

the least progressive city in the South, from

an automobilist's standpoint. No blame can

be laid at the door of the yellow fever quar-

antine which had Memphis isolated for two

months last summer. On the contrary, fear

of yellow fever drove a few residents to
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Northern resorts, where some of them ac-

quired the "bacillus motori."

In the face of such discouragement the

local dealers are hopeful, new cars are com-

ing in and two new dealers are planning to

enter the field.

Frank Blomberg & Co. have a handsome

new garage, one of the largest in the South,

with plenty of money and enthusiasm be-

hind them. They are a new concern and

sell Thomas, White, Buick and Baker cars.

Harry A. White, one of the veterans, with

plenty of backing and enthusiasm, handles

the Cadillac and Pope-Toledo.

Jerome P. Parker, with a garage of fair

size, is agent for the Olds.

The MacDonald Automobile Company,

which has a good garage, sold Whites last

year, but is undecided which car will be han-

dled this season.

The coming season should be better than

any in the past The weather has been ideal

nearly all the fall and winter and the few

car owners are enjoying the good roads and

the fine weather.

A LANSING CONSOLIDATION.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works to Absorb
Gas Producer Company.

Lansing, Mich., Feb. 5—Consolidation

of the Olds Gasoline Engine Works and the

American Suction Gas Producer Company
will result from action taken at the annual

meeting of the former corporation In tnis

city. This will be effected through the pur-

chase of the American Suction Gas Pro-

ducer Company by the Olds Gasoline En-

gine Works, but the combined corporations

will be known as the Olds Gas Power Com-
pany. To the capital stock of $500,000 of

the engine company will be added $112,000

for the purchase of the other company,

making the capital of the Olds Gas Power
Company $612,000.

The business of the two corporations is

closely identified and the largest interests

have been held by the same persons. The
Olds Gasoline Engine Works is a pioneer

in the manufacture of engines using gaso-

line for a motive force, and make engines

up to 1,200 horsepower. The American

Suction Gas Producer Company was organ-

ized a few years ago to manufacture a pro-

ducer of gas from coal for use in explosive

engines.

The directors in the Olds Gasoline En-

gine Works, who may hold their positions

under the new corporation, are James H.
Seager, F. L. Smith and S. S. Olds, of Lans-

ing; Henry Russell, H. H. Ledyard and H.

C. Potter, Jr., of Detroit The officers are

:

President, James H. Seager
; vice-president,

F. L. Smith; secretary-treasurer, Schuyler

F. Seager; general manager, James B. Sea-

ger.

The report of the company showed a most

active year, during which about three times

as many engines as ever before were manu-
factured. Very satisfactory earnings on the

stock were shown, and a dividend in ac-

cordance with the report was declared.

TWO-CYCLE ENGINE PATENTS.

Sintz and Cock Patents Thought to Cover

Three-Port Construction.

Detroit, Feb. 5.—Automobile manufac-

turers who use three-port, two-cycle engines

in their cars, and the builder., of power

boats, will be much interested in the news

that a patent fight is in sight.

James Whittemore, the Detroit patent at-

torney, has acquired the Sintz patents on the

three-port, two-cycle engine. Joseph Day,

an Englishman, owns the Cock patents cov-

ering the same features. Both claim their

patents to be valid. The situation is thus

stated

:

Day's patent was issued to F. W. C. Cock,

the English patent being dated October 15,

1892. Application for a patent in the United

States was filed March 10, 1894, and patent

No. 544,210 was granted to Mr. Cock on

August 6, 1895.

The Sintz patent was granted to Clark

Sintz, of Springfield, Ohio, November 21,

1893, the specifications for it being filed Oc-

tober 27, 1892. Briefly stated, Mr. Sintz's

patent related to gas engines, and the object

was to produce a gas engine in which high

speed could be attained and maintained. A
further object was to produce a means

whereby an explosion could be secured for

each crankshaft revolution. A further ob-

ject was to produce a novel arrangement of

the supply and exhaust ports in connection

with the piston, whereby a substantially

valveless engine could be produced.

The Cock patent covers the same ground,

according to experts, and here is where the

chance for fight comes in. It is stated that

Mr. Day, owner of the Cock patents, is sure

of the legality of his patents in the United

States and is coming to this country to

make good his claims.

PARTS COMPANY EXPANDING.
Flint, Mich., Feb. 5.—The Auto Brass

and Aluminum Company is preparing to

make extensive improvements in its plant in

order to take care of increased business for

1906. New machinery will be purchased, a

new factory building is contemplated, and

the entire organization will be immediately

expanded. The company has contracts on

hand for 1906 to furnish fittings to the Reo
Motor Car Company for 1,600 cars, to the

C. H. Blomstrom Motor Car Company for

1,500 cars, to the Jackson Automobile Com-
pany for 1,000 cars, to the Bartholomew

Company for 500 cars, to the Cadillac Motor
Car Company for 3,000 cars, and to the

Northern Manufacturing Company for 750

cars. The company will also furnish acces-

sories for the complete output of the Buick

Motor Company for 1006. The total amount
of the contracts secured up to the present

time is about $100,000.

FORD MFG. CO. INCORPORATED.
Detroit, Feb. 5.—The Ford Manufactur-

ing Company has leased the buildings for-

merly occupied by the Hayes Manufactur-

ing Company on Bellevue avenue, south of

Mack, for one year and will manufacture

small automobile engines and automobile

parts. The company will probably erect a

factory and will be an important addition

to the industries of the city.

The Ford Manufacturing Company was
incorporated several weeks ago with a capi-

tal stock of $100,000. The officers are:

President, Henry Ford ; vice-president, John
F. Dodge; treasurer, James J. Couzens;

secretary, C. H. Wills. The above, with

John W. Anderson, form the Board of

Directors. The other incorporators are H.

H. Rackham, C. H. Bennett and H. E.

Dodge.

NEW YORK TO KOKOMO IN WINTER.
Indianapolis, Feb. 5.—His machine cov-

ered with the mud of half a dozen states,

and himself almost exhausted, J. W.
Haynes, of the Haynes Automobile Com-
pany, of Kokomo, drove into Indianapolis

a few days ago after a memorable trip in a

50-h.p. Haynes from the New York show.

Rain, sleet, snow and heavy winds were
encountered, but the machine and driver

ONE OF THE EVIDENCES OF ACTIVITY Vf THE INDUSTRY—FRANKLIN FACTORY IK SYRACUSE
WHEN NIGHT SHIFT STARTS WORK.
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held out against them all and made the trip

with little difficulty excepting tire troubles.

These were frequent and discouraging.

Mr. Haynes left New York city on Sun-

day noon, January 21, accompanied by J. C.

Elikoff, an expert mechanic. Not having a

license to travel through the state of Penn-

sylvania, Mr. Haynes was obliged to stop

as extra day in Philadelphia, but the rest

of the trip was made without long delays,

often traveling far into the night

The big machine climbed over the Cum-
berland Mountains, but instead of snow, as

might have been expected, a sea of mud
was encountered, and in coming down it

wis necessary to put on power, the mud be-

ing so deep. At other times during the trip

the wheels had to be wound with ropes to

prevent them from spinning.

The trip was made by way of Philadel-

phia, Reading and Harrisburg, Pa. ; Hagers-

town, Md.; Wheeling, W. Va. ; Zanesville

and Columbus, O., entering the Hoosier

state at Richmond. Owing to tire troubles

it was necessary at one time for the machine

to run thirteen miles on a flat tire. The
longest mileage for one day was 135 miles.

MOTORCYCLE MEETS PLANNED.
Milwaukee, Feb. 5.—George H. Gardner

and Charles Hall, representing the Chicago

Motor Cycle Club, were present at a meet-

ing of the Milwaukee Motor Cycle Club last

Thursday night, the object of their visit be-

ing to arrange a schedule of events for the

coming season. It was decided to hold a

track race meet at Chicago on Decoration

Day (May 30), a race meet or reliability

test at Milwaukee on July 4, and a race

meet at Muskegon, Mich., on Labor Day,

September 3. The Milwaukee club has in

view a series of races on a 2 1-2-mile

straightaway or a run of 100 miles on a ten-

mile circuit The Goodrich Cup, which is

now in the possession of the Chicago club,

will be contested for on Decoration Day by

Milwaukee motorcyclists. The club now
has twenty-five members, and B. P. Church-
Si is president.

OVER-LAKE AUTO TRAFFIC
Michigan City, Ind., Feb. 5.—There is

sure to be a big movement in automobiles

here next spring. A great business is trans-

acted by the steamboats in carrying ma-
chines across the Lake Michigan from Chi-

cago. Auto tours are commenced from the

docks on the Indiana and Michigan sides,

thns avoiding a great stretch cf sandy roads

in Michigan.

The county authorities of Laporte county

have spent a deal of money in improving
the local road system. There is a good
mileage of macadamized roadway and this

is being increased all the time.

Next season Michigan City will take on

considerable importance as a summer resort.

The new steamer, Theodore Roosevelt, now
being built at Toledo, will be the largest

boat on the lakes, and will ply between Chi-

cago and this city.

DEAD HORSE HILL CLIMB IN DOUBT.
Worcester, Mass., Feb. 5.—There is con-

siderable doubt in the minds of many of the

members of the Worcester Automobile Club

as to whether or not the Leicester authori-

ties will sanction the holding of another au-

tomobile hill climb on Dead Horse Hill.

Since the event of last year, which gave the

hill a national reputation, the Worcester

club and the Leicester authorities have had
many a clash, and the result looked for is

the refusal of the authorities to sanction the

contest on that part of the hill that comes
within their jurisdiction.

There seems scarcely any doubt that

Channing Smith, chairman of the Board
of Selectmen, who was greatly incensed

over the action of the club in connection

with the funeral march of Glidden tourists

through Leicester last summer, will swing

the town against the club. Mr. Smith is a

wealthy mill owner and has considerable in-

fluence.

HITCH IN CHICAGO CLUB PLANS.
Chicago, Feb. 5.—The members of the

Chicago Automobile Club are again balked

in their movement for a new clubhouse, as

the deal with Mrs. Hetty Green for the

property on which the present clubhouse

stands has fallen through. The papers were

ready to sign, and it looked as though every-

thing would turn out as planned, when there

came a hitch regarding the time of the lease.

Mrs. Green refused to tie up her property

for as long a period as thirty years, and the

C. A. C. committee would not be satisfied

with less. The building committee will

make known its plans in a few days.

JERSEY CLUB BANQUET.
Newark, Feb. 6.—The New Jersey Auto-

mobile and Motor Club will hold its third

annual banquet on Thursday evening, Feb-

ruary 15, in the Continental Hotel, Newark.

Each member of the club will be provided

with one or more tickets. The affair will

not be limited to club members by any

means, as anyone wishing to attend will be

welcome. President James R. English will

preside at the table. There will be several

good speakers and musical entertainers.

The committee in charge of the banquet

consists of Jacob Mason, Horace P. Cook,

George Paddock, C. S. Calvert and C. E.

Stengel. Those who intend to be present

may inform the committee and designate

where they prefer to sit, which will make

it possible for members and friends to be

together.

NEWS NOTES OF THE CLUBS.
Philadelphia.—The annual election of

the Philadelphia Motorcycle Club resulted

in the choice of the following officers to

serve during the coming year : President,

Valentine Simmons; vice-president, Adolph

Wicknick; captain, Harry Scheiter; first

lieutenant, John Benders ; second lieutenant,

Joseph Lees ; color-bearer, George W. Rein-

gold. The P. M. C. now has a membership

of nearly half a hundred, mostly "Indians,"

and a clubhouse of its own. A schedule of

weekly runs for the coming season will

shortly be announced by Captain Scheiter.

Dayton, O.—The Dayton Automobile

Club will hold a race meet July 4 at the

Montgomery Fair Grounds track. There
will be a large entry list and silver trophy

cards will be awarded the winners.

Pittsburgh.—A meeting will be held in

this city about March I to perfect the or-

ganization of the Pennsylvania Motor Gub
Federation, to be composed of automobile

clubs or associations and consulates of the

American Motor League in Pennsylvania.

A preliminary meeting to discuss the matter

was held in New York city on January 16

during the automobile show. The Automo-
bile Club of Pittsburg and the A. C. of

Philadelphia are co-operating in the matter.

The principal objects are to endeavor to se-

cure the enactment of fair laws regulating

the use of automobiles and other vehicles,

to advocate the cause of good roads and to

further the best interests of automobilists

in general.

FATAL GARAGE ACCIDENT.
An unusual accident on February 5 re-

sulted in the death of J. Emmett Gordon,

garage superintendent for Smith & Mabley,

Fifty-fifth street and Broadway, New York
city. The accident occurred in the basement

of the building, where Mr. Gordon had just

taken a seat in a small electric runabout to

drive on to an elevator preparatory to a

short trip to the West Forty-seventh street

police station with his friend, Frank Clark,

to have him sworn in as a special officer for

service about the garage.

The car stood near the elevator shaft and

Mr. Gordon had his foot on the brake

pedal. He was under the impression that

the controller was in the position for cut-

ting off the power, but when the foot brake

was released, as the runabout stood about

three feet from the edge of the elevator

shaft, the car moved forward under first

speed and the front wheels slowly slid over

the edge of the opening, throwing the driver

head first over the dash of the vehicle. The
drop was only about three feet, but the un-

fortunate superintendent struck head fore-

most, fracturing his skull, and died about an

hour later in the Roosevelt Hospital.

The elevator at the time was descending

and was between the first floor and the cel-

lar, but the operator stopped sharply on
hearing the crash. The car was found to

be only slightly damaged, with the brakes

unset and the power on.

Gordon was thirty years of age and un-
married. His relatives live in Lexington,

Ky., his former home. He had been in the

employ of Smith & Mabley foi a year and
was well known in the automobile trade and
to automobilists.

To see the two-mile-a-minute record
beaten, shall we have to await the perfection

of the airship?
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News and Trade Miscellany.

The first 24-hour non-stop automobile

run chronicled west of the Mississippi was
made on January 26-27 in Denver by M. B.

Fetscher and Charles Bilz. A regular

stock model G Franklin car of 12 horse-

power and carrying four passengers was
used, and Fetscher drove during twenty
out of the twenty-four hours. The start

was made at 12:30 p. m., Friday, January
26, and during the greater part of the day
the car traversed the downtown streets of
the city; trips were also made into the
suburbs. Observers accompanied the car
throughout the test The actual distance

traversed was 325 1-2 miles, and although
a number of stops were made, the engine
was kept running. In the twenty-four
hours 19 1-2 gallons of gasoline and 3
quarts of lubricating oil were consumed.

Charles J. Glidden, who is touring the
world in an automobile, has been heard
from in Muttra, India, in which country he
covered a distance of 3,350 miles, bringing
his total mileage up to 28,450.

The John D. Spreckles Cup for the en-
durance run from Los Angeles to San
Diego, held on January 25 and 26, has been
awarded to Charles A. Hawkins, who drove
a White steam car carrying five passengers
and fifty pounds of baggage.

In many of the popular sizes of tires the
Diamond Rubber Company has not been
able to make deliveries since November
from the Akron factory or from the branch
stores. But in the

_
interim the company

has been adding to its equipment and now
announces that all business can be taken
care of, the branch stores having again
been completely stocked.

E. D. Winans. general manager of the
Michelin Products Selling Company, Inc., a
corporation which controls the sale of
Michelin tires and products in the United
States, reports that Michelin & Cie., the
parent company, is doubling its plant in

France, and that, when completed, the com-
pany will turn out about 1,600 tires a day.
The American company will establish a fac-
tory in the United States this year, under a
license from the parent company.

E. B. Gallaher, American agent for the
Richard Bnsier, has opened a Paris office

at 11 Rue d'Alger, which will be in charge
of

_
a competent man familiar with all the

principal languages. Automobilists touring
in Europe may have their mail sent to this
office for proper forwarding.

During the week of February 12 the
Banker Brothers Company, of Pittsburg,
will have an automobile show in which the
New York displays of the cars which they
represent will be reproduced. Chassis of
the Pierce, Cadillac, Stevens-Duryea and
Studebaker will be shipped there directly
after the close of the Chicago show. These
will be shown at the Bankers showrooms
at 230-241 Diamond street, which will be
ooened for the first time on February 5.

The company will also have the three Cad-
illacs which were exhibited in New York.

Samuel M. Miles, manager of the Chi-
cago Automobile Show, gave a dinner to
some of his newspaper and automobile
friends at the Sherman House on Thursday
evening, February 1 ; a number of other
dinners will be given during show week.

The H. T. Hearsey Vehicle Company, of
Indianapolis, has ooened its new automobile
annex and now has one of the largest

garages in that city. It is located in a build-
ing just across from the offices and sales-

room and has been equipped with all mod-
ern appliances for coring for and repairing
motor cars. In addition to repairing and
storing cars, the company will handle the

White, Pope-Waverley and Rambler lines

for 1906. They have already had satisfac-

tory sales on these cars this year.

The American Motor Car Company, of

Indianapolis, is making its formal debut at

the Chicago Automobile Show. The com-
pany has completed two cars, one of which
was placed on exhibition, while the other

is being used for demonstrating purposes.

Fred I. Tone, the new general manager of
the company, has charge of the Chicago
exhibit

The Atlas Automobile Company has se-

cured the Pittsburg agencies for the Max-
well and Premier cars. The company's ter-

ritory extends over western Pennsylvania,
southern Ohio, western Maryland and West
Virginia. Sub agents will be named at once.

The latest addition to Philadelphia's
"row" is Connors & Gilmore, who, in ad-
dition to the Ratchet-Schneider cars, will
handle a large line of automobile supplies.

They have secured quarters at the south-
west corner of Broad and Vine streets.

At the annual meeting of the Olds Motor
Works directors were elected for the com-
ing year as follows : H. B. Ledyard, Henry
Russell, H. C. Potter Jr., and S. L. Smith,
of Detroit; James H. Seager, F. L. Smith
and Angus Smith, of Lansing. The officers

are: President, Henry Russell; vice-presi-
dent and general manager, F. L. Smith ; sec-
retary and treasurer, Angus Smith. Pros-
pects for the largest business ever handled
were reflected in the statement that advance
bookings of orders amount to $2,250,000.

The Dudley Automobile School of Boston
has opened a branch in the Walker business
block at Worcester to handle the Worcester
county business. Already there are nearly
100 students enrolled, there being two lec-

tures a week.

The polished chassis, which formed part
of the Packard Motor Car Company's ex-
hibit at the New York Madison Square
Garden Show, has been sold by the company
to Mrs. F. A. Fuller, of Paris, to whom the
car will be shipped after the close of the
Boston show. The machine is to be fitted
with a body by Rothschild, of Paris.

The Newcomb Motor Company, 378 Jack-
son avenue, Long Island City, N. Y., has
superseded the Commercial Motor Com-
pany and the Mercantile Motor Company,
of Marion, N. J.

The Aerial car is to be represented in
New York city by the Covell & Crosby
Motor Company, located at 1621 Broadway.
Two orders for commercial vehicles re-

cently closed by the Knox Automobile Com-
pany, of Springfkld, Mass., were from the
Fall River Bleachery for one of the com-
pany's three-ton trucks, and from the Fall
River Gas Company for a No. 46 single-
cylinder commercial car.

William Shrive, Yonkers, N. Y., agent
for the Cadillac cars, recently completed his
new garage at 64-66 Warburton avenue,
that city.

The Standard Welding Company, of
Cleveland, O., states that the Stanley steam
racing car that made such a remarkable rec-
ord at the Florida beach carnival was fitted

with steel rims made by the Standard com-
pany.

Joseph Bentley, Methuen, Mass., has just
placed on the market a high grade of curled
hair especially adapted for use in auto cush-
ions.

A salesroom and garage will be opened
in Saginaw, Mich., at 114-116 South Frank-
lin street, in the near future. The proprie-
tor of the establishment, George J. Bonnet,

has secured the agency for the Reo cars for

Saginaw and Bay City, Mich., his territory

including the surrounding fourteen counties.

Recent purchasers of Locomobile cars in-

clude the mayor of Rochester, N. \ ., James
G. Cutler, and his brother, J. W. Cutler, and
R. A. Sibley, of Rochester.

The Michigan State Tax Commission is

making a crusade for the taxing of automo-
biles. It has sent a list of machines owned
to the assessors of all cities with a request

that they be placed on the tax rolls against

the owners.

A consignment of a block-and-a-half-long

string of Ford cars, en route to the Phila-

delphia branch of the company, attracted

much attention on Broad street that city,

last Thursday.

Carl G. Fisher, the pioneer automobile
man of Indianapolis, while at the New York
shows placed an order for an airship to be
built at a cost of $3,000. Just what he in-

tends to do with it is not known, but it is

most unlikely that he will forsake the auto-

mobile for aerial navigation.

Israel Hoagland, an Indianapolis inventor,

has perfected a motor to be used in plow-
ing, and it is said that it can also be utilized

to run farm machinery.
_
The inventor is

now in Chicago organizing a company to

put the new machine on the market Sev-
eral progressive Indiana farmers have been
running farm machinery by gasoline motors
for some time. Last summer those who
were sufficiently up-to-date to own automo-
biles ran their machinery with the automo-
bile engine.

C. H. Saunders has opened a salesroom
in the new Park Square Motor Mart, Bos-
ton, Mass., and will represent the Moline
cars in New England.

The Babcock Electric Carriage Co. has
arranged with the Decauville Automobile
Co., of New York, whereby the latter will

represent the Babcock company in Greater
New York and northern New Jersey.
The garage of the Chelsea Auto Storage

Co., located in New York at 516-520 West
Thirty-seventh street, is devoted exclusively

to the storage and repair of commercial
vehicles, being fitted up especially for this

branch of the industry.

Dolson automobiles will be represented
throughout New England by the Imperial
Automobile Co., with salesroom at 1024
Boylston street, Boston, Mass.
On March I a garage will be opened in

Lexington, Ky., by C. Ora Updike, whose
establishment will be ample to care for all

tourists visiting the city, as well as local

trade. A repair department, in charge of
competent mechanics, will be a feature of
the establishment.

Attention has been called to an error in

the advertisement of the Elmore Manufac-
turing Company, of Clyde, Ohio, as it ap-
pears on page 174 of the January 18 issue

of The Automobile. Obviously, as the text

clearly indicates, the cylinders should be
numbered 1, 3, 4, 2, in the sectional illustra-

tion of the Elmore engine, and not I, 2, 3, 4,

as they are numbered.
On Tuesday of this week the first ship-

ments were made of the new steel wheels
manufactured by the Iron Tire Penumatic
Wheel Company, 251 Fifth avenue, New
York City. These wheels comprise a wheel
within a wheel, a pneumatic ring or cush-
ing being interposed, while the outer rim is

shod with a solid rubber tire, whereas the
old experimental wheels, which were made
by hand in a blacksmith shop, weighed 185
pounds each, the new ones as put on the
market are asserted to weigh but 74 pounds.
They are of 30 inches diameter; the larger

diameters are not yet ready. A demon-
strating run on a set of the new wheels is

to be made between New York and Boston
as soon as preparations can be made.
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.
Storage Ignition Batteries.—The stor-

age batteries recently placed in the market
by the New England Motor Co. of Lowell,

Mass., are claimed to possess a high degree
of efficiency combined with moderate cost

The company at present is offering two
styles, a four-volt equipment and a six-

volt, the respective weights, ready for use,

being nineteen and twenty-seven pounds.

The cells are put up in neat hardwood
boxes thoroughly sealed and fitted with
non-corrosive terminals. A leaflet is issued

by the company describing the batteries

and setting forth the advantages of the stor-

age battery for ignition purposes as con-
trasted with other sources of electrical

energy.

House Organ.—A new house organ has
appeared in the Reo Echo, issued from the

Reo Motor Car Co., of Lansing, Mich. The
initial number is a robust journal and
promises to promote the publicity of the

already well known Reo line. The an-

nouncement of the publisher conveys the

information that the Reo Echo will be is-

sued at convenient intervals by the sales

department of the company and that it will

be sent free anywhere. In size the organ
corresponds to other publications of a
similar character and the thirty-two pages
are filled with interesting items for the

owner and the prospective purchaser. A
number of pages are devoted to the Reo
Mountaineer, with a number of illustrations

of the varied experiences of Megargel and
Fassett in the wilds of Arizona, and alto-

gether the little magazine is replete with
stories and facts of interest to automobil-
ists in general.

Gasoline Handling Outfits.—A com-
plete catalogue of gasoline and oil tanks
aid pumps has been issued by the National
Tank Co., of Dayton, O., manufacturers of
self-measuring, computing and registering

pomps and storage tanks. The outfits are
made in all sizes, suitable for a small pri-

vate garage or a large public establishment
where large quantities of gasoline and oil

have to be handled constantly. The pumps
do their own measuring and indicate the

price of the quantity pumped; a discharge
register keeps tally of the total number of
gallons passing through the nozzle—a useful

feature where large cans or tanks are being
filled. The nozzle is made to avoid drip,

and there is no waste or spreading of oil.

An indicator shows the amount remaining
in the tank at any time. Outfits are made
with tanks and pumps separated as widely as

may be desired, so that the tank may be in

the cellar and the pump on a higher floor

;

or the tank may be underground, outside

the building, and the pump in the building

in a locked cabinet. Cabinets are made in all

styles—roll tops*, glass doors, all metal,

square, round or any desired form.

Garage Jacks.—The advantages accruing

from the practice of lifting the car, when
not in use, so that there is no weight on the

tires, is emphasized by the Bicycle and
Stepladder Company, of 65 Randolph street,

Chicago, in placing on the market a jack

GARAGE JACK SHOWING WHEEL RAISED.

designed especially for this purpose, and in-

tended for garage use. The jack is simple

and substantial in construction. It consists

of a T-shaped structure of hard wood, the

long member of the T being the handle.

One end of the head of the T carries a

crotch to fit under the wheel hub, while the

other carries a roller. In use the crotch is

placed under the hub and the roller rests on
the floor. Pressure is applied to the long
handle, forcing the roller under the hub,
at the same time raising the car. The roller

passes under the center line of the hub and
the handle then rests on the floor, making
a firm support. The jacks are made in sets

of four, one for each wheel, and are made
in two styles—adjustable and semi-ad-
justable.

Miller's Anti-Freeze.—An anti-freezing

compound for use in the cooling systems of
gasoline automobiles is manufactured and
sold by Charles E. Miller, of 101 Reade
street, New York. The compound is put
up in tightly closed ten-pound cans. Ten
pounds of the compound added to two gal-

lons of water will give a mixture which, it

is claimed, will not freeze at 15 degrees be-
low zero. Ten pounds to six quarts of
water will resist a temperature of 30 de-
grees below zero. The radiator should be
flushed with clean water before the com-
pound is introduced, and care should be
taken that there are no leaks.

Marine Engine.—A new marine engine
of moderate power has recently been placed
in the market by Fairbanks, Morse & Co

,

of Chicago. It is designed for installation

in small boats, yachts, luggers, etc., the
motor being constructed on simple lines
with the fewest possible parts and these
accessible under all conditions of use. The
motor is a single cylinder, four-cycle verti-
cal engine with jump spark ignition and a
rating of 4 1-2-horsepower. The crank-
shaft is constructed of nickel steel and the
bearings are unusually ample for a motor
of this size. The equipment supplied is

large and covers nearly everything required
for a power boat except the hull. It is the
intention of the company to soon place
another model in the market, a two-cylinder
engine to bridge the gap between the new
single-cylinder and its regular io-horse-
power marine motor.
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New England Motor Co 61
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Remy Electric Co 69
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Rock Island Battery Co 71
Rollins Mfg. Co 67
Royal Battery Co 41
Royal Equipment Co 72
Royal Motor Car Co 99
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Samson Leather Tire Co 87
Schug Electric Co 47
Scoville & Peck Co 72
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Shaw, Ora D 89
Shawver Co 88
Sheddan Mfg. Co 63
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Smith, A. 0 61
Smith Auto Co 118
Smith Co., D. B 40
Smith Mfg. Co.. R. H 71
Smith & Mablev 128
Soules Motor Car Co 98
Speed Changing Pulley Co 66
Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co 39
Splltdorf. C. F 38
Sprague Umbrella Co 58
Springfield Hat & Cap Co 64
Sprinpfield Metal Body Co 40
Springfield Moulding Works 40
Stachl & Co., L. E 44
Stanley. John T 57
St. Louis Motor Car Co 88
Standard Connecting Rod Co 64
Standard Foundry Co 42
Standard Welding Co 81
Stearns, F. B 39
Steel Ball Co '. 40
Stevens Arms & Tool Co 109
Stitch-in -Time Vulcanlzer Co 64
Stolp Mfg. Co 46
Stone & Downer Co 88
Streit Machine Co.. A 43
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Swinehart Clincher Tire ft Rubber Co. ... 70
Syracuse Aluminum ft Bronze Co 42

Thomas Motor Co., E. R 109
Tlmken Roller Bearing Axle Co 73
Trebert Auto ft Marine Motor Co 46
Trebert Gas Engine Co 66
Tritt Electric Co 88
Tucker, C. F 88
Tuthill Spring Co 49

Ultra Pump & Power Co 48
Uncas Specialty Co 60
Upton Motor Co 38

Veeder Mfg. Co 54

Vesta Accumulator Co 68
Vitagraph Co 39
Vitrified Wheel Works 42
Voigt, Em 46

Wabash Railroad 46
Walker Co., E. C 47
Waltham Mfg. Co 92
Warner Instrument Co 6i

Way Muffler Co 86
Wayne Auto Co 108
Webster Mfg. Co 58
Weeber Mfg. Works. E. B 43
Welch Motor Car Co 126
Wells Light Mfg. Co 61
Western Oil Pump Co 70
Western Tool Works 94
Weston Electrical Instrument Co 89
Westrumite Co 60
Wheeler ft Schebler 88
Wheelock Motor Car Clock Co 64
White Sewing Machine Co 93
Whitney Mfg. Co 49
Williams, E. Q 70
Wilson Auto Clock Co 44
Winkley Co., The 49, 62
Wlnton Motor Carriage Co Cover
Wltherbee Igniter Co 49

H)'rk Hotel 56

Special notices

A FEW GOOD AGENTS wanted for Jack-
son cars—We have some choice unoc-

cupied territory in New York, New Jersey,
and Pennsylvania in which we would like to
secure Uve agents to push the sale of the
Jackson Touring Cars. Three models: 24
H.P., $1,260; 24 H.P., 11,600; 46 H.P., $2,600.
Good proposition for agents. Write at once.
Jackson Automobile Co., Lombardy St., New-
ark, N. J. Marl

CADILLAC F, latest 1906 model; condition
in every respect guaranteed first-class.

For price write Frank H. Blodgett, Janea-
vllle, Wis. Febl6

CHAUFFEUR, thorough mechanic, licensed.
wishes position; willing to travel; Danish;

A-l references. Charles Adolphson, 1612
Fairmount avenue., Philadelphia, Pa. Febl6

CHAUFFEUR, Italian, experienced, good
reference, and license, desires position

with private family going to Milan Exposi-
tion, or anywhere. V. Montalblno. 73 Lake-
side Ave., West Orange. N. J. Feb*

DRAUGHTSMAN, technical graduate, thor-
oughly familiar with the automobile

line, can take charge of the entire design
and construction, wants situation; good ref-
erence. A. L. P., care The Automobile.

Feb*

FOR SALE—1906 Model K Wlnton. run one
week. W. P. Hulbert, 216 E. 3d St.. Cln-

cinnatl, O. Feb8

FOR SALE—16-tube radiator, 810; 24-tube,
$15. A. M. Symonds, 901 No. Fairfield

Ave., Chicago 111. t.f.

THE NATIONAL GASOLINE TANKS
C.The National Long Distance Gasoline Storage Outfit, which permits

of placing the supply tank under ground, the pump being inside the

building. In perfecting this outfit we have observed to the letter the

rules of the underwriters' Laboratories, and can recommend it to be the

safest and most economical way of handling gasoline ever devised

CThis pump is one of our latest, Double Cylinder, which in operating

there is no lost motion, every movement of the handle pumps and
measures oil, saving time, labor and money. CThis outfit is es-

pecially designed for Automobile Garages. CAsk for Catalogue.

THE NATIONAL TANK CO., Inc., DAYTON, OHIO
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BOSTON, March 5—Emphasizing the
enduring foundations of a great in-

dustry, presented in an effective set-

ting, and embracing all that is of and

related to automobiling, the New England

contribution to the show circuit will be

opened to the expectant public Saturday

traimg. louiur boats too, will have a sub-

stantial place in the record-breaking affair.

Though this annual automobile and power

boat show of the Boston Automobile Deal-

en' Association will be set in motion

Saturday evening in Mechanics Building,

this opening will not include the entire ex-

hibition by any means. A year ago

Mechanics Building, the largest exhibition

structure in New England, was sufficient to

house the exhibition, and it was expected

that it would be of sufficient size this year.

But sonic months ago, after practically

every available foot of space in the big halls

had been sold, ft was found that all the

manufacturers and dealers in automobiles

and power boats could not be accommo-

dated. The management then secured

Symphony hall, the building which last year

was used for an importers' show. This is

the home of the famous Boston Symphony

orchestra which gives weekly concerts on

Saturday evenings. On account of the con-

cert the hall cannot be used until Monday,

*nd therefore that section of the show will

not be opened until Monday.

In making preparations for the show the

•committee, consisting of George H. Lowe,

E A Gilmore, and J. H. MacAlman, and

the manager, Chester I. Campbell, have

worked untiringly, and they promise that

the exhibition not only will be up to the

standard of former Boston exhibitions, but

will eclipse everything else in this country.

The idea of decorating for automobile

shows originated and was first put in prac-

tice in this city. Other places have copied

and elaborated upon this plan, and while in

expense of decorations the Boston show
may be eclipsed by the Madison Square
show in New York, the show committee

promises something novel in the way of

decorations. The general scheme is for a

pergola effect in the main halls of Mechan-
ics Building, with uniform decorations, and
signs in red and green. The exhibition

spaces will all be carpeted, and will be

separated from each other by draperies.

In Mechanics Building the street floors

will be devoted exclusively to automobiles,

and this year the displays in Exhibition hall

will be of equal quality. To obtain addi-

tional space the management had removed
the banks of seats in the balcony of Grand
Hall, and a number of prominent manu-
facturers will exhibit there. In addition to

this, the upper gallery in Grand hall, which

has not been used heretofore, will be de-

voted to accessories. Other accessories ex-

hibits will be in the balcony of Exhibition

hall, and there will also be some cars in

this section.

The basement is devoted primarily to

motor boats, and practically all the leading

builders in the country have engaged space

and will show their product. Some of the

space which was not required for the motor

boats has been sold to automobile manu-

facturers and dealers, so that the automo-

bile show will include a part of the motor

boat department.

In Symphony hall the main floor has

been divided into large spaces that have
been taken by automobile concerns which
put in their applications too late to secure

space in Mechanics hall. There will be also

exhibits of accessories in Symphony hall,

which will be decorated after an entirely

different scheme from the other building.

A new feature of the show this year will be

the introduction of band concerts after-

noons and evenings in Mechanics Building.

For the accommodation of the throngs

which are expected in Boston during the

week of the show, the hotels and railroads

are making special preparations. Excursions

at special rates will be run to Boston from
all parts of New England, and already many
of the rooms in the leading hotels near the

show buildings have been engaged by ex-

hibitors and others coming from a distance.

For the entertainment of the visiting auto-

mobilists, the Bay State Automobile Asso-

ciation has engaged special quarters in the

Copley Square hotel, near Mechanics Build-

ing, and the Massachusetts Automobile

Club, whose clubhouse on Boylston street,

is very near the show buildings, is making

special preparations to entertain the friends

of members.

List of Exhibitors

1. Peerless Motor Car Co., 178 Columbus
Ave., Boston.

2. A. R. Bangs—Franklin, Darracq—801
Boylston St., Boston.

3. Geo. J. Dunham—Royal Tourist—182

Columbus Ave., Boston.

4. Wlnton Motor Carriage Co., 1 Stanhope
St., Boston.

6. White Sewing Machine Co., 320 New-
bury St., Boston.

6. Reed-TJnderhtll Co.—Knox, Steams—222

Columbus Ave., Boston.

7. Moore & Smith—Autocar—38 Columbus
Ave.. Boston.
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8. Na^tr Co. of America. 743 Boylston St.,
j 36. Boston American. Boston.

Boston. 37. Banker and Tradesman, Franklin St

9. White Sewing Machine Co., 320 New- Boston.

-Knox, Stearns—222
bury St., Boston.

10. Reed-Underhlll Co.-

Cohimbus Ave., Boston.

11. A. T. Fuller—Packard, Cadillac—Motor
Mart, Columbus Ave.. Boston.

12. Boston Automobile Exchange—Craw-
ford. Columbus—173 Berkeley St., Boston.

13. Pope Mfg. Co.—Pope-Toledo, Pope-

Hartford, Pope-Tribune, Pope-Waverley—223
Columbus Ave., Boston.

14. Randliff Motor Car Co.—Panhard.

Stoddard -Dayton—Boston.

15. A. T. Fuller—Packard, Cadillac-
Motor Mart. Columbus Ave., Boston.

16. K. A. Skinner—De Dlon-Bouton—179
Clarendon St., Boston.

17. Pope Mfg. Co., 223 Columbus Ave..

Boston.

18. J. W. Magulre Co.—Pleroe, Baker—745
Boylston St . Boston.

19. "The Automobile," Flatlron Building.

New York.
20. Benjamin Smith —: special car — 319

Columbus Ave., Boston.

21. Geo. M. Brown—Apperson—13 Colum-
bus Ave.. Boston.

22. Mills Kennedy Co.—Welch—733 Boyl-

ston St, Boston.

23. Boston Motor Co.—Acme, Merkel—43

Columbus Ave.. Boston.
24. Jenkins & Sheldon — Mitchell — 304

Columbus Ave.. Boston.

25. E. T. Kimball Co. — Corbin — Motor
Mart. Columbus Ave.. Boston.

27. Motor Age. 309 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

28. Cycle and Automobile Trade Journal,

1213 Filbert St.. Philadelphia.

29. Providence Tribune, Westminster St..

Providence.

30. Motor Way. 21 Quincy St.. Chicago.

31. Boston Globe. Washington St.. Boston.

32. Boston Herald. Washington St., Boston.

33. Boston Transcript. Boston.

34. Providence Journal, Providence. R. I.

35. Motor World, 164 Nassau St.. New
York.

38. Motor, 1789 Broadway. New York.

39. E. P. Blake & Co.—Jankson—Motor
Mart, Boston.

40. 41. Ford Motor Car Co., 149 Columbus
Ave., Boston.

42, 43. E. S. Breed—Haynes, Elmore—41

Columbus Ave., Boston.

44, 46. Butler Motor Car Co.—Cleveland,
Richard-Brasier—Pierce—998 Boylston St..

Boston.

46. Horseless Age, 9-16 Murray St., New-
York.

47. Sturtevant Mill Co., Harrison Square,

Boston.
48. Jordan Marsh & Co., Boston.
49. S. F. Bowser & Co.. 265 Atlantic Ave.,

Boston.

50. D. W. Dunn. 43 Federal St., Boston.
61. American Electric Novelty Mfg. Co.,

Hudson St., New York.

62. The Angler Co., 736 Boylston St.,

Boston.

53. Thos. B. Jeffery & Co., 145 Columbus
Ave.. Boston.

65, 56, 67. Harry Fosdick Co.—Fiat, Stude-
baker—53 Stanhope St., Boston.

68. 59, 60. Locomobile Co. of America, 15

Berkeley St., Boston.

61, G2. Columbia Motor Vehicle Co. —
Columbia—94 Stanhope St.. Boston.

63. 64. 65. Linscott Motor Co.—National,

Reo—163 Columbus Ave., Boston.

66, 67. 68. Morrison -Tyler Motor Car Co.

—

Maxwell. Ranler, Marion — Massachusetts
Ave., Boston.

69. Essex Motor Car Co.—Essex steam car

—60 State St., Boston.
70. 71. Wayne Automobile Co.of New Eng-

land. 509 Tremont St., Boston.
72. 73. Gray & Davis. Amesbury. Mass.
74. Baker-Comerals Motor Car Co. —

Premier—Massachusetts Ave.. Boston.

76. Randliff Motor Car Co.—Frayer-Miller,

Ardsley—Boston.

76. Hendee Mfg. Co.. Springfield, Mass.

77. Berkshire
Mass.

78, 79. C. S.

Columbus Ave.

80, 81. Linscott

Automobile Co.. Pittsfield.

Henshaw
Boston.

Motor Car Co

Thomas — 288

-National.

Reo—163 Columbus Ave., Boston.
82. Autobed Co., 36 Columbus Ave..

Boston.

83. Matheson Motor Car Co., Holyoke.

84. Adams-Sutton Motor Co. — Olds —16
Columbus Ave., Boston.

85, 86. Butck Auto Agency, 641 Tremont
St.. Boston.

88. Adams-Sutton Motor Car Co.. 16

Columbus Ave.. Boston.
89. Matheson Motor Car Co., Holyoke.

Mass.
90. National Carbon Co.. Cleveland.
91. 92, 93. Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham.

Mass.
94. Reed-Underhlll Co., 222 Columbus Ave..

Boston.
95A. Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
95B. Uncas Mfg. Co., 37 Shipping St..

Norwich, Conn.
96, 97. Adams-Sutton Motor Co. — Olds

commercial cars—Motor Mart. Boston.
98. Page Motor Vehicle Co.. 127 Summer

St.. Providence.
99. Post & Lester Co., Hartford. Conn.
100. Moore-Smith & Co., 260 Devonshire

St., Boston.
101. Alden Spear's Sons Co., 369 Atlantic

Ave., Boston.
102. Peter Gray & Sons, 90 Union St..

Boston.

103. 104. Boston Cycle & Sundry Co.. 47
Hanover St., Boston.

105. Chas. E. Miller, 97 Reade St., New
York.
105A. Harris Oil Co., Providence. R. I.

106. Albert Champion Co., 641 Tremont St_.
Boston.

107. Motor Car Specialty Co., Trenton.
N. J.

110, 111. Atwood Mfg. Co.. Amwbury.
Mass.

112. A. W. Chesterton & Co.. 64 India. St..
Boston.
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111 Gilbert Mfg. Co., 76 Center St.. New
Haven, Conn. «

114. Jones Speedometer, 127 W. 32d St.,

New York.

116. Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
116. Eco Mtg. Co., 43 Columbus Ave.,

Boston.

117. E. B. Badger & Sons Co., 61 Pitts St.,

Boston.

118. 119A. Gilbert & Baker Mfg. Co., 51

Union St., Boston.
119B, 120 Firestone Tire A Rubber Co..

Park Bq., Boston.
121. Faulkner Mills Co., 4th & Spring Sts.,

New Bedford, Mass.
122. C. F. Whitney, 43 Columbus Ave.,

Boston.

123. Win. Hjorth, Jamestown. N. T.
124. Tire and Motor, 160 Nassau St., New

York.

126. Iron Tire Pneumatic Wheel Co., 269
Fifth Ave., New Tork.

126. Hicks Speed Indicator Co., 1334 Bed-
ford Ave., Brooklyn. N. T.

127. Healy Leather Tire Co., 88 Gold St..

New York.
128. Hutchinson Electric Horn Co.. 1

Madison Ave., New Tork.
129. Colombia Road Auto Station, 610

Columbia Road, Dorchester, Mass.
120. Geo. W. Knowlton Rubber Co., 88

Broad St, Boston.
131, 132. Manhattan Storage Co., 42 Cort-

landt St. New Tork.
133. Boston Insurance Co., 187 Milk St..

Boston.

134. Electric Storage Battery Co.. 60 State
St.. Boston.

136. Andrew J. Lloyd & Co., 316 Washing-
ton St., Boston.

136. Crouch Motor Co., Stoneham, Mass.
187. Samson Leather Tire Co., New Tork.

279

278

277

276

268

270.

271

1

275

TO
E

272

BALCONY SPACES IN MECHANICS BUILDING.

Works, Carbon

& Electric Co..

138A. Eastern Carbon
Place, Jersey City.

138B. Conn Telephone
M*riden, Conn.

139 to 143. P. A. Murray, Washington St.,

Newton, Mass.
144. Columbia Vehicle Tire Co., 97 Haver-

hill St., Boston.
146. Baum's Castorine Co., 48 Columbus

Ave., Boston.
146. McGlehan Mfg. Co., New Tork.
147. C. Cowles & Co., Walter and Chestnut

Sts., New Haven, Conn.
148. A. N. Greenwood Oil Co., 71 High St,

Boston.
149. Randall-Falchney Co., Sudbury Bldg.,

Boston.
150. E. J. Lorlng. 76 Highland Ave., Somer-

vllle, Mass.
161. Hillman Plating Co., 88 Chardon St,

Boston.
162. Anderson Spark Plug Co., 701 Colonial

Bldg., Boston.
183. Iron Clad Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. T.
164. Tokhetm Mfg. Co., 304 Varet St..

Brooklyn, N. T.
166. Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
166. Boston Auto Gauge, 613 Old South

Bldg., Boston.
167. Williams Mfg. Co., 309 Washington

St., Boston.

158. Nelson Whitney, 661 Old South Bldg..

Boston.

160. Vacuum OU Co., 101 Milk St., Boston.
161A. Dover Stamping Mfg. Co., 386 Put-
nam St., Cambridge, Mass.
161B. Eagle Oil & Supply Co.. 104 Broad

St., Boston.
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BOSTON'S PICTURESQUE AHD NUMEROUS SUBURBS POSSESS MILES OF ROADS TO EHCOURAGE AUTOMOBILIHG

16'J. Trident Wheel Co.. 84 State St.,

Boston.
163. 164, Leon Rubay, 140 W. 38th St..

New York.
166. Globe Optical Co., 39b Washington St..

Boston.
166. Rollins Mfg. Co., 279 Washington St.,

Boston.
167. Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo. O.

168. Hartford Suspension Co., 67 Vestry
St., New Tork.

169. Rose Mfg. Co., 910 Arch St., Phila-

delphia. Pa.

170. 176. The Atlantic Co. — launches,
dories and yacht tenders—Amesbury, Mass.

176A. Perkins Launch ft Motor Co., 81 E.

Main St., Gloucester. Mass.
176B. C. H. Saunders, Motor Mart. Boston.
177. Chas. H. Coops, 3 Appleton St..

Boston.
178. Pantasote Leather Co.. 11 Broadway.

New York.
179A. Power Boat News, New York.

179B. The Rudder. New Tork.

180. Camden Anchor-Rockland Mch. Co..

Rockland, Me.
181. Thos. Prosser ft Son. 15 Gold St..

New York.
182. Chas. P. McClellan. Fall River. Maas.

18J. Fuller & Sullivan, 19 Eliot St., Boston.

184. Main Woods ft Main Woodsman Pub.

Co.. Phillips, Me.
is.".. Joseph B. Emerson, Auburndale.

Macs.
ISC. 187. Sprague Umbrella Co.. Norwalk,

Ohio.
188A. Motor Boat. New York.

188B. Bay State Hardware Co., 1321

Washington St.. Boston.

189, 190. E. Teel ft Co.. Medford. Mans.

191. J. N. Leach—G. H. Proctor Supply

Co.—Melrose Automobile Co.—Motor Mart.

Boston

.

192. Wm. Cramp & Son Ship & Eng. Bldg.

Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

193. Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co., P. O. Sq.

Bldg.. Boston.

194. E. Gerry Emmons Corp., 33 Haver-

Mil St.. Boston.

195. Knox Motor Truck Co.. Springfield,

Mass.
196. Brlggs & Wade, 76 Sagamore St.,

Lynn, Mass.
197. 198. Vehicle Equipment Co., Long

Island City, N. Y.
199. Mitchell Punctureless Pneumatic Tire

Co., Swampscott, Mass.
200. Hall Gasoline Engine Co., Wollaaton.

Mass.
201. McFarland Foundry ft Machine Works,

Trenton, N. J.

202. Butler Motor Car Co.—"Rapid" trucks
—998 Boylston street, Boston.

203. Pope Mfg. Co., 223 Columbus avenue.

Boston.
204. Knox Motor Truck Co., Springfield.

Mass.
206. E. Gerry Emmons Corp.. 33 Haverhill

street. Boston.

207. W. H. Mullens Co., Salem. O.

208. John L. Snow, 178 Columbus avenue,

Boston.
209. Geo. A. Gulllford, 303 Eastern avenue,

Lynn, Mass.
210 to 212. A. S. Mores Co., 210 Commer-

cial St., Boston.
213. Waltham Boat & Canoe Co., Walt-

ham. Mass.
214. Chas. Holmes Machine Co., 289 Mar-

ginal St., E. Boston, Mass.
215. Gearless Transmission Co.. Glens Falls,

N. Y.

216. 217. C. H. Saunders—Moline—Motor
Mart, Boston, Mass.

218. A. J. Coburn—Upton Constanti Elec-

tric—13 Columbus Ave.. Boston.

219, 220. Chandler & Farquhar. 36 Federal

St., Boston.
221. Norton Emery Wheel Co., 237 Chandler

St., Worcester, Mass.
222. Coates Clipper Mfg. Co., Worcester.

Mass,
223. Hasbrouck Motor Co.. New London.

Conn.
224. V. J. Emery. Wollaston, Mass.

225. Monitor Electric Speed Recorder Co..

Cambridge, Mass.
226. Palmer Bros.. 85 Union St., Boston.

227. A. W. Toppan. 9 Haverhill St.. Bos-
ton.

228. D. M. Tuttle ft Co., Canastota, N. Y.

229. Walter J. Forbes, 220 Congress St..

Boston.
230. Lamb Boat ft Engine Co., Clinton, la.

231 to 234. Murray ft. Tregurtha Co., So.

Boston, Mass.
235. Boston Gasoline Engine Co., 88 Broad

St., Boston.
236. R. M Kimball—Harvard -Marine ft

Auto Co.—26 Elliott St., Cambridge. Mass.
237. 238. Baker Yacht Basin,- Inc., Qulncy.

Mass.
239. J. V. Rice, Jr., Co., Bordentown. N. 3.

240 to 243. A. W. Toppan—standard Autos.
Toppan Mfg. Co.—9 Haverhill St.. Boston.

240 to 243. A. W. Toppan—Standard Auto-
mobiles, Toppan Mfg. Co.—9 Haverhill 8t..

Boston.
244. Detroit Boat Co., Detroit, Mich,
246. Michigan Steel Boat Co.. Detroit, Mich.
246. Detroit Engine Works,, Detroit. Mich.
247. L. E. Bova, South Station, Boston.
248. Hub Automobile Exchange, 191 Free-

port St., Dorchester, Mass.
249. Swasey, Raymond & Page, 621 Colonial

Bldg., Boston.
250. Walter Coleman Sons. 300 Water St..

Providence, R. I.

261. Fairbanks Co., 42 Pearl St., Boston.
252. Brown-Talbot Mch. Co.. 438 Old South

Bid.. Boston.
253. Cooley Mfg. Co.. 146 Franklin St.. Bos-

ton.

254. Goodwin Bros.. Riverside Ave.. Med-
ford. Mass.

256. Brown-Talbot Mch. Co.. 438 Old South
Bldg., Boston.

256. Olds Gasoline Engine Works. 69 Wash-
ington St., N. Boston.

267. E. F. Hodgson. Dover, Mass.

258. Arthur F. Binney, 70 Kilby St., Boston.

260. Essex Engine Co., Lynn, Mass.

261. Carlyle-Johnson Mch. Co.. Hartford.
Conn.

262. Springfield Moulding Works. Spring-
field, Mass.
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263. Automatic Mach. Co., Bridgeport.
Conn.

264. A. E. Wells & Sons, 63 Puritan Road,
Swampfcott, Mass.

2«5. F. E. Davis, 280 Devonshire St., Bos-
ton.

266. Richardson Engineering Co., 38 Pearl
St., Hartford, Conn.

267. Norfolk Motor Co., Wallaston, Mass.
Aisle. HolUs Burgess, 10 Tremont St., Bos-

ton.

268. Louis S. Ross, Craft St.. Newtonvllle,
Mass.

268B. Sage Trunk Depot, 81 Summer St.,

Boston.

269A. H. P. Coleman—Duryea—68 Stanhope
St.. Boston.

269B. Old Colony Light Co., 241 Boylston
St, Boston.
270A. R. E. Diets & Co., 00 Lalght St.

New York.

270B. Boston Tire & Rubber Co.. 184 Friend
$t, Boston.

J

17L Corwin Mfg. Co.—Gasaulec—Peabody,

I

272. F. E. Wing & Co.—Marmon—Motor
Wart. Boston.
I 273. Imperial Auto Co.—Aerocar, Dqlson,
St

—

Louis,' Aigus , Murtlni—1024 Boylston

Boston, Mass.
. 275. St. Louis Motor Car.Co., Peoria, Ul.

.

''^.'Gr^t'Brosr^utimobW Cd!. Orange.'
Mass. ,i.'c:| , . ' • •,•..}

'-*<^A;> An^erioan-jMotsR /jCar. Co. tI 70 Kt(by
SU Boston. .... ... • ,

f

, *77B. Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
''ink. The Duquesnii Co., 112 E. 76"th St.,

rt*1 To*. v

-

j / '
;

-';

:t2J*a ,Way Muffler; Co.*. A?cfc St;, PWla-

wfa <••• • - •

Aisle. Jacobs Mfg. Co., 172 Pearl St: Hart;
fbrd.^Cona. •

• ' • • • • - •

^m:>:Bkbfeo»ik Ele'ctrie Carriage Coll Buf->
«*!<«.' •> '1

r i -r '
',

, , , ,

:

SyMPhK>NV HAUl^ .. ..

. ^80.!staiiley Motor Car Co.. 'Newton,. Mass.
' 281. Stanley Motor Car Co.; Newton,' Mass'.'

282. C. H.-TOoTnstrom[.'Motor! Co.; Detroit; *.

283. Shawmut Motor Co., 901 Boylston St.,

Boston.

284. H. C. Stratton & Co.—American Mer-
cedes—43 Columbus Ave., Boston.

286. Johnson Service Co., Milwaukee.
286. Mors Automobile Co. (A. L. Bennett)

541 Tremont St., Boston.
287. Mercedes Import Co., Times Bldg.,

New York.
288. 289. English Daimler Co.—C. Q. V.,

DecauviUe—Times Bldg., New York.
290, 291. Northern Automobile Agency, Mo-

tor Mart, Boston.
292A. Pennsylvania Rubber Co., 187 Oliver

St., Boston.
292B. Photo Era Publishing Co.. 383 Boyl-

ston St., Boston.
293A. Salisbury Tire Co., Owosso, Mich.
293B. Voorhees Rubber Co., 18 Bostwick

Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

294. Crown Motor Car Co.—Glide—Motor
Mart, Boston.

296. Elsenhuth Horseless Vehicle Co.—
Compound—Mlddletown, Conn.

296. Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., Bos-
ton.

297. Iroquois Motor Car Co., Seneca Falls.

N.- Y.

298. D. B, Niohote..* Co.—Edw. S. Clark.

299A. A. H. Fuller, 60 Main St., Brockton.
Mass.

299B.' it. E. 'WKMIngrTO Ware St., Cam -

bridge--. Mass.. l:o •_•!.'.'"..' .'. !
•

,300B. Underbuy, pjJ,C,o., 73 Batterymarcb
St.,

;

Boston.
.

. ,'
.

.',.'..'
' 301A. H. J. RUsseft, 32 Exchange St'..' Wor-
cester, Mass. 1

•
•"

30IB. Electric'. Rubber. Mfg. Co,, Ruther-
ford, .N, J.. ..

,302A.,J. H. Bullard, Springfield. Mass.
' 302B. Wells Light MfgV Co., U Wash-
ington" St., New York. -

• 303A: Wm.'C. Robinson & Son Co., 141 Milk
St* Boston.
.303B. Aetna Life Insurance Co., Kilby and
Water Sts., Boston.
' '304: 305.' L. E. Bova. Sduth Btation. Boston.
•'806A. 'Commonwealth: Magazine, Boston.

306B. L. C. Chase & Co., 129 Washington
St., Boston.

307A. Fischer & Kuehner, Providence, R. L
307B. American Metal Polish Co., 89 Wins-

low St., Somerville, 'Mass.
308. Detroit Auto Vehicle Co., Detroit.
309A. Kllgore Auto Air Cushion Co.. 46

Columbus Ave., Boston.
309B. Dodge Lubricator Co., Columbus

Ave., Boston.
310. Equitable Distributing Co., 24 Colum-

bus Ave., Boston.
311. Jos. B. McMIUen, Elliot City. Md.
814. Dow Portable Electric Co., Bralntree.

315. Harrison Wagon Co., Grand Rapids.
Mich.

316. Heinxe Electric Co.—New .England
Motor Co.—Lowell, Mass.

317A. E. J&. Belcher, 26 Green- fit., Maiden.
Mass.' • - - '

•

.31.7B. . Oil 'Tempering.Spring Co., 152 Main
St;, '.dhlcopee Falls, Mass. '

1

Sl'8!
•" 'Auto' Goods '

<io., 426 Butler's Ech..
Providence, iK.< I.

.'

. Entrance, O'Brien •& Russell, 108 Water St.,

Automobiles' Were :

Exhibited jnfMechan-

...
;
i« Building in' \ 8j98.

When was the first automobile show in

Bostpn? - \i pne' out ' of
,
fifty, of; the auto

enthusiasts who, crowd into' the. Boston

show next week can answer- this question

off-hand, it .will be' a miracle. Of course,

almost everybody who has followed the

"game" 'will'.be-, apt to say that the first

show that was a show was in 1903,. when
the Boston Automobile- Dealers' Associa-

tion gave their first exhibition with such

glowing success.

But that wouldn't be the truth. The
facts are that the first real automobile show

AS THE GREAT BOSTON SHOW IN THE MECHANICS BUILDING PROSPEROUSLY LOOKED A YEAR AGO.
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in Boston was a part of another show

—

the Mechanics' Fair—which has been run
every year or two by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics' Association for sev-

eral decades. That association took special

cognizance of the growing interest in au-

tomobiles as early as 1898, and in Novem-
ber of that year, at its regular exhibition

in Mechanics Building—a general exhibi-

tion comprising all sorts of industrial ma-
chinery—gave the basement of the building

to automobiles. The old Whitney steam

carriage, the Stanley steamer, and one or

two specials were the principal vehicles

exhibited; but the gasoline type was repre-

sented by the old Duryea car, which at that

time had headquarters in Springfield, Mass.

Yet it was not in the exhibition itself that

this display attracted attention so much as

in a competition arranged to take place at

Charles River Bicycle Park, Cambridge, to

show what the "horseless carriages" were

good for in actual service.

At subsequent industrial shows in

Mechanics Building there was an at-

tempt made to give some space to

automobiles, but none of them attracted

much attention and in 1902, when a

club had been started in Boston and there

were a number of regular dealers in the

city, all interests combined to make the

automobile end of the Mechanics' Fair the

big thing of the exposition. Meantime,

however, in 1901, a number of professional

show promoters dropped down on Boston

with a proposal for an automobile show all

by itself. They interesed all the auto-

mobile owners and dealers in the scheme,

and eventually held their exhibition in the

Mechanics Building, March 4 to 9, 1901

;

but they made the unfortunate mistake of

attemping to reap a harvest greater than

their sowing, and the cost of space was

so excessive that many dealers could not

stand it, and not only was the show rather

scantily representative of the industry as it

stood at that time, but it was unable to win

popular favor as expressed in large at-

tendance.

The automobile show attempted in con-

junction with the Mechanics' Fair in the

following year was undertaken partly to

overcome the wet-glove effect of this first

all-auto show, and the ill-success of the

other contributed to the general success of

the 1902 exhibition. Clubmen and dealers

combined with cars and influence, and not

only for the exhibition itself, but also for

the street parade conducted in connection

with it, was there ample newspaper men-

tion and notable interest among the general

public. That 1902 show made it evident to

the public that three types of cars were in

existence—steam, gasoline, and electric

—

and that show did more than is generally

conceded to pave the way for the success

of the subsequent Boston exhibitions.

It was in the following winter of 1902-03

that the automobilists themselves began to

plan for a show of their own, conducted

by them and for them. The club coterie.

Boston's FASHIONABLE TEMPLE OF MUSIC LAOKKD FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES.

organized what was known as the New
England Automobile Association, and in

the wme of this association obtained an

option on the main hall of Mechanics' Build-

ing for the same week in February, 1903,

as that for which the secondary hall of the

building was to be given over to the dog

show of the New England Kennel Club,

This forestalled the dealers, several of

whom thereupon quietly formed the Boston

Automobile Dealers' Association and se-

cured an option on the beautiful new Sym-
phony Hall for the week of March 16 to

21 and set about getting dealers and manu-
facturers to hold off exhibiting until their

show took place.

As a result, there were two big shows

in Boston early in 1903, but the club show,

being at a disadvantage from having en-

thusiasm rather than a pull with the manu-
facturers, turned its show largely into a

demonstration of the marvelous ease and

delicacy with which automobiles could be

handled. The cutting of figure "8" on a

polished floor, see-saw exhibitions, and the

circling of the hall with carloads of would-

be buyers occupied most of the time and

proved attractive to crowds of spectators,

but the show as a whole was not a finan-

cial success.

It served to advertise the dealers' show,

however, and when this show opened in

March it showed a hallful of handsome

cars arranged in luxuriously carpeted and

tastefully decorated spaces, virtually after

the approved planner of the latest up-to-

date exhibition theories. That was a show

that was a show, sure enough ! It was a

success from the standpoint of sales, or

popularity; and as for gate receipts, they

demonstrated the money value of a show

franchise so completely that it was only by

a narrow margin that they failed to start

a split in the ranks of the dealers, because

a few and not all the members of the asso-

ciation had profited from the control of

the exhibition hall.

Another show was given by the dealers'

association in March, 1904, with even

greater success than before. Not only did

the manufacturers attend very generally

and back up the local agents with special

exhibits, but the general public up through

New England seized the opportunity to

come down and have a look at the newest

cars. The Boston dealers reaped the har-

vest that had been slowly ripening through

several years of desultory promotion by all

factions of automobile interests.

So big was the 1904 show, and so closely

did it crowd the limited space in Symphony
Hall, that the show was no sooner over

than the dealers secured the option on Me-
chanics Building for the corresponding

time in 1905. When that time came round,

their judgment was vindicated by a show
which for size and importance and field of

influence was ranked almost in the same
class with the big shows of Chicago and

New York. It was freely admitted that of

the entire aggregation of shows given in

this country in 1904 and 1005, if not in

1903, the Boston shows were second only

to those in New York.

The estimate of those years appears

likely to be fully borne out by the show
now about to open.

NEW ENGLAND AUTOMOB1UNG

Its Growth Rapid and Good Roadi As-
sisted in the Progress.

The growth of automobiling in New
England has been rapid. Only a few years

ago anyone at all interested in the subject

could name from memory the owners of
cars in this part of the country. There was
Fiske Warren, the pioneer, whose electric

brake gave Bostonians about their first

glimpse of a horseless carriage ; the Stanleys
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with their steamers ; George £. McQuesteti,

who was about the first to get together a

'stable" of automobiles ; J. Ransom Bridge,

Royal R. Sheldon, George H. Morrill, Jr.,

and a few others, living mostly in Boston

and vicinity. At the present time the rec-

ords of the Massachusetts Highway Com-
mission show that there are something like

13,000 cars registered in this state alone,

while in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,

Rhode Island and Connecticut there are

thousands of other machines, and there is

hardly a town or hamlet in the Berkshires,

the White, or the Green mountains that is

not familiar with the automobile.

This rapid growth is attributable, perhaps

primarily, to the fact that there is much
wealth in New England, and that the capi-

talists of this part of the country, though

conservative to a degree, have always been

noted for their Yankee sense for seeing de-

velopments a long way ahead. But there

is no doubt that, admitting the power to

purchase automobiles, good roads have

played as important a part in the develop-

ment of automobiling as any other element

New England roads are not all first class

by any means, but the main arteries of

travel, through long and constant use and
the agitation of the bicyclists, were ready

for the automobiles when they arrived, and

offered the best opportunities for touring to

be found in America. And the automobil-

ists were quick to take advantage of these

conditions, and tours between New York
and Boston were among the first long trips

that were undertaken by the early drivers.

In the trade progress has been commen-
surate with the adoption of the automobile

as a pleasure vehicle. Nearly every Bos-

tonian remembers when the automobile

trade was confined to two or three stores

on lower Boylston street, where the Loco-

mobile steamers and those of the Mobile

Company of America were sold and the old

Lewis garage on Stanhope street, the first

garage in Boston. This accommodated

something like a half dozen machines.

Those were the days when the '"Red

Devils" of the Newport summer resi-

dents were the wonder and the fear

of the country inhabitants, and when the

arrival of one of these machines in Bos-

ton occasioned as much interest as would

be shown to-day by the appearance of an

airship.

Harry Fosdick was early identified with

the steam car and managed one of the

Boylston street stores. J. H. MacAlman
was later associated with the Locomobile

store, and as he is still with the Locomobile

company, he is one of the veterans of the

trade who have not changed their affilia-

tions. George H. Lowe, long with the

White company, is another veteran. In for-

eign cars Kenneth A. Skinner, president of

the Boston Automobile Dealers' Association,

was the pioneer, and his little De Dion run-

abouts were about the first foreign machines

that were seen on the streets of Boston.

With the development of the gasoline car

the trade shifted from lower Boylston street

and usurped the old bicycle section on Co-

lumbus avenue. Gradually the bicycles

were driven out, and Columbus avenue be-

tween Park square and Clarendon street

became the home of the automobile. One
of the first independent salesrooms and

garages to be built was that of the Winton

company on Berkeley and Stanhope streets.

There was a long period in which the agen-

cies and branches confined themselves to

stores, but within the past two years there

has been marked expansion, and now there

are plenty of concerns which -occupy entire

buildings. At the same time the territory

covered by the automobile trade has extend-

ed and now the district extends from the

Tremont garage on the east to the White
buildinsr on the west and from the Motor

Mart on the north to Massachusetts avenue

on the south. Along with this expansion

has gone the development of branches in

the smaller cities of New England. The

size of this development is indicated by the

very recent Portland show.

In Boston the most recent indication of

progress has been the opening of the Motor

Mart in Park square, a fire-proof structure

of steel and concrete occupying an entire

block. Under one roof are about a score of

stores, most of which are already occupied

by dealers, and a three-story garage with

60,000 feet of floor space, capable of ac-

commodating more than 300 cars, automo-

bile elevators, turntables, chauffeurs' quar-

ters and every modern equipment for a gar-

age. The opening of this structure devoted

exclusively to automobiles, while it has

resulted in the shifting of a number of con-

cerns, has made little impression on the dis-

trict, as new concerns have come forward

rapidly enough to fill up the stores as fast

as they are vacated.

In the matter of legislation Massachusetts

has been a leader from the very first Up
to 1902 the park rules which required num-

bers were considered sufficient. In 1903 the

general statute for registration of cars with

the State Highway Commission and the li-

censing of chauffeurs, together with the es-

tablishment of speed limits of fifteen miles

in the country and ten miles in crowded

sections, was passed and has since been the

basis of the control of automobiles, although

it has been amended in details each succeed-

ing year, there being several propositions

before the present Legislature looking to-

ward changes in the law. This Massachusetts

statute, together with the law of New York,

has been the basis upon which have been

constructed to a great degree the automobile

laws of other states.

As to the future everything is conducive

to an optimistic view.

LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF OLD SALEM—A TYPICAL BAY STATE TOWN, WHERE WITCHES ONCE WERE.BUTUTED.
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TENDENCIES IN CAR DETAILS AT SALON.-IV.
Br RENE U. PETARD.

(Continued from page 432, issue of February 22.)

Metal-to-Metal Clutches.

PARIS, Feb. 24.—All the drawbacks

of the leather-faced cone clutch, al-

ready mentioned, have led the de-

signers to look for different means of solv-

ing the problem. In the machinery trade,

clutches of various types, based upon the

friction of metal against metal, have long

been used, and the success with which they

have been able to perform their work in-

duced automobile designers to try them for

automobiles. Among the first clutches

adopted for the purpose in France we find

the Julien, which is still extensively used in

French factories on machine tools and for

similar purposes. In this clutch, which we
class with the metal-to-metal types, simply

on account of its general lines of design,

leather is still resorted to to increase the

friction coefficient between the driven and

the driving members. It consists of an in-

ternal expanding spring steel band work-

ing inside a drum, and lined with leather

on its outer face.
,
The expansion of this

band, in order to produce the friction, is

obtained by means of an almost radial arm,

carrying a roller at its inner end, and

pivoted upon a plate which forms part of

the driven member. A cone which slides

longitudinally upon the central shaft causes

the lever to rock on its fulcrum and push

the. free end of the band away from the

other, which is also fulcrumed upon the

driven member's plate. The drum naturally

forms the driving member.'.

This clutch presented a number of ad-

vantages over the cone type, but the main

disadvantage of the latter—the presence of

leather—subsisted, so that further improve-

ments were required, which gave rise to

the clutches exhibited in a perfected state

this year. For the sake of clearness we
shall divide the study of this subject into

several headings, according to the main

characteristics of the apparatus discussed

These headings will be:

(1) The disk clutch.

(2) The expanding segments clutch.

(3 The spiral or coil clutch.

(4) The band clutch.

(5 The expanding pads or blocks clutch.

(6) The hydraulic clutch, which, although

a metallic construction, does not rely upon

metallic friction for its work, and can con-

sequently be classed with metal clutches

only by stretching a good deal the meaning

of the word.

The disk clutch is now extensively used

in Europe as well as in America, and cer-

tainly deserves to be. Among its present

users we find Clement-Bayard, Gement-
Gladiator, De Dion, Aries, Panhard, Men-

delssohn, in France; Rapid, Italia, Bianchi,

and Flat, in Italy; Hele Shaw, the origina-

tor, in England. The latter, although not

exhibiting cars, had a very comprehensive

show of his clutches and parts at the Salon.

The number of plates used is generally

very great, from forty to sixty, and their

diameter is small, the whole clutch being

generally contained entirely inside the fly-

wheel hub so as to permit the use of fan

blades between the clutch and the flywheel

rim. The mounting of the plates so as to

make them alternatively driven and driv-

ing, is similar for all types, except, perhaps,

in minor details, slots being cut on the in-

ner or the outer edge of the disks^ as the

case requires, which, slots fit keys on the

driven and driving drum and arbor. These'

clutches are intended to work in oil.

The plates used on the clutches made by

the concerns mentioned are flat' when

no. 1.

—

sketch of cross sectiok of .

HELE SHAW CLUTCH DISKS.

pressed in contact by the spring or springs,

but they are generally made to be slightly

convex and springy when free, so that

upon the spring being released, the natural

elasticity of the plates causes them to re-

sume their convex shape and thus free

themselves from mutual contact on their

entire surface. This for two reasons: the

first is to avoid the slight "dragging" which

might result of a continuous contact, even

if no spring pressure were applied; the

second is to permit the access of oil to the

frictional surfaces as soon as the plates are

partly or entirely relieved of the' pressure.

Facing plate clutches with leather is con-

sidered by French makers to be merely a

makeshift to cause a plate clutch to work
as near as possible in the way it should

have worked without leather, if it had been

so designed.

In the Hele Shaw type, as made by the

inventor himself, the plates are not flat,

but on the contrary carry deep concentric

corrugations which under the pressure of

the spring enter each other, but by their

very shape are stopped from coming into

contact on their entire surface, the points

of contact forming two circular lines, as

shown at A in Fig. 1. The idea is to ob-

tain (together with a sort of wedge action

which gives a more powerful driving con-

tact) a large oil capacity outside of the line

of contact which, by reason of the great

pressure it has to stand per u.iit of surface,

runs dry when the clutch is driving posi-

tively, and becomes lubricated as soon as

slip is permitted by the releasing of the

pressure. The Fiat intends to use this type

of plate, according to public tumor, while

the- Scotch house of Argyk has ordered

from; Fr6f.- Hele Shaw enough- cli)tehe$ for

the entire 1906 output. Thi" » said' to; be

the largest order ever placed for a special
•

type of clutch, the contract calling for •more '

than a thousand. The De Dion clutch, •

which - also belongs to this class but «nly

posse&Ses three plates, or rather two. plates

and a faced
.
part of the flywheel, -tes' been

described fully' in another previous! report,

'

and consequently ' does' not require more

than a passing mention here' It might be

noted, however, - that it presents a great

similarity ih principle' to that employed in'

the American Austin car.

Expanding segment clutches practically

amount to mechanisms similar to'those used

for the modern expanding internal brakes.
'

These clutches cart hi found on the- Rochet-
'

Schneider, Martini, La Buirel Desgouttes,

Pil'ai'n," Motobloc, Giilet-Forest They
only vary by the means used* to produce

the expansion of the segment, the end_

aimed at being in all cases to transform:

the axial pressure of the spring into an ex-

'

panding circumferential pressure. This is!

generally done by using a wedged- or a'

coned-shaped sliding member, acting upon

suitable levers or toggles. In some cases,

however, the action is by means of quick

pitch screws, all the clutches of this latter

type being indebted for their principle to

'

the Bonnafous clutch, which was a pioneer

together with the befrre-mentioned Julien.

In this clutch the ends of the expanding

segment (Fig. 2) carry short links con-'

nected to a right-and-left-hand thread,

screw placed parallel to a diameter of the,

driving drum's circle. A small arm per-

pendicular to this screw and fulcrumed in

the same bearing extends toward the center

of the clutch and close to the centered shaft

by a ball forming part of a ball-and-socket

joint connected to the clutch's sliding mem-
ber. When the spring pushes this sliding

member forward the arm's end follows and

turns a screw a fraction of a revolution;

this, together with the linkage, produces
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the expansion of the clutch. In some of the

modern applications of this clutch to auto-

mobiles two screws and arms and two half

segments are used. This is the case with

Pilain and Gillet-Forest. These clutches

also work-in oil, but they have the great

drawback of not permitting very well a

symmetrical construction. This leads to

lack of balance and consequent vibration,

unless extra weight is added to make up

for it in the form of counterweights.

The spiral or coil clutch is based upon the

well-known Lindsay principle, and, although

it is not very extensively used in European

automobile constructions, the repute of the

makers who use it, namely, Mercedes and

Pipe, make it a noteworthy system. No
proper study can be made of it other than

a mere description of the production of the

two named makers, but this is too well

known to be within our subject

The band clutch was only represented by

one type at the Salon. It is used by Mors,

being a new departure for that concern,

which previously used the cone and

leather, and will use the band for all the

1906 productions, this system having given

the highest satisfaction on their 1905 racing

car. Users of the former gear-driven model

of the Orient backboard will find in the

high-speed clutch of their machine an illus-

tration of the principle of the Mors clutch,

if they only can forget that there is leather

on it

In the Mors clutch (Fig. 3) the action is

as follows: A flat steel plate P in the form

of a beam carries one end of each of the

two half steel bands B which surround the

flywheel . drum D. ' This plate is centered

in the flywheel and forms the driven mem-
ber of the clutch. It also carries the ful-

crums f of two levers L; the shape of which

is exaggerated greatly in irregularity in the

diagram, which carry at their outer ends

the free ends of the steel bands. A cone C
slides ori the- dutch shaft under the pres-

sure of the dutch spring, and by its action

TO. 3.—DRAWING SHOWING MECHAHISM
OF HOBS CLUTCH.

expands the levers which by rocking tighten

the bands around the drum, suitable

screws being fitted for adjustment The
bands on this clutch are lined with cast pads

about two inches long each and separated

by a space about two millimeters wide ; this

is in order to leave them all their flexibility,

as they are made out of bands of spring

steel.

By "the expanding pads or block clutch"

it is intended to mean the clutch which is

Bearing*

Clutch

FIO. a.—SKETCH SHOWING PRINCIPLE OF
BOHHAFOUS TYPE OF CLUTCH.

fitted on the Gobron-Brillie machines. The
term is rather vague, but it is as near to a

comprehensive term as the writer can think.

The clutch in question is the Herisson

clutch, which was described in detail a few

months ago in these columfis. It will be re-

membered that the degree of slip permitted

before the load is positively taken up can

be mathematically determined by the maker,

while this dutch which contains no clutch

spring proper adjusts itself to any power

it might be required to transmit up to the

breaking point of its constitutive parts.

As a description of this mechanism would

'

further increase the length of this already

too long study we shall refer the reader to

the very full account which was previously

given of this Herisson clutch.

Before dosing with the hydraulic clutch

the Hautier clutch might be recalled. This

clutch is at the same time a planetary speed

reducing gear. It acts by the tightening of

a band around the .outer member,of a plane-

tary set otherwise idle,
:

thus giving a
1
free

position and a driving position with a re-

duction of 3 to 1.

The hydraulic clutch is one in which the

driving agent is the friction of a liquid.

The principle of the attempts made in that

direction ("attempt" is the word used, as no

really practical device has yet been worked

out), is that of a rotary pump the delivery

pipe of which would be stopped, thus caus-

ing the rotating part of the pump and its

casing to run together, this being the driv-

ing position. If the delivery pipe be opened

and in communication with the intake there

will be no tendency for the parts to rotate

simultaneously, this being the free position.

Any intermediate or throttled condition of

the by-pass would give any desired amount

of driving or slipping. The principle is

approximatively the same as that of the

well-known Lemp steering check which had

such a success in the States.

The main defect of these dutches is the

practical impossibility of getting down to a

practical solution of the absolutdy correct

principle.. Thi? on account of the numerous

points required, each of which leaks inevi-

tably under the huge pressure set up by the

drive in such an apparatus.

Attempts in this direction were shown by

Turgan, Martin and Sparks & Boothby.

None of these cared to disclose the general

construction of their apparatus, neither

would they show one working. It should

be noted that Martin's seems to be the best

from outside appearance, as it possesses

only one exterior joint instead of three to

nine in the other apparatuses. These are

only mentioned for the sake of complete-

ness, as although no satisfactory results

have yet been secured there is undoubtedly

a large field and a promising one for the

inventor with pluck and money.

(To be concluded.)

FLORAL PARADE IN MOBILE.

Mobile, Ala., March 3.—An automobile

flower parade was hdd here last Tuesday

and there were a number of very prettily

decorated cars in the line that twice drded

Bienville Square, passing the reviewing

stand where the queen of the carnival and

her maids reviewed the procession. Al-

though the dght machines in line were dis-

appointing in the single matter of numbers,

each made a splendid appearance, the most

attractive being the new Austin car of

William Clark, handled by John Schaur-

mann. It was tastily decorated with fieur

de lis and the carnival colors, and carried

five
;:

pretty yttmg ladies— the ' Misses

Schaurmann, Geary, Roberts and Burns.

First prize of $100 was awarded, however,

to Mrs. William F. Tebbetts, who drove

her own car, decorated with tiger lilies, and

accompanied by three young ladies. Mrs.

Charles Hervey won second prize of $50

with an electric car decorated with Ameri-

can Beauty roses, and third prize of $40

was awarded to Mrs. James O'Grady, who

drove a red gasoline car decorated with red

poppies.

NEW AUTO STAGE LINES.

Dr. A. Jame9 DeNike and Charles

Brooks, of Whitehall, Mich., will start an

automobile line between that city and Mus-

kegon, Mich., this summer, making three

trips each way per day. They will have an

automobile 'bus which will carry ten per-

sons and will run on a schedule. An auto

line from Whitehall to Sylvan Beach sum-

mer resort is also under consideration.

An automobile service i» shortly to be

put on between the main post-office in De-

troit, Mich., and the new sub-station near-

ing completion at Lyman court and Russell

street. Detroit is the first post-office in the

United States to be authorized by the de-

partment to use automobiles regularly

between sub-stations.
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Reply to Inquiry No. 319.
Editor The Automobile:
£320.]—"Amateur," who asks In the Febru-

ary 22 issue of "The Automobile" why his

motor slows down or stops when the throttle

is opened after the engine has been running

slow, will probably And that the spring on
the automatic air valve Is too weak. When
the throttle is opened suddenly the vacuum
In the carbureter opens the air valve too

much, admitting an excessive quantity of

air which results In a non-explosive mixture
being taken into the cylinder.

Why the motor works satisfactorily after

It or the car gets under way, can be under-
stood by bearing In mind that at high piston

speed the vacuum in the carbureter will be
sufficiently powerful to draw the proper
amount of gasoline for an explosive mixture,
notwithstanding the fact that the supple-

mentary air valve may be wide open.
The remedy for the trouble mentioned

is a heavier spring on the automatic valve.

Care must be taken, however, not to fit a
spring that Is too stiff, as this would re-

sult In causing other troubles, the chief

of which would probably be difficulty of

running the motor at low speed because of

too much gasoline being aspirated.

The question of automatic air valve ad-
justment for smooth running at different

speeds cannot be considered without taking
into account the size of the air passages
through the carbureter and the area or bore
of the atomizing nozzle. The carbureter
problem is a very complicated one—more
complicated than many automobillsts im-
agine—and is sometimes a riddle even to
experts.

Non-Freezing Solution Experiments.
Editor The Automobile:

f321.]—In reference to your suggestion
asking for experiences with non-freezing so-
lutions for water-cooled cars, would say
that I have been experimenting for the past
two winters with different things, and, de-
spite the assertions of our air-cooled friends,
H Is, in my experience, a good deal more
trouble to get a gasoline car warm on a
cold morning than to keep it cool afterward.

I have tried wood alcohol and water, equal
parts; wood alcohol, glycerine, and water;
and glycerine and water alone, In various
proportions; all work well, but the odor is

offensive, and It Is not always wise to look
Into the tank or radiator with a lighted
match. These mixtures, are however, quite
satisfactory for cars having tubular radia-
tors, with no fan, especially If there is zinc,
galvanised iron, or aluminum In any part
of the cooling system, as these metals are
easily corroded by solutions of various salts.

For large engines, especially in cars where
the radiating surface is none too large for
the power, there are few things which
will give better results than strong solu-
tions of pure calcium chloride. It must be
changed three or four times in a season, and
is not pleasant and cleanly to handle, but Is

very effective. The writer used it all last

winter In a 12-horsepower and a 45-horse-
power.
There is one trouble with all mixtures

and solutions: there is no certainty as to
their strength after a brief use; even a hy-
drometer will not give reliable tests on ac-
count of chemical changes, particles of Iron

rust, etc.. held In suspension.

Water cooling really gives so little trouble

that the parts belonging to the system are
apt to be shamefully neglected. Keep the

pipes, radiator, pump, etc.. clear and In good
order and entirely free from leaks, and have
the pump working and the fan In order.

There Is one other plan which I have tried

this winter on a 20-horsepower, four-cylin-

der car. and It has worked even better than
water usually does. Unfortunately, It is not
suited to large motors, and will not usually
work in tubular radiators, even for small
ones. The car In question has been in con-
stant service; In fact, has been out every
single day since it was bought, last Septem-
ber. The first of November I filled the cool-

ing system with ammonia oil so called. This
is a thin oil. used principally for lubrication

of ammonia ice machines, and remains per-
fectly fluid at 10 degrees, and probably much
lower. Since that time the machine has run
2,235 miles, the temperature has ranged from
78 degrees In the shade to 4 degrees, and
the oil has not been renewed and none has
been added. The oil is, of course, not cor-

rosive, nor Is there the slightest odor from
It.

If you have a machine with a good vigor-

ous circulation, cylinders about four Inches

or less, and a cellular or other finely divided
cooler, the oil will probably fill the bill.

Good grades of this oil cost about thirty

cents a gallon, and do not flash below 376

to 400 degrees, so that it should probably
be as safe as alcohol solutions, and the cost

per season is practically negligible.

Fraola.

Providence.

Motor Horsepower Ratings.
Editor The Automobile:
[322.]—What Is meant In referring to the

rating of gasoline motors, by such terms as
"18-20," "28-80," "4B-60" and so on as ap-
plied to horsepower? Which number repre-
sents the actual horsepower the motor is

capable of developing, and what does the
other number mean? XX.

The first number Indicates the horsepower
the motor is supposed to develop at Its

normal speed, and which it should sustain.

The second number Indicates the maximum
horsepower available by speeding the motor
beyond the normal number of revolutions
per minute—In other words, the power that
can be used for emergencies where an extra
power is required for a short time.

That Climb That Did Not Come Off.
Editor The Automobile:
[323.]—We notice In your March 1 edition

a reference to a Cleveland hill climbing con-
test which did not come off.

As your article Is not clear, we would like
to give the facts of this case. We append
the contract which Mr. Paxson made out
and which he insisted we sign or nothing
at all. Tou will notice by this contract that
there would be no possible chance for us
to win, as a contract of this kind must state
specifically if either party Is to receive any
money. Mr. Paxson agreed to race his car
up any hill which we might select, and, as
we left it open to their suggestion, they sug-
gested Cornell street hin, as they thought
our car was geared for steep hill climbing
and that we would not be able to make suf-
ficient speed on the low grade at the bottom
and also at the top of the hill.

We offered to race the Jackson car up any
hill which they might select without any
contract, the only conditions being that both
start at the bottom at the same time and the
one which was to reach the top first was

to receive the money. We put up $200 in

cash with the sporting editor of the Cleve-
land "Leader," William McKay, and the
Paxson Motor Car Co. put up a check for

$200 which the "Leader" refused to accept,

as he had written across the top of the
check, "This is subject to a written con-
tract." The Paxson Company made a play to
get the check cashed, but did not do It.

and afterwards suggested that we race for

fun. Of course, we would not do this, as
our car is not in the same class as theirs,

and the only thing which we could get out of
It would be the money. There would be no
credit to us In racing a car of their class.

We were unable to get the Paxson Company
to sign any kind of a contract at all or to put
up any money to race on any hill.

We are inclosing you the proposition which
we made to the Paxson Motor Car Co., and
we were and are still willing to substitute

in this contract any hill which they may
suggest.
These two contracts which we are Inclos-

ing you are exact duplicates of the ones
which were made out.

We hope that you will publish this so that

the public may not be misinformed as to

the true state of affairs.

R. H. Magoon Motor Car Co.

Cleveland.

Herewith are the two proposals:

Paxson Motor Car Co. proposal:

"Article of agreement of hill-climbing con-
test and speed test between standard stock

gasoline Pope-Toledo and Jackson cars:

"The speed test on level Is for car cross-

ing the line first, said cars are to be standard
stock touring cars used in the hlll-cllmblng

contest without any alterations.

"Hill-climbing contest is not for car get-
ting up first, but the car to win Is the car
making hill with same number of people In

on high gear without any shifting of gears.

"Be It fully understood between the Paxson
Motor Co. and the Magoon Motor Co. that

the Pope-Toledo is to win both contests

or Magoon loses the wager ($200)."

Magoon Motor Car Co. proposal:

"We wish to make the following proposi-

tion to the Paxson Motor Car Company:
"We have put up with Mr. McKay, of the

Cleveland "Leader," two hundred dollars in

cash. We will start our Pope-Toledo car.

on high gear, at Euclid avenue, corner of

Cornell street; they to start their Jackson
car at the same time and place, and put
up two hundred dollars In cash. The car
which first crosses the line at Cedar avenue
car track, beyond the top of the hill. Is to
win the contest and to win the two hundred
dollars."

Another Reply to No. 300.
Editor The Automobile:

[324.]—Letter Box Inquiry No. 800, In re-
ply I beg to state that the two-cycle engine
was the first to come Into general use and
was made prior to 1892. The point In con-
troversy Is not the two-cycle engine but the
three-port system as applied to a two-cycle
engine, on which there are two patents—Slntx.
No. 609,265, November 21, 1893, and Day. No.
644,210, August 6, 1896—both claiming: to
cover the three-port system. These patents
do not cover the two-port system or -where
the air Is taken Into the crank case through
a check valve. Barthel & Barthel.
Detroit.

The patent claims and principle patent
office drawings as contained In the Stnts
and Day letters patent given above were
published In "The Automobile" for Febru-
ary 22, 1906. page 419.—Ed.
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Ottawa, Canada, an Interesting Touring Center.

DURING the summer of

writer had occasion to make a few

short trips in and about Ottawa, Canada,

and was not a little surprised by the motor-

ing possibilities in the neighborhood of the

Dominion capital. Another source of sur-

prise was the number of cars owned there

and the interest exhibited by the pioneers

of automobiling in that district. The tourist

making a few excursions in and about Mon-
treal and Toronto may possibly imagine that

the upper limits of Canadian touring have

been reached. Not so ; Ottawa and Quebec,

at least, are worth considering in the same
connection.

Ottawa is interesting in many ways to the

stranger. The city is superbly situated on

a high bluff at the confluence of the Ottawa,

the Rideau and Gatineau rivers, the former

the interprovincial boundary; it possesses

the distinction of being the political head-

quarters of the Dominion, where the Par-

liament assembles and where the Governor

General and all the ministers reside; it has

the air of progressiveness and a resolute ac-

tivity is noticed on every hand. One's first

five minutes' ride along the main thorough-

fare—Sparks street—say from the Canada
Atlantic Railroad station or the nearby

post-office to Bank street, where the princi-

pal automobile agencies are located—will

convince him of the substantial character of

almost everything in Ottawa.

Ottawa has a population in the neighbor-

hood of 70,000, and nearly 100 miles of

streets are within its limits. The half

dozen wideawake American sawmill men
who located there during the forties and
fifties were attracted by the magnificent

force of the Chaudiere Falls, estimated at

about a quarter-million horsepower, and the

vast Canadian forests, drained by the Ot-

tawa and its tributaries.

One of the most beautiful driveways in

all America is that extending from the gov-

ernment property on the northeastern city

limits, southerly and in part along the

Rideau Canal banks, and then westerly to

the Experimental Farm. The farm is one
of the projects of the Ottawa Government
Commission, a body of five men clothed

with unique powers. Since the government
pays no taxes of any kind to the city where
its vast properties are located, an appropria-
tion of $75,000 a year is contributed toward
the beautifying of Ottawa. This commis-
sion has the power to take over any prop-
erty needed for its purposes, to close any
existing road or build any new thorough-
fare it sees fit. The money donated by the

government is spent to gooo? advantage, and
still better results are expected from future

appropriations. Besides the driveway to the

farm, Rockliffe Park has been much im-
proved out of the same fund.

Ottawa is in reality the center of a superb
but as yet largely unexplored touring dis-

By ROBERT BRUCE.

1905 the trict, with fair roads leading to many inter-

esting places. It is possible to tour all the

way to Montreal, about 130 road miles dis-

tant, or to reach the St. Lawrence River

at either Prescott (opposite Ogdensburg,

N. Y.), Brockville or Kingston, the route

to Kingston being part of the way along

the famous Rideau chain of lakes. Then
there are a number of splendid short

rides to nearby places of interest on both

sides of the interprovincial line. Within

the next few years some of these routes

ought to become about as wel known as cor-

responding routes on the American side.

Hull, opposite Ottawa, and the third city

in size in the Province of Quebec, is most

direction. The Parliament buildings should

be considered the center of all local trips.

The route to the Experimental Farm, along

the Rideau Canal, comprises the principal

portion of the new Government driveway,

and should be traversed by every automobil-

ist. Strathcona Park, near the Rideau

River, has been opened recently by the Gov-

ernment Improvement Commission, and is

well worth a visit. Rideau Hall, the resi-

dence of the Governor General, Rockliffe

Park, and Lornado, the extensive estate of

Warren Y. Soper, are reached by the line

shown from the center of the city across

the Rideau and up along the banks of the

Ottawa River.

Ogdensburg to Ottawa.

The principal gateway into the Ottawa

district from New York state is Ogdens-

burg, from which the Canadian capital is

OTTAWA
ONT

AND VICINITY

To Mttcm/^ Krr-ptuHf

MAP OF OTTAWA, ONTARIO, SHOWTiCG THROUGH TOURTJG ROUTES AITD ROADS
TO PRINCIPAL PLACES OF IHTEREST.

widely known as the headquarters of the

greatest lumber industries in the world.

Here the enormous water power of the Ot-

tawa River is seen at its best. One can

drive his car from Ottawa to Hull through

the lower part of the town, and back on the_

opposite side of the river, easily in half an

hour, part of the journey being in Ontario

and part in Quebec.

The accompanying map shows all the

principal routes into and out of Ottawa,

which even the locally unacquainted tourist

will have no difficulty in following in any

distant a trifle over sixty miles. The ferry

across the St. Lawrence River from Og-
densburg to Prescott, on the Canadian shore

opposite, is amply large for any automobile.

There are two towns between Prescott and

Ottawa for the tourist to keep chiefly in

mind—the first is Spencerville, eleven miles

from the starting point ; the second, Kempt-
ville, distant about forty miles from Ottawa.

The road for the entire distance is fairly

good; and unless there have been heavy

rains one can very comfortably average fif-

teen miles an hour.
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Fifteen miles or so before reaching Ot-

taw there is what is called the "Military

Highway," which is macadamized, and over

which you can make any speed desired

within the limits of your machine. From a

point about ten miles below Kemptville to

the "Military Highway" the road is sandy,

but not to a degree to cause unpleasant driv-

ing. Four hours will ordinarily be sufficient

to cover the entire distance, and for the last

forty miles (from Kemptville to the out-

skirts of Ottawa) a speed of about twenty

miles an hour can ordinarily be maintained.

From Kemptville the route runs via West

Osgoode to Dawson; thence to Greeley's

and from Greeley's to Ottawa. This run

finishes at Ottawa over Billing's Bridge,

spanning the Rideau River, and comes di-

rectly into Bank street, on the downtown

end of which the principal garages will be

found. A right turn from Bank street to

Sparks street will place the tourist on the

principal business thoroughfare of the city.

Ottawa to Brockville.

Many tourists, in arranging runs from

St Lawrence River points to Ottawa and

return, go via Ogdensburg and return via

Brockville, between which and Morristown,

on the American side, there is a good-sized

ferry, crossing the river at frequent inter-

Vals._This gives a "circular trip" qf some-

thing more than 120 miles, and as Morris-

town is only ten. miles from Ogdensburg,

both on the St. Lawrence, there is not much
' lacking of a complete circle. The route

•from Ottawa to Brockville is as follows:

. . Leave Ottawa via Albert street and Rich-

mond Road, over gravel road to Bell's Cor-

ners, and via Bell's Corners and Fallowfield

to Richmond; thence by clay road from

Richmond to Franktown via Dwyer's Hill.

From Franktown to Smith's Falls there are

two roads. New telegraph poles are planted

on a portion of the way on the new road,

.which leads to the left after leaving Frank-

itown village, and before crossing the rail-

way tracks. This road is better than the

old road, with which it connects about three

miles above Smith's Falls. Pass out of

Smith's Falls by Beckwith street cross the

bridge, thence by gravel road through New
Bliss, and Toledo to Frankville, Addison

and Glen Buell to Tincap and Brockville.

As highways go on this continent both

of these roads are fairly good in dry

weather. Reckoning in both cases from Ot-

tawa, the road to Prescott is macadamized

to Metcalfe, a distance of twenty" miles

and the road to Brockville is macadamized

to Richmond, a distance of twenty miles,

Beyond these points the road alternates be-

tween gravel and clay. Distances: Ottawa

to Prescott (Ogdensburg), sixty to sixty-

t

five miles; Ottawa to Brockville also sixty

to sixty-five miles, according to the way the

trip is made.

Taking an Automobile Abroad.

By W. P.

MANY owners who contemplate an auto-

mobile trip abroad, using their own
car, are puzzled to know how the trans-

portation of the machine on a steamer will

be accomplished. The shipment is really by

no means as difficult an undertaking as it at

first sight appears, and so many automobil-

ists have made the transatlantic trip, by so

many different lines, that the steamship

companies have become accustomed to han-

dling this rather bulky baggage. An inves-

tigation of the subject has been made for

the information especially of intending tour-

ists, and the procedure here discussed, while

applying more particularly to the port of

New York, is not very different from that

followed in Boston, Philadelphia and other

ports.

The first point is to make sure of such

compliance with the customs regulations as

will avoid all trouble and dispute, either in

the port of arrival or on the return of the

machine to the United States. There is, of

course, no duty on a machine built in the

United States when returned from a foreign

port, but at the same time it is desirable to

STPPHENS.

take out a shipping manifest This may be

obtained by a personal visit to the

House, without the services at- a
House broker. It is well to bear m
however, that it is in general best to

act all Customs business at home and

abroad through a broker, as the fee is small

in comparison with the annoyance and loss

of time to which the owner may be sub-

jected in attempting to conduct the business

himself under conditions with which he is

unfamiliar. No government charge is made
for the shipping manifest, and no charge

whatever on the return of the car.

In the case of a machine of foreign make
(which has already paid duty on its original

entry) the routine is a little more compli-

cated; no duty is levied upon the return of

the car, but to make sure of the free entry

a certificate of registration is necessary.

This may also be obtained personally at the

Custom House, but, in addition, it is neces-

sary in New York to submit the car for

inspection at the Appraisers' Stores, at

Laight and Washington streets. Here an

inventory is made of the condition of the car

. As the date of the European circuit

clashes with Brescia week, the Italian A.

C. will not be represented in this touring

contest.
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and the tools, parts and tires, in order to

prevent the shipment of the car abroad for

radical repairs or rebuilding and the bring-

ing in. of a new outfit of tools and parts.

For shipment by steamer the car must be

securely crated or boxed, either being op-

tional with the shipper, provided that' the

car is adequately protected in hoisting

and stowing. In the case under considera-

tion, of a touring car under private owner-

ship, the car will be boxed as nearly as pos-

sible in running condition. Cars of ordi-

nary dimensions are usually stowed in the

hatchways, where they may be lifted out

immediately on arrival. With the big cars,

such as "buses and the largest touring ma-
chines, it is sometimes necessary to lower

the box or crate end first, the length being

too great for the hatch.

The boxing may be done where most con-

venient, the car being sent by rail to the port

of shipment and carried bj truck to the

steamer, but where it is possible, the easiest

way is to drive the car under its own power

to the vicinity of the wharf, empty all tanks,

stow all parts securely and turn it over to

the men who make a business of boxing

goods for shipment. If desired,' the whole

business may be placed in the. hands of one

of the large foreign express companies,

which will attend to 'the customs, boxing

and freight charges. The charge for a crate

or box in New York is from $50 to $60,

and the ocean travel is.based upon the num-
ber of cubic feet in the package. In most

cases the box will be required for the return

trip, and it should be built with a view to

easy removal and replacement without dam-
age, all parts being put together with car-

riage bolts, lag screws or large wood screws.

Only, seasoned lumber should be used, and

the holes for the main bolts should be larger

than the bolts. After the car is removed on

arrival on the other side, the case will be

stored in some private warehouse near the

wharves, or by the steamship company, until

needed for the return trip. If built of un-

seasoned lumber and left in a shed for sev-

eral months in summer, some difficulty may
be met in bringing the parts together and

entering the bolts in their holes.

The following method is followed in one

of the largest American factories in the

package of cars for foreign shipment, and

as the construction is both simple and

strong, it is well adapted to the case of a

single private car.

Cars to be shipped across the ocean are

first very carefully gone over and all bright

and unpainted parts are covered with a thick

grease to prevent rusting. The car is then

measured to determine the smallest possible

dimensions of the case; the inside depth

should be about 2 inches greater than the

height of the car, so that the top will not

strike the case through any jarring in tran-

sit

The material for the case is the ordinary

Norway pine, the sides being of 4 by 7-8

inch matched ceiling, dressed both sides.

Two pieces 6 by 6 inches and 2 inches longer

than the extreme length of the car form the

sills; the four ends being beveled on the

under side to form skids under which
rollers may be placed. The skids should be
spaced at such a distance as to come di-

rectly under the wheels; on the outside of

each a piece 2 by 4 inches should be spiked

fast with top level with top of skid.

The flooring should be of the same length

as the extreme width of the car, and nailed

permanently to the skids and the 2 by 4 inch

strips, forming the bottom ; care being taken

to have the skids parallel and the flooring

METHOD OF CHOCKIHQ WHEELS.

square to them. From a stick of 4 by 8-inch

timber eight wedges are now cut; the car

is run into position on the platform, and

each wheel is blocked by two wedges well

fastened to the floor and skid. A strip of

heavy duck, or other material, which will not

scratch the paint, is now placed over the

felloe and tire and its two ends are well

fastened to the floor. The fastening of the

four wheels in this way prevents the car

from jumping up, and should be carefully

attended to. Two pieces of board from 4 to

6 inches wide are now fastened to the

wedges, on each side of the wheel. Four

smaller wedges are cut from 2 by 4-inch

stuff and so fastened to the floor as to butt

against the two forward wedges of the front

wheels and the two rear wedges of the rear

wheels. As a further precaution, after the

axle is wrapped with some fabric to protect

the paint, an iron strap is placed over the

axle with both ends fastened to the floor by

lag-screws.

The sides are built up on four uprights

to each side, of 2 by 4-inch stuff, the length

of each being the height of the car, phis 2

inches clearance already mentioned, plus

twice the thickness of the ceiling, plus 4
inches. This allows each upright to lap

down 4 inches on the side of the skid, to

which it is fastened by a lag-screw. The
stuff for the sides should be cut shorter by

twice the thickness of the ceiling than the

length of the skid, thus permitting the ends

to set into the rabbet formed by the sides,

top and end uprights. The ceiling for

the sides should be well nailed to each

of the four uprights. The top ceiling is

similarly nailed to four crosspieces, each

2 by 4 inches. The ends are nailed up on

three pieces of 2 by 4 inches, which lap over

at top and bottom and are screwed to the

skids and the top crosspiece. The edges

of the cover should be fastened to the sides

with wood screws and the crosspieces

should be fastened to the side uprights by
lag-screws, after which the angle should
be further strengthened by a steel band,
lapping at least a foot on each piece, and'

fastened with wood screws. The ends may
now be slipped into place and fastened with
wood screws and lag-screws through the

crosspieces into skids at the bottom and the

crosspiece at the top. This construction

leaves the inside of the box entirely free of
braces and perfectly smooth. The ends, top

and sides may be quickly removed in un-
packing the car. The address of the con-
signee should be plainly marked and in an-
other place the address of the consignor.

The gross and net weight should, if possible,

be marked, and also the cubic feet of space

which the box will occupy.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF AUTOS.
During the month of January last the

United States- imported- mo automobiles, of

a total valuation of $402,976, and automobile
parts aggregating $68,748 in value. These
figures bring the totals for seven months
ending with January to 616 cars imported
at a valuation of $2,269,378, and parts to

the value of $204,805.

Against these figures there were exports

of automobiles and parts to foreign coun-
tries valued at $297,694 in January and $1,-

438,600 for the seven months ending with

January. In the same month a year ago
the exports were $100,000 less.

The following table shows the distribu-

tion of our exports

:

Seven
Mob., end-

Ending Ing with
Exported to: Jan., 1906. Jan., 1906.
United Kingdom.... 114,991 421,982
France ...... 16,369 113.696
Germany 4,806 30,824
Italy' 20,006 62,094
Other Jjurope 4,448 66,697
British North America.. 22,107 260,116
Mexico 30,936 146,179
West Indies and Bermuda-' 40,461 104,893
South America 8,688 41,490
British East Indies 4,147 24,149
British Australasia. 82,669 117,866
Other Asia and Oceania. 2,000 29,746
Africa 1,168 20,180
Other countries 10,289

Total 297.694 1.438,600

An automobile weighbridge, devised

by a well-known English firm, W. & T.

Avery, may be laid down on any level

stretch of ground without excavating, the

platform being self-contained and the en-

tire scales assembled in such a way that

it may be taken down and reassembled

by an ordinary workman. The capacity

is S.ooo pounds, with a platform 6 by 12

feet, ample for the accommodation of the

largest racing cars.

The British Motor Boat Club will have

racing fixtures for the coming season at

Oulton Broad on June 5, Liverpool on

June 8 and 9, Cowes during the August
week, and at Burnham in September. A
date is also proposed for July.
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Maine Successfully Has Its First Show.

PORTLAND, MR, March 3.—The first

annual automobile and power-boat show
ever held in the state of Maine opened in

the Portland Auditorium, Monday morning,

February 26, and continued successfully

during the week. Assured of success from

the start, the building was crowded with

exhibitors, and the attention of automobil-

ists from all parts of Maine was centered

upon it. The promoter was Frederick M.
Prescott, of Boston. So successful was
the show that he has already engaged the

Auditorium for 1907, and will make the

event an annual one.

The Auditorium was elaborately deco-

rated with American flags and streamers

of many-colored bunting. The spaces were

mercial trucks were shown. One was a

three-ton Oldsmobile, exhibited by the

Maine Motor Carriage Company, and the

other a lighter car of the Crown make.

Portland had never seen an automobile

with a limousine body, so the White steam-

er—the only limousine at the show—caused

much favorable comment.

The chassis of three cars, the first ever

shown in the state, were interesting studies,

particularly to the uninitiated. These were

the American Mercedes, the Winton, and

the Studebaker.

The display of power boats was a partic-

ularly fine one. The handsomest pleasure

boat possibly was a twenty-foot craft

shown by the Bath Auto & Gas Engine

DTSRIOR OF PORTLAND AUDITORIUM DURTJIG AUTOMOBILE SHOW, FEB 26 TO MAR. 3.

set off by rails and electric lights, at the

back of each a large sign telling the name

of the exhibitor and the firm represented.

On the main floor of the building were au-

tomobiles, power boats, motors, and acces-

sories. In the basement were exhibitors

who could not be accommodated on the

main floor, and also a large number of

second-hand automobiles. Large crowds

attended all the week. In the evening con-

certs by the First Regiment band added to

the enjoyment.

Though many of the Portland automo-

bilists and other residents have been to

some of the shows in Boston and New
York, this first annual event proved a nov-

elty and a treat to them. The pleasure and

commercial automobiles displayed were ob-

jects of absorbing interest. But two com-

Company. It was fitted with a 5-horse-

power Buffalo engine. 'Another noticeable

boat was a 22 1-2-foot fisherman's dory with

a 4-horsepower Tuttle engine.

The Atlantic Company had the largest

exhibit of power boats. The principal one

was a speed launch fitted with a three-cyl-

inder engine of 12 horsepower, capable of

sixteen miles an hour. Sea-going dories

fitted with 4-horsepower engines were also

shown.

The Portland people at the start were

chary of the automobile show, as they had

never attended one before. The price of

admission, fifty cents, was thought a little

too steep for the citizens of this town. But

those who went the first day told their

friends, and they told their friends, and the

result was there were large crowds for the
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rest of the week. The show proved not

only interesting but educational, for it

opened the eyes of many of the Maine peo-

ple to the real possibilities of the automo-
bile.

Maine is automobile enthused as it never

has been before. Last year was the most

successful in the history of this industry

in the state, but the coming summer will

indicate great growth. Agencies are nu-

merous throughout the state, until now
there is no city or town of any size that is

without one. It is conservatively estimated

that fully 1,500 automobiles will be owned
in Maine before the end of 1906.

WANTS THE OPEN AIR SHOW.

Buffalo City Legislators Much Interested

and Invite the A. M. C. M. A.
Buffalo, March 5-—It would not be

surprising if Buffalo secures the first out-

door show of the American Motor Car

Manufacturers' Association. This city is

looking for the show, and will undoubtedly

take the proper steps towards securing it.

Not only are automobile manufacturers and

dealers of Buffalo anxious to have the show
come to Buffalo, but the city legislators

have taken the initiative towards securing

the exhibition. Recently the common coun-

cil of this city adopted a resolution in

which an invitation was extended to the

association to hold its first outdoor exhi-

bition in Buffalo.

Upon receiving the resolution of the

council. City Clerk Sweeney immediately

wrote to General Manager Roger B.

McMullen, of Detroit, acquainting him with

the facts and soliciting correspondence

relative to what chance Buffalo had for

getting the show. A similar letter was sent

to Chairman James Couzens, of Detroit

Answers from both gentlemen have been

received. Mr. McMullen's communication

stated that he will spend Wednesday,

Thursday, and Friday of this week in

Buffalo. He also expects that the show
committee, consisting of Benjamin Briscoe.

James Couzens, A. C. Newby and J. B.

Bartholomew, will be in this city on the

same days. Mr. McMullen's letter closes

with : "We shall be pleased to meet the men
of Buffalo who are interested in this matter

and confer with them."

Mr. Couzens' letter says: "I thank you
for your courtesy in this matter, and I can

assure you, in behalf of our association,

that this action is highly appreciated and
will, of course, have considerable bearing

in making our decision as to the ultimate

point at which to hold this show."

The bill for the proposed automobile

road from London to Brighton, England,

has been withdrawn from parliamentary-

debate. The question of a deposit caused
the first trouble, while several protests

have been raised against the laying of such
a way in its proposed form.
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Buffalo's Show in Prosperous Sway.

Buffalo, March 5.—With the prospect

that at its conclusion it will have been set

down as the greatest event of its kind in

this city, the annual exhibition of the Buf-

falo Automobile Trade Association, under

the auspices of the Automobile Club of

Buffalo, was opened in Convention Hall to-

night in a "blaze of glory." This week all

Buffalo, which is noted for its devotion to

the motor car, will do homage to the im-

posing array of resplendent vehicles in the

big hall.

During the greater part of last week Con-

vention Hall was in the hands of the deco-

rators and the result of their efforts is a

scene of magnificent splendor. All the big

iron girders and other network that sup-

port the roof have been artistically trimmed

in ribbon effect, the colors being white and

gold, with extra shadings for better results.

From each girder is suspended a shield of

white and gold, inscribed with the letters

"A C," meaning Automobile Club. Elec-

tric lights are arranged to throw a light on

these shields. Several thousand 16-candle-

power lights have transformed the hall into

a fairyland of brilliancy.

There was considerable trouble at former

shows over the matter of display signs at

the different booths. Each exhibitor had

his own sign made as large as possible, so

as to attract attention, with the result that

many other exhibitors complained that the

view of their signs was obstructed. This

year the signs are more uniform. No sign

is more than 2 feet 6 inches in depth, but

the length, of course, is according to the

frontage space of the exhibit. Each sign

is hung at the same height, and each booth

is carpeted in green.

There are fifty exhibitors, but there would
have been many more had space been ob-

tainable. For the last several weeks it had

been Manager Dai H. Lewis's unvarying

reply to would-be exhibitors that all space

had been sold. The demand for space was
so great that it would have been possible

to extend the show to another building

equally as large as the Convention Hall had
it been obtainable.

The range of exhibits is very noticeably

wider than at previous shows here, and the

commercial vehicle occupies a most promi-

nent position. Formerly only one foreign

car had been shown in Buffalo, but this

year three of the most noted European cars

are on exhibition—Mercedes, Panhard and

Renault There is only one exhibit of tires,

the management having decided the space

formerly occupied in this line more valuable

for other exhibits.

While other cities may boast of more
automobile factories than Buffalo, none this

side of the Atlantic boasts better, and the

makers of the Pierce Arrow and Thomas
Flyer are anxious to pit their favorites

against the products of any factories across

the seas. One noticeable point about the

new Pierce cars is the change in body lines

from the curves which formerly marked
the tonneau construction of Pierce machines

to a body which may be described as almost

severe in outline. It may be said, however,

that there are no extreme changes in this

year's Pierce cars over the machines of last

year. The touring cars of the Pierce this

year are 28-32 and 40-45 horsepower.

In the E. R. Thomas Motor Company's

exhibit is seen the 50-horsepower Thomas
Flyer and the cars developed from it by the

substitution of various types of inclosed

bodies for the usual touring car body. The
well-known features of the Thomas models
of last year are noticeable, despite the sev-

eral changes made. The cars of 1906 do,

however, excel last year's cars in point of

finish and equipment.

The American Motor Truck Company is

showing some trucks especially designed for

heavy work. These trucks are noted for

their durability and strength. The water-

less Knox is shown at this show with a

four-cylinder vertical motor mounted under
the hood in front.

The list of exhibitors is as follows:

George N. Pierce Co.. Buffalo; full line
Pierce Arrow.
Babcock Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo;

electric vehicles.

Cleveland Cycle & Auto Co.. Cleveland:
Eldridge, Waverley.
B. R. Thomas Motor Co., Buffalo; Thomas

Flyers.

Walter Haynes; White steamer.
Poppenberg Auto Co.; Rambler. Marion,

Corbin.
Jaynes Automobile Co.; Locomobile, Pope-
Toledo, Pope-Hartford, Pope-Tribune, Olds-
mobile, Bulck.
Buffalo Motor Car Company; Autocar.
Buffalo Automobile Exchange; Haynes,

Franklin.

Brunn Carriage Company; Stevens-Duryea.

J. A. Cramer; Premier, Stoddart-Dayton,
Mitchell.

Centaur Motor Co.; Winton, Peerless, Cad-
illac, Northern.

Knox Automobile Co.; Knox.

Ford Auto Co.; Ford.

Buffalo Auto Truck & Motor Co.; Auto-
trucks.

Palace Motor Car Company; Maxwell,
Kane-ChampUn, Reo.

American Motor Truck Co.; auto-trucks.

McNaughton & DuBroy; Mercedes, Pan-
hard, Renault, 8. & M.
Meadows & Hafer; St. Louis cars.

Buffalo Auto Station; National
Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co.; marine mo-

tors.

The Kelsey Company; auto accessories.

Grey & Davis; lamps.
D. H. Lewis; automobile route books.

O. K. Machine Works; automobile acces-

sories.

Swlnehart Clincher Tire and Rubber Co.;

tires.

C. E. Miller; automobile accessories.

Warner Instrument Co.; autometers.
Hartford Suspension Co.; shock absorbers.
Gloster Cycle Co.; motorcycles.
National Battery Co.; batteries.

Thomas Auto-Bi Co.; motorcycles.
Edmunds & Jones; lamps.

Neal, Clark & Neal; motorcycles.
Weed chain and Tire Grip Agency; non-slip

chains.

Thomas Spring & Gear Co. ;new springs
for automobiles.
Buffalo Carbureter Co.; carbureters.

"I thought I heard you refer to a radia-

tor somewhere about this car," remarked

Jack Hammond while enjoying a demon-

stration ride with E. R. Cordner at the

Chicago show with the mercury down at

zero. "Where the deuce is the blamed

thing."

"Out in the hood," suggested Mr. Cord-
ner, pleasantly.

"Well," said Hammond, as he wrapped
his overcoat more clasely over his esthetic

lavender waistcoat, "why the dickens don't

you have it back here, where it would
throw some heat to the passengers?"—
Chicago Inter-Ocean.
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Scenery Sublime; Roads Abominable.

A LBUQUERQUE, N. M., Feb. 28.—

With our autometer registering 7,340

miles, we pulled up in front of the Alva-

rado Hotel in this city Sunday night, the

exhaust from the unmuffled cylinders of

the Mountaineer being audible for several

blocks. Instead of having to spend the

night out of doors with a tarpaulin spread

over it, the car found a resting place in a

genuine garage—the first seen since leaving

Los Angeles.

The Rio Puerco river was crossed at

Rio Puerco station, by means of the Santa

Fe iron railroad bridge, the thirty-inch

wheels bumping over the ties for a consid-

erable distance after passing the bridge be-

fore a place was found where the car could

run down the embankment onto the trail

below in safety. While too rough to be en-

joyable, the railroad bridge was found

much safer than an attempted fording of

the famous quicksand stream. The Rio

Grande river was crossed on a long, nar-

row wagon bridge on the outskirts of Al-

buquerque. There was a ford across the

Rio Grande near the Indian town of Isleta,

but as the rear wheels of a large lumber

wagon were plainly seen sticking out of the

quicksand bed where it had been abandoned

weeks before, we thought it best to go

around via the old road and wagon bridge.

The sand is deep on the trail between

Rio Puerco and Albuquerque, and we came

most of the distance on low gear. Occa-

sionally we would be obliged to take to the

railroad track where some unusually deep

arroyo loomed up, whose sandy banks

plainly indicated that to cross would mean

hours of work with windlass and cable.

At Isleta we arrived in time to witness

the Indian dance, a sight worth going hun-

dreds of miles to see. The Isleta Indians,

a tribe of the Pueblos, are a farming nation,

and after months of hard labor have just

completed a huge irrigating ditch which

connects their cornfields with the Rio

Grande river. It was to celebhrate the

completion of this big ditch that the dance

was given. Many Americans were present

from all points on the Santa Fe to witness

the ceremonies, while the road between Is-

leta and Albuquerque was pretty thickly

sprinkled with teams and horsemen who
had run down from this city to see the

sight. The large public square in the heart

of the Indian village was filled with

painted, gorgeously-arrayed Pueblos, all

dancing a slow dance and keeping time to

some of the quaintest instruments in the

drum and horn line I have ever seen or

heard. The Indians did not seem to ap-

preciate it, however,' when we chipped in

our share of the music by turning on our

chime horn. In fact, several seemed to

question our right to make music, and

started in our direction. Both Fassett and

I thought we had seen enough of the dance,

anyway, so I threw in the clutch and the

Mountaineer charged through the crowd

and started down the road for Albu-

querque, where we arrived about an hour

later.

Gasoline is very hard to secure in any

of the smaller towns in this section, and is

not for sale between Gallup and Albu-

querque, 16S miles by railroad, and under

ordinary conditions a week's run. The
Standard Oil Co., or rather its western

branch, known as the Continental Oil Co.,

has a large supply house at Albuquerque,

and anything in the gasoline and lubricat-

ing oil lines can be secured there at very

reasonable rates.

From Albuquerque we shall run up the

mountains to Santa Fe, the capital of the

territory. From there we expect to head

HEW MEXICO TRAIL THAT TESTS TTHJE8 AHD
PATIENCE TO THE LIMIT.

toward Las Vegas and follow the Santa Fe
railroad until western Kansas is reached.

There we shall probably take the Union

Pacific route through to Kansas City, as

every one seems to think we will find bet-

ter roads in going that way.

Albuquerque, although situated in the

heart of the desert country, boasts of a

number of automobiles, and everyone who
owns one is filled to overflowing with en-

thusiasm. I have met the majority of

owners, and all are greatly interested in

our trip. In nearly every case the cars

now in Albuquerque have b<"en driven in

under their own power, mostly from Den-

ver. There are machines owned in Santa

Fe, Las Vegas and Raton, although the

trails out in this country are far from what

Easterners would call ideal automobile

roads.

We often wonder what that party of

eastern automobilists on the New York-St

Louis run of 1904, who sent a petition to

the Governor of New York state calling

attention to the poor condition of the roads

between Albany and Utica, would say if

they were touring through the territory of

New Mexico, where there are no roads

—

only trails to follow—no bridges across the

streams, and every second ford of a quick-

sand nature.

If I remember rightly, my name was one

of those attached to that document, but

lately I have been thinking that possibly

those New York roads were not so bad

after all; at any rate we would be glad to

try them again soon.

Percy F. Megargel.

CLEVELAND AUTO SCHOOL

Course Has Been Separated from Y M.

C A. and Divided into Branches

Cleveland, March 5.—The automobile

course in the educational institution of the

Cleveland Y. M. C. A. has become so popu-

lar and so important that the management

of the association has decided to make it a

separate institution, to be known as the

Young Men's College of Automobiling.

Beginning this week there will be several

branches of the course. There will be a

class for those who desire to become auto-

mobile salesmen ; they will be instructed in

the mechanism of a machine and taught the

best methods of presenting the "talking

points" of various cars. Then there will be

another class for owners and prospective

purchasers ; to these will be taught the prin-

ciples and methods of operating a machine,

with instructions regarding repairs. A
more extensive course has been mapped out

for those who desire to become engineers

and repairmen or chauffeurs. The ground-

work will be laid in a series of sixteen lec-

tures, illustrated with stereopticon views and

parts of cars.

The shop laboratory will come next.

Here students will be taught all that is nec-

essary for a competent chauffeur to know.

Having satisfactorily passed through this

course, the students will be given practice

in the driving of the car. First, on a sta-

tionary car, they will be taught how to con-

trol the engine and handle the speed levers.

Actual road practice will follow when the

desired efficiency has been reached.

Louis. J. Busch'man, B.S1, has been placed

in charge of the school as principal. Here-

tofore he has been in charge of the

evening classes of the automobile course,

W in the future he will devote his

entire time to this work. He is a

graduate of the Case School of Applied

Science,, and has had several years of prac-

tical experience in the automobile and gas

engine business. The instruction as mapped

out will be of a thoroughly practical nature.

' It is expected that a large number of

owners and prospective buyers will join the

classes, which will be held, for them Tues-

days and Fridays at 4.30 p. m. Men who
desire private instruction will also be ac-

commodated. The class for salesmen and

those who work in garages will meet in the

mornings, when their work is lightest

There will also be classes every evening in

the week.
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A Lesson of the Quaker City Show.

Location Kept Away the Casual Amusement Seekers, but Ex-

hibitors Satisfied with Presence of Real Buyers.

Philadelphia, March 5.—When Satur-

day night, amid the strains of "'Home,

Sweet Home," accompanied by the "honk

!

honk!" of numerous horns, the Fifth An-

nual Automobile Show came to an end in

the National Export Exposition in West

Philadelphia, there was recorded such a

success in* management and results as will

require the best efforts of the promoters of

anything short of a national exhibition to

equal. Judged by the only true test of

such functions— the creating of interest

in automobiles and the furthering of sales

in every legitimate way—no local show ever

held in this country can claim precedence.

And when it is recalled that this success

resulted despite the formidable handicaps of

a location several miles distant from the

business center, with a long walk from the

nearest trolley line, the outcome is even

more remarkable.

"But," as one of the management, who
was also an exhibitor,, remarked, "these

very handicaps served .the .exhibitors .in

good stead. It kept away that undesirable,

class (to us, however welcome they may
be from the box-office point of view), the

idlers of a great city, who are attracted to

any sort of an exhibition merely because

they pass the doors and see crowds going

in. Thus our material came to us already

relieved of its froth, which probably ac-

counts for the phenomenal business the ma-
jority of the exhibitors have done."

Coming from the city's center, the near-

est the visitor could get to the show build-

ing was Thirty-fourth and Chestnut streets,

which meant a third-of-a-mile walk down
Thirty-fourth street to the South Pavilion.

Just here the exhibitors came to the rescue.

Between 1 and 2 o'clock in the afternoon

and between 7 and 8 in the evening, the

entire force of demonstrators had orders to

make part of an impromptu automobile

transportation line, with the result that

thousands of visitors were whirled from

the trolley cars, in - jig - time, a constant

stream of cars keeping up the procession

along Thirty-fourth, street during those

hours. . . ' * „ .
"

'

The public was possibly not so fortu-

nate in getting a "lift" on the return trip,

but the ride—possibly the first in the ex-

perience of many of them—left an impres-

sion which may well be charged to "mission-

ary effort" and show a possible dividend at

sorne future day. The Knox "bus was in

constant service—free—during show hours,

day. and night, assisted at times by the Reo

Hras. A big 3-ton demonstration truck of

the Universal Motor Car Company, of New
York, was also pressed into service at

times, and as it made its stately way up

Thirty-fourth street after the show, with

its half a hundred standing passengers, the

ease with which it walked away with its

tons of living freight was frequently and

favorably commented upon.

No better idea as to just how successful

the show has been can be had than from

the expressions of those exhibitors who
have as yet no permanent representation

here. For instance, Manager Picard, of the

Rainier, said: "It seems to me that the

majority of visitors were buyers. The
show was a magnificent success, and I pre-

dict excellent business for the branch house

which we propose to establish here as soon

as we can secure a suitable location."

A. L. Bennett, manager of the Mors ex-

hibit, was similarly enthusiastic "I not

only sold the two cars which constituted

the Mors exhibit, but several others. The
show has been a success from every view-

point."

W. H. Woods, of the Napier exhibit, was
gratified with the .success .which .his

car had met here, and owned up to several'

Q

sales. Same way with S. S. Thornton, of

Smith & Mabley, several of whose- exhibi-

tion cars were taken from the show before

its close by purchasers who insisted upon

immediate delivery.

Similar tales are told by all the local

agents. The Rambler manager, W. . F.

Smith, gathered in deposits on no less than

sixteen cars, not to mention the placing of

seven agencies and additional orders from

those already established.

•The Ford made a decided hit, and actual

orders exceeded a dozen, with demonstra-

tions so numerous as to insure a big return

before many days.

Manager R C. Johnson, of the White

Garage, lauded the show for the reason

that it has "demonstrated to Philadelphians

that it was not necessary to go to New
York to make purchases, as many have

hitherto done."

These few instances give an idea of the

general tenor of the opinions on the subject

solicited by The Automobile correspondent.

In the upper hall, where the sundries

men held forth, the expressions of grati-

fication at the excellent results of the week

were general. All of them who were ap-

proached on the subject owned to steady

sales all the week. The Voorhees Rubber

Co. representative, who was taking orders

for tire repairing, took deposits on $1400

worth of business during the week. Shock

absorbers at from $30 to $60 a set are a

somewhat expensive proposition, but all

the demonstrators of those useful attach-

ments filed many orders. Same way with

tires and horns and lamps, and—but what's

the use? Success, with a large block letter

"S," was the key-note all along the line.

The enthusiasm reached the promoters

about the middle of the week, when they

saw how things were going, and

—

mirabile

dicta!—they are actually already engaged

in planning for next year's show. Fact 1

They feel so confident now, that distance

from the city's center bothers them not a bit

When nearly 60,000 people will pay 50 cents

a head—a not very popular price for Phila-

delphia shows, by the way—after coming

nearly three miles in the trolley cars and

walking, many of them, more than a half

mile getting to and from the show, the

managers argue, no anxiety need be felt on

this score in the future. For Philadelphia

before many years—possibly ere another

year shall have rolled around—will have a

convention hall larger than Madison Square

Garden, if not so well located. By that

time the pavilion in which last week's show
was held will be in use in an addition to

the Philadelphia Almshouse.

Should the projected convention hall not

be ready—the proposed site for it, by the

way, is on the Spruce street end of the same
plot, all of which is owned by the city—the

1907 show can be held in the main hall of

the old Transportation Building of the Ex-
port Exposition, which, when heated and
lighted, even temporarily, will house a show,

011 one level, larger than either the New
York or Chicago exhibitions.

SUPRIS1NG STATEOF MICHIGAN CARS.
Grand Rapids, Mich., March 5.—The

automobiles of Grand Rapids are in a very

bad condition; their tires are punctured;

their engines refuse to work; they are in

the repair shop half the time. New cars

must have a great deal of work done upon

upon them ; some have tq be. rebuilt en-

tirely. The evidence tends, to show that of

the entire 300 machines in tqwn
,
scarcely

one is in condition to whiz along the streets

and fill the heart of the owner with joy.

These startling facts might never have

been discovered had; pqt the local board of

assessors undertaken t<^ place the •automo-.

bile on the tax lists. Faced- with the cer-

tainty of taxation, the owners have begun

td tell the assessors what poor machines

they have.

The taxation of automobiles is a new
wrinkle here. Behind it appears the hand

of the state tax commission so far as can

be determined by 300 notices which the

assessors have sent out to all local owners

of automobiles and which read like this:

"We find your name in the list of owners

of automobiles furnished by the tax com-

missioners as owner of No. — (here is

given the number of the owner's license).

We enclose blank statement of personal

property for taxation. In making your

statement, please give the cost and present

value of your automobile. If you have

sold your machine, please give name and

address of purchaser."

The assessors have already secured a

multitude of statements in reply to this

communication.
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THB iPASADBlfA-ALTADKNA CLUB HAD A MOST-"PICTURESQUE SOUTHERN CAUFORHIA SETTIHO.

A Notable California Hill Climb.

Los Angeles, March 3.—The Pasadena-

Altadena hill climb on Washington's birth-

day was one of the most successful auto-

mobile events ever held in Southern

California. An ideal California day greeted

the climbers and onlookers; poppy fields

were ablaze in. yellow, and many visitors

stooped to gather the California flower.

The honors went to the Thomas, Stoddard-

Dayton, Reo, Buick, and Franklin, each

winning the first prize cup in its event. The
affair was conducted by the local Dealers'

Association, with H. D. Ryus chairman of

the committee in charge.

The road used for the climb starts near

the outskirts of pretty Pasadena, and goes

almost straight north for four miles to the

foot of the mountain. There are two

turns, both very sharp. For the first mile

and a half of the climb the grade is not

over 8 per cent, and there was plenty of

speeding along this stretch. The grade

gradually increases until it is close to 15

per cent, at the top. The run is through

a beautiful bit of country. As one goes

higher and higher, the magnificent valley,

one of the most beautiful in California,

stretches out for miles and miles. Twenty

miles to the south the peaceful Pacific sends

up a silvery greeting, and in the distance

can be seen the dim outline of Catalina

Island.

Interest naturally centered in the open

event for all touring cars, and it was in

this contest that a 50-horsepower Thomas

Flyer, owned by Thomas Hughes and driv-

en by Frank Seifert, won the big cut glass

punchbowl given for the fastest time of

the climb. E. R. Thomas, of the company

making the car, was a pleased spectator of

the victory, and expressed himself enthu-

siastically. "It was a beautiful place for

a hill climb," said he, "and I shall always

remember with pleasure my day at the foot

of the California mountains."

The Pasadena-Altadena climb is to be

made an annual event, and the citizens of

Altadena have promised to construct a

road which will eliminate the curves, and

it may be extended farther north and in-

clude a stiffer grade. The following is a

summary

:

Runabouts Costing 11,000 or Less—Won by
Dr. Brown. 22-h. p. Bulck; time 6.07 1-5.

F. A. Bennett, 14-h.p. Ford, second; time
7.07. E. Bennett, Jr., 16-h.p. Wayne, third;

time 7.26 1-10.

Runabouts Unlimited—Won by D. C. Mc-
Cann, 30-h.p. Franklin; time 6.32 3-6. H.
D. Ryus, 18-h.p. White, second; time 7.14 1-6.

Runabouts Costing; $1,600 or Less—Won by
Dr. Brown. 22-h. p. Bulck; time 6.06. L. T.

Shettler. 16-h.p. Reo, second; time 6.41 1-2.

F. A. Bennett. 14-h.p. Ford, third; time
6.48 2-6.

Touring: Cars Costing $1,600 or Less-
Won by L. T. Shettler, 16-h.p. Reo; time
6.47 2-6. Mr. Hamilton. 22-h. p. Bulck.

second; time 7.36 1-6. D. L. Wolf, 18-h.p.

Reliance, third; time 8.09 3-6.

Touring- Cars Costing $2,600 or Under

—

Won by H. L. Olive, 30-h.p. Stoddard-Day-

ton; time 6.26 2-6. Earle Anthony. 20-h.p.

Stevens-Duryea. second; time 7.03 2-6. E.

H. Hawes, 24-h.p. Frayer-Mller, third; time

7.03 1-6.

Touring Cars Unlimited—Won by Thomas
Hughes, 60-h.p. Thomas; time 4.68 1-6.

Western Motor Company, S6-h.p. Pope-

Toledo, second; time 6.04 3-6. E. C. Anthony,

35-h.p. Pope-Toledo, third; time 6.06 3-5.

The Vanderbilt Cup Course.

The residents of Nassau county, Long
Island, are very much interested as to the

location of the course for the next Vander-

bilt Cup race. So interested are they in the

matter that petitions are being circulated

throughout Nassau county which will be

presented to the Vanderbilt Cup Commis-
sion, asking it to select the Long Island

Circuit for the next race.

The 1905 course was a fairly good one.

but the "S" turn at Albertson's and the dan-

gerous one in the Guinea Woods can be
avoided. This can be accomplished by se-

lecting a new route from the Bull's Head
Tavern, in the North Hempstead road, to

Lakeville, thus avoiding the Back road and

Willetts road, these being the poorest

stretches.

President John Farson, of the American
Automobile Association, will announce the

completion of the new racing board within

the next few days. It is understood that

Chairman Robert Lee Morrell positively de-

clines a reappointment.

April Race Meets.
Arrangements are being made for a race

meet at Pablo Beach, Jacksonville, Fla., to

take place April 4, 5 and 6. The meet will

be under the auspices of the Jacksonville

Automobile and Motor Club, with W. J.
Morgan assisting in its management.

During Easter week at Atlantic City the
Atlantic City Automobile Club will hold a
meet on the beach. The program will be a
diversified one, and will provide for touring

cars and runabouts in addition to the two
races for the high-powered flyers. Entry
blanks will be issued in a few days.
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Wilkes-Barre Mountain.
Wilkxs-Babke, Pa., March 5.—The one

hundredth anniversary of the founding of

Wilkes-Barre will be observed on a grand

scale, and one of the feature events will

be a climb of the famous Wilkes-Barre

mountain, which possesses a two-mile

stretch of perfect road and one of the most

picturesque in the country. The Centennial

Jubilee will be held May 105 11, and 12,

and the hill-climb is scheduled for the

opening day.

Wilkes-Barre being only seven to ten

hours' reasonable run by automobile from

New York City, it is expected that many
participants and spectators will be present

from the metropolitan district, in addition

to those from Philadelphia, Harrisburg,

and other Pennsylvania cities. The route

from New York Ciy to Wilkes-Barre is

over excellent and passable roads, and

through diversified scenery.

The Wilkes-Barre Automobile Club

hopes to make the climb up the mountain

here the successor of the Mount Washing-
ton event, which it is understood will not

be held this year. The Wilkes-Barre Board

of Trade, which is in general charge of the

Jubilee details, is enthusiastic concerning

the hill climb, and will use its best efforts

to make the contest national in character.

Entry blanks will be issued in the near

future, and definite plans announced. The
abandonment of the Eagle Rock hill climb

adds importance to this event.

Substitute Bill in New Jersey.
Trenton, N. J., March 5.—A substitute

bill for his obnoxious measure which caused

so much antagonism has been introduced by

Senator Frelinghuysen. It must be con-

fessed that the substitute is almost as dras-

tic as the original bill, for it carries a pro-

vision authorizing arrests without warrant

and subjecting automobilists to the mercy of

the country constable anxious for a fee.

It is a certainty that the Associated Auto-

mobile clubs of New Jersey will meet this

last measure with a solid front. Chairman

W. F. Sadler, Jr., of the Law Committee,

and Secretary J. E. Gill are already busy

on the proposition.

In the substitute bill there is provided a

somewhat lower tax on automobiles than

the original calls for. It provides that all

cars of less than 30 horsepower shall be

taxed $3 per year and a dollar additional

for the chauffeur. Machines of 30 horse-

power and more are to pay $5 per year,

with an additional $2 for the driver's license.

The substitute, Senator Frelinghuysen

claims, is modified sufficiently to meet all

requirements, and he says he will do his

utmost to have it passed.

While the law-abiding automobilists have

the utmost scorn for their fellow-autoists

who make themselves "hogs of the road,"

still they do not consider it fair that the

entire sport should suffer because of these

"outlaws." They will fight and fight hard

against unjust legislation.

Aeronautical Matters.
Comte de la Vaulx, the well-known

French aeronaut, is expected to reach New
York in the near future, and probably will

be present at the next ascension of the Aero

Club of America.

The Aero Club of America is negotiating

for a plot of ground near Pittsfield, Mass.,

and it may decide to establish permanent

experimental headquarters at that place. It

will be necessary to establish a plant for

making hydrogen gas.

Professor Samuel Picrpont Langley, third

secretary of the Smithsonian Institute, and

particularly noted for his airship experi-

ments, died recently at Aiken, S. C, as the

result of a stroke of paralysis. Professor

Langley was 72 years of age, and it is said

that he spent $100,000 of his private fortune

in trying to solve the problem of human
flight.

The technical committee of the Aero Club

of Great Britain, whose principal functions

are the investigation of aeroplanes and fly-

ing machines of the hcavier-than-air type,

has been constituted for 1906 as follows:

Sir Hiram Maxim, the Hon. C. S. Rolls, Sir

H. E. Colville, Major Baden-Powell, Colo-

nel J. E. Capper, Mr. Frost, Mr. Pollock,

Mr. Alexander, Mr. Spencer, Mr. Simms,

Mr. Wallace, K.C., Mr. Moore-Brabazon,

Dr. Hutchinson and Professor Huntington.

Some interesting competitions in connection

with this important branch of aeronautics

are to be organized by the committee.

HEAR THE FOOT OF THE WILKES-BARRE (PA.) MOUNTAIN WHICH WILL BE CLIMBED DURING THE MAY CENTENNIAL JUBILEE.
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Dust Preventive.

No. 813,389.—W. M. Sandison, of Ash-

field, Ayton, Scotland.

An emulsion of "wool-fat" or "wool-

wax" obtained from unwashed wool by

washing with soap. The "wool-fat" con-

tains also potash salts, which by their

hygroscopic ' character prevent the road

from drying; and creosote, or some sim-

ilar substance, is added to the emulsion to

protect it from flecomposition.

Speed Indicator.

No. 813,135.—B. Volkmar, of New York

City.

A device depending on the centrifugal

force exerted by a metal ring, 2$, when

rotated by a shaft, B. The ring is pivoted

on a diametrical pin, 30, which is slidable

in a slot in the shaft. At one point the

VOLKMAR SPEED INDICATOR.

ring is pinned to a link, 26, and a spring,

28, tends to force the ring into the angular

position shown. As the shaft revolves,

the ring tends to assume a position at right

angles to the shaft, and the effect of hold-

ing it by link 26 is to double the movement
of link 24. The rotating cone 23 deter-

mines the position of the index finger

through the parts 22 and 21.

Safety Starting Crank.

No. 811,928—A. S. Johnson, of Minne-

apolis, Minn.

The principle on which this crank acts

is shown in the drawings. The crankshaft

2 has a double toother rachet 77 pinned

fast to it, and adjacent to that is a ratchet

13 -which is connected (by means not

shown) to the frame of the car and is

stationary. Pawl 19 engages ratchet 17,

JOHNSON SAFETY STARTING CRANK.

and pawl 21, mounted on i9, engages 13.

If the engine "kicks back," the first back-

ward movement of the crank causes 13

and 21 to force 19 out of engagement, as

shown in the second figure.

Transmission Mechanism.

No. 806,316—C. E. Bertels, of Wilkes-

Batre, Pa:

This is a sliding gear .transmission in

which 'the usual friction- clutch between

the engine and fhe-.gears is -supplemented

by a second friction-pjuteh between the gears

and the differential, in order to let the gears

run entirely free instead of at a speed de-

termined by the speed of the road wheels

when a change of gears is made. This, of

course, reduces materially the shock of

changing gears. The two clutches are oper-

ated simultaneously.

Muffler.

No. 813.203.—G. E. Franquist, of New
York City.

This muffler is stated by the inventor to

deaden the sound of the exhaust gases

without back pressure, by utilizing the prin-

ciple of interference of sound waves. The
gases enter the chamber 6 by pipe 9 and

pass by a great number of small perfora-

tions through plate 10 into chamber 7. The
gases thus issuing take on the characteris-

tics of a sound wave, which wave is re-

flected back and forth between plate 10

and plate 12. Somewhere midway between

these plates the waves will interfere, with

FRANQUIST MUFFLER UTILIZING PRINCIPLE OF SOUND-WAVE INTERFERENCE.

the result that at that point there is no
sound. Therefore the gases' are taken 'from

that point bv pipes /.?, and are further ex-
_

panded in chamber 8 before their final" dis'-
r

charge at 14.

'

.
Tachometer.

No. 812,937—V. Koblizek, of Salmthal,

Au stria-Hungary.

A tachometer operating like a Pickering

governor, with flyballs on bent leaf springs

attached at one end to the shaft and at the

other to a sliding sleeve actuating the index

finger through a rack and pinion. A pair

of clapper weights on the sleeve strike a

signal gong when the speed reaches the pre-

determined maximum.

Adjustable Steering Gear.

No. 813,186.—J. Warrington, of Indian-

apolis, Ind.

This is a worm gear in which the worm
wheel is split into two parts 15 and 20, of

which the latter is swiveled by 18 on the

hub 13 of the former. The two halves

are held together by bolts 24 in slots, and

the purpose is to offset 20 slightly on is

to compensate for wear. This is done by a

locked set-screw 17 threaded in an exten-

sion 16 of 13, and bearing against a stiff

spring in extension 21 formed on 18. The
purpose of the spring is to permit the seg-

WARRTNOTON STEERING GEAR

ment to be adjusted snug for the middle

part of its travel, where it will suffer the
greatest wear, and yet be free at the ends.

Gear-Driven Blower.

No. 813,204.—L. A. Frayer and W. J.
Miller, of Columbus, O.

A centrifugal blower geared to the crank-
shaft of an air-cooled motor, and protected

against shocks due to sudden starting and
stopping by a spring cushion in the driv-
ing gear.

Gas Engine.

No. 811,757.—V. G. Apple, of Dayton, O.
An automobile engine placed vertically

at the front of the car, and having the
valve and other mechanism disposed with-
in casings fitting close to the cylinders, so
that no bonnet is required.
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A Trying Non-stop Run in Winter.

Philadelphia, March 6.—Nowadays it is

not a difficult matter for an automobile to

travel 1,000 miles without a stopping of the

motor. To accomplish the feat under severe

conditions of road and weather is a task

more difficult of accomplishment.

A Rambler car, fitted with a double-

from Lancaster, a hole was encountered into

which the car sunk over the axles. One
hour and twenty minutes elapsed here, but

the car was finally extricated by its own
power without stopping the engine. At each

town many interested spectators were given

trial trins, though the demand was so great

Sidney S. Gorham, of the American Auto-

mobile Association, have been in New York

City since March 1, and have conferred with

members of the Board of Directors concern-

ing plans for the immediate work of the

organization. Both officials are known to

be energetic and capable, and A. A. A.

affairs are certain to be given requisite at-

tention. President Farson has been a per-

sistent opponent of unfair legislation, and

Secretary Gorham, being a lawyer, will give

much attention to this department of the

national body. The A. A. A. Board of Di-

rectors held its March meeting this after-

noon at the clubrooms of the Automobile

Club of America. Substantial growth is as-

sured the association in the next year.

BO*£TOP RAMBLER -WHICH PLOWED THROUGH MUD OVER ALL KINDS OF ROADS.

opposed motor and selling at $1,200, started

Tuesday noon, February 20, from 242 North

Broad street, Philadelphia, and, going

through the hilly section around Ogontz, it

covered a 38-mile circuit until a 1,000 mile-

age had been accumulated.

During all of one day and night the car

plowed through mud and water in one of the

worst rain storms qf_thc year, the- mud be-

ing in some cases nearly to the hubs. When
finally 'stopped by Senator" Vivian S. Gable,

the engine had been running continuously

for 96 hours, 6 minutes, and the car had
covered 1,383 miles under the worst condi-

tions ever encountered by an automobile.

During, the run the car was in charge of J.

E. Baugher, C. B. Cleaver, Herbert Bittner

and Joseph Kachline, the last two named
making the final relay of the thousand

miles.

At the completion of the original under-

taking of 1,000 miles the car was going so

smoothly that it was decided to continue the

run ; but as the operators were all entirely

worn out through exposure to wind and

rain the car was left standing with the en-

gine running until 9 a. m. Friday, when
Joseph Kechline and Herbert Bittner started

on a 250-mile round-about trip to Harris-

burg. At places the roads were all but im-

passable, and about four miles from Harris-

burg the three passengers had to go ahead
of the car and pick out the road with the

dash lamps, and finally, about twelve miles

that not all could be accommodated. After

returning to Philadelphia a number of trips

were made around the city, the engine being

finally stopped by Senator Gable and the car

taken to the Rambler booth at the Philadel-

phia show.

New A. A. A. Officials.

President John Farson and Secretary

Creates Thrills on the Coast.

t\. thirty-foot leap with an automobile

across a gap at the foot of a steep incline

is a performance with which Doctor Carver

has recently been thrilling spectators at Ag-

ricultural Park, Los Angeles, Cal. After
' making a score of such sensational leaps in

that city he planned a tour of California

with his new "stunt." The accompanying

reproduction from, a photograph shows: the

"Doctor" in the midst of one of his wild

flights. As shown, the essential.esakunent

is a wooden incline ending at_^thj^Kttnpt

near the ground in an abrupt upwted.cox&$-

forming the segment of a cinrie..' Thirty-feet

distant is a ' sort of landing, -platforiri . upon

which the car alights- after its. leap..- There

is nothing but the 'driver's'.steady nerver.and

hand ' to Hold the can toohs- course.- ' The
machine used for this feat is a second-hind

Cadillac! runabout of 1905- model bought

frofn the Lee Automobile Company, of Los

Angeles after it had seen six months' hard

usage on the road. The leap is a very se-

vere test of the springs, axles, and, in fact,

. all parts of the car, as may easily be imag-

ined.

THE CADILLAC RUNABOUT WHICH LOOPS THE GAP AT LOS AHGELES, CAL.
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THE MORRIS COUNTY (If. J.) GOLF- CLUB. WHICH WILL PROVIDE. TOR ITS AUTOMOBHJHG MEMBERS.

J

Providing for the Automobilist.
Asbury Park, N. J., March 5.—A matter

of interest to autotnobilists all over New
Jersey is the announcement that the Mor-

ris County Golf Club, one of the wealthiest

organizations of its kind in the state, may
erect a garage on its grounds this spring

for the use of members and their friends

owning automobiles.

While country clubs provide almost every

known convenience and comfort for mem-
bers, most of the New Jersey clubs seem

to have forgotten the automobilists' needs

in this respect, and take no account of the

expensive cars that are driven to the

grounds. There are usually stables for

horses at those places patronized by horse-

men, but automobilists must leave their'

costly cars out in the open or else house

them in ill-smelling stables or under rickety

sheds.

It is not so bad when the weather is

fair, but no one is able to foretell atmos-

pheric conditions with absolute certainty,

and in summer showers sometimes fall on

very short notice. The steward of a large

and prosperous country club said that he

was surprised that such accommodations

for automobile members had not been made
long ago. He declared that he heard many
complaints last season from motor car

owners whose machines were soaked

through and through in some sudden rain-

storm while their owners were out on the

grounds, simply because there was no ade-

quate shelter for automobiles.

John Pollock, who lives in the Seventh

District, Wilkerson, Tenn., rode horseback

to Antioch and hitched his horse in front

of one of the stores. An automobile used

by the Cumberland Telephone Company
came along and frightened the animal so

that it fell dead. Mr. Pollock will insti-

tute suit against the company for damages.

—Exchange.

Doings of the Clubs.

The Automobile Club of Macon (Ga.)

has been revived, and its new offices promise

an innings of great activity, particularly in

the matter of working for roads improve-

ment

At the regular "Tuesday Night" of the

Automobile Gub of America a large num-
ber of members attended the illustrated lec-

ture of Frederick Moore, the subject being

"Brigand Life in the Balkans." Mr. Moore,

as an Associated Press correspondent, spent

much time in the Balkan country.

The Springfield (Ohio) Automobile Gub
recently held its first annual banquet After

the banquet the old board of directors was

reelected as follows: P. A. Staley, J. K. Wil-

liams, C W. Russell, H. C Downey and

A. F. Sparks.

A banquet and entertainment surpassing

by far every past effort of the Automobile

Club of Buffalo recently took place in its

clubrooms in the Teck Theatre Building.

The affair was unique in every detail and

surprise after surprise greeted the large

number of automobile men in attendance.

Everything was done in thorough German
style. The orchestra played only German se-

lections, the menu cards were printed in Ger-

man, the dishes cooked in German style and

the waitresses were garbed as picturesque

German peasant girls. Of the many surprises

the greatest was the springing of a bogus

German count. President H. A. Meldrum
told the members they were to be favored

with an address by Count Von Unholz, who
had made a special trip to Buffalo for the

occasion. The listeners were just getting

interested when the alleged count removed

his whiskers and wig, disclosing himself to

be Howard D. Herr, chairman of the enter-

tainment committee. A good vaudeville

entertainment followed the "fake" count's

appearance. H. S. Evans, of Pittsburg, a

member of the Automobile Club of Pitts-

burg, was a guest.

Chicago's Motor Boat Show.
Chicago, March 5.—The promoters of the

first annual power boat and marine engine

show, which is to be held here at the First

Regiment Armory, April 7 to 14. expect that

fully 100 exhibitors will take part in the

show. Already nearly all of the space has

been spoken for by different firms, and it

looks as though Chicago's first show will

set a record which will be hard to beat, in

the West, for some time to come.

At the regular quarterly meeting of the

Columbia Yacht Club it was decided to

make power boats a feature of the season's

schedule. Long cruises will be taken to

ports along the Lake Michigan coast, but
short-distance racing will not be tolerated.

Able, seaworthy boats will be used. How-
ard Shaw was appointed chairman of the

Power Boat Regatta Committee, with au-
thority to select the rest of the committee.

On the Delaware River.

Wilmington, Del., March 5.—Motor
boats are becoming so numerous on the

Delaware river that a motor and engine

works has been established at Newcastle,

which is about five miles below Wilmington
and about thirty miles below Philadelphia.

The plant is now being equipped with ma-
chinery, and it is the expectation of the

owner to have it in shape by the time the

shad season is under way, which will be
about the middle of this month.

Newcastle is at the head of deep water,

being but a short distance above the Dela-

ware Bay, and is the center of the shad
fishing industry. Formerly only row boats

and sail boats were used by the shad fisher-

men and oyster dredgers, as well as the

Jersey truckers, in taking their produce to

Wilmington and Philadelphia, but now
many of the boats are operated by motors,

and the fever is spreading. The gain in

time and the all-round convenience of the

motor-driven craft are now generally rec-

ognized.
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Sunset Two-cycle Touring Car.

THE car here illustrated, although made
in considerable numbers during the

past season, is practically unknown except

in the vicinity of San Francisco, where it is

manufactured by the Sunset Automobile

Co. A sample car has reached New York,

where it has attracted attention by its clean

cut lines and silent running.

The car possesses direct individuality,

but the most novel detail is found in the

motor, a two-cylinder, two-cycle, vertical

engine placed in front, with drive through

planetary transmission and propeller shaft

to the divided rear axle. The motor is the

result of experimentation by Dorville Libby,

Jr., manager of the Sunset company, and

the present form was designed about four

years ago, business conditions preventing

its construction in a commercial form until

the fall of 1904. A season's experience has

not indicated the advisability of any alter-

ations, and the model for this year is prac-

tically the same as the motor in use last

year.

The difficulty often encountered in two-

cycle practice of effective transference of

the charge from the crank chamber to the

cylinder at high engine speeds has been

minimized in the Sunset motor by provid-

ing an increased initial compression of the

gases in the crank chamber, which is made
with as little clearance as possible, increas-

ing the pressure of the burnt charge by

reducing the cylinder clearance and by

enormously, increasing the area of the cyl-

inder ports. Wire-drawing or choking the

admission of the charge has been avoided

by extending the ports entirely around the

internal circumference of the cylinder,

bridges of course being used, and by so

shaping the head of the piston that more

perfect separation of the incoming and out-

going gases is effected. The three-port

system is not used, there being a check

valve in the intake pipe.

The resultant design is said to provide a

two-cycle motor that will run at a greater

number of revolutions per minute than a

four-cycle engine with valves of a nor-

mal size and which will run slower than

a four-cycle engine with a flywheel of equal

size.

The 10-horsepower engine used in the

runabout has two vertical cylinders of 3 1-2-

inch bore by 4-inch stroke, with copper

water jackets. The crankshaft is of built

up construction with cast disk counter-

weights on the hardened and ground shaft.

The bearings are solid phosphor bronze

bushings^ which have given satisfactory

service in the cars now in use. Ignition is

by jump spark, with the timer on the front

end of the engine shaft, as shown in the

accompanying illustration of the motor.

The use of a two-cylinder motor of the

two-cycle type has enabled the company to

produce a car light in weight with nearly

all of the frame area available for passen-

gers or luggage. The total weight of the

runabout is 850 pounds, notwithstanding

the moderately long wheelbase, 84 inches,

and the substantial construction of the

axles and other structural parts. The
tread is 45 inches, with wheels 28 inches

in diameter, shod with 3-inch tires.

The motor is not only free from the

gears, camshafts and valve mechanism of

the foim-cycle type, but the wiring is

simple and direct by reason of the use of

SUBSET TWO-CYLINDER, TWO-CYCLE ENGINE.

a single coil with secondary distributer.

The open and clean-cut appearance is still

further enhanced by the absence of pump
and driving mechanism, the water circulat-

ing by thermo-syphonic action.

The engine is set into the frame at an

angle, with the design of affording a direct

line of drive when the springs of the car

are under normal compression. The trans-

mission provides two forward speeds and a

reverse, though the reverse gives an addi-

tional forward speed brought about by its

engagement with the motor reversed or

running in the opposite direction to normal.

The high speed is direct drive with a

maximum rate of about thirty-five miles

per hour, the low, two and a half miles, and

the reverse, also an additional forward

speed, six miles per hour. Speed changes

are effected by movement of a single side

lever.

The brakes, acting on the drive shaft and

on the differential, are foot actuated. Spark

and throttle levers are located below the

steering wheel, moving over notched quad-

rants. Hand-operated muffler cut-out is

provided for emergency use.

In the construction of the frame straight-

grained ash is used with steel flitch plates.

The springs are three-quarter elliptics,

shackled at the rear ends. The driving

and braking stresses are taken by the

springs. The rear portion of the body is

flat, a boot or turtle type of back

being removable so that a surrey seat, a

duplicate of the permanently attached front

seat, may be bolted in position to double

the passenger carrying capacity of the

vehicle.

A new model, an amplification of the

runabout, will be added to 'the line this

year, and already work is in hand on a

number of the larger cars. This model

will be equipped with a four-clyinder, two-

cycle motor rated at 20 actual horsepower,

shaft drive and dimensions increased here

and there as necessary in a car of this

power.

Although the new model will possess a

power plant of twice the rating of the

runabout, the question of total weight has

been so carefully worked out that the four-

cylinder car will weigh only a little more

than the smaller machine.

SUNSET ao-HORSEPOWER TOURING CAR DRIVEN BY FOUR-CYLINDER, TWO-CYCLE ENGINE.
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Tbm Brm of From all over the coun-

Blitwmy try accumulates informa-
Improvmmat. tion that makes appar-

ent the widespread era of highway
improvement that is just dawning in these

United States. The city dweller, the town
inhabitant, and the farm owner are now
all agreed—except in a gradually lessening

number of cases—that the common welfare

demands an early improvement of the road

arteries of travel.

In order to avoid the insinuation that

he was working for good roads so that he

might have perfect highways over which to

drive his automobile, the motorist has pur-

sued a policy of keeping very much in

the background. Perhaps this plan may
have been a wise one before automobilists

became as numerous and substantial as

they are to-day, but the impression is grow-
ing that the time is at hand when this large

class of taxpayers—and nearly every auto-

mobilist is a taxpayer—should come out

in the open and fight for that which not

only benefits them, but is an advantage to

all users of the highway, and to thousands

of others who benefit indirectlv.

The cyclist never - hid in the underbrush

in his persistent advocacy of good roads,

and he talked the subject from morning
until night, and unquestionably accom-

plished much in the way of moulding opin-

ion to its present almost unanimous state.

It is time for the thousands of automobilists

throughout the broad land to place them-

selves ; squarely on record and announce in

no uncertain manner that they intend to

leave no stone unturned to bring about this

prompt improvement of roads—the ignor-

ing of which has been a matter of pro-

found surprise to foreign countries who
have studied our progress and prosperity.

The Brownlow-Lattimer good roads bills

still slumber in Congress, and apparently

are sidetracked for measures involving

money expenditures in which the politi-

cians have a greater interest Our repre-

sentatives in Congress must be taught that

the good roads subject must not be longer

ignored, and the only way in which this can

be, more quickly accomplished is for the

growing army of automobilists to make
their fight open and aboveboard, and not

skulk in the background, fearing that their

support will prove detrimental. Simpjy be-

cause a few reckless "automobilists antago-

nize other, users of the road is no reason

why: the great majority should. hid* tbejr

efforts in this most essential channel.

Government aid is close at hand, but it

will not be obtained speedily through the

methods now being pursued by automobil-

ists. Let us not be ashamed of admitting

that we do desire good roads over .which

to drive our automobiles, for this improve-

ment of the highways, to quote from a

Brownlow-Lattimer argument, "is a na-

tional obligation, because improved high-

ways would . bring national .blessings .where

now exist conditions that are. hurtful to

national life and prosperity."

Pmfmt
Lmw
Reform.

Several years ago, as the

result of agitation on

the subject, a bill was
presented to Congress, having for its pur-

pose the creation of a "Court of Patent Ap-
peal" in which patent litigation involving

serious technical questions would be con-

ducted before a bench of scientific experts.

The bill probably died in committee, for it

has been lost sight of and forgotten. Re-

cently, however, there has been a revival of

the agitation under the leadership of E. P.

Thompson, a New York patent attorney,

and of Ludwic Gutmann, an electrical en-

gineer of St. Louis. The aid of the tech-

nical press has been sought in furthering an

intelligent discussion of the subject, and the

Electrical World and Engineer has con-

sented to receive correspondence on "Patent

Law Reform" with the purpose of forward-

ing it to the Bureau of Commerce and

Labor at Washington, or, if the correspond-

ence is of sufficient volume, to use it as the

basis of a memorial to Congress.

It will be generally conceded that reform

is needed in the patent law situation. As

matters now stand, patent litigation is con-

ducted in the United States courts before

the regular judges, who, however able and

impartial they may be in a legal sense, are

not qualified by training or experience to

give .decisions in suits involving abstruse

technical questions that would often puzzle

the most expert engineer. It is not the in-

tention of the agitators to override the ex-

isting courts. They suggest rather that the

work of the courts be confined to questions

of law, while the purely technical side of a

dispute would be considered by an advisory

board or lower court composed of men of

reputation and thorough scientific training.

This, of course, is a mere outline of the

plan of campaign, and those who are inter-

ested would further the cause by sending

their views to the technical publication re-

ferred to at New York.

N-4l—tv The breakdown of

Umtimt one of the finest

thm Mfr. racing cars at the

recent Florida meeting suggested to an on-

looker the thought, that, considering the

abuse rather than the use of automobiles, it

is a marvel of practical mechanics that

their general reputation for reliability is so

.good to-day. Any car may fail from defec-

tive materials of construction, which may
be employed unintentionally in its construc-

tion, no matter how careful the builder;

for materials, especially the highest grades,

have a knack of doing surprising things

sometimes. But assuming the best—in all

that the word signifies— in materials, they

have been employed by the
- designer and

constructor for use, not abuse.

The car referred to had been driven down
to the start and was waiting to take its

place at the line, with clutch open and the

motor turning over idle. The driver, ap-
parently in his anxiety to make sure that

it functioned properly at even the highest

speeds, pressed down the accelerator pedal

at intervals, the powerful engine responding

with a rapid-fire, ear-splitting roar. To
paraphrase the famous remark of a French
general : "It was beautiful, but it was not
engineering." Once too often the accelera-

tor was depressed and in an instant the
motor was a wreck. Probably it had never
occurred to the driver that the engine had
been' designed to do useful work, and that
the factor of safety that would be sufficient

to enable him to get under the weight and
win a race was not sufficient to prevent dis-
integration when the potential energy of
the machine was employed in that direction.

•Until the advent of the automobile it was
an unwritten rule in engineering practice
never to race an engine. The more power-
ful the motor the more necessary this pre-
caution. As a general proposition the
driver who treats his motor with considera-
tion will get a return in kind even though
he may not get any articulate acknowledg-
ment.
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The Important Albany Highway Convention.

How the New York State Supervisors Will Recommend the

Expenditure of the $50,000,Q00 for Good Roads,

The report of the executive committee

of the New York State Supervisors'

Seventh Annual Highway Convention, to be

held in Albany, April 3 and 4, is strongly

and concisely drawn, and places clearly in

front of the people what work has been ac-

complished by the highway conventions in

the past six years, and upon what lines the

executive committee recommend action at

the present session of the Legislature.

Briefly, the report recommends that such

legislation should be secured, that when the

$50,000,000 is expended the state of New
York will have built, in such counties as de-

sire it, all or a part of a complete county

system which shall communicate with the

adjoining counties, so as to make a complete

s{ate system capable of developing farm

values and making the inaccessible parts of

the state accessible for commercial purposes.

To accomplish this the committee recom-

mends legislation which will enable the

comptroller to sell, from time to time, bonds

which shall not at any one time exceed

$50,000,000, using the proceeds to build high-

Ways in the respective counties as soon as

and whenever the counties and state engi-

ifeer are ready to construct them.

To secure an equitable distribution and a

complete stated and- county • dysrem^the- com-'

mittee recommends that the" cbuntie's -shafl
1

file in Albany maps showing, the roads in

each town desired to be improved by, the

town boards. In each county, which_ roads so

designated by. the town board arid 'board of

supervisors, shall be deemed by th'em to be

proper. for the complete internal improve-

ment of their town and county, and for

whidh the town and county pay respectively

35 per cent and IS per cent, of the cost in

their respective counties and .towns.

,
These roads so ' designated for improve-

ment may "be improved by the state engi-

neer on behajf of the state, which pays the

other 'one-half of 'the cost,, of construction

ij the state 'engineer .believes such road so

to be improved wonld majcfe a proper part

ot a county .system, also a proper part .of a

state system, and provided the' improvement

approved of does not , make an inequitable

apportionment, to that county oyer the im-

provements to. be equitably, apportioned to

other counties of the state. .This plan the

committee is submitting to all supervisors

and highway ' commissioners prior . to the

meeting in Albany, in 'order that it may. be

thoroughly understood, and approved or

modified when the convention meets in

April.

more than 200 miles of public roads have

been improved. At the first glance this may
seem considerable, but, comparing it with

the hundreds of miles of roads that cross-

hatch this great commonwealth, it is not so

great. But the encouraging fact remains

that the work is going on intelligently, and

every mile of good road built encourages

the construction of more.

According to the state highway commis-

sion, Pennsylvania has 97,940 miles of pub-

lic road. This is exclusive of roads which

are used by the public but are privately

owned. It is also exclusive of 1,101 miles

of toll roads, which, however, in a sense

are improved, but are not all well main-

tained.

The appropriation of $6,500,000 made'by
the state in conformity with the Sproul-

Roberts bill is to cover a period of six

years, various sums being released each

year. For this year $1,250,000 is avail-

able and for 1907 and 1908 $1,500,000 each

is set aside for road improvement As the

county and township must furnish their

quota of cash, one-eighth of the total

amount in each case, the annual total is

considerable. The present fiscal year ends

May 1, 1906, and applications have been re-

ceived from, the various.counties for. more
mileage -than -the -available cash on hand to

that ,
date will construct, showing that the

interest o'f the rural population has at fast

been5 aVkkened to the lasting and diversified

benefits' derived from improved highways.

Of the counties in Pennsylvania only five

have not applied for state aid in road build-

ing. They are Bedford, Juniata, Jefferson,

Schuylkill and Lebanon. Chester probably

leads in mileage of improved roads, but

Montgomery and Bucks are not far behind.

Since January I, as automobilists residing

in the Keystone state are aware, the highway

commissioners have had charge of the issu-

ing of automobile licenses and tags, and this

department has been more than busy. Dur-

ing January alone more than 4,000 licenses

were issued. Under the present law the

operator, and not the car, is licensed.

Road Work in Pennsylvania.

Since the Sproul-Roberts law went into

effect in Pennsylvania about three years ago

Highway Progress.

State Highway Commissioner Earle, of

Michigan, is having prepared a large num-

ber of supplements for country newspapers

giving the laws relating to the construction

of roads by state aid and other information

to which it is desired to give wide publicity.

The commissioner has on hand applications

for state aid for roads aggregating $67,300.

There is available for this purpose not more

than $70,000, in addition to the money re-

ceived from automobile licenses.

The Government of the United States has

built highways in Cuba, in Porto Rico and

the Philippine" Islands, arid Congress Is even

howpreparing to appropriate money to blaze

the highways and establish means of cohi-

munication in Alaska. But the astonishing

fact remains that the Government has taken

no substantial part in building highways at

home, and' helping the people who sustain

it and furnish it the very sinews of evist-

ence- as'* 'government although it is not

forbidden' 'by constitutional limitation or

sound public policy' from engaging in such

internal 'improvement. •

The good roads reform has struck Ot-

tawa county, Michigan, and especially the

portion bf-it.surrounding Holland. Farmers

through the' surrounding territory are

greatly interested in the movement and

rneetidgs all 'over the county are in prospect

Ar; a' meeting at the Brinkman school, near

Gfaafschap, President Anthony Rosbach, of

tfii Ottawa County Rural Carriers' Associa-

tion, described the condition of the rural

Highways and told how :they might be im-

p'rovea 'at
sa ismall cost. The use of King's

split 16g
! drag was recommended for im-

proving the roads. One of these can be

made by
.
any handy farmer, as there is no

patent on the simple but effective contriv-

ance, and if used on the roads directly after

a rain it will level up the roads, fill in the

cuts and keep the highway in excellent con-

dition. The drag is made by splitting

lengthwise a log 9 feet long. 6 inches in di-

ameter, the two sections being'held together

by. pins 30 inches long, which give it the

appearance of a ladder. It is the Intention

of the rural carriers to keep up the interest

in good roads, and. a number of meetings

will be held to develop further interest

FROM NEW YpF$K *TO MICHIGAN.
From New York City to Lawton, Mich.,

is a journey that was taken last fall by C
D. Van Riper, who was accompanied by his

wife, and incidentally carried along a dog

which took a keen interest in the trip from,

start to finish. The 1,500-miIe journey, in-'

eluding stop-overs, was accomplished hit

seven days by the 12-horsepower Franklin,!

which once covered 158 miles on seven gal-j

Ions of gasoline.
!

From New York to Albany the rain made!

matters decidedly uncomfortable, but the;

fairly good roads made traveling compara-

tively uneventful. But from Albany to!

Utica the highway was of a decidedly doubt-'

ful sort. There was a slight improvement

between Utica and Syracuse, and from the

latter city to Rochester the going couH.

have been improved upon very perceptibly.,

As a welcome change came the good road,

from Rochester to Buffalo, which also con-

tinued and even improved to Erie, Pa.

Thenceforth to Michigan the roads alter-,

nated from good to fair and back again.

Not a single accident marred the trip, non

did Mr. Van Riper frighten any horses, and;

even the farmers gave him a welcome that]

showed how thoroughly their antipathy to

the automobile is losing ground.
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New Decauville Establishment in New York.

THE automobile industry has brought

about a paradoxical use of the word
"plant," heretofore used synonomously with

"factory," and generally understood to mean
a building or buildings devoted to the man-
ufacture of a finished or partially finished

product. However, "plant" is the only pos-

sible designation of the up-to-date combined

salesroom, offices, repair shop and garage

recently occupied by the Decauville Auto-

mobile Company, at the corner of Fifty-

sixth street and Broadway, New York city.

The rapid growth of this concern, for-

merly known as the Standard Automobile

Company, necessitated a radical move if the

demands of the future were to be met, and

the magnificent new building, now practi-

cally finished, was planned to house the

several departments of the business. In

order that the facilities for handling a great

number of cars on storage might be of the

best, a location was chosen that is particu-

larly favorable to the arrangement of the

plant in separate departments under one

roof. The company considered it a prime

requisite that the site should provide a cor-

ner frontage on Broadway and one of the

cross streets near Columbus Circle, in the

leading retail automobile district of the

Western Hemisphere. The plot jo situated

has a frontage of fifty feet on Broadway
and a depth of sixty feet on Fifty-sixth

street

Directly in the rear, at right angles to the

rear line .of the lot, an adjoining lot was

secured, which has a frontage of seventy-

five feet each on Fifty-fifth and Fifty-sixth

streets and a total depth of 200 feet, run-

ning entirely throusrh the block and having

entrances to the garage and repair shop on

both the north and south fronts.

Work on the construction of the build-

ings was begun about ten months ago and,

in order that the company might take pos-

session of the premises at the earliest possi-

larger plot, provision being made for the

addition of one or more stories to the

height of the larger building at any time

in the future when the growth of the busi-

ness of the company should demand more

capacity in the departments devoted to

storage and repairs.

With this in view, the construction de-

cided upon was steel and concrete, the en-

FROHT OF THE DECAUVILLE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY'S HEW SALESROOM AND OFFICES
OS BROADWAY AND 56TH STREET, HEW YORK.

ble moment, it was decided to erect only a

three-story building on the corner lot and

a two-story and basement building on the

DTTERIOR OF SALESROOM OH GROUND FLOOR, SHOWING GALLERY (AT LEFT) TO OFFICES.

tire building being so designed that the

added weight of several stories will by no

means test the strength of the foundations,

side walls and sustaining columns. The
floors and walls of the main building are of

concrete with suitable steel tie rods and

other structural steel work as demanded in

the most approved modern fire-proof prac-

tice, wood being used only for such minor

purposes as absolutely necessary in the

proper installation of machinery and

benches.

The salesroom occupies nearly the entire

ground floor of the three-story wing and is

advantageously located for the display of

the various cars handled by the company.

In addition to the Decauville line, the C
G. & V., English Daimler and Franklin gas-

oline cars and the Babcock electric car-

riages are handled, giving the concern a

wide representation in the field of pleasure

vehicles. On the same floor and in a mez-

zanine gallery are located the offices for the

use of the retail sales department. Access

to the garage is by way of a door opening

directly on the main floor of the larger

building. The general and executive offices

of the company are located above the sales-

room, being reached by a passenger elevator

and a fireproof stairway.
-

The executive offices are arranged tn

suite on the Fifty-sixth street and Broad-
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way fronts, and, while fitted up in

the best of taste, are in no way pre-

tentious. Separate offices are pro-

vided for each department, with a

remarkably comprehensive equip-

ment for the transaction of clerical

work, filing of records and other

details incidental to the manage-

ment of the many branches of the

company's business. At this writ-

ing the third floor of the corner

wing is in the hands of the deco-

rators and work is being pushed

forward so that the entire available

office capacity of this building may
be put to use, to the relief of the

somewhat congested condition of

the floor now in service.

A basement extends under the

two buildings, and is so divided that

the main floor is unencumbered

with such departments as can be

advantageously located in the base-

ment. The heating plant, consisting

of a battery of two boilers with

large coal bunkers, is located under

the salesroom, and the floor under

the main building is about equally

divided between the washing and

cleaning department and a large

room for the care of electric vehi-

cles, suitable charging panels, trucks

for handling batteries and other appliances

being installed for the up-keep of this type

of car.

ONE END OF MACHINE SHOP IN REPAIR DEPARTMENT.

In the cleaning department the washing

will be done on four large stands with am-
ple light and convenient water connections

for quick and thorough work. The

cars are carried to the basement

floor by elevators, two of very large

size being installed midway of the

large building, with turntables at

either side, affording ready access to

each floor.

The available floor space of the

garage has not been diminished by

locating the locker department on

the ground floor. The lockers have

been placed on a gallery with com-

municating stairways at several

points. There will be nearly 200 of

these, all constructed of metal, each

thirty inches deep and sixteen inches

wide. The walls of the garage are

covered with white glazed tiles, a

part of the scheme to maintain as

clean and light a garage as possible.

Other appointments are in keeping

with this idea and the company is

('.irecting special efforts to earn the

reputation of maintaining the clean-

est garage in the world.

The necessary supporting col-

umns of the structure are nine in

number, intersecting the short axis

of the larger building so that two
wide aisles are provided. Each

aisle accommodates four rows of

cars, and the handling of machines is

as unobstructed as though no columns ex-

isted. The main entrance and exit is located

on the Fifty-sixth street front, with emer-

HTERIOR OF GARAGE PROPER OF NEW DECAUVILLE ESTABLISHMENT, SHOWING TWIN FREIGHT ELEVATORS WITH TURNTABLE IN FRONT.
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gency doors on Fifty-fifth street. A com-

prehensive checking, system is maintained at

this entrance, each
,
car being checked on ar-

rival.or departure in such a way that a com-

plete record of its movements is preserved in

duplicate for the owner and the company.

The second floor, reached by four iron

3nd. steel stairways -and the two large ele-

vators, is divided into, a pumber of depart-

ments, chief of which; is the extensive re-

pair shop, in which is installed a double

line of the most approved machines for the

repair or manufacture of any part of the

mechanism of the up-to-date automobile.

Adjacent to the machine; -styop. is the forge

and brazing
;
rooms, eacji a closed apart-

mentj-absolutely fireproof,and cut off from
all communication witji the- remainder of

the building except by . a. single-entrance

door.

On this floor is a large space set apart

for the use of chauffeurs and owners who
may wish to effect adjustments, repairs or

replacements ; and, with a view to affording

the best possible facilities, the department

is provided with ample light and sufficient

bench room far the accommodation of a

considerable number working at the same
time. Just off this large room are shower

baths and lavatories with, lockers for the

use of chauffeurs,, similar .accommodations,

for employees of the cempanv being, located
'

near by. • . •
i
. •

:
. .

A number of stockrooms, for, -machine

tools and- sundries . and , for car..-parts, -.are

located on this floor in suitable proximity

to the machine shop and communicating

passageways. Access to each department

of the building is facilitated by numerous

all-metal stairways disposed at frequent in-

tervals.

Midway of the length of the garage, on a

piece of land twenty-five feet wide by

SOO'l

seventy feet deep, is the accessories depart-

ment in a separate building that opens into

the middle of the garage. At the rear of

this building is a large checkroom for robes

and bulky articles which cannot be put into

lockers.

All gasoline and oils are stored in tanks

set below the ground and filled from the

outside of the building on the Fifty-fifth

street front. Two rooms are located in one

corner of the garage, one for gasoline and

the other for oils. Each is fitted with reg-

istering pumps and the interior walls 'and

floors are lined with white tiles. The gas-

oline is delivered to cars from a wheeled

tank of fifty gallons' capacity, a measuring

pump on the tank indicating the exact

amount used In the oilroom no less than

six pumps are installed for various grades

of lubricating oils and kerosene.

seven days the time is recorded in the

proper blank space, provision being made
on the card for three departures and re-

Garage Record System.

The large number of cars handled regu-

larly in the big garages in New York City

requires the keeping of a complete record

of all work done on each car, and of the

coming and going of each machine. While

the systems differ somewhat in details, the

result in all is practically the same, and the

system in use at the new Smith & Mabley

establishment on Broadway will serve as

an excellent example. Garage keepers in

smaller cities may gather some useful ideas

from.it.

For every car regularly kept in "live"

storage a record card like that reproduced

herewith is filled out each week, the date,

names of owner, chauffeur and car and the

registered number being filled in at the be-

ginning of the garage week, which is on

Friday. Every time the car leaves and re-

turns to the garage during the succeeding

e

x

THE AUTOWOWL*

PLAN OF HEW DECAUVTLLE GARAGE. SHOWING MAW FLOOR ARRANGEMENT,
AND WASHING STANDS AND BATTERY LIFTS IN BASEMENT.

SMITH & MABLEY inc.
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turns each day. As the car goes out aa<|

comes in it is checked and the time isSfegis-t

tered at the door by a recording clock]

The record card is kept in the garage office

until the end of the week, when a duplicate

is mailed to the owner of the car if de>|

sired and the original is filed away foi

preservation.
j

There is also a special card for use in the

washing department As soon as a car comes
into the garage one of these tags is tied

to the steering wheel, with the name of the
owner written in the second line; the robes

and automobile clothing left in the car ar^
placed in a locker under key and the num*
ber of the locker is entered in the first line

on the tag. In the upper right corner is

written the hour at which the car is to be
ready for use again, and in the lower left

corner is written the date.

Every workman in the establishment is

known by a number, and the number of
each man who assists in washing and pol-
ishing or in cleaning the machinery is

entered on the tag, which is then signed by
the man who inspects the work and checks
the car as ready for the road once more.

A very similar record system prevails in

the repair shop, so that the management hap
a permanent complete record of every raah
who touched a "tooj" to the car. the "tirne

spent on the 'jab'and the nature of the work.
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THE GROWING GARAGE LIST.

A first-class garage arid salesroom, 27 by

90 feet, will be opened about March 15

in Pottttawn, Pa., at 18 South Hanover

Street, by the Pottstown Automobile Ex*

change. A full stock of automobile sun-

dries and supplies will be carried.

Graham & Goodman, Inc.; have just com-

pleted and occupied a new fireproof garage

at 51-55 West Ninety-third street, New
York City, convenient to subway, elevated

and surface lines of transportation. The

garage contains every accessory for the

<omrenience of car owners and their ser-

vants and chauffeurs.

Contract for the construction of a two-

story brick building, 25 by 75 feet, on

Green avenue, Altoona, Pa., has been let

by Messrs. R. A. Rohrer and G. C. Epple-

man.' The building is to be occupied in

about two months by the Altoona Motor

Car Co., which will conduct a garage and

repair business. Automobile supplies and

sundries of all kinds will" be carried in

stock, and the establishment will be

equipped in the most up-to-date manner

for the convenience of patrons and to facil-

itate work.

W. E. Weaver, agent for the Maxwell

cars in Portsmouth, N. H., is about to open

a garage near the corner of Fleet and Con-

gress streets, that city. The interior of the

building, which was formerly a carriage

bouse attached to the livery stable adjoin-

ing, has undergone extensive alterations, in-

volving considerable outlay. The garage

will afford accommodations for from thirty

to forty automobiles, and will have up-to-

date facilities for stabling, repairing, selling

and renting cars. The building has been

leased for a term of five years.

One. of the most complete garages in

Michigan was recently completed in Bay
City for F. H. Fenner, who is local agent

for the Winton and Cadillac. The garage

was designed after study of many garages

throughout the country. Among its special

features are a very wide entrance and fire-

proof construction, the material being steel,

<ement, brick and concrete for floors. There
are 7.500 square feet of floor space, afford-

ing storage for fifty caTS.

At Marysville, Cal., one of the best

equipped garages in the state north of San
Francisco, has just been completed by W.
B. Grow. It is 60 by 82 feet, in size and is

of fire-proof construction. Mr. Grow is

agent for Olds and Winton cars and carries

a line of sundries and supplies in addition

to conducting a repair shop.

In Seabreeze, Florida, on the boulevard
leading from Daytona to the Ormond-Day-
tona Beach, Messrs. Egan & Grinnell con-

duct what they assert is the largest garage
in the state of Florida and the best equipped
repair shop south of New York. This shop
has lathes capable of boring cylinders and
taking crankshafts for straightening, a 16-

inch stroke shaper, milling machines, a

large drill press and several smaller drills,

•emery grinders, forges, anvils, vulcanizers

and other equipment. A large stock of ac-

cessories and supplies is carried. The gar-

age is 150 by 75 feet in size and has private

stalls 12 by 20 feet, entirely enclosed and

fitted with work bench equipped with a

few common tools. There are facilities for

charging electric vehicles, and in connection

with the garage the proprietors maintain a

small hotel with seventy-five rooms and ac-

commodations for chauffeurs. On the Hal-

ifax river near by they also maintain a boat-

house equipped for the care and repair of

gasoline launches.

BALTIMORE TRADE DOINGS.
Baltimore, Md., Feb. ' 26.—This—city un-

doubtedly has the automobile (ever In a pro-
nounced form. A couple' of months ago
there were only fourteen cars, represented
here, and now there are over' thirty, with
more coming.
The Ht. Royal Oarage, Mt. Royal and Mary-

land avenues, Baltimore, built by the George
A. Fuller Company for the Motor Car Com-
pany, has recently been opened. The build-

ing will be -used as a salesroom and garage
and will be kept open day and night. The
company claims that It covers more ground
floor space than any other establishment of the

kind In the country, and Its equipment Is

thorough and up-to-date In every particular.

The structure Is fire-proof—steel construc-
tion being used throughout, and there are

few posts. All cars are stored on. the first

floor and a numbered space Is alloted to each.
A specially designed floor arrangement
makes possible the washing of a car where
It stands. A repair shop Is located In the
rear of the building. There are waiting
and reading rooms on the second floor, and
quarters have been provided for chauffeurs,

so that a driver may be reached for Immedi-
ate service.

.The Members of the Motor Car Company
are Howard W. GUI and Arthur Stanley Zell,

two well-known young men of Baltimore.

The are the local agents for the Peerless,

Thomas, Stevens-Duryea, Stanley steamer,

and Baker electric. They have a branch
In Washington, where they handle the Peer-

less and the Stevens. Prior to moving into

their new home they occupied a stone church
on Park avenue and BIddle street. A feature

of the new building is the 'electric lighting

on the exterior. Incandescent lamps are

strung from corner to corner of the front

and In the center arch over the main en-

trance.

The Motor Carriage Company, a new con-

cern, has been Incorporated in Balti-

more, the Incorporators being G. F. Bucholz.

James Caldwell, W. C. Hood, and Messrs.

Benzinger and Collier. The capital will be

$10,000, and the company will represent the

Winton. and the Pope-Hartford, and Pope-
Tribune lines.

PHILADELPHIA TRADE MATTERS.
Philadelphia, March &—The result of the

show -will be the addition to the membership
of the Philadelphia Automobile Trade Asso-
ciation of almost. every dealer and repair-

man not already a member.
. The. Kjjqx Autompbile Co., of 202 North
Broad street, Philadelphia, has secured the

agency for the Blakeslee electrics for eastein

Pennsylvania an* s<««h«rn New Jersey. - A,.

F. Clark, the ,e)eotrio«l man fft the Knox
concern, has been building e)e<jtric vehicles

(or years, having designed and constructed
one of . the first successful

,
commercial

wagons qf . that type evpr operated , In the

East,. , gome of which are styi, hi service.

The Knox concern is .ailBb, representing the

Logan gasolines, and is, about tp demonstrate
for a big department store, which proposes
to do away with its horse delivery if the tent

Is successful.

Besides the Rainier branch soon to be
located In Philadelphia, the Leon Bollee car
is soon to be represented there by an agent.

,' John N. Reeve, a Ptlladelphian, has se-

cured the, Maxwell agency for Cape May
and Cumberland counties, N; J., and has
started, the Wildwood Auto Co., at Wild-
wood, N. J., with a sub-agency at Millvllle

In charge of Harry Murphy. He wil] run an
automobile line to Cape May during the
months of June, July and August.
The Studebaker exhibit was installed In

high-priced quarters during the show. It

appears that Titman, Leeds A Co., the new
local agents, were appointed after the former
representatives, the La Roche Automobile
Company, had bought ard paid for two $200

spaces. The week before the show Mr.
La Roche was offered .$400 each for the twfc

spaces by an outside concern, but his loyalty

to" the Studebaker prevailed, and he disposed

of his holdings to the new agents for a bonus
of $360 over and above the original cost.

CHICAGO TRADE NOTES.
Chicago, March 6.—Charles A. Coey had

a number of automobile liverymen at lunch-

eon at the Chicago Automobile Club last

Thursday. The subject discussed was the

organization of allied interests among those

who rent machines.
The Motor Car Company, 1427 Michigan

avenue, has closed a deal with R. L. Kings-
ton, the United States representative of the
Harburg Tire Company, to act as Chicago
representatives of that firm.

Fred P. Brand, manager of the local Ap-
person branch, has resigned to accept the
position of assistant general sales manager
and traveling representative of the Autocar
Company.

WILL DEVELOP HOME TRADE.
Indianapolis, March 6.—Local manufac-

turers are expecting to get their full share
of local business this year if every possible

effort will do It. Hitherto they have not
been as well represented as they are this

year, and for that reason out-of-town mak-
ers have secured a good share of the busi-

ness. A list of cars owned in the city has
Just been compiled from the 1905 license list,

.and of 352 cars registered it is shown
that 124 of them are machines made in this

city. This cannot be taken as accurate, how-
ever, as it is estimated that fully 200 cars

were not registered in Indianapolis last year.

The 1906 license tags are now ready, but
as yet there has been little demand for them.
Only about twelve owners have taken out
the tags since January 1, but the police show
no desire to compel owners to obtain them.
The Buick line will be carried by the Fed-

eral Motor Car Company in Indianapolis,

that company having recently obtained the

agency for the cars. In addition to Bulck,

the company will carry a line of Stevens-
Duryea cars.

F..H.; Wheeler, of Indianapolis, A. E. Spie-

gel, of Shelbyville. and W. E. Morris, of Lib-
erty, have purchased Stoddard-Dayton cars

through the Fisher Automobile Company,
Indiana agents for that line.

The New York Court of Appeals at

Albany has confirmed the decision of the

Court ofi Special Sessipps of ;New York
City against E. R. Thomas, the prominent

automobilist, who was fined $25 for violat-

ing the speed ordinance last spring. • The
case attracted much interest among automo-

bilists, Mr. Thomas claiiming that his arrest

and conviction were unjustified.
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News and Trade Miscellany.

One of the most enthusiastic motor car
drivers of Indianapolis, Ind., is £. B.
Hanna, an engineer on the New York Cen-
tral lines, Cleveland division. Mr. Hanna
is engineer on a fast passenger train,

and recently established a new record
for the division, running; thirty miles in

twenty-seven minutes with a small-type
engine that hitherto has not been noted for

unusual speed. For two seasons Mr. Hanna
has driven a Rambler car and after making
a long, hard run with his train, frequently

spends several hours in his automobile. Ex-
cepting in case of tire troubles, he repairs

his car himself and thoroughly understands
its machinery, just as he does the machin-
ery of the engines he has run for nearly
thirty years.

/ An Indiana town, Napanee, lays claim to

owning more automobiles in proportion to

its population than does any other town in

the state. With a population of 2,500, it is

said the number of automobiles owned will

average one for every 100 population. The
town is located in a wealthy farming sec-

tion and is one of the most up-to-date little

towns in Indiana.

The Cleveland Cycle & Auto Co., of Buf-
falo, N. Y., has filed notice in the office of

the county clerk that it has decided to in-

crease its capital stock from $2,500 to $5,000.

One of the largest individual shipments
of automobiles on record was a solid train

of seventeen cars dispatched from the

Kenosha, Wis., factory of Thos. B. Jeffery

& Co., on February 25, to the San Francisco
agent of the company. The shipment con-

tains fifty-two Rambler cars of the surrey

Type 1 model, fourteen surreys Type 3, and
one surrey Tyoe 2. The shipment is not

to be broken up at San Francisco and par-

celed out to sub-agencies throughout the

Pacific Coast, but is for direct disposition

in 'Frisco. Freight charges alone on . this

shipment aggregate $6,630.

Although a large addition to its plant
' was but recently completed and occupied,

the Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., of

Akron, O., finds it necessary to increase its •

facilities, and to this end has just closed

contracts for buildings and machinery that

will more than double the present capacity.

The company has secured the services of

H. W. Alden, formerly of the Electric

Vehicle Co., and late of the Pope Mfg. Co.,

where he was in charge of the commercial
truck department. Mr. Alden brings to

the Timken engineering department a wide
experience.

A school for practical instruction in the

use and care of automobiles and in the

theory and practice of design, construc-

tion and operation, has been opened in

Portland, Me., by the H. J. Willard Co., ,

Inc. The company, which is also state

agent for the Packard, Peerless, Franklin,

Winton, Cadillac and Buick cars, reports

that it is meeting with success in its auto-
mobile school undertaking.

The factory of the Gearless Transmission
Comoany has been removed from Glens
Falls, N. Y., to Rochester, N .Y., where the

company has better manufacturing facil-

ities.

W. W. Burke, manager of the New York
branch of the Electric Vehicle Co., said re-

cently that one of the results of the New
York show appeared to be a sudden in-

crease of interest in the subject of commer-
cial vehicles. He said that he had already
received a number of orders and expected
to close within a few days several important
deals in trucks and delivery wagons as a
direct result of the company's exhibit at

Madison Square Garden. Mr. Burke also

remarked upon the growing tendency of
New Yorkers who owned gasoline cars to

also keep electric broughams or landaulets
for city use. While a great many gasoline

cars with closed bodies are in use for what
might be strictly called town carriage ser-

vice, the special advantages of electrics for

this use is receiving increased recognition

each season.

Souvenir postal cards, showing Dr. H. E.

Thomas's Locomobile in the last Vander-
bilt cup race, with Joseph Tracy at the

wheel, will be mailed to any address in

sets of one dozen for 12 cents in postage
stamps, by the Locomobile Company of
America, Bridgeport, Conn. The views are
similar to the large lithographed colored
posters, 20 by 24 inches, suitable for fram-
ing, which the company offers to mail for

10 cents in stamps. AH the pictures on
the postal cards are from photographs se-

lected to show as many points of interest

around the racecourse as possible.

Management of the National Sales Cor-
poration, 256 Broadway, New York, passed
into the hands of Joseph Grossman on Feb-
ruary 26, succeeding E. J. Kuegeman, who
has held that position during the past few
months. Mr. Grossman har been connected
with the Continental Caoutchorc Co. dur-
ing the past fifteen months in the capacity

of advertising manager and purchasing
agent The Sales company is exclusive sell-

ing agent for Soot-Proof plugs, Connecticut
coils, plug switches and meters, Dodge
lubricators and timers and Geecee batteries.

Among the numerous tests to which the
Wayne car will be put this spring are the
six-day non-stop run in the streets of New
York, to be started as soon as the weather
clears, the sprint races at Atlantic City dur-
ing Easter week, and the Wilkesbarre hill

climb in April, to be managed by W. J.

Morgan. The six-day non-stop run will be
the first ever engineered in New York City
on the streets and will be run to conform
with the rules of the city as regards speed.

President H. S. Firestone entertained

thirty-seven employees of the Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co., of Akron, O., at a ban-
quet in the Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland, on
February 22. Tables and walls were ap-
propriately decorated to commemorate
Washington's birthday. In one of the
toasts President Firestone said: "It is not
hard for me to understand, in looking over
this assemblage, why more than 85 per
cent, of all the commercial automobiles
operated in America are equipped with
Firestone tires." After the dinner the en-
tire party visited the automobile show in

Central Ariiiorv.

Benjamin Briscoe, president of the Max-
well -Briscoe Motor Company, of Tarry-
town, N. Y., has come forward with a plan
for running the Glidden tour, or at least a
portion of it, from Buffalo to Detroit by
way of Canada. Mr. Briscoe says that if

the tour must go through Canada the roads
in the section he has indicated are much
better than those in the route projected ten-

tatively by the A. A. A. touring committee
last fall from Buffalo to Montreal.

As proof of the efficiency and non-sooting
qualities of its Comet spark plugs, the Oakes
& Dow Co., 40 Sudbury street, Boston, has
issued a circular calling attention to the fact

that the Haynes car used in the last Van-
derbilt Cup race, the National car that broke
the 24-hour record on the track at Indianap-
olis in November, and the Moline car that

won first prize in the Denver economy and
endurance test in September, were each fitted

with a set of four Comet plugs. It will be
remembered that the performances of all

these cars were remarkable for their uni-

formity as well as for the speed maintained.

The Aerocar Company of New York has ^
been formed to handle the Aerocars in that

city. A fine large showroom has been
ooened at Seventy-third street and Broad-
way, with a big frontage on both streets.

A large electric sign visible for a mile each
way gives extra emphasis to the location,

which is in the great automobile row of the
metropolis.

Fifty-eight per cent, of the wheels in the
recent Berlin Automobile Show were fitted

with Continental tires, according to figures

compiled for the Continental Caoutchouc
Company. Out of a total of 1469 wheels
862 were fitted with Continentals.

Manager Archer, of Archer & Co., New
York agents for the Hotchkiss cars, made
by the famous gun makers of France, has
already delivered fifteen cars in the Eastern
market, and so steady has been the de-
mand that he has secured forty more cars

'

through cabling to agents all over Europe.

The English Daimler car is being used
for a great many long winter trips by
Messrs. Demar & Hardy, of the English
Daimler Co., having traveled to Philadel-
phia and Boston frequently this winter.
The Daimler has gained popularity in

America already, having been placed with
a number of prominent people.

A large shipment of Harburg tires is

expected April 1, when the new Harburg
tire depot, on West Fifty-eighth street, near
Broadway, New York, will be open and
ready for business. Manager Kingston has
secured a number of orders, and, although
without stock for a short time, is placing
orders for future delivery.

Many representative automobile dealers v
throughout the United States have decided
to handle the Pope-Waverley electrics for
100C, for the reason that this line is par-
ticularly strong for the coming season, em-
bracing several new. models and showing' a
total of more than fifteen distinct styles,

including runabouts, station wagons, sur-
reys, chelseas, stanhopes, light delivery
wagons and trucks of various capacity.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the
Salisbury Wheel & Mfg. Co., of James-
town, N. Y., held February 20, it was voted
to increase the capital stock from $50,000
to $100,000. A large addition to the fac-
tory will be built the coming spring and
more machinery added. The factory has
been running twenty-two hours a day for
the past three months and will be obliged
to continue at this rate until July I, at

least, to complete orders on hand.

The Frevert Machinery Co. has opened
a salesroom and offices at 18 Dey street.

New York City, where it carries a complete
line of new and second-hand metal-working
tools and machinery of every description.
It is also manufacturing a line of newly de-
signed hand-power traveling cranes, trol-

leys, hoists and overhead trucks, which
combine many improvements and new fea-
tures. H. F. Frevert, the principal of the
company, has had a wide experience in the
machine tool business.

W. W. Taxis, formerly manager of the
Philadelphia branch of the Ford Motor
Company, has established an agency for the
sale of automobile parts in the Odd Fel-
lows' Temple, Broad and Cherry streets.

In a description of the Kilgore * shock
eliminator recently published in these pages,
the statement was made that the cush-
ions" were

_
sufficiently lubricated for 1,000

miles' driving, whereas this should have
read 10.000 miles. The misstatement was
caused by a typographical error.
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.
Dodge Timer.—A timer has been placed

on the market by the Dodge Lubricator
Company, 36 Columbus avenue, Boston,
Mass., with a view of meeting the demand
for a simple instrument made of the best

materials throughout. The Dodge positive

DODGE POSITIVE TIMER, SHOWING ROTATING
ARM AND CONTACT PLATES.

timer, as it is called, consists of a fiber shell,

containing the contacts, and a shaft and arm
rotating in the shell. The shaft runs in an
accurately finished phosphor bronze bearing.
The arm is pivoted to the end of the shaft

inside the shell so that it can move up and
down with relation to the contact points^ in

the shell ; a hardened steel roller running
on a hardened steel pin on the end of the

arm makes the contacts as it sweeps around,
being pressed against the contact points by
a spring of adjustable tension. As the
roller is of the same diameter from end to

end. and rolls on a path which makes it

necessary for the outer end of the roller to

travel a greater distance each time the shaft
revolves than the inner end, there is neces-
-irily a small amount of slipping or "wip-
ing" which keeps the surfaces clean and in-

sures good electrical contact. The manu-
facturers state that the fiber of which the
case or shell is made is a special quality

which will withstand 500 volts per 1-8 inch
of thickness and will stand a heat of 350 to

400 degrees. The cover is of the same fiber

as the shell and screws in place.

Steering Knuckles and Axles.—The
Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., of Indianap-
olis, has decided to extend its business in

the direction of making automobile parts
and automatic machinery. A very large

machine department will permit the com-
pany to take on a few staples, as well as to

manufacture automobile parts from individ-

ual specifications. Exclusive selling ar-

rangements have been made with Hayden
Eames, Cleveland, O., to market this part of

the Diamond product. The first

staple the Diamond company
offers is the Diamond I-beam
axle and steering knuckle, made
under the Lindsay patents. The
I-beam of special section is rolled

straight from one piece of stock,

in either 50-carbon stock or

chrome nickel steel, eliminating

welds and brazed joints. The
forgings of yokes and spindle are
simple and the factor of safety is

large. Steering arms can be ad-
justed to suit any desired coupling—front or
rear steerer or right or left—with the same
parts. Yoke bearings hold the wheel in ver-
tical line, and the T-shaped spindle gives a
greater bearing surface than other methods.
The spring seat is adjustable to any desired
position; is strong, rigid, and will not flat-

ten from action of the spring. The entire

axl$ permits of lighter construction and has
been designed for safety, strength and long
life. It is adapted for cars of light weight,
and is particularly recommended for tour-
ing cars and trucks. The axles will be
equipped with hubs of special design, fitted

with ball or roller bearings. The Diamord
Chain Company, through Hayden Eames,
is also prepared to make machine parts on
contract. ^

Drill Presses.—The advent of the auto-
mobile may be said truthfully to be one
of the greatest factors in bringing about
the remarkable advance in machine tool

construction and development that has been
going on for the past decade. As one in-

stance of this growth may be cited the sen-

sitive drill press. For more than twenty-
five years makers of this type of machine
have been making practically the same type
of machine. The new Henry & Wright ball-

bearing drill, which, was first placed on the

market two years ago, showed such decided
advantages that it met with immediate
favor. The makers, the Henry & Wright
Manufacturing Company, 1 15-133 Sheldon
street, Hartford, Conn., claim exceptional
advantages for their machine and assert

that these have been proved and attested by
prominent manufacturers in alt parts of the
world. Among the causes contributing to

the remarkable performances of these drills

DIAMOND-LINDSAY I-BEAM ROLLED FRONT AXLE AND T-SHAPED STEERING KNUCKLE.

are the following: Ball bearings of accu-

rate construction have been introduced
throughout the machine, hence the friction

has been reduced to a minimum; the new
idler system, by which four speeds can be
obtained with two-step pulleys and one con-
tinuous cemented belt always kept at proper
tension as against three speeds, with three

HENRY & WRIGHT SENSITIVE DRILL.

and four step pulleys and two laced belts

requiring continuous relacinjj and attention

;

new spindle drive, new pinion handle and
new, compact and stiff general construction.

The illustration shows the 1906 Model A
drill, which is the same as the Plain ma-
chine in every way except that it is equipped
with a hand screw table-raising mechanism.

INDEX ^n
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1THE NATIONAL GASOLINE TANKS
C.Thc National Long Distance Gasoline Storage Outfit, which permits

of placing the supply tank under ground, the pump being rfftide the

building. In perfecting this outfit we have observed to the letter the

rules of the underwriters' Laboratories, and can recommend it to be the

safest and most economical way of handling gasoline ever devised

C,This pump is one of our latest,. Double Cylinder, which in operating

there is no lost motion, every movement of the handle pumps and

measures oil, saving time, labor and money. C,This outfit is es-

pecially designed for Automobile Garages. C.Ask for Catalogue.

THE NATIONAL TANK CO., Inc., DAYTON, OHIO
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A FRENCHMAN'S RIDE FROM NEW YORK TO BOSTON.

Over the telephone came this message

:

"Say, I think there is a little room left

far a Frenchman in an English Daimler

that goes to Boston to-morrow over our

nice American roads. Would you care to

come?"

Of course, I accepted with alacrity Tom
Moore's invitation, and it meant my first

long ride in America.

Saturday morning, March 10, was glorious

at 6.30 o'clock, at which hour we were
noiselessly gliding through Central Park,

five people packed like herrings in a barrel.

By GEORGES DUPUY.

Mr. Demar was at the wheel; Mr. Carter,

son of the great actress, alongside him;

while in the rear seat of the tonneau, Field

of the Brooklyn Eagle, Spooner of photo-

graphic bent, and myself were located. I

never thought a mere photographer could

be so awfully big and swollen. He had

six overcoats on, and had filled the whole

tonneau with cameras, extra plate holders,

grips, etc. He also had an extraordinary

black leather mask-cape, adorned with

enormous goggles, mouth and nose holes

—

altogether the ugliest thing you ever saw.

I wore my old pardessus de route which

covered with me many a thousand kilometers

on the roads of France, and no goggles at

all, to see the scenery better.

A. W. Church's C. G. V. was tearing

the road ahead of us. Pretty cold morn-

ing, but the skies were of such a tender

hue, and my cigar so tasty after an early

breakfast
* * * *

Now to New Rochelle. The big golden

globe ascends the sky and melts the last

soft, dim mists of dawn. Jerome avenue

—

a MASSACHUSETTS WINTER LINGERS WELL INTO MARCH, AS THE PIONEER SPRING TOURISTS DISCOVERED.
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THE DAIMLER-C 0. V. TRIO TB HEW YORK CITY JUST BEFORE BTARTDtG FOR BOSTOH

Pelham parkway—several bridges and
jumps, and harsh-looking policemen. The
big red C. G. V. passes us in a rageous

roaring. Our excellent machine keeps a

nice, noiseless gait, and the man at the

wheel knows his business—New Rochelle.

Turns, trolley cars, wide avenues.

Next Larchmont. On the way to Rye, a

heteroclit green car with an enormous

body, full of brass trimmings, like the old

stage trunks of our grandmothers, passes

us on a curve, with an awful Diga-Diga-

Diga-Banglll The driver could fly a little

straighter.

The third car of our party, another Eng-
lish Daimler, light gray, comes by us under

a road tunnel, somewhere before Portches-

ter, but we do not allow her too much
liberty. Here's a piece of straight road,

not bad at all. Demar raises the throttle

a trifle. Vrrrrr! and we politely pass

Madame C. G. V., which is full of the

loud talking of Gerrie, Reeves and Wet-
more. By-bye I

Greenwich, Conn., Stamford, and terrible

muddy road—ruts, side jumps and every-

thing. I think I feel the straining of De-

mar's arms and wrists. Norwalk, West-

port, Bridgeport We stop, all three of us,

and take gasoline. Decidedly the ride is fine.

* » » *

We continue at 9.15 o'clock. Now the

powerful C. G. V. is ahead; she shows us

her yellow hood for a time and glimmers

in the distance. Stones and mud again

above Stratford. As Nicholas, the Cana-

dian, would say : "The automobile she jump,

she jump, and bimT>ye she jump some

more." Suddenly while we were dancing

an uncomfortable two-step, I felt a kind

of hard knock. I said to Demar, "I am
afraid our rear axle touched one of those

boulders."

"Never mind," he replied ; and right after

we struck a decent stretch of way; but the

engine stopped just like out- of breath.

"What is it?"

The C. G. V. is far ahead, the other

Daimler dashing after her. We are in a

desolate spot, with not a soul in sight

The sky grows dark. Snow coming. We
all get out, sleepy Spooner grumbling.

Someone goes at the back of the car.

"Good gracious, boys, the tank is per-

forated, and gasoline flows out in streams I"

That was the knock I felt The big tank,

A MORHTBO VISIT WITH THE MTI.EHAB.

in fact a 20-gallon one, had been disjoined*

at both its edges and leaked very badly.

I shall not undertake the task of describ-

ing to you the long, long hours we spent

in that desert, very hungry and cold, with

all kinds of weather. A little boy passed"

by. We asked him to go to the next vil-

lage and have the plumber come with a.

wagon to fetch the tank, solder it care-

fully, and take it back. The boy ran to-

Milford. In the meantime, we got the

tank out easily enough. There was a young
passenger with us who, all the time, would",

give advice, show the bolts to be unscrewed^

talk of "gravity feed," compression, etc,

with hands in his pockets. Spooner would
take snapshots. White, soft snow started?

falling, just to increase our luck.

At that moment a funny-looking old cart,

dragged by a respectable, lean, bearded1

white horse, passed on the road. A side

sign on the wagon informed us that the
driver and owner had "all kinds of pastry**"

for sale. We all made a rush for the
blessed vehicle, and came back to the tank,

our hands and mouths full of mince, apple,

lemon, and what-you-call-it pies. Spooner
had four pounds of chocolate eclairs in
his cape and three pies in his camera.

Well, at last, after forty-five minutes,

the plumber showed up, in a buggy with
a nigger-fellow driving the horse. He wu
an old man, lame, dirty and stammering.

We said "Have you got your soldering

tools with you?" "S-s-say, g-gent-gentle-

gentlemen, the b-b-boss he w-wants to know
wh-what kind

"

The old man had no tools at all, and
we finally understood that he wanted to
take the piece with him, repair it in his
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shop, and bring it back. "How long- will

it take?" said Mr. Demar. The man said

it would take about ten minutes, but the

village was four miles distant, and his

horse couldn't run very fast.

Well, to make a long story short, we
had the tank back at ten minutes to three

o'clock, having been waiting on that very

spot about six hours. We replaced it in

a hurry, paid the old man, got the pressure,

started the engine, and than kGod, away

we went

At about one mile and a half on the

way to New Haven, we sank in the mud to

the hubs. We all got out again. Our
driver was trying to make the clutch work

with very slight foot appeals. Like an

impatient beast, the motor would roar, the

rear wheels turn like mad. All of us

—

except, however, that young man with the

hands in his pockets—took old planks out of

a fence near by, placed them in front of

A CONNECTICUT ROAD NEAR SAVIN ROCK THAT CAUSED TROUBLE AND DELAY."

I hope. I always will remember the splen-

did ride by moonlight we had then be-

tween Meriden and Hartford. Under the

AT WINDSOR LOCKS (CONN.) THE ROAD WAS RUTTY, BUT THE CARS MET THE TASK.

the wheels, and were successful enough

to get the machine out of there. Saved 1

* * * *******
Now our eyes are charmed by a delight-

ful panorama. We are traveling alongside

the Sound. It is the low tide. The blue,

calm sea, bordered with nightmare-looking

rocks, spreads to the horizon with all the

enchantment of the setting sun, which lights

big fires in the clouds over yonder.

New Haven. Mr. Carter takes the train

there, and we take gasoline. North Haven,

Wallingford. Everything is going fine,

when our left rear tire blows out Mr.

Demar, the driver, already somewhat nerv-

ous, announces that there is not a pump
nor air-chamber nor even a jack in the

car. Well, we are compelled to go on the

rim to Meriden, three miles on pretty bad

roads. A German repair man there says

be can fix that in a very short time. It

takes him about two hours, as there are

numerous holes in the air chamber on ac-

count of its bad treatment on the road,

while running disinflated. We take dinner

at Meriden, and at 8.15 are ready

again to take the road and try to make

Hartford.

Now all our troubles are ended for good,

silvery light, fences, houses, trees, gardens,

fields, cemeteries, churches, would assume

strange forms. It reminded me, in some
parts, of the famous "frightful lands" in

our French Bretagne. Really, with the

nice regular speed of the noiseless car,

certain gliding shadows of the turns were

quite a sensation. Further on it was Hart-

ford, announced by wide asphalt avenues.

longitudinally cut by trolley rails. On the

top of a hill we discovered, under the

moon on our left, two fine cottages posted

there like sentinels, and in the distance

the big electric-lighted dome of Hartford's

capitol. -

**********
After a good rest in a good bed in a

good hotel, 5.30 a.m. saw us again on the

road, with all the charm of dawn surround-

ing us. Very high from a mountain road

we saw at our feet, bathed in the rays of

the sun, Springfield, and the wide, calm,

clear Connecticut River. Later on it was
alongside a rocky hill, a wild creek full

of boulders, and then Brimfield and War-
ren. From there we ran on the most

magnificent road I ever saw, until we
struck the immense Boston boulevards in

our good-natured, good-willing, powerful,

and supple English Daimler, which per-

severingly devoured the road, hardly sound-

ing like a humming bee.

We arrived at Boston at 1.30 p.m.—
pleased and refreshed with our varied and

eventful journey. To me it was far more
enjoyable than the railroad trip back to

New York. The C. G. V. and other Daim-
ler, having had good luck, had arrived

in Boston the previous evening at 9.30

o'clock.

MASSACHUSETTS HAS MANY MILES OF ROADS SIMILAR TO THIS ONE NEAR WARREN.
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Report on Farm Motors Favors Free Alcohol.

Washington, D. G, March 12.—Advo-
cates of the bill pending in Congress to re-

move the internal revenue tax from grain

alcohol used for industrial purposes are

elated over the fact that President Roose-

velt has expressed his hearty sympathy

with the measure. A stiff fight against the

bill is being waged by the wood alcohol

people and other interests who claim they

will be driven out of business if the tax is

removed from grain alcohol as proposed,

but so far the free-alcohol advocates seem

to have the best of the argument.

Testimony on the subject has been con-

tinued before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee during the last few days, and much

valuable data was submitted. A statement

by C. J. Zintheo, the expert in charge of

farm machinery and farm motor investiga-

tions of the Department of Agriculture,

found much favor with the members of the

committee. The following excerpts from

Mr. Zintheo's paper are of interest:

"A few facts in regard to the use of de-

natured alcohol in foreign countries may be

of value. Germany produced and used in

1901 denatured alcohol to the extent of

30,643720 gallons, as compared to 10,302,630

gallons used in 1886. Of this vast amount

about two-thirds was of the ordinary grade

for power and heating purposes, such as

costs 13 1-2 cents per gallon.

"For motor and automobile purposes the

practice prevails in some sections of Ger-

many of utilizing 30 per cent of ordinary

gasoline as a denaturing agent Experiments

have shown that a mixture of equal parts

of alcohol and gasoline can be used to ad-

vantage, especially in large motors. The
first attempts made in Germany to employ

alcohol for internal combustion engines

were not successful, the difficulty being to

get the alcohol to a sufficient state of vapor-

ization. It was only after taking the pecu-

liarity of alcohol into consideration, viz.,

its difficult inflammability, that success was

obtained in advantageously employing alco-

hol for motors. What was first regarded as

a drawback in alcohol turned out to be an

important advantage, for in consequence

of the difficulty in igniting the air mixture

it could be compressed to a greater extent

in the motors, using up much more of the

heat than was possible with gasoline or ker-

osene engines. A good alcohol motor

works, when fully loaded, at a thermal effi-

ciency of over 30 per cent, while a simi-

larly good gasoline motor exhausts the

warmth of its fuel in the most favorable

oase at 20 per cent., and the kerosene motor

hardly reaches 18 per cent. In consequence

df this, alcohol can easily compete in an

economic sense with gasoline and kerosene

motors. The comparative cost of operating

alcohol, gasoline and kerosene motors in

Germany is given as $0,016 per horsepower

Hour for alcohol; $0,017 for gasoline, and

$0016 for kerosene.

"One advantage of alcohol engines is that

not so much heat is radiated from the cyl-

inder as in a gasoline engine, where it has

to be surrounded with a water jacket and a

rather large auxiliary tank of water to keep

it cool. This is a great disadvantage in

portable and traction gas engines. Some
engines of small horsepower are now air

cooled. This could be accomplished with

larger horsepower engines using alcohoT,

which would reduce both the weight and

the cost of the engines, and make them

more suitable for traction purposes in plow-

ing soil and cultivation, as well as for au-

tomobiles."

The Railroads Are Interested.

South Bend, Ind., March 13.—The early

Spring finds an increased sale of automo-

biles in this section of Indiana. South

Bend officials have felt called upon to place

greater restrictions on speed in the city

limits. This has been caused by the dem-
onstrators of the local factories who have

been tempted to "show off' at great speed

in much used thoroughfares.

South Bend is the center of more auto talk

than perhaps any other section of the state;

some of it has been caused by the recent

appearance here of the Strang motor car,

built by the J. G Brill Company, of Phila-

delphia. It has been spread broadcast that

the Vanderbilt railway system is planning

to largely employ auto cars on a number of

lines west of Buffalo to even up matters

with the electric railways, and it is gen-

erally believed that the trial trip of the

Strang car is but a preliminary of some
such move. The electric roads, to use an

expression of a railroader, are "eating up**

the steam people. Indiana and Illinois are

being gridironed by the urban lines. Their

tracks parallel the steam roads for hundreds

of miles, and the latter are forced to make
some move or abandon passenger traffic

"It is certain that if one or more of the

practical American launches, which are so

popular in the United States and elsewhere,

were sent here complete and given a fair

trial, a ready market for them would easily

be found," writes Deputy Consul Heingart-

ner, of Trieste, Austria. "The many beau-

tiful and interesting places in the Gulf of

Trieste which can so easily be reached by
water make Trieste an ideal city for motor
boating, and once the superior merits of die

American-made boats become known they
are certain to become popular. The excel-

lent steamship communication which now
exists between that port and New York
would greatly facilitate their introduction.**

The Motor Boat Show of 1907.

According to arrangements made last

week, the motor boat show of 1907 will be

upon the lines indicated in the editorial

pages of The Automobile two weeks since

—exclusively an exhibit of launches and

launch motors, with a sportsman's show on
the old lines at a different date. The dis-

advantages of the former plan, patent to

the observer at the opening of the show,

were so fully impressed upon the officers of

the National Association by the experience

of the two weeks that the suggestion of a

change met with unanimous approval.

It is now proposed to hold the motor

boat show first, from February 19 to 26,

inclusive; the sportsman's show following,

from March 2 to March 9, inclusive. While

the "popular" feature of the "Lake" and its

accompanying details will doubtless be re-

tained for the latter exhibition, the launch

show will be on different lines, the entire

floor space being devoted to launches and
engines, and the balcony to fittings and

marine appliances.

The change, which will commend itself

to all .patrons of the show, is in line with

the experience in the various automobile

shows; and far more in keeping than the

arrangement of the present year with the

dignity and importance of the launch in-

dustry. The lessening of the time from two

weeks to one will be welcomed by exhib-

itors, who stand the expense, as well as by

the attendants, who do the work for a long

twelve hours each day. The exclusion of a
certain class of attractions which require

to be advertised by the megaphone, and the
raising of the technical standard of the boat
and engine exhibit will act together to pro-

mote the attendance of the most desirable

class of visitors and to afford better facili-

ties for legitimate business.

There is no reason to fear that with or-
dinary business management and the exhibit

which the launch industry is capable of to-

day the show will fail to attract a very large

attendance of yachtsmen; but even if the

gate receipts should fall below the high fig-

ures of the present year, there will doubt-

less be a marked gain in the business done
by the exhibitors.

A Ruling of Trade Import
Washington, D. G, March 12.—Confirm-

ing a telegram to the Collector of Customs
at New York relative to the entry of cer-

tain automobiles owned by Vincenzo Lancia

and Louis Marks, the Secretary of the

Treasury has informed the collector that

the ruling may be considered general It

is to the effect that automobiles entered for

touring purposes under the provisions of

the Department's circular of March 18, 1905,

and thereafter exported may not be retzn-

ported, either under the bond given upon
the original importation, or a new bond at

any time within one year.
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SHOW FOR WHICH NEW ENGLANDERS WAITED.
BOSTON, March 12.—It is safe to say

that no such throngs of first-nighters

have been seen at any automobile show
in America this season outside of New York
and Chicago, as those which surged into the

great balls of the Mechanics Building on

Huntington avenue, when the dealers of

this city opened their show Saturday night.

Such crowds at the outset could portend

nothing less than unbounded interest and

enthusiasm concerning motors and motor-

ism, and they presaged a success for the

show which has been amply fulfilled by the

continued interest and the great local busi-

ness developed at the various booths. But,

after all, this great demonstration was no
surprise; it had been forecasted and ex-

pected by all concerned ; and, when it actu-

ally resulted, everybody was prepared to

make the most of it. Boston has had suc-

cessful automobile shows before. It knows
how.

Still, the amazing popular interest in this

present show was a matter for congratula-

tion to all those specially concerned in prep-

aration of the vast exhibition. It demon-
strated as nothing else could have done the

indisputable fact that in Boston and New
England, at least, the wonderful tide of

popular interest in automobiles is even yet

only beginning to rise in its true propor-

tions, and that the ebb, often prophesied as

likely to occur "in a year or two," is still a

matter of the distant future, if, in fact, it

ever really takes place. To be sure, Satur-

day night was the night when free tickets

were due to come in by hundreds, and they

came in. Hardly one out of the entire num-
ber distributed could have been wasted.

But people of all classes, high and low,

poured through the gates trom the very

outset in unending lines. No sooner were

the doors opened at 7 o'clock than the rush

began; and as the visitors spread them-

selves through the various aisles and pas-

sageways between the thickly-grouped ex-

hibits, it seemed no time at all before the

two great halls were so choked with the

eager sightseers that merely moving about

was a difficult matter, and, as usual on first

nights at the big shows, such a matter as

the careful examination of the cars was
wholly out of the question.

It was a brilliant scene that lay open to

these first-nighters. As in the three pre-

vious shows of the Boston Automobile

Dealers' Association, great attention had
been paid tp the grouping of exhibits and

the color scheme for decorations ; and there

was a pleasing absence of anything garish

or obtrusive. In spite of the fact that there

were upward of 350 separate exhibits in the

two great halls, no one was allowed to set

up any -sign or decoration that would in any

way interfere with the general scheme, and

the effect was therefore that of one har-

monious whole.

Entering the triangular building from the

door at the apex, nearest Copley Square,

O? INTERIOR OV MECHANICS BUILDING DURING AUTOMOBILE SHOW THIS WEEK, SHOWING NOVEL SCHEME OF DECORATION.
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EXHIBIT OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN RAPIER CARS AT THE BOSTON SHOW.

the visitors found an innovation along the

wall of the main entry or corridor in the

shape of great wooden signboards bearing

mammoth diagrams of both halls, with a

numbered key to designate the exhibitor

holding each space.

Passing thence into what is known as Ex-

hibition Hall, one sawfre^jjPhg out before

him what appeared to be & shaded arbor in

some Italian garden, the white-and-gold

wooden lattice covered with grape-vine dec-

orations and colored electric bulbs to'mark

the' main aisle through the hall in a man-
ner th^t was both novel and delightful,

harmonizing ver^r pleasingly with the grass

mattings that covered the floor and the deep

garnet of the burlap on the walls, and form-

ing an agreeable sylvan relief to the purely

mechanical items that were of necessity the

main features of the display. All the main
floor space of this hall was given to the ex-

hibition of autos, while in the galleries and

the smaller hall above were more cars and

all sorts of accessories.

But the grape-arbor, as it might be called.

automobile show for most American cities

—

to the doorways that gave access through

the fire partitions.to what is known as the

Main Hall, at the up-town end of the build*

ing. Here the hall and its associations both

served as an incentive for the most elab-

orate display, and while the decorations

were, in general plan and design, of the

same nature as those in Exhibition Hall,

there was evident a considerably greater

degree of care in arrangement and embel-

lishment of the exhibits.

In the Main Hall the Venetian arbor cov-

ered the two main aisles, crossing each

other in the center at right angles. At the

point of intersection, a kind of pagoda or

villa had been erected, so that it served at

once as a central feature in the scheme of

decoration and also as a band stand. The
colors in this hall were dull green and gar-

net, and the signs all in gilt letters. The
roof and rafters were hidden by thick fes-

BKRKSHIRE AUTOMOBILES EXHIBITED. HT MECHANICS BUILDING.

led directly through this display—which, in

itself, would constitute a very respectable
,

ATTRACTIVE SETTING OF WHITE STEAM MACHINES IN THE MAIN HALL.

toons' of tri-color bunting. One thing

apparent' at first glance to any visitor who
. Jiav been.:«t Boston shows in 'former years.

This was that, in spite of the careful ar-
rangement, the Main Hall exhibits were
crowded together more closely than has
ever been necessary before. Even last year,
when the show first moved down to the
Mechanics Building from the smaller Sym-
phony Hall, farther up the avenue, there
was plenty of room in the Main Hall, and
visitors could move about easily. But the
tremendous demand for exhibition space
this year had the effect of jamming the ex-
hibits closer and closer, until the conditions
in this largest building in Boston were
about as uncomfortable as they were at
the time of the second show, in Symphony
Hall.

More than this, the first balconies of the
Main Hall had been stripped of the upper
tiers of seats, and the space thus gained had
been taken entirely by cars and accessories,

or various exhibits of special interest '^o the
automobile public Very few ,were of ex-
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A CORKER OF THE MAET HALL SHOWING SUNDRIES EXHIBITS IN THE GALLERIES.

tnuieous interest, about the most radical

departure being the purely sporting exhibit

of hides and skins, in the upper entry, which

at first glance seemed rather intended for a

sportsman's show than an automobile show,

but in reality came pretty close to the auto-

mobilist on the score of clothing.

Whether the first-night crowds were any

greater on account of the fact that the sec-

ond division of this year's show, occupying

the entire floor space of Symphony Hall,

could not open until Monday night on ac-

count of a Saturday night concert, is hard

to say. But it is safe to insist that if they

expected to be obliged to wait for the Sym-
phony Hall opening in order to see the

power boats, they were agreeably disap-

pointed. There were power boats enough

in the basements of the two halls in Me-
chanics Building to prove beyond all cavil

that the use of motors on the water,

though a little behind its corresponding

popularity on land, is bound to be almost

as much the vogue.

New England, with its myriad lakes and

streams and splendid sea-coast boating

grounds, offers as great attractions to the

water motorist as the magnificent New
England roads offer to the drivers of motor

cars; and this year's show marked the

awakening of builders of motor boats to

this fact

Local builders were strongly in evidence,

and their displays included practically

everything in the range of power boats

from a handsome 50-foot steam yacht or

barge, designed for hunting and shooting

trips, down through the various fascinat-

ing types of speed-makers to the tiny mo-
tor-skiffs or tenders, for use in still water
on small streams and ponds. It was truly

a splendid display. It was not a mere
grouping of a few exhibits in a small sec-

tion of floor space ; it was an area equal to

practically the whole floor space of Exhibi-

tion Hall, literally crowded full of motor

boats of all sorts, sizes and speeds—a dis-

play completely adequate to give the inquir-

ing novice a good idea of the wide range of

choice open to him in picking out a craft to

suit his own whim or need, whatever its

nature.

Although the main features of the Me-
chanics Building show were ready by the

middle of last week, there were many of the

individual exhibits that were not ready

until the very moment of opening the doors

to the first visitors. Mechanics and artisans

were stringing lamps, or placing cars and
machinery, particularly in the power boat

department, late on Saturday afternoon,

and it might fairly be said that the last

traces of construction work were being

swept out of the back doors as the first

eager ticket-holders were admitted at the

front. But, considering the size of the

show, this is not remarkable.

It is figured that the total number of

cars displayed was 763, ranging in price

from $400 to $12,000. Of these more than

740 were cars of American make, so that

the proportion of foreign cars is consider'-

ably less than in the case of the New York
shdw.

The number of Mechanics Building ex-

hibitors was about 360.

Of power boats there were about sixty.

In general character, the cars shown
typify the very highest work of American

and foreign builders; but the general dis-

play cannot be differentiated from the big

shows of January in New York. It marked
the same tendencies and characteristics;'' for,

as a matter of fact, it included not only

practically all the cars shown at New York,

but also in many instances virtually the

same individual exhibits. Chassis, display-

ing the working parts of a car to the best

advantage, are everywhere, and the show
has all the ear-marks of the prosperity

which has now become so well recognized

as attaching to the major part of the auto-

mobile trade in Boston.

Symphony Hall on Monday Night
When the doors of Symphony Hall, Bos-

ton's temple of music, and the scene of the

first local automobile show that was worthy

of the name, were thrown open to the pub-

lic Monday evening the show was in full

swing. It had been impossible to get Sym-
phony Hall ready for the opening on Sat-

A CHASSIS, TOURING CAR AND LIMOUSINE COMPRISE THE ROYAL TOURIST DISPLAY
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urday evening, because on that date it was
being used by the Boston Symphony Or-
chestra, that aggregation of musicians

known all over the country as a leader of

its kind.

But as soon as the musicians had com-
pleted their program and the ladies and
gentlemen in their evening clothes left the

hall, a small army of workmen, led by
Manager C. L Campbell, was ready to

enter, and in the very short time remaining

of the work day they made a great change

in the appearance of the hall. . The seats

were taken out and the sloping floor re-

moved. Then the work of the decorators

began. But when Sunday came they had
to desist, and they left things just where
it was impossible for the exhibitors to place

their cars, or even to get them into the

building. Therefore, it was not until well

along Monday forenoon when it first be-

came possible to put any machines into the

hall. Then there was a great hustle.

The decorations of the Symphony Hall

show are on very much the same scheme
as in Mechanics Building. Grass-green

mats are Used on the show spaces and the

signs are of the same red and gold, while

the hangings between the spaces are of

green. Along the front of the balcony

pink apple blossoms are festooned. Above
the stage is a great cluster of the flags of

all nations, which makes a very effective

center piece for the decorative scheme.

The Sturtevant Automatic Car.

A car that is attracting much attention

is the Sturtevant, designed as the "auto-

matic motor car," the claims for it being
that it lubricates itself, operates its clutches,

changes its gears "exactly as road resist-

ances require," regulates its mixture and
spark ; and its motor, like all other engines,

operates its valves and governs itself.

This car, also, actuates its own brake.

The driver has only to steer," is the con-
cluding description of its talking points.

The Shawmut Touring Car.
The very latest newcomer in the trade is

the Shawmut, a $3,500 touring car of 35 to

40 horsepower and weighing 2,400 pounds.

Symphony Hall captured the exhibit, which
was at all times during show hours a strong

center of attraction as the car is of local

manufacture, being built by the Shawmnt
Motor Co., ooi Boylston street, Boston. The
company is headed by Elliot C .Lee, lately

president of the American Automobile As-
sociation. One model of the car is shown
together with a display of rough and fin-

ished parts. Its appearance is one of solid-

ity and strength united with a fine regard

for style and finish. The power plant is

almost a replica of the Panhard type, with

some modifications. The crankshaft has

the five ball bearing supports. The extra

bearings are placed immediately between

the bases of the cylinders in both the front

and rear sections of the crankcase. Four
ball bearings also support the camshaft.

All ball bearings are of French manufac-

ture—Malicet & Blin—and their liberal use

in every part of the car it with the object

of reducing resistance to a minimum, so

that the percentage of power delivered by
the motor to the rear wheels will be excep-

tionally high. The transmission is of the

straight sliding type, with reverse effected

by a single gear and cam.

The motor is four-cylinder, vertical, ot

4 1-4-inch bore by 5 1-2-inch stroke, with

inlet and exhaust on opposite sides. The
flywheel, which is 32 inches in diameter,

has specially designed blades and makes a

very effective fan. Make-and-break igni-

tion is furnished unless otherwise ordered.

All gears are planed from hammer forged

nickel steel and toughened by a special an-

nealing process.

Model 6, the car shown, has a wheelbase

of 112 inches and 56-inch tread. The body
is finished in dark blue and has double

side entrance with divided front seat All

metal trimmings atp of non-corrosive nickel

steel.

Novelties and Sundries.

Three new flexible shaft specialties are

shown by the Coates Clipper Mfg. Co., of

Worcester, Mass. The first is an auto

buffing equipment which consists of a flex-

ible shaft, buff and holder and sheave pul-

ley. By a simple rigging of the pulley to

the floor and connecting same by belt to

the flywheel of the motor, the power of the

automobile can be used to revolve the

buff by means of the flexible shaft All

bright parts of the car can be reached

readily and the work of polishing can be

performed with rapidity.

The second novelty to be mentioned in

this exhibit is a flexible portable arm,

which consists of a small engine outfit for

rowboats. This is supplied with a flexible

propeller shaft carried up and over the

stern of the boat, and from that point to

the propeller itself through a rigid curved

tube which is attached by a clamp to the

stern of the boat. The outfit can be applied

to any shape of hull.

A new lightweight breast drill equipped

with flexible shaft completes the Coates

Clipper trio. It is built in two sizes, weighs

two pounds and can be stopped and started

at will without stopping the motor to

to which it is attached by the flexible shaft,

which it is attached by a flexible shaft. All

described articles is of the Coates unit-link

type.

The Eco Manufacturing Company, 53

State street, Boston, shows a new acetylene

gas generator which not only makes the

gas, but also stores it under pressure. It

is called the Eco-Safety. The makers em-

phasize the storage feature of their product

as one of great economy for users, as the

efficiency of the present storage tank is

combined with the convenience of making

your own gas. A pressure regulator be-

tween the generator and the lamps .and a

device for drying and filtering the gu, '»

designed to increase the efficiency and can-

dle power of the light The outfit to en-

closed in a neat box so that it can be at-

tached to the running board of the car.

A new meter for registering speed and
distance made its initial appearance at the

Boston show. It is called the Federal, and

is manufactured and marketed by the

Chandler ft Farquhar Company, 36 Federal

street, Boston. The meter has a clear, open

face, and is easily adjustable to any car;

shows the speed from five to sixty miles

an hour, and registers both trip and season

mileage. It is cup-shape in form, hand-

somely finished, and is sold with all at-

tachments, ready for use on any style of

car.

Business Is Brisk and Big.

Business began with a rush at Mechanics

Building Monday morning. The Saturday

night crowd was one made up almost en-

tirely of people who were glad of a. free

ticket to go to the automobile show. The
automobilists and those who expect to be
automobilists and who had any inkling of

the opening night crowd stayed away.

Therein they were wise. But by Monday
morning the character of the attendance had
changed altogether. It was a crowd of

buyers, and of persons purchasing for their

own use. It was not an attendance of

agents, for most of the New England

agencies have been placed for this season,

but it was a crowd of people who took ad-

vantage of the morning hours to make their

final examination of the cars before placing

their order.

Boston's New Trade Affiliations.

The new machines in the Boston market

which are being handled by old members
of the trade have the advantage of those

which are in charge of new men. Thus
Harry Fosdick and J. A. Dowling, with the

Fiat and the Studebaker; A. E. Morrison,

of the Morrison-Tyler Motor Company, with

the Rainier, the Maxwell and the Marion;

George H. Lowe, with the Wayne, and

S. H. Baker, of the Baker-Cormerais com-
pany, with the Premier, have a great advan-

tage over less well-known men in putting

out new machines.

The many changes that have taken place

in the local trade in the past year are made
very conspicuous at the show. Thus J. L.

Snow, formerly head salesman of the Peer-

less, is now manager. The same is true of

Freeman Hinckley, of the Pope company,

and J. A. Hathaway, of the White. Not-

withstanding the many changes, there are

plenty of the old standbys, such as A. R
Bangs, of the Franklin and Darracq, J. W.
Maguire, of the Pierce, A. P. Underhill and

George G. Reed, of the Knox and Stearns,

C. S. Henshaw, of the Thomas, E. A. Gil-

more, of the Rambler, A. T. Fuller, of the

Packard and Cadillac, J. M. Linscott, of the

National and Reo, and J. H. MacAlman,
of the Locomobile.
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Buffalo Urges Her Claims to Open-air Show.

Buffalo, March 12.—It has not yet been

definitely decided that Buffalo will get the

first annual out-door show of the Ameri-
can Motor Car Manufacturers' Association,

to be held this coming fall, but local enthu-

siasts are cheerful over the way in which

R. B. McMullen, of Chicago, general man-
ager of the association, spoke of Buffalo's

facilities for such an exhibition, and there

is a general impression that the Queen City

will secure the show. Mr. McMullen
spent several days in Buffalo last week at-

tending the automobile exhibition at Con-

vention Hall and looking into the advan-

tages Buffalo offers for the open-air show.

Several other members of the association

were also here.

Mr. McMullen praised the local show,

and when asked about the probability of

Buffalo getting the open-air exhibition, said

that he intended to look the field over thor-

oughly before leaving. He had been out to

Kenilworth racetrack and had looked over

that site. He was favorably impressed, he

said with the advantages the park offered.

Mr. McMullen asked if there were any hills

in that vicinity for climbing tests, and he

was assured that there were.

Wednesday morning a committee of al-

dermen, composed of John J. Kennedy,

George J. Haffa and John Collins, met the

committee from the manufacturers' associa-

tion at the Iroquois Hotel and urged the

selection of Buffalo as the place of holding

the first outdoor exhibition. The visiting

automobile men said they would seriously

consider this city's chances.

SUCCESS OF BUFFALO SHOW.

More than 50,000 Attendants, Many
Sales and Everybody Pleased.

'Buffalo, March 12.—The closing "honk-

honk" of Buffalo's fourth automobile show
was sounded promptly at 10.30 o'clock

Saturday night, much to the regret of the

large crowd which filled Convention Hall

and the many exhibitors who had made a

"good thing" of the show. The final honk-

fest was the signal for the exhibitors to

prepare to move on to the next stand-
Boston.

Immediately the exhibition cars, chassis

and other exhibit features were prepared

for shipment and then carted by truck to

the railroad yards. Probably the biggest

automobile train that ever traveled on a

railroad left Buffalo early this morning for

Boston. There were thirteen express cars,

making up a special train, with each car

filled to its capacity with show automobiles

and appurtenances.

The men who were responsible for the

show are highly elated by its success. Man-
ager Dai H. Lewis said that more business

was done at the show this year than at any

of the three preceding shows held here.

They all did business," said Mr. Lewis,

"the sundries dealers, motorcycle makers,

the manufacturers of the big cars and every-

body that had an exhibit. As for attend-

ance, we had more people here this year

than at any other show. The total attend-

ance, exclusive of the exhibitors and the

attendants at the exhibits, has been far

more than 50,000. That's a good record,

and indicates what will be done if the big

autumn outdoor show is held here. Every-

body is thoroughly satisfied."

There was nothing pertaining to a motor
car which was not exhibited at Buffalo's

show, and the range of cars was wider than

ever before. The commercial vehicles oc-

cupied a prominent place and the number
of business wagons exhibited indicates that

there is to be a more determined effort this

year than ever to substitute gasoline and
electricity for horse flesh in the delivery of

goods.

That the electric automobile has many ad-

herents was demonstrated by the large

crowd always surrounding the exhibit of

the Babcock company.

"Sold" cards were plentifully displayed

on the cars at the show. One man, new in

the business, claimed he had placed special

orders for seventy-two cars. One motor-
cycle exhibitor took orders for eighteen

machines.

A show for Buffalo next year seems as-

sured, but before the time arrives, those in

charge hope to have a better and bigger

place in which to hold it

How to Discourage Speed.
Chatham, N. J., March 12.—This bor-

ough, known in automobiling circles as

harboring the most drastic anti-automo-

biling sentiments of any place in the state,

has awakened from the lethargic sleep in

which it has lain for several months past

and has taken up the cudgel against motor-

ists once more.

Tired of warning and arresting car own-
ers who, the officials declare, pass through

the pretty Morris county towns faster than

the law allows, the common council, at a
meeting, has decided on a new method
of warfare. Their scheme is to make auto-

mobiling over the borough's streets so

unpleasant, even dangerous, that motorists

will give Chatham a wide berth.

It is proposed to re-lay the crosswalks on
the prominent streets, leaving them exposed

five inches above the level. The stones

have already been ordered, and the work
will be begun at once. Whether the ap-

proach of the crosswalks will be up a low
embankment or whether they will stand up

sheer in the roadway has not been decided.

One or two walks with both kinds of ap-

proaches will be laid before that point is

determined.

It was the intention of the councilmen to

make the height three inches instead of

509

five, but a statement made by Frederick

R. Pratt, president of the Associated Auto-
mobile Clubs of New Jersey, to the effect

that a two-inch rise would occasion auto-

mobilists no annoyance, and that even an

obstruction three inches high would not do
the damage to cars expected, decided the

body in favor of the extreme height

Horsemen and owners of carriages were
evidently not taken into consideration,

although it was said before the meeting of

the councilmen that such an ordinance

would make ten times the trouble for

drivers of horse-drawn vehicles, with their

iron or hard rubber tires, than it would
cause automobilists. It was the opinion of

some that a heavily loaded wagon could

not be driven over an obstruction so high.

The marshals of the borough are said to

be opposed to the ordinance because it will

take away a large part of their income by
compelling automobilists to go slowly or

to keep out of the place altogether.

Just why there is so much opposition to

automobiles in Chatham is hard to say.

The town has 1,800 inhabitants, and many
of the residents and property owners are

New York or Newark business men. The
place is looked upon as an aristocratic

suburb of Greater New York.

PHILADELPHIA STAGE LINES.

Two Companies Organized to Operate

to Chester and Atlantic City.

Philadelphia, March 12.—Last year's

experiment of operating a tri-weekly auto-

coach service between this city and Atlantic

City, which was made by a local promoter,

was so successful that the coming season

will see a regular line established, not only

for the transportation of passengers, but

for freight, mail and express packages as

well. Articles of incorporation for such a

line to operate between Camden and Atlan-

tic City, under the name of the Camden and

Atlantic Automobile Company, were filed in

the former city last Wednesday. The au-

thorized capital is $25,000, and the incorpo-

rators are I. Dare Cindhart, Jr., Charles

Sumner Wesley and M. Leon Berry.

Another line, for passengers only, is pro-

jected between Philadelphia and Chester,

over Woodland avenue and the Chester

Pike, the charter notice of the Philadelphia

and Chester Coach Company having ap-

peared last Wednesday. Application for a

charter will be made on Monday, April 2,

the incorporators being J. Frank Black,

George C. Hetzel and George W. Atherholt

Neither of these lines will tap virgin ter-

ritory, both being paralleled by steam roads,

the latter having also two trolley lines to

compete against.

The British Motor Union proposes to

hold special headlight trials to see whether

it is not possible to do away with the glare

constantly complained of by the general

public. The Union has placed itself in

communication with the makers.
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The Value of Trees on Highways.

In his message to the New York state

legislature, Gov. Higgins recommended that

shade trees be planted along the improved

highways, and that the expense thereof be

included in the contract for the improve-

ment of the road. The governor spent a

part of last summer in Europe, and un-

doubtedly in France was impressed with the

careful construction and maintenance of the

highways and the frugality of the French

people in that they planted shade trees along

the road, not for the one purpose only of

beauty to the traveling stranger, but for the

purpose of holding moisture in order to

keep the stone roads from raveling, as they

do when they are dry and the little stones

roll apart from one another.

This raveling is prevented if the road

is sprinkled, but the thrifty Frenchman has

learned that it is cheaper to plant trees and

hold the moisture in the air around the road

in a natural method, rather than to pay

taxes to have a man run a sprinkling cart

The thrifty Frenchman has also learned

that on his 25,000 miles of main road, which

are built and maintained by the nation, he is

in reality maintaining a forest from which

he is able to cut a certain number of trees

each year, which he sells, and thus obtains

a revenue toward road maintenance. In

place of the trees that he cuts he puts out

new ones and there is a constant succession

of new trees being planted and old trees

being cut

The serious question in New York state

of the loss of timber from the watersheds

makes it highly advisable that wherever

practicable trees should be planted along all

stone roads to protect them from raveling.

Trees are not planted along gravel roads,

as it would make them too muddy, but

when planted along stone roads they are

very valuable toward maintaining them

economically.

A TOLL ROAD IN THIS DAY.

Pittsburg, March 12.—The Wilkinsburg

Boulevard Company has applied for a

Pennsylvania charter and proposes to build

a 40 per cent, grade road between Wilkins-

burg and Braddock, and later to extend it

to East Pittsburg. E. R. Reno, J. F.

Kinkade and F. W. Schornagle are the

incorporators, and Senator John S. Weller

is pushing the project. This road is the

beginning of what promises to be better

roads in western Pennsylvania, especially

at those points where country roads have

not been laid out and improved at the ex-

pense of Alleghany county.

The proposed boulevard will be fifty feet

wide, and it is said that little trouble is

being experienced in getting the rights of

way. The road will be in the nature of a

turnpike, and small fees will be charged

automobiles and other vehicles, thus giving

the company a fair revenue. The East

Pittsburg Improvement Company has se-

cured much of the land along the proposed

road and proposes to establish thereon a

colony of automobile owners. The new
grade of the road and its direct connections

with the city make their project very feas-

ible.

Buffalo Club Wants Trunk Roads. 1

Buffalo, March 12.—The Automobile

Club of Buffalo has adopted a strong set of

resolutions relating to the good roads im-

provement work. Copies have been sent to

Erie county's legislators. The resolutions

are as follows:

Whereas, The people of this State have
authorized the legislature to promote good
road building by employing the credit of the
State for that purpose to the extent of $60,-

000,000 at a time, and without limit to the
amount that ultimately may be spent In car-
rying out that policy; and
Whorees, There Is a movement in some

of the counties of the State In favor of

dividing among the counties the first $60,-

000,000 raised by the State tor good roads, to

be expended on such highways, and In such
fashion as local officials shall direct, and bills

to that effect are pending In the Legislature;
It is therefore
Resolved, That this club, representing

owners and operators of nearly 3,000 automo-
biles. Is strongly in favor of having a good
roads policy carried out by State officials

with a view to the highest benefit of the
State as a whole, under legislative act for
that express purpose.
That It Is opposed to the policy of dividing

the State fund among the counties on the
basts of mileage, population, valuation, or
any other scheme of getting at the money to

spend It as local authorities may see fit.

That a comprehensive plan of trunk lines

running east and west should be laid down
by the State Engineering Department and
tuiother plan of trunk lines running north
and south should be adopted In connection
with the main line east and west, and that

lateral lines should be constructed only In

connection with main lines to the end that.

Anally, all lines shall be parts of a sound
system that may be developed to any degree,

but always In harmony with the general
plan.

That a rational plan of highway Improve-

ment Is Impossible If the State fund Is per-

mitted to be handled by local officials, along

with the mixture of politics and pull that

such operations always attract, and with only

selfish local interests In mind.
That the Legislature should enact a statute

retaining the many admirable features now
Included In the law, but laying down a broad

policy to govern In the great amount of new
work to follow the appropriation of large

sums of money under the recent amendment
to the Constitution.

That such statute should put good roads

Improvement under the control of the State

Engineering Department as far as the State

contribute money to that end in any county.

movement It is not likely that the plan

will take the form of an organization, but

that a few of the best-known motor car

enthusiasts of Indiana will take up the work

by individual efforts. The plan will be for

this self-appointed committee men of much

influence, to visit the county commissioners

throughout the state and urge that the

roads be improved.

In brief, the committee will do mission-

ary work where it is needed. One of the

principal features of its work will be to-

visit the farmers along the different pro-

posed routes and impress upon them the

importance of good roads, not only for

motor car drivers, but for the farmers as

well.

The first route to be taken up will be a

new route from Indianapolis to Chicago

that has just been "discovered" by Mr.

Staley during a tour in his White steamer.

The new route will make it possible for

drivers of this city to make the trip in one

day, and it runs through Frankfort, La-

fayette, Remington, Valparaiso and Ham-

mond.

Indiana Good Roads Proselyting.

Indianapolis, Ind., March 12.—Within a

few weeks a good roads movement, that it

is expected will spread throughout the en-

tire state, will be taken up in Indiana.

Frank Staley, vice-president of the H. T.

Hearsey Vehicle Company, is back of the

Good Roads Doings.

Rhode Island has been particularly ener-

getic during the past four years in the

improvement of its highways. At the pres-

ent time the state possesses, or has in proc-

ess of construction, 170 miles of macadam

highway, which within the next two years

will be increased to 240 miles. The work on

the roads has met with general approval,and

at the last general election a large appropri-

ation was voted for the continuance of the

work.

* * *

The third annual convention of the New
York and Chicago Road Association win

take place at Hornellsville, N. Y., March

20 and 21. The Southern Tier Good Roads

Association will be represented, and both

the city council and chamber of commerce

of Hornellsville will assist in making the

convention a notable one Prominent

speakers and good roads advocates have

been invited to attend.

* * *

In the discussion of the merits of the

Brownlow-Latimer good roads bills before

congress the very first fact to be consid-

ered is that good roads are the greatest

factors of profit, comfort and convenience

ever sent to bless the people of any land,

and that they contribute abundantly to

enhance the national life and to offset the

influences that tend to concentrate popu-

lation unduly in the large cities to the dis-

comfort and detriment of the community at

large. Another primary fact is that whore

financial ability and intelligent zeal have

striven to solve the road question the aggre-

gate value of property has been so greatly

increased by good roads that it is impos-

sible to overestimate it
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A GOOD SAMPLE HEAR HORRISTOWH OF THE NEW JERSEY ROADS WHICH ARE THE JOY OF THE AUTOMOBHJ8T.

The Battle of Trenton Undecided.

Trenton, N. J., March 12.—The Com-
mittee on Judiciary's substitute to the

Frelinghuysen Bill to-night passed the Sen-

ate on a second reading and will now go

to the House. Predictions are made that

the measure may become a law in spite of

its drastic regulations, though the automo-

bilists, under the direction of the Associated

Automobile Clubs of New Jersey, will make
a most vigorous protest in the Senate.

A clause which might have interfered

with the effectiveness of the bill was dis-

covered and amended by Senator Freling-

huysen. The committee substitute con-

tains these important provisions:

(1) No chain tires to be used on the

roads of New Jersey unless the road which

is traveled is covered with one inch or

more of snow or ice.

(2) Automobiles must carry devices to

prevent excessive noise; also device to pre-

vent the falling of embers or waste from
fuel used in machine.

(3) Provides for organization of Com-
mission of Registration and Regulation, to

have not more than twenty-one commis-

sioners throughout the state, each having

power to arrest without warrant, also hav-

ing power to stop machines and discover if

driver has complied with sections of this

act

(4) No person shall operate a machine

who has not first been examined by a com-

missioner in a trial trip in kind of machine
to be used.

The Frelinghuysen bill provided a speed

of one mile in seven minutes, and this was
dunged to one mile in five minutes.

Machines of less than 30 horsepower are

to be taxed $3 a year; of more than 30
horsepower, $5 a year. Summons on non-
resident automobilists may be served on
the Secretary of State, and for this a fee of

$2 per year must be paid. Motor cycles

are to be taxed $1 per year.

Manufacturers' licenses, good for five

machines, are to be issued for $20. All

present licenses are to expire July 1 next.

Are the Railroads Responsible ?

Trenton, N. J., March 13.
—"Good-morn-

ing, Senator, will you introduce an automo-

bile bill to-day?"

"Not to-day. You know I introduced two

yesterday, and have another for to-

morrow."

"That's good. My third bill comes up

for second reading this afternoon, and I

hope you'll help it along all you can."

"Sure. And I'll expect you to vote for

my amendment to Jones' bill, compelling

payment of all automobile fines in cash."

"I certainly will."

And the two Jersey lawmakers part for

the nonce, each with the proud conscious-

ness that he is conserving the interests of

his agricultural constituents. And all the

time these Solons and their confreres are

playing the game of the railroads—keeping

the farmers occupied with the automobilists

while the greater question of a fair taxation

of railroad property in the state is allowed

to play second fiddle. There is some reason

for the assertion that the railroads are re-

sponsible in a measure for the multiplicity

of bills having for their object the keeping

of the automobilist within bounds.

Somebody has told the farmer that he

builds the roads and that the automobilist

—

who is almost alwasy a city man—tears

them to pieces. When the myriad of bills

are boiled down, toward the end of the

session, into one measure containing the

best—or worst—points of all, it will be

demonstrated by those who are fighting

these bills that neither statement is correct

—

that the worst damage is done by the nar-

row-tired wheels of the fanner's wagon;

that the proportion of taxes paid by the

city and town resident for road construc-

tion and maintenance is as 4 is to 1 com-

pared with the farmer; that the farmer is

not charged for the use of the streets when
he brings his produce to the city market;

that city resident pays for street improve-

ment in front of his home, whereas the

state and county build and repair roads on

which the farmer's lands abut.

Automobilists generally are willing to

submit to reasonable regulations to keep

the road incinerator within bounds ; but the

numerous nonsensical propositions, such as

that which proposes toll gates ten miles

apart, with telephone connection to keep

tabs on the rate of speed, and a charge of

ten cents per passenger, must be elimi-

nated.

Meanwhile the railroad lobby is looking

forward to adjournment day and ramming

in a new bill now and then to keep the

farmers' minds occupied.

In Progressive Vermont ?

Middlebury, Vt., March 12.—At the

town meeting of March 6 the town voted,

after considerable discussion, to prohibit

the running of automobiles upon the main

highway between what is known as the

Isaac Rogers corner and the Middlebury-

Ripton town line.

As passed the resolution authorized the

selectmen to post the road in question,

which covers a distance of about seven

miles and is about half of the distance be-

tween Middlebury village and the Bread

Loaf Inn in Ripton.

The British Motor Volunteer Corps is

being reorganized to give it a stronger

military standing.
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The District of Columbia Bill.

Washington, D. C, March 12.—Con-

gress is determined to force the Sims Bill

regulating the speed of automobiles in the

District of Columbia, and for other pur-

poses, upon the automobilists of this city,

notwithstanding the adverse report on the

bill made by the district commissioners.

The House Committee on the District of

Columbia have considered the bill in all

its phases, and have reported it to the

House with a few slight modifications and

the recommendation that it be passed.

The speed limitations provided in the bill

as reported are the same as the existing

police regulations with one exception, the

committee deeming it wise to reduce the

speed of automobiles in crossing streets

where there are no steam or street railway

tracks to eight miles an hour instead of the

existing regulation of twelve miles, this

constituting the only change in the present

regulations. Upon the recommendation of

the district commissioners the provisions

of the bill are made applicable to horse-

drawn vehicles. In its report the commit-

tee says the necessity of regulating the use

of public thoroughfares of the city by law

is recognized.

Among other things the committee's re-

port says : "Your committee is of the opin-

ion that the punishment of offenders by

fine is not sufficient to break up the practice

r of operating automobiles in excess of the

speed limit provided by the regulations in

; force, and that imprisonment, at the discre-

tion of the court, for the second and third

offense is absolutely necessary in order to

effectually check the tendency to over-

speeding. Your committee believes that

the limitations of speed provided in the pro-

posed legislation are reasonable and nec-

essary, and that the punishments therein

provided, while not harsh or excessive, will

be sufficient to break up the practice of

overspeeding of all kinds of vehicles in the

District of Columbia, and that the same will

be easy of enforcement."

The penalty for the first offense is a fine

of not less than $5 nor more than $50;

second offense within one year from the

first offense, a fine of not less than $10 nor

more than $100, or imprisonment for not

less than five days nor more than thirty

days, at the discretion of the court ; for the

third offense within one year from the first,

a fine of not less than $50 nor more than

$350, or, at the discretion of the court, im-

prisonment in the workhouse for not less

than thirty days nor more than six months.

The bill now goes to the House calendar,

and the chances are that it will be speedily

enacted into law. The Automobile Club of

Washington is seeking to enlist the aid and

influence of certain senators and represen-

tatives who are automobilists to defeat the

measure. It is an uphill fight, and the

chances are all against the automobilists

winning out

Sims Bill Passes Without Dissent

Washington, D. C, March 13.—To-day

the House of Representatives passed the

Sims automobile bill unanimously, despite

efforts of Representative Gillett to secure

certain amendments. Representative Gil-

lett thought the bill in many respects un-

reasonable, to which Representative Sims
replied, "If there is anything the matter

with this bill, it is that it is too lenient"

When the amendments had been voted

down, the bill was passed without dissent-

ing vote.

REGISTRATION IN OHIO.

Bill Reported Favorably by House
Committee Likely to Pass.

Columbus, O., March 10.—The House
Committee on County Affairs of the Ohio
legislature has reported in the bill of Rep-
resentative Bowers requiring all owners of

automobiles to register with the county
auditor of their respective counties and to

display identification tags. This seems to

be the only measure of the kind destined to

pass at this session. There are in the hands
of the committee several other bills affecting

automobiles, and the probabilities are they
wilf-die there.

In view of the favorable action of the

committee it is very probable the bill

will pass the House of Representatives.

Whether or not it will go through the Sen-
ate is a question. The session is drawing
to a close, and that body may. not get to it

before final adjournment.

The Bowers bill provides a fine of $5 to

$50 for violation of its provisions.

Maryland has a Weird Bill.

Baltimore, Md., March 10.—Four bills

concerning the automobile have already

been introduced in the Maryland legislature

this session, and the past week has seen an-

other added to the list Just why this latest

legislation is desired has not yet been ex-

plained, because the bill has been tempo-

rarily suspended, pending revision on ac-

count of a clerical error, but, in brief, its

object is to prevent the running of an auto-

mobile in Dorchester county on Tuesdays
and Saturdays, except when its occupant is

a physician hurrying to the bedside of a pa-

tient.

As a sample of freak legislation, this

automobile bill was substituted in place of

one which had been unfavorably reported by

the judiciary committee of the house. It

was not regarded in a very favorable light

until J. W. Hastings, who introduced it,

said that the county people were clamoring

for it This statement naturally had the

effect of enlisting the support of many
members of county delegations. However.

March is, ipoA.

it is thought that it will meet with success-

ful opposition when it comes up on the

floor, if it gets that far.

The Situation at Albany.

Albany, N. Y., March 12.—Assemblyman

Cox's bill to allow owners of motor vehi-

cles who are arrested for violations of the

automobile law in New York State to give

as security for the appearance at trial the

bond of some security company instead of

cash or leaving their motor car as a bail

bond has been passed by the Assembly.

The amended L'Homtnedieu auto-tax bill

is still in the Senate committee on taxation.

Senator Grady Monday night reintro-

duced his bill of last winter which declares

that all persons have a right to be on the

highways, and no person shall drive or

ride at a rate of speed which may be dan-

gerous to others. When the driver of an

automobile refuses to decrease the rate of

speed he is guilty of misdemeanor, accord-

ing to the provisions of the Grady bill.

Another provision makes a driver guilty of

assault in the first degree if in case a person

is injured he attempts to escape or neglects

to stop to inquire as to the character and

seriousness of the injury.

Can't Bar Motorcycles.
Despite its desire to do so, Reidsville,

N. C, cannot keep motorcyclists off its

streets, and the three motorcyclists who re-

side there are now free to brush the dust

off their machines and use them without

fear of fine or imprisonment Reidsville

passed a by-law prohibiting their use and

for a time the by-law was respected, but

backed by the Federation of American
Motorcyclists, a member of that organisa-

tion, David L. Carroll, has just succeeded in

convincing the "city dads" of Reidsville

that they have no right or power to pass

laws of the sort.

Bingham Wants Autos.
Police Commissioner Bingham, of New

York City, obtained, on Monday, the per-

mission of the aldermanic finance commit-

tee to purchase three touring cars without

advertising for bids. Commissioner Bing-

ham declared it was necessary for the de-

partment to have the best American cars

in the market in order that he and his dep-

uties, leaving headquarters for a tour of

inspection in Queens and Richmond bor-

oughs, might be sure of getting back with-

out delay. He added that for the present

he intended to have the automobiles run by

uniformed policemen, but that he would

soon be back for another appropriation to

provide funds to engage civilians.

At the next election the voters of St

Joseph township, Michigan, will vote on a

proposition to bond the township for

$25*500 for the purpose of constructing

new roads- throughout the township.
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The N. A. A. M. March Executive Meeting.

The Executive Committee of the .Na-

tional Association of Automobile Manufac-

turers held its regular monthly meeting

March 7 at the association headquarters,

No. 7 East Forty-second street, New York
City. Herewith is the official report of the

meeting, as given out by S. A. Miles, gen-

eral manager, to N. A. A. M. members:
Your attention is respectfully called to

the following resolutions adopted by the

Executive Committee at its regular month-

ly meeting, March 7:

RESOLVED, That this association is

opposed to the holding of contests in the
United States which have not been ap-
proved by its Executive Committee, and
that it shall not be permissible for any
member to take part in any unapproved
contest under penalty of being debarred
from participation in such events as may
be held with the approval or under the

auspices of this association.

Members have, from time to time, com-

plained that attempts are made in various

parts of the country to promote contests

and secure the support of manufacturers.

In the opinion of the committee there is

danger that these will increase in number
to such an extent as to become a serious

burden. It is not the intention of the com-

mittee to attempt to "sanction" contests in

the same way as it has done local shows,

but it appears to be necessary to make such

recommendations as will insure uniformity

of action.

RESOLVED, that in the opinion of this

Executive Committee it is unnecessary
and unbecoming the dignity of a member
of this association to publicly offer a
guarantee exceeding 60 days, or varying in

any essential detail from the guarantee
adopted by this association.

The committee has received complaints

that the form of guarantee adopted by this

association has not been strictly observed,

and that not only has the time been extend-

ed in some cases to as much as one year,

but that, in a few instances, guarantees

have been given to keep a car running,

under any and all circumstances, except

accidents due to carelessness, for twelve

months. The committee believes that the

class of manufacturers composing the mem-
bership of this association is such that a

sixty-day warranty should prove ample.

It is the desire of the committee that mem-
bers adopt and adhere as strictly as possible

to the present form. The committee real-

izes that in some cases the form for 1906

has been published and can hardly be

changed, but hopes that the use of any other

form will be discontinued as promptly as

possible.

WHEREAS, in the opinion of this Ex-
ecutive Committee, the local shows of 1906

have not been productive of benefits to

the industry commensurate with the loss

of time and expense involved; be it

RESOLVED, That no shows shall be

sanctioned hereafter except one annual

show at New York and Chicago, and that
the resolution relative to exhibits at un-
sanctioned shows be continued in force.

The resolution referred to provides that

no manufacturer who exhibits at an un-

sanctioned show shall be permitted to ex-

hibit at a sanctioned show for a period of

eighteen months.

rapidly that it has been heard in three

courts and is now before the Supreme
Court of New Jersey. It will reach the

Court of Errors and Appeals in June, and
it is therefore probable that within the brief

space of six months we shall have been able

to secure the decision of the highest court

in the state.

W. E. Metzger has been elected a mem-
ber of the executive committee in place of

R. D. Chapin, resigned.

The association realized approximately

$35,000 from the Chicago show, one-half of

which will be distributed among those who
had exhibited at at least one earlier

Chicago show, held under the auspices of

this association in proportion to the amounts

paid by each. The distribution will be made
at an early date.

The association's test case, in New Jer-

sey, designed to test the validity of laws

which require an automobilist to take out

more than one license and to determine

other minor points has progressed so

Following is a list of committees for the

ensuing year:

Membership—Messrs. Davis, chairman;
Owen, and Bennett.
Show—Messrs. Budlong. chairman; White,

Hildebrand, Bennett, and MeUger.
Freight and Transportation — Messrs.

White, chairman; Clifton, and Innls.

Auditing—Messrs. Owen, chairman; Oosa,

and Pope.
Good Roads—Messrs. Waldon, chairman;

Davis, and Bennett.
Legislation and Legal—Messrs. Bennett,

chairman; Innls, and Pope.
Contest — Messrs. Waldon, chairman t

White, Klttrldge, Davis, and Pope.

Transcontinentalists Reach Santa Fe.
Santa F£, N. M., March 7.—Our prog-

ress during the past week shows a marked

improvement over former weeks, and if the

roads continue good the wheels of the

Mountaineer will be revolving over Colo-

rado soil within the next two or three days

with New Mexican adobe left behind for-

ever.

In pulling out of Albuquerque we swung

off from the railroad, and, with a Govern-

ment survey map for a guide, headed di-

rectly across the prairie for Tijeres Can-

yon. The road surface was excellent most

of the way. After passing through the

canyon, the road led through the Mexican

towns of San Antonio and San Antoneto,

at both of which there were persons who
knew enough English to direct us to the

next settlement Every time we reached

an altitude of more than 6,500 feet we ran

into the snow belt, and that usually meant

mud.

The aroyos all through this section are

deep, and would bring the car to an abrupt

stop every time, were they not all bridged.

Some of the bridges sagged and groaned

under the unusual load, but nothing gave

way and we made excellent progress.

As usual, we were handicapped to some

extent by the fact that the standard tread

in the East is not so wide as that used in

the West. Everywhere west of Rock Isl-

and we have found the roads cut by wide

gauge wagons, making it necessary for the

Reo to make its own trail through the

rough roadbed on one side, the wheels tak-

ing the wagon track on the other.

We had a rather thrilling experience com-

ing over one range of mountains between

Albuquerque and Santa F6. While ascend-

ing a long, steep mountain pass with a

precipice of a hundred or more feet on one-

side and a rocky cliff rising to an equal:

height on the other, a small stone flew up>

and struck the sprocket in such a way as

to snap the chain. Almost immediately the

car started backward. Instinctively I put

my foot on the brake, but as the chain was
broken this had no effect By the time I

caught the emergency brake handle we were
backing down the mountain much faster

than we had come up. Standing on the

emergency brake handle, steering back-

wards and looking over my shoulder at the

trail was rather ticklish work, but I man-
aged to stop the car before any damage
had been done. To repair the chain was
the work of only a few minutes, and we
were soon climbing again, until finally the

barometer read 9,025 feet

At Golden, a little gold mining town, peo-

pled with a bunch of New Yorkers—the

gold mine is owned by New York capital

—

we found a very good hotel.

From Santa Fe we shall drive to Las

Vegas, then through Colorado, -Kansas,

Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, West Vir-

ginia, Pennsylvania to New York.

Percy F. Megargel.

In an interesting paper read before the

London Society of Arts, Claude Johnson,

the first secretary of the A. C. G. B. I.,

pointed out the fact that at the same time

that Benz and Daimler were experimenting

with internal combustion engines, 1885, an

Englishman named Butler built and drove

a gasoline engined bicycle. The authorities,

however, forbade him, in their usual short-J

sightedness, to use his machine on the

roads, and he therefore did not pursue hi*.

idea any further.
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An Up-to-date Private Garage.

Private owners of automobiles have not

yet provided garages for their cars that can

compare with the magnificent "stables built

by owners of horses; but, nevertheless, a

number of private garages have been built

which are not only practical and convenient

for actual use, but are well designed and

windows in the walls. The exterior walls

are of Warsaw bluestone and the roof of

cypress shingles, stained green. The in-

terior walls are of white enameled brick,

which is easily kept clean and does not ab-

sorb light The ceiling is plastered and
canvassed and the canvas painted and
decorated. The terrazza floor has a turn-

table in the center, and there is a pit for

convenience in getting at the under parts

of cars. Between two angles, and directly

under the windows, is a bench, and under

the bench are tool cupboards, drawers, and

so on. Cabinets with self-measuring pumps
for gasoline and lubricating oil are placed

close to the wall near the large double

doors, and closets for hanging up clothing

between the windows.

The garage was designed by Frank J.

Lindsey & Son, architects, of Middletown,

N. Y., and built under their supervision.

It was finished about six months ago and

is now in regular use by the owner.

EXTERIOR OF TEE CLEMSOH OARAGE.

pleasing to the eye. The garage built for

George H. Clemson, of Middletown, N. Y.,

is a good example of a private garage with

plenty of space for the growth of the

"string" of cars, convenience for handling,

washing and working on the machines and

having an ornamental exterior. The garage

gives the impression of being circular, but

is really polygonal; the roof is a cone with

a cupola at the apex containing ventilators.

Surmounting the whole is a weather vane

appropriately formed to represent an auto-

mobile. Small windows in the roof add to

the light admitted by the numerous large

The 20th Centuiy Farmer.

Valparaiso, Ind., March 12.—Here is a

piece of news that ought to bring a smile

to the face of every autoist in the land. An
Indiana farmer is an agent for an automo-

bile—not only is he the owner of a "devil

wagon," of which soil tillers are wont to

say scathing things, but three of his farmer

sons own and operate them, and now the

father is spending much of his time in

placing machines among the farmers of

Porter county. The name of the farmer

agent is L. H. Robbins, located at McCool,

Ind., and he handles the Reo. Up to this

time no less than fifteen farmers have bought

and are running machines hereabouts.

Albert Zimmerman, the only repair man
here, will build a new garage this sum-

mer. There is quite an increase in sales of

machines—two Buicks, a Pierce, and a

Rambler have been bought here since the

Chicago show. Twenty machines are now
owned in Valparaiso. The town is on the

line of a good road route from Chicago to

Cleveland. Porter county is about to build

a new gravel road to La Porte during the

season.

the nrvrnno interior of the model clemsoh oarage at mddletowh, h. y.

A. L. A. M. Record of Sales.

Some interesting figures relating to the

production and sales of automobiles in the

United States during the last three years

have just been brought out in the course of

the litigation now in progress against cer-

tain manufacturers, dealers and users of

cars alleged to infringe the Selden patent.

M. J. Budlong, president of the Electric

Vehicle Company, which is the plaintiff in

all of the suits, was called to the stand in

the United States Circuit Court to testify

concerning the amount of business that had

been transacted under licenses granted un-

der the patent

The following table summarizes the rec-

ords kept by the licensors from figures fur-

nished under oath by the manufacturers

and given by Mr. Budlong in his sworn tes-

timony :

Total number of cars sold under

Selden license, Jan. 1, 1903, to

Jan. 1, 1906 41,696

Total value of three years'

sales, as above $63,141,437.22

Royalty on cars made under

Selden patent license $814,183.52

Licensed cars sold in 1905,. . I7$40

Value of licensed cars sold in

1905 $31,814758.99

Increase in number of cars sold in

1904 over 1903 30%
Increase in gross value of sales in

190* over 1903 58%
Increase in number of cars sold in

1905 over 1904 32-5%
Increase in gross value of sales in

1905 over 1904 66.2%

Average selling prices for 1903,

approximately $1,170.00

Average selling prices for 1904,

approximately 1422.00

Average selling prices for 1905, -

approximately 1,784.00

Average selling price for three

years, American cars, approxi-

mately 1429.00

Average selling price for three

years, imported cars, approxi-

mately 6V710.00

Thirty-seven concerns are now allied in

the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, and it is claimed that their

combined product constitutes a large ma-
jority of the cars made and sold in this

country. This is the first time that such

reliable and official figures have been fur-

nished.
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The European Circuit Will Start July 26.

Paris, March 3.—Some modifications

have been made in the arrangements of the

European Circuit by the international con-

ference representing France, Germany, Bel-

gium, Austria and Italy, which recently

met at the Automobile Club of France.

Instead of commencing on July 20, the

•date of the contest is now fixed from July

26 to August 15. This gives a twenty-one

days' event, including five exhibitions at

Toulouse, Milan, Vienna, Berlin and Co-

logne. The tour will include some long

runs, the longest being from Paris to Lim-

oges, and some difficult mountain climbs in

the passage from France to Italy.

On the opening day 244 miles will be

-covered. The fourth stage, Grenoble to

Milan, including the ascent of Mount Cenis,

is 250 miles. Vienna to Prague gives 162

miles of bad road; from Berlin to Breslau

is a distance of 190 miles, and from Berlin

to Hanover there are 186 miles to be cov-

ered. From Hanover to Cologne gives 234

miles, and from the city of smells back to

Paris is 250 miles.

When it is remembered that a class is

provided for cars of about 8 horsepower,

and that many of the roads are hilly and of

bad surface, it is not surprising that manu-

facturers hesitate to enter for the tour.

Too high an average speed also is being

imposed. Twenty-nine miles an hour—all

stops being counted in the running time—is

beyond the capabilities of nine-tenths of the

touring cars over such roads.

It had at first been proposed to place a

commissaire on board each car, but owing

to the objection of several probable com-

petitors, as well as the difficulty of finding

sufficient suitable men, this measure was
abandoned by the conference.

Sub committees were appointed to deal

with the various details of the tour, such

as tires, timing, weighing-in, classification,

the press and exhibitions.

A special train will be run during the

European Circuit, by means of which press-

men and others interested in the event may
follow the competition through Europe.

Meals will be served on the train and spe-

cial sleeping accommodations provided, mak-

ing the train virtually a traveling hotel.

Engagements for the tour are now open,

and in a few days it will be seen whether

the contest will fulfill the expectations of

its promoters.

An Englishwoman's Herkomer Tour Experiences.

London, March 8.—The Ladies' Automo-
bile Gub, G. B. I., had a most interesting

afternoon, when Mrs. Edward Manville, the

only woman driver in last year's Herkomer

event, gave an amusing review of her ex-

periences during the tour. Talking of her

journey to Munich, Mrs. Manville said:

"Running into the Munich control was

quite an ordeal; ever so many royalties

were collected mere, and when I made my
appearance the people cheered,a band played

our national anthem and the club presented

me with a most magnificent laurel wreath

tied up with Bavarian ribbons.

"The next day we were all invited to the

Palace of Prince Ludwig of Bavaria, and I

was presented to the Princess and to him,

and he then made a point that I should go

to the banquet which was to be given that

night to the owners and drivers of the cars.

Just imagine being the only woman among

270 men ; but I could not get out of it after

Prince Ludwig's request

"I wonder if any of you have ever been to

a German banquet—it is so funny. The
speeches come between the courses, so that

ft takes a very long time to get along with

-the dinner. It was hors d'ceuvres, then a

toast to the German Emperor, soup, Prince

Henry of Prussia, fish, and to my horror,

Mrs. Manville. I wondered what I was to

-do to acknowledge it—my husband was ever

so far away—but Prince Ludwig himself

solved my difficulty by "prosting" with me,

-that is clinking glasses, immediately after

my health had been drunk. Then every

man in the room did likewise."

Talking of her further tour, Mrs. Man-
ville, relating two comical frontier experi-

ences of the five Daimlers forming the Brit-

ish caravan, said:

"Of course, we had no end of frontiers

to pass with all this dodging about, and it

was often a difficult problem for the officials

to find enough money to pay us off as we
left a country. On one occasion it could

not be managed, and I do not know exactly

what he had to do, but the gendarme took

us to another place, where he got the money.

He dare not leave the cars until they had

passed the frontier, where stood the man
with the gun, so went two miles with us to

the next country, and waited to see us over

the boundary, and then had to walk two

miles back in the pouring rain. At another

frontier we had a funny experience of red

tape. My husband happened to stop his

car with the two front wheels in Germany

and the two back ones in Switzerland, and

the officials would have nothing to say to

him until he had backed the whole car into

Switzerland."

On the conclusion of the lecture, Pro-

fessor von Herkomer, who was one of the

club's guests, explained in a few witty words

the meaning he had expressed in the trophy.

The joy of movement, the absolute delight

in the thralldom of the onward motion is

represented in the figures of Mercury, most

progressive and unconventional of gods,

and in the woman with extended arms, full

of the joie de vitesse. The great artist

dilated with seeming relish on the fact that

although in no way a sportsman
—"and

that's where the joke comes in," he quaintly

stated in parentheses—his name is now so

closely coupled with a sporting event "that

even the Munich critics, who so badlj

wanted to unfavorably criticise my works
exhibited at Munich at the same time as the

Trophy week, didn't dare to—I was too

popular I"

Entries for Monaco Meet.
Paris, March 3.—The entry list for the

Monaco auto boat meeting, which opens

April 1, shows a total of 94 boats, of which

61 are cruisers, 8 ships' boats and fishing

craft and 25 racers. France has entered

36 of the cruisers and 12 racers. Italy and
Switzerland have each 6 cruisers, while

other nations are represented by only one

or two each. England has entered 5 racers.

As in previous years, the meeting will be

opened by an exhibition of the boats in a

specially prepared open-air display ground,

followed by one week's racing.

One of the most notable of the French

racers is Antoinette IV, engined by Leva-

vasseur and hull by Pitre. Baron de Caters

has entered an 8-meter boat named the

Seasick, the hull of which was built on the

Seine and fitted with engines by the Itala

company. Another Itala boat, with a

French hull, is entered by Vincenzo Florio.

Four Mercedes craft will be at the start-

ing line, two of them with French and two

with English hulls. The TreHe d Quatre

and the New TreHe, both owned by the

English sportsman, Mr. Thubron, represent

Brasier motors; Dietrich has engined the

big 15-meter Dubonnet, hull built on the

Seine by Tellier, and the Fiat colors will

be carried by Fiat XIII, entirely of Italian

construction. Panhard and Levassor, Mar-

tini, Hotchkiss and Delahaye have each en-

gined one racer. Two steamers figure

among the racers, the Italian Roggero I

and an English boat owned by Lord How-
ard de Walden.

FOREIGN RACING NOTES.

The "Coup de Turin," which was to be

run off as a speed race, has been postponed

till 1907, as a suitable track could not be

found near Turin.

* * * I

Only a single entry for the tire race

organized by the Automobile Gub of

France had been received when the entry

list dosed on February 15. Upon payment

of double entry fees, however, additional

contestants may enter up to May 15.

* * *
A 400-mile speed race from Barecolna

through Saragossa to Madrid will form one

of the features of the celebration of the

marriage of the King of Spain.
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AUTO DRIVE, STEERING, AND SKIDDING.

STEERING systems for power-driven

vehicles present a subject for com-

parative study which contains more
interesting matter than might be considered

probable on first thought.

The condition under which these devices

have to be operated are so numerous, and

the subject so interconnected with other

problems of automobile design, that the

material for the study of their connection

with other parts of the running gear con-

sists of a number of statistical facts, the

comparison of which reveals several con-

ditions for the arrangement of the steering

elements of an automobile which hitherto

have seemingly found little consideration.

Strictly logical calculations, guided by the

knowledge of practical results, may then

develop rules touching general principles,

as also defining conditions which should

prove of material assistance to the de-

signer and builder.

Taking a four-wheeled vehicle into con-

sideration, we have the first condition for

the possibility of automobile steering given

by the method of the structural attachment

of the wheels to the frame of the vehicle.

These methods are in close alliance with

the drive of the vehicle, and the following

examples embrace all the possible com-

binations :

1. All four wheels steering wheels. (As

steering wheels such road wheels are un-

derstood which are capable of an angular

throw of equal magnitude to both sides

of their normal position and pivoted on a

vertical axle, as near as possible to the

center of the wheel. For the following dis-

cussion all steering wheels are assumed

to possess the same maximum amount of

such angular throw.) : (a) front wheels

driving, (b) rear wheels- driving, (c) front

and rear wheels driving.

2. Front wheels steering wheels, rear

wheels of permanent position, parallel to

longitudinal axis of vehicle: (a) front

wheels driving, (b) rear wheels driving,

(c) front and rear wheels driving.

3. Rear wheels steering wheels; front

wheels of permanent position: (a) front

wheels driving, (b) rear wheels driving,

(c) front and rear wheels driving.

For every one of these possible combi-

nations it is natural that the one condition

must be fulfilled which calls for the posi-

tion of wheel planes tangential to the path

of the wheel center, as shown in Fig. 1,

and not in the exaggerated position shown
in Fig. 2, which naturally would prevent

true rolling of the wheel and thereby de-

stroy its essential functions. As the four

wheel centers or wheel pivots are in un-

alterable relatively fixed position, they must

By L. II. DIETERICH, M.E.

follow any path of the center of gravity

of the vehicle in parallel or in concentric

curves.

This condition with the previous one
combined establishes the rule that all four

wheels must constantly have such relative

angular positions that their geometrical axes

meet in one point This rule being an ac-

cepted detail of automobile design, its theory

needs no further discussion.

Combination ic, 2b and 3a are not only

theoretical possibilities, but in practical use,

and therefore the best representatives of

their classes for critical observation.

Taking up combination ic, four-wheel

drive and steering, Fig. 3 shows one ar-

of higher driving efficiency than the front

wheels. It would be mechanically correct

to have all four wheels of the same driving

efficiency.

The propelling power of the front wheels-

fi, f*> give a drive resultant dri for the

front axle, which, combined with the drive-

resultant dri of the rear axle, form the

drive resultant DR for the center of gravity.

As seen in Fig. 3 this lies in the center line

of the vehicle.

The path of the center of gravity being

prescribed by the paths of the four wheel*
is not tangential to the center line of the

vehicle. As a result, we find that the

driving force of DR splits into an actual

Centre

no. 1.—WHEEL PLATO TAHOEHTIAL TO PATH
OF WHEEL CENTER.

rangement of this combination executed in

a touring car design in which the center of

gravity usually does not coincide with the

geometrical center of the four wheel cen-

ters or steering pivots, but is located to the

rear of same.

Steering connections between the four

wheels were so arranged as to give the

correct result indicated in Fig. 3 of all

four wheels in tangential position to the

path of their respective centers. The maxi-
mum angular throw a creating a minimum
turning radius R for the center of gravity

CG, which is for the loaded vehicle in

its usual location behind the geometrical

center of the wheel centers as indicated

by the intersection / of the center line CL
of the vehicle and its normal N from the

turning center C.

As all four wheels are intended to trans-

mit the same power or propelling force by
virtue of their actual contact with the

ground, we find from the location of the

center of gravity that the rear wheels are

FIO. a.—PLANE OF WHEEL AT ABOLE TO I

PATH OF MOVEMENT.

propelling force PF, tangential to the path

of the center gravity, and a skidding force

SF nearly normal to the center line of the

vehicle. Its direction is fortunately oppo-

site to that of the centrifugal force of the

center of gravity, and therefore without

practical influence on the wheel ground con-

tacts on which it would otherwise (espe-

cially regarding the rear wheels) have a

disagreeable skidding effect The apportion-

ing of this skidding force in four compon-
ents to the four wheel centers results in ac-

celerating forces for the front wheels and1

retarding forces for the rear wheels, nearly

counterbalancing each other and skidding

forces with the mentioned characteristics,

making them practically negligible.

Combination 2b (Fig. 4) is the generally

adopted arrangement of front wheel steer-

ing and rear wheel drive. In the same we
find all four wheels tangential to their re-

spective parts, which is correct, but the

maximum angular wheel throw 0, creating

a minimum turning radius R—of double the
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SF has to be overcome by the frictional

contact of the wheels, and therefore acts

in retardation of their true rolling motion.

If apportioned in its components ci and ci

of parallel direction attacking front and
rear axles or wheel centers, we find the

smaller component, ci. will again divide

itself into a skidding force and into a direct

If

FIG. 3 —DIAGRAM SHOWING FORCE8 ACTING OH
A OUR-WHBEL-DRTVIHG, FOUR-WHEKL-

STXBRIHG VEHICLE WHEN TURNING
A CORKER.

value of that in combination ic—for the

center of gravity CG, which has its usual

location in the rear of the geometrical center

of the four wheel contacts, but in front of

the intersection / of the center line CL of

the vehicle and it* normal N from the

turning center C, which coincides with the

centerpoint of the rear axle. The rear

wheels alone propelling the vehicle, the

driving resultant dr is equivalent in power

and direction to the final driving resultant

DR of the center of gravity.

The center line of the vehicle not being

tangential to the path of the center of grav-

ity, the driving resultant DR divides into

the effective propelling force PF and the

skidding force SF, which is, unfortunately,

not counteracted by any centripetal force

exerted on the turning vehicle. This force

anti-propelling force. It is clear from the

diagrams that skidding force on the rear

wheels is greater than that on the front

wheels, and on smooth ground we therefore

find the car turning round its own center

in the same sense as the intended turning

motion of the vehicle.

tangential to their center path. In Fig.

5 the maximum angular throw a results in

a minimum steering radius equal to that

of front-steering rear-drive and double the

steering radius of the four-wheel steering

and drive combination.

The location of the center of gravity

nearer the rear axle is upheld to maintain

similar conditions for steering conclusions,

but will, with a front drive arrangement,

probably be located further forward, which

is also desirable on account of its effect

of increasing the tractional efficiency of the

driving wheels.

The graphical study of the remaining

forces, similar to that given in the previous

cases, results in a propelling force PF and
a skidding force SF, with retarding influ-

ence on the rear wheels and otherwise in

opposite direction to centrifugal tendencies.

The graphical study of the remaining

six combinations previously referred to

gives similar results which can be—for
space limitation's sake—eliminated, as their

distinctive features are embodied in the

three combinations already explained.

The following conclusions, permissible

as theoretical suggestions, are by no means
conclusive in the form of practical rules,

as other conditions of unalterable character,

and—under the present state of the art—

FIO. 5.—DIAGRAM SHOWING FORCES ACTDfG
OH AltFROHT-DRIVniO, REAR-8TEEIUHG
VEHICLE WHBH TURNING A CORNER.

Combination 3a—as exponent of the rear

wheel steering class with front wheels

driving—forms the next subject for the

critical study of drive and steering ar-

rangements. Proper steering connections

again give the desired effect of wheels

Jf

HG. 4.—DIAGRAM SHOWING FORCES ACTING OH A FRONT-STEERING. REAR-DRIVING
VEHICLE WHEN TURNING A CORNER.

unavoidable for the successful design of

an automobile, will necessarily, for a given

commercial proposition, prevent the strict

adoption of these combined rules; but they

may be of value to the builder and designer

as giving in concentrated form the influence

of specific steering and drive arrangements

regarding tractional efficiency, turning ca-

pacity, skidding, and smooth steering.

But there is one discord between the

combination of the usual steering arrange-

ment and the usual location of the center

of gravity. If the center line of the vehicle

were represented by a tangent on the path

of the center of gravity, no skidding forces

would appear, and the driving resultant

would be propelling force in its full amount
Fig. 4 shows this an impossibility for

front-steer rear-drive, as it would necessi-

tate the location of the center of gravity

in the center of the rear axle.

Fig. s shows it an impossibility for front-

drive rear-steer, as it places the center of

gravity in the middle of the front axle. For
a four-wheel steering arrangement it is a
possibility even without in the least dis-

turbing the location of the center of grav-

ity, as shown in Fig. 6, and which means
only the different proportioning of relative

dimensions of steering connections for front

and rear axle. It slightly increases the
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minimum turning radius by moving the

normal N from its symmetrical position.

Including well-known facts for the sake of

completeness, we arrive at the following

conclusions

:

First: From a viewpoint of steering

efficiency only, the four-wheel steering per-

mits of quicker turning than either front

or rear-wheel steering, which is especially

desirable with long wheelbases and valu-

able for commercial vehicles, especially fa-

cilitating maneuvring in small space and

the ready approach to curbs.

Second: From a viewpoint of driving

efficiency only the four-wheel drive is su-

Seventh: A rear-steering front-drive ar-

rangement should have its center of grav-

ity as near as possible to the front axle. It

creates in itself no skidding forces of

dangerous character.

Eighth : The most advantageous features

of all combinations are from a practical

point of view combined in a front drive,

four-wheel steering with center of gravity

as near as possible to the front axle.

Electric Charging Plant.
An unusually complete charging plant for

electric automobiles has been installed in

the new garage of the Cook & Stoddard

Company, of Washington, D. C, where

about one-third of the total floor space of

10,000 square feet on the ground floor will

be given up to electric machines, the re-

mainder being devoted to gasoline cars. As
the available current supply is of the alter-

nating kind, some means must be provided

_.!_!._ N

FIO. 6.—DIAGRAM SHOW1HO All IDEAL COHSTRUCTIOH OF FOUR-WHEEL-DRTVIHG AKD FOUR-
WHBEL-STSERIHG VEHICLE OH WHICH HO FORCE CAUSING SKTDDIHO

18 EXERTED WHBH TURITCBG A CORNER.

perior to either front or rear-wheel drive,

as the whole fractional friction of all four

wheels can be used with an approximate

proportion of 100 per cent, to 60 per cent

Third: The four-wheel steering arrange-

ment is the only one that will not create

any skidding or appreciable retarding forces

if the center of gravity lies in the intersec-

tion of the vehicle center line and its normal

from the turning center.

Fourth: If the center of gravity can

coincide with the geometrical center of the

four-wheel centers these advantages are

maintained, and even traction for all wheels

and possibility of following ruts (Fig. 3) is

added.

Fifth: Special conditions have to influ-

ence the decision if these advantages are

desirable under the necessary complication,

which is not prohibitive in character for

the steering action alone, but somewhat
serious for the flexible drive.

Sixth: For a front-steering rear-driving

arrangement fractional efficiency is increased

and skidding decreased by moving the cen-

ter of gravity as far as permissible to the

rear.

for obtaining a direct current—the only cur-

rent that can be used for battery charging.

For this purpose five mercur/ arc rectifiers

have been installed by the General Electric

Company, of Schenectady, N. Y. The oper-

ation and construction of this type of ap-

paratus was described in detail in The
Automobile for December 14, 1905, so that

further description is unnecessary here.

Each of the charging units has a capacity

of forty amperes, and is so arranged with

regard to terminals that from one to ten

vehicles can be charged simultaneously from

each rectifier, the maximum number depend-

ing upon the capacity of the batteries. Any
number up to ten can be handled simultane-

ously as long as the aggregate does not call

for a load in excess of the capacity of the

rectifier—that is, forty amperes. Any one

battery can be disconnected without break-

ing the circuit and interfering with the

charging of the remaining batteries. Elec-

trical measuring instruments are arranged

so that the batteries will each charge at the

proper rate ; the total direct current voltage

and the total alternating current voltage are

also indicated by the appropriate instrument.

A Rubber Plant in Colorado.

Colorado's arid sections which have been

given over to the sage brush, cactus, and

rubber weed, says the Denver Post, are to

prove one of the resources of the State,

and besides adding heavily to the wealth of

the farmer and manufacturer, will assist in

supplying the rubber found so necessary in

these days of automobiles and bicycles.

E. C. Dunbar, manager of the P. F. U.

Rubber Company of Durango, has just re-

turned from Washington, where he secured

the aid of congress and the agricultural

department in taking the first step toward

making Colorado one of the world's centers

for the supply of rubber. This first step

consists in the granting of a ten-year lease

on 5,534 acres of land in the vicinity of

Durango. This land will be used as an

experiment station and the secretary of ag-

riculture has assigned two experienced plant

men and a chemist to assist the rubber com-
pany in propagating and securing enough

seed to distribute to the farmers, so that a

large amount of the rubber plant can be

raised.

"The pinguay or rubber plant thrives bet-

ter on this piece of land we have selected

than in any other place we have been able

to discover in the state." said Mr. Dunbar,

who was in Denver for a few hours on his

way from Washington to the scene of his

future labors, the model rubber-weed farm,

twelve miles southwest of Durango.

"We have experimented with the wild

rubber weed, and now our efforts will be to

cultivate the seed of this plant and go

about the systematic cultivation of it so that

a supply to run a large factory can be as-

sured us. On this tract of 5,534 acres, on
which we have secured a ten-year lease

with the privilege of buying it at the ex-

piration of that time, if we can assure the

federal government that our work in this

line has been worthy of consideration, we
will plant the wild rubber seed. We will

cultivate part of it under irrigation. An-
other portion will be left to absorb only the

natural moisture, and other portions will be

experimented with in different ways.

"The industry is in its infancy, but we
feel assured on the strength of calculations

we have made that there is little possibility

of failure. The rubber weed, for the plant

is nothing but a weed, will yield about

three tons to the acre in three years, or

about one ton a year. This raw product

brings in a return of about $30 per ton,

and can be grown at an annual expense of

about $10 per acre. About 10 per cent of

the gross yield is the rubber gum used in

the manufacture of rubber goods.''

Before taking the car out of "cold stor-

age" and filling up the tanks for the first

time, be sure that none of the pipes are

clogged. The lubricating oil pipes are apt

to be clogged with oil and there is also

a possibility of the gasoline pipes and the

circulating system being partly stopped up.
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French Runabout and Tri-car Touring Contest.^

Basis, March 1.—The French touring

program which finished 1905 with an in-

teresting six-days' endurance test for run-

abouts has opened in 1906 with a similar

event From the Darracq factory at Sur-

esnes, on the border of Paris, has been sent

away every morning three small cars

—

known here as voiturettes—and five tri-

cars, on a daily run of about 130 miles.

The tri-cars were represented by one Bru-

neau, two Austral, one Griffon, and one

Quentin, while the runabouts consisted of

two Gregoire cars and one Vulpes.

The route for each day's run was made
known only at the moment of starting, the

drivers being given maps of the course to

be covered. The legal speed limit of 19 1-2

miles an hour was imposed, all repairs, fit-

ting of tanks and regulating to be counted

in the running time, and one penalty point

was imposed for every minute or fraction

of a minute slower than the average. No
speed above 19 1-2 miles an hour was

counted.

Rain, wind, snow and frost followed one

another in quick succession, and before five

miles had been covered drivers and cars

were unrecognizable under a thick coating

of mud. French roads are generally con-
' sidered good, but under such climatic con-

ditions no highway could offer a good driv-

ing surface. In the immediate neighbor-

hood of Paris, especially, the highways were

execrable and the fore wheels of the tri-

cars plowed through the mud, sinking

sometimes to the axles in the gluey mud.

The last day's run, to Chartres and the

Chevreuse Valley, was made in a gale of

wind and rain that was particularly disa-

greeable for the light tri-cars.

The final result was first position for the

Gregoire small car, driven by Civelli de

Bosch, who had covered 750 miles in six

consecutive days with but 233 points against

him. This gives a loss of but 3 hours 53

minutes on an imposed speed of 19 1-2 miles

an hour over bad roads in mid-winter. In

reality the loss is less, for on several occa-

sions the car arrived at the control before

official opening time, but this increase of

speed was not allowed to counterbalance a

loss on another day.

Barriaux, on a Vulpes, came in second

with 457 points against him. But for an

accident his position would have been much
better, the car having run throughout with

remarkable regularity. Gregoire II, driven

by Cornit, occupied third position with

1,576 penalty points.

Of the tri-cars, a Griffon driven by Buc-

quet, secured first place, with 787 points; a

Bruneau tri-car occupied second position,

with 1,298 points, and an Austral took third

place, with 1,414 points.

The performance of the tri-cars is really

more worthy of mention than that of the

larger vehicles. An average of 19 1-2 miles

An hour is a respectable speed to maintain

over a 750-mile run, and it is surprising

that the penalty points are so low. More
protection against mud is needed to make
these vehicles suitable for all-around work,

as was proved by the performance of the

Bruneau tri-car, which took second place.

With the smallest cylinder of the lot—2 1-2

horsepower—it made the runs with more

regularity than any of its competitors,

thanks to an enclosed chain drive and pro-

tection for the engine. Position was lost

solely through an insufficiency of power to

travel at the rate demanded.

From Motordom's Capital.
Paris, March 2.—French automobile ex-

ports for the year 1905 are given in the

bulletin of general trade at $20,053,000.

Separate figures of the automobile industry

have only been kept since 1897, and are as

follows

:

1897—$124,738. 1902—$6,046,200.
1898—$349,870. 1903—$10,167,400.

1899—$851,866. 1904—$14,007,000.
1900—$1^83400. 1905—$20,053,000.

1901—$3,I56\400.

The competition for a speed and distance

indicator, for which a prize of $200 is

offered by Baron Henri de Rothschild, will

be held May 1 and following days, engage-

ments being received by the Automobile

Club of France up to April 15. Entrance

fee is fixed at $10. In addition to a written

description of the apparatus, each competi-

tor must fit his speed indicator on an auto-

mobile and submit to a 100 kilometers test

run, as well as a test at the laboratory of the

Automobile Club. The indicator will be

examined four times during the run, and
the laboratory trials will deal particularly

with the accuracy of the clock. Points to be

considered in awarding the prize are : Pre-

cision, facility of installation, regularity, and
strength, weight of the apparatus and its

price when fitted to the car.

Scottish Club Trials in June.

Liverpool, March 1.—The reliability trial

conducted by the Scottish A. C. in May of

last year was probably the most severe, and

at the same time the most successful, event

of the kind yet held in Great Britain. The
rules governing this year's trial, to be held

on June 13-16, have just been issued. The
main idea underlying the rules is that the

contest shall be a test of reliability, and no

advantage can be gained by speeding in ex-

cess of the scheduled rate between the

various stopping places. An important varia-

tion between the conditions of this and the

former trial is that an absolute non-stop

run is not now a necessary condition in ob-

taining an award. This provision has been

made in view of the fact that last year sev-

eral cars spoilt otherwise clean records by

momentary driving stops, such as in gear-

changing or taking on petrol.

The trial is open to motor vehicles of all

makes, but all drivers must be registered

by the Scottish Club or the A. C. G. B. I.

Only one car of any specific make, type and

horsepower will be admitted in each class,

no cars of the same make being considered

as of different horsepower unless the cylin-

der capacities vary by at least 15 per cent

The following classes are arranged:

A. Petrol vehicles, selling price of chassis

not exceeding $1,000.

B. Petrol vehicles, selling price of

chassis exceeding $1,000, but not exceeding

$1,750.

C. Petrol vehicles, selling price of chassis

exceeding $1,750, but not exceeding $2,500.

D. Petrol vehicles, selling price of chassis

exceeding $2,500, but not exceeding $3,250.

E. Petrol vehicles, selling price of chassis

exceeding $3,250.

F. Steam cars, irrespective of price.

No petrol car showing more than 12

horsepower on basis of following formula

shall have a seating capacity of less than

four:

H p_(Pi»- o{ cylinder in in«.)»X (No. of cylinder*)

' 8

The trial will be practically a non-stop

run, as the only stops not causing loss of

marks are compulsory, excepting stops for

tire troubles not exceeding one hour in all,

and five minutes allowed each day for ad-

justment of brakes.

The club will award an efficiency gold

medal in each class, marks being allotted

for reliability (800), hill climbing in timed

test (100), and lowness of fuel consumption

(100).

The course extends over a distance of 670

miles. On the first day the run is from

Glasgow, via Dumfries, to Edinburgh ; then

on the second day Aberdeen is the destina-

tion. From Aberdeen the course lies west

to Pittochry, right in the heart of the

Grampians, while the fourth day's run fin-

ishes up in Glasgow.

This trial will without doubt arouse much
public interest, and the publicity obtainable

by participation therein might well induce

some American motor manufacturers to

enter cars.

The financial results of the Berlin show
from February 4 to 18 reveal a decrease

of about 2,000,000 marks ($500,000) from
the receipts of the 1905 show, in spite of

the fact that this last Berlin exhibition

was the largest and best attended yet held

in Germany. The threatened motor tax

and liability law are the cause of slack busi-

ness and the chief sales market of the year

has been a vast disappointment as people

will not buy until they know how they stand

with regard to the government measures.
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Automobiles in Russia.

IN her present state of internal disturb-

ance automobiling cannot be expected to

make much advance in Russia; it is not

improbable, however, that the revolutionary

agitation may signalize a general awaken-

ing of the whole Russian nation that in the

near future may open a greatly increased

market for all kinds of industrial, products

of the Western nations, including automo-

biles. In Russia the natural conditions are

at once favorable and unfavorable to the

sale of automobiles. While the long win-

ters, intense cold, absence of attractive

scenery and the wretched roads are against

the common use of autos, the conditions in

the cities, on the contrary, point to the prob-

ability of a considerable use of such vehi-

cles later. The slowness with which street

railways are built forces many families to

keep carriages. These will doubtless turn

to automobiles. The only serious obstacle

to a rapid development of the automobile

trade in the large cities is based on police

supervision and regulation. Now that a

great change has come over Russia's police

and other policies trade in automobiles may
develop unmolested. The different cities,

however, have each their own ways of hand-

ling the automobile traffic. St Petersburg

and Moscow long since recognized the au-

tomobiles as a necessity, hence their regula-

tions are comparatively liberal. Riga and

other cities have been rather severe. In

those places certain streets may not be trav-

ersed by the autos. Applications in writing

for permission to use an automobile must

be made and the machine must be subjected

to expert investigation.

Number of Machines in Use.

There are in use at the present time in

Russia, including Poland, the Caucasus and

Finland, from 1,200 to 1,500 automobiles,

mostly of the lighter types ; and in addition

there are fully 1,500 motorcycles. The de-

mand for automobiles is almost certain to

grow as the empire emerges more and

more from a mere agricultural country to

a position among the industrial and com-

mercial states.

Nobody has done much about building

automobiles in Russia. A St. Petersburg

firm that built motor boats tried its hand

at the automobile. Another firm is now

doing what it can to introduce the manu-

facture of autos on the basis of a well-

known American make ; also one resembling

a well-known German type. During the

season of 1005 this firm turned out thirty

machines. The warm weather is practically

the only time during which the automobiles

may be run in Russia. Some firms buy all

the parts abroad, limiting themselves to the

work of putting them together.

Equipment Required.

A writer in Handel und Industrie says

the peculiar needs of Russia in regard to

autos has never been met The compara-

tively great success of the American type.

he thinks, was due to cheapness, abundance

of supply, skillful advertising, etc. Simplic-

ity of construction and driving are the

prime requisites. The simpler the machines

the better. If a machine is ever built to

meet Russian ideas, it will have to be

strong, so as to go safely over bad roads.

Great speed is not required because of the

danger from bad roads. Low speeds are

wanted because of steep hills and bad

places that require the machines to go slow.

The springs must be stronger and longer

when possible than they usually are. They

should be provided also with shock absorb-

ers. Strong axles and crankshafts are de-

sirable; in fact are practically indispensable.

Only large-sized pneumatic tires will be ac-

ceptable on the wheels. The road clear-

ance must be considerable, so as to avoid

shocks from obstacles. The gauge or dis-

tance between wheels must be somewhat

narrow, because of the narrow, almost

pathlike, roads over which the machines

have to pass, particularly in the country.

(The 4 1-2-horsepower De Dion is said to be

a suitable standard for Russia's roads.) It

must have sprags, brakes, etc., for the hills.

The water-tank must be easy to empty in

a short time and to the last drop, to prevent

freezing. For the same reason the carbu-

reter must be able to take up warm air. The
machine must be as noiseless as possible.

For trips into the provinces the only ma-

chines that are worth anything are those

that carry a large supply of gasoline and

have magneto ignition, for supplies may not

be easily renewed and batteries cannot be

obtained or recharged. The seats should

be wide and comfortable, and the machine

should have a top covering to guard against

wind, sun and rain.

Size and Price.

Russia is rich only in resources. Her

people have no such huge sums as Ameri-

cans and others to put into luxuries like

automobiles. It is only by duly recognizing

actual conditions that merchants and man-

ufacturers seeking outlets for their goods in

Russia will be able to realize fair, never

fabulous, profits. First-class goods go fair-

ly well only in large cities like St Peters-

burg and Moscow. For these fairly large

prices will be paid, as there are persons in

those cities to whom $4,000 or $5,000 mean

no more than to people in the large cities

of the United States. One thing is possible,

and for that all parties seeking sales in Rus-

sia must be prepared, viz., a demand not

only for credit, but for long periods of

credit In the automobile business cash

payments have prevailed in the past simply

because the purchasers have been persons

of great or considerable wealth. The best-

informed parties say that the machines that

will sell best will run between $1,000 and

$2,000 apiece.

The United States will have to meet

French and German makers in Russia's

markets. At present American makes are

the favorites. This the Germans admit
Following is a list of firms in Russia,

dealing in automobiles: St Petersburg:

Automobilclub, Nevsky, 108; "Pobjeda,"

Tanski & Co., Moika, 61; Freese & Co,
Ertelew Per., 10; A M. Fokin, Troizka;

Emil Braun, Kamennoostrowsky Pr.;

"Polytechnik," "Troizkaja; Hoffmann,
Kleine Dworjanskaja, 19. Moscow: Auto-

mobile Club, G. Schemlitschka, Mjassnizka-

ja; Aktien Gesellschaft "Dux"; "Express"

Neckarfulm, Banzhaf & Co.; Handelshaus

Pochilsky, Twerskaja ; Aktiengesellschaft

"Enfield," Roshdestwenskaja ; I. Block,

Kusnezky Most. Riga : A Leutner & Cc
Alexanderstr., 129. Odessa: M. Asnach,

F. Zorn & Co.; A Reno; J. Oats & Co.

Saratof: R. Ehrt Warsaw: International

Automobile Agency, Leschno, 25; Kowal-
sky & Try1 ski, Mjodowa, 4; Maison Or-
monde; B. Wahren. Kief: E. Torkler.

Kharkof ; S. L. Popow, Usowskaja, 0. No-
vorossisk : F. Burkhardt & Co.

Control Sectors.
A new sector, known as the Penau, was

shown at the Paris Salon for ignition and
throttle levers on the steering wheel. The
two levers from the center of steering wheel

are of flexible steel and bear at their ends

worm screw gearing with the teeth on the

upper surface of the sector. Owing to their

flexibility, the levers can be readily raised so

as to be pushed round rapidly in either

direction, quite independent of the gearing,

PXHAU 00HTBOL SECTORS.

or they can be worked round slowly by the

finger and thumb, with the greatest pre-

cision and without fear of their being dis-

arranged accidentally. They are made for

both automobile steering wheels and for

motorcycle sectors.

Persistent rumors are abroad to the

effect that a trust will shortly be formed,

to comprise all the important Italian auto-

mobile establishments, such as Fiat Itala,

Bianchi, and Gortha Fraschiai. No con-

firmation of this can yet be obtained, though

in Parisian automobile circles the trust is

not regarded as improbable. In view of the

enormous progress which has been made

by Italian firms during the past two years

a combination of this nature would be im-

mensely powerful and would probably re-

sult in lower prices for high-grade 1
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Autoing in the Ottoman Empire.

By FELIX J. KOCH, M.B.

TF someone had the nerve to risk Mace-
* donia, which is to say, to ride over

roads that would give a road commission

heart throbs, and to take along a liberal

supply of firearms—just enough to keep

that four times a day he goes to the foun-

tain and washes hands, feet and face before

he says his prayers. Kindly to the stranger,

and with all the inquisitiveness of the East

in his soul, he will leave his seat at the edge

Out from Sarajevoan to the Sandchak of

Plevna the roads are patrolled for the mail-

stage, and with a good mountain highway
and splendid scenery the excursion is

strongly to be recommended.

Autoing in Turkey would have its charms

other than scenic alone. At intervals, along

the roads, are the hans, or inns, where they

will slaughter you a lamb, set it on a pole

SCENE IN ORE OF THE WELL-PAVED CITY STREETS. A GALLERY IN ONE OF THE INTERESTING OLD TURKISH MOSQUES.

away brigand bands—he would be likely to

have as unique an autoing tour as any in

the world.

Of course Turkey is interesting, and, in

places, beautiful.

Southern Macedonia, out from Salonica,

is the artist's paradise. Ancient cities, old

when the Christ was born, rise up, pink and
yellow, red and blue, with spires and

tninartes, and long quays set out into the

sea. About the town old walls extend, and

of the bazaar to look over the queer, horse-

less carriage and finger this or that.

Much as the Turk has been blasphemed

at home, he is really a genial host and one

need have little fear of traveling in his

villages, or with him as guide.

The Bulgar and the Greek, however, are

other parties. They, each in turn, are look-

ing to the time when Abdul Hamid falls

and all Macedonia will become part and

parcel of Bulgaria or of Greece. And, in

fitted with a paddle-wheel turned by the

nearest brook, and, while the roast browns
delicately, your host gathers the long, nar-

row egg plant of the region and a few pep-

pers and boils these both to a mushy con-

sistency. Then there may be some sli-vo-

wits, or prune brandy, and the meal is com-

plete. While you eat he serves you and in-

terviews you on the queer land across the

seas, of which he has but dim concepts, and

of your trip and your garments, for every-

KftARETS AND NARROW WALKS TYPICAL OF TURKISH CITIES. BULGARIAN TYPES THAT ARE TO BE FEARED BY THE TOURLST

then, beyond, there stretches off the fertile

rolling land of Macedonia.
If only to penetrate the streets of cities

Turkey is interesting. Folk of all nations

are here, and each in distinctive costume.

There is the Turk, not dirty and swarthy

—

*» we, judging by the ill-kempt fellows who
««ne abroad, are loth to believe—but fair-

skinned as any American; and so clean

order to hasten this time, they have organ-

ized into bands that prey each on the towns

of the other, burning, looting, slaying, until

Macedonia is the plague-spot of Europe.

And it is these fellows against whom the

lone autoist would have to guard. But

there are roads in northern Turkey that are

safe, and where one needs scarce any other

than the regular escort.

thing about you interests. A little trinket

from America will win his heart, and he

will not allow himself to stand your debtor.

He will gather plums from the trees along

his roadside or bring out a cheese, not to

mention exchanging the cigarettes or serv-

ing the coffee, which is but every-day polite-

ness when strangers meet in the empire.

Between the inns there are the kavanas.
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or coffee-bouses, where, over a fire on the

earth floor, the water boils perpetually for

steeping the rich, brown liquor, and where

one may sit out, beneath grape-vine lattices,

and sip and breathe in the lazy languor of

the east

Nor is man all that interests in the Orient

Nature comes in for her share. North

Turkey is beautiful, far south Turkey is

charming. There is, in the latter, all the

charm of a coast drive at the Atlantic's east

shore with the added beauty of mani-colored

villages, and even more gaudily-attired

peasants working in the fields. Out on the

sea, ancient barks, patterned after ancestors

that carried spices from the east in Crusad-

ing days, ride along the horizon, and

whether they hoist a black flag or no, no

one seems to care. Little skiffs, too, go out

to sea, and there are schools of fisher-boats

that venture just so far from port as they

think safe.

Then there are the mountain-lands of

Turkey, where forests range untrodden for

miles, and where only, here and there, the

blue curl of smoke of some lumbering camp,

rising skyward, gives inkling that man has

come. In the cliff country the lone autoist

must take his fare along, and he will find

travel hard, though there are detours he

can make and roads that are passable.

Now and then, however, autoing would

have its drawbacks. The trail sets out fair

and fine. Then, of a sudden, almost at

dusk, it comes to a stream which horses

ford and where there is no ferry, and then

the autoist can do little other than return.

Again, distances are deceptive and roads-

maps unobtainable, and one may go to town

after town before coming to the one where

fresh supplies may be had. A full kit of

tools and duplicates of everything possibly

breakable on the machine are essentials to

a tour in this land.

Turkey, however, remains an untrodden

field. It is to be hoped this will not be long

so. And when the enthusiast makes his ad-

vent, let him not forget a camera; if he

does he will regret it the rest of his days.

Simms Safety Buffer.

Notwithstanding the recognized suscepti-

bility of the radiator and lamps on the

front of a car to damage by contact with

various objects and the desirability of hav-

ing some sort of fender to thrust foot pas-

sengers out of the way to prevent them

being run over by the car in event of their

being struck, automobilists have been slow

to adopt any sort of device to prevent such

catastrophies. One of the most practical

and unobtrusive fenders for automobiles

For the first time since the tragic death

of Count Zborowski the authorities have

permitted a repetition of the Turbie hill

climb during the Nice Week, but the course

has been reduced from 15 1-2 to 9 kilo-

meters, thereby robbing it of its dangerous

turns. The week commences March 25

with a battle of flowers, followed by a con-

cours d'clcganct at Monte Carlo on March

28. Mile and kilometer races will be run

on the Promenade des Anglais on March 29

;

and the hill climb on La Turbie on March

31. Several valuable prizes will be given.

The Queen Mother of Italy has booked

cabins on a New York-bound steamer for

the commencement of April, for herself, her

suite of three persons and her chauffeur.

Her new 50-horsepower Fiat has been

especially constructed for the forthcoming

American tour.

METHOD OF ATTACHING SIKHS BUFFERS.

ever brought to public attention is the de-

vice illustrated herewith, designed and con-

structed by the firm of Simms, in France,

manufacturer of the well-known Sinrms-

Bosch magnetos.

This device consists of a pair of pneu-

matic cushions mounted on felloes, each

of which is secured at the flexible ends of

a pair of springs of the form shown in the

line drawing. The springs are bolted at

their other ends to the side frame of the

car so that the buffer extends in front and

slightly to the side of the wheel and frame

spring. The buffer springs are so arranged

that when an impact against one end of the

cushion deflects the spring on that side the

opposite spring straightens and resists the

pull, bringing the buffer back into position.

The space between the inner ends of the

pair of cushions permits the chauffeur to

crank the engine without difficulty.

The inventors have tested this device in

many ways, and in every instance it has met

their expectations, it is said. Any collision,

however severe, is deadened or absorbed in

a great degree, if not rendered entirely

harmless. Contact with the wheel of a car-

riage or wagon in crowded traffic does not

result in the crushing of an expensive head-

light; the sudden stoppage of an automobile

ahead does not cause the spring hanger to-

penetrate the radiator of the following car;

and a glancing blow against a post or cor-

ner of a building does not break or bend

the steering knuckle. The half-tone illus-

tration reproduced from La Vie Automo-

bile shows a chauffeur in the act of opening

a pair of heavy garage doors with the

buffers. A heedless pedestrian, when struck

by a car equipped with the Simms buffers, is

thrust to one side forcibly, but without seri-

ous injury, so that he cannot fall beneath

the wheels, where he would surely have an

arm or leg broken, even if he were no more
seriously injured.

As the fender has proved so efficient and

does not detract from the appearance of a

car, it seems strange that some such device

is not generally adopted, since it would

surely pay for itself in time by the saving

of repair bills, protecting such costly at-

tachments as lamps and horns, and, very

likely, by protecting the owner of the car

from a heavy suit for personal injuries.

For Americans who contemplate auto-

mobile tours in Europe, E. B. Gallaher,

American representative of Brasier cars,

has organized a continental touring service,

whereby every detail of a European trip-

may be arranged before the automobilist

leaves this side. The plan provides for box-

ing and shipping cars, attending to customs

and delivering the car where desired in

Europe. The service will have representa-

tives throughout Europe.

CAR WITH SIMMS BUFFERS PUSHING OPEN HEAVY DOORS OF A GARAGE.
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An Auto Trouting Trip in the Sierras.

By LLEWELLYN

Our route from Los Angeles lay over

the main thoroughfare to Pasadena, and
with spark advanced and throttle half open

the little two-cylinder car climbed the 900-

foot lift of ten miles in half an hour.

At Pasadena, with the peaks of the Madre
Range towering above, we turned eastward,

and for an hour and a half we tore along

over fine roads. Finally, where a great gap

H. JOHNSON.

shingle, over which the little car bumped
and slid, then across a ford with but a few

inches of water—California brooks in sum-

mer are largest near the source. As we cau-

tiously proceeded and rose higher the soil

became firmer; the trail had become but a

pair of tracks that crossed and recrossed

the creek, often dipping down to the ford

at an angle of 35 degrees and rising out of

THIS IS WHAT IS CALLED AH ARROYO ROAD IN CALIFORNIA.

in the mountain range showed the entrance

to the canyon, we turned sharply to the left

and commenced the long climb to our desti-

nation.

It is difficult to describe to Eastern

readers who have never visited the great

West, the slope of land, locally known as

mesa, that leads up to the mountain ranges.

Mt San Antonio is 10,800 feet high; the

center of the valley, nearly 10,000 feet lower,

and from this point the flat country slopes

evenly toward the mountains, presenting a

grade of 8 to 15 per cent., but looking actu-

ally level by contrast with the towering

heights in the background.

The road is as straight as the crow flies

up this slope—a natural, ungraded track,

only the width of the car in most places,

sandy, and with many small, loose boulders

—cutting a white line through a vast plain

of sagebrush and mesquite.

If we had been equipped for rabbit shoot-

ing we could have had scores of them, for

hundreds crossed our way, and every few

minutes a bevy of quail would run silently

to cover, or, if we surprised them, would

flush with a great beating of wings. But we
were looking for the speckled beauties.

After we had climbed for forty minutes

on second speed, the road entered San An-
tonio Canyon and began to wind up the

curving valley. After some time we de-

scried San Antonio brook meandering

through the gravel and around boulders

that formed the "wash," and with some
misgivings I drove into a vast bed of

it even steeper, like the roof of a house.

One-third of the live cargo was disembarked

and trudged behind to gauge the road clear-

ance of the car, so that we should not bend

a steering connection on a rock in the mid-

dle of the trail.

Up, up, up ! We had left the cottonwoods

and oaks and were amid the towering pines.

The brook looked "fishy" and my fingers

itched to drop the wheel and grasp the rod.

Finally, after a scramble of almost incredi-

ble steepness, where the tires snapped stones

out of the trail and sent them flying far

below, we found ourselves face to face with

a locked and barred gate erected on a rough

bridge over the ravine. We had reached

the sacred precincts of the San Antonio

Water Company and the little car could go

no further.

By odometer it was nine and a half miles

from the entrance to the canyon ;
vertically

it was 6,000 feet. The tires were unscratched

and the tank did not steam. The car was
backed into a shady nook and we got out

the duffle and proceeded to cook supper.

The sun had long ago left the canyon and

the smoke of the camp fire soon floated up

toward the stars. An owl hooted in the

distance; below in the arroyo, the bell-like

gurgle of water plunging into a deep pool

fired the imagination with thoughts of the

big fellow and his mate that lurked in its

crystal depths. We pulled a cover over the

car to keep off the dew, took the cushions

for pillows, and after a couple of pipes

around the fire, turned in on a sheltered

spot, with only the sky above.

Morning dawned like a brilliant jewel,

with air crisp and fresh. Good appetites

gave relish to the bacon and eggs and

coffee. We then took our rods, creels

and fly books and started up stream. Ice

House Canyon and Bear Flats were both

visited, and the bare, rugged cap of "Old
Baldy" towered into the indescribable blue,

seemingly but a stone's throw from our

path. We caught trout, not swinishly, but

sufficiently; ate our lunch under a magnifi-

cent sugar pine and drank copiously of the

cold waters of the creek. We separated

and looped the stream so that each would
have virgin waters.

After lunch we rested awhile and started

down about 4 o'clock. It was easier going

out I alternated brakes to keep both coot

and most of the road building we had done

was intact, so that we made fast time.

At 7.30 p. m. we pulled up in front of the

Saddlerock Chop House, where each hungry

motorist was soon supplied with a thick

sirloin and a seidel. We were almost desic-

cated by our exercise in the dry air of the

mountains, and everything wet tasted good.

Lighted lamps and a quiet run home com-
pleted a delightful day's outing.
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The reckless few

continue to make
trouble for the army

of law-abiding automobilists. Passive con-

doning of the exasperating actions of this

comparative handful of motor users and

their leaving to the guardians of the law is

no longer advisable or possible. If the

considerate automobilist desires to enjoy

the pleasures and conveniences of the pas-

time—often utilized in necessity, as in the

case of physicians and trthers—he must

come to the fore and aid in the punishment

of these highwaymen of the road.

There will continue to be unfair arrests

and the overzealous police will strain their

power to trap all motorists. But this state

of affairs is traceable to the hit-and-miss

driving of the irresponsible element, though,

when these ones are eliminated and sub-

dued, there will follow a ready tolerance

toward those who obey the intent of the

law, even if they go astray in a minor and

harmless degree. The traps scattered along

the open road or in the outskirts of a city

or town will be abandoned, and coincident

with it will come an appreciation that au-

tomobilists as a class are entitled to the

same consideration as are all good citizens.

The chaff of automobiling must be sepa-

rated from the wheat, but the good auto-

mobilist, for his own self-protection, must

assist in the work.

The Automobile Gub of America, one

of the leading clubs of the American Au-

tomobile Association, has set a recent ex-

ample that should be emulated generally

under similar circumstances. In New York

City a distressing fatality happened on

Jerome avenue, a favorite exit from the

city for automobilists. One car traveling

at high speed overtook another, and, hitting

it, caused a crash into a center-of-the-street

trolley pole. The man—he was a police

sergeant—who had taken his family out

for a day of enjoyment, found himself at

nightfall a widower with three motherless

children. The offending machine escaped,

and the Automobile Gub immediately

offered a $500 reward for its detection.

Automobiling organizations would do

well to seek out these offenders, and, when
found, to assist hr their prosecution. If

guilty, they should be suspended from mem-
bership, temporarily, and permanently if

the circumstances warrant.

m»mp*tm»mm Looking forward for

Mmlmtr the next six months one
T»€»micml. cannot but be impressed

with the great difference in the out-

look with respect to automobile contests

this year as compared with a year ago.

Twelve months ago a long slate of track

race meets had been arranged, with all the

large Eastern and Middle Western cities

represented. Now, with the exception of

straightaway beach racing at Jacksonville,

Atlantic City, and Cape May, hill-climbing

contests at Wilkes-Barre and Worcester,

and the Vanderbilt Cup Race in October,

there are no sporting fixtures of conse-

quence decided upon as yet for the coming

season.

Attention has turned from mere speed

competition, particularly track racing, to

touring and technical contests. The Auto-

mobile Gub of America is contemplating

organizing endurance and economy trials

for spring and fall, and tne proposal has

been made for it to become the American

pioneer in promoting tire, anti-skidding.

alcohol fuel, and other semi-technical com-

petitions such as have been conducted in

Europe during a number of years past

Undoubtedly there has been a reaction

against the too great number of automo-

bile events now crowded into the year, such

as track and road races, hill climbs, endur-

ance runs and shows—particularly upon the

part of the manufacturer, who would

greatly prefer a respite during which he

can give needed application to bis Business.

Decision of the Manufacturers' Association

last fall to take no part in contests of any

kind not promoted by itself or given its

approval, and the action just taken to de-

cline sanctioning any shows except those in

New York and Chicago, are clear indica-

tions of the sentiments of manufacturers.

A limited number of large and important

competitions of varied nature each season,

as, for instance, the annual national shows,

the Southern winter tournaments, the Glid-

den tour, the Vanderbilt Cup race, a good

mountain climb, an economy and consump-

tion tour, commercial vehicle trials, and

tire and skidding tests, organized and con-

ducted by such national organizations as

the American Automobile Association, the

Automobile Gub of America, and the Na-

tional Association of Automobile Manu-

facturers, would be far preferable to a

large number of minor events. They would

be well supported by manufacturers, club

members, and private individuals, since the

standing of these organizations and their

known resources would create confidence in

their ability to carry them through success-

fully and make the results and records of

real value.

TMoOwmmr ^s tne season a<*"

mmdBp—d vances and weather

Lmw Vflmtlmmm, and roads improve,

tempting the automobilist to bring out his

car and take an early spin, the number of

arrests for violations of the speed laws in-

creases rapidly, and it is notable that

owners, when arrested, almost invariably

declare that they "had no idea they were

going so fast"

These facts suggest that if owners really

knew just how fast they were moving there

would no doubt be less illegal fast running.

When a car is driven by a chauffeur the

owner usually occupies the rear seat, and

there he is unable to see the speed-indicating

instrument without getting up and craning

his neck over the chauffeur's shoulder, and

he really does not know how fast the car is

moving. The chauffeur, with the instru-

ment under his eyes, knows just what his

speed is at all times, and, if not checked

when driving fast, he naturally takes his

employer's silence for consent to fast run-

ning. If the owner was able to tell at a

glance, and without changing his position,

how fast the car was really moving he

would be in a position to check over-

speeding if he so desired ; and if he failed

to do so, the responsibility for violations

of the law would rest on his shoulders in-

stead of those of the chauffeur, who is too

often made the scapegoat for his master.

Doubtless it is much easier to make such

a suggestion than to devise an arrangement

whereby the same instrument may be seen

from both front and rear seats; but it is

not any more difficult than other problems

that have been satisfactorily solved. For

that matter, it would not be a serious mat-

ter if the instrument were placed where

only the owner could see it Two instru-

ments could easily be fitted if the owner

so desired, and there would then be no

room for the excuse, "I did not know I was

going so fast"
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The New A. A. A. Committee Chairmen.

President Farson Names and the Board Approves of Messrs.

Hotchkiss, Deming, Thompson and Gorham.

Lewis R. Speare third vice-president, pre-

siding in the enforced absence of Presi-

dent Farson, who was called to Chicago

upon urgent business.

In recognition of the work that has

been done by the Associated Automobile

Gubs of New Jersey in connection with

the avalanche of automobile measures in

that state, the directors appropriated $700

towards the expenses incurred by the legis-

lative activity.

President Farson set forth his admin-

istration ideas to the Board by emphasiz-

ing the following points:

1. The question of good roads, with na-

tional, state and local aid, and with this

m view, I have asked Mr. Gorham to

prepare a uniform bill to present to the

various state legislatures.

2. The question of a uniform bill to be

presented to the various state legisla-

tures governing the use of automobiles on

the highways and in the city streets. Uni-

form laws on this question would be very

advantageous from every standpoint.

3. The American Automobile Associa-

tion should set its face like a flint against

reckless and insane use of automobiles by

irresponsible and careless chauffeurs and

operators.

4. A closer relation between the various

automobile clubs of America and Europe.

The March session of the Board of Di-

rectors of the American Automobile Asso-

ciation, held March 8 in New York City at

the clubhouse of the Automobile Club of

America, brought with it President John
Farson's new committee recommendations.

New men were selected to head the four

important committees of the association.

judge William H. Hotchkiss, of the Au-
tomobile Club of Buffalo, and president of

the New York State Automobile Asso-

ciation, was placed at the head of the

Highways Committee, succeeding Albert R.

Shathick, of the Automobile Gub of Amer-
ica.

Paul Deming, of the Detroit Automobile

Club, was given charge of the Touring

Committee, Augustus Post having been his

hardworking predecessor.

Jefferson de Mont Thompson, of the

Automobile Gub of America, succeeded the

energetic Robert Lee Morrell as chairman

of the Racing Board.

Sidney S. Gorham, of the Chicago Au-
tomobile Gub and the recently elected

AAA. secretary, added to his automo-

bile titles by becoming the chairman of

the Law Committee. Mr. Gorham is secre-

tary of the Chicago club and president

of the Illinois State Association, and has

a thorough grasp of the legal complica-

tions of automobiling.

Judge Hotchkiss is well qualified for the

Highways Chairmanship,

and though he is known to

be a very busy man, it is

assured that the good work
started by Mr. Shattuck

will be continued and am-
plified.

Paul Deming belongs to

the old guard of automobil-

ing, participated in its earli-

est tours, and has traveled

extensively both here and
abroad. He will immedi-
ately take charge of matters

m connection with the A
A. A. tour for the Glidden

trophy.

Chairman Thompson of

the Racing Board is likely

to prove as good a find for

the Racing Board as was
his predecessor, and having
been a spectator of all the

important racing events

both here and abroad, his

qualifications are admitted

without question. He will

bring to the position a con-

scientious appreciation of

its hard work.

Fourteen directors at-

5. A better understanding of the rights

of automobilists.

6. Restrictions covering the question of

racing, so that the matter may be hedged

about with every safeguard.

7. A uniform system of signboards

throughout the country, under the sanction

of the American Automobile Association.

The Glidden tour was informally dis-

cussed, and it was decided to leave the

route and all details in entire charge of

the Touring Committee. Not long ago the

National Association of Automobile Manu-

facturers-was asked to suggest rules for

the 1906 tour, and a conference between

its committee and the new Touring Com-
mtitee will take place in the near future.

The old Touring Committee had such a

conference on the same day that the Board

of Directors met, but since this committee

was to be replaced almost immediately,

its powers did not permit of any complete

understanding.

Ohio State Association.

Cleveland, March 12.—The second meet-

ing of the Ohio State Automobile Associa-

tion of the American Automobile Associa-

tion will be held in this city March 15, and

a permanent organization will be effected.

It is very probable that the headquarters

will be in Geveland, and that a secretary's

office will be opened here. It will be the aim

of the organization to commence active

work as soon as possible, and it is probable

that several measures will be presented to

the state legislature before it adjourns if

possible.

The first effort of the organization will be

directed towards improve-

ment of the state roads.

The Geveland club, at a

recent meeting, adopted a

resolution to ask the legis-

lature to provide for em-

ploying prisoners on the

highways. An effort will

be made to make this a

state measure, and to se-

cure the co-operation of

union men and farmers.

This would be an oppor-

tune time to take up such

work, as there is an agita-

tion in favor of building

a new state prison, the

present building being over-

crowded.

tended the March meeting. SECRETARY SIDNEY GORHAM AJID-* PRESIDENT JOHN FARSON

The Geveland automo-

bile show was a great aid

to the Geveland Automo-

bile Gub. Since the event

the membership of the club

has been growing with leap*

and bounds. Sixty-four op-

erators applied for member-

ship during February and

sixteen since the first of the

month. The club now has

a membership of over 40a
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Pennsylvania Decides to Go It Alone.

State Motor Federation Objects to the A. A. A. Because It

Fathers the Vanderbilt Cup Race.

Philadelphia, March 12.—The efforts of

the leading spirits of the automobile clubs

of Pittsburg and this city crystallized last

week in the formation of the Pennsylvania

Motor Federation, with the two clubs men-
tioned as charter members and a combined

membership of 600. Immediate efforts will

be made to add the clubs of Scranton,

Wilkes-Barre, Erie, Pottsville, Lancaster,

and other cities to the roll, and a recruiting

committee will be put to work as soon as

possible to gather into the fold all the un-

attached automobilists in the state. It was
decided to remove the initiation fee for the

present, and make the dues but $1 a year.

Much to the surprise of local automobil-

ists generally, the new organization decided

not to affiliate with the American Automo-
bile Association, it being argued that the

national body's policy is at variance with

that of the Pennsylvania Motor Federation

in that the latter's objects in life are the

securing of better roads and the protection

of the interests of automobilists, while the

A. A. A. seems to believe in the efficacy of

road races as a means of furthering the

cause.

It seemed to be the unanimous opinion of

the organizers that road races on the order

of the Vanderbilt cup race not only do not

benefit the industry, but are actually hurtful.

The president of the Automobile Club of

Philadelphia, Isaac Starr, resigned his office

in order to accept a similar position with

the P. M. R, and Paul C. Wolff, of Pitts-

burg, was elected secretary-treasurer. The
offices of the new organization will be es-

tablished at once in Pittsburg, with Mr.

Wolff in charge. W. A. Dick, who suc-

ceeded Mr. Starr as president of the A. C.

P., was made chairman of the Legislative

Committee, and P. A. Meixell, of Wilkes-

Barre, chairman of the Good Roads Com-
mittee.

Jacksonville Will Have a Beach Race Meet.

Jacksonville, Fla., March 10.—Dates

and an official program of events for the

Atlantic-Pablo Beach automobile race meet

have been finally decided upon at a meet-

ing of the Jacksonville Automobile and

Power Boat Association, held this week in

the Board of Trade rooms.

All owners of automobiles and auto

boats and all good roads advocates in the

city had been invited to attend the meeting,

and many of the most representative resi-

dents were present All were decidedly in

favor of a race meet in April and of begin-

ning active work to secure the construction

of a first-class road and automobile drive

from Jacksonville to Atlantic-Pablo Beach.

The dates definitely decided upon were

April 9 to 12, when the tides will be most

favorable.

Careful examination of the beach led W.
J. Morgan, promoter of the tournament, to

advise having the races start at Burnside.

Mile posts will be erected at every mile

for a distance of twelve miles, and beyond

that distance a post will be placed at every

fifth mile in a thirty-mile course.

Arrangements have already been made
for having four spans of the pier removed,

giving a clear opening of sixty feet, the

upright on either side furnishing a guiding-

pillar for the drivers of the racing cars.

The 100-mile race will be abandoned, and

in its stead, a 60-mile race, to establish a

new record and for a trophy statuette

-offered by Madame Sarah Bernhardt, will

be run off.

Madame Bernhardt, always an automobile

•enthusiast, has become even more so since

one of her countrymen, Victor Demogeot,

won the Times-Union trophy and the title

of Speed King of the World. After some
correspondence between Secretary Herbert

B. Race, who is associated in the manage-

ment of the noted actress for her appear-

ance in this city, and Madame Bernhardt,

with the aid of Senator Morgan, the

Frenchwoman agreed to offer a trophy for

the tournament It is to be a statuette, of

gold and silver, of the great actress, and she

has stated that if her theatrical engage-

ments permit she will visit Jacksonville

during the tournament, present the trophy

she has donated, and ride over the pourse

in the car that establishes the new record.

During the meeting held to arrange for

the tournament there was a reorganization

of the Jacksonville Automobile and Motor

Boat Association. After the meeting was

called to order a nominating committee con-

sisting of W. J. Morgan, Frank T. Cullens

and Fred E. Gilbert, was appointed. Their

nominations were promptly elected, as fol-

lows:

President, Charles A. Clark; first vice-

president, Walter P. Corbett; second vice-

president, W. R. Rannie; third vice-presi-

dent, E. A. Groover; secretary-treasurer,

Herbert B. Race; board of directors, D. H.

McMillan, H. C. Hare, C E. Garner, and

the other officers of the association.

Secretary Race opened the Association

roll-book, and everyone present signed the

list and paid in advance, at least a portion

of his dues.

RACING NOTES.

As a result of the Vanderbilt cup race

on Long Island, it is stated that farm land

in Nassau County, which at one time could

be bought for $250 an acre, has since been

sold at more than double the figure. Thou-

sands of people realized for the first time

the advantages of Long Island for country

homes, and as a result the Nassau County

inhabitants are very much interested in se-

curing the race again this year.

The Cape May (N. J.) Automobile Club

will probably hold its first meet of the

summer season early in July, at which time

the new Cape May hotel will be open to

the public The removal of a jetty at one

end of the Cape May beach has increased

by several hundred feet its length, which

has improved the course to a great degree.

The Austrian A. C. is arranging a small

car competition for one- and two-cylinder

cars from Vienna to Graz and back on May
12 and 13. All cars competing must have
full touring equipment.

CHATRMAN PAUL DEKKO, OF THE A. A. A. TOUKIHG COmOITEB.
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Thomas Will Build Three Cup Cars.

Buffalo, March 12.—E. R. Thomas,

maker of the automobile which bears his

name, who is wintering in Southern Cali-

fornia, made an announcement which will

cause comment throughout the automobile

world. For the first time Mr. Thomas has

made known that there are now being con-

structed in the Thomas factory at Buffalo

three high-powered racing cars to compete

for the Vanderbilt Cup this year.

A telegram sent to John Farson, president

of the American Automobile Association,

several days ago will reopen the discussion

that followed the action of the Cup commis-

sion, which disregarded three cars that fin-

ished in the Vanderbilt elimination trials

and substituted three others to represent the

United States. Learning that the racing

board of the A. A. A. was about to be ap-

pointed, Mr. Thomas wired as follows:

"Robert Lee Morrell is said to be a large

stockholder in the Locomobile Company. I

respectfully urge that no one interested as

agent or manufacturer of automobiles be

appointed to act on the racing board. I am
building three racers at a very large ex-

pense, for the sole purpose of winning the

Vanderbilt Cup for America, and demand a

square deal, which was not given me last

time."

The announcement made of his intentions

is as follows

:

^ don't believe we should permit for-

eigners to send automobiles to America and

any off our cups. I am sparing no ex-

pense to turn out cars capable of compet-

ing with any, and have engaged a driver

who will pilot my racer at a speed to equal

that of any car the foreign makers may
send over.

'Last year what was known as an elimi-

nation trial was held to determine the five

cars which should represent America. My
car qualified. I had no pull on the board,

and was counted out with two other ma-

chines in favor of cars which had failed to

qualify in the test race and later broke

down in the real contest, all making a mis-

erable showing. I was at no time given a

square deal. Four of the members of the

committee which selected the cars to race

were interested in certain makes and three

had cars in the contest. An outsider could

not expect very much under such circum-

stances, and I certainlyy received very little

consideration.

"This Vanderbilt race is the automobile

classic It should be America against the

world, and if money and skill will bring

that cup where it belongs, I mean to get it

If I lose the race it will cost me $40,000; if

I win, that means $25,000 more for the

driver. By all means a racing board ready

to act with all fairness should be appointed.

I want a square deal, and will insist upon

it, before going into another contest."

. Board, is understood' to beiavorable to the

plan, and there is no doubt that the con-

tract will be entered into if the necessary

details can be arranged in a satisfactory

manner. Mr. Fisher expects the track to

cost $12,000, and men are now staking off'

the proposed track.

For High Powered Ones.

The Pennington (N. J.) speedway pro-

jectors are agreeable to merging their

course into the proposed New York-Phila-

delphia highway for automobilists. Emer-

son Brooks, who has been particularly ener-

getic in the Pennington matter, is responsi-

J. DB MONT THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN OF THB A. A. A. RACING BOARD, AND
VANDERBILT CUP COMMISSION.

Indianapolis May Have a Five-mile Track.

Indianapolis, Ind., March 12.—There

seems but little doubt that this city will have

a five-mile automobile track, and that Carl

G. Fisher, of this city, will build it at his

own expense.

In a letter to the State Board of Agri-

culture, having charge of the Indiana Fair

Grounds here Mr. Fisher has offered to

construct the track at his own expense if

the Board will permit him to locate the

track inside of the Fair Grounds, to run

around the grounds just inside of the fence.

Mr. Fisher called attention to the fact

that he is backing a movement for an out-

door show next fall and that the track

would be an incentive for the show to be

held here. He proposes to make the track

sixty feet wide excepting at the turns,

where it would be 100 feet wide. It is ex-

pected that some of the best races in the

country could be secured with such a track

as an inducement

The proposal seemingly does away with

a troublesome proposition, as many efforts

to obtain a tract of ground large enough

for a five-mile track have been futile. The

ble for the statement that the Pennington

directors are heartily in favor of the New
York-Philadelphia road, though he believes

that John Brisben Walker's estimate of

$6,000 a mile, with a width of eighty feet is

too low. A cost of $24,000 per mile, is the

figure given by Mr. Brooks.

It is probable that the Easter meet of the

Atlantic City (N. J.) Automobile Club will

take place April 26, 27, and 28.

Barney Oldfield is now in the South, with

W. H. Pickens again acting as his manager.

Race meets may be arranged to place at

Atlantic and Savannah, and other southern

cities.
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Packard Automatic Carbureter.

THE carbureter illustrated by the accom-

panying line engraving is an interest-

ing example of American carbureter prac-

tice, and embodies such features as gover-

nor control, automatic adjustment of the

mixture at varying engine speeds, and

maintenance of a comparatively high tem-

perature by means of a jacket filled with

hot water, when the engine is running, from

the circulating system.

The gasoline from the tank enters the

float chamber at the bottom, first passing

through a strainer from which any dirt may
fall to the bottom of a little trap directly

underneath; the trap has a removable cap

for draining off sedi-

ment. The needle valve

is of the usual simple

form; the rod passes

up through a guide in

the top of the float

chamber and its lower

end slides in a guide

which is an extension of

the valve seat; grooves

are cut in the rod where

it passes through the

lower guide to permit

the upward passage of

the gasoline. The rod

passes through the cen-

ter of the float, but the

float is free, not being

attached to the Tod. The
valve is opened and

closed by the float

through a double lever

arrangement which the

drawing shows clearly.

(See left-hand view.)

On the rod, just above

the float, is a little col-

lar; two levers are piv-

oted on brackets depend-

ing from the top of the

float chamber inside

;

the short inner ends of the levers engage

with the collar while the long outer ends

terminate in balls which act as weights and

keep the valve normally open. As gasoline

flows into the float chamber the float is

raised, coming up against the balls and

closing the valve; when the level of the

liquid drops the float drops with it and al-

lows the balls to descend, again opening the

valve. In actual operation there is very

little fluctuation, the valve remaining

slightly open and allowing the passage of

gasoline fast enough to replace what is used

by the motor.

Passing from the float chamber through

a large passage of rectangular cross section

to the spray-nozzle or stand pipe in the mix-

ing chamber, the gasoline rises in the nozzle

to the height established in the float cham-

ber, the correct level being determined and

permanently adjusted at the factory. The
nozzle is screwed into place (see right-

hand view) ; directly under it is a plug

through which sediment may be TlraineJ

out The spray nozzle is surrounded by a

tubular sleeve, in the walls of which are

four slots for the admission of air; this

sleeve will be recognized in the engraving

by its flaring top, where it opens into tht

globular mixing chamber above. The regu-

lar air intake is seen on the left of the

engraving showing the interior of the mix-

ing chamber; the cylindrical extension has

slots which correspond with similar slots

in a sleeve adapted to rotate on the cylinder

;

by partly rotating the sleeve the slots are

opened or closed to the required extent.

piping. The air and gasoline in the mixing

chamber are heated by contact with the

hot walls and not only is the gasoline more

thoroughly vaporized, but the quality of the

mixture is more uniform because of the

uniformity of temperature.

While the carbureter is automatic in its

action, the driver of the car can adjust the

quality of the mixture from the seat by

means of the lever connected with the reg-

ular air intake, as already described. When
the motor is running slowly all the air used

enters through the regular inlet, the aux-

iliary valve coming into play only at com-

paratively high speeds.

Throttle control is effected through die

governor by the usual lever on the steering

wheel, and also by a foot-operated accel-

erator on the footboard, the latter serving

for temporary increases of speed ; when the-

accelerator is released the speed falls back

to the limit set by the lever on the steering

wheel. Considerable advantage is gained

by using the governor between the

and the throttle. Suppose, for

the car is running on a level, smooth road.

SBCTIOHAL DRAWINGS OF THE PACKARD AUTOMATIC CARBURETER FITTED WITH HOT QRCULATTEQ WATER JACKET.

This intake is controlled by a small lever on

the dashboard of the car.

The auxiliary air intake is a poppet valve

normally held on its seat by a spring; the

valve is shown just above the regular air

intake. The partial vacuum caused by the

intense suction of the engine at high speeds

causes this valve to open and admit the

requisite quantity of air in addition to the

supply taken in at the regular intake. The
gasoline drawn from the spray nozzle by

the partial vacuum is taken up by the reg-

ular air supply, and the mixture finally

passes to the motor through the pipe on

the right of the engraving, in which is the

butterfly throttle valve controlled, through

the governor, by the operator of the car.

The hot water jacket occupies an annular

space surrounding the mixing chamber;

the amount of water passing through the

jacket and, consequently, its, heat, can be

regulated by means of a small tap in the

and the operator sets his lever at a point

that gives a speed of fifteen miles an hour.

As long as the road conditions are un-

changed, the same throttle opening will keep

the car at the same speed; but if a slight

rise is encountered, or the road become*

rough, or if a down-grade is reached, the

throttle opening must be altered accordingly

to maintain the fifteen miles an hour. With-

out a governor the lever must be shifted at

every variation of the road surface; bat

with the governor, the throttle opening is

varied automatically, and, within the limi-

tations of the motor, the speed is kept con-

stant under all conditions, the driver not
touching his lever unless he wishes to

change the rate of motion of the machine.

The centrifugal governor is mounted in one
of the half-time gears and is connected

with the throttle through the well-known

simple arrangement of sliding collar, fork"

and connecting rods.
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PHILADELPHIA LIKES SHOWS.

Dealer* in the Quaker City State that

Numerous Sales Have Resulted.

Philadelphia, March 12.—Whatever may
be the views held elsewhere, there is but

one opinion here as to the trade value of

local automobile shows. Although the pe-

riod between the holidays and the opening

of the recent exhibition in the National Ex-
port Exposition Building was marked by a

steady demand due undoubtedly to the ex-

cellent weather, it remained for the show
to really set the wheels of trade a-going.

Beginning with the phenomenal business

which characterized every one of the seven

show days, the following week had hardly

opened before the beneficial effect of the

show week's missionary work became ap-

parent At every branch house and agency

demonstrators have been busy all day, every

day, clinching the good impression made
upon prospective customers during the week
of the show, and the almost invariable

result has been the filing of an order and
*

the payment of a deposit And in many
instances customers have admitted that

they became inoculated with the auto mi-

crobe while attending last week's exhibition.

There will be an automobile show here in

1907.

Dropping generalities, here are a few

specific instances to indicate the extent of

the business done.

Manager Cohen, of the Reo branch, con-

fesses to fourteen bona fide sales during

and since the show—a period of ten days.

Manager Smith, of the White Garage,

ascribes the six sales of last week directly

to the show.

The Kelsey Motor Car Co. scored twenty-

two orders since the opening night of the

exhibition.

Manager Young, although having had the

local agency for the Gilde car less than a

month, rang up ten orders up to last Thurs-

day.

The Knox Automobile Company owns
up to six actual sales and the same number
of "prospects" of such excellence that sales

are practically assured.

Manager Hoffman, of the Ford branch,

registered no less than fifty-five orders from
the opening night of the show up to Satur-

day last.

Five sales during and four since the show

is the record made by Manager Maltby, of

the Winton branch.

The Foss-Hughes Company received and

delivered four carloads of Pierce-Arrows

and Cadillacs on Tuesday and Wednesday
last, and will need two more carloads at

once to catch up with post-show orders.

W. Wayne Davis, of the Keystone Motor

Car Company, admitted the sale of eight

Autocars during and since the show, and

said that the company's entire allotment of

Packards had been disposed of.

Manager Smith, of the Rambler branch,

has taken orders with a recklessness that

bodes some unpleasant quarter-hours with

customers who fail to receive their cars on

schedule time. Henceforth, "until things

simmer down a little," he said, "we will not

promise delivery before sixty or ninety

days." And so the story goes down "Gaso-

line Row"—excellent business.

The Philadelphia Automobile Trade As-

sociation, under whose auspices the show

was held, made a big thing out of it finan-

cially, and at a meeting on the 20th the mem-
bers will doubtless listen to the reading of

the treasurer's report with no little satisfac-

tion.

One direct result of the boom which re-

sulted from the exhibition is the establish-

ment of new branches and agencies here.

Besides those of the Mercedes Import Com-
pany, at the southeast corner of Broad and

Race streets, and Smith & Mabley, at the

Bellevue-Stratford Garage, the Rainier

Company has secured the old quarters of

the La Roche Automobile Company, at 236

North Broad street; the H. A Connors

Company will establish a temporary office

at 325 North Broad street until the build-

ing at the southwest corner of Broad and

Vine streets can be fitted up for the recep-

tion of its line of Rochet-Schneider and

Darracq cars ; the North Philadelphia Auto

Station, 3425 North Broad street has se-

cured the agency for the Crawford car, built

at Hagerstown, Md. Several other agencies

are to be placed here before the end of the

present month.

The Palace Garage, 540 Washington

street, Camden, N. J., C. C Albertson,

manager, has been given the local agency

for the Cadillac and Marmon cars.

The Dietz Auto Company, composed of

John Dietz and F. J. Plumber, the last-

named formerly with the Foss-Hughes

Company, has established a general auto-

mobile repair and garage business at 1313

Irving street

THE GROWING GARAGE LIST.

Charles H. Childs & Co., of Utica, N. Y.,

are just completing in that city a new gar-

age which they believe to be the finest be-

tween New York City and the West. It

is located in the central part of Utica and

is 90 by 100 feet in size. It will be equipped

in the most up-to-date way throughout

Vacant property at the corner of Station

street and Schuyler avenue, in Kankakee,

111., has been leased by Joe Fleming and A.

J. Brown as a site for the erection of a

garage. The building will be 40 by 60 feet.

Contracts have been let by the Motor

Vehicle Garage Co., 1133 Main street, Buf-

falo, for the construction of a concrete

garage building, 84 by 84 feet at 632-638

Washington street that city. This build-

ing will be used entirely as an electric

vehicle garage. The company is also plan-

ning for a large building in the heart of the

wholesale district to be used strictly for

taking care of electric commercial vehicles.

In its present establishment on Main street

the company is able to store 100 gasoline

cars and 150 electric vehicles.

TRADE NEWS FROM CLEVELAND.
Cleveland, March II.—Cleveland'* automo-

bile "tire row" la shifting. For the last two
years nearly all the tire concerns have bad
branch storm on Huron street, between Brie
and Euclid, in close proximity te the rows of
automobile stores on these two streets. Late-
ly the owners of property In that d'striot

commenced to raise rents, and with one ac-
cord the tire people began moving-, with the
result that a few weeks win see the passing
of the last tire store In that immediate
neighborhood. The Morgan & Wright store

and repair shop have been moved from 347
Huron street to 1611 Buolld avenue (new
number). The O & J Tire Company will soon
move from 1ST Huron to 1887 Euclid; the
Diamond Rubber Company announces that it

will move from 828 Huron street to 1614
Euclid. The Motor Car Supply Company,
which handles tires and supplies of all kinds,
has removed from 846 Huron to 1829 Buolld.
Thn Oliver Blectrio Vehicle Company, of

which W. O. DeMars Is manager, has opened
a large garage at 180 Murison street Mr.
DeMars has been in the business since its
Inception, and until recently had a garage on
ICuclld avenue, near the entrance to Wade
Park. The new establishment is a six-story
building, with 80,000 square feet of floor
space. The company will devote Its entire
attention to electric vehicles. It is not the
Intention to handle outside cars, and while
a few machines may be assembled to order,
the chief business will be the repairing, stor-
ing, and charging of electric vehicles. Bepe-
dal attention will be paid to caring for com-
mercial vehicles, and arrangements have
been made to care for the machines of several
concerns that will adopt electric delivery
wagons this summer. The company has a
well-equipped machine shop and facilities for
charging a number of cars at a time.
The old factory of the General Automobile

Company on Hamilton street which was
operated for several years by the Studebaker
Automobile Company In the manufacture of
two-cylinder runabouts, has been cleared out
and the machinery removed to the company's
main factory at South Bend. Ind. A portion
of the old building Is being utilised by the
Royal Motor Car Company as an annex to

Its factory, which is only a short distance
away.
The Cleveland Automobile Top ft Trimming

Company, recently incorporated with 810,000
capital stock by A. M. Snyder, A. A. Mc-
Caslln, O. D. McOulrrin. Elmer O. Derr, and
J. Dickinson, Is now occupying a large

building at 806 Vincent street the quarters
formerly occupied by the Central Automobile
Company. The company will make tops and
trimmings, and may go into the manufacture
of bodies. The place has been well equipped
with machinery and there is a blacksmith
shop for iron work. Twenty hands are now
employed, and the company Is doing work for
the F. B. Steams Company, the Blakeslee
Electric Vehicle Company, and a number of

local stores. J. Dickinson is manager.
The Oarford Company, manufacturer of

automobile parts, has increased Its capital

stock from 8400,000 to 8600,000. It now seems
almost certain that the plant of this company
now In this city will be moved to Elyria,

where the other factory Is located, and a
much larger plant erected. Mr. Oarford prom-
ised his home city that the plant would go
there If citizens would provide houses enough
to take care of 1,000 workmen whom he ex-
pected to employ next year, and efforts In

this direction are proving successful. Mr.
Oarford states that the plant win have about
100,000 square feet of floor space and that
8300,000 will be invested in new buildings and
machinery. The company plans to cater to

the commercial vehicle business more exten-
sively another year.
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Carbureter.

No. 813,653.—F. A. Law, of Hartford,

Conn.

An automatic carbureter with a some-

what elaborate system of air and fuel con-

trol The main air stream enters at the

base of the tube q around the spray nozzle,

and the opening of the latter is controlled

by the needle valve formed by the threaded

stem 26. As the suction increases, the car-

bureted stream is diluted by air entering

through the automatic valve 5, whose stem

is connected to a diaphragm 10, which acts

as a dashpot. The air thus entering passes

through ports 20 and corresponding ports 24

in the annular shutter 21, which acts as a

throttle. The throttling action is obtained

by rotating 21, thus partly closing the ports

to, through which the completed mixture

passes. As ports 24 are wider than ports 23,

ports 20 are not affected. When the throt-

LAW AUTOMATIC CARBURETER.

tie is opened, the spray nozzle is opened

also, and at the same time another set 22 of

dilution inlets is uncovered. Both of these

effects are produced by lifting 21 at the

same time that it is rotated. For this pur-

pose the arm 25 (see detail) by which 21 is

rotated, is extended and carries a roller 20,

which runs on a camway 28.

Carbureter.

No. 806,822.—O. Millard, of Flint, Mich.

A carbureter having the spray nozzle

closed by a needle valve which has an iron

armature at its upper end, and is lifted at

suitable intervals by the attraction of an

electromagnet

Frame (or Glass Windshield.

No. 813,524.—J. C. Sitnm, Jr., and A. P.

Olsen, of Chicago.

A frame whose principal feature is the

use of a grooved wood filling for the longi-

tudinally-slotted tubes of which the frame

is chiefly composed. The glass fits the

groove in the wood, and the edges of the

LOCKWOOD ROLLER BEARJB0.

slot being wider than the groove, do not

touch the glass.

Roller Bearing.

No. 813,905.—C. S. Lockwood, of New-
ark, N. J.

A roller bearing substantially of the form
shown, having long, slightly tapered rollers

h, with their large ends abutting, and suit-

able cones f and ggf, keyed to the station-

ary axle and to the wheel hub respectively.

Metal Body.
No. 813460.—H. and A. P. Smith, of

Springfield, Mass.

A method of joining the sheet aluminum
panels without the use of angle iron sup-

ports, at the same time concealing the rivets

and rendering them less liable to work
loose than when iron supports are employed.

Combined Tachometer and Cyclometer.

No. 813,861.—C. H. Warner , of Beloit,

Wis.

The combination of the Warner Auto-

meter (Patent No. 745.468) with a cyclom-

eter such as the Veeder.

Turntable.

No. 813463.—H. R. Stickney, of Port-

land, Me.

A form of turntable which does not em-
ploy rollers under its outer circumference

to support an unbalanced load. Bolted to

the foundation F is a circular track A, on

ball thrust bearing h, which holds the turn-

table down. When the load is unbalanced,

the rollers b nearest the load act as a ful-

crum, and' the tilting tendency is resisted by
the ball bearings.

Non-Skidding Tire Shoe.

No. 813,934.—J. Albers, of Aix-la-Cha-

pelle, Germany.

A studded leather band differing from the

usual form mainly in that the outer strip,

and not the inner, is wide enough to cover

the rubber shoe completely, and the inner

strip is scarfed down to a thin edge at each

side. The rivets pass through both strips.

Tire.

No. 813,529.—R. G. Smith, of Buffalo,

N. Y.

A tire composed of wood segments,

backed by a thin strip of rubber, and bolted

into a groove in the rim. A narrow steel

band, recessed into the tread of the blocks,

helps to hold them.

MOTOR BOAT ACTIVITIES.

Inl ianapolis, ^"Wilmington and Chicago
"

Plan (or the Season.

Indianapolis, March ix—The coming

season will see a revival of aquatic sports in

this city, and chief among these will be mo-
tor boat racing. Motor boat racing will be

largely under the auspices of the Indianapo-

lis Launch Club, which was organized two
years ago with twenty-five members, the

membership being limited to owners of

boats. It is now planned to increase the

membership to about 100 members, limiting

it only to those who are interested in the

sport, but not necessarily wwners of boats.

When the club was organized a fine boat-

house was built, but this is to be succeeded

by a fine clubhouse which will be built this

summer and for which ground has been

leased at Broad Ripple Park on White
river.

A number of motor boats are being built

in anticipation of the event, the largest of
which is to be a thirty-foot boat, now being

constructed in the Fisher Automobile Com-
pany's garage for Carl G. Fisher. The boat

is to be fitted with a six-cylinder motor of
special design, and it is expected will de-

1

//////////

8TICKHBT AUTOMOBILE TURNTABLE, WITHOUT PERIPHERAL HOIJ.KBfl.

which run rollers b carried on the arms of a

loose spider V. On these rollers rests the

complimentary track c of the turntable. A
central bolt a is securely locked in the

foundation, and at its upper end it carries a

velop 40 horsepower. Other boats from
similar designs are being built for William

Baker, G. A. Deitch and August M. Kuhn.
Motor boat races will be held Decoration

Day, Fourth of July and Labor Day.
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Doings of the Clubs.
If sufficient enthusiasm is manifested in

Brooklyn, the Long Island Automobile

Club will take charge of a motor parade

which will be held in the early summer.

Whether the day is past when an automo-

bilist can be induced to parade is a question,

but a substantial array of vehicles would

undoubtedly emphasize the great growth of

the industry.

* * *

The Peoria (111.) Automobile Club will

hold its second annual banquet Monday,

March 26, and it promises to be the most

auspicious event in the history of the club.

The Peoria club starts in on its third year

with 83 members, and with brightest pros-

pects for future growth and influence. It

is now the second largest club in Illinois.

* * *

About fifty automobile enthusiasts at-

tended a dinner given by the members of

the Camden Automobile Club in Camden,

N. J., last Thursday night. President Sam-
uel Sparks acted as toastmaster and made
a brief address, in which he referred to

the ignorant opposition which the automo-

bile, in common with all other innovations,

must overcome. The officers of the Cam-
den organization are: President, Samuel

Sparks ; vice-president, George *H. Rhede-

meyer
; treasurer, Alpheus McCracken ; sec-

retary, H. G. Ballinger.
* * *

Students of the Polytechnic Preparatory

School in Brooklyn. N. Y., have organized

a club, which will be known as the Poly

Prep Automobile Club. Monthly club runs

will be held and the organization will seek

to interest the students of the school in

automobiles and their construction and op-

eration. Officers have been elected as fol-

lows: President, Roy E. Pardee; vice-

president, James B. Cronin ; secretary, J. C.

Van Cleaf; treasurer, E. C. Gillespie. A
touring committee will be appointed to ar-

range for out-of-town trips, the first of

which is to be held on March 31.

Plans for its forthcoming economy con-

test were considered at a special meeting

of the New York Motor Club, held Mon-

day night at the headquarters of the club

in the Hotel Cumberland. No date was

selected for the trials, but it is likely they

may be held this spring. A six-days' run

has been planned, somewhat on the lines of

the first test held last fall, but several

changes will be made in the conduct of the

event. A committee is now drawing up the

conditions that will govern the contest.

Owing to the inability of F. J. Griffin to

give the necessary time to the office of

treasurer, the directors transferred R. H.

Johnston from the second vice-presidency

to that of treasurer, and put Mr. Griffin in

the second vice-president's place. A. L.

Kull and W. D. Hurlbut were elected to the

Board of Directors. President W. J. P.

Moore was appointed the club's delegate on

the board of the New York State Automo-

bile Association.

Wind Spoiled Airship Race.
The great airship race between Charles

Levee, the French aeronaut, and Leo Stev-

ens, his American competitor, scheduled to

take place March 10, starting from Pitts-

field, Mass., was interfered with by a furi-

ous gale that swept through the Hoosic val-

ley. Both balloons were filled with gas,

and the Aero Club No. 1, Stevens's car,

broke from her moorings and escaped so

effectually that it has not yet been found.

Levee's craft was punctured while tugging

at her ropes. Exactly when the event will

take place is somewhat indefinite, but Comte
de la Vaulx is expected to arrive in the

near future with three new balloons, which

will be taken at once to the Pittsfield head-

quarters.

A Period of Instruction.
Cleveland, O., March 12.—As a result of

many protests from automobilists against

the rigid enforcement of the recent road

rules, Chief Kohler of the Cleveland

police has receded somewhat from his

position that first offenders must be

brought in. He has ordered the bicycle

and traffic squad to carry with them copies

of the new traffic ordinance and to caution

those violating its provisions instead of

making immediate arrests. A number of

women were stopped at the down-town

district for cutting sharp corners. They

were politely instructed just how turns

must be made and were presented with

copies of the ordinance.

THESE ARE BUSY TIMES FOR MANUFACTURERS—VIEW OF THE FRANKLIN COMPANY FACTORY YARD AT SYRACUSE, N,
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News and Trade Miscellany.

One of the most novel uses to which an
automobile has yet been put is that of col-

lecting washings. Battle Creek, Mich., can
also claim the distinction of being the only

city in Michigan where a machine is put
to that use. Mrs. Christina K. Huber is

the owner of the machine. She earns from
$90 to $25 per week at washings and pur-

chased the machine, which is a runabout,

to assist her in collecting and delivering.

The relatives of Eldon Sarver, a five-

year-old boy who was killed in Philadel-

phia last summer by being run down by an
automobile, have petitioned the State Par-

don Board to commute the sentence of

William Myers, the chauffeur in charge of

die car, who was sentenced to eighteen

months' imprisonment for manslaughter.

Estimates for supplying three gasoline

motor 'buses are desired by Austrian
parties. The vehicles must have a carrying

capacity of eighteen to twenty passengers,

be divided into two compartments and nave

a roof suitable for carrying baggage. Man-
ufacturers interested should address Karl
and Emanuel Tauber, Czernowitz, capital

of Bukowina, Austria.

The National Business Show will be held

in the Coliseum, Chicago, from March 17

to 24, inclusive, under the management of

H. A. Cochrane and F. W. Payne. The
displays will embrace all sorts of office fur-

niture and appliances for facilitating and
systematizing the work and record keeping

in business offices.

George O. Barnes, veteran driver for the

Haynes Automobile Co.. is now touring

Texas with one of the 50-horsepower
Haynes cars and reports good business.

The road conditions through the state are

fairly good.

An agency for the Compound cars has
been placed by the E. H. V. Co., of Middle-
town, Conn., with Hegeman & Arnold, 1339
Fulton street, Brooklyn, N. Y., for the Long
Island district Another agency for these

cars has been placed with Robert Kolbee,

of Syracuse, N. Y.

L. Le Roy Moody, formerly with Norris
Mason, is the new manager of the Napier
Motor Car Company, of New York. Walter
H. Woods, the former manager, has been
made secretary and treasurer of the main
company in Boston.

The Garden City Hotel, now familiar to so

many automobilists on account of the auto-

mobile competition held recently on Long
Island, has purchased two four-cylinder

Locomobile gasoline cars for rental service.

These cars will be' delivered about April 1.

A Pittsburg branch will be opened in the

near future by the Winton Motor Car Co.,

with Earl (user, the well-known racing

driver, acting as manager. With him will

be John S. Johnson, another ex-champion
cyclist who naturally graduated to automo-
biling. The Winton company has purchased
the Hiland garage, at Baum and Beatty

streets, in the center of the automobile dis-

trict, and will take exclusive possession of
the property on April 15. Meanwhile Kiser
will share floor soace with the Hiland Au-
tomobile Co., which on April 15 will remove
to new quarters.

The Tames Macnaughton Co., 649 Main
street, Buffalo, was recently incorporated
with $100,000 capital stock to manufacture
and sell electric vehicles. The new concern
contracts with, manufacturers to market and
handle vehicles built by the manufacturers
to specifications furnished. The company
will make a specialty of electric commercial
vehicles in all types and sizes, and already

represents exclusively the Pittsburg Motor
Vehicle Co, of Pittsburg; the Rech-Mar-
backer Co, of Philadelphia, and Brunn's
Carriage Works, of Buffalo, and is closing
contracts with two other large factories.

Nearly 500 exhibitors have been allotted

spaces at Cordingley's Motor Car Show in

the Agricultural Hall, London, which will

open March 24 and continue till March 31.

In addition to the representative display of
British vehicles, Italian, French, and Amer-
ican models will be shown, while several
new 1906 cars will be exhibited for the first

time. Supplementary to the light car sec-

tion, the show of heavy vehicles, including
lorries, "buses, and municipal vans, will tie

thoroughly comprehensive, affording con-
clusive evidence of the growth of this

branch of the industry.

The Gaeth Automobile Company of
Cleveland has sold six gasoline delivery
wagons to the Automobile Express Delivery
Company, which has been formed in Cleve-
land by B. H. Rose, L. F. Sholes and
others. The company proposes to furnish
delivery service for several large retail

concerns and has already secured several
contracts. One of the cars has covered the
whole of the West Side for one of the large
dry goods companies, doing the service of
four delivery wagons at considerably re-
duced expense.

Authority to make arrangements for the
establishment of a factory m America for
the manufacture of the Michelin tires under
the French patent was conferred upon E. D.
Winans, who returned from France in

January with a contract as exclusive repre-
sentative in the United States of Michelin
& Cie. for 1906 and thereafter. When in

operation the American factory will make
only the finest class of goods from the
best Para rubber, it is announced. Miche-
lin factories have already been built in

Italy, England and Germany. The output
of the French plant is 1,600 tires a day.

The Auto Brass and Aluminum Com-
pany, of Flint, Mich., has filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy in the United
States district court at Bay City, following
an involuntary petition filed a short time
ago by creditors. Referee in Bankruptcy
Lee E. Joslyn says the creditors will now
get together and allow the involuntary pe-
tition to take precedence. George Marston,
who was appointed receiver, will ,be super-
seded by a trustee to be elected at a meet-
ing of creditors at Flint, March 17. The
company gives its liabilities as about $25,-
000 and assets at about $17,000.

The Snutsel Auto Supply Co. has been
incorporated and has opened offices and
salesrooms at 1534 Broadway, New York.
Paul L. Snutsel is president and general
manager; Joseph C Hoffman, vice-presi-
dent; and Rudolph Weinacht, secretary
and treasurer. The company manufactures,
imports and exports automobile supplies
and accessories and controls the American
rights for a number of European patents.
Both wholesale and retail business will be
conducted.

The Electric Automobile Co., recently
organized in Savannah, Ga, with $20,000
capital stock, has located in a new building
on Bryan and Bull streets, having 12,000
square feet of floor space. This has been
equipped with all modern appliances for the
care and maintenance of electric vehicles,

which will be handled exclusively. Hav-
ing purchased the business of the Electric
Supply Co., the new company becomes
local ajrent for the Pope-Waverley line.

Joseph S. Walker, president, has developed
the electric automobile business in Savan-
nah and introduced these into Atlanta,

where he is president of another company.
Other officers of the Electric Automobile
Co. of Savannah are: R. M Hull, vice-

president; Stephen N. Harris, secretary

and manager. Nine other business men of

the city are represented in the directorate.

A. H. Chadbourne has gone to Paris in

the interests of the Richard-Brasier agency,

228 West Fifty-eighth street, New York
City.

The Rainier Company has closed agency
contracts for the sale of the Rainier cars

during 1906 with the following: Van Auto-
mobile Co.. St Louis, for Missouri and
Southern Illinois; Paxson Motor Car Co,
Cleveland, for Ohio; A H. Hayes, San
Francisco, for California; Plaza Automo-
bile Co, Brooklyn; T. S. Morse, Lenox,
Mass, the Berkshire district. The Rainier
Company will also open a Philadelphia
branch shortly under the management of A
J. Picard, who will be best remembered as

having established the first 1,000-mile non-
stop record between New York and Boston
three years ago.

The six-cylinder Napier, shown by Fran-
cis E Drake at the Cleveland show, has a
road record which staggers automobile en-

thusiasts in this city. Mr. Drake claims
that the car has been run over 11,000 miles

during the past few months with no re-

pairs to working machinery. A near ap-
proach to this machine is Cleveland's
municipal automobile, a 45-horsepower
Stearns of the 1906 pattern, which was
placed in service last September 17, and
which has covered over 8,000 miles since

that time. It is running every day at the

average of seventy miles a day, and thus

far the repairs to machinery have amounted
to very little.

To provide for an enlargement of its

factory and additions to the equipment, the

capital stock of the Standard Roller Bear-
ing Co, of Philadelphia, has been increased
from $2,000,000 to $3,500,000. A four-story
factory, 150 by 200 feet in dimensions, wifl

be erected immediately for the manufacture
of annular ball bearings, on which the com-
pany holds basis patents. During the past

year the Standard Roller Bearing Co. has
equipped with machinery a four-story build-
ing 95 by 200 feet and has also built and
equipped an iron foundry 70 by 150 feet,

two stories in height; hardening and tem-
pering building, 70 by 150 feet, and a cruci-

ble steel castings plant 60 by 100 feet
With the new building to be erected the

company will employ over 1,000 hands in

the manufacture of steel balls, ball bearings,
roller bearings, automobile axles and annu-
lar ball bearings.

Medals for mileage and encouragement
of touring are this year to be offered by
the federation of American Motorcyclists.
There will be gold, silver and bronze,
offered in each department the competition
opening April 1 and closing November 30,

in order that riders residing in "all-the-

year 'round" climates may not have an ad-
vantage over their less favored brethren.
Mileage reports are to be rendered monthly
to M. E. Toepel, chairman of the F. A M.
Roads and Tours committee, 930 Columbus
avenue, New York, and a final and sworn
statement submitted at the close of the
year. The medals for the encouragement
of touring will be awarded the motorcy-
clists visiting the greatest number of
counties in the United States between the
same dates. Verification in die form of
attested post cards bearing the post-mark
of a town in each county visited must be
mailed to Chairman Toepel.
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NEW CARS OF THE SUCCESSFUL BOSTON SHOW.
Boston, March 17.—At the Boston show

tie visitor always expects to see the newest

Meas in steam cars, and thi& year again he
was not disappointed.

One of the interesting steam novelties

«s the Ross touring car, built at Newton,
Mass., by Louis R. Ross, of 1905 Ormond-
Daytona fame: The machine, which is il-

lustrated in the accompanying photographs,

<s practically identical in outer appearance

*itb the modern motor-in-front gasoline

or. The detail engraving shows the front

end of the car with the bonnet removed.

It will be seen that the entire power plant

is compactly arranged under the bonnet,

with the boiler of the vertical fire-tube type

in front and the two-cylinder, high-pressure

vertical engine set immediately back of it

The engine is of 25 nominal horsepower

and is fitted throughout with Hess-Bright

ball bearings. The boiler is 25 inches in

diameter and the engine has cylinders 4
inch by 5 inch. The wheelbdse of the car

is 108 inches. It carries five passengers.

Wheels are 34 inches with 4-inch tires.

The total car weight is 2,600 pounds. .

Another new steamer is the Essex, built

by the Essex Motor Car Company, of Bos-

ton. ; This also has the lines of a modern
side-entrance gasoline touring car, and is

built upon the Serpollet system. The steam

generator is of the semi-flash type of 15-20

rated horsepower, and the motor is a

four-cylinder, single-acting, double-opposed,

with cylinders 3 1-2 inches by 4 inches.

The valves are of the poppet type.

SOBS 3S-HOXSEPOWER STEAM CAR, SHOWING LOCATION OP BOILER AND ENGINE UNDER HOOD.
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GROUT GASOLINE RUNABOUT, FITTED WITH TURTLE BACK.

Among the interesting machines of the

gasoline type which has not been displayed

at the New York or Chicago shows, the

Sturtevant attracted a large share of atten-

tion. In this year's model the motor is in

front, under the hood. It is of the four-

cylinder vertica1 type with cylinders cast

in pairs. The touring car engine is 45-50

horsepower, having cylinders 5 1-2 by 5

inches. The machine is equipped with the

now well-known Sturtevant automatic cen-

trifugal clutch transmission giving three

speed changes.

The Page air-cooled runabout was on

view at the stand of xhe Pa^e Motor Ve-
hicle Company, of Providence, R. I. This

is a smart looking car, with 10-horsepower,

air-cooled motor-in-front 4 inch by 4 inch,

and individual clutch transmission and

shaft drive. The wheelbase is 84 inches

and the wheels 28 inches in diameter, with

3-inch tires.

The Shawmut 40-horsepower gasoline

car was shown by the Shawmut Motor
Company, of Boston. This new machine is

likely to meet with more than local appre-

ciation. It is built along Panhard lines

in its power equipment, and is strongly

made.

Facts of the Successful Show.

When the doors of Mechanics Building

and Symphony Hall closed at ten o'clock

Saturday night the most successful auto-

mobile show ever held in this city and the

greatest automobile and power boat exhi-

bition that has yet taken place in America

was brought to a close. From whatever

point of view it is considered, the Boston

show of 1906 was an immense success.

The attendance was far larger than at any

previous exhibition, it being estimated that

approximately 175,000 people passed the

ticket-takers in the course of the seven

days on which the halls were open. This

enormous attendance was in the face of the

fact that on one day and evening there was

a raging blizzard. Every day the halls

were crowded from 10 o'clock in the morn-

ing until 10 o'clock at night.

But the gratifying part of the heavy at-

tendance, to the exhibitors at least, was the

presence in the throng of a large number
of buyers. Many a dealer sold practically

all the cars he can obtain from his factory

for the season, and his only worry at pres-

ent is the question of deliveries. Dealers

who are not sold o\'t have booked enough
orders to keep them busy, and they have

interested enough prospective customers

that they are not worrying about disposing

of all the machines they can get hold of.

The Boston show has always Deen noted

as one of the very best in the country for

sales. This reputation is due no doubt in

part to the fact that it comes so near the

selling season; but it is also due to the

enthusiasm among Boston people for auto-

mobiles.

Makers Pleased and Entertained.

Manufacturers who came to Boston from

Chicago and the succeeding local shows,

expecting to see Boston a repetition of

what they had encountered in Philadelphia

and other cities, went away to-night with

only praise for Boston as an automobile
center and for the management of the

Boston show. They were loud in praise

also of the manner in which they had been

treated outside the show buildings, by the

local clubs, the Bay State Association,

OF GROUT FOUR-CYLINDER GASOLINE TOURING CAB EXHIBITED AT THE BOSTON SHOW.
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which kept open house in quarters in the

Copley Square Hotel, and the Massachu-

setts Automobile Club, which entertained

its friends in its clubhouse, near the show
buildings.

Statistics of the Event.

A census of the show indicated that it

was by far the largest, not only in the

number of exhibitors, but also in the num-
ber and variety of cars exhibited, that has

yet been held in this city. There were in

the two show buildings a total of 317 motor

vehicles and 85 boats. The corresponding

figures a year ago were 192 and 67.

Of the total number of vehicles on ex-

hibition there were 271 with gasoline

motors, divided as follows: Fifty-five

chassis, 122 touring cars, 49 runabouts. 23

limousines, 9 commercial vehicles, 11

motorcycles and 2 racing cars. The in-

crease was mainly in touring cars and run-

abouts, and there were about twice as many
chassis as at the show in 1905.

In the electric class the gain was also

very noticeable, there being 25 electric ve-

hicles on exhibition as against 9 a year ago.

The electrics were divided as follows : One
touring car, 12 runabouts, 5 limousines and

7 commercial vehicles.

There were the same number of steam

cars on exhibition this year as was the case

in 1905, there being 21 steam vehicles at

both shows. It was noticeable this year,

however, that more makes of steamers

were shown than usual. Of the steamers

INLET SIDE OF FOUR-CYLINDER 45-50-HORSEPOWER ENGINE OFfTHE STURTEVANT 1906 MODEL TOURING CAR.
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PAGE 10-HORSEPOWER AIR-COOLED RUNABOUT WITH INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH TRANSMISSION.

in the show 8 were touring cars, 6 run-

abouts, 5 limousines, 1 racer and 1 chassis.

Harmony in the Management

More than one automobile dealer who
had followed the show circuit through

from New York remarked upon the ever-

present harmony between the exhibitors and

the management. There was not a hitch

all through the show. Every facility was
provided for getting the cars into the

spaces quickly and without trouble, and

when the cars were on exhibition the man-

agement was constantly on the watch to

provide for the wants of the exhibitors.

There was some grumbling on the part

of exhibitors who had to take places in

Symphony Hall, but they had only them-

selves to blame for putting in late applica-

tions, and the management certainly did all

in its power to provide attractions to draw

a crowd. In the daytime this hall was not

so well filled as the other, but in the even-

ings there were very large crowds.
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A Winner and a Loser.
Boston, March 17.—After the finish of

the automobile show interest in this city

centered in a hill-climbing contest between

a 36-horsepower Maxwell and a 40-45-

horsepower Jackson. The trials took place

on Parker's Hill, which is about one-third

of a mile long, with a twenty per cent,

grade, on Sunday afternoon, March 18, as

the result of a bet between C. W. Kelsey,

of the Maxwell-Briscoe Company, and E. P.

Blake, the Boston representative of the

Jackson Automobile Co., as to the respec-

tive merits of their cars.

It was necessary for Mr. Kelsey to get a

four-cylinder Maxwell to Boston in time

for the hill climb, and he also wagered that

he could drive it from Tarrytown, N. Y.,

to the Hub in less than twenty-four hours.

This bet he lost owing to tire troubles and

heavy, snow-laden roads, but he won the

climbing contest

Parker's Hill was covered with a foot of

snow in places which had not been tram-

pled down. Best two out of three trials

*

were the conditions of the contest, and the

driver of the Jackson lost the toss and

started up the hill first with three members
of the Chronograph Club, of Boston, who
acted as official timers, and negotiated the

ascent in 1 138 2-5. The Maxwell followed,

carrying the same timers, in 1 130 1-5, and

also won the next heat and the wager.

Of much interest tc-tte spectators was

a second contest ove^p9^<same course in

which there was better time made. H. E.

Wilson, in a four-cylinder 35-40-horsepower

Rambler, defeated A. R. Bangs in a 20-

horsepower Franklin. Each won a heat

and a third trial was necessary. In this

heat Wilson's time was 1:262-$, the.fastest

made during the day, and Bangs' time was

1 :28. The course was in much better

shape when these later trials were made;

it detracts nothing from the performances

of the Maxwell or Jackson, as they broke

the road which was covered with snow,

and was badly drifted at one of the turns.

A. L. A. M. Obtains Rates.
Early in April the new reduced freight

rate on automobiles, west of Chicago,

which has just been granted by the Western

railroads, will go into effect. The new rate

amounts practically to a reduction to a rate

and a half on travel from Chicago to San

Francisco and return, and is the result of

extensive negotiations by ths traffic depart-

ment of the Association of Licensed Auto-

mobile Manufacturers. The new rate will,

of course, benefit all those going from New
York or any point east of Chicago. The
idea involved in the new tariff is to afford

a lower round-trip rate on single machines

belonging to tourists, so that it will be an

inducement for them to take their cars with

them. No car will be allowed the reduced

rate eastward to Chicago unless the full

tariff has been paid on it going west and

it has not changed ownership in the mean-
time.

The Hon. C. S. Rolls, of London, Eng..

has entered a balloon for the Gordon Ben-

nett Aeronautical Cup race to be held on

September 30.

The Deductions of "Osk."
Long Island, the scene of the Vanderbilt

cup race and the home of many prominent

automobilists, is assimilating the automo-

bile perhaps more readily nowadays than

any other section of the country. Here's a

story from the New York World well worth
retelling

:

Roadmaster "Osk" Jayne. of Old Field,

with characteristic Long Island long-headed-
ness. reckoned early "as how" he felt auto-
mobiles had come to stay, "an' how trie

village might jest as well git ready and
provide good roads." All hands voted for
the good roads, and afterwards declared
that Roadmaster Jayne was doing his work
well; but discontent by a few began to mani-
fest Itself with the first flight of spring's

autos.

"Them devil-wagon folk will be owning
the roads shortly. I figure," said one antl-
auto taxpayer.

"Well," answered the layman and sup-
porter of Roadmaster Jayne, " 'Osk' is going
to keep them New York millionaires here
by giving them good roads and allowing
them to use automobile wagons over them.
We couldn't boast much of money in these
parts until the millionaires came, and if
good roads means them staying, then I
stand with our roadmaster."

ROSS 25-HORSEPOWER STEAM CAR EXHIBITED AT THE BOSTON SHOW.
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The Reasonable Utility of the Tri-car.

By T. K. HASTINGS.
M.

Having once tried the tri-car, or motor broker's charges in and out, a total of $7
chair as it is sometimes termed, the most while it was held under bond.

A STOP IN FLORIDA FOR ORANGE SAMPLING AND PHOTOGRAPHING.

skeptical are at once convinced of its capa-

bilities and the extreme ease with which

one travels over rough surfaces without

jolts or engine vibration. On a level sur-

face the motion is not unlike sailing on

absolutely smooth water. The maintenance

is much less in proportion than that of

any automobile runabout, and it answers

the same where the roads are fair. But

who wants to ride for pleasure on bad

roads? To carry it with you, jumping

through the country, the charges are less

than horse hire. The fuel consumed equals

from 1-3 to 2-3 cents per mile for two •

passengers.

Another thing to its advantage is the

little care necessary to keep it in readiness

for immediate use. Oil and fuel tanks full,

with an occasional glimpse at the chains

and batteries, it sel Ism refuses to "mote."

This is the summary of expense incurred

by taking my tri-car on the recent Southern

racing circuit, dur :ng which my cyclometer

registered over 800 miles: Freight from

Xe* York to Ormond. Fla., $5.00. Here

I made a stop of two weeks, riding in the

neighborhood of 600 miles. The garage

charges were nnne, having run it under

cover only when the weather was wet and

other times leaving it on the drive. Consumed
about ten gallons gasoline, $2.50. Crated

again and sent to Miami, at a cost of $5.36.

Here I uncmted and stored the crate, giv-

ing a negrL freight handler . some loose

change to keep it until wanted. Two gal-

lons of gasoline, 25 cents a gillon, was the

expense here.

After exploring all the least resemblances

of roads here, checked it, without cost, as

baggage on the P. & O. steamship to Ha-

vana, not being manifested, I had no con-

sul's charges, and merely had to pay custom

MR. AND MRS. T. K. HASTINGS IN CUBA.

For the eight days' stay in Havana the

garage charges were $2.50, ivh:le 2 1-2 gal-

lons of gasoline, 50 cents a gallon, was the

full amount expended The only mechan-
ical difficulties were easily remedied: One
puncture (someone kindly stuck a knife

through the rear tire while crated) was
patched in a few minutes. Lowered the

gear and adjusted the chains twice. Back
to New York by steamer, the cost was $12.

This gave a total cost of $37.36 for five

weeks' use, in which we covered more than

800 miles, at a rate less than two persons

can travel by any other conveyance which
will enable one to enjoy the country as we
saw it.

THE F. A. M. DOING THINGS.
Without any great flourish of trumpets,

the Federation of American Motorcyclists,

which is steadily growing in strength and
influence, has been "doing things" of late.

Due to its quiet efforts motorcycles have

been exempted from the several automobile

bills introduced in the New York Legisla-

ture, and even in the case of the radical

Frelinghuysen bill in New Jersey, has ob-

tained a number of substantial concessions

as the result of several interviews with the

senator himself.

In the racing department, Chairman Ro-
land Douglass and colleagues are engaged

overhauling the rules; reductions in the

costs of sanctions and registration are

among the changes. Meanwhile alliances

have been formed with the Amateur Ath-

letic Union and the National Cycling Asso-

ciation, which means "suspension by one,

suspension by all."

In the matter of tours, Chairman Toepel,

of the Roads and Tours Committee, has

just announced that awards of gold medals

will be made for the greatest mileage dur-

ing the year and for the member visiting

the greatest number of counties in the Unit-

ed States during the twelve months. The
conditions are included in the "F. A. M.

Member's Diary," which is now being dis-

tributed and which contains blank forms for

daily record of mileage, cost of fuel, etc.
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Road Directions Through the Norwalks.

By ROBERT BRUCE.

WHO that has made the run from New
York eastward along the Connecticut

shore line to Stamford, Norwalk, Bridge-

port and New Haven, does not remember

the superb cluster of New England villages

collectively called "the Norwalks"? Only

a few minutes after passing through Stam-

ford you come to the little town of Darien,

•nd a few minutes farther on you are at

the top of a considerable hill which over-

looks, slightly to the left, the old city of

Norwalk; to the right, South Norwalk, the

principal railroad point, and beyond that,

East Norwalk.

Through Norwalk and between West

the principal routes in the district of which

Old Norwalk is the center. Connecticut

avenue is seen to join West avenue, which

comes to an end in the very center of the

city. Here a right turn on Wall street,

crossing the viaduct over the Norwalk
River, brings the automobilist to the point

where all local runs on the east side of the

river diverge. North through Main street,

past the Winnipauk Railroad station and the

Winnipauk and the Norwalk mills, is the

route to Wilton, Danbury and many interior

Connecticut points.

Following up the same way as far as

Tindall street, a left turn across the rail-

MAP OP THE NORWALKS, CONN., SHOWING MAIN TOURING ROUTES.

Norwalk and East Norwalk there is the pic-

turesque Norwalk River flowing into the

harbor, which is itself an arm of Long
Island Sound. From this hilltop the view

is probably the most superb on the entire

shore road from New York to New Haven

;

straight ahead stretches Connecticut avenue,

opening into West avenue, a broad, well-

kept thoroughfare characteristic of the best

of its kind in New England. Descending

the hill with care, and following this route

into the city, the automobilist instinctively

halts in front of the fine old Norwalk Hotel,

and if time be not too much of an object,

short excursions in this vicinity are well

wprth while.

The accompanying map gives at a glance

road tracks, thence on through Broad River

and out New Canaan avenue is the line to

New Canaan. This is one of the fine local

runs out from Stamford, as many tourists

who are acquainted with that section will

recall. In fact, some of the best of Con-

necticut touring is easily accessible north

and west from Norwalk.

Going to Bridgeport by the most-used

route, the tourist bends right after crossing

the viaduct to East Wall street, thence left

to the intersection with Westport avenue

and out that thoroughfare. Participants in

the Endurance Run to Boston and return in

October, 1903, will easily call this locality to

mind. An alternate route to Bridgeport may
be traversed by turning south on East avenue

March 1906.

to its intersection with Winfield street and

driving out that thoroughfare by way of

Saugatuck. At Saugatuck the other road

to Bridgeport will be met.

East Norwalk, while not so well known
as Norwalk and South Norwalk, has still

some interest for the tourist If the tourist

will cross the river from Wall street, to

East Wall street, and drive down East

avenue to Winfield street, then, instead of

turning east out Winfield street, will con-

tinue almost due south on the Gregory

boulevard, he will be led to Gregory Point,

a pleasure resort that is well worth a short

detour if one has the time. On the west

side of the river West avenue leads direct

into Main street, South Norwalk.

In addition to this route, the map shows

the connection between South Norwalk and

the shore at Rowayton. It will also be

seen how one can reach the Rowayton dis-

trict from the Stamford road by turning

right at the outskirts of the city and con-

tinuing down Rowayton avenue.

As a matter of fact, anyone looking for a

combination of fine old New England scen-

ery, including points on the shore and fine

hill country within very short traveling dis-

tance of each other, can find them at "the

Norwalks," which is one of the most in-

teresting and picturesque localities on the

shore line between New York and New
Haven.

Novel Wisconsin Garage.
Delevan, Wis., March 19—Probably the

oddest combination in the way of a garage

is found in this city. There is a substan-

tial brick building well adapted to the stor-

ing of automobiles. In the front on one
side are the quarters of the man who sells

automobiles and repairs them. Still an-

other man on the same floor repairs sew-

ing machines and bicycles. Across on the

other side is a horse medicine factory, all

on the same floor. Down in the basement
is a boat shop. All of these people have

been working in peace and harmony, but

that is not all. Over a year ago the city

school building burned down, and the au-

thorities were short of room for the classes.

They were housed about town in all kinds

of buildings. The high school class of

the town was tucked away on the main
floor of the aforesaid garage, so that people

were selling and mending machines of three

kinds, concocting horse lotions, planning

boats, and studying algebra, Latin, Greek,

and history, all in the same building, and

all within hearing of each other.

There is now a movement on foot to

greatly improve the roads in six townships

of the county. According to the state law

each township may build a mile of graveled

road, and if the six townships make a start,

all of the others in the county will follow.

The Yacht Club de France is promoting

a race for fishing boats fitted with internal-

combustion engines, to be held in the St

Malo bay at the end of August

Digitized byGoogle
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The Automobile Legislative Mill.

New Jersey's Drastic Measure

What Is Taking

Tkenton, N. J., March 19.—Three weeks
remain before the adjournment of the New
Jersey Legislature. The Frelinghuysen

Bill, which recently passed the Senate with

only two dissenting votes, is now awaiting

the action of the House. It is expected that

there will be no such unanimity in this

legislative branch, and the associated au-

tomobile clubs of New Jersey will make
a most vigorous objection to the passage of

the measure.

The basis of all the objections may be

summed up in that the bill is too drastic.

However, legal advisers for the opposition

to the bill may raise several constitutional

objections. There are also these objections

:

That its title fails to express its scope and

meaning; that it creates new offices at ad-

ditional expense to the state; that it im-

poses new duties on the road department;

that it provides for the raising of revenues,

thereby transcending the constitutional

powers of the Senate. Should the bill be

taken into court there are other weak
spots that will crop out
Amendments galore are looked for in the

House, and it is predicted that Senator

Frelinghuysen, father of the bill, will

hardly recognize it when it is returned to

the Senate. It may be that the enacting

clause will be stricken out There is little

chance for adoption in its present shape.

It is becoming the general opinion that

automobile legislation this year is super-

fluous, as it is argued that the law passed

by the last sessions will cover all needs, if

properly enforced. Then again it is claimed

the law now on the statute books has not

been given a fair trial and that it should

at least be given another chance, with

honest effort to enforce it.

May Be Modified in Assembly~

Place at Albany.

animal or animals show signs of fright he

must come to a full stop within ten rods

of it, unless the rider, driver or leader of

said animal shall kindly vouchsafe to nod
his head or wave his hand as a signal that

the motor vehicle man may proceed upon

his journey. Of course a failure to comply

with this new requirement and strictly ob-

serve the twenty- and ten-rod limits sub-

jects the automan to all the penalties pro-

vided in the law for such violation.

The Cox bill to permit owners of motor

vehicles when arrested to give a security

company bond in lieu of leaving the cash

or his machine behind as bail has passed

the Assembly and is now in the Senate.

What Is Doing at Albany.

Albany, N. Y., March 17.—Senator

L'Hommedieu's bill to tax automobiles is

in the Senate committee on taxation, and
the senator is considering an amendment
to exempt the auto-cabs and hansoms of

New York city.

The Assembly committee on general laws

has reported the ridiculous bill of A. E.

Lee, of Lockport, who introduced it as an

amendment to the section of the state

motor-vehicle law, which now provides

that the driver of a restive horse may sig-

nal an approaching motor vehicle to stop.

This amendment of Assemblyman Lee re-

quires that every auto or motor vehicle

operator who shall meet a horse or horses

or other draft animal being driven or led

along the highway shall reduce the speed

of his machine to a mile in six minutes

when he arrives within twenty rods of the

aforesaid animal or animals; if then the

Sims Bill to Have Hearing.

Washington, D. C, March 19.—The au-

tomobilists of this city are nursing the fond

hope that the Senate committee on the Dis-

trict of Columbia will lay away the much-

talked-of Sims automobile bill in the limbo

of things that were. After the bill was

passed by the House, as reported in The
Automobile, it wai referred to the. Senate

District Committee, and that august body

will gain the good-will of the entire auto-

mobile fraternity if it allows Representative

Sims' pet measure to sleep undisturbed in

the committee's files.

Responding to the pressure brought to

bear upon the committee, Senator Gallinger,.

the chairman, has consented to grant the

automobilists a hearing, and has set March

30 as the day. Representatives of the Au-

tomobile Club of Washington will appear

before the committee and make a strong

argument against the bill, backing it up

with a lot of figures bearing on the subject.

Senator Gallinger has taken a great interest

in the fight the club is waging against the

notorious Sims bill and has promised to

aid the club in every way.

One of California's Tax Methods.

Los Angeles, Cal., March 15.—Califor-

nia has a law on its statute books that pro-

vides for a tax on all vehicles, and the city

assessor of Los Angeles has decided that

all automobiles within the city's jurisdic-

tion, whether the property of residents or

visitors, comes within the intent and scope

of the law. E R. Thomas, the Buffalo

manufacturer, who had one of his "Flyers"

shipped to southern California for use

while sojourning there, fell under the watch-

ful assessor's gaze, and was asked to pay

$33.60 tax for the privilege of running the

machine. He paid the tax under protest

and immediately engaged counsel to contest

the assessors' interpretation of the statute.

Mr. Thomas has determined, if necessary,

to carry the case to the Supreme Court of
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California. His main contention is that as

he pays tax on all his cars at Buffalo, where
they are made, as personal property, they

cannot be assessed legally in another state.

REGISTRATIONS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Automobile owners of New Hampshire

would doubtless be interested in a booklet

issued by the Secretary of State of that

commonwealth which contains in addition

to a list of the registered car owners to

February 1, 1906, and the make of machine
owned by each, the full text of the New
Hampshire registration law which went

into effect on May I, last year. There are

also printed in it the blank forms for appli-

cations for owners' and chauffeurs' licenses

and reproductions of the certificates issued

upon registration to owners of automobiles

and motorcycles, to manufacturers and deal-

ers, to operators and to professional chauf-

feurs, the law providing for five different

certificates.

Up to March 15, 1906, the Secretary of

State had issued 722 certificates for cars

registered, 98 for manufacturers and deal-

ers, and 64 for motorcycles.

AUTOMOB1LIST NOT AT FAULT.
A verdict of "no cause of action" was

returned on Ferbuary 28 last, in the Su-

preme Court of New York, at Coopers-

town, N. Y., in the case of Reynolds vs.

Baird. The suit was brought by Mrs.

Francis J. Reynolds against George B.

Baird, of Oneonta, for an accident that

occurred September 17, 1904. On that date

the defendant was driving a Pope-Toledo

accompanied by his wife, when, as they

were approaching a bridge spanning the

Susquehanna river, a team coming across

the bridge became frightened and caused

the wagon it was hauling to collide with

a bridge post, throwing out and injuring

the three occupants. The plaintiff in the

case, who was the most seriously injured,

was riding with the owner of the team.

The evidence showed that the driver of the

automobile was not responsible for the

accident.

PHYSICIANS AS AUTOMOBILISTS.

Aurora, III., March 19.—In the larger

towns near Chicago there is a big advance

order for automobiles. At this place a car-

load of Ramblers has been received and

more are coming. They are handled by

the Anderson Garage Company. Several

White steamers will be received shortly.

Probably in no other to-vn in Illinois are

autos used so generally by the doctors.

Nearly every physician in town now has a

power runabout of some kind.

The annual meet of the F. A. M. will be

held and the national championships will be

run, probably in July, in either Rochester,

New York, or Chicago. Both cities have

extended formal invitations, and the choice

will be decided by mail vote of the F. A. M.

Executive Committee.
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Trip of the Strang Car. -

Kansas City, Mo., March 17.—The big

Fischer system sight-seeing cars in New
York gave W. B. Strang, of Kansas City,

the idea that a gasoline-electric car, on

rails, would be a good investment for the

system of interurban lines which he has

projected and partly built out of this city.

He followed up the idea, and, finding that

the Fischer company was prepared to con-

struct a car after his idea, awarded that

firm a contract

Before the car was finished the Fischer

company became involved in difficulties.

Mr. Strang, however, secured an order

from the courts permitting him to continue

the work, and the car was finished in the

J. G. Brill shops in Weehawken, N. J.

March 13 the car arrived in Kansas City,

having made the journey half way across

die continent under its own power. Since

its arrival it has been laid up at the Union
Station and inspected by an interested

throng, which included experts from sev-

eral railroads now building motor cars for

some of their lines. The car came from
St Louts in two days over the Rock Isl-

and's new line; open only a year. From
St Louis it made the run to Eldon, Mo.,

160 miles, in one day, and, remaining there

over night, made the remaining 139 miles

fast enough to arrive here shortly after 1

o'clock. On the trip from Eldon an aver-

age speed of thirty miles an hour was
maintained. Mr. Strang proposes to take

the car on to the Pacific coast, as his lines

here will not be ready for operation until

June or July. However, he will probably

wait until the snow is off the ground and
the roads in better condition to travel.

Snow blockades have been plentiful lately

in the West.

The car brought here is not the standard

size intended to be used on the road. It is

more in the nature of a sample. While the

standard car is to be 52 feet 9 inches long,

this model is 'wly about 25 feet. It com-
prises the motor and s.noking compart-
ments only of the' complete car.

The six-cylinder motor of this car is 72
horsepower, although the standard car is

to have no horsepower. It weighs 78,000

pounds, while the standard model is to

weigh only 74,000 pounds. The drive is to

the front truck only, each axle carrying a
50-horsepower motor, geared direct, as in

approved electric railway practice. The
control is by street railway controllers.

Air brakes are fitted.

Those who made the trip from Wee-
hawken were W. B. Strang, president; A.

F. Hunt, Jr., vice-president; Lars Wilson,

engineer ; F. S. Loomis and E. J. Edwards,
mechanical engineers, and J. A. Vander-
grift.

MOTOR RAILROAD CARS IN KANSAS
Kansas. City, March 17.—Interest in

motor cars for railroads continues. A line

has been projected from LaBelle to Shel-

bina, Mo., which is, to use cars of. this type.

The tractor is planned to be sufficiently

powerful to haul six freight cars of stand-

ard size on fair grades.

The Union Pacific Railroad Company has

announced that it will soon equip the new
Topeka & Northwestern railroad, running

from Topeka, to Maxysvjlle, Kans., with two

gasoline motor cars. It plans to have each

car make a round trip once a day. The
cars are said to be almost finished in the

Union Pacific shops in Omaha.
The new line to Olathe, Kans., sixteen

miles out of Kansas City, is planning to

use gasoline-electric cars, built by a Mr.

Nilson, of New York. The builder of the

line, which is about one-third finished, an-

nounces that the first car will be run from

New York under its own power; The road,

so far as it has been constructed, has only

slight grades and should be well adapted

for this method of conveyance.

FLORIDA'S SELF-PROPELLED COACH.

Jacksonville, Fla., March 15-—A self-

propelled railroad passenger coach is to be

put in service on the Florida East Coast

Railway in a few days on the Mayport

division. The coach is now in the railroad

shops at St. Augustine. It is built on the

Gauz system, which has been developed in

Austria. The motive power is steam, the

boilers being equipped to burn solid fuel,

and the drive is direct by gears to the

driving axle. The car is 43 feet in length.

There is seating capacity for thirty-eight

passengers and the car will be capable of a

speed of about forty miles an hour. It will

be used chiefly in providing transportation

for guests of the Continental Hotel at At-

lantic Beach.

NEED NOT PAY FOR CAR.

Indianapolis, March 19.—A unique de-

cision was handed down' in the United

States Court here last week, when it was
decided that Gordon Varney, of Indianapo-

lis, need not pay a note of $2,000 he had

given for an automobile, he claiming that

the automobile had not been satisfactory.

Varney bought a car from the Kensing-

ton Automobile Company, of Buffalo, and

gave a note for $2,000, which was later

sold to a Rochester, N. Y., bank. When
the bank sued for payment, Varney asserted

the machine had been worthless and that

he had returned it. The automobile com-

pany is no longer in business.

Lozier Admitted to A.L.A.M.
The Lozier Motor Company, of New

York, has been admitted to membership in

the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, and granted a license to

make gasoline automobiles under, the . Sel-

den patent, after having paid back royalties

and the initiation fee of $2,500. The A. L.

A. M. now numbers thirty-eight licensees.

That Three-Year Guarantee.

Pabis, March 10.—Discussion has been

aroused among European automobile man-
ufacturers by the announcement of S. F.

Edge that the Napier firm would give a

three years' guarantee with every machine

and assure prompt delivery, under a penalty

of $j x> for every week's delay on the speci-

fied date.

French constructors have shown great in-

terest in the announcement, but are not

likely to follow the Englishman's lead, either

in giving a guarantee of three years or as-

suring prompt delivery.

Messrs. Brasier, Girardot, Serpollet Dar-

racq, and Charley are all unanimous in de-

claring a guarantee impossible. The pres-

ent guarantee of six months given by all

French builders, and limited to the replac-

ing of any part showing defective construc-

tion, is claimed to be all. that can reasonably

be expected. The life of a car depends so

much on the manner in which it is treated

by the owner or his chauffeur that it is im-

possible, declare the Frenchmen, to give

a guarantee other than that at present ac-

corded. If the Napier firm can do it, it

must be because the probable cost of such

repairs has been included in the selling

price of the car, insinuate the Continental

rivals.

• On the question of prompt delivery, the

Frenchmen's position is not quite so strong,

and although most of them declare that

there are too many outside influences to

make a fixed date possible, and the trade

still in too prosperous a condition for con-

struction to needlessly hamper themselves

in this manner, there is a feeling that such

a method is not beyond the range of practi-

cability. M. Darracq declares that although

he would not inaugurate such a system, if

any of the French constructors undertook

to deliver at a fixed date under a penalty,

he would not hesitate to do likewise. Such
a step would necessitate an increase of ma-
chinery, but the capital' so expended would

give a sufficient return to cover the in-

demnities which might be incurred.

AUTOMOBIL1ST SUING RAILROAD.

Wilmington, Del., March 19.—One of

the most interesting automobile suits ever

tried before a Delaware court is now pend-

ing in the Superior Court in this city.

Dr. William R. Garrett, a local automo-

bilist, is suing the People's Railway Com-
pany for damages alleged to have been sus-

tained last May, when his automobile was
in collision with one of the company's cars,

at Eleventh and Orange streets, . and , the

doctor and a companian were thrown out

and the machine damaged. The doctor

claims that he was permanently injured.

His contention is that the car ran into his

machine and was responsible for the acci-

dent, while the contention, of the railway

company is that the automobile ran into the

car.
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Gobron-Brillie Touring; Cars.

A French car that has not heretofore

been sold in this country, but which is in-

teresting on account of the peculiar con-

struction of its gasoline motor, is the Go-
bron-Brillie, the American agency and

manufacturing rights for which have been

secured by the Hartford Suspension Com-
pany, of New York. Cars are now being

shipped from France.

The peculiarity of the motor lies in the

fact that the four cylinders, arranged in the

usual vertical position, have two pistons

each, the explosions taking place between

the pistons and driving them apart, one up-

ward and the other downward. The cylin-

ders are cast in pairs ; the two upper pistons

in each pair of cylinders rise and fall to-

gether, as do the two lower pistons. The
latter are both connected by rods of the

usual type to a single crank with a long

crankpin. The connecting rods in the upper

pistons extend upward into a common yoke,

into which they are rigidly secured. The
outer ends of the yoke extend beyond the

cylinder walls; each end carries a connect-

ing rod, which extends downward, outside

the cylinder walls, and works on a crank

set opposite the crank on which the lower

connecting rods work. When an explosion

takes place between the two pistons in each

cylinder, the |pwer piston drives downward
on its crankAwhile the upper piston pulls

upward on its crank, thus obtaining a bal-

anced action which is said to contribute

largely to the smooth running of the en-

gine. Each pair of cylinders is inclosed

in a casing which is large enough to in-

The motor works on the four-cycle prin-

ciple, the valves being placed so that the

inlet and exhaust ports open into the com-

bustion chamber between the two pistons.

The valves are mechanically operated and

are placed on opposite sides of the cylin-

ders.

Apart from the engine, the Gobron-Brillie

car follows current foreign practice in its

FORWARD END OF GOBRON-BRILLIE SHOWING
SPECIAL CLUTCH.

general design. The clutch, however, is a de-

parture from the usual cone type, in that

there are two concentric cones, the outer

having a leather facing of the customary

kind, while the inner cone is of bare metal

working into a bare metal internal cone.

The inner cone is set slightly in advance of

the larger cone and slips rather readily

when first engaged, allowing the car to

start very gradually. The larger cone,

AND LOareiTUDDTAL SECTIONS THROUGH CYLDTDKRS OF GOBRON-BRILLIE*
ENGINE, SHOWING DOUBLE PISTONS AND PISTON RODS.

dude the long outside connecting rods and

the yoke for the upper pistons, so that the

moving parts are all inclosed. The ar-

rangement is clearly shown in the drawing.

It will be understood that this shows only

two of the four cylinders, or half of the en-

gine, the other half being, of course, exactly

the same.

leather faced, follows and takes up the

drive after the inertia of the car has been

nearly overcome, and when both are fully

engaged there is no slipping. It is claimed

that the car can be started on the high gear

without shock or jar, and can be handled in

dense traffic on the high gear without diffi-

culty or discomfort

A sliding transmission of the selective

type gives four forward speeds; the trans-

mission shafts run in annular ball bearings.

Final drive is by side chains. A long metal

casing extends from the bottom of the ra-

diator back to the rear end of the trans-

mission gearcase, thoroughly protecting all

the machinery from mud and dust.

FOR USE IN THE FAR WEST.
One of the most unique cars for practical

use ever built in this country is to be con-

structed at the factory of the E. R. Thomas

Motor Company, of Buffalo, N. Y., as the

result of an order taken at the Boston auto-

mobile show. The order was placed with

C. S. Henshaw, the New England represen-

tative, by L. M. Hart, of Boston. Mr. Hart

has extensive interests in Mexico, and

among his enterprises are several gold

mines. Ever since these mines were opened

there has been trouble with the Yaqui In-

dians. The nearest railroad is many miles

away, and all the gold taken from the mines

must be sent there for shipment to the

north or the capital. It is the custom of the

Yaquis to attack the gold trains, swooping

down on the guards in the narrow passes

and mountain roads. Although this is in

a cizilized country, the Mexican Rurales

have never found it possible to clear the

mountainous region of the Indians, who,

on the approach of the troops, fly to their

hiding places, to venture out again on the

approach of the gold train.

Early in the year Mr. Hart bought two

Thomas cars and after he had giv-n them

exhaustive tests, became convinced that au-

tomobiles could be used to advantage in the

transportation of bullion in Mexico. He
took the matter up with Mr. Henshaw at

Boston, and as a result the preliminary

plans were drawn up. The chassis and

larger portion of the body are to be of the

regular stock model touring car, but there

the resemblance ends. Armor plate will be

used to protect the working parts, front

seats and tonneau to protect the machinery

and passengers from attacks both on level

ground and while running through defiles

where an attack from above might occur. A
place will be provided in the tonneau for

carrying gold, and either one or two rapid-

fire guns will be mounted in the front and

rear compartments of the body.

R. B. McMULLEN*S NEW MOVE.
Roger B. McMullen, who has been act-

ing as general manager of the American

Motor Car Manufacturers' Association, has

tendered his resignation to take effect April

15. His future connection is with the A. O.

Smith Company, of Milwaukee, and he will

take charge of the sales, credits, etc., of the

company, with headquarters in Chicago.

Mr. McMullen states that he leaves the

A. M. C. M. A. with much regret.

An Importers' Association has been

formed in England to watch over the inter-

ests of the foreign car importers, in opposi-

tion to the British Alliance.
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Mora Light Touring Car.

The light car illustrated and described

herewith is a machine of a popular class,

with high power for its weight and a body
that, normally of the runabout type, may
be converted into a four-passenger body

by removing the "torpedo deck" behind the

fixed seat and attaching a surrey seat. The
engraving of the complete car shows the

surrey seat in position. In general con-

struction the car follows well-known lines,

having a four-cylinder vertical water-cooled

motor, placed under the bonnet in front,

sliding-gear transmission giving three for-

ward speeds and a reverse and final drive by

propeller shaft and bevel gears. The frame

is of pressed steel, the axles are tubular,

the bonnet is round-topped and the radiator

of the cellular type.

A departure from ordinary practice is

made, however, in the mounting of the en-

gine and transmission. Two aluminum
castings, bolted together by suitable flanges

so as to form a continuous bed-plate serve

to support the engine and the transmission,

while lateral extensions form mud and dust

guards and carry the lugs by which the

whole is bolted to the main side frames

of the car. The bearings for both

engine and transmission shafts are

attached directly to the bed-plate

with a view to securing constant

and correct alignment. The upper

part of the engine crankcase, the cover

for the sliding gears of the transmis-

sion and the lower part of the well in

which the flywheel turns are bolted to the

main castings ; hand-holes covered by re-

movable plates provide access to the in-

terior of the engine and gear casting

without the necessity for removing the cas-

ings themselves. The main castings arc

well ribbed, to give stiffness. The genera

construction and arrangement are clearly

shown in the accompanying engravings

The cylinders of the engine have a bore

of 3 15-16 inches and a stroke of 51-8

inches, the cylinders being cast in pairs

with integral heads, water jackets and valve

chambers. Caps screwed into the tops of

the valve chambers permit the removal of

the valves. All valves are on the same

side—the left—and are operated by a single

camshaft wholly inclosed in the crankcase.

Ignition is by jump spark, a combined low-

tension contact-maker and high-tension dis-

tributer being placed on a shaft extending

through the left side of the crankcase at

right angles to the camshaft, from which

it is driven by gears. The camshaft is

gear driven

in the usual

way from
t h e front

end of the

crankshaft,

the gears be-

HORA ENGINE WITH CHANGE-
SPEED GEAR CASE COVER
REMOVED, SHOWING

SLIDING GEARS.

1 n g com-
pletely in-

closed in an

aluminum
casing.

In assem-

b 1 i n g the

power and
transmissio n

plant, the

shafts are placed in their bearings and

lined up before the upper parts of

the casings or the cylinders of the motor

are attached, the work thus being done

from the bottom upward. The engine

and transmission are completely assembled

before being placed in position and the bed-

plate bolted to the frames. All bearings

MORA LIGHT! FOUR-CYLINDER CAR, WITH
SURREY SEAT REPLACING TORPEDO DECK.

are of phosphor bronze. The crankpins and

crankshaft journals are 1 5-8 inches in di-

ameter; crankpin bearings are 25-8 inches

long and the crankshaft bearings are each

4 inches long. All these bearings are of

the "pillow-block" type, split and adjusta-

ble; two of them may be seen in the en-

graving showing the transmission gears un-

covered. The manufacturers state that all

the gears in the transmission can be re-

moved from the casing in fifteen minutes.

The control of the car is by spark and

throttle levers placed on the

top of the steering wheel.

Braking is confined to the rear

wheel hubs, which carry drums
for internal expanding and ex-

ternal constricting brakes, the

former, for emergency use,

being operated by a hand lever, and the lat-

ter, for regular service, by a pedal for the

right foot. A pedal for the left foot con-

trols the cone clutch.

The spring suspension consists of a

three-spring platform arrangement in the

rear and a single transverse spring in front.

The weight of the car is given as 1,700

pounds. The motor being rated at 34

horsepower, this would give approximately

1 horsepower for every 70 pounds weight
of the car—ample power for hill work and
bad roads. The wheelbase is 98 inches

and the tread 56 inches; wheels are 32

inches in diameter and are fitted with 3 1-2-

inch clincher tires. Fifteen gallons of gas-

oline can be carried. Mud guards are wide

;

there is a small steel step bolted to the

frame on each side, no running board being

used. Included in the equipment of each

car are oil side lamps and tail light, a horn
and the necessary tools.

INLET AND EXHAUST SIDE OF MORA
ENGINE, SHOWING CONTINUOUS CONSTRUC-

TION OF CRANKCASE AND GEAR BOX.

Again the price of gasoline has been
advanced by the Standard Oil Company,
half a cent a gallon being the increase in

price. Seventy to seventy-four degree gas-

oline is now quoted at 14 1-2 cents per

gallon, and deodorized stove gasoline at

12 1-2 cents.
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Soules Commercial Wagon.
A commercial wagon of a type that

possesses a number of advantages for

carrying ..loads up to .1,500 pounds is

the gasoline wagon built by the Soules

Motor Car Co., of Kalamazoo, Mich., a

machine with ample power for hard work,

and with a sufficiently high gear to enable

it to make fairly quick runs. The car may
be had with an open box body, as in the

accompanying illustration, or with a closed

body; the wheelbase is long for a machine

of this class—90 inches—and the wagon
has long three-quarter elliptic springs.

The motor of the Soules wagon is of the

double-opposed cylinder type, and is rated

at 22 horsepower; it is placed under the

bonnet in front, with the crankshaft run-

ning lengthwise of the car. The flywheel is

in front, permitting the casings containing

the clutch and the two-speed sliding gear

transmission to be bolted directly to the

crankcase, the whole making a rigid T-

shaped unit. Drive is by propeller shaft

and bevel gears.

The engine has water-jacketed cylinders,

of s i-2-inch bore and 5-inch stroke, and

has mechanically operated valves which,

with the valve operating gear, are on the

top of the motor, where they are easily

reached. A single camshaft, running in a

housing formed in the upper part of the

crankcase, carries two cams, one operating

the two inlet valves and the other the two

exhaust valves. By removing the cover of

the housing the cams and gears are ex-

posed.

Bolted to the rear end of the crankcase

is the cylindrical casing containing the

broad-faced cone clutch, which is of com-

paratively small diameter but obtains the

requisite friction surface of the width,

requisite friction, surface by its width.

Thrust is self-contained when the clutch is

engaged, and also when fully disengaged,

when the clutch is automatically held out

until released.

The sliding gear transmission occupies a

housing, part of which is formed integral

with the rear part of the clutch casing.

It is exceedingly simple, having a single

sliding gear which meshes with a pinion

of the same material, all well braced at the

corners by stout gusset plates.

An interesting feature of the Soules ig-

nition system is the timer, which is made

SOULES ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION, WITH COVERS, VALVES AND CARBURETER REMOVED.

on the countershaft for low speed, with,

another pinion through an intermediate

gear for the reverse, and has a claw clutch

which engages with a similar clutch on the

shaft for direct high speed drive, while the

countershaft runs idle.

The entire system—engine, clutch, and

transmission—is hung from three points,

two being the ends of the cylinders, which

are bolted to the side frames of the car,

and the third the rear end of the transmis-

sion casing, which hangs from a cross

frame.

Angle steel of deep and heavy section is

used for the framing, with cross-members

with a view to avoiding the necessity for

having loose and swinging wires leading

from the timer terminals to the spark plugs.

Generally speaking, the timer is of the fa-

miliar type, with an outer ring of fiber

carrying the contact pieces, against which
a rotating arm makes contact as it moves
around within the ring; the fiber ring has

an arm to which is attached the rod for

changing the position of the ring and con-

sequently the time of ignition.

All brakes are carried on the hubs of the

rear wheels, a drum on each hub carrying

an external contracting band and an inter-

nal expanding ring; the external brake is

nal expanding ring. The steering wheel

and levers are on the left-hand side of the

car, the manufacturers believing this to be

the proper arrangement for a commercial

vehicle. The loading space in the rear of the

wagon is 72 inches long and 40 inches wide.

SOULES 1,500-POUND OPEN BOX BODY GASOLINE DELIVERY WAGON WITH 33-HORSKPOWER DOUBLE-OPPOSED MOTOR
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A Royal Runabout.

Among automobilists who want a high-

powered car with limited seating capacity

the touring car chassis fited with a run-

about body—making what is sometimes

called a cross-country car—has attained

considerable popularity, and several manu-

facturers have placed such cars on the mar-

ket. An excellent example of this type of

machine is the Model N Royal, manufac-

tured by the Royal Motor Car Co., of

Cleveland, O. The motor is of 40 horse-

power and is identical with the motor of

the Royal touring car, having four water-

cooled cylinders of 5 inches bore and 5

inches stroke, driving through a three-

speed sliding gear transmission, with final

drive Ny propeller shaft and bevel gears to

the live rear axle. Wheels are 34 inches

in diameter and are fitted with 4 1-2-inch

tires; the hubs of the rear wheels carry

drums for the expanding emergency brake,

Packard Limousine.

The handsome closed car illustrated

herewith consists of a limousine body built

on a Packard standard chassis with 24-

horsepower motor; the car was recently

delivered to its owner. General R. A. Alger,

former Secretary of War and now United

States Senator from Michigan. The en-

closed part is fitted up with all the luxury

demanded in a vehicle of this type, having

electric light, pockets for stationary, toilet

articles and the like, speaking tube for

communicating with the driver, and other

conveniences. Three persons can find com-

fortable room on the rear seat and two

more on folding seats ; the driver's seat

will carry two more, making the total ca-

pacity seven persons.

The body is finished outside in Brewster

green and the upholstering is in leather to

match. The running gear is black. Ample

provision is made for the comfort of the

driver in stormy weather; the top extends

well forward and the front may be closed

chauffeur is well protected from the ele-

ments. The car was built by the Packard

Motor Car Company, of Detroit, Mich.

The Packard landaulet is also built on

the regular Packard chassis. In this type

of body the hood is collapsible, so that in

fine weather it can be folded and the win-

dows dropped into pockets, leaving the

car practically open, with standing roof.

This makes a car that can be used all the

year round, and is a type which is increas-

ing in popularity as the habit of using the

automobile becomes confirmed.

So successful has proved a private auto-

mobile stage operating between Urbana and

Mechanicsburg, O., that a large firm has

volunteered to place lines of like character

between Urbana and St. Paris, Urbana and
North Lewisburg and Woodstock and op-

erate cars which will carry from a dozen

to eighteen people. In case this scheme is

put through, the firm establishing this line

will equip a repair shop in Springfield.

Progress in the matter will be slow because

of the organized opposition to the use of

the roads by these mammoth cars, bat

eventually opposition will die away.

ROYAL TOURIST 40-HORSEPOWBR CAR FITTED WITH RUNABOUT BODY FOR CROSS-COUNTRY
DRIVING.

the regular service brake being on the

transmission. The wheelbase is 110 inches.

Two headlights, two side lamps, a tail lamp

and a horn are included in the equipment

of the car.

by a glass screen, which slides to the roof

when not in use. With the screen down
and the curtains buttoned over the sides the

PACKARD LIMOUSINE. ESPECIALLY BUILT FOR GEN. RUSSELL A. ALGER, FORMER
SECRETARY OF WAR.
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Moline Model G Car.

Of the three models which constitute the

1906 line of the Jtloline, Automobile Co.,

of East Moline, lit, two were described in

The Automobile for December 14 last;

these were models A and C, both four-

cylinder machines. The third car, Model

G, is of a different type, having a double-

opposed cylinder water-cooled motor huns?

under the body with cylinders pointing

fore-and-aft, the hood being used to cover

the large cylindrical gasoline tank.

The motor is placed close to the main

frame on the left-hand side of the car and

an extension of the crankshaft, reaching to

the opposite frame member, carries the

planetary transmission, from which a chain

drives the live rear axle. The motor has

cylinders of 43-4 inches bore and 5 inches

stroke and is rated at 16 horsepower

;

cylinders have integral heads and water

jackets, and the valve chambers are entirely

surrounded by the cooling water. The
spark plugs are placed in the centers of

the cylinder heads, where they are not

liable to become oiled up. Nickel babbitt is

used for the main bearings of the crank-

shaft, the bushings being split and adjust-

able.

A centrifugal oiling device is applied to

the big ends of the connecting rods, insur-

ing the adequate lubrication of these bear-

ings. A six-feed Hill oiler sends oil to

each cylinder, to each of the main bear-

ings and to each of the centrifugal oilers

on the big ends. The outboard crankshaft

bearing, on the right-hand main frame of

the car, is lubricated by a compression

grease cup using hard grease.

The frame is of angle steel, with dropped

cross members of the same material carry-

ing the engine. The rear springs are full

elliptics, while the front end of the frame

is carried by a single semi-elliptic spring

set crosswise, giving a three-point suspen-

sion which, the manufacturers state, has

proved very satisfactory. The axles are of

CHASSIS OF MOURE MODEL G 16-HOR8EPOWRR TOUBHIO CAR. PHOTOGRAPHED FROM ABOVE.

seamless steel tubing; the live rear axle runs

in roller bearings, and the front wheels on

double ball bearings, the balls in the outer

ring being 1-2 inch in diameter and the

balls in the inner ring 5-8 inch.

The body is of the side-entrance type,

the tonneau being detachable. The dash-

board is flat, and the hood, closed at the

front end by the tubular radiator, has a flat

top, flat sides and rounded shoulders.

Lamps, horn and tools form part of the

equipment of every car.

FRENCH MARKET FOR RUNABOUTS.
Despite the pre-eminence of France in

the automobile industry, that country offers

an excellent field for the sale of American-

built runabouts and small cars, writes Con-

sul Goldschmidt, of Nantes, to the State De-

partment. The machine for the business

man and the man of moderate means has

been neglected by the French manufactur-

ers, who have catered to the wealthy but

very limited class. In a table of prices of

the product of ninety-six manufacturers

recently published in one of the French

automobile papers, only one car is quoted at

a price below $600—for the chassis alone.

The list included seventy-five makes of

French cars.

"I would suggest," writes Consul Gold-

schmidt, "that a certain number of Amer-
ican manufacturers club together and estab-

lish agencies in various parts of the country.

Such agencies should have show rooms or

garages for a number of American ma-

chines; should be provided with serious

and hard-working managers; should have

workshops where the necessary repairs could

be well and quickly made, and should have

constantly on hand a full supply of the dif-

ferent parts of the machines so that broken

or damaged parts could be immediately re-

placed.

"In speaking with a local dealer in auto-

mobiles, I was told that one of the prin-

cipal obstacles to the importation of Amer-
ican automobiles was the impossibility for

quick repairs, due to the distance from
which duplicate parts would have to be

sent, and the consequent dissatisfaction of

the owner of the machine. As the class of

customers to be reached would not repre-

sent the wealthiest, a certain credit system

might be established, and machines might

be sold to many reliable people who cannot

always afford to pay cash for a machine.

This class includes the smaller business

men, professional men, such as doctors,

and many others, who would buy them for

pleasure vehicles. Such machines could also

be sold as auxiliaries to the wealthier

owners of expensive machines, for small

trips or for local use."

HOUR MODEL O FOUR-PASSENGER TOURING CAR FOR 1906, WITH DOUBLE-OPPOSED ENGINE.

The use of tar as a dust preventive has

not proved an unmixed blessing in England,

a stretch of road so treated near Walton-
on-Thames having developed marked qual-

ities toward increasing the tendency to side

slip, it is reported. The tar-treated sur-

face, while highly satisfactory in the sum-
mer season, seems to be a failure in wet
weather.

Tires should be overhauled in the spring

and put in the best possible condition to

start the season. A word to the wise is

sufficient
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Growing Importance of Tax-Free AlcohoL

Washington, D. C , March 19.—A clear

and concise statement about the measures

now pending in Congress which seek to re-

move the internal revenue tax from grain

alcohol to be used for industrial purposes

was made in the House of Representatives

recently by Representative Marshall, of

North Dakota, who has made an exhaustive

study of the subject. He took up in turn

every phase of the question and showed

conclusively that the proposal has "tre-

mendous possibilities for the good of the

whole people of the United States."

The
.
proposition, he claimed, is to permit

the removal from bond, without tax, of de-

naturized alcohol. The tax imposed is

from 1,200 to 2,000 per cent, of its cost to

manufacture, which effectually and com-

pletely prevents its use for power purposes.

By permitting the use of this tax-free alco-

hol, he said, we will put our manufacturers

and consumers on an equal footing with

those of other nations.

Aside from the general good that will

come to all the people in a comprehensive

way, there are two interests that will be

directly and materially benefited by the re-

moval of this tax. First, there are the nu-

merous manufacturing industries and those

dependent upon and identified with them;

second, the agricultural classes and those

closely allied with them, and particularly

the residents of the small towns and cities

in the agricultural states.

Referring to the use of alcohol in en-

gines, Representative Marshall said: "This

brings us to the internal-combustion en-

gine. Few realize the size of the gasoline

or internal-combustion engine industry.

Mr. Capon, representing the Detroit Board

of Commerce, made the following remark-

able statement during the recent hearings

before the Ways and Means Committee:

'Detroit alone will produce in 1906 enough

gas engines for automobile, marine, pump-

ing and other uses to consume 200,000 gal-

lons of fuel a day.'

"Is it any wonder that gasoline ha9

practically doubled in price in a few years?

And, in view of the fact that only 2 per

cent, of gasoline can be made from petro-

leum, we are soon to face a famine in fuel

for such engines unless relief is afforded.

It is well known that the largest percentage

of automobiles are driven by gas engines.

And agricultural implement manufacturers

are preparing to turn these engines out by

the thousands adapted for farmers' use.

The time is near at hand when every

farmer will have one to pump water, haul

his feed, run his cream separator, hoist his

grain, and, ultimately, to do much of the

trucking and drudgery of the farm and

transport himself and family.

"As I speak a new type of car is moving

across this continent driven by electricity,

generated as it travels by gasoline engines,

or, at times, by both the surplus electricity

from a storage battery (charged by the en-

gines under way) and by the engines.

Great things are expected from the experi-

ment. And it is entirely within the possi-

bilities that there will be opened up a hith-

erto unthought-of field for the use of fuel

alcohol. In a general way it is conceded

that alcohol will displace the use of gaso-

line in internal-combustion engines. Some
difficulties there are which will have to be

overcome, one of which is the fact that

alcohol volatilizes more slowly than gaso-

line, thereby making the engine harder to

start. Possibly other difficulties will have

to be overcome, but overcome they will be

as soon as the material is at hand."

This is the first of a number of able

speeches that are to be made in Congress

on this important subject, and the feeling

is general that a bill will be enacted re-

moving the tax before the present Congress

adjourns.

CONDUCTED AUTO TOURS.

Personally conducted European automo-

bile tours are the very latest and attractive

method of spending the summer abroad.

The idea originated with T. Winton Hen-
derson, of Philadelphia, who has planned

three tours for the coming season, each to

last about six weeks, the cost for which,

including every expense—steamship, hotels,

railroad fares when necessary, and even

amusements, is less than $1,000. The first

party will leave New York May 23, via

steamship Noordam, the second party on
the New Amsterdam on July 4, and the

third party sails on the Zeeland on August
11.

Paris will be the starting point, and the

first and third parties will journey via

motor car through France, Spain, along the

Riviera, returning by way eastern France

to Paris. The second party will tour Swit-

zerland. American machines will be used

exclusively, and only four passengers will

be allowed to a car, each passenger being

allowed one piece of light baggage. Trunks

and heavy baggage will be shipped ahead.

Mr. Henderson will drive one car on every

trip and look after all arrangements.

Successful trials of an automobile om-

nibus have been made by the Catalana

Omnibus Company, of Bacelona, Spain, and

it is reported that the company now hopes

to replace its horse-drawn stages entirely

with power vehicles. As soon as its

charter has been revised the motor 'buses

of the company will probably run from Bar-

celona to Garcia, Sans, San Gervasio and

San Andres.

"Mountaineer" to Have Company to Denver.

Las Vegas, N. M., March 14.—The orig-

inal course of the transcontinental return

trip has been changed, and instead of fol-

lowing the Santa Fe railroad through Trin-

idad to La Junta and into Kansas, the new
course will take the Mountaineer north

from Trinidad, through Pueblo and Colo-

rado Springs to Denver, then east, following

the line of the Union Pacific railroad to

Kansas City.

This change was decided upon only after

a careful examination of maps and further

talk with teamsters and automobilists who
have been over the route, for more than

one automobile has made the trip from

Denver to New York, while William

Vaughan, our friend and guide, who left

Los Angeles and ran with the Reo as far

as Winslow, Ariz., has driven a small ma-
chine from Buffalo to Las Vegas.

Before leaving Santa Fe, Governor Ha-

german, the youngest state or territorial

governor in the country, accepted our invi-

tation to share the front seat, and plainly

showed his fondness for automobiling while

the little touring car tore across the level

prairie in the vicinity of the capital over the

rough New Mexican country, for he really

seemed to enjoy it.

The run from Santa Fe to Las Vegas,

while over smooth roads most of the way,

certainly took us over some high mountain

peaks. Once we got lost, and an hour

was spent trying to find ourselves. It was

the same old story; we started out, follow-

ing a trail that looked good, but it gradu-

ally diminished without any apparent reason

until finally all signs of a trail were lost, and
there was nothing to do but follow our own
wheelmarks back to where we took up the

blind trail.

From Santa Fe to Las Vegas, I shared

the front seat of the Reo with John Catron,

son of ex-Congressman Catron, of Santa

Fe, while Charles, another son, acted as es-

cort with his little Stanley steamer, in which

he carried two besides himself, Fassett and
another enthusiast.

At Las Vegas we found three enthusias-

tic automobilists, owners of a Reo, a Cadil-

lac and a Ford. Dr. Smith, surgeon for the

local troop of cavalry, allowed us to quarter

our automobile in the armory, where he kept

his own. Catron's steamer was also housed

in the same building, as he is going as far

as Denver with the Mountaineer.

Snow covered the ground again this

morning, and the dark clouds in the direc-

tion of the Raton mountains tell very plainly

that we will have some little trouble in get-

ting over the pass. From all accounts the

roads from Las Vegas to Raton should

prove easy going, but the twenty-odd miles

from Raton to Trinidad, Col., are said to

be about the hardest running we have yet

encountered, with apologies of course to

Canyon Diablo, Arizona.

Percy F. Megargel.
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TENDENCIES IN CAR DETAILS AT SALON.-V.
By RENE M. PETARD.

(Concluded from page 479, issue of March 8)

DARIS, March 8.—From the clutch to

* the change-speed gear-box the rule is now
to allow a much greater distance than had
been the custom up to the present. Among
the reasons for this increase in length of

the dutchshaft we find that the main ones
ire: First, the desire on the part of the

designers to make the different elements
of the car, such as the engine, clutch, and
gear-box, individual and independent ele-

ments, as much as possible. The object of

this being to make each of these parts easy
to dismantle, repair, or keep in condition

without having to disturb in any way the

other parts. This policy as regards the

dutch and gear-box naturally requires a

separate shaft for each of these, with a

special coupling to transmit the drive. This
coupling is in many cases made in the form
of a flexible joint of some kind, the con-

struction presenting the further advantage
of avoiding for the bearings and shafts in

the system a great many bending or sim-

ilar strains (caused by torsions of the frame
under severe shocks), which would prove

detrimental to their life and ease of work-
ing.

In other machines, made by what we
might term a different school of designers,

whose aim is perfect rigidity, we find that

no flexible couplings are used between the

clutch and gear-box, but simply rigid

flange couplings as usually used in power
transmission shaft lines. In cars where this

policy is followed, a subframe is generally

found, which forms with the frame proper
a stiff beam construction, further strength-

ened as a rule by large gusset plates. In
some cases the flexible coupling mentioned
takes the form of a full universal joint or
even of a short regular double-jointed

shaft. In other cases the joint simply con-

sists of one or two "olive squares" clamped
in a split sleeve, square bored. In all cases

provision is made to allow a backward mo-
tion of the dutchshaft when the joint is

dismembered, so as to allow the easy with-

drawal of the clutch proper from the fly-

wheel; a little end play always exists when
hi working order so that the end thrust

from the clutch parts is not transmitted to

any part not intended to bear it

In the Cottereau cars the olive square

joint construction is typically exemplified.

In Fig. 1 the clutch shaft c is forged at its

rear end to form a ground, casehardened,

»nd tempered olive square, while the end of

the gear-box primary shaft is similarly

treated to form an ordinary straight-edged

square, which is rigidly and securely

clamped by the drop-forged sleeve s shown
>n end view separately. The dutchshaft

thus transmits its drive through the sleeve,

the proper distance being maintained be-

tween the two shafts by a round-ended

small steel cylinder, as shown. The length

of this small cylinder is such that when it is

removed with the sleeve the dutchshaft can

be pulled back sufficiently to clear the

clutch cone from the flywheel, as before

mentioned.

Passing to the gear-box proper, we find

that in the best models free use is now
made of the special gear steels supplied by

one of the best makers in the center of

France. This steel contains a high per-

centage of manganese and silicon, and be-

sides its remarkable tensile strength and

elastic limit, shows great strength under

C MJ-M'S
CATTEREAU "OLIVE SQUARE" JOINT COH-

STRDCnOH.

the dropping weight tests and extreme

hardness without casehardening. The gears

cut from this material need only be much
lighter and narrower than those cut of even

the best carbon steel, and its increasing use

caused a tendency toward the production

of smaller gear-boxes than ever before, with

additional strength.

In the forming of the gears different poli-

cies are followed. In the cars where cost

is rather a matter of little importance and

where the manufacturing facilities are very

great, the system used to the greatest ex-

tent, up to the present, has been to cut the

gears solid with their shafts, or with the

sleeve which carries them in the case of a

sliding set, this policy being adhered to

whatever the size of the gears might be.

This construction evidently makes a most

reliable system when the proportions of the

parts are right from the start, and permits

very accurate work when steels requiring

no intense heat treatment are used, but its

drawbacks, besides that of high cost, are

the high cost of a spare part should the

least accident happen to either the gears or

their carrying member, and the tendency

to warp if casehardening is necessary for

the steel used. A less costly and now pre-

ferred method is to cut the gears separate

and to bolt or rivet them on flanges formed

on the shaft. This construction has the

advantage of permitting a very easy re-

placement of a damaged part, of permitting

the use of different material for the shafts

and the gears, which is good practice, and

also to insure a greater average of accu-

racy. Its drawback is lesser reliability as

regards the possibility of a bolt working
loose or shearing, although this should be
very rare, and also slightly greater weight
The consequence of these advantages and

disadvantages of both systems have induced
several makers to look for a different solu-

tion. Darracq forms his gears as light as

consistent with strength, and leaves them
a strong, round-bored hub. The two ends
of the hub are formed with castellations

or jaw clutches, which (when all the gears

are slipped under pressure on the round
shaft) interlock with each other, thus form-
ing a solid mass as far as the drive is con-

cerned, permitting at the same time the re-

moval or replacement of any gear that may
make it necessary. In this case the shaft is

only called upon to center the whole and
not to transmit the drive in any way. Du-
pressoir, Richard, and a few others use a

somewhat similar construction. In their

change-speed gears the gears are formed
with a square-bored hub and are all suc-

cessively forced upon a square shaft, fit-

ting the latter, no longitudinal play being

allowed once the whole is assembled. In

this case the shaft alone takes the driving

effort.

Passing to general disposition of the

parts in the mechanisms shown, we find

that, as was the case last year, the one,

two, and three sliding sets systems are still

all enjoying the makers' favor, while the

latter distinctly takes the lead as regards

the highest grade cars.

The single sliding set system is still used,

however, by firms of repute, such as Bra-

sier and Richard. Its advantages from a

manufacturer's point of view residing in

lower cost and simpler actuating mechan-

ism, while its drawbacks are the necessity

it involves of using longer and consequently

less rigid shafts, and also the greater diffi-

culty for an inexperienced driver in prop-

erly changing gears.

Multiple sliding sets gears are more
in favor this year, as they permit the design

of lighter and more compact gear-boxes ; at

the same time they further permit the use

of a better supported shaft, as by their

employment it is possible to use a middle

bearing besides the end ones on the gear-

box shafts.

Double sliding set systems are the least

used, the most usual being either one or

three. On the C. G^V. cars one of the set

gives the reverse and the two lower speeds,

while the other gives the two higher ones.

This is the only noteworthy example of

this construction among makers of world-

wide repute. Mercedes, Hotchkiss, Itala,
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and others use the three sets type. It is to

be noted that last year Hotchkiss used

only two sets. The actuating system gen-

erally used for the manipulation of the

gears in case of multiple sets systems is

generally of the Mercedes selective gate

type. This is too well known to require a

description here; it may, however, not be

useless to mention here that Maybach, of

the Cannstadt factory, who owns the mas-

ter patent on this system, has announced

his intention to bring suit against users of

this system on cars other than Mercedes.

That the patent is a good one has been as-

certained, and there is no doubt, as far as

Europe is concerned, at least, that should

Maybach persist in his intention there will

be trouble brewing for a number of makers.

In consequence it will be of interest to de-

scribe the means by which the Delahaye

people made a selective gear without in-

fringing the Maybach patent The accom-

panying rough sketch, Fig. 2, will make this

dear. Two short levers L are fulcrumed

on pins P and are always connected by their

lower end e to the gear-actuating rods.

Their upper end carries a notch or fork

just at the level of the sector. Between

these two levers is placed the actuating

hand lever proper, H, which reaches to the

driver side. Besides allowing the usual mo-
tion in the length of the car, the articula-

tion on which this lever works also allows

it a slight rocking motion sideways, so

that it can be brought to engage with either

of the two short levers and then to actuate

them in die desired manner.

Change-speed gears different from the

now generally adopted lines were not nu-

merous at the Salon. A typical one, giving

all speeds direct with only one pair of

gears in mesh at any time, has already been

described while studying the Lizaire & Nau-

din small car under a different heading. A
construction to the same end can also be

found on the Pilain car, which (taking up

again an old idea and perfecting it) uses

no spur gears in the gear-box for the for-

ward speeds but simply has three sets of

bevels, the pinions of which are all fast on

the driving shaft and mesh with bevel

wheels loose on the back axle shafts. If

any of these wheels is made fast by suitable

means with the axle, the driving effort will

be transmitted without other intermediary

to the latter, thus giving a direct drive on

all three speeds, which are obtained by the

differences in the number of teeth of the

different bevel sets. In the Mors gear-box

for the past two years and now also in the

Mercedes, two bevel sets are used, one at

the end of each of the gear-box shafts, thus

when on the high gear that at the end of

the primary shaft gives direct drive, while

on the lower gears the set on the secondary

shaft gives the drive from the latter, with-

out returning it (as is usual) to the pri-

mary shafts. This avoids the use of one set

of spur gears which in ordinary circum-

stances are otherwise always in mesh and

actually working on all but the high gear.

This system has been considered by the

Mors people as their property, since they

patented it when - they first put it on the

market, and in consequence they have de-

cided to take proceedings against the Mer-

cedes people for its use. This patent affair,

together with that already mentioned on

the gate change system and the well adver-

tised one on direct-drive gears by the Re-

nault house, seem to form a pretty happy

state of conditions for the patent experts

just at present .

Before leaving the change-speed gearing

subject it might be said that a new ten-

dency is shown by some concerns, among
which De Dietrich and Fiat, who, consider-

ing the high speed which powerful cars now
give on the top gear, found by experience

that the next lower gear was used at least

as much as the higher, and that considering

the extra loss of power on such a gear

H
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with the' usual direct drive arangement,

it would be preferable to return to the old

no-direct-drive type, which they have done.

A similar move has been followed in Eng-

land by the Rolls Royce people, who fit

their carat with direct drive on the third

gear, the fourth being indirect

The suwject of live axles, which in se-

quence shfnld form the next and last step

in this general review of the tendencies in

car design, has already been treated in a

previous issue under this same heading,

when considering the carriage part of the

automobile.

Between the gear-box and the axle we
find the chain or the cardan. These two

names thus put together sound very much
like war. Which will eventually win? No
one knows; and the question is perhaps

more debatable now than ever before. The
commercial point of view often prefers the

cardan, the technical point of view never

knows which to prefer. The chain tri-

umphs at the G. B. race and its eliminatory

trials, it triumphs at the French Ardennes,

and at the Jaunus. The cardan triumphs

at the Belgian Ardennes, in Italy at the

Brescia, in America in the Vanderbilt race.

In the chain-drive cars the sprocket bolted

to the wheel spoke by projecting studs is

no longer used. The rule now is to place

it on the inner edge of a drum tightened on

the spokes by bolts. The countershaft is

almost always fitted with universal joints

between the differential and the sprocket,

or else is mounted in a casing entirely or

partly enclosed, so that absolute rigidity can

be obtained without in any way affecting

the shaft even under the severest shocks.

Cardan shafts are made with one or two
joints, apparently indifferently, as just as

many makers use one as there are others

who use two, and the working is just as

satisfactory in one case as the other. Elas-

tic couplings are gradually disappearing,

after having been used to a considerable

extent this probably because the improve-

ments in clutch construction have made
them unnecessary.

British Industry Statistics.

At a big gathering of pressmen in Lon-

don one Saturday recently, on the occa-

sion of a dinner given by S. F. Edge, of

Napier fame, some interesting statements

were made concerning the progress and

present state of the British motor industry.

From statistics compiled by Mr. Edge it

appears that during January the value of

British motor cars manufactured totaled

to £468,000, not counting the production of

some of the smaller firms. In the same

month the imports of foreign cars reached

£317,000, not two-thirds of the British total.

If consideration be made of the big percent-

age of the total French production which is

imported into England, and which is grouped

together with American, German and

Italian cars in this £317,000, it will be

gathered that at last the British motor car

industry has attained proportions which are

at least as large, if not larger, than that of

France. The total value of manufactured

British cars during the year will in all

probability total up to between £6,500,000

and £7,000,000.

Other interesting facts evolved at the

dinner were that thirty-four manufacturers

employ the six-cylinder principle, made
commercial by the Napier firm in 1903, and
also that with Napier cars in future will

accompany a three years' guarantee.

Dust experiments on a very scientific

scale are beirg planned over a mile and a

half of the London to Maidstone route in

England, which will be divided into three

sections, one to be laid with the small sets

so popular in, certain' parts of Germany,

one with tarred slag macadam, and die

third with "quarrite." The results will be

made a basis for further work in this direc-

tion.
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UP-TO-DATE STAGE LUTE DC THE NEVADA DESERT.

Across the Nevada Desert.
The stage line operated in the Nevada

desert, from Goldfield to the Bullfrog dis-

trict, a distance of eighty miles, is in pros-

perous operation. The accompanying photo-

graph was taken February 24, at what is

known as Farmer's Station, midway be-

tween the terminal points. The trip at this

time of the year is very delightful. Al-

though the temperature has risen to about

100 degrees, it is not felt so severely be-

cause of the altitude. The automobile road,

which is not the same as taken by the reg-

ular stage line, is in excellent condition, as

a large amount of money has been expended
in places. For its greater length it is

smooth and hard as asphalt.

The automobile line is used exclusively

by the wealthy mine owners in going back

and forth. When Charles M. Schwab vis-

ited the district recently, he went about in

an auto. The trip is made in a little over

four hours, or at a speed nearly equivalent

to twenty miles an hour. The line has

proven a good money maker, as $25 is

charged each person for the trip. The
machines used are Pope-Toledos.

Important French Ruling.
The Supreme Court of France has ren-

dered a decision that automobile, motor-
cycle and bicycle drivers or riders are not

compelled to turn to the right side of the

street at a crossing or on public square. The
court holds that, owing to the heavy traffic

at such places, prudence and advisability

should decide the driver or rider as to

whether he should turn to the right or to

the left or take the middle. The police

regulations provide that drivers must in-

variably turn to the right.

—

Exchange.

A 13-Year-Old Automobilist.
CiAWTORDSvniE, Im>., March 19.—That

boys are born with the automobile instinct

nowadays seems to be shown in the case
of Fred E. Albright, of this city. Young
Albright is but thirteen years old, and is

the son of an automobile agent and proprie-
tor of the local garage. The boy seems to

know almost as much about a machine as

his parent. He has been known to talk to

a prospective buyer after the manner of a

man who has built an automobile, correctly

calling off technical terms employed in

such a description. He is able to show the

parts of the machines handled by his father

and to describe their workings, from the

FRED. B. ALBRIGHT DRIVIHOflHIS MAXWELL.

sparker to the steering gear and transmis-

sion.

He is accustomed to drive a Maxwell
runabout long trips, and when he goes out

he is depended upon to come back without

having to send for anyone to fix him up if

• anything goes wrong. The boy took to the

business naturally, without - much training

from his father. It is claimed that he has

sold a machine or two on his own demon-

stration of good qualities.

Attitude of a Jersey Township.
Patebson. N. J., March 19.—Ramsey's

Giange, No. 135, has placed itself squarely

on record as opposed to the proposition of

the Hohokus (Bergen county) township

committee to macadamize Franklin turn-

pike to the state line. Though automobil-

ists have offered to contribute to the mac-

adamizing of this road, and this money
with what would come from the state,

would leave only a trifle for the township

to pay, the Grange views the automobile

as something that should be suppressed.

After resolving in a prejudiced manner,

and dragging in the exaggerated reports of

the Vanderbilt incident in Italy, the Ram-
seyites placed themselves thus on record:

"That we condemn the spending of one

of the hard-earned dollars of our citizens

for the building of said road, and that we
regard any township committeeman voting

for the same an enemy to the common
good."

Mounted Police (or Toledo.
Toledo, O., March 19.—The Toledo board

of public safety seems determined to elimi-

nate speeding on the streets of Toledo. At

least the attempt is to be made, and with

this in view preliminary arrangements have

been made to provide mounted police, an

innovation in Toledo. Action to this effect

is brought about, so state members of the

board, through several accidents which have

occurred in the immediate past. Several

schemes have been tried to eliminate speed-

ing on the prominent streets, but all have

failed and mounted policemen are now to

be resorted to as a final means.

WHITE AUTO DBF EATING ICE BOATS IN CONTEST OH GULL LAKE. REAR KALAMAZOO, MICH.
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Detachable Tire and Rim.

No. 814,088.—F. A. Seiberling, of Akron,

O.

A detachable tire with "universal rim"

of the form shown in the section. The

flange 6 is held on by a split ring 7, which

encircles the rim and fits into a groove

8E1BKRLIHG TIRE AND ROL

rolled into the latter. The ends of 7 arc

scarfed to lap where they come together,

and one of them has a lug 10 which fits

into a slot in the groove. See the details

showing the formation of the ends.

Clutch Mechanism.

No. 814,132.—H. S. Hele-Shaw, of Liv-

erpool, Eng.

The Hele-Shaw friction clutch used in

some English automobiles. It is a multiple

disk clutch with the disks of the special

corrugated form shown in the right-hand

detail. The disks A B are alternately con-

nected by loose keys or otherwise, with

the driving and driven members F and G.

They run in a tight case in a bath of oil.

whose access to the friction surfaces is

facilitated by the hole c. Means are pro-

vided where necessary to insure circula-

tion of the oil, and the disks are separated

on release by the springs d d, which act

between alternate disks. In the arrange-

ment shown, the clutch is engaged by the

action of a suitable number of springs

which tend by expansion to force pins P
to the left or inward, and to carry the

casing G to the right, thus pressing the

disks together. Release is by lever R.

Inlet-Valve Mechanism,

No. 814,421.—H. Austin, of Birmingham,

Eng.

A system of control by governing the

lift and timing of the inlet valves. As
the drawing shows, the valves open verti-

cally downward and are actuated by push

rods t t and rocker arms B B fulcrumed at

A A. The timing and lift are varied by

changing the position of the fulcrum, which

is carried in a block C, suitably guided and

movable up and down. A spring b holds

C against the point of a steep-pitch screw

c, whose partial rotation by the arm e and

connection m raises or lowers it. The

higher C and A are raised, the greater is

the lost motion between B and the valve.

Live Axle Design.

No. 814,268.—A. T. Brown, of Syra-

cuse, N. Y.

A novel departure from the accepted

types of differential and bevel gear drive.

' BROWN DIFFERENTIAL GEARING.

The live axle shafts / 2 are offset in the

horizontal plane and the bevel gears, 5 6,

which they carry, engage separate pinions

13 14, sleeved loosely on the pinion shaft 7,

which connects through a cardan joint,

partly shown, with the usual propeller

shaft At the center of 7 are the cross

pins 15 16 carrying the small driving pin-

ions 9 10 of the differential, which mesh
with the bevel gears // 12 connected re-

AUSTIN INLET-VALVE MECHANISM.

spectively with 13 and 14. The effect is

to run the differential at the speed of the

propeller shaft, permitting it to be made
very small and light; and it also permits

the rear axle to be cambered, allowing

the use of dished rear wheels.

Change-Speed Gearing.

No. 813,770—E. M. Burr, of Champaign,

111.

The speed is changed by causing one or

another bevel pinion, 38, 39, 40, to engage

the bevel gears 35 or 36, one giving the

forward and the other the reverse mo-

tion. The bevel pinion set is splined on

a shaft 21, whose axis intersects the axis

of shaft 31, and whose rear bearing 23

is pivoted (through means not shown) to

swing laterally about the axis intersection

as a center. The pitch cones of all the

bevel pinions have their apexes at the same

point of intersection when the pinions are

meshed with the bevel gears. A swinging

carrier provides for the lateral shifting

and holding of shaft 21, and power is

transmitted to it through a shaft with uni-

versal joints. The operating mechanism

for swinging the shaft and for shifting and

holding the shaft is not shown.

HELE-SHAW CORRUGATED MULTIPLE DISK CLUTCH. BURR BEVEL-GEAR CHANGE-SPEED HECHAjnKM.
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Canada's Automobile Show Circuit.

Interest in automobile exhibitions has

shifted across the border, our Canadian
cousins having caught the fever. The storm
center hovers over Toronto, where two
exhibits will be held, the first under the

auspices of the local dealers' association,

March 31 to April 7, and the second under
the management of R. M. Jaffray, Jr., at

the Mutual Rink, April 9 to 14. The deal-

ers' association exhibit will be limited to

the lines carried by its members, but the

Mutual Rink show is open to all makes,
and eleven makes of foreign cars have en-

gaged space, viz.: Panhard, Argyle, Swift,

Napier, Daimler, Rex, Triumph, Zenith,

DeDion, Star and Humber.
The Montreal show is also under Mr.

Jaffray's management, who has announced
its dates, April 21 to 28, the Arena being
the building selected for the purpose. The
foreign makers mentioned above will also

exhibit at Montreal. J. C. Palmer, of To-
ronto, who is interested with Mr. Jaffray

in the conduct of the shows, is now in

Europe interesting the manufacturers. That
his efforts have been eminently successful

is self-evident, the big line of English and
French cars now en route for the shows
attesting the fact

That the Canadian shows will stimulate

the efforts of American manufacturers to

secure a foothold in the Canadian market
goes without saying. This market has

never been very actively canvassed ; in fact,

it can be truthfully said to have been very

seriously neglected, the neglect, no doubt,

having been largely due to the inability of

our factories to more than supply American
demands. There is a great future for our

automobiles in the Dominion, and the com-
ing exhibitions will serve a good purpose

and have far-reaching results.

Dai H. Lewis, of Buffalo, manager of the

recent show held in that city, is assisting

Manager Jaffray in his preparations, and
was in New York this week in the interest

of both Canadian shows. He is optimistic

over the prospects, and stated to a repre-

sentative of The Automobile that the

great success of the American shows would

be duplicated; that every place he had
visited in Canada was alive with interest in

automobiles and that a great future was in

store for. the industry there.

SHOWS TO COME.
Denver's automobile show, which has

been sanctioned by the makers' associa-

tion, will be held in that city in the Coli-

seum Hall, April 18 to 21, inclusive, under

the management of G. A. Wahlgreen. A
number of the Western makers have ap-

plied for space, and a good representa-

tion of Western products is expected, as

well as those of the prominent Eastern

makers. The decorations of the hall, it

is announced, will be of notable character,

and a large attendance of local dealers from

all parts of Colorado and adjoining states

is expected.

The Omaha Auditorium will be the site

of the first automobile show held in that

city, and April 4 to 7, inclusive, the dates.

The Omaha Dealers' Association has joined

issues with the Auditorium company, and
it is stated that the exhibit will be the

largest so far held west of Chicago

consisting of Frank Eveland, Percy Owen,
C. Andrade and W. A. Haradon, to inquire

into the practicability of such an exhibit,

and it is expected definite action will be

taken .at the next meeting of the Board of

Governors, when the committee will make
its report

The plans under consideration include an

exhibit of cars under large tents and the

utilization of the track for tests and a short

program of racing each day.

[CONSIDERING THE OPEN-AIR SHOW.
Empire City track will be the scene of a

three days' open-air automobile show on
May 24, 25 and 26, if the present plans of

the New York Automobile Trade Associa-

tion materialize.

President Mabley, of the association, has

appointed a committee of arrangements,

A. D. Bolton, a rural mail-carrier whose
route is near Abilene, Kans., bought an Olds-

mobile last fall for use in his work, and

after a trial extending through the winter

he is convinced that the runabout has a

great advantage over horses. Formerly it

took him all day to make his route, but now
he covers it in three hours, leaving his

afternoons free.

Philadelphia on the Show Question.

Philadelphia, March 19.—Coming as it

did, right on the heels of the most success-

ful show ever held here, the recent dictum

of the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers prohibiting future local ex-

hibitions, and providing punishment for

disobedience of its ukase, caused consider-

able comment among local tradesmen.

One of the latter, in commenting upon

the prohibition, said to The Automobile
correspondent: "Why should the makers

make such a ruling general ? Why not con-

fine sanctions to such cities as, from pre-

vious experience, can assure profitable re-

turns? That any manufacturer of auto-

mobiles lost money, or will lose money, as a

result of the show held in the Export Ex-
position Building here I cannot believe.

Granting that there be one or more who so

suffered loss, there are a dozen winners for

each loser. Nor can I believe that the

national trade body will persist in its action

when the remarkable boom which follows

our show is brought to its attention. I am

converted to the belief that such exhibitions

in the early spring are advantageous—nay,

necessary—in Philadelphia."

Similar opinions were voiced by other

agents. The managers of branch houses,

while admitting that they benefited by the

recent show, seemed inclined to "stand pat,"

saying the makers evidently knew what

they were doing. The opinion seemed to be

general, however, that no manufacturer

would interfere with an agent who desired

to show at his own expense. It was also

the general opinion that a show could be

held in Philadelphia next year, even though

it be a purely local affair, with no outside

assistance from the manufacturers of auto-

mobiles.

The matter will be discussed in all its

bearings at the next meeting of the Phila-

delphia Automobile Trade Association.

Members of that organization, who will get

a rebate on their show expenses, are espe-

cially interested in a continuation of the

local shows.

Indianapolis* Hopes Are Shattered.

Indianapolis, Ind., March 19.—An unex-

pected blow was dealt the open-air show
and race meet proposed to be held here

next fall, when it was discovered that the

Indiana State Fair Grounds were not large

enough to permit a two-mile track to be

built

Headed by Carl Fisher, a local dealer,

Indianapolis capitalists and manufacturers

have been making a strenuous campaign to

secure the show. Permission was asked

of the State Board of Agriculture to build

a two-mile track inside the fair grounds

and surveyors were put to work surveying

the proposed track. Saturday it was dis-

covered that the grounds were only large

enough to allow of a 1 3-4-mile circuit being

constructed.

Hope of securing the show has not been

abandoned, however, and efforts will be

made to obtain enough adjoining land to

build a track of the size desired.

Mr. Fisher and several others have

planned to incorporate a company to hold

out-door shows and race meets in Indian-

apolis. In connection with the show it is

planned to have a week of racing, with a

programme that would attract some of the

best cars in the country. Three 100-mile,

two 500-mile and one 1,000-mile races have

been planned, with a purse of several thou-

sand dollars for the longest event.
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Stmrt th» 19O0 The growth of automo-

H.n.n. Torn* biling in the Middle
to (*• W—t. West is substantial and

assured. That the Westerners are entitled

to consideration in the route of the 1906 A.

A. A. tour for the Glidden trophy is a prop-

osition that does not admit of any argument

in the West, and the East should be fair

enough to recognize this fact

True it is that the average roads of the

West, during the rainy season, and even in

the months when rain is scarce, are far

from ideal for perfect touring conditions.

But for several years past every tour of

any importance has started in the East, and

last year the route was practically confined

to New England territory. For a tour one

cannot dispute the superiority of the excel-

lent highways of Connecticut, Rhode Island,

Massachusetts and New Hampshire, but the

American Automobile Association, being a

national organization, must take into con-

sideration that it owes something to its

members in other parts of the country.

Furthermore, it would be a courteous thing

this time for the Easterners to journey to a

Western city and escort their fellow auto-

mobilists to the good roads in the Eastern

section.

If the Touring - Committee decides - to

make Cleveland the starting point, that con-

venient city would be easy of access from

such large 'automobile centers as Chicago,

Detroit, Toledo, and Buffalo by boat, while

Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Columbus, and other

Middle Western cities would not find it a

difficult matter to reach the starting point

The exact destination of the tour is an

immaterial matter, except that a picturesque

country should be selected for the wind-up,

taking into account the ever-present prob-

lem of proper hotel accommodations. Sara-

toga has been suggested as a terminating

point, but it would not increase the mileage

except in a pleasant way if the New Eng-
land advocates were satisfied by another

link that would carry the tourists into the

White Mountains region.

To further suffice the New Englanders, a

supplementary contest of another character

might be arranged, starting from New
York, calling at Boston, and joining the

cavalcade from the West at some available

place in New Hampshire, Vermont, or

Massachusetts.

But let us give the Westerners a square

deal in this touring program, even if it

costs a little inconvenience to Easterners

who are more used to model highways than

corduroy roads. Perhaps a ride over bad

roads will make Easterners appreciate more

truly the worth of their good roads.

Trmdm P*Mf< ^ver s'nce tne automo"

bllltt— tme bile assumed a practical

Motor BmlMiw. form the energies of

manufacturers have been devoted almost

exclusively to the development of its parts,

notably the motor, with a view to use in the

automobile only. During the early stages

of the industry changes were frequent and

new designs kept the draughting force busy.

Progress has been made, however, and in

many cases manufacturers have evolved

what may be called standard designs for

motors, in which further improvements will

consist of detail refinements, chief among

which is the reduction of weight.

When this point is reached and the manu-

facturer finds the mental equipment of his

establishment free to attack new problems,

it seems logical that the adaptation of the

motor to other than automobile work should

be taken up. An essential step in this direc-

tion is the reduction of weight without sac-

rifice of strength. For the light high-pow-

ered motor, with details arranged for special

work, there are many fields of usefulness

which can be filled to the best advantage

by no other prime mover now in use.

Prominent examples are the motor boat,

especially the fast cruiser; the flying ma-

chine, in which light weight is of prime

importance; fire apparatus, which in its

present form is greatly hampered by great'

weight; special military vehicles such as'

portable electric lighting plants; and self-

propelled railroad coaches—a class of vehi-

cle whioh*is apparently destined to fill the

proverbial long-felt want
The development of these and other lines

is largely dependent upon the development

of a light weight, high-powered motor; and
the automobile manufacturer, by reason of

his experience in building light motors, is

in a better position to undertake the work
than anyone else. The builder of stationary

gas engines, for instance, is handicapped by

lack of experience in cutting down weight,

for in his work weight is not a mechanical

disadvantage. The opportunity to enter

new fields with a force already trained in

light motor work is one that promises much
and will doubtless be taken advantage of by

American builders. The demand is here

and is constantly increasing, and if the

automobile engineer does not endeavor to

meet it others in other lines of mechanical

engineering will do the work. He is much
better equipped to secure immediate results,

using his automobile experience to avoid

the errors that designers who have not had

the ever-present question of weight to con-

sider must inevitably fall into.

momdmet Automobile racing is a

ot Mmtomobllo complicated sporting
0omp*tM»m. problem unlike anything

else in the realm of competition. Unavoid-

ably it must be assisted and to some degree

embarrassed by trade influence. One must

be imbued with the desire to win or he be-

comes an indifferent contestant In this

winning all legitimate methods are to be

employed, but in a combination which in-

cludes both man and machine unques-

tionably there are advantages to be gained

through mechanical ideas that often verge

into a field of doubtful procedure.

Automobile racing has no long-lived past

with established precedents, its present re-

quires careful consideration, and its future

is an unknown quantity.

It would appear an unassailable stand-

point that those who govern this compli-

cated sport should neither risk warping

through trade affiliations their judgment,

nor should one who figures as a participant

pass upon those acts which directly or in-

directly relate to himself.

Criticism, as a matter of course, will be

directed to Chairman Thompson and his

associates on the Racing Board, but it is

well to be free from any charge that in-

fluence has come from those who might

have other interests that conflict with their

official doings. The Racing Board of last

year, thoroughly conscientious in its efforts,

invited criticism of this character.

In the composition of the 1906 board.

President John Farson kept this thought In

sight in naming its members. The technical

division of the board will not vote on any

question, but will simply serve in an advis-

ory capacity, thus returning to the original

idea that rested in their selection. It will

be a welcome relief to these men to serve

solely in this manntr
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The Grand Prix Preparations,

Entries Being Received, Racers Being Made Ready.—Darracq

Will Have a Differential.-W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr.,

Orders a Six-cylinder Mercedes.

Paws, March 12.—The fall of the Min-

istry has caused a delay in the granting ot

government permission to hold the race for

the Grand Prix on June 26 and 27. This

week a deputation from the Automobile

Club waited on the Minister of the Interior

to submit their scheme and ask for its

authorization. The reply was deferred until

a consultation could be made with the Min-

ister of Public Works and the opinion of

the Prefect of the Sarthe obtained. Before

the day was out, however, the government

had fallen, and with it the club's request,

for it will now be necessary to await the

formation of a new cabinet and pay an

official visit to the successor of M. Dubief.

It had been intended to wait until all

these formalities were accomplished before

accepting entries, but owing to this sudden

change engagements are being received at

once, the fee being $1,000 per car.

The $20,000 subvention demanded of the

Sarthe department by the Automobile Club

of France is now practically secured, the

town council having voted $7,000; the

Conseil General, $5,000; the railroad com-

pany, $1,000, and the remainder being ob-

tained by public subscription.

Active work on the circuit has not yet

commenced, but the various teams are by

no means idle. Hemery ran down on one

of last year's racers as soon as he returned

home; Sisz on a Renault, Wagner on a

Darracq, and Duray on a Dietrich, have

also made a close study of the circuit.

Cars Are Being Tried Out
Despite the secrecy which is maintained

regarding the French racers to take part in

the Grand Prix, a few particulars have be-

come known. Freak cars are entirely ab-

sent, and, indeed, in some cases, last year's

models with modifications in detail only,

will be seen at the starting line. Drive by

side chain has lost ground this year, a

larger proportion of racers having trans-

mission by propeller shaft than before.

Two distinctive features will mark the

Grand Prix racers: the center of gravity

will be placed low and very large gasoline

and oil supplies will be carried. Tanks with

a capacity of over 40 gallons are being fitted

on some of the racers in order that the six

rounds of the circuit may be covered with-

out a stop for refilling.

At the Brasier factory three four-cylinder

racers are being built, with cylinders 165

mm. bore, and giving about 104 horsepower.

They have four speeds, transmission by

cardan to rear axle, are built low, and have

tile greatest weight placed well in the

center.

The three Dietrichs will have chain drive;

the cars, which are well advanced, are of

130 horsepower.

Both Panhard & Levassor and Hotchkiss

cars will have cardan transmission, the

former racers showing an increase of horse-

power on last year's models. The Hotch-

kiss engines have a bore of 180 mm., will

be fitted with the new carbureter brought

out this year, and will have high tension

Eiseman magneto.

The Bayard-Clement, also with shaft

drive, have four-cylinder motors of 180 mm.
bore and 150 mm. stroke, running at a very

high speed and developing rather more
power than last year.

The Darrccq racer will this year carry a

differential.

Mercedes will be represented by three

six-cylinder racers of 150 mm. bore and 140

mm. stroke, giving 135 horsepower, four

speeds with direct drive on the high, ball

bearings throughout, and capable of giving

110 miles an hour on the level.

W. K. Vanderbilt Orders a Mercedes.

W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., while stopping in

Paris this week, placed an order with the

Mercedes concern for one of the six-cylin-

der racers, with which he intends to do

some speeding in the states this summer.

Napier will also figure in the race with

six-cylinder engines, the bore and stroke

of which are 140 mm. Wolseley, who is

also coming over, will bring 105-horsepower

flyers.

What Cars They Drive.
The new A. A. A. officials are enthusi-

asts and all drive their own cars. Presi-

dent John Farson recently bought a new
Acme; Chairman W. H. Hotchkiss, of the

Highways Committee, drives a Packard;

Chairman S. S. Gorham, of the Law Com-
mittee, is a Wintonite; and Chairman Paul

Deming, of the Touring Committee, has

been a White steamer man for many years.

1906 A.A. A. Racing Board
President John Farson, of the A. A. A.,

through Chairman Jefferson DeMont
Thompson, Wednesday announced the

make-up of the 1906 Racing Board as fol-

lows:

Jefferson DuMont Thompson, Automo-
bile Club of America, chairman; William

K Vanderbilt, Jr.; H. L. Bowden, Bay

State Automobile Association; R. Lincoln

Lippitt, Rhode Island Automobile Club; E.

Russell Thomas, Automobile Gub of Amer-
ica; Frank G. Webb, Long Island Auto-

mobile Club; Samuel Walter Taylor, Au-

tomobile Club of America ; A. G. Batchel-

der, New York Motor Club; S. M. Butler,

'Automobile Gub of America; George L.

Weiss, Cleveland Automobile Club; Ira M.
Cobe, Chicago Automobile Club ; Dr. W. H.

Bergtold, Colorado Automobile Club; E. H.

R. Green, Dallas Automobile Qub; L. P.

Lowe, Automobile Club of California; S. S.

Gorham, Chicago Automobile Gub, secre-

tary.

Technical advisers: A. L. Riker, Bridge-

port, Conn.; Peter Cooper Hewitt, New
York City ; E. R. Thomas, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

Henry Ford, Detroit, Mich.

Return of W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr.

W. K Vanderbilt, Jr., donor of the Van-

derbilt Cup, who recently had such an un-

pleasant touring experience in Italy, is due

back in this country on April 3. A meeting

of the Vanderbilt Cup Commission will

probably follow his return.

Easter Meet at Atlantic City.

Atlantic City, N. J., March 19.—With

an entry list already far exceeding, in point

of numbers, that of the Florida meet of

January last, the promoters of the three-

day carnival to be held here April 25, 26

and 27 look forward to a symposium that

will put the Southern speed test to the

blush. Although the length of the beach

precludes the running of any but mile

events, the committee wisely concludes that

from the spectator's viewpoint this will be

considered a favorable factor; hence there's

reason in the preparations being made to

accommodate a crowd of 40,000 people.

No less than eighteen events are sched-

uled for the three days, made up of time

trials, class championships, free-for-all and

price handicaps, while special events, match

races and a tug-of-war will be added to fill

out the programme. Many of the promi-

nent cars have been entered, including the

Napier, Darracq, C. G. V., Fiat, Wayne,

and Whit" racers, while the prospects of

securing the entries of the Ford, Mercedes,

Panhard and Stanley cars are excellent.

A Private Speedway.
In order that he may enjoy the privilege

of driving his automobile as fast as he de-

sires without being haled into court, or

danger to anyone but himself, Commodore
Frederick G. Bourne, of the Automobile

Club of America, is having a five-mile spe-

cial course laid out on his Indian Neck

estate at Oakdale, Long Island. The new

track is over four rods in width and is

double, the courses running parallel to each

other with a divergence at the extreme

ends to allow of easy turns. The northern

limit of the course is at Bohemia and the

southern end is adjacent to the Long Island

Railroad track and one mile north of Mr.

Bourne's mansion. Mr. Bourne, who al-

ready owns a number of fine cars, has sent

an expert to Germany to purchase a high-

powered racer with which to christen the

new course.
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What's Doing Among the Clubs.

Cleveland, O., March 17.—The Cleve-

land Automobile Club has announced a

new series of mileage competition for this

season. The conditions differ consider-

ably from those of last year and are

interesting. There will be no touring cup

this year, as it was found there were some

differences of opinion as to what consti-

tuted a tour. Instead there will be a cup

for annual mileage and four quarterly cups

for mileage. This gives those who may not

secure new cars until late in the season

or who may be absent from the city for

several months during the summer an op-

portunity to share in the competition for

part of the year.

The mileage cup is to be awarded to

any member of the club in good standing

who owns the individual machine which

makes the greatest mileage between April

1, 1906, and March 31, 1907, inclusive.

The mileage must be recorded by an

odometer of standard make that meets

the approval of the committee on the points

of reliability and accuracy: and must be

read and recorded by the assistant secre-

tary at the club rooms quarterly. This

cup will not be awarded unless at least

twenty-five members qualify as competi-

tors by having their records read and re-

corded prior to or on March 31, 1907.

A quarterly mileage cup is to be awarded

to any member of the club in good stand-

ing who owns the car which has made the

greatest mileage in each quarter beginning

April 1. Similar conditions as to record-

ing instrument and quarterly readings per-

tain to the quarterly cup as to the annual

mileage cup, and no cup shall be awarded

unless at least fifteen members qualify as

competitors.

THE PROSPEROUS A.C OF MARYLAND
Baltimore, March 19.—The new quar-

ters of the Automobile Club of Maryland,

at Charles street and Mt. Royal avenue,

were recently opened with a housewarm-

ing attended by sixty-odd members. It

was an epoch in the history of the organiza-

tion, for it confirms the new activity of

the club, which a year or so ago existed

almost in name only. Its meetings then

were very few and far between, and the

average attendance was eight or ten peo-

ple. It allowed without any resistance the

passage by the Legislature of a bill that

is an abomination to all decent-minded

motorists, and in other ways showed its

lack of interest in automobile affairs.

Of late these things have changed, and

to-day the Automobile Club of Maryland,

while not wonderfully large in numbers,

is one of the most active and most pro-

gressive little bodies in the country. Its

membership is rapidly nearing the hundred

mark, and its meetings always draw a good

proportion of the members. W. S. Beld-

ing, its president, is a director of the Amer-

ican Automobile Association, and its mem-
bership includes representative Maryland

citizens.

A buffet luncheon, generously diluted

with champagne, was served during the

evening, and later Osborne Yellott, counsel

for the club, explained the present status

of automobile legislation at Annapolis. He
gave the impression that the automobile

bill prepared by him, as published in The
Automobile of March 1, was in no imme-
diate danger, although he would not say

that its passage was certain.

The Wachutetts* Annual Dinner.

Boston, March 19.—The Wachusett Au-
tomobile Club of Fitchburg held its annual

show week dinner at the Parker House last

Friday evening. There were forty mem-
bers present, including the presidents of

almost all the automobile clubs of the

state. President W. H. Chase occupied the

position of honor and introduced the

speakers, who were President Elliot C.

Lee, of the Massachusetts; Lewis R.

Speare, Bay State; S. L. Haynes, Spring-

field; J. P. Coughlin, Worcester; the Hon.
H. E. Fletcher, of the Lowell Automobile

Club, and Walter Perley Hall and Francis

Hurtubis, Jr.

Re-elects Dr. Millbank.

Albany, March 17.—The annual meeting

of the Albany Automobile Club was held

March 17, when the following directors

were elected for the coming year : Dr. W.
E. Millbank, Joseph B. Taylor, O. A. Quale,

C. M. Page and John Newell. The direc-

tors met immediately after election and
chose the following officers: President, W.
E. Millbank; vice-president, Joseph B.

Taylor; secretary, C. M. Page; treasurer,

O. A. Quale. The club was incorporated

September, 1904, and has a membership of

eighty. The work of constructing the pro-

posed clubhouse will be begun in the near

future.

Country Place of the Pittsburg*.

Pittsburg, March 19.—Springdale, a

pretty suburb up the Alleghany river, has

been decided on as the site of the country

clubhouse of the Automobile Club of Pitts-

burg. Tlx; club is having a road book pre-

pared by Paul C. Wolff, secretary, that will

give to its members a detailed map of the

best motor roads in this part of the

country.

A. C. A. Touring Bureau.

New York, March 19.—The Automobile

Club of America has decided to immedi-

ately open a bureau of touring information

for the use of its members. The Runs and

Tours Committee of the club has engaged

a special clerk to take charge of this de-

partment, which is expected to be one of

.Treat value. The entire time of the clerk in

charge will be devoted to perfection of the

bureau, the functions of which will be the

preparation and distribution of information

.concerning routes, hotels, repair stations,

licenses, freight rates, registrations, speed

laws, customs regulations and all up-to-

date matters concernig touring, both in this

and foreign countries. The establishment

of the bureau is the result of recommenda-

tions made by President Dave Hennen
Morris in his recent annual address. The
cornerstone of the new clubhouse, Fifty-

fourdi street, west of Broadway, was laid

Wednesday afternoon with appropriate

ceremonies, with President Morris, who re-

cently returned from the South, in charge.

Chicago Club's New Home.
Chicago, March 19.—The Chicago Auto-

mobile Club's new home will be located in-

side of the "loop" at 17 Plymouth place.

President John Farson recently had the

board of directors at dinner with him at

the Union Club and the plans of the club-

house were carefully gone over with the

architects. The club will take possession

of the property as soon as possible. There

is at present a building on the site which

will be razed and ground will be broken

about May 1. Sydney S. Gorham, secre-

tary of the club, estimates that the new

clubhouse will cost in the neighborhood of

$150,000.

Several members of the club intend to

form the "Chicago Automobile Club Aux-

iliary Association" with a capital stock of

$125,000, in shares of $100, to finance the

new clubhouse. It is the intention of these

gentlemen to obtain articles of incorpora-

tion from the Secretary of State.

Quakers will Re-elect President Dick
Philadelphia, March i7.-^Although the

election has not yet been held, it is practi-

cally assured that William A. Dick, the

present president of the Automobile Club

of Philadelphia, will be re-elected. The
officers are elected, not by the club, but by

the Board of Governors, and the personnel

of that body was completed last week by the

election (for two years) of John R. Wig-

gins, J. Maxwell Bullock and Henry H.

Roelofs. The holdovers are William A.

Dick, Ex-President Isaac Starr, H. Bartol

Brazier and J. Emlen Smith. The mem-
bership of the club is now close to the 300

mark. At last Monday's meeting thirteen

new members signed the rolls, including

Judge Martin, E. T. Stotesbury and others

prominent in the city's professional and

mercantile circles.

Orphans* Day in the Fall.

New York.—The New York Motor Club

will repeat its orphans' day outing, but the

event will probably be held in the fall in-

stead of in the spring, perhaps following

soon after the A. A. A. tour for the Glid-

den trophy. The. club has a smoker sched-

uled for Friday evening at its rooms in the

Hotel Cumberland, Broadway and Fifty-

fourth street. . .
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THE CAUSEWAY ACROSS ROSE BAY ON THE FLORIDA EAST COAST MOTOR HIGHWAY.

Ormond, Fla., March 19.—The progress

of road building in Florida is steady and

promising, and before another winter rolls

around there should be many miles for

the northern tourist who visits the "Land

of Flowers."

Just opened to automobilists is a 30-mile

stretch from Ormond to New Smyrna, via

Daytona and Port Orange, with eight ad-

ditional good shelled miles beyond Smyrna.

The automobile road from Jacksonville to

Miami and beyond will be a reality sooner

than has been anticipated.

Dade county, with convict labor, has com-

pleted eighty-four miles of rock road on

this line, from a point two miles above

West Palm Beach to Perrine (Cutler),

sixteen miles south of Miami. Dade, Bre-

vard and Volusia counties have already

constructed over two-fifths of the great

automobile highway. Its actual total lenpth

would be a trifle less than 400 miles. St.

Johns and Duval counties have done little

if anything.

One of St. Augustine's public-spirited

citizens, Albert Lewis, has, entirely at his

own expense, shelled six miles of the pro-

posed route, covering the section south

of St. Augustine south to Moultrie, and

he is now having palmetto trees set on both

sides the entire distance. Another public-

spirited citizen of St. Johns county, P. L.

Sutherland, has offered to give $2,000 in

cash and the use of five teams if the county

wi!l do the rest to extend Mr. Lewis's road

twelve miles farther south to Pellicier's

Creek. That would complete for St. John's

county an eighteen-mile section of the big

East Coast road. After that it would be

an easy matter for St. Johns and Volusia

to push the ends of their respective roads

to a junction.

No part of the great automobile road

would be so valuable to the winter tourist

as the section between St. Augustine and

Ormond. Investers stand ready to put

an automobile livery of twenty first-class

touring cars into St. Augustine as soon as

that road is completed, and the Ormond
and Daytona auto liverymen say that they

could keep busy at least treble the num-

ber of machines they now use, as St. Au-
gustine would be just the right distance

for them to send parties there for dinner

at the hotels and return in the afternoon.

The great orange grove at Knox's and the

fine old ruins at Bulow would be attrac-

tive features of this trip.

HIGHWAY PROGRESS.
The State Department of Agriculture has

for distribution a pamphlet with the dis-

scription of 1,700 New York state farms

for sale or for rent which also states

that they "believe that there are over

20,000 farms for sale in the state, and

nearly all at such low prices and upon

such favorable terms as to make them

available for any one desiring to engage

in agricultural pursuits, or have a farm

house." Those advocating road improve-

ment in this state say that they believe that

this system of improved highways can be

built in ten years, and when it is once built,

that it will increase the farm values of

the state an average of $10 an acre, so that

THROUGH THE HEW SMYRNA HAMMOCK.

the 266,720 farms in the state, which aver-

age about 100 acres each, would increase in

value in the ten years the enirmous sum of

$266,720,000.

The proposition embodied in the Brown-
low-Latimer Good Roads bill now before

Congress is but the development of an

idea long held in the minds of economists

and even of the wayfaring citizen win looks,

conditions in the face from the standpoint

of practical fact. The general policy out-

lined is to bring about, so far as may be,

a uniform system of taxation for road

purposes and a uniform method of local

construction, repair and maintenance

throughout the United States, the general

government, to co-operate with any state

or political subdivision thereof in the

actual construction of permanent highways.

Freyburg, Oxford county, Me., a town-

ship having 100 miles of highway, extend-

ing up and down hills, across valleys and

exposed to the winds of the White Moun-
tains, has been enabled in the past ten

years to keep a double-track highway open

the entire year at an average cost of 60

cents a mile, and a total cost per annum
of $600. The snow road roller costs from

$50 to $75, and is made of wood, consisting

of two drums about 5 1-2 feet high and 6

feet long. These two cyinders are fastened

to one axle, the two center ends being

about 6 inches apart. A pole is attached

and four or six horses attached to the pole,

according to the severeness of the storm.

Road Improvement Near Chicago.

Waukecan, III., March 19.—Lake coun-

ty makes the best showing of hard roads

and highway improvement of any of the

counties near Chicago, and the work is at-

tracting the attention of automobile owners.

N. A. Curtis, a former Lake county sur-

veyor, makes public an official report show-

ing that there are 704 miles of public road

in the county, and of this mileage 307 miles

are graveled. Vernon township has 58 miles

of graveled roadway. Libertyville township

has 45 and two others have 30 miles each.

During the fiscal year there had been ex-

pended on the road system of the county

$49,752, or at the rate of $70.45 a mile.
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EARLY ACTIVITY IN KANSAS CITY.
Kansas City, March |7.—All indications

now are that 1906 will be the most prosperous
year In the history of the local automobile
trade. Many advance orders- have been
booked, and while the new models are, as
usual, slow In arriving, demonstrations are
already being given In the few that are here.

Activity In the automobile field has been
increased by the beginning of operations

in one home factory and announcement of

the plans for a second, the projectors of

which are now busy on their first model

—

a large oar. The ending of what ap-
parently was the last cold spell of the
winter has caused a rush to put stored cars
Into commission, and a few weeks will see
the whole automobile colony ready to enjoy
the riding season.

Large cars will be the rule this season
and most of the sales of the year promise
to be of the touring car or limousine types.

Runabout trade will be small. In the opinion

of the best Informed dealers, with only a
single exception—the new four-cylinder Ford
runabout model Is bound to have a wide
popularity, judging by the number of orders
already placed. The Ford company, realis-

ing that it could better its representation
here by establishing a branch, has done so,

putting C. C. Meade in charge. The quarters
are the old O'Mara-Ledwldge garage on
Eleventh street. The O'Mara company, after

an unsuccessful season, has retired from
business.

Another concern that has established a
local branch Is the Bulck Motor Company,
which Is meeting with success in creating

a demand for its cars. The company has a
new garage at Fifteenth street and Virginia

avenue, with ample facilities for the dis-

play of its cars as well as for all kinds of

repairs.

The Missouri Valley Motor Company,
which has the best appointed garage In

Kansas City, is this year pushing the White,
the agency having been taken over from the
Kansas City Automobile Company, now out
of business. The Kansas City company also

handled the Ford two years ago*. The
Missouri Valley company also handles the

Franklin and Locomobile.

Fred Pattee, of the Cadillac company, is

now located at Central street and Goodrich
place, where he has a commodious garage.
He reports a lively demand for cars, especial-

ly of the large models.

Lemolgne & Obelrne are newcomers. They
are confining themselves to repair work and
to the agency for the Panhard. They occupy
a garage at 173E Grand avenue.

B. P. Morlarty & Co. are at their old stand
on Grand avenue near Sixteenth street. They
report a large demand for the Stevens-
Duryea, of which cars they have already
sold ten, or half their allotment. They also
contracted for three Packards, but have re-
leased two of them to eastern agents for con-
siderable premiums. Their line also In-

cludes the Pierce, Autocar, Wlnton and Olds.

QUAKER CITY NOTES.
Philadelphia, March 19.—The rivalry be-

tween the Reo and Maxwell followers in
Philadelphia as to the relative merits of
their favorites as hill climbers will in all

likelihood be settled at the Wilkes-Barre
climb in May. Quite a number of entries
from both camps will be filed before the lists

close, and the mountain road back of the
town will see Borne determined driving if

present indications count for anything.

The Cadillac "doctor's wagon" Is making
a hit in Philadelphia. The enterprising local

agents, Foss & Hughes, are fairly over-

whelmed with 'requests for demonstrations
from the Quaker City's disciples of Aesoul-
aplas and sales 'are*i>eing recorded Just 'noSv

beyond the agents ability to make deliveries.

The allotment of Pierce cars assigned to

Philadelphia "has fallen so far short of the

demand that the local agents, Foss &
Hughes, are now ransacking the various

agencies and branches within 600 miles of

the city in an effort to secure additional

cars.

Alterations and enlargements are now In

progress at the salesrooms of the Penn Motor
Car Company, 680 North Broad street, to ac-

commodate the concern's rapidly-growing

business. The Penn Company is handling

the Mitchell cars In Philadelphia and adja-

cent territory.

ST. LOUIS TRADE NOTES.
8t. Louis, March 19—F. M. Keeton, late

of the Pope-Toledo factory in Toledo, O.,

has accepted the managership of the Missis-

sippi Valley Automobile Company, of St.

Louis, vice Harry S. Turner, Jr.. who has
decided to devote his active attention to the

banking interests of Tracy & Co., of which
firm Mr. Turner is a member.

The Maxwell Automobile Company, of

which C. D. Harrington Is manager, has

taken permanent quarters at 3970 Olive street.

Maxwell cars will be handled exclusively.

The Olive Automobile Company, 3970 Olive

street, has taken the agency for the Rambler
cars. The Bagnell Automobile Company,
4152-4156 Olive street, is handling In addition

to the Cadillac, the Columbia and Northern
lines.

The Wright Motor & Tire Company, 3924

Olive street, which made a specialty of re-

pairing tires, has quit business and is offer-

ing their machinery and fixtures for sale.

The Morrison Automobile Company, 3968

Olive street, St. Louis, Mo., aave taken the

agency for the Welch car and also for the

Vlqueot.

The Halsey Automobile Company, 3914

Olive street, has added the Bulck to its line,

which also includes the Packard and Frank-
lin cars.

ACTIVITY AT THE CADILLAC PLANT.
Detroit, Mich., March 19. — Important

changes are being made, at the plant of the

Cadillac Motor Car Company at Cass avenue
and the railroad. The company, which now
claims to be the largest manufacturer of

automobiles in the world, will nearly double

the capacity of its plant. The company is

now turning out about thirty good sized

machines a day. This output, when the

alterations are completed, will be .Increased

to fifty per day.

Besides this preparations are being made
to go into the manufacture of four-cylinder

machines. When this branch is completed
the company will turn out at least 400 four-

cylinder touring cars per year, besides over
2,000 smaller machines.

The new buildings are all constructed of

reinforced concrete and steel, and are as
fireproof as they can be made. Besides the
tanks on the roof, there Is a reservoir be-
neath the plant which holds 200,000 gallons
of water. The factory Is scrupulously clean,

even the machine shop being free from dirt.

Every convenience has been arranged for
the 1,200 hands now at work, and when the
increased output is arranged for, about 1,000

more men will probably be added.

"It is simply Impossible for us to keep up
with our orders," says Sales Manager W. E.
Metzger. "We are turning out more than
thirty machines a day, making almost all of
the parts here, and we must have a capacity
of fifty machines before we can catch up."

MICHIGAN TRADE ITEMS.
Pohtiacj (Mich., March 19.^The addition of

the business of the National Body Company,
of Mt. Pleasant, next month, will mean con-

siderable to the industrial growth of the

city. The factory will ibe located in the

C. V. Taylor carriage plant, and it is stated

that Mr. Taylor will devote his attention

to another line.

The Rapid Motor Vehicle Company, ot

Pontlac, is getting settled In Its new factory,

and Manager Grabowsky plans to Increase

the output at once.

Jackson, Mich., March 19.—The matter of

the insolvency of the Jackson Body Company
has been adjusted and the creditors satis-

fled so that a new deal is now ready to be

pushed forward. The Jackson Body Com-
pany and the Monroe Body Company, of

Pontlac, have Joined issues and the reor-

ganization will control two plants, one at

Pontlac and the other at Jackson. It is

planned to enlarge the Jackson plant at once

and get ready to employ many more hands.

R. F. Monroe, of Pontlac, was In the city re-

cently and families are already commencing
to come to Jackson because of the promised

employment. The organisation, both at

Jackson and Pontlac, will manufacture

nothing but automobile bodies. It will be

known as the Monroe Body Company.

The Maumee Motor Car Works, of Dundee.

Mich., has capitalized at $100,000.

TWYFORD FOUR-WHEEL-DRIVE CARS.
Pittsburg. March 19.—The Twyford Motor

Car Company has on exhibition the chassis

of Its car at the Empire building in this

city. The car is manufactured in Brookfleld.

Pa., and is the Invention of R E. Twyford.

The company Is now turning out six cars a

week. It is said, and has a capital of 3500,000.

Its building stands on a ten acre site. A. D.

Deemer is president, W. N. Humphrey vice-

president, D. L. Taylor secretary and treas-

urer, R. E. Twyford general manager, and

H. C. Beach, W. N. VanLeer. C. A. French.

William D. Shields and Edward A. Carwalt,

all of Brookfleld, are directors.

The car is built especially for road work.

All four wheels are drivers, automatically

compensated; the front axle is oscillatory

and can be raised or lowered 20 inches at

either end without twisting the frame; there*

are four brakes and the engine is valveleas.

There are eight different styles of the Twy-
ford; a five-passenger touring car, and four-
passenger tonneau; two and four passenger
stanhope, roadster, two-passenger runabout,

six, ten or fifteen passenger 'buses and four
styles of delivery and express wagons.

CHICAGO TRADE NOTES.
Chicago, March 19—John Mitchell, for-

merly superintendent of the Mollne Automo-
bile Company's works, has joined the sales)

staff of the Chicago Ford agency.

The G & J Tire Company will occupy its

retail quarters on Automobile "row" about
May 1.

W. H. Durphy has resigned his position as
manager of the Chicago branch of the Elec-
tric Vehicle Company, and has accepted
a similar position with the New Tork branch
of the Monarch Typewriter Company.

MOVE OF THE STUDEBAKERS.
From South Bend. Ind., comes a coaflrmed

report that the Studebakers have investftd
over 3250,000 In the plant of the Qaj-ford
Manufacturing Company, at Elyria. Ohio,
makers of automobile chassis and parts. The
factory will be Increased in size to nmt
demands upon It from the trade.
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Great Activity in Garage Construction.

An original idea in garage construc-

tion has been carried out by the Loco-

mobile Company, at Bridgeport, Conn.,

where the garage in question has been

built as an addition to the company's

Located in the heart of the Connecticut

good roads district, and on the direct route

between New York City and Boston, New
Britain is a favorite stopping place for

automobtlists, and its excellent macadam

OARAGE AT THE LOCOMOBILE FACTORY IH BRIDGEPORT, SHOWING SPECIAL DOORS.

already extensive plant. Practically one

side of the building, which is constructed

of brick, consists of specially designed

doors which, when lowered, admit plenty

of light, and which, when open, form an

awning-shaped roof over the doorway.

In the illustration four doors are shown in

various positions—one has been partly

lifted, others are opened wider, and o/ie

is open as far as it will go, giving plenty

of clearance for any touring car with the

top up. The doors are very easily moved,
the weight being balanced, and they will

stay in position without hooking. The
bottoms of the doors are held by guides

fixed in the doorways, and their practi-

cability is their strongest commendation,
as no shifting of cars inside the building

is necessary when it is equipped with doors
of this type. Ingress and egress are rapidly

and satisfactorily made.
A forced draught system of heating has

been installed. It consists of a long pipe

with open ends running the full length of

the room, and from around a steam coil

air is forced by a blower into the pipe and
through the various openings. A sort of

mezzanine floor is located at the end with

lockers for the use of chauffeurs, and a

staircase leading to this floor is hinged so

that it may be hung up when not in use,

and thus be out of the way. The floor is

all concrete, with eight pits. Another fea-

ture is an enclosed telephone booth in con-

nection with the offices.

Another one-story brick building, 45 by 25
feet, is being added to the Locomobile
plant in order to relieve the crowded con-

dition of some of the other departments. .

A GARAGE OP NEW BRITAIN.

New Britain, Conn., is a city of about

37,000 inhabitants. Considering its size,

it is of more than' ordinary importance as
a manufacturing center. The great Corbin
interests alone employ more than 6,000

operatives.

roads are well dotted with automobiles

every day of the year except when deep

snow makes the running too heavy.

The growth of the Corbin automobile

interests brought with it a demand for

proper garage accommodations, and to pro-

vide suitable accommodations for their pa-

trons and the general public the Corbin

Company erected a garage which, for com-
pleteness of outfit will rank with the best

auto garages in the larger cities. The con-

struction is entirely of brick, steel and glass,

with a cement floor, with dimensions 45
feet front on Chestnut street by 150 feet in

depth, and this entire space is free from col-

umns or uprights of any kind. The glass

sashes which extend from the roof to with-

in three feet of the floor cause the entire

establishment to be unusually well lighted.

In the brickwork at the base of the walls

are openings and the roof is equipped with

ventilates which provide an undercurrent

of air to keep the atmosphere clear of

vapor and smoke. The office and retiring

rooms are located in the front. A repair

shop with electrically-driven machine tools

is in the rear, where light repair work can

be done, the heavier class of repair work
being done in the factory. Some thirty-

five storage customers already use the gar-

age, which has a constantly growing clien-

tele of patrons. It is kept open day and
night during the season.

THE GROWING GARAGE LIST.

Indianapolis, March 19.—The Fisher

Automobile Company, which has the largest

garage in this city, is making an effort to

find a location in Cincinnati, and, if suc-

cessful, will open one of the largest garages

in the West. An unsuccessful effort was-

made by the company to lease a seven-story

building in that city, and at present no

other suitable locations are in sight. The
company does not intend to close its local

establishment. It is understood that In-

dianapolis cars would be handled at the

Cincinnati branch.

A new salesroom and garage has been

opened in Chattanooga, Tenn., at 725 Cherry
street, under the name of the H. D. Stebbs

Automobile Co. At the head of the com-
pany is H. D. Stebbs, an expert machinist,

who has been connected with the machine
shops of different railroads for the last

twenty-five years. Frank C. Hoke, of Cin-

cinnati, is in charge of the repair depart-

ment. The company will act as sole agent

for the Rambler and Reo cars. It has in-

stalled considerable machinery and will have
a complete establishment.

Construction of a large stone garage is

to be started at once in Morristown, N. J.,

on a plot of ground having a frontage of
80 feet on Pine street and a depth of 192

feet. The land has just been purchased by

a new partnership formed on March I and
known as Victor A. Wiss & Bro. The new
building is to be 50 by 180 feet, affording

9,000 square feet of floor space. Plans have

been drawn for all such conveniences as

waiting rooms for men and women patrons,

smoking room for chauffeurs, and lockers,

and all the machinery required to make this

one of the most complete establishments of

the kind in the state will be installed. It is

hoped to have the place ready for occupancy

by June 1, when the partners will move
from their present location at South and

DeHart streets, Morristown.

FIREPROOF AND WELL-LIGHTED CORBOf GARAGE HI NEW BRITAIN, CONN
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News and Trade Miscellany.

George H. Berg, 8 Motor Mart, Boston,
has been appointed agent for Berkshire cars
in Boston and the vicinity.

The Columbus Screw & Machine Co., 224
Kaiser street, Columbus, O., has just been
appointed agent for the complete line of
Wayne cars.

By a change of agencies in Columbus,
Ohio, the Wayne cars will be handled there
this season by Charles E. Bell instead of

the Columbus Screw & Machine Co., as pre-
viously announced.

The Boston Fire Department has pur-
chased a set of Kilgore air cushions for use
on the fire chiefs official car, after an ex-
amination of all the devices for the same
purpose at the Boston show.

The Cincinnati police department will be
provided with an automobile patrol, costing

$3,500. The board of public service, health
department and street cleaning departments
will be equipped with automobiles also.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, of Phil-

adelphia, one of the world's greatest build-

ers of steam locomotives, has purchased a
Winton Model K automobile tn which to
carry visitors to and from the big Baldwin
plant.

A new concern in the manufacture of ra-
diators and hoods is the Wright Cooler &
Hood Mfg. Co., 335 Wabash avenue, Chi-
cago, which is bringing out an entirely new
style of radiator, said to be very efficient

and light in weight.

Henry Lee, of Salina, Kans., formerly an
official of the Tobacco trust, has purchased
a Pierce, with which he intends to make a
tour of Europe as soon as he can pick up
a linguistic chauffeur. The tour is to be
principally in Germany.

Charles Morgan, the wealthy grandson of
the founder of the Morgan steamship line,

who has just returned from a trip through
Mexico and the West Indies, is to assume
the management of the Crawford car agency
at 152 West Fifty-sixth street, New York.

The distinction of having the largest

automobile stable in Kansas City belongs to

Baron W. R. Nelson, of the Star, who has
a Mercedes, a Panhard and a Pope-Toledo.
The Pope agency is held again this year by
Joseph Wittman, who had the agency last

year.

During the Chicago show, in demonstrat-
ing the use of Green Oil soap, a wood
panel, highly polished, was sudsed, cleaned,

and washed with strong suds of Green Oil

soap 1,350 times, and at the conclusion the

finish and polish of the panel was even finer

than when the operation began. The dem-
onstration was made at the stand of the

Excelsior Supply Company.

What is considered a compliment to the

constructive reliability of an American au-

tomobile is the recent selection of the new
four-cylinder Pope-Hartford by Robert
Graves, of New York City, one of the
prominent automobilists in this country.

Mr. Graves not only went over this car

thoroughly and had a long demonstration,

but even went so far as to examine the con-

necting rod bearings, which, he stated, are

quite as large as those in his "45" (naming
a famous foreign car).

A report filed recently in the circuit court

of Wisconsin by a board of commissioners
appointed to appraise the value of a 100-foot

strip of land belonging to Thos. B. Jeffery

& Co., of Kenosha, and occupied by the

Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad,

awarded the makers of the Rambler cars

$50,508 to cover the damages alleged. The

extension of the interurban line through the
property prevents the company from extend-
ing its factory to the west, as contemplated.
Of the total amount of the award, $2,000 is

to repay the cost of the foundation for an
addition to the plant which cannot now be
utilized as intended, and $2,000 is for dam-
ages to the testing track, which is rendered
useless by the construction of the railroad.

The greater portion of the award—$45,000
—is for depreciation in value of the prop-

erty.

About May 1 the M. E. Brasier Mfg. Co.,

of Utica, N. Y., will occupy the new build-

ing which it is erecting at 65 Columbia
street, for the manufacture of a full line of

extension and Cape tops. The company has

secured the services of G. A. Mackey, for-

merly with the Sprague Auto Top Co., un-
der whose supervision the factory will pro-

duce tops of different styles for all types of

cars.

The New York branch of the Mote
Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,

is now located at 1773 Broadway, between
Fifty-seventh and Fifty-eighth streets, in

the heart of the automobile district. The
branch is in charge of Herbert C. Comstock
formerly associated with the Swinehart
company as New York manager, at the

same address, who has been connected with

the rubber tire trade for several years.

Macnaughton & Du Broy, Inc., of Buffalo,

have rented from the Motor Vehicle Garage
Co. the sales floor at 1133 to 1137 Main
street, that city, and established one of the

best salesrooms for automobiles in that part

of the state. It measures 42 by 150 feet, is

without posts, and finished in hard wood.
The concern has secured the agencies for

the cars handled by Smith & Mabley, Inc.,

including the Mercedes, Panhard, Renault
and S. & M. Simplex.

The National Coil Company, of Lansing,
Mich., which has been occupying quarters

with the Capital Electric Engineering Com-
pany at 115 Michisran avenue, East, for the

last two years, has outgrown its present

quarters and has leased a four-story brick

building on Michigan avenue, East, and will

occupy it about March 15. The company
has thirty-seven employees, but as soon as

it is installed in its new location seventy-

five hands will be employed.

A double ignition system will henceforth
be fitted to one style of the Lozier type D
40 horsepower cars, a set of firing plugs set

in the inlet valve covers being connected
to a Remy or Simms-Bosch magneto on that

side of the motor and another set in the
exhaust valve covers being connected to a

storage battery and distributor. This double
system enables the operator, in event of any
tr.-ublc with one system, whether in the
magneto or battery, in the wiring, coil, or
plugs, to instantly switch the other system
into use.

The third edition of "Kinks," a small
booklet which treats of the difficulties ex-
perienced by automobilists and gas engine
users and the remedies therefor, is being
distributed by the National Carbon Co., of
Cleveland. The little book is said to be
the best authority thus far published on
ignition troubles and problems. It

_
em-

braces other valuable information and illus-

trations showing several practical ignition

schemes. A copy will be sent to any auto-

mobile or gas engine owner upon applica-

tion.

Invasion of the foreign market by the

Rushmore searchlight has reached a point

where the subject becomes one of marked

interest, to. all interested in the success of

American-made automobile fittings abroad.

In France especially the Rushmore is find-

ing a very large sale, and although the
heavy rains of the past few months have
made motoring difficult in that country, the
Paris agency of the Rushmore Dynamo
Works has kept the factory busy filling

orders. Many prominent foreign motorists
have equipped their cars with the Rush-
more light, among them M. Charley, the

representative of the Mercedes interests;

Baron Henri de Rothschild, Renne' de
Knyff, director of the Panhard Company;
M. Galland, of Rosieres de Picardie; the

Prince de la Tour de Auvergne, and oth-

ers. James Gordon Bennett, whose private

Paris garage houses his six Mercedes cars,

has them all equipped with some fifteen

Rushmore searchlights.

The Anderson Forge & Machine Com-
pany, organized in Detroit with $150,000
capital stock, has bought the buildings of
W. H. Anderson & Co. at 21-31 St Aubin
avenue, Detroit The purchase includes the

complete equipment of steam hammers and
other machinery for the manufacture of a
full line of crankshafts, steam-hammer forg-
ings, and tools and a large part of the stock

on hand. Drop hammers and presses will

be added to the equipment as soon as the

machinery is received from the manufactur-
ers.

The uptown sundries and supply store of
Chas. E. Miller, in New York City, has
been moved from the old "automobile row"
in Thirty-eighth street to 924 Eighth ave-
nue between Fifty-fourth and Fifty-fifth

streets, where it is within a few hundred
feet of the new clubhouse of the Automobile
Club of America, and but a block west of
the new Broadway "row." The new store

is to be kept open until 9 o'clock at night
and until noon on Sundays and holidays for

the convenience of garage managers and
automobile dealers in the neighborhood.

Without proper oiling' no car will do its

work, and many a novice has scarred his

cylinders, ground out his bearings, badly
damaged his transmission or otherwise
abused his car through not realizing the

importance of this fact Instruction books
are read at random, laid to one side, or lost

with persistent regularity, and some of the

makers are making special efforts this sea-

son to convince purchasers of the necessity

of keeping their instructions and following
them. The Electric Vehicle Company has

adopted a system which is rather novel and
is working successfully. A printed, sheet

with complete instructions for oiling is

pasted on the under side of the forward
seat and shellacked. Under this plan there

is no possibility of the instructions getting

lost or even temporarily mislaid. The
company also issues more complete general

instructions in pamphlet form.

Illinois free postal delivery carriers are

looking for some kind of a conveyance with

which they can cover their routes in less

time than is now required to earn their

$720 a year. This winter some of the

carriers have had to use two horses hitched

to a two-wheeled cart. They have been
put to heavy expense in maintaining the

horses through the winter. In the summer
season, or for about seven months in the

year, the roads are such that an auto-

mobile could be taken around a twenty-
five mile route in quick time. This will

enable the carrier to put in more time at

some other work by which he can make
up for what he loses in the winter. More
gravel road is being built, and in some
sections the roads will be good nearly all

of the year. The carriers are looking for

a machine that will be serviceable enough
and cheap enough to serve their purpose.
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.
Combination Tool.—Under the name of

the Detroit combination tool, the Detroit
Tool Co. is offering, through its selling

agents, Calnon & Dennis, 19 Peninsulaf
Bank Building, Detroit; a shop tool that

should be of especial interest to the pri-

vate garage owner and the small repair

shop man. It should be a great economizer
of space, as it comprises in combination a
forge with geared rotary blower, an anvil

with 4 by 8-inch chilled face, a vise with
4-inch jaws opening 10 inches, a pipe vise

DETROIT COMBINATION TOOL.

with tempered tool steel jaw, an emery
wheel with geared power, a drill press with
encased gears, and such supplementary arti-

cles as vise clamps, anvil handy, twist drill

and blacksmith tongs. A larger size of this

same combination tool, called Model B,
weighs 225 pounds and has a bed piece
measuring 30 by 8 inches, steel faced top
and bottom. The anvil is 8 inches high and
15 inches long; the vise jaws are steel
faced; pipe vise jaws have capacity for 1-2
to 4-inch pipe ; emery wheel is 10 inches in

diameter, and forge pan is 14 1-2 by 16
inches.

Name Plates.—The Electro-Chemical
Engraving Company, 450-458 Nineteenth
street, Brooklyn, N. Y., is offering to the
automobile trade a line of name plates
etched in brass for attachment to cars and
all sorts of machine tools. These are made
in any desired style and size and are artis-

tically designed. The wording appears in

raised letters on a dead black sunk back-
ground. Holes are provided in the ends of
the plates for attaching to the machinery.
The design is etched shallow or deep, as
preferred, but the company recommends
deep etching, since it is more enduring.
The makers, who received the highest
award for metal name "plates at the St.

Louis Exposition, also manufacture clock
and meter dials, scales, metal signs, etc.

Pitless Turntable.—A new device that
commends itself at once to the private car
owner and the small garage proprietor is

a turntable manufactured by the Pitless

Turntable Co., of Kansas City, Mo., and
illustrated herewith. As its name implies,

this is constructed so that it can be laid

upon and screwed down to the floor of a
garage or stable without the necessity of

.constructing a special pit. The turntable is

made in two styles, one having the inclined

approaches attached, as shown, to the table

so that they revolve with it, counterbalancing
weights keeping the ends of the inclines

raised half an inch from the floor, and the

other having the approaches detached so
that they remain stationary when the table

turns. The first style is for use in public

garages and the other for private garages.
In the second style the table locks in posi-

tion when it is in alignment with the ap-
proaches. It can be released by stepping

on a lever. The Pitless turntables are made
in three sizes as follows: 108 inches in di-

ameter, for cars of 100 inches wheelbase;
124 inches diameter, for 120-inch wheelbase,
and 140 inches diameter for 134-inch wheel-
base.

Chime Signal.—The Orpheus Chime is

the name given to a new form of auto-
mobile alarm made and sold by the Central

Garage, 330 East Market street, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Although bearing a general
resemblance to the three-tube chime signals

which became popular during the past

season, and designed to be attached in the

same way to the side of the car and sound-
ed by the exhaust from the engine, there
are many points of difference. Instead
of being round the tubes are rectangular;
the horn can be taken apart, cleaned and
reassembled, it is said, in three minutes;
and the pitch drums are attached outside
of the tubes by wings and have a double
adjustment. A special valve is supplied
to adapt the chime for use on a steam
car, and the makers also supply upon de-
mand a bellows by which the signal can be
blown on an electric vehicle by the pressure
of the operator's foot. As no solder is

used in the construction of this horn, it will

withstand excessive heat from the exhaust
of a gas engine.

Cushion Tires.—Susceptibility of the or-

dinary pneumatic tires to puncture and con-
sequent deflation has induced the Ideal Auto
Tire Co., of Detroit, Mich., to place in the
market a special tire named the Ideal,

which does not depend upon compressed
air for its resiliency. Instead, this tire,

which closely resembles the outer shoe of

a detachable pneumatic tire, has wound cir-

cumferentially within it a thirty-foot band
of spring steel, like a clock spring. This
spring has a tendency to expand or unwind
and consequently lies snug against the in-

side of the tire tread, leaving an air space
of two inches or more between the spring
and the iron tire of the wheel. The tire

shoe has deep sides with beads on their

edges and is secured to the wheel felly by
means of flat steel segments bolted together
through tire and felly. The beads prevent
the tire pulling out.

pitless turntable, with inclined approaches attached.

Shock Absorber.—An improvement has

just been made in the Vestal shock ab-

sorber, made by the Vestal Shock Absorber
Company, 5917 Baum Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

By the use of two coil springy in the con-

necting arm between the friction arm and
the vehicle spring, a movement of two inches

between the car frame and spring is allowed

before the friction of the drum begins to

resist the movement in either direction. In

passing over an obstacle, when the car axle

starts upward the lower spring in the con-

necting arm is first compressed upward
against a collar pinned to the upper section

or plunger of the arm until it has been com-
pressed to the limit, when the friction drum
begins to check the movement. When the

car spring starts on the rebound, the lower
coil spring in the connecting arm first re-

laxes to its normal position and compression
of the upper spring begins. When this

spring has been fully compressed the drum
begins to check the rebound. By this con-

struction the car spring retains its full flexi-

bility within certain limits, beyond which
the friction device counteracts the severe

shocks.

Hand-Operated Siren.—The Leavitt siren

shown herewith, is made by the Uncas Spe-
cialty Company, of Norwich, Conn., es-

pecially for use on power boats. Instead of

utilizing the motion of the engine flywheel

leavitt hand-operated siren.

to sound the alarm, as on an automobile, the
Leavitt is geared to be turned by hand. It

is claimed that it can be heard from three to

five miles, and that all the different naviga-
tion signals can be given.

Tire Filler.—A new composition for
fiHing pneumatic tires to make them non-
deflatable in event of puncture has been dis-

covered by Dr. W. G. E. Flanders, Church
street, Burlington, Vt., who has also de-
vised a method for introducing the com-
pound, which he calls Glumatic, into tires.

The filler- is introduced into the tire in a
hot. gelatinous form, and afterwards solid-

ifies. During the process of filling, air is

pumped into the mixture so that it is thrust

into the tube full of bubbles, thereby in-

creasing the resiliency. The compound is

pumped into the tires through a rotary joint,

allowing the wheel to revolve all of the

time. The process is continued until there

is an internal pressure sufficient to hold up
the load each particular tire is expected to

carry. There is from ten to fifteen pounds
more pressure on the rear than on the

forward wheels of a machine. The compo-
sition is neutralized by a chemical process
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so that heat and cold have no effect on it

The Gumatic filler is registered at Wash-
ington, its composition being such that it

can be better protected under trade-mark
than by patent

Carriage Washer.—An improved wash-
ing device for automobile and carriage

bodies has just been patented and put on
the market by the Ideal Carriage Washer
Company, 148-152 Lenox street, Rochester,
N. Y. It consists of a metal nozzle for at-

tachment to the end of a metal tube consti-

tuting a handle, which is attached in turn
to a hose. The nozzle has four external
rods with inturned prongs which grasp a

sponge and hold it directly in front of the
water spray. Sliding on the central tube
of the nozzle is a hard rubber cup with four
holes, through which pass the four rods
that hold the sponge. A spiral spring
wound around the tube forces this disk to
the end of the nozzle so that the cup draws
the prongs together, burying them deeply in

the sponge so that they cannot scratch the

varnish on a body. When it is desired to
release the sponge and use the washer

IDEAL CARRIAGE WASHER CO. S IMPROVED
WASHER.

merely as a hose nozzle the rubber cup is

drawn back, compressing the coil spring
and separating the prongs. The device fits

any ordinary hose connection. The rubber
cup is brass lined, as ace also the holes in

which the rods slide.

Coil Current Indicator.—An instrument
designed to show the exact amount of cur-
rent that is being drawn from the ignition
battery, so that the coil can be adjusted
properly, has been brought out by the Con-
necticut Telephone & Elecrnc Co., of Meri-
den. Conn. This is called the Connecticut
coil current indicator. It consists of a spe-
cial form of indicating meter suitable for
holding in the hand and having attached to

CONNECTICUT BATTERY CURRENT INDICATOR.

it a double conducting cord and metallic

circuit plug. To use tins instrument, the
running plug is removed from the coil and
the metallic plug on the end of the indicator
cable is inserted into the jack from which
the running plug has been taken. This
throws the indicator into circuit, so that

the amount of current passing through the

coil can be determined. In adjusting a

vibrator, increasing the tension increases

the amount of current passing through the

coil, and in most cases the person who does
the adjusting sets the tension so high that it

consumes more current than is actually re-

quired to do the work, not only wasting
current but burning the contact points. If

the coil is correctly m4de and the proper
current is used to operate it, the result

should be the almost total elimination of

coil and battery troubles.

Muffler.—Under the name of the Ejec-

tor muffler, the Motor & Mfg. Works Co.,

107 North Albany street, Ithaca, N. Y., is

"Rich spark" plug made by the Richardson
Engineering Company, of Hartford, Conn.,

manufacturers of electric charging outfits

and electric light and ignition outfits for

launches, yachts, clubhouses and residences.

The drawing shows two types of sparking
end, one on the right having the insulating
mica chambered to insure against any
short-circuiting through the collecting of

soot around the end of the plug and spark

EJECTOR PRESSURE EQUALIZING MUFFLER.

offering in the market the muffler shown in

the accompanying illustration. This is de-
signed to take care of the exhaust of high-
speed four-cylinder engines. It is divided
into three expansion chambers formed by a
series of cones nested together and per-
forated, some at the outer edge and some
near the apex at the center. The cones are
held apart by U-shaped distance pieces that
allow them to give when subjected to the

force of the exhaust gas as it enters the
muffler. All parts of the muffler are in use
simultaneously. The gas entering the muf-
fler from the exhaust pipe fills the first

chamber. A proportion of it flows through
the center pipe into the second chamber, and
another proportion passes on through a

smalled center pipe into a third chamber,
while a portion is passing out through the

nozzle directly into the exhaust pipe at the

outgoing end. The pressure in the first

chamber will be higher than that of the

second chamber. While the pressure of the

third chamber will be less than that of the
second until the gases passing through the

cones enters these chambers and brings
them all to a uniform pressure, which is

much lower than would be the case if the

gas was allowed to fill the muffler instan-

taneously. By this arrangement most of the
gas has issued from the muffler before the

piston starts for its return or exhausting
stroke, and the gas is muffled effectively

without back pressure. The Ejector mufflers

are in use on engines of from 1 horsepower
to 300 horsepower. In the last two years
the makers have, they claim, put more than
11,000 mufflers into actual use.

Leather Tires.—A pneumatic tire in

which no rubber is used except in the air-

tube is manufactured by the Salisbury Tire
Company, of Owosso, Mtch. The makers
claim that with this tire the expenses that

are usually inseparable from the use of
pneumatics are almost eliminated, while the

resilience is retained. The tire is made of

a number of layers of leather, elk sole

leather being largely used, the inner lining,

next to the air tube, being of a friction

fabric. It is said that the Salisbury tire is

water proof and is lighter than a rubber
pneumatic tire of the same size. These
tires are made for both clincher rims of the

ordinary type and for Dunlop detachable
rims. Special attention is called by the
manufacturers to the anti-skid bands, which
are studded with steel knobs so inserted

that they cannot be loosened.

Spark Plug.—The accompanying draw-
ings shows the longitudinal. section of the

pin. The threaded central portion of the

plug is a brass shell, and the firing pin ex-

tending through it is carefully wrapped with
India sheet mica. Disks of mica are forced
over this at both ends and packed together
under great pressure. The pressure devel-
oped in the engine cylinder by the exploding
charges only serve to pack this insulation
tighter. There is no packing to blow out
and the plug is easy to clean.
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FIRST OF THE EUROPEAN TOURING CONTESTS.
Paws, March 20.—First of the several

important European touring contests for

the coming season will be the Sicilian Cir-

cuit for the Targo Florio, scheduled to take

place May 6 on the Island of Sicily. Che-

valier Vincenzio Florio is the organizer of

this picturesque event, which will try, in no
easy manner, the rugged qualities of a first-

class touring car. As a preliminary to

the tour the Chevalier has traveled over the

chosen route and reported on it in this man-

ner: "The road is grand from Cerda to

Caltavutoro, but soon after passing the lat-

ter place, notably between Petralia to Cas-

tellbuono, where the road attains an eleva-

tion of 1400 metres (4,550 feet) above sea

level, the surface becomes bad. Fairly good

from Castellbuono to Campofelice, it leaves

much to be desired between the latter place

and Cerda—that is, the portion particularly

which skirts the sea, and whereon the

grandstands will be placed.

"Having regard to the difficulties of the

route, it is probable that two and not three

circuits will form the distance. This event

is confined to touring vehicles of a chassis

cost of less than £800, and of types of which

TYPICAL STRETCH OF 8ICILIAB ROAD WHICH WILL BE TRAVELED IN THE TARGO FLORIO COP EVENT IB MAY.
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NBAS 1 'ISHELLO THE SICILIAN SCENERY BECOMES 8UBLIME WITH SNOW-CAPPED MOUNTAINS.

a series of not less than ten must have been

constructed before the date of the closing

of the entries."

Everybody in Sicily is actually ,at work

for the material organization of the compe-

tition and the last mails inform us that the

Sicilians are positively enthusiastic over the

coming of the automobile caravan. It also

must be known that the frame in which the

famous course is placed is really splendid,

and the most picturesque in the south of

Europe.

The start will be near to Termini—six

kilometers from the latter town and forty

kilometers from Palermo. The road is

bordered by enormous rocks on one side

and precipices on the other. Soon after

Palermo the automobilists will reach a mag-

nificent straight line alongside the sea.

parallel to the railroad track that goes to

Cefalu. This part of the road is level for

about ten kilometers, and absolutely

straight up to the Aqua Camuni, where it

turns slightly to the right, going towards

Collesano. Then, it is again the abrupt

mountain which goes up and down and

makes zigzags at terrific height. Then the

cars plunge down to Isnello and Castell-

buono. After crossing Castellbtiono the cir-

cuit continues by sinuous roads until Geraci

is reached. From there they will climb a

very strong hill that leads to Petralia So-

prana, a culminate point of the circuit situ-

ated at 1,400 meters above the sea level.

Then the road descends nicely to Petralia

Sottana, Castellana. Caltauturo. Near this

town is the most difficult double turn of the

circuit, being an up-and-down-hill one, at

a very sharp angle. Finally by Cerda and

many more sinuous roads the course comes

back to the starting point.

The circuit will be driven on the right

hand. In this competition the cars will cer-

tainly have to show all their qualities.

The country traversed by the course is

marvelously sublime. Now the roads dom-
inate profound vales, full of the roar of

furious gulches ; then, on the contrary, it is

squeezed in narrow gorges bordered by

high walls, on the top of which ruins of

ancient castles are perched like eagle nests.

Sometimes also a brigand's hut shows its

straw roof between two high, black rocks

visited by vultures.

The Executive Committee of the Targa

Florio expects the greatest success, and the

principal automobile firms of Italy, as well

as the majority of the French, German,

English and Belgium firms, have entered

their best teams to dispute this competition.

An American Maker's Opinions
Buffalo, N. Y., March 26.—George N.

Pierce, the well-known automobile manu-
facturer, announced yesterday that within

a few weeks his son, Percy P. Pierce, will

start the American invasion of Europe by

taking part in the principal touring contest

of France, Italy, Germany and England.

Mr. Pierce, in regard to the manufactur-

ing of automobiles, said

:

"American manufacturers can compete

with foreign manufacturers in making auto-

s

1 \

mobiles, and within the next two years the

importation of foreign makes will cease en-

tirely. The main trouble in manufacturing

automobiles in this country has been that

we could not get steel of the proper quality.

"When we ordered steel from an Ameri-

can manufacturer he asked how many hun-

dred thousand tons we wanted, and we were

forced to reply, 'We don't want hundreds

of thousands of tons, but fuieen tons.' This

steel, however, had to be of finer quality

than was made in this country, and that is

where we lost out with the foreign maker.

But now some of the steel manufacturers

are putting in good plants, and we will get

even better steel than the foreign grade.

"The automobile has developed more dur-

ing the past five years than any other man-
ufactured article in the history of American
enterprise. It will develop still further, as

it is destined to be the main means of trans-

portation. 1

"More than 95 per cent, of the commerce
of the country is carried on wheels at pres-

ent, and it will not be many years before

the automobile surpasses all other rivals.

The states are making better roads, and the

day will come when the great trans-conti-

nental highways on which automobiles will

be run will be the main means of co-nmuni-

cation between different cities.

OUTLINE OF THE TAROO FLORIO COURSE.

France's Minister of Finance has offered'

two prizes, one of 20,000 fr-ncs and the

other of 50,000 to the individual who shall

discover, suggest or produce a denaturizing

substance for alcohol, which will be superior

to the agent at present employed, and wViicVv

will entirely preserve the government from
all possibility of fraud. The largest prize

is to the individual who will discover means
of employing alcohol for lighting purposes,
in the same way, and with the same con-
venience, as paraffin is now used.
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SIDE VIEW OF THE "DUBOITHET'S" 240-HORSEPOWER DE DIETRICH MOTOR EQUIPMENT.

The Motor Boat Innings Abroad.

Nice, March 20.—Entries for the classic

motor boat regatta to be held here the week

of March 25-31 have closed and the craft

entered represent all the great French and

foreign boat builders. In the racer class

the lines of nearly all the boats follow very

generally upon those of the famous Trcfie-

a Qttatre, which made such a good .show in

1904, and which may be said to have been

the forerunner of a distinct type, or more

correctly to have demonstrated a

principle to which all seeking to

build hulls capable of being driven

at great speed through the water

have found it well to adhere.

Since last year con-

structors have earnestly

sought means to

strengthen and stiffen

their hulls without dim-

inishing speed, or sacri-

ficing lightness. Many
3f the craft entered will,

after Nice, take part in

inany river regattas, so

that while the builders have spared no

pains to strengthen their boats with a view

to enabling: them to keep the sea for a time,

they will still have sufficient speed to afford

them chances of victory in events on rivers

and lakes.

De Dietrich 240-H.P. Auto Boat Motor

An interesting competitor in the foreign

events will be the auto-boat Dubonnet.

which has been fitted with two De Dietrich

motors of 120 horsepower each, placed

tandem, and forming a power plant of 240

horsepower. The Delahaye motor used

in the boat last season was thought to

be too heavy : the new motors will bet-

ter distribute the weight. The De

Dietrich motors are of the type built

for the 1905 Gordon Bennett racing

cars. Each engine forms a sepi- A
rate unit, but the controlling

levers are common to both.

Connection between the two

motors consists of a leather

faced cone clutch of the

usual type. Each motor

can be started individ

ually if desired or

one may be started

by hand arid the BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF THE "DUBOITNET

connecting clutch let in to start the other,

though this must be done with care. The
starting crank of the forward motor is

seen in the extreme left of the engraving,

showing a side view of the motor; a sin-

gle chain is used to rotate the crankshaft,

and room must be left forward of the

motor for a man. The after engine is

THREE-QUARTER VIEW OF HULL FROM THE PORT SIDE FORWARD.

pulleys The

ever. The valves are all on the side and

the piping is well arranged. Cylinders are

cast in pairs with integral heads and valve

chambers. The water jackets consist of

skeletons cast integral with the cylinders

and covered with flat-ribbed plates of alu-

minum. The camshaft slides longitudinally

to give half compression when starting.

Probably the most interesting part of the

power plant is the reversing gear, which,

though it consists only of a modern appli-

cation of the old belt drive, gives excellent

results and is growing in favor in France.

The flywheel of the after

motor has flanges, so that the

rim of the wheel

forms a pulley for a

leather belt about 6
- inches wide. A simi-

lar pulley is secured

to the forward end of

the propeller shaft. Di-

rectly over the space be-

tween the two pulleys is a

jack-shaft, placed at right

angles to the propeller

crank and crankshaft, on

which are two loose jockey

jackshaft with its jockey

pulleys is automatically lowered when the

direct drive clutch is engaged and is raised

when the clutch is withdrawn for the pur-
pose of reversing. A belt passes under the

flywheel pulley, up over one of the jockey

pulleys with a twist of 00 degrees, then

down under the propeller shaft pulley, up
again over the other jockey pulley and
down again to the flywheel pulley. When
the cone clutch is engaged the jackshaft is

low and the belt hangs clear of the large

pulleys When the cone clutch is with-

drawn and the jackshaft raised until the

belt tightens on the pulleys, the pro-

peller shaft is driven in the opposite

direction to the crankshaft, as will

be seen by mentally following the

path of the belt.

This reversing gear is an ex-

cellent one, as it naturally

applies the power very grad-

ually, is not subject to

wear when not in use

and is free from com-

plications and from

constantly moving

parts which might

cause trouble if

LOOKING FORWARD, SHOW1KG MOTORS IF POSITION, neglected.
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started from the rear end by a crank not

shown in the same engraving, the longi-

tudinal shaft and chain being shown, how-

/^neglected.
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hose Who Tour Abroad
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^

A TYPICAL FRENCH ROAD, LIKE WHICH THERE ARE MANY MILES.

Paws, March 15.—The annual reports of

several British railroads have revealed the

fact that quietly, almost without the public

being aware of it, a distinct change is tak-

ing place in passenger traffic. Without ex-

ception, on all the main lines in England, a

serious falling off is recorded in the number

of first-class travelers. It is not that the

public travels less, or that the third-class

compartment is preferred to the first, but

that the rich classes prefer the automobile

to the railroad.

In France, where there is proportion-

ally a larger wealthy floating population,

both native and foreign, than in the British

Isles, the change is more noticeable, and the

number of wealthy families who have neg-

lected the iron way for the high road is

largely on the increase. A visit to im-

portant garages in Paris during spring,

seaside resorts during summer, and the

Riviera centers of gayety during winter, af-

fords ample illustration of the tendency of

modern locomotion.

Among those who have done much to de-

prive the railway companies of receipts from

first-class passenger traffic are American

visitors to Europe. The contingents of

tourists who every summer cross the Atlan-

tic in ever-increasing numbers and spend

two or three months "doing" Europe, real-

ize that the only way to see a country thor-

oughly, intelligently, and enjoyably is by

automobile. Up to recently this sport has

been confined to multimillionaires, but

with the development of enthusiasm for

motoring among all classes in the United

States, men of more modest means are be-

ginning to consider a trip through Europe

in an automobile.

Better to Use One's Own Car.

A crowd of questions present themselves

to the automobilist who has taken the

decision to travel through France and

adjoining European countries. Shall he

ship his own car across the Atlantic? Shall

he buy a new one in France? Or, shall he

hire one? The last-mentioned plan would

be the most simple, but the one least likely

to be adopted by the true automobilist, for

a hired car would entail a professional

chauffeur and would rob the trip of the

pleasure which is only to be obtained from

driving and caring for a well-constructed

machine.

A good second-hand car could be bought

in Paris and sold to the broker after the

trip; or, if the automobilist is desirous of

purchasing a French machine, he could take

delivery of his car in Paris, and, his Euro-

pean tour finished, take the vehicle back

with him to America.

Supposing that the automobilist desirous

of making a trip of from one to four months

in France already possesses a reliable tour-

ing machine capable of carrying a party of

four at a moderate speed, he cannot do

better than bring it over for his tour. He
will be put to some trouble at the com-

mencement, but will be amply repaid in the

pleasure to be derived from handling his

own trusted car.

The First Customs Necessity.

If the automobile has been entirely con-

structed in America, there will be no cus-

toms formalities to go through on leaving

the country. Supposing the car is of

American make, but fitted with French

tires, lamps, horns, or other accessories, a

declaration must be made to the custom

authorities in order that these articles may
re-enter the country free of duty.

If the car is of foreign construction,

additional care must be taken to have it

declared in proper form in order to escape

duty when returning. The broker who
originally imported the car should be looked

up and asked to make the necessary re-

searches for an examination of the car by

the custom house. He will have to furnish

the name of steamer by which the automo-

bile arrived, the date of arrival, the cus-

tom house invoice number, the date of

entry, and the date duty was paid.

The usual broker's fee for these duties

is from $5 to $10 All information

having been obtained, an application

must be made to the customs au-

thorities for an examination of the car;

this application must be made personally

by the owner of the car, or by some per-

son authorized to represent the owner
under a deed of attorney.

To Ship Your Car Abroad.
So much depends on careful packing of

the automobile, this work should only be

entrusted to experienced people. The car

should be suspended in a strong water-

proof case, the cost of which will be from

$75 to $100 for a large car, and slightly

more costly for an extra large vehicle.

The automobilist would save himself

considerable trouble by placing the matter

in the hands of some transport agent mak-
ing a specialty of shipping automobiles.

From the American Express Company,
65 Broadway, New York, a firm with con-

siderable experience in this branch of ship-

ping, the following quotation has been ob-

tained :

From New York to Paris the cost of

shipping an automobile varies from $90 to

$250, according to the steamer and weight

and size of car.

Packing in New York varies from $60 to

$100. In Paris the charge is from $25 to

$55-

The Compagnie Generate Transatlantique,

running between New York and Havre,

often refuse to carry automobiles on their

crack liners, shipping them only on cargo

boats, of which there is a regular service

about three times a month. Inquiries as

to the transport of the car should therefore

be made a little time in advance, so as

to avoid landing in Europe and having to

wait an unnecessary length of time for the

car to arrive.

When You Enter France.

On entering France, customs duties must
be paid on the automobile, but this amount
will be refunded on leaving the country

within twelve months.

It should be particularly noted that this

permission always dates from January 1 to

December 31, and not from the actual date
of entry.

Representations are at present being
made by the Automobile Club of France
and the Touring Club of France towards
the customs authorities with a view to ob-
taining twelve clear months. The amount
of the tax is $12 per 100 kilos (220
pounds) ; thus, for a car weighing 1,000

kilos, $120 would have to be deposited.

Should the traveler leave the country for
a short time, he should allow the money
to remain on deposit with the custom au-
thorities, and only ask for its return when
definitely leaving France. Before passing
over the frontier, however, his customs re-
ceipt should be indorsed.

Entering Other European Countries.

On passing into adjoining European coun-
tries—Italy, Switzerland, Belgium, Ger-
many—the same formalities will have to be
gone through as on entering France. Tn
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Belgium, the tariff is 12 per cent, of the

declared value of the car; in Switzerland,

U per 220 pounds ; in Italy, $40 up to 1,100

pounds, $80 from 1,100 to 2,200 pounds, and
above this weight, $120.

In all cases the car must enter these

countries by road, accompanied by the

owner; if sent over the frontier by rail,

full duty would have to be paid and would
not be returned.

On entering Italy a certificate must be

produced declaring the exact weight of the

car.

Registering and Obtaining Certificate.

The French regulations require that every

automobile should be registered at the

offices of the "Prefect of a departement,"
or, in Paris, with the Prefect of Police

(Prefecture de Police, Paris).

The declaration must be made on paper
bearing a 60 centime stamp ( 12 cents) and
be accompanied by the full name and ad-

dress of the owner, the name of the con-
structor, and the number of the motor. A
receipt (a gray card) bearing the registered

number of the car will be given, and this

number must be carried in white letters on
a black ground, both in front and at the

rear of the car.

To obtain a driving certificate a demand
must also be made to the Prefect of the

Department, or the Prefect of Police in

Paris, on stamped paper (papier timbri) of

60 centimes value, to be obtained at any
post-office. The name and address of the

applicant are required, his address in

France, three unmounted photographs, and
some papers to prove his identity (a birth

certificate, or a certificate from the Amer-
ican consul is generally asked for).

The applicant will probably be called

upon to undergo a driving examination
before the inspector of the Service des

Mines, and, having satisfied that official of

his ability to drive an automobile, will be
granted a red card available throughout
France. If a short visit is made to an ad-

joining country, the French certificate and
registration number may be used, but

should a lengthy stay be contemplated, the

tourist should immediately conform to the

regulations of the country.

In all these matters the American vis-

itor must be prepared for a large amount of
red tape. It is advisable, therefore, to come
furnished with all necessary papers in order
to avoid vexatious delays. Once, how-
ever the customs house passed, the car

registered, and the driving certificate ob-

tained, there will be nothing to mar a trip

through France, and the visitor will cer-

tainly return home with pleasant recollec-

tions of good roads, reasonable police regu-

lations, fine scenery, and novel, historic,

and interesting surroundings which will

remain in memory for many a day.

In returning to America it is advisable

to hand all papers connected with the pas-

sage of the automobile through the customs
house to the broker who attended to the

matter in the first instance. The cost will

be but trifling, and much trouble will be

saved the traveler.

Should alterations have been made to

the automobile during its absence, duty will

have to be paid on the value of the work
done. A broken part replaced or any minor

repair which is not at all noticeable would

pass through free of duty; but should a

new body have been fitted, a new ignition

system adopted, or any improvements of an

important nature have been made, duty

would have to be paid according to their

value. Travelers have on several occa-

sions contested the right of the customs

authorities to enact duty on repairs, but

when the matter has come before the

courts have always lost their case.

How to Hire a Car in Paris.

There are in Paris several firms hiring

out automobiles for long or short distances,

and the visitor who prefers to take a hired

machine rather than bring over his own
vehicle or buy a new one, will always find

first-class cars of the latest model capable

of going anywhere.

These cars are, as a rule, not let out ex-

cept under the charge of the firm's own
chauffeurs, even if the hirer is a skilled

driver. Of course, arrangements can often

be made with the chauffeur for him to give

up the steering wheel to the traveler, bu;

such an arrangement is not recognized by

the owner of the car. and the professional

chauffeur would be held responsible for all

accidents or mishaps which might happen

to the automobile.

A few firms are to be found who are not

so strict in this matter, and would allow an

automobile to start on a tour without a

chauffeur if they were fully covered against

accidents to the car. Often these condi-

tions are so onerous as to amount prac-

tically to buying the car. which, by the way.

can always be done, the dealer agreeing

to buy back the car at the end of the tour

at a price to be agreed upon according to

its condition.

At the Bob Walter garage. 83 Avenue de

la Grande Armee, The Automobile corre-

spondent was shown a number of hand-

some cars of different makers used ex-

clusively for long and short tours through

France, their occupants generally being

American visitors. At the beginning of the

year they are principally employed on runs

to the Riviera ; in the spring they are often

found in Touraine, and, as the Summer
advances, they leave the capital on journeys

extending from one to four months. The

price varies considerably, according to the

size of the car and the journey undertaken,

but may be quoted at $20 a day for a me-

dium-sized car.

A handsome, roomy touring car, Panhard,

Renault, Mercedes, or other well-known

make, with side entrance and cape hood,

could be obtained for a long journey at

the rate of $1,000 a month, including all

charges except gasoline, garage charges,

and board and lodging of the chauffeur.

The Societe Ader, 40 bis Avenue de

Suffren, Paris, gives the following tariff for

the hire of automobiles

:

2-cyl. 4-cyl.

Half day of 6 hours $15 $17

Day of 10 hours 25 30

Seven days 170 !8°

Two weeks 270 300

Four weeks 360 4°°

For service in Paris these charges are

inclusive. If on a tour, the hirer must pay

for gasoline, garage, and board and lodg-

ing of chauffeur. The standard type of car

used by the Ader company for town ser-

vice has a four-cylinder motor, with drive

through countershaft and side chains, and

carries a Iandaulet body. For long-distance

touring, double-phaeton, side-entrance bod-

ies, with folding hood or tonneau bodies

are also supplied.

The chauffeur is in uniform, and the cars,

which are built by the Ader company, have

a smart and well-finished appearance.

The Price of Gasoline.

The price of gasoline throughout France

varies from 60 to 70 centimes (12 to 14

IN THE PYRENEES DISTRICT, WHERE THE SCENERY 1IEC0MES RUGGED AND PICTt
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cents) in Paris, to 30 or 32 centimes (6

cents) in the country. Except in Paris, one

need never pay more than 8 cents.

In some cases a contract is made with the

chauffeur to supply all fuel required for

the tour and provide his own food and

lodging. The traveler must, of course,

know the entire distance he intends to cover

and how many miles he will travel a day.

This frees the hirer from all trouble of

paying for fuel on every occasion and giyes

the chauffeur more liberty, for instead of

taking his meals at the same hotel as the

travelers he will patronize much cheaper

establishments and thus save a little money
for himself without robbing anyone.

Insurance charges are always covered by

the owner of the car for France only, the

hirer paying insurance while in other Eu-

ropean countries. The Ader company in-

sures against accidents for $6,000 and $2,000

for each person injured, the responsibility

of the company being limited to this sum.

Join the Touring Club de France.

Persons who intend spending any length

of time in Europe would be well advised

to enroll themselves as members of the

Touring Club de France, the headquarters

of which are at 65 Avenue de la Grande

Armee, Paris. Entrance is obtained on

payment of an annual fee of $1, and on

the proposition of two members of the

Touring Gub.

The American Automobile Association

not long since consummated an arrange-

ment whereby a member of any one of its

clubs or an individual member could upon

presentation of his A. A. A. card at 65

Avenue de la Grand Armee obtain im-

mediate membership in the Touring Club

:

or a mailed application, also accompanied

by the A. A. A. card, would receive prompt

attention and be sent to any address sup-

plied. A. A. A. membership thus make?

unnecessary the indorsement of two Tour-

ing Club members and also removes th»

customary fortnight of delay in awaiting T.

C. F. action on the application.

In addition to guide maps, advice on

routes, lists of recommended hotels, with a

reduction of 10 per cent., the Touring Gub
is authorized to grant free permits into for-

eign countries. Instead of paying the cus-

toms duties in the usual way, members may
deposit the amount with the Touring Club

de France, and will receive a certificate al-

lowing them to enter and leave a foreign

country any number of times during the

year. The, particulars required when ap-

plying for a foreign permit, known as a

tryptique, are name, address, and member-
ship number, make and description of car,

name of maker, number of the motor, kind

of tires, value, and weight of automobile.

When One Crones to England.

As many automobilists finish up a trip in

France with a run through the British Isles,

some figures as to the cost of crossing the

Channel may be useful. There are three

main routes from France to England

:

Boulogne to Folkestone, the shorter sea

passage, but the most expensive route, the

rate for an automobile, unpacked, being $25,

owner's risk, and $37.62, company's risk.

From Dieppe to Newhaven. a four-hour

sea journey, the rate is $22.50 at owner's

risk, and $30.25 at company's risk, plus $1

per ton.

From Granville, St. Malo, Cherbourg,

Honfleur, or Havre to Southampton, sea

journey eight to ten hours, the rate is not

exceeding one ton, $11.86; not exceeding

one and a half tons, $17.69. and not exceed-

ing two tons, $23.72.

Automobiles must be at Havre at

4.30 p. m.. and for all these services it is

necessary to reserve space on the steamer

the previous day and at the same time ad-

vise the company of the weight of the auto-

mobile, extreme length, width, and mention

if the car is fitted with a canopy or limou-

sine body. Gasoline tank must be emptied

before going on board. Between Havre
and Southampton there is a daily service,

but between other French ports and South-

ampton boats only run two or three times

a week.

A. A. A. members, on reaching London,

and calling at the headquarters of the Auto-

mobile Gub of Great Britain and Ireland,

119 Piccadilly, W., upon presentation of

membership tickets to secretary J. W. Orde,

will receive international courtesies, there

being an understanding between the A A
A. and the A. C. G. B. I.

New French Regulations.
Paris, March 9.—New French automo-

bile regulations have been under official

consideration for several months and may
be expected to be issued in a short time.

They will contain several important modi-

fications of the 1899 and 1901 laws. Instead

of the inspector having to assure himself

solely of the candidate's ability to drive,

under the new regime he will demand a

medical certificate, proving that the future

chauffeur has no disease likely to hinder

him as a driver.

Two certificates will be granted, one for

cars running at less than thirty-five kilo-

meters an hour and another for vehicles

capable of traveling at a higher speed.

(Curious anomaly, the French speed limit

is thirty kilometers an hour in the open

country.)

In order to prevent the issue of a low-

grade certificate for a high-power machine,

each chassis must carry a placque easily vis-

ible, on which shall be given the name and
address of the builder, power, series and
number of the motor. Except for electric

cars, two numbers must be carried, one in

front and one in the rear, which shall des-
ignate not the car, as at present. b<it the
actual proprietor.

ENTERING VIBRAYE, A FRENCH VILLAGE ON THE SARTHE CIRCUIT.
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GAS TURBINES DISCUSSED BY DUGALD CLERK.

AMONG the problems which engage

the attention of the inventor in

the automobile field, one of the

most attractive, if we may judge from
many communications received on the sub-

ject, is that of the substitution of the gas

turbine for the reciprocating engine as the

prime mover. In the past the subject has

been discussed occasionally in these pages,

and we now publish one of the most valu-

able contributions on the subject origin-

ally from the pen of the great English

engineer, Dugald Clerk, and which was
presented to the notice of the engineering

profession in an address delivered before

the English Junior Institution of Engi-
neers.

The great success that has been attained

in the introduction of the steam turbine

for stationary power purposes and in steam-
ships has undoubtedly been largely respon-

sible for the interest of inventors in the

problem of the gas turbine. In the direc-

tion of simplification and especially of

avoidance of the stresses and vibrations

caused by the reciprocating masses in the

ordinary form of motor, the problem seems
worth while, but there are apparently cer-

tain insurmountable difficulties in the way
especially for automobile propulsion in

which the question of weight is of prime

importance. In his opening remarks Mr.
Clerk states that he has only known one
instance in which a gas turbine "really

rotated," and in this instance the brake
horsepower was infinitesimal. The experi-

ment was conducted by F. W. Lanchester,

the automobile engineer, who in originality

and freedom from the prejudice of con-

vention is the English equivalent of our
own Charles Duryea. The machine made
a great noise, not an infrequent accom-
paniment of an inventor's pet scheme, and
did practically nothing else.

Mr. Gerk has reached the conclusion that

the practical difficulties in the way of the

development of the gas turbine are insur-

mountable—especially those occasioned by
the high temperatures employed. In his

address he refers to the writings of R. M.
Neilson and Dr. Charles E. Lucke (Colum-
bia University) and Prof. Sidney A. Reeve
on the subject and continues:

"In most of the recent discussions upon

gas turbine problems it has been recognized

that the temperatures possible in the cyl-

inder gas engine are impossible for the

gas turbine. It has been fully proved by

many investigators, including myself, that

th~. temperatures quite common in ordinary

gas engine practice range as high as 2,000

degrees Centigrade, although in the best

practice, for most economical results 1,500

degrees Centigrade or 1,600 degrees Centi-

grade appears to be an upper limit. With

the temperature of 1,500 degrees Centigrade

or 1,600 degrees Centigrade, a first-class

modern gas engine of about 50 horsepower

will give an indicated efficiency of 35 per

cent. At the same time, the negative work

of the cycle is so low that the mechanical

efficiency of the engine may be as high as

86 per cent, or even over. If one realizes

what the temperature 2,000 degrees Centi-

grade means, it becomes very evident that

no turbine constructed either on the lines of

Parsons or Laval could possibly be made to

work with continuous supply of such gases

;

2,000 degrees Centigrade is considerably

over the melting point of platinum. It is

much higher than the temperature at which

cast-iron flows from the crucible, or, indeed,

the temperature of the interior of the blast

furnace itself. Any blades of iron, steel,

or, in fact, of any other material—even

brick-fire itself—becomes fluid or semi-fluid

at this temperature. It is obviously hope-

less, therefore, to attempt, in the gas turbine,

temperatures which are quite feasible in

the cylinder engine. This fact, as I have

said, is generally recognized.

It is accordingly said, by those who take

a favorable view of the gas turbine, that it

is necessary to supply the turbine with gases

at a much lower temperature. Mr. Neilsen

fixes the temperature of 700 degrees Centi-

grade as one which steel turbine blades

would probably stand, without too rapid

deterioration. I fear that on this point I

must differ from him, because in my expe-

rience, oxidation of steel, and even iron, is

a fairly rapid process at this temperature.

Nothing new has been proposed as to the

thermodynamic cycle of the gas turbine, so

that all reasoning upon efficiencies depends

upon the deductions already made from

internal combustion engine practice.

"Seeing the impossibility of constructing

a turbine with materials to stand a high

temperature, many have proposed to con-

vert high temperature into kinetic energy,

so that instead of having work stored up in

the gas in the form of heat, the heat shall

disappear, and the energy of the heat be

transformed into motion of the gaseous

particles at a high velocity. Such pro-

posals, then, include the compressing of

a gaseous mixture to, say, 50 pounds or

60 pounds above atmosphere, the ignit-

ing of that mixture within a com-

bustion chamber at constant pressure, and

the expansion of the mixture through an

expanding jet of the Laval type, so as to

drop the temperature and obtain its equiv-

alent in kientic energy or velocity of the

gaseous particles. The rapidly moving par-

ticles at the relatively low pressure and

temperature are then allowed to impinge

upon rapidly rotating blades of sickle con-

figuration, and they are supposed to give up

their energy of motion to those blades, and

so expend work upon the turbine. This

appears to be the most feasible of all the gas

turbine proposals, so I will proceed to ex-

amine it a little more minutely.

"Success by this cycle of operations re-

quires :

"(1) A rotary or turbine compressor of

high relative efficiency.

"(2) An expanding nozzle which shall

ensure that free expansion is quantitatively

equivalent to adiabatic expansion behind a

piston.

"(3) A rotating turbine of such con-

struction as to secure very high efficiency

of transformation of kinetic energy of the

moving gas into effective work available

at the turbine shaft.

"Assuming air to the working fluid, and

specific heat to be constant through the tem-

perature range, it is easy to calculate the

efficiency of the Joule or Brayton cycle,

which these operations in effect repre-

sent. It would be useless to attempt to work

a turbine at a pressure so low as to be rel-

atively inefficient compared with the gas

engine, 'so I have chosen a Joule cycle of,

say 48 per cent, ideal efficiency, which in a

cylinder gas engine would probably give, in

practice, about 30 per cent, indicated ef-

ficiency. For this ideal efficiency the pres-

sure of compression would require to be

141 pounds per square inch absolute. To
give power with a reasonably small pump,

I shall assume a maximum temperature

of 1,700 degrees Centigrade. That is, as-

suming a perfect compressor and a perfect

nozzle expander, the temperature would only

fall from 1,700 degrees Centigrade to 750

degrees Centigrade. Plainly, this temper-

ature would be too high for a Laval disk

with blades. In order to get a reasonable

temperature on expansion, it would be nec-

essary to assume a maximum temperature in

the combustion chamber no higher than 1.000

degrees, and this would bring down the

temperature, after complete expansion, to

about 500 degrees, which, no doubt, steel

turbine blades can be expected to stand

for some considerable time.

"With these assumptions, however, the

gas turbine would not be very economical,

as compared with cylinder engines, even

assuming all difficulties overcome. The

theoretical and practical difficulties, how-

ever, are very serious indeed.

"To begin with the question of an ef-

ficient air compressor. I am not aware of

any turbine compressor capable of com-

pressing up to 140 pounds absolute from

atmosphere with anything like 60 per

cent, efficiency. Before success could be

attained, this efficiency of compression,

so far as diagram is concerned, should

be at least 90 per cent., in order to
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allow for unavoidable mechanical and other

losses in the subsequent processes. It has,

it is true, been proposed to substitute

cylinder compressors operated from the tur-

bine, instead of turbine compressors; but

this, it appears to me, would be equivalent

to abandoning at once all the advantages

of the turbine principle. If reciprocating

cylinders are to be used for compression

there is no objection to using them also for

expanding. No gas turbine with cylinder

compressors could, in my view, succeed.

Assuming, however, even 00 per cent, ef-

ficiency from a turbine compressor, and as-

suming that we have a compressed gaseous

mixture burning freely in the combustion

chamber at the desired pressure and tem-

perature we have yet to face the problem

of the expanding nozzle. It is always as-

sumed that with the use of an expanding

nozzle temperature drop can be as certainly

attained as with an expanding piston in a

cylinder. This, it seems to me, has been by

no means proved.

"You will all recollect Dr. Joule's famous

experiment with two vessels immersed in

water and connected together by a pipe

having a stop-cock upon it. All was com-
' pressed into one of those vessels, the water

round the vessel stirred, and equilibrium

obtained, while the other vessel was ren-

dered as vacuous as possible. The stop-

cock betwen the two vessels was opened,

and it was then found that when the water

was stirred again, no disturbance of the

equilibrium ensued. This, of course, meant

that although heat was lost in the one ves-

sel, giving velocity to the gases, it was

gained in the other vessel by the impact

of the gases against the waits.

"Joule modified this experiment by plac-

ing the two air vessels in separate water

containers. He then found that the tem-

perature of the one vessel dropped, due to

expansion, but the temperature of the other

vessel rose as much as the first dropped.

"Now apply this experiment to reasoning

on the behavior of the flame in an ex-

panding nozzle. Assume the two vessels

to be connected together by a Laval noz-

zle, and assume that while in the nozzle the

gases experienced the full temperature fall

due to adiabatic expansion. Immediately,

however, on contact with the walls of the

second vessel the velocity of the particles

would be stopped and the temperature

would be restored to a point somewhat
above the original temperature; that is,

the mass of expanding flame in the pres-

sure vessel would gain heat by the amount
the first vessel lost. That is the result of

the final process. It will be easily recog-

nized that to obtain a sufficient tempera-

ture drop in an expanding nozzle necessi-

tates the practical absence of turbulent mo-

tion of every kind; that is, to expand adia-

batically the jet must be so constructed

that there is an absolutely smooth flow

from high pressure to low, and no impact

or loss of velocity from any cause what-

ever. So far as I understand expanding

jets, no adiabatic expansion so perfect as

this has ever been obtained.

Assume, however, that the efficiency of

expansion in such a jet is, say, 90 per cent.

We now come to the question of the effi-

ciency of conversion by the turbine blades.

In many calculations from diagrams, it is

assumed that the efficiency of conversion

of motion into work is practically perfect.

This, however, is by no means the case in

present turbines. Even the steam turbine,

high as its efficiency is, compared with the

reciprocating engine, has no very high effi-

ciency of conversion in any of the forms

of turbine at present on the market. That

is, if we assume a mass of gas to exist in a

compressed state in a reservoir, and we
choose to expand this mass of gas in two

ways, for the sake of comparison—(1) be-

hind a piston : and (2) by means of a Laval

jet and turbine, we shall find that the effi-

ciency of conversion of the turbine, once

high velocity is attained, does not exceed 80

per cent. In this respect the efficiency of

conversion of rotating turbine blades is in-

ferior to that of a moving piston in a cyl-

inder. The reason of this is obvious. It

is impossible to so arrange the impact of

a rapidly moving gas with a turbine blade

or blades in such manner as to entirely

avoid turbulent motion. The impact, for

example, of swiftly moving gases on a fixed

surface results ultimately entirely in turbu-

lent motion, which restores to the gas or

to the blade struck all the heat which has

disappeared in temperature fall due to adia-

batic expansion.

(To be continued.}

with occasional stops at crossings, pedes-

trians dodge to the right and left, and the

lecturer recites the objects of interest along

the route. New York City requires a film

of 840 feet, and the route starts at the

Flatiron building, covers Fifth avenue,

crosses to Riverside Drive, returns down

Broadway, invades the East Side, and

crosses the Brooklyn Bridge. Another film,

800 feet long, pictures Washington in like

manner. Mr. Hurst is placing his "auto

tours" in a score of cities throughout the

country, and Dreamland, Coney Island, will

also possess one.

The letters patent which have been granted

the "Timothy C. Hurst Amusement Device"

relate to and cover a new amusement de-

vice, the body of which may be made to

represent an automobile touring car, or any

vehicle adapted to carry passengers, and is

suspended above the floor in order that

suitable vibratory mechanism may be incor-

porated therewith for the purpose of impart-

An Imitation 'Bus Trip.

The sight-seeing T)us has found generous

use in many cities throughout the country,

and thousands have enjoyed observation

rides in a manner not otherwise possible.

Now comes a reproduction of the big jug-

gernauts, constructed in such a manner in

connection with a moving picture entertain-

ment that one is easily led to imagine he is

actually enjoying the real ride itself. Tim
Hurst, the well-known baseball umpire and

a referee of glove contests and wrestling

matches, is the discerning man who figured

out that since the "rubber-neck" coaches

were so popular people would patronize a

substitute that could be had at a lesser

price. Living at the Hotel Bartholdi in

New York City, one of the starting spots

of the sight-seeing caravan, Mr. Hurst got

the idea from a daily observation of the de-

parture of these big pleasure wagons.

After one has gotten seated in the "prop"

'bus, the lights are properly arranged, and

the journey begins to_ the accompaniment

of horn tooting, the starting of the motor,

and the oscillating motion exactly as one

would experience it from the top of a real

vehicle. The imitation car is suspended

in such a manner as to make the effect very

realistic. Apparently the vehicle is forcing

its way through the labyrinth of traffic,

AS THE CAR LOOKS FROM THE FRONT.

ing a vibration similar to that produced in

a running vehicle when in motion. An
oscillating device is also installed for the

purpose of producing the effect of travers-

ing pictured curves either to the right or
left, or passing over uneven surfaces.

The accepted style of tourist car with

elevated seats rising one above the other

toward the rear of the car is used and
swinging steps at the rear admit the passen-

gers. At the front of the car the mechan-

ism is located which controls the motion,

and which is under the care of an operator.

After the car has been filled with pas-
sengers the operator closes the circuit by
a turn of the switch handle, starts the
motor, which is connected to a balance

wheel by means of a belt, and keeps the
same under his control at all times.

The device is intended for use in con-
nection with moving pictures, the scenes
being placed in front. The realistic effect

is produced by the vibratory movement of
the car, controlled by its mechanism work-
ing in union with the moving pictures or
scenes.
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Trend of French Practice in Construction.

Conclusions Drawn from Tendencies Observed at the Paris

Salon—Finality of Design Still in the Future.

By RENE M. PETARD.

P\R1S,
March 7.—Under different head-

ings a general survey has been

made, in preceding letters, of the

most important features of the best known
makes of machines exhibited at the Paris

show, and also of the main constructional

points in a number of other makes, thus

giving the reader an abstract of the various

ways in which designers conceived the dif-

ferent parts of their machines. Drawing

conclusions from these articles and from

what the space reserved for them unfor-

tunately barred out may be a difficult

proposition, as it hardly can be done with-

out being, perhaps, a little prejudiced in

some direction by one's own ideas and ex-

perience. As it might, however, prove

useful if not interesting, the feat will be

attempted, with the greatest possible care

to be strictly impartial.

A few points which have come under

discussion periodically ever since the auto-

mobile evolved itself to approximatively its

present types, without ever receiving a

satisfactory solution, with the result that,

even now, no expression of a tendency can

be given, will be left out of this study.

Prominent among these is the propeller

shaft vs. chain drive discussion.

It is evident that in a mechanical product

susceptible of such widely varying appli-

cations as the modern automobile, there

cannot be any hard and fast rule to be

universally applied to all the forms the

machine may take. Consequently in deal-

ing with such a subject as this care should

be taken by the reader not to be misled by

generalizing too much from anything that

may be said concerning one particular type

of machine, as the most erroneous con-

ceptions might result.

Two Classes of Pleasure Cars.

In the pleasure car line we find in Europe
(as well as elsewhere) two classes of ma-
chines, the dividing line between which is

becoming more . and more distinct as the

time goes on; namely, the class formed by
those machines which are built solely and

exclusively with a view to luxury and

style, irrespective of cost, so that they

may reasonably be expected to contain the

finest engineering developments suggested

by the experience of the past ; and the other

class, which is formed by machines devel-

oping simultaneously with the former but on

simpler lines, as they are intended for more
practical purposes and for a class of buyers

for which the cost of upkeep and the orig-

inal expenditure in the purchase of the

vehicle are important considerations.

In the former class we find the school

where designers learn the perfectable and

the good points of their conceptions, and

test them in their first, and consequently

more complicated form, until they have

brought them down to greater simplicity

and equal, if not greater efficiency, when
they can be used to further increase the

quality of the cars of the second class.

Thus, for the particular end aimed at in

this article, the highest class of cars will

be most extensively treated, although in

the ordinary course of things, the other

class, which represents a great majority,

should have been given pre-eminence.

In the class which we termed "the first"

are to be found racing cars, which properly

are the school of automobile design, and

the high-powered touring cars which are

generally directly evolved from the racing

machines. Not considering the freaks,

which too often supply arguments to the

adversaries of racing, and those catalogue

high-speed touring cars belonging to this

class only by the size of their cylinders,

which too often are too big for the de-

signer's abilities, we find that for 1906

great progress has been made along lines

which could well be foreseen a year back,

and yet which open new prospects for fur-

ther development toward the ideal type of

machine the general conception of which

is every day becoming easier to realize.

Development of High-Speed Engines.

The engine, naturally, is the most per-

fectable part of these machines, since it is,

with the clutch, that which varies the most

in its conception. The undoubted ten-

dency in this respect is toward bringing

the engine as near as possible to a rotary

motor by lessening, to the greatest possi-

ble extent, the defects essentially belong-

ing to the reciprocating motion. Evidently

the practical rotary explosion motor or the

turbine are things probably of the far fu-

ture, but nevertheless, the tendency is to

so make our reciprocating motors now that

they will hardly be known to possess re-

ciprocating parts.

This end is likely to be attained by in-

creasing the number of reciprocating units

and decreasing their weight so that their

respective motions overlap each other in

such a way that any given motion will be

continuously produced by its succession in

the different elements of the motor. This

has been obtained in the four-cylinder

motor, which undoubtedly has now come

to stay, as it is the most practical form of

engine, taking cost price into considera-

tion. In this engine, however, although

any given motion of the piston or parts

is being constantly produced, this motion

constantly varies in intensity, being maxi-

mum and nil at each stroke for extremely

short periods of time.

In order to reduce the duration of these

periods it was necessary to increase the

speed of the motor, thus obtaining a

greater number of reciprocations in a given

time, so that they became more confused

and consequently less felt, having less

time to impart their motion to other parts.

This has resulted in the construction of

motors of the highest power in automo-

biles which normally revolve at speeds con-

sidered fatal a few years ago, even for the

fastest of the medium-powered engines.

Multiplication of Cylinders.

Other designers preferred to multiply the

number of irregular periods not by in-

creasing the speed, but by increasing the

number of cylinders; this has resulted in

the materializing of long-thought-of six-

cylinder motors, or even of such excellent

machines as the eight-cylinder English

Rolls-Royce engine, and the Darracq racer

used in Florida and Cuba. That these will

become the standard types of engines is

to be doubted, however, as their complica-

tion becomes almost commercially prohibit-

ive; but it should be considered that the

six-cylinder engine may have a chance for

the machines classed among the high priced

ones. Besides increasing the regularity of

the torque, the multiplication of the num-

ber of cylinders, or of the impulses per

cylinder, has perhaps the more important

advantage of the increase in flexibility of

the motor.

Clash Gears to Disappear.

It is now generally considered by all our

best designers that in the car of the future

there will not be anything like the change-

speed gears which we use, or have used in

different forms in the past, as all these

have alwavs been most unmechanical devices

which must of need disappear eventually.

To permit this, a flexible engine, and one

that will preserve its power at different

speeds, just as does a steam engine, will

naturally be required, and that is what

every one is striving to produce. The

means mentioned above have been steps in

that direction, which, added to the im-

provements in valve and cam design, have

permitted us now to obtain engines giv-

ing a power strictly in proportion to speed

between very wide limits.

This is, however, not sufficient to do

away with all gearing, as several experi-

mental machines have shown of late. To
obtain the required engine, that is, one giv-

ing a constant power at different speeds

and possibly developing occasionally, a

power above normal, various experiments

have been tried, among them the Mercedes

compound engine, all of which have, un-

fortunately, given unsatisfactory results,

although we must expect to see the prob-

lem solved in the future.

Probable Clutch Changes.

To assist the engine in this direction by

artificially giving its drive an elasticity

which it does not possess to a sufficient
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extent now, great attention has been de-

voted to the clutches. As a result, these

have become less liable to disturbance, be-

ing all metal, and also more gradual and
gentle in their action, and will become still

more so as the time goes on, so that we
must expect the coming automobile, if it

follows the rational and relatively slow

evolution which it is undergoing at present,

to become the combination of two main ele-

ments. These are an ideally flexible en-

gine supplemented by a smooth clutch, per-

haps of the hydraulic type, but more prob-

ably on the metal-to-metal system. Pos-

sibly the perfect engine may eventually not

require any clutch at all, but this, appar-

ently, is not possible in our present state of

knowledge. Besides these two principal

elements there will be only a suitable

mechanism to transmit the power direct to

the wheels, perhaps avoiding in a mechani-

cal and efficient way the use of the bevel

gears which are presently one of our neces-

sary evils.

Division of the Stresses.

Passing to details, an evident tendency

in all classes of automobiles is to divide

the stresses, whatever their nature, be-

tween the greatest possible number of

parts, without, however, unduly increasing

the complication of the machine, and to

make and dispose every part so that it will

have as few different stresses as possible

to take care of.

In the machine of the future, the whole

will apparently be so built that the inde-

pendence of its different components will

be such that no distortion or unexpected

motion of the machine or of one of its

parts can affect another portion of the

mechanism, thus giving the car that elas-

ticity which means strength and durability.

These two main points—elasticity and

steady power with a flexible engine—are

the two qualities which are to be found

every year to a greater extent in all ma-
chines, and they are certainly those which

will be the characteristics of the definitive

automobile, if a mechanism can ever reach

a definitive form.

Other well evident tendencies are to-

ward automatic appliances, performing

without the need of any attention the most

important functions hitherto left to the

care of the driver. Among these are es-

pecially lubrication and alteration of all

the feeding and igniting conditions of the

motor, according to the variations of the

throttle opening.

Application to Moderate Priced Cars.

In the lower priced cars we find that all

the improvements found suitable for the

highest grade of machines are conserv-

atively taken up as soon as they can be

fitted in a simple and effective enough way
to produce a better article without making

its price prohibitive; thus, in that direc-

tion four-cylinder engines are steadily

growing in favor. These engines, too, are

now often fitted with the most improved

devices and fulfill all requirements of

quietness, flexibility, and reliability. New
clutches are worked out which are simpler

than those originally found on expensive

cars and are equally efficient; in short,

these cars, as before stated, exemplify the

useful application of the studies made upon

the highest priced machines, but in a busi-

nesslike and inexpensive way.

In the commercial vehicle line no ex-

pression of a tendency can yet safely be.

proposed, as the designs of these machines

are so widely different that the only thing

that could be said concerning the future

is an expression of the huge and growing

demand there is for these vehicles, yet

this cannot be considered a matter to be

treated here.

In closing it should be added that, save

for some of those machines which always

appear to be made by men wanting to rev-

olutionize the whole world in one day,

there is a growing tendency toward an

eventual, and at present involuntary unifi-

cation of design, being a proof of a steady

and healthy development of the Industry.

Cork Inserts for Clutches.

The idea of using cork for producing

friction between the members of a clutch,

or between the drum and the band of a

brake, seems at first thought anything but

practicable, when the hard work to which

AUTOCAR CLUTCH WITH CORK IH8KRT8.

these parts are subjected is considered.

Cork is nevertheless used for such work,

and is said to give excellent results. The
manner of using cork is to form recesses

in one of the friction surfaces and fill these

recesses with cork under pressure, smooth-

ing down the inserts until their surfaces

are practically level with the metal. The
accompanying illustration shows a three-

plate disk clutch with cork inserts in the

central plate.

Patents covering the cork insert system

are controlled by the National Brake &
Clutch Company, of 16 State street, Boston.

This concern does not manufacture clutches

or brakes, but aims to induce manufactur-

ers to adopt the cork insert or "Compo"

system under license. The owners of the

patents state that the friction set up by the

cork inserts is very great, while there is

no "tendency to seize or grip. While no

attempt is made to explain the action of the

cork, it is stated that dirt, oil, and the like,

which would tend to keep the friction sur-

faces out of contact, are gathered up by the

corks and thus the metal surfaces are brought

into intimate contact. It is said that the

compressed cork will not become soaked

with water or oil and thus lose part of its

frictional efficiency. The cork inserts wear

no faster than the surface of the metal in

which they are embedded. Manufactured

cork—that is, cork ground up and com-

pressed with a binder to keep it together

—

cannot be used, as it would soon disinte-

grate. Natural cork of a good quality,

however, is said to have a remarkably long

life when used for this work.

The cork insert system has been used

for some time in loom clutches, in mill pul-

leys and clutches, hoisting engine frictions,

and railway brake-shoes, and the patentees

state that in all cases the results have been

excellent. In the automobile field a number

of cars have been experimentally fitted with

clutches and brakes with cork inserts, and

the Autocar Company, of Ardmore, Pa.,

regularly uses cork inserts in its clutches.

The clutch illustrated is the one used in the

Autocar, and it is stated that two thousand

cars have been fitted with this clutch.

One of the claims made for the cork in-

sert clutch is that it will hold much more
efficiently than a clutch without corks,

spring tensions being equal ; or that the

same holding efficiency can be obtained with

a lighter spring. This is, of course, an

advantage, especially in cars where much
manipulation of the clutch is necessary. A
stiff spring is apt to cause considerable

fatigue of the foot and leg.

The National Brake & Clutch Company
expresses its willingness to permit indi-

viduals to equip one clutch or one set of

brakes with cork inserts for trial, provided

application for permission is made in writ-

ing-
• ,

OPPOSED TO COACHMAN [DRIVERS.

Entrance of coachmen into the ranks of

chauffeurs is proposed by the National Pro-

fessional Chauffeurs' Club, which last week
issued a statement from the New York
headquarters declaring that "a man is not

qualified to take charge of and operate an

auto unless he has had a few years' expe-

rience in machine shops." The club has

appointed a board of examiners to question

applicants for membership and put them
through a series of tests in driving. Mem-
bers of the club will, it is said, be forbidden

to instruct coachmen in the operation of a

car. A number of wealthy men in the East

have placed their coachmen under the in-

struction of professional chauffeurs, finding

that the coachmen are careful and experi-

enced in caring for the bodywork and up-

holstering.
.
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Bay State A. A. Will Be Busy.

Boston, March 26.—The hill-climbing

matches on Parker Hill in Roxbury, last

Sunday, seem to have started the ball a-roll-

ing in that direction and much talk is being

heard about future matches of the same

kind and about a general hill-climbing con-

test for Patriots Day, April 19. Until last

year it was customary for the Massachu-

setts Automobile Club to conduct a hill-

climb on Patriots Day, but last year the

practice was discontinued. The Bay State

Association has usually held a race meet-

ing on May 30, the two organizations thus

dividing up the holiday automobile attrac-

tions. This year, it is understood that the

Massachusetts Club will not conduct a hill

climb, and President L. R. Speare, of the

Bay State, and other officers have decided

that that organization will hold a hill climb

provided a suitable hill can be found.

The former contests have been on the

Commonwealth avenue hill, but this grade

is no longer formidable for machines of the

sire and power that are common to-day.

Parker hill has been suggested, but, owing
to its location and the nearness of street

car tracks, it is not thought that it would
be possible to conduct a contest which

would attract a large number of people.

Several other hills in the vicinity of Boston

have been suggested, and the committee

which will be appointed in a day or two by

President Speare will make its first busi-

ness the selection of a hill and the securing

of a permit from the authorities to use it.

As soon as a hill is selected, the entry

blanks will be issued.

The Jackson Automobile Company,
through its Boston representatives, the E.

P. Blake Company, has offered a cup valued
>t $100 for a match climb up Parker hill

between the Jackson and any four-cylinder

stock car or cars sold under $3,500, the con-
test to take place within thirty days. The
Morrison-Tyler Motor Company, whose

iuaxweil won one of the Parker hill

matches, has decided to donate the money
which it won to some charity, and has ap-

pointed a committee of newspaper men to

select the charity.

Besides the hill climb, the Bay State As-

sociation will, as usual, hold a race meeting

at Readville on Memorial Day, May 30.

The application for a sanction was sent in

some time ago to the old racing board of

the A. A. A. No action was taken upon

it, but it was passed along to the new board

recently appointed, and the association ex-

pects to receive a sanction in a short time.

The race meetings of the Bay State Asso-

ciation at Readville have been considered

the best and safest in the country. The
association has oiled the track thoroughly

and therefore prevented dust and accidents.

Owing to existing rivalry among the deal-

ers, at the May 30 meet the stock car events

will be numerous.

Another competitive event in which the

Bay State Association is likely to take an

interest is the proposed economy, fuel, en-

durance, and tire test from New York to

the White Mountains and return. W. J.

Morgan was in Boston during the show and

consulted with President Speare and other

officers of the association. He found them

in favor of his plan, so that if the contest

is run in July, as proposed, there will be

undoubtedly a large number of entries from

this city.

Chicago Racing and Touring Events.

Chicago, March 26.—It is possible that

Chicago will have an automobile derby

this summer. The members of the racing

committee of the Chicago Automobile Oub
have taken the matter up, and, if the fa-

mous Washington Park track can be se-

cured, the event will be held there. It is

possible that the park may be in such a

shape by summer that the deal cannot be

put through, as it has been for sale for some

time. Should the derby be held, however,

there will be great sport for the enthusi-

asts. Contests for racing machines, tour-

ing cars, runabouts, and "freak" cars would

be put on the program, together with ob-

stacle races, climbing tests, and endurance

runs. Should Washington Park not be

secured, there is a possibility that Harlem
race track will be taken.

It looks at present as though the pro-

posed 1,000-mile endurance tour, starting

from the Chicago Automobile Club, extend-

ing through Milwaukee, Rockford (111.),

Bloomington, Indianapolis, South Bend, and

ending at the place where the start was

made, will be held this summer, as the local

dealers' association is enthusiastic over the

plan and is considering the proposition of

giving it its support. It would take the

place of the Glidden tour in the West and

would give many an opportunity of engag-

ing in such a run. There will be an effort

made to secure the cooperation of the

Chicago Automobile Club, the Chicago Au-
tomobile Dealers' Association, the A. A. A.

and the clubs along the route.

Charles A. Coey, one of Chicago's deal-

ers and most enthusiastic racing drivers,

has been invited by E. R. Thomas to drive

one of the three cars which his firm is

building this year for the Vanderbilt Cup
race. Mr. Coey has not accepted the offer

as yet, as he may drive one of his own cars

in the race.

Oldfield's Southern Circuit.

Atlanta, Ga., March 26.—Barney Old-

field and Paul Albert gave Georgians a

taste of automobile racing at Piedmont

Park, this city, on Thursday of last week.

There was a large attendance at the races,

which consisted of several events with local

competitors, a match race, won by Oldfield

from Albert, and a two-mile time trial by

Oldfield in 2:35.
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The Turn of the Road in Sight.

Evidence Accumulates that Around the Bend Unjust Automo-

bile Antagonism Will Not Be Found.

There is a vast difference between con-

demnation and punishment of the reckless

driver and obstinate antagonism to the ad-

vance of the automobile. Throughout the

country accumulates evidence that serves

to show how near is the dissolution of un-

availing prejudice, and the farmer is suc-

cumbing—grudgingly but still succumbing

—to the influence of the automobile and

what it will mean to country folk in gen-

eral. The unjust persecution of the law-

abiding automobilist is arousing spokesmen

in his favor, and the universal trend is

toward the appreciated acceptance of the

great boon of the age. Herewith are in-

stances from all parts of the country

:

An Ohio Farmer on the Automobile.
Akron, O., March 26.—Though a farmer

and a candidate for the nomination for

county commissioner, C. N. Gaylord, of

Stow, is ardently in favor of the automo-
bile. He is president of the Summit County
Horticultural Society, and in his annual ad-

dress said:

"The farmers might as well make up their
minds now as later that the automobile has
come to stay, and where there Is one now,
In five years there will be five to ten. I

know that they scare horses, and that is not
the worst of It; they scare my wife as well.
Notwithstanding all this, I am glad they are
here. I presume some of you think this
is strange when It comes in direct compe-
tition to our horse-raising. That is not to
be considered for a minute, because these
machines open up to our laboring men a
vast field for employment in their manufac-
ture, and this Is a class that ought to be
thought of first of all, for they are the back-
bone of our country.
"On the average, one of the machines,

from the raw material to the finished prod-
uct, means the employment of one man
nearly two years. Then the pleasure those
who are able to own one of the machines
must take, after being shut up all day In

office and city, In getting into one and tak-
ing a spin into the country. Then have
stringent laws governing the machines while
on the road, and enforce them."

It is agreed that Mr. Gaylord is one

among a hundred, but, nevertheless, there

is a strong likelihood that he will be nom-
inated for the office he seeks. The horticul-

tural meeting resolved itself into a good

roads meeting, and the district senator was
instructed to vote for the State good roads

bill now before the legislature.

A California Opinion.

Sacramento, Calif., March 26.—The
Union prints the following: There are two

sides to the story of automobiling in the

park. Undoubtedly a great many people do

run their machines there at a highly dan-

gerous speed and deserve arrest. Roister-

ing parties going to and coming from the

beach make a great deal of disturbance.

But, on the other hand, many of the park

regulations for automobiles are ridiculous,

being made by Lloyd, Spreckels and Din-

gee, the commissioners, all three of whom
are horsemen and opposed to the "devil

wagons." The police, too, are very hood-

lumish in their attitude toward the auto-

mobilists, and the stories told by some of

our leading merchants about the language

addressed to them by these policemen would
make people think that they were in Russia

rather than San Francisco.

Not an Evidence of Wealth.

Boston, March 26.—The Transcript

comments in this strain : Speaking of auto-

mobiles and those who own them, doesn't

it seem they have become so much an every-

day possession that magistrates and other

dignitaries who sit in judgment on troubles

caused by mistakes of motorists should

cease to think the word automobilist is

synonymous with millionaire? Just the

other day in New York a magistrate got

very wroth with a physician, the driver of

a motor car, who to avoid a bad place in

the road had skirted along for a few feet

on a lawn. So far as known the grass plot

was not injured, but there was a policeman

at hand and he thought it was an offense,

and the next thing that happened they were

all in court and the man on the bench was
saying that he "was down on all the wealthy

who violate laws." Many a man owns and

drives an automobile to-day, for pleasure

or for convenience, to whom the payment

of a fine of $10 is a matter of some mo-
ment And while, of course, if he is guilty

of breaking a law he should be just as lia-

ble as any other man, he does exist so fre-

quently that it seems every court judge

should be too wise to presume that owning

an automobile is always an evidence of

wealth.

Illinois Farmer Now Buys an Automobile.

Pontiac, 111., March 26.—This is from

the Leader: Farewell, a long farewell to

the automobile as a novelty. It is now a

staple and comes under the head of vehi-

cles and farm implements. When a man
wants to buy an automobile now—counting

out the millionaires—he does not go to the

city to the accompaniment of a half-column

flourish in the local paper ; he goes down to

his implement dealer and picks out a good,

easy-running machine just as he would pick

out a buggy or a corn planter. The coun-

try town dealers are buying automobiles

in carload lots this year, and the hard-

working single young man on the farm

will henceforth buy an automobile instead

of saving up for a buggy built for one and a

half. The little towns are really ahead of

the cities in auto buying. That is because

the small towns are content with single rigs

run by one cylinder, while no automobilist

in the city is anyone unless he has a $1,000

machine fitted with $2,000 worth of uphol-

stery and driven by a four-cylinder ordi-

nance smasher.

Discrimination in Greater Nsw York.
Brooklyn, N. Y., March 26.—Complaints

are continually coming into the Eagle office

from motorists who claim that the traffic

squad, especially those mounted, discrim-

inate against the motor vehicle. Only a

few days ago a prominent Brooklynite

had occasion to pass down Fourth avenue,

which is laid out in Boulevard style, with

a grass plot running longitudinally through

the center. A mounted policeman was en-

countered when the car was on the right

side of the highway, who held up his hand

for the automobilist to slow down, although

the car was not going beyond the limits of

speed. At the same time a few rods in

front three big loaded drays were passing

down the avenue abreast, making it impos-

sible for the motorist to get by without

coming to a dead stop, and exerting the

most careful handling. At the first cross-

ing the other side of the street was taken

to avoid the obstuction, only to find the

same difficulty, a cavalcade coming abreast

from the other direction. It seems again

to be the same old story of forgetting that

automobilists, as users of the highways, have

equal rights with horsemen. In years to

come this will be understood, and the pres-

ent narrow and absent-minded attitude of

some members of the traffic squad will

appear incredible.

What Appeals to the South.

Albany, Ga., March 26.—The Herald in

its editorial columns wisely states:

"The introduction of automobiles into

the South should be encouraged, for every

one transforms its owner into an ardent

advocate of better public hihgways."

Minnesota Join* the Chorus.

Duluth, Minn., March 26.—The Herald

comments wisely : "Duluth will have a great

many automobiles this summer, according

to report. The more automobiles, the more

good roads agitation."

Automobiles will soon be adopted as

public carriages in Italy, where they

are increasing rapidly in number. Two
new Milan companies plan to operate auto-

mobile services in Lombardy and even-

tually to install such service in all parts of

Italy, according to the British consul at

Naples. The use of power boats has in-

creased greatly at Naples, where they are

becoming very popular for pleasure use.

and in summer are safe enough for prac-

tical purposes of coasting and running

across to the islands in the Bay of Naples.
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The Laying of the A. C. A. Cornerstone

It was a shivering

crowd composed
mainly of the "Old

Guard" of automobil-

ing that gathered on

Wednesday, March
21, on the north side

of Fifty-fourth street,

between Broadway

and Eighth avenue,

to participate in the

ceremonies attending

the laying of the

cornerstone of the

new home of the Au-
PRESIDENT MORRIS,

jomobile Club of

America. The searching March wind en-

couraged record-breaking speed in the brief

and simple ceremonies that occupied scarce-

ly a score of minutes.

President Dave Hennen Morris in the

opening address referred to the substantial

growth of the club, and making particular

mention of the cornerstone said: "This

monument of stone should not typify only

the idea of pleasure and sport, but all that

is best in the future of automobiling. It

should stand as a vital force of our modern
civilization and illustrate at all times what
is best and most serviceable in the future

development of the motor industry."

Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler performed

the actual laying of the cornerstone. He
said that the ceremony symbolized more
than the mere construction of the building.

"It stood for the erection of a structure

having many features to facilitate and en-

courage the use of the horseless vehicle,

its safe keeping, the improvement of the

many branches of the mechanical arts, the

making of actual tests and measurements,

and to serve as headquarters from which
may be conducted the work of improving

the outside conditions relating to trans-

portation."

Deposited in the cornerstone were the

following: "A History of the Club," by

George F. Chamberlin; the club book, the

club badge, the present automobile laws of

all the states, maps showing good roads,

published by the club for the use of its

members; a model of an automobile, a pair

of touring goggles, a statement of aerial

flights by the Wright brothers, the proof-

sheets of "Three Men in a Motor Car," by

W. E. Scarritt; a prophecy, "The Future

of the Automobile," by Albert R. Shat-

tuck; a book, "A Journey Through Other

Worlds; a Romance of the Future," by

Colonel John Jacob Astor; current num-

bers of the automobile trade journals, the

silver coins of the United States, and the

daily newspapers of New York City of

March 20, 1906.

Ex-President A. R. Shattuck then es-

sayed to prophesy concerning the future of

the automobile. He said:

In the Bible are found the following

words: "The chariots shall rage In the

streets, they shall Jostle one against an-

other In the broad ways; they shall seem
like torches, they shall run like the light-

ning."

One hundred years ago who then dreamed
of the wonders the twentieth century has

produced? The wonders of electricity? The
wonders of steam?

In this age the telegraph is giving place

to the telephone and to wireless telegraphy,

the compound steam engine to the turbine

engine, the horse to the automobile. As-

suming we make as much progress each dec-

ade to come as each decade passed, who
can say this prophecy will not come true?

The horse will become a draft and riding

animal. The traffic of the world will be car-

ried on broad, dustless highways by the au-

tomobile. The railway will fall into disuse,

its cost will be wealth lost. There will re-

main but "a right of way and streaks of

rust."

The automobile in Its turn will disappear,

to be replaced by the flying machine, and
our children's children will wonder why their

forefathers crept along dusty roads harassed
by speed laws, as they shoot through the

air, even to other stars, and say, with Em-
erson, "Hitch your wagon to a star."

The ceremony closed with a short prayer

by the Rev. W. Merle Smith, of the Cen-

tral Presbyterian Church.

Among the notables present in addition

to the principal actors were the following

:

Ex-President W. E. Scarritt, Ge i. George

Moore Smith, George F Chamberlin, Jef-

ferson DeMont Thompson, Street Commis-

sioner Woodbury, S. H. Valentine, Cort-

land Field Bishop, Colgate Hoyt, Capt.

THE LAYING OF THE STONE.

Homer W. Hedge, Augustus Post, Ward
Chamberlin, Ernest Flagg, H. M. Swet-

land, S. W. Taylor, Sidney Bowman, Frank

Eveland, Emerson Brooks, Carl Page, W.
H. Hurlburt, E. B. Gallaher, A. E. Ranney,

J. E. Jarrige, A. D. P. Smith, Elliott Ma-
son, and, of course, S. M. Butler, the in-

defatigable secretary.

The new clubhouse will be eight stories

high, with a front of granite, white brick,

and terra cotta.

CEREMONIES OF LAYING THE CORNERSTONE OF THE A. C A. CLUBHOUSE
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Among the Automobile Clubs.

Germantown's Energetic Body

stantial in Pennsylvania-

' Philadelphia, March 26.—The most

active automobile organization in the state

of Pennsylvania, and one of the few in

the country which owns its own modern

clubhouse, is the Automobile Club of

GVmantown, located at Greene and

Carpenter streets, in the heart of the

Historic suburb from which it takes its

name.

^Starting less than two years ago with

a, handful of members, it built a handsome

clubhouse and garage, intended for the

accommodation of not more than 100 mem-
bers. That limit was reached almost be-

fore the club had settled in its new home,

and was successively raised to 150 and 200,

the latter figure being the absolute limit

until the accommodations can be increased.

That increase of facilities, is indeed, already

under consideration, and, with the member-

ship now totaling 185, of whom over 125

are owners of cars (the garage can accom-

modate but 40), it will be seen that the

proposed improvements cannot be begun too

soon.

The Germantown club is composed of

some of the most prominent professional

and railroad men, manufacturers and mer-

chants in the city—for its membership is

drawn from all sections of the municipality

—and its voice is always heard when mat-

ters of public policy appertaining to the

sport or to the welfare of its especial sec-

tion come up for discussion or decision at

the polls or elsewhere.

Just recently—at its annual diner, in fact

—the club decided to take up the project

of the Philadelphia-Pittsburg road in ear-

nest, and its officials are now hard at work

endeavoring to secure the co-operation and

support of automobilistfs
1

along the route

in an effort to begin at once the improve-

ment of at least a portion of the route, with

the assistance of the State Highway De-

partment. This route is but 284 miles in

length, as compared with the railroad dis-

tance of 3SS miles, and passes through Paoli,

Lancaster, Columbia, York, Gettysburg,

Cllambersburg, Bedford, Greensburg, Irwin,

Turtle Creek, to Pittsburg.

It is the intention of the Germantown

club to take advantage of that provision

of. the new good roads law by which the

state will pay 75 per cent, of the cost, the

remaining 25 per cent, of the cost being

divided equally between the county and the

township. The state's portion of this money
is lying in the treasury, and it is the inten-

tion of the club to work unceasingly in an

effort to arouse the counties and townships

along the route to the advisability of making

a start at once. Almost the entire distance

will be over roads which at one time formed

a main trans-state highway, turnpiked as

in those days the road sharps thought ideal.

One of the Best and Most Sub-

—Its Great Road Project.

Some of it is still kept in condition vary-

ing from line to fair, but for most of the

route the roads have been allowed to de-

teriorate till they are at some points little

better than country roads. Some sections of

this across-Pennsylvania highway is still

cursed with the toll system, and this it is

the purpose of the Germantown club to

fight tooth and nail.

Now that an energetic organization has

been formed to lead the fight, it is highly

probable that within the next two or three

years it will be possible for an automobilist

to drive his car from Philadelphia between

sunrise and sunset without fracturing the

speed laws.

Activity of the Salt City Club.

Syracuse, March 27.—One hundred and

ten members, an increase of 35 over the

number of a year ago, shows the Automo-
bile Club of Syracuse to be a growing or-

ganization. Fully 150 members are expect-

ed before the close of the summer, as new
applications are in sight The club is very

active in the councils of the New York

State Automobile Association of the A. A.

A., and it supplies the state secretary in

F. H. Elliott

"Membership in the club is getting to be

appreciated the more," said an officer, "since

it has become more generally known what

our objects are, especially in regard to

courtesy toward all equipages and their

drivers, observance of the rules of the road

and such matters. The club stands for

these, and the pennant of the club is be-

coming known throughout the section as a

guarantee of the right spirit on the road.

Episodes like that of last summer, when a

member of the local club went fourteen

miles out of his way to assist a vehicle

which had broken down, are changing pub-

lic opinion hereabout in regard to automo-

bilists. Of course there are some excep-

tions, and these we do not want in our club.

It is a matter worthy of note that the per-

centage of accidents occurring in this

region, through the use of automobiles, is

remarkably small. This fact is mainly at-

tributable to owners largely driving their

own machines. It is well known that a

chauffeur, generally speaking, is less relia-

ble and more apt to lose his head in a tight

place."

The matter of road signs in this county

is receiving careful attention. The first of

these to be put up will be the danger signs,

which will go in such localities as East and

West Camillus Hill. Tully Hill and similar

elevations where it is advisable to exercise

special precaution. Another matter to re-

ceive attention is the placing of precau-

tionary signs on the outskirts of the vari-

ous cities and towns in the region. On

these signs will be placed the extreme rate

of speed allowed by the community ap-

proached.

The signs directing drivers from town

to town involves a greater work in the as-

certaining of distances, provision for all

cross roads and similar points of procedure,

but it is stated that this matter will receive

as cireful attention as the others and work

in all departments of this enterprise will

be begun as soon as the roads are fit for

traveling in the spring. Committees of the

club are in charge of the work north,

south, east and west of the city and intend

to make the job a thorough one.

It is understood a proposition will be

made to the club to have a third annual

race day at the New York State Fair this

fall. The success of the meet held last year

was beyond all expectations, and some
thousands of dollars went on the right side

of the ledger, as the events attracted more
than 10,000 per«"-«

The Energetic Long Islander*.

Brooklyn, March 26.—Dr. C. B. Parker,

winner of the 1905 Economy Test of the

Long Island Automobile Club, has taken

the chairmanship of the Runs and Tours

Committee of that organization. A. R.

Pardington, finding it impossible to give

proper attention to the chairmanship of the

committee, insisted upon the acceptance of

his resignation. The Long Islanders intend

to begin immediately the erection of suit-

able signs at crossroads throughout Long
Island, and will ask the co-operation of the

American Automobile Association in the

work. The Runs and Tours Committee
have under consideration the matter of a

Brooklyn parade.

President Dick Leads the Quakers.
Philadelphia, March 26.—The annual

election of the Automobile Club of Phila-

delphia was held at the Manufacturers'

CTub last week, and, as expected, the slated

ticket went through without opposition,

William A. Dick being chosen president;

Henry H. Roelofs, vice-president ; J. Max-
well Bullock, treasurer, and H. Bartol

Brazier, vice-president The secretary's re-

port showed 289 members. Alfred N.
Chandler was made chairman of a commit-
tee on increased membership

Springfield, Mass.— The Automobile
Club of Springfield is planning a club run

in June, to extend over several days. Sev-

eral routes are now under discussion. It

is expected the automobilists from Hol-
yoke and Worcester will participate. The
Springfield club is eager to become active

and increase its membership this season.

The Midland Railway Company of Eng-
land has been making further experiments

with motor trains on the London to Man-
chester route. The cars are built on the

lines of the new electric trains and seat

fifty passengers comfortably.
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Hotchkiss Declining, Quayle Succeeds.

Syracuse, N. Y., March 26.—Yates Hotel

was the scene of the third annual meeting

of the New York State Automobile Associa-

tion on Saturday afternoon, March 24. The
clubs in attendance and the delegates repre-

ssing them were as follows : Automobile

Club of America, Emerson Brooks, New
York; Automobile Club of Buffalo, W. H.
Hotchkiss, August H. Knoll; Automobile

Club of Syracuse, H. H. Franklin, F. H.

Elliott; Binghamton Automobile Club, Nor-
man M. Pierce ; Rochester Automobile Club,

H. S. Woodworth ; Albany Automobile

Club, O. A. Quayle; Automobile Club of

Auburn, S. C. Tallman.

Mr. Hotchkiss, for two years president

of the association, declined re-election de-

spite strong pressure brought to bear on him
to reconsider. The new board of officers

chosen at the meeting is as follows : Presi-

dent, Q. A. Quayle, Albany Automobile

Club; vice-president, H. S. Woodworth,
Rochester Automobile Club; secretary and
treasurer, F. H. Elliott, Automobile Club
of Syracuse.

Mr. Quayle has been the vice-president

since the formation of the association, and
a member of the legislative committee. He
is well known among automobilists through-

out the state, and has handled the bulk of

the legislative business for the association.

Mr. Woodworth, the newly elected vice-

president, is prominent among automobilists

in the western part of the state and has

been a director of the state association

since its incorporation in December, 1003.

F. H. Elliott, re- elected secretary and treas-

urer, has held the office since the association

was formed and was practically its promoter

and organizer.

The secretary's report showed a total of

17 clubs with 2,305 members. Every known
organized club in the state is a member
of the Association. Five clubs have been

added in the past year with 757 members.

Two years ago there were but 9 clubs with

1,253 members. The largest club is the

Automobile Club of America, New York,

with 842. Then follow Buffalo, 577; Long
Island, 213; Rochester, 193; Syracuse, 103.

The Association has a good financial

balance. Emerson Brooks, chairman of the

Good Roads Committee, reported that the

Association was lending its support. Giles

H. Stilwell, of the Legislative Committee,

discussed pending bills in the legislature.

The directors are in sympathy with the

movement to increase slightly the fee for

registration of automobiles, but are op-

posed to excessive taxation. They advo-

cate the passage of a bill by which the funds

received from the automobilists shall be

used for the benefit of the state highways.

A resolution was passed placing the matter

in the hands of the Legislative Committee,

which was to hold a conference at the

Ten Eyck, Albany, on Wednesday of this

week.

The meeting heartily favored the plan of

Charles T. Terry, of New York, who was
the guest of honor at the recent annual

banquet of the local club. His idea is that

the clubs be a sort of clearing house for

complaints against automobilists for reck-

less driving. The aim is to do justice in all

cases.

At the Century Club, Saturday evening,

all the directors who attended the meeting,

and C. D. Hakes, secretary of the Albany

club, Giles H. Stilwill, of Syracuse, Presi-

dent W. L. Brown, and Secretary Forman
Wilkinson, of the Automobile Club of

Syracuse, were guests at an informal though

elaborate dinner given by H. H. Franklin.

General Club Doings.

Altoona, Pa.—Blair county is in line and

a new club has been formed with twenty-

five charter members. R. H. Fay has been

elected president and W. H. Wolfe secre-

tary. The organization will be known a>

the Blair County Automobile Club and will

be affiliated with the state organization.

Lancaster, Pa.—The Lancaster Auto-

mobile Club has elected the following offi-

cers for the coming year: President, Dr.

S. T. Davis; vice-president. Philip H.

Schaum; secretary, Jacob D. Rider; treas

urer, Dr. Parke P. Breneman. The board

of directors includes the above officers and

H. M. Hillegas, Dr. H. S. Roop and Martin

Kinports. It was decided to affiliate with

the Pennsylvania Motor Federation. The

club has succeeded in getting the tolls re-

duced from six to two cents a mile by the

Danville Turnpike Company.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Plans are being

made by the Minneapolis Automobile Club

to connect the twin cities with an auto

driveway by way of the picturesque Minne-

haha Falls, of which Longfellow wrote so

feelingly. At a recent meeting of that club

it was decided to take permanent quarters

at the Plaza Hotel. Plans are also being

formulated to form a state automobile as-

sociation, in order that the roads through

the state may be improved.

CENTRAL PARK HI NBW YORK CITY, MARCH 24—A CHADWICK STOPPED FOR EXCEEDING SPEED LIMIT.
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Proposed Glidden Tour Route.
Editor The Automobile:

[325.]—In all of the suggestions for routes

for the touring competition for the Charles

J. Glidden trophy this year, and the various

criticisms of those proposed, no good reasons

have been advanced for penetrating Into

Canada except the scenic attractions and the

Interest to the tourist possessed by the cities

across the border. Although good In them-

selves, these do not offset the drawbacks of

bad roads, customs annoyances, and the lack

of beneficial Interest In automoblllng among
the Canadians. Any benefits that can accrue

from such an event—such as diminished op-

position to automoblllng, more liberal laws,

and accessions to the ranks of owners

—

should be realised at home rather than in a

foreign country.

Since the Glidden cup was won last year

by a resident of Buffalo and a representative

of one of the leading automobile manufac-
turing companies of America which is lo-

cated In that city, the logical starting place

for the 1906 tour seems to the writer to be

at Buffalo, as a matter of courtesy to last

year's winner. Aside from this, Buffalo has

good claims to recognition among the auto-

mobile fraternity, and the reasonable desire

of the Westerners to have the tour either

start or finish as far west as possible would
be fairly well met by such a selection. Buffalo

Is easily and cheaply reached by boat from
Cleveland, Detroit, and Chicago, while It Is

fairly central by road between the Eaat and
West.
Mr. Glidden, donor of the trophy, has ex-

pressed the natural desire to have the tour-

ists make Boston, his home city, a stopping

place for at least one night, and as there Is

pftfldttg unrenanniiiln In the wish. It would
be fitting If this were done.

Finally, New York, the acknowledged cen-

ter of automobile Interest In America, is a
natural place for the finish and a good point

for dispersal of the contestants.

Between these three points there should be

a wide digression to afford variety of scen-

ery and to Increase the mileage to the 1,000

mark. For the reasons given, the writer

suggests that the tour start at Buffalo and
make 'Syracuse (approximately 160 miles)

the first night stop, continue eastward down
the Mohawk valley to Albany or Saratoga
(about 140 miles) for the second night stop,

then turn north and follow up the west side

of the Hudson river and Lakes George and
Champlaln, through Elisabethtown and
Plattsburg, skirting the Adirondack moun-
tains and arranging night stops with regard
to the distances, road conditions, and hotel

accommodations.
In favor of the Mohawk valley route la the

fact that It Is one of the most Important
through routes in the country and Is In great
need of missionary work to accomplish the
Improvement of the roads. Moreover, it was
the route selected for the first long-distance
endurance run In America—the New York-
Buffalo trials of 1901—and a tour over the
same course five years later will form an In-

teresting basis for comparison as a means
of showing the advancement made In auto-

mobile engineering and construction.

Effect a crossing of Lake Champlaln wher-
ever convenient—If possible, by railroad

ferry from Plattsburg to Burlington, Vt., or.

If necessary, at Rouses Point, at the north
end of the lake or at Tlconderoga at the

south end. If Burlington Is reaohed. reason-
ably level roads could probably be found on
a route following the Central Vermont rail-

road through the Wlnooskl river valley to

Montpeller and thence down the White river

valley to the Connecticut river; or, If the

tourists wish to repeat last summer's most
enjoyable visit to the White mountains, the

line of the M. & W. railroad can be followed

down the Wells river valley through Woods-
vtlle and up the Ammonoosuc river along the

line of the Boston & Maine to Bretton

Woods.
Boston can be reached by any suitable

route, preferably different from the one of

last year, and the run from Boston to New
York can be by way of Providence and Hart-
ford—avoiding Worcester naturally.

Objections that the country is mountain-
ous In Vermont and the roads not good are

hardly sufficient to stand In the face of the

tour of 1906 through New Hampshire and
the endurance run of 1903 to Pittsburg. The
route would offer the greatest diversity of

scenery and traveling conditions, would
penetrate six states and pass through prob-

ably the greatest possible number of large

cities especially interested In automoblllng
and the automobile Industry. P. W. H.
New York.

Concerning American Racing Can.
Editor The Automobile:
[826.]—Through patriotism and the owner-

ship of an American car, I have become In-

terested in American racing machines. The
American Is a good copyist and extremely
original, but his originality seems to be his

ruination In the racing line. The foreigners

are many years ahead of us In automobile
building and their methods of building cars

have been refined carefully by age. It will

take the same number of years to perfect the
"freak" to such an extent that it will be able

to compete with these well-tried-out types

of automobile construction.

In the meantime, let us stick to the old

lines and become copyists (not so much of

the foreigners' but our own work), when It

comes to going before the world with what
should be the pick of our cars In the big cup
races. Let those who favor these freaks
make them perfect before we allow the honor
of America to rest on such a fragile base.
When they have done so, let them be wel-
come.
Glance over a list of the American freaks

entered in the elimination trials for the
Vanderbllt cup. In the trials there were only
two cars of conservative racing build, one
of which took first place and the other
second. In the cup race which followed these
same cars were the only ones running at the
finish, one of them third and the other run-
ning well but In poor position through no
mechanical fault.

Is not this a lesson by which our owners
should profit In the teams sent to the Grand
Prix and the next Vanderbllt Cup race?

William Remington.
Asbury Park. N. J.

New Roadways to Meet Modern Needs.

RtprinUd from tin Ntm York "TrOmnt "

To the Editor of the New York "Tribune":
Sir:

Sunt quos currlculo pulverem Olympicum
CollegIs8e juvat.

[827.]—So sang Horace two thousand years
ago, and human nature has not changed much
since. The automoblltst says to himself
and his friends: "It Is a marvelous Invention.

Its speed Is exhilarating. Its numbers are
increasing every year. It has come to stay.

The horse has got to go. As for pedestrians,
they ought to get out of its way." All of
which seems to him entirely reasonable.
Logically, It leads to the conclusion that In

the more distant future our thoroughfares
are to belong solely to motor cars.

The anti-automobillst, on the other hand,
says: "Our streets and highways were laid

out during the nineteenth century for the

use of pedestrians and horse-drawn vehicles.

For that use they were then ample, though
some of them have become crowded and con-
gested now. To thrust Into them a third

species of locomotion, of which greater

capacity for speed and much leas facility

of stopping. Is simply to promote confusion
and delay, and to invite disaster to life and
limb. Horses are also increasing In number,
and so are pedestrians, as the city and
country Increase in population. For public

safety and convenience, all vehicles should
be required to go at similar rates of speed."
All of which Is based on comon sense, but
offers small comfort to those who love to
ride In motor cars.

Now, if some dispassionate observer could
be put In a place of comparative safety

—

say the top of a tree on a country road or
the top of a skyscraper in the city—he might
watch the scene. Looking down on the bus-
sing swarm that strives and twists in the
roads below, the Irresistible conclusion to
his mind would be, "Why, this Is an attempt
to achieve the Impossible! The wisdom of
ages has taught us that no man can get
a quart of wine into a pint bottle. Yet here
we are trying to force three processions
Into roads made for only one or two. If,

as we are assured, all three are Increasing
in number and all are entitled to their
normal rate of speed, then there is nothing
ahead but a deadlock or a smash. Clearly,
the remedy Is to open new roadways for the
swift-moving motors, or, if it Is decided
to give up the old ones to them, then to open
new roads for the horse-drawn vehicles
and the pedestrians."
The expedient would not be a new one.

When locomotives were Invented, eighty or
more years ago, the attempt was made to
use the public highways for their rails. It

was soon discovered that It would be better,
both for the railway companies and the
general public, that they should have roads
of their own.

So, not very many years ago, when it be-
came the fashion to drive fast trotters, their
use on the city avenues became Intolerable.

The difficulty was happily solved by the con-
struction of the speedway and the race-
courses, where the drivers can speed to their
hearts* content and the public can stand by
and "watch the wheels go round."

Frederick W. Seward.

Montrose-on-the-Hndson. N. Y.

AN EXAMPLE TO BE FOLLOWED.
Mr. Smith, of Cartersville, Ga., has the

right idea, and from the Cartersville News
the proof is herewith given:
"M. D. Smith, who recently moved from

Dalton to Cartersville and has charge of

the manufacturing enterprise In the old

court house, will bring with him for the
use of himself and family an automobile.
Some anxiety has been felt by the ladles
who are accustomed to drive horses on the
streets of Centervllle lest the automobile
frighten the horses and make driving more
dangerous.
"Mr. Smith Is very anxious to relieve all

anxiety on this score and asks the "News"
to say that every precaution will be used
by him to avoid frightening horses. Any
person who has a horse that shows a dis-
position to shy at the automobile Is asked
to go out on the road with Mr. Smith and
let the horse become accustomed to the ma-
chine. Horses soon become acquainted
with these automobiles and after one or two
meetings, If properly handled, pay no at-
tention to them. Mr. Smith will use every
precaution to avoid frightening horses."
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The Busy Automobile Lawmakers.

One Bill, and Excellent, Passed at Albany, with Other Meas-

ures Pending—What Is Happening in New Jersey.

Albany, N. Y., March 26.—Automobile

or motor vehicle legislation is moving. One
measure passed is Assemblyman Cox's bill

amending the present law by inserting in

the section, which now permits the auto-

mobilist on being arrested to give a cash

bail or leave his motor vehicle as security,

a provision that he may be released from

custody on giving "a bond or undertaking

executed by a fidelity or surety company
organized under the laws of this state and

having a deposit of at least $200,000 with

the superintendent of insurance of this

state, said bond or undertaking to be in an

amount not exceeding the maximum fine

for the offense with which the owner is

charged and to be conditioned for the

owner's appearance in answer for such vio-

lation at such time and place as shall then

be indicated." This bill now goes to the

governor, who will sign it, as there has

been no opposition to it in the Legislature.

The Senate Committee on Taxation re-

ported favorably the bill introduced by Sen-

ator L'Hommedieu to tax motor vehicles

and use the money for the maintenance of

good roads. The bill was reported under
an agreement between Senator L'Homme-
dieu, the committee and O. A. Quayle, of

the New York State Automobile Associa-

tion, that if a hearing was desired Thurs-
day, March 29, the bill should be recom-
mitted for the hearing.

The provisions of this bill in its last

amended shape are interesting to every

owner of a motor vehicle. They are as fol-

lows: The present law is amended to pro-

vide for additional information to be

furnished the Secretary of State about the

weight of every motor vehicle heretofore

or hereafter registered. The new matter

reads

:

Every person owning a motor vehicle, who
has not filed a statement In pursuance of
this section in which the weight of such ve-
hicle la specified shall, on or before June
first, nineteen hundred and six, file in the
office of the secretary of state a supplemen-
tal statement of the name of such owner,
the registered number of his motor vehlole,
and the weight thereof. The weight of a
motor vehicle includes the weight of the
tires, lamps, top, and other equipment ordi-
narily used therewith.

The act is then further amended by adding
thereto the following new sections to be
numbered sections nine, ten, eleven, twelve,
thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen, respectively,

to read as follows

:

Sec. 9. State tax on motor vehicles.—An
annual state tax of one dollar per vehicle,

and an additional fifty cents for each five

hundred pounds or major fraction thereof

in the weight of such vehicle exceeding five

hundred pounds is hereby imposed upon
every motor vehicle except motorcycles
owned by a resident of this state except a
motor vehicle owned by the manufacturer
thereof, or by one whose principal business

is that of a dealer in motor vehicles, but

this exception shall not apply to a motor
vehicle in the usual personal use of such
manufacturer or dealer; nor shall the tax
be imposed on motor vehicles constructed,

owned and used for the transportation of

goods, wares or merchandise, nor on any
motor vehicle regularly let for hire and
which is operated wholly within the corpo-

rate limits of a city. The tax shall accrue
and be based upon the ownership of such
vehicle on June first of each year. In case

of the acquiring of the title of a motor vehi-

cle after June first of any year, other than

one upon which the tax has been paid, the

tax shall accrue with such title and be paid

pro rata for the remainder of the year. The
filing of a statement of weight of any vehi-

cle registered with the secretary of state

shall not preclude the secretary of state

from determining the weight of any vehicle

subject to tax. The term owner as used In

this section and the subsequent sections of

this act Includes a vendee having the pos-

session of a motor vehicle under a contract

of conditional sale, although the legal title to

such motor vehicle remains In the vendor.

Sec. 10. Lien of tax and payment thereof.

—The tax imposed by this act upon a motor
vehicle, together with any unpaid Interest

thereon, shall become a lien upon such ve-
hicle on the date of the accrual of such tax.

Within thirty days after such tax accrues,

the owner of each such vehicle shall trans-

mit to the secretary of state the amount of

such tax; and the secretary of state shall

Issue to such owner a receipt thereof, speci-

fying the name of the owner, the registra-

tion number of the vehicle on which the tax
Is paid, the weight thereof and the amount
of tax paid. If such tax is not paid within
thirty days after the same accrues, the

amount thereof shall bear Interest at the
rate of two per centum a month.

Sec. 11. Effect of failure to pay tax.—If

such tax is not paid within thirty days after
the same accrues as required by this act,

the owner of such a motor vehlole, notwith-
standing his registration under this act,

shall forfeit all rights acquired thereby, and
shall be subject to the same penalties and
liabilities, civil and criminal, for operating
such vehlce upon the public highways, as If

such vehicle were not registered. On the
first day of June following the passage of

this act the secretary of state shall prepare
printed lists giving the numbers, owners'
names and addresses contained in the appli-

cations for registration of automobiles on
file in his office, and shall furnish a copy of

the same by mall to the police department
of every city and Incorporated village In the
state. On the first day of every month
thereafter he shall prepare and distribute as

aforesaid supplemental lists of all registra-

tions during the preceding month.
Sec. 12. Collection of tax.—If the tax Im-

posed on a motor vehicle by this act Is not
paid when due, the secretary of state may
enforce its collection, with accrued interest,

by an action against the owner thereof on
the date when such tax accrued, in any
court of competent Jurisdiction; or he may
issue his warrant under his hand and official

seal, directed to the sheriff of any county of

the state, commanding such sheriff to levy

upon and sell the motor vehicle on which
such tax and Interest Is a lien, if the same
can be found within his county, for the pay-
ment of the amount of such tax, with ac-

crued interest thereon and cost of executing

the warrant, and to return such warrant
to the secretary of state and pay to the
state treasurer the money collected, by vir-

tue thereof, at a time to be therein speci-

fied, not less than sixty days from the date
of the warrant. The sheriff to whom any
such warrant shall be directed shall proceed
upon the same In all respects with like effect

and In the same manner as prescribed by
law In respect to execution Issued against

property upon judgments of a court of rec-

ord, and shall be entitled to the same fees

for his services in executing the warrant to

be collected In the same manner.
Sec. 13. Exemptions from other taxation.

—

The taxes imposed by this act upon motor
vehicles shall be In lieu of all other taxes,

general or local, to which motor vehicles as
personal property may be subject under the

laws of this state; and the owner of such a
vehicle In the assessment of a tax provided

by this act shall not be entitled to any de-

duction for debts owned by him either on
account of the purchase of such vehicle or

otherwise.

Sea 14. Payment of tax before registra-

tion of motor vehicles.—The secretary of

state shall not hereafter register any motor
vehicle pursuant to this act, unless at the

time of filing the statement required by
section two of this act, the owner of such
vehicle shall have paid such tax for the

then current year, but If the motor vehicle

for the registration of which application is

made was not owned by a resident of this

state on the date fixed by this act for the

accrual of taxes for the then current year,

such owner shall only be required. In order

to procure registration of such vehicle to

pay a tax proportioned to the length of time

between the date when such a motor vehicle

was owned within the state, and the first

day of June succeeding.

Sec. 16. Application of taxes and filing

fees.—Taxes and filing fees collected in pur-

suance of this act shall be paid into the

state treasury, and shall be expended under

the direction of the state engineer and sur-

veyor for the repair and maintenance ' of

highways constructed under the provisions

of chapter one hundred and fifteen of the

laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,

and the acts amendatory thereof and sup-

plementary thereto.

More of the Albany Grist.

The Lee bill to make motor vehicles re-

duce speed to a mile in six minutes within

twenty rods of every horse or draft animal

it meets and come to a full stop within ten

rods unless the rider, driver, or leader of

the animal has graciously nodded or waved

a permission to proceed, is going through

the Assembly without opposition so Jar, and

is already on third reading. It is believed

that it will be challenged when it comes

up for third reading and defeated.

The Situation at Trenton.
Trenton, N. J., March 27.—The Freling-

huysen bill now rests in the hands of the

Judiciary Committee of the Assembly. Ex-

actly in what form it will emerge is ex-

tremely doubtful, the impression prevailing

that it will be shorn of its obnoxious

features. Senator Frelinghuysen is so much

exercised over this probability that he

threatens to introduce another measure

fully as distasteful to automobilists, but

his motorphobia is of such a pronounced

character that he is not attracting as much
serious attention as he did.
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State or City Registration, or Both?

Automobilists of the Quaker City.

By the time the bills are reached for final

action in the house it will be so close to the

end of the session that even if one of them

That Is the Bothersome Question Which Now Confronts the
does pas& the

„
cha

,

nces
,

are
'
hat final ad'

joiirnment will take place before it can

come to a vote in the Senate. Both meas-

ures are house bills.

Philadelphia, March 26.—"On the field

of battle a general officer supersedes a

colonel, and when a superior appears the

general officer is superseded," said At-

torney-General Carson before the Supreme
Court last Friday, when arguing that the

state automobile license law had precedence

over any municipal regulation. When Con-

gress passed a national bankruptcy law all

state bankruptcy laws were suspended. In

the same way the state automobile law

supersedes the city ordinance."

The Attorney-General delivered a forc-

ible argument, punctuated with similar good

points, and when he had finished Chief

Justice Mitchell announced that the Court

would hold the matter under advisement.

The case had been brought up on appeal

from Common Pleas Court No. 4, which

had decided that the city had a right to

charge a local license fee of $2 in addition

to that of $3 provided for by the State

law. Ira J. Williams, the attorney of the

Automobile Club of Philadelphia, in argu-

ing for a reversal of the lower , Court's

decision, claimed that the city cannot

compel the taking out of a license for any-

thing the State has already licensed.

"The city," he said, "is a mere creature

of the state, and exists only by the power

of the state. There is a conflict of

authority, therefore, when the city refuses

to recognize a license issued by the state.

A Philadelphia license will not hold good

in Montgomery County, five miles from the

City Hall, and rightly. A state officer

would refuse to recognize it. Such a con-

dition would establish a precedent which

would enable every hamlet, borough, village

and city in the state to require similar

local licenses, and confusion without end

would result."

Assistant City Solicitor Alcorn, for the

city, argued that should the argument of

counsel on the other side prevail, it "would

be impossible for the city to say that the

minimum speed for cities—ten miles an

hour— is too great for Chestnut street, and

should be reduced. According to the state

law no other than the state tags shall be

carried on the front and rear of a machine.

The city does not conflict with that. The
local ordinance merely requires that the city

tag shall be exhibited. It may be put any-

where on the car."

Many local automobilists fear that the

city's contention will be upheld.

Slow to Register in Indiana.

Indianapolis. March 26.—One would not

infer from the standpoint of Secretary of

State Storms that the automobile industry

is one of the largest in this state, taking

into consideration the reluctance of auto-

mobile owners to register their cars with

the state.

Since the law went into effect last June,

just 2,726 cars have been registered, only 71

of which have been registered in 1906. So
far there have been few arrests for failure

to have state numbers and there is no gen-

eral inclination to get them. Automobile
authorities say there are at least 4,000

automobiles in operation in the state, about

600 of which are owned in this city.

Nothing Probable in Ohio.

Columbus, O., March 26.—It is doubtful

if the General Assembly of Ohio will enact

any legislation affecting automobiles at this

session. On Thursday the house spent much
time discussing the Bowers bill, requiring

the registration of automobiles with the

county auditor, and finally sent it to the

foot of the calendar, to keep company with

the Sawicki bill, which provides that the

registration shall be with the Secretary of

State. There was a diversity of opinion

among the members as to which bill should

be passed, and meanwhile further consid-

eration of their relative merits will be made.

Virginia's New Law.
Richmond, Va., March 26.—On April 13

the Byrd automobile law, passed at the last

session of the Virginia Legislature, will

go into effect. As one of the provisions

of the measure requires that automobilists

shall stop and go to the assistance of

drivers of horses or other animals that may
be frightened at the machine, women who
drive their own cars are in a state of

nervous apprehension as to what is ex-

pected of them when such a situation pre-

sents itself. The bill also requires automo-

biles to be registered.

South Carolina Has a New Law.

Columbia, S. C, March 26.—A new law

was enacted by the recent legislature which

requires the registration of automobiles and

motor vehicles of all descriptions. A fee

of one dollar is exacted and county clerks

are authoried to issue the certificates to the

operators and tags for the machines. Pen-

alties for violation of the statute are fines

running from $20 to $100, or imprisonment

at hard labor for not more than thirty days.

Quebec's New Automobile Regulations.

Montreal, March 26.—Quebec has a new
law on its statute books which requires the

licensing of motor vehicles, the Provincial

legislature having passed the bill recently

introduced by the Hon. Mr. McCorkill. The
bill was aimed principally at the owners of

foreign machines, who, dashing into the

Eastern townships from the American fron-

tier, disregarded all laws of safety and en-

dangered the lives of pedestrians and others

by their reckless driving.

The act requires that every person ac-

quiring a motor vehicle shall, for every such

vehicle owned by him, file in the office of

the Provincial Treasurer a statement of his

name and address, with a brief description

of the motor vehicle to be registered, with

the name of the manufacturer, factory num-

ber, style of vehicle, motive power and

strength thereof, on a blank to be supplied

by the Provincial Treasurer for that pur-

pose, and he shall pay a registration fee

of $5. and that such fee shall be sent in with

the application.

Owners of automobiles who reside in

other Canadian provinces are not required

tinder the new law to register in Quebec

provided their machine bears number indi-

cating registration elsewhere, and they give

notice in writing to the clerk of the munici-

pality in or through which they make use

of their vehicles. Owners or operators of

automobiles who do not reside in Canada
must furnish a satisfactory bond to the

Provincial Treasurer for an amount of

$500 as security for any damage which may
be caused by him in operating his automo-
bile in the province of Quebec. The Pro-
vincial Treasurer may, however, make indi-

vidual exceptions to this provision if he sees
fit. Non-Canadians must be provided with
registration tags from their respective com-
munities and comply with the formalities

of notification of municipalities.

Every person desiring to operate an auto-
mobile otherwise than as a chauffeur must
obtain an operator's license and present such
evidences of fitness as the Provincial Treas-
urer may require. Professional chauffeurs

must also obtain licenses good for one year.
Licenses expire April 1 of each year, and
the annual fee for both owners and chauf-
feurs is $5.

The speed limit under the new act is six
miles per hour for cities and towns and
fifteen miles for the open country. When
approaching sharp angles, bridges or steep
descents, or intersecting highways and
crossings, speed must be reduced to four
miles per hour. Signals must be hlown
when approaching angles in the highway.
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To Tack the N. Y. M. C. Flag to the "Pole."

That Is What Walter Wellman Will Do When His Airship

Lands Him on the Frigid Staff.

The New York Motor Club at its

smoker, held March 23, at the Hotel

Wellington, New York City, entertained

Walter Wellman, the exploring news-

paper man who is going to try to find

the North Pole with the aid of a dirigible

balloon and motor sleds. Other noted

aeronauts such as Paul Nocquet, Charles

Levee, and Mr. House, an optimistic

New Englander, were also at the guest

table, in company with Augustus Post,

the treasurer of the Aero Club of

America. R. H. Johnston capably

steered the evening's doings.

Reference was made to the discussion

at the organization of the New York
Motor Club, two years ago, when it

was decided, after some debate, to in-

clude air navigation as one of the ob-

jects of the club's existence. The pres-

ence of Mr. Wellman made apparent

how rapid had been the progress in the

direction of motoring in the air.

To Mr. Wellman was presented a

flag of the New York club, which he

promised to "tack to the pole" when he

found it.

"I am no enthusiast, no hero," said

Mr. Wellman, "and I have no desire to

reach the North Pole without a return

ticket and a chance to use it. My two

previous trips into the Arctic zone have

made me well acquainted with the con-

ditions and the customary winds. Mjy

airship has been designed on a different

principle from all preceding ships of

this character. It is not built for speed.

It is to make from 12 to 15 statute miles

an hour, and 5,500 pounds of gasoline

will be carried as fuel. This will drive

the ship for a distance of 1,760 miles,

requiring about 140 hours. The distance

from Spitsbergen to the pole is esti-

mated at 1.200 miles, so I will be pro-

vided with 50 per cent, more carrying

force than is absolutely necessary.

"You perhaps may ask how I am go-

ing to get back, as the airship will not

carry enough fuel to come entirely home
by it. Well, I am now having built in

Paris and America two experimental

motor sledges. Each will weigh from

210 to 215 pounds. They will be

equipped with small engines, and will

only carry the two persons operating

them.

"One difficulty is in going from a given

to a mathematical point, but having ar-

rived at the North Pole we have this ad-

vantage—all the winds blow to the

south. Sailing with the winds, our ship

might be carried to Siberia, and although

I have no love for that country, it would

mean safety. We might reach Green-

land, or Franz Josef Land, where I left

a large stock of supplies on my last trip.

Anywhere on land is safety, and with

these motor sledges we can reach civi-

lization. If they fail, I shall have to

use the Arctic dog sledge.

"I accept the entire responsibility if

any mistake occurs. The best French

aeronauts and students have agreed that

the plan is feasible, but many doubt its

success. The final decision to adopt this

method was mine, and any blame will

attach to no one but myself. No one

knows of how much or of how little

value the discovery of the north pole

will be. One opinion is as good as an-

other. The scientific spirit is to go and

find out and discuss it afterward, and

that is all that I hope to do."

Accompanying the American will be

Gustave Herve, the experienced French

air pilot. The aerostat is being made by

Louis Godard. Its total length will be

160 feet, and the largest diameter 62 1-2

feet. From its largest diameter, about

one-fourth from the fore end, it termi-

nates sharply to a point, and curves

back gradually to an ellipse. The cen-

tral part of this large balloon will have

several layers of strong silk, pure Para

rubber, cotton, rubber, cotton and rub-

ber, while the ends will have the same

layers, though of rather lighter construc-

tion. The keel suspended underneath

will have two engines, one of 50 horse-

power actuating a propeller in front and

capable of giving a speed, it is said, of

fifteen miles an hour. The other motor

of 25 horsepower is held in reserve and

drives a smaller propeller at the rear.

The engines can be driven simultaneously

or separately.

The total weight of the balloon is

2,800 kilos, made up as follows: balloon,

1,425 kilos; keel, 330 kilos; cords for

suspension, ropes, etc., 125 kilos; rudder,

50 kilos; 50-horsepower engine 275

kilos; propeller and gear, 95 kilos; ven-

tilator with motor for keeping the com-

pensating balloon filled, 50 kilos; an-

chors, etc., 100 kilos; tank and radiators,

25 kilos; 25-horsepower engine with

shaft, 200 kilos; propeller with spare

shaft. 95 kilos; accessories, 35 kilos.

Besides the explorers and mechanics,

water and fuel, and provisions for 75

days, the balloon will carry four motor

sledges, a light steel boat, and a guide

rope of steel.

TO THE NORTH POLE BY AUTO.
Minneapolis. March 26.—A special to

the New York Times says that Charles E.

H. Burch and Frederick R. Burch, Minne-

apolis men, will attempt to reach the North

Pole in an ice automobile of their own
invention. The vehicle is supplied with all

the comforts one might expect to have in a

houseboat.

The inventors have engaged in explora-

tion in Alaska more than once, and it was

for the purpose of making trips on the

trackless wastes of Alaska in quest of min-

eral wealth that their idea was perfected

and a working model was built. After they

had the vehicle in working order the idea

of a polar exploration suggested itself, and

the brothers announced that, while their

original plan was not to discover the pole,

there was no reason why they could not

make the trip if the proper, interest was

shown in the expedition.

They have the automobile in operation

at Lake Calhoun, where it was inspected

yesterday by interested residents of Minne-

apolis. It is built like a large street car

and is heated by hot water. The Burch

brothers assert that they have selected a

route to the pole that is as sure as their

means of locomotion is certain. They be-

lieve they will be able to obtiin ample finan-

cial backing for the venture.

TO THE SOUTH POLE BY AUTO.
Middletown, N. Y., March 26.—Three

automobiles are being constructed by Theo-

dore A. Cook, a brother of Dr. Frederick

A. Cook, of Brooklyn, at Calicoon, near

here. These are for the use of the 1907

South Pole expedition. The cars will be

of 24 horsepower each, and will be a com-

bination of wheels and runners constructed

after Mr. Cook's own ideas. The explor-

ers expect to cover ten miles an hour over

the ice with these cars, running continu-

ously night and day. The cars will be put

into use when a point is reached beyond

which navigation is impossible. Fred Cook,

a son of the manufacturer, will accompany

the expedition as one of the chauffeurs.

COUNT DE LA VAULX IN AMERICA.
Count Henri de la Vaulx, the French

aeronaut, is again in this country, hav-

ing arrived March 24 on La Savoie. The
Count comes here on the invitation of

officials of the Aero Club of America

and will participate in various air jour-

neys before his return. The noted

Frenchman between January 19, 1904,

and December 9, 1905, made fifty-nine

ascents, though he was in America for

six months of this period.

Plans for a clubhouse, 75 by 65 feet, to

be located at the foot of West One Hun-

dred and Twelfth street and Hudson

river, are being prepared for the Motor

Boat Club of America. The city of New
York has granted a frontage of 125 feet,

but the new house will be built on made

land beyond the present shore line. It

is expected the new house will be com-

pleted by fall, in time for the annml

motor boat carnival.
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THEAUTOMOBILECALENDAR
AMERICAN.

Shows.
Mar. 81-Apr. 7—Baltimore Automobile Show.

Baltimore Dealers' Associa-

tion.

Mar. 81-Apr. 7—Toronto (Canada) Automo-
bile Show. Toronto Dealers'

Association.

April 4- 7—Omaha Automobile Show, Audi-

torium. Omaha Dealers' As-

sociation.

April 9-14—Canada Automobile and Motor
Exhibition, Mutual Rink, To-

ronto.

April 18-21—Denver Automobile Show, Coli-

seum Halt Denver Auto
Show Association.

April 21-38—Canada Automobile and Motor
Exhibition, Arena, Montreal.

May 24-26—Open Air Show, Empire City

Track, New Tork Trade Asso-

ciation.

Tours.
June 6 —Orphans' Day, Second Annual

Celebration by the New York
Motor Club.

June 18-23—Second Annual Economy Test
New Tork Motor Club.

July 23 —Annual A. A. A. Tour lor the

Olldden Trophy, starting from

Buffalo or Cleveland.

Race Meets.
April 9-18—Pablo Beach, Florida. Spring

Meet Jacksonville Automobile

and Motor Boat Club.

April 19...—Boston, Annual Hill Climb, Bay
State Automobile Association.

April 25-27—Atlantic City (N. J.) Automo-
bile Meet.

May 10 —Wllkes-Barre, Pa.. Centennial

Jubilee Hill Climb.

May 80 —Chicago Motorcycle Race Meet.

Chicago Motorcycle Club.

May 80 —Boston, Annual Meet of the Bay
State Automobile Association,

ReadvtUe Track.

juiy 4 —Milwaukee Motorcycle Race
Meet or Reliability Trial. Mil-

waukee Motorcycle Club.

FOREIGN.
Shows.

Mar. 24-31—London, Agricultural Hall, Cor-

dtngly ft Co.'s Motor Show.

April 1-17—Budapest Exhibition. Auto
Club of Hungary.

April It-May 1—Marseilles (France) Inter-

national Automobile Exhibi-

tion.

April IB-May—Milan (Italy) International

Exhibition.

April 28-May 6—Geneva (Switserland) In-

ternational Exhibition.

Oct. 5-14..—Leipzig (Germany) Exhibition,

Kryatall Palast.

Nov. 1-16—Berlin (Germany) Automobile
Exhibition.

Nov. 15-24—London, Olympla Motor Show.

Nov. 23-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show, Agri-

cultural Hall.

Tours.

May 6....—Targo Florlo Tour (Sicily).

Auto Club of Milan.

May 12-18—International Light Touring Car
Competition, Vienna to Grata

and back. Austrian Automo-
bile Club.

May 18-14—Tour de France. Motorcycles

and votturettes.

May 15-16—Le Coupe d'Or and Interna-

tional Automobile Congress, at

Milan, Italy.

June 6-18—Herkomer Cup Touring and
Speed Trials, Munich, Bava-
ria.

June 11-16—Land's End to John O'Groafs,

Auto Cycle Club of Great Brit-

ain.

June 13-16—Scottish Reliability Trials.

July 29—Aug. 16—Circuit Europeen, 3,000

miles, Paris, Milan. Vienna,

Berlin, Cologne, Paris.

Race Meets.

May 27....—Motor Cycle Club of France
Championships.

June 26-27—Le Grand Prix, Sarthe Circuit,

France.

June 29...—International Cup Race for Auto
Cycles, Austria.

Aug. 1-15—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).

Aug. 16-16—Ventoux (France) Automobile
Meeting.

Aug. 14-19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet
Aug. 23...—Semmerlng Hill Climb.

Sept. 27...—Tourist Trophy Race, Isle of

Man, Auto Club of Great Brit-

ain.

Oct. 7 —Chateau Thierry (France) Hill

Climb.

Motor Boat Races.

April 1-16—Monaco (Italy) Motor Boat
Races.

April 17-19—Nice-Toulon-Nlce (France) Mo-
tor Boat Race.

May 6 —Suresnes (France) Motor Boat
Meet

June 28-29—Kiel (Germany) Motor Boat
Races.

July 1 —Maison-Lafltte (France) Motor
Boat Races.

July 8 —Le Coup* Dubonnet (France)
Motor Boat Race.

Aug. 6...—Motor Boat Race on the Rhone
(France).

Aug. 16-18—British International Cup Motor
Boat Race.

Sept. 16...—Juvlsy (France) Motor Boat
Meeting.

PATENT LITIGATION DECISIONS.

The Association Patents Co., a holding

company which is an offshoot of the Asso-

ciation of Licensed Automobile Manufac-

turers, announces that it has acquired a

basic patent on spark plugs in which the

sparking points are surrounded by a recess

for the purpose of preventing fouling and

consequent short-circuiting. The patent is

given as No. 612,701, issued to Frank W.
Canfield, October 18, 1808. Another patent,

issued to Mueller, is said by the Association

Patents Co. to cover a plug detachable from

the cylinder head, having a non-conductor

disk bearing against the seat, and a circuit

wire connected with a pole-piece extending

through the disk.

Announcement has been made by the

Diezemann Shock Absorber Co.,of Hoboken,

N. J., that the application of the Hartford

Suspension Co., of New York, for an in-

junction restraining Hollander & Tange-

man, of New York, from using the Dieze-

mann shock absorber has been denied by

Judge Lacombe in the Circuit Court of the

Southern District of New York. The ap-

plication was made pending the trial of a

suit brought by the Hartford Suspension

Co. against Hollander & Tangeman for sell-

ing the Diezemann device and for using the

term "shock absorber," the Hartford com-

pany claiming that its patents cover every

form of rotary vehicle spring retarding

device and that the term "shock absorber"

is its trademark.

Easy for "Mountaineer."

Trinidad, Col., March 22.—With the

Raton pass, over the mountains of the same

name, safely crossed and the good roads of

Colorado under wheel instead of the adobe

mud of New Mexico, the cruise of the Reo
Mountaineer toward New York should

now be child's play by comparison with the

trip through California, through the desert,

and across the territories of Arizona and

New Mexico. It took us as long to traverse

the trails of New Mexico alone as it did to

cross the entire continent from New York

City to Portland, Ore. following the line of

the Union Pacific farther north.

At Trinidad we are attaching a new muf-

fler to the car, as we have been informed

that "a muffler that will muffle" is one of

the requirements of the state automobile

law. We have also fished out our old New
York state license and once more attached

it to the rear axle, secured a new oil reser-

voir for our tail light and a new gas gen-

erator for the one that we allowed to freeze

and burst farther west, but we would go
to almost any trouble to meet the require-

ments of a law made by a state or territory

that provides such good roads as we have

found since coming over the mountains into

Colorado.

J. W. Catron and Frank McKane, the

two Santa Fe automobile enthusiasts who
set out to accompany us to Denver in their

steam runabout, are now riding in the ton-

neau of the Mountaineer. Their machine

met with an accident at Watrous and was
shipped into Denver with our baggage.

From this point we abandon the old

Santa Fe trail, which runs to old Fort

Leavenworth, and strike off north directly

to Denver. The roads are so good that we
even have hopes of making the 220 odd
miles between Trinidad and Denver in one
day. The run from Denver to New York
has been made by a number of automobile

enthusiasts and, beyond Missouri and Illi-

nois mud, we anticipate no great hardships.

To-day Fassett and I are changing the

tires on our front wheels and replacing the

pair put on at Boise Gty, Idaho, with the

original set of Diamonds we discarded in

Idaho and sent back to the Akron factory

to be recovered. The tires we are taking

off are air tight and show very little wear,

but they are badly cut in places where they

have come in contact with sharp lava rock

or bounded over the rough stumps of small

trees and left sticking up in the trail in-

many places through Arizona and New
Mexico.

At Raton we were met by a delegation

of automobilists, E. C Sperry having sold

several carloads of machines in that out-

of-the-way New Mexican town. Besides

automobiles, Mr. Sperry sells ice-cream.

To freeze his cream he attaches a belt to

the rear wheel of his car and over a large

pulley on the ice-cream freezer. He then

throws in the low-speed clutch, and in four-

teen minutes his cream is frozen.

Percy F. Megarctl.
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New Jersey's Good Roads Building.

New Jersey's peculiar geographical sit-

uation, its proximity to the metropolitan

district and unlimited possibilities for de-

velopment as a residence center, has given

the state a prominence that is distinctive,

and everything pertaining to the improve-

ment of highways in that commonwealth
is of national interest.

Commissioner of Public Roads E. C.

Hutchinson has just issued the twelfth an-

nual report of his bureau, which discloses

the interesting information that the state

has expended a total of $1,025444.14 in the

twenty counties of the commonwealth in

road improvement since the adoption of

the state aid law in 1892. The number of

miles constructed since that time has been

1, 11 1 and a fraction. As the state fur-

nishes one-third of the total cost the gross

amount expended can be readily calculated

—$5.776,33242. During the year ending

October 31, 1905, there were 67.78 miles

of road built, at a cost to the state of

$164,648.99.

The commissioner says that the enforce-

ment of the requirements of the new road

law passed in 1904, that counties keep roads

built by state aid in good repair or have

moneys due them withheld has had a good
effect. Special articles on road mainte-

nance and prevention of dust are included

in the report, which is replete with useful

statistics, and supplemented by an official

road map of New Jersey, drawn on a scale

of five miles to the inch.

Of particular interest to automobilists

are some of the recommendations made
by the commissioner, who goes on to say:

"The automobile is now a recognized

means of conveyance, and as such is en-

titled to the use of the highways, but there

are certain appliances used upon them
which are very detrimental to our roads.

The damage done to the surface of our

macadam and gravel roads by these ap-

pliances is so great that the question of a

remedy is creating considerable agitation

all over the different counties of the state.

The temptation to get all the speed possi-

ble out of any means of locomotion is

almost irresistible; therefore, no one should

be allowed to run a machine upon our pub-

lic highways without first obtaining a li-

cense, granted after a proper examination,

as the majority of the accidents are caused

by incompetent chauffeurs. If the high-

speed machines are to be allowed upon our

highways, they should be taxed in propor-

tion to the maximum speed of which they

are capable. In other words, they should

pay for the damage they do, and all money
paid into the State Treasury for such li-

censes should be applied to the mainte-

nance and repair of our roads.

"Dust raised by an automobile, when
running at a rate of less than twenty miles

an hour, is not any worse than that raised

by many wagons, but when this limit is ex-

ceeded the automobile becomes the dust

nuisance. Many cures for the dust annoy-

ance have been suggested, as the sprink-

ling of our roads with crude oil and differ-

ent solutions of absorbent salts. These will

prevent the dust, but are too expensive to

be generally used. Our remedy, therefore,

would be a strict enforcement of the speed

limit, the abolition of armored tires, chain

tires, and blowers, and a sprinkling of all

of our improved roads early in the morning

and late in the evening. This would pre-

serve the roads and would reduce the cost

of repairs very materially, at the same time

giving us a better, smoother and more dust-

less surface than we now enjoy. There is

no better or cheaper way of preserving our

roads than by sprinkling. Water for this

purpose can be obtained from neighboring

streams, and, in those sections where there

are none, from wells driven beside the road.

In either case it is better and cheaper to

pump the water into a tank, from which it

can be drawn int:> the wagons, thereby

saving much time."

very dusty, sometimes sandy. The excep-

tion is the macadam road, through Sayre-

ville and South river to Hardenberg's (or

Tanner's) Corners.

Raritan River's New Bridge.

Perth Amboy, N. J., March 27.—Fre-

quent announcement has been made that

the new bridge over the Raritan river, con-

necting the place with South Amboy, would

be completed by April I, but such state-

ments are inaccurate. It is thought only

unforeseen legal difficulties can prevent the

bridge being ready for use within a few

months, as the contract for the sixty-foot

steel span for the railroad spur probably

will be given out this week. There are

several phases of the bridge controversy

still hanging (ire in the courts, and the War
Department has not been heard from offi-

cially as to its stand in the matter.

Automobile tourists from New York via

Staten Island to the north Jersey coast re-

sorts have always been obliged to go by

the way of New Brunswick, a waste of con-

siderable mileage, due to the absence of

such a bridge as is now under construction.

To reach the bridge from the Staten Island

Ferry exit, Perth Amboy, the route is

straight up Smith street, crossing tracks of

N. Y. & L. B. R. R., six blocks, to Good-

man street, left one block and then right

one half block to bridge approach.

Even the completed bridge will call for

a great deal of road building, for the fol-

lowing reasons: From Rahway to Perth

Amboy (by which tourists from Newark
and North Jersey would approach the

bridge), is wretched, from Woodbridge.

On the south side of the river the macadam
road ends abruptly at Morgan, where the

road leads along the beach of Raritan Bay

;

and it is no "Ormond." With one excep-

tion, the other routes leading from South

Amboy are ordinary dirt roads, excellent

when in condition, but usually muddy or

NEW HAMPSHIRE'S PROGRESS.

New Hampshire has adopted a definite

policy of highway improvement in keeping

with its reputation as the great summer

vacation state, and promises to be more than

ever attractive to automobilists in the fu-

ture. The three main highways which the

state will build all lead to the White Moun-

tain region. One starts at the seashore

and follows the east side of the state

through the famous resorts of the Crawford

Notch section; one extends up the Merri-

mack valley, through the Pemigewasset val-

ley and the Franconia Notch to Bretton

Woods and Crawford's; the third will fol-

low the Connecticut river along the west-

ern boundary. In addition to these main

highways there are numerous mountain

highways which are "state roads."

Labor Commissioner L. H. Carroll has

issued a special report, covering the statis-

tics of the summer business, which shows

that the capital invested in summer hotels,

boarding-houses, cottages, etc., has in-

creased from $10442,352 in 1899 to $22,-

285,179 in 1905 ; during the same period the

number of summer visitors has increased

from 170.280 to 309,243- The capital in-

vested in summer residences and cottages

amounts to $11.327379. and during 1005.

28,163 persons resided in such summer

homes.

GRAFT BLOCKS ROAD WORK
Wilmington, Del., March 26.—Active

work on the construction of about a mile of

new macadam road to connect Market

street, the main thoroughfare of Wilming-

ton, with the state road, has been delayed

by the announcement of an increase of 25

per cent, in the cost of crushed stone. Pri-

vate contractors had bid for the work at a

price of $9,500, but the Street and Sewer

Department of the city notified the levy

court that it could do the work cheaper it-

self; so the court decided to reject the bid

and advertise for new ones.

New bids have not been received, but the

department has been notified by two parties

from whom it has been buying crushed

stone of an advance of 25 per cent, in the

cost, and it looks now as if the depart-

ment would have to bid as high as the con-

tractors unless it is able to find enough

stone in street excavations, which it is now
endeavoring to do. It has a crusher, which

will be used if there is sufficient stone and

the city gets the contract.

MM. Emile de Beukalaer and Channckx

have completed a tour of inspection of the

roads which have been selected as courses

for the various events of thf week of the

Ostend (Belgium) meeting, August 14-19.

The town of Ostend and the Kursaal have

voted 50,000 francs toward the motor boat

part of the meeting.
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Xatomoblle Fronl New Jersey, in his

Wear aad Tear annual report, comes an
oftae Road*. assertion by the Com-
missioner of Public Roads, who, while ad-

mitting that the "automobile is now a rec-

ognized means of conveyance, and as such

is entitled to the use of the highways,"

charges that "certain appliances used on
them are very detrimental to our roads."

These are enumerated as "the armored tire,

the chain tire and the blower."

The automobile mileage of New Jersey

probably exceeds at the present time the

total horse mileage over the improved roads

of the state; a year hence there will be no
comparison- between the motor-driven ve-

hicle and the horse.

If the "armored" or "studded" tire does

as much harm to a road as is done by the

iron shoes of a horse and the narrow iron

tire of the wagon which the animal draws,

then the opinion of an unconvinced ob-

server is very much astray.

Chains are invaluable when the highways

have been deluged with rain, and the coun-

try traversed is hilly and circuitous. Un-
thinking automobilists are prone to utilize

chains when this help could be dispensed

with, and it would only be fair for this

class to bear in mind the protest of the

New Jersey commissioner and to exert

themselves to the extent of removing the

offending adjunct when good highway is

encountered, even though it be necessary

to employ chains again during the same run.

"Blowers"—meaning probably both ex-

haust and fan—are an exaggerated method
of injury, but even the automobilist will

admit that a heavy touring car traveling at

a high rate of speed will raise by suction

loose portions of the road.

And it is at this point where the core of

the whole subject is reached. If this mod-
ern method of travel—bound to be univer-

sal—injures the kind of roads which we
now have, it is a question of the immediate

future to construct a highway that will

withstand the harder usage enforced by the

coming of the automobile.

Referring to another phase—the appor-

tionment of the cost of building these roads.

The automobilist pays his share—and it is a

goodly share, too—while the ruralist is a

comparatively small contributor, the bulk of

state taxation falling on the cities and the

large towns. The ruralist is entitled to just

as much consideration as any other user of

the highway, but just that much and not

any more, and because of the brainless use

of the motor-driven vehicle by a few, the

growing army should not meet with oppo-

sition at every turn of the road.

#
PutUe DadmeUoma Attention has been

from Horse called of late by var-

Stmtiatiea ious newspapers and
trade publications to the number of horses

and mules bred in the United States each

year from 1800 to 1905, and their value.

These figures were compiled by the United

States Department of Agriculture. Differ-

ent writers have sought to show by them

diametrically opposite tendencies, some
pointing out that the number of horses had
increased from 14,213,837 in 1890 to 17,057,-

702 in 1905, and their average value from

$3750 each in 1899 to $70.34 in 1905.

Others introduced the factor of the increas-

ing human population of the country and

showed that the number of horses is actu-

ally decreasing in proportion to the popula-

tion.

Perhaps this proportional decrease ac-

counts in some measure for the increasing

price, although this is more likely to. be

due to the steady rise of prices for all

products, whether of farm or factory, dur-

ing the last five years. But the propor-

tional decrease in the number of horses has

not been so great as many might have sup-

posed in view of the predictions that the

advent of mechanical transportation would

cause the "passing of the horse."

Manifestly it is impossible to base any

approximately accurate estimate of the

future of the horse upon statistics of the

past decade or two. All the influences that

have affected the breeding of draft animals

heretofore may any day be displaced by

new ones. For example, automobile com-

mercial vehicles are only just beginning to

take their part in the transportation of

merchandise. Ten years may cause as great

a revolution in city tracking as it did in

street car service, in which countless thou-

sands of horses have been displaced—how
many can never be known, but one has

merely to attempt to picture the street car

and interurban service of to-day throughout

the country carried on with horses to im-

agine the number that would be required

for it.

Similarly, we shall never know how many
horses are finally displaced by automobile

trucks, delivery wagons, omnibuses and

cabs, for there will be no basis for compar-

ison. The number of horses in proportion

to population is not a safe basis upon which

to make estimates, since the output of

human endeavor, with the means at hand,

has been multiplied manyfold in the last

quarter century in proportion to the number
of inhabitants in the country. Conceive for

a moment of performing the work of the

country to-day by the means of even twen-

ty-five years ago.

While there is every reason for believing

that another generation will look upon

horses in the streets of our cities with as

much curiosity as we now gaze upon the

very rare team of oxen and our children

point with amazement at the surviving

horse car in New York, only automobile

enthusiasts of the greatest temerity have

maintained that the immediate future holds

forth promise of a more economical power
for farm work than that of horse flesh.

Yet, only this week the welcome news
comes from Washington that the Ways and

Means Committee of the House of Repre-

sentatives has reported favorably the "free

alcohol" bill now before Congress. The
unlimited possibilities opened to the farmers

by the enactment of a law removing the

tax from denatured vegetable alcohol for

the mechanical arts are as yet realized by

only a very few, but already gas engine and

farm implement manufacturers are busily

engaged in designing and building machin-

ery for doing all sorts of farm work with

the power to be derived from such a fuel.

In the end it may prove far cheaper for

the farmer to make alcohol from beets to

run his machinery and convert his pasture

and hay field to more productive purposes

than feeding his horse flesh. When that

day comes the "passing of the horse" will

be near at hand.

Since the State of New York gives the

Board of Supervisors of Nassau County

authority to grant permission for the run-

ning of the Vanderbilt Cup race over its

roads, and this spectacle supplies the great-

est free show ever given to the American
public, would it be unreasonable if a regi-

ment or two of State Militia volunteered

to guard the course for this battle of the

American and European automobile makers?
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Discredited Criticism of Ex-Chairman Morrell. Open-air Show Assured.

Chairman Thompson Will Invite Mr. Morrell to Serve on the

Recently Appointed A. A. A. Racing Board.

As the result of what is looked upon in

automobile circles as unfair censure of ex-

Chairman Robert Lee Morrell, the newly

appointed chairman of the American Auto-

mobile Association Racing Board, Jefferson

DeMont Thompson, will invite the ex-

chairman to serve on the 1906 board.

In recent issues of his weekly paper,

Samuel Walter Taylor, one of those re-

cently invited to act on the 1906 Racing
Board, criticised in violent manner the

Board of the previous year, making partic-

ular reference to the energetic chairman of

it One of the headlines used by Mr. Taylor
was "To Turn the Grafters Out" Exactly

what was meant by Mr. Taylor is considered

somewhat vague, for the reason that

though Mr. Morrell was mentioned as being

a stockholder in the Locomobile Company,
and the impression was given that he had
favored that concern's entry in the Van-
derbilt race, such effort on his part was
entirely unnecessary, as the car had qual-

ified in the elimination event beyond any

question of doubt. E. R. Thomas, the Buf-

falo manufacturer, in a telegram to Pres-

ident Farson, had wired in this manner

:

"Robert Lee Morrell Is said to be a large
stockholder In the Locomobile Company. I

respectfully urge that no one Interested as
agent or manufacturer of automobiles be
appointed to act on the ruling; boards. I

am building three racers at a very large

expense for the sole purpose of winning the
Vanderbllt cup for America, and demand a
square deal, which was not given me last

time."

Subsequently it was denied that Mr. Mor-
rell was a Locomobile Company stock-

holder, and S. T. Davis, Jr., the president

of that company, makes the positive state-

ment that he is not interested.

Previous to the denial, Mr. Taylor had

printed the article on "Sportsmanship being

subordinated to commercial interests by the

managers of the big automobile races."

Mr. Morrell expressed himself in this

vein : "I do not own a single share of stock

in the Locomobile Company, and never did.

I never have been financially interested in

that or any other automobile company. I

understand that the editor of the periodical

which criticised me is Mr. Thompson's per-

sonal appointee on the new Racing Board.

I am sorry he did not attempt to learn the

facts before making such an unfounded

charge against a fellow club member."

Chairman Thompson expressed himself

as deeply regretting the criticism of ex-

Chairman Morrell, and referring to the

statement that Mr. Taylor was his personal

appointee, said:

"This is an error. Mr. Taylor was in-

vited to serve on the Board because I

thought he would be a valuable member of

it, having in mind the speech which he

maJj ex the 1905 Automobile Club of Amer-
ica dinner, when he argued for friendly

relations and co-operation of horseman and

automobilist. However, I do not agree

with him in his criticism of last year's

Board, and think his remarks most unwise

and indefensible.

"Mr. Morrell was a most efficient chair-

man, and his conduct of the Vanderbilt

race entitled him to great credit. I shall

be pleased to invite him to serve on the

1906 Racing Board, and hope that he will

find it possible to accept"

It is understood that the members of the

1905 Board who have been invited to serve

again this year are much incensed over

Mr. Taylor's criticism, and the impression

prevails that for his "break" he should

tender his resignation to President Farson

and Chairman Thompson.

Long Islanders Want Vanderbilt Race.

Mineola, L. I., March 26.—A petition

which had received the signatures of

about 1,500 residents of Nassau county

who are in favor of having an automo-

bile race on the public roads of the county

this year was presented to-day to the

Board of Supervisors. The petition is as

follows

:

"To the Board of Supervisors:
"We, the undersigned residents and citi-

zens of the county of Nassau, do hereby re-

spectfully petition your board to request the
Automobile Association of America to hold
Its automobile test and race for the year
1906 over the course laid out by your board
within the county In the year 1906."

It is rumored that a counter petition

will be got up by the People's Protective

Association, which was active last year in

opposition to the Vanderbilt cup race on

the public highways.

Of the three members of the Nassau

Board of Supervisors Jones and Willets

are in favor of the race, while Seabury is

opposed to racing on the highways.

Vanderbilt Cup Race Items.

Up to the present time seventeen Ameri-

can cars are scheduled to participate in the

American elimination trial for the Vander-

bilt Cup race: Thomas, three; Pope-To-

ledo, three; Frayer-Miller, three; White,

two; Maxwell, two; Royal Tourist, one;

Chadwick, one; Queen, one; National, one.

The Vanderbilt Cup Commission will

probably make an effort to secure assist-

ance in guarding the course from the state

militia.

E. W. Sutphen, through the Automobile

Gub of Great Britain and Ireland, will

enter a loo-horsepower English Daimler in

the Vanderbilt Cup race. It will probaHy
be driven hv Guv Vaughan.

Decisive action was taken by four-fifths

of the members of the New York Trade
Association, who were represented at the

committee meeting held Monday evening, in

reference to the open-air show matter which

had been under discussion for some time.

The show will be held at Empire City track,

May 24, 25 and 26, and Frank Eveland, W.
M. Haradon and C. Andrade, Jr., constitute

the committee of arrangements, with Alfred

Reeves as manager. Under the grandstand

6,000 square feet of floor space can be used

for exhibits, and tents will provide all the

additional space required.

A leading feature of the show will be a

balloon race in which all the prominent

aeronauts will be invited to participate. As
the prevailing winds in this section are in-

land, the conditions ought to be ideal for a

race of this nature.

TORONTO'S SHOWS.
Toronto, Ont., March 26.—The Cana-

dian show circuit will open next Saturday

afternoon, March 31, this being the event

conducted by the Local Dealers' Associa-

tion, with E. M. Wilcox acting as manager.

Th* Hon. William Mortimer Clark, K. G.
Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, will for-

mally open the show. All the members
of the Ontario legislature (now in ses-

sion) have been invited to attend the open-

ing.

The exhibits will be housed in two build-

ings, automobiles of Canadian, American
and European construction being in one

building, with the motor boats and acces-

sories in the other.

Following the dealers' exhibition will

come the show conducted under the man-
agement of R. M. Jaffray, Jr., at the Mutual

Rink. The dealers' show will close April

7, and the Rink show will begin April 9
and conclude April 14.

BALTIMORE'S FORTHCOMING SHOW.
Baltimore, Md., March 26.—Plans for the

automobile show to be held in this city from

March 31 to April 7 are progressing rapidly

and, according to the management, ex-

tremely satisfactorily. It has been an-

nounced that a parade of automobiles wilt

immediately precede the opening of the

show on the first night.

Progress of Alcohol Bill.

Washington, D. C, March 26.—Decisive

action was taken on the free alcohol matter

to-day by a sub-committee of the Ways
and Means Committee of the National

House of Representatives, which agreed to

report a free alcohol bill to the full com-

mittee on Wednesday of this week. The
bill as outlined by the sub-committee takes

off the internal revenue tax from denatured

domestic alcohol for technical uses in the

mechanical arts, and will go into effect

three months after its passage.
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The American Automobile Association.

Concerning the National Organization: Why It Deserves the

Support of Automobilists, and What It Is Doing and

Will Do for the Good of the Pastime.

The American Automobile Association

has planned a far-reaching and compre-

hensive plan for the general good of auto-

mobiling and automobilists. In order to

make apparent the national character of the

organization, this year the Easterners have

given way to the Westerners, and into the

administrative department stepped John

Farson, of the Chicago Automobile Club,

as president ; William H. Hotchkiss, of the

Automobile Gub of Buffalo, as first vice-

president; Dr. Milbank Johnson, of the

Automobile Club of Southern California,

as second vice-president; and Sidney S.

Gorham, of the Chicago Automobile Club,

as secretary. Lewis R. Speare, of the Bay

State Automobile Association, is the third

vice-president; and George E. Farrington,

of the Automobile Club of New Jersey, re-

mains as the treasurer.

Secretary Gorham has entered upon an

energetic campaign, and his first appeal to

the automobilists of the country is herewith

given:

Policy of the A. A. A. Directors.

The American Automobile Association

la an organization of owners and users of

automobiles, formed to protect and extend

the rights and privileges of automobilists.

The declaration of policy adopted by the

Directors states Its objects to be:

1st. The uniting in one National body the

automobile clubs of the country, and through
them the Individual automobilists.

2d. The promotion and furtherance of all

matters of a national character In which
automobilists are Interested, as follows: (a)

legislative matters, (b) good roads, (c) con-

trol of racing.

3d. Providing for its members direct ben-

efits as follows: (a) reciprocal club privi-

leges, (b) supplying through Its information

bureau facts regarding laws, touring routes,

maps, racing; statistics, etc.. (c) a medium
for the exchange of Ideas and Information

of value to clubs in furthering their promo-
tion and usefulness, and valuable to Indi-

vidual automobilists.

To Obtain Uniform Law.

The Law Committee, S. S. Gorham as
chairman, and made up of one member of

each club affiliated with this association,

and of members at large In every state, In

order that the advice of the best lawyers of

the country who have made a special study
of the laws pertaining to the use of automo-
biles may be available, will draft a bill pro-
viding for state regulation of the use of au-
tomobiles, and the American Automobile As-
sociation, through Its constituent state assq-

clatlons, clubs, and Individual members, will

urge Its enactment into law by the legisla-

tures of the different states. The advantages
of a uniform law providing for the recogni-
tion In each state of numbers and licenses

Issued under the provisions of the laws of

other states, and giving to automobilists the
rights and privileges to which they are fairly

entitled, are universally recognized.

The Law Committee will advise members
of the Association, without cost to them, as

to their legal rights in respect to actions at

law, either civil or criminal, In connection

with the use of motor vehicles.

Will Contend for Good Roads.

The Highways Committee, William H.

Hotchkiss as chairman, will work for good

roads and aid their building In every possi-

ble manner. Bills providing for state aid

in the building of hard roads will also be

drafted and Introduced in the various states.

By a vigorous campaign a strong public sen-

timent In favor of state and national aid in

good roads building will be aroused. Through
the enactment of such laws the gradual and

permanent improvement of our country's

roads will follow.

Controls Automobile Competition.

The Racing Board, Jefferson DeMont
Thompson as chairman, through Its control

of racing, will maintain the best interests

of this branch of the sport and endeavor to

eliminate all objectionable features. The
sanction fee for members of the A. A. A. is

110: for non-members, $50.

What A. A.A Members Are Entitled To
1. The privileges of all its constituent

clubs and will be shown special considera-

tion by foreign automobile clubs and asso-

ciations.

2. To receive, on application to the na-

tional secretary, and without cost, special

touring Information, including the benefits

of a system now being organized to inform

automobilists where they can secure, when
on tours, good hotel and garage accommoda-
tions and the services of competent repair-

ers.

3. Information as to customs formalities

and duties, and the driving regulations of

foreign countries.

4. Information and advice generally, in

connection with automobile matters.

5. A reduced subscription rate for the prin-

cipal automobile periodicals.

6. Reduced railroad fares to the two big

annual automobile shows.
7. A reduction of ten per cent. In the pre-

miums charged for automobile liability in-

surance, and It Is believed that the Insurance
department will soon be able to offer a cor-

responding reduction In premiums for fire

and theft Insurance policies.

8. A substantial reduction in the selling

price, to non-members, of the best road
maps published.

9. In addition to these personal advan-
tages, automobilists. by becoming members
of the Association, support and share In the
direction of an organization for the purpose
of

(a) Opposing unreasonable laws and ordi-

nances restricting the use of automobiles.
(b) Negotiating with local authorities for

the Improvement of the roads and the re-

moval of danperous corners.

(c) Improving the hotel accommodations
throughout the country.

(d) Generally undertaking work on behalf
of automobilism which can only be dis-

charged by a strong and united body, repre-

sentative of all automobilists within the
United States.

To Encourage State Associations.

It is the policy of the American Auto-
mobile Association to encourage the organ-

ization of state associations in every state

where automobiles are In common use, the

membership of these state associations to

be made up of automobile clubs and indi-

viduals.

How to Join the A. A. A.

If there is no club In your immediate vicin-

ity you are urged to Join the state associa-

tion, if there is one In your home state, and
If not, your membership In the A. A. A. is

solicited.

Membership In a club affiliated with the

A. A. A., directly or through one of its con-

stituent state associations, carries with it

membership in the national body. The dues

In the A. A. A. for Individuals are 82 per

year, the membership fee for clubs is 810

and the dues are SI per year for each mem-
ber, and upon the organisation of a state

association, one-half of the moneys received

from members In each state is remitted to

the treasury of the state association.

With the local club speaking for the indi-

vidual, the club backed by the state asso-

ciation, and the national organisation be-

hind all three, the results are certain to be
beneficial and far-reaching.

Address all communications to Sidney 8.

Gorham, Secretary American Automobile As-
sociation, 81 West Forty-second street. New
York City.

Ohio Association Organized.

Columbus, O., March 24.—Delegates from

leading clubs of the state met here this

afternoon and completed the organization of

the Ohio State Automobile Association,

which will be affiliated with the American

Automobile Association. The first steps

for its formation were taken at a meeting

held in Cleveland several weeks ago, at

which arrangements were made to formally

launch the organization at to-day's meet-

ing, which was held in the handsome par-

lors of the Columbus Automobile Gab, in

the skyscraper of the Columbus Saving and

Trust Company.

The purpose of the association is to ad-

vance automobile interests in Ohio. The
delegates are most optimistic for the future

of automobiling here and confident that

unification of the clubs of the state will pro-

duce very beneficial results.

Officers were elected as follows: Presi-

dent, F. T. Scholes, of Geveland ; vice-pres-

idents, F. E. Avery, of Columbus; Andrew
Auble, Jr., of Akron; Walter C. Baker, of

Cleveland; Val Duttenhofer, Jr., of Cin-

cinnati : secretary-treasurer, R. H. Cox, of

Cincinnati.

President Scholes named several commit-
tees, which will begin working at once for

the good of the organization.

Among the delegates present were:

Cleveland Automobile Gub, Messrs.

Scholes. Collister, Anderson, Price, Baker,

Marvin and Foote; Columbus Automobile
Club. Messrs. F. E. Avery, Curtain, Harmer.

Repp, Leeds; Automobile Club of . Cincin-

nati, Messrs. Cox and Duttenhofer; Akron
Automobile Club, A. Auble, Jr.
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An Automobile Parade in Honolulu.

By PACIFIC TRAVELER.

Honolulu, T. H., March 1—When
home, we who celebrate Washington's

birthday by trying to keep warm can hardly

realize the way this day is celebrated in the

Hawaiian Islands. "The Land of the Heart's

Desire," as its residents fondly call their

home. It is on this day that the people

of Honolulu have their annual floral parade.

At first it was confined to decorated car-

riages and horseback riders; and even in

those days it was a sight worth crossing

the Pacific to see, but as time has brought

to those islands automobile after automo-

bile, the parade has been added to and en-

livened by an automobile division; in fact,

in the parade held February 22 there were
three divisions of automobiles, ten cars in

each division; heavy touring cars compris-

ing the first, light touring cars the second

side the harbor, sometime about 2 o'clock

in the morning. I heard the spanker boom
come down as we shortened sail, and knew
we were almost at our destination. When
it became light I was on deck, and I never

shall forget the fragrance of that tropical

own automobiles and were very conspicuous.

One car was finished in the semblance of a

native grass hut, in the

interior of which

Hawaiian boys sang

native songs to the ac-

companiment of banjo

and guitar. Even the

Japanese, of whom
there are many, took

part in the parade, and

a special prize for

uniqueness of design

went to one car, owned,

decorated and operated

by a Japanese.

Automobiling in the

islands is progressing A WHrrE steamer PRIZE WIKNER.
Much credit is

due in this respect to

the Von Hamm-Young
Company, Ltd., the

pioneer automobile

dealers of the islands

and agents for the

White car. The Island

of Oahu, on which

Honolulu is situated, is

well adapted to auto-

mobiling. Beautiful

roads lead in many di-

rections, and a trip

around the island is an
easy and pleasant mat-

ter. Automobiles have

rapidly.

c. w. CHAPnrs boat-like secohd prize winher, come here t0 stay and
and runabouts the third. The celebration their number is constantly on the increase,

was not confined to the American residents When I was here before, coming from
of Honolulu. The Hawaiians themselves San Francisco on a schooner, we lay to, out-

atmosphere as the morning breeze bore it

out to us over the waters of the harbor.

We were ashore at breakfast time, and,

after spending the day wandering about,

we heard there was to be a concert by the

Hawaiian Band that evening at Kapiolani

Park. Tired as we were, two of us went

to the park, and, when we reached there,

stretched ourselves full length under the

trees, listening to the music, the soothing

Hawaiian music. Through half closed eyes

we watched the incandescent electric lights

glimmer among the feathery foliage of the

trees overhead ; watched the moonlight

filter down to meet the lower lights;

watched the strange features of natives

coming and going; and so we spent the

warm summer evening, thinking we were

in an enchanted world, care-free and living

only in the absorbing, luxuriant present.

TRIMMED WINTON. ONE OF THE MOST "ARTISTIC m THE PARADE.
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patents
Non-skid Rivet*.

No. 814,798.—H. P. Palin, of North At-

tleboro, Mass.

Rivets having a thin, flat head inside and

a conical burr 3 outside. The rivet stem

PAIJH METAL K0H-8KID RIVETS.

7 is upset and fills a conical hole in the

burr, preventing the latter from pulling off

when it wears down.

Safety Steering Gear.

No. 814,586.—E. D. Cahen, of Paris,

France.

The safety arrangement in this patent

consists of duplicating everything between

the steering shaft and the wheels—in-

cluding the worms, worm wheels, bell-

cranks, drag links, and cross links, be-

tween the knuckles, so that if one part

breaks the duplicate will remain in service.

Vukanizer.

No. 815,209.—J. M. Padgett, of Topeka,

Kan.

A portable vukanizer designed for road-

side application to a tire on the wheel.

The body is an aluminum casting /, resting

on legs and provided with a recess for hold-

PADGETT PORTABLE VTJLCAHIZER

ing a thermometer 5. It is shaped to re-

ceive the base of a tire, and is heated, by a

small burner 6, 7, resembling that of a

steam vehicle. The gasoline coming from

the can 15 is vaporized in the tube 6 and

issues from a nozzle into the mixing tube

7, burning ae it issues from slits 8 8. A
few lateral slits 8a supply the flames that

keep 6 hot for vaporization.

Body Construction.

Nos. 814,823 and 814,824.—H. E. Brad-

ner, of Lansing, Mich.

These patents relate to different methods

of using hard sheet fiber as a substitute for

wood veneer in body construction. By the

first patent the fiber is used without wood
support, and is steamed and bent to shape

and attached to the body skeleton like thin

wood panels. By the second patent a thin

sheet of fiber is used as a veneer over sev-

eral thicknesses of wood glued together

with the grain crossing, as tn the regular

styles of bodies. In either case the merit

of the fiber is stated to be that it does not

check, warp, or crack, nor does it buckle

or vibrate like sheet metal.

Air-cooling Device.

No. 815,257.—C. H. Blomstrom, of De-

troit, Mich.

Integral cast flanges of the usual sort,

with long threaded rods of small section

screwed into holes tapped from top to bot-

tom through the flanges, intersecting them
all. The purpose is to increase the effec-

tive convecting surface.

Buffer.

No. 814,171.—F. R. Simms, of London.

Eng.

A safety buffer to protect the front

wheels from shocks. The face of it is an

t,Q 13 o|, ° 11 °" 011 o|>

SUCKS PEEUMAHC BUTTER

air cushion b in the shape of a section of

a pneumatic tire, and the framework d a

may take the form of a spring of any de-

sired shape.

Speed-changing Mechanism.
No. 814,133.—H. S. Hele-Shaw, of Liv-

erpool, Eng.

A planetary transmission using Hele-

Shaw clutches in place of the usual clutch

and friction bands.

Pneumatic Tire.

No. 815,109.—F. Veith, of Hochst-in-

Odenwald, Germany.
A tire having a shoe of the form shown,

to fit into the rim illustrated, and having

the inner tube molded so that when deflated

Flexible Shaft

No. 815,240.—A. P. Warner and C." H.
Warner, of Beloit, Wis.

A shaft formed of sections jointed to-

gether as shown. The round sections AA

are connected by flat links DD at right

angles to each other. To increase the flexi-

bility, the pins EE are smaller than the

holes in the links, thus permitting univer-

sal motion of the links on the pins.

Crankcato Design.

No. 815,045.—C. Schmidt, of Cleveland,

Ohio.

Instead of making the whole lower half

of the crankcase an oil pan, and supporting

the crankshaft independently of it by bolted

caps forming the bottom halves of the

main bearings, the crankcase is divided hor-

izontally into three portions, A, B and £,

of which the first carries the supporting

wings a, the second supports the crankshaft,

and the third forms the oil pan. Preferably

a four-cylinder engine has two oil pans E,

VTETCH PSBOKATIC TIRE.

one for each pair of cylinders, thus reduc-

ing the labor when only one needs to be

removed. At the base of each oil pan is a

pocket G, with a plugged hole at each end,

the intention being that this pocket shall

collect the sediment from the oil, which

shall then be removable by the use of a

plunger forced through G. Just above is a

SCHMIDT DIVIDED CRAKECASK DESIGN.

it will assume the collapsed section shown.

The purpose is to protect the inner tube

from damage by the tire tools when put-

ting on or removing the shoe.

baffle bar e, which helps to guide sediment

into G, and also checks the movement of oil

due to the motion of the cranks. The form

of the gear housing K k is clearly shown.
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Testing Locomobile Motors.

An interesting part of the extensive plant

of the Locomobile Company of America,

at Bridgeport, Conn., is the motor testing

department, through which each motor
passes before being placed in a car. Each
motor is required to drive a dynamo at a

speed sufficient to generate a current which

represents the expenditure of a predeter-

mined horsepower. The engraving shows
a 30-35-horsepower motor mounted on the

testing stand and coupled to the dynamo,
ready for testing. An ammeter, a volt

meter, and the necessary switches are

mounted on the switchboard; a double set

of instruments is seen, there being a second

testing stand just beyond the one shown
in the engraving, so that two 30-35-horse-

power motors can be tested at one time.

After being assembled, each motor is

placed on a stand (not the testing stand)

and is flooded with oil and run by belt for

some time in order to get the working

parts somewhat "limbered up." It is then

placed on the testing stand and the regular

carbureter, ignition apparatus with low-

tension magneto, the circulating pump and

other accessories attached. When all is

ready, the motor is cranked in the usual

way and is allowed to run for some time

idle. Then it is engaged with the dynamo

by means of a cone clutch of the ordinary

type used on the Locomobile cars, and ai

this point the test proper commences. The
volt meter, ammeter and revolution counter

are employed and the readings noted as

the motor runs, slowly at first, but gradu-

ally increasing in speed as the throttle is

opened, until maximum power is developed.

If a motor fails to develop its full lated

power, it is sent back and is not passed

until it can come up to the required out-

prt: but the manufacturers state that this

is rarely necessary, the motors almost in-

variably testing well above their rated

horsepower. The power is calculated by

TESTING PLANT FOR LOCOMOBILE ENGINES, SHOWING DYNAMO ANSI METERS.

•.multiplying the amperage and voltage and

dividing by the known constant of the

dynamo, the resulting figures being the

horsepower.

The 15-20-horsepbwer motors are tested

on a similar stand. There are two stands

for the larger motors and one for the

smaller size. Testing is done by a special

crew, composed of men who have nothing

to do with the assembling of the motors.

Brennan Vertical Motor.
A four-cylinder vertical motor embody-

ing a number of interesting features has

recently been brought out by the Brennan

Mfg. Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., a concern

that has for a long time made a specialty of

horizontal motors. The new four-cylinder

motor is made in five sizes, 20, 28, 32, 45

and 80 horsepower, all built on the same

lines and differing only in point of size.

Generally speaking, the engine is of the

familiar four-cylinder vertical water-cooled

type, with individual cylinders, integral

heads and water jackets and the valves

mechanically operated. The valve arrange-

ment differs somewhat from the usual type.

The exhaust valves are at the sides of the

cylinders and the inlet valves are on top,

opening through the cylinder heads, being

operated by rocker arms which, in turn,

are moved by long push-rods extending

upward from the crankcase. The camshaft

runs in five bearings inside the crankcase

and the two cams for each cylinder are

made integral with a sleeve which is placed

on the camshaft and secured in position.

Thus there is no chance for the cams to

shift with relation to each other.

The crankcase differs from the usual

form in being divided diagonally at an

angle of forty degrees. When the lower

half, which, as usual, serves for an oil

chamber, is removed, the crankshaft, cam-

shaft and big end bearings are easily

reached for adjustment or inspection, re-

maining attached to the stationary upper

half of the case. The timer is mounted on

a vertical shaft at the front end of the

motor, and is driven by bevel gears from

the camshaft, these gears being in the

crankcase, where they are protected from

dust and accidental damage and at the same

time are well lubricated by splash.

The crankshaft has five bearings and is

made, the manufacturers state, from a

solid billet of 40-point carbon steel, 3 1-2

per cent nickel; the flywheel is bolted to

a flange formed integral with the shaft

Connecting rods are of forged steel of

I-beam section and the bearings at each

end are of bronze.

Sliding gear transmissions are made by

the Brennan Co. in various sizes to suit

these motors, the supporting arms being

machined so that when mounted on a sub-

frame the transmission will be exactly in

line with the engine. The gears are of

i-inch face and 6 pitch and are hardened

in oil. Drive is direct on the high speed,

when there are no gears in operation.

BRENNAN VERTICAL FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINE, MADE IN SIZES FROM 20 TO 80 HORSEPOWER.

Automobile railway cars have been

adopted by the state of Bavaria for use in

secondary lines, and, although these have

been in use only since February 1, they

have already proved their efficiency.
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Automobile Companies Recently Incorporated.

Merchants' Garage Company, Wawars-
ing, N. Y.; capital stock, $50,000. Direc-

tors, P. S. Hill, F. M. Van Wagonen and

C H. Clark, New York.

National Lubricant Company, New York
City; capital stock, $100,000. Directors,

Edward Moroney, J. J. Klein, Brooklyn,

and W. C. Rosenberg, New York.

Aeronaut Publishing Company, New
York City; capital stock, $100,000. Direc-

tors, George Bennett, A. C. Camp, New
York City, and H. O. Bingham, Oradell,

N. J.

White Motor Company, Camden, N. J.;

capital stock, $150,000. Incorporators,

James W. White, Charles F. Woodhull and
Charles S. King.

Goodyear Rubber Tire Company of New
York; capital, $1,000. Directors, K B.

Harwood, L. L. Lewis and P. W. William-

son, New York.

Automobile Station of San Antonio
(Texas) ; capital stock, $i,ooo. Incorpora-

tors, A. E. Staacke, J. W. Collins and E.

W. Heusinger.

Wisconsin Auto Transit Company, Mil-

waukee; capital stock, $15,000. Incorpora-

tors, William C. Sieker, Kenneth E. Heaty
and Ernest Von Briesen.

August Schubert Gear Company, Oneida,

N. Y.
; capital stock, $25,000. Directors,

August Schubert, J. O. Schubert and S. F.

White, Oneida.

Toledo Auto Touring Company, Toledo,

O.; capital stock, $15,000. Incorporators.

Frank J. Van Loo, James Sheehan, U. G.
Dentnan, Carl A. Hudson and Louis E.

Krieger.

Rhode Island Machine Company, Provi-

dence, R. I. ; capital stock, $20,000 ; to man-
ufacture automobile engines, gears and ap-
pliances. Organizers, Walter M. Jordan,
Edwin G. Pinkham and Clayton Harris,

Providence.

King Manufacturing and Garage Com-
pany, Springfield, Ohio; capital stock,

$20,000, of which $500 is in 8 per cent, pre-

ferred stock.

Mora Motor Car Company of Newark,
N. Y. ; capital stock. $150,000. Directors,

Samuel H. Mora and William Freeman, of
Rochester. William H. Birdsell, of New-
ark, and George S. Whitney, of Akron. O.
Chemical Auto Co. of Cleveland (Ohio) ;

capital, $25,000. Incorporators, D. E. Mar-
pass, E. G. Whitten, A. F. Neitt, J. M. Gee
and Elijah Bates.

Automobile Exchange, Chicago: capital.

$25,000. Incorporators, Frank Schoenfeld,

Milton L. Thackberry and Emil F. Link.

Illinois Motor Roadway Co., Centralia,

111.; capital, $150,000; to maintain an auto-

mobile roadway. Incorporators. L. A. John-
son, W. Rollin Smith and F. B. Miller.

Snutsel Auto Supply Company, New
York; capital $5,000. Directors: H. L.

Snutsel. J. C. Hoffman, Rudolph Weinacht.

Automobile Maintenance Company of

America, New York; to manufacture auto-

mobiles, etc.; capital $200,000. Incorpora-

tors: Frank Van Orden, William Wieck,

Joseph M. Ayer.

Powell Muffler & Timer Company, Utica,

N. Y. ; to manufacture mufflers, timers, and
cut-out valves for automobiles, marine and

stationary engines; capital $5,100. Incor-

porators: Wm. S. Foster, Wm. B. Foster,

John J. Radell, George A. Bowman, Her-

bert S. Powell.

Racine Boat Manufacturing Company,
New York ; to manufacture motors, engines,

boilers, boats, etc.; capital $5,000. Incor-

porators : Oscar Grieff, John Krauch, Wal-
ter Gregg, J. Harvey McCraken, Walter J.

Reynolds.

Eagle Automobile Company, Rahway,

N. J.; capital $60,000. Incorporators:

Frank G. Van Dewater and A. Grobby

Spencer.

Mutual Auto Accessories Company of

America, New York; capital $10,000. Di-

rectors: T. B. Nisbet, S. A. Houck, F. J.

Wallace.

Manly Drive Company, Jersey City, N. J.

;

capital $200,000. Incorporators: A. H.
Overman, T. M. Roulette, F. J. Lockman.
The company is to purchase automobile let-

ters patent.

Kirchdorfer Automobile Company, Louis-

ville, Ky. ; capital $20,000. Incorporators:

J. C. Kirchdorfer, Edward Kimmel, F. S.

Clark.

Woodill Auto Company, Los Angeles,

Cal. ; capital, $25,000. Directors: Gilbert,

A. G., H. B. and A. L. Woodill and Arthur

Wright
American Gasoline Motor Company,

Baldwinsville, N. Y. ; manufacture gasoline

motors, boats, etc.; capital, $20,000. Incor-

porators: D. Sweet, H. Hendrickson, W.
A. Hendrickson, J. E. Carthart, W. B. Har-
ris.

Motor Vehicle Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

capital, $20,000; to make and sell motor ve-

hicles. Incorporators: James McNaugh-
ton, Louis DuBroy and M. D. Ashford.

Stoddard-Dayton Auto Company, Chi-

cago; capital, $5,000; garage. Incorpora-

tors : W. E. Harvey, H. L. Babcock, A. S.

Joslin.

The Auto Shop Company, Cleveland, O.

;

capital, $50,000. Incorporators: C. F.

Schroeder, I. B. Sperry, W. C. Shroeder,

M. W. Lusk, A. L. Maurer.

St. Anne Kerosene Motor Company, St.

Anne, 111. : capital, $100,000 ; manufacturing

motors. Incorporators: B. H. Pomeroy,

A. Sutton, W. A. Quertim.

Hyde Park Garage, Chicago; capital,

$2,500; storage and repairing. Incorpora-

tors: T. J. Holmes, G. A. McWhinney, C.

E. Moore.

Downtown Garage and Automobile Re-

pair Company, New York: capital. $10,000.

Directors: E. R. Geddes, F. M. Raynor,

Alva Collins.

Endurance Motor Car Company, New
York; capital, $35,000. Directors: Harold

Mabie, H. W. Johns, A. Parker Smith.

W. J. Duane & Co., New York; to man-

ufacture motors; capital, $5,000. Directors:

W. J. Duane, F. A. Phillips, A. Y. Pringle.

New York Motor Truck Company, New
York; capital, $85,000. Directors: N. W.
Schlater, J. W. Deane, William Donover.

Auto Livery & Sales Co., Cleveland, 0.;

capital, $25,000. Incorporators : W. H. Mar-

lott, H. H. Carr, J. E. Hull, Christian Gil!

and Chas. E Carpenter.

Automobile Maintenance Co., Laporte,

Ind. ; capital, $5,000. Incorporators: John

Wolf, Alex E. Lindgren and Martin Weber.

ELASTIC WHEEL FOR SOLID TIRE.

Dayton, O.. March 26—C. C. Wilson, of

this city, has been granted a patent for an

improved automobile wheel, upon which a

solid tire may be used, it is claimed, with

the same satisfaction as a pneumatic tire.

The rim of the wheel on which the tire is

supported is made of a series of hinged

segments pivoted to a series of spokes

which set against springs in the hub and
afford a resilient and elastic rim. The new
tire will do away with punctures and blow-

outs. Mr. Wilson has been experimenting

for a year.

FARM IMPLEMENTS AND AUTOS.
Aurora, III., March 26.—Gen. Andrew

Welch, one of the veteran agricultural im-
plement dealers of the Fox river valley,

has taken the agency for two automobiles,

the Cadillac and the Studebaker.

There is considerable significance in the
fact. General Welch likes sporting events

and always when there is any kind of a race
or contest in the valley he is at the head
of it.

It is almost certain that he will promote
some sort of competition to show the great

and increasing interest in automobiles, and
his influence is sure to counteract some of
the prejudice that the farming fraternity

have against the power vehicle.

MAKING THE ELDREDCE.
Belvidere, III., March 26.—The National

Sewing Machine Company, of this place, is

making an automobile on which there has
been no change of any kind in three years.

The machine is of the runabout type and
weighs 1,200 pounds. The company has
distributed 300 of them to different parts
of the country, last week shipping two car-
loads to Buffalo. Fifty machines will be
made this year.

This car is known as the Eldredge, is a
two-cylinder, two-cycle, 10-horsepower. Its

transmission is of the sliding gear mechan-
ism, has three speeds forward and reverse.
One of the Eldredges now in the shop has
traveled over 20.000 miles.
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GARAGE CHARGES INCREASING.
At Its next meeting* the New York Auto-

mobile Trade Association, embracing- about
forty of the leading dealers In the metropo-
lis, will discuss and act upon the question of
Increasing the charges for storing and clean-

ing cars. It is thought that the rates will be
increased 10 or 15 per cent. The present
minimum rates, as fixed by the Association,

are as follows:

Runabouts, 120; for small tonneau cars,

$22.60; for ordinary touring cars, {26; for

large touring cars. $27.60, and for limousine

or closed cars, $80. These prices include

storage, washing, and polishing of the car.

Gasoline and all repairs are extra.

Some of the biggest dealers, who have
erected costly garages on Broadway, hav
already found It necessary to raise these
rates Independently of the action of other
agents, owing to the heavy cost of mainten-
ance of their establishments.

"Storage rates would probably be gradu-
ally advanced this season," said the manager
of one garage, "without the action of the
Trade Association. Apart from the heavy
expenses that the occupants of the new
buildings have to meet, good garages are
scarce, and good men, who are careful of a
car, are hard to find. It seems a simple mat-
ter to wash and polish a car, but It Is really

a skillful piece of work. With our large

cars. It takes a man fully three hours to

wash the car, rub it dry, and then go over
it with a chamois. If the work is poorly

done, the varnish will soon crack and the

high polish will lose its luster. Good wash-
ers get from $14 to $16 a week, and if a car

Is used every day and needs three hours of

attention, that takes oft quite a slice of the

profits In storing a car at $26 a month."

AUCTION SALE IN INDIANAPOLIS.
Indianapolis, March 18. — The Indiana

Automobile Company introduced an Innova-
tion, so far as Indianapolis is concerned,
last week, in the way of an automobile
auction sale. Although little more than an
experiment, It was successful. The company
had in stock half a dosen second-hand elec-

tric vehicles that had been traded In on 1906

models of the various cars for which the
company is agent. To get rid of them quickly.

Manager 8. W. Elston decided to auction
them oft.

Attracted by the novelty, probably 100

persons gathered In the garage,and before the
afternoon was over, people who had not
before thought of owning an antomobile
were the owners of electric cars. Bidding
was lively but prices for the most part were
low. One car went under the hammer for

$110, while another sold for $$00, the highest

price realized. The average price for which
the cars sold was about $260.

Other concerns that have their garages
crowded with second-hand cars for which
they have no use, will probably follow the
example of the Indiana company.

into service if the first proves satisfactory.

In this the gas company Is following the lead

of the electric light company, which has for

some time been using a Kansas City car
for runs in cases of accident to electric light

wires. The street railway company still use
horse-drawn wagons because of the heavy
equipment required by the wrecking crew.

Other business concerns are said to be ready

to be convinced as to the merits of the run-

about for their city salesmen and the like.

One of the most Interesting performances
of large cars here is that of the Pierce,

owned by Mrs. D'Estaing Dickerson. It

was purchased last June and Its owner has

made it a point to cover 1,000 miles each

month. The record was maintained up to

the end of February, without the car ever

going In to the repair shop or having any
other attention than that of the chauffeur.

Replacements consisted of one pair of foot

brake shoes and six tires, although the car

had been driven 8,000 miles up to March 1.

Mrs. Dickerson also owns a Clement limou-

sine, which was, at the time of Its purchase,

the most expensive car In the city.

KANSAS CITY TRADE EXCELLENT.
Kansas City, Mo., March 26.—Trade Is ex-

cellent. Among the early purchasers of Ford
runabouts are a number of men who have
large cars for pleasure but want small ones
to use In a business way. This alone shows
the development of the city in an automobile
way, for the possession of more than one car

was very rare even last year. This year,

however, it promises to be no unusual thing.

One of the runabout purchasers is the

Kansas City Gas Company, which controls

both natural and manufactured gas In

Kansas City. The car is to be given a
thorough trial by the company's inspectors,

with the probability that more will be put

THE QUAKER CITY TRADE.
Philadelphia, March 26.—The latest addi-

tion to the rapidly-growing local garage list

Is the Chestnut Hill garage, lately opened

under the management of A. Allan, on High-

land avenue. Chestnut Hill. Besides carry-

ing on a general automobile hiring, repairing

and storing business, Mr. Allan has secured

the Germantown and Chestnut Hill agency
for the Cadillac Autocar and Marmon cars.

The Colonial Auto Company, at Fifteenth

and Oxford streets, Is greatly enlarging its

new garage, which has already proved quite

Inadequate to take care of the rapidly-grow-

ing business.

The local home of the Cleveland and Jack-
son cars, the garage and salesrooms of the
Diamond Motor Car Company, on Broad
street above Diamond, Is undergoing a num-
ber of alterations, among which is the in-

stallation of a large charging plant for elec-

tric vehicles.

PITTSBURG DEALERS ORGANIZE.
Pittsburg. March 26.—An important step

In automobile history in Pittsburg is the or-

ganization of the automobile dealers Into an
association to promote their mutual Inter-

ests. It will be known as the Association of

Automobile Dealers of Pittsburg, and will be
operative April 1. Officers have been elected

as follows: President, W. N. Murray, of the

Standard Automobile Company; vice-presi-

dent, W. A. Rlchwlne, of the Hlland Auto-
mobile Company; secretary and treasurer,

Arthur L. Banker, of Banker Brothers.

The dealers, In forming their association,

have fixed a uniform rate for garage storage,

as follows: $6 a week for runabouts, $6 a
week for touring cars, and $7 a week for

cars with limousine bodies. The new asso-

ciation will also protect the dealers' Inter-

ests against manufacturers, who have re-

cently been quite arbitrary In their demands,
such as requiring a large deposit In October
for the next year's deliveries, and fixing the

number of cars which a dealer must take.

Uniformity in price of supplies will also be
fixed by the new association.

Among the firms enrolled already are the

Banker Brothers Company, Standard Auto-
mobile Company, Keystone Automobile Com-
pany, East Liberty Automobile Company,
Hlland Automobile Company, Wlnton Motor
Car Company, and Atlas Automobile Com-
pany.
When the garages now being erected are

completed Pittsburg will have storage room
for many more cars than are owned here.

The new garage of the Atlas company will

hold 600 cars. The Fort Pitt Automobile
Company can store 160 cars, the Hlland 800,

the Standard 100, and Banker Brothers Com-
pany 100.

GARAGE WIPED OUT BY FIRE
Rochester, N. T., March 26.—Fire wiped

out the garage of the Thompson -Schoeff
Company on Plymouth avenue, this city, last

week, causing a loss of $76,000. The entire

building. In which there were thirty or more
automobiles stored at the time, was com-
pletely gutted, and all but six of the ma-
chines were destroyed, as was also a large
stock of carriages, sleighs, harness, etc., that
was stored In the structure. The building
was well Insured, and the contents partly so.

Major Francis V. Schoeffel, the head of the
firm, says that preparations were In progress
for the opening of the spring business when
the fire occurred, and there were many abso-
lutely new cars In the building, worth from
$1,600 to $4,000 each. The origin of the fire

is unknown.

.CHICAGO DEALERS ELECT OFFICERS.
Chicago, March 26.—The annual meeting

of the Chicago Automobile Dealers' Associa-

tion was held at the New Southern hotel last

week and officers were elected for the coming
year as follows:

President, Ralph Temple; vice-president,

Orlando F. Weber; secretary, James Levy;
treasurer, Joseph Gunther; directors, the of-

ficers, and H. Paulman, Fred Pardee, and
Walter L. Glthens.

This organization was formed last winter

for the purpose of promoting the Interests of

the dealers In Chicago.

LEAR TO MOVE TO ZANESVILLE.
Columbus, O., March 26.—In consideration

of a bonus of $100,000, most of which is oash.

the Oscar Lear Automobile Company, of this

city, has accepted a proposition to remove
its plant to ZanesvlUe, this state, 60 miles

southeast from here, and engage in the busi-

ness on a larger scale. The city has agreed

to furnish the company a site of ten acres

of fine manufacturing land, and In addition

buy bonds to be issued by the company.
President Lear says the company plans to

move in the fall, or by the first of the year.

Work on the new buildings will start as soon

as the weather permits. The present capital

stock of $80,000 will be Increased to $160,000.

The company now employs In the neighbor-

hood of 100 men and will have to double that

number when the new plant is completed.

Last year nearly 100 machines were turned

out. and this year between 160 and 200 will

be made. The entire output for the year

has been contracted for. The company will

soon begin making a commercial vehicle In

addition to Its line of Frayer-Mlller cars,

which will be equipped with the well-known
air-cooling device that is characteristic of

the factory's productions.

The Columbus Buggy Company, which last

year entered Into the manufacture of elec-

tric vehicles, expects to turn out 200 ma-
chines this year—more than double last

year's output.

Flourishing Is the term to use In describ-

ing the condition of the trade In Columbus,

and It promises to become a leading Industry

of the Buckeye state capital. Its progress

the past two years Is a sufficient augury of

this.

The Keystone Automobile Company has
about completed Its new offices and show
rooms in its East End garage which will be

one of the finest In the city of Pittsburg.
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News and Trade Miscellany.

The Wayne garage, at 33 Grant square,

Brooklyn, recently established, is one of the

busiest of the Brooklyn agencies.

Mrs. Joan Newton Cuneo, who drove in

the Glidden tour and has been seen on sev-

eral racetracks, has purchased a Maxwell
Speedster, which she will in future drive

on private tours and in beach and track
races. She will enter her car in the 1906
Glidden tour.

The Auto Supply Co. has opened a
branch at 2208 Broadway, between Seventy-
eighth and Seventy-ninth streets. The mam
store at Broadway and Fifty-first street will

be continued, the branch being necessitated

by the growth of the firm's business in the

uptown section.

The low speed of the Sunset two-cycle

car was given as 2 1-2 miles an hour in the

description of that machine published in

our issue for March 8. Writing from the

office in San Francisco, Manager D. Libby,

Jr., states that this should have read four-

teen miles an hour.

Roy D. Chapin, the former sales man-
ager of the Olds Motor Works, is at the

present time touring in California. Upon
his return to Detroit it is understood that

he will go into the manufacture of auto-

mobiles, and associated with him will be

Mr. Coffin, who was the head designer of

the Olds company.

The Cadillac Company, of New York,

has removed from Thirty-eighth street,

near Broadway, where it has been located

for the last three years, to its new building

at Broadway and Sixty-eighth street. The
building has four floors, affording 36,000

square feet of floor space. The basement
will be reserved for Cadillac delivery wag-
ons.

Charles E. Miller, the well-known dealer

in automobile supplies, has opened three

new stores recently; one in New York
City, at 924 Eighth avenue, within a shx>rt

distance of the new clubhouse of the Auto-
mobile Club of America, now being erected

;

one in Detroit, Mich., at 227-229 Jefferson

avenue, and one in Buffalo at 824 Main
street.

Having made arrangements to handle the

Mitchell pleasure cars in addition to the

Mitchell trucks and delivery wagons, the

Mitchell Commercial Vehicle Company has

removed from the Auto Arcade, Forty-

ninth street and Broadway, to 121 West
Thirty-first street, and Mitchell interests

in New York City are now centered un-

der one roof.

Joy Bros., of St. Paul, Minn., have placed

orders for four large gasoline trucks of the

Packard type for use in St. Paul. They
have also placed an order for a 20-passen-

ger sight-seeing 'bus, to be used by the St.

Paul park board for Como Park. It is ex-
pected in the near future that the Com-
mercial Club of St. Paul will establish a

sight-seeing service.

In describing the Mora 24-horsepower
car in The Aitomobile for March 22

the address of the company manufacturing
the machine was omitted, through a regret-

table error. The Mora car is built by the

Mora Motor Car Co., whose offices are at

318 Livingston Building, Rochester, N. Y.
The car has been styled the Mora Roadster
by the builders.

L. M. Dieterich, whose name is familiar
to readers of The Automobile as a valued
contributor on technical subjects, has ac-
cepted the position of chief engineer and

factory manager with the Aerocar Com-
pany, of Detroit. This company builds the
air-cooled Aerocar. Mr. Dieterich has
made a special study of air cooling for au-
tomobile motors and will give the company
the benefit of his investigations.

Fred H. Bogart, who has been identified

with the Corbin Motor Vehicle Corpora-
tion, New Britain, Conn., since its incep-

tion, as mechanical engineer, severs his

connection with that house on April 1, to

head a new automobile parts manufactur-
ing concern which is being organized at

Hartford, Conn. Mr. Bogart will continue,
however, to act in an advisory capacity for

the Corbin plant.

The Automobile Cover and Top Mfg.
Co., Inc., of New York, is moving into

larger quarters at 154 East Fifty-seventh
street, New York, where it will have the
use of about 20,000 square feet of floor

space. Departments will be opened for
body building, painting, and upholstering.
Messrs. Fichling and Spinning have re-
cently purchased the interests of Percy
Owen and Robert E Fulton in the com-
pany.

The National Automobile Company, 205
East Eighty-sixth street, New York, has
been placed in the hands of Robert A.
Inch as receiver in bankruptcy by Judg*
Adams, of the United States Circuit Court,
upon application by the Columbia Lubri-
cants Company and others. It is stated that

the sheriff is in possession of the place.

The assets amount to about $5,000, and
there are a number of cars in storage be-
longing to other persons.

The Rainier Company has found a loca-
tion for its Philadelphia branch, having
just taken possession of the premises at 236
North Broad street, formerly occupied by
the La Roche Automobile Company. This
office will be under the management of A.

J. Picard, well known as a starter in vari-
ous race meets, and who achieved a con-
siderable reputation as a driver several
years ago in the first 1,000-mile non-stop
run between New York and Boston.

The Knox Motor Truck Company, of
Springfield, Mass., is now breaking ground
for a large addition to its present works.
A two-story brick building 200 by 50 feet,

with basement, will be erected adjoining
the present plant. Two models of trucks
will be built, one for the hauling of heavy
goods, the other a sight-seeing car carrying
fifteen to twenty-five passengers. Walter
Morse, formerly president of the Second
National Bank, of Springfield, has been ap-
pointed president of the Knox Motor Truck
Co., to succeed C. J. Wetsel. The capital
stock has been increased from $150,000 to
$250,000.

A new brick building, 47x200 feet, is now
being erected by the Locomobile Company
as an addition to the factory at Bridge-
port, Conn. In this building the carpenter
shop, pattern room, department of polish-
ing, plating and buffing, and sheet metal
department will be located. A new drop
hammer has been installed at the works,
thus doubling the facilities in that depart-
ment. Up to the present time every Loco-
mobile shipped this year has been deliv-
ered on time.

In order to ascertain the actual strength
of its automobile jacks, the Covert Mfg.
Co.. of West Troy, N. Y., had crucial tests
made recently by Prof. T. R. Lawson, en-
gineer in charge of tests at the testing
laboratory of the Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute of the city of Troy, N. Y. The
result was far beyond anticipations. The
No. 1 jack, weighing only 6 pounds, and
the No. 2 jack, weighing only 8 pounds,
withstood each a pressure of over 20,000
pounds, and the No. 3 jack, weighing but
12 pounds, withstood a pressure of over
30,000 pounds.

Automobile bodies of every description
will be produced by the Bridgeport Vehicle
Company, a corporation recently organ-
ized with a capital stock of $50,000 at
Bridgeport, Conn. A building containing
30,000 square feet of floor space, fully
equipped with up-to-date machinery, has
been leased, and the company is prepared
to fill orders. The officials of the corpora-
tion are : H. D. Miller, president and treas-
urer; H. F. Brandes, vice-president; Geo.
C. Miller, secretary; A. W. Knapp, super-
intendent.

Word has just been received of the win-
ning by an American automobile of the
biggest track race ever held in Australia,
with the distinction of being the first Amer-
ican car to win any speed event there. This
race was for the J. R. Crooke cup, valued
at $500, the most valuable prize ever offered
for an automobile race in the Southern
Hemisphere. The race was a three-mile
handicap, and the Pope-Hartford ran away
with the event, this 10-horsepower car mak-
ing faster time than most of the 16-horse-
power cars entered. The Continental Tire
Company presented the winner with a gold
medal.

C. A. Coey, Chicago agent for the Thom-
as, has just moved into his new store and
garage. The garage proper is considered
as complete as it is possible for one to be.
The huge room has a concrete floor, which
slopes toward two channels running to the
rear of the building. All water used in
washing the machines and drippings from
the cars run over the concrete floor to these
channels and are carried away. Each car
stored in the place is kept in a separate
compartment, the keys of which are held
by the man in charge of the garage and the
driver of the car. Every time the car is
taken from the place a registration is made
of the fact, and the time of its return is
also noted down. A record of this is given
to the owner at whatever intervals he
wishes. The Coey garage is dry and well
lighted, almost the entire roof being of
glass.

The Trader Handbook and Diary, pub-
lished by the Cycle Trade Publishing Com-
pany, 21 Wilson street, London, England,
is a unique work and one that is of great
convenience to the persons in the trade.
It is, of course, intended for use in Great
Britain and consequently much of. the in-
formation contained in it is of no practical
value to residents of foreign countries;
but it is quite the most convenient book
of the sort published. The diary portion
of the book is ruled for three days to a
page and interleaved with blotting paper.
The page measures about 8 by 12 inches.
In addition there are ruled pages for in-
surance records, sales or hire of machines,
rentals, repairs, indentification marks, and
index to customers. The work is publish-
ed in two separate editions, one for manu-
facturers and the other for retailers.. The
manufacturers edition contains a list of
dealers in England, Scotland and Ireland
that would be very valuable to any Ameri-
can manufacturer desiring to circularize
the trade and it also contains a telegraphic
code adapted to the requirements of the
cycle and automobile trade. This edition
costs twenty shillings and sixpence. Firms
engaged in trade with England should
find the work especially useful.
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.
Shock Absorber.—The Victory shock ab-

sorber illustrated herewith is made by the

Hill Motor Car Co., of Haverhill, Mass.

The construction is such that the device

offers four times as much resistance to the

VICTORY SHOCK ABSORBER ATTACHED.

recoil of the car spring as it does to the

compression, making the rebound slow,

with the result that the car rides easily on
rough roads. Once fitted to a car the Vic-

tory absorber requires no further adjust-

ment

Auto- Trunks.—Several styles of trunks

made especially for side-entrance touring

cars are illustrated by halftones from pho-
tographs in a little catalogue issued by
Sage's Trunk Depot, Summer and King-
ston streets, Boston, Mass. Among them
are special trunks made especially for

Pierce Arrow, Mercedes, Packard, Darracq,

White, Peerless, Winton, Reo, and Cadillac

cars. They are made to fit the cars and to

be carried on a rack at the rear or taken off

and used in traveling. They are made of

patent leather on a steel frame, hand-
stitched and riveted, and are guaranteed to

be dust and waterproof.

Auto Tops.—Cape tops, canopy tops, Vic-

toria tops, limousine bodies, and various fit-

tings for bodies are some of the specialties

made by the Teel Mfg. Co., Inc., of Med-
ford, Mass. The Cape tops are all custom
made and fitted to the car; they are light

and can be put on and taken off with little

labor. Clumsy lines are avoided. Various
coverings are used, such as khaki, whipcord,
leather, imitation leather, and pantasote.

The company makes its own cloths. With
each top is a complete equipment of cur-

tains and boots for protection against wind,
rain, and dust A specialty which the com-
pany is offering for this season is the Teel
rol!

:

-ig front, which has a window of cellu-

loid and standards of brass. When in use
this front is strong and affords protection
to the driver from wind and rain, and when
not in use it rolls down tn the top of the
dash and the standards fold down on top of
it. The Teel line includes, in addition to

the foregoing, a line of trunk racks, trunks,
straps, tire irons, tire covers, sprag drops,
and metal boxes for tools, luggage, and ice.

Punvtl'RE-proof Tire.—A non-punctura-
ble pneumatic tire is being exploited under
the name Elder by the patentee, James M.
Elder, of Indianapolis. This comprises a

single-tube air chamber strengthened by
two or three plies of fabric and resting on
a steel rim between two concave rolled steel

bands that conform to the shape of the air

chamber and cover about one-third of the
tread. These steel bands are screwed or
'-olted to the sides of the felley at their

inner edges and have their peripheries

folded back in such a way as to form a
retaining channel for a solid rubber tread

which fits over and rests upon the periphery
of the air tube. This solid tread is very

thick and prevents any injury to the air

tube underneath, while the steel bands pro-

tect the sides of the tube against rim cut-

ting or other damage. The solid tread has
endless retaining wires embedded in its

edges and is made slightly smaller in inter-

nal diameter than the tread of the air cham-
ber, so that when the latter is inflated the

solid tread will not creep.

Fuel Registering Pump.—The Boyer,

Radford & Gordon Tank & Pump Co., of

Detroit, Mich., has produced a novel gaso-

line pump that can be attached to any re-

ceptacle or tank. The pump has a sort of

cyclometer device which registers the quan-
tity of fuel taken from the tank, four

strokes to the gallon. A second register,

which can be reset to zero, registers any
specific quantity taken out at one time.

Thus a dealer is always aware of the quan-
tity of gasoline used and the amount that

still remains in the tank. A return drip

with check valve carries the overflow back
into the tank and at the same time acts as a

vent to release air and gases, and conse-
quently explosions are avoided.

Times and Distributer.—A single coil,

non-vibrator timer, made in two sizes, for

single-cylinder engines and for two, three,

and four-cylinder motors, is made by the

Monitor Speed Recorder Co., 274 Pearl

street, Cambridge, Mass. It is marketed
under the name McQuown Timer and Dis-

tributer. The contact is effected automatic-
ally by make-and-break mechanism, giving

a very sudden contact which makes it prac-

tical for one coil to do the work of four

coils with the ordinary timer. The instan-

taneous contact also prevents the coil from
overwork due to long contacts. In the Mc-
Quown timer the length of contact can be
adjusted to a nicety. If the contact is just

long enough to actuate the coil, a still coil

is declared to give the best results, one still

coil doing the work of four vibrating coils,

the same advantages applying with equal
force when the timer is used in connection
with a low-tension magneto. The timer il-

lustrated will not stop with the contacts to-

gether, so there is no waste of batteries due
to the circuit being closed while the engine
is stopped, nor will it reverse, causing the

engine to give several backward revolutions.

As it makes and breaks contact automat-

M QUOWN TIMER AND DISTRIBUTER.

ically, an instantaneeous contact is secured
however slowly the engine is running,

which facilitates starting and economizes
battery current. By means of a push but-

ton on the dash the starting spark can be
given. The timer can be secured to the

engine frame and connected direct to the

secondary shaft, or by means of suitable

connections can be mounted on the dash.

The timer mechanism is carried in a tight

case in front of and connected to the dis-

tributer.

The Monitor Speed Recorder Co. also-

makes the Monitor speed registering instru-

ment for use on automobiles, auto-boats,
steamships, and railroad trains. The speed-
indicating device is operated electrically by
means of make-and-break mechanism, while
a cyclometer registers the mileage and a
dial revolved by clockwork receives the
permanent record of the speed and miles
traveled.

Automatic Carbureter.— Flexibility _ is-

the chief characteristic of superiority

claimed for the new Palmbla carbureter,
which the North Chicago Machine Co., of
North Chicago, 111., is manufacturing and
offering in the market. The construction
of the carbureter is shown in the cross

PALMBLA AUTOMATIC CARBURETER.

section drawing herewith. It has an annu-
lar float carried in a chamber surrounding
the needle valve. Below is a throttle

formed in the arc of a circle cutting off the
air in the intake. At the right is a sup-
plementary automatic valve which can be
regulated by changing the tension on the
coil spring. The makers assert that this

carbureter is sufficiently flexible to allow it

to meet the requirements of the convert-
ible two or four-cycle motor in which, when
changing from one cycle to the other, the
fuel consumption in an instant is doubled
or reduced one-half.

Springfield Speed Indicator. — The
speed indicating instrument shown on the
next page is the result of the efforts of the
R. H. Smith Mfg. Co., of Springfield,
Mass., to produce a durable and reliable
instrument at a comparatively low price.

As the illustration shows, the pointer rises

and falls vertically over a scale of miles ; for
high-powered cars the scale is made to read
to 80 miles an hour, while for less speedy
cars the scale reads to 50 miles an hour. The
principle of the -centrifugal governor is

made use of in the operating mechanism,
and the instrument is gear-driven through-
a flexible shaft from a gear attached to
one of the front wheels of the car. The
bracket on the steering knuckle is adjust-
able to any American car. If a pebble or
other hard object gets between the gears
no harm will be done, as the gears will

merely be forced aside, and will automati-
cally return to mesh when the obstruction
is out of the way. The indicating instru-

ment is mounted on the dashboard by a
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bracket which permits it to be set at any
angle. Bearings are of steel and are auto-
matically lubricated; the manufacturers
state that every moving part is balanced.

The case and trimmings are of phosphor
bronze, and the case is water and dust proof.

SPRINGFIELD SPEED INDICATOR.

A feature that should be useful is that the

dial is luminous, so that it can be read in

the dark without a special light The
Springfield speed indicator may be had with
or without an odometer.

Auto Specialties.—A line of metal arti-

cles for automobile use is made by the

Dover Stamping and Manufacturing Com-
pany, 385 Putnam avenue, Cambridge, Mass.

Among these is the funnel shown in the

engraving herewith. It is provided with a

fine mesh brass strainer near the small end
and has a remarkable metal hoop, indicated

by dotted lines, which sets on top above a

piece of chamois skin, which it holds in

place while the gasoline tank is being filled.

The funnel is made in five sizes, from one
pint to two gallon capacity, and coppered

to prevent rusting. The flutted nozzle al-

DOVER FUEL STRAINING FUNNEL.

lows the gasoline to run into the tank
quickly while the air escapes around the

outside of the nozzle. Another specialty

made by this company is a heavy galvan-
ized steel drip pan to be placed on the floor

of the garage under the car to catch all

dripping gasoline and lubricating oil. These
have their edges turned over a heavy iron

rod that is bent around the corners, so that

there are no sharp edges or corners to_ in-

jure the tires. They are made in two sizes

—35 by 47 inches for runabouts and 35 by

95 inches for touring cars.

Cleaning Liquid.—La-Lo is the name of

a cleaning and polishing preparation sold

by the Constant Company, 1024 Boylston

•street, Boston, Mass., for use on wood,

metal, and leather surfaces, and also as a

dust layer for floors. It is claimed for the

preparation that it will clean and soften

leather seats and cushions, and prevent

them from hardening and cracking from

exposure. Besides removing dirt and grease

from woodwork and restoring the luster, it

is said to prevent corrosion, rust, and tar-

nishing of metal that is cleaned and pol-

ished with it.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS
The Heath Co., Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

—An eight-page leaflet containing a dia-

logue on the features, action, and merits

of the Heath dry gas carbureter, which is

also illustrated.

Holsman Automobile Co., Monadnock
Bldg., Chicago.—Catalogue of the Holsman
automobiles, which are built on buggy lines

and driven by gasoline motors through
flexible steel cables. Full details of the

machine are given.

Columbia Lubricants Company of New
York, 78 Bond street, New York City.—
Calendar' for 1906 showing map of Vander-
bilt cup race course for 1905 surrounded by
halftone reproductions of the trophy and
portraits of the donor and the winner.
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MONACO MOTOR BOAT MEETING A GREAT SUCCESS.

Monte Carlo, April 10.—A fleet of sixty-six motor boats fur-

nished by France, Italy, England, Germany and Switzerland were

gathered together in the magnificent enclosure on the Condamine

when the Prince of Monaco the other day opened the third an-

nual motor boat exhibition. The exhibition ground is the one

known to visitors to previous Monaco meetings, admirably fitted

with lifts and traveling cranes and stepways to the water's edge,

where all the boats are exposed in the open air, with the steep

cliffs of the town as a background and the blue waters of the

Mediterranean in the fore. In numbers, quality of the craft and

attendance of visitors the two previous meetings were easily

beaten.

It is estimated that the boats gathered together in the bay rep-

resented a value of $400,000, and the estimate is certainly not

exaggerated, for never has more care been bestowed on the con-

struction and finish of motor boats—if one can so designate craft

measuring between fifty and sixty feet, weighing six or seven

tons and carrying motors of 600 horsepower. One craft alone,

the Mercedes-Paris, is valued at $16,000.

The most striking feature of the meeting was the enormous
advance made by Italian constructors, some of the finest boats

on exhibition coming from across the Alps. French sportsmen
who had formerly feared England as a competitor are now of

opinion that their Latin cousins will set the pace—and a hot pace

it will be.

Naturally the racers attracted most attention, and there were,

indeed, some splendid boats among the fourteen craft entered

in the three racing divisions. Four boats were shown in the

MONACO HARBOR, SHOWING LAU THE CRADLE.
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FIRST TRIAL OF THE "QUICKSILVER' AT AUTOES.

26-foot class, all of them of French construction except Baron

de Cater's Seasick, which has been engined by Itala. The craft

were: Antoinette IV, hull by Pitre, engines by Levavasseur;

La Rapiire II, hull by Fellier & Gerard, engines by Panhard-

Levassor; Vol au Vent, built by Pitre, engined by Hotchkiss;

Seasick, built by Tellier, engined by Itala. Antoinette IV is a

boat that will be watched with much interest. She has a sixteen-

cylinder Levavasseur engine, and is fitted with two rudders, one

to the left and the other to the right of the propeller. Trials

made on the Seine before sending the boat south proved that

the double rudder caused her to answer very quickly to the helm.

In the 39-foot section there was a more international

display. S. F. Edge entered his Yarrow Napier driven

by two six-cylinder motors of 140 horsepower each. Lionel

de Rothschild had a new Napier boat, the Siola, with

an almost flat-bottomed wooden hull built by Saunders and

six-cylinder motor by Napier. The Caflit, owned by Vincenzo

Florio, built by Tellier & Gerard and engined by Itala, attracted

considerable attention by reason of her two four-cylinder motors

of 120 horsepower each, mounted side by side. The two motors

form one group, but are at the same time independent, each one

having its carbureter, its magneto, and its oil and water pumps.
The two, however, are mounted on the same crankcase, the

crankshafts being distant from one another 45 centimeters. The
cylinders are of 180 mm. bore.

Fiat XIII, entirely of Italian construction, was another excep-

tionally fine boat. She has a large beam and much greater free-

board than has hitherto been found in this class of boat Her
propeller is only of moderate size, but the pitch is very deep.

In her recent trials she traveled at more than 31 miles an hour.

In the third series for boats of 39 to 59 feet four representa-

tives were found. One of the French favorites is the 45-foot

Dubonnet, last year's champion. The hull, built by Tellier, re-

mains untouched except for a little strengthening here and there.

The 300-horsepower Delahaye motor which attracted much at-

tention at the last Salon, merely on account of its enormous size,

was found too heavy for such a hull, and has been replaced by

two four-cylinder De Dietrich motors in tandem. A clutch

unites the two motors, allowing the second to be started and

afterwards connecting the first up to it.

The Mercedes W. D. is the most curious craft of the exhibi-

tion, the hull being designed on the lines of a one-rater sailing

vessel. As a sea boat she gives excellent results, but even M.
Jellinek-Mercedes admits that she does not come up to expecta-

tions in the matter of speed; and when the King of Sweden
stopped to look more closely at her unusual lines the owner de-

clared with a smile that she was the "calculation of an engineer."

The French element interpreted it "miscalculation," and while

ridiculing the design expressed surprise that the Mercedes con-

cern should risk the chances of a splendid motor to such a hull.

Another Mercedes craft entered in the same category is the Mer-
cedes D. L., with a steel hull, carrying a six-cylinder motor, but

too heavily built. The largest was the Delahaye, 59 feet long.

In the matter of propellers this year there is no uniformity,

though the two-blade type, numerous last year, has entirely dis-

" MERCEDES W. D." IH HER CRADLE 05 THE WATS.

appeared. The French have adopted a huge hub with compara-

tively small blades and not too much thrust, while the Italians

have frequently long-bladed propellers, fantastically finished off

at the end. The Florentia III, one of the fastest cruisers, is fitted

with a very small propeller, while the Italian racer Caflit on the

other hand has double propellers of large area and different

shape. A departure has been made from orthodox lines in the
placing of the rudder, both the Panhard boat Rapiire and Baron
de Cater's Seasick having it fixed at one side of the stern, slightly

in advance of the propeller. M. Tellier claims that the action of
the screw on the rudder is thus lessened and steering is easier.

Disaster has not been long in falling on the Monaco meet,
two auto boats having already been destroyed. Fiat XIV and the
Rapide, two Italian cruisers of 24 and 16 horsepower respectively,

were being towed to Monaco when under the influence of the
gale they broke loose and went ashore. The Fiat motor is intact,

but the hull is reduced to matchwood. The auto-yacht, Quand
Mcme, the only survivor of the trans-Mediterranean race, also
had a narrow escape from being driven on to the rocks.

GENERAL VIEW OF MONACO AUTO BOAT EXHIBIT.

A. C. A. APPOINTS FOREIGN ATTORNEY.
Members of the Automobile Club of America have been noti-

fied that the club has appointed Major F. A. Mahan, 51 Avenue
Montaigne, Paris, to act as attorney for the club in France-
Members touring in Europe may apply, if the necessity arises, to

Major Mahan for legal advice and assistance, for which he will

charge a reasonable fee.
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FUNCTIONS OF VALVES IN FOUR-CYCLE MOTORS.

In the internal combustion automobile motor the original source

of energy is the inflammable gas, composed of a mixture of

vaporized gasoline and ordinary air, which is usually formed out-

side the working cylinder, in the carbureter. The explosion of

this gas, upon ignition, releases the energy which imparts the

power impulses to the piston and, by the interposition of the

connecting rod, produces the rotary motion of the crankshaft.

It is evident that the gas or charge must be admitted to the

cylinder at predetermined intervals, confined therein while burn-

ing, and when it has done its work or become spent must be per-

mitted to escape to the atmosphere to make way for a succeeding

incoming charge. In the four-cycle motor, which is the type

here referred to, these duties fall upon the inlet and exhaust

valves which, actuated by the moving parts of the engine itself,

open and close at fixed intervals with relation to the movements
of the piston.

In order to show the arrangement and operation of the valves

of a modern four-cycle gasoline motor, the drawing, Fig. I, may
be referred to. This shows a.typical form of four-cycle engine

—that is, an engine in which an explosion occurs at every fourth

stroke of the piston, or every second revolution of the crankshaft

—with valves of the type commonly called "mechanically oper-

ated" valves. A valve of this type is normally held tightly on its

seat by a spring, and is opened at the proper time by a cam
which raises a rod, known as a push-rod, which in turn presses

upward on the lower .end of the valve. stem and so opens the

valve. The exhaust valves are always opened by a cam or equiv-

alent device, but a different method is . frequently adopted, for

opening the inlet or admission valve. This will be explained later.

The cams, that .lift .the valves must, perform their functions

at exactly correct and regular intervals with relation to the speed

of the crankshaft; otherwise the motor will run irregularly or not

at all. In a four-cycle motor of the type, illustrated the cycle

of operations commences with trie first downward stroke of the

piston. At the commencement of this stroke the admission valve

must open, and it .must remain, open throughout the downward
stroke to permit gas from the carbureter to be drawn into the

cylinder by the suction of the piston. At the end of this suction

stroke, during which the exhaust valve has remained closed, the.

cylinder is filled with gas. If the piston now commenced its up-

ward stroke with the admission valve still, open, the gas would,

of course, be driven back through the open valve and into the

atmosphere through the carbureter; but at the instant the piston

finishes its downward stroke and (having drawn as much gas as

possible into the cylinder) is about to commence the up stroke,

the admission valve closes and remains closed while the piston

makes the up stroke, and the exhaust valve also remains closed.

We now have the piston moving upward in a cylinder in which

it is an air-tight fit, two valves closed, and also air-tight, and

no other means of communication with the atmosphere. Under
these conditiors the gas is necessarily compressed into a space

called the "combustion chamber," practically an upward continua-

tion of the cylinder bore, which, together with the passages lead-,

ing to the valves, is sufficiently large to accommodate the gas at

a predetermined pressure. When the piston reaches the top of

its compression stroke and the gas is occupying the smallest space

allowed by the design of the engine, the spark is made and explo-

sion occurs about the time the piston commences to move down-
ward for the second time. The ignited gas continues to expand

as the piston descends, the pressure continuing to the bottom of

the "power stroke," as it is frequently called. During the ex-

pansion of the gases both valves remain closed, as on the compres-

sion stroke. At the end of this stroke the exhaust valve opens

the only time during the cycle, allows the escape of spent

gases which are of no further use. and would, if allowed to

remain in the cylinder, retard or altogether prevent the next

upward stroke of the piston. Ihe piston goes up with the exhaust

valve open and the admission valve, of course, still closed; the

burned gases pass out through the exhaust valve.

When the piston reaches the top of the exhaust stroke—the

fourth and last stroke of the cycle—and can push no more gas

out through the valve, the exhaust valve closes. There still

remains in the upper part of the cylinder and in the valve pas-

sages a certain amount of burned gas. This dilutes, to a certain

extent, the next incoming charge of combustible gas, and though

this is an undesirable feature, it is usually considered less disad-

vantageous than any of the methods that have been devised with

a view to ridding the cylinder of the burned gas.

After the exhaust stroke the piston starts again »n a suction

stroke with inlet valve open and exhaust valve closed, and this

is followed again by the compression stroke with both valves

closed, by the power stroke or explosion stroke with both valves

closed, and by the exhaust stroke, with the exhaust valve open

and the inlet valve closed, and so on, repeating the cycle as long

as the engine runs.

As has already been stated, the inlet valves of some motors

are not opened by the cam arrangement shown in Fig. I, but are

opened against the pressure of a spring by the suction of the

piston on the intake stroke; or, more properly speaking, by the

pressure of the atmosphere outside of the cylinder when the piston

creates a partial vacuum in the cylinder. Such an inlet valve is

FIG. 1.—VERTICAL SECTION OF TYPICAL FOUR-CYCLE MOTOR WITH
MECHANICALLY OPERATED VALVES.

A, exhaust valve. B, exhaust valve stem. F, exhaust valve
stem guide. D, exhaust valve spring. E. exhaust valve push-rod.
H, exhaust' valve cam. G, push-rod guide. C, chamber communi-
cating with exhaust pipe. K, exhaust passage. M. inlet valve.
P, inlet valve stem. O, inlet valve stem guide. Q, inlet valve
spring. R, Inlet valve push-rod. T, Inlet Valve cam. 8, push-rod
guide In section showing bushing, and screw and nut on top of
rod for taking up wear. N, chamber communicating with Inlet
pipe from carbureter. L, Inlet passage. JJ, plugs In openings through
which valves may be removed. Y. compression relief cock. N,
combustion chamber XX, casings covering cams and lower ends
of push-rods. Section of casing on inlet side shows roller on lower
end of push-rod riding on cam and mounted In hollow square which
forms lower end of push-rod. U, piston. V W, connecting. rods..
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shown in Fig. 2, and is called an "automatic" valve. It will be

seen that the pressure existing in the cylinder during every

stroke except the intake stroke tends to keep the inlet valve

closed ; the spring is brought into active use only for closing the

valve promptly at the end of the suction stroke. On the com-

pression stroke the inlet valve is kept closed by the pressure of

the charge ; the pressure of the burning gas on the power stroke

keeps the valves closed; and on the exhaust stroke, even though

the exhaust valve is wide open, there is sufficient pressure to keep

the inlet valve tight even if the spring was absent.

During the suction stroke the exhaust valve is prevented from

opening by the fact that its spring is considerably stronger than

that of the inlet valve and holds the valve firmly on its seat, not-

withstanding the suction of the piston. During the compression

and the explosion strokes the exhaust valve is naturally kept close

on its seat by the pressure within the cylinder, as is the inlet

valve ; but at the end of the explosion stroke it must be opened

by the cam against heavy pressure. Therefore the exhaust valve

must always be mechanically opened.

If the valves are not made to open and close at exactly the

A, Inlet valve. B, Inlet
valve stem. C. Inlet valve
seat and stem guide cast
Integral. F, Inlet valve
chamber held In place by
yoke H and set-screw.
The removal of this cham-
ber permits the removal
of valve and seat. D,
opening communicating
with pipe from carbur-
eter. E, inlet valve spring.
J, exhaust valve. L. ex-
haust valve stem. M, ex-
haust valve stem guide. N,
exhaust valve spring. O,
top of exhaust valve push-
rod. P, top of push-rod
guide. R, passage com-
municating with exhaust
pipe. S, passage for In-
coming gas and out-go-
ing exhaust. T, piston.
V, connecting rod. U,
sheet metal water jacket.
V, water space. G. water
inlet. W, spark plug. In
this motor the head con-
taining valves Is a sep-
arate casting bolted to
cylinder.

no. 2.-

or
VERTICAL SECTIOfllOF CYLINDER
FOUR-CYCLE MOTOR WITH
AUTOMATIC INLET

VALVE.

right times—that is, if they are not correctly "timed" or "set"—
various kinds of trouble will follow. The simplicity of the valve

arrangement of a four-cycle motor is rather deceptive, for the

troubles that follow incorrect timing are sometimes difficult to

trace up, and sometimes the conditions are complicated by the

presence of more than one disturbing factor. A thorough under-

standing of the working of the valves, how they should work and
what they should and should not do, will greatly assist the be-

ginner in locating his own valve troubles.

As in the explanation of the functions of the valves, let us

begin with the intake stroke and see what consequences follow

certain conditions. In the case of the mechanically operated

inlet valve, if the valve is set to open too late in the stroke the

time for taking in the charge of combustible gas will be cur-

tailed, for though the valve remains open for the usual period of

time, it will not close until the piston has commenced to ascend on

the compression stroke, and part of the new charge will be forced

back through the still open inlet valve into the carbureter. And
the comparatively high degree of vacuum that is created before

the valve opens causes the gas to enter with a sudden rush that

is very apt to be disturbing to the carbureter. Under these con-

ditions the engine will develop less than its normal power, owing
to scanty charges and low compression, and the carbureter will

give trouble.

In the case of an automatic inlet valve, late opening, with the

same results, will be caused by a spring that is too strong; only

in this case the valve will also close too early, so that the latter

part of the stroke will have a tendency to reduce the pressure

of the charge below atmospheric—that is, to produce a slight

vacuum—and the atmospheric pressure must be restored on the

upward or compression stroke before normal compression can

commence.

If the mechanically operated inlet valve commences to open

too early the result will very soon be apparent. As the intake

stroke follows immediately after the exhaust stroke, the too

early opening of the inlet valve, occurring while incandescent

gases are filling the upper part of the cylinder at a pressure that

is still considerable, will permit some of these gases to pass

through the inlet valve and ignite the gas in the pipe leading

from the carbureter, causing what is known as "popping" in the

carbureter. The burned gas is then drawn into the cylinder

with the combustible gas, giving a weak mixture, difficult to

ignite and incapable of exerting sufficient pressure, when it is

ignited, to enable the engine to develop its rated power. If, as

is most likely to be the case, the early opening is followed by
an early closing, the change will be cut down still further and
compression will be low. With a mechanically opened inlet valve

the valve is necessarily held open for the same period of time,

whether the opening commences late or early, the time being

fixed by the contour of the cam.

Automatic inlet valves are not subject to too early opening,

because, even if the spring is weak, the pressure of the exhaust

will keep the valve closed until the piston has descended far

enough on the suction stroke to create a partial vacuum, when-

there will be no possibility of any flow of gas out through the-

inlet valve. If the spring is too weak the inlet valve will, if not

stopped mechanically, open too far and at the end of the

suction stroke the spring will not be able to close the valve

until the upward stroke has commenced ; thus part of the charge

will be forced back through the inlet valve and the compression

will be low and the explosion weak.

The period during which the exhaust valve remains open is

fixed, as is the case with the mechanical inlet valve, so that

early opening means early closing, and late opening late closing.

If the valve opens too soon the pressure on the piston is re-

lieved before the useful part of the stroke of the piston is over.

The early closing will result in the retention in the cylinder of
burning gases under a pressure which is slightly increased by the

compression caused by the upward movement of the piston. Now,
if the inlet valve is mechanically operated, it will open while

there is hot gas in the cylinder under pressure, and there will

be a flow of the residue of the exhaust out through the inlet

valve.

If the exhaust valve is late in opening the piston will

have to commence its upward stroke against an exceedingly

heavy pressure, and this, of course, reduces by just so much
the useful power developed in the motor. The late closing of
the exhaust valve will result in some of the burning gas being

drawn back into the cylinder at the same time, that the new
charge is entering by the inlet valve. In extreme cases this may
cause pre-ignition and burning back in the carbureter; and in

any case, the dilution of the new charge of gas will result in-

reduced power.

The speed of the engine—that is, the number of revolutions

per minute—has an important influence on the valve operation.

In a very fast running engine with an automatic inlet valve, the

valve spring must be stronger than would be necessary for a

slow running engine; for the valve must close rapidly and

promptly. In actual practice, the exhaust valve is set to open

a trifle before the explosion stroke is completed in order to give

as much time as possible for the escape of the exhaust gas and

to ensure a pressure not above atmosphere in the cylinder when

the exhaust valve closes and the inlet valve opens. The inlet

valve commences to open the instant the exhaust valve is seated,

but no earlier, in order to avoid the escape of exhaust gas through

the inlet valve, as already mentioned. With, automatic inlet

valves the exhaust cannot blow back into the carbureter. A
mechanically operated inlet valve is usually set to close just

at the end of the suction stroke.
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PABLO BEACH HAS RACING, BUT NO RECORDS.

Jacksonville, Fla., April 14.—Pablo Beach has been intro-

duced, found desirable, and will be the scene of future speed au-

tomobile competitions. But even the most energetic work of

William J. Morgan could not induce the high-powered flyers to

make a second journey to Florida at this time. There was rac-

ing, some of it decidedly interesting to the participants at least,

but the day is past when the general public sits up and takes

much interest in touring-car events.

The Pablo course has width, hardness, and, from the view

standpoint, is most excellent. From the lawn of the Hotel Con-

tinental, or from the long bridge which extends far out over the

course and into the ocean, it is possible to have a grand view

up and down the beach, of which six miles were used in the rac-

ing, though thirty miles are available. In the opinion of the ex-

perts, Pablo may not be quite as fast as Ormond, though it is not

as shelly, is dryer, and possesses the same hardness as the stretch

of sand further down the coast. It is possible to make the jour-

ney between Jacksonville and St. Augustine entirely on the beach,

the journey from the latter place being of scarcely an hour's

duration.

An incident of the meet that excited considerable though re-

grettable discussion involved Promoter Morgan and President

Charles A. Clark, of the Jacksonville Automobile and Motor

J. A. LAMPER, 30-H.P. PEERLESS, MILE IB 1:43-5-

Boat Club. Mr. Morgan considered that he was not receiving

proper support from the club and could not resist the temptation

to append a facetious remark and then post a telegram which

told of the inability of the president to be present. The latter

wrote a letter that was hardly fit to print, and Mr. Morgan re-

taliated with one that invited his opponent to a fistic argument.

There was talk of pistols and seconds, but wiser counsel may
bury the affair. Alex Schwalbach, who did the handicapping, re-

sented some criticism by Secretary Herbert Race, and once more
the peacemakers had an opportunity of keeping the belligerents

apart.

A Peerless Winner on Tuesday.

The times of the touring cars on Tuesday, the opening day of

the meet, proved conclusively the speed of the beach, for J. A.

Lampcr, of Lynn, Mass., in his 30-horsepower Peerless, won a

three-mile match race from William Adriance, Jr., of Pough-
keepsie, N. Y., who drove his 20-horsepower Stevens-Duryea in

3:42. Mr. Adriance was beaten but one-fifth of a second. Later

Mr. Lamper won the ten-mile handicap from scratch in 12:07.

Lamper Won Again on Wednesday.
Wednesday's races consisted of gymkana games and

mile championship of Florida. This event was wo

Lamper, who did 5 :o8, defeating Mr. Adriance, of Poughkeepsie,

by a half minute. Both gentlemen took part in the gymkana
sports with the Hon. William Jones, of Macon, Ga., owner of a

20-horsepower Franklin, and others. Mr. Jones spoiled two tires

and was out of everything. But his blood was fired, and he says

VIEW OF CONTINENTAL HOTEL AT PABLO BEACH.

he will have an American racing car for the Vanderbilt Cup race.

In the water-carrying gymkana race Miss Dorothy Meyers won
first honors, greatly to her own amusement and that of her

father.

Thomas Flyer Started from Scratch.

The final race of Thursday brought sensations. Seven cars

started with the 50-horsepower stripped touring Thomas flyer

of Charles Creelman, of Atlanta, driven by J. A. Lander in the

absence of Mr. Creelman, from scratch. Just after starting

Lander ran over a big dog, which he killed. The accident cost

him the race, as at the finish he was but seventeen seconds back

of Charles F. Wheeler, of St. Augustine, in his 1905 Peerless.

Lander was last two miles from the finish and haled down his

field in the most sensational manner. Every advance was a battle

royal for him, and he gained second by but a second over Mr.

J. A. LANDER, 50-H.P. THOMAS. RECORD

Lamper in the 30-horsepower 1006 Peerless, with Mr
the 20-horsepower Stevens-Duryea third, and Mr.

the 20-horsepower Franklin. The Thomas Flyer

the winner had a handicap of 2:50; Lamper
Adriance a minute, while Jones had 1:45, and.
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HISS DOROTHY MEYBB8 AXD HER PRIZE-WIHJtWG WHITE.

distances. From the hotel every car could be seen coming from

the six-mile point and finishing at the one-mile point, hundreds

standing on the bridge and watching them pass under. Lander's

time was 4 155, a record for stripped touring cars for five miles.

Mr. Adriance won the ten-mile open handicap for the Windsor
Hotel trophy, from the 2 :20 mark.

In the one-mile, best two in three, heat race the Thomas Flyer

ran an inches finish in each heat with the Peerless of Mr. Lamper,

the latter car winning the second heat in the fast time of 1 103 4-5

with tonneau and all fittings on. The Thomas took the first heat

in 1 :04 3-5 and the second in 1 :o$.

Wheeler's Peerless Took Both Handicaps.

The race closed Friday with two handicaps, one of a mile and

another of five miles, both won by Charles Wheeler over small

fields in his Peerless car, and time trials at a mile by J. A. Lander

in the 50-horsepower Thomas of Charles Creelman. Lander,

driving the car With four on board hanging by their eye teeth,

did the mile in -.59, and alone he did :572-5. Later in the day

in a handicap he burst a crankcase and put a cylinder out of busi-

ness. His best performance was the five miles in 4:55 in the

five-mile handicap, as this fast ride was made from a standing

start.

Kansas City has had an automobile wedding. Chauffeur

Joseph Hatfield drove his white-ribboned car, containing his

bride-elect, to the front of the court house in that city, and

Justice Michelson tied the knot. By way of celebration, im-

diately after the ceremony, the bridegroom drove his car up the

long stairway approach to the courthouse, where the happy couple

were photographed.

TO WORK FOR SOUTHERN ROADS.
Atlantic Beach, Fla., April 12.—The Hon. Ben L. Jones,

of Macon, Ga., candidate for the Assembly; alderman, and a

prominent politician in Georgia, owner of a big automobile busi-

ness, president of the Macon Automobile Club, and proprietor

of a Macon newspaper, was elected president of the Southern

Motor Federation, an organization created to build good roads

throughout the South and to bring about the construction of a

great trunk line road from Richmond, Va., to Jacksonville. Mr.

Jones will enter enthusiastically into this, and will have as his

co-workers some of the greatest road builders of the country.

The Southern Motor Federation will work in entire harmony
with the American Automobile Association, which the Macon
Automobile has just joined.

The meeting was held at the Hotel Continental, Thursday
morning, and all the prominent motorists in Florida joined in

the movement without question.

The following officers and directors were elected: President,

Hon. Ben L. Jones, Macon Automobile Club; first vice-president,

Frank C. Beatty, Savannah Automobile Club; second vice-presi-

dent, Col. Joseph P. Bryan, editor Richmond Times-Dispatch;

third vice-president, George W. Vanderbilt, Asheville, N. C. ; sec-

retary, W. R. Rannie, Jacksonville Automobile and Motor Boat
Club; treasurer, Edward Inman, of Atlanta, Ga. ; directors:

George W. Wilson, editor Jacksonville Times-Union; Clark

Howell, editor Atlanta Constitution ; J. H. Estill, editor Savan-
nah News; Major W. A. Hempill; State Attorney-General Gil-

mer, Raleigh, N. C. ; John B. Parkinson, F. E. C. A. A., Daytona,

Fla.; W. A. McWilTiams, president Board of Trade, St. Augus-
tine, Fla.; Thomas W. Layless, editor Augusta Chronicle; John
Anderson, Ormond, Fla.; Gunby Jordan, Columbia, Ga. ; Mr.
Gonzales, editor State, Columbia, S. C. ; Charles K. Murray, edi-

tor Landmark, Norfolk, Va. ; Hon. W. P. Brownlow, Nashville,

Tenn. ; R. S. Munger, Birmingham Automobile Club, Alabama.

WM. ADRIANCE. JR., 01 30-H.P. STEVKHB-DURYKA.

- INDIANA ROUSED TO ACTION.
Indianapolis, Ind., April 16.—The next session of the In-

diana legislature, which will convene in January, 1907, will

be asked to enact good roads legislation, which, if passed,

may mean a complete reorganization of the highway system
of the state. There is a general feeling throughout the state

that the old system is inadequate to accomplish the results

necessary. At present roads are constructed by the various

townships, and when completed, turned over to the county
in which they are located for future care. Of the 1,014 town-
ships in the state, many are not financially able to 'make the

necessary improvements. On the other hand, after the roads

are completed, a careless board of county commissioners may
undo all the work accomplished by failure to keep the roads
in condition, and there is frequently contention between the

townships or counties in regard to roads that lie on county-

lines, and frequently the roads for half a mile on either side

of the county line are left in bad condition.

At the last session of the legislature, Representative Yen-
cer, representing a rich farming community, offered a bill

providing for the establishment of a State Highway Commis-
sion, carrying with it an appropriation of $5,000,000, and
placing the care of the roads throughout the state under the

control of the commission. The plan was hooted at and
voted down without much consideration. There has been
much discussion since that time, however, and it is likely the
next legislature will have to consider a very similar measure.

The agitation for good roads, it is expected, will come
more from the farmers than from automobile' owners, al-

though it is expected the automobile interests will take up
the good roads fight after it is once started. For some rea-

son the movement for good roads in Indiana has not kept
pace with the growth of the automobile industry.
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THE FLORIDA AEROPLANE EVENTS.
Jacksonville, Fla., April 14.—The aeroplane feature of the

Atlantic-Pablo Beach meet was one of disaster. On Monday, the

opening day, Charles Hamilton soared aloft in the tow of auto-

mobiles, and then made a spectacular descent into the fringe of

wares. The ascent was made in tow of two White steamers,

property of H. M. Flagler. These, hitched side by side, were

pulled together by the force of the giant aeroplane as it mounted

higher and higher. Hamilton yelled early in the game to stop,

and the spectators, hearing the snapping of wires and the break-

ing of bamboo under the mighty strain, stood spellbound, await-

ing the certain finish of the daring air navigator. His cries to

stop finally reached the ears of his mentor, Israel Ludlow, who
was riding in one of the steamers. The two cars stopped, and

then started as spectacular an airship descent as was ever seen.

The huge kite plunged this way and that and then turned half

over as it plunged straight down to earth. Nearing the beach it

struck on one corner and turned partly over. Hamilton, from

bis seat in the center, was thrown out into the tangle of wires

and bamboo and landed at the corner which struck. He was
cut across the nose and his arm was caught in a tangle of bamboo

ISRAEL LUDLOW AND CHARLES HAMILTON.

rods and wires. "Senator" Morgan and Alex Schwalbach, who
had raced down the beach about 200 yards, reached Hamilton,

and, in water to their shoe tops, pulled him out. For a moment
only he collapsed, and then walked away, smiling, his face covered

with blood from the cut on his nose. The aeroplane was rescued

and hauled up the beach away from the incoming tide.

As a spectacle the ascent was worth the price of a trip from

New York. Successful it was without a doubt, for in the strong

wind blowing Hamilton would undoubtedly have remained in

the air at the end of the huge kite string indefinitely. In fact,

he said to-night : "Even while the wires and bamboo poles were

snapping and I realized I must be tumbling soon, I was figuring

upon the picnic I would have sending down for grub and staying

up all night I could not steer the thing, and am going to get up

something now to enable me to do so. But say, with that motor
and those propellers I can drive the kite anywhere and at will.

This trip was the best I've ever made, and I'm going to fix it up
now and race Mr. Ludlow."
Dr. Israel Ludlow, of New York, student in the school of aero-

nautics, and tireless worker in the aeroplane school, was wild

with delight over the way in which "No. 16" soared.

"Hamilton's trip proved a lot to me," said Mr. Ludlow, "and
I am pleased. 'No. 17' will be a big improvement and I shall

strengthen many parts which gave out to-day. I am satisfied

that aeroplane navigation is not far distant, and that with a good
motor we shall be able to mount from the ground and soar away

HAMILTON COMES TO GRIEF AT THE WATER'S EDGE.

anywhere. Each aeroplane has served its purpose, and each

proves a theory. This ascension gave me a lot of knowledge."

Then on Saturday came the disaster to poor Ludlow. Again

the two automobiles were utilized in getting the larger aeroplane

into action. A strong south wind lifted the big kite easily, and

it was soon over 200 feet in the air. A crash of the bamboo told

of broken framework, and the collapse was in such manner that

it prevented Ludlow from saving himself. Down he crashed to

the beach, striking squarely on the base of his spine, with the

aeroplane on top of him. As expeditiously as possible the injured

man was taken to the Hotel Continental, then hurried to a train

and immediately started for New York City, where it is now
hoped that specialists of Roosevelt Hospital will be able to save

his life, despite the injury to the spine that has left him partially

paralyzed below the waist.

Referring to the aeroplane events, W. J. Morgan states that

the flight of Ludlow was not a part of the official program.

It was the original intention to engage Ludlow to make ascen-

sions in a new motor-propelled dirigible aeroplane which he

claimed to have constructed. This machine failed to materialize,

and the flights of last week were made purely on the individual

responsibility of the inventor. Engineers who had looked over

the aeroplane in which Ludlow met his accident of Saturday pre-

dicted that dire results would follow its continued use. Poor
mechanical construction and material were responsible for the

collapse, which was sudden and complete.

LUDLOW 1H FLIGHT OVER THE PIER.
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THE FRENCH SMALL INVENTORS' SHOW.

DOlttf COMBINED' BELL AilD SDUffl.

Paws, April 3.—There is an atmosphere of invention about the

modest exhibition held on the borders of the working-class quar-

ter of Paris, under the title of the Small Inventors' Exhibition.

The threadbare inventor, who will give but scrappy details of his

successful model for fear he should be robbed by the rich spec-

ulator; the glib young man with a worthless physical exerciser,

troubled with no such fears; the hard-working mechanic with a

useful little invention on display, and one or two more in his

pocket which he brings out only when the visitor has won his

confidence—all are to be

met here. It is because of

the presence of this last

class that the big automobile

manufacturer runs down to

the show, anxious to adopt

small improvements or en-

courage men on the right

track.

Although the show is de-

voted to automobile, bicy-

cle and kindred inventions,

many of the exhibits must

be put in the miscellaneous class; a majority are applicable

only to cycles and the smallest number pertain to automobiles.

All the inventions of any value have been patented; most of

them have been put on the French market, but very few indeed

have been sold abroad.

The cU-pmce Evrard, made by M. Pupille, 2 Avenue Parmen-

tier, Paris, is an ordinary flat key or wrench for sparking plugs

with the addition of a pair of spring nippers bolted on to one oi

the surfaces, so as to close around the plug and hold it tightly,

thus allowing it to be unscrewed and taken out without any dan-

ger of falling on the ground and without any risk of burning the

hands. An improved model, which has been patented but is not

yet on the market, allows a sparking plug to be dismounted and

taken to pieces without the aid of any other instrument It con-

sists of the same flat key for unscrewing the plug, surrounded by

the same flexible nippers, a screwdriver at the opposite end, and

a separate key to hook onto the former, forming by means of a

notched semicircle in each pair of pincers for dismounting the

porcelain. When closed the improved model occupies no more

space than the ordinary type, and yet contains everything neces-

sary for taking a plug to pieces ; one of the surfaces of the key is

prepared for cleaning the electrodes.

On an adjoining stand is a sparking plug with revolving fan

calculated to protect the terminals from oil and soot. It was in

EVRARD OOMBtiFASWH.SPARK PLUG REMOVING AND DISMOUHTIHG
TOOLS.

vented by C. Strumpell, 29 rue du Chateau d'Eau, Paris. Its

peculiarity is that the fan is not screwed <to a cross member on the

interior of the plug, but revolves freely on a nickeled frame riv-

eted to the plug.

An appliance to Obtain an open exhaust at pleasure is shown

by Paul Fuant, of 38 rue Brunei, Paris. A brass sleeve with a

ball-shaped lid is placed over a cut-out on the exhaust tube and
kept closed by means of a strong spring. By a small lever on

the dashboard the pressure of the spring can be overcome and an

open exhaust obtained.

To diminish street accidents, M. Chanut has invented an appa-

ratus to warn drivers following in the rear of a car of the inten-

tion of the operator to stop. In daylight a careful driver does

this by holding up his hand, but at night such a method is of no

use. M. Chanut* s appliance consists of a metal plate containing

in bold letters the word STOP, covered by a hinged metal shield.

Whenever the car is about to slacken speed or come to a stand-

still the warning word is made visible by raising the plate, either

by a cable connected to a separate pedal or by being connected to

the clutch pedal. The signal is white on a black background by

day and illuminated at night by means of an electric lamp which

lights up immediately the plate is raised and goes out when it it

let down.

A tire pump connection which has only to be placed on the

valve without any screwing or adjusting whatever, is shown on

one of the stands. In place of the usual screwed-on connection

there is an inverted metal cone into which is fitted a flanged

India-rubber bowl with an airhole in its base. A flanged washer

placed over the base of the cone

and held in position by a nut

threaded on the latter keeps the

rubber basin loosely prisoner

within the cone. It is thus an

CHAHOT SIGNAL FOR REAR OF CAR, OPBH AHD CLOSED.

inverted rubber-lined cone which is placed over the tire valve.

The greater the pressure of air from the pump the more tightly

is the connection forced down on the valve.

An improved split-pin is shown by the same inventor. Instead

of opening out the two points of the pin to prevent it falling

from the hole through which it passes, there are two semi-

circular spring arms which clip round the shaft through which the

pin passes.

M. Julien, of 65 Boulevard de Grenelle, exposes a new form of

magneto for motorcycles. It is placed where the trembler is

usually found but is keyed directly onto the motor shaft. Thus

all gearing is abolished and variation in sparking owing to

vibration cannot occur. The ignition may be advanced or retarded

to an almost impossible degree by this system.

A combined bell and siren is shown by Emile Dou6, to be driven

by a friction pulley from the flywheel of the motor. A small

lever on the dashboard puts either the bell or the siren into gear

at will. This appliance has been designed to permit the use of a

hell emitting a sound similar to the bells employed on electric

automobiles for town use, and the siren for the open country.

A good detachable rim, shown by M. Houdel, enables a tire to

be removed and replaced in a few minutes. The outside rim is

removable after three spring catches have been withdrawn and

the rim turned around until its teeth correspond with the notches

on the wheel. The spring catches are of the "bayonet" type and

are locked in a release position by giving a half turn after with-

drawing them.
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A NEW AND ORIGINAL TOURING BODY.
D ARIS, April 10.—Experienced automobilists are not unanimous into the center of the car, and to reach the transverse fixed rear
» as to the type of car best suited for extensive touring. While seat with seating accommodation for three. A large amount of

space is left free between the front

and rear seats, giving ample room for

packages and plenty of space for

moving about. A substantial table

formed of two leaves hinged at either

side can be instantly folded out to

go right across the car. The rear

seat is not exactly at the rear of the

car, the two corners being occu-

pied from floor to roof by cupboards

about ten inches deep, specially fitted

for carrying table utensils and trav-

eling necessities. Thus in center of

rear portion, behind the seat, is a re-

cess ten inches deep. This has been

converted into a locker, the top of

which, on a level with top of seat,

forms, 'a shelf. The seats and insides

of doors are upholstered in green

leather, every other part of the in-

terior, including the ceiling, being

in polished rosewood. This type of

interior fitting is now very popular

for closed bodies, it giving an ele-

gant appearance and offering no

lodging place for dust. There are

four separate windows on each side,

each one letting down into a pocket,

a big oval window in the rear recess

already mentioned, and the front con-

sists of a glass screen in one piece

hinged to fold up against roof. Artificial light is provided by

two globular acetylene lamps in the ceiling, and extra luggage

room is provided under the rear seats.

Elegance of form is obtained by making the sides of three

VIEW OF CAR FROM REAR SHOWING AMPLE PROPORTIONS OF BODY.

the side-entrance double phaeton body fitted with a serviceable

hood and having some provision for carrying luggage is generally

accepted as the model of a touring car, its scanty shelter against

inclement weather causes many to search for something more
satisfactory. Monsieur Gouvie, a

well-known Parisian automobilist.

has undertaken the search, and had

constructed for his own use quite an

original type of body. The automo-

bile is an 18-24-horsepower Engene

Brillie, with four-cylinder vertical

motor placed under a circular bonnet

;

it has transmission by propeller shaft

to rear axle, four speeds and reverse

on same lever and is suspended on

four long, semi-elliptic springs.

The maximum amount of passen-

ger accommodation has been secured

by making a clean sweep of the two

open front seats occupied by the

driver and mechanic, and construct-

ing a closed body of one compart-

ment only from dashboard to rear

of chassis. Entrance is by side doors,

opening from front to rear, and

placed right at the fore end. One is

struck on entering by the length of

the interior, owing to there being

only one compartment. The driver's

seat, in the usual position, is a col-

lapsible armchair in olive green

leather, and beside it is a similar

folding seat for a passenger. This

seat is folded up in order to pass CAR AS SEEN FROM THE FRONT, SHOWING LOCATION OF ENTRANCE.
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separate panels, the largest being the rear one, which narrows

in both back and front, the other two, one of which forms the

door, are of equal size, the front one curving in considerably.

The roof, the rear portion of which is surrounded by a metal

gallery painted white, forms two distinct portions, the front half

extending over the dash about six inches and having a decided

curve. Wide metal fenders cover all wheels, and there is a run-

ning footboard fixed rather low, on the top of which is a tool-

PROMT VIEW OF BODY. SHOWING PORTIOH OF INTERIOR.

chest with rubber-covered, brass-bound top, forming a step into

the car, and immediately to the rear of it a large chest about

eighteen inches high, the top of which is covered with rubber,

and forms a step to roof. The chest on the left-hand footboard

is for the chauffeur's use, the one on the opposite side containing

the acetylene apparatus. The exterior of the two cupboards

forming rear of car are formed of false Venetian shutters in

order to relieve the plainness which would result from an ordi-

nary panel, and the doors of the two chests on footboard are

treated in the same way.

Every imaginable fitting is to be found on the car; thus there

are five lamps—one big searchlight on front of bonnet, one lamp

on each side of bonnet and a pair of lanterns at front of body
of car—speed indicator, clocks, grade indicator, etc. The body

work is by Botiaux, of Levallois, near Paris, and the total weight

of the car with five passengers on board is 4,800 pounds.

AUTOMOBILES IN CANADA.
U. S. Consul Worman, of Three Rivers, Quebec, says that while

the local parliament of that province is planning to restrict the

speed of automobiles by enactments that may limit them to four

miles per hour, and other like unfavorable legislation, the people

of the Dominion of the Great Northwest are providing every pos-

sible stimulus to automobiling. At Winnipeg, Manitoba, it is

proposed to construct a 158-mile road for automobilists. It will

be oval in form, and the expense of construction and maintenance

will be met by the tolls collected from those who use it. It is pro-

posed to run some big races on the road, which will be oiled to

keep down the dust.

SURPRISING GERMAN INFORMATION.
U. S. Consul Harris writes from Mannheim, in response to an

Ohio inquiry on the possible demand for motor boats in Germany.

He says:

"It would seem that Germany should be a good market for

motor boats on account of the many navigable rivers, but boating

has never become a popular Teutonic amusement. Mannheim, at

the junction of the Rhine and Necker, boasts of only one or two

motor boats. Efficient American agents might personally popu-

larize boating by persistent efforts, but whether the trade would

justify it is the question that must be answered by the trial.

The same undeveloped taste exists in regard to automobiles.

With superior highways and picturesque drives, they are not used

for pleasure. Naturally a people who have not cared to drive for

recreation have not cared to use the automobile, and German
factories are selling their machines largely in England and other

countries, finding the home market a limited one, restricted to the

sporting class."

A YOUTHFUL PACIFIC COAST GENIUS.
California possesses a youth of mechanical bent, who, if he

develops skill in his maturer years in proportion to that exhibited

in his first efforts will make a name for himself in the engineering

world. His name is Claude M. Gill, his age 18, and he resides at

1 1 19 East Main street, Stockton. He tells the story of his trans-

formation of an old automobile into a modern machine in his own
way, as follows:

"After consummating the purchase of a second-hand Model \
Cadillac, of somewhat antique pattern, the problem which con-

fronted me, geometrically stated, was : Given—an old automobile

;

required—to transform it into an up-to-date car.

"When I came into possession of the car it was not equipped

with a tonneau, and had no hood to speak of, consequently the

first problem was to make a tonneau; the second to modernize

the old hood, extending it some twelve inches. As the illustration

shows, the tonneau seat is higher than the front one. This was
done to allow ample foot room.

"The old hood was cut off as far back as possible and the new
dashboard bolted to the angle iron frame. The new hood was
made of galvanized iron, the front opening being of the same size

and shape as the radiator. Two large angle irons were bolted

to the forward cross member of the frame and the radiator

fastened to the uprights. The spark coil was moved from the

inside of the hood to the dashboard.

"The starting apparatus was entirely changed. Formerly there

had been a sprocket and ratchet on the engine shaft, communi-
cating by chain to a countershaft just forward of the flywheel,

the starting crank connecting to this countershaft. In removing

the sprocket from the engine shaft it was found that the same
key which held the flywheel retained the ratchet block. A
cylindrical steel block was then made, having a bore equal in

diameter to the diameter of the engine shaft, and having a key-

CAD1LLAC RECONSTRUCTED BY 18-YEAR-OLD BOY.

way to fit the key already there. A 3-8-inch hole was drilled

through the block, perpendicular to the bore, and a steel pin
driven through. The starting crank end was made after the
usual pattern. The crank itself had to be made like an elongated

S in order to clear the running board.

"Both body and gear were painted as deep a blue as it was
possible to obtain, and striped with gold leaf. The entire cost
of reconstruction did not exceed $100."
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PROBLEM OF A. A. A. TOUR.
Br a 1905 GLIDDBN TOURIST.

In view of the difficulty that the A. A. A. Touring Committee

and the officers of the National Association of Automobile Man-
ufacturers, who were called to its assistance, have found, in sug-

gesting rules and conditions for the 1906 A. A. A. tour for the

Glidden Trophy, it is pertinent to consider the contest funda-

mentally.

Perhaps it is unfortunate that the deed of gift of the trophy

is not more specific, especially as regards the purpose of the con-

test or the object sought to be attained by the donor. On the

contrary, however, this indefiniteness gives wide latitude to the

committee in drafting the rules from year to year.

The only conditions permanently fixed by the deed of gift that

pertain directly to the contest are: The total distance must be

not less than 1,000 miles, and not less than 500 miles shall be

traversed in a week; the tour shall be over regularly used high-

ways in the country of the club holding the trophy (won by one
of its members) except in the years 1905, 1906 and 1907, when
the contest shall be held in the United States or Canada, or in

both; each car must be driven by its owner or by a driver ap-

proved by the committee, the owner being a passenger.

All other rules and conditions governing the conduct of the

tour are left to be formulated by the commission of seven, con-

sisting of the president, the donor of the trophy, and the presi-

dents of the A. C, and of the automobile clubs of Great Britain,

France, Germany and a Canadian club to be recognized by the

A. A. A. But the Commission turned over to the A. A. A Tour-
ing Committee the entire conduct of the 1906 event

There were very few hard and fast rules for the tour of 1905,

and there were no observers; and as one of the direct results

of the absence of such restraining influences the tour was by far

the most enjoyable long-distance automobile contest ever organ-

ized in America. There were other less desirable results also,

it is true, which elicited some complaints from residents of cer-

tain sections through which the tourists passed, but simple means
can be adopted to prevent repetition of this. The award of the

trophy, although made in a non-technical and very loose way,
doubtless went to the man and car most entitled to the honor,

and no serious criticism was made regarding it

Formidable technical rules tend to discourage many owners
from entering for such a competition. Touring is not a business

to be taken too seriously, especially at a season of the year when
everybody is in the mood and physical condition requiring relaxa-

tion, and it is an open question if the pastime will not be en-

couraged quite as much by promoting the pleasure and social

side of the occasion as by laboriously checking the running times,

the stoppages, fuel and oil consumption, mechanical and tire

troubles and other performances and deficiencies of the cars.

It is submitted that the prime object of touring is to realize

enjoyment—of the exhilaration of swift, easy motion and of the

scenery and incidents of travel through unaccustomed country.

Since discomfort is destructive of that enjoyment, the factors

contributing to easy riding, protection from dust, heat and bad
weather, and conveniences for carrying extra clothing, luncheons
and refreshments are entitled to a proportion of credit marks.

It is also submitted that the driving has as much to do with

safety and enjoyment when touring as have the details of car

construction and appointment. As a matter of fact, the deed of

gift indicates that the donor of the trophy had the matter of driv-

ing very much in mind when offering it, and it is a matter of

record that the trophy was won last year quite as much by the

careful way in which Percy Pierce drove his car as by the per-

fections of the vehicle itself. Driving should, therefore, be fig-

ured prominently in the points table. Ease of control and facility

of handling, as on narrow, crooked, rough and hilly roads, such

as are common in America, are prime factors.

Speed, above the legal maximum of twenty miles an hour, is

unworthy of credit and should be penalized.

Of course mechanical reliability, freedom from ignition trou-

bles, fuel and lubricating oil consumption, and cost and weight

of car per passenger should all be given due recognition. It is

also time that tire reliability be given proper attention. Tires

are just as essential a part of a car as the body is, and tire trou-

bles and delays are as vexatious as ignition troubles.

From such basic axioms the Commission can readily prepare

a table of point credits, with 100 or 1,000 as the total number pos-

sible for any car to be given by a single voter. Copies of this

could be given to each member of the committee and to each

participant in the tour; records could be kept, as usual, of fuel,

oil, and water consumption, weight, price, hill-climbing times,

arrivals and departures within certain fixed hours, and number
of passengers and weight of baggage carried, and at the end of

the tour each participant could cast one vote for each of certain

factors determined by the performance of the cars and their

drivers in the run.

Members of the committee, who would have a better oppor-

tunity for making observations than the others and who would
be outnumbered more than ten times, could cast, say, ten votes

for each factor. Each voter could scatter his votes among as

many cars as he chose, casting one (or, if a commissioner, ten)

for the best driver, another for the car having the least mechani-

cal trouble, another for the one affording its passengers the most
comfort and so on.

When all the votes had been counted the totals for each car

could be multiplied by the number of points credited to each fac-

tor, and the car and driver having the largest grand total would
be awarded the trophy.

Preponderance of any single make of car in the tour would
not weigh seriously against justice, as the votes of the passengers

in those cars would be scattered among the several cars of that

make and their drivers; moreover, the larger voting power of

the committee would offset their strength. A light, inexpensive

car would stand only a fair chance of winning against a heavy,

powerful and costly machine, and, left thus to a jury of their

peers, nobody would have ground for charging bias in the award.

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE STATISTICS.
Paris, April 10.—Statistics have just been published by the

customs authorities showing a remarkable increase in the value of

French automobile exports from the year 1898 to 1905. In 1898

the total value of exports was $349,870; last year it reached the

total of $18,984,346. The following is the official table

:

Cotnmr 1898 1899 1900 1901 1909 1903 1904 1905

$113,814

40,349

$183,104

98,958

96,939

99,963

146,098

33.343

903,970

$505,904

300,783

114.706

5U.439
145.496

•59.39'

65,106

"9,654

$1,639,576

939,37*

939,390

$3,837,986

371,884

408,764

$6,335,490

1.078,394

735.7»6

$8,999,850

1,446,490

974.949

«87,5SO

5*6,869

1,669,530

5*9.»79

189,308

$11,3*6,38*

1,969,600

1,970,186

643,***

650,376

».3»5.*74

669,768

336,538

Italy

Algeria

•0,746

56,648

96.334

93.086

991,896

435.978

169,994

131.869

483.439 1 479,674

588,374 1,056.493

997,036 363.734
196,400 I 194,988

$349,870 $851,866 $1,993,47* 83.15*. 458 $6,043,876 $10,167,498 814.481.856 $18,984,346
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In The Heart ^

IX was
' shortly

night that we
KAUF-HAUS (CHAMBER OF COMMERCE). . ,

came out of

the east into Siebenburgen, or, as we call it, Transylvania, the

easternmost province of Hungary, and the Land of the Grail in

replica, where the mountains lie bathed in autumnal fogs, that

cover and uncover the purpling heather, and where the trails that

lead up to robber-nests and denies, such as the merry knights

would have delighted in, wind on and off to nowhere at all. And
the kernel of this region, the heart of the Carpathians, is Kron-

stadt

After months in the Balkans the very entry into Kronstadt is

charming. Unlike Balkan railways, the train actually enters the

city itself, or seems to. In the Balkans, to prevent ruffianly

soldiers stopping off between connections, stations sometimes are

as much as a mile from the city. Furthermore, the hotel is directly

HONTER'S CHURCH.

'cross the street, as it never is in

the Danubian States.

So, at least, it seemed that even-

ing. Over the way to the hotel, and

then to the long table in its restau-

rant, to a typical Transylvanian

supper—four sausages, horseradish

and unbuttered bread. Then to a

room on the ground floor, where

through the frost on the windows

one could see the depot lights opposite; a candle to light and to

heat one, and to bed beneath the double blankets of Transylva-

nia, to sleep soundly till sunrise.

In the morning the "touring" of Carpathia began. It was

cold—bitter cold—in these uplands, on October 24, and the

Golden time in Siebenburgen, of which Jokai wrote, seemed

long to nave gone, as one watcneu tue smvcriiig peasant

through the window, while we drew inspiration from our

breakfast. Though bounded on the north, south and west

by all Magyardom, with an ocean of Slavs to the east-

ward, here in Kronstadt was a bit of Germany, the primitive

as even the occasional tourist into Darkest Germany seldom sees

it. Heavy Teuton tables, with red tablecloths, the dish of the

"Wiener sausages" and the little glass bowl of horseradish with

the wooden ladle, the potato bread, smacking of the potato, as if

to prove it no deception, and the beer, the cruet of pink vinegar

and the picturesque hotel maid, took one back, in fancy, to Darm-
stadt or the Rhinegau.

Then came the deception. Kronstadt was not yet sufficiently

far out of the east to have town and railway meet. The city itself

was some distance off, but luckily a little narrow-gauge bound the

two, and at 9 150 o'clock one might go. The narrow-gauge proved

to be an ordinary street car, the size of our railway cars, divided

by an aisle down the center, at either side of which the plain

wooden benches were planted, while the body of the car was
separated into two sections, for first and second-class respectively.

The fare on the vehicle, first-class, was four cents. American
copper.

Of that ride through the Transylvania country, just a word.

To right and left the magnificent forested Transylvania Alps rose

in majesty, bathed in all the radiance of autumnal tints. At their

bases were the gardens of Carpathia, with peasants wearing

"civil" and queer round caps of wool, brown as chocolate, work-
ing among the flowers. A kindly lot they are, these Transylvanian

folk, with features that are decidedly Teuton, and ways that are

of Germany, also. In fact, even

the signboards of Carpathia are

in German, though the Magyar is

everywhere added, out of com-
pliment to the ruler. Here and
there clumsy wagons, with roofs

of matting, go by, drawn by pairs

of white oxen, and from beneath
the arched cover of these float

TYPICAL TRANSYLVANIANS EN MASSE

THE POORER SECTION OF KRONSTADT
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the voices, chattering in the language of the fatherland. High
up on one of the peaks, gilded by the October sun, stands a
millennial monument, rising as does Brocks' monument at Niag-
ara, from a palisade of trees in the distance, and like the American
replica, with the upper mountain slopes broken with palisades
of rock also, on which the snows already lie deep. Beneath, how-
ever, the illusion is broken, for there nestles the city of Kronstadt,
and Kronstadt is a mass of gay color, the houses coated externally
with the concrete, tinted in delicate shades. Like the houses

PALACE OF JUSTICE AT KRONSTADT.

A VISIT TO THE OLD PUMP.

0: Germany of the long ago,

into this concrete is set dark-

ened beams of heavy timber,

and there are deeply sea-

soned gables and projecting

eaves in harmony, and,

above all, the double win-

dows against the winter, with

the plants blooming be-

tween, as they do at Poprad
in the Hohe Tatra, and again

in Servia. There are barracks here, too, and they seem almost

Prussian in their style.

Then one is in Kronstadt, the unknown. One is almost tempted

to say he is in Strasburg, in Alsace, so great is the parallel. Side

by side the houses rise, the fore facade set in imitation of

stone, the houses on different heights, so as to make this

fraternal proximity the more irregular. The people on the

flagstone walks chat or greet in German, and here and there,

to one side, is a residence, a garden, with the gay-colored

glass balls that we are fond of on our Christmas trees, mounted

ong the flowers. Then, too, there is a

public school. There is also the ele-

gent Finanz Palais, with the Palace of Justice (every official

building is a palace in southeastern Europe) close by, of stone,

modern and elegant; and within a stone's throw of these innova-

tions the little street booth, with the woman selling gingerbread

men, cakes in the shape of dolls, with the eyes outlined in pink or

white sugar, and the "lepp-kuchen," dear to the German heart.

Further up the street there are three-story homes, the exterior

covered with stucco, and carvings that are decidedly overdone,

and in the German patterning, with red and white predominating

among the colors. Milk wagons, the cart filled with hay, in

which on either side the rows of cans repose, are driven by

women about these lanes, halting while their custodian stops to

peer into the narrow windows of the modern stores, whose dis-

plays are far from unattractive. Everywhere, however, one notes
the leisure of life in Transylvania, if only by the number of
groups halting on the thoroughfare to chat Even the mothers,
with their babies done up in "wickel-kind" fashion, have caught
the epidemic and loiter when they should be at home.

In the center of the square, or, as they say, the "plate," stands
the Rath-haus, in the olden style, much like the Romer of Frank-
fort in its suggestions. About the four sides of the square are
the stores, the narrow, interesting shops of Kronstadt Every-
thing is here for sale, from the Alpine horn to fine jewelry, and
in a music store our own American ragtime. Hacks pass up and
down on the cobbled square, taking people to the tall, yellow
Rath-haus, or again to their homes, for cab-riding is exceedingly
cheap in these lands. The bazaars that one has grown accus-
tomed to in the East have gone from the plaza, and there are
only the open bread -booths to recall them. The show windows
of the pretty stores, however, open out toward the street, perhaps
from the fashion of the shutters to the grand bazaars. Nor is

the color of costumery one finds in sunrise lands among the
poorer classes; for at Kronstadt there are shawls about the head,
or a kerchief to replace the hat, and where the waists of the
women are gay in their color, the cut is decidedly modern.

Sight-seeing in Kronstadt

does not take long. One goes

first to Honter's old church, to

breathe again the spirit of the

Reformation, and let memory
wander back to the struggles

for religious liberty. A replica

of the churches of the north-

land, of the days of Luther
and Calvin, is this isolated

edifice on the bounds of Mos-
lem lands, with the sloping

MOTHER AND CHILD IN THE MARKET PLACE.

roofs, and the heavy steeple as a contrast to the mosques and

minarets, not many miles away. Inside the old sandstone edifice

there are the tiers of ancient pews, made a bit more comfortable

by worn green baize, and with the name plates set to one side.

Two rows of thick stone pillars divide the church into three

aisles, and in the center of the chamber dozens of hard and

austere settles—backless chairs is, perhaps, the better word

—

are placed. As in the Orient, old rugs and tapestries hang from

the walls for ornament, a contrast to the more modern pews
beneath the balconies, which extend out to the pillars on the

right and left. There is no altar, as we would expect, in this
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church of Siebenburgen, but instead, a rather pretty tall organ,

rich in its wood carvings and a pulpit, from which one may look

down the rows of pillars, hung heavy with heraldic trophies and

signs of the hymns for the next service. In the north and center

of Europe there are many churches such as these, but here in the

East they are so rare that to see one is decidedly refreshing.

Over the way from Homer's church is the former Kauf-haus

or chamber of commerce, pregnant with legends of the days of

the guilds, though it is only a one-story structure, with concrete

exterior daubed with a coating of yellow. All about it face the

Stores, now the "Kauf-houses" de facto of Kronstadt. Interest-

ing is a shopping excursion among them. Copper-cake forms

that recall Christmas baking on the Neckar; German procelains

and Metlachs, old curving pipes, the mustache brushes that one

finds among the military of Berlin, and plodding past, outside

the quaint shops, the bouquet peddler, a woman with a tray on

her head, who profits by the Teutonic love of flowers. Quaint

projecting signs, often of a stork, hang out from the stores, and

there are the circular yellow disks,—the plate into which the face

of the newly shaven is dipped,—to indicate, as in Servia, the

barber. Children trudge by, in small wool caps, peeping tn ai

the garden restaurant, or at the office of the city-baths, a

large establishment, and then run on towards their friends, tht

mountains, that rise ever up and all about, that they may go nut-

ting, or enjoy the woodland pleasures of childhood.

Of sights, as the tourist seeks them, we have now about

exhausted Kronstadt, and yet the golden time of Siebenburgen

is at hand, and the siren of her beauty calls us to wander on.

Streets of homes alone, lined with the gum-trees, from which

the leaves are falling in the crisp late autumn air, lead off

tempting one to explore. There is the very odor of falling

leaves in the air, which makes this mountain valley of the town

enchanting. A road leads up the mountain between the small

houses, each plastered outer wall joined to its next neighbor,

until the last ends at the bounds of the forest. Here live the

poorer folk of Kronstadt, and the street has its old pump, where

the little girls come with wooden water-jugs for the day's sup-

ply, looking off to the walls of two ancient ruins on the herglid,

and a castle, better preserved in its roofs of red, on an-

other. Where the Saxon gymnasium, or, as we call it, high

school, stands, the way takes a turn down, and it is even more
delightful to saunter between the low, one-story plaster house-

lets, with the green shutters, and the mountains behind, breathing

a freedom that is sweet relief after the espionage one is sub-

jected to in Turkey. In the lane there trickles down a rill of

soapsuds, and old washtubs, by the curb, tell where the women
empty their wash-water. Bells on passing peasant wagons tinkle

merrily through the chilly air, and now and then the heavy rum-
ble of a cart of lignite from the neighboring mines.

Then, again, one is back in the city, at the park, where the

weak sun pierces between the falling leaves. There is a hospital

with a park exposure, and there are squares of plain, yet neat

homes, each with its windows open to the breeze, for the morning

airing. Housemaids can be heard singing at their work through

these open windows as they stop to fix the flowers on the sill or

pass into the courtyards, which all the larger houses possess, to

take out their sweepings. Here and there will be a shop, or a

name plate, and one notes the names. Barabbas Jozel is the shoe-

maker at Kronstadt, and one A. Servatus, possibly a descendant

of the reformer, plies another trade.

Then we are in another quarter. There every house strives

to be painted in a different color from its neighbor ; and even the

schoolhouse is in yellow, with an edging of red brick, while the

director's dwelling rooms, on the first floor, have the green shut-

ters of Transylvania. Most of the houses have the plastered

exterior, up to the low-hanging gables, when the uncolored frame

prevails. Re-echoed by the mountains of rock is the sound of

pounding carpets, unusual music for a far eastern land. A brook

rambles down the main street here, and it is crossed by beams
for its entire length, to prevent folk falling in. Houses open on
this Venetian way and women chat in the doorways. There are

two small churches here, to which the women come from the

mountains, alone in their wagons, or the girls trudge afoot, bun-

dle on the head, a thing they dare not do in Turkey. Peasants,

with wooden buckets of grapes on their backs, or bearing the

tools of peasant Bavaria, flaxen-haired, blue-eyed children, Saxon
in their descent, drive the geese from the gardens; schoolboys,

in long trousers, long before our boys take to them, bid one an-

other "adieu'' before the three-story schoolhouse facing the park,

in the shadow of the old ruin. One and all go by, out toward
the border, where the ancient Kathedral Thor, the city gate of

the middle ages, from which, as at Nurnberg, remains of former-

town walls lead off, still stands. Children are everywhere on
their way home for dinner, and past the new synagogue, into

the gardens, behind the houses they swarm, stumbling against

the plotted oleanders, to show mother the new souvenir post-

cards which they have bought for a heller, as do children the

world round, or perhaps a little sausage the butcher of Brasso
(as Kronstadt is known in the vernacular) has given them. Pos-
sibly a wedding procession—the bride in veil and white silk gown
and bridal wreath, or some lass in her communion dress goes by
to attract attention. Then again the visitor turns to the ever-

interesting stores. American typewriters and Boston shoe polish

are here side by side with the gaily-decorated (aluminum paint

or gilt for the most part) coffins, and the pipes and the grapes
that mingle indiscriminately in some of the lesser establishments.

Close by is the market hall, low and clean, and with flies remark-
ably few, and then the theater, where busts are set outside, with
Shakespeare's in the center. Little pocket electric lamps, lasting

five weeks with one battery, and selling at forty cents; Alpine
hats and hunting bags (for there is much hunting in this region)
and photographs are other specialties of the city, and prices are
everywhere marked.

Away off on the outskirts, in the other direction, where the
modern homes have dropped the old-style front, and a fort

guards the passing wagon trains of lusterless coal, there is a
promenade, with sycamores shading a deep ravine, from whose
benches, over the beer or the wine, one may look off to the moun-
tains, the villas and chalets, as in some resort in our own AUe-
ghanies. Then it is, indeed, that one realizes the quiet of the
Carpathians, and that it is the golden time in Siebenburgen.

THE BRITISH AUTO BOAT SEASON.
London, April 12.—The forthcoming season promises to be a

most interesting one in England and full of events, for the British

Motor Boat Club has issued a long program extending from May
S to September 15, starting with a cruise on the Thames with
Commodore Admiral Sir William Kennedy in command. This is

followed by a meeting of the Outdoor Boards on June 5 and a
two-days' program at Liverpool on June 8 and 9, when a flying

mile for a cup presented by the club is a principal feature. The
dates from July 7 to 14 are subject to alteration, as the Motor
Yacht Club carries out its reliability trials, selections and race

for the British International Cup in July and August, and a clash-

ing of fixtures is to be avoided.

As matters stand, the B. M. B. C. has a race from London to

Cowes down for competition on Saturday, July 7, open to all bona-
fide sea-going cruisers exceeding 25 feet in length and fitted with
internal combustion engines. The course is about 200 nautical

miles and the prizes consist of cash, cups and medals. A special

gold medal will be awarded to the fastest vessel using exclusively

heavy oil and completing the course within forty hours.

The "Entente Cordiale" cup will be competed for at Cowes 011

August 6, the event being open to all boats built or owned in either

England or France. The races are continued at Cowes on August
7 and shift to Ryde for the 14th. Newspaper cups, and extremely
handsome ones too, are in the center of interest at the three days'

meet at Burnham-on-Crouch, when the three cups presented by
the now defunct Motorist and Traveler and the Motoring Illus-

trated trophy will be run off. The third day, September 15, con-
cludes the program with the flying mile championship.
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THE GOOD ROADS SPEECH OF A WISE MAN.
Washington, D. C, April 16.—Good roads was the keynote

of one of the ablest speeches made in Congress this session. It

was delivered in the House of Representatives last week by

Representative Lee of Georgia, who, with telling force, brought

out fact after fact about the deplorable condition of American

roads generally. It is a significant fact that his speech was lis-

tened to with the closest attention by members of the House.

Representative Lee began by saying that all civilized govern-

ments build roads and that all save our own have some estab-

lished system for building and maintaining public highways, under

the direction of skilled and competent officials. Early in this

century some work of this kind was done by the Federal govern-

ment The dawn of railway building and steam transportation,

he said, seems to have largely drawn public attentibn and enter-

yet, when a bill was recently introduced in this House to appro-

priate $25,000,000 annually for abating this great and continuing

loss, it was ridiculed in some quarters as a fake—visionary and

impracticable—as if it were wild and unreasonable to stop a leak

of hundreds of millions of dollars with this comparatively small

appropriation. But those who reviled it have not seized upon the

opportunity to propose a better plan.

"Forty millions of dollars were promptly handed out from the

public treasury to pay for the privilege of spending $200,000,000

more to dig a ditch in foreign lands more than a thousand miles

from home. Not one-hundredth of one per cent, of our people

will ever see it; not one in 1,000 of our people will ever feel his

burden lightened or his joy and comforts of life increased when it

is finished. One-half the sum it will cost, if intelligently expended

FORT LBS BILL HI HEW JERSEY, ACROSS THE HTJDSOH RIVER FROM lasUf STREET HEW YOKE CITY, IS? ORE OF TEE MOST DIFFICULT
mCLIHES HI THE METROPOLTTAHIDISTRICT—THIS IS A POPE-HARTFORD CLTMBDJG THE GRADE.

prise from our common highways, as a natural consequence, for

more than fifty years—years that have been full of throbbing life

and vigor for us as a nation; years that have no parallel in the

history of our race for triumphs of man over nature; years that

have been filled with a succession of wonders and triumphs in

every field of human thought and endeavor. But the greatest

wonder of all these wondrous years is that as a nation we have

utterly ignored our country roads, and we seem surprised when

we look about us and find them no better than they were half a

century ago.

Continuing, Mr. Lee said: "The able Secretary of Agriculture

estimates that the cost, the extra burdens imposed upon this coun-

try by bad roads, is not less than $600,000,000 annually. These

figures almost stagger credulity, but who can gainsay them ? And

upon our public highways during the next ten years, would give

one hundred times as many comforts and pleasures to one thou-

sand times as many of our people. The canal will be a great

public utility, no doubt, but better roads are a crying public need,

now—every day.

"If the army needs a road, it gets it. Even our possessions in

the Far East, the Philippine Islands, have been the objects of our

solicitous care to the extent of expending $5,000,000 in building

roads for them. Porto Rico, though not much larger than some
of our counties, has had over $3,000,000 expended upon its roads

since it came into our possession. During our brief occupancy

of Cuba our government expended two and a half millions upon
its public roads. Even those little dots in the Pacific, the Ha-
waiian Islands, have come in for a share and have a contemplated
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expenditure of $2,500,000 upon their roads. These various sums

aggregate $13,000,000 that have been expended during the past few

years in building roads, not a foot of which lies within the United

States. What have we against our own people that we should

deny to them blessings that are freely extended to the idle

islanders of the seas?

"But other interests and forces are coming to the aid of the

solitary and unorganized fanner. His friends in the cities, having

grown rich and equipped themselves liberally with self-propelled

vehicles, want better roads to roll them over, and they are inter-

ested in the problem of the roads. The manufacturer, learning

from experience that bad roads interfere materially with his

obtaining steady and continuous supplies of raw material, wants

the roads improved. The millions of operatives in the mines,

factories and shops are learning that bad roads increase the cost

and disturb the regular supply of food products from the farms

which they must have, and they want better roads. The merchant

has learned that bad roads retard and repress trade, and he wants

them mended. Our Post-Office Department is greatly hindered

and hampered in its efforts to supply to the country regular and

reliable mail service for lack of better roads. In fact, it would be

hard to name an interest, an industry, or an individual who would

not be benefited by better roads."

Representative Lee said that if he had the privilege of writing

upon the statute books a law that had more of the promise and

potency for immediate and lasting good to all the people than

any law that has been proposed or discussed in the House, it

would be a law creating a Department of Public Highways, to act

through and in conjunction with state, county and municipal

authorities in redeeming the country from the throes and thral-

dom of its miserable roads; and he would give that department

not less than $50,000,000 a year until the work had reached a

satisfactory stage of advancement

"So here we are," said he, "right in the middle of the road,

and the sorriest kind of a road at that. 'A condition confronts us,

not a theory.' Are not a hundred years of observation long

enough to convince us that the roads will not reform themselves ?"

THE AUTOMOBILE CALENDAR

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT IN GENERAL.
One rural delivery route within a few miles of Kansas City,

Mo., has been discontinued and others may be because of the

miserable condition of the Missouri roads. Although the county

spends about $150,000 a year on macadam roads—this money being

derived from dramshop licenses, and most of it collected in

Kansas City—comparatively little attention is given to the dirt

roads, and it is because of this that the rural service has been dis-

continued.

An amendment to the Missouri State Constitution, permitting

counties to levy fifteen cents on the $100 valuation for roads im-

provement purposes has been declared unconstitutional by the

Missouri Supreme Court It was held that the act was not good

law because it did not include in its provisions Kansas City, St.

Louis and St Joseph, the three largest cities of the state. The
amendment was voted in 1900. It raised the former tax five

cents. Curiously enough, it was a railroad which defeated the

act The Burlington, sued by Marion county, carried the case to

the Supreme Court Many of the counties had made the levy

and provided for its disbursement.

Senator Armstrong, in his proposed amendments to the New
York Highway law, provides that everywhere railroad crossings

at grade shall be abolished. In a year from this date, when the

State Engineer, acting through the town boards and boards of

supervisers, has designated on a map the main highways that

are to be improved with the $50,000,000 voted by the people, then

it will show clearly how many of these main highways are crossed

at grade by railroads. Then it will be possible to intelligently

take up with the state railroad commission the abolishment of

each one of these grade crossings at some time during the next

ten years, so that the improvement of the main highways and the

abolishing of the grade crossings will be intelligently and syste-

matically done.

AMERICAN.

Shows.

April 18-21—Denver Automobile Show. Coliseum Hall. Denver Auto
Show Association.

April 21-28—Canada Automobile and Motor Exhibition, Arena, Mon-
treal.

May 14-19—New Orleans (La.) Automobile and Motor Show.
May 24-26—Open Air Show. Empire City Track, New York Trade

Association.

Tours.

May

June 6

.

June
July

6...—Two-Gallon Fuel Efficiency Test. Automobile Club of

America, New York.
—Orphans' Day, Second Annual Celebration by the New

York Motor Club.
June 16-18—Three-Day Tour. Bay State Automobile Association,

Boston to Rye Beach, N. H.
18-23—Second Annual Economy Test. New York Motor Club.

23...—Annual A. A. A. Tour for the Glidden Trophy, starting

from Buffalo or Cleveland.

Sept —Endurance Run, Denver to Colorado Springs, Centen-
nial Celebration Discovery of Pike's Peak.

Race Meets and Hill Climb.

April 26-27—Atlantic City (N. J.) Automobile Meet
May 10. . .—Wllkes-Barre (Pa.) Centennial Jubilee Hill Climb.
May 10-12—Macon, Georgia, Race Meet Macon Automobile Club.

May 80. .
.—Boston Annual Meet of the Bay State Automobile As-

sociation, Readville Track.
May 30...—Baltimore (Md.) Race Meet Maryland Motor Exhibi-

tion Association.

Sept 22...—American Elimination Trials for Vanderbllt Cup Race
(Long Island course probable).

Sept —Colorado Springs. Two-Day Meet Centennial Cele-

bration Discovery of Pike's Peak.
Oct. 6...—Vanderbllt Cup Race, American Automobile Associa-

tion.

April

April
April

Oct.

Nov
Nov.
Nov.

May
May

May
May

June

June

June
July

May
June
June
July

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

Oct
Oct

FOREIGN.

Show*.

15-May 1—Marseilles (France) International Automobile Ex-
hibition.

IB-May—Milan (Italy) International Exhibition.
28-May 6—Geneva (Switzerland) International Exhibition.
5-14—Leipzig (Germany) Exhibition, Krystall Palast.

I-16—Berlin (Germany) Automobile Exhibition.
15-24—London, Olympla Motor Show.
23-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show, Agricultural Hall.

Tours.

6...—Targo Florlo Tour (Sicily). Auto Club of Milan.
12-13—International Light Touring Car Competition, Vienna

to Gratz and back Austrian Automobile Club.
13-14—Tour de France. Motorcycles and volturettea.

16-16—Le Coupe d'Or and International Automobile Con-

gress, at Milan, Italy.

6-13—Herkomer Cup Touring and Speed Trials, Munich, Ba-

varia.

II-16—Land's End to John OGroat's. Auto Cycle Club of

Great Britain.

18-16—Scottish Reliability Trials.

29-Aug. 15—Circuit Europeen, 3,000 miles, Paris, Milan, Vien-

na, Berlin, Cologne, Paris.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

27...—Motor Cycle Club of France Championships.
26-27—Le Grand Prix. Sarthe Circuit, France.
29. . .—International Cup Race for Auto Cycles, Austria.

15...—Suze-Mont Cents Hill CUmb (Italy). Automobile Club

of Turin.
1-16—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).

16-16—Ventoux (France) Automobile Meeting.
14-19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet.
23...—Semmering Hill CUmb.
37...—Tourist Trophy Race, Isle of Man, Auto Club of Great

Britain.

7...—Chateau Thierry (France) Hill Climb.

28...—Galllon (France) H1U CUmb.
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EUROPEAN CIRCUIT WILL BE GREAT EVENT,
DARIS, April 10.—The exact route to be followed in the Euro-
* pean Circuit has just been made known by the Commission des

Concours, the committee having the general charge of arrange-

ments. The total distance to be covered is 4,648 kilometers

(2,905 miles), divided into fifteen stages, as follows:

First stage: Paris-Limoges, Thursday, July 26, 246 miles.

Second stage: Limoges-Toulouse, Friday, July 27, 202 miles.

Saturday, July 28. exhibition at Toulouse.
Third stage: Toulouse-Nlmes, Sunday, July 29, 216 miles.

Fourth stage: Nlmes-Qrenoble, Monday, July SO, 166 miles.
Tuesday, July SI, exhibition at Grenoble.
Fifth stage: Grenoble-Milan (Milan), Wednesday, August 1, 244

Thursday, August 2, exhibition at Milan.
Sixth stage: Milan-Padua, Friday, August S, 166 miles.

Seventh stage: Padua-Klagenfurt, Saturday, August 4, 172 miles.

Blghth stage: Klagenfurt-Vienna, Sunday, August 6, 191 miles.

Monday, August 6, exhibition at Vienna.
Ninth stage: Vienna-Prague, Tuesday August 7, 186 miles.

Tenth stage: Prague-Breslau, Wednesday, August 8, 170 miles.

Eleventh stage: Breslau -Berlin, Thursday, August 9, 203 miles.

Friday, August 10, exhibition at Berlin.

Twelfth stage: Berlin-Hanover, Saturday August 11, 186 miles.

Thirteenth stage: Hanover-Cologne, Sunday, August 12, 226 miles.

Monday, August IS, exhibition at Cologne.
Fourteenth stage: Cologne-Reims (France), Tuesday, August 14,

244 miles.

Fifteenth stage: Rhelms-Paris, Wednesday. August 16, 99 miles.

In addition to the exhibitions which will be held at the six

different towns en route, each one lasting for a day, fetes and

various entertainments on a large scale will be held in every town
in which the competitors pass a night The tour, indeed, will

make a line of gaieties throughout Europe. At the present mo-
ment members of the committee are traveling round the circuit

making all necessary arrangements for the contest Competitors'

luggage and their letters will be sent after them day by day, hotel

accomodation will be provided for them in advance, direction

and danger posts will be placed wherever necessary over the cir-

cuit and every provision made for the comfort of travelers.

Twenty-one cars are now entered, but this number is certain to

be more than doubled before the closing of entries on April 20,

and it is probable that over fifty automobiles will be in the tour.

Commenting on the event, the Motor Review has the following

description of the route

:

"All other events of a similar kind will 'pale their ineffectual

fires' before this long and difficult run, through which few cars

will come successfully unless they are thoroughly prepared for the

trial As for the small cars it is difficult to see what they can

do at all in a contest of this kind. On the first day the cars will

run from Paris to Limoges by way of Orleans, Vierzon and
Chateauroux, a distance of 243 miles. As the roads are re-

markably good over this stage the distance is nothing for the big

cars capable of doing from 25 to 35 miles an hour, but the small

cars would take more than one round of the clock to accomplish

the journey. On the second run from Limoges to Toulouse the

roads are again excellent and, after the first stage, will be easy

enough, while the day's exhibition of competing cars at Toulouse
will give competitiors a well-earned rest There is good going from
Toulouse to Nimes by way of the fine old city of Carcossonne, but
in July the hot southern sun and the flinty roads will put very

hard work on the tires when the fully laden cars are being driven

at top speed. Those who do not know Nimes will leave this

interesting old city with regret, and up to Valence they will find the

going a repetition of that of the previous day, but on to Grenoble

the difficulties of the trial begin for the smaller powered vehicles,

while even the big cars will leave the engines severely tested by

constant acceleration on the long winding mountain roads of the

Dauphin^. Then from Grenoble to Milan the road is long and
terrible—a road of 250 miles over the Lauterets, up Mont Cenis

to an altitude of nearly 7,000 feet, and then down again to Suse;

along the difficult road from Suse to Turin, and the frightfully

bad road full of holes and ruts from Turin to Milan.

"The day's rest at Milan will come as a relief. Then follow the

comparatively easy stages across Italy into Austria, from Milan to

Padua, and from Padua to Klagenfurth. After this the com-

petitors will find themselves fighting the natural obstacles of the

road from Klagenfurth to Vienna when, for more than 200 miles,

they will be traveling over roads for the most part bad and nar-
row, with gulleys and ridges traversing them, and, to crown all,

the climbing of the Semmering to terminate the journey.

"Most of the difficulties will now have been overcome, and with

a day's rest at Vienna competitors can look more hopefully to the

second half of the tour, for those who have come through success-

fully so far may consider that the victory is more than half won.

It is true that the going from Vienna to Prague is bad, but the

journey is comparatively short and the road improves from

Prague to Breslau and Berlin, when there will be another day's

rest

"From Berlin to Hanover the 180 miles journey presents no

particular difficulty, but the much longer run from Hanover to

MAP OF THE ROUTE OF THE EUROPEAN CIRCUIT W AUGUST.

Cologne takes in a number of big towns through which the

vehicles will have to travel slowly, and it will be a long day's

run, although the exhibition at Cologne will provide competitors

with a rest From Cologne to Rheims there is another stage of

250 miles, which practically terminates the trials, for the run to

Paris will be merely in the nature of a procession. What propor-

tion of cars will come through such a test with a clean sheet?

We doubt whether a single one will be able to do so, but the

mere fact of finishing such an arduous tour under the conditions

imposed will be enough to prove the sterling qualities of the

vehicles."

The Road Club of the British Isles.

A beautifully printed prospectus, telling the aims and objects

of this newly organized body, has been received from the Hon.

Secretary, Eden W. Paget Esq., whose offices are at 8 Clarges

street, Picadilly West London. The club has been established

to meet the requirements of automobilists and other motorists

driving tourists, hunting and coaching people and others of both

sexes, who desire to pursue the pastime of road touring under

more favorable conditions than have hitherto prevailed in the

British Isles. Full particulars regarding membership can be ob-

tained by addressing the honorable secretary.
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WOMEN AS DRIVERS OF AUTOMOBILES.
By MRS. A. SHERMAN HITCHCOCK.

IN these days, when the adoption of the automobile is becom-

ing universal, it is an interesting and noteworthy fact that

women, who as a rule have no mechanical training, can perfect

themselves, in a comparatively short time, so that with perfect

safety they can successfully manage, unaided, the large touring

car; this has been proved almost conclusively during the past

year, for the cars now owned and operated by women are many.

Automobiling has become the favorite pastime and pleasure ol

the fair sex, and they are coming more and more to understand

the workings and mechanism of the motor and to learn more ol

its capabilities and necessities.

The time has passed when a woman driving a gasoline car is

regarded as a curiosity. It is, of course, difficult to prognosticate;

but it seems safe to say, that each season we will see more women
who possess the ability to thoroughly master the science of me-

chanics, acquire the knowledge of the intricacies of the motor

and familiarize themselves with its working features. Women
are not, as a rule, fitted temperamentally to find the study of

mechanics an easy ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
one, but a proper un-

derstanding of any

unfamiliar subject is

only to be gained by

systematic work in ac-

cordance with a desire

to become proficient,

and the woman who
intends driving her

own car, and make a

success of it, should

apply herself diligent-

ly to the study of the

gasoline motor. Wom-
en have no other out-

door pursuit that can

compare with auto-

mobiling. Everywhere

the automobile is a

diversion. It opens

up new possibilities

;

domesticates speed
and gives us increased

independence.

The distance that

can be traveled, the flexibility of speed, the physical exhilara-

tion without physical exertion, is all conducive to the greatest

fascination, and whether one has been an enthusiastic cyclist

or a lover of the horse, nothing can equal the automobile if

speed and a maximum of comfort are a desideratum.

A woman to be a successful driver should be possessed of

cool nerves, a level head, courage and determination. She

must have perfect confidence in herself, be ever alert and calcu-

lative, and quick of application in case an emergency should

arise where instant action would be necessary. Practical ex-

perience is of far greater value than a theoretical study could

ever be, and a break-down upon the road will be an effectual

lesson.

Out upon a country highway, inconveniently far from expert

aid, the automobilist is wholly dependent upon knowledge she

may possess to avoid delays, and there is nothing more vexatious

than to be subjected to long waits on account of repairs. No
automobile, however well made, will run surely and indefinitely

by merely handling a steering wheel and levers ; it must be cared

for and provided with the necessary materials and lubricants.

The first things to be learned are to steer the car, the use of the

ONLY TO INQUIRE THE WAY—MBS ELSIE JANIS OF "THE VANDERBTLT CUP."

spark advance, speed clutches and throttle and the immediate

action of these parts upon the motor.

Missing of explosions and even the complete stalling of a gaso-

line motor may occur as the result of trouble in the ignition

system, and if the engine stops suddenly it can usually be attrib-

uted to an ignition fault In most cases the trouble is some-

thing quite simple and easily overcome, and when one is in the

experimental stage they should look their car over carefully and
see if they cannot locate it without calling expert aid. If, how-
ever, an expert has to be called, his work should be carefully

watched, and one should insist upon knowing the whys and
wherefores, so that, should similar trouble arise, they could avoid

the humiliation of acknowledging their ignorance of the car they

are driving, and which they certainly would be expected to

intelligently understand.

The spark and gasoline are two all-important factors to be

thoroughly understood; they are the chief trouble brewers and
cause more or less bother for the beginner. One of the essential

lessons is operation

I

of the spark advance,

I so as to obtain the

best results in speed

and power. Be care-

ful to feed neither too

much nor too little

gasoline, for the se-

cret of a perfectly

normal running motor

lies largely in the flow

I of gasoline. Misfiring

' will result from sooty

spark plugs, or an ex-

hausted battery sup-

ply. To clean a spark

plug an old tooth-

brush and a few drops

of gasoline are all that

is necessary, but a bet-

ter way is to always
carry one or two ex-
tra plugs which may
be substituted for the
one that has become
ineffective.

A highly important thing to be strictly adhered to are road
rules. If a woman has been accustomed to drive any vehicle

she will be familiar with these rules, but if not, it is a duty she
owes to herself and others to become thoroughly familiar with
them. Many disastrous and serious accidents result from igno-
rance of road regulations. The car should always be under
complete control, and caution be used in congested places.

There are dangers in everything we attempt, whether it be
labor or play, but with the exercise of due care one is as safe
in an automobile as anywhere else. Many a pleasant hour can
be spent by the motor-loving woman, and one of the greatest

fascinations is derived from the independence that is afforded

and which can be enjoyed by no other means of travel. The
pleasure and satisfaction is great in mapping out and exploring

localities before unknown, or visiting points of interest that
have hitherto eluded desire. The number of women driving
their own cars has been greatly increased, and will be still

more so as they realize the real pleasure to be derived from
actually operating the car themselves—the feeling of power,
exhilaration and fascination which cannot be equaled in any other
way.
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THE DOINGS IN AUTOMOBILE CLUBDOM.
Cleveland, April 16.—Asa Goddard, the recently-appointed

secretary of the Cleveland Automobile Club, has started on a

very energetic campaign to improve road conditions in this

section of the state. His first work will be in the erection

of guide posts along the main east and west highway as far

west as Fremont, and as far east as Conneaut, or the state

line. The Buffalo club will take up the work east of the state

line, while the Toledo club will probably arrange to place

guide posts west from Fremont.
The design for sign post originated by Mr. Goddard con-

sists of a metal arrow about 30 inches long by 8 inches wide,

with a light blue enamel background and white letters. This
is a combination which can be seen at a considerable distance

and contains the name of the indicated city or town in large

block letters, with the distance and the club emblem.
Mr. Goddard expects to spend a good portion of his time

in agitation of the good roads question through the press,

and by means of lectures, and through the co-operation of the

newly-formed Ohio Automobile Association he hopes to

bring about a change in the state highway improvement laws.

Under the present system the state is making an appropria-

tion of $150,000, which is equally divided among the various

counties. The counties do the road work and charge a por-

tion of the expense direct to the abutting property owners.

Usually the property owners work out their tax by putting

in their odd time at "road improvement," and the usual prac-

tice of farmers is to plow up the side of the road and throw
the sod and dirt into the center, making conditions worse
than before.

The practice in Mr. Goddard's home state, Massachusetts,

is much superior to Ohio's. During the past eight or ten

years the old Bay State has appropriated about $500/100 an-

nually to road improvement. The fund is in the hands of a

commission and the improvements are made according to

their ideas in the portions of the state which most require it.

After a road has been built it is maintained by the state and
is kept up in first-class condition. One-fourth of the cost of

these state roads is assessed upon the county, but nothing is

charged directly to the abutting property owner. There are

about 800 miles of these roads in Massachusetts, and the number
of miles is yearly increasing.

Oregon Automobilists Energetic for Good Roads.

Portland, Ore., April 3.—With the coming of spring weather

automobilists are out in force in this city and vicinity, for the

atmosphere is clear and the sun shines each day with the regu-

larity of the conditions in the month of August, which' serves to

promote the fever of speeding into the rural districts.

Some of the most enthusiastic autoists are working up interest

in the proposal to hold a meeting of the Portland Automobile

Club for the purpose of expediting the good roads movement,

now being fostered , with considerable activity by that organiza-

tion. Their efforts will undoubtedly prove successful, for the

reason that the movement is experiencing one of the greatest

agitations in the history of Multnomah county, as well as all over

the state. This state of affairs has been brought about by the

concerted efforts of a few members of the Automobile Club, who
have been ceaseless in their endeavors to secure the improvement

of all thoroughfares leading to Portland and nearby places of

interest

Some of the roads in this state have been left in execrable

condition after the winter's heavy travel. They have been cut

up into ruts and quagmires by the passage of heavy logging

teams and kindred vehicles, hauled into the timber belts for the

opening of work in the spring, and the few that had been made
fairly passable last summer are now much worse than ever.

Some of the local horsemen are prone to object to the auto-

mobile, and have shown themselves willing to foster any move-

ment that will serve to curb the industry, but fortunately they do

not represent a majority of the local sportsmen. The greater

number of fair-minded citizens realize that the automobile has

come to stay and that the industry should be encouraged. With

this idea in mind, they have joined the autoists in the promotion

of the good roads movement

Nebraskans Against Reckless Driving.

Omaha, Neb., April 16.—New officers were elected and reso-

lutions adopted denouncing fast and reckless driving at the annual

meeting of the Omaha Automobile Club. Part of the resolution

is to the effect that it shall be the duty of all members who see or

know of reckless driving to make a report to the chief of police

and ask that complaints be filed against the offenders. The club

adopted a plan whereby each member carries an order signed by

the chief of police, directing any officer arresting the bearer to

accept the card as bail and release the autoist, who in turn prom-

ises to appear in police court to answer the charges. The idea

is to strengthen the club and make it unnecessary for members to

be taken to the police station and furnish bail in case of accidents

or untoward events.

The new board of officers are: President Dr. F. N. Conner;

first vice-president, C. Brown ; second vice-president, J. F. Dejar-

nette; secretary, E. L. McShane; treasurer, Emil Brandeis; board

of directors, Harry L. Cummings, Gould Dietz and Louis G
Nash.

Secretary of State Galusha has received information that the

county attorneys of Douglas and Lancaster counties, in which

Omaha and Lincoln are situated, are permitting automobile owners

to use their cars without complying with the state laws regarding

registration. He is preparing to devise a means of enforcing the

law and has requested the county attorneys to assist him. It is

their duty to comply with his requests.

The Plans of the Minneapolitans.

Minneapolis, Minn., April 16.—For another season at least

the Minneapolis Automobile Club will make its headquarters

at the Plaza Hotel. At the fourth annual meeting of the club

it was decided to rent the basement rooms of the hotel, front-

ing on Kenwood parkway, for one year, at $100 per month.

In these rooms, under the immediate direction of a house

committee of five, the club will establish billiard rooms, an

information bureau, card room, smoking room, and buffet. In

addition to the accommodations which the club may provide

for itself in the rooms reserved for it, the members of the

club will have all the privileges of the hotel. The election

of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows: President,

Frank M. Joyce; vice-president, Asa Paine; treasurer, John

Riheldaffer; secretary, R. J. Smith; trustees, Dr. C. E. Dutton,

E. J. Phelps, Horace Lowry, W- F. Brooks, and F. W. Com-

mons. During the year the secretary reported that the mem-
bership had increased from 168 to 359.

A. C. of Pittsburgh Will Assist

Pittsburgh, April 16.—Pittsburgh has a new Director of Pub-

lic Safety. It is Frank Ridgway, who for years has "made" the

weather of this vicinity. Already he has his eyes on the auto-

mobilists. In the midst of the dazzling Easter crowds yesterday

could be seen dozens of six-foot special policemen stationed on

all the principal auto speedways armed with stop watches and
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with orders to arrest every speedy chauffeur. Director Ridg-

way, who is backed by the Automobile Club of Pittsburgh, in

his attitude will see that every offender arrested will get a severe

penalty without delay.

CLUB DOINGS IN GENERAL.
Fond du Lac, Wis.—An automobile club is in process of forma-

tion here and a meeting of automobilists has been called to

effect a permanent organization.

Savannah Automobile Club After Roads.
Savannah, Ga., April 16.—At a recent meeting of the Savan-

nah Automobile Club, a committee was appointed to confer

with the road commissioners of Effingham county, with the

object of securing better highways. The plan is to secure a

good road from Savannah to Augusta, which will cross

Chatham, Effingham, Jenkins, Burk, and Richmond counties.

There are long stretches of the road now in excellent condi-

tion, and the improvement of the connecting links between
these stretches is what is desired.

New York.—Until the new club house now in course of erec-

tion on West Fifty-fourth street is completed, the Automo-
bile Club of America will occupy rooms on the top floor of

the Plaza Bank building, at Fifth avenue and Fifty-eighth

street. The club's lease of its present quarters on the first

floor expires on May 1.

Peoria Club Joins the A. A. A.

Peoria, III., April 16.—At the annual meeting of the Peoria

Automobile Club held April 9, it was decided to join the

Illinois State Automobile Association, which is affiliated with

the American Automobile Association. The club now num-
bers 85 members. The annual election of officers resulted as

follows: President, B. H. Onken (re-elected); secretary, R. A.

Whitney; treasurer, W. H. Rees. It is the intention of the

club to hold a race meet in Peoria during the coming sum-
mer, the date to be named later.

Chicago.—The Austin Automobile Club, a flourishing suburban

organization of Chicago, held its regular meeting Tuesday,

April 17, at which time several well-known automobilists

addressed the club. At present the membership numbers 87, but

the officers expect to have 150 by the first of June. Ex-Alderman

J. H. Francis is the president.

Corry, Pa.—The Corry Motor Club was organized on April 12

with a board of governors as follows: Wm. E. Steele, Eli

Barlow, W. Ed. Marsh, Louis E. Brown, H. M. Norton, and

George H. Crippen, who met and elected the following ex-

ecutive officers: President, Wm. E. Steele; vice-president, Eli

Barlow; secretary and treasurer, W. Ed. Marsh. The club

will join the Pennsylvania State Federation at once.

The Chicago Automobile Club's New Home.
Chicago, April 16.—The Chicago Automobile Club has closed

a lease of the property at 13-17 Plymouth court, that city,

from the National Life Insurance Company, for 99 years from

January 1, 1906, at an annual rental of $4,000 for the first

year, $8,000 for the next four years, $9,000 for the next five

years, and $10,000 for the next 89 years. The site will be used

for the new clubhouse which will be constructed at a cost of

$150,000.

Cincinnati, O.—A leading feature of the Clean Streets Con-
vention held in this city the week of April 9-14, was the auto-

mobile parade on the opening day. Valentine Duttenhoffer,

Jr., president of the Cincinnati Automobile Club, was in

charge of the parade, which was in four divisions and largely

attended. The cars were all gayly decorated with American
flags and the city's official banner, and each automobile bore
a sign indicating the commercial body it represented. The
streets along the line of parade were cleaned by the new
flushing machines .sent to Cincinnati for the purpose of dis-

playing their usefulness during the convention.

COL. AUGER, THE WELSH GIANT, "JUMBO," AND THE LILLIPUTIANS IN THE BABY REO, ALL OP THE BARNTJH ft BALLET SHOW.
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IGNITION SYSTEM FOR GASOLINE MOTORS.
Br CLARENCE

TO judge from the claims of different makers it would

appear that there are numerous varying systems of igni-

tion, whereas all can be reduced to two general branches

—the make-and-break spark and the jump spark. We will take

up the former first, but before doing so it is of interest to look

back a few years and see why this form of ignition was not de-

veloped earlier in the history of the car. Many experimenters

adopted this system from the outset, and its peculiarities proved

so puzzling and its shortcomings so numerous, at that time,

that it is hardly to be wondered at that its popularity suffered

a serious decline and that it was net resurrected for two or three

years. Further along I will refer to the causes of this seemingly

inexplicable abandonment and revival of the system in question.

The Make-and-Break System.

As its name indicates, in this system the circuit must first be

completed or made and then broken before the spark is obtained.

A very natural question arising on this point is, Why in the

make-and-break system does the spark occur at the break and
in the jump system upon the making of the circuit ? It is a ques-

tion that entails an explanation of the form of coil used with

this system—a simple-wound, highly self-inductive coil. It con-

sists of but one simple winding of heavy wire upon a core

composed of a bundle of soft iron wire, the object of which is to

obtain as rapid magnetization and demagnetization as possible.

To achieve this end each wire is schellacked separately before

all are bundled, and in consequence each acts independently of the

other, thus preventing false or eddy currents being generated in

the core itself. Steel could not be used for the purpose, because,

once magnetized, it would remain so. Now when the circuit is

made through this coil, by the hammer descending upon the anvil

of the plug, there is no sign of current whatever. The potential

of the current is not sufficiently high to cause it to jump to the

hammer before it actually makes contact, and as an appreciable

interval is required to saturate the core of the coil magnetically

it does not act until the circuit has actually been made momen-
tarily. By self-induction is meant the induced current that is

set up in the coil through setting up lines of force in its core

by rendering it magnetic. When the circuit is suddenly broken

an almost blinding flash follows, even when only a few dry cells

are used, caused by the dying magnetic field cutting the copper

wire that is wound around the core. The strength of current

produced depends upon the density of the magnetic field and the

rapidity with which a wire cuts through the field or the moving
magnetic field cuts the stationary wires. Not alone the battery

current, but the far heavier induced current, attempts to follow

the hammer when it leaves the anvil, and this results in the very

heavy spark. Of course the latter is not as large by any means
when made in the motor cylinder, owing to the much higher

compression.

This is one of the chief claims of the advocates of the make-and-
break system—the greater size or volume of the spark—and there

is certainly considerable foundation for the contention. In fact, it

is my firm belief that the adoption of a system of double ignition,

that is, two plugs sparking simultaneously in different parts of the

combustion chamber, would provide a means of materially in-

creasing the power, for the reason that the time element is a fac-

tor in ignition the importance of which is seldom realized. To
illustrate, if we had here a string of the granules of slow-burning

powder such as is at present universally used in high-powered

guns, and light it at one end with a match, it is easy to see that

it will not burn as rapidly as if it were lighted simultaneously at

both ends, or, again, at three different points; but holding three

burning matches at one end would not facilitate the process in

the least. If we can cause the explosive mixture in the combus-

•From ft lecture delivered before the Automobile "Club of America fat New
York. March 37. 1906.

B. BROKAW.

tion chamber to become thoroughly ignited before the piston

has had an opportunity to start outward on its power stroke

there is that much gained, for the greatest strength of the blow

will be delivered at the maximum pressure. But if the maximum
force of the burning mixture is not generated until the piston has

descended one-fourth or one-third of its stroke, which in a mod-
ern motor means little more than an inch, there is that much
power lost.

This is an apt illustration of the necessity for advancing and
retarding the spark; the more it is advanced up to certain limits

the greater the power. A car will often climb a hill with the

spark advanced as much as possible, provided the engine main-

tains its speed, but if the advance is too great the engine begins

to pound and labor, because the force of the explosion is taking

place, at least in part, before the piston has passed the dead cen-

ter, and the stored energy of the flywheel and the power of the

new explosion clash. If we could cause the explosion to take

place more rapidly there would be no necessity of advancing the

occurrence of the spark to a point just short of where it causes

the engine to pound, and still obtain a better result than is at

present the case. An engine that pounds on a hill or slight grade

can often be made to run quietly by adjusting the carbureter so

that the engine receives receives a richer mixture.

To come back to the make-and-break system, another strong

contention of its advocates is that no amount of oil can foul its

plug, because the blow of the hammer spreads it and the heat

of the flash will effectually burn it away in every instance. Nor
can the plugs shortcircuit, because its electrodes are such a dis-

tance apart that there is very little possibility of sufficient carbon

forming between them to provide a path for the low-tension cur-

rent. That is all very true, but it must not be taken too literally,

because here, where the insulated electrode protrudes through

the metal base, there is an extremely short distance between two
current-carrying portions of the plug and the formation of a

comparatively small amount of carbon about the base of this

leg is sufficient to bridge the gap between them and cause a short

circuit

Another shortcoming of the plug itself is the liability of its

points to wear away or break loose. This causes the gas to

explode in the different cylinders when the pistons are not rela-

tively in the same position, and makes the motor run unevenly.

Platinum is, of course, the best metal to use for contacts here,

but such a comparatively large piece is required and the expense

is so great that nickel or steel is more often employed. There is

considerable wear, though nothing compared to what this was in

old-time plugs. Should you ever be caught on the road with a plug

that has become defective on this account, it is not an exceedingly

difficult thing to remedy. For lack of a piece of nickel or plati-

num, silver will serve equally well. There are occasions when it

is justifiable to mutilate Uncle Sam's coin, and nothing is better

than a dime. Pound it out a little thinner and cut a piece of the

size required. Brighten the surface of the plug hammer with a file

and solder the silver to it For this purpose cyanide of potassium

should be used as a flux. It is a deadly poison and must be han-

dled carefully, but it is possible to obtain it at almost any drug-

gist's. A blow torch is the only other requirement, and there

are few country tinkers who cannot supply this. Where borax

is used as a flux it tends to form in small balls between the silver

and the iron and prevents making a good joint.

Moreover, the shortcircuiting of a single plug of this system

renders the engine useless for the time being, whereas with the

jump spark it is possible to run the engine on three, two, or any

one cylinder while testing the others for the breakdown. It is

thus a more difficult matter to locate a fault in the make-and-

break system where this is brought about by the short circuiting

of a plug, as it is not so easy to put your hand on the particular

plug that is causing the trouble. Then, again, I have found that
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accurate timing of the occurrence of the spark in each cylinder

forms more of an element upon which success is dependent in

this system than in the jump spark.

For instance, cylinder number three follows number one in

the order of firing, but through a faulty adjustment of the push

rod of plug number one, or for any other reason, the circuit is

not broken here until it is made by the coming together of the

hammer and anvil of plug number three, it is evident that no

spark can occur in number one and that cylinder will miss. In

other words, one plug is literally robbing the other of its spark

and it constitutes a fault that is more or less difficult to locate.

As to the purely mechanical side of the make-and-break system

—that is, the necessity for a camshaft, cams, push rods and
springs—I need hardly say anything. They are considered an

insuperable obstacle to the adoption of this system by some and

by others are regarded as entailing no more complciation than

the timer and coils of the high-tension system.

This brings me to the subject of the coil used with the make-
and-break system, which I have already described in detail

But one coil is necessary in series with the source of current

for any number of cylinders up to four. It is found, however,

that at very high speeds the action of one of these coils is not

sufficiently rapid to permit of its demagnetization before the oc-

currence of the next impulse, so that in some instances two coils

are used, and I believe that this will be necessary on the new six-

cylinder engines of the Mercedes racing cars, otherwise the jump
spark system would have to be used. The only thing left to

be considered in connection with this system is the source of

current supply, and the inability to obtain anything satisfactory

for this most essential part of the service was what led to the

abandonment by the majority of builders of the make-and-break

system early in the history of the automobile movement.

Batteries.

First there is the battery, and by this I mean specifically the

primary cell of which the dry type was almost universally used

in the beginning. As it is necessarily composed of a number of

units, owing to the fact that it gives but 1.5 volts per cell, it

provides a number of sources of trouble in the numerous connec-

tions likely to come loose. But far more troublesome is its ten-

dency to polarize. This is a peculiarity of the dry cell that has

caused many of us to discard a good battery and replace it with

a brand new one simply because we did not recognize the symp-

toms. Before we had gone thirty or forty miles with a dry

battery, and a make-and-break system of ignition, the battery

had ceased to act, and the only reasonable conclusion appeared to

be that it was dead. But it was merely polarized, and, if given

an opportunity, would recuperate and be practically as good as

new.

In the working of any chemical primary cell hydrogen gas is

generated and the bubbles attach themselves to the positive or

carbon element of the cell. It will continue to produce a current

in spite of a certain amount of this gas, but once the surface of

the carbon plate is entirely covered with hydrogen bubbles the

cell is polarized and ceases to act This is the result of keeping

it on closed circuit too continuously, and the only thing needed

is a rest to bring the cells back to their normal productive condi-

tion. For this reason the dry cell is very expensive and entirely

unsatisfactory with the make-and-break system. It polarizes too

quickly.

Then there is the accumulator or storage battery. While this

is a vast improvement over the dry cell in its greatly increased

amperage, it is likewise an expensive source of current to employ

in connection with this system; the demands for current are en-

tirely too great and the storage battery would need recharging

far more often than would be convenient or practical.

Both the dry cell and the accumulator will give satisfactory

service, and are doing so in thousands of cases, but I consider

the storage battery very much superior, for a number of- reasons,

chief among which are its much greater amperage, small number
of connections to give trouble and ease of maintenance. No
matter which form is used, an extra battery should invariably be

carried as a reserve, and, in the case of dry cetta, they should be

used alternately, switching over to the fresh set the moment the

ones in use show signs of weakness. This should never he done

with the accumulator; always use one set until it is exhausted;

and this can be ascertained by testing each cell with the volt-

meter. If the voltage has dropped to 1.7 per cell, further use

of that battery will be apt to ruin it. It should be recharged

as soon as possible, as standing in this condition will also cause

it to deteriorate rapidly. When the dry cells are suspected of

giving out they should be tested with an ammeter. It is useless

to test them with a voltmeter, as they will usually give a reading

of 1.5 volts, whether fresh or old, and their potential is seldom an

indication of their condition,. Failing an ammeter, they may be

roughly tested by momentarily short circuiting with a piece of

wire and judging their state by the size of the resulting spark.

Should neither set be fully active, both sets may be coupled in

series-multiple, thus giving the amperage of both sets at the same

voltage as previously. When new a dry cell should show 22 to 25

amperes on test and the buyer should always insist upon this

in order to prevent having palmed off on him some that have

been standing on the shelf indefinitely.

Never, under any circumstances, attempt to test a storage bat-

tery in this manner, as you will, in all probability, ruin it by caus-

it to give up its entire capacity of current at one instantaneous

discharge, which is so hot that it will burn up any small piece

of metal. Test the condition of storage batteries with a voltmeter.

About 2.25 volts per cell indicates that they are fully charged.

As to the connections, always use flexible cable for wiring the

ignition system of any car. Copper changes character very

rapidly under the influence of vibration, and a solid wire will

readily become brittle when subjected to constant shaking. In

fact, it will become so very brittle that it will snap off at the

slightest provocation, leaving the insulation, to all appearances,

just the same. There will be practically no indication of the

location of the break in the wire, which can only be discovered

by putting it to a bending test Bend over every inch or so until

the rupture is reached and the latter will then be apparent For
this reason do not use solid wire, as it is bound to cause trouble

sooner or later. A cable is composed of a number of very

fine wires and is as flexible as a piece of string. It is not harmed
by the vibration and is not so apt to break, but care should be

taken to gather all the separate strands together and solder them

or fasten them in a terminal, as one of these hair-like wires stray-

ing about may prove a prolific source of trouble not overeasy

to locate.

The Magneto.
As we have already seen, neither of the forms of battery in

general use is capable of supplying sufficient current to make it

a practical source of supply for the make-and-break system. This

is what caused the almost universal abandonment of the latter

and its subsequent readoption when the magneto was taken up.

The low-tension magneto in construction is simplicity itself. A
bank of compound permanent magnets composes the field. They

are made of a peculiar quality of high-grade steel Tungsten

steel is generally employed on the Continent, as it is noted for its

capacity to retain an unusual degree of magnetism. They are

very highly magnetized and semicircular cast-iron pole pieces are

affixed to their poles so as to encircle the armature. The arma-

ture core is an H-shaped piece of cast iron, upon which there is

a single, simple winding of comparatively coarse wire, one end

of which is led out through the hollow shaft of the machine to a

metal terminal on its end, against which a collector brush presses.

The other terminal of the coil is grounded, and this leads me to

make another digression on the subject of grounded connections,

for I firmly believe that if the grounded connection in ignition

system wiring were either discarded entirely or had more atten-

tion devoted to it there would be far less trouble.

For instance, a battery is located under the driver's seat of

the car. The most convenient place to make the ground connec-

tion is on the frame in close proximity. From here the current

has to find its way to whatever may happen to comprise the

ground connection of the distributer, and its course may have
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to pass through rivets and joints in the metal, and occasionally

through bearings; and the better the bearing, the poorer conduc-

tor will it make, for there will be a film of oil between it and

its shaft and there will be little actual metallic contact The
same is true of the secondary circuit, although in this case the

greater voltage of the current will enable it to bridge gaps and

pass through or over obstacles that would break the primary

circuit It should always be the object in wiring up a car to

see that these ground wires are led as closely as possible to the

point from which they are to return the current and the metal

drilled and tapped to insure a good, firm connection.

To get back to the magneto: when the armature is in this

position or straight across the poles the magnetic circuit is com-

plete, the lines of force flow through it uninterruptedly and there

is no voltage. Whenever you withdraw the armature always

place a piece of iron or steel across the poles to prevent the loss

of magnetism. Giving the armature a quarter turn to the right,

in case the machine is connected to run in that direction, brings

it to a point where it is cutting the maximum number of lines

of force and the wave of alternating current reaches its peak

or greatest value. That is, when a line drawn through the cen-

ter of the armature would strike the corners of the diagonally

opposite pole pieces. This is the point of greatest current flow,

but it will be evident, for an eighth of a turn before, that it is

approaching this maximum point and, for an eighth of a turn

after, that it is receding from the maximum, so that within these

limits it is possible to time the occurrence of the spark by ad-

vancing or retarding the movement of the armature to the extent

indicated, and this is what is done. But on some of the cars

using the make-and-break system with the magneto the spark

is not advanced or retarded when under way. Provision is made
for retarding temporarily in order to start the engine, but once

running it takes care of itself, as the speed of the magneto nat-

urally increases with that of the motor. It is not absolutely nec-

essary that the magneto should be timed with the engine, as it

can be geared to spin at a high rate of speed and thus deliver a

constant alternating current, but this is not done usually.

A puzzling question for many students, and doubtless for many
automobilists as well, is the difference between the low-tension

magneto such as is used on the Locomobile, the Cleveland,

Brazier and other cars and the high-tension magneto such as the

Eisemann, Remy, the Lacoste and the Simms-Bosch. Electrically

considered, there is no difference between the low-tension mag-

neto and the Remy or Eisemann, for both of the latter are, strictly

speaking, low-tension magnetos, although the systems in which

they are employed are termed high tension.

On the Remy machine the magnets are equipped with the usual

pole pieces made fast to the poles, but, in addition, the armature

is surrounded by what is virtually another set of pole pieces and

the latter may be shifted. The adoption of this set of shifting

pole pieces obviates the disadvantage previously referred to

—

the fact that in the ordinary type of magneto advancing or re-

tarding the spark meant causing it to occur before or after the

occurrence of the point of maximum current flow in the armature

with a consequent loss of efficiency. With the Remy movable

pole pieces the spark may be broken at any time within a wide

range of advance or retardation without losing the benefit of the

maximum point

To return to the matter of the difference between the two sys-

tems, this consists principally of the fact that the current gener-

ated by the magneto of the low-tension system is used directly as

it issues from the machine, often without the intervention of a

coiL In the Eisemann and Remy systems the current is passed

through a powerful non-vibrating induction coil and then through

a high-tension distributer made to run synchronously by gearing

it with one to two pinions to the armature shaft itself.

"Apt to give trouble," you will immediately conclude, with

regard to the high-tension distributer. If it were of the fiber and
metal variety, with its rubbing contact, there would be trouble,

and in a very short time. The constant rubbing together of the

two surfaces produces an amount of fine metallic dust that is

sufficient to provide a path for the secondary current of 30,000 to

40,000 volts. With the aid of a little moisture (and sometimes

without it) it would be converted into a mass of fireworks, for

the secondary current would find its way all over it. In the

Remy distributer there is no rubbing contact whatever. The col-

lector revolves in front of the four contacts representing the

plugs of the different cylinders, but does not touch them; there

is an appreciable gap between them and the spark must leap it

This distributer finger, as I call it, is a fair-sized wedge or trian-

gle, held at its apex, while its curved base revolves before the con-

tacts. The reason for this is the necessity of making provision

for advancing and retarding the spark. If the latter were occur-

ring just as the near side of the triangle came under the contact

point it is evident that it might be retarded but not advanced, so

that when the magneto is timed to be in step with the engine the

spark is made to occur just as the center of this wedge passes

beneath the contact, and by this means fully thirty degrees of

advance or retardation are provided for.

A question that often arises in this connection is, How does the

spark occur in both the primary winding and at the secondary

terminals simultaneously? As already indicated, the magneto is

timed with the engine so that the current is taken from the arma-

ture just when the latter is at the position of maximum voltage

and at the same moment the wedge-shaped collector is passing

under the contact representing the terminal of the cylinder that

is to receive the spark. The magneto is geared to run at the same

speed as a four-cylinder engine and the distributer is geared down
to half that speed, so that every time the collector sweeps by one

of the contacts a spark bridges the gap. This is termed syn-

chronous distribution, in that the functions of the magneto keep

step exactly with the impulses of the engine.

The Lacoste and the Simms-Bosch are two magnetos in

current use that are, technically speaking, of the high-tension

type. The difference lies in the winding of the armature. The
low-tension magneto armature has but a single simple winding,

while in the Lacoste, for example, the armature contains both the

primary (generating) winding, as in the case of the low-tension

magneto, and also the secondary (transforming) winding. In

short, the current is both generated and stepped up to the voltage

necessary to spark at the plug right in the armature. A con-

denser completes this portion of the mechanism, and usually

forms the protective cover for the armature, being encased in

aluminum. The only remaining step that the current has to pass

through before reaching the plug is distribution, and this is ac-

complished in practically the same manner as I have just outlined

in connection with the Remy machine.

Condensers.

Undoubtedly the condenser is one of the least understood parts

of any ignition system; and even the highest authorities vary as

to just what its functions consist of.

The condenser stores electrical energy in the form of a static

charge, and the simplest form of condenser would consist of two
metal plates separated by insulation, which is known as the

dielectric, regardless of whether it takes the form of air, glass,

mica, wood or any similar substance. Paraffined paper in com-
bination with sheets of tinfoil is most commonly used, as it is

desirable to have as large an amount of area as possible consistent

with small bulk. The sheets of tinfoil with alternate tabs are

placed on each side of a sheet of paraffined paper, plain sheets

of paraffined paper are placed between each two metal-covered

sheets and the whole put together under pressure. One end of

the circuit is led to one of the alternate groups of tinfoil ends

and the other one to its reverse, so that there is actually no
mechanical connection between the two sets of plates. When a

sheet of the dielectric punctures, through an overcharge, then

the condenser is ruined, as it will short circuit the primary.

Dielectrics possess a property termed specific inductive capac-

ity, which may be compared with the elasticity of a membrane
exerting pressure upon a column of liquid. The greater this elas-

ticity the greater the amount of liquid which will flow for a given

pressure. In measuring specific inductive capacity, air is taken
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as a standard, and this capacity is defined as the ratio of the

capacity of a condenser with a given dielectric to the capacity

of the same condenser with air as a dielectric If, for instance,

it takes eight times as much current to produce a potential differ-

ence of one volt between two plates separated by mica, as it does

when only air intervenes, the specific inductive capacity of the

mica would be 8. The dielectric coefficient for paraffine which is

used in spark coil condensers is about 2.03. The capacities of two

condensers of the same dimensions, one using air and the other

paraffine as the dielectric, would be the same provided the thick-

ness of the paraffiine be one-half that of the air separating the

plates. If water flowing at high velocity through a pipe be

suddenly shut off the inertia of the moving mass of liquid may
be sufficient to burst the pipe. An electric current possesses

something similar to inertia. Whenever the current changes in

any way this inertia produces an electromotive force or pressure,

termed self-induction, and the greater the number of electro mag-
nets in the circuit the greater this force will be.

When the current is switched off the stopping produces a
pressure tending to keep it going in the same direction ; the more
sudden the stoppage the greater the pressure, just as with a

flowing liquid. When a circuit of considerable self-inductive

capacity such as the primary of an induction coil is suddenly

broken there is immediately set up a heavy electrical pressure

tending to break down the insulation. As the circuit in the pri-

mary is broken at a high rate of speed by the trembler there is

considerable self-induced current set up, and it would, unless

diverted, rapidly burn up the contact points by forming an arc

there, at the same time preventing the armature or trembler from
making and breaking the circuit at anything like the requisite

speed. The condenser is used to obviate this, and is connected

in shunt with the trembler ; when the circuit is opened the current

rushes into the condenser instead of bridging the air gap at the

points. When fully charged the condenser discharges itself back
into the circuit, instantly demagnetizing the core, and produces

an intense spark in the secondary circuit, thus aiding in the

working of the coil in this manner besides. In fact, Sir Oliver

Lodge, the English scientist, has devised a system in which a

form of condenser, namely, Leyden jars, are used to cause the

spark at the plug, and I believe this is the fundamental feature

of the Holley magneto, which accordingly differs from all others

on the market

Coils.

Speaking of condensers brings me to the coil. The most impor-

tant thing for the motorist to learn in connection with this essen-

tial of the system is how to properly adjust the trembler contact

and how to guard against breaking down the secondary winding

by imposing too great a strain upon it To take up the first of

these it is really marvelous to note the difference in the power

on such small cars as the Olds and Cadillac single-cylinder ma-
chines that may be obtained by giving the trembler screw a quar-

ter or half a turn. It is a matter of "tuning" the buzz of the

trembler blade to a certain pitch, and an experienced ear is

readily able to detect the fact that a coil is running too slowly.

The object is to obtain as long a chain of sparks in the combus-

tion chamber as possible, and to do this the trembler must vibrate

at a very high rate of speed. Its note should be a high, evenly-

maintained tone and it requires but a fraction of a turn of

the screw to make its speed much too low, when the spark will

not be repeated a sufficient number of times in the cylinder, or

two high, in which case the action of the trembler becomes

irregular. Learn to know your coils and by familiarizing your-

self with the tone produced when they are working at their best,

you will have little trouble on this score.

I will digress here for a moment, and add, learn to know just

what each position of the spark advance lever on the sector at

the steering wheel means in relation to the travel of the pistons

in the cylinders and you will then be in a better position to take

care of the ignition system.

With regard to guarding against a breakdown of the secondary

winding of the induction coil, this is something much easier to

bring about than is generally imagined, and it entails a costly

repair, as the secondary must be rewound. If for any reason a

coil ceases to operate, do not attempt to test it without provid-

ing an outlet for the secondary current. Every time the trembler

buzzes a current of enormously high tension (30,000 to 40,000

volts) is induced in the secondary, and unless an escape is pro-

vided for it, damage will result If the gap between its terminals

presents an excessive resistance that cannot be bridged by the

sparking capacity, of the coil, it must find its way out somewhere,

and under these circumstances the path of least resistance will

be through the insulation to the primary or through its own
insulation—bad in either case.

According to the makers there are many forms of coils : three

terminal, four terminal, and five terminal coils, also non-vibrator

and vibrator coils. The two last really express the only funda-

mental difference, as the other terms merely refer to the number

of connections provided to suit varying needs. If you ever find it

necessary to test a coil in order to ascertain which are its primary

and which its secondary terminals, bear the foregoing instruc-

tions in mind. If the secondary terminals be entirely unknown,

as in the case of a five terminal non-vibrator coil, where binding

posts seem to crop out all over it, do not repeat the test once

you have found the primary terminals. In case it is of the

vibrator type, which are usually easier to locate, always take the

precaution to screw the trembler down tightly. There is then

little danger in making the test. There is on emore point with

regard to coils, and that is whether it is preferable to use one

or four with the four-cylinder engine, and from my experience

I should say have four coils by all means. Less work is imposed

on each one and it is accordingly less apt to give trouble and

there is always that much more chance, of getting home.

Plugs.

The spark plug is one of the few things connected with the

automobile that has undergone scarcely any change for some

. time past All those on the market at the present time are of

practically the same design, the one point of distinction notice-

able being the use of mica for insulation in some (the minority

by the way) and of porcelain in others. Without prejudice, I

must say that the mica will sooner or later absorb oil or moisture

and permit the current to pierce it, no matter how tightly the

insulation is pressed together. On the other hand, it is proof

against breakage, which is certainly an advantage. That how-

ever, is the only disadvantage of the porcelain plug.

There is one unusual plug in general use—that employed on the

Cadillac cars. This is a plug with a direct return ; that is, it has

no ground return, but employs a double wire circuit. By this con-

struction it is almost impossible for the plug to become short-

circuited by carbon, because of the great insulated space between

the spark points and the metal part of the plug, also because the

secondary current has no reason to jump to ground to complete

its circuit. There is one thing about it that is well to keep in

mind, and that is, should one of these electrodes become short-

circuited with the metal base, if it can be removed and the hole

plugged the other point may be bent down close to the metal and

it will spark just as well as ever, provided the other secondary

terminal at the coil be grounded.

The Dynamo.
In conclusion I will merely say a word or two with regard to

the dynamo, which has not been touched upon previously. In

my experience I have found it is prone to break down, particularly

by short-circuiting at the brushes and by a failure of the governor

to check the speed when the latter becomes excessive. Where
this year's model of the Apple ignition, set with a direct current

generator and accumulators, with an automatic cut out in the

circuit, is concerned, I have had no experience on a car, but

from what I have seen of it in the course of demonstrating it

before a class, I should say it will work very well. On the whole,

I think the high-tension magneto of the Eiseman type, that is, a

low-tension magneto with an induction coil separate, will, in

the course of time, come to be almost universally used for

pleasure car use.
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HELPFUL TO THE MAN WHO DRIVES HIS CAR.

THE old adage, "that a stitch in time saves nine," is as applica-

ble to the gears of an automobile as to anything else. To those

car owners who are always kicking over the repair bill, a word

to the wise should be sufficient Few owners think it worth while

to have their cars looked over by competent men until something

happens which compels them to move it to the repair shop, and

then they find to their cost that neglect in this direction has

worked considerable damage to many of the parts. Any unusual

sound on the part of the machinery should be looked after at

once and not allowed to run, especially if the sound emanates

from the gear case. Nothing is so destructive to the mechanism

as a bad wearing gear, and should the trouble be allowed to pro-

ceed until the shaft lifts, the wheels will not mesh properly and
the teeth will be ground away. It is better to take the ounce of

precaution than to be forced to swallow the many dollars' worth

of cure. Not only is the above advice applicable to the mat-

ter of the gearcase, but it can be applied with good advan-

tage to all parts of the running mechanism. Roller bearings

that support the wheels of the car frequently suffer from

neglect of the owner or user of the car, and the writer has

seen them ground into a shapeless mass through neglect and

inattention to lubrication and adjustment.

Necessity for Proper Brake Inspection.

Automobilists who employ drivers should make insistent in-

quiries every Week as to the condition of the brakes .and should

demand that they be kept in perfect condition, and owners who
do not employ drivers should rigidly look after the matter them-

selves. By jacking up the back wheels of a car the brakes can

be easily tested. The side brake lever can be put half way on

the notched quadrant to find if the brake is holding the back

wheels and holding them evenly. By advancing the lever notch

by notch one can discover at what point the wheels are locked,

and at this point the lever should still be able to move forward on
the quadrant The foot brake can be tested out in the same man-
ner. Have the driver sit in his seat and press the foot pedal

while you test the wheels. When the wheels are locked the pedal

must not have been pressed down to the floor board, but must
still have space underneath to allow of more forceful applica-

tion.

Keep Pumps Clear of Sediment

In the water jackets of cylinders there often remains a quan-
tity of sand that is used in the foundry in making the castings.

This sand is sometimes loosened by the circulation of the water
and finds its way into the pump, when it is fitted low and close

to the motor. With centrifugal pumps the effect of this sand
is to wear away the pump vanes. It is, therefore, advisable to

disconnect the pump in a new car at various intervals and clear

it of sediment. Many rotary pumps set up end thrust, which
forces the vanes up against one side of the pump, and the vanes
wear down in the course of time, until the pump leaks and refuses

to circulate the water. As the pump appears to rotate properly,

the trouble is sometimes difficult to locate. A simple temporary
remedy is to solder a strip such as a short length of wire, along
each of the worn vanes, but a permanent cure can only be
effected by putting in a new thrust bearing.

Preserving Tires from Rim Rust.

M. S. Fairbanks, of Fresno, Cal., writes that the very best
thing that he has found to preserve tires from rim rust and
consequent rotting of fabric is a German aluminum enamel paint.

His mode of procedure in applying same to accomplish the best
results is as follows: After thoroughly cleaning the inside of
the rim with emery cloth and brushing off, the paint is applied
with a brush, carefully spreading the material into the recess
of the rim. Then, while this is drying, paint the bead and inner

flat space of the tire that lays on the rim. After all is dry, lay

on the tape and apply tire in the usual way. It will be noticed

that when occasion requires the tire to be removed, it can be done

much easier, it being impervious to rust, and consequently less

liable to rim cut

Treatment of Tires After Vulcanization.

Tires that have been vulcanized during repairs ought not to be

used too quickly after treatment They should be kept in a cool,

dark place for a while, away from natural deteriorating influences,

so as to allow the sulphur in the rubber to freely intermingle, and

so assist in reducing the rubber to its normal elastic state. Those

who have vulcanized their tires have probably noticed that it takes

three or four days before the new black surface assumes the

grayish appearance—this exterior deposit being nothing more or

less than the working out of the sulphur as a result of the heat

applied during the vulcanizing process. If the tire is allowed to

stand as above advised it becomes more impervious to wear, and

the life of the rubber will be lengthened considerably. As
the future supply of rubber is a matter of serious considera-

tion on the part of commercial economists, the conservation

of that with which we come into daily contact becomes a

matter of importance.

Ran His Machine with Kerosene.

An interesting experience by a motor cyclist is told in English

Motoring. The motorcyclist ran out of gasoline, and as there

was none of that precious product to be obtained where he was
at the time, he thought he would try kerosene, a quart of which

he procured at a wayside cottage. There were a few drops oi

gasoline left in the tank, which he coaxed into the carbureter,

and then poured the kerosene into the tank. The motor fired

at once and he did the next ten miles without a stop. The smell

was appalling and the exhaust pipe was red hot all the way, but

no damage was done. The power developed appeared to be about

normal.

Cranking with the Left Hand.

An automobilist writing to English Motor, makes an urgent

plea to all interested to learn to turn the starting crank of the

motor with the left hand. He claims that in case of a back fire

the consequences are not nearly so serious to the operator's arm
and wrist, and that it is much easier to get out of the way of the

handle of the crank when the left hand is used. He also says

that the knack of starting the motor with the left hand is easily

acquired, and when once acquired the advantage gained is so

great that a return to the right-hand method is not to be thought

of.

The Lubrication of Steering-Gear Joints.

Lubrication of steering gears is essential to their smooth opera-

tion and longevity. Probably no other part of a car's outfit is as

easy to overlook when "oiling up" as the knuckle-joints of the

steering gear, yet when the continuous amount of work they per-

form is taken into consideration, and the strain they are subjected

to is brought to mind, the necessity for proper lubrication becomes
apparent. A leather cap over these joints filled with grease is the

best method, as it keeps out grit, thereby reducing the wear and
keeping the front wheels steady.

When the Crankcase Gets Too Hot.

When the crankcase of a motor that has been running for some
time becomes uncomfortably hot, the natural inference is that

there must be a leakage of burning gases past the piston. Crank-
cases become heated to a certain extent by conduction from the

hot cylinder walls, but they should never become so hot as to be
unbearable to the touch. A very hot crank chamber means that

the piston rings should be looked after at once.
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Oaaee mad Effect la
natomoblle LeilmlmtMoa.

Viewed from the standpoint

of the automobilist, the most
liberal legislation ever ac-

corded the automobile July 1 will be wiped off the statutes

of New Jersey, and for it will be substituted the Frelinghuy-
sen measure, shorn materially of some of its bad features

through the energetic work of the Associated Automobile
Clubs of New Jersey, but still containing many things detri-

mental to the enjoyment of automobiling in that common-
wealth.

For this loss of a good law and its replacement by an irk-

some measure, the automobilists have only themselves to

blame. True it is that a very small percentage of inconsid-

erate drivers are responsible for the wave of sentiment that

brought about the passage of the Frelinghuysen bill, but the

result is one wherein the law-abiding automobilist can find

cause for serious reflection in reference to the future. It all

means that the army of auto users must to some degree take

upon themselves jurisdiction over these scorchers of the road

and bring them to their senses in an unmistakable manner.

While one might question the fairness of the means by which
this Frelinghuysen bill was enacted a law, the fact still re-

mains that it is a law and one that is going to give auto-

mobilists a deal of inconvenience. It is a heavy cost to pay

for the antics of a mere handful of drivers, but all the re-

grets in the world will not change the situation at this par-

ticular time.

By assisting in keeping the highways free of this pernicious

class of scorchers, the good automobilist may be able to

lessen to an extent the enforcement of the law to its every

letter. The legislators did not dare to disregard the views of

their constituents, and Governor Stokes probably shared the

same apprehension. That the law will be enforced to its

strictest possibility by the petty officers who will be enlisted

in the work is a certainty that admits of no doubt, and it

will be up to the automobilist to make the best of an unfor-

tunate situation.

The Pneumatic Tire:
itm Vee mad Abate.

It is a common thing to hear

automobilists say that the pneu-
matic tire is one of the weakest points in the equipment of the

automobile; in fact, it seems to be agreed that this is the case.

While some parts of the machine have been so improved as to give

almost no trouble, and other parts are rapidly approaching this

stage, the development of the pneumatic tire does not seem to

have kept pace with the general all around improvement. It is

still puncturable and cut and worn by road roughness and stones.

Even in the most expert hands, races are won or lost on the

behavior of tires.

In the general anxiety to get a tire without weakness, many
persons lose sight of the functions of the "ideal" tire. The ideal

tire would consist wholly of air, the best cushioning medium we
know of, and would pass over all small inequalities without jolt-

ing the car in the least. As the ideal tire is impossible, however,

we must confine the air cushion in an envelope of the most
resilient material available, which is rubber. And in the very fact

that the rubber is resilient and soft—in its very weakness—lies

the perfection of the pneumatic tire. The softer and thinner and
more resilient—the weaker—the envelope can be made, the nearer

it will come to performing the functions of the ideal tire. Thus
it may be said that the strength of the pneumatic tire lies in its

weakness.

But in the practical tire the envelope must be made strong

enough to carry the weight of the car and to withstand the

abrasive action of the road. Therefore some resiliency must be

sacrificed to make a practical tire. It is possible to combine a
certain amount of resiliency with a certain amount of strength;

but it is impossible to get all there is of both.

Whether the pneumatic tire is a success or failure depends upon

what is expected of it If a man, through inability to appreciate

the situation, overloads his tires, sends his car at high speeds

over all kinds and conditions of roads, in all kinds of weather,

neglecting tire repairs, and yet expects good results, his expecta-

tions are not likely to be realized and to him pneumatic tires will

be a failure. He has not used intelligence in the matter.

If, on the other hand, he loads his tires moderately, drives with

reasonable care at all times, and, especially on bad roads, gives

his tires the necessary attention, anticipates, perhaps, an occa-

sional puncture, but still expects reasonably good service, he will

probably not be disappointed, and will consider pneumatics a

success.

A chemist buys a fragile glass vessel because he values certain

qualities it possesses; but he knows that it must be gently handled

or it will break. So with pneumatic tires; they are valuable for

their good features, and their weaknesses must be respected a«

being inseparable from their strength. It is not reasonable for a

man to apply undersized, badty fitting tires to a car, drive it

regardless of consequences, and then expect good service from
the tires. But if he uses good tires of the proper size, well fitted

and gives them the requisite attention and consideration, he will

obtain such results as human ingenuity and the use of the most
suitable materials known to man can produce.

Let him not forget that pneumatics can be, and frequently are,

punctured ; but also let him not permit a puncture in, say, the
sixtieth mile of a run to wholly obliterate the effect of the other
fifty-nine miles of the most delightful motion known to man.
Tires, like everything else about an automobile, must be used with
intelligence in order to obtain the best results ; and the man who
uses the most intelligence is very likely to be the man who has the
highest opinion of pneumatic tires.
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BAD LAW REPLACES GOOD ONE IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton, N. J., April 16.—The Frelinghuysen automobile bill

has been signed by Governor Stokes, and on July I its exacting

conditions will replace the liberal law secured over a year ago

mainly through the efforts of James B. Dill, W. E. Scarritt, W.
F. Sadler, Jr., and other -enthusiastic Jersey automobilists. The
associated automobile clubs of New Jersey made a determined

and partially successful effort that curbed, to some extent, the

Frelinghuysen measure, though enough remains to make trouble

for automobilists, and it will take away much of the pleasure

of automobiling in this state.

The replacing of the -so-called Dill law .by its drastic successor

unquestionably was brought about by the reckless scurrying

across the state of unthinking and heedless New Yorkers and

Philadelphians. That the law will be rigidly enforced in every

particular in some parts of the state where the previous reason-

able law was sadly abused is a certainty, and this will mean that

many miles of excellent highway will be practically impossible

except at a funeral pace.

The main points of the new law are herewith briefly outlined:

Registration.—The Frelinghuysen bill, as passed in its amend-

ed form, makes the Assistant Secretary of State the ex-officio

Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, and places in his charge and

supervision the enforcement of the provisions of the law. An
Inspector of Motor Vehicles is to be appointed by the Secretary

of State and provided with the necessary assistants. The Com-
missioner is authorized to designate the chief of police and his

deputy of any municipality of the state, or any other proper per-

son, to act as agent for the Commissioner for the registration of

automobiles and issuance of certificates, the examination of appli-

cants for driving licenses, and the granting of licenses.

Fee.—The registration fee for automobiles of less than 30

horsepower is fixed at $3 a year, and for those of more than

30 horsepower, at $5 a year. When the power is stated in hyphen-

ated figures the greater figure is to be the basis of the fee. Upon
the sale of a car to a second owner the registration certificate

may be renewed upon payment of $1. The fee for registration

of motorcycles is $1.

Manufacturers' and dealers' certificates, good for five cars, can

be obtained upon payment of a fee of $20, but the letter M must

be displayed on the number tags affixed to the cars.

Driving Licenses.—Driving licenses may be issued by the Com-
missioner, "at his discretion," to proper persons, sixteen years

of age or more, after examination as to his knowledge of the

machine and his ability to operate it safely, upon payment of a

fee of $1 for cars of less than 30 horsepower and of $2 for cars

of 30 horsepower or more. Permits to drive while learning to

operate, when accompanied by a licensed operator, may also be

issued to cover a period of three weeks. All drivers, however,

are held liable for any damage they may do. Driving licenses

may be refused at discretion to improper persons, and registration

also may be refused to any machine that the Commissioner thinks

is not a proper vehicle to be operated on the public highways.

Revocation op Certificates.—To the Commissioner of Motor
Vehicles is also given the arbitrary power of revoking registra-

tion certificates and driving licenses for a violation of the law,

and no new license that may be issued to the same car or driver

within a year shall be valid unless granted by the Commissioner

in person.

Registration Numbers.—Registration numbers must be dis-

played at front and rear of the car, not less than fifteen inches

nor more than thirty-six inches from the ground, and must be

kept clean. The figures must be in Arabic numerals, not less

than four inches high. It is prohibited to display any other num-
ber on the front or rear of the car, and registration tags of other

states will not be recognized.

Speed.—Speed is restricted to a maximum of a' mile in three

minutes (twenty miles an hour) in the open country, a mile in

four minutes within 200 feet of any horse or "other beast of

draught or burden," except that any necessary speed up to twenty

miles an hour may be lawful in passing a vehicle going in the

same direction. The same four-minute limit applies at crossings

in the open country, while speed at crossings in built-up places

is restricted to a mile in five minutes. On sharp curves and at

corners the rate must not exceed a mile in seven minutes. Upon
signal from a person driving a horse by uplifting the hand, the

automobilist must stop to let the horseman pass. All persons

must drive with reasonable caution with regard to traffic at all

times. Doctors and military authorities, however, are exempted

from the foregoing speed restrictions. Should a driver cause

an accident or injure any person he must stop at once and return

to the scene of accident, and, if requested, give the names and

addresses of all occupants of the car and registration and license

numbers. Driving for a wager or bet is prohibited.

Arrests.—Arrests for violation of the law may be made with-

out warrant, or upon warrants sworn out within thirty days of

the commission of the act. More than half the text of the law

pertains to proceedings in prosecution. Upon arrest, the auto-

mobile may be accepted as bail.

Penalties.—The penalty for failure properly to display the

registration tags, and no other, is a fine of not less than $20 nor

more than $100, and for a second offense the fine may be doubled.

For displaying a fictitious number the penalty may be either a

fine of from $25 to $500, or imprisonment for not exceeding sixty

days, in the discretion of the court Failure to return after an

accident and give names will make the driver of a car liable to

a fine of from $25 to $100, or to imprisonment for not more than

thirty days.

Violation of the speed provisions will render a driver liable

to a fine of $25 to $100 for the first offense, and double the fine

or imprisonment for not more than thirty days, and, in addition,

the revocation of his license.

General Features.—Other clauses of the law prohibit the use

of tire chains except when one inch or more of snow or ice

covers the surface of the road, require two brakes on cars of

more than 10 horsepower, a signal trumpet, two white lights in

. front and one red light in the rear, and the number of the regis-

tration certificate painted on the lamp glass in figures one inch

high.

All money collected for licenses is to be used for road im-

provement, except that $3,000 may be expended for the erection

of guide posts and warning signs.

ALCOHOL BILL GOES TO SENATE.
Washington, D. C, April 16.—By a vote of 224 to 7 the

National House of Representatives to-day passed the Free Alco-

hol bill. Mr. Payne, of New York, explained the provisions of

the measure, stating that it provides that denatured domestic

alcohol may be withdrawn from bond without the payment of

an internal revenue tax for use not only in the arts and indus-

tries, but for fuel, light and power. The bill provides for its

denaturing—that is, making it poisonous so that it cannot be
used as a beverage or medicinal mirnoses.

ANOTHER RISE IN GASOLINE PRICES.
Cleveland, O., April 16.—To-day announcement was made by

the Standard Oil Company of a further advance in the price of

gasoline and refined oil of one-half cent per gallon. The new
quotations which take immediate effect are: Ohio state test

refined oil, 9 1-2 cents ; water white Ohio state test, 10 1-2 cents

;

varnish-makers and painters' naphtha, 12 1-2 cents ; deodorized

stove gasoline, 13 1-2 cents; 74 to 76 degree gasoline, 16 1-2

cents; 80 degree gasoline, 10 1-2 cents; 87 degree gasoline, 20
cents ; 88 degree gasoline, 21 cents.
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L'HOMMEDIEU BILL TANGLE.
Albany, N. Y.> April 17.—President O. A. Quayle, of the New

York State Automobile Association, and Secretary S. M. Butler,

of the Automobile Club of America, last night had an interview

with Senator L'Hommedieu and Speaker Wadsworth, the result

of which was a thorough understanding concerning the

L'Hommedieu bill, which passed the Senate Thursday last and

reached the Assembly Friday in a bungled and unsatisfactory

condition.

The bill in the first place as it passed the Senate was not

amended by the senator from Orleans county to suit the auto-

mobilists, for the senator did not bother to put in the suggestions

furnished by them. It was said at the hearing a couple of weeks

ago that the direct tax imposed on a special class of vehicles

which did no injury to highways, but rather benefited them, was
unconstitutional. The highways are public and it is neither equi-

table nor just taxation to tax a motor vehicle and let a narrow-

tired wagon go untaxed, and the Constitution requires that taxes

shall be laid in an equitable and just manner. The auto owners

were willing to be taxed if the fund raised thereby could be de-

voted to maintaining good roads, and so expressed themselves.

L'Hommedieu Was Forgetful.

It was proposed to have the L'Hommedieu bill redrawn so as

to increase the registration fee now required for the registration

of motor vehicles under the existing law. It was understood

that Senator L'Hommedieu consented to this. A redraft was
presented to him to take as a model or to incorporate bodily.

He did neither and merely added a word or two to his old bill and
rushed it through the Senate about the time the auto men dis-

covered the scheme.

Meanwhile the general laws committee had blundered into an

idiotic move which was both unnecessary and unwise. It reported

as a substitute to the bill of A- E. Lee, which had been recom-

mitted to it for embalming, the L'Hommedieu auto-tax bill. There

was no relevancy in the substitution. They were merely two bills

amending different sections of the motor-vehicle law for entirely

different purposes.

The L'Hommedieu bill was handed down to the Assembly
Friday as a Senate message by Speaker Wadsworth, who started

to refer it to the committee on taxation. He was interrupted by
Mr. Draper, of Niagara, who moved to substitute it for the copy of

the same bill which the general laws committee had substituted for

the A. E. Lee bill regarding the stopping of autos when horses

are encountered. A question arose among the members as to

whether the two copies of the same bill were identical. A motion

to send the two to the revision committee for comparison was
made but never put by the Speaker. It was suggested that the

substitution of the Senate bill for the regularly reported substi-

tute might jeopardize it. The whole question was let in the air

without action by the House or the Speaker and the next bill

was taken up.

Now Will Contain Two New Ideas.

At the conference last night it was arranged that the L'Homme-
dieu bill would be amended by the Assembly Taxation Committee

in accordance with the desires of the automobilists so as to pro-

vide for a registration fee instead of a tax. The amendments

drawn up by Charles T. Terry after the hearing of a fortnight

ago before the Senate Committee, and which were to have been

included in the measure as it passed the Senate, will be incor-

porated in the Assembly bill, and also two additional features of

some moment
These new features are embodied in provisions for a reciprocal

license or registration clause, whereby New York State shall

not recognize the badges and licenses of any state which does

not recognize the licenses and badges from this state. This will

hit New Jersey first and foremost

The other is a clause making it a misdemeanor for a chauffeur

to take out an automobile without the consent of its owner, pun-

ishable by a fine of $100 or imprisonment, or both.

President Quayle has an appointment to meet Chairman Wade,
of the Assembly Tax Committee, to-day, and will present the re-

draft of the L'Hommedieu auto tax bill which is desired as an

amendment or substitute for that which the senator passed after

he had agreed to amend it It is expected that the committee

will report the bill thus redrawn at its next meeting, to-day or

to-morrow, so that it may be speedily passed through the Assem-

bly and returned to the Senate for concurrence.

Gardiner Insurance Bill Impossible.

The Gardiner bill to permit automobiles to be insured anywhere
they may be on a sort of Lloyds marine insurance plan will not

get out of the Senate Insurance Committee, as it is so drawn
as to mix up the fire insurance law and cover much more than

automobiles.

FEATURES OF OHIO'S NEW LAW.
Columbus, O., April 16.—Mayor Badger, of this city, ha

issued orders to the police department to enforce the city or-

dinances and statutes of Ohio regulating the speed of auto-

mobiles. He proposes to stop dangerous driving. In this

position he has the support of the Columbus Automobile

Club, which at all times has opposed reckless driving of ma-
chines, and whose every move has been for the welfare of

automobiling.

The discovery has been made that the $100,000 which the

Sawicki automobile law will yield this year and next cannot

be used for road improvement purposes as intended, until an

act is passed specially appropriating the money for the pur-

pose. The law says that this revenue shall be used for the

betterment of the roads, but an enabling act is necessary to

get the money out of the treasury. This the legislature over-

looked, but the mistake was somewhat excusable, as the bill

was not passed until the last hours of the session. Because

of this the money will be tied up in the treasury until the next

meeting of the legislature, a year from next January.

Though the law does not become effective until June 1, Sec-

retary of State L. C. Laylin, who is charged with its enforce-

ment, is being deluged with applications for licenses by own-

ers and drivers. He is now preparing the necessary blanks on

which applications will be made. General satisfaction is be-

ing expressed over the law by autoists, who believe it will

promote the sport.

OFFICIAL REPORT FAVORS FREE ALCOHOL.
George E. Murray, inspector of combustibles of the Fire De-

partment of New York City, after a ten days' investigation of the

causes of the sewer explosions on Ninth avenue, has made a re-

port to the fire commissioners in which he recommends that "the

authorities unite to remove gasoline from use as a motive power

in vehicles by removing the tax from alcohol, which, mixed

freely with water, renders explosions impossible."

The report of the inspector explicitly states that he does not

believe that waste gasoline from fifty or more garages, which are

connected with the sewer, had anything to do with the sewer

trouble. He thinks that the explosions were caused by gases ac-

cumulating from substances containing sulphureted hydrogen,

light carbureted hydrogen and carbonic acid.

In his investigation Mr. Murray states that he found that the

owners of automobile garages are too careful of gasoline to let

it go to waste in a sewer. He found that in all garages the utmost

vigilance was exercised to enforce economy in the use of gasoline.

He recommends that each garage be obliged to build a cesspool

to receive refuse grease, oil and used kerosene.

To prevent repetition of explosions in the sewers Mr. Murray

would have all sewers flushed with gas-dispelling preparations

and a gasoscope used to give automatic warning when gases have

accumulated.
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NEW YORK'S OPEN-AIR SHOW.
Plans are now being rapidly perfected for the open-air

automobile show and carnival which will be held at the Em-
pire City track May 24, 25, and 26, under the auspices of the

New York Automobile Trade Association. The space under
the grandstand, about 7,000 square feet, will be allotted to the

accessories. Automobiles will be exhibited in two large tents

in the infield, the largest of which will measure 110x205

square feet, giving 22,500 square feet of floor space. The
second tent will supply 14,000 square feet. The price for

space will be thirty cents a square foot, and the Trade Asso-

ciation will supply uniform signs, settees, or chairs in the

space, the watchmen, and keep the exhibits in shape. The
price for space under the grandstand to the accessory people

will be twenty-five cents a square foot. All applications for

space must be in the hands of the committee by Tuesday,

May 8, and the allotments will be made by drawing on

Thursday, May 10. Any profits will be divided, one-half to

the treasury of the association, and one-half rebated to ex-

hibitors who are members.
Arrangements are being made for a formal opening on

Wednesday afternoon, May 24, with public officials and

prominent automobilists in attendance. Thereafter the show
will be open daily from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m. The carnival com-

mittee consists of William M. Haradon, chairman; Frank

Eveland. and C. Andrade, with C. R. Mabley, president.

Space diagrams and further particulars can be obtained by

addressing Alfred Reeves, manager, 29 West Forty-second

street, New York.

Massachusetts State A. A. Election.

Boston, April 16.—At the annual meeting of the Massachusetts

State Automobile Association the following officers were elected

:

President, Elliot C. Lee ;
vice-president, Franklin Weston ; sec-

retary-treasurer, John C. Kerrison; legislative committee, Lewis

R. Speare, chairman; good roads committee, John P. Coughlin,

chairman
; membership committee, W. H. Chase, chairman.

It was the opinion of those present at the meeting that the

work for good roads should be continued, and that when the

legislature passes the signboard bill of the association, it should

at once begin the erection of the signboards, especially on the

much traveled roads. The legislative committee was much
praised for its efforts toward securing more libenl laws.

READVILLE RACES ON MAY 30,

Boston, April 16.—Six events have been announced for the

Readville track races on Memorial Day, May 30, by the race com-
mittee of the Bay State Automobile Association. There will also be

several match races to be arranged later. The events already

arranged are the ten-mile free-for-all, five-mile race for amateur

owners and drivers, five-mile race for gasoline cars listed at

$1,000 and less, five miles for gasoline cars listed between $1,000

and $2,000, five miles for cars listed between $2,000 and $3,500,

and a five-mile race for cars costing above $3,500.

The committee has received assurances from a number of per-

sons who own fast cars that they will enter them in the Read-
ville races, and it may be that some of the prospective Vanderbilt

Cup racers will be seen in Boston. The track has been secured

and the committee is making plans for handling a record crowd.

Late Grand Prix News.
Paris, April 10.—The first 1906 car to be tested on the Sarthe

Circuit was the six-cylinder Bayard-Clement to be driven by
Villemain. During the trials the car, which has a transmission

by cardan, reached a speed of 963-4 miles an hour on the level.

Baras, on one of the Brasier cars, built specially for the race,

ran round the course three times in succession the other day at

high speed. The Trefle a Quatre driver declares the circuit ad-

CLEMEITT-BAYARD RACER—VTLLEMAIH AT WHEEL.

mirable and predicts an average speed of from 70 to 75 miles

an hour for the winner of the race. Edmond, on his 1906 Ren-
ault, is also running trial trips on the circuit, and Gabriel of the

De Dietrich team is expected this week.

Erection of Signboards to Begin,

Within the next few weeks nearly 200 signboards will be

placed along the roads chiefly frequented by automobile tour-

ists between New York and Boston and New York and Phil-

adelphia. The work of placing these boards is being done by
the Automobile Club of America, in co-operation with the

American Automobile Association, the first-named organiza-

tion having appropriated $2,000 for the purpose. Between
New York and Philadelphia 60 signs will be used, and on the

Boston route fully 150 will be placed. The work will be com-
pleted by June I.

Ormond-Daytona Beach Railroad.

Permission has been asked of the Board of County Com-
missioners at DeLand, Florida, by C. S. Reiman, of Daytona,
to lay railroad tracks between Daytona and DeLand. It is

proposed to start the new line at Ormond, touch at Seabreeze,

the clubhouse of the Florida East Coast Automobile Association,

Daytona Beach, and continue to DeLand and Beresford Landing.
If permission is granted for construction of the road gasoline

passenger cars will be operated on it, affording frequent and
direct transportation between Ormond and Daytona at next win-
ter's Florida beach automobile tournament.

Oldfield Among: the Tezans.
Houston, Texas, April 16.—Three thousand people attended

the automobile meet at the Houston Driving Park, on April 11,

and saw Barney Oldfield send ' his Peerless Green Dragon
against his mile record of 1 : 13 on a half-mile track. He nego-

tiated the distance in 1 M94-5, which was the fastest time Houston
automobilists had ever seen, and they were enthusiastic. The
three-mile match race, best two in three, between Oldfield and
Paul Albert, was, of course, won by the former in two straight

heats. In the local events S. Bering won the 3 1-2 mile in a

Cadillac in 5:28, and John Foley won the two-mile novelty race.

The two-mile handicap was won by Oldfield from scratch.

A. A. A. Will Recognize F. A. M. Suspensions.

In response to overtures made by the Federation of Amer-
ican Motorcyclists, the American Automobile Association

has agreed that henceforth suspensions made by either or-

ganization will be respected and enforced by the other, which

means that an automobilist punished by the American Auto-

mobile Association will not be permitted to compete as a

motorcyclist nor drive a car at a motorcycle meeting, the

same being true of the suspended motorcyclist who might

seek refuge in the automobile ranks or attempt to ride in a

motorcycle race at a "mixed" meeting.
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BAKER RUNABOUT THAT IS TRYING FOR MILEAGE RECORD.

A LIKELY MILEAGE WINNER.
Cleveland, April 16.—Unless some of the club members get a

remarkable hustle on, the Cleveland Automobile Club's mile-

age trophy, for the first quarter of the year at least, is likely

to be won by a little colored man who drives an electric ma-
chine. He is not a member of the Cleveland Automobile

Club, but Walter Baker, for whom he drives, is a member.
Last year the club cup was carried off by a driver who

covered only about 7,000 miles. Mr. Baker, while not much of

a mileage fiend himself, decided that he would like to have

the trophy won this year with a Baker electric. He bethought

himself of the little delivery runabout which carries small sup-

plies to and from the factory and takes care of repair jobs

for the several hundred electric vehicles about Cleveland and

vicinity. The little wagon is on the go practically all the time

and will beat 7,000 miles by 100 per cent, or more, according

to Mr. Baker.

LATEST AUTOMOBILE STAIR-CLIMBING FEAT.

The latest stair-climbing trick with an automobile was per-

formed in San Francisco recently when George B. Woodward
drove a 16-horsepower Reo touring car up a double flight of

stone steps into Alamo Square and then drove down again.

There are forty steps in the double flight and they form a grade

estimated at 35 per cent. There is a level landing halfway up.

The car ascended the first flight steadily and without a halt,

then came to rest on the landing. Having gained confidence, Mr.

Woodward started again and went up the second flight, then

turned around and came down "head first," without stopping

the engine. An interested crowd watched the performance.

16-H.P. REO CLIMBING STAIRS AT SAN FRANCISCO

GASOLINE TANK THAT STOOD THE TEST.

On the afternoon of March 23, fire broke out in the engine

room of the Schaeffel Garage, in Rochester, N. Y., and rap-

idly spread through the entire building, which is used in part

as a furniture warehouse, and as a livery stable in the south

portion. In one part of the building several barrels of gaso-

line were piled up on the floor. These soon caught fire and

added fuel to the flames. Where the fire was hottest, in the

midst of the burning debris, were located a Bowser gasoline

pump and a three-compartment lubricating oil cabinet. The

gasoline was stored in an underground tank in the yard.

RUINS OF SCHAEFFEL GARAGE WITH UNINJURED TANK.

After the fire it was found that the entire equipment was in

working order.

ACCIDENT STOPS WAYNE RUN.
An unfortunate accident on Thursday afternoon, April 12,

about 3 o'clock, brought the New York non-stop run of the 50-

horsepower Wayne to a sudden termination. Branch Manager
A. L. Kull, however, has every reason to feel proud of the

achievement of his car, as it reeled off 1,261 miles in 87 hours
without a skip, which is said to be a new non-stop record.

The sudden termination of the run was in no way due to the

car or its motor, but to a collision when the machine got into

a jam of vehictes at Fifty-eighth street and Broadway and a

—mL fT
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50-H.P. WAYNE—87 HOURS NON-STOP—1,161 MILES.

horse-drawn cab backed into the car and punched a five-inch hole
into the radiator. Driver Rockford, who was in the car at the
time, brought it back to the Wayne salesroom, without stopping
the motor, but as the water was pouring out of the radiator it was
only a question of time before the engine would heat up, and
Mr. Kull regretfully gave the order to shut off power.
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PHILADELPHIA TRADE.
Philadelphia, April 16.—Quite a sensation was sprung along

Automobile Row last week when it was announced that the

Motor Shop, which handles the Royal Tourist, had taken over

the local agency for the Oldstnobile. The Olds has so long

been represented here by the Quaker City Automdbile Company
that the two had become almost synonymous. To make room
for the additional space required Manager Gantert had a large

force of men at work all last week making the necessary altera-

tions in the repair plant and storage rooms.

This question of storage room in establishments along the

"Row" is becoming a burning one. Very few concerns, even the

largest, have any more space than they need, and as each new
customer almost invariably wants to keep his car at the place

where he buys it—indeed, insists upon such an arrangement as

one of the terms of purchase—the condition of affairs is becom-

ing interesting, to say the least. It is manifestly impossible just

now, right in the heart of the season, to embark on any compre-

hensive scheme of rebuilding or alteration; yet not a few of the

"Row" managers have been compelled to call in carpenters and
make what temporary changes they can in order to take care

of their patrons. Next fall and winter is likely to witness such

a tearing out and rebuilding all along North Broad street as will

cause the public's eyes to open, for managers and agents cannot

afford to again be caught unprepared in this respect.

Complaints of the constant use of the smooth asphalt streets

in the neighborhood of the several automobile schools by the

inexperienced pupils of those institutions of learning—and to

the detriment of the smaller children at play or going to or from
school—are becoming frequent. These concerns are well within

their rights, it appears, and, having paid for licenses and tags, are

entitled to the use of the highways, when and where they please,

so long as they keep within the legal limits of speed and obey

the other regulations. Yet there is something to be said for the

citizens whose children have been wont to play and skate on

the streets, but who are now driven to the sidewalks by the

constant procession of cars handled by future Tracys, Hemerys
and Demogeots. The managements of all these concerns are

making every effort to prevent accidents, and yet the com-

plaints continue. The National Automobile School Company, at

Oxford and Carlisle streets, for instance, has upward of 150

pupils enrolled, many of them women, and although in the early

stages of their instruction they are accompanied by an expert, the

advanced pupils are often allowed to go out alone, and these are

the ones that usually cause the trouble—taking all sorts of chances

and keeping the "honk! honk!" working overtime.

The local Locomobile branch house has just lost a good man
in "Mile-a-Minute Phil" Williams, who has gone to Chester, Pa.,

to manage the Chester Automobile Company, which has just

opened its quarters at Broad and Crosby streets. Besides doing a

general repair and storage business the concern will handle the

Cadillac car in Chester and near-by Delaware county.

The latest claimant for the favor of the Quaker City automo-

bile contingent is the Pullman car, built by the York (Pa.)

Motor Car Company, and which will be handled here by the Tioga

Automobile Company, of Broad and Tioga streets. This con-

cern also represents the National line in Philadelphia and adja-

cent territory.

A. J. Picard, manager of the local Rainier branch, selected

Easter Monday for the official opening of the just completed

quarters at 236 North Broad street. A large crowd of visitors

inspected the new plant and the cars.

Manager Hoffman, of the Ford branch house at Broad and But-

tonwood streets, will be assisted during the present season by

Louis C. Block, one of the traveling representatives of the Ford

Company.
Foss & Hughes, who represent the Pierce-Arrow, Cadillac and

Baker electric cars in Philadelphia, have secured J. H. Fassett.

a prominent local electric vehicle expert, to take charge of the

Baker end of the outfit.

BOSTON SHOW WIND-UP.
Boston, April 16.—That famous organization, the Boston Show

Company, has been dissolved by vote of the stockholders, taken

at a meeting last week. It is safe to say that for the past two
or three years nothing has caused so much discord among the

Boston automobile dealers, or between the dealers and the manu-
facturers, as this same Boston Show Company. Formed a couple

of years or more ago, when discord was rife among the dealers

over the results of the first profitable Boston show, the show
company clinched matters by securing a lease of Mechanics Build-

ing for automobile show purposes. This was the only building

in Boston capable of housing the automobile show, so that the

show company, whose members, by the way, were leading mem-
bers of the Dealers' Association which ran the show, was able

to dictate such terms as it wished to the Dealers' Association.

The fact that certain dealers were drawing from the show profits

as stockholders of the show company, members of the Dealers'

Association and exhibitors, naturally caused some hard feeling.

As a result, when the show of 1905 was proposed, the manu-
facturers took a hand, and all sorts of things were threatened,

including the withholding of a sanction, if some more equitable

arrangement was not made for a division of the show profits.

This agitation resulted in the admission to the show company of

a considerable number of dealers, thereby greatly enlarging the

show company. The company, however, still continued to hold the

lease, and got a good share of the profits. But after the show
was over the manufacturers looked to their branch managers

who were in the company for their share of the show company's

profits. The managers were not anxious to give up, and they

did not until things were made so warm for them that they

had to give up their profits to keep their places. This year the

show company still had the lease, but it was decided that as all

its members could not get a share of the profits it was no use

keeping together. There was no friction over the 1906 show,

though the lease had to be secured from the company.

Another thing which led to the dissolving of the company was
the fact that many of its stockholders had ceased to be identi-

fied with the trade as agents or managers, but were drawing

dividends just the same.

A Boston Trade Change.
Boston, April 16.—An important shift in local trade circles was

consummated last week. This time, however, the disturbance is

not among the branch managers, as has been the case in most of

the recent shakeups, but among the agents. It consists of the

merging with the Harry Fosdick Company, of the Robbins Broth-

ers, of the Motor Mart, the representatives of the Waltham-Ori-

ent line. The Harry Fosdick Company was formed about a year

ago with Harry Fosdick, formerly the Winton branch manager,

and J. A. Dowling, formerly of Dowling & Maguire, agents for

the Pierce, as the officers, with a capitalization of $15,000. By
the new arrangement Mr. Dowling retires from active connec-

tion with the firm, and will devote the larger part of his time to

his Pierce agency in the northern New England States, with

headquarters at Portland, Me. He will also be the Maine rep-

resentative of the Harry Fosdick Company. With the retire-

ment of Mr. Dowling, Harry Fosdick becomes president of the

Harry Fosdick Company; Lincoln D. Robbins, treasurer, and Al-

fred N. Robbins, secretary.

The company will retain its present garage and office on Stan-

hope street, where Harry Fosdick will be general manager, but

it will also have a retail branch in the Motor Mart in Park

square, in the large salesroom beside the main entrance. This

department will be in charge of Alfred N. Robbins, Lincoln D.

Robbins becoming the mechanical expert. The company's capi-

talization has also been increased to $25,000. At the present time

the Harry Fosdick Company controls the agency for the Fiat,

Studebaker line. Lozier, and Waltham-Orient line, and it is said

that it will take on other agencies in the near future.
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RACING RESULTS AT MONACO.
Advices by cable from Monaco state that critics received a

rude shock by the victory of Le Delahaye in the 18-meter class

Tuesday, April 10. She has a 400-horsepower Delahaye motor,

and it had been claimed by experts that a big, slowly rotating

motor had no practical future. She led from the start and beat

out the Le Dubonnet, Mercedes D. C. and Mercedes W. N., the

last-named boat not finishing. The time was 1:18:04. In the

12-meter class, on the same day, the Calypso, 40-horsepower Mors
motor, won in 1 128 :28 from the Delohaye-Nautilus and Excelsior.

The distance for both races was 50 kilometers.

The most important race of the Monaco meeting was run on
Thursday, April 12. It is known as the championship of the

sea and the distance 200 kilometers, about 125 miles. Le Dela-

haye again won in 4:20:12 from a field of 25 starters, with An-
toinette IV second, Fiat XIII third, and Yarrow-Napier fourth.

The Fiat XIII led almost from the start up to 180 kilometers.

The handicap events were run on Friday, April 13, and the

work of the handicapping officials is reported to have been excel-

lent. In the racers' event the Yarrow-Napier won, beating the

Seasick by five seconds. Fournier handled the wheel of the Sea-
sick, whose motor was of Itala make. The Yarrow-Napier had
one minute handicap, which was just enough to enable her to

win, though at times the Seasick was almost on even terms with

her. Fournier was disappointed at not winning the race, but was
consoled by the fact that he had beaten the record for fifty kilo-

meters, his time being 1 =04 :o8. The Mercedes D. L. was third,

the Mercedes W. N. fourth and the Volauvent fifth. The cruis-

ers' contest was won by the Florentia IV, with the Calypso
second.

ATLANTIC CITY TOURNAMENT.
What should be the greatest straightaway race meet ever held

in the North will take place at Atlantic City, N. J., April 25, 26
and 27, under the auspices of the Atlantic City Automobile Club.
A grandstand capable of seating 8,000 people has been completed,
the street railroad has made adequate arrangements, and the
entire course will be roped off in such manner as to make acci-

dent impossible. In addition an army of policemen will be em-
ployed in guarding the course.

Such notable cars as the 80-horsepower Darracq which won the
Vanderbilt Cup race and later the Havana Cup, the Thomas six-

cylinder racer, the Grout steamer and the Mount Washington
Napier are included in the high-speed events. Following is a
list of the principal entries

:

A. L. Kull, 40-h.p. Wayne; A. E. Schwartz, 50-h.p. Wayne;
Edwin H. Cutherd, 8-h.p. Reo; Harry Haynes, 30-h.p. Grout
steamer; Frank S. Walton, 30-h.p. Stoddard-Dayton ; Montague
Roberts, 50-h.p. Thomas; H. N. Harding, 30-35-h.p. Daimler; Al.

Poole, 30-h.p. S. & M. Simplex ; C. M. Hamilton, 30-h.p. S. & M.
Simplex; Jonathan N. Wilkins, Jr., 40-h.p. Winton; Charles J.

Swain, 40-h.p. Winton; R B. Craufurd, 50-h.p. Stevens-Duryea

;

Mrs. Joan Newton Cuneo, 10-h.p. Maxwell and 18-h.p. White;
H. Ernest Rogers, 20-h.p. Stanley; W. C. Mullen, 50-h.p. Thomas;
William Wallace, Jr., 80-h.p. Darracq; G. H. MacWilliam, 80-h.p.

Darracq ; Walter E. Edge, 20-32-h.p. Darracq ; P. F. Rockett, 30-

h.p. Stoddard-Dayton; William H. Hilliard, 80-h.p. Napier;

James E Bristol, 40-45-h.p. Pierce; Joseph D. Swoyer, 35-h.p;

Daimler; Harry Kerr, 24-h.p. Packard, and the Reo Bird.

$5,000,000 FOR GOOD ROADS.
Albany, April 16.—As a result of several conferences of the

good roads advocates of . this state, the legislature will appro-
priate $5,000,000 this year for good roads under the $50,000,000

bond issue for this purpose approved by. the people last fall.

This is viewed with considerable favor by the good roads ad-

vocates, as they had not asked for a definite sum and the liber-

ality is appreciated. The West bill provides that the money
shall be apportioned according to the population and the use
of roads.

VANDERBILT CUP ENTRIES.
Entries for the Vanderbilt Cup race, to be run on October 6

next, mainly over the same course on Long Island that was used

last year, are already being received by the Cup Commission,

although the entry blanks have not yet been printed. The first

entry was made by Col. A. A. Pope as last year, the car being

a Pope-Toledo, which was entered through the Automobile Qub
of America. No particulars have been given regarding the car,

but it is generally believed to have six cylinders that will develop

90 horsepower. The entry was accompanied by a check for $1,000

to cover the fee decided upon at the last meeting of the Commis-

sion.

The second entry was made by Messrs. Breese, Moulton and

Lawrence, three young men of socially prominent and wealthy

families of Long Island, who have nominated a four-cylinder

car of their own design and construction, which is said to be of

80 horsepower. The name Pirate has been given to the machine,

which was exhibited in the Automobile Club of America show

in New York last January.

Almost simultaneously with the preceding entry was received

the entry of a regular model 60-65-horsepower Matheson touring

car by the Matheson Motor Car Company of New York.

Announcement has also been made by the Olds Motor Works
that it will build a six-cylinder racer to compete for the cup.

President F. L. Smith, of the company, when in New York a

few days ago, said that he had every confidence in the ability of

Howard Coffin, chief engineer of the Olds factory, to turn out

a creditable racer, and that every mechanical and financial facility

would be given him. Ernest Keeler, who will probably be nomi-

nated to drive the car in the race, has made several trips in an

Olds 28-30-horsepower, four-cylinder car over the roads of Long
Island over which it is thought the race may be run, and, from

observations made, he thinks some phenomenal times will be

made in the elimination race.

GEN. GRANT DID NOT RIDE.
Wilmington, Del., April 16.—It was expected that Wilming-

ton would have its first real automobile demonstration last

Monday, on the occasion of a visit from Gen. Frederick D.

Grant, of New York, who came here to present to the Fourth

Delaware Regiment Association, on behalf of the National

Flag Association, a handsome American flag, but, unfortu-

nately, rain fell in torrents nearly all day and the plans of the

committee had to be changed so as to cut out the automobile

features to have been conducted by the Wilmington Country-

Club.

The Wilmington authorities are making war on outsiders

who come here and violate the automobile law. A few days

ago a Philadelphia banker was here in his auto and a police-

man said he was riding too fast, as a result of which he was
fined $40, although it was stated, on behalf of the banker, that

he did not appear to some people to be exceeding the speed

limit.

THE ENGLISH 4,000-MILE TRIAL.
March 31 witnessed the close of the 4,000-mile tire, lamp,

and speedometer trials, arranged by the Automobile Club of

Great Britain and Ireland, and run on the roads around Lon-
don during the month of March, the. running time being- 25
days in all. A.brief official summary of the results follows:

Twentyhorsepower Dennis, non-stop throughout except on

first day, when gasoline filter choked up at 85^ miles; Col-

lier tires, 36-inch and 34-inch, non-stop on 22 days, 815 mm.
non-stop on 23 days; tail lamps, Ryta & Houet, went out only

five times during entire run; Worsnop headlights, burned

well, but unfortunately suffered from pipe obstruction. The
speedometers were tested over 2,000 miles, one lot running

the first and the remainder the- second half of the trials. The
Elliott, Jones, Gratze, and Cowey made non-stop records

throughout.
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OMAHA'S FIRST SHOW.
Omaha, April 14.—Omaha's first auto-

mobile show which was held April 4 to 7

was a marked success. It attracted a great

deal of attention in this part of the West,

more than 10,000 persons visiting the Audi-

torium, where it was held. This is the

largest building of its kind in the city but

the interior was filled and made attractive

by the display of several hundred thousand

dollars' worth of cars, appropriate pictures

and decorations. There was orchestra

music and moving pictures reproduced

scenes in famous automobile races.

The local dealers were well pleased with

the results. During the show they sold

more than $40,000 worth of vehicles and

entered into negotiations for many ad-

ditional sales. Interest in the show seemed

to develop spontaneously. Agents say the

show firmly established Omaha as a dis-

tributing center for automobiles and sup-

plies and created an interest that will make
the city one of the best automobile towns

in the West.

Eastern manufacturers pleased the local

people a great deal by spending considerable

money in sending high-grade cars here and
experts to discourse regarding them to the

visitors.

The Omaha Automobile Dealers' Associa-

tion was organized for the primary pur-

pose of holding the show, with the follow-

ing officers and members : Clark G. Powell,

president; H. E. Fredrickson, treasurer;

Frank W. Bacon, R. R. Kimball, J. Clarke

Coit, T. M. Bromwell, J. J. Deright, J. M.

Gillan and R. C. Doziera.

Exhibits were made by the Powell-Bacon

Company, showing the Baker electrics,

White steamer, Pope-Toledo, Cadillac and

the Franklin; H. E. Fredrickson, showing

the Thomas, Peerless, Haynes, Buick and

Woods electric; R. R. Kimball, exhibiting

the Stanley steamer, Stevens-Duryea and

Columbia electric; the Rambler Automobile

Company, showing a complete line of

Ramblers, and the Deright Automobile

Company, with the Stoddard-Dayton, Reo,

Maxwell and Waverley electric cars.

One of the novelties of the show was a

gasoline truck manufactured by the Karbach

Automobile and Vehicle Company, of

Omaha, and the first output by this firm.

The Reo company exhibited its Baby
Reo, and a Hayries model of 1889, said to be

the first automobile to appear on Omaha
streets, was shown by H. E. Fredrickson.

The fact that every car shown in the

Rambler exhibit was sold indicates the busi-

ness done at the show. One of the sales

made was to L. W. Monk, of Orleans, Neb.,

who will try the automobile in stage line

work between Orleans and Phillipsburg.

Neb. A Cadillac car was bought by Reed
Bros., of Omaha, for use in their real

estate business. A great many of. the sales

were to residents of smaller cities and towns

throughout Nebraska and Iowa, but a fair

proportion is accredited to Omaha.

ELECTION OF T. P. A. OFFICERS. HOOSIER SHOW PLANS SPOILED*

At the recent second annual meeting and

banquet of the Technical Publicity Associa-

tion, held at the Aldine Association, New
York, the following officers were elected:

President, F. H. Gale, of the General

Electric Company; first vice-president, H.

M. Cleaver, of the Niles-Bement-Pond Com-
pany; second vice-president, C B. Morse,

Ingersoll-Rand Company; secretary, Rod-

man Gilder, Crocker-Wheeler Company;
treasurer, H. M. Davis, Sprague Electric

Company ; members of the Executive Com-
mittee, Robt L. Winkley, Pope Mfg. Com-
pany and G. M. Basford, American Loco-

motive Works; members Election Com-
mittee, C. W. Beaver, Yale & Towne Mfg.

Company ; Chas. N. Manfred. H. W. Johns-

Manville Company and H. H. Kress, A. S.

Cameron Steam Pump Works.

P. F. Kobbe, former president of the As-

sociation and now an advertising specialist,

was the guest of the evening and gave an

address on the general subject of advertis-

ing. An informal discussion followed in

which members and guests took part

The membership of the Association shows

a steady increase, and its finances are in

good condition. The following resolution

was unanimously passed: Resolved, That

the Association shall take active steps to

secure definite information regarding the

circulation of mediums in which the

members of the Association are interested.

A MARYLAND ASSOCIATION.
Baltimore, April 16.—The Maryland

Motor Exhibition Association was formed

in this city last week with the following

officers: President and general manager,

B. R. Johnson; vice-president, Howard W.
Gill; treasurer, A. S. Zell; secretary, E. L.

Buchanan. The fifth incorporator was R.

J. Atkinson, and these five also compose

the board of directors.

Mr. Johnson was general manager of the

automobile show which closed here on

April 7. Mr. Gill is a member of the

Motor Car Company, in whose garage the

show was held, and Mr. Zell is his associate

in the enterprise. Messrs. Buchanan and

Atkinson are in the firm of Callahan,

Atkinson & Co., agents for the Pope-Toledo

and Locomobile. All of the last four named
men have been identified with automobile

racing since its inception here, and Mr.

Buchanan holds the present State records,

for a half-mile track, from one to ten miles.

The association is to hold automobile,

auto boat and motorcycle races in this part

of Maryland. Three motor boat races are

planned for the summer and the automobile

and cycle meets will occur once a week,

with special events at night. Three tracks

are being considered, and there is a pos-

sibility that the association will build its

own oval. The water course will be over

the Pataosco River, which is well adapted

for the purpose. The first automobile meet

will be held on May 30.

Indianapolis, April 16.—It is improba-

ble that this city will have an automobile

show in keeping with its size until a build-

ing large enough to accommodate it is

erected. The proposed fall outdoor show
and race meet fell through because the fair

grounds were not large enough to build a

two-mile track, thought to be necessary as

an extra inducement, and the proposed

spring show will probably not materialize

because there is no building large enough
in which to hold it

Tomlinson Hall, the only building to be

considered in the city, has long since fallen

short of the demands of the city. It was
built about twenty years ago and there is

no provision for getting anything so large

as an automobile into the hall.

Plans for a local show now seem to be

bent toward an exhibition of some kind at

the fair grounds during the State Fair in

September.

STORY ABOUT JOHN WILKINSON.
An interesting bit of history was brought

to light recently. Two traveling salesmen

happened to meet in the office of the H. H.
Franklin Mfg. Co., of Syracuse, and in

talking over the early days of the automo-
bile industry, one related the following

incident as indicative of the change of

sentiment and the spread of the Franklin

four-cylinder idea:

"I was traveling in the interests of a

roller bearing concern and stopped at

Syracuse to call on the Stearns people, who
were then laboring away with the steam

proposition. After finishing my business,

I said : 'Now is there any one else in Syra-

cuse manufacturing automobiles ?' My cus-

tomer hesitated a moment and then replied :

'There is a fellow by the name of Wilkin-

son who is building a little car here. He
is making a four-cylinder gasoline machine
and, would you believe me, he is really try-

ing to cool it by air.' Well, when I see that

old customer of mine I always ask him in

a joking way if John Wilkinson is still

making a four-cylinder car and is really

trying to cool it by air."

THIS IS DENVER SHOW WEEK.
Denver, April 14.—All is in readiness for

the automobile show whfch opens in this

city on Wednesday, April 18, and from in-

dications this undertaking of the local pro-

moters will be the most successful in the his-

tory of the association. Features galore

have been planned and many surprises are in

store. The decorative scheme for the Den-
ver exhibition will be copied from the Chi-

cago and New York shows. In former

years it has been customary to allow each

exhibitor to array his space as he saw fit, but

now the management has taken upon itself

the task of decorating uniformly, artistically

and more effectively. A gasoline car built

by tire Flint-Lomax Company, Denver, will

be on exhibition.
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News and Trade Miscellany.

Ihe Norris Auto Company of Saginaw,
Mich., has voted to increase its capital stock
from $12,000 to $25,000.
An Italian car, the Bianchi, will hereafter

be handled in New York by the Snutsel
Auto Supply Company, at 1534 Broadway.
The New York agency of the Duquesne

automobiles has been removed from 112
East Seventy-fifth street, to 306 West Fifty-
second street

The Darracq Automobile Company, of
New England, has established its head-
quarters in the new Motor Mart, Park
Square, Boston.

The Twentieth Century Automobile Com-
pany will represent the Grout automobile
in Chicago, and will be located after May 1

at 1421 Michigan avenue.

After May 1 the George J. Scott Motor
Car Company, New York agents for the
Glide automobile, will be in new quarters
at Broadway and Fifty-first street

A Boston branch, with Allyn A. Stillman
as manager, has been opened at 92 Massa-
chusetts avenue, near Boylston street, by the
Mercedes Importing Company of New York.

Manager W. E. Eldredge, of the Buick
agency in Boston, has fitted up a new sales-

room in the Tremont garage, that city, with
offices adjoining and a modern equipped re-

pair department in the basement of the gar-
age.

An automobile jack patented by W. H.
Burtner, Jr., of Cincinnati, is to be the spe-
cial product of the Medeau Manufacturing
Company, of that city, for which Mr. Burt-
ner has secured articles of incorporation in

Ohio.

The Adams-Sutton Company, 16 Colum-
bus avenue, Boston, agents for the Oldsmo-
bile, have been forced by increasing busi-

ness to lease another floor in that portion of
the new Motor Mart in which they are lo-

cated.

Franklin cars will hereafter be sold in the
Hawaiian Islands by O. E. Hall & Son, at

Honolulu. Arrangements were recently

made with this concern whereby the Frank-
lin will be extensively advertised and sold

throughout the islands.

President Benjamin L. Jones, of the Ma-
con (Ga.) Automobile Club, is negotiating

with the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., of Syra-
cuse, N. Y., for a 90-horsepower racing ma-
chine. Houghton Woodman, who drives

for Mr. Jones, will manipulate the levers.

The city of Madison, Wis., is anxious to

secure the location there of the Pollock
Automobile Wrench Company, of Gales-
burg, 111., which is seeking a new location.

The company desires facilities permitting

the employment of fifty workmen, turning
out 1,000 wrenches a day.

The Auto Tire Repairing Co. was recent-

ly organized in Columbia City, Ind., and in-

stalled a 2,100-pound vulcanizer with which
it is vulcanizing tires under a new process

invented by A. T. Mosher. The company is

receiving considerable work from Fort

Wayne and surrounding territory.

One hundred men are working overtime

at the big Aerocar factory at Mack avenue
and the Belt Line Railroad, in Detroit. Mich.

The air-cooled cars are being shipped at the

rate of one a day and the nrospects at

present are that the output will be tripled

in a short time. Reports from the agencies

are most satisfactory.

Requiring more snaco on account of a

large increase in their business, the R. E.

Hardv Company, maker of the Sta-Rite

plug and outer automobile accessories, has
moved from 225 West liroadway to so
watts street, JNew iork City, where nearly
twice as much floor space as was previ-
ously occupied has been obtained.

An ordinance has passed the Chicago City
Council which provides that no garage shall

be erected in any block in which buildings
on both sides of the street are used tor

residence purposes without the written per-
mission ot a majority of the property own-
ers. Alderman R. K. McCormick was the
father of the bill.

"Spring Painting" is the title of the latest

pamphlet issued by the Joseph Dixon Cruci-
ble Company, of Jersey City. In it is given
valuable suggestions for automobile owners
who contemplate rennishing their cars and
doing other kinds of painting incidental to

the springtime. Copies are mailed free to

inquirers on application.

F. Rothschild, the Parisian builder of au-
tomobile bodies, has established an Ameri-
can factory at 530 West Twenty-seventh
street, New York City, where he has forty

men at work under a French superintendent.
The business is in process of incorporation
by M. J. Rothschild, son of the house, un-
der the home title of Rothschild et Cie. J.
R. Chisholm, who at one time imported the

Decauville car, is interested in the busi-

ness management.

H. Carter, of the Carter Motor Car Co.,

is completing arrangements in Detroit for

the manufacture of Carter friction-drive cars
for exportation by the Carter International

Motor Car Co., of which he is president and
general manager. A variety of cars will be
produced, it is reported, including runabouts,
touring cars, delivery wagons, trucks, ambu-
lances, patrol wagons and special fire en-
gines. Mr. Carter has disposed of his pat-

ents to the Carter Motor Car Co. and will

devote his time to the export business.

After May 1 the Hartford Suspension
Company will be located in its new build-

ing at Broadway and Eighty-eighth street,

and the factory will be moved from Hud-
son street to the corner of Clarkson and
West streets. This will give three times the

present floor space and will permit better

care to be taken of the Truffault-Hartford
suspension business, which is increasing at

a rapid pace. The Gobron-Brillie cars, for

which the company is the agent in America,
are due in two weeks, from the other side,

fitted with French bodies.

Harlan W. Whipple, the well-known auto-
mobilist of Boston, has placed an order for

a 35-horsepower Rainier, with touring body,
to be finished in French gray. Other re-

cent purchasers of 35-horsepower Rainiers
are Robert Patterson, president of the Na-
tional Cash Register Company; J. A. Cul-
bertson and Frank M. Wright. Charles
Lanier has taken delivery of a special 35-

horsepower Rainier chassis, built to order,

and which is now being fitted with a luxu-
riant limousine body with all modern con-
veniences, by Healy.

The power boat show, which was held
last week in the First Regiment Armory,
Chicago, was a success in every sense of

the word, and aroused great interest in mo
tor boats. Many nous were shown from the

fast craft to the little skiff. One of the

boats was eo'iipped with an automobile
steering wheel, and is fitted out with pad-
ded seats like an automobile. It has a 40-

horsepower engine, and is very speedv. Sev-
eral fast boats were shown, some of which
have figured prominently in races. Among

them were the Black Diamond II., the Violet

Louise and the Kangaroo.

The Hartford Automobile Parts Com-
pany has been incorporated under Connec-
ticut laws to manufacture and deal in high

grade automobile parts. Officers have been

elected as follows : President and treasurer,

b.. A. Bardol, Hartford; secretary, A J.

Broughel, Hartford; vice-president and
manager, F. H. Bogart, of New Britain. An
office has been opened at 438 Asylum street,

Hartford, where sufficient space has been

secured, together with power, to accommo-
date the present needs of the company. The
policy will be to produce only high grade

goods of the best materials and workman-
ship, and to maintain this high standard in

everything sold under the "Hartford" trade

name. The first product of the company will

be a new type of universal or Cardan joint,

on which patents are now pending.

PERSONAL TRADE BREVITIES.
Herbert K. Lerick, for the past four years

sales manager of the Central Automobile
Company of New York, has accepted a

similar position with the Frayer-Miller
Motor Car Company in the New York
store.

E. W. Roberts, of Clyde, O., the well-

known gas engine expert, is reported to be

interested in the organization of a new
company to manufacture automobiles at

Toledo, O., the motors to be of the two-

cycle type.

John Kerwin, representing the mechanical
department of the Franklin Company, is

making an extended trip throughout the

southern states which will take him as far

south as Tampa, Fla., from which town he
will cross to Havana, Cuba, and Merida,
Yucatan, returning by way of Mexico City

and Dallas, Texas.

Percy Owen, long and favorably known in

trade circles, and for a number of years
identified with the Winton interests, more
recently as manager of the New York
branch of that company, has resigned his

position to accept that of Eastern sales

manager for the Aerocar Company, of De-
troit, with headquarters at Seventy-third
street and Broadway, New York City. Mr.
Owen has achieved a reputation at home and
abroad by driving a Winton in various races
and touring contests. He is one of the char-
ter members of the Automobile Club of
America, and was the first president of the
New York Automobile Trade Association,
and more recently its treasurer. He carries
the good wishes of his many friends with
him in his new business connection.

RECENT WINTON CHANGES.
Harry L. Owesney has been appointed

western supervisor for the Winton Motor
Carriage Company with headquarters at

Chicago.

C. W. Churchill, assistant manager of the
Cleveland branch of the Winton Motor
Carriage Company, has been appointed
manager of the Winton New York branch
house, to succeed Percy Owen, resigned.
Mr. Churchill had just been appointed
the Winton company's eastern supervisor
when Mr. Owen's resignation was received,
giving the company an opportunity to
promote him still further in recognition of
excellent work in his Cleveland capacity
As New York branch manager, Mr.
Churchill will have supervision of the
erection of the new Winton branch at

Broadway and 70th street. New York,
which, when completed, will be the largest
and finest retail automobile establishment
in America. Mr. Churchill's successor in

Cleveland has not yet been appointed.
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.
Fissi Aid Outfit.—A neat and compact

case containing the proper medicants and
means for affording immediate _ relief in

case of burns, cuts and bruises is put up
for the use of automobilists by the United
States Emergency Case Company, of Utica,

N. Y. It is highly important that proper
antiseptic measures be taken in case of cuts

and lacerations, and for the purpose of

dressing such wounds the case contains a

pair of scissors, antiseptic dressing, anti-

septic lint, antiseptic waterproof liquid

court plaster, absorbent cotton and ban-
dages. There is also ointment for burns,

and various other articles. These are care-

fully packed in a light metal case in air-

tight receptacles that will keep them fresh

for an indefinite period. In the case is also

a booklet on "First Aid to the Injured."

It is a valuable outfit to carry in the car

at all times.

Champion Filter Funnel.—This is a

strainer for separating water and dirt from
gasoline constructed on a new principle and
placed on the market by the Iver Johnson
Sporting Goods Company, of Boston. It is

called the Champion Filter Funnel and op-

erates by the action of gravity. The gaso-

line first runs to the bottom of the strainer,

then rises through the filter, as indicated by
the arrows in the illustration,- and goes out

look your machine over in case of trouble.

The device works four volts, and can be
used on the sparking set of any touring car.

If you have a six-volt battery you can con-

CHAMPION FILTER FUNNEL.

the opposite side of the funnel into a pipe

conveyor leading to the tank. All water and
dirt remain at the bottom, which can be
easily unscrewed and cleaned. It will be
noticed that the gasoline is filtered upwards
and not downwards. This insures removal
of water for a certainty, as it will fall to the

bottom of the funnel under the strainer, if

the funnel is kept upright in position.

Steel Belt.—Sometimes the overheating
of cylinders and bearings is due to the slip-

ping of the leather belt which runs the oil

pump, for if the belt slips the efficiency of

the pump is impaired, and improper lubrica-

tion results. The Philadelphia Ornamental
Wire Company has introduced the Powco
steel belt, an article designed to eliminate

these troubles. .This belting is made from
a wonderfully tough and durable steel wire,

is as pliable as leather, but, according to its

makers, will not stretch or break, and js

very easy running. An instance cited in

proof of this is a test recently made. A
23-inch Powco steel belt was used over a

41 -inch run for 60 days and when taken off

for examination it was found not to have
stretched a fraction and was in every way
as good as new. The manufacturers guar-
antee every belt that they turn out to be a?

represented.

Electric Cioar Lighter.—Automobilists
who smoke will be interested in this novelty,

an illustration of which we nresent in con-

nection with this article. _ Not onjy is it

serviceable for lighting a cigar or pioe by ?

rrush of the button while the car is running,
but if you remove the plug and put in a

lamp (which comes with it), you have an
electric light as well as a lighter, to use to

cigar lighter.

nect it upon two of the cells. It can also be
connected up on two of the cells of any
electric machine. It is made by the Roches-
ter Automobile Company, of Rochester,
N. Y.

Screws and Bolts.—For more than two
years the electric welding process has been
applied to screw manufacture by the Cleve-
land Cap Screw Company, of Cleveland,
Ohio. By this process the stems and heads
are cut from different bar stock, of the
same quality, in automatic machines. The
heads and stems are then placed in the
welding machine and held firmly by copper
vises, which are clamped to gun-metal
platens. These platens are moved on steel

ways by hydraulic pressure. The sections

to be welded are brought together, com-
pleting the circuit, and the current is then
allowed to pass through the sections until

they are brought to a welding heat,_ at

which time a greater pressure is applied,

forcing the two together, expelling any
possible slag or deteriorated metal and forc-

ing up a_ burr, which is then milled down
by special machinery. The blanks are

threaded by special machinery also, the en-

tire process resulting in the utmost accu-
racy in the size, alignment and thread of
the screw. Combinations of brass, copper.

Tobin bronze and Muntz metal to steel and
of brass to brass and bronze to bronze can
also be made.

Ignition Batteries.—Rex "Igniters" are
manufactured by the New England Motor
Co., of Lowell, Mass., and are put up in all

the usual size—40, 60 and 80 ampere-hour
capacities, and 4, 6 and 8 volts. The ele-

ments are of the pasted type, the active ma-
terial being applied to grids made of a non-
oxidizable alloy. The composition used in

mixing the active material for the positives

produces a very dense peroxide having no
local action, so that abnormal lasting

qualities are secured. In many instances
batteries have been operated from April
to October, in launches, without recharg-
ing, it is asserted. The elements are as-

sembled in hard rubber compartment
jars, thoroughly sealed, with hard rubber
covers and vents. Valves to prevent slop-
page are a feature of this battery, and
have proved a great convenience. Com-
partment cells of another type are made
up of individual hard rubber jars, assem-
bled in a hardwood box with a shock-
absorbing medium between the rubber
and the wood.
Another innovation by the New Eng-

land Motor Company is the placing on the
market of a line of storage units. These
consist of small hard rubber jars which
are thoroughly sealed and furnished with
valves and terminals. The user can pur-
chase any desired number, and place them
in his auto or launch just the same as dry
cells. A number of advantages follow, for
example: It sometimes happens that a
person may have bought a 4-volt outfit,

and afterward find that a 6-volt would be
preferable. In order to get what is

rex ignition battery.

wanted by the old method he would have
to discard his old set and purchase an-
other unit of the proper capacity. Or an
accident may have happened to one cell.

If in a set, the whole set is spoiled; but
on the unit system he can buy another
unit to take the place of the imperfect
one, at about one-third of the cost.

Running Gear.—H. F. Borbein & Co.

3109 N. Ninth street, St. Louis, Mo., have
just brought out the side-chain-drive run-
ning gear for trucks, illustrated herewith.
This running gear is designed to carry

3,800 lbs. above the axles. Front and rear
axles are 2 inches square with roller-hear-

ing spindles. The frame is made of 5-inch
channel iron, 40 inches wide and 14 feet

long. Springs are 2 1-4 inches wide, seven

BORBEIN SIDE-CHAIN DRIVE RUNNING GEAR FOR HEAVY TRUCKS
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leaves in front and eight leaves in the rear.

Wheels are of the artillery pattern with
steel hubs, 2-inch hickory spokes and wide
wood felloes, with channels for 4 by 36-
inch solid rubber tires. The rear wheels
have sprockets with brake drums rigidly

attached. The sprockets are cut for 1 1-2

by 5-8-inch roller chain, with thirty-four
teeth. The countershaft has a heavy bevel
gear,_ with horizontal drive shaft The
steering device is of the worm and gear sec-
tor pattern, which is positive and gives no
back lash.

_
Tread is 60 inches. These

truck running gears are made with any
size of frame and any height of wheels;
also with a live rear axle for single chain
drive, and the frame is made with or with-
out sub-frame, as desired.

The Borbein Company has brought out a
coupe body for the trade. It is designed
for physicians. It is 36 1-2 inches wide and
107 inches long at the bottom. The dis-

tance between the extreme front part and
the main body is inches. It has a lid

on top of the rear part. These bodies are
furnished in the white with one coat of
'iad paint, or with bevel edee glass, painted
and upholstered in dark green or black
leather, diamond tuftir- with silk spring
roller curtains. This body was made to
take a fancy metal hood.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

New York Sporting Goods Co.. 17 War-
ren street, New York.—Catalog of 64 pages,
containing illustrations, brief descriptions
and prices of a complete Hne of standard
automobile accessories and supplies. It

shows the latest goods, both domestic and
foreign, now in the market This latest

issue of the company's catalogue is desig-
nated No. 34, and can be obtained by writ-
ing to "Department M," at the above
address.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkes-Barre.
Pa. (The Matheson Co., 1619 Broadway,
New York, selling agent).—Twenty-four-
page art catalogue showing superior half-
tone illustrations of the Matheson touring

car in the chassis, and fitted with runabout,
touring, and limousine bodies. Also views
of the engine from four sides. As a new
product is shown the Matheson five-ton

truck. Printed in black, with headings and
borders in orange ; cover of lavender color,

as for several years past
Century Auto-Power Co., East Orange,

N. J.—Sixteen-page catalogue calling atten-

tion of steam car users and persons who
contemplate building their own cars to the
Century system of flash steam generation
with a kerosene burner, as applied to run-
abouts, touring cars, light and heavy com-
mercial vehicles, launches, yachts, and for

stationary purposes. Illustrated with half-

tone engravings from photographs of seam-
less tube generator ; boiler and burner com-
plete, thermostat, packingless throttle, and
gauges.

Locomobile Company of America.
Bridgeport, Conn.—A superior catalogue of
unusual merit, illustrating and describing
in minute detail the mechanical features of
the 1006 Locomobile cars. It is free from
generalities and absurd claims and contains

much real information about these cars.

An interesting feature is the historical in-

troduction reviewing the performances of
the Locomobile in the endurance run of
1002 to Boston, the New York-Pittsburg
run of 1003. the Glidden tour last year and
in the 1905 Vanderbilt Cup race.

TRADE NOTES.
The Lubeck Automobile Company, of

Grand Rapids, Mich., has incorporated with
a capital of $15,000.

The Reo Car Company, of Lansing, Mich.,

has filed amended articles of incorporation,

changing the name of the concern to the
Reo Motor Car Company.
The Grand Rapids police department has

announced an intention of warring on auto-
mobile drivers who overrun the speed limit

and that the "cycle cops" will again go
into commission.
At the request of the E. H. V. Company,

of Middletown, Conn., the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology made a test of a

motor of the type used in the compound
cars. The institute granted a certificate of

high efficiency to the company on the re-

sults of the test Every detail in the manu-
facture of Compound cars is said to be car-

ried out at the Middletown factory.

Roy Chapin, formerly sales manager of

the Olds Motor Works, has been spending
the past month in Southern California, at

Los Angeles. He is considering entering

the trade as a manufacturer of cars on his

return East
Among the buyers of Lozier cars during

the past week were A. Krower and Charles
Kaye, of this city, and Henry L. Hotchkiss,

of New Haven. Milliard F. Smith, who
has had a Lozier limousine since last Sep-

tember, has secured a 40-horsepower Lo-

zier touring car.

A $90,000 addition to its plant in Detroit

is the latest move of the Packard Motor
Car

.
Company, which will build two new

buildings, one to be 480x63 feet and the

other 248x63 feet. Each building will be

two stories high, and when completed will

furnish employment for 500 additional

hands.
"What Owners Say about National Cars"

is the title of a little 64-page booklet just

issued by the National Motor Vehicle- Com-
pany, of Indianapolis, Ind. The National

people shipped about 200 cars last season

and there are 58 duplicate letters in the

book mentioned above, from National own-
ers who used Model C touring cars during

1905. The company feels that it has a very

fair percentage of highly satisfied cus-

tomers, considering the size of its output.

The Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Car Com-
pany has been making an estimate of the

floor space in its various factories at Paw-
tucket. R. I., Tarrytown, N. Y., and Chi-

cago. The total space is considerably in ex-

cess of 255,000 square feet without the in-

clusion of vast platform and yard space at

Chicago. This, is is estimated, is still 150.-

000 square feet less than the company needs

to carry forward the work of making Max-
well cars now under order. Additional fa-

cilities will be provided at an early date.
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ELEVEN HOOSIERS CLIMB AN INDIANA HILL.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., April 23.—Michigan Hill is one of the

steepest grades in Central Indiana, though it is only a half

mile long and not more than eighty-five feet high. Located five

miles north of Indianapolis, it serves as a favorite trying-out

grade for Indiana automobilists.

A regularly organized and officially conducted climb is to take

place during the latter part of May, so the other day eleven

Hoosiers decided to try their skill in surmounting the half-mile

incline. An Olds, a Franklin and a Winton were the three most

successful climbers. Each car carried its full equipment and three

passengers, one of

whom was the driver.

S. W. Elston piloted

the winning Olds in

54 seconds ; Charles

Talbott guided the

Franklin up the hill

in 51 seconds, and

Charles Newby as-

cended with the Win-
ton in one minute.

Only a single trial

was allowed each car,

and the narrowness

of the road allowed

only one vehicle to

start at a time.

Though the figures

cannot be accepted as

official, despite the

excellent clocking of

Frank Melcher, B. F.

Meixell and O. L.

Weaver, the results

give an excellent idea

of what may be ex-

pected in the adver-

tised open contest. The hill was in perfect condition, and it is to

be hoped that the same situation will exist on the May date.

The start was made from a complete standstill and the event

was held under some difficulty, as it was impossible to keep all

other vehicles off the hill. Both the Winton and Franklin had
only arrived from the factory during the morning, and the latter

had been driven from Lima, O., the day before and no unusual

preparation was made for the climb.

Talbott in the Franklin had a narrow escape from accident

When about half way up the hill a wagon drove out on the road

from an adjoining

field, and it was only

by dextrous steering

that a collision was

avoided. The farmer

took the close call

good naturedly,
though he could have

been very disagreeable

about it had he so

desired, for the au-

tomobilists had no

permit to use the

road for a prelimi-

nary climb. Perhaps

the farmer hopes to

benefit when the

actual event is held.

While the average

Indiana road could

be improved upon,

the Hoosier State

possesses many miles

of rideable highway,

and the spread of

automobiling is cer-

tain to be very rapid.

& w. jtLOTOH ptlotdcg the wnnnno olds up michigah hill, hear ikdianapolis.
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THE FIRST THREE CLIMBERS—OLDS, FRANKLIN, W1HTOH.

The farmer is looking with longing eyes at the motor-driven

vehicles which pass him on his way to town, and it is dawning

on him that the horseless vehicle is a great time saver. Not a

few farmers have succumbed to the new method of transporta-

tion, and this more than anything else terminates quickly the

antagonism which the automobile still meets with in remote

parts of the state. Of course, the roads question is becoming a

vital one, and interest in it is apparent on all sides. The rainy

season is a dreaded period for those off the main highways, for

some of the Indiana roads are at this time only such in name.

It is as certain as the rising of the sun that the average farmer

after investing in an automobile is going to be a most per-

sistent shouter for highway improvement; at least that is the

impression one gets from observing things in Indiana.

INTERNATIONAL CUP FOR AERONAUTS.
The Coupe Internationale des Aeronautes will be contested for

at Paris, France, on September 30. The following countries will

be represented in the entry list : France, Belgium, Great Britain,

Germany, Italy, Spain and America. Frank S. Lahm and M.

Santos-Dumont will represent this country under the colors of

the Aero Club of America. The limit set on the capacity of

the balloons is 2,200 cubic meters. Many balloons are being spe-

cially constructed for the contest, and great interest is being mani-

fested by all the aero clubs in the various nations that will be

represented.

CLOUDLAND BRIGADE ECHOES.
Members of the New York Motor Club, which has taken un-

usual interest in the North Pole expedition of Walter Wellman,
Monday night at the Waldorf-Astoria informally said farewell to

the air navigator, who sailed early Tuesday morning on the Kaiser
Wilhelm II. His airship will carry the pennant of the New York
Club, and, of course, will float the American flag.

Going direct to Paris, Mr. Wellman will make many ordinary
ascensions and thus become familiar with aerial conditions, but

the entire party will assemble at Tromsoe, Norway, early in June.

The ice steamer Frithjof, which has been chartered for two years,

will sail for Spitzbergen about June 2a Toward the end of July

the airship experiments should be in progress. A start for the

North Pole, 600 miles from Spitzbergen, may be made early in

August. In the airship will be two motor sledges with 3 i-2-horse-

power engines, that will be utilized in case of emergency. Max-
well J. Smith, a wireless telegraph expert, will be one of the party

of five, which will include Major Henry B. Hersey, of the Na-
tional Geographical Society, and two Frenchmen, one of whom
will be Gaston Hervieu, an aeronautical expert.

"Besides these five men," said Mr. Wellman, "the immediate
members of the expedition will include several others. Dr. W. N.

Fowler, of Bluffton, Ind., will be the physician and surgeon ; Felix

Riesenberg, of Chicago, a former member of the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey, will have special charge of the nau-

tical instruments; Alexander Liwenthal, who was associated with

Count Zeppelin in the famous airship experiments in Germany
and Switzerland, will join the party in Paris. We are also going

to take an Adirondack guide. Francis H. Buzzacott is the man.

His father was a guide, and he has had experience in Arctic and

Antarctic regions."

In order to facilitate the receipt of wireless telegraph messages

from the airship, two wireless telegraph stations are to be erected,

on at Hamerfest, Norway, and the other on the steamer Frithjof,

at Spitzbergen. If the airship reaches the pole, news will be sent

through the air by Mr. Smith to the station at Spitzbergen, then

it will go to Hamerfest, where it will be sent by Cable to America.

"I heard from Louis Godard this week by cable," said Mr. Well-

man, "and he says the work is progressing very satisfactorily.

The balloon will hold 224,000 cubic feet of gas. It will have an

inclosed canvas cabin, in which will be the engine room, sleeping

quarters, and there will be decks fore and aft. Its total lifting

power will be 16,000 pounds. The frame, the anchor, and the

ropes will be of steel, and the machine itself will weigh 7,500

pounds."

Lord Howard C. Walden has presented the Technical Com-
mittee of the British Aero^Club with $500 for the purpose of

theoretical investigation and, in' the event of a practical machine

for aerial navigation being forthcoming, he will make a further

contribution toward the expense.

Aero Club of America members Monday noon at the Lawyers'

Club, New York City, entertained at luncheon two noted foreign

aeronauts in the persons of Count Henry de la Vaulx, vice-presi-

dent of the Aero Club of France, and Patrick Y. Alexander, of

the Aero Club of the United Kingdom. Captain Homer W.

Hedge, president of the Aero Club, was the toastmaster, and, of

course, the remarks were of a very optimistic kind regarding the

future of air navigation. Such highflyers as A. M. Herring, Leo

Stevens, Charles Levee, Charles M. Manley, and Cortlandt Field

Bishop were among those present, which included also Chairman

J. D. Thompson, of the A. A. A. Racing Board, Augustus Post.

Allan R. Hawley, H. M. Swetland, C. J. Edwards, S. H. Valen-

tine, L. H. Dyer, C. E. Miller, S. M. Butler, W. R. Kimball, and

Carl Dienstbach.

RAYMOND HEALY, IH A ZUST, IN PROSPECT PARK. BROOKLYN.

Dr. Kurt Wegener and his brother, Dr. Alfred Wegener, two

German scientists attached to the Aeronautical Institute at Lin-

denburg, have been successful in breaking, by eleven hours. Count

de la Vaulx's long-duration trip of forty-one hours. Starting on

the morning of April 5 from the grounds of the military balloon-

ing corps, at Tegel, near Berlin, they descended at midday on

April 7, at Aschaffenburg, in Spessart, after having been suspend-

ed in the air more than fifty-two hours.
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THE 400-HORSEPOWER DELAHAYE. WINNER OP THE GREAT^LONG-DISTANCE EVENT OF THE ANNUAL MONACO MEET.

MONTE CARLO, April 13.—The most interesting event of the

whole meeting was the "Championship of the Sea." Twenty-
four boats, nine of them racers, the rest cruisers, came to the

"arting line as representatives of France, Italy, England, and

Germany.

Calypso, a French cruiser carrying a Mors motor, got over the

line first, followed by the racers Rapiere, the Fiat, and the huge
Delahaye, while the rest came on in a fairly compact group. Two
hundred kilometers had to be covered over a 50-kilometer penta-

gon, making twenty rounds in all.

At the end of the first round the Italian Fiat XIII. had taken

he lead, with the French boat Delahaye about 100 meters astern,

followed by La Rapiere closely pursued by the 16-cylinder An-
toinette IV. Delahaye-Nautilus, a big Delahaye cruiser, went by

only three minutes later, with Yarrow-Napier, the English cham-

pion, at her heels, and the rest of the competitors more widely

separated.

At the fourth round Fiat XIII. was still ahead, going perfectly,

the big Delahaye sticking close behind her, and Antoinette had

got ahead of the Rapiere, making a very exciting spurt. On the

sixth round only fourteen craft were left out of the twenty-four

competitors, but so keen was the struggle that it was still im-

possible to predict the winner, and, in fact, it was anybodys race

for the next twelve rounds.

As in so many recent speed tests on land, France and Italy

were racing neck and neck. Fiat XIII. kept her lead on Dela-

haye, sometimes increasing it to about a kilometer when in the

calm inshore water, and again losing it when in the open, where

the Dclahaye's sea-going qualities gave her an advantage and

brought the distance down to 200 meters between the two cham-

pions. La Rapiere had to give way to the Yarrow-Napier, w' ich

had her companion Napier craft, the Siola in her wrke. and the

two Mercedes boats, Mercedes W. N. and Mercedes D. L., dis-

placing tons of water not far astern.

Matters remained thus with little change up to the eighteenth

'ound. Tellier had been obliged to enter port, as the Rapi.'re

was taking in water, and the Italian and French champions, both

steering marvelously well, kept up their interminable struggle,

neither of them having stopped since the commencement of the

race, and the time between them never having varied more than

FIAT HE LEADING THE WAY FOR THE YARROW-NAPIER—THE FORMER WON THE PRINCE OF MONACO CUP IN THE MlLE EVENT.
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6. Vol-aurVmt: Motor. Hotohlrias; hull. PKre A Oe
6. DtUkavt-NautOu* (cruiser): Motor, Delahaye; hull, DeechamDi

and Blondeau 5:56:41

7. Uerctdn, W. ff.: Motor. Mercedes; hull, Bremerhaven 6:21:47

8. Mtretdn, D. L.: Motor, Mercedea; hull. Deoout-Lacour 0:29:68

The fastest round waa done by the winner, Delahaye, in 12:30, being an average
of 28.8 mike an hour.

One of the closing events of the meet, and scarcely second in

point of interest to the "Championship of the Sea," was the one-

mile dash for the Prince of Monaco cup. Herein Fiat XIII. be-

lied her unlucky numerals, for she traveled at a speed of 32 miles

an hour and gained possession of the coveted trophy.

THE ZUST, A PROMISING ITALIAN NEWCOMER TO THE LISTS.

two minutes. Fiat XIII. had on board, in addition to her builder,

M. Taroni, who was acting as pilot, her engineer, and Lancia.

The Delahaye was steered by M. Perron, and G. M. Varley, the

designer of the engines, was personally looking after the motor.

Suddenly, on the eighteenth round, while on the seaward leg of

the course, Fiat XIII. suddenly stopped. Delahaye passed ahead,

followed by the Antoinette. Owing to a miscalculation, the essence

on board the Fiat had given out six miles from the end of

the course. Lancia had taken an extra can on board in case of

emergency, but before it could be emptied into the tank, which is

under pressure, the race was lost, the Yarrow-Napier and the

Fiat being neck and neck when the latter restarted. Again the

Italian went to the attack, leaving the Yarrow-Napier some dis-

tance astern, but it was too late to regain the lost position, and

the race finished as follows

:

1. Delahaye: 400 H.P. and 16 H.P. auxiliary motor; hull, Broeee

and Fouch*
Average, 26.6 miles an hour.

J. Antoinette: Motor, Levavassor; hull, Pitre & Cie

Average, 26.3 miles an hour.

8. Fiat XIII: Motor. Fiat; hull, Taroni 4:46:31

Average, 2S.9 miles an hour.

4. Yarrow-Napier: Motor, Napier; hull, Saunders 4:47:38

Average, 25.6 miles an hour.

4:40:12

4:42:53

MERCEDES D. L., OHE OF THE MONSTERS OF THE MEET.

ONE-ARMED DRIVER OF HOLLAND.
With his right arm amputated, Samuel W. Miller, of Holland,

Mich., manages his automobile with the greatest dexterity, day

or night, with his left hand. He has made many trips to Grand
Rapids and other cities within a radius of forty miles. He
drives a Wolverine of 18 horsepower.

He has had only one serious accident during several years

driving, and he speaks of that as a miraculous escape from death.

He was driving down a steep country road one windy afternoon

when his hat blew off. Unconsciously he reached for it with his

left hand, letting go of the lever. One of the forward wheels

struck a small stone in the road, turning the machine off into a

ditch. The auto was overturned but only slightly damaged, and

Mr. Miller escaped without injury. There has been considerable

talk of Mr. Miller entering the derby races at Grand Rapids.

TO USE CARD AS BOND.
Chicago, April 23.—Another effort is to be made to induce

Mayor Dunne to sanction the proposition of Joseph H. Francis,

president of the Austin Automobile Club, to order policemen to

accept cards from automobile owners instead of compelling them

to give bonds at police stations.

The cards, which are to be numbered, will be issued by respon-

sible casualty companies operating in Chicago. The owner or

chauffeur will be given one to carry in his vest pocket, while a

tag with a corresponding number will be attached to the rear of

the machine. The proposition also will be made to the presidents

of the different park boards.

A.A.COF N.J. WILL DISCUSS NEW LAW.
Trenton, N. J., April 24.—The directors of the Associated Au-

tomobile Clubs of New Jersey will dine at the Trenton Country

Club, May 3, and will then discuss the new automobile law and

other irnpdrt'aht matters connected with the association. Many of

the most prominent automobilists of the state will attend.

G & J 'FRISCO BRANCH DESTROYED.
The San Francisco branch of the G & J Tire Company was

completely destroyed in the big fire that followed the earthquake,

but none of the employees was injured. Temporary headquarters

have been established in Oakland, but business will be resumed in

San Francisco as soon as practicable.

BARNEY OLDFIELLVS NEW RACING CAR.
It had been the intention of the Peerless Motor Car Company

to ship Barney Oldfield's new racer to the Pacific coast, but in

view of the recent disaster there it was decided to abandon the

trip. Therefore Oldfield will not have an opportunity of trying

out the new flyer until later on.

NO SPEEDWAY FOR COMMODORE BOURNE.
Commodore Frederick G. Bourne, a well-known member of the

Automobile Club of America, says there is no truth whatever in

the statements that he is constructing an automobile speedway on

his estate at Oakdale, Long Island.
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WHAT IS BEING DONE BY LEGISLATURES-
BOSTON, April 23.—Considerable in the way of automobile

legislation has been accomplished the past week by the legis-

lative Committee on Roads and Bridges, which has in charge all

propositions for changes in the law relating to motor vehicles.

Early in the week the sub-committee of the Committee on Roads
and Bridges, to which was referred the different measures affect-

ing speed and changes in the punishment clause, reported a bill to

the full committee. This bill is substantially the measure which
was outlined in The Automobile of April 5. It contains clauses

increasing the speed limits from ten and fifteen miles, as they are

at present, to twelve and twenty miles. The bill also contains the

provision by which unintentional offenses may be placed on file,

while for intentional or willfully dangerous driving the offender

may be punished by imprisonment It is, in fact, the compromise

measure suggested by counsel for the Massachusetts State Auto-

mobile Association after consultation with other parties interested.

The full committee has also reported the bill which was drafted

at the desire of the Highway Commission, giving that body en-

larged powers in the administration of the law. This bill em-
powers the commission to make such additional regulations as it

may find necessary for the government of automobiles and auto-

mobilists, but the commission under this bill may not regulate

speeds. If this bill becomes a law one of the new regulations

which the commission is likely to put into effect is one that will

make it possible to identify the individual cars of a manufacturer

or driver. This it will do by requiring that a series of letters be

prefixed to the registration numbers.

The bills, to which the automobilists looked to prevent the en-

forcement of the law by the country constable for purposes of

revenue, have gone by the board. These were the bills under

which the money received from automobile fines would go to the

State for better roads instead of to the towns and cities. . This

was recognized as an effective means of stopping the enforcement

of the law for revenue, but it was realized that if the measures

were tacked oh the speed law there would be no favorable legisla-

tion, for the country legislators would not vote away any of the

revenue of their respective towns. These bills were, therefore,

reported on adversely and the report of the committee was ac-

cepted.

The committee was taken on a tour of inspection and instruc-

tion as the guests of the State Automobile Association. Friday

ten members of the committee, one senator, and nine representa-

tives were taken by President Speare and other members in their

automobiles and were driven over the road to Worcester. On
the way some of the traps which have been used against automo-

bilists were pointed out, and the legislators were also given a

practical dernonstration of the. velocity of a machine when it is

moving at the rates of speed now permitted, and moving at the

twelve and twenty-mile rates proposed. They were also shown

the possibility of controlling an automobile, and tests were made

to demonstrate the space in which a car could be brought to a

dead stop when going at different speeds. In the evening the

committee was entertained by the Worcester Automobile Club,

and Saturday a visit was made to the traps in Leicester, made

famous by the hold-up of the Glidden tourists last summer.

The members of the committee are said to be in favor of the

compromise bill and the increased speed limit,, and there is very

good reason to believe that the bill will be reported to the legisla-

ture as reported to the committee by its sub-committee.,

Massachusetts Committee Visits Mr. Quinn.

Worcester, Mass., April 23.—The Massachusetts legislative

committee was in Worcester and the famous Leicester district

Saturday and Sunday. After a tour of the Worcester park sys-

tem, the party beaded for Leicester. Here on the now famous

trap course the party was met, by appointment, by "Auto Jim"

Quinn, chief of police, Officer Gagen, and Selectmen Bell and

Whittemore. The question of speeding was talked over, and was
freely discussed by all present. Quinn appeared to be willing to

aid the committee in every possible way, and with his assistant

gave a demonstration of the manner in which cars are timed.

The measured course is exactly 254 feet, one-twentieth of a mile,

and is laid between the hills coming into Leicester from the west

and the one in the center of the town. As one of the party put

it: "Quinn appears to be acting in good faith, but
"

The party included: Senator Harrie C Hunter, Marlboro,

chairman of Senate committee ; Representative Samuel L. Porter,

Amesbury, chairman of House committee ; Charles Weir, Lowell

;

William L Weeks, Everett; J. F. Downey, Cambridge; J. Frank

Donahue, Grafton; Amos A. Phelps, Rockland; Arthur L Ma-
son, Haverhill; Noble B. Turner, Barrington; Bart Bosidy, Lee;

and James F. McDermott and E. A Gilmore, Boston, and James
W. Murphy. President John P. Coughlin, of the Worcester Au-

tomoblie Club, also assisted in the local part of the tour.

DO YOU INDULGE IN STIMULANTS?
Philadelphia, April 23.—"Do you indulge in alcoholic stimu-

lants, and to what extent?" will be one of the questions asked

applicants for New Jersey automobile licenses by the examiners

who will be detailed by Commissioner of Motor Vehicles J; B. R.

Smith to pass upon their qualifications. Mr. Smith believes thlat

no. one who uses alcoholic liquors to excess is ' a proper person

to be granted a license, and his orders to the examiners are to

exclude all such. Just where the dividing line between modera-

tion and excess is located is not stated, and it is quite possible

that some injustice may be done if this order is interpreted too

literally by an examiner of prohibition tendencies:

As but two months will intervene between the time' when the

new department will be in a position to examine applicants for

licenses and the date when the law goes into effect, there is some

anxiety manifested, not alone in New Jersey, but ill adjoining

States, as to just how long and how thorough said examination

will be. Unless it be of the most perfunctory sort, it will be

manifestly impossible to examine and license the 25,000 or more

applicants in sixty days, and yet after July 1 it will be illegal

to drive over New Jersey roads without a license issued after

successfully passing an examination. Even working Sundays,

this will mean that upward of 400 must be examined and licensed

daily—over one a minute during the usual 9-t0-3 working day of

the State departments. It wHl therefore be necessary to establish

registry stations in the larger cities of the State, and at points

adjacent to New York and Philadelphia, if the vast registration

is. to be completed in time.

Automobilists are beginning to wonder whether "the chief of

police or other proper person" who may be detailed by the Com-

missioner to examine them will be able to determine whether or

not an applicant knows the game well enough to be trusted with

a license.

AS A JERSEYMAN SEES THE NEW LAW.
Trenton, N. Jl, April 23.—The opinion of John E. Gill, secre-

tary of the Associated Automobile Clubs of New Jersey, on the

Frelinghuysen law is as follows: "I am sorry that such a measure

as this has gone through our legislature,- but it is only a. warning

to the reckless drivers who have indirectly, caused its passage to

be more careful in the future, or next year a law will be passed

that will practically prohibit the pastime in New Jersey. My

personal opinion of the measure, however, is.that it is all that we

could expect, and we should: try to use our. .highways with a

little morecare." . .,. .; ., .„ .
•

..'
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L'HOMMEDIEU BILL AS NOW SUGGESTED.
Albany, N. Y., April 23.—Last week passed and the

Committee on Rules of the Assembly did not take up

the L'Hommedieu auto-tax bill for amendment, as has

been requested, by substituting the registration fee plan

—which Senator L'Hommedieu should have placed in the bill

before it passed the Senate—for the tax provisions. All through

the bill the word "tax" is stricken out and the word "fee" substi-

tuted. The chief feature of the change in form is contained in

the first amended section of the law and the title, wherein it is

stated that the act shall be one to amend the motor-vehicle law by

"prescribing a fee for the annual registration of motor vehicles

and providing for the collection thereof."

The changed wording goes on to state that: "There shall be

paid annually on or before the first Tuesday in July of each year,

hy the record owner of each motor vehicle so registered, except

motor vehicles owned or kept by manufacturers thereof

or dealers therein for purposes of sale or other busi-

ness purposes, a registration fee of $1 for the first SCO pounds in

weight of such vehicle, and $1 for each additional 500 pounds or"

major part thereof. The annual registration fee hereby prescribed

shall not be required to be paid by the owners of motor vehicles

constructed, owned, and used for the transportation of goods,

wares, or merchandise, nor of any motor vehicle regularly let for

hire and which is operated wholly within the limits of a city

"Nothing herein contained shall be construed to require the

owner of a motor vehicle, who has registered his machine under

the provisions of Chapter 538 of the Laws of 1904, to reregister

the same to comply with this act For the purpose of computing

the annual registration fee of a motor vehicle heretofore regis-

tered, the weight of such vehicle shall be taken to be 2,500 pounds,

unless prior to the first day of July, 1906, the owner thereof shall

certify its weight in writing to the secretary of state, in which the

weight so certified shall be taken as the basis for computation of

such annual registration fee."

In sub-division 6 of Section 2 of the present motor vehicle law,

the fee for duplicate seals for manufacturers and dealers is

changed from fifty to twenty-five cents.

The new reciprocity clause is placed in sub-division 0 of Sec-

tion 2, which now exempts the non-resident owners of motor ve-

hicles who have complied with the motor vehicle laws of their

home States by adding the following: "Provided that the laws of

the State, Territory, or federal district of their residence shall

permit motor vehicles which have been registered as provided by

this, act, to be used and operated in such State, Territory, or fed-

eral district without further license or restriction."

The chauffeur misdemeanor clause is a new sub-division read-

ing: "A chauffeur or other person who shall operate or use a

motor vehicle without the consent of its owner, is guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and upon conviction he shall be punished by a fine of

not exceeding $100 or by imprisonment for not more than six

months, or by both such fine or imprisonment"

The other changes in the L'Hommedieu bill, while so extensive

as to leave little of its verbiage, are of a verbal character neces-

sary to alter it from an unconstitutional tax law to a registration

fee statute.

There should be no difficulty in getting the bill through if the

advocates of it persist in keeping the members of the Committee

on Rules advised of the fact that the bill is desired in the amended

form and no other. But it should not be permitted to lie dor-

mant or neglected till the last few days of the session, which

is now rapidly drawing to a close, as after amendment it can-

not be passed in the Assembly until it has been in its proper

printed form on the desks of the members for three days. Then

it must go to the Senate and take its chances with other bills.

Adjournment Probably May 4 at Albany.

Albany, N. Y., April 24.—The Rules Committee has as yet

done nothing toward amending the L'Hommedieu bill, and no one

appears to be active in forcing the bill on the attention of the

committee, and it has not even been printed in the amended form.

The final adjournment will probably come May 4.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES IN MICHIGAN.
Detroit, Mich., April 13.—In Michigan at least there is no

doubt about the status of the commercial automobile in the

eyes of the law. It is identical with that of the machine that

is used for pleasure only, and license and registration laws are

enforced as strictly in one case as in the other.

According to act 196 passed by the Michigan Legislature

of 1905, to "provide for the registration and identification

of motor vehicles, the registration of chauffeurs, to regu-

late the use of motor vehicles, and the use of public highways

by such vehicles," the term motor vehicle is construed td

mean all vehicles propelled by power other than muscular

power, except traction engines and such motor vehicles as

may be run on tracks.

Consequently it becomes necessary for every person using

an automobile for commercial purposes in Michigan to file

with the Secretary of State at Lansing a statement giving his

name and address, a description of his machine, with the

name of the maker, factory number, style of vehicle, and mo-
tor power. The owner of the automobile is then given a cer-

tificate of registration and a metal tag with his official number,

which must be attached to the rear of his machine. AH this costs

him $2.

In addition to the display of the number at the rear of the
vehicle "there shall be displayed upon every motor vehicle in

use upon any public highway, during the period from one
hour after sunset to one hour before sunrise, two lamps in

the front of said motor vehicle, showing a white light visible

within a reasonable distance in the direction in which said

vehicle is going, also a red light in the rear of such vehicle,

and visible for a reasonable distance in the reverse direc-

tion."

Yet another provision of this law which will more and more
affect the owners of commercial vehicles is the restriction sur-

rounding the chauffeur, who must file with the Secretary of

State his name and address, together with a description of
his machine. No chauffeur can permit anyone else to use
his or her certificate.

But the law goes further and says, "No person shall operate
a motor vehicle on the public highway—unless such person
shall have complied in all respects with the requirements of
this act."

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES NOT EXEMPT.
Boston, April 23.—In the opinion of the State Highway Com-

mission, which has been charged with the administration of the

Massachusetts automobile laws ever since they were put on the

books, the statutes do not contemplate any distinction among au-

tomobiles in regard to the purpose for which they are used. The
commission believes that it was the intention of those who framed
the law to have it apply to every sort of road motor vehicle,

whether employed for pleasure or for commercial purposes. The
commission has, therefore, acted accordingly in its administration,

and exactly the same requirements are made for commercial

trucks and delivery wagons as for touring cars and runabouts.

Austin B. Fletcher, secretary of the Highway Commission,

when he was questioned by a representative of The Automobile
regarding the application of the registration and licensing law to

motor vehicles used for business purposes, replied

:

"There is no possible question that the law as it stands requires

the registration of all motor vehicles, and the purpose for which

they are employed is of no significance. The Commission has

never made any distinction and has not considered any necessary.

Commercial vehicles must be regularly registered and must carry

numbers, lamps, gong or horn, etc, and their drivers must have

licenses. On the matter of what shall be considered as coming

under the operation of the law the original statute of 1903 is very

explicit, and though the law has been frequently amended the

section specifying the scope of the statute remains in its original

form as it came from the legislature."
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THE TRIP OF THE "MOUNTAINEER."
Omaha, Neb., April 19—Viewed by a crowd of curious all

day long, the Reo Mountaineer has occupied a position in the

show windows of the Deright Automobile Company all day, its

arrival in Omaha being the signal for automobile owners to call

and inspect the battered little touring car that has just com-
pleted its nine thousandth mile, and still has nearly two thousand

THE REO "MOUNTAINEER" HAS A NEBRASKA MUD BATH.

more to cover before arriving at its final destination, New York
City.

The members of the newly formed Omaha Automobile Club,

most of whom it has been my pleasure to meet, have all taken a

lively interest in the transcontinental tour, and from the conver-

sation I have had with several prominent automobile owners, I

think it very likely that several of them will tour over part of the

route taken by the Reo Mountaineer from Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to Omaha. I have met no one that thinks he would care

to drive an automobile between Albuquerque and Dagget, CaL,

over that part of the United States known as the Great American
desert. Frankly, I don't think I should care to tackle it again

myself.

The roads from Omaha to Lincoln were in terrible shape when
we came over them the early part of the week. In the hollows

deep mud and sometimes deep water still exist, while the higher

points along the road, where the ruts have become hardened, are

so infernally rough that tires, axles, machinery, and, in fact, the

entire automobile, are subjected to such a shaking up that almost

anything is liable to happen, unless the speed is reduced to that

of a farm wagon.

Talking about wear and tear on tires brings to my mind a sad

incident that happened on the road to Omaha. It was nothing

less than the bursting of one of our front tires, a casing and lube

that had successfully withstood the hardships of the trip. This

pair of front tires, one of which, badly worn and almost ready to

burst, still encircles the right front wheel of the Reo Mountaineer,

were put on at Boise, Idaho, and the long, hard service that they

have withstood must be a surprise to even the Diamond Rubber

Company, their makers.

In passing through the city of Fremont we stopped for gaso-

line, and our car was, immediately surrounded by a crowd of au-

tomobile enthusiasts, some of the older members of which no

doubt had heard their fathers speak of the passage of this same

car through this same town many, many weeks ago.

Eight miles of good macadam pavement was encountered just

before reaching Omaha, and over this our little car fairly flew

with throttle wide open and spark well advanced. It certainly

seemed good to run over macadam roads once more, and we ar-

rived at the Deright Garage on Farnam street a full hour before

we were expected, by so doing missing the escort from the Omaha
automobilists that had been planned. A run of 100 miles over

such roads as we encountered Wednesday is certainly a pretty

good mileage record. Percy F. Megargel.

UTILITY OF THE AUTOMOBILE.
Harvard, III., April 23.—E. A. Manley, a young man of this

city, has demonstrated that an automobile is a most valuable

adjunct to the business of a commercial traveler. Manley was a

student in the city schools when his physician told him he would

have to take to outdoor life or his health would be a failure. He
is the son of one of the members of the firm of Manley Brothers,

who are selling automobiles. Young Manley concluded to put

his machine to good use, and bargained to carry the drummers
around McHenry county on goods selling tours.

On one day Manley carried three drummers, each selling

different lines, making nine different towns, and covering 116

miles. At another time he made eleven towns in no miles be-

tween 7 o'clock in the morning and 9 that evening. In the entire

season he made over 8,000 miles. He used a Model F, 10-horse-

power Rambler. Manley established a schedule of 10 cents a mile

for one passenger, 15 cents for two, or 20 cents for three, and
this tariff was used during the entire season. His gasoline and
lubricating oil averaged 3-4 cents per mile.

Manley attributes a good deal of his success in keeping his

chain and other machinery free of mud and dust. He contrived

a large pan, 4 feet long, 3 feet wide, and about 6 inches deep.

He strapped this pan so as to protect the chain from the mud
thrown by the front wheels. The contrivance weighs about

twenty-five pounds.

AN AUTOMOBILE RUNS THE BASES.
For the first time in the history of the Polo Grounds, last Sat-

urday an automobile received carte blanche to travel about the

famous diamond of the New York Baseball Club. This permis-
sion had been granted to further the plans of Willie Hoppe, the

young billiard expert, in his efforts to raise money for the sufferers

by the San Francisco disaster. Half an hour before the game began
Hoppe's machine, a White steamer, was admitted to the field and
was driven across the diamond to a position in front of the grand-
stand. Then Manager McGraw took a seat in the car and offered1

at auction the baseball with which he had been practising. Finally,

on the "third and last call," a bid of $200 was received from one

MANAGER McGRAW SELLS A BASEBALL FOR $300.

of the boxes, and the ball was knocked down at that figure. The
purchaser proved to be a representative of the White Garage, in

New York City, who explained that the amount had been raised

by subscription from the employees of that establishment.

Then the entire team of the World's Champions climbed on
the car and it was driven around the field. A strong pair of

lungs shouted the purpose of the party to all of the 20,000 people

who had gathered for the game, and Hoppe and his assistants

walked through the stands selling evening papers at fancy prices.
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HELPFUL TO THE MAN WHO DRIVES HIS CAR.

When Your Gasoline Pipe Breaks Try This.

It is a good idea to carry with you a moderate-sized length

of small rubber hose for an emergency which may arise at

any time owing to a sudden rupture of the gasoline feed pipe

running from the supply tank to the carbureter. A common
. cause of leakage is due to the gasoline pipe becomilng unsol-

dered from the cone-shaped pocket at the bottom of the tank,

and when this occurs the average automobilist is liable to be

towed to the nearest repair shop unless he has a soldering

outfit with htm and can use it to advantage after the tank has

become emptied. Even then, if he has no extra gasoline with

him, he will be up against it If you carry with you the small

hose mentioned above, with one end of it fitted to a short

length of small pipe, together with a gallon or two-gallon can

of extra gasoline, you can manage to keep the car running,

provided the spout to your extra can of gasoline is fitted with

a cork stopper. The loose end of the rubber hose can be

stretched over the fractured end of the gasoline pipe, the other

end of the hose to which the short length of extra pipe is

attached can be pushed through an improvised hole made
in the cork stopper of the can of extra fuel, and by propping

up or holding the can you are able to supply your motor with

gasoline, and reach home or a place where repairs can be

made.

,
Some Peculiarities of the Vibrating Spark Coil,

t Automobilists' troubles with vibrating coils are in many
.cases due to ignorance in the matter of correct adjustment,

says the Autocar (Eng.), but in a still greater degree to bad

material used in the construction of the vibrator and the sys-

, tern of construction. , Of course there are numerous instances

pi trouble due to genuine breakdowns inside the coil, but they

axe in the minority. In effect vibrator troubles result in mis-

firing and loss of power, and, in the case of distributer coils,

pounding in the motor. Misfiring has, in many instances,

been found to be caused by stiffness of the vibrator, and for

this reason at high motor speeds the duration of contact at

the contact-maker is less, the current through the primary

winding at that moment is less, and consequently the core

pull is not. strong enough to separate the platinum points.

Pitting and fusing of points also seems to be a general evil,

and this sometimes caused by dirt, the points bearing on the

edge instead of square upon each other. German silver, silver

and even pure platinum points are all subject to pitting, and

quite 25 per cent, iridium platinum alloy should be used. A*

complicated vibrator will upset a man's nerves more than

anything we know of and pains should be taken to make a

study of its vagaries.

Plug Switch for Spark Testing.

A plug switch has been brought out in England to be

used for cutting out ignition in one cylinder while the spark-

ing in the others is being tested. The device clamps around

the body of the plug and has a spring blade to which is

attached an insulated handle. By means of this handle the

blade can be sprung up into contact with the insulated ter-

minal of the plug, thereby establishing connection between

the secondary wire and the engine jacket so that the current

will not pass between the sparking points. This obviates

the bad practice of disconnecting the wire from the plug,

which will, if persisted in, break down the insulation in the

'coil, as the secondary current is being induced continuously

and is always seeking a means of escape. No injury will

result, however, if the primary current is broken by hold-

ing down the vibrator.

Proper Way to Inflate Tires.

The only certain way of properly inflating a set of tires

and of ascertaining the amount of pressure exactly is by
the use of a good registering pump. The valve should first

be pressed in with the pin in the cap to make sure that it

does not stick. The pump piston should be raised to the

top of the cylinder and pushed all the way to the bottom,
giving full, steady strokes. Each time the plunger descends

the gauge pointer will fluctuate more or less beyond the

center of equilibrium, according to the rapidity of the stroke.

To find the constant pressure, a full, slow stroke should be

given, and near the end the plunger should be held station-

ary, equalizing the pressure in the pump and tire. The gauge
pointer will then slowly find its balance and remain sta-

tionary, pointing to the figures of the real pressure in pounds.

There is an impression that the rise of temperature of the air

in a tire due to fractional heat often causes sufficient pres-

sure to burst the tire. But it is asserted that this heat can
hardly reach more than 140 degrees Fahrenheit, and, if a tire

has been inflated with air at 68 degrees, this will increase the

pressure only one-eighth.

Dash Screens for Wet Weather.

The question of the safest and best forms of dashboard
screens is being discussed by the English automobile papers.

Although almost any form serves to break the rush of wind
and deflects the dust in dry weather, it is pointed out that

in cold and rainy weather the glass is likely to become
covered with moisture and prevent clear vision. It is sug-

gested that all screens be made to fold so that the upper
portion can be let out of the way when desired. Various
forms of such screens are made,, those most favored being

so constructed as to let the upper section open .inward, close

to the driver, where he can easily wipe the moisture from
the glass, or can be moved entirely out of the field of vision

if desired. All such special constructions could be avoided,

however, if the glass could be treated with a preparation

that would prevent the condensation of moisture without

impairing the transparency of the glass.

See that the Lubricant Goes Where It Belongs.

Oilers of all kinds should invariably be kept in first-class

condition. They can be readily flushed and cleansed with
kerosene, and if the kerosene flushes the bearings of ma-
chine they will also be benefited by the cleansing. Many
operators, especially those of limited experience, pay too

little attention to seeing that the lubrication of an automo-
bile is properly effected. The motor and many of the

working parts may be reeking externally with oil, but that

indicates nothing but wasted material and labor. Conveying
the lubricant to the interior bearing surfaces is the thing

that counts. Any blockhead can pour oil over the outside

of a machine, but it takes common sense and discernment
to see that it reaches the working surfaces of the bearings.

Importance of Throwing Out the Clutch.

It is just as well to remember, upon bringing the car to

a standstill, that the clutch should be thrown out, and that

the operator should make sure that it is thrown out. This
was not properly done in front of a Boston garage last week,
and the car ran away, creating a bigger disturbance than
the proverbial bull in a china, shop. The owner had -stopped

to adjust his carbureter, but let his engine run. The car
suddenly started and before it could be stopped had nearly
run over its owner and Several other people and smashed
into another vehicle, demolishing itself generally. : —
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HOW TO OPERATE A GASOLINE CAR.*
By EDWARD

GENERAL.—The operation of an automobile on a highway,

if analyzed, is an exceedingly complex act. Like walk-

ing, skating, or swimming, it is really very easy after one
learns, and the various movements are soon performed more
or less mechanically and instinctively. Anyone not unsound
mentally or deficient physically can, in a short time, learn to

operate a car well enough for all ordinary purposes, but
really expert driving is only acquired by study and long
practice.

The expert driver will detect the slightest variation in the

action or sound of the mechanism, and will thus be able to

forestall a stoppage by the proverbial "stitch in time." He
will so calculate his speed and position on a crowded street

that he will avoid accidents or "tight places," instead of run-
ning blindly in and then trusting to luck to get out. Anyone
who has ridden a bicycle or steered a small boat will learn

to steer an automobile very quickly.

Starting.—We will now suppose that your new car has
just arrived and that you have read the maker's instruction

book, if there was one, or obtained a general idea of the car

from the catalog. Let us assume that it is of the runabout
or light touring car class and has a one or two-cylinder en-
gine placed horizontally under the body, a planetary type of
change gear, and is in good order. Having uncrated it, ex-

amine the tires. If one is flat, see whether or not a nail of the
crate was driven through it. Pump up all the tires to the
proper pressure.

Fill the respective tanks with gasoline, water (if not air

cooled), and lubricating oil. Put oil in the engine crankcase,

change gear box, and rear axle or differential, if necessary.

(This will depend upon the particular construction of your
machine). Oil every joint of the axles, steering gear, change
gear levers, brake gear, pedals, engine, and chain (if it has
one). Do not be afraid to use plenty of oil on a new car;

later on it will not need so much.

See that the battery is in place and connected.

Set the brake and turn the engine over a couple of times
to ascertain if it turns freely and that the gears are out.

Flood the carbureter, retard the spark, open the throttle,

and turn on the switch.

Now turn the engine over as fast as possible and it will

start after a few turns. It is best and sometimes easier to

turn the engine over with the compression relief cocks closed,

but if the cylinders are very large and the compression high
it will be necessary to open them. As soon as the engine

starts, close the compression reliefs, advance the spark

slightly, and close the throttle until the engine is running
quite slowly, but in no danger of stopping. See that the

lubricator is feeding oil properly and, if water cooled, that

the water is circulating in the engine and radiator.

Running.—The car being in a place where a false move
will not cause an accident, take your seat at the steering

wheel and note the effect of opening the throttle arid advanc-
ing the spark. Place the spark in a position of about one-
third advance and open the throttle until the engine is run-

ning at about one-half speed, now release the brake and very
slowly push the pedal or hand lever (as the case may be) that

controls the first (low) speed. The car will slowly move for-

ward, and, after running a short distance, throw out the gear
and put on the brake. Repeat this until the steering and the

starting and stopping can be done with ease and certainty.

Do not put on the brake until the gear is out and do not put
on the brake abruptly.

•Copyright ipo6 by the CUs» Journal Cempeny AO lights reserved.
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If you can get an experienced operator to accompany you
on this first trip, it will add greatly to its success and mate-

rially shorten the time of learning. Carefully avoid, how-
ever, the "bright" local mechanic and the bicycle repair man;
they are both anxious to learn—at your expense.

Now, while running on the first speed on a straight road

free from traffic, throw out the low gear and at once push

the lever until it just begins to engage the second (high)

speed, and, as the car picks up speed, push the gear all the

way in. Changing speeds is always the hardest thing for the

novice to learn to do well. If the engine is running too

slowly when changing from low to high, the engine will stop.

If the engine is running fast and the change is made too

quickly, then the car will jump forward with a great jerk and
there is danger of breaking a chain or a gear. All changes

of gear should be made slowly, so as not to bring heavy
strains on the machinery. While operating the change gear

lever with the right hand, do not move the steering wheel

with the left, thus causing the car to wobble all over the

road. When going from a low gear to a higher one, do not

allow the car to lose much speed between the changes; in

fact, it is a good plan to speed up on the lower gear just be-

fore changing.

The novice will find when learning to steer that he will

at first always turn the wheel further than necessary so that

his path will be a series of zigzags. After a straight course

can be steered, the gears changed and ordinary turns made,

backing and turning around should be practised. For this

practice select a road free from deep ditches, trees, and poles,

or a large lawn or open space. Considerable practice is

necessary before short turns on narrow roads bordered by
deep ditches should be attempted.

Slide Gears.—A car of the heavy touring car type or any

car having a slide gear type of change speed gear is operated

as above with the exception of the speed changing. In this

type the flywheel clutch must be disengaged by depressing

the clutch pedal every time the gears are changed or the

brakes applied. Many clutches of this type are "fierce" when
new; that is, they take hold very suddenly even if let in very

slowly. A beginner should never learn to drive with a clutch

of this kind, as it will surely lead to an accident or damage
to the car.

Driving in city traffic should not be attempted until you feel

perfectly at home on the car and can operate the various

levers with certainty. The best method of operation in

traffic is to put the car on the second speed and control the

speed with the throttle and clutch. In this way the car will

always be able to "pick up" from almost a standstill and will

also run fast enough to pass horse traffic when necessary.

If while driving in traffic you should get rattled or do not

see your way clearly, stop! Do not try to extricate yourself

by putting on speed or quick steering. Neglect to stop while

there was yet time has caused many an accident and conse-

quent repair bill.

To the experienced driver the novice always seems to

change gear too late or too early. The exact moment that

the gear should be changed varies with the type of car and

the power, but generally speaking the gear should be changed

to a lower one as soon as the engine slows down or labors

from an overload, or, from a low to a higher one when the

engine shows a tendency to "race" or run too fast with the

load. When approaching a steep hill it is best for the novice

to change early as, if he allows the engine and the car to

slow down too much on the high gear, it will be found diffi-

cult to "pick up" again even on the lower gear. When forced
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to slow down for traffic, change at once to a lower gear, so

as to be ready to go ahead when the opportunity offers. On
the other hand do not run on a low gear one second longer

than is necessary. A car running along on a low gear with

the engine "racing" proclaims the incompetent driver.

Changing gear on slide gear cars is more difficult than on
the planetary type. The gears should be shifted without

noise or shock. Going from low to high is usually easier

than the reverse. In changing from high to low the speed of

the car should be allowed to slow down to as near as possible

what it would be when the new gear is engaged. If the gears

do not mesh at once do not hold them in noisy contact, but

change the speed of the car or the engine and try again.

Control.—The older types of small cars were controlled

almost entirely by the position of the spark, while the larger

ones, finding that the spark control gave rise to heating

troubles, relied on a four-speed change gear box, the clutch,

and an accelerator pedal connected to the governor. These
crude methods have been superseded by the more modern and

better method of controlling the speed of the car by the

throttle valve.

Always drive with the spark fairly well advanced, on as

high a gear as possible, and with the throttle as much closed

as possible. This method will use less gasoline and oil, keep

the engine and water cool, and produce less wear and noise.

If you have a very hot spark, as from a magneto, it is good
practice to place the spark lever at a position of average ad-

vance, and control entirely by the throttle, only changing the

position of the spark advance lever for very slow or very fast

running. Air-cooled engines must be operated in this man-
ner, otherwise they will quickly overheat.

Starting and Stopping.—Starting and stopping should be

done with care, without jumps or jerks. Quick getaways with

the dust flying, and stops made with the rear wheels sliding

and brakes screeching, make fine "plays to the gallery," but

they are expensive, and are usually indulged in only by green

drivers or foreign chauffeurs lately landed. These practices

rack the wheels and mechanism and tear the rubber off the

tires. A dollar's worth of rubber is not a very large piece,

and is soon rubbed off

Rounding corners at high speed, apart from being danger-

ous, is also very hard on tires, and is not indulged in by
good drivers. Careful driving can, without the slightest diffi-

culty, double the average life of a set of tires.

Skidding or Sideslip.—The novice always hears the old

driver recite many tales of hair raising skids on wet asphalt

pavements, but never gives the subject serious attention until

some day his car suddenly and without apparent cause re-

verses ends on a busy street and in close proximity to a

trolley car. After that he has a wholesome dread of wet
or greasy pavements and begins to take a great interest in

non-slipping tires. Macadam and brick pavements are seldom
slippery. Stone, asphalt, and wood are not very slippery when
clean and wet, but when covered with a thin layer of greasy

mud and slightly wet they are very dangerous. Wet clay

country roads, especially when much crowned, are very
treacherous, and it is sometimes almost impossible to keep
from slipping into the ditch even at low speed.

The only real remedy for skidding is slow speed. A clever

driving wrinkle (if caught on a slippery pavement and in a

situation where a sideslip might be disastrous), is to get in

the gutter with the wheels almost touching the curb. In this

position it is quite impossible for the car to turn around.

This is especially valuable if the street is on a down grade.

Special forms of tire treads and detachable devices to pre-

vent skidding are used with considerable success, and if one

has to drive much on slippery pavements the use of some

form of non-skid is advised. Skidding is due without doubt

to the presence of the differential gear, as cars having no dif-

ferential seem to hold the road better. As the two rear

wheels never have exactly the same hold upon the ground,

and as they are free to turn relatively to each other, it follows

that as soon as power is applied to drive them or to retard

them they will be acted upon unequally and one will tend to

drive or hold back the car more than the other. This obvi-

ously produces a tendency towards a sidewise movement, and

the inertia of the car does the rest.

When using any form of non-skid, remember that the clutch

and brakes must be used more gently than before. Smooth

tires will slip on the ground and relieve the mechanism of a

too sudden application of the clutch or brakes, but non-skids

will not do this, and due allowance should be made, or the

gears, chains, and clutches will suffer. Some forms of metal-

lic non-skids will slip on hard, dry asphalt if the brakes are

applied when running at high speed.

Brakes.—While it is desirable that a car should always go
when the owner wishes, yet it is just as necessary that it

should stop when occasion requires. A car can only be

driven as fast as its ability to stop will allow. It is this great

ability of the automobile to stop quickly that makes it so

safe. Upon starting out on a ride of any length do not fail

to try your brakes. Often you will find that one set does

not hold as well as it should and requires attention. Brakes

should be used with moderation, except in case of emergency.

Ordinary stops should be made by shutting off the power
and allowing the car to coast nearly up to the point of stop-

ping. The maximum braking effect is not, as many think,

when the wheels are sliding, but it is when the wheels just

do not slip. As soon as the wheels slip, the retarding effect

is greatly reduced.

Hills.—Climbing and descending hills, especially if they are

long and steep, calls for the exercise of considerable judg-

ment, and requires a perfect knowledge of the car. Power
for the ascent and ample braking power for the descent are

prime requisites for safety and comfort. Short hills can be

rushed, if the traffic will allow, but long ones are better taken

from the start on the proper gear with the qar well under con-

trol. When climbing a hill and the engine begins to lag,

shift to a lower gear at once. Do it with deliberation, for

with a slide gear, if you miss getting the gears in mesh at the

first attempt, the car will in the meantime have lost its head-

way and started backwards unless the brakes will hold it

In this case it will be necessary to come back to first speed

and start anew. Good modern brakes should hold equally

well in either direction, and should not be interconnected with

the clutch.

If doubt is felt as to the ability of the motor to climb the

grade or the brakes to hold the car and there is a sprag on the

car, it should be lowered at the foot of the hill and dragged

all the way up. In the absence of a sprag, one of the party

with a small log or fence rail should walk behind the car on
the alert to chock the wheels if the car stops.

Descending long, steep and unknown hills is one of the

most dangerous tasks that the tourist has to accomplish.

Use first one brake and then the other, even if they are

water cooled. The engine can also be used to retard the

car by shutting off the spark and putting in a low gear.

In small cars the high speed will have to be used, as the

low speed is too low. In cars having three or four speeds,

the second or third will be found best. The gear, however,

must be put in before the engine is stopped and before the

car starts down the hill. If you are coasting down a hill

with the clutch out or running down with the engine acting

as a brake, and you throw out the gear on a slide gear car,

it will be found to be practically impossible to get them in

again until the engine is started or the car almost stopped.

Therefore, at the top of the hill, put in the gear that you in-

tend to carry to the bottom. The engine friction and the

compression, on a low gear, will prevent the car from running

above a fixed speed, which can be further reduced by braking.
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THE MAKING OF AN AUTOMOBILE.
TPHE up-to-date automobile manufacturing establishment is a
* place where system is highly developed as being absolutely

necessary to get the best results from special machine tools, auto-

matic and otherwise, and also from the highly-skilled specialists

upon whom devolves the assembling of the mechanism and other

work that cannot be done

by machines. American au-

tomatic machinery, which
is known throughout the

world, finds many uses in

automobile building, and

is an exceedingly impor-

tant factor in the manu-
facture of the moderate

priced car that is so much
in evidence, not only on

the smoothly paved streets

of cities, but everywhere

on the rougher country

roads, and even in the des-

erts and among the moun-
tains. By the use of auto-

matic and semi-automatic

machinery parts can be

made by thousands with

variations in size that can-

not be measured by any

standard larger than the thousandth part of an inch ; and, accurate

as the work is, it is turned out with a rapidity that would have

bewildered the old-time machinist, and at a cost for labor per

piece that is ridiculously low in comparison with old-fashioned

and less accurate methods.

The building of a modern automobile does not consist in mak-

ing the parts for each machine separately and taking them from

the machine shop to the assembling floor. This was, of course,

necessarily done on early cars, of which only a few were built,

each having to be specially fitted with its own parts. Now cars

are frequently made in hundreds, and in some cases in thousands,

all exactly alike. A special machine tool makes a certain part

and does nothing else in many cases. There is no stopping short

of a certain specified number of parts, and the parts are trans-

ferred as fast as they are finished to a great stock-room and depos-

ited in their special bins or compartments. In the stock-room are all

the parts necessary to make up the complete car, with the excep-

machdjthg a differential case.

putttwg chassis together oh assembling frame.

tion of the body, which is made in its own special department
of the works. Each part has its special designating name or
number.

Suppose the cars are being made up in lots of fifty. Fifty

finished cylinders, or sets of cylinders, as the case may be, fifty

crankcases, fifty crankshafts, fifty sets of valves, of springs, of
bolts and nuts and of all the engine parts are taken to the engine

assembling department Fifty sets of frame members, or in

some cases of complete made-up frames, are taken to another

department, together with springs and other parts attached to

the frame; and so on. The engine, the transmission, the axles,

the running gear and other units are assembled as far as pos-

sible each in its separate department, and the assembled units are

finally brought together in the general assembling room, where
the cars finally take shape. The motor is lifted by a trolley-

hoist or similar device, run to the frame that is to carry it, and
lowered into place. The transmission, if heavy, is treated in the

same way; if light, it is readily lifted into place and, thanks to

the accuracy of the machine work, the parts fit together accurately

and easily—and any part of one car will fit equally well in the

appropriate place in any other car of the same model.

ASSEMBLING AND TESTING MOTOR IN THE SHOP.

Previous to the assembling the parts must go through a series

of tests and gaugings ; the assembled units, such as the engines

and transmissions, must be tested to insure their being in proper

working condition in every respect. And even further back, in

the raw material, there is a great deal of testing done in order

that time and labor shall not be wasted on material that does

not come up to the requisite standard of excellence.

Perhaps the most important and interesting process of inter-

mediate testing is the testing of the motor. Usually the motor

is first placed on a stand and is run by a belt from a pulley on a

line shaft. During this "limbering-up" process, as it is com-

monly called, the engine is kept flooded with oil, and is carefully

watched for hot bearings or binding in any of the working parts

—faults that can be discovered in this way better, perhaps, than

when the engine is running under its own power, and with less

chance of damaging the parts involved. There is rarely any

reason for turning the engine back to the assemblers for refitting

after the limbering-up, for the automatic machinery has done

its work well, leaving a comparatively easy task for the assem-

blers. The motor next goes to a testing stand, where it is given

its carbureter, spark plugs and other ignition apparatus, and is

started and run under its own power, slowly at first, but with
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LOWERING TESTING BODY OH THE CHASSIS.

gradually increasing speed until the maximum is reached and the

engine has been found safe to run at a speed higher than any

driver of intelligence will think of running it.

After this comes the test for power. The methods of ascer-

taining the power developed vary; sometimes a prony brake is

used, sometimes a dynamo, and sometimes, though not often, a

screw propeller working in a tank of water. Whatever test is

adopted, however, a certain standard is set, and the motor must

come up to this mark or go back to the assemblers, who will

have to find the reason for the lack of power and remedy the

trouble.

After all parts are finally tested and assembled into a com-
plete chassis—that is, the car with every part except the body

—

a rough body, consisting practically of a mere seat for the driver,

is put on and the road testing men put the car through a regular

set of trials for speed, hill-climbing and reliability. Skilled ad-

justers set each valve, each adjusting screw, and see that every

part of the car is properly set to do its best under average con-

ditions, and the car is then sent back to the shop for its final

painting and finishing and for its body and its own tires, if

these are put on at the shop. Then, shining with new paint,

polished brasswork and fresh upholstering, the machine goes to

the storehouse, ready for shipment, and bearing no indication of

the road tests, sometimes anything but gentle, that have been

carried out to prepare the machine in its entirety for its as yet

unknown owner.

cwriiK i«x. bT Ufa r>w«a.

ALL READY FOR THE PRELIMINARY ROAD TEST.

\

KNOW THY MOTOR GOOD ADVICE.
The old Greek motto, "Know thyself" the modern horseman

translates "Know thy horse," and the owner of an automobile

must make it "Know thy motor." And all these things are akin,

for in learning all about anything with which we are intimately

associated, whether human, animal, or mechanical, we are apt

to learn a good deal about ourselves. So states the Auto-Crat,

devoted to American Mercedes interests.

The motorist should know his machine as the rider knows his

horse, which is to say as the brain-worker knows his own intel-

lectual capacity and the laborer his own thews and sinews. To
let another person do your motoring for you without care or con-

cern is very nearly as ridiculous as to let somebody else do your

thinking or walking for you. An Oriental prince once went, as

a matter of sightseeing, to an English ball. It was his first ex-

perience of the kind, and he did not attempt to dance. He looked

on for a while, and then turned to his host with the contemptu-

ous observation, "What foolish people these English are to take

so much trouble I In my country we have other people to do

our dancing."

There are a good many people who have taken the Oriental

attitude toward their motor cars. They did not want to take the

trouble to learn anything about them—why should they when
they could get other people to attend to the matter? Conse-

quently, they are not only at the mercy of any incompetent chauf-

feur they might be so unfortunate as to get, but they are unable

to go anywhere in the car when they happen to be without a

chauffeur, and they miss the delight of long solitary drives,

through the silent woods or beside the sea, alone with Nature

and their own thoughts; or that even more delightful solitude &

deux in which no man wants a third person's ears cocked for

whatever it may be his mood to say. Of course the chauffeur

is supposed to be discreet, and usually he is—it is part of his

business—but, after all, there are times when one would rather

not have any outsiders about.

In fact, it may be said that the only way to get anything like

full value out of a motor car is to understand it The thing is not

so very difficult, either—not half so hard as the problems most

people have solved in their school days, when they studied alge-

bra and physics. And there is a fascination in learning all about

one's own possession, be it a motor or a baby.

The man who owns an American Mercedes, and learns to know
it thoroughly, will wonder how he ever dreamed of anything so

banal as letting other people take the entire care of it and inci-

dentally get most of the fun out of it, for half the pleasure of

owning a motor is to feel the marvelous thing obey your hand
and serve your mood.

The true motorist, the man who took to the sport like a duck

to water when he first knew about it, has, of course, understood

this all along. He has always felt the importance of giving his

precious possession the scientific care which comes only of per-

sonal knowledge. He does not, of course, personally attend to

the cleaning and repairing and driving of the machine on every

occasion any more than the good horseman rubs down or shoes

his horse, but he knows how it ought to be done, and he knows
when it is not done well, and why things are unsatisfactory when
they are. He does not have to depend on other people to train

his chauffeur for him. He can, at a pinch, take the raw material

and turn out the finished product; and there are some green

chauffeurs who only need a little intelligent direction to be

jewels of their kind.

So, if you would get the best work out of your motor, get into

touch with it. Learn to know not only how to evoke
the commonplace and easily gained moods of the motor,

but how to awaken every power of its hidden life ; how to lead

it to answer and obey your own moods; how to conserve its

energy and your own, so that you may take the longest journeys,

the most severe tests of speed and endurance, with the absolute

ease and confidence which a good rider feels when he rides to

the meet on his own favorite thoroughbred. That is the way to

enter into the real enchantment of motor1and<-~»
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HOW THE A. C. A, TWO-GALLON TEST WILL BE RUN.

A COMPETITION of practical value, as well as interest, to

automobilists will be the two-gallon efficiency test of the

Automobile Club of America, which will be held in New
York City, Saturday, May 5. Briefly, the object of the con-

test is to ascertain how far a car can be run on two gallons

of gasoline; all the machines entered will start from the

same point and follow the same route. The start will be made
from a garage near the A. C. A. clubrooms, 753 Fifth avenue,

and the route will be up Fifth avenue to One Hundred and
Tenth street, west to St. Nicholas avenue, up St. Nicholas

avenue and eighth avenue to Central Bridge, which carries

One Hundred and Fifty-fifth street across the Harlem river,

and then on out Jerome avenue to Pelham Parkway, the

Shore Road, New Rochelle and the Boston Post Road.

For those who can take their attention from the economical

operation of the car, the route will be an interesting and
picturesque one, and the roads are good. Competing cars

must be stock machines. The prizes will be worth compet-

The committee reserves the right to reject any car with or with-

out publicly stating- the reason; but In the latter case the *ntry tee

will be refunded.

II.—Cars Eligible to Compete.

The contest will be limited to self-propelled pleasure vehicles of

Individual owners, or of manufacturers, taken from stack.

Special or freak cars will be excluded.
Except for the Introduction of any devices regularly sold, no

alteration of the mechanism, gears, carbureter, tank, or any other
part will be permitted, permissible manipulation being limited to

such adjustments of Ignition, mixture, etc., as are ordinarily made
when on the road.

Each car must be provided with a proper muffler, which must be
kept closed, and It must have a differential gear or Its equivalent.

Any car which in the Judgment of the committee makes an ex-
cessive amount of noise or smoke will be excluded, but In this case
the entrance fee will be refunded.

III.—Entries.

The entrance fee will be $10 per car, and the entries will close on
May 2 at noon.

PRIZES TO BE CONTESTED FOR HI THE AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA'S TWO-GALLON EFFICIENCY TEST.

ing for. First prize will be a punch bowl valued at $500;

a cup valued at $100 will go to the second car; and third will

receive a medal. The prizes will be on exhibition at the

clubrooms until awarded.

The rules governing the contest are very clear and ex-

plicit, and Rule IX, covering the handicapping system, is

particularly interesting, being the solution of a difficult prob-

lem as worked out by the special committee governing the

contest The committee consists of Schuyler Skaats Wheeler,

chairman; George F. Chamberlin and Charles G. Curtis. Fol-

lowing are the rules:

I.—General.

It will be assumed that every contestant Is acquainted with the
rules of the contest. By entering therein he shall agree to abide by
the rules.

In the event of any dispute concerning the interpretation of the
roles, the decision of the committee shall be Anal.

Except In regard to the score formula, the committee reserves the
rlgfct to alter or amend the rules up to the time of starting as It

may deem It expedient for the better management of the contest.

No entry will be accepted unless all the information called for by
the entry blank is given therein, and It Is accompanied by the

entrance fee.

Entry blanks will be forwarded by the club secretary upon re-

quest.

IV.—Starting.

The contest will start from a garage near the clubhouse. Begin-
ning at 1 o'clock In the afternoon, after being weighed In at their

own convenience, the cars will start Immediately, pass the club
house and go over the measured course, a map of which, with the
distances plainly marked, will be given to each driver. The course
is straight up Fifth avenue to One Hundred and Tenth street, to
St. Nicholas avenue, to One Hundred and Fifty-fifth street, to Cen-
tral Bridge, to Jerome avenue, to Pelham Parkway, to the Shore
Road, to New Rochelle, and on to Boston Post Road, per route card.

No attention will be paid to the time made, but any car not
starting within fifteen minutes after the committee gives the word
to It, or that does not finish within five hours, will be disqualified.

Before starting, each car, and especially the float chamber of Its

carbureter, must be emptied of all gasoline down to the point where
Its engine will stop. A sufficient number of Independent experts
will be on hand to examine the cars at this time, and in any case
where It appears to the committee that any attempt has been made
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to avoid compliance with the rules, the car will be excluded from

the competition. A sufficient number of cans, each containing ex-

actly two gallons of gasoline, carefully measured and sealed, will

be at hand and will be distributed to the cars.

V.—Legal Requirements.

Each car will be required to carry its state registration numbers
and all equipment required by law, such as brakes, lamps and horn.

VL—Observers, Maps and Numbers.

The committee will select and assign an observer to each car

and the car will be given a contest number and map of the route,

showing distances, and a memorandum of weight.

VII.—Weighing.

The weight of the car with Its full complement of passengers will

be taken as It starts in the contest arid will be recorded upon the

report sheet for use in rating the car. The full complement of pas-

sengers will be as many as the car Is constructed to seat comfort-

ably.

VIII.—Passengers.

The load carried by each car will consist of passengers only,

Including the operator and observer. No dead load other than ordi-

nary equipment will be permitted.

All passengers and equipment in the car at the time of weighing

must remain during the entire run.

IX.—Score Formula.

The rating Is based on cars having four or more cylinders. Cars

having two cylinders will be rated as though they weighed, loaded.

76 per cent, of their actual weight. Cars having one cylinder will

be rated as though they weighed, loaded, 70 per cent, of their actual

weight.
The scores made In this contest will be arrived at as follows:

To the actual weight of the car with passengers as weighed at

the moment of starting (or 76 per cent, or 70 per cent, of the same
as mentioned above) a handicap of 800 pounds will be added. This

sum win be multiplied by the distance in miles traveled to obtain

the score.

The cars making the highest and the second and third highest

scores will receive the first, second and third prises respectively.

X.—Distance Traveled.

Immediately upon a car coming to the end of Its run, owing to

the consumption of its two-gallon supply, the observer will deter-

mine and note the exact position at which the car stopped and the

distance traveled measured from the tires of the front wheels, and
will see that the car remains stationary until the "advance" or

"rear wagon" reaches the point and checks the position determined

by the observer. If the car has traveled over thirty (SO) miles the

observer will call up the club house (telephone No 2966 Plaza) and
report the result. In order to facilitate the prompt deciding of the

contest, and will In person Immediately bring In the record which
he will swear to before a notary publlo at the club house and deliver

to the committee.
No means of propulsion for a car other than its own motor will

be allowed.

At the conclusion of its run and as soon as its position and dis-

tance have been determined and it has received the relief supply of

gasoline, each car will return at once to the club house. As soon as
the three cars apparently having the highest scores have been as-

certained, they will be sent to the garage In charge of an official

and there be subjected to a further examination. The committee
reserves the right to open and examine their gasoline tanks.

XL—Protests.

Any contestant desiring to enter a protest must submit the same
In writing immediately upon the conclusion of the contest, together
with a deposit of twenty-five ($26.00) dollars, which sum win be
retained by the committee If the protest Is not sustained. Any
protest thus regularly made will be considered by the committee
immediately and a decision will be rendered thereon at once.

XII.—Drivers.

No change of operators will be permitted after the start Is

made.
The driver of each car must operate his car without assistance

from others. The observer will occupy the front seat beside the
driver.

XIII.—Relief Cans.

A car serving as an "advance wagon" will accompany the first

starter and will keep up with any car that takes the lead. When
the leading car stalls, the "advance wagon" will note Its position
and distance traveled, take up Its contest number and deliver to It

a five-gallon or relief can of gasoline to enable it to return to the

club house. The "advance wagon" will then retrace Its course,

relieving In succession the stalled cars as It meets them. It will

carry also a surveyor's assistant. A "rear wagon," similarly
equipped and having a cyclometer, will accompany the last starter

and will act In a similar capacity working from the rear of the

course.

XIV—Prises.

Prises, consisting of a $600 punch bowl for first, a $10O cup for

second, and a medal for third are ottered by the club, and are now
on exhibition at the clubrooms, where they will remain until the

awards are made.
The distances traveled, weights and ratings as laid down above

will be put together Immediately by the committee, who will remain
In session continuously from the time the contest begins until the

conclusions are reached, and the winners will be announced and the

prises awarded and delivered before adjournment
A score board will be made up at the club house showing the

number, weight handicaps, total weight, distance traveled and the
score of each car, from which the prises will be awarded.

XV,—Certificates of Performance.

Upon request, certificates of performance will be given for each
car that enters, goes over the course and compiles with all the rules

and Is therefore eligible for a prise.

Rule II has been amended to the extent of permitting

changes in the size and inclination or elevation of the gaso-

line tank necessary to insure the delivery of the entire two
gallons to the carbureter. Entry blanks call for full details

of the car, whether the driver is a professional chauffeur, a

dealer or an amateur, and other information.

Among those who have expressed the intention of driv-

ing their own cars in the contest are Col. A. B. Hinton, A. R.

Shattuck, John B. Trevor, Frank Eveland, Gen. George Moore
Smith, A. Ward Chamberlin, Alan R. Hawley, Winthrop E.

Scarritt, E B. Gallaher and Cortlandt F. Bishop. Entry

blanks will be forwarded on request by Secretary S. M.
Butler, of the A. C. A., 753 Fifth avenue. New York. The
entry lists will close at noon, May 2.

A WORD FOR THE AUTOMOBILE
Henry Norman is one who has been a close observer and par-

ticipant in automobiling, and this well-known member of the

British Parliament voices these ideas in the Fortnightly Review:

"Every improvement in locomotion has caused both discomfort

and danger. It is probable that the users of sledges viewed with

indignation the advent of wheeled vehicles. Old prints show that

the fast coaches scattered flocks and herds and left postchaises

in the ditches behind them. The railway was regarded for some
time as an outrageous nuisance. It will be within the recollec-

tion of us all that for years bicyclists were detested, denounced

and persecuted, and that every horse shied at every bicycle. In

all these cases the public has had to grow accustomed to new
conditions of traffic. So it is and will be with the automobile.

To-day, in the minds of the unthinking, it is an offensive inno-

vation; in a few years it will be regarded as an invaluable and

indispensable condition of social and industrial life. The pedes-

trian will have to learn to look before he crosses the road, and

that this proper place, as a rule, is not the middle of the road but

the sidewalk And it is permissible to hope that greater devotion

to the public welfare will in the future provide the children of

the poor with other playgrounds than the public highways. Not
long hence it will seem a condition of barbarism that horses

should have been misused as they are in the omnibus and the

night cab of to-day, and that they should have been allowed to

deposit thousands of tons of offensive manure in the streets of
the metropolis every day, causing an unfailing supply of septic

dust to be breathed by millions of people.

"Meanwhile, a certain amount of public discomfort and danger
is unavoidable; it is one of the conditions of progress. To at-

tempt to hinder this progress because of this temporary discom-
fort and danger would be—to quote a proverb of the people to
whom we look with so much admiration just now, the Japanese
—to 'mend the horn and kill the ox.'

"
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AN AIR-COOLED REVOLVING.MOTOR.
Eight years ago the Adams Company, of Dubuque, la., started

experimenting with a revolving, air-cooled type of motor and

built one with three cylinders, which revolved around a vertical

stationary crankshaft. During the years following, several others

were built on the same principle, but increasing in size. This

motor has been previously described, and mention is here made
only as introductory to

the description of the

five-cylinder motor in

the 1906 production.

Among the advantages

claimed are the efficient

air cooling, the saving of

r nearly one-half of the

motor weight without

sacrificing strength, clos-

ing the valves by cen-

trifugal force, and lubri-

cation of the cylinders their entire length. Another claim is

that in the five-cylinder type, shown in the illustrations, there

is entire absence of vibration under all speeds, as a power stroke

is always in force, and there is no dead center to be overcome

by momentum, it minimizing any tendency to jerky motion and

rendering slow motor speeds possible.

CRANKSHAFT AMD CONNECTING RODS.

VIEW OF MOTOR Dl ITS POSITION Dl CAR.

The power plant of the 1906 type is placed slightly forward

of the rear axle, which enables the use of short chains, and foe

the purpose of saving weight in not using shaft drive. The motor

is well above the axle, the sprocket being placed on the side

instead of the center to give the car a greater clearance. It will

be noticed from the form of the motor that the cylinders, pistons.

connecting rods, valves,

etc., revolve around the

crankshaft, a reversal of

the ordinary practice.

Each cylinder is com-

plete and cast in one

piece. Five of these are

machined so as to fit to-

gether perfectly and are

bolted together and to a

cast steel bottom flange

and bronze top flange.

Each piston is fitted with five rings and is connected

to single steel wrist pin of large size by steel connect-

ing rods, having bronze bushing in the piston. The speed

of the motor is designed to be controlled by the variable compres-

MOTOR AS SEEK FROM BBLOW.

sion which compresses and explodes only the amount of charge

needed for the work. The valves are operated by cams at the cen-

ter of the motor. When maximum power is needed the suction

valves close at the end of the suction stroke, allowing the

piston to compress the full charge on its return or the compres-

BOTTOM VIEW OF TRANSMISSION GEAR.

sion stroke. When less power is required, the suction valves

are held open for a part of this compression stroke, allowing part

of the charge to return whence it came and be taken up by the next

cylinder and the balance of the charge compressed and exploded.

No muffler is employed. Auxiliary exhaust ports, uncovered by
pistons, let out the high terminal pressure against baffle plates

placed to deaden the sound of the escaping gases.

The motor is automatically oiled by a positive pump located

above it. The spark is also regulated automatically by a timer

as the speed of the motor accelerates, the automatic governor

advancing the spark in proportion to the advancing speed. One
spark coil is used. The carbureter is. located just to the right

above the motor, in the casting supporting the upper end of

the crankshaft. A gasoline well is conected to the gasoline tank,

which allows a constant level for the carbureter service. The
motor is cooled by the rapid currents of air caused by centrifugal

force as the motor revolves.

The transmission is of the sliding gear type, four speeds for-

ward and reverse, and has two separate clutches, giving two
independent transmissions. The upper part of the transmission

case, a bronze casting, forms the base of the motor. No working
parts whatever extend below the axle.

The car itself is designed on popular touring car lines, with

rear seat 50 inches wide. It is finely finished and upholstered,

and sells, with five-cylinder 40-45-horsepower motor, for $3,000.

ADAMS-FARWELL MODEL 7-A TOURING CAR.
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MORE TWO-CYCLE DISCUSSION.
By C. P. MALCOLM.

It is seldom that I reply to any criticism of my technical or

general writings except to explain some point that appears to

be obscure to some who are seeking information.

Less than six years ago I described in a popular mechanical

periodical what I considered to be some important improvements

in detail of two-cycle construction, and finished by saying that

the speed of greatest efficiency of a 4 by 4 engine built on these

lines was from 800 to 1,200 r. p. m., that at 1,600 r. p. m. it did not

give one-fourth more power than at 1,200, and at 400 r. p. m. it fell

considerably short of half power that it gave at 800 r. p. m.

If I had thrown a stone with great force into a wasp's nest on

a hot summer day I would scarcely have made things more lively

from the four-cycle cranks. I suppose I received a half bushel

of letters from all over the country, howling about the absurdity

of a two-cycle motor running at any such speed.

The trouble with. Mr. Scott [Letter No. 326, printed

April 5 on page 609] appears to be that he is wedded to the three-

port constructions, and anyone who dares to point out any dis-

advantage in that particular feature can be depended upon to

write everything else misleading.

In reference to the velocity of the charge through the transfer

passage, I think that I made out the same case a little clearer

than he does, if he had read it without prejudice. It is self-

evident, and I took it for granted that all knew, that with the

engine running very slow, as in turning it over by hand, as

soon as the inlet to the cylinder opens, the air compressed in the

crankcase enters into the cylinder, after which there will be

some movement from the piston displacement until the piston

passed the center, after which the piston displacement will suck

back from the cylinder into the crank chamber, until the piston

closes the inlet to the cylinder.

What I was trying to show was that at reasonably high speed

no such action takes place, as the air compressed in the crank

chamber will not have quite all passed into the cylinder, but will

still be moving into the cylinder under, perhaps, only a few

ounces pressure, but with sufficient velocity so that inertia will

check the tendency to flow back from the cylinder to fill the

vacuum in the crankcase, caused by the piston beginning its

suction stroke before the inlet to the cylinder closes. Especially

is this true if this vacuum can be filled from the carbureter, as

it can and will be if a light aluminum check valve is used to

control the inlet to the crank chamber.

It may be, as Mr. Scott leads us to infer, that this back flow

does occur in the three-port engine. I have never tested a

three-port engine to find out for a certainty, but from the com-

plete absence of such back flow even at very slow speed, when

using a light check valve, gave me the impression that even with

a three-port engine there would be no back flow when the engine

was running at reasonably fast speed.

There is an action set up by the exhaust, if taken care of, that

materially assists in checking this back flow, that I did not allude

to in my paper. This, however, will be given a little place in my
next article, which will treat of the more recent improvements

in two-cycle construction and the various lines along which gas

engine designers are working to obtain a purer charge for the two-

cycle engine. After weighing the disadvantages of each, I prefer

a well-made check to a three-port

In reference to the amount of compression in the crankcase,

Mr. Scott says that, after fitting a block on the crank, the pressure

gauge showed 7 pounds at 200 r. p. m., 8 pounds at 250 r. p. m.,

and 8 1-2 pounds at 350 r. p. m., and infers that at high speed he

would get much more.

Not long since I was engaged in a series of experiments to

determine the best and most practical method of constructing

piston rings for gas engines. The pistons were fitted all for one

cylinder, and to test the efficiency of each piston we set the

combustion chamber end of the cylinder on the floor, removed

the spark plug first, to see that the piston would drop freely into

the cylinder from its own weight, then removed the piston,

replaced the spark plug and inserted the piston with the cylinder

full of air, put weight enough upon the piston to make 5 pounds

pressure to the square inch and noted the time that it would take

for each piston to go down a definite distance. We found that

we could make a piston that would stand from 5:30 o'clock at

night until 7 130 a. m. (fourteen hours) without leaking out

more than half of the air in the cylinder; yet with the spark

plug out these pistons would drop to the bottom as freely as if

there was no friction between them and the cylinders.

Now, there must be something radically wrong with Mr. Scott's

engine or his deductions.

At 200 r. p. m., the time of leakage is .15 of one second; at

350 r. p. m., it is about .086, a difference of about .064, or, in round

numbers, less than .07 of a second. Yet this small space of time

permits a leakage of air, charged with gasoline, of 2 1-2 pounds

out of a total of 81-2 pounds, or 5-17, which is considerably

more than one-fourth of the entire charge compressed in the

crankcase. If Mr. Scott is not wrong in his figures or his de-

ductions, it is no wonder that the two-cycle is charged with

being very wasteful of gasoline

But this is evidently a case where ocular demonstration—the

most convincing of all proofs—proves to be a delusion. I have

no doubt but Mr. Scott read the pressure gauge correctly, and

that if he had run his engine up to 2,000 r. p. m. he might have

gotten perhaps 15 or 20 pounds pressure by the gauge, as he leads

us to infer. If he could get such compression it would be a detri-

ment to his engine, because it takes power to compress, and in

the case of crank chamber compression we get none of it back

as we do in cylinder compression, and in three-port engines the

power is lost twice—once in suction, next in compression.

It is very difficult to get an indicator delicate enough to measure

the pressure with any degree of accuracy in gas engines at very

high speeds, and when you get above 1,500 r. p. m. considerable

allowance has to be made for the momentum carrying the pointer

beyond the actual pressure. In an ordinary pressure gauge the

momentum would carry the hand pointing to the index consider-

ably beyond the actual pressure, even at 200 r. p. m. The only

way that I know of determining the pressure by an ordinary

gauge would be by turning the engine slowly, say 60 r. p. m. If

the engine is well made, it will not leak enough in half of a second

(the time of one stroke at 60 r. p. m.) to materially alter the

result, nor will the momentum of the pointer at that motion

carry it much beyond the actual pressure; probably one would

about balance the other.

Mr. Scott is groping hopelessly in the dark in regard to igni-

tion. The time of contact in order to get the hottest spark

depends upon the construction of the spark coil; coils can be

made that will attain their maximum intensity, or complete

magnetic saturation, in less than one-two hundredth part of a

second, while they can be made that will take twenty times as

long to do so. If running with a dry cell battery, contact an>

longer than complete saturation is not only wasteful of battery

power, but actually produces a less intense spark.

It is generally considered good practice not to continue con-

tact longer than half of the time necessary to attain complete

saturation ; you will then get about three-fourths of the maximum
spark intensity at half the cost of full saturation. It magnetizes

at greatest speed at first contact and retards slowly at first, but

very slow during the last quarter of the time, so it is better to

cut the time in half and put on battery sufficient to get the spark

intensity required.

Modern jump spark coils working with a vibrator are made
so that the vibrator breaks contact at the right time to get the

greatest intensity of spark with the least expenditure of current

If you use dry cells for ignition, I usually recommend the use

of one or two more cells than would be necessary for a four-

cycle. Whether you use a primary or jump spark, a dynamo or

storage cells usually furnish sufficient current to ignite either

a two- or a four-cycle engine, and as they furnish a constant

current a primary spark does not weaken by too long a contact

as it does with dry cells, but, of course, the current is wasted in

other respects just the same.
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LATEST RAILWAY MOTOR CAR.
Omaha, Neb., April 21.—The seventh motor car built by

the Union Pacific Railroad Company under the supervision of

W. R. McKeen, Jr., superintendent of motive power and ma-
chinery, has just come out of the shops at Omaha. It has a

number of improvements over the previous motor cars, the

most important being special facilities for climbing grades.

Besides this, the car has the entrance in the center instead

of at the rear, and the windows are round, similar to the

port holes of ships, and are air, water and dust proof. Official

trials developed excellent hill climbing ability, and a speed of

40 miles an hour was made over steep grades with ease. It

was found that the vibration and noise of the engine had been

practically eliminated, and the ventilation system worked per-

fectly. The railroad officers believe the car is the nearest to

perfection of any turned out It is made of steel throughout

and in essentials follows the construction described in a recent

issue of The Automobile.

Experiments with the motor cars have reached a stage war-

ranting an announcement by President E. H. Harriman, of the

Union Pacific, that large shops will be constructed for their

manufacture. It is not improbable that these shops, which
-will be maintained apart from the railway, will be established

in Omaha. The Commercial Club now is negotiating with

President Harriman for definite assurances of this character.

Several sites are under contemplation and railway lines have

been surveyed to at least one.

The Union Pacific is using the motor cars with good re-

sults on branch lines and for suburban traffic. They have
been confined to passenger usage as yet, but there is no doubt
but that their employment will extend to the carrying of milk,

cream, produce and other light products of the farms and
truck gardens. Cheapness in operation, ease of service and
speed are factors counting heavily in favor of the motor cars.

The Canadian Pacific Railway also has under construction

at its shops at Angus, Canada, a new motor car for the Mon-
treal-Vaudreuil suburban service. The car is rapidly ap-

proaching completion and will make its trial run within the

next two weeks. This is the first experiment of its kind
across the border, and there is considerable interest in rail-

way circles attached to the coming test.

Experiments with railway motor car construction are being ex-

tensively indulged in by manj of the railway systems, especially

those of the western part of the country. Within the next few

years a rapid development in this form of equipment may be ex-

pected which may amount to a practical revolution of existing

conditions in railway operation. Each phase of development cer-

tainly shows marked advance over previous models, as in the car
' above described. The eastern railways are also alive to the possi-

bilities of the motor car, but have not as yet devoted as much
-time to its perfection as the westerners.

TO THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY.
Many automobilists desire to tour to and through Virginia,

but are deterred by the impression that the route from New
York City southward is one full of difficulties. J. Frank Eddy,

a former New Yorker, supplies the following information for

The Automobile readers

:

"Of course, the automobilist can travel from New York to

Philadelphia without any trouble whatever. Though I have not

been over the route from Philadelphia to Hagerstown, Md., in an

automobile, I found fair roads on this section several years ago,

while making a bicycle trip from New York to Winchester.

Starting at Hagerstown there is a continuous straightaway

stretch of pike of the finest character extending through Win-
chester, forty-two miles from Hagerstown, and concluding at

Staunton, a total distance of 138 miles of ideal touring. The
country is rolling, and there is not a hill that an Olds runabout

cannot take at high speed. On both sides of the road the Blue

Ridge mountains are visible, and fertile fields and fruit orchards

add to the picture, with numerous little villages scattered along

the way.

"In Virginia we have a law allowing the turnpike companies to

charge tolls on automobiles at the rate of jive cents per mile for a

round trip. This is a little steep, though the roads are well worth

it, for there isn't a bad spot to be found. Not a few of the

turnpike companies take advantage of this privilege to charge.

"I believe that if the Northern tourists knew of the roads and
the general conditions from Harrisburg south, via Carlisle, Cham-
bersburg, Greencastle, Hagerstown, Md., Martinsburg, W. Va.,

through Winchester, Va., and on down through the Shenandoah
Valley, more would plan to take this trip. The celebrated

Luray Caverns are situated off the main pike about midway
between Winchester and Staunton and make a pleasant and very

inexpensive side trip for a day. The distance from the main
pike is about twelve miles, though the road is a rough country

road but easily negotiated with any automobile, large or small.

"Winchester is well known far and near as a famous historic

spot, the scene of many noted battles in Revolutionary times

and later during the Civil strife. Nearly every field for several

miles around Winchester, and up the valley, is a landmark of
some battle mentioned in history."

It will be seen from the above that the field for Southern tour-

ing is not such a stupendous proposition as it has been customary

to believe. Hundreds of automobilists in the North have been

deterred from making Southern trips through an imperfect knowl-

edge of conditions. The sentiment for highway improvement,

especially in the coast States, is very much alive, and a continuous

improved road from Washington to Jacksonville, Fla., is not too

much to expect in the reasonably near future. The movement is

already under way for a road from the last-named city to Savan-

nah, and once enthusiasm is aroused connecting links will soon be

projected and carried to completion.

NEW TYPE OF MOTOR CAR JUST COMPLETED BY THE UHIOH PACIFIC RAILWAY AT OMAHA.
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AUTOMOBILES A MARINE RISK.
Olympia, Wash., April 21.—Upon request of J. H. Schively,

Deputy State Insurance Commissioner, A. J. Falknor, As-

sistant Attorney-General, has handed down an opinion in

which, for insurance purposes, the automobile is classed with

marine. The Attorney-General can find no other class in

which to place it.

The effect is very important to automobile insurance agents,

as the agent who writes such insurance, according to the

State law, pays a fee of $50 and executes a bond of $1,000,

while his company also pays the State a certain percentage

on all such marine insurance written. While marine insur-

ance was primarily intended to cover loss by sea, it has been

stretched to cover loss by rail or sail.

The inquiry of Deputy Insurance Commissioner Schively read

as follows

:

"Beg to Inquire as to whether or not automobile Insurance, which
Is written under contract with Lloyd's underwriters and which
will be considered floating marine insurance, would come under the

regular brokers' marine Insurance act, under which we would give

bond to pay regular 2 per cent, tax, etc. Tou will understand that

there is no stock fire Insurance company that writes this class of

insurance, but before going ahead and advertising this line of busi-

ness we wish to get within the bounds of the law."

Mr. Falknor's opinion follows:

"As I understand the law, Lloyd's Underwriters is a marine
Insurance company which has not complied with the insurance
laws of this state, and that, under section 22 of the compilation
of Insurance laws of 1906, the Insurance commissioner is authorized

to issue licenses to marine Insurance agents who write or solicit

Insurance for such companies. The person applying pays a fee

of 360 and executes a bond to the state in the sum of 21,000, and
your Inquirer desires to know if marine insurance companies writ-

ing automobile insurance will be considered as coming under said

law. The automobile appears to be a nullius Alius in our insur-

ance laws. The idea of protecting these modern machines against
accident, breakdown, explosion, lire Injury by the elements or run-
ning amuck appears as yet not to have engaged the attention of

the Legislature. No niche clearly appears In the Insurance laws
for such risks. While this modern machine Is a thing of beauty,
it Is an inanimate object, and for that reason live stock, casualty
or life Insurance would not cover the risk.

"This leaves only marine Insurance, and. Indeed, there are many
points of similarity In the risks assumed between an automobile
and a ship. Both are liable to collision, lire, breakdown, explosion,

injury from the elements and running amuck, and Insurance that
meets the risks of a floating vessel apparently covers the risks of

an automobile, and until the Legislature assembles and determines
In its wisdom Insurance broad enough to meet the many risks

that a company will Incur In carrying this line of Insurance, we
see no objection to any marine Insurance company that wishes to

Insure an automobile, and such company has not complied with the
laws of this state, that Its agents be permitted to do such insur-
ance provided they contribute to the state as provided in section
22, supra, $50 and execute the bond of $1,000, and, of course, in-

cluding such risks in the total premiums less losses paid upon
which the 2 per cent, tax is paid."

THE AUTOMOBILE CALENDAR.

KUBELIK DRIVniG AH OLDSMOBILE IH SAN FRABCISCO.

AMERICAN.

Shows.
April 21-28—Canada Automobile and Motor Exhibition, Arena, Mon-

treal.

May 14-19—New Orleans (La.) Automobile and Motor Show.
May 24-26—Open Air Show, Empire City Track, New York Trade

Association.

Toon.

May 5...—Two-Gallon Fuel Efficiency Teat, Automobile Club of

America,
May 30. .

.—Endurance Run, Salt Lake City to Ogden, Utah. Bert
Fuller. Manager, Salt Lake City.

June 6...—Orphans' Day, Second Annual Celebration by the New
York Motor Club.

June 16-18—Three-Day Tour, Bay State Automobile Aa—elation.
Boston to Rye Beach, N. H.

June 18-23—Second Annual Economy Test, New Tork Motor Club.

July 38. .
.—Annual A. A. A. Tour for the Qlidden Trophy, starting

from Buffalo or Cleveland.

Sept —Endurance Run, Denver to Colorado Springs. Centen-
nial Celebration Discovery of Pike's Peak.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

April 26-27—Atlantic City (N. J.) Automobile Meet.
May —Richmond, Ind., 10-mile Obstacle Road Race, Wayne

County Automobile Club.
May 10...—Wllkes-Barre (Pa.) Centennial JubUee Hill Climb.
May 10-12—Macon, Georgia, Race Meet, Macon Automobile Club.

May M...—Boston Annual Meet of the Bay State Automobile As-
sociation, Readvllle Track.

May 30...—Baltimore (Md.) Race Meet, Maryland Motor Exhibi-

tion Association.
Sept. 22. . .—American Elimination Trials for Vanderbllt Cup Race

(Long Island course probable).
Sept —Colorado Springs. Two-Day Meet. Centennial Cele-

bration Discovery of Pike's Peak.
Oct. 6. ..—Vanderbllt Cup Race, American Automobile Associa-

tion.

FOREIGN.
Shows.

IE-May 1—Marseilles (France) International Automobile Ex-
hibition.

IE-May—Milan (Italy) International Exhibition.

28-May 6—Geneva (Switzerland) International Exhibition.

6-14—Lelpslg (Germany) Exhibition, Krystall Palast.

1-16—Berlin (Germany) Automobile Exhibition.
16-24—London, Olympia Motor Show.
28-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show, Agricultural Hall.

April

April
April

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

May
May

May
May

June

June

June
July

Tours.

6. . .—Targo Florio Tour (Sicily), Auto Club of Milan.
12-18—International Light Touring Car Competition, Vienna

to Grata and back. Austrian Automobile Club.
13-14—Tour de France. Motorcycles and volturettes.
16-16—Le Coupe d'Or and International Automobile Congress,

at Milan, Italy.

6-13—Herkomer Cup Touring and Speed Trials, Munich, Ba-
varia.

11-16—Land's End to John OGroat's. Auto Cycle Club of

Great Britain.

18-16—Scottish Reliability Trials.

29-Aug. 16—Circuit Europeen, 3,000 miles, Paris, Milan. Vien-

na, Berlin, Cologne, Paris.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

May 27. . .—Motor Cycle Club of France Championships.
June 26-27—Le Grand Prix, Barthe Circuit, France.
July 8...—International Cup Race for Motorcycles, Cesky Club

Motoeycllstu of Austria.
July IB...—Suse-Mont Cenls Hill Climb (Italy). Automobile Club

of Turin.

Aug. 1-16—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).
Aug. 16-16—Ventoux (France) Automobile Meeting.
Aug. 14-19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet.
Aug. 23. .

.—Semmering Hill Climb.
Sept. 27. . .—Tourist Trophy Race, Isle of Man, Auto Club of Great

Britain.

Oct 7...Chateau Thierry (France) Hill Climb.
Oct 28...—Galllon (France) Hill Climb.
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THE NEWS OF THE AUTOMOBILE CLUBS,

The Automobiling Mayor of Milwaukee.

Milwaukee, Wis, April 23.— The Milwaukee Automobile

Club has been one of the most progressive in the entire

country, and its membership includes two great enthusi-

asts in Mayor Seeker and Attorney Drought The latter

was instrumental in obtaining an automobile law that is con-

sidered one of the most liberal and fair ever passed. Floral

parades, orphan day outings, race meets and club runs have

been included in the doings of the local club, which has

exerted a beneficial influence for the pastime and industry in

general.

The most conspicuous member of the club, of course, is its

president, Sherburn M. Becker, who was elected mayor

April 4, on the Republican Ticket Mr. Becker is a wealthy

young man of the strenuous type, who carried on his cam-

paign along reform lines, attacking political bosses and cor-

poration influence in vehement terms. Mr. Becker is only

thirty years of age, but despite the odds against him in point

of years he successfully routed a political machine which had

been in existence in Milwaukee for eight years, and his energy

and up-to-date advertising have attracted attention outside

of Wisconsin. One significant fact in connection with the

campaign of the "Boy Mayor" was that James T. Drought,

secretary of the club, headed the call for the president to

become a candidate, and the list included many of the prom-

inent members.
A formal letter from the club, signed by Vice-president

Herman Fuldner and Secretary Drought has been sent to the

chief of police, calling attention to reckless driving in the

downtown districts, and invoking the aid of the department

The letter urges the enforcement of the twelve-mile speed

limit Chief Janssen has assured the club that he will take

precautions to see that the speed limit is observed.

Winnipeg Club Election and Meet Program.

Winnipeg, Canada.—At the annual meeting of the Winni-

peg Automobile Dub, held recently, the secretary-treasurer

reported that the club had twenty-seven active members,

during 1005 and expected a large increase this year. Three

racing events had been run off last year and the club had

taken an active part in entertaining distinguished visitors to

the city by means of automobile rides. Officers for the

coming years were elected as follows: Patron, Sir Daniel

McMillan; honorary president, John Gait; president, G. C. G.

Armytage; first vice-president, F. H. Phippen; second vice-

president, R. M. MacLeod; secretary-treasurer, A. Emmett.

Dr. Bell, manager of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition,

attended the meeting and invited the club to arrange a race

meet during the 1906 exhibition. A committee was ap-

pointed to arrange matters with Manager Bell, and a pro-

gram of five events was drawn up, as follows: Two-mile race

for runabouts, two-mile race for light touring cars, two-mile

race for heavy touring cars, five-mile race open to owner-

drivers, five-mile free-for-all. The meet will be held during

the week of July 22, and the events are open to any member
of a recognized club.

D. Webb, Alfred Thomas, Matthew P. Whittall, Albert H. In-

man, Frank L. Murdock, C Leslie Chamberlain, Worcester, and
John G. Prouty, Spencer. With the exceptions of Messrs. Mur-
dock and Chamberlain, all of those named are holders of the re-

spective offices for which they have been nominated.

President Coghlin and James W. Murphy were named as a

special committee to inquire into the feasibility of running a hill-

climbing contest on Dead Horse hill, and to take charge of the

details. Alfred Thomas, James W. Murphy and Albert H. In-

man were made a committee to investigate the proposition, sub-

mitted to Mayor Duggan recently by the joint standing committee

on streets of the city council, to authorize a loan of $800,000, in

three yearly installments, for the improvement of the city's streets.

The new ladies' reception and dining rooms have been com-
pleted and will be occupied after an informal opening at an early

date.

Chicagoana Will Move, May 1, to New Quarters.

Chicago, April 23.—The present home of the Chicago Automo-
bile Club will be closed May 1, and temporary quarters will be

opened in the Fisher building. Here an office will be maintained

until the new clubhouse is completed. Secretary Gorham declares

that club interest will not lag while it is without a house. The
runs and tours committee will announce its schedule for the sea-

son in the near future, and it is probable that some races will be

run off. The work on the new $150,000 clubhouse will begin May
1, and it will be ready for occupancy by fall.

From an authoritative source in the official circles of the club

comes the information that the directors have agreed to conduct

the ''four-state reliability automobile tour," proposed by the Chi-

cago Automobile Trade Dealers' Association, and that the tour-

ing committee has completed a rough sketch of plans for the route.

The distance will be between 800 and 1,000 miles, and contestants

may be content to travel about loo miles each day.

A long list has been prepared by the Chicago Automobile
Club, which it is proposed to make public, of the chauffeurs of

Chicago who are known to have received or solicited commis-

sions from dealers in tires, oils, and sundries generally, and
articles used in equipment of a garage. Club members have

complained bitterly of the high prices they have had to pay for

repairs and car fixtures, and a determined effort is being made
by the club to get at the root of the evil, and to abolish the prac-

tice.

Worcester Club Renominates Efficient Officers.

Worcester, Mass., April 23.—At the April meeting of the Wor-

cester Automobile Club, held at the clubrooms, 44 Front street

the special committee appointed to make nominations for officers

to be voted for at the annual meeting in May reported as fol-

lows : For President, James P. Coghlin ; vice-president Daniel P.

Gay; secretary, Frederick E. Frost; treasurer, William N. Stark;

board of governors, the previously mentioned officers and George

Obstacle Race for Indiana Celebration.

Richmond, Ink, April 23.—One of the principal features of the

Centennial week to be celebrated here next month will be an ob-

stacle race under the auspices of the Wayne County Automobile

Club. The contest will be designed to test the skill of automobile

drivers, and attractive prizes will be offered to the winners. A
ten-mile course will be selected and will probably lie along the

national road. Along this course dummies of various sizes will

be placed, the location of which will not be known to the drivers.

An official scorer will accompany each driver and will know
where the objects have been placed. Dummies of cats, dogs,

chickens, and men will be the objects used, and an object run

over will count one point against the driver. The driver who
covers the course without an error will be awarded a cash prize.

President Morse Re-elected by Hartford Automobile Club.

Hartford, Conn., April 23.—At the annual meeting of the Hart-

ford Automobile Club the following board of officers were elected

for the ensuing year: President J. Howard Morse; vice-president,

F. C. Billings; secretary, G. B. Dustin; treasurer, R. B. Belden;
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chairmen of committees—membership, L. C. Grover; runs and

tours, George Beach; racing, George E. Sykes; good roads, J. M.

Birmingham; amusement, A. L. Hills; rights and privileges, R.

M. Goodrich. The report of the treasurer showed a balance of

over $300 on hand. A number of new members were elected.

President Wilson, of Louisville A. C, Re-elected.

Louisville, Kv.—At the annual meeting of the Louisville

Automobile Club, held at the Gait House, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, George

H. Wilson; vice-president, Dr. W. C. Pfingst; second vice-

president, Thurston Ballard; secretary, Charles Chreste;

treasurer, J. B. Lev/man. The club is in a flourishing condi-

tion, thirty new members having been added during the year.

The annual parade of the club will be held May 26.

New Country House for Washington Automobile Club.

Washington, D. G, April 21.—The Automobile Club of Wash-

ington expects to be installed in its new country home on the

Brightwood road about June 15. The contract for the bungalow

to be erected by the club will be awarded within the next few

days, and the work pushed to a speedy' conclusion. Col. C E.

Wood, vice-president of the club, is chairman of the finance com-

mittee, which has entire charge of the work of construction.

CLUB DOINGS IN GENERAL.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The runs and tours committee of the Long

Island Automobile Club, consisting of Dr. Clinton B. Parker,

chairman; W. T. Wintringham, secretary, and A. R. Partington,

has announced four club competitions for the season, as follows:

Emanuel mileage trophy, Partington attendance award, Edwards

meandering memento and the Parker economy prize. Odometers

are to be officially read for the mileage trophy, and the attendance

award goes to the member participating in the most regular club

runs driving his own car. The meandering memento is for the

member driving his car in the largest number of states, territories,

provinces or foreign countries. Conditions and dates of the

economy test are not yet announced.

On Friday evening, April 19, a party of 400 members attended

the performance of "The Vanderbilt Cup," at the Broadway

Theatre, New York. The occasion was one of much enjoyment.

Fond du Lac, Wis.—Realizing the benefits to be gained

through organization, local automobilists have banded them-

selves together under the name of the Fond du Lac Auto-

mobile Club. The primary object of the club is to launch a

movement in the northern section of Wisconsin for the im-

provement of public highways. Interest in automobiling has

been given a decided impetus this spring, and new machines

are arriving daily. The total number of cars in this city is

about forty-five, which added to the number of autos in cities

close at hand—Waupun, Ripon, Oakfield and Brandon— con-

stitute a respectable showing. Autoists in these cities will

he entitled to membership.

Sioux City, Ia.—At a recent meeting of the Automobile Club

of this city, the following officers were elected for the ensuing

year : President, Dr. F. A. Seamann ; vice-president, W. E Lock-

hart; secretary-treasurer, H. B. Hallam; trustees, W. H. Farns-

worth, John McHugh and Herbert Petton. Negotiations are

under way with the Country Club to secure the clubhouse as

headquarters for the automobilists, and a series of meets and

social affairs will be planned later in the season. The club has

twenty-eight members.

Rockford, III.—Invitations have been sent out by the Rockford

Automobile Club to President Farson and Secretary Gorham,
of the American Automobile Association, to attend a banquet

which will be given in their honor. Secretary Dickerman, of
the Rockford club, who forwarded the invitations, asks the
national officers to set their own date for the banquet, and
from replies received it will be held the latter part of May.
The Rockford club is about to apply for membership in the
American Automobile Association through the Illinois State Asso-
ciation, which is affiliated with the A. A. A.

Dis Moines, Ia.—Secretary Frank L Kern of the Iowa Auto-
mobile Club of this city announces that a program of club

runs, hill climbing contests, parades, out-door shows and other

events is being arranged by the executive committee of the dub,
and that Des Moines will experience the liveliest automobile

year in her history during the coming season. It is estimated

that over 150 new machines will be added to the city automobile

column before fall.

Minneapolis, Minn.— At the last meeting of the board of

directors of the Minneapolis Automobile Gub, eighteen new
members were elected. New committees for the year were
announced as follows: Laws and Ordinances, E. J. Phelps,

chairman; W. Y. Chute, Dr. C. H. Kohler; Good Roads, F. R.

Schoonmacker, chairman; G. A. Will, George W. Cooley,

John Leslie and Dr. A. P. Walrath. The new clubrooms in

the Plaza Hotel will be ready for occupancy May 1.

EFFECTIVENESS OF HORSEPOWER TESTS.
William Hodgkinson, a noted English mechanical expert, in

a recent issue of the Automotor Journal writes interestingly of

horsepower tests and requirements as follows:

"As an electrical engineer I find the discussion with regard
to the rating of automobile engines very interesting, but
scarcely practical, since what the buyer of a car wants to

know is not merely what horsepower an engine will generate

when running on a test bench at a predetermined speed, but
what it will do when running on a car.

"The actual horsepower required to tow a car at the legal

limit of speed on the level is only a fraction of the power
that the engine is rated at, the extra power provided being
required for rapid acceleration and to enable the car to sur-

mount heavy gradients under unfavorable conditions. On
gradients the engine slows down and only develops a portion

of its rated output, so that the full power is only developed
at very high car speeds, when it is required to overcome the

resistance due to increased windage.

"With these premises it seems absurd to endeavor to

classify motors according to the cubical contents of the

working space in their cylinders and the revolutions per
minute of their crankshafts, unless the clearance space above
the top of the pistons and the length of stroke are also taken

into consideration, since the mean effective pressure on the

piston, and therefore the horsepower per stroke, depends
largely on the quantity of the heated gases behind the piston

and not only on the initial pressure generated by the ex-

plosion.

"I am of opinion that what the buyer wants to know is

not the horsepower of the engine, but what a car will do on
the road with standard gearing, and instead of determining
the horsepower of an engine by a brake test I would suggest
that complete chassis loaded to an amount equal to the
weight of the body and passengers be run on a smooth
graded track, the first portion of which should be level, to

allow full speed to be got up, and terminating in a gradient

sufficient to stop any powered car. Times could be recorded
electrically as the car passed points a few yards apart, and
from the speed curve so obtained and the known weight of
the car the effective horsepower at the road wheels could be
calculated."
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CONNECTICUT TO BUILD MORE TRUNK ROADS.
JEW HAVEN, Conn., April 23.—Now that spring has arrived

and the trunk roads are in fairly good shape, Highway
Commissioner J. H. Macdonald has resurrected his roadmak-
ing implements and is mapping out a strenuous campaign for the

coming months.

Commissioner Macdonald states that he will complete two trunk

lines across the State; one from the New York State line at

Greenwich to the line between the towns of Stonington and West-
erly, R. I., and the other from New Haven to Springfield, Mass.

These routes are old post roads, among the first built in the col-

ony, and are still the most traveled thoroughfares.

By far the most important is the Shore road from Greenwich

to Westerly, 120 miles

in length. Work has

been going on on this

road for several
years. It is a most

important highway

for automobilists and
is used almost exclu-

sively by New York
automobilists in going

to and from Newport.

It is said that an ac-

tual count taken last

summer showed that

New York and New
Jersey cars passing

on this road far out-

numbered those of

Connecticut registry.

There are several

sections on this long

stretch of road which

remain to be built,

and work on these

will be pushed as rap-

idly as possible dur-

ing the next few
months. At Green-

wich, beginning at

the New York line, a

curve will be elimin-

nated and considerable

grading done. Fifty

thousand dollars has

been appropriated, to

be used under the di-

rection of Commis-
sioner Macdonald in

filling gaps in trunk

lines this year.

Two ferries, one over the Connecticut river between Old Say-
brook and Old Lyme and the other between New London and
Groton, are causing the commissioner no little trouble. A ferry

is a decided hindrance, and the one over the Connecticut river

is an especial annoyance. It is suggested that as the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company is building a new
bridge over the river south of the present one, the towns of Old
Saybrook and Old Lyme might make some arrangement by which
the old bridge might be secured and made over for highway traffic.

No such solution presents itself in the ferry problem between
New London and Groton, where the approach to the ferry is over

a dangerous grade crossing. The ferry service is good, however,

and is likely to remain. From Groton to the Rhode Island line

the road is in good shape. Commissioner Macdonald is planning

mm mmmammmam

to complete most of the work on the Shore road the present year.

On the road from New Haven to Springfield, a short stretch of

gravel road is to be built in North Haven and another section of

the same type between Wallingford and Meriden. Both will be

built this year, and also a stretch in Berlin, which will give a con-

tinuous State road between New Haven and Hartford by way
of North Haven, Wallingford, Meriden, and Berlin.

The West Side road from Hartford to Springfield is the main

thoroughfare between Hartford and Springfield, but at the present

time the road on the east side of the Connecticut river through

East Hartford, South Windsor, East Windsor, and Enfield is as

good as that on the west side of the river. On the west side there

is a bad stretch of

road from Hayden's

Station through
Windsor Locks, the

road to Windsor and

north of Windsor

Locks being in fairly

good shape. On the

east side a strip of

highway in South

Windsor and another

through to Ware-

house Point will be

rebuilt

Another important

piece of construction

work will be the im-

provement of the
highway between

Farmington and West

Hartford. It will be

finished this year and

will complete a con-

tinuous stretch of

State road from
Hartford to Union-

ville. This work is

being aided by liberal

subscriptions from in-

dividuals as well as

by the State, and

when completed will

be one of the finest

pieces of highway in

Connecticut. It runs

through the aristo-

c r a t i c Farmington

section.

Another highway

in which automobil-

ists are interested is on the west side of the river, from Saybrook

Point to Hartford. The road from Middletown to Hartford is com-

pleted, and the Rocky Hill people are now spending considerable

money on a road across the town from east to west. Half the

distance between Middletown and Haddam has been built, and

the other section will be finished this year. The town of Chester

has one short section to build, and the neighboring town of Say-

brook has completed its road from Essex to the Chester line.

Essex was one of the first towns in the State to build an improved

highway, and has still one section of road to complete on the river

road, as has Old Saybrook. The road from Hartford to Middle-

town has been completed and probably two-thirds of the distance

between Middletown and Long Island Sound has been finished.

Commissioner Macdonald is also very busy supervising the con-

1T IS ROUGH GOIHG ON THE JERSEY PALISADES, BUT A PACKARD MEETS THE TASK.
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struction of a line of improved roads northwest through Bloom-
field, Collinsvtlle, Winsted, Canaan, and the Berkshire Hills to

the New York line. Work has already been started in Bloomfield,

Tariffville, and Collinsville. There is much grading to be done,
owing to the hilly country, but within two years this section will

be one of the finest for auto touring in the country.

Commissioner Macdonald is an enthusiastic automobilist, and
believes that the auto will be a great factor in promoting the good
roads movement through the country. He is against the practice

of automobilists using chains to prevent skidding, and states that

this practice is very detrimental to surface dressing.

CONGRESS IS REALIZING THE NEED.
Washington, D. C, April 23.—During the course of his recent

speech on good roads in the House of Representatives, referred to

in the last issue of The Automobile, Representative Gordon Lee
said that when we find we are in the wrong road, no matter how
long or how far we have traveled, it is the part of wisdom to stop

and change our course. For a hundred years we have waited for
this road problem to be worked out under the old methods, and
we are only getting deeper in the mud.
"To the principle and practice of extending federal aid to road

"building we have already been long committed," said he. "I take
pleasure in mentioning the fact that more than seventy years ago
John C. Calhoun, of South Carolina, advocated the very idea

proposed in a bill which I introduced here recently. He advocated
the division of the surplus among the States and the expenditure

-of it by the States in road building.

"But if there were neither law nor precedent for the general

government to engage in road building, it is high time we were
-making both. Congress is wisely encouraging and sustaining the

Post Office Department in its efforts to extend the wonderfully
vitalizing and educating benefits of free rural mail delivery. To
send these mails daily over such roads as we have now must be
done at the expenditure of money and labor and energy and time,

-that would be reduced in many instances by half if the roads were
given proper attention.

"I do not believe this Congress can make a more useful expendi-

ture of public funds than in the direction I have indicated, nor

one that would be more immediately and lastingly popular and
beneficial. Then shall every interest be guarded by national legis-

lation, and the welfare of that class which affords sustenance to

all classes be not neglected."

It is interesting to note that Representative Lee's great speech

has had the effect of awakening new interest in the good roads

-propaganda. Many members of Congress who have hitherto been

rather lukewarm on the good roads proposition have come out

-enthusiastically in favor of federal aid in improving the roads

since Mr. Lee pointed out to them so conclusively the benefits

that would be derived by the country at large if the national gov-

-crnment took hold of road improvements.

GOOD MARKET IN ARGENTINE REPUBLIC
South America should offer a good market for American

automobiles, both new and second-hand, as there is a good
demand there, particularly in the Argentine Republic, for

European cars. Our own machines, especially built for

rough roads, are better suited to the needs in the Argentine

than Continental cars. Second-hand automobiles are also

wanted in South America, Consul-General Ridgely, in Bar-

-celona, writing that an advertisement in several European
newspapers called for 100 such cars of any and all makes,
ranging in price from $100 to $3,000. The only automobile
factory in Barcelona, he added, though overpressed with local

orders, had recently made several high-class automobiles

for shipment to Buenos Ayres.

The value of the automobiles exported from France during

January was $2,046,000, or more than double the total for

the same month in 1005.

AUTOMOBILE RURAL FREE DELIVERY.
By B.P.CHALFANT.

Less than five years ago the automobile was regarded as a

"millionaire's pastime," altogether out of the reach of the salaried

man, both as to purchase price and subsequent maintenance. That

was indeed the case when cars cost from $5,000 upwards to the

sky, the expense of operation about $100 a month and the services

required of a chauffeur or expert mechanic at another hundred.

But the automobile industry has not remained at a standstill

any more than has Uncle Sam's mail service, and during the

interval cars have been designed and introduced that sell at prices

within ordinary speaking distance, that cost but a few dollars

per month to maintain; and so extremely simple in construction

that any man of ordinary intelligence can quickly learn to operate

it himself and make what few repairs may become necessary.

As applied to the rural mail service, it does not follow that an

automobile can be used on every one of them, for some routes

are too rough for a horseback rider to travel safely; neither is it

certain they can carry the mail 300 working days a year. But

there are hundreds, perhaps thousands, of routes where an auto-

mobile can be driven satisfactorily for at least 250 days a year. It

is not even necessary to keep a horse for use in emergencies, for

a horse can be hired from the nearest livery upon occasion, and

for a small amount.

Compare the expense and the results obtained by the automobile

as against the team.

It is safe to estimate that a carrier requires an average of two

and a half horses a year, or at least the expense of same. Two
good horses are worth $100 each ; a mail wagon, $75 ; two sets of

harness, $25; the cost of keeping will average $10 a month for

each horse, and the shoeing and doctoring, as well as repairs of

the wagon, amount to a considerable item in the course of the

year. An early morning start and a late finish make a full tire-

some day for a carrier.

Opposed to this is the Orient buckboard, at a first cost of $400

and expense of a half cent a mile for gasoline and oil, an average

expense of three to five dollars per month for repairs and re-

newals, which includes tires, the principal cost of an automobile.

Under ordinary usage on the road a set of tires should last about

fifteen months. The cost of renewing tires amounts to $13-50

each. The route is quickly covered and the carrier has three or

four extra hours at his disposal in which he can earn extra dol-

lars on the side, and what could be easier than carrying passengers

in his car, for which good, substantial rates can be charged.

It is not to be supposed that a carrier, or any one else buying a

new automobile with whose construction he is unfamiliar, can

jump right in and drive it off as though it were as simple as a

wheelbarrow. For that matter, a novice cannot ride horseback nor

drive a buggy until he learns how it is properly done. Any

modern machinery, automobile or otherwise, requires care and

attention, proper lubrication and adjustment, all of which is made

simply by a reasonable study in advance of the construction of the

car and its requirements. Any intelligent man, even though not

of a mechanical turn, can learn in a few hours how to drive the

car safely, and in a week's time should be reasonably expert

Country roads are constantly being improved, in which work

the rural carriers have become an important factor. As the roads

grow better the advantages of the automobile over the horse be-

come more and more apparent. There are many automobiles in

use in rural free delivery service, and it is a safe statement that

no carrier who has ever used a motor-driven vehicle could be

induced to return to the horse and wagon methods.

An automobile road between Bangkok, Siam, and Penang,

Straits Settlements, is under consideration. The distance

will be 700 miles, the object being quicker postal communi-
cations with Europe and more rapid passenger traffic. The
road will also result in a closer relation between the native

states and Siam.
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NEW SIX-CYLINDER GEARLESS CAR.
The gearless gasoline car has made its appearance in

England, in the form of a six-cylinder Napier. In the col-

umns of the current issue of English Motor, the new produc-

tion is described and commented upon in a clear and logical man-
ner, as follows

:

There are many who recognize the advantages which, in

some directions, would accrue from the absence of change-

speed gears in the driving mechanism of the gasoline car,

and many attempts have been made to equal the simplicity,

in this respect, of the steam car. An eight-cylindered car

was made about two years or more ago by Messrs. Charron,

Girardot, and Voigt. This had a low starting gear, but all

the rest of the work was done on the top direct gear. It

was not a commercial success, and, except at the shows, noth-

ing was seen of it. Those responsible for the prominence of

the Napier cars—D. Napier & Sons and S. F. Edge, Ltd.—
have now produced a car which is intended to supply the

demand for a gearless car, although it must be distinctly

understood that it is not intended to entirely replace the

ordinary type, which, in the hands of the skilful and attentive

driver, presents no difficulties or disabilities. The new gear-

less Napier can be obtained optionally with the ordinary

type, and it has been developed from the six-cylindered car,

the ample horsepower of which has made the scheme prac-

tical. But horsepower alone is insufficient, as we shall show.

From the very first the aim of Mr. Napier has been to in-

crease the flexibility of his internal combustion engine, and
to him is due the credit for recognizing the fact that the

six-cylindered engine is not merely a four-cylindered engine

with two more cylinders tacked on. He recognized the

value of the more continuous torque, and he next aimed at

the development of power at slow speeds, whilst another

aim was to secure a constant increase of power with each in-

crease (in reason) in engine speed beyond the normal speed of the

engine. The normal speed of a six-cylinder Napier engine is

1,600 revolutions per minute, and, as the result of continuous

work, we have it on Mr. Edge's authority that this type of

engine has been made to run at the extremely low speed of 60

revolutions per minute, whilst a continuous increase of power
can be secured up to a speed in excess of 2,000 revolutions per

minute, whereas, as is well known, it is quite the usual thing

for the power to fall away should an engine be very much over-

run.

"Having secured high power, nearly even torque, and extreme

flexibility, the next thing was a clutch suitable to the work
required of a gearless car, and, after many experiments with

various types of multiple disk clutches, one has been adopted,

and a chassis has been equipped with it, deprived of all its

gears (except, of course, the reverse), and was being tried on

the road by Mr. Edge at the week-end. The clutch, running

in oil, shows the necessary slip when starting, and Mr. Edge
says that the car can be started from a standstill on a steep

up-grade. The engine will propel the car at from two miles an

hour up to the highest speed that has been attained by a six-

cylinder Napier touring car, and, owing to the efficiency of the

engine at slow engine speeds, it can master any gradient with-

out the need for the interposition of a reducing gear. On an

exceptionally heavy grade under adverse conditions the clutch

may also be slipped to allow the engine to recover speed, but such

an experiment is scarcely likely to be necessary. There is no
gear box to absorb power through four right angles, the power
being taken direct from engine to differential.

"Certain advantages accrue from the absence of a gear box,

notably cheaper production, cheaper upkeep, a saving in labor

and attention, a simpler and lighter mechanism, the elimina-

tion of a possible source of trouble, while the notoriously bad-

gear-changing type of paid driver is provided against Many
owners will prefer a geared car, but for certain work there will

be many who will give the preference to one without gears."

mum , 1
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DOUGLAS TALBOT, MILLIONAIRE CALIFORNIA]! , IB HIS THOMAS.

International Motorcycle Date Changed.

Entries for the International Cup race for motorcycles

closed on April 18, with practically all the European coun-

tries represented. The date of the race has been changed
from June 29 to July 8, at the request of the Moto Cycle

Club de France. The start and finish of the race will be

at a point called Smrci, one kilometre from Fatzau, Austria,

which is some distance from the city of Prague, in the

province of Bohemia. The course is 62.2 kilometres in

length, over what is called "national routes," and which are

eight yards wide or more. The Cesky Club Motocyclistu of

Austria is the promoter of the race, and has made every provision

for the comfort of foreign motorcyclists, not the least of which is

printed directions in different languages.

Mrs. "Dan" Games of Colorado.

Colorado Springs, Colo., April 23.—Mrs. "Dan" Gaines has

learned to run an automobile, but not for pastime. She will ply

the machine in her business in this city, taking tourists over

mountain roads, through the Garden of the Gods on moonlight

nights, and maybe going up Pike's Peak when the auto record run

is made next fall. For years Mrs. Gaines has been a character

in the Pike's Peak region and has been known as "the original

and only woman hack driver." She handles horses like a man,
drums up trade at the railroad station, has a trust on the theat-

rical business, pulls politics to a certain degree and is a power
to be reckoned with. No carriage driver in Colorado Springs

or Manitou makes the money that Mrs. Gaines does.

MRS. "DAN" GAINES, "WOMAN HACK-DRIVER," IN HER WHITE.
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Doa'f Drive UmtU Yoa
Hr+ Proticimmt.

It is with a feeling of apprehen-

sion that the observing automo-

bilist every Monday morning at this time of year scans the col-

umns of the daily press for the Sunday grist of automobile mishaps.

The highways this spring on a Sunday morning are unusually

filled with automobiles, and among those who drive are a sub-

stantial percentage of new owners, many of whom venture into

the maelstrom of the open road before they have become thor-

oughly proficient in operating ability.

The mere starting and stopping of an automobile does not mean
that one has necessarily become capable of piloting it successfully

under the many varied conditions that are to be encountered on

the highway. When it comes to a close call, wherein one must

act quickly and correctly, the inexperienced driver frequently

fails to meet the emergency, and the results are more or less dis-

tressing, and frequently fatal. Before one ventures into the

crowded traffic of a city, or even attempts the risks of country

driving, with its descents of difficult hills and abrupt turns, he

should be thoroughly master of the responsive vehicle which

answers to his every touch, but that touch must be of the right

sort and promptly applied in case of urgency.

Accustom yourself thoroughly to riding in the front seat, and

study well the recurring problems of the road, so that when you

take the place at the wheel it will be with a complete appreciation

of its responsibilities and demands, for it is nothing short of crim-

inal when the novice accepts chances which include not only those

with him but all other users of the road and the pedestrians who
cross it. Never drive at high speed until you feel completely in

control of your automobile, and never leave the garage until the

car has been thoroughly examined and is declared to be in satis-

factory working order.

factory working order. With an automobile a repair in time often

means much, and many an accident has been avoided by this

essential inspection before a car starts on its journey.

Saaatlai Stytmm la Victoria tops are going to be ex-

Safe Taam. tensively used this summer on the

more expensive big touring cars, especially those imported from

Europe. They will be most noticeable in and about New York, for

many of the orders placed with metropolitan body building com-

panies for costly bodies during the past winter and this spring

have specified Victoria tops. The same tendency will probably

also be observable in Boston and Philadelphia. This style of top

is well suited for town and country use, as distinguished from'

long-distance touring. The grained enameled leather, in black,

the graceful form and the generally excellent finish make it

harmonize well with the highest priced and best finished cars.

It is interesting to trace the changes of style in tops. In the

earlier days such few machines—then mostly steamers and elec-

trics—as had tops were fitted with canopy and buggy tops, the

former on surreys and the buggy tops on light runabouts. Physi-

cians' cars had phaeton or Victoria tops. Although the buggy

and Victoria tops have survived to the present time, the touring-

car top has undergone many changes. The canopy top went out

of fashion with the old-style steam vehicles and there succeeded

an era of topless gasoline tonneau cars that lasted for several

years. Meantime the limousine and other types of vehicles ap-

peared, rather as exceptions and models de luxe to be marveled

at, but the machine for hard country road work went practically

without protection until the Cape cart hood came into vogue

with a rush two years ago. To-day hardly a car is built without

being fitted with irons to take a top.

The Cape top, being light, easily attached and removed, and

coming down low on all sides, was deservedly popular. Doubt-

less it will continue to be used for country work, but the unfin-

ished appearance of its khaki cloth and the arrangement of its

four bows radiating from a single point at the side of the car

were against it, and when the side-entrance body became univer-

sal last year the present type of four-bow extension top was
adopted as offering no obstruction to entering and leaving the

car from the side. At the shows last winter extension tops with

coverings of mackintosh cloth in various neutral colors, panta-

sote and real leather were most commonly shown in the sundries

stalls. No doubt, for touring purposes, they will be most ex-

tensively used this season.

The extension top is more democratic or plebian than the Vic
toria top, for it extends forward over the front seat, affording

protection to the driver as well as to the occupants of the rear

seat, whereas the Victoria top covers the rear seat only and curves

well down against the driver's back. It is shut in on the sides

by permanent leather curtains, but has a small light in the rear.

Generally it is made with four stout, low bows and outside joints

and can be folded back out of the way when the weather is pleas-

ant. It gives a car a rich and exclusive appearance, which ac-

counts for its popularity with owners of costly machines.

Coa&remm mad the It has been a long time in com-
Quemtlaa ol Raadm. ing> but at last it would seem that

Congress was awakening to a realization of the necessity and wis-

dom of nation-il aid in the construction of national roads. Rep-

resentative Lee, in his recent convincing speech, referred to the

fact thiit none other than the far-seeing Calhoun had advocated

federal aid seventy years ago. Every week now brings with it

additional news happenings that tell of the widespread grjwing

opinion which will soon be a demand for general road building.

In these premises the automobilist no longer should remain in

the rear guard, and all the help and influence which this army of

road users possesses should be directed into the strong current

that is sweeping away opposition which has neither the defense of

economy nor the welfare of the country in its reason for existence.
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SENATEMAY KILL ALCOHOL BILL.
• Washington, D. C, April 23.—The advocates of the free alco-

hol bill realize that a fight will be made against the measure in the

Senate. The action of the House of Representatives in passing

the bill by an overwhelming vote of 222 to 7, made it appear that

the bill would go through the Senate with very little opposition,

but since then a number of things have come up to cloud die issue.

The proposition has been made to attach the Philippine tariff bill

to the free alcohol bill in order to force the former through the

Senate, and quite a number of senators have come out boldly in

favor of such a proposition. If this action is taken it will strike

a death blow to the alcohol bill.

At this writing the bill is pending before the Senate Finance

Committee, and it has not yet been determined whether the com-
mittee will grant hearings on the bill. Extensive hearings were
given before the House Committee on Ways and Means, and it

would seem that the entire situation had been gone over so thor-

oughly that nothing new could be adduced. There has been some
talk of making the alcohol bill a tariff issue, and if that is done

the situation will become so complicated that nothing can save

the bill at this session of Congress.

Still another stumbling block in the way of the alcohol measure
is the railroad rate bill. If the debate on the latter measure is

extended, there will undoubtedly be opposition to reporting the

alcohol bill to the Senate before the next session. All in all, the

situation is anything but promising for the free alcohol bill.

QUAKERS OBJECT TO SIRENS IN CITY.
Philadelphia, April 23.—Some time during the coming fort-

night City Councils will consider the advisability of prohibiting

the use, within the city limits, of siren horns. This matter was
brought to the local Solons' attention by Jacob J. Seeds, chairman

of the Legislative Committee of the Automobile Gub of Phila-

delphia, who introduced an ordinance which reads as follows

:

To designate the signal of warning to be sounded by automobiles
or power vehicles within city limits.

Section 1. The Select and Common Councils of the City of Phila-
delphia do ordain, That on and after the passage of this ordinance
all automobiles, wagons and other vehicles operated by power
other than animal or hand power, shall use and are hereby com-
pelled to carry as a note of alarm or warning that which la com-
monly known as the toot-horn or horn sounding one note only,
and It shall be unlawful to sound or blow any other contrlvanoe
or instrument while being operated within city limits. In. case
of the violation of any of the provisions of this ordinance by any
person operating any vehicle a fine of ten (10) dollars shall be
Imposed, said fine to be levied and collected as like fines are now
levied and collected by law.

The club's action in the matter was based upon the numerous
complaints which had been sent to it, as the governing automobile
body of the city, charging that many accidents had been caused by
the fearsome sounds proceeding from siren horns. The board of
governors finally took action in the matter, and after a long dis-

cussion the legislative committee was given power to act.

AUTOMOBILES IN RELIEF WORK.
Never has the automobile had such a chance to vindicate itself

as in the San Francisco earthquake disaster. The correspondent

for one New York newspaper goes so far as to declare that "the

automobiles have saved the day for San Francisco." In the very

first hour following the most destructive shocks, the owners of

hundreds of private machines made the utmost use of them in

hurrying their families and some of their personal effects to

places of safety. Later, every automobile in the city was com-
mandeered by the military or civil authorities and pressed into the

service of transporting food supplies to the parks, where supply

depots were hurriedly established to feed die hungry throngs.

The Red Cross Society carried on all of its messenger work with

automobiles, which whizzed about in all sections with the stream-

ing Red Cross flags warning all to make way for them. Day and

night ever since that frightful early morning nearly a week ago,

the cars have been driven on their errands of mercy, nearly al-

ways at top speed, carrying food to the. hungry, surgical aid and

medical relief to the injured and sick, and clothing and shelter to

the homeless.

B-L-M CAR FOR THE VANDERBUT RACE,
The B-L-M car for the Vanderbilt race will be of the four-

cylinder type, weigh about 1,800 pounds, and be chain-driven. It

has been erroneously stated that this racer was exhibited last

winter at the Automobile Club of America show, when as a mat-
ter of fact the car is now in process of construction under the
personal attention of Arthur T. Moulton, the designer. The car

will be of 80 horsepower, with a bore and stroke of 6 inches, and
will have four speeds and a reverse, sliding gears, controlled by
means of the selective system. The wheelbase will be 106 inches,

and all the steel parts will be of nickel-chrome steel.

The racer should not be confounded with the fast runabout
model which the B-L-M Motor Car & Equipment Company is

building and designates as the "Pirate." This runabout is a
compact car with a four-cylinder motor of about 4 inches bore,

weighing complete 1,400 pounds, and will sell for $3,500. The
company does not desire that its racer be known as the "Pirate,"

considering that the "B-L-M" will answer all practical purposes.

Though nothing positive has been arranged, it is among the pos-

sibilities that Joe Tracy may drive the car.

PERCY PIERCE SAILS MAY 5 FOR EUROPE.
Percy Pierce, winner of the 1905 AAA tour for the Glidden

trophy, will sail for Europe, May 5, on the Patricia. He will first

participate in the Herkomer tour, a German event with a 1,000

mileage. This event will start June 5 at Frankfort-on-the-Main,

the route going to Vienna and the conclusion being at Munich.

But the big event and one that will try to the utmost the ability

of the best touring cars will be the European Circuit, starting

from Paris, July 29, and continuing over a route of more than

3/xx> miles. Mr. Pierce expects to gain experience in the Herko-

mer event that will prove valuable in the more trying contest.

Gilbert F. Heublein, of Hartford, Conn., is another American

who will participate in the Herkomer tour, but he will drive an

English Daimler.

An Irish Reliability tour open only to amateurs is contem-

plated for the second week in June, under the auspices of the

Irish A. C, now the acknowledged automobile body in the

Emerald Isle- The trials will consist of three runs of 100

miles each, starting and finishing daily in Dublin, and a hill

climb in Wicklow County.
'

NEW JERSEY LICENSES ARE NOW DUE.
Trenton, N. J., April 23.—Assistant Secretary of State J. B. R.

Smith, who is Motor Commissioner under the new automobile

law, is sending out notices that there has been widespread error in

the statement that the provisions of the automobile act do not

go into effect until July 1. He says that the penalties in the act

go into effect on July 1, but licenses are now due and must be re-

newed. By May 1 the automobile department will be organized,

and then new licenses under the statute at the rate of $3 for cars

up to 30-horsepower and $5 for cars beyond that limit will be

ready for issuance. Applications for licenses should be sent in

now to avoid the expected rush later.

Burlington railroad officials are making preparations to

build a fine highway from Worland, Wyoming, to Ther-

mopolis, and will start an automobile stage line when the

Shoshoni Reservation is opened. The Burlington will be

able to complete its southern branch only as far as Worland
in time for the opening, and to carry passengers to the edge

of the reservation will adopt the automobile stage plan.
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AN INVERTTBLE GAS PRODUCER.
In the new Neverout invertible gas producer, manufactured by

the Rose Manufacturing Company, 910 Arch street, Philadelphia,

an attractive proposition is presented to automobilists. Its oper-

ation is certainly simple, and the further advantage of economy in

consumption of fuel, and of producing and shutting off gas in-

stantly, are two strong points set forth by the makers.

This producer, or generator, is entirely automatic in its action.

A half revolution of the device turns on the gas and instantly

starts generation of gas. When the device is revolved back to its

original position, that is, inverted, the gas is immediately auto-

matically shut off and genera-

tion of gas stopped at once.

This is accomplished by means

of an automatic valve, which

cuts off or turns on the gas,

*"**Hr^|B H? an(* tne *act t'lat 'n mvertmS
the device the contact between

the wet carbide and the dry is

immediately broken.

The Neverout gas producer

is swung on an axial bracket,

as shown in the cut, and can

be conveniently rotated. It is constructed on an entirely dif-

ferent principle from other generators. The carbide container

is a metallic cylinder with plain surfaces. When the gas is

turned off, the water is automatically at the same time also

turned off. Conversely, when the gas is turned on (by re-

volving the device), the water and carbide are again brought into

contact One action only—a half revolution of the device—is

needed to start or stop generation and to turn the gas off or on,

and there is no cock or valve to attend to. A very great advan-

tage claimed is that there is no waiting for gas to generate, and

another is that it is so simple and absolutely automatic in its ac-

tion that the most careless or inexperienced user cannot use it

wrongly or make any mistake with it. It is put together in such

a manner that one or two turns of two butterfly nuts disassem-

bles or reassembles the whole thing, which consists of but few

parts, all strongly made and durable.

NEW SPRINGFIELD FACTORY ADDITION.
One of the best proofs positive of business increase with a

manufacturing concern is an addition to its plant. The Spring-

field Metal Body Company, of Springfield, Mass., has just com-

pleted the three-story structure shown in the illustration, which

gives an addition of 48,000 square feet of floor space to an already

large factory. The works and offices are located at Medford and

Birnie avenues, Brightwood, a suburb of Springfield, and contain

one of the most complete equipments in the country for the manu-

facture of aluminum automobile bodies, fenders, etc.

FOREIGN MAKERS ENTER TORONTO.
Toronto, Ont., April 23.—There is a noticeable tendency in the

Canadian automobile trade toward a larger purchase of European

cars. An increasing number of agencies for foreign cars are

being opened up, and leading dealers who previously have been

handling American cars exclusively are adding one or more

British or Continental makes to their lines.

In the last few weeks a new company has started in Toronto,

called the British and French Motor Company, capitalized at

$100,000. This company will sell the Panhard, Argyle, De Dion,

Minerva, Daimler and Swift

In the Mutual Street Rink about $40,000 worth of cars were dis-

played at the show conducted here under the management of

E. J. Turnbull, R. M. Jaffray and Dai H. Lewis, who are holding

another show on a larger scale in Montreal this week.

The advantages claimed for British cars by this company are

the preferential duty, which makes a difference of about 11 2-3

per cent. ; second, sentiment in favor of British goods ; and third,

alleged superior quality of foreign over American cars. Whether
the two latter arguments hold good or not, of course, is a subject

of dispute.

Among the cars sold by other dealers are the Darracq, handled

in Toronto by Hyslop Bros., Ltd., and in Montreal by the

Canadian Automobile Company ; the Humber, handled in Toronto

by Hyslop Bros, and in Montreal by the Automobile Import Co.

;

the Clement-Bayard, Napier and Fiat, controlled for Canada by

the Dominion Automobile Company. The Automobile & Supply

Co., of Toronto, has lately taken the agency for the English Star

and the Sunbeam.

Most of the foreign cars mentioned require considerable adjust-

ment to meet the conditions of the Canadian roads, such, for

instance, as the change from the narow to the standard tread and

increased height of body from the ground.

Private Owners Will Build Garage.

To solve the problem of storage a plan has been evolved by

well-known enthusiasts to erect a central private garage. A lot in

the residential section has been purchased and application made
for letters of incorporation for a company, to be known as the

Private Garage, Limited. The structure will store ten machines,

and will be fully equipped for the repair of cars and the accommo-
dation of chauffeurs.

HEW ADDITION TO SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY CCS PLANT.

WHAT IS DOING IN INDIANA.
Indianapolis, Ind., April 23.—F. O. Johnson, of Pasadena,

CaL, has purchased the 1906 Peerless automobile belonging to

Crawford Fairbanks, of this city, and will make a tour of Indiana.

Mr. Fairbanks will purchase a 45-horsepower Peerless and will

accompany Mr. Johnson on the trip.

The first invasion of automobiles into Brown county, Ind., will

be made one Sunday in May, when a party of Reo owners will

make a run to the site of the hotel James Whitcomb Riley, the

Hoosier poet, will build. Riley will be a member of the party,

which will probably number a dozen owners of cars and their

friends. Brown county is the most hilly county in the State and

the least settled. Only one railroad goes through the county, and

the first train was run over it last Sunday.

The Gibson-Short Cycle and Auto Company have sold Reo
runabouts to J. B. Gilson and Charles McBride, both farmers,

living in Rush county, Ind. Five automobiles have been sold to

farmers in this county in the last two months.

Local factories are experiencing some difficulty in getting ma-
terials for cars, and it is probable the National Motor Vehicle

Company will have to lay off a number of employees, awaiting

the arrival of material. There is also some danger of a coal fam-

ine among automobile factories. The National factory announces

it has enough coal to operate the factory two months, and other

concerns have about the same supply. There is no more coal in

sight and a speedy settlement of the coal strike is hoped for.
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MONTREAL'S FIRST SHOW.
•Montreal, Qui., April 21.—If the attendance at the opening

of the first automobile show ever held in Montreal is any crite-

rion of what is to follow, the number in attendance will be a

record one. From the time the doors opened till the last minute

of closing, the place was crowded with sightseers, which cer-

tainly should give impetus to the automobile business in this city

this year. It was a fashionable crowd that were present, resem-

bling in a great measure those who usually attend the horse show.

Out of the 57 spaces, with the exception of a couple of booths

which have since been disposed of, everything was occupied.

There are quite a number of firms who now regret their indeci-

sion and wish they were represented. Two-thirds of the cars

represented are American models.

Ernest Arnott, a representative of the firm which makes the

Minerva car in Belgium, is here to take a look over the field.

A great many people were disappointed at the non-exhibiting

of motor boats, which was to prove one of the essential features

of the show, but the management explained it was through no

fault of theirs that the firms backed out at the last minute. Au-
tomobile accessories are shown in abundance, as well as motor

boat accessories.

DENVER'S SUCCESSFUL SHOW.
Denver, Col., April 20.—The big Denver automobile show is

on at Coliseum Hall. Larger crowds than ever before seen at

a like event have been in attendance almost constantly since

the doors were swung open to the public. Automobiles of all

sizes, makes, and colors, ranging up from the miniature Moline

car, for which the company has been offered $4,000, are on ex-

hibition. The most conspicuous exhibitor is the E. A Colburn

Company, which has taken an entire square to feature its stock.

Included in its display is a $5,000 Locomobile.

ILL WIND THAT BLOWS QUAKERWARD.
Philadelphia, April 23.—The truth of the "ill wind" adage

was never better demonstrated than during the past week, when,
owing to the cataclysm in San Francisco, the Pierce-Arrow

agents in that city were released by the company at Buffalo, and
their consignment transferred to the Foss & Hughes Company,
of this city, which has been having all kinds of trouble in secur-

ing a sufficient number of cars to meet the demands of its

patrons. According to the terms of the transfer, Foss & Hughes
will pay the San Francisco agents a profit on each car so trans-

ferred, and which would be thrown back on their hands owing to

inability of buyers there to meet their obligations. The local

firm has also offered to pay to all present owners of 1906 Pierce

cars in the stricken city the regular catalogue price for their ma-
chines, should they desire to dispose of them.

PARAGON AIR-COOLED RUNABOUT.
One of the main features of the Paragon Runabout, manu-

factured by the Detroit Automobile Manufacturing Company, of

Detroit, Mich., is the transmission, which is of special pattern

and used by this concern exclusively. It is of the planetary type,

two speeds forward and reverse, controlled by one lever, and
can be operated without danger of stripping the gears, as it can

be thrown from one speed to another without going through the

third or neutral gear.

The runabout weighs 550 pounds complete, and is equipped

with 5-horsepower 3-cylinder four-cycle motor of 3 x 3 bore and
stroke, air-cooled, and placed under hood. The ignition is jump
spark and the carbureter float feed. The chassis has a wheel-
base of 58 inches and a tread of 42 inches, with wooden artillery

wheel equipment, and special 21-2-inch single tube tires. The
direct shart drive is used, the axles are fitted with roller bear-

ings throughout, and hub brakes are supplied. The style of the

body is the buggy-top type, and the price of the outfit $375.

GASTON PLAHTUT, 15 THE HEW SIX-CYLINDER FORD.

FROM NEWARK TO LAKEWOOD. N. J.

Newark, N. J., April 23.—Trips to Lakewood have been much
discussed among the local automobilists. The journey is easily

made via Elizabeth and Menlo Park. Crossing the railroad tracks

at the latter place to the north roadway, continuing along

to Metuchen, thence over the Raritan river bridge into New
Brunswick, after leaving New Brunswick follow up the steep hill

to the Old Bridge, then take the left fork of the road beyond
the bridge to Mt Pleasant railroad station, then to Freehold,

and on to Turkey, Fanningdale, to Lower Squankum, where the

middle fork is taken for Lakewood.

NEW OFFICIALS FOR N. jY. A. T. A.
Percy Owen, who was the New York Automobile Trade Asso-

ciation's first president, was again elected to that office, on the re-

tirement of C. R. Mabley, at the recent annual meeting. Mr.
Mabley, who has served with such marked success as president

for the past two years, declined a renomination. The other offi-

cers elected were: Vice-presidents, C. F. Wyckoff and Carl Page;
secretary and treasurer, William P. Kennedy.

Mr. Owen, the new president, is Eastern manager for the Aero-
car Company, of Detroit, with headquarters in New York City.

He was formerly manager of the Winton branch. C. F. Wyckoff,

the new vice-president, is president of the Decauville Automobile
Company, while Carl Page, the other vice-president, is manager
of the White Company's local branch. Mr. Kennedy is consulting

engineer for Smith & Mabley.

PERCY OWEN. NEW YORK AEROCAR REPRESENTA
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NEW YORK A LARGE OWNER OF CARS.
It is not generally known even in New York what an ex-

tensive owner of automobiles the city of New York is. Al-
though Fire Chief Croker's weird red machine with its

shrieking siren and Commissioner Woodbury's car with the

big white initials of the Department of Street Geaning on
the radiator are common sights, it comes somewhat in the
nature of a surprise to learn that the city now owns twenty-
seven automobiles, and, if the requests made by the heads of

the various departments of municipal government are granted
by the Aldermen and the Board of Estimate and Apportion-
ment, thirteen new ones will be added to the number, bring-

ing the total up to forty, representing an investment of

$125,000. Many of the cars among the present twenty-seven,
however, were bought at second-hand and are now obsolete.

Appropriations have already been granted for two new ma-
chines each for the presidents of the Boroughs of Manhattan
and of Brooklyn, and the purchase of two others, at a cost

of $6,250, for the Commissioner of Bridges, has been author-

ized but is yet to be approved by the Board of Estimate. The
Commissioner of Police has asked for three automobiles, to

cost $16,500; the Commissioners of Street Cleaning and of
Docks and Ferries each want two. The Deputy Fire Com-
missioners in Manhattan and Brooklyn want two electric

runabouts.

The Fire Department is now the largest holder of aatos,

Chief Croker's Locomobile being the most expensive of the
five, in cost $14,250 in the aggregate. Second in the list is

the Department of Health, which has four that together rep-

resent an investment of $9,700. The Park Commissioners of

Brooklyn and Queens and the President of the Borough of

Richmond follow with four each, but of less aggregate cost.

CHICAGO'S FIRE CHIEF HAS AN AUTO.
Chicago, April 23.—The city council, upon the recommenda-

tion of the finance committee, will purchase the automobile which
Fife Chief Campion has been using of late, and an appropria-

tion has been made for that purpose. The chief prefers the ma-
chine to a carriage and horse, and he intends to use it day and
night The car is equipped with a large electric fire gong the

same size as those used on the fire engines. It is painted the

regulation blue, with the running gear in carmine. It has special

tires to prevent possible punctures, and is provided with a top

which can withstand considerable shocks of falling weights.

- President Ralph Temple, of the Chicago Automobile Dealers'

Association, is to appoint a legislative committee to make a stand

for the rights of automobilists in the city. It is proposed to se-

cure Attorney Jennings, an experienced lawyer, to represent the

association in all its cases. It is intended to make a fight against

the indiscriminate arrests made of alleged scorchers.

LOOK OUT FOR THIS TRICK.
A bold swindle is reported from Wisconsin, where the Jeffery

company is trying to locate the perpetrator of the novel theft

Last fall John Lone, of Lake Geneva, left his Rambler at the

Kenosha for an overhauling, with instructions to have it ready

for him upon his return from a trip to California. When he

came back not long ago he wrote to the factory, asking when the

machine would be ready, and was surprised to receive an answer

stated it had already been shipped on his order. Prompt inquiry

developed the fact that while he was on the coast, some person

had gone to the Kenosha shop and asked if Mr. Lone's machine

was done, and being told that it was, asked to see it He then

left apparently satisfied, and a day or so later the Rambler people

received a letter enclosing a post-office order for $50 to cover the

cost of the repairs and giving directions to ship the machine to

Chicago. The name of John Lone was signed to the letter. So
the car was loaded into a freight car and sent to South Chicago,

where the receiver had signed Lone's name.

MAIH SALESROOM, FIRST FLOOR, NEW LOZIER STORE.

NEW LOZIER HEADQUARTERS.
Located at the corner of Fifty-fifth street, and Broadway,

the new New York store of the Lozier Motor Company
occupies a site of marked prominence in the heart of the

automobile district of the metropolis. The ground floor

showroom is splendidly lighted from both street sides, as

may be seen in the illustration. On the second floor is

shown a fine display of Lozier motor boats and marine

motors, and the third floor is devoted to the suite of finely

appointed general offices of the company, recently removed

from No. I Broadway. The whole of the fourth floor Is

devoted to the storage of the stock of extra cars and auto-

mobile and motor boat supplies. The commodious base-

ment, which extends under the whole structure, is equipped

as a repair shop and outfitting place, with a full complement
of electric power and light machinery.

LOZIER MOTOR COS HEW BUILDISO OH BRQAbWAY.
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MILWAUKEE TELLS OF SALES.
Milwaukee, Wjs., April 23.—The advent of spring weather

the past week has brought out automobilists in great numbers,

and the dealers feel more confident each day that a period of

unprecedented activity awaits them. This optimistic view ap-

pears to be quite prevalent, and is based not merely on idle specu-

lation but on the large number of orders that have already been

booked and on the long lists of prospective purchasers which

dealers have in hand, There are now about 500 cars owned
in Milwaukee, and it is estimated by those in a position to fore-

cast with more or less accuracy that this number will be doubled

during the season of 1906.

That Milwaukee should be included in the category of cities

on the automobile map is not at all surprising, for the induce-

ments offered motorists are exceptionally inviting. Primary,

among others, are the good roads in the city, as well as those

radiating from it which lead to pleasure resorts that bear more
than a local reputation. The driveway that is most frequented

is that extending along Lake Michigan to Lake Park and thence

to Whitefish Bay. This point is a noted resort, and is one of the

first about the city to be made the destination of a short trip

when an automobilist desires to give his friends a spin over a

well kept, smooth course. Lake Park is situated between White-

fish Bay and the city, and is one of the most picturesque breath-

ing spots included in the park system as well as the most attrac-

' tive to autoists by reason of its splendid drives. The scenery

of Lake Park is very attractive, and the natural beauties of the

northern end, which have been practically undisturbed, vie with

the results achieved by the landscape artists, whose work is

everywhere apparent in other sections.

After leaving Lake Park the automobilist may travel along

fairly good roads to the extreme western end of the city, where
Washington Park is located. It is the largest of the city's

parks, and, with its inland lake, wooded tract and deer enclosure,

attracts more attention than any of the others. Leading from
Washington Park, and passing through Soldiers' Home, is a

delightful drive, which has its terminus on the south side, where
are located Mitchell, Kosciusko and Humboldt parks. Aside
from pleasant drives in and about the city, favorable regula-

tions governing the use of automobiles have served to stimu-

late the growth of the industry.

During the past year a marked improvement in garages has

taken place, and several reliable agencies have sprung up. The
list of cars handled will undoubtedly meet the demands of the

most discriminating buyers. It includes the Peerelss, Winton,

Pope-Toledo, Rambler, Stoddard-Dayton, Pierce Great Arrow,

White, Studebaker, Ford; Packard, Reo, and several others.

GOOD SEASON IN CINCINNATI.
Cincinnati, April 23.—The automobile season is opening well

here and all the dealers are reporting sales every day. Because

of the city's many hills, many of the new cars are of the powerful

and expensive makes, such as the Winton, Packard, Pope-Toledo,

.Locomobile and Thomas, while there is also a fair demand for

the Buick, Franklin, Olds, Ford, Orient, Compound and Autocar.

Some of the dealers have already sold their allotments of. cars

and are now laying plans for next season.

The Cincinnati Omnibus Company is about to erect the largest

stable for horses and 'buses ever contemplated in this city. It

will be 133 feet on Sixth street, 183 feet on Carlisle avenue,

. with a depth of 175 feet and four stories high. Automobilists

. regard this as a step backward; but as yet none of the motor

track or omnibus people have been able to convince this com-

pany that motor cars are better than horses.

Schumacher & Boye, manufacturers of machine tools, have just

purchased five Orient touring cars for the use of the officials of

the company.

• Intending buyers of automobile's in New Zealand are

awaiting the New Zealand International Exhibition, in the

expectation that up-to-date models will be displayed there.

TOLEDO REPEATS AN OLD STORY.
Toledo, O., April 23.—The Coliseum Garage Company, organ-

ized with $75,000 paid-up capital, has purchased the Coliseum

property and will convert it into a first-class garage, patterned

after those of the French capital. The Coliseum was built as a

roller skating rink, but owing to the fad dying out in this city

the building became a white elephant, though now it promises to

become one of the best paying properties in the city. Of such

proportions is the building that between 200 and 300 machines

can be comfortably stored; this, also in view of the fact that a

large number are to have private stalls which will require more
room than otherwise. The company will devote its energies

entirely to the garage business and will not break into the repair

field at all. Its location is almost in the center of the residence

part of the city, and inasmuch as the members of the company
are all automobile owners and operators, aside from being prom-

inent society people, success ought to crown the efforts of the

concern from the start

It is indeed difficult to appreciate the wonderful strides which

have been made in Toledo during the past year in regard to the

automobile business. About eighteen months ago, when the

writer took a census of the number of machines in Toledo, he

found npt to exceed 235. Yesterday he inquired of a number of

automobile people as to the number now in the city. In every

instance, while they differed somewhat, the answers were sur-

prising. It was estimated that there are now between 1,500 and

2,000 machines in the city of Toledo. This is a growth of not

far from 1,000 per cent in less than two years, and while garages

have been springing up with mushroom rapidity, they have not

been keeping pace with the increased number of machines.

As the result of a municipal junket to Cleveland, the mem-
bers of the board of public service may invest in a number of

municipal automobiles. Geveland maintains machines for the

use of its city officials, and the local "city dads" think well of the

idea They believe that , the automobile is a time saver as well

as a street car fare reducer. Ever since the local street car com-

pany has been doing business, it has been furnishing free tickets

to city officials, but when the present Independent force was
elected it began a reform movement and decreed that no employee

of the city should accept tickets from the company, and it has

since been paying for the tickets used by its employees while

attending to business for the city. The item is considerably

larger than was anticipated when the reform bug was at work,

and now the public servers are beginning to think that perhaps

an automobile or so would help reduce the current expenses

along this line, as well as afford a little more of a metropolitan

air about the city hall.

A NEW HAMPSHIRE CITY'S TRADE.
Portsmouth, N. H., April 14.—Judging from the frequency

with which new automobiles are arriving for local owners, the

trade is in a flourishing condition in Portsmouth and vicinity

this spring. Twenty new cars, at least, will be added this sum-
mer to the. list of those carrying local registry. The Olds, Cad-
illac and Maxwell cars are the ones chiefly in use here.

There is, as yet, no automobile club formed here; but present

indications would seem to warrant the assurance of one in the

near future.

The only law governing the speed of automobiles in this city

is an ordinance equally applying to horse-drawn vehicles, which

permits no soeed in excess of eight miles an hour through the

city proper. A law to the same effect is in force in the towns.

OLDFIELD'S RUN 'TWIXT TEXAS TOWNS.
Austin, Tex., April 19.—Barney Oldfield made a record-break-

ing trip in his Peerless touring car to-day. Leaving San Antonio

promptly at 12 o'clock, he drew up in front of Driskill's Hotel at

3.15 o'clock, breaking all former touring car records between tjj^

two cities by 2 hours 30 minutes. He made the trip between f
two points almost as fast as the regular paoseager train.
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movement establishes connection with

the outlet 5, leading to a pipe not shown.

Brackets for Automobile Tops.

No. 817,517.—W. C. Rands, of Detroit,

Mich.

Instead of having the brackets rigidly

fastened to the body, which necessitates

disturbing the upholstery and causes an
unsightly appearance when the top is re-

moved, the brackets are held by sockets

suitably shaped which are permanently

fastened to the outside of the body. The
sketches show three forms of brackets

RANDS REMOVABLE TOP BRACKETS.

with their respective sockets, which are

tapering and hold the brackets firmly.

Socket 14 receives bracket 16, and brack-

ets 44 go into sockets 5 5.

Oil Pump.

No. 817,630.—L. M. G. Delaunay-Belle-

ville, of Neuilly-sur-Seine, France.

An oil pump for a system of forced

lubrication in an automobile motor. The
oil at the base of the crankcase descends

through a strainer into the oil pocket be-

neath, which contains the pump. The
pump is of the oscillating type, and is

operated by the eccentric 2 on the crank-

shaft /. It has no check valves, but the

intake and outlet are controlled by the

DELATTNAY-BELLEV1LLE OIL PUMP.

rocking of an extension of the pump
barrel on the stationary valve member 6.

The intake 7 is put in connection with
the pump barrel by a movement of the

eccentric to the right, and the opposite

Seat Suspension.

No. 817,682.—O. Werner, of New York
City, N. Y.

This is a body construction design to

relieve the tonneau passengers of part

V

WERNER REAR SEAT SUSPENSION.

of the vibration to which they are ordi-

narily subjected. The rear seat, instead

of being an integral part of the body, is

supported on suitable springs, such as

the full elliptic spring seen endwise at d.

The seat is guided by the side bars g,

which are pivoted at their forward ends,

and its independent vibrations are damp-
ened by the shock restrainer h. For the

sake of appearance, the false back a is

added.

Safety Starting Device.

No. 817,266.—J. N. McMillan, of Buf-

falo, N. Y.

This device engages the crankshaft by
the usual ratchet g, and consists essen-

ma—-.^
inium

lrULLAN SAFETY STARTING DEVICE.

tially of two parts. The first is a fine-

tooth ratchet wheel H fixed to the shaft

of the starting crank and controlled by
two pawls h, which are supported by the

stationary member /. This prevents the

starting crank from turning backward
beyond the first engagement of a pawl

with H. The rest of the device is a clutch

(seen in plan in the detail) which auto-

matically releases when the torque ex-

ceeds that required to overcome the com-
pression. In case of a back kick, the

springs e compress, and the notched disks

slip past each other.

Lifting Jack.

No. 817,637.—W. E. Gaston, of Pleas-

antville, N. Y.

A screw jack having a nut revolved by
a worm and crank and resting on ball

bearings. The lower end of the screw
descends into an elongated grease cut,

which completely incloses it.

Treating Nickel-Iron Storage Batteries.

No. 817,162.—T. A. Edison, of Llewel-

lyn Park, N. J.

The inventor states that a loss of ca-

pacity sometimes shown by these bat-

teries has been found to be due to the

fact that when the cells are shipped

without electrolyte in a partially charged

condition, a portion of the finely divided

iron oxidizes in transit. To overcome

this difficulty the iron is completely oxi-

dized by a reversing current before the

battery is shipped, thereby making fur-

ther oxidation impossible.

Carbureter.
• No. 817,641.—C. B. Harris, of Wilming-

ton, Del.

A simple float-feed carbureter, having

a horizontal tubular spray chamber and

ATWOOD AUTO BODY DESIGN.

inclined spray nozzle rising above the

middle of the spray chamber. A baffle

plate is placed across the upper part of

the spray chamber just before the spray

nozzle, to deflect the air stream down-

ward, thereby assisting it to evaporate in

liquid gasoline that may fall from the

spray nozzle.

Body Design.

No. 37,952.—W. H. Atwood, of New
Haven, Conn.

The ornamental body design shown.

System of Forced Lubrication.

No. 817,629.—L. M. G. Delaunay-Belle-

ville, of Neuilly-sur-Seine, France.

This system of oil circulation used in

connection with the pump shown in No.

817,630. The oil from the pump passes

through pipe 11 and strainer 10, and is

delivered through passages to the main

DBLAUNAY-BELLEVTXXB LUBRICATION.

bearings. Besides lubricating these, a

portion of the oil enters the crankshaft

by grooves 17 and drilled holes f8 (see

detail) and 21. Thence it travels by oil

passages 19 and holes 22 to the crankpin

bearings.
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THE GROWING GARAGE LIST.

The Woodlawn Auto Station has been

opened at 6310 Wodlawn avenue, by F.

Ebann. It is in a new two-story brick

building.

The Allegheny Automobile Company, of

Pittsburg, has opened a garage in Jackson

street, Allegheny, and will handle the

Queen car.

A large garage, with an inclined runway

to the second floor, is being erected in Port-

land, Ore., by Cook & Covey, at Burnside

and Fifteenth streets.

Le Roy Mansfield, of Richmond, Ind., is

reported to have looked the situation over

in Cbnnersville, Ind., with a view to es-

tablishing a garage there.

In Beatrice, Neb., Fred Bowman is to

erect a garage adjoining his livery stable

opposite the Union railroad station. It will

be 60 by 70 feet in dimensions and have a

stone front

The private stable of James R. Roosevelt,

Jr., at 241 West One Hundred and Seventh

street, New York, has been leased for a

number of years to V. W. Kliesrath, to be

used as a garage.

Manager C. J. Heine, of the Elgin Auto-

mobile Co., has arranged to establish a

garage in the vacated building of the Elgin

Grocery Co., in Elgin, 111., to be run in con-

nection with his business as local agent for

the Buick cars.

A three-story stable at 1723 Broadway,

owned by Mrs. LiHie McGovern, is to be

enlarged and reconstructed into a garage

for J. Michaels, as lessee. A three-story

fireproof extension is to be added ; the im-

provements costing $8,000.

A handsome and commodious garage and
salesroom for Leon Bollee cars has been

opened in New York City, at Park avenue

and Sixty-third street, by Cryder & Co.,

who announce their ability to make imme-
diate deliveries of chassis and cars fitted

with bodies.

Quarters have been secured at 911 Nicol-

let avenue, Minneapolis, by the Minneapo-

lis Auto Company, which has taken the

agency for Austin cars. The company will

conduct a repair department and carry a

full line of sundries and supplies. Manager
Douglass is one of the most experienced

automobile repairmen in the city.

The Bronx Auto Garage Company is

erecting a new garage on the Boston road

at Crotona avenue, near 171st street, the

Bronx, New York. It is to have 20,000

square feet of floor space and will be ready

to occupy next month. The company is

now occupying temporary quarters in an old

frame stable opposite Morris High School,

on the Boston road.

L. G. Martin has moved into his new
garage at 3023 Forbes street, Pittsburg, but

will also maintain his former establishment

at 3904 Forbes street. The new garage is

a brick structure 127 by 40 feet in size.

As agent for the Rambler cars, he will have

an allotment of seventy-five of these ma-

chines for disposal this season, of which

one-third has already been sold.

Application is to be made on May 7 to

the governor of Pennsylvania for a charter

for a company to be called the Matthews

Motor Company, which will conduct a

salesroom and repair shop for automobiles

and auto boats in Philadelphia. The incor-

porators will be Louis I. Matthews, J.

Morris Wistar, Dillwyn Wistar, Craig He-
berton, George H. Jones and A. D. M.

Smith.

The Raisin City Garage has been opened

in Fresno, Cal., at 940 to 946 I street, oppo-

site the Hughes Hotel It is under the

management of F. A. Dustin, who will op-

erate an auto livery service in addition to

conducting a regular storage and repair

business. In connection with the garage

M. B. Shipp will have on sale the Pope-

Tribune, Pope-Hartford and Pope-Chase

line of cars.

Contract has been let by George Schem-

mel, of Wapakoneta, Ohio, for the erection

of a garage building that will be fireproof

and large enough to accommodate half a

dozen touring cars and a dozen runabouts.

Work is to be pushed as rapidly as weather

will permit. The garage will be open day

and night, a competent repairman employed

and a full line of sundries and supplies

carried in stock.

The Colonial Automobile Company, of

Pittsburg, has been granted a Pennsylvania

charter and has secured a site at 5518-5520

Walnut street, Shadyside, on which it will

erect a brick and concrete fireproof garage.

The building will have no posts and will be

equipped with plunger elevators. The com-

pany has a capital of $25,000, which will

shortly be increased to $50,000. A com-

plete repair shop and power plant for charg-

ing electric cars will be provided.

A two-story garage and office building is

nearing completion at 44-46 West Adams
street, Jacksonville, Fla., to be occupied

on the main floor by Robert Neims, who
has heretofore conducted a large bicycle

business on Main street. The building will

measure 42 by 75 feet and will have a ma-

chine shop in the rear 25 by 30 feet. The
first floor is of cement, with walls faced

with white pressed brick, and the ceiling is

of pressed steel. The main room will ac-

commodate thirty cars.

Several of the stockholders in the Stude-

baker Brothers Automobile Company are

interested in the South Bend (Ind.) Auto-

mobile and Garage Company, which has

been incorporated with $5,000 capital to

conduct salesrooms and garages in South

Bend. The Studebaker cars will be han-

dled. The Barger garage, recently pur-

chased, will be operated as part of the com-

pany's system. The directors and incor-

porators are: Harry D. Johnson, E Louis

Kuhns, George M. Studebaker and Nelson

J. Riley.

PUBLIC SERVICE LINES.
Syracuse, April 23.—In the city of

Watertown, containing 25,000 inhabitants

and situated eighty miles northwest of

Syracuse, Chauncey W. Gray is to try the

experiment of an automobile omnibus line.

This is being watched with considerable

interest by the trade in this section. Water-

town and its environs often have very

severe winters and there is much specula-

tion whether the projected line can give

adequate service during the bad months.

Mr. Gray is confident, however, that he will

have no trouble in this respect.

He has already received two cars and

will have more. He expects to have the

service operating capably by the end of

April.

The smaller car will hold from fourteen

to eighteen persons. It is closed and has

rear entrance. The second car will seat

twenty-four persons and is designed after

the pattern of an open street car, with cross

seats and canopy top. Both cars are

Panhards.

Sightseeing: Cars for Twin Cities.

St. Paul, April 23.—Plans have been

made for the establishment here of a sight-

seeing service which shall embrace Minne-

apolis and many points of interest in the

vicinity of the Twin Cities. The service

will be conducted by the American Sight-

seeing Car and Coach Company. W. E.

Bridgeman, representing the company, has

been in the Twin Cities to look the field

over and has selected one of the leading

St Paul hotels as headquarters. A bureau

of information will be established, and it

is expected to have the service in operation

by May I. Six new automobiles will be

shipped to St Paul to start the system

with, and if the venture proves successful

more will be added. The St. Paul Com-

mercial Club is co-operating with the com-

pany in the matter.

Public Cars for Toledo.

Toledo, April 23.—The Toledo Auto

Touring Company has been organized

by former city officials under the Re-

publican regime. John Stolberg, former

president of the Board of Public Service, is

president and Frank Van Loo, former

street commissioner, is general manager.

The company is having several touring

cars built for its special use. They will seat

from ten to twenty persons and will be

devoted entirely to sightseeing about Toledo

and the adjacent territory. The first of the

cars will be delivered June 1.

Plans are being made for the establish-

ment of an automobile stage line between

Escondido and San Diego, Calif.

A twenty-passenger automobile has

been placed in operation between Sanford

ind Orlando, Fla., twenty-two miles apart

The car meets the Clyde line boats at San-

ford every day.
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NEWS AND TRADE MISCELLANY.

The Ottawa Garage and Cycle Com-
pany, of Ottawa, 111., has closed with the
Buick people to handle that car in their

vicinity.

A sub-agency has been established in

Brooklyn by the New Amsterdam Motor
Company, metropolitan agents for the
Crawford line.

A Haynes local branch has been estab-

lished at 241 Wabash avenue, Chicago.
The main city headquarters will remain
at 1430 Michigan avenue.

The McDuffy Auto Company, of Mil-
waukee, Wis., is enlarging its garage on
Wisconsin street, that city, and expects
to have the work completed by May 1.

An interstate horse and automobile show
is to be held in Rutland, Vt, on June 5 and
6 for the benefit of the Rutland Hospital
R. W. Goodrich, of Rutland, has been elect-

ed president

The Grand Forks Automobile & Gar-
age Company, of Grand Forks, N. Dak.,
has been appointed agent for the Carter-
car. Its territory embraces the eastern
half of the State.

The Hickman, Kraemer & Croll Co.
has been organized in Milwaukee to han-
dle the friction-drive Cartercar for the
State of Wisconsin and the upper penin-
sula of Michigan.

The Philadelphia agency for the Dor-
ris car, made by the Dorris Motor Car
Company, of St Louis, has been secured
by L. M. McComb, with salesroom on
South Broad street

The Aerocar Company, of Detroit, Mich.,

announces that daily shipments of cars are

now being made from the factory, and that
agents or individual purchasers are as-

sured of prompt delivery.

Igou Brothers, successors to the Krotz
Manufacturing Conyany, of Springfield,

Ohio, have removed their shop, to the cor-
ner of Ninth and Center streets, that dry,
where the business will be continued.

All of the new Mercedes six-cylinder
racing cars, several of which are to com-
pete in the next Vanderbilt Cup race, are
without exception to be fitted with the
Eisemann high-tension magneto, accord-
ing to authoritative information received.

A three years' contract for the American

rncy for Brasier cars has been closed by
B. Gallaher, 228-230 West Fifty-eighth

street New York, who is representing the
car at the present time. A. H. Chadbourne,
who represented Mr. Gallaher in making
the new contract, sailed from France for
home on April 14.

Jerry Ellis, in a four-cylinder Frayer-Mil-
ler, and Paul Henderson, in a 26-28-horse-
power Oldsmobile, made non-stop runs in

Chicago recently. Henderson traveled IOO
hours without stopping. The car used 85
gallons of gasoline and 31-2 gallons of oil.

It traveled 1,115 miles in all. The Frayer-
Miller continued for 60 hours.

A company recently formed in Joplin, Mo.,
by A C. Webb has been incorporated with
$15,000 capital. The new quarters of the
company will be fitted up so as to' make
them among the most complete in the South-
west The stockholders are George Playter,

A. C. Webb, H. G. Packer. W. P. Lytle,

John Edmonston and Lew Ballard.

•The Southern Automobile Company, -of

Nashville, Tenn, has decided to enter the
manufacturing field of commercial vehicles

and has commenced operations in a plant

located in the old Broad Street Amusement
Hall, that city. J. H. Lawrence, who has
held the position of mechanical engineer at

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, will oc-

cupy a similar position with the new factory.

Lasalle & Kock, of Toledo, one of the

largest dry goods firms in the Middle West
have decided to abandon the horse and
wagon as a means of delivering goods, and
have increased their automobile delivery

service recently by installing special motor
tricycles. Each tricycle has a parcel carry-

ing capacity of seventeen cubic feet. So
far as these machines have now been tried

they have proved popular.

A new automobile company, which will

probably be known as the Marvel, is being

incorporated in Des Moines, Iowa, with $25,-

000 capital, to start the building of automo-
biles in a factory that may be located at

East Fourth and Vine streets. The cars to

be constructed will follow the designs of the

Marvel automobile built last year by Fred
Dusenberg. The largest stockholders will

be Mr. Dusenberg and E R Mason.

Among prominent purchasers of Rain-
ier touring cars during the past week
in New York City are T. Suffern Tailer

and Paul Tuckerman, of Tuxedo, both of

whom bought 35-horsepower machines,
and W. W. Heaton, Jr., Marcus Mayer,
Julius Siegbert, J. T. George, L. G. Sal-

ter, P. Rosenheim, Harry L. Scheurmann
and J. B. Lorge. The Rainier Company
delivered fourteen cars to customers dur-

ing the week.

Public notice has been given in Philadel-

phia of the intention of the Auto Transit

Company of that city to apply to the Gov-
ernor for a charter, to own and operate

lines of omnibuses propelled by electricity,

gas, compressed air or other motive power
on the city streets and county roads of the

State. The application will be signed by
Charles Berg, James O. G. Duffy, Charles

F. Perce, Bernard A. Cassidy, John R Cris-

well and Joseph Ledwinka.

The Allegheny Country Club of Sewick-

ley, Pa., one of the leading social organiza-

tions of Pittsburg, has ordered from the

Standard Automobile Company a twenty-
passenger Manhatten "bus to transport the

members from Sewickley station to the club-

house on Sewickley Heights, two miles

away. The car is of the cross seat pattern,

153-inch wheel base, and has four cylinders,

water cooled engines which will develop

about 45 horsepower. It weighs 6,000 pounds

and will make the trip up the hill with a

full load at the rate of 15 miles an hour.

Fifty-six miles over rough roads and up
hill all the way in less than two and a half

hours is the new auto record established be-

tween Cripple Creek and Colorado Springs,

Colo., by L. G. Carlson, banker and mining
man. The trip was made

, in th? new 30-

horsepower Winton recently purchased by
Mr. Carlson. Having missed the regular

train and being obliged to go Cripple

Creek to . close an important raining deal,

he was compelled to make the trip in his

machine. The big car started fifteen min-
utes later than the train and beat it into

the city.

.

Arthur J. Wills, a tire expert, of Akron,
Ohio, writing to the. Winton Motor Car-
riage Company on the care. of. automobile
tires, says: "The best thing to guide an
owner of an automobile in the proper
inflation of his tires is to have them in-

flated sufficiently so that when the car is

loaded with passengers the weight will

not cause the tires to bulge out on the

sides but slightly. If the bulge is promi-
nent and causes the tire to flatten out,

riding it in this way will have a tendency
to strain and weaken the fabric and blow-

outs will be more liable to result"

Announcement is made that when the
'

Buick Motor Company removes from Jack-

son to Flint, Mich., in the fall, the enter-

prise will be continued by a new company.

The Durant-Dort people will be associated

with the Jackson business as well as with

the Flint enterprises. Additional capital

will be provided and, instead of Jackson

losing its greatest and best factory, it is

hoped that it will be continued on a greater

scale tban before. The Durant-Dort people

will occupy the factory and local capital will

be interested in the new automobile con-

cern. There is plenty of business for both

the Flint and Jackson factories, and plans

for the organization of the new company are

already under way.

The Excelsior Automobile Supply
Company and the Continental Caout-

chouc Company have opened new retail

supply stores at 1436 and 1438 Michigan
avenue, respectively, in the heart of the

Chicago automobile row. Besides a full

line of Continental tires, the Continental

company carries a full line of tire sup-

plies and accessories. It also has one of

the most up-to-date vulcanizing and re-

pair plants in the citv. The interior of

both stores is finished in weathered oak.

Mission style, and there is every facility

and convenience for the prompt purchase

of goods. The showcases are lighted

by means of shaded electric lamps, in

which the names of the different well-

known automobile specialties are insert-

ed in translucent red letters.

The opinions and ideas of any man in

the factory are encouraged by the man-
agement of the Thomas plant in Buffalo,

and suggestions are constantly being re-

ferred to the expert designers from men
in the engine, transmission, assembling

and other departments. Thus is obviated

one of the dangers of the practice of em-

ploying only one expert designer, who is

likely to have or develop certain hobbies

or notions to which he will stick no mat-

ter how antiquated or commercially un-

desirable they may be. Where every

. man may make his suggestions- and every

suggestion is threshed out thoroughly,

there is no chance of this. It is found

that the new practice makes the men
more alive to their chances, gives a bet-

ter opportunity for individual efforts, and

in the end brings about much better gen-

eral workmanship than otherwise could

be obtained.

The Rossel Company of America, sole

agent in the United States and Canada

for the sale of F. Rossel & Cie's auto-

mobiles, made in Sochaux-Montbeliard,
France, has just opened an office in the

Knickerbocker Building, Thirty-ninth

street and Broadway. The company is

incorporated under the laws of the state

of New York with a capital of $100,000.

Harry N. Fletcher, of Hoboken, N. J., «
president; Francois Rossel, of Sochaux-

Montbeliard, France, is vice-president:

William S. Ottman is treasurer, and

Count Manuel de Caserta, of Parish is

secretary. Charles M. Eaton and Eugene

N. Robinson, of New York, are also di-

rectors. The manager is William P. 5.

Earle, who was formerly with the New
York branch of the White company. The

Rossel company makes four sizes of mo-

tors: 22-26 horsepower, 28-35 horsepower,

40-50 horsepower and 50-65 horsepower.
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.

The Lea Speedistimeter.—This speed
recorder combines in a beautifully fin-

ished, moisture proof, polished brass or
nickel case, three distinct instruments

—

a season and trip odometer, speed indi-
cator and an 8-day full jeweled clock
movement. It is mounted on the dash
and is driven by the wheel of the auto-
mobile, to which it is connected by means
of a woven steel wire flexible shaft en-
cased in polished brass flexible steel tub-
ing. While the speedistimeter is a com-
bination of three separate instruments, it

is so built that each unit is relatively dis-
tinct from all others.
The speed indicator section is actuated

by centrifugal force and the application
is similar in many respects to the well-
known German tachometer. The main
shaft runs on ball bearings, and traverses
the instrument on the vertical plane, thus
transmitting the motion to the needle
without the use of bevel gears. The odo-
meters are two in number, the season
reading to 9.999-9 and the trip to 99 miles,
the latter being equipped with a set-
back. The gears actuating the dials are
cut and substantially mounted, forming

LEA SPEED AND MILEAGE REGISTER.

an integral part of the instrument. Each
chain of gears is protected from jam-
ming or back-lashing by means of roller
cams. The clock movement is of Chelsea
make, 8-day and 7-jeweled, with 2 1-4-

inch face. Attachment fixtures consist
of saddle for spanning steering knuckle,
a bracket for ball bearing pinion and dis-
tance rod fitted with two ball and socket
connections, and they are practically uni-
versal, so that they can be fitted to any
car. The Lea Speed Meter is the above
instrument without the clock. This line
is manufactured by the Motor Car
Specialty Company of Trenton, N. J.,

and marketed by William S. Jones, 112
North Broad street, Philadelphia.

Teel Tike Cover.— Owners of cars
fully appreciate the importance of a
quickly adjusted waterproof tire case,
and the one shown in the illustration,

manufactured by the Teel Manufacturing
Company, of Medford, Mass., is the lat-

est novelty shown in this line. The mak-
ers' claims, as set forth in a circular just

issued, embrace practicability, first-class

material, waterproof and dustproof qual-
ities, and ease of application. The case is

TEEL WATERPROOF TIRE CASE.

held in place on the tire by two steel

wires instead of by the usual method of
lacing.

Automobile Air Brake.—The Kalisch
Air Brake Company, of St. Louis, Mo.,
has opened up its new works and main
office at 1315-17 Chestnut street, that
city, for the purpose of producing its

new automobile air brake, which consists
of four separate parts—automatic com-
pressor, operating valve, storage tank
and cylinder. The compressor is of the
regular upright splasher type, mounted
on adjustable base, on which is mounted
a friction paper pulley geared down to

overcome the resisting compression.
The pulley is mounted on the crankshaft

by means of two rocker arms, so that
same moves from center, and on one side

of the compressor there will be noticed
an adjustable spring, on the other side a

small cylinder which acts as governor.
When the desired pressure in the tank is

reached, the air in this cylinder over-

comes the adjusted spring resistance and
automatically brings the pulley out of
engagement from flywheel. When the
air is used for braking or other purposes
the spring overcomes this cylinder pres-

KALISH AIR CO>ipk&ssoh tor brakes.

sure and instantly brings the pulley into
engagement again. The crankshaft of
this compressor is made of two heavy
disks which act as balance wheel, con-
necting rods are made of phosphor
bronze and the piston is made from high-
est grade gray iron with three steel ex-
pansion rings.

The operating valves are of the three
way type, made of the highest grade steel
tested air-tight at 1,000 pounds, finished
in nickel. The tank is made of the best
pressed steel tested to 500 pounds pres-
sure, is neat in appearance and may be
mounted in any suitable place in the car.

The cylinder is made of gray iron fitted

accurately at 250 to 2,000 pounds pressure
on the piston, and tested at 50 pounds to
the square inch, and can be readily at-

tached to the brake rods. The whole
equipment weighs complete but eighteen
pounds for the No. I size and twenty-
three pounds for the No. 2.

Philadelphia Grease Cup.— This cup
feeds automatically by compressed air,

and whether the grease be under the air

compression an hour or a week, it is

claimed the compression is not affected,
owing to the

_
air-tight qualities of the

cup and its adjusting locknut. The pres-
sure in the cup is never quite exhausted,
so that the tendency for the grease to ex-
haust into the bearing is constant. The
illustrations show external and internal
views of the novelty. The air is com-
pressed in the chamber shown between
the two white lines in the right-hand
cut, the lower line being a movable disk,

PHILADELPHIA GREASE CUP.

to which is attached the curved wire
shown, to hold it in place. This wire is

kept in position by the disk-shaped
bracket shown by the upper white line,

and which is soldered to the inside of the
air-chamber. The lower part of the cup,
shown below the movable disk, is filled

with grease, which passes out the nozzle
under the compression, which is regu-
lated by screwing the upper part of the
cup into the base, and locking with
the octagonal nut shown in the left-hand
cut. At the base the funnel-shaped out-
let is perforated at its lowest point to per-
mit a complete emptying of the cup. The
Philadelphia Lubricator and Manufactur-
ing Company, 1525 Land Title Building,
that city, are the patentees and makers.

Harburc Tire.—The sole importers for

the North American continent for this

famous German product is the Harburg
Tire Company, 232 West Fifty-eighth
street, New York City. For the past
dozen or more years the great rubber
factories at Harburg, Germany, have
been producing tires, and for the past

four years the type of automobile tire,

which bears the name, and which has
achieved a great reputation in Europe,
and elsewhere. The tire is of the
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clincher type, the tread being particularly
tough, and an integral part of the shoe,
so as to obviate blistering. The inner
tubes are what are known as "heavy"
in trade oarlance, their heaviness being
due to the amount of pure gum used, ac-
cording to the statements of the manu-
facturers. Sixteen sizes are catalogued
ranging from 28-inch to 36- inch, and
shoes are recovered in 26 different sizes,
from 26 to 44 inches.

Mica Goggles.— Of Parisian design,
and made from clearest mica, Kant-Krack
goggles, manufactured by the North Car-
olina Mica Company, of 80 North street,

KANT-KRACK MICA GOGGLES.

Boston, Mass., are making a strong bid
for public favor.
The advantages claimed are lightness

and non-breakable qualities, and ease in
cleansing. They can be worn over eye-
glasses, and each pair of goggles comes
packed in a neat leather case. They afford
the widest possible range of unobstructed
vision.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.
Teel Manufacturing Company, Med-

ford, Mass.—New folder describing spe-
cialties made by this house of rolling
front celluloid mud and rain shields,
wind shields, cape tops, tire covers, brass
monograms, dust covers, trunks and
racks, spring suspensions, etc.

Manufacturers Foundry Company,
Waterbury, Conn.—Two pamphlets, one of
small size showing halftone reproductions
from photographs of many styles of gaso-
line engine cylinders of intricate form
sectioned to show the remarkable accuracy
of the castings made by this company, and
the other of larger size showing photo-
graphs of the different departments of the
foundry.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co., Pottstown,
Pa.—Intricate castings in aluminum are
presented photographically in an interest-

ing little book called Aluminum Cast-
ings," in which are also shown interior

views of the Light company's Pottstown
foundry and machine shop. Samples of
the work shown include principally automo-
bile engine bases or crankcases, gear-boxes,
and clutch parts, all cast in aluminum, man-
ganese bronze, or phosphor bronze. Some
interesting facts regarding these metals are
contained in the booklet

The Ariel Company, Bridgeport, Conn.—Catalog expounding the merits of the
Ariel cars—the cars with the oval radiator—and illustrating the mechanical features
sui-h as the 28-30 horsepower engine hav-
ing the four cylinders cast separately and
hav:ng inlet and exhaust valves mounted

in the globular heads at an angle to each
other, and operated by rocker arms and
a camshaft passing across the centers of the
heads. The three-speed transmission gear-
case is carried in a cradle below the main
frame, and the crankcase is cigar-shaped.
The weight of the car is about 1,900 pounds.

Forest City Motor Car Co., Massillon,
O.—Small catalogue giving illustrations and
specifications of the Jewell runabout and
stanhope, Models B and C; also brief in-

structions for operating and a list of
'Don'ts." One full-page halftone of the
chassis in plain view shows a single-cylinder
two-cycle 8-horsepower engine, mounted
horizontally under the rear of the body,
planetary transmission, side chain drive
from countershaft, channel steel frame,
three-point suspension on full elliptic
springs, tiller steer and side lever control.
Regular equipment calls for cushion tires
on 32-inch wood wheels ; tread is 46 inches
and wheelbase, 60.

New York and New Jersey Lubricant
Co., New York.—A new booklet, entitled
Survival of the Fittest Lubrication," has

just been issued that contains many
thoughts of real value and importance to
every buyer of lubricants, and every man
responsible for the economical and unin-
terrupted operation of machinery. This
concern is the maker of Non-Fluid oils,
which, as the new book explains, does
not mean grease, but just what it says—
non-fluid oils—which are such the same
as snow and ice are non-fluid waters, but
in the case of the oils the metamorphosis
is a chemical rather than a physical one.
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HOW THEY FINISHED AT ATLANTIC CITY.
By A. G. BATCHELDER.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., April 27.—When a man has achieved

the thing sought, worked for it tenaciously despite one dis-

appointment on top of another, and persisted after friends have

lost faith in the idea, the success that comes to him is sweet

indeed; and Walter Christie's triumph at the Atlantic City

meet figures in this class. Christie and his "Blue Streak" have

made a familiar combination at race meets North and South for

two years past, and the ups and downs of the even-dispositioned

inventor who brought forth the revolving turret used on Ameri-

can warships have been watched by automobilists in general, and

particularly by those of an engineering turn of mind.

The "car that pulls instead of pushes" was generously dis-

cussed; at times it looked like a failure, and then, again, its

future took on a brighter hue, but never for an instant did the

persevering Christie doubt the ultimate results of his labor.

The encouraging and consistent swiftness of the 1 10-horsepower

flyer on the beach at Ventnor does not positively prove the un-

questioned worth of Christie's conception, but the front-drive

has now reached a point where its further progress will be

observed with added interest, for capital should be easily obtain-

able looking forward to its practical use in automobiles other

than those built for racing purposes.

On the opening day Christie appropriated the one-mile stand-

ing-start championship, his mile in 0:53 hnding him seconds in

front of the 8>horsepower Napier and the 60-horsepower Thomas.
But the battle royal came on Thursday, when Christie tackled

the Vanderbilt Darracq driven by Guy Vaughan. The heats of

the race meant nothing except to narrow the final down to the

Christie, Darracq, and Thomas cars. One false start, and the big

fellows pounded over the beach with the Darracq resultlessfy

in front. Starter Wagner's flag dropped on the next getaway, and
the onlookers saw the race of a year. Though the "Blue Streak"

held the advantage all the way, it was by a scant margin that

figured only two-fifths of a second at the conclusion of the mile.

Those who shivered in the penetrating breeze that swept the

stretch of sand awoke to the grand struggle and shouted them-

selves hoarse. The superior horsepower of the "Blue Streak"

told the story, but the Darracq had supplied a battle such as one

seldom beholds in motor competition.

The closing day of the meet saw the surcharged mechanical

beasts go after the one-mile record over a course that was much
slower than Ormond-Daytona and had one very poor patch of

beach, so bad that Christie did not utilize his entire power alt

the distance. Over the ocean-rolled speedway his powerful craft

flew until it deserved well its name of the "Blue Streak," for

such it resembled more than anything else. Its mile in o :3s 1-5

was at the rate of 102.27 miles an hour, the fastest world's auto-

mobile traveling on any course except the one in Florida.

WALTER CHRISTIE DRIVING HIS no-H.P. "BLUE STREAK" A MILE IN 35 i-5 SECONDS ON VENTNOR BEACH.
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THE "BLUE STREAK" WINNING THE FINAL OF THE MILE CHAMPIONSHIP FROM THE VANDERBILT DARRACQ.

L
C. A. SCHROEDER'S 80-H.P. DARRACQ, W. WALLACE. JR.. DRIVER.

- 1

W. H. HILLIARD DRIVING THE 80-H.P. NAPIER.

The Vanderbilt Darracq had to be content with a mile in 39

seconds, while C. A. Schroeder's similar powered Darracq, holder

of the mile in 0:38 at Cape May, covered the distance in 0:393-5.

Satisfied with his honors, Christie generously asked to be

excused from the free-for-all championship, and this resulted

in a long-drawn-out win for the Vanderbilt Darracq, which lost

the first heat to the Stanley steamer and the second one to the

Cape May Darracq. After winning a heat Rogers had trouble

with the steamer's brake and was unable to start in the second

mile. In the third scurry over the sands the steamer succumbed

to the Vanderbilt Darracq, which took the fourth heat and the

Atlantic City Cup. Rogers was put out of the running by the

hood flying up and striking him in the face, though he retained

his presence of mind, stopped the machine, and escaped with

a bruised face and bloody nose.

Touring Cars Supplied Excellent Sport.

Though the high-speed travelers occupied more or less

of the center of the stage and supplied the spectacular trim-

mings, the bulk of attention was given to the well-filled events

for touring cars.

On the opening day that veteran of racing, Charles Soules,

piloted a 35-horsepower Pope-Toledo first across the line in the

$4,000 class; W. H. Hilliard, winner of the Mount Washington

climb, successfully drove a Napier in the four-cylinder class, and

Mortimer Roberts, with a 50-horsepower Thomas, triumphed in

the stripped struggle. The Stoddard-Dayton jumped into the

limelight with first and second in two events—in the 30-horse-

power class for American cars and again in the price handicap.

Of the steam contingent, H. Ernest Rogers was the only

one to obtain any glory, and his Stanley did the mile in o .42 3-5.

Harry Maynes was put out of the running by a leaky valve, and

Mrs. J. N. Cuneo hardly expected to get under the minute with

her White stock car.

ONE HEAT OF THE MILE STANDING-START CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTED IN A FALSE START IN WHICH THE DARRACQ ARRIVED FIRST.
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START OF THE FIRST HEAT OF THE MILE STANDING-START CHAMPIONSHIP IN WHICH A CHRISTIE WAS WINNER.

First Day, "Wednesday, April 25.

MILE CHAMPIONSHIP GASOLINE—STANDINC START.
1. Christie. 110 h.p.; owner and driver, Walter Christie 0:63
J.Napier, 80 h.p.; owner. Napier Motor Co. of America;

driver. W. H. Hilliard 1:00 2-5
3. Thomas. 60 h.p.: owner, Henry S. Houpt; driver, M.

Roberts 1:08 1-5

MILE TOURING CAR8, GASOLINE. SELLING AT 34,000 OR LES?.

1. Pope-Toledo, 35 h.p. ; owner, G. S. Mann ; driver, Charles
Soules 1:13 2-5

2. Thomas, 50 h.p.; owner. Hairy S. Houpt; driver, M.
Roberts 1:15

3. Pone-Toledo. 35 h.p.; owner and driver, Stewart H.
Elliot 1:16

ONE MILE CHAMPIONSHIP FOR FOUR-CYLINDER CARS.
1. Napier, 80 h.p.; owner, Napier Motor Co. of America;

driver. W. H. Hilliard :46 2-6
2. Thomas. 50 h.p.; owner, Harry S. Houpt; driver, A. S.

Robinson :58 3-5

ONE MILE STRIPPED TOURING CARS, 50 H. P. OR UNDER.
1. Thomas, 50 h.p.": owner, Harry S. Houpt; driver, M. Rob-

erts 1:02
2. Chadwlck. 40-45 h.p.; owner and driver. E. B. Jackson.. 1:06 4-5
3. Pope-Toledo. 35 h.p.; owner, H. E. Woodman; driver,

Charles Soules 1:08 2-5
4. S. & M. Simplex. 30 h.p.; owner, J. S. Bunting; driver, Al.

Poole 0:00

ONE MILE AMERICAN TOURING CARS. 30 H. P. OR LESS.
1905 Winner, Charles Bacharach.

1. Stoddard-Dayton, 30 h.p.; owner and driver, P. F. Rockett 1:17 3-5
2. Stoddard-Dayton. 30 h.p.; owner and driver. F. S. Walton 1:18
3. Acme. 30 h.p.; owner and driver. P. A. Fogarty 1:18 3-5
4. Packard. 24 h.p.; owner and driver, C. B. Bacharach 0:00

ONE MILE PRICE HANDICAP FOR FOUR-CYLINDER TOURING
CARS—REGULAR EQUIPMENT. TO CARRY FIVE.

1. Stoddard-Dayton, 50 h.p.; owner and driver, F. S. Wal-
ton. 17 sec 1:25 2-5

2. Stoddard-Dayton. 30 h.p.; owner. Zim Rock Motor Co.;
driver. P. F. Rockett; 17 sec 0:00

3. Acme. 30 h.p.; owner. P. A. Fogarty: driver, D. Landau:
12 see 0:00

ONE MILE RECORD TRIALS. STEAM.
1. Stanley. 20 h.p. ; owner and driver, H. E. Rogers :42 3-6

2. White. 18 h.p.; owner and driver, Mrs. J. N. Cuneo :00

H. S. HOUPT'S 50-H.P. THOMAS WINNER STRIPPED TOURING CLASS

THE REO BIRD. WINNER OF THE MIDDLEWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP.

OH THE OPENING DAY OF THE MEET THE WEATHER WAS PERFECT AND THE GRANDSTAND HELD THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE.
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POPE-TOLEDO WINNER; OWNER, G. S. MANN; DRIVER. SOULES.
J. E. BRISTOL AND PIERCE TOURING CAR CHAMPION.

MRS. J. N. CUNEO DRIVING A MAXWELL AS " NO. 23.'

P. F. ROCKETT AND HIS STODDARD-DAYTON WINNER.

The Doings of the Second Day.

On the second day the touring car championship made a race

that counted as one of the best of the whole meet. Starter

Wagner had his difficulties in getting the six qualifiers for the

final off to a good start. J. E. Bristol was a happy Brooklynile

whose Pierce fired the finishing gun. The others were close

up, and the race was fought all the way. Harding, the Daim-

lcrite, appeared to have made a mistake in selecting his course,

and after the race filed a protest against the start, claiming that,

being the pole car, none should have gotten away in front of

him. Referee Morrell listened to the evidence in the evening and

ruled that the work of the starter was perfectly fair. Archie

Hughes, another Pierce driver, admitted that he had been negli-

gent at the start and believed he would have won had he not

been caught napping.

There was nothing to the middleweight championship except

a romp for the 32-horsepower Reo Bird, Mrs. Cunco with a

10-horsepower Maxwell being the runner-up.

The price handicap for two-cylinder cars showed H. J. iKoehler

a Buick winner, and a car of the same make finished behind

him. It was the same thing over again in the runabout class

for cars selling at $1,000 or less.

Four Maxwells participated in the lightweight record trials,

and Mrs. Cuneo excelled the others in 1 :2s 3-5. Then came

Charles Fleming in 1:292-5, and Mrs. Rogers required 1:31 for

her mile. C. W. Kelsey, trying a kerosene burner, was fourth in

1:36.

Of the half-dozen cars that started in the quarter-mile high-

gear test, the only survivor was J. N. Wilkins, Jr., with a 20-

horsepower Winton. He traveled the slowest on the high speed

without stopping his car.

Second Day, Thursday, April 26.

ONE MILE HEAVYWEIGHT GASOLINE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. Christie, 110 h.p.; owner and driver, Walter Christie :46 4-5

2. Darracq, 80 h.p.: owner, S. B. Stevens; driver. Guy
Vaughan :47 1-5

3. Thomas, 60 h.p.; owner, Harry S. Houpt; driver, M.
Roberts :00

J. E. DEMAR AND DAIMLER THAT WON FOREIGN CLASS. OFFICIAL STAND—WINTON WINNER OF HIGH-GEAR TEST.
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F. S. WALTON, STODDARD-DAYTON WINNER OF HANDICAP.

ONE MILE TOURING CAR CHAMPIONSHIP, 50 H. P. OR UNDER
—REGULAR EQUIPMENT, TO CARRY FIVE PASSENGERS.

1. Pierce, 40-45 h.p.; owner and driver, J. E. Bristol 1:07 2-5
i. Thomas. 50 h.p.; owner, John Megraw; driver, W. C.

Thomas 1:08 2-5
3. Pierce, 40-45 h.p. ; "owner, C. B. Prettyman : driver, Archie

Hughes 0:00
4. EngllFh Daimler, 30-35 h.p.: owner, English Daimler Co.;

driver. H. N. Harding 0:00
5. Thomas, 50 h.p.; owner, Martin & Hart Co.; driver, E.

R. Kelly 0:00
«. Pope-Toledo, 35 h.p.; owner and driver, Stewart Elliot.. 0:00

ONE MILE MIDDLEWEIGHT GASOLINE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. Reo Bird, 32 h.p.; owner, Reo Motor Co.; driver R. L.

Lockwood 1:00 2-5
2. Maxwell, 10 h.p.; owner and driver, Mrs. J. N. Cuneo 1:28 4-5

ONE MILE PRICE HANDICAP FOR TWO-CTLINDER TOURING
CARS—REGULAR EQUIPMENT, CAR TO CARRY

FIVE PASSENGERS. $1,500 CAR ON SCRATCH.
1. Bulck. 22 h.p.; owner and driver, H. J. Koehler; 2 sec 2:06 1-5
2. Bulck, 22 h.p.; owner, Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle

Co.; driver, W. Haupt, 6 sec 0:00
3. Cadillac, 10 h.p.; owner and driver, Archie Hughes, 11

sec 0:00

ONE MILE GASOLINE RUNABOUTS, SELLING AT $1,000 OR
LESS. TO CARRY TWO PASSENGERS AND

REGULAR EQUIPMENT.
1. Buick. 22 h.p.; owner and driver, H. J. Koehler 1:60 3-5
2. Buick. 22 h.p.: owner, Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co.;

driver. W. Haupt 1:17 2-5
3. Maxwell. 10 h.p.; owner, Maxwell-Brlscoe Co.; driver,

Charles Fleming 0:00
4. Maxwell, 10 h.p.; owner and driver, Mrs. J. N. Cuneo 0:00

ONE MILE RECORD TRIALS GASOLINE CARS, 881 TO 1.432

POUNDS.
1. Maxwell. 10 h.p.; owner and driver. Mrs. J. N. Cuneo.... 1:25 3-5
2. Maxwell. 10 h.p.; owner, Maxwell-Brlscoe Co.; driver,

Charles Fleming 1 :29 2-5
3. Maxwell. 10 h.p.; owner and driver, Mrs. E. R. Rogers 1:31
4. Maxwell, 10 h.p.; owner. Maxwell-Brlscoe Co.; driver,

C. W. Kelsey 1:36

ONE MILE MISCELLANEOUS RECORD TRIALS.

Flat, 24 h.p.; owner, Hoi-Tan Co.; driver. E. Cedrlno :55 1-5

Thomas, 50 h.p.; owner. Harry S. Houpt. driver, M. Roberts :66 4-6
Grout. 30 h.p. steamer; owner and driver, Harry Maynes.. 1:19 2-6

QUARTER MILE HIGH GEAR TEST.
Wlnton, 20 h.p.; owner and driver, J. N. Wilkins, Jr No Time
Winner covered distance slowest on the high gear.

H. J. KOEHLER AND BUICK WINNER OF TWO EVENTS.

727

H. E. ROGERS AND THE STANLEY STEAMER.

E. C. JOHNSON. "WHITE" WINNER OF CHAUFFEURS' HANDICAP.

MRS. J. N. CUNEO TAKES A LOOK AT THE MOTOR.

THE AUTOMOBILE.
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m
McMURTRY TO THOMPSON.

f
FIAT-ER TANGEMAN WAS PRESENT.

BUTLER AND OTHER SIBERIANS.

RULER, ONE OF THE RELIABLES.

THOMPSON, MORRELL. COOK.
^ REEVES. WAGNER.

And On the Third Day.

On the closing day the distance annihilators did most of the

racing. The Stoddard-Dayton added to its laurels by a win of

the $2,000 class, in which a Columbia ran a close second. The
English Daimler had matters its own way in the foreign touring

car class, President W. E. Edge's lesser powered Darracq being

its only opponent. The chauffeurs' handicap fell to a White
steamer driven by E. C. Johnson, and the handicap for the one-

minute class fell to a 50-horsepower Thomas, with a car of the

same make as its solitary rival in a decidedly close finish.

Third D*y, Friday, April 27-

ONE MILE FREE-FOR-ALL, CHAMPIONSHIP. BEST TWO AND
THREE HEATS. FOR THE ATLANTIC CITY CUP, TO BE

WON TWICE FOR PERMANENT OWNERSHIP.
Darracq, 80 h.p. ; owner, S. B. Stevens; driver,

Guy Vaughan 2 2 1 1
Darracq, 80 h.p.; owner. C. A. Schroeder; driver,

Wm. Wallace, Jr 3 1 3 2
Stanley. 20 h.p.; owner and driver. H. E. Rogers.. 1 0 2 dr.
Thomas, 60 h.p.; owner, H. S. Haupt; driver, M.

Roberts 4 4 4 r.o.

Thomas, 50 h.p.; owner, H. S. Haupt; driver. A.
Robinson 6 3 5 r.o.

Thomas. 50 h.p.; owner, Martin & Hart Co.; driver,
E. R. Kelly 6 5 dr.

Time, :49 1-5, :53 2-5, :47. :47 3-5.

MILE RECORD TRIALS GASOLINE CARS, 1,432 TO 2,204 LBS.

1. Christie, 110 h.p.; owner and driver. Walter Christie.. :35 1-5
2. Darracq. 80 h.p.; owner, S. B. Stevens; driver, Guy

Vaughan :39
3. Darracq. 80 h.p.; owner, C. A. Schroeder; driver, Wm.

Wallace. Jr :39 3-5
4. Thomas, 60 h.p.; owner, H. S. Haupt; driver, M.

Roberts :51 3-5
5. English Daimler, 30-35 h.p.; owner, English Daimler Co.;

driver, H. N. Harding :55 4-5
6. Thomas, 60 h.p.; owner, H. S. Haupt; driver, A. Rob-

inson :67

MILE GASOLINE TOURING CARS SELLING AT $3,000 OR LESS.

1. Stoddard-Dayton, 30 h.p.; owner, Zlm Rock Motor Co.; •

driver. P. F. Rockett 1:221-5
2. Columbia. 24 h.p.; owner. Electric Vehicle Co.; driver,

H. P. Bellew 1:22 8-5
3. Stoddard-Dayton, 30 h.p.; owner and driver, F. S.

Walton 0:00

ONE MILE FOREIGN TOURING CARS.
1. English Daimler, 30-35 h.p.; owner, English Daimler Co.;

driver, H. N. Harding 1:14 4-6
2. Darracq, 20-30 h.p.; owner. W. E. Edge; driver, E. Jac-

quelin 1:86 4-5

ONE MILE CHAUFFEURS' HANDICAP.
1. White, 18 h.p.i owner, W. W. Hepburn; driver. E. C.

Johnson; 40 sec 1:26
2. Thomas, 60 h.p. ; owner, H. S. Haupt; driver, M. Roberts;

15 sec 1:30 2-5
3. Pope-Toledo, 35 h.p.: owner, S. H. Elliot; driver, Albert

Crane; 25 sec 0:00

ONE MILE ONE MINUTE CLASS HANDICAP.
1. Thomas, 60 h.p.; owner, H. S. Haupt; driver, A. Robin-

son; 5 sec 1:13 1-6
2. Thomas. 60 h.p.; owner, H. S. Haupt; driver, M. Roberts;

scratch 1:13 3-5

The Atlantic City A. C. May Feel Proud.

All in all, the Atlantic City meet must be considered the most

successful ever held in the North, and the Atlantic City Auto-

mobile Club has good reason to feel satisfied with its work.

Alfred Reeves, the indefatigable, was the racing secretary, and

from the officials and the Race Committee of the club he received

all kinds of support. One could find mighty few flaws, and

these were not worth talking about. One thing was noticeable on

the concluding day, when Referee Morrell located at the start-

ing point instead of being at the finishing line. The contestants

moved with greater alacrity and the h ird-working Wagner found

his labors less exacting. Chairman J. D. Thompson of the A. A.

A. Racing Board graced the occasion as honorary referee, and

other notables of the sport and trade were present from New
York, Philadelphia, and other cities. All the "who"s who" con-

tingent in automobiling appeared to be among those present. Of

course, the timers were such good ones as-McMurtry, Butler and

Kerrison.

MRS. ROGERS AN ENTHUSIAST.

CEDRTNO OF THE FIAT, JR.

THE ONLY TIRE TENT.

ENGINE OF THE "BLUE STREAK.

THEN THE TIDE CAME IB.
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EUROPEAN CIRCUIT WILL BE HARD TASK,
By W. P. BRADLEY.

PARIS, April 15.—Notwithstanding the complete regulations

and the various official notices published in the French press,

there is a profound ignorance as to what the endurance contest

known as the European Circuit really is. The other day the

24-horsepower De Dion-Bouton, in which M. Journu, Frantz

Reichel and M. Branger, the Paris photographer of The Auto-

mobile, had completely explored the circuit from start to finish,

drew up in front of the Automobile Club of France after an

absence of over three weeks. The trio are the only persons who
have a practical knowledge of the circuit, and their experience is

therefore particularly interesting.

"Our 3,150 miles journey,*' said M. Branger, "lay through

France, Italy, Hungary, Austria, Bohemia, from one end of

Germany to the other, and Alsace-Lorraine."

The run through France was quite a commonplace event.

There was snow at Lyons, although it was the end of March,

and in the mountain districts all traffic was stopped; but it

was not until Grenoble was reached that the roads became bad.

From this town to Milan, a distance of 243 miles, is the first

foreign stage of the circuit, and it had to be given up as imprac-

ticable, all the roads being hidden under several feet of snow.

The De Dion-Bouton was shipped on the train and passed

through instead of over the Alps, by way of Mount Cenis

taking the road again at Bardenecchia.

CROSSING THE FAMOUS BRIDGE OF LODI.

Italy, the land of blue skies and vineclad hills, offered a

weary spectacle under the gray March skies, and the roads

were such as would strike terror into the hearts of the most

resolute automobilist. From Suze to Turin one would describe

it as bad, but from Turin to Milan no other word than abominable

could b« applied to it. Constructed of soft, greasy earth, over

which stones have been loosely thrown, there are two deep

furrows where the wheels of carts have passed and a well beaten

muddy track in the center where horses have wearily plodded.

When the wheels of the automobile are wedged in the deep fur-

rows it is impossible to get them out again without breaking the

steering gear, and when the driver endeavors to cut out a new
track for himself there is so much thumping and rolling, and the

car runs so dangerously near to the sentinel-like stone ports

placed along the edge of the road that he is much perplexed as

to which is the lesser evil.

Being winter the road conditions were slightly better than

they will be in summer, for, however injurious the mud might

be to the car, it is always preferable from the passenger's point

of view to the dusty surface which the dry season will bring.

As to the average speed of 45 kilometers an hour, which is im-

posed for certain categories, it will be utterly impossible, said M.

Branger, for the competitors to perform it. Even the 24-horse-

power De Dion-Bouton, which ran remarkably well throughout

the whole journey and required no tinkering, was not able to

cover the stages in the regulation time. There were certain

stretches of the road on which a speed of 40 to 45 miles an hour

GYPSY WAGONS ON THE ROAD BETWEEN ZNAIM AND IGLATJ.

could be attained, but the road conditions never allowed this to

be carried on for long.

In Austria the road conditions were even worse than in Italy,

and, to add to the difficulties, every time a horse was met the

motor had to be stopped and the scared animal led by with great

care. Notwithstanding all their precautions, the travelers had to

plead guilty to causing the smash-up of many a cart, owing to

horses bolting, and on one occasion they were the indirect cause

of the death of a cow, a horse having shied and the shafts of the

cart piercing the body of the poor beast. Half-wild dogs, which

had never before seen an automobile, on more than one occasion

had to pay the supreme penalty for their inquisitiveness.

In Italy, Austria, and parts of Germany the peasants displayed

no more intelligence than did their four-footed companions, and

the automobilists had to learn the art of dodging stones. Either

the country folk were not well trained as marksmen, or the trav-

elers were very successful in dodging, for neither the stones nor

A HALT BETWEEN BRESLAU AND LIEGNITZ IN SILESIA.

the gun-shots did any serious injury. Even the hotelkeepers only

displayed a more refined form of savagery, the most perfect form
of which was shown by an Austrian host, who presented a bill

for $14, dinner for four people. The chauffeur was included in
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ROAD BETWEEN LIEDNITZ AND FRANKFORT ON ODER.

that amount for $2.80. What an appetite that chauffeur must

have had!

Outside France the obtaining of a supply of gasoline often gave

anxious thought to the pioneers. In Italy and Austria the aver-

age price was 20 cents per liter, oil being proportionably dear.

Three moderate-sized Austrian towns could not supply a drop

of fuel. During the contest no such trouble will be met, for the

organizers will place supply stations all around the circuit, where

gasoline will be sold at a uniform rate of 8 cents a liter. To
avoid the trouble of carrying a large amount of cash, checks

can be obtained at the start at the price of 8 cents, each one

being good for a liter of gasoline at any store on the circuit.

Any left over at the end of the tour will be, of course, refunded

at full value.

No difficulty was experienced in obtaining spare tires en route.

It was necessary, however, to always carry a liberal stock on the

car, for the abominable track serving as roads eat up tires with

amazing rapidity. The De Dion-Bouton's consumption for the

maiden voyage was eight outer covers and eight air chambers.

Thus, for outer covers at $44 and inner tubes at $14 the total tire

bill amounted to $464. Some little patching of the road will,

of course, be done before the tour commences, but obviously it

can be nothing more than patching, and competitors may safely

calculate on the sum quoted for tire expenses. Add to this $400

for entrance, and together with driver's expenses the total will

certainly run up to $1,000 per car.

The regulations stipulate that each competitor must declare

before the event the number of tires he intends to carry, in order

to form a basis for classification in the tire competition. Profiting

by the experience of the first car to cover the circuit thoughtful

competitors will not fix this number too low for the journey.

Although nothing has yet been officially announced, it is ex-

:eedingly probable that changes will be made in the existing reg-

ulations, experience having shown that it is impossible to cover

many of the stages at the average speed at present required. If

a lower speed is admitted, the driver would have to remain at

the wheel seventeen hours a day on certain sections—a human

impossibility. The only solution, therefore, will be to cut some

of the more difficult stages in two and extend the event over

several days more.

No possible doubt will remain at the end of the trial as to the

reliability and solid construction of the cars which accomplish

the test. Nothing but the very best can hope to withstand the

terrible strain of more than 3,000 miles over Europe's best as well

as worst roads. To come out on top the driver, too, must be a

man of great skill in the handling of an automobile.

Forty-nine Entries Received by First Closing Date,

At 6 o'clock, April 20, entries at ordinary fees closed for the

great 3,000 miles endurance contest. The nations represented in-

clude France, America, England, Germany, Belgium and Italy,

with a total of 49 competitors.

The only American car is a Pierce Great Arrow, entered by

Percy P. Pierce, of Buffalo, which engagement was only received

twenty-four hours before the closing of the lists.

Not many Italian entries had been received at the time of clos-

ing, but a request had been forwarded that the date should be

postponed one month in order to allow several Italian firms anx-

ious to take part in the competition to carry out the necessary

formalities of engagement. It is pointed out that there is already

a long interval between the closing of the lists on April 20, and

the commencement of the tour on July 26. The committee does

not feel justified in making such an important change on its own
responsibility, but entered into telegraphic communication with

the foreign clubs interested in the event and will give an early

decision.

A message received from the secretary of the committee just

as the American mail closes states that there is every probability

of the date of entries at ordinary fees being advanced to May
30. It is thus safe to predict a bumper entry for the circuit.

The following is a list of the competitors in the order in which

engagements were received : Two Darracq, France ; 2 Mercedes,

Germany ; 1 Wolseley, England ; 1 Regina Dixie, France ; 1 Dixie,

France ; 4 De Dion Bouton, France ; 1 Borderel, France ; 4 Bern,

France; 1 Pilain, France; 1 Scrive, France; 3 British Daimler,

England ; 2 Chenard Walcker, France ; 1 Gobron Brillie, France

;

1 Corneille and Sainte-Beuve, France; 2 Beerton-Humber, Eng-

land; 1 Fiat, Italy; 3 Peugeot, France; 1 Pierce Great Arrow,
America ; 1 Pilain, France ; 1 De Dion Bouton, France ; 1 Krieger,

France; 1 Wolseley, England; 1 Martin and Lethimonnier,

France; 1 Benz, Germany; I Metallurgique, Belgium; 1 Alcyon,

France ; 2 Delahaye, France ; 1 Itala, Italy ; 1 Saventhem, Bel-

gium ; 1 Benz, Germany ; 4 De Dion Bouton, France.

' ON THE ROAD NEAR FRIESACH IN AUSTRIA.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS IN LONDON.
A total of 1,726 accidents due to automobiles, motor omni-

buses, and motorcycles were, reported by the London police

for the first three months of the present year, according to

Herbert Gladstone, who gave the statistics in reply to a ques-

tion put to him recently in the House of Commons. For the

separate months the figures are: January, motor omnibuses,

211; autos and motorcycles, 301; February, omnibuses, 235:

autos and motorcycles, 263; March, omnibuses, 331; autos and
motorcycles, 383. Thus, in the three months omnibuses
caused 949 accidents, and other automobiles and motorcycles.

777. The maximum legal speed in the London area is twenty
miles an hour for pleasure vehicles and twelve miles for om-
nibuses.

Considering the great congestion of traffic in London and
the fact that many minor accidents are included in the

reports, whether directly caused by the power vehicles or

not, the figures given are not considered excessive.
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THE CARBURETER AND ITS FUNCTIONS.

MOST automobilists are aware, to their sorrow, of the fact

that the carbureter is not as simple a device as it might

seem at first glance, that its importance to the working of the

engine is out of all proportion to its size, and that to master
even a single carbureter to the extent of being able to adjust

it to give the best results under given conditions is a matter
requiring more than a cursory study. But the real magnitude

FIO. 1.—DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF SURFACE CARBURETER.

of the subject is not generally appreciated, nor can it be with-

out some knowledge of the various influences that must be

reckoned with in making a carbureter as nearly perfect as

possible.

Briefly stated, the function of the carbureter is to change a

liquid hydrocarbon, such as gasoline, into a gaseous state and mix
the gas thoroughly with air in certain proportions. This sounds

quite simple, and the means taken to form the mixture were,

in the early days of the explosion motor, correspondingly

simple.

Fig. 1 is a diagram of the surface carbureter, as it is called,

and was at one time the approved form. The surface car-

bureter was usually the gasoline tank itself, and from the top

of the tank a pipe A established communication with the cyl-

inder of the engine, through the inlet valve. As gas was
drawn from the space B in the top of the tank it was replaced

by air entering through a pipe C, whose inner end was
brought close to the surface of the gasoline; thus the current

of air caused rapid evaporation or "gasifying" of the liquid,

and this was not infrequently augmented by heating the gas-

oline by running through it a pipe D, through which a por-

tion of the hot exhaust gases passed, or by jacketing the air

pipe C and passing part of the exhaust gases through the

jacket, thus warming the air. As the gas formed in this way
was much too rich—that is, contained too large a proportion

of gasoline to ignite and burn properly in the engine cylinder

—an extra air inlet was necessarily fitted, or else the regular

air inlet was made adjustable. The usual practice was to use

the extra air inlet, £, placed either in the tank, as shown,
or in the pipe leading to the inlet valve. The adjustable air

valve was controlled by hand, and had to be changed every

time the speed of the engine varied to any considerable de-

gree. And as the gasoline level in the tank became lower, the

gasoline became heavier and less volatile because the lighter

portions naturally evaporated first. Ultimately there would
be left in the bottom of the tank a thick, sticky mass that was,

of course, rather worse than a nuisance. As the gasoline

level sank, the extra air supply had to be continually changed
to suit the conditions—that is, the heavier and less volatile

the gasoline became, the more air had to be taken in through

the regular opening, so as to create a sufficiently strong cur-

rent to evaporate the gasoline.

The wick carbureter followed the surface carbureter and
was practically the same thing except that the gasoline was

soaked up by a wick and the air drawn through or over the

wick, from which it took up or evaporated the gasoline.

While in some respects an improvement on the original sur-

face carbureter, the wick carbureter possessed practically all

the failings of the other, most of them, however, being

present in a lesser degree.

The surface carbureter was found to be too primitive for

even the early motors, and though it was much improved

by the addition of constant level chambers and other devices,

it was practically abandoned in favor of the jet or spray

carbureter, the type now in use. The principle of operation

of this form of carbureter is shown in Fig. 2. Perhaps the

easiest way to understand the operation of this carbureter

is to follow the course of the gasoline as it goes through.

Through the small pipe A gasoline flows from the main

supply tank to the float chamber B, in which is a float C,

made of hollow metal or of cork. Attached to the float is a

needle valve D, the valve seat being in the opening through

which the supply of gasoline enters. It will, be seen that as

the gasoline enters the float chamber it must raise the float,

and when the float has risen sufficiently high, the valve seats

itself and stops the inflow of gasoline. The height to which

the gasoline rises before being shut off is governed by the

length of the valve stem, which is usually adjustable. If any

gasoline is taken from the float chamber, the float at once

falls and reopens the valve until the original level is re-

stored.

From the lower part of the float chamber a passage B
leads to the spray nozzle F. The valve and float in the float

chamber are so adjusted that the gasoline level is maintained

a little below the opening in the spray nozzle F. Now sup-

pose that the gasoline supply is turned on and flows through

pipe A into the float chamber until the normal level is

reached and the valve shuts it off; some gasoline will have

run through the passage £ and, in accordance with natural

laws, will reach the same level in the spray nozzle F—just

£ r
FIO. 2.—DIAGRAM OP FLOAT FEED CARBURETER

below the opening. The motor is now started, and as the

piston commences the suction stroke, a partial vacuum is

created in the cylinder, the pipe / leading from the carbureter

to the cylinder, and in the mixing chamber G. In this way
air rushes in through the main air inlet H, and at the same

time the gasoline automatically commences to flow from the

nozzle F for the following reasons: When the carbureter is
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at rest the air pressure on the surface of the gasoline at the

spray nozzle F is exactly the same as the pressure on the

surface of the gasoline in the float chamber B, and so the level of

the liquid is the same in both. When, however, a partial

vacuum is created in the mixing chamber G— in other words,

when part of the atmospheric pressure is 'removed— the

pressure in the float chamber, being undiminished, forces the

gasoline to flow out through the nozzle. The gasoline meets

and mechanically mixes with the air entering through the

air inlet, the shape of the nozzle being such as to form a fine

spray. The "mixture" passes to the cylinder of the engine

through the inlet pipe /.

The area of the air opening H is so proportioned with

relation to the area of the opening in the spray nozzle that

when the engine is running slowly the proportions of gaso-

line and air taken in will be correct—that is, the mixture

produced will ignite promptly and burn completely, without

smoking or depositing soot, in the cylinder. If, however,

the speed of the engine is increased considerably the amount
of gas required is, of course, increased correspondingly and
the suction becomes stronger. More air and more gasoline

will be drawn into the mixing chamber; but the gasoline

supply will increase more rapidly than the air supply, and
if no preventive means were employed, the mixture would

become too rich in gasoline vapor to burn properly, and a

smoky exhaust and a sooted cylinder would result. It is

clear that either the amount of air admitted must be in-

creased or the amount of gasoline decreased; and it has

been found that the former method is the easiest to compass.

An auxiliary air valve K, opening inward, is normally held on its

seat by a spring of carefully adjusted strength. When the suc-

tion of the engine becomes so strong that the gasoline supply

increases unduly, the valve K is opened by the suction, thus

admitting more air which becomes thoroughly mixed
with the gas already formed. The stronger the suction

becomes the more extra air is admitted; and if the

various openings are correctly proportioned — a very

delicate matter—the engine will always get gas of approxi-

mately correct proportions of gasoline and air.

The pressure exerted by the spring of the valve K can be

regulated by means of a nut on the valve stem, and this is

an important means of adjustment There is also, as a rule,

a valve of some sort for varying the area of the passage

E, and the main air inlet ti is sometimes variable In some
cases the spray nozzle F is so made that tips with different

sized openings can be inserted. A throttle valve, sometimes
placed in the air supply pipe, but more commonly in the top

or side of the mixing chamber, serves to regulate the speed

of the motor by throttling the amount of gas it is allowed to

take from the carbureter.

While these are the principles involved in nearly all

modern carbureters, the methods of applying the principles

and the combinations made are so varied and sometimes so

complex that the novice may easily be puzzled by a drawing

of an elaborate carbureter. One of the faults of the car-

bureter shown in Fig. a is that if it is inclined so that the

float chamber is higher than the mixing chamber, the gas-

oline will rise in the nozzle and overflow, making the mixture

too rich in gasoline; while, if the inclination is in the opposite

direction, so that the nozzle is higher than the float chamber,

the gasoline will fall so low in the nozzle that the engine

will be "starved" by the poverty of the mixture The greater

the distance between the two chambers, the more serious

the effects of inclination. By so placing the carbureter that

its length is across the car, the inclination when ascending

a steep grade would not alter the relative heights of the nozzle

and float chamber, but the sidewise tilting of the car, when
running with the wheels on one side in a ditch, for instance,

would have the same effect.

This difficulty is practically eliminated by placing the

nozzle in the center of the float chamber, making the float

of annular shape. Such an arrangement is shown diagram-

matically in Fig. 3. In this A is the float chamber, and

through the center of it passes the mixing chamber B, the

open lower end of which affords an opening which consti-

tutes the main air inlet, while the supply pipe to the engine

leads off from the top. The float, C, is a hollow metal ring,

or else a cork ring, and is usually hinged at one side as at

D, an arm E projecting and acting as a lever to open and

close the gasoline valve F. The spray nozzle G is placed

in the central mixing chamber and the auxiliary air valve at

H. The principle of operation is precisely similar to that

of the carbureter shown in Fig. 2, but the apparatus is un-

affected by tipping in any direction.

Even a brief description of the numerous variations in de-

sign of carbureters involving! the principles referred to would
make a good-sized book. The auxiliary air valve is some-
times combined with the throttle; sometimes with the main
air inlet; and is put in every imaginable place where a valve

could be inserted. Sometimes the air regulation is effected

by hand, and sometimes automatically. Sometimes there are

two separate mixing chambers, each with its spray nozzle,

one chamber being used at low speeds and both together

for high speeds. The gasoline may enter at the top, the

FIG. J.—DIAGRAM OF CKHTKR JET CARBURETER.

bottom or the side of the float chamber. Sometimes the

gasoline valve is actuated directly by the float, as in the

diagrams, and sometimes it is actuated through a set of

pivoted arms or levers. Sometimes, there is a rotating fan

to thoroughly mix the air and gasoline Sometimes the

carbureter is heated by means of a water-jacket filled with

hot water from the cylinder cooling system; and sometimes

it has a jacket filled with hot gases from the exhaust And
so on, almost indefinitely.

Then there are carbureters of another class, usually classed

as "mixing valves." In these there is no float chamber, the

flow of gasoline being regulated by a valve opening or clos-

ing more or less according to the velocity of the air passing

through; and many other devices are used to avoid the use

of the float chamber and its accessories. Like the float feed

carbureters, their name is legion and their variety aston-

ishing.

Finally, it may be interesting to know that the price of a

carbureter varies more, perhaps, than that of any other part

of the car. A carbureter of the cheapest class can be bought

for the price of a good dinner; while at the other extreme

is found the carbureter that costs almost as much as a set of

gas lamps.
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MISSOURI MAY CONSTRUCT STATE ROADS.

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo., April 30.—A plan formulated years

J
ago for two great trans-Missouri roads is being re-

vived and is attracting widespread interest throughout the

State. The idea must be credited to the late George M. Lane,
of St. Louis county, who brought it into considerable promi-
nence when he was advocating its adoption. He introduced

in the Legislature a bill for this highway improvement, but

it was sidetracked in favor of a measure permitting counties

to increase the levy for improving roads. Lane's idea was to

build one road from Kansas City to St. Louis, and another
from Iowa to the Arkansas line, dividing the State into four

sections, from which tributary roads could be built, at the

discretion of the various counties. The system was estimated

to cost $1,300,000.

Since the Supreme Court declared invalid the constitutional

could be taken from this quarry to pave a considerable portion of

the road close to the prison. The paving expense will be the

heaviest part of the expense. The grading can be done at com-
paratively small cost

The railroads are sufficiently interested in the project to

offer to ship the material at cost, for bad roads in the State

are losing considerable traffic that could be handled to ad-

vantage were the roads better.

ROADS ARE ALSO FOR AUTOMOBILISTS.
New London, Conn., April 30.—Automobiling in this section

is looking up, for in the last month a movement, strongly backed

by automobile owners, has been set on foot, having for its pur-

pose the preservation of the steel drawbridge over the Connecti-

LONG ISLAND. THE SCENE OF THE VANDERBILT CUP RACE, POSSESSES MANY MILES OF ROADS LIKE THIS ONE.

amendment authorizing counties to make the additional levy

for road purposes, the plan is being again agitated, with the

prospect that some action may be taken when the Legislature

reassembles. The Lane idea was to utilize convict labor.

The State of Missouri, however, leases its convicts to con-

tractors for long-time periods, and 1,500 of the convicts best

available for road work are under leases which have from
three to five years more to run. For the present, or until

these contracts expire, there would be not more than 300 men
available for this sort of work. The next Legislature will

undoubtedly be asked to make some provision whereby some
of this labor can be released for highway work.

Missouri, for the most part, is underlaid with limestone of

• variety that makes good macadam. In fact, there is a tract

close to the penitentiary which is owned by the State and
which is practically a big stone quarry. Enough material

cut river when the structure is abandoned by the railroad for

the larger bridge now building. It is proposed to have the state

maintain the old bridge for vehicular traffic and pedestrians—

a

very good purpose, for the old ferry at this point is inadequate

and barely capable of accommodating the large touring cars. The
matter of preserving the bridge has been taken up by the New
London Board of Trade, and Senators Brandegee and Bulkeley,

of Connecticut, have already consulted the War Department as

to the feasibility of allowing the old bridge to remain, and if the

department decides that the structure will not impede naviga-

tion, it is the intention to secure legislation which will amend the

act providing for the new bridge which makes it incumbent upon

the railroad to remove the old bridge.

Altogether there is a healthy attitude toward the automobile

apparent in this section of Connecticut, where, a few years ago,

much hostility was generated by narrow-minded legislators w£f>
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sought to make the cars proceed through cities and towns from
east to west, or north to south, or reverse, along stipulated high-

ways. These legislators have since been retired, and the cities

and towns have found it profitable to invite the automobilist with

open arms.

The large number of wealthy New York men having summer
residences along the Sound shore hereabouts, who have used au-

tomobiles extensively and with apparent consideration of other

vehicles on the roads, have done a great deal toward obliterating

the former hostile attitude of horse owners. The city of New
London has catered to the use of the power vehicles by setting

aside one fine stretch of macadam road, covering the greater por-

tion of the Pequot summer colony, and keeping it in the best

repair. Speed contests are allowed, not advertised as such, of

course ; but when the automobilists decide to have a little show-
ing of speed the authorities accommodatingly police the course

and warn citizens of the danger of getting in the way. The
result of this liberality is appreciable in the large number of cars

owned in the city and surrounding towns.

STATE ROADS PLAN SAFE IN R. 1.

Providence, R. I., April 30.—The Legislature appropriated

$25,000 additional to the sum of $600,000 for the completion of

the state plan of good roads. The original plan was changed by
the Board of Public Highways, which committee was brought up
short by a country member of the Legislature, who pointed out

that the bill was such that the original plans must be carried out
The extra $25,000 was necessary to build good roads needed to

complete trunk lines. When these are completed Rhode Island

will have roads second to none in the country.

FEW AUTOMOBILES IN PERU.
"Automobiles are comparatively few as yet in Peru, owing to

the scarcity of good roads," writes Consul-General Gottschalk

from Callao. Intercommunication between coast cities is very

slight, the various towns being separated by stretches of loose

sand, which means heavy driving for all vehicles not provided

with specially adapted wheels; the roads to the interior over the

Andes have been much neglected since the advent of rail trans-

portation a half century ago, and in the cities themselves the

streets are usually paved with small flinty cobblestones.

The first automobiles were imported from America in 1905 by

the Lima firm of Elguera Hermanos, the makes being Locomo-
bile, Reo, and Olds. Close upon this followed an order for four

more, one of which was sold to the municipality of Lima.

Some French machines were then imported by private individ-

uals. Then followed the introduction of three American Winton
cars by C. Magella, of Lima, and a Columbia electric car by

Godoy, manager of the Lima-Callao Electric Tramway. Not
long after, the manager of the Eten Dock and Railway at Puerto

Eten, L. Marquina, ordered another from the United States.

The five heavy freight automobiles, for service between Lima
and the port, were introduced from Germany by the firm of

Muelle & Dammort
The Ministry of Public Works at Lima is soon to have one

for official touring, and Dr. Pardo's inspection of the recent

military maneuvers at Infantas from an American-made tour-

ing car will lead, I am told, to the Government house being

provided with one of our American machines. In the city of

Lima particularly, which is gradually being repaved with Bel-

gian block, there should in a few years be a decided increase in

the number of cars in use. There is also talk of certain promi-

nent merchants ordering a delivery car or two as an experiment.

This diversified use of the motor car at a time so very near its

introduction to the Peruvian public promises well for the future

of that line of trade here.

Freights on cars imported from the United States are of

course high, still they can compete with the rates from Europe.

The cars themselves and their legitimate accessories are free

of customs duties.

AUTO WOMEN SHOPPERS.
Cleveland, O., April 23.—Cleveland has long been famous for

having a larger percentage of women drivers than almost

any city in the country. The first women drivers were wives of

prominent factory officials and managers of garages who had
every opportunity for thoroughly learning the machines, and soon

other women followed their example, until last year it was no
uncommon thing to see a big touring car filled with women only,

skimming along the boulevards or threading the congested busi-

ness districts on shopping tours. Thousands of other women
have viewed these sights with envious eyes. They opine that

they are just as smart as the other women, and if Mrs. So-and-So
can handle a big car and take her friends out riding, there is no

reason why they can't do it. The result is that the woman
automobile shopper is out in force. She looks over the automo-

bile advertisements in the daily papers and makes the rounds of
the salesrooms in about the same frame of mind that she would
if she were shopping for a new bonnet. Usually Madame has a

friend with her. They admire the upholstering and the finish of

the body, but as a rule they don't know any more about what
makes the car go than a baby does about astronomy.

The writer happened in a store the other day and wasted half

an hour waiting for an opportunity to talk to a manager, who-

had corralled—or been corralled by—two women shoppers. The
manager started at the beginning and carefully pointed out the

engine, the carbureter, the ignition system, and control mech-

anism. He showed them a section of a valve and explained at

great length that the valve parts were "umsteen thousand point

carbon" and that the valves were placed in the top of the head

in the most accessible position. One of the women then asked

to be shown the carbon and the other inquired what the valve

was for anyway.

Without waiting for the salesman to get his breath, the first

shopper remarked that the machines all seemed to be different

and that she guessed she could learn how to run it after she-

had made her purchase. The second last said, "yes," she had

bought a new sewing machine a short time before ,and it seemed

terribly complicated at first, but now she could run it just lovely,,

and it would probably be very easy to learn to run the auto.

"But of course," she added, "we wouldn't think of buying until

we have seen how the car runs."

The salesman took the cue: Would the ladies have time to-

go for a ride?

They seemed to hesitate—were almost startled at the idea, but

it didn't take them two seconds to make up their minds; they

would, with pleasure.

The writer had seen these same women out riding with another

dealer earlier in the day and with still another one the day be-

fore. A shrewd dealer will soon learn to recognize this class

of shopper just as the wise floor walker in a department store-

gets wise to the class of women who have party gowns or ex-

pensive hats sent home on approval the evening before a party

and then find that they don't like the article the next day. But

until the garage managers do catch on to this comparatively new
dodge, a lot of apparently wealthy women—whose husbands can

barely pay the rent, let alone buy an automobile—will enjoy the

pleasures of many park rides and the dealers will have nothing

to show for their time and gasoline.

Some English automobilists are agitating a movement for

the adoption of a code of signals to be used to indicate the in-

tentions of drivers with regard to direction. Horn signals are

suggested to inform all on the road, whether automobiling or

not, exactly what the intentions of the signaling party are. The
following signals, it is thought, would be easily understood : For

a car going straight ahead, one quick blast, repeated with an-

interval between, as often as necessary; for turns to the right,

two quick blasts in rapid succession, and for turns to the left,

three short blasts; for backing, one long-drawn-out blast
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LANCIA'S LUCK RETURNS IN MONACO DASHES.
By W. F. BRADLEY.

MONTE CARLO, April 17.—The final day at Monaco resulted

in a victory for the Italians, Fiat XIII. carrying off

the Prince of Monaco Cup, value $2,000, and $1,000 in cash, in

face of French and British opposition. The event was for the

mile and kilometer championship, the time for the mile being
taken with a standing start and the kilometer with a flying

start, open to all craft having won in their class races.

There were three rounds, the first one being for boats up to

26 feet, competed for between Baron de Cater's Seasick,

driven by an Itala motor, and La Rapiere, the French cham-
pion. Seasick got ahead from the start and beat the Rapiere

easily, her time being 3:36 for the total distance, 2:252-5

being for the sea mile and 1:103-5 for the kilometer. This
created a world's record for the kilometer over a sea course,

the speed being equivalent to 31.3 miles an hour. The still

water record for the same distance belongs to the 1905

Dubonnet, Delahaye motor, in 1 :o6 1-5 (33.8 miles an hour).

The second round, for boats up to 39 feet, brought together
Fiat XIII., Calypso, a 40-horsepower Mors, and the Yarrow-
Napier. Fiat XIII. handily won in 3:0431-5, Calypso being
second, and Yarrow-Napier third.

The round for boats up to 59 feet brought together Dela-

haye, Dubonnet, Pampa, Mercedes W. N. and Mercedes D. L.,

and resulted in a win for the Delahaye in 3:58.

There were thus three boats left to run in the final, and
a keenly disputed race was witnessed. Fiat XIII., known here
as Lancia's boat, owing to the Italian champion being fre-

quently on board during the races, came in first, Seasick was
second, and Delahaye third. The official result was:

1. Flat Xin: Motor, Fiat; hull, Taronl 2:26 1:114-5
Average on kilometer 27.6 miles an hour. Total. 3:61 2-6

2. Seasick: Motor Itala; hull, Telller & Gerard. .2:26 1:16 4-6

Average on kilometer 29.7 miles an hour. Total, 3:41 4-6

3. Delahaye: Motor, Delahaye: hull, Brosse &
Touch* 2:35 1:16 2-5

Average on kilometer 27.5 miles an hour. Total. 3:51 2-5

Enormous enthusiasm prevailed on the termination of the

race, Lancia especially, who had had charge of the engines

of Fiat XIII., being enhtusiastically cheered by the large

crowd. The victory of the Italian craft is more remarkable in

view of the fact that a few hours before the race the Fiat

was in collision with the Delahaye and smashed in her bows
so badly that she commenced to sink. She was hastily

hauled ashore and put under repairs, the work only being

completed about half an hour before the start of the race.

Delahaye, being a solidly constructed steel craft weighing

seven tons, was but little the worse for the accident, though

the indent caused in her hull may have affected her speed a

little.

Sales are reported to have been good during the meeting,

quite a number of orders being placed for engines and hulls.

Several of the racers changed hands, among them being

Antoinette IV., sold to M. Braunbeck, a German publisher,

who will enter her for the Kiel regatta; the Yarrow-Napier

was sold to Lord Montague, of Beaulieu; Chevalier Florio

bought the CaAit, and Baron de Caters became the owner of

the Mercedes D. L.

"THE RACE FROM FLAG TO FLAG."
From Miami on the Florida coast to Nassau, New Providence,

is about 200 miles, and an auto boat event, to be known as "The

Race from Flag to Flag," will be a feature of next winter's

Southern automobile and power boat circuit. Of courje W. J.

Morgan is the man behind the idea, and he has just returned

from a visit to Nassau, where conferences with Sir William Grey-

Wilson, Governor-General of the Bahamas, resulted in promises

of co-operation from that source.

It is planned to have the race open to the world, over a course

that is out of a direct line taken by the vessels plying between

the two ports. The contest has been given the catchy name of

"The Race from Flag to Flag"—that is, from American to Eng-

lish soil. During Mr. Morgan's visit Sir Grey-Wilson called a

meeting of the Government officials of the Bahamas and the

project was thoroughly discussed.

FIAT Xm„ LANCIA AT THE MOTOR, WINNING PRINCE OF MONACO CUP AND KILOMETER WORLD'S RECORD AT MONACO.
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HELPFUL TO THE MAN WHO DRIVES HIS CAR.

General Troubles with Spark Coils.

Continuing the subject of "the peculiarities of the vibrating

spark coil," given at brief length in the last isssue of The Auto-

mobile, some of the general troubles encountered in coils by auto-

mobilists present a subject full of live interest to owners and

drivers. Autocar (Eng.) from which we made quotations last

week, amplifies the subject in its current issue with the following

list of things commonly encountered by users of the vibrating coil

:

Looseness of platinum screws in the bridges. Whether these

are bound with a lock-nut or nut, they offer a resistance to the

primary circuit

Armature rubbing against the guide screw. This restricts the
speed of the armature. Allowance is made for this in some
armatures by making the hole in the armature through which
the guiding screw passes slightly larger than the screw stem.

Shorting of the secondary current to the coil support angles or
ears, due to the screws which hold the angles to the case being
too long and projecting inside.

In the case of four-cylinder coils (not waxed in entirely) the
ebonite top breaks away, owing to the screws which are passed
through the case into the ebonite top chipping out pieces of
ebonite, and so losing their hold of the top. This is very often
caused by the windings getting loose, and may be caused by a jar
to the coil.

Breaking of the primary wire between the communication
screws on the ebonite top and the terminals, and between the
communication screw and the bobbin itself.

Breaking of the flex wire between the bobbin (high tension)
and the terminal.

Internal switch troubles, due to wax entering the switch and
greasing the metal contacts.

Buttons on the armatures (which draw down the platinum
blade) getting loose and causing erratic striking of the platinum
blade. In the case of Castle distributer coils we have known this

to be the cause of knocking in the engine.
Button of the armature shorting on the platinum screw.
Stiffness of distributer armatures—in those cases where it is

of springy material and has no spring underneath to help its

return movement This stiffness causes misfiring at high engine
speeds.

Instances have been known of coils bubbling the wax out, but
in most cases this has been where ordinary coils have been
used for distributer purposes. In several Basse-Michel distrib-
uter coils, with the bobbins waxed separately, all the insulation
was off the bobbins and melted down to the bottom of the box.
In tracing the cause of this, it was found to be due to the coil
being placed inside the bonnet near the motor.

In large, heavy two, three and four-cylinder coils the wooden
cases sometimes split, especially where angles are screwed to
the wood. As an opposite example of this, a well-known French
coil is made this year with the wood of the case and front flap
a full half-inch thick. The top has hinges and the front flap
hinges are much stronger than usual. Where flaps in covered-in
coils are used, the hinges nearly always work loose, and the same
fault is noticeable with the top lids. This is accounted for by the
thin wood used in the case construction, which necessitates small
screws being used to attach the hinges.

To Remedy a Leaky Carbureter Float.

The best way to locate a leak in a carbureter float is to place

the float in boiling water, when the gasoline vapor and air will

issue out in the form of bubbles. Care should, however, be

taken to see that all gasoline is removed from the exterior of the

float before bringing it within the proximity of a fire. After

locating the leak and making repairs, at times a slight leakage

will follow which is particularly hard to locate, and which is due

to small porosities in the drum of the float. The permeating

qualities of gasoline demands that these shall be closed, else

the float will slowly fill again and lose its buoyancy in the float

chamber. Should this fault make itself evident, treat the whole

float with a coat of nkkelplating. This will be found to be

effective in closing the pores better than solder, and as it is

evenly distributed by the plating process, the balance of the float

itself is better preserved.

Working Pits for Private Garages.

An inspection and working pit that is suitable for all sizes of

cars should have about the following proportions: Length, 9 feet;

width, 2 feet 6 inches; and the depth should not be less than

4 feet The bottom and sides should be properly bricked or

cemented, the latter preferably on account of being more easily

cleaned, and the floor should have a slight inclination toward one

corner for drainage. Where it is possible to run a drain pipe from

the bottom to an outside drain it should be done. The cover

should be constructed of stout planks, two inches thick, each

separate, so that any proportion may be removed as desired, and

they should be fitted into a rebated frame. The above-described

pit is very well adapted to private garages, and when the garage

is ample enough to accommodate two cars, should be located on

one side, so that when the cars are abreast one will be immediately

over the pit Another thing, the pit should be on the side of the

garage nearest the light, so as to dispense with artificial light

(unless it is electricity) as much as possible.

Mending Cracked Water Jackets.

A method of mending cracked water jackets that has given

entire satisfaction is described in the American Machinist

by W. L. McL., as follows: First, a strip was made about

3-16 inches thick and 1 1-2 inches wide, to completely cover

the crack, following it wherever it went. This sometimes

required nice blacksmith work. The patch was then clamped

over the crack and the whole put under a drill. One-quarter-

inch holes were drilled about half an inch apart along each

side right into the jacket. The patch was removed and

while the holes in the cylinder were being tapped, those in

the patch were enlarged and countersunk. The strip was

then riveted on and hot water with a liberal supply of brine

was applied inside at 100 pounds pressure for three or four

hours.

Shoulder on New Clutch Leather.

The cone of a clutch which has been fitted with a new
leather may not be pushed all the way home in the flywheel

drum by its spring owing to the thickness of the leather.

In time the pressure and wear on the leather will leave a

slight shoulder that may prevent the cone entering far

enough to prevent slippage of the clutch. In a case of this

kind the cone should be centered in a lathe and the shoulder

removed with a file or sandpaper, after which the leather

should be dressed with oil.

Importance of the Maintenance of Lubrication.

A very important element in proper care is the maintenance

of sufficient lubrication, since it is lubrication that nullifies

wear. A sufficient supply of oil must be fed uninterruptedly

to all working parts. If the oil supply gives out, the piston

will stick, which means an inevitable wait for the motor to

cool while oil must be procured. When starting out, one

should always investigate personally the supply of gasoline, oil

and water, for no matter how trustworthy the man who fills the

car, no one is infallible.

Tire Chains Should Go in Pairs.

It is obviously bad practice to attach an anti-skid tread

or a tire chain to only one of the driving wheels of a car.

While this may serve to give a little additional traction on

muddy roads or wet city pavements, the tendency to side-

slip is greatly increased owing to the difference in traction

between the two wheels; while one wheel grips the surface

the other spins around. It also strains the differential.
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MASSACHUSETTS MAY RAISE THE SPEED LIMITS.

BOSTON, April 3a—The Committee on Roads and Bridges

of the Massachusetts Legislature, having charge of the

preliminary steps in all automobile legislation, has reported

to the House of Representatives a bill increasing the speed

limit from ten and fifteen miles to twelve and twenty in city

and country, respectively. The bill also includes many other

changes in the law, particularly in the penalties. It is based

to a considerable extent upon the compromise bill which was
reported by a sub-committee to the full committee, but it

contains, in addition to the main features of the compromise
measure, a number of new provisions which have not ap-

peared heretofore this year in the suggestions for legislation,

and which were not brought up at the hearings held several

months ago. Some of the new provisions are in the interest

of the automobilists, while others are of a restrictive nature.

The main point of an increased speed limit has been fa-

vored, and a statutory definition of the distance over which

an automobile should be timed for the purpose of ascertain-

ing if it is exceeding the limit allowed by law is also included.

In the country sections, where twenty miles an hour is al-

lowed under the bill, the "trap" must be a quarter of a mile

long, while in the thickly settled or twelve-miles sections the

"trap" must be one-eighth of a mile in length. The speed at

corners, crossings, and curves is limited to eight miles an

hour, and the bill contains, in condensed form, a paragraph

defining the much-disputed phrase "thickly settled or busi-

ness part of a city or town."

The punishment section of the compromise bill under

which cases of unintentional violation of the law, or in which

extenuating circumstances are shown, could be placed on
file, has been amended by the insertion of a clause providing

a fine not exceeding $100 or imprisonment for a term not ex-

ceeding ten days, or both, for attaching a number plate to a

car to which it does not belong, or deliberately obscuring the

figures on a number plate with intent to disguise the identity

of the machine. This is the same punishment as for operat-

ing a car after the revocation of a license or certificate of

registration, the clause relating to which remains about the

same, the only change being that when a person is convicted

for a third or subsequent offense of this character and his

license or registration or both are taken away, he cannot

secure a new license or certificate of registration for thirty

days. The former provision was for a suspension for four-

teen days. Under the other part of the punishment section,

where reckless driving is dealt with, the committee has in-

cluded driving by a person under the influence of liquor, and

the punishment is a fine not exceeding $100 or imprisonment

for not more than six months. A license or certificate of

registration revoked under this clause cannot be reissued for

at least sixty days. The former provision made the time

thirty days.

Two new sections, numbered 6 and 7 in the bill as reported,

appear to hare been included for the benefit of the police.

Section 6 reads as follows:

"Any person who, while operating or in charge of a motor

vehicle, shall refuse when requested by a police officer to give

his name and address, or the name and address of the owner
of such motor vehicle, or who shall give a false name or ad-

dress, or who, when signaled to stop by any police officer in

uniform or who displays his badge conspicuously on the

outside of his outer coat or garment, shall refuse or neglect

so to stop, or who refuses on demand to produce his license

to operate and his certificate of registration and to permit

said officer to take said papers in hand for the purpose of

examining them, shall be punished by a fine of not less than

$25 nor more than $100." Section 7 of the new act reads:

"Any person who shall own or control a motor cycle, and

who, when requested by a police officer, shall refuse or neg-

lect to give any information which it is within his power to

give, and which may lead to the identification or apprehen-

sion of the person who was driving such motor vehicle on

the occasion inquired about, shall be punished by a fine of

not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred

dollars."

A change which is in the interest of the automobilists is

made in the part of last year's law relating to the establish-

ment of special rates of speed by local authorities. The au-

tomobilists desired to have the right to make these special

regulations taken away from the local authorities altogether,

and their efforts were seconded by the Highway Commis-

sion. It was found, however, that there existed very strong

opposition to any legislation which should deprive the towns

and cities of any rights which they now possess over their

own highways. The law has been amended, however, so

that one of the most objectionable parts is eliminated.

Under the law as it now stands a protest can be entertained

by the Highway Commission against a local regulation only

if it is made within fifteen days after the regulation had

been promulgated. Because of the necessity of securing a

certain number of signers to petitions, it was impossible in

some cases for the automobilists to present their protest

within the given time, and therefore the local regulations

went into effect without being reviewed by the Highway
Commission. In the bill which has been reported, the time

limit for the presentation of protests is removed, and they

may be presented at any time.

If the bill, as reported, is passed by the Legislature with-

out amendment, the privileges of non-resident automobilists

will be considerably curtailed. Under the present law, which

was passed last year, they are permitted to operate their

machines without a Massachusetts registration, and with

the number plates of their home state for a period of fifteen

days. In the bill now before the House of Representatives

this time is reduced to seven days. Under the proposed

amendment it would be practically impossible for a person

registered in another state to use his machine in Massachu-

setts except for passing through, as the seven days would

not be long enough for an extended visit. This is in line

with the desire of the Highway Commisison to bring all the

automobiles in use in the state under its jurisdiction. This

part of the bill is likely to meet with strenuous opposition

from representatives from places which are popular summer
resorts, for the necessity of a Massachusetts registration, if

an automobile is to be kept here more than seven days, may
act to keep away some tourists.

NEW JERSEY'S FEES TO BE OVER $76,000.

Tkknton, N. J., April 30.—During the first month of operation

of the new law, applications for licenses in New Jersey have been

running from 40 to 60 a day. Under these circumstances Commis-

sioner of Motor Vehicles J. B. R. Smith will have a difficult task

to watch the applicants, and determine whether they are users

of stimulants, and whether they are fit persons for registration

under the requirements of the statute. It will mean a great deal

of hard work to personally examine these applicants, and Mr.

Smith will find that the new automobile law has vastly multiplied

his duties in the Secretary of State's office.

Mr. Smith estimates the receipts under the law will be about

$76,000 the first year. The expenses of the department will be
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about $ao,ooo, for which the Legislature has appropriated $10,500,

so that the total revenue to the state should figure somewhat
more than $60,000. The estimate of the receipts is based on the

assumption that there are 17,000 motor vehicles in the state. A
license fee of $5 is charged for all over a<$ horsepower and of

$1 for all under that power. Making the avetege fee $3 the total

of $5 1,000 from this source is arrived at This is increased by

$25,000 by operator's fees.

WANT OBNOXIOUS LAW REPEALED.
New Haven, Conn., April 30.—Local automobilists are pre-

paring a monster remonstrance which will be presented to the

ordinance committee of the board of aldermen at its meeting
next month. Their complaint is based on the following, which
was passed by that body recently: "No automobile shall be

kept or stored in any building that has not been licensed for

such purpose by the fire marshal." This will prevent all those

who own autos from keeping them in barns and sheds which
have been erected for that purpose, unless a special license is

secured from the fire marshal, and the petitioners will ask

that the ordinance be repealed. As it now reads, electric

and all other machines would be included. This section is a

part of the general ordinances passed last year.

Foremost amongst the petitioners will be several members
of the aldermanic body who are enthusiastic automobilists,

and they will undoubtedly be supported by other members of

this body, who will represent many of the most influential

citizens of the city.

SPECIAL OFFICERS TO APPREHEND.
Columbus, Ohio, April 30.—Chief of Police O'Connor, of this

city, has a scheme to catch autoists who disregard speed regula-

tions. He proposes that the patrolmen be provided with bicycles

with speed indicators to follow the fast-flying automobilists and

register their speed. In this way proof could be secured of the

infraction of the law. "I believe that by the use of these speed

measures we could punish many reckless drivers," says the chief.

"The trouble is we can't get evidence. A policeman arrests a

man whom he charges with exceeding the speed limit, and it

is up to him to prove this. He has to estimate the speed roughly,

and may be certain the chauffeur was going 25 miles an hour,

but when he gets on the witness stand the lawyers for the defense

will tie him up in a thousand difficulties, making it hard to get

a conviction. So a policeman becomes wary about making arrests.

We have even had as witnesses railroad men supposed to be
able to accurately estimate speed, but still lost the case."

FREE ALCOHOL BILL STILL IN DANGER.
Washington, D. C, April 30.—The outlook for the Payne free

alcohol bill in the Senate continues dark, and it is very evident

that the powerful interests that are opposing the measure have

made progress in their campaign to defeat the bill All kinds

of tariff-reducing amendments are being prepared to tack on to

the alcohol bill if it ever emerges from the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, where it now reposes. Advocates of the bill derived a

crumb of comfort last week when Senator Lodge, chairman of

the Philippines Committee and one of the leaders in the Senate,

issued a strong statement in which he denied the report that he

will offer the Philippine tariff bill as an amendment to the free

alcohol bill, and also denying the report that he is opposed to

the latter measure. His statement was in part as follows

:

"I have always been in favor of the principles and purpose of

the alcohol bill. I have favored the removal of the tax on in-

dustrial alcohol ever since 1888, when provisions to take the tax

off alcohol used in the arts were embodied in the substitute for

the Mills tariff bill, which Senators Aldrich and Allison reported

to the Senate. I am most heartily in favor of the bill which has

passed the House, and I sincerely hope it will pass the Senate

before the close of this session. I should not only refuse to em-

barrass it by offering the Philippine or any other tariff amend-

ment, but should resist any attempt of that sort so far as I per-

sonally could. The removal of this tax from denatured alcohol

would be most beneficial to many large industries, to farmers

who have largely petitioned for it, and to all who use explosion

motors of any kind.

"There are only two interests which oppose the bill because

they fear it would be injurious. One is composed of the makers

of kerosene and gasoline, who think that grain alcohol free of tax

would be a dangerous competitor, an objection which does not

seem to me to be of importance. The other opponents of the bill

are the makers of wood alcohol. I have no doubt that the re-

moval of the tax from grain alcohol would put an end to the pro-

duction of wood alcohol, which I regard as an unmixed benefit

Wood alcohol exists only by the injustice which imposes a heavy

tax on grain alcohol and leaves wood alcohol untaxed. Either •

tax should be imposed on wood alcohol, or, what is far better,

it should be removed from grain alcohol Great industrial coun-

tries like England and Germany are careful to relieve alcohol

used in the arts or manufactures from taxation. We ought
without question, to have done the same thing long ago."

Coming from a man who is the acknowledged spokesman of

the President of the United States on the floor of the Senate, this

interesting statement from Senator Lodge is bound to be effec-

tive in many quarters, and the free alcohol advocates are conse-

quently encouraged.

RHODE ISLAND LAW REMAINS SAME.
Providence, R. I., April 30.—The Legislature wound up

last week without the present speed laws being disturbed.

This means that every city, town, and village will make ordi-

nances according to the ideas of the town fathers. The
majority of the country districts allow ten miles per hour,

and no faster. In many sections preparations are being

made to strictly enforce the law, especially in the southern

part of the State. The cases, however, if carried to a higher

court, usually result in an acquittal for the defendant

Registration figures in this state show that the 1,600 mark is

likely to be reached during the present week. Up to date 1,580

cars have been registered.

The Office of Works in London has again decided to ex-

clude gasoline cars from Hyde Park during the fashionable hours

of the afternoon, electric motor conveyances only being permit-

ted. The drivers of such must, however, wear a special badge

in order to permit the police to differentiate between the two

types, as nowadays so many gasoline broughams and Victorias

are being built with the engine tucked away out of sight

ORDINANCE CONTRARY TO STATE LAW.
Scranton, Pa., April 30.—At the last meeting of the common

council of this city, Councilman Partridge, who seems to be suf-

fering from an acute attack of autophobia, introduced an ordi-

nance regulating automobiles, placing new conditions on owners

of machines in Scranton. The proposed measure limits speed

to six miles an hour, to be reduced to five when approaching a

crossing, a person walking or a horse. It also imposes a $12 reg-

istration fee, requires lights to be carried, prescribes that gongs

or other alarms shall be sounded, and that the driver shall stop

when requested to do so by the driver of a horse; and imposes

a penalty for the first offense of not less than $10 or more than

$25, and for the second offense of not less than $25 or more than

$100.

In his excessive desire to restrain the automobile and make
its user subject to his will, the honorable councilman seems to

have overlooked the fact that most of the provisions of his pro-

posed ordinances are contrary to the Pennsylvania state law gov-

erning motor vehicles, which went into effect April 19, 1905, and

is now in operation. Councilman Partridge has another guess

coming.
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A VALVELESS MECHANICAL OILER.
Hancock Valveless Oilers have been designed with a view to

simplicity, positiveness and reliability, and the maker, the Han-

cock Manufacturing Company, 144 East Erie street, Chicago, as-

serts that it has accomplished all these desirable things in its

product. By referring to the sectional cuts, which illustrate Type

A, it will be seen that there is a noticeable absence of nuts, bolts,

screws, balls, stuffing-boxes and packing in the working mechan-

ism. They may be driven from either side or end, but preferably

from the side by belt or chain.

The worm A turns the worm gear B, which is fastened with

a taper pin to the shaft C, on

which are secured in the

same manner the cams D.

These cams work between the

connected {/-shape rocker-

arms E. The connecting por-

tion of the rocker-arras work

the row of plungers (one for

each feed) in a positive man-

ner downward, and raise

them through the spring F to

a height limited by the ad-

justing screw G in the cover,

which regulates the quantity

of oil forced, from 1-20 of a

drop to 3 drops for each ac-

tion or cycle of the plunger,

the oil openings being as

large for 1-20 of a drop as

when 3 drops are thrown; sediment cannot close the openings.

The screw G is held from turning by an automatic fastening.

Directly beneath the plunger is a steel shaft O, which is ground

and lapped to fit, and which is rocked go degrees back and forth

by a strap H. This shaft is drilled with a series of T-shaped

holes opposite each plunger.

As shown in sectional cuts, the plungers have just drawn in oil

from the body through the inlet K. Governed by the shape of

the cam, the plungers stand still until the long part of the T-

shaped opening registers with the outlet M, at which time the

plungers are depressed, forcing the oil to lead, immediately after

which the shaft O rocks back, closing the outlet opening, and

holding any pressure created by piston, which is increased by

each succeeding stroke, until an enormous pressure is produced,

which is sufficient to remove any obstruction in the lead pipes.

It will be noted that the inlet K and outlet M cannot be opened

at the same time, thereby preventing leakage. Bleeder valves are

used with the Type A.

In Type B a sight feed is used, and the same principle of op-

erating is retained, an extra set of plungers of slightly larger

diameter being used. The oilers are well finished and have a

practical working look about them.

BHD VIEW OF HANCOCK OILER.

FRONT VIEW OF HAHCOCK OILER SHOWIBG MECHANISM.

PHYSICIANS AND AUTOMOBILES.
Indianapolis, April 30. — Automobiles have been given a

thorough and practical test by the physicians of this city

during the past five years, and after such an exhaustive trial

there are no warmer friends of the motor-driven vehicle than

they. Two score or more of the leading physicians of the

city now use automobiles in their practice, a large number
having displaced horses entirely. Some of the most promi-

nent practitioners have two or three cars, one of which is

always kept in readiness for an emergency call.

A comparison between electric and gasoline machines, rela-

tive to their practicability, would not be possible, for each has

been given the same careful test and has its many adherents.

It seems rather more a question of the fancy of the owner
than of the real merits of one car over another, so far as

local physicians are concerned. For instance, two of the

leading physicians, Dr. George D. Kahlo and Dr. A. C. Kim-
berlin, are divided on the question, the former believing the

electric best adapted to the use of the physician, while the

other insists that it is the gasoline automobile with which
the physician can hope for the greatest success.

Dr. Kahlo was probably the first Indianapolis physician to

own an automobile, one of the early electric types; but after

using it for two years he returned to the use of horses in his

practice, declaring that the electric was not sufficiently devel-

oped for the practical use of a doctor. Two years later, how-
ever, he returned to automobiles and has been using one of

the electric type for the last three years. His automobile is

kept at a downtown garage and is delivered at his home
each morning shortly after 8 o'clock. It is frequently not

returned to the garage before midnight, and whether he is at

his office, at home, or the house of a patient, the automobile

is always standing in front of the place, ready for service.

Besides an actual saving over the use of horse-drawn vehi-

cles, Dr. Kahlo declares that he frequently saves several

hours in a day.

Speaking of the cost, Dr. Kahlo said that his automobile

cost him about $35 a month, from $20 to $25 of which is for

storage, cleaning, charging, and delivering, the balance being
an estimate on repairs. Besides this, he estimates the need
of a new set of tires each year. The automobile is used con-

stantly, summer and winter.

As strongly in favor of the gasoline automobile as Dr.

Kahlo is of the electric automobile, is Dr. Kimberlin, who
uses a four-cylinder gasoline automobile designed for physi-

cians. He says that there is great saving over the use of

horse-drawn vehicles, besides which he is relieved of the

often uncongenial companionship of a coachman. He esti-

mates the cost of gasoline and oil at about $10 a month, with

the cost of repairs a most nominal sum. The secret of the

unsuccessful experience of some physicians with the auto-

mobile, Dr. Kimberlin holds to be due to the fact that they

are not acquainted with their machines. He keeps his auto-

mobile at home, and a man who is employed about the house

and yard has been taught to care for the machine, but is

never permitted to use it, for Dr. Kimberlin says once a

man is permitted to use an automobile, he cares for little

else besides driving it.

Dr. T. A. Wagner keeps three automobiles, two touring

cars and a Knox runabout, which he keeps exclusively for

winter use. Dr. R. F. Bigger owns two automobiles, both of

the gasoline type.

Some of them find another practical use for the automobile,

as evidenced by the experience of Dr. B. A. Brown, who,

besides being a practising physician, is surgeon for the Big

Four Railroad and a member of the City Council. The Olds

runabout he placed in service last year is used frequently in

going to wrecks, and during his campaign for nomination and

election to the office he holds, both campaigns were made in

the automobile exclusively.
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SOLID FUEL AND GENERATOR.
Acetyvone comes in the shape of sticks—cartridges—which

are placed in a generator, adjusted according to directions fur-

nished, and the result is an acetylene light for automobiles and
other purposes. It is the patented product of the Acetyvone
Company, with factory at Niagara Falls, N. Y., and offices at 38
Park Row, New York City, and its composition is a mixture of
calcium carbide and foreign matter, forming a homogeneous mass,

and molded into sticks of a suitable size. The principal and em-
phasized claim of its manufacturers is that only that determined
surface which is automatically placed in contact with the water
generates acetylene gas, the generation taking place gradually

and in direct proportion to the consumption. Other advantages

claimed are that the production of gas stops immediately the

composition is removed from the water, thereby preventing gas

accumulation; freedom from incrustations of residue; and sim-

plicity of operation and control.

Illustrated in the outline drawing is the generator, the interior

arrangement of which is shown in detail. The vertical tubes hold

the sticks of Acetyvone. These tubes are double, T representing

the outer tube, and A the inner tube, which holds the sticks of

composition, and which rests on end on a grid at the bottom of

A. The generator proper is in two parts, the shell R, or lower

part, being the reservoir, and the upper part G being the gen-

erator proper. The gas is formed inside the bell H, only in suffi-

cient quantity to feed the burner, and a steady flame is produced

that needs no regulation, it is claimed, after being lighted. In

operating the cock is opened by raising the lever L, and the

carriage C allows the tube, or Acetyvone holder, to drop so that

the ends of the sticks rest on the surface of the water. Gas is

immediately generated into the bell H, from which it flows

through a small pipe to the cock L, and thence to the burner.

The lamp is made to hold four sticks, which is the full charge,

and which is designed to give six hours' light for two burners,

either continuously or when lighted from time to time.

E P C
VIEW ACBTYVOHB GENERATOR. SHOWING IHTBRIOR.

A—Tubes, or acetyvone holders.
T—Outside tube Into which A is inserted.
R—Outer shell, or lower part, forming the reservoir.
Q—Upper part, forming the generator proper.
H—Bell, on the inside of which the gas is formed.
C—Carriage, which holds up the tube A.
E—Base connecting tubes, against which carriage C locks.

A COMPACT IGNITION TIMER.
Simplicity and durability are the cardinal virtues claimed by E.

S. Youse, of Reading, Pa., for an ignition timer which he has

produced, the salient points of which are described in detail be-

low and illustrated in the line drawing here printed. It is mar-

keted under the name of the "Perfect" timer.

The main body or casing of the timer, A, is made of aluminum

and carries at its center the driving shaft, of phosphor bronze,

upon which is mounted the ring C, which carries the contact-

making finger D, pressed outward by the helical spring F. The

YOUSE lOBRIOH CURRBHT DISTRIBUTER SEPARATED.

A, main body or case of aluminum. B, pawl or Insulating core
of hard fiber. C, phosphor bronze spindle and contact carrier. D,
hardened steel contact maker. E, retaining pin. F, helical spring.
O, oiL wick retaining cap. H, oiling wick. J, spindle-retaining
collar. K, contact-indicating lines. M, adjustable hardened steel
bushing. N, contact bushing stud. O, lock nut and washer. P,
locking sleeve for wire terminal. Q, locking sleeve spring. R,
locking sleeve cotter pin. S, spring-retaining cover locking device.

part / is the spindle retaining collar. A hollow space in the spin-

dle or shaft is filled with oil and wicking; the cavity is covered by

the cap G and the end of the wick projects at H and carries suffi-

cient oil to keep the rubbing surfaces well lubricated. A hard

fiber ring B fits into the aluminum shell or casing and carries the

contact pieces, one for each cylinder; M is one of these contact

pieces, which are hardened steel bushings, each held in position by

a stud N fitted with a lock nut and a washer O. The locking

sleeves P for the wire terminals are held firmly against the wires

by springs Q. By the cotter pins R the wire-locking sleeves P
are retained on the studs. A spring-locking device, controlled by

the knurled nut S, holds the fiber ring B securely in its place in

the casing A, studs in the ring entering right-angled slots cut in

the casing, as the illustration shows. A disk of heavy glass set

in the fiber ring closes the front of the timer, keeping the parts

free from dust and dirt and retaining the lubricating oQ. Lines

indicating the commencement and the ending of the contact of

the pawl with the contact pieces in the fiber ring are indicated at

K. The necessary arm with an eye for connection with the regu-

lating lever is made integral with the casing A.

This "Perfect" timer can be run equally well in either direction,

the only change necessary when reversing the direction of rota-

tion being the reversal of the pawl D, which is accomplished by

removing the pin E, reversing the pawl and placing the pawl

spring in the appropriate hole. This timer is regularly made for

from one to four cylinders, and will be made for any number of

cylinders on order.

The Motor Show at Budapesth was unduly influenced

by the then unfortunate political conditions, and suffered ac-

cordingly, Austria being very poorly represented. Th.

Johnston, of the A. C. of America, was present at the

opening ceremony.

The Italian Motor Volunteer Corps is gradually attaining

perfection, as a series of regulations is being worked out by a

special committee consisting of members of the various govern-

ment offices.
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THE NEWS OF THE AUTOMOBILE CLUBS.

The National Capital's Club Is Incorporated.

Washington, D. C, April 28.-*The Recorder of Deeds am
received a certificate of incorporation from the Automobile

Club of Washington, and the latter is now a chartered body.

The incorporators are the five officers of the club, W. C.

Duvall, president; Col. C. E. Wood, vice-president; Leroy

Mark, secretary; Otto J. De Moll, treasurer, and R. B. Cav-

erly, captain. They will also constitute the Board of Trustees

for the first year. The term of existence of the corporation

is to be perpetual. The objects of the club, as set forth in

the certificate, are to bring together persons whp use automo-

biles in a social way, to secure proper legislation in the in-

terests of automobiles, and to advocate the construction of

good roads.

President Duvall, on the eve of awarding the contract

for the construction of the club's country home, sent out a

circular Jetter, setting forth the following facts: "The club

has made very advantageous terms with the owners of the

land upon which the house is to be erected; it will be

equipped with every convenience, is splendidly located on the

best road leading out of Washington, will be lighted by elec-

tricity, have plenty of porch room, the advantage of one of

the best cafes, and altogether furnish a homelike place where

members will always find a welcome and good fellowship. It

is also contemplated to add a billiard room, tennis court, and

possibly a bowling alley.

"Without any expense to the club, the Maryland Legis-

lature has been prevailed upon to appropriate a large sum

of money to construct a fine boulevard between Washington

and Baltimore. A committee representing the club has suc-

cessfully opposed and defeated the Sims bill before Con-

gress, so that, instead of the speed of cars being lowered as

provided in the original Sims bill, it has been raised by a

Senate amendment, which we hope will go through both

branches of the National Legislature. At the worst, the law

will be left in its present state. In this manner are the good

objects of the club being accomplished."

Plan to Lift the Speed Limit at Elgin.

Elgin, III., April 30.—The autoists of this town have organ-

ized, and are endeavoring to have the speed rate raised inside

the city limits. There is in force an ordinance that prohibits

turning corners faster than four miles an hour, and six miles is

the limit in the city. The owners of machines have set up the

contention that four miles is so slow that it amounts to a stop,

and is injurious to the machinery. Strange as it may seem, it is

a farmer who is a prime mover in having this low rate raised

His name is J. P. Hornbeck and he owns a good machine. He
came to town, loaded the chief of police into his car and pro-

ceeded to give the town a demonstration. The farmer and the

policeman cut every corner in town, showing conclusively that

four miles is a ridiculously low limit; that it is nothing more

than a funeral pace. The fanner suggested that if the speed was

to be kept in force, that the city band be called out to play the

dead march in "Saul." The autoists have formed a working

organization under the title of the Elgin Automobile Club, with

L B. Garrison president, and J. Thomas secretary. The club

is expected to have a membership of 100. There are now 90

machines in town—machines ranging in price from $1,250 to

$2,000 mostly are used. Last year the number of autos doubled,

and there is expected to be quite an increase during the present

season. Three Elgin women are good drivers. The farming

fraternity is buying and is becoming more friendly to the auto-

mobile and its owner. One of the fanners owns a fine White

steamer. Elgin is 37 miles out of Chicago on the Omaha line

of the St Paul road, and is the watch-making metropolis.

Albany Aatomobile Club's Second Annual Run.

Albany, N. Y., April 30.—Announcement is made by the tour

committee of the Albany Automobile Club that the club's second

annual tour will be started from this city, June 21, and will be

of six days' duration, covering a distance of 454 miles. The
tour, while under the control of the Albany Automobile Club,

will be open to other automobile owners who wish to join. It

is to be an easy stage run, as pleasure is the object most sought,

and it will be through the more beautiful portions of New Eng-
land with particular reference to the sections where good roads

abound. The itinerary, as scheduled by the committee, is as fol-

lows: Thursday, June 21, Albany, N. Y., to Rutland, Vt, 96
miles; Friday, June 22, Rutland to Keene, N. H., 76 miles; Sat-

urday, June 23, Keene to Boston, Mass., 88 miles ; Sunday, June

24, in and around Boston, no schedule ; Monday, June 25, Boston

to Springfield, Mass., 101 miles; Tuesday, June 26, Springfield

to Albany, 93 miles.

All participants in the run will be expected to stop at the above-

mentioned controls each night, where hotel and garage accom-

modations will be provided. Speed limits are to be strictly ob-

served. All doubtful turns are to be marked with confetti and
a list of towns en route with the distances between will be fur-

nished all drivers.

There will be an entrance fee of $1 for each person participat-

ing in the tour, and in order that the committee may secure the

best possible rates, entries should be mailed with entrance fee to

the chairman of the tour committee, Matthew Van Alstyne, 372
Broadway, Albany, N. Y., on or before May 31.

Dead Horse Hill Climb Set for May 24.

Worcester, Mass., April 30.—Under the auspices of the

Worcester Automobile Club, an automobile hill-climb will be
held on Dead Horse Hill, Leicester, May 24. It is to be
under the direct management of Chester I. Campbell, of

Boston, who has managed Boston and Philadelphia automo-
bile shows so successfully, as no member of the local club

cared to attempt the undertaking. Whether or not the club

has secured the permission of the Leicester authorities, who
made things so unpleasant for Glidden tourists last year to

hold the contest on Dead Horse Hill, cannot be learned.

From the announcement it would appear that "Auto Jim"
Quinn and his officers were to have nothing to say in regard
to the climb. There is now a tentative list of twenty events,

nineteen of which are for stock cars and one open to all

vehicles. The climb will be held under the rules and regula-

tions of the American Automobile Association.

Although the club members have not taken as much inter-

est in the affair as last year, and it was confidently believed

it would go by default, the sentiment during the past few
days has been strong enough, it is said, to warrant the offi-

cials in selecting a manager.

Hoosier Capital's Club Now Has 100 Members.

Indianapolis, Ind., April 29.— The Indiana Motor Club,

recently organized, is growing rapidly. At a meeting held

one night last week it was announced that the membership,
consisting of forty charter members, had increased to 100

members, and that 150 shares of stock had been sold. The
club is planning for a program of motor-boat races on
Decoration Day, to be held at Broad Ripple Park, where
the new club house will be erected. Complete plans have not

yet been made for the events, but will be announced in a few
days. The building committee of the club is still at work
on plans for the club house, and as soon as completed, work
will be started, and it is expected that the club house will be

occupied early in July.
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CLEVELANDERS CAN REGISTER AT HOME.
Cleveland, May 1.—Secretary Goddard of the Cleveland

Automobile Club went down to Columbus last week and ob-

tained the consent of Secretary of State Laylin to handling all

the license tags and numbering under the new Ohio automo-
bile law for Cleveland and vicinity through the Cleveland

Automobile Club. The club rooms will be the headquarters

for registration, and all operators, whether members of the

club or not, can make their applications and secure their

numbers in this way instead of sending to Columbus. Secre-

tary Goddard will have copies of the new bill for distribution

and will be able to explain the features of the new law to

those who are not acquainted with it. This arrangement will

be a great convenience to Cleveland drivers and it will be

inducement for many strangers to call at the club rooms and
get acquainted.

There is talk that there may be another session of the

Ohio Legislature next fall, and in that event the Cleveland

Automobile Club is planning to work through some changes

in the present automobile law, and in good roads measures.

One peculiar feature of the present Ohio law is that, while it

was provided that the money acquired through licenses is

to go to the good roads fund, no appropriation for its expen-

diture was made by the Legislature; and the money will

accumulate until this can be put through.

Secretary Goddard has suggested that if there is to be

another session of the Legislature it would be an excellent

piece of work to take the Ohio Roads Commissioners on a

little automobile junket through New York State, New Jer-

sey, and Massachusetts, and show them the good roads in

these States. It could be pointed out to the Commissioners,

and to the people at large, that the money for these roads

was raised by indirect taxation and that it did not fall upon
the farmers or on the communities, as is the case in Ohio.

If the farmers become interested in the advantages of the

Eastern system, there would be very good prospects of put-

ting through a law in Ohio similar to those in the Eastern

States, and the work of road improvement could be carried

on with more energy and more effective results.

Immediate improvement in the condition of a number of

Cleveland's streets is demanded by the Cleveland Automobile

Club. At a recent meeting President Sholes appointed a

Good Roads Committee, consisting of W. P. Murray, E. H.
Parkhurst, and W. L. Colt, and a campaign for street im-

provement has been actively inaugurated. The committee

secured the assistance of the press, and, with photographers

of the leading dailies, is making tours about the city, taking

pictures of the worst places. These are shown up in the col-

umns of the daily papers, with strong editorials calling

attention of the city authorities to the bad condition of the

streets. Investigation shows that, while the city is doing

considerable work of repairing streets, much of it is of an

inadequate character. Some particularly bad conditions were

found along the Heights boulevards and in the park system,

which have always been supposed to have fine roads. It

appears, however, that some of the latest-made drives were

improperly constructed and heavy teams have been driven

over them in the winter until they are soft and full of ruts.

All the facts will be presented by the committee in its report,

and the club, with its 500 members, will make a vigorous

shout for better conditions.

Rochester A. C. Has New Working Secretary.

Rochester, N. Y., April 30.—H. Seymour Bentley has been

elected secretary of the Rochester Automobile Club, and will

in the future devote his entire time to the duties of his office.

The new quarters of the club, at 25 Plymouth avenue, one-half

block from Main street in the center of the city, are amply

fitted up for the accommodation of members and guests.

Tourists will receive * cordial welcome at all times, and the

secretary will be pleased to render any assistance in bis

power. The secretary's office is now connected with the

surrounding country by telephone, and tourists in trouble

are at liberty to call Main 4267.

At a recent meeting of the Board of Governors, President

Harry S. Woodworth was re-elected as the club's director in

the New York State Automobile Association, and the date

for the annual meeting was fixed for May 10. Rochester

motorists are waking up to the value of organization in

furthering their interests—especially in the prevention of

unjust legislation and the securing of improved streets and
highways—and it is expected that the membership of the club

will be doubled this season.

Numerous plans were discussed at the club meeting which will

prove of special value to automobilists. It was decided to erect

more signboards in the vicinity of Rochester and to have these

of a more durable nature than those heretofore used. The club

would be glad to have automobilists notify its secretary where
signs are needed in this vicinity.

One of the most interesting matters discussed was the practica-

bility of holding a fifty-mile road race over a twenty-five-mile

course this fall. It was finally decided to submit the plan to the

club. Syracuse enthusiasts have already pledged a large amount
of money in case the event is held, and Buffalo automobilists

are also very enthusiastic over the idea.

A resolution was adopted directing the secretary to write

Mayor Cutler, calling his attention to the exceedingly bad condi-

tion of many of the asphalt streets and asking him to hasten

their repair as promptly as possible.

Rockford's Club Is Prosperous and Active.

Rockfobd, III., April 30.—There are 200 automobiles in this

city, and nearly all the owners are members of the Rockford Au-
tomobile Club, a well-organized body of automobilists. Everett

Baynes is president and Cary Dickerson secretary. There are

three garages in town, and among the dealers all the leading

makes are represented. During the present season there has been

considerable changing from the lower-priced to the more costly

machines.

The result of one case at law has turned out to the great ad-

vantage of a large number of automobile owners in this city.

A driver who outraged humanity itself—crowded a man and his

wife off the road, upset the vehicle, injuring both occupants, but

never stopping to offer aid—has been worsted in a damage suit

carried to the Appellate Court and will be compelled to pay

$2,000 damages. Decent, fair-minded auto-car owners are all

saying, "Served him right 1" and the decision has had a salutary

effect all around.

CLUB DOINGS IN GENERAL.

Chicago.—At a meeting of the directors of the Chicago Auto-

mobile Club held last week, resolutions were adopted putting the

club on record as unalterably opposed to reckless driving on the

public highways and urging upon its members the utmost courtesy

and consideration for other users of the road. Resolutions were

also adopted stating that the club is equally opposed to the petty

and annoying persecution to which some of the most careful and

considerate members have been subjected in various localities

through the laying of police traps and otherwise. An arrange-

ment was made by the Board of Directors with Sidney S. Gorham
to act as special counsel for members of the club who are arrested,

charged with violations of the speed ordinance. Mr. Gorham
will be prepared to furnish bail at any time.

Brooklyn.—At the regular meeting of the Long Island Auto-

mobile Gub, held last week at club headquarters on Cumberland

street, it was formally decided to open the season with a tour

of the borough, Prospect Park, and the boulevard. The parade

will not be confined to members of the club, but every owner of

an automobile in Brooklyn will be asked to participate. Date

will be announced later.
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IN the line of light delivery cars, platform trucks, and sight-

seeing "buses, the Rapid Motor Vehicle Company, of

Pontiac, Mich., has established an enviable reputation. These
cars have passed successfully through the try-out stage, and
are now being sold and operated extensively in many of the

larger business sections of the country. The company has

just moved into its new manufacturing plant, and after a

brief time necessary to set its house in order, the output will

be greatly increased, as orders are now waiting ahead of the

ability of the factory to turn them out. This new factory is

a large two-story building, 200x300 feet in size, built en-

tirely of concrete blocks. Inside it is supplied with full

machinery for turning out every part used in building cars,

and it stands to-day as one of the largest and most complete

plants devoted to the construction of commercial cars.

The Rapid people have not attempted to go beyond the

Iji-ton wagon for the present season, preferring to keep
within the field of what they consider will make the larger

demands upon their manufacturing resources, as they say

the tendency at this time seems to be for a wagon to take

the place of the ordinary delivery and express wagon. The
cars made by this company may be divided into five classes,

in which two chassis designs are used, and may be enu-

merated as follows: An inclosed-top delivery wagon; an

express-top delivery wagon with sides open, and protected

with a strong wire screen; an open car, with regular wagon
body, but without a top; a platform truck with "stakes," and
a passenger or sight-seeing 'bus, with canopy top. These
various wagons are made in two sizes, with different chassis

for each size, which are rated to carry 2,000 pounds and 3,000

pounds (paying load), respectively.

For motor equipment the horizontal two-cylinder is used.

The cylinders are carried lengthwise on the left-hand side,

with a continuation of the crankshaft at the right carrying

the planetary gear set. The drive is from this by a single

chain to the countershaft, and then by double side chains to

RAPID COMPANY'S MOTOR —DOUBLE-OPPOSED CYLINDERS.

the rear wheels. The cylinders are of 5-inch bore by 5-inch

stroke, and each is made with the cylinder wall, head, water-

jacket, and valve-ports integral. The valves are mechanically

operated. Jump-spark ignition is used. The transmission is

of the two-speed and reverse planetary type and the final

CHASSIS OF DELIVERY WAGON MANUFACTURED BY THE RAPID MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, OF PONTIAC, MICH.
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drive is by double chain. Steering is by wheel on top of

slightly inclined column.

The wheels are the wood artillery pattern, 32 inches in

diameter, and are equipped with three-inch solid tires.

Wheelbase is 90 inches. Angle section steel is used in the

frame, and a double platform spring suspension has been
used. Agencies are being rapidly established, not alone in

RAPID DELIVERY WAGON WITH OPEN BODY.

this country, but in Europe as well. A number of cars were
recently shipped to Italy, and a second shipment to Sweden
will go forward at an early date.

NEW YORK CITY FATHERS PATRIOTIC
Future purchases of automobiles by the City of New York for

use by heads of the different municipal departments are to be

confined to American makes of cars, under a resolution adopted

last week by the board of aide rmen. The resolution also fixed

a maximum price of $4,000 apiece for all machines bought. The
resolution was adopted upon the recommendation of the finance

committee. The board then authorized Dock Commissioner

Bensel to buy two cars, one to cost $2,500 and the other $4,030.

Hereafter all automobiles owned by the city must bear the initials

of the department to which they belong, and must be used only

for departmental business.

SOME NOVEL EXPERIMENTAL TREADS.
Many interesting experiments in special tire treads are being

conducted in a large and well-equipped plant at 88 Gold street,

New York, where the Healy Leather Tire Company not only

manufactures and applies its steel-studded chrome leather coven

for pneumatic tires, but is making a variety of special forms of

anti-skid treads. The latest experiments are in the direction of

a fiat band of rubber 3-8 of an inch thick and three inches broad

vulcanized to a strip of chrome leather which is riveted to the

tread of the leather-covered tire. This strip is very flexible and

has a slight concavity that creates a suction on the road surface

sufficient to reduce very materially the tendency to side-slip and

skidding.

Another special tread which is just now being experimented

with is a modification of the foregoing. A leather envelope which

is vulcanized to the tire shoe has a series of staggered brass

shells attached to its tread. These shells are set in a double row

and are about three-quarters of an inch in diameter by three-

eighths of an inch deep. They are open at their outer ends and

are packed full of a carborundum composition. The tread of

the tire, then, has vulcanized to it a band of thick rubber perfo-

rated to exactly fit over the carborundum filled shells and comes

flush with their tops. When the wheel rolls on the road the rub-

ber is compressed and the studs are forced down hard upon the

surface. If driving an asphalt or greasy cobblestone paving the

sharp-edged carborundum prevents slippage, while on muddy
roads the studs themselves serve the same purpose.

The Healy shop is equipped with all facilities to do a large

business in all sorts of automobile tire repair work, as well

as to put on any kind of tread wanted, but most of its work is in

applying the Samson type of steel-studded, chrome-leather treads

and the leather covers protecting the entire surface of the shoe,

including the heads.

C. J. GLIDDEN IN COCHIN CHINA.
A postal card received from Cochin China reports the arrival

there of Charles J. Glidden, on his around-the-world tour. From
there he goes to China and Japan, whence he returns to New
York, arriving June 19.

ALL READY TO MAKE MAIL ' ELIVER1FS IE LETROIl T.ITH RAPID MOTOR CAR COMPANY CARS.
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ADJUSTABLE MULTI-SPINDLE DRILL.
Designed and manufactured for the express purpose of the

rapid drilling of automobile crankcases, cylinders, pumps, etc,

and electrical slate work, a description of the new No. 10 multiple

drill, manufactured by the Bausch Machine Tool Company, of

Springfield, Mass., will be of interest to the manufacturing trade

and others of our readers who are mechanically inclined.

The capacity of this machine is sixteen 3-16-inch to 1-2-inch

holes in cast iron or steel, and it will drill sixteen 1-2-inch holes

in cast iron, one inch deep, in twenty seconds. It is so designed

that either high-speed or carbon drills may be used by means of a
two-speed countershaft, and the capacity of the head, rectangular,

is 16 by 20 inches. The machine can also be made with circular

heads up to sixteen inches in capacity. All spindles are made
of tool steel, running in composition bearings, which have for

each spindle a vertical adjustment of 13-16 of an inch. The head

is counterbalanced on post, and is operated by rack and pinion,

and has three gear feed changes, which operate in connection with

a quick reverse mechanism. The head has also an automatic

knock off, which enables the operator to drill any depth required.

There is also an adjustable table on the post, which is raised

and lowered for adjustment by hand, with a rack worm and hand

wheeL The base of machine is planed so that in case long work

is required to be drilled the adjustable table can be removed from

post and the work rest on the face of the base. All bearings

on this machine are composition lined, and all shafts and spindles

are ground. The countershaft brackets have babbited bearings

with ring oilers. The speeds of the countershaft are 450 and 550

r. p. m. Net weight of machine, with countershaft complete,

about 3,600 pounds.

A LATE DESIGN IGNITION SYSTEM.
The Wilson Improved Ignition System, manufactured by the

Drake Electric Company, 1344 Michigan avenue, Chicago, consists

of modern design low-tension multipolar magneto, in combina-

tion with plain non-vibrator coil or coils, corresponding to the

number of cylinders in use, which can be twelve if necessary, as

WILSON IGNITER AND CLUTCH TO CONNECT WITH CAMSHAFT.

the magneto has six poles and is driven direct by flexible coup-

lings, same speed as engine shaft.

The timer is of the simple make-and-break type, having indi-

vidual interrupting points corresponding to the number of cyl-

inders in use, and is mounted on an outside extension of the field

yoke, so the timing of the ignition is accomplished by shifting the

fields in the magneto casing. The timer contact points are of

large surface and mounted on plungers, which are actuated by

piano steel compression springs, with the design of making them
accurate at all speeds.

The coil is of special design and insulation to suit the wide

range of speed necessary for motor cars and the consequent vari-

ation of the voltage produced in the magneto circuit, and is so

constructed that the assembly and wiring is all accomplished in

the top on the outside of the wax, making it very accessible and

the different sections interchangeable, if necessary. The general

construction of this ignition system eliminates vibrators from the

coil and primary circuit and distributers from the secondary

high-tension circuit.

An important claim set forth by the manufacturers is that the

magneto is strictly a low-tension one, whose armature windings

WILSON IGNITER SHOWING WIRE CONNECTIONS.

are of very large wire, No. 13, B. & S., or about 3-32 of an inch

in diameter, which makes the internal resistance of the armature

very low, and makes it impossible to burn out the windings of

armature with any output the magneto can give, or even a short-

circuit, and is strong enough so that it cannot be broken or affected

by vibration. The magneto is suitable for make-and-break or

jump spark ignition on the same engine by using a double-throw

switch in the primary or winding.
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The PaxxJe of in the automobile trade, for
Hormepower Bating: purposes of sale and exchange,
the horsepower of a car is usually taken as the basis of cost
comparison. There are exceptions to this, of course, as in the
runabout class, in which it is usually assumed that the ma-
chine is equipped with a motor powerful enough to give
satisfactory service. In the touring car class, however, the
catalogue horsepower varies considerably for the same carry-
ing capacity of a vehicle, not only as between one make of
machine and another of similar size, but as between various
models of an individual builder. The result is that the in-

tending purchaser is often bewildered in reaching a conclu-
sion as to what car to buy. In making the round of demon-
strations he may find that one car of comparatively low
horsepower will apparently give as good road service as one
of a much higher rating. The reason is simple enough, for
the catalogue horsepower (assuming that it is accurately
given) almost invariably means the, horsepower of the motor
developed under brake test and without any relation to the
employment of the motor in the propulsion of a car. The
brake horsepower has consequently no direct relation to the
effective horsepower—the power delivered to the rims of the

driving wheels of the car. The difference between the two is

made up of variables, such as relation of power to car weight
(dead load), power economy of design of the entire plant,

and mechanical efficiency of the latter, which may vary widely
in machines of the same design with variations in accuracy
of machining and care in assembling.

And even the demonstration is not at all a safe measure of

power. Cars of exactly the same type will give widely dif-

ferent performances, under different conditions of trial which

may not be casually apparent. The weather, the condition

of road surfaces, the kind of tires used, the quality of fuel,

the skill of the driver, all have their influences on the result

For these reasons we are inclined to the belief that, no mat-

ter whether indicated horsepower, brake horsepower, or

effective horsepower may be used in cataloguing cars, the

result will never entirely meet the needs of the purchaser.

The present designation of cars is merely a "nominal horse-

power" rating and answers its purpose as a basis of discus-

sion or general comparison, just as did the nominal horse-

power rating of tramp steamships in older days, which was

merely a commercial classification for purposes of sale.

The moral is, do not purchase a car on horsepower rating

alone. There are many other qualities to be considered, and

almost any car in the market is capable of the legal rate of

speed. The general reputation of a builder is frequently a

more certain guide to satisfactory service than the horse-

power rating.

The KreNSBf Prealdeat One would expect that the

and the Automobile. Chief Executive of these

United States, because of his established strenuous' disposi-

tion, would have taken to the automobile with unhesitating

alacrity. But President Roosevelt has surrendered gradually,

and even now his use of the motor-driven vehicle is more or

less spasmodic. Only the other day, when the remains of

John Paul Jones were laid away in Annapolis, the President

arrived at the Naval Academy in an automobile, and, of

course, used it on the return to the train which carried him
beck to Washington.

In France it has been an expected event for the President

of the French Republic to attend the big automobile race of

the year, and in Germany when the Gordon-Bennett race

took place in that country, Emperor William was the most
interested spectator of all. There is no question but that the

Vanderbilt Cup Commission will invite the President to at-

tend the race of next October, and should he accept he will

see a strenuous spectacle that will fill his whole being with as

much glee as he exhibited in climbing the heights of San-

tiago. This 1906 race for the Vanderbilt Cup will possess a

field of powerful mechanical monsters such as has never

before been brought together in this country nor excelled

on the other side. The Elimination trial for the American
cars, September 22, might be the event which the President

would prefer to attend, though 'tis likely that his great in-

terest in international affairs will cause him to select the

five-cornered motor battle involving France, Germany, Italy,

Great Britain, and America.

The Old Law of The reckless automobilist un-
Cauae and Effeet. questionably is responsible for

the various intermittent outbursts of motorphobia that crop
up here and there. But "two wrongs never made a right,"

and the fanatical manner in which police officials in city and
country are embracing the opportunity of arresting every
automobilist who exceeds in the most minor degree the ex-

ceptionally moderate sped limits is going to cause the pen-
dulum to swing the other way in the near future. Persecu-
tion of law-abiding automobilists is becoming so marked in

some localities that the fair-minded are protesting against
this unfair discrimination, which makes the many pay heavy
toll for the sins of the few, who should and could be singled
out and properly fined and punished. The recent action of the

Chicago Automobile Club and the dealers' association of that

city in engaging special counsel to defend their members against

unjust discrimination by police officials is a step in the right
direction toward organized legal resistance to encroachment on
the individual rights of automobilists.
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HOW THE AUTOMOBILE HELPED IN SAN FRANCISCO.

U ELPFUL is an inadequate word to express the prominent
' * part played by the automobile in the earthquake that

destroyed San Francisco and other parts of California. Imme-
diately all the available automobiles in San Francisco were
pressed into service, and many motor-driven vehicles afforded

an avenue of escape from the burning city for their fortunate

possessors. From the coast are coming the stories of what the

automobile accomplished, and the valuable utility of the motor-

driven vehicle was demonstrated in a most convincing manner.

Whitman, the Transcontinentalist, Was in the Thick of It.

The following from L. L. Whitman, the famous transconti-

nentalist, was received by the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse,

N. Y., graphically describing conditions after the shock:

left San Francisco this morning. We are 118 miles on our way,

and if all holds together, hope to reach Los Angeles in a few
days. Yours truly, L. L. Whitman."
The above letter was dated Salinas, Cal., April 21, three days

after the disaster. Salinas is a small town in Monterey county,

some 118 miles south of San Francisco. The Franklin Com-
pany later received a dispatch dated April 26, advising that Mr.

Whitman arrived safely at Los Angeles.

E. P. Brinegar's Story of the Calamity.

E. P. Brinegar, Winton representative in San Francisco, sent

the Winton Company, at Cleveland, O., the following thrilling

description of conditions in the stricken city and the good
work accomplished by automobiles in ameliorating conditions

:

A REMINDER OF POMPEII PERVADES THE VICINITY OF THE RUINS OF SAN FRANCISCO'S $5,000,000 CITY HALL.

"I sent a telegram to you to-day, but it may be delayed in tran-

sit. With my wife, I escaped from the destroyed city of San

Francisco after three days of awful wreckage and horror. I got

out the old, faithful transcontinental car, threw away the ham-
per, and carried fleeing people to Golden Gate Park, where thou-

sands slept in the open and watched the destruction by fire after

the earthquake had shaken the city.

"The panic of the people was terrible. Martial law was en-

forced and the soldiers from the Presidio held the city. Many
were shot for not obeying orders. I had a rifle shoved in my
face by a soldier while I was after people in my Franklin. One
driver who refused to obey was shot in his machine. The police

pressed into service any automobile they wanted and drove them

till they lay stranded in the streets. I can't begin to describe the

awful scenes. I put my trunk on the Franklin and, with my wife,

"I presume you are anxious to know of the situation here. Can
outline the matter by saying that hell could not be compared to

San Francisco at the present time. Our building was within

100 feet of the dead line when the fire stopped. The building

was damaged but slightly, being a wooden structure with metal-

lic lath and plaster on the outside. The police and army officials

have taken all our automobiles, old and new, and placed them
in the hospital and other service; also confiscated parts, tires,

gasoline, etc. We are glad, however, to be able to render this

service to aid the suffering. I want to say here that without the

aid of automobiles the suffering would have been ten-fold, and the

loss of life probably much greater. Every available machine has

been working day and night, and the owners of cars have done

most heroic work. Most of the boys have seen no sleep since

the hour of the earthquake. At least 100,000 people are camped
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in Jefferson Square, just across the street from our building.

The great work done by the automobile in connection with our
disaster proves afresh the wonderful adaptability of the self-

propelled vehicle. The people of San Francisco will forever bless

the men who made the automobile a reality."

What a Woman Saw of the Disaster.

Mrs. G. A. Hawkins, wife of the San Francisco manager of

the White branch, wrote from Felton, eight miles from Santa

CAMP-GROUND FOR DESTITUTE EARTHQUAKE VICTIMS.

Cruz, as follows to the White Sewing Machine Company, at

Cleveland

:

"I telegraphed you yesterday from San Mateo. They would
take but ten words. The garage in San Francisco is burned.

Automobiles were saved. Your loss is comparatively small if the

banks remain solvent. The city, except for the residence portion

west of Van Ness avenue, north to the bay, and around the park,

is destroyed by fire. The houses standing are scarcely tenable.

Ours lost only chimneys, but we left it at once, taking what we
could in an automobile to the new house building on the boule-

vard. We camped there until midnight Thursday. Then Mr.
Hawkins became alarmed for the personal safety of the women
of our camp. He decided, if possible, to move the automobiles

from the temporary station in the Golden Gate Park to Oak-

STREET SCENE SHOWING RUINS OF BUSINESS BLOCKS.

land, communication there having been established. He in-

sisted that I come down here, establish a camp at a friend's

ranch, where any one he sends can be cared for, and where

I could get into communication with the world outside. I can

communicate with him at Oakland. We have a machine and a

chauffeur here who will go back to Oakland as soon as neces-

sary. Gasoline is scarce, and oils. Our man was burned about

the hands ; otherwise no one of the company's employes was hurt.

"All automobiles and wagons possible are taken for military

purposes. Your automobiles were in use constantly so long as

gasoline permitted, carrying dead and wounded and dynamite.

"Last night here we had our first real meal and slept in a par-

tially wrecked house. Everything is reduced to the most primi-

tive state. We have milk and potatoes and smoked meats—lux-

uries just now.

"If the authorities turn Oakland into a camp, no garage arrange-

ment is possible there. Mr. Hawkins then thought of San Jose,

not knowing it is worse off than Oakland. Los Angeles did not

suffer, and will probably be his next objective point. The man-
ager there, Mr. Ryus, and Walter White came up to San Fran-

cisco in an automobile. I met them on our way downtown
yesterday. I did not then know no one could enter the city on

that side. They may have got in as far as Golden Gate Park.

There the machines may have been seized for military use. You
will hear from Mr. Hawkins direct as soon as he is able to

communicate. All men have been working since . Wednesday
morning, with litle food and sleep. No one has money. Our
host here is well known, and so can get credit. Mr. Hawkins is

exhausted, but, though he was weak from his recent illness, ex-

posure has not made him worse. I expect him to collapse

temporarily when the strain is lifted. I cannot see any business

possible to be done in San Francisco for months, perhaps years.

Everything had been unusually prosperous there. Men who
counted themselves millionaires Tuesday have lost business and

home and property value.''

The Experiences of L. H. Bill.

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, who maintain a branch estab-

lishment in San Francisco, were for several days in a state of

anxiety over the whereabouts and conditions of their representa-

tives at that point.

Early newspaper reports showed conclusively that their estab-

lishment had been entirely destroyed, and no word was heard

from their branch manager, L. H. Bill, until the following Mon-
day. Owing to sickness in his family, Mr. Bill had been tem-

porarily residing at Hayward, about twenty-two miles out. He
immediately endeavored to get into San Francisco, and by noon
of the 18th succeeded in reaching Oakland, but all efforts to

reach San Francisco were unavailing, as no one was allowed

to enter the city. Mr. Bill's first definite information was ob-

tained about noon on the 19th, when he learned that the Market

street store was completely burned out.

Owing to lack of room it was impossible to keep the entire

stock at the Rambler garage, and on the morning of the dis-

turbance fourteen cars were at 1331 Market street, eleven at

Freed's, on the opposite side of the street, and fourteen at a

warehouse on Bluxome street. On this stock was carried an
insurance aggregating $32,800. At the same time there were in

the hands of the freight company one carload of delivery wagons
and one carload of model 14s. These were destroyed by fire, as

were all the cars on Bluxome street and at Freed's bicycle store-

Fred Linz, of the San Francisco store, reported to Mr. Bill on
the morning of the 20th that during the night the garage on Mar-
ket street and Freed's place were entirely destroyed by rire.

He also reported that the cars at the garage had previously been
removed to a safe place near the Park Panhandle.

Upon receipt of this report Mr. Bill attempted to send men in

to get these cars, but none of them returned, and he learned that

both men and cars had been impressed by the military. The new
store and garage at Nos. 125-131 Golden Gate avenue was dyna-
mited in an attempt to stop the spread of the fire. On the aist

Mr. Bill succeeded In reaching the wreck of the Market street

store, but was not allowed to enter. A temporary office has
been opened at 421 Ninth street, Oakland, and a shipment of new
cars and a full supply of parts is already on the way.

How One Man's Car Arrived in Time.

There have been some interesting stories of marvelous escapes

from the city of San Francisco. In many of these the autox
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bile has figured prominently. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Maud, of

Monterey, Cal., had gone into San Francisco the day previous

to the earthquake for the purpose of attending the grand opera.

They were guests at the Occidental Hotel at the time of the

disaster, and in looking about for a means of escape from the city

they thought of the Franklin car they had recently ordered of

G. A. Royer. On going to the garage, located on Golden Gate

avenue directly back of the City Hall, they found that the new
Franklin had arrived. Hastily filling it with oil and gasoline, they

FRESH MEAT STATION AND CROWD OF THE HUNGRY

hurried out of the city, and as they left fires were springing up

and raging in several sections. In some places after they reached

the open country it was necessary to secure planks in order to

bridge fissures in the ground made by the earthquake. Arriving

at Santa Clara, Mr. and Mrs. Maud found their only son safe

at Santa Clara College, and they proceeded with all dispatch to

Monterey, which was reached after an eight-hour run from San
Francisco.

Diamond and Goodrich Branches Were Destroyed.

Both the Diamond and Goodrich branch houses were destroyed.

Manager Mathewson of the Diamond branch wired that all the

employes of the company were safe, but later the company re-

ceived another message inquiring whether anything had been

heard of other members of the force, indicating that some of the

WAITING IN LIKE FOR BREAD AND PROVISIONS.

employes had not been accounted for. The Diamond company

maintained a small manufacturing plant to take care of the

requirements of the coast trade. The building did not belong

to the company, but the machinery and stock were valued at

about $75,000. The stock and goods in the Goodrich company's

branch were valued at $100,000, fully covered by insurance. The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company maintained an agency, and

its loss was only about $1,500.

Mr. Thomas of Buffalo on California.

E. R. Thomas, the well-known Buffalo manufacturer, narrowly

escaped being caught in the San Francisco calamity. He returned

to Buffalo last week, grieved at the affliction of 'Frisco's popula-

tion, but very enthusiastic over the beautiful automobile roads,

splendid climate, and beauties of California.

"California is certainly an automobile paradise," says Mr.

Thomas. "Three hundred days of the 365 the weather and roads

are splendid for automobiling. In fact, the roads, by compari-

son, with the exception of New Jersey and Massachusetts, are far

superior in general to the roads in the Eastern States. The road

scenery in an automobile from Los Angeles to San Diego, I be-

lieve to be the grandest on this continent. Another fact that

attracted my attention was the general courtesy extended by the

farmers to automobilists. They would generally give them a fair

share of the road to pass, and, instead of a scowl, would meet

them with a smile. Mr. Thomas left San Francisco on the last

train previous to the earthquake.

' L'HOMMEDIEU BILL IS DEAD.
Albany, N. Y., May 2.—The L'Hommedieu bill is dead. The

Committee on Rules of the Assembly by a vote of 4 to 2 has de-

clined to report the measure. The New York State Automobile

Association did not make any great effort to have the bill re-

ported, being satisfied to accept for the time being the present

law.

Albany, N. Y., April 30.—An automobile event of last week
was the ordering out of the L'Hommedieu auto-tax bill for

amendment into an auto-additional-registration-fee bill, and its

reprinting and recommittal to the Rules Committee. The meas-

ure has been considered, and there has been some discussion of

its provisions by the Rules Committee and a reference of it to

the Secretary of State to ascertain what it was estimated the

cost of collection of the registration fee or tax would be in extra

clerical force, etc. All of this has been under the secrecy of the

Rules Committee deliberations, and it is not positive that when the

Rules Committee gets the reprinted bill back on Tuesday the

bill will be reported. The time is getting short, as the Legislature

has adopted its final adjournment resolution and fixed the date of

the last session for next Thursday. If the amended bill gets out of

the Committee on Rules by Tuesday or Wednesday, and is passed

then by the Assembly, it will be lucky. Then it must go back to

the Senate for concurrence, where it will be likely to run into the

fight over the mortgage tax bill and have a hard time getting

any kind of recognition ; even if it misses that bill, the end of the

session is so near that Senators will be too anxious over what

local legislation they may have left to permit anything to get in

ahead.

PLANS FOR THE 1906 A. A. A. TOUR.
The 1906 A. A. A tour will have its beginning in Chicago, but

the rules that will decide the possession of the Glidden trophy

will not be operative until the cavalcade reaches Buffalo, though

there will be trophies for the Chicago-Buffalo section. In the

1,100 miles run from Buffalo to Bretton Woods, N. H., there will

he other cups in addition to the Glidden trophy. The route will

be across New York State to Burlington, Vt, thence to Mon-
treal, to Quebec, and down to the White Mountains country.

It is probable that the starting date from Buffalo will be July

20, with the beginning at Chicago several days previous. All

this was decided upon at the first meeting of the new Touring

Committee of the A. A. A., held Tuesday afternoon at the club-

rooms of the Automobile Club of America in New York City.

Present at the session were Chairman Paul Deming, President

Farson, Secretary Gorham, and Messrs. Dill of New Jersey,

Myers of Chicago, Hower of Buffalo, Beach of Hartford, and

Post, Hedge and Fitch of New York City. A sub-committee on

rules was named, to consist of Messrs. Myers, Hower, and Gor-

ham, and Messrs. Dill, Post and Hower will consider the route.

It will be remembered that Mr. Dill two years ago made a run

from his home in East Orange, N. J., to Quebec.
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ACTIVITY IN "GASOLINE ROW."
Philadelphia, April 30.—Activity, spelled with a big A, was

the feature of "Gasoline Row" during the past week. No six

business days since the advent of seasonable weather have wit-

nessed so many deliveries of new cars to customers. The factory

people seem to have "loosened up"— much to the relief of

many agents and branch house managers who have been com-
pelled to do some hard talking to put off threatened cancella-

tions of orders. Garage and salesroom employees will surely in-

sist on an eight-hour day if last week's conditions obtain for any

length of time. In many establishments the business day ended

along toward midnight, and this was continued all week. This

week promises a repetition of the rush.

The Quaker City Automobile Company delivered no less than

sixteen cars during the week — Pope-Toledos, Franklins and

Pope-Hartfords. The Keystone Company turned over nine Auto-

cars to new owners. A score of Ramblers relieved the pressure

on Manager Smith and his force of helpers; but unless a similar

invoice arrives this week he will be dodging impatient waiters.

The Motor Shop distributed a carload of Royal Tourists last

week. This is the story all along "the Row." Nor is there any

lack of new orders. Many an agent and branch manager along

North Broad street last week filed orders for cars which he can-

not hope to deliver before August—if then. A prominent "Row"
man was heard to predict that 90 per cent, of the year's business

will have been done by June 1. After that—a rest.

The Hamilton Automobile Company, which added the Queen
car to its line when it became apparent that the demand for

Stoddard-Daytons could not be met, is reaping the reward of its

foresight. Patrons who contracted for the latter are offered

Queens—with delivery within ten days as an incentive—and

many of them have agreed to the transfer. Such transfers are

frequent in other estblishments, and show the wisdom of an

agent handling at least two good cars.

The Aldine Garage, a big affair at 2028-2030 Sansom street,

back of the Aldine Hotel, is the latest addition to the city's

storage places. Henry A Rowan, Jr., manages it, along with

several similar plants and repair shops in other sections.

The Gale runabout has just been added to the list of cars rep-

resented in Philadelphia. The South Broad Automobile Com-
pany, 729 South Broad street, will handle it.

Charles Strauss, local agent of the Indian motorcycle, at Car-

lisle and Oxford streets, has added the Yale to his line.

The C. E. Bradley Motor Company, of 258 Diamond street, is

disposing of its new two-cylinder 6-horsepower Bradley motor-

cycles as fast as they can be turned out. The company contem-

plates an enlargement of its plant to accommodate the increasing

business.

The Morton Marine Motor Company, of Third and Milton

streets, Camden, is also about to enlarge its plant, the demand for

the Morton, 1906, motor having been so great as to render such a

move imperative.
t

THE CLIMB OF "GIANT DESPAIR."
Next in importance on the automobile calendar will be

the climb of the mountain at Wilkesbarre, Pa., known as "Giant

Despair.'' This contest will take place on the morning of May
10 and will be a part of the Centennial Jubilee of Wilkesbarre.

The entry list closed to-day with an excellent array of cars of

all kinds, and W. J. Morgan, who is assisting the Wilkesbarre

Automobile Club in the promotion of the climb, predicts that it

will rival in importance the famous Mount Washington ascent,

Wilkesbarre being so easily accessible to innumerable automo-

bilists from Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York.

Arrangements have been made to insure all competitors

in the Herkomer competition against liability, fire and acci-

dent losses. A sum of 50 marks has to be paid by all start-

ers on receiving their number plaques at Frankfort, and this

money entitles them to the insurance, should anything occur.

TURNED THE FIRST SPADEFUL OF EARTH.
Buffalo, April 30.—By turning up the first spadeful of earth,

Saturday afternoon, George N. Pierce personally started the

actual work of the construction of the new mammoth plant of

the George N. Pierce Company, at Elmwood avenue and the

Belt Line crossing.

The company has acquired fifteen acres of land on the site

of what was once a corner of the Pan-American Midway. About

six acres of the property will be put under roof, providing facil-

ities for building the Pierce cars "from the ground up."

The work of building will be rushed with all possible speed.

Within ninety-five working days part of the plant is to be ready

for the installation of machinery, and eleven days later, under

the contract, the plant will be complete. Three great operating

buildings are to be erected. The largest will be known as the

manufacturing building and will be 401 feet long and 326 feet

wide. It will be one story high, with saw-tooth glass roof,

affording daylight in every part of the building.

The second structure will be the assembling building, i6ox

401 feet and two stories high. The third will comprise a series

of shops, the boiler and engine rooms, and is to be 55x376 feet

in size, two stories high. In addition, there is to be an office

building with a large dome surmounting it This will be 60x250

feet and is to be called the "Good-will Building." It is to have

two stories and a basement, the basement to be given over to

lockers and storage for bicycles. The ground floor is designed

for the offices of the heads of the departments, and the top floor

is for entertainment, either of visitors of the company or the

employes. A thousand men will be employed in erecting the

buildings, which will be constructed of reinforced concrete.

When President Pierce turned the first sod, on Saturday, there

were present Vice-President Henry May, Treasurer Charles Clif-

ton, Secretary L. H. Gardner, and Directors George K. Birge,

W. H. Gardner, and William B. Hoyt. Among the others pres-

ent were George E. Matthews, Thomas Cary, Percy Pierce, F. S.

Dey, E. C. Bull, Charles Sheppy, F. B. Humphrey, and J. L. Cos-

tello, representing the contractors, the Trussed Steel Company, of

Detroit, and others.

"MOUNTAINEER" DISAPPOINTS DES MOINES.

Des Moines, la., April 28.—Within twenty miles of Des

Moines, the Reo Mountaineer went into the ditch to avoid a

mud hole of unusual depth and in endeavoring to get back

into the roadway, one of the transmission gears gave way.

While there are in our repair box, which we send by express,

all such parts, we have had so little call for repairs that the

box was left somewhere back in New Mexico and, despite

a liberal use of Western Union wires, has not been located.

Meantime, we sent to the factory for the spur gear wanted,

and it has just arrived.

The Iowa Automobile Club had made extensive arrange-

ments to entertain us upon our arrival in Des Moines, even

including a banquet at the Savary Hotel. The member*
were called together at 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon and, ac-

companied by a large number of auto owners who were not

members of the club, they scoured the country in the vicinity

of Des Moines in an effort to locate the Mountaineer. Upon
discovering the nature of the break in our machinery, I tried

to get the club by long-distance telephone, but after an hour's

fruitless effort was obliged to give it up.

Of course, being automobilists, most of them have gone

through like experiences themselves and realizing our posi-

tion, freely forgave our absence, but I don't think the Sears-

Nattinger Automobile Company, local agents for tbe Reo

cars, will ever forgive us. The company had run an adver-

tisement in the Des Moines papers inviting the public to call

at the garage and inspect the Mountaineer, and the public did

call and has continued to call all the past week.

Percy F. Megargel.
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NOVEL CONTESTS FOR THE OPEN-AIR SHOW,
A N elaborate program, consisting of fourteen events, to be
f\ held at Empire City Track, May 24, 25, and 26, in con-
nection with the first open-air automobile show and carnival,
under the auspices of the New York Automobile Trade Asso-
ciation, has been issued by the committee in charge of the ar-
rangements.

All the contests scheduled are for stock cars, as per makers'
catalogue specifications, although, if desired, lamps, baskets, tops,
and mud-guards need not be carried. Where passengers are
carried, they must weigh not less than 140 pounds each if they
are men, and not less than 120 pounds each if they are women.

Classification of cars entering the contests has been made as
follows: Class A, one-cylinder; class B, two-cylinders; class C,
four-cylinders; class D, six or more cylinders; class E includes
all steam-propelled cars whose horsepower shall be determined
on accepted standard formula. This class may enter in all events
except where specified otherwise. A list of the events, together
with the rules governing same, is appended in detail, as follows

:

.
Rules Governing Competitions in Various Contests.

,Jr!?
x ' billty Contest—Open to stock touring cars equipped as soldfor four passengers or more, and classified as follows: Classes A, B
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Traction Test—Horsepower to be determined as in previous event.
Prize to be given for the car making the best performance per horse-power hour per ton mile; based on the following formula: Weight
multiplied by speed, divided by time multiplied by horsepower.
This test to be run in two events, one for touring cars and one
for commercial vehicles. For classes A, B, C. D. and E.
Brake Test—Test 1: All touring cars claiming 40 miles per hour

pr better, to be given 1-2 mile start and travel marked 1-8 mile in
less than 11 1-4 seconds, when brakes will be applied. Minimum
distance to count. Brakes must not be applied until car reaches
brake line. Cars to be given two trials. Observer to be carried in
each car. Test 2: The same rule for all touring cars claiming notm
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n. 30 m11*8 but over 24 miles per hour. Must do 1-8 milewithin 18 3-4 seconds under same conditions. For classes A. B Cv, and E.

Vibration Test—All gasoline touring cars eligible. Will be re-
quired to carry standard pail supplied by committee filled with
water on any part of car floor selected by owner. Prizes will be
given for car covering 200 yards, standing start, with least amount
of water spilled. Car must be traveling on high gear before cross-
ing finish line. For classes A, B, C, and D only.
TuQ-of-War—This event shall be open for all kinds of cars on

challenge, which the committee will hold and referee for all ac-
ceptances. The only rule being that cars shall be provided only
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r and standard make rubber tires. All challenges

will be published In program if entered in sufficient time.
Relay Race—Management will accept matches between any

makes, providing three cars each are duly entered. Match to be
agreed upon by both parties In which each car shall make one
lap. stop, discharge passengers, who will transfer to second car,make a second laD. stoo, passengers transfer to third car for last
lap. Matches made and accepted will be entered in program.
Reverse Gear 75-Yard Dash—In two classes. Class 1: Touring

cars to carry five passengers with sliding gear transmission, cover
7B yards from standing start In minimum time In reverse. Class 2:
Open to all classes with planetary gear transmission carrying five
passengers. This race to be run by time only. One trial. For
classes A, B. C, and D only.

Obstacle Race—Two classes. Class 1: All cars over 100-inch
wheelbase. Class 2: All cars under 100-Inch wheelbase. Open to
all cars. Barrels, flags, dummy pedestrians, and other obstacles
will be placed on the track. Operator covering the prescribed
course and touching the least number of obstructions. Prize will
be given to car coming nearest to covering prescribed course within
specified time.

Driving Test—Open to all cars of classes A. B. C. D. and E. To
be standing start. Operator to start his crank motor, then remove
his hat, coat, and vest, hanging them on separate pegs provided
for the purpose, going 1-2 mile and returning to place of starting.

stopping his car, getting out of the car, putting on his hat, coat,
and vest, get in his car, turning around obstacles and returning to
the 1-2-mile mark, turning around and finishing at place of be-
ginning.

Chauffeurs' Test for Putting On and Taking Off Tires.—All tires
must be blown up properly before the start. Cars will be required
to go around the track once, keeping together, and upon coming
to a stop In front of the grandstand the chauffeur will be told to
remove one of the tires and to replace the Inner tube. Chauffeurs
will remove the tire, replace the inner tube, pump up the tire and
travel once around the track, finishing at the grandstand. The Journey
around the track is simply to test the tire being pumped up prop-
erly. The prize goes to the man making the quickest change from
the time word is given till the time he Is told to make the Journey
around the track. Standard clincher tires only to be used, not
more than six months old. No tire men allowed In competition.
No cutting.

Second- Hand Car Race, Open to All Cars selling at less than one-
third of the catalogue selling price. Distance, one mile. After this
race all cars that participated to be auctioned off to highest bid-
der, entrant agreeing to sell at price of class In which he enters If
higher bid cannot be obtained. Cars selling at less than $600; at
less than $1,000; at less than $1,200; at less than $1,600; at less
than $2,500.

Complete Touring Car—Prize for the best-equipped touring car
shown either on the track or in the spaces. Prize to go to the
car which is best equipped for a thirty days' tour. Points awarded
for horsepower, for size accommodations, accommodations in case
of stormy weather, for touring, for complete tools in case of break-
down, for equipment of supplies in case of accident.

Certificates—A certificate will be awarded by the Trade Assocla-
ton to the manufacturer or local agent of the car winning any
event, In addition to the regular prize which will be awarded to the
contestant. Prizes shall be medals, cups, or other articles selected
by the Association of the value of not less than $20 each. Special
cups may be offered for special events later. Entry fee of $6 for
each event, which must accompany the entry. Entries close May 15.

ENTRIES FOR EFFICIENCY CONTEST.
Following is a list of entries received up to Tuesday, May I,

by Secretary Butler, of the Automobile Club of America, for the

A. C. A. Two-Gallon Efficiency Contest, to be run on Saturday.

May 5. Some additional entries may be expected before the start

of the event, as the entry list was not officially closed until

Wednesday

:

Make. H.P. Description. Entered by.
Frayer-Miller 24 Touring car. Frayer-Miller Car Co.
Locomobile 35 Touring car. Albert B. Hilton.
Fiat 20 Touring car. Hoi-Tan Company.
Packard 24 Touring car. A. R. Shattuck.
Darracq 36 Touring car. Calvin T. Adams.
Packard 24 Touring car. A. Ward Chamberlln.
8. & M. Simplex... 30 Touring car. Dave H. Morris.
Franklin 12 Light touring car. R. O. Morris.
Frayer-MHIer 36 Touring car. F. E. Moskovics.
Frayer-Miller 24 Touring car. Ftaver-MUler Car Co.
Orient buckboard.. 4 Runabout. E. P. Chalfant.
Orient buckboard.. 4 Runabout. E. P. Chalfant.
Stoddard-Dayton. ..30 Touring car. Dwlght W. Pardee.
Napier 18 Runabout. Naofer Co. of America.
Franklin 12 Touring car. Deoauvllle Auto. Co.
fanhard 16 Touring car. Dr. William M. Polk.
Renault 14 Touring car. John B. Trevor.
Compound 16 Touring car. E. H. V. Company.
Compound 16 Touring car. E. H. V. Company.
T>anhard 1 2 Touring ear. Am. Generator Co.
Leon Bollee 40 Touring car. Cryder & Co.
Winton 20 Touring car. ,T. Parke Channlng.
Cadillac 10 Runabout. Mrs. W. C. Martin.
Cadillac 10 Runabout. Walter C. Martin.
Berlelt(Am.) 24 Touring car. H. K. Burras.
White 18 Touring car. Carl H. Page.
Wayne 24 Touring car. Wavne Automobile Co.
Aerocar 24 Touring car. Percv Owen.

MANY ARRESTS FOR SPEEDING. .

Arrests of automobilists by wholesale have been made in police

traps in outlying Darts of New York City and its suburbs on

several Sundays this spring. Two such traps that have been

most successful from the point of view of the constables and

judges directly concerned were set in New Rochelle and on the

Merrick Road, near Rockville Center, Long Island.

The New Rochelle trap, just beyond the northern limits of

the city, had become an old story, and only one unwary traveler

was caught, but the police of Yonkers got their usual Sunday
quota, which this time included Albert R. Shattuck, ex-president

of the Automobile Club of America, whose proud boast it has

been that he always drove slowly and carefully in the city and

never had had an accident. With five other victims, he deposited

$50 security for his appearance in court on Monday.
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NEWS AND TRADE MISCELLANY.

Walter Christie, the star winner of the
Atlantic City meet, had the driving
wheels on the. front of 1 10-horsepower
Blue Streak equipped with Michelin flat

tread racing tires.

The Queen of Italy has offered an in-

ternational cup for the first aeronaut
who crosses the Alps in a balloon. The
Italian Aero Club is arranging preliminaries
for the contest

Roy Emerson, a rural mail carrier, of
Alpena, Mich., has purchased an automo-
bile in which to cover his route. The
machine is the first to be used in that
part of Michigan for such work.

The Jackson, Church & Wilcox Com-
?>any is a new Saginaw, Mich., concern,
ormed for the purpose of manufacturing
high-grade machinery and auto cars. The
capital of the company is $25,000.

C. Paul Tracy, a product of the auto-
mobile school of the Winton Motor Car-
riage Company, has been appointed office

manager of the company's Pittsburg branch,
under branch manager Earl H. Kiser.

The United States Manufacturers'
Company, of Detroit, which makes gaso-
line engines, has merged its business into
a stock company under the same style,
having authorized capital stock of $10,-
000, all of which has been subscribed and
paid in in cash.

A corporation for the purpose of mak-
ing and finishing castings has been
formed at Detroit, under the name of the
Detroit Motor Casting Company. The
authorized capital stock of the new com-
pany is $25,000, all of which has been
subscribed and of which $2,500 has been
paid in in cash.

Work has begun on the mammoth
addition to the Winton plant, at Cleve-
land, and will be pushed rapidly to com-
pletion. Having already covered prac-
tically all the ground of its property, the
company is now compelled to extend its

buildings upward, and the new work will
mean the addition of a second story to
the machine, painting, and varnishing
buildings.

In the Automobile Club of America's
two-gallon efficiency contest to be held
Saturday of this week, there will be five
Compound cars, three of which will be en-
tered by owners and two by the manu-
facturers, the E. H. V. Company. The
cars entered by the makers will be driven
by D. F. Graham and Fred C. Carter,
who represented the factory in the New
York Motor Club's economy test held
last November.
Two 16-horsepower Compound gaso-

line engines, arranged tandem, are being
installed in a thirty-foot Otto racing
boat of five feet beam, similar to one of
16 horsepower that awakened much in-
terest on the Connecticut River last year.
The new power plant is expected to drive
the boat at twenty miles an hour. The
E. H. V. Co., of Middletown,.Conn., is

installing the engines. There has been
a considerable demand for Compound
marine motors this spring, and several
Connecticut boats have been fitted with
Compound engines.

The promises of early deliveries made
by the Aerocar people at last winter's
shows are being realized, notwithstand-
ing the immense amount of work re-
quired to get a brand new plant into
smooth operation. Aerocars are now
being delivered at the rate of from three
to five a day. One day last week there

were fifty cars in the assembly room
ready for the wheels, twenty cars in the

hands of the testers, and ten in the fin-

ishing room, within two days of readi-

ness for delivery.

The Pan American Crude Rubber
Company, of Akron, Ohio, was incor-

porated at Columbus last week, with a
nominal capital stock of $1,000. The in-

corporators are George C. Allen. F. H.
Watters, H. E. Andress, F. E. Whitte-
more, and E. A. Oviatt. all prominent at-

torneys except Mr. Oviatt, who is super-
intendent of the Standard Table Oil
Cloth Company's plant. The incorpor-
ators are not prepared to make any
statement as to their plans, but it is un-
derstood that the intention is to handle
crude rubber from the south on a large
scale.

The Northern Manufacturing Com-
pany has closed an agency contract with
John Tragardh, at Gotenborg, Sweden,
who will handle its full line of cars dur-
ing the present season. The initial order
placed was for a carload of Northern
models. The Northern Company also re-

ports having opened an agency in Win-
nipeg, Manitoba. This will be known
as the Northern Auto Company, and will

be located at 336 Smith street. Others
who will handle the Northern line for
1006 are A. J. Scott, Emerado, N. D..

Charles Sidow, of Aberdeen, S. D., and
the Curtin-Hebert Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Gloversville, N. Y.

It is asserted by the Electric Vehicle
Company, makers of Columbias. that
chief among the reasons for the rapidly
growing popularity of the electric car-
riage is its desirability as a substitute
for the horse-drawn vehicle in many lines

of usefulness. For many purposes, espe-
cially in cities and their suburbs, which
in the past have been supplied by the
horse-drawn carriage, the electric pos-
sesses many advantages. It is excellent

for runabout service, for physicians' use,

for calling, shopping and other demands
upon the private carriage, and is very
practical for a great many pleasure driv-

ers who are not mechanically minded.

Visitors to the factory of the Electric Ve-
hicle Company, at Hartford, Conn., after

inspecting the plant, and getting an idea of

the various processes that enter into the

making of gasoline and electric automobiles,

are often favored with a drive about the

city in one of the company's demonstra-
tion cars. The factory lies adjacent to one
of the most beautiful sections of the city,

and the route frequently followed leads

through Forest street, one of the most beau-

tiful thoroughfires in the country, where
may be seen the former homes and grounds
of such literarv celebrities as Harriet Beech-
er stowe, Charles Dudley Warner, Mark
Twain and William Gillette, the playwright

and actor.

The Carter International Motor Car
Manufacturing Company, of Detroit, of
which H. Carter is president and general
manager, has no connection with the
Motor Car Company, which manufac-
tures the friction-drive cars. The Carter
Duplex cars now under construction by
the Carter International Motor Car
Manufacturing Company, located at 98-

100 Iron street. Detroit, the first lot of

which will be ready for export in three
to four weeks, are constructed after in-

ventions by H. Carter, who transferred
his patents for the Carter Duplex cars

to the Carter Motor Car Corporation, of

Washington, D. C, and Milwaukee, Wis,
which has the exclusive rights in the

United States. Three-speed sliding gear

transmission is used in the Carter Du-
plex cars.

The Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Car Com-
pany has received a number of inquiries

from owners and users of Maxwell cars

regarding the Glidden tour. C. W. Kel-
sey, eastern sales manager, says that

there will be about twenty entries of

Maxwell cars in the tour, and the com-
pany has decided to send two delivery

wagons to carry spare parts and tires for

the competitors who use Maxwells, as

well as for conveying light baggage for

the Maxwell entrants. Complete lines of

extra parts will be carried and the de-

livery wagons will act as emergency cars

to get to the places where any of the en-

trants may have met with minor acci-

dents or suffered in any way. It is likely

that a surgeon will accompany one of

the wagons, and the vehicle will be so
arranged that it can be converted into

an ambulance if necessary.

Details of the test made at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology of the
standard Compound engine made by the
E. H. V. Company, of Middletown,
Conn., have just been made public. The
test was made by Prof. Joseph C. Riley,

of the Institute staff, on April 5. A float-

ing dynometer was used, and several
tests were made to insure accuracy. The
testing-plant of the E. H. V. Company is

a very complete one, but for purposes of
confirming the readings made at the fac-

tory and to see if the factory machines
were properly calibrated, the technical
test was made. The regulation 295-
pound flywheel was used on the engine.
At 1,285 revolutions per minute the en-
gine developed 16. 1 horsepower. This is

materially better than the previous claims
made by the company for the same en-
gine. Constructor David F. Graham has
never claimed more than 16 horsepower
at 1.300 revolutions. The power devel-
oped was maintained for a considerable
time. The test was made in the En-
gineering Building of the Institute, at

Boston. The engine was selected hap-
hazard from a group set aside in the fac-

tory to be placed in stock Compound
cars.

No matter what the route finally se-

lected for the Glidden tour this year, it

is understood that possibly half a dozen
Thomas cars will take part in it. The
season is early as yet for entries to be
announced, but several enthusiastic own-
ers of "Flyers" here declared their inten-
tion of taking part in the trip. Among
these are C. A. Coey, of Chicago; C. S.

Henshaw, of Boston, and A. V. Hart, of

Rochester, N. Y. All of these gentlemen
will drive their own cars. Coey's car will

probably cause the eyes of the natives to

pop out. It is finished in pure white and
is trimmed with blue. Coey's monogram
is blue, with many graoevine twists in

five-inch letters, and is placed on the ton-

neau proper instead of on the doors. On
the dashboard is a shining brass search-

light, an odometer, speedometer, grado-
meter, and a clock. Several twists to the

brass tubing of the French horn add still

further to the dazzling effect. The final

touch, however, comes in the presenceof
an eight-chime horn on the left-hand side

of the car. To top it off, a keyboard has
been arranged and each chime is con-

nected to its proper key with a wire.

Tunes that do not reauire more than a

single octave can be played in a manner
that places the circus caliope far in the

rear.
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.

The Continental Motor Mfg. Co. is

now operating its new plant at Mus-
kegon, Mich., but will also continue to
operate its Chicago factory, at Lake and
Peoria streets, that city, until fall. The
Muskegon plant is equipped with a new
and complete line of modern machinery
and tools, in addition to that in opera-
tion at Chicago. An extensive addition
is now being built to the Muskegon
shops, which, when completed, will give
the company one of the best equipped
plants in the country for the manufacture
of motors, transmissions, etc.

The most popular size of motor manu-
factured by the Continental people is the
four-cylinder, vertical, 45-horsepower,
shown in the accompanying illustration,

and catalogued as Type "O." In this

year's model the same symmetrical gen-
eral design as shown in the 1905 produc-
tion of lower power is adhered to, but
some changes in detail, necessary to
high-powered machines, are made. For
instance, the cylinders are offset from
the center of the crankshaft, lessening
the angularity of the connecting-rod on
the working stroke, effecting a more di-

rect thrust on the crankpin and lessen-
ing the wear on pistons and rings. The
pushrods are operated by levers which
are pivoted on bearing shaft at back of
case. These levers are drop forgings,
fitted with hardened rollers, running
against the cams, and are also hardened
at the pushrod contact points. This ar-
rangement is made so that the long
levers avoid the shock of cams striking
directly against the pushrods with the
attendant wear and noise. The pushrods
are fitted with adjusting caps retained by
locknuts.
The general specifications of the motor

are those incidental to machines of high-
grade construction. Cylinders are cast
in pairs with water jackets and valve
chambers, the metal of special grade, and
they are tested under hydraulic pressure
and ground to a mirror finish. Pistons
are of extra length, ground, and fitted

with four eccentric expansion rings
with lap-joints. Crankcase is of special
grade nickel-aluminum alloy, the cam-
shaft compartment being separate from
the main case, but cast integrally with
same. Crankshaft is drop forged, accu-
rately turned and ground, and has long
bearings. Connecting rod is drop-forged
steel, bushed with white bronze metal,
and fitted with four retaining bolts, lock-

nutted and cotter-pinned. Camshaft is

high carbon steel and lubricated by
splash from case. Induction and exhaust
valves are of special nickel alloy, and
white bronze is used for all bearings, all

of which are scraped and hand-fitted.

Each motor is given a thorough test be-
fore shipment and required to develop
its rated power.

Portable Garage.—The ques-

tion of temporary housing of an

automobile at the summer home
or seaside cottage is not difficult

to solve in view of the conve-

nience and practicability of the

portable garage, such as the one

herewith illustrated. It is made
by Charles H. Manley, St. Johns.

Mich., who has been engaged for

some time in making portable

houses for universities and other

large institutions in various parts

of the country. The houses are

built in sections and are shipped

"knocked down." Anyone who
can use a screwdriver can put

them together, two or three hours
sufficing for the job. The best

Southern pine is used in their

:onstruction, the siding being sea-

soned and carefully matched, so

as to make the house weather and wind
proof, only needing painting to give it a
finished appearance when set conspicuously

on a lawn. The price of this house is

extremely moderate.

Ball Bearings.—An interesting applica-

tion of the Hess-Bright type of two-point

contact annular ball bearings, as manufac-
tured by the Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., 245
North Broad street, Philadelphia, is made in

the built-up crankshafts of the Noble Auto-
mobile Syndicate, of Coventry, England.
These shafts are forged in sections, two
to each throw, and are fitted together on
the line of the axis by forming the meeting
ends with castellations that fit tightly to-

gether within the annular cone of one of the

bearing sets and are firmly held together

longitudinally by screw bolts having a coni-

cal head and a nut of similar shape. The
wrists, as well as the main bearings, are
carried in the annular bill bearings. Yet
another application of these bearings is

made by the De Dion-Bouton people, who
mount the armature of their ignition mag-
neto on them, using one bearing at either
end of the armature shaft.

CONTINENTAL TYPE 0 4S"H.P. MOTOR, WITH INLET AND EXHAUST VALVES ON SAME SIDE.

THE MANLEY PORTABLE GARAGE.

PERSONAL TRADE BREVITIES.

John H. McCarthy, president of the
Wayne Automobile Company, of New
England, has returned to Boston from
Ormond, Fla., where he has been recreat-
ing for the past two months.
Ben. L. Jones, president of the Macon

(Ga.) Automobile Club, has entered the
trade as a partner of Shinholser & Co., at
Jeffersonville. Ga., who handle the
Franklin, Cadillac and Pope-Waverley in

that territory.

Le Roy Pelletier has assumed charge
of the advertising work of the Ford Mo-
tor Company, of Detroit. Mich. Mr. Pel-
letter is well known in trade journalistic
circles and was lately connected with a
Chicago publication.
Georges Griller, formerly of the Re-

nault Company, has returned to Chicago
from a business trip to Paris, where he
closed a contract with the Renault peo-
ple to equip their cars with a new shock
absorber which he has invented.
Vice-President E. R. Hollander, of the

Hoi-Tan Comoany, of New York, is re-

turning from Europe, where he completed
arrangements for a Fiat team to compete
in the Vanderbilt Cup race on the Italian

team. Three members of the team who
have been seen in America will be Lancia,
Cedrino, and Nazzaro. It is expected that

Mr. Hollander may bring over with him the

auto-boit Fiat XIII.. which won the Prince
of Monaco Cup in the recent Monaco meet-
ing.

George P. Moore, of San Francisco, Paci-
fic Coast representative of the Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Company, spent last week
at the factory, at Akron, Ohio. He pre-
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diets that the sale of commercial vehicles

and their accessories will be increased ten-
fold on account of the earthquake. The
calamity to the city will act only as a tem-
porary check to the automobile and tire

trade there.

TRADE NOTES.
The Neumastic Tire Company, of St.

Louis, has decided on the location of its

New York plant, which is to be at 370 Man-
hattan avenue.

The Reliance Motor Car Company, of
Detroit, Mich., has established a branch
agency at 141 Massachusetts avenue, with

J. R. Bradford in charge.

Clement-Bayard cars will be represented
in New England in the future by the French
Carriage Company, at the corner of Sum-
mer and Devonshire streets, Boston.
The Buffalo Automobile Station Com-

pany, 240 West Utica street, that city, has
been made exclusive selling agent for the
National line of cars for western New
York.
The Hartford Suspension Company has

moved to its new building at Broadway and
Eighty-eighth street, New York City, where
there has been fitted up a special salesroom
for the sale of Gobron-Brillie cars, besides
a place where Hartford suspensions can be
applied while one waits. Some of the latest

of the Gobron-Brillie cars are expected from
Europe in another week for immediate de-
livery. J. Pierpont Morgan is one of the

recent buyers of Gobron-Brillie cars, he
having purchased two of them.

C. S. Mendenhall, the map publisher of

Cincinnati, Ohio, has just issued a new
map of Maryland and Delaware. This
edition shows an improvement over the

previous work, and is useful to autoists as

showing the general layout of the territory

covered.

The Michelin Products Selling Company,
Inc., of 31-33 West Thirty-first street, New
York City, has established a subsidiary

company to repair all makes of tires under
Michelin methods, under the name of the

Michelin Tire Repair Works, J. A. Straus,

manager, at 242-244 West Forty-first street.

The National Sales Corporation, of New
York, heretofore located at 256 Broadway,
has removed to more commodious quarters

at 296 Broadway, in order to accommodate
its growing business. This company re-

ports unusual activity in the various appli-

ances handled by it as factory selling agent.

At the Rainier Company's New York
show rooms, on Broadway, the business of

taking new orders and delivering cars or-

dered goes merrily on. During the week
35-horsepower Rainier cars were purchased

by Alfred T. White, one of the first officials

appointed by Mayor McClellan for the San
Francisco relief fund ; T. B. Ackerson, pres-

ident of the New York Land & Warehouse
Company; Gilbert Elliot, E. A. Strout, A.

A. Carpenter, Jr., and John Clark Udell;

the latter is buying his second car.

The East Liberty Automobile Company>
of Pittsburg, has appointed sub-agencies for

distributing Jackson touring cars in five

counties of western Pennsylvania. The
company is having an active demand for

second-hand cars, especially of the late mod-
els, and will make this a feature of its busi-

ness.

The Times Square Automobile Company
has moved from 164 West Forty-sixth

street, New York, to 215-217 West Forty-

eighth street, the premises formerly occupied

by the Vicquet Automobile Company. The
new location will give the company four

floors, 59x110 feet, with every facility for

the rapid handling of cars.

Russell Drisko has taken the management
of the Bay State Auto Company, of Boston,

Mass. The concern is located at 1008 Boyl-

ston street, and it has a completely appointed
mechanical garage on Norway street. Mr.
Drisko is well known to the trade, having
for many years been associated with Fred-
erick E. Randall, agent for the Stevens-Dur-
yea automobiles at 245 Columbus avenue.
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TWO-GALLON MILEAGES THAT PROVE MUCH
Br H. P. DONALDSON.

AMERICAN air-cooled cars carried off the principal honors

in the two-gallon efficiency contest of the Automobile Qub
of America last Saturday.. A Franklin runabout with two passen-

gers traveled all the way from the starting point at Fifty-sixth

street and Avenue A, New York, to New Haven on the official

allowance of two gallons of gasoline, and won first place out of

a list of nearly seventy contestants. The gross weight of the car

was 2,700 pounds, and this mass was transported just eighty-seven

miles on an outlay of about forty cents for fuel. Under the for-

mulae used by the contest committee, the official score for the

car was 200,100. Second place was won by a Frayer-Miller five-

passenger touring car, which scaled 4,070 pounds and covered

forty-eight miles, its official score being 194,953 points. Third

prize fell to a French water-cooled car, the 20-horsepower Dar-

racq driven by S. B. Stevens, the well-known amateur racing man.

He also carried five passengers, which brought the gross weight of

the machine up to 3,910 pounds, and when his supply of fuel failed

he was forty miles on the road to Boston. This fine performance

WAITING IN LINE TO GO ON THE SCALES PRIOR TO THE START OF THE COHTEST.
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POKTT MILES OUT JM THE BEB1XET.

CLUB SDKVETOBS CHECKTBG MDSKOVICS FRATEH-KILLER.

THE BOTCH FDnSHES OB BAD HILL AT PORTCHESTER.

THE FBABKLDI CAB THAT WOB THE COBTEST.

gave him a position on the official score of 181,580 points.

An East Side brewery on First avenue between Fifty-sixth

and Fifty-seventh streets was selected lor the starting point, as

the streets in the neighborhood are wide and vehicular traffic

rather light for New York. Then, too, a big platform scale

stands outside the brewery with a gentle slope from the north

over which competing cars were rolled by hand to be weighed.

The course led from the official starting point at Avenue A and

Fifty-sixth street to Fifth avenue, on which the cars turned north,

passing the clubhouse in review and continuing in a general

northeasterly direction along St Nicholas avenue, and One Hun-

dred and Fifty-fifth street to Central Bridge. Here the city proper

might be said to have been left behind, and the next few miles led

through the suburban districts bordering Jerome avenue, Ford-

ham road and Pelham Parkway to the Shore Road—the familiar

route to the Hub.

How the Start of the Contest Was Made.

For hours before the start, at 12:30 o'clock in the afternoon,

the quiet of the East Side streets in the vicinity of the brewery

was disturbed by the honking of horns and the musketry of ex-

hausts as car after car dashed up to the curb. Beside the three

score and six of starters there were many automobiles of specta-

tors, press cars, and tenders carrying committeemen and sup-

plies. About noon the scene at the start was really an open-air

auto show. Never before at a contest were so many different

types of cars grouped together. There were touring cars, domes-

tic and foreign, with every style of body, cross country and full

side entrance, with tops and canopies of as many different shapes

and colors, closed cars and runabouts down to the diminutive

Orient buckboard—which later made a splendid run—and even a

tri-car which nad been entered for a certificate of performance.

And, towering high above all other contestants, the big Mack

observation car held a roomful of passengers. And in the person-

nel there was about as much contrast as between the machines.

Ladies occupied many seats in contestants' cars, and children were

plentiful, even to babies in arms. At the other extreme were

drivers of some of the imported machines; bearded Frenchmen,

clothed for long distance travel, lending a serious sporting air

8. * M. SIMPLEX CBOSS-COUBTKY CAR OB SHORE ROAD.

PERCY OWEH Dl THE AEROCAR WAITING FOR RELIEF. MACK OBSERVATION WAGON WATTIHG FOR START
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S. B. STEVENS AND DARRACQ THAT WOK THIRD PLACE.

that suggested the road race rather than the legal-speed contest.

Gasoline was never so free as at the start. Every car in the con-

test was required to empty its fuel tank to the satisfaction of the

club inspector, who then saw that the two gallons were emptied

from the official cans into the tank. Thrifty youngsters of the

neighborhood brought pails to catch the supply that each car

poured out, and in the interval between the official filling-up and

the weighing-in, some of these youths offered the surplus fuel for

sale to the contestants. As there was no official supervision of the

cars in the interval only the drivers' consciences prevented a trade.

As each car was rolled on to the scales an observer was picked

from a group of college students and others of a nondescript

type who stood about, and the car was weighed in with the

observer on board. A gang of able-bodied men then rolled the

car further down the street toward the corner from which the

course was measured; the driver cranked his motor and the car

disappeared in the canyon of a city street.

Up to the time the first few cars were sent away the morning

was brilliantly fine, hot enough to make wraps a nuisance, but

early in the afternoon the sky clouded up and signs of a storm

made the committee anxious. By 2:30 o'clock the last car had

been sent away, the neighborhood sightseers dispersed and the

brewery hands resumed the making of beer.

Meanwhile the procession of cars, each with its banner bearing

the club flag and the contest number tied to the body, had strung

out far into the outlying suburbs of New York. Early in the con-

test an unexpected obstacle was met which certainly decreased the

recorded mileage of some of the cars. The annual speedway

parade of horse drivers had the right of way on many of the

streets in the upper end of the city, and when a number of the

competing machines reached One Hundred and Fifty-fifth street

they could not follow the official route, but had to turn back and

take another course to Central Bridge.

About the middle of the afternoon the signs of a storm gave

place to the reality, and for the rest of the day rain fell in tropical

showers. The streets ran rivers along each curb, and on the dirt

roads the sticky mud made driving slow and dangerous. Slip-

ping, skidding and splashing through pools, the cars pushed on,

the passengers in the open machines soaked to the skin. Little

dry goods stores in the towns did a splendid trade in cheap urn-

ORIENT BUCKBOARD ON THE SCALES.

KAXWELL-BRISCOE TOURING CAR TS STAMFORD, CONN,

r.

RENAULT LANDAULET IN GREENWICH, CONN.

RELIEF CAR WHITE STEAMER ALONGSIDE THE MARTINI.

A. R. SHATTUCK IN HIS PACKARD WAITING FOR RELIEF. ONLY TWO-CYCLE CAR IN CONTEST—ELMORE.
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brellas, for no one thought of quitting. There were dry stretches

of fine macadam road in some of the beautifully kept towns in

the route, and on these the temptation to do some fast high gear

driving was irresistible. A few police reprimands were noticed.

There was little or no racing between cars, however, for each con-

testant knew that speed- at the expense of distance traveled was
not worth while.

First to succumb was an imported machine, a Mors touring car

carrying five passengers, which "went dead" by the roadside in the

picturesque town of Bartow, not far from the New York Athletic

Club grounds. The Mack observation wagon surprised the know-

ing ones by covering a fraction more than seventeen miles, and

incidentally capturing fifth place in the scale of awards under the

formulae of the committee. The transportation of nineteen pas-

MECHANICAL DATA OF CARS ENTERED IN AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA TWO-GALLON EFFICIENCY

CONTEST, NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 5, 1906.

isH
u a Entered by Number Com-
ft. 3
lb 9 Make. H.P Type of of Cylin- Bore and Cool- Ignition. pres- Speeds Drive. Tires.
055 Car. ders. Stroke ing. sion,

lbs.

1 Frayer-M iller Motor Car Co. Frayer-M iller 24 tourist * 4 1-16 x 5J air h. t. coil 70 4 shaft Continental

3 Albert B. Hilton Locomobile 30-35 tourist 4* x 5* water m. 4 b. mag. 80 3 chain Diamond
8 The Hoi-Tan Co. F. I. A. T. 20 tourist * 105 x 130 mm. water m. A b mag. 66 4 chain Michelin

4 A. R. Shattuck Packard 24 tourist 41x51 water h. t. mag. 75 3 shaft Fisk

6 Calvin T. Adams Darracq 30-35 tourist 120 x 130 mm. water m. 4 b. 4 j. s. 3 shaft Michelin

6 A. Ward Chamberlain Packard 24 tourist 41x51 water h. t. mag. 74 3 shaft Diam. 4 Mich.

7 Dave H. Morris S. 4 M. Simplex 30 tourist 4*x61 water jump spark 74 4 chain Michelin

8 R. G. Morris - Franklin 12 light t'rist 31x31 air jump spark 50 2 (plan) 1 chain Goodrich

9 F. E. Moskovica Frayer-M iller 36 tourist 4 1-16 x 51 air b. t. coil 72 4 shaft Continental

10 Frayer-M iller Motor Car Co Frayer-M iller 24 tourist 4 1-16 x 5i air h. t. coil 72 4 shaft Continental

11 E. P. Chalfant Orient 4 buckboard 3i x4* air h. t. coil 64 (disc drive) International

12 E. P. Chalfant Orient 4 buckboard 3tx4* air h. t. coil 64 (disc drive) International

13 D. W. Pardee - Stoddard-Dayton 30 tourist 41 x 5 water h. t. coil 60 3 shaft Firestone

14 Napier Motor Co. of America Napier 18 runabout 31x4 water h. t, coil 70 3 shaft Michelin

15 Decauville Auto Co. Franklin 12 tourist 3ix31 air h. t. coil 60 3 shaft Diamond
16 Dr. Win. M. Polk Panhard 15 tourist 31x4 water h. t. coil 4 chain Michelin

17 John B. Trevor Renault 14 brougham water h. t. mag. 3 shaft Mich. 4 Sanurn

18 E. H. V. Co. Compound 16 light tourist 4x4 >vater h. t. coil 90 3 shaft Pennsylvania

19 E. H. V. Co. Compound 16 light tourist 4x4 water h. t. coil 90 3 chain Pennsylvania

20 American Generator Co. Panhard 12 tourist 90 x 130 mm. water h. t. coil 70 4 chain Michelin

21 Cryder 4 Co. Leon-Bollee 40 tourist 130 x 150 mm. water bat. 4 mag. 80 4 chain Michelin

22 J. Parke Charming Winton 16-20 tourist 3^x5 water m. 4 b. mag.(?) 60 2 shaft Goodrich

23 I>. R. Burne Cadillac 10 runabout 5x5 water b. t. coil 60 (plan) 2 1 chain Dunlop
24 Walter C. Martin Cadillac 10 runabout 5x5 water h. t. coil 60 (plan) 2 1 chain Dunlop
25 H. K. Burras Berliet 24 tourist 100 x 120 mm. water 1. t. mag. chain

26 Carl H. Page White Steamer 18 tourist 2 comp'd 21 4 5 x 31 cond'ser 2 shaft Diamond
27 Percy Owen Aerocar 24 tourist 4x4 air h. t. coil 70 3 shaft Continental

28 Charles M. Jacobs Rochet-Schneider 24-35 tourist 120 x 140 water 1. 1. mag. 76 4 chain Michelin

29 Wm. H. Barnard La Comete 25-30 tourist

30 C. D. Alton, Jr. Columbia 24-28 tourist 4 x 4J water 1. t. mag. 85 3 shaft

31 F. Ed. Spooner Franklin 12 tourist 3Jx3, air h. t. coil 60 (plan) 2 1 chain Goodrich

32 Chas. D. Van Schaick Covert 61 runabout 4x41 water h. t. coil 60 2 shaft

33 W. J. P. Moore Moore 40 runabout 41x51 water d'ble h. t. mag. 85 4 shaft Continental

34 Dr. Edwin Steese Elmore 35 tourist 41 x 4 water h. t. coil eo 3 shaft Fisk

35 Hugh J. Grant Renault 14 brougham 90 x 120 mm. water h. t. coil shaft Michelin

36 John Kane Mills Oldsmobile 7 tourist 5x6 water h. t. coil 80 (plan) 2 1 chain Diamond
37 Maxwell-Briseoe Motor Co. Maxwell 10 runabout 2 4x4 water h. t. coil 65 (plan) 2 shaft International

38 Maxwell-Briseoe Motor Co. Maxwell 16 tourist 2 5x6 water h. t. coil 60 3 shaft Ajax
39 Augustus Post White Steamer 15 tourist 2 comp'd 21 4 6 x 31 cond'ser 2 shaft Diamond
40 White Sewing Machine Co. White Steamer 18-20 tourist 2 comp'd 21 4 5 x 31 cond'ser 2 shaft Diamond
41 Welch Motor Car Co. Welch 50 tourist 4| x5 water h. t. coil 80 2 shaft Continental

42 A. F. Mack Mack 40-50 18 pas. tour. 51x6 water h. t. coil 70 4 chain Hartford

43 Palmer 4 Christie Martini 30-40 tourist 125 x 140 mm. water 1. t. mag. 4 chain Continental

44 Irving Brokaw Mercedes 40 runabout 120 x 150 mm. water 1. t. mag. 4 chain Michelin

45 F. M. Dampman Indian U tri-car 2 19-32 x 3 air b. t. coil chain G 4 J

46 Frank C. Armstrong Bliss 40 tourist 41x6 water h. t. coil 65 4 chain Michelin

47 William Ives Peerless 30 tourist 41x5 water h. t. coil shaft Diamond
48 Miss Clara Wagner Franklin 12 tourist 3Jx3i air h. t. coil 60 3 shaft Goodrich

49 Decauville Auto. Co. Franklin 30 tourist 4x4 air h. t. coil 60 3 shaft Diamond

50 R. G. Howell Franklin 20 tourist 4x4 air h. t. coil 60 3 shaft Diamond
51 Decauville Auto. Co. Franklin 12 runabout 31x3} air h. t. coil 60 (plan) 2 1 chain Diam. 4 G'rieh

52 J. B. F. Herreshoff Packard 24 tourist 41x51 water h. t. coil 3 shaft Diamond
53 John Henry Hammond Northern 18 tourist

54 Majestic Auto. Co. Queen 2S-28 tourist 41x41 water h. t. coil 65 3 shaft Goodyear

55 C. E. Knoblauch Columbia 40-45 tourist 5x5 water h. t. coil 85 4 chain Continental

66 Wayne Auto. Co. Wayne 24 tourist 4x5 water h. t. coil 62 3 shaft Fisk

57 Col. John Jacob Astor Mors 40-52 tourist 6x6 water m. 4 b. mag. 90 4 chain Michelin

58 J. Horace Harding Renault 10 landautet 3 x 4 23-32 water h. t. mag 3 shaft Michelin

69 Archer 4 Co. Hotchkiss 35 tourist 41 x 4! water magneto 80 4 shaft Michelin

60 C. M. Bouggy Amer. Mercedes 45 tourist 4 23-32 x 5 29-32water m. 4 b. mag. 65 4 chain Continental

61 Duryea Power Co. Duryea 12-15 runabout 41x41 water m. 4 b. mag. 50 2 1 chain Hart. Dunlop

62 Arnold 4 Stearns Compound 16 tourist 4 & 7 x 4 water h. t. coil 90 3 shaft Diamond

63 H. A. Lozier, Jr. Lozier 40 tourist 4|x5i water h. t. mag 4 bat. 70 4 chain Diamond

64 Losier Motor Co. Lozier 40 tourist 41 x5i water h. t. mag 4 bat .70 4 chain Diamond

65 Emerson Brooks Reo 16 tourist water h. t. coil Fisk

66 Leslie R. Farmer Oldsmobile 4 runabout 4J x 6 water h. t. coil (plan) 2 1 chain Fisk

67 Andrew Freedman Rochet-Schneider 40-50 tourist 140 x 140 mm water m. 4 b. mag. 75 4 chain Michelin

68 Darracq Motor Car Co. Darracq 20-32 tourist 112 x 120 mm. water h.t.c'14 l.t.m'g. .

.

3 shaft Michelin

69 H. J. Koebler Buick 22 runabout 41 x 5 water h. t. coil 95 (plan) 2 1 chain Diamond

70 J. 8. Bunting S. 4 M. Simplex 30 runabout 41x51 water h. t. coil 68 4 chain Continental

71 S. B. Stevens Darracq 15-20 tourist 90 x 120 ram. water 1. t. 4 h. t. 3 shaft Michelin
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sengers from New York to New Rochelle on 40 cents worth of If the rain dampened hopes and cut down mileage records made
fuel was a demonstration worth while, even if it was not spec- in practice, it also beautifully laid the dust and sprinkled the lawns,

tacular. About two miles further up the road a pair of big tour- The trees and shrubs in the well-kept grounds of country houses
tag cars, domestic and foreign, kept one another company. Still took on new color, and the freshness of spring gave a charm to

further along the steamers were laid out at intervals of a few the scene at every turn in the road. Where this skirted the shore

miles, these machines making very consistent performances, one pretty views of Long Island Sound and white-canvased craft

White with five passengers covering nearly twenty-six miles, dis- alternated with the wooded slopes and levels of private grounds,

tancing many of its gasoline rivals. From Mamaroneck (22 and every few hundred yards a colonial mansion or picturesque

miles) on the cars were more frequently seen stalled, some by cottage gave shelter to little groups of suburban spectators,

the roadside and a few in the towns of Rye, Portchester, Green- In the towns the audiences were larger. The village oracle

wich, and Stanford. always had a group of listeners who couldn't quite understand

DC TROUT. LOCO WITH HIKER. IN MIDDLE, RELIEF WHITE STEAMER. IH REAR, PRESS CAR DRIVER BY ANGUS SHICLAIR.
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FILLING SPECIAL CONTEST TANK FROM TWO-GALLON' CAN.

why a car should stop without the bonnet being raised or a tire

detached. The mystery was not even cleared up when the relief

car arrived with the official surveyors on board. The course had
previously been surveyed and mile landmarks painted on houses
and fences by the roadside, so that with a tape line the exact

location of any car could be easily determined and the total dis-

tance traveled recorded. An inspection of the competing car was
made at the same time, and especially of the relief cans of gaso-
line, which had been placed on board each machine at the weigh-
ing-in scale. When the inspection was completed the driver of
the car in the contest was permitted to empty the relief can into

his fuel tank and return to the city.

Many of the cars were equipped with special tanks, as appear
in some of the accompanying photographs. These were usually

attached to the dash and took the form of vertical cylinders with
cone-shaped bottom connected to the special supply pipe to the

carbureter. In all other respects the cars were equipped as stock
machines.

There were three relief cars. One started working along the
line from the city, another began work about twenty-five miles

out, and the third was supposed to follow and overtake the lead-

ing car and work back toward New York. On account of the

great distances covered by some of the cars in the contest the

number of relief machines proved to be insufficient, and there

were many long waits on the road, several hours in some cases,

before the contestants were officially released.

Besides the high record of the winning car there were some
remarkably long runs made. The little American tri-car covered

almost 100 miles from the starting line, an Orient buckboard

traveled 98.83 miles on the two-gallon allowance and the little

Covert air-cooled runabout ran itself out of fuel after 73.75 miles

had been left behind. The two-cycle Elmore went 28.12 miles,

and one of the Compound cars 43.5 miles before the final stop.

EMPTYING FUEL TANK BEFORE TAKING ON TWO GALLONS.

Single cylinder cars also did remarkably well in actual distance

run; an Oldsmobile scored 56.3 miles and a Cadillac 55.5 miles,

the latter with four passengers up.

The official results in full and data of the competing cars will

be found in the accompanying tables. There may be some changes

in the final awards, as many protests were filed. This, together

with the large entry list and the unexpectedly long distances

covered by some of the cars, delayed the final awards much

longer than the contest committee had anticipated ; it had, in fact,

announced that the awards would be made after a continuous

sitting.

The committee consists of Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, chairman;

George F. Chamberlin and Charles G. Curtis.

How Reports Came to Headquarters.

Contrary to general expectation, the clubrooms did not attract

many members during the afternoon and evening. Outside of the

officials and their assistants, and later on some of the returning

drivers, it is doubtful if a half dozen members showed up.

At 2:20 o'clock, when word came over the 'phone of the stop-

ping of No. 60 at Portchester, only the regular clerks of the club

were there. A little later the officials arrived from the scales.

Thereafter every few minutes the telephone bell would ring and

word come in of the stopping of a car. Newspaper men and

returning observers soon began to crowd the rooms, and at

6 o'clock the parlor of the club presented a most animated appear-

ance. At one end of the room were clerks with a computing

machine receiving reports which were displayed on a large score

sheet that had been prepared. Among the returning contestants

was Irving Brokaw, who told of the storm and of the arrest of

some of the competitors for speeding. He was held up by two

officers but subsequently allowed to proceed.

MUSKOYICS FRAYER-IULLER ON SCALES WEIGHING IN. A STOP ON THE ROAD TO FIX A TTRE.
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RESULTS OF TWO-GALLON EFFICIENCY CONTEST,
SHOWING ORDER OF WINNING, MILEAGE COV-
ERED, WEIGHTS, NUMBER OF PASSENGERS AND
POINTS WON.

Jl 3 . S| M Total f . Point*

II Name of Car 8§ |£ Loaded Figured by

|f O jgj |"s
Wei*ht ^ Formula

1 Franklin 51 87.0 2 1.600 2,300 200,100

2 Frayer-Mlller 10 47.9 6 3.270 4,070 194,953

3 Darracq 71 46.44 5 3.110 3,910 181,580

4 Berliet
25

39.1 5 3,660 4,460 174.386

5 Mack

42

17.13 20 9.325 10.125 173,441

6 Franklin 15 58.4 4 2,140 2.940 171.696

1 Queen
54

41.4 4 3,160 3,960 163,944

8 Stoddard-Dayton .13 40.83 6 3,200 4,000 163,320

9 Loiler

64

30.28 6 4,490 6,290 160,181
10 Renault 17 36.61 3 3,400 4.200 163,767
11 Darracq 68 34.62 4 3.600 4,400 152.328
12 Compound 19 43.5 5 2,635 3,435 149,422
13 Frayer-Mlller 1 35.5 5 3,400 4,200 149,100
14 Renault 58 36.83 4 3,240 4,040 148.793
15 Packard 6 30.26 6 4,110 4.910 148.527
16 Napier 14 49.1 2 2.220 3,020 148,282
17 Compound 18 43.4 6 2.610 3,410 147,994
18 Franklin 48 48.32 4 2,240 3.040 146.892
19 Am. Mercedes 60 27.77 7 4.440 6,240 145.556
20 Orient Buckboard. 12 98.83 2 930 1,451 143.358
21 Frayer-Mlller 9 29.40 7 4,065 4,855 142.737
22 Packard 62 30.66 6 3.860 4,660 142,409

23 Packard 4 32.51 4 3,680 4,380 142,893
24 Franklin 50 39.86 5 2.720 3,620 140.307
25 La Comete 29 26.0 6 4.640 6,340 138,840
26 Locomobile 2 25.41 7 4,640 6,440 138,230
27 Aerocar 27 33.79 6 3,250 4,050 136.849
28 Orient Buckboard. 11 93.8 2 920 1.444 135.447
29 Duryea 61 53.6 4 2.030 2.625 135,114
30 S. & M. Simplex.. 7 28.64 6 3,900 4,700 134,608
31 Franklin 31 44.6 5H 2,220 3,020 134,390
32 Franklin 8 45.0 4 2,170 2,970 133,660
83 Cadillac 24 56.5 4 2,260 2,376 131,812
34 Martini 43 26.88 4 3,970 4,770 128,712
36 Franklin 49 31.84 6 3,230 4,030 128.316
88 Flat 3 30.43 3 3,340 4,140 126,980
37 Compound 62 39.49 4 2,360 3,160 124,788
38 Columbia 65 24.3 5 4,220 6,020 121,986
39 Covert

32

73.76 2 1,220 1,664 121,982 ?

40 Rochet- Schneider . 28 26.84 4 4,000 4,800 121,632
41 Renault 35 30.66 4 3,180 3,980 121,689
42 Mercedes 44 28.63 3 3,410 4,210 120,532
43 Elmore 34 28.2 6 3,380 4,180 117.876
44 Darracq 6 26.81 3 3,560 4,360 116,891
46 Indian Trl Car 46 99.8 2 500 1,160 114,770
46 Winton 22 28.6 6 3,080 3,880 110,580
47 Oldsmobtle 36 66.3 2 1,660 1,962 110,460
48 Hotchkiss 69 23.1 6 3,900 4,700 .108,670
49 White Steamer ... 40 26.96 6 3,380 4,180 108,612
60 Maxwell 38 36.01 6 2.640 2,780 100,107
61 Cadillac 23 48.6 2 1,780 2,046 99,435
62 Columbia 30 26.28 4 2,920 3,720 97,761

53 White Steamer ... 26 23.81 4 3,226 4.026 96,836
64 S. & M. Simplex.. 70 24.13 2 3.110 3,910 94,348
56 Bliss

46

19.01 6 4,140 4,940 93.909
M White Steamer ... 39 22.61 7 6 3,370 4,170 93,867
67 Wayne 66 22.0 6 3.000 8,800 83.600 ?

68 Mors

67

15.72 5 4.490 6.290 83,168
59 Oldsmoblle 66 45.5 2 1,330 1.731 78,760
60 Panhard 20 19.63 4 3,190 3,990 77,924
61 Northern 63 26.87 3 2,760 2.870 74,246
62 Bulck

69

28.78 2 2.280 2,510 72.237

Those that did not start or failed to finish.—

No. Car, Remarks.

16 Panhard Did not start.

10 Panhard Withdrew with hot engine.

31 Leon Bollee Did not start

83 Moore Did not start
37 Maxwell Did not wait for relief car; disqualified.

41 Welch Did not start

47 Peerless Did not finish.

62 Loxier Got oft the course; disqualified.

« Reo Withdrawn.
67 Rochet-Schneider Did not start

During the evening the formulae on which the contest was
based aroused some discussion, and somebody figured that the

little Orient buckboard would have to reach the Maine woods
to win a prize. Reports continued to come in but slowly, and one
heard continued inquiries for cars from which no report had
been received. In this case no news was considered good, the

inquirers consoling themselves with the idea that the cars were
still running. From the returning contestants all kinds of stories

of hard luck were heard, one car stopping a. few feet from the

brow of a hill from which it could have coasted a mile. Another

told of being held up in a traffic block; another of a leaking

tank, and so on down the usual list of troubles. At midnight

there was a big proportion of the starters not heard from, and a

decision in the contest looked highly improbable for several days.

Winning Cars Repeat Record Performances.

To prevent any possibility of dispute of the performances of

the two leading cars, the Contest Committee called upon the

Franklin and Frayer-Miller entries to repeat the run under the

original test conditions. The winners promptly accepted, and on

Tuesday the run was repeated, with results exceeding the records

made on Saturday. The Franklin runabout covered 95 miles,

reaching a point about one mile beyond Wallingford, Conn. The
Frayer-Miller, with its load of five passengers, stopped at 59.8

miles from the start. Both cars would probably have made
better performances, but that the driver of the Frayer-Miller

was delayed by arrest for speeding, and the Franklin got off the

road.

WORCESTER TO HAVE ANOTHER CLUB.
Worcester, Mass., May 7.—A club to be devoted to automobil-

ists exclusively is being formed, and plans are so far matured

that Memorial Day has been set for the opening. The new club

has been formed with a membership limit of 300, and this has

already been reached. The entrance fee is $50, and the yearly

assessment is $25. Recently the Worcester Automobile Club

changed its policy so that it was not necessary to be an automo-

bilist to become a member, and its membership owing to the new
change reached 300.

The new club has purchased the famous Hermitage estate,

located near the city on a hill that commands some excellent

views. The cost price is said to be $27,500. Located on it are

the Hermitage and Vista lodges, the estate has its own heating

and lighting plants, and taken all in all will fill the bill to a

nicety. The club plans to provide a country home for its mem-
bers, with facilities for lunching and remaining over night, and

for the housing of cars. George W. Beals, of Boston, for the

past fourteen years secretary of the Boston Athletic Association,

is the temporary secretary, and Irving S. Brown, of this city, is

temporary treasurer. The temporary organization is in the hands

of a special committee.

JOSEPH H. WOOD NOW CLUB PRESIDENT.
Newark, N. J., May 7.—The annual meeting of the enterpris-

ing New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club was well attended.

These are the new officers: President, Joseph H. Wood; vice-

president, Angus Sinclair; secretary, H. A. Bonnell; treasurer,

James C. Coleman. The trustees elected were Dr .James R Eng-

lish, J. W. Mason, W. C. Shanley, and Paul E. Heller.

NEW QUARTERS FOR BAY STATE A. A.

Boston, May 7.—The Bay State Automobile Association has

secured new clubrooms at 281 Dartmouth street. It is a four-

story building and will be occupied by the club exclusively. An
experienced chef will have charge of the cafe, which will be run

for the benefit of club members. The rooms will be ready for

occupancy June I.
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MAY MEETING OF THE N. A. A. M.
Thirteen members attended the May monthly meeting of the

N. A. A. M. executive committee, held in New York City,

May 3.

R. Harry Croninger, of the Dayton Motor Car Company ; J. B.

Bartholomew, of the Bartholomew Company; Benjamin Briscoe,

of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company ; and R. E. Olds, of the

Reo Motor Car Company, were admitted to membership.

The legislation committee reported that it had received ad-

vices from Albany that the L'Hommiedieu bill had been defeated

in the committee on rules, thus disposing of all legislation and

leaving the situation in the same condition as has prevailed for the

last eighteen months.

The good roads committee reported that the association's

contribution toward the maintenance of the good roads bureau

at Washington, designed to further the interests of the Brown-
low bill providing for national aid in the construction of good
roads, had expired, and expressed the opinion that in view of

the action of New York state, which is likely to be followed

by other states, in providing ample funds for state aid, it would

be almost impossible to secure assistance from the national

government. The executive committee decided that it would be

the part of wisdom to discontinue the operation of the bureau

in Washington.

A committee composed of President O. A. Quayle, F. H. Elliott,

H. A. Meldrum, F. H. Mason, and H. S. Woodworth, repre-

senting the New York State Automobile Association, laid before

the committee certain plans designed to further the interests

of automobilists and automobile legislation. The subject was

referred to the legislative committee, which will report at a

subsequent meeting.

What Information the Bisons Took Home.

Buffalo, May 5.—President H. A. Meldrum of the Automobile

Club of Buffalo and Secretary F. Howard Mason of the Chamber

of Commerce returned this morning from New York, where they

had been in an endeavor to pursuade the National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers to hold a big annual fall show here.

Messrs. Meldrum and Mason did not succeed, but that does not

mean their plan and the advantages offered were looked upon

with disfavor. It was because the manufacturers have decided

not to hold a show this fall, believing they would not have time

to prepare for one in a proper and advantageous way.

'The manufacturers," Mr. Mason said, "have recently taken

action to hold shows in New York and Chicago next winter

and did not feel like taking on another one, but we received

much encouragement and believe Buffalo will yet secure a great

national show. Our idea was not so much to hold an exhibition,

pure and simple, as to combine it with an event that would be

of benefit to manufacturers by bringing them together in the

fall so that they could place agencies, show their new models,

trade and generally transact business. It is our belief that such

a show in the fall would facilitate the earlier delivery of new

cars in the spring."

A Resolution That Settles an October Show.

This is a copy of the resolution adopted by the Executive Com-
mittee of the N. A. A. M. at its meeting, May 2, but not given

out for print until Tuesday of this week:

"WHEREAS this committee has been waited upon by a commit-

tee of gentlemen representing the city of Buffalo, with a view to

securing the co-operation of this association in the promotion of a

national show in Buffalo in October, which committee has presented

arguments intended to demonstrate that such a show would prove

beneficial to the manufacturers, be it

"RESOLVED, that in the opinion of this association the promo-

tion of such a show would be inadvisable, for the reasons that It

would entail the expenditure of a large sum of money without com-
pensating advantages; that It would prove a disturbing element In

a situation at present satisfactory to a large majority of the trade;

that none of the reasons advanced by the gentlemen from Buffalo,

or by any other persons, warrant a departure from the recent
decision of this executive committee that any shows In addition to
those already decided upon are inadvisable; and that such a show
could not Interest manufacturers to such an extent as to prove
creditable to the trade or to the city of Buffalo."

The N. A. A. M. has on record a resolution to the effect that

no manufacturer shall be permitted to exhibit at a sanctioned

show who has exhibited at an unsanctioned show. It may be

taken for granted that if an outdoor, or any other, show is held

in October or November, it will not be sanctioned. The Chicago

show and the Madison Square Garden show will both be sanc-

tioned. One of the conditions of the sanctions is that the Asso-

ciation's resolution shall be enforced. In other words, that these

shows will not permit anyone to exhibit who has taken part in

an unsanctioned show.

DELEGATES CONFER WITH A. L. A. H.
While the representatives of the New York State Automobile

Association were in New York City last week a conference

was had with the A. L. A. M. officers in regard to the proposi-

tion that some of the A.LA.H. show profits be apportioned

to the A. A. A. for the purpose of carrying on the national

work of the organization. It is understood that Treasurer H. H.

Franklin considers some such plan with favor, and it is said

that the A. L. A. M. will give it serious consideration.

LABOR DAY RACE AT ROCHESTER, N. Y.
The New York State Automobile Association, with the Roches-

ter Automobile Club looking after the running of the race, will

hold a 100-mile road contest near Rochester on Labor Day. The
exact details of the race have not been decided upon, except that

there will be a substantial prize list with a $1,000 cup to the

winner. It is expected that the race will yield a substantial profit

that will be utilized in carrying on the work of the state asso-

ciation.

A circuit of about twenty-five miles in Monroe county has been

found suitable, and it is understood that the inhabitants of the

section will allow the automobilists to have the exclusive use

of it. The race may be run in the afternoon. A resident of

Syracuse, N. Y., who is an ardent motorist, has offered a cup

valued at $1,000 for the race. The entrance fee will probably

be placed at $250, and the contest will be open to competitors

from any country. It is also intended to run an amateur con-

test for stripped touring cars, this event to take place in die

morning.

FRANCE AND ITS VANDERBILT CUP TEAM.
With no elimination event like that of the Gordon Bennett race

of last year, the exact manner in which the French team for the

Vanderbilt Cup race will be selected remains undecided. Here is

some comment from the Automotor Journal, an English source:

"For this race Darracq & Co. are desirous of running two of

their cars to represent France. The A. C. de France, however,

have already disowned the cup, which was secured last year by a

French car, and have announced that they will not take any fur-

ther part in the contest, as the rules being based practically upon

those of the Gordon Bennett race do not give France the prepon-

derating representation to which the French Club considers she

is entitled. The question now arises is what will be done to get

over the difficulty? Some French makers do not approve of the

decision of the A. C. F., as it will be seen, and are willing and

anxious to fight, and if possible again secure the trophy. Prob-

ably the American authorities will cut the knot by accepting ap-

proved entries direct from manufacturers, under the circum-

stances, instead of only through the A. C F. as the representative

club."

Thirty-two entries have been received for the Scottish Re-

liability Trial, which starts from Glasgow on June 13.
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SPECIAL AUTO STEELS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
By RENE H. PETARD.

IN the direction of the betterment of materials of engineering

construction the automobile has occasioned much progress.

Really wonderful results have been obtained in automobile de-

velopment, in reductions in weight and space occupied, previously

unknown to engineers, and the scope of mechanical possibilities

has been considerably enlarged thereby. The call on the metal-

lurgist for new metals and mixtures has been continuous, and
be has risen to the occasion, even surprising himself with the

results accomplished and so developing an enthusiasm in re-

search and experiment that has resulted in a remarkable re-

arrangement of some of the tables of properties of materials.

To the automobilist the results are most strikingly manifested

in the tremendous power and ability of modern racing cars, in

which, throughout all the advances, the weight has been a con-

stant. A consideration of these new materials is therefore of

general interest, and in the following the special mixtures of

steel will be discussed, in a simple way, with occasional reference

also to some of the more familiar materials of construction.

The Properties of Carbon Steel.

Under the comprehensive term of "carbon steel*' is classified a

large variety of grades of alloys of iron and carbon, in which

the latter is so intimately combined with the former that its pres-

ence can only be detected by chemical analysis, this being said

to differentiate steel from cast or gray iron, in which the carbon

is only partly if at all combined with the iron. Its presence can

be detected sometimes by the naked eye, but more generally by

the action of acids on polished samples, in which case the carbon

which the acid does not alter stands out in particles plainly seen

through a magnifying glass.

Carbon steel, which is a combination of only two simple prin-

cipal elements, sometimes contains infinitesimal quantities of

foreign metals. These are sometimes unfavorable to the satis-

factory use of the metal, but seldom are of sufficient importance

to be taken into account when classifying the material.

In special steels, on the contrary, other components come into

action besides those of the carbon steel and give new properties

to the metaL Amongst these foreign substances those which so

far have had an important part in the production of practically

usable combinations are: Silicon, manganese, chromium, nickel,

tungsten, molybdinum and vanadium.

Steel Classification and Its Ramifications.

According to the classification generally used by French metal-

lurgists for the purpose we shall consider carbon steel as a

"binary" steel. Those metals which contain a third important

element besides carbon and iron will be classed "ternary," and

those containing a fourth element will naturally be the "qua-

ternary" steels. Considering simply these three large classes and

the seven elements already named, it will be seen what a large

number of combinations can already be formed even if no account

is taken of the proportions in which the constituent elements are

added to the basis of carbon and iron. But it should be further

considered that these proportions are all important, and that

according to them materials of widely differing properties can be

obtained; for instance, a 15 per cent, nickel steel bears no rela-

tion whatever in physical properties to a 25 per cent, steel. To
quote another example, manganese steel had long been the bug-

bear of metallurgists, who never could obtain anything of it, when
came Mr. Hadfield, who produced the remarkable manganese steel

bearing his name.

This will give the reader an idea of the infinite number of

steels which can reasonably be expected to appear as the time

goes, each with distinct properties, and also of the difficulty

experienced by the designer even now, when he has to select

amongst the quantity of various materials offered, that which will

suit best his particular purpose. Add to this that a mere me-
chanical operation, or an unforeseen thermic treatment of the

material has been known to entirely alter its constitution, and

the present almost chaotic state of this newly born branch of

applied science will be somewhat realized.

Some Recent Tests by Dr. Guillet.

Some light has been thrown on the subject by the recent work

of Dr. Guillet, the head chemist at the De Dion factory, where

he is in charge of the testing of the materials received. Aided

by the very complete installation of the De Dion laboratories, Dr.

Guillet has attentively studied ternary steels and has made public

the result of his researches. The processus of his studies was

as follows : Taking the principal kinds of ternary steels known,

and those of the composition of which he was absolutely certain

and of which he knew how they could industrially be produced

in large quantities, he determined their interesting physical prop-

erties, their behavior when case-hardened or tempered, in short,

all the possible interesting data, and found that by comparing

grades of steel sufficiently close in constitution he could often

establish fairly regular diagrammatic curves permitting him to

deduct the likely (not the absolutely certain) properties of any

given combination by comparing with the two nearest ones in the

diagrams. These diagrams can only be considered, evidently,

as hypotheses which the future, that is, actual experience, will

confirm or invalidate, but even then they certainly are useful

guides for the present.

Automobile designers in Europe specially use: Nickel steel,

silicon steel, and nickel chrome steel. In England vanadium

steel is very extensively used.

The richest and best-known class of special steels is that of

nickel steel. It has given some extremely satisfactory grades of

metal, but also some very disappointing ones ; it will consequently

be that which we shall most lengthily consider.

The Four Principal Classes of Nickel Steels.

Amongst nickel steels, four principal classes will have to be

grouped, according to one of the most important characteristics

of a steel intended for industrial use; that is, according to be-

havior under heat treatment We shall consider : First, the case-

hardening nickel steel ; second, the tempering nickel steel ; third,

the nickel steel on which heat treatment has no effect ; fourth, and

last, that which softens by tempering.

Casehardening Nickel Steel.—It has long been known that the

presence of nickel destroys the cause, whatever it may be, of the

brittleness of casehardened carbon steel. This is most evident

with a 2 per cent, nickel steel. A 2 per cent, nickel steel, case-

hardened and tempered, preserves in its central part the fibrous

texture which is a characteristic of a break after flexion and pull.

It is equal in this respect to good iron and is the "hickory of

steels."

After exhaustive tests, 2 per cent, nickel casehardening steels

have become a commercial article in France and are often sold

as special steels at abnormally high prices on account of this pre-

cious property. Experiments were made in which the percentage

of nickel was increased, but the lower price of the 2 per cent

steel made it more interesting for the manufacturer. The secur-

ity when parts were made with the same proportions as for car-

bon steel was very great with this 2 per cent, steel; it, however,

has several drawbacks.

Two Per Cent. Nickel SteeL

More than carbon steel, the 2 per cent nickel steel is liable to

develop flaws. Forging or rolling have to be attended to with
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the utmost care. Further, it was discovered that the hard skin

on the outside of the parts was not quite as hard as that obtained

on carbon steel after the same treatment. And in large orders,

inducing the mill to make a large quantity of metal in one batch,

it was found that some parts absolutely refused to harden. The
reason for this is as follows : Small quantities were made in

crucibles, when very homogeneous products were obtained, but

for large quantities the furnace was resorted to, and the result

was that the difference in density of the nickel prevented it from

thoroughly combining with the steel, leaving spots of pure nickel

which evidently would not take case-hardening. A third draw-

back, which sometimes entirely prevented the use of nickel steels,

is the relatively great difference in size which sometimes exists

between the untreated finished part, and the same part after case-

hardening and tempering.

In carbon steel parts it is often desired to decrease the brittle-

ness caused by casehardening. In order to do this the part is

annealed twice (that is, reheated and cooled slowly twice), and

tempered at a suitable temperature after each annealing operation.

The drawback of this is that the variation in size caused by tem-

pering is doubled by the process. It was expected of the 2 per

cent, nickel steel that as the same result as regards brittleness

could be obtained with the first tempering operation the variation

would be halved. The opposite happened. It was soon discovered

that 2 per cent nickel steel shrinks by tempering. A most strik-

ing example was that of the bore of the sliding set in a gear box

;

this was bored 28 mm., and when measured after tempering and

hardening was found to be 30 mm., which naturally led the part

straight to the scrap heap and the designer to profanity. This

most troublesome phenomenon, being just the contrary of what

takes place with carbon steel—which expands by tempering—is

worthy of a little explanation.

The addition of nickel to a carbon steel causes it to have a

lower temperature of transformation than it had before the addi-

tion. By temperature of transformation is meant that above

which it is necessary to bring the steel before tempering in order

to harden its surface. Or, in other terms, at a temperature of say

900 degrees centigrade, nickel steel will be softer than the corre-

sponding carbon steel, with the consequence that if both are

forged or rolled at the same temperature the nickel steel will be

mere "compound" than the carbon steel, and the heating process

before tempering will cause a greater variation in size. This has

led experienced makers to forge nickel steel at a lower tempera-

ture than carbon steel and to anneal, before machining, when the

forging process is finished. In fact, some builders, in order to

have the minimum loss when treating expensive parts, go as far

as annealing them several times during the machining process.

From the foregoing it will be seen that 2 or 3 per cent, is the

correct proportion for a corresponding nickel steel if the most

certain results and the most reasonable price are desired. Above

this the cost price of the material is considerably increased, and.

besides, the steel becomes more brittle. A few steel makers in

France recommend 6 per cent, nickel, claiming that parts made

of such steel do not vary in size after tempering ; there, however,

docs not appear to be any foundation for such a claim.

A grade of casehardening nickel steel, the composition of

which is unknown to the writer, is placed on the market by one

particular maker, which has the great advantage of taking by

mere casehardening. without tempering, a skin equal in hardness

to that of hardened and tempered carbon steel. The advantage

of this is obvious, there being no tempering there is no alteration

in size, and for the same reason the part does not lose its hardness

by accidental heating, when a tempered part would lose its tem-

per very quickly.

This steel is amongst the most interesting grades in this class,

but users of it should keep in mind that it cannot be expected to

be free from the principal drawbacks of the other grades of

nickel steel. As all others, it may show up flaws. Casehardening

alone sometimes causes variations in size, especially if the part

has not been well annealed before finishing to size. Cooling,

especially if not quite as slow as desirable, is always liable to

create internal strains which will possibly warp light parts.

The least action resembling tempering which may take place

during the process, if not extremely carefully done, is liable to

harden the part clean through and consequently make it more

brittle than expected.

Tempering Nickel Steel.—Some 2 to 6 per cent nickel steels are

made which can be tempered without casehardening, their elastic

limit and their terrible strength are raised by the process ; chrome-

nickel steels are, however, more interesting in this respect.

Indifferent Xickel Steel.—These are of medium percentages

of nickel ; the quantity of carbon contained affecting them greatly,

no definite figures can be given. These steels, upon which an-

nealing or tempering have no action, are very difficult to forge

or to cut. They can only be annealed between very narrow limits

and with special care, and even then the result is very slight.

From this it will be seen that they present very little practical

interest. They have been practically given up.

Nickel Steel Softened by Tempering.—These are the grades

high in nickel. They are rather soft and never are brittle to

the least extent. They are impervious to oxidation within prac-

tical limit, this quality being that of the nickel of which they

contain a large proportion. They also are characterized by their

valuable quality of possessing a very low coefficient of expansion

when heated, a 25 per cent, nickel steel being absolutely free from

expansion at any temperature, being perhaps unique in this

respect. The whole of these qualities has made this steel a

wonderfully satisfactory material for internal combustion engine

valves, and for this reason French makers almost exclusively use

it for this purpose. The material employed is very low in car-

bon and contains from 20 to 33 per cent of nickel.

(To be continued.)

AUTOMOBILIST CELEBRATES HIS WEDDING.
Just to celebrate his wedding, and incidentally to show his

prowess as a driver and his confidence in the Ford, in which he

took his bride to the courthouse, a St. Joseph. Mo., chauffeur

BRIDEGROOM HATFIELD DRIVING UP COURTHOUSE STEPS.

furnished excitement for the crowd by running his car up the

courthouse steps in that city twice. The car took the grade

easily, although it is a climb not to be sneezed at, as the ac-

companying photograph shows.

A wedding in which the automobile figured prominently

was held in Newport. R. I., last month, when Dutee Wilcox
Flint and Miss Rose Howard were joined in matrimony. The
bridegroom is state agent for the Ford cars, all of the ushers

were prominent automobile enthusiasts, and the honeymoon

trip was made in an automobile.
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A PLAN FOR UNIVERSAL ROAD RULES
By JOHN U JONES.

THERE seems to be a lack of definite understanding as to the

rules and regulations governing the "Rules of the Road." For

example, in some parts of the country the rule seems to prevail

that cars traveling north or south have the preference at a

junction over cars going in other directions. In other places,

cars on certain streets, considered as the most important streets,

have the preference, or "right of way," over cars on intersecting

or cross streets. It may happen that two cars approach a cross-

ing at the same speed on two streets of equal importance. The
question suddenly arises, "Who has the 'right of way' " ? "Who
shall slow down, and who shall hold his speed?" As there is at

present no rule covering the point, and when both drivers are ac-

customed to having their own way, the result is usually disas-

trous. This leads to another point, viz., "If a collision occurs

under these circumstances, where shall the blame fall?"

It is easy to go further. Both drivers may be strangers to the

locality—neither knows the relative importance of the street he

is on as compared with the one he is approaching. Both may
be ignorant as to the direction in which he is heading. This meet-

ing may occur in the night-time, and who shall be responsible

when the collision results? There are many other conditions un-

der which uncertainty is dangerous. The automobile is a vehicle

whose course may be changed very suddenly and without pre-

vious warning to drivers of other cars on the road, and a driver

attempting to pass another car from behind may think that the

driver ahead has heard him coming, and is turning out to give

him room to pass, while in reality he is merely avoiding a rut

or mudhole, and may turn back so quickly that a serious accident

is unavoidable.

It may happen that just ahead of the point at which a driver

.
may wish to pass another car going in the same direction there

is a bridge, obstruction, or narrow part of the road, or some other

cause which would make it dangerous to pass at this point. This

danger would be appreciated by the driver of the car in front,

but would be invisible to the driver of the car behind. In a case

like this the former has no means of informing the latter, who
may feel that the preceding driver is unreasonable in not allow-

ing him to pass, and may become angry and excited and dash

around the side to the mutual disadvantage and damage of both

cars, and, probably, to the drivers and passengers. And then,

again, it may be considered by the first driver to be safe for the

other car to pass him on one particular side, and highly dangerous

to pass on the other side. At present he has no means of convey-

ing this information.

All automobiles are equipped with a horn, whistle, or other

device for giving warning signals, but these are used indis-

criminately and no attention has been paid to the standardization

of these warning signals, or to the adoption of a system of pass-

ing signals, which would avoid and prevent accidents and colli-

sions due to uncertainty as to the intentions of "the other man."

Now, it is the purpose of the writer to suggest the universal

adoption of a set of rules governing the use of warning and pass-

ing signals and signal lights, which has been thoroughly tried out

and adopted by the United States Government, for the govern-

ment of pilots of vessels on the Great Lakes. An adoption of the

rules has been carefully made, which is suitable for the conditions

obtaining on the road, as applied to automobiles, as follows

:

Rules for the Government of Drivers.

Rule 1.—When cars are approaching each other "head and head."
or nearly ao. It shall be the duty of each car to pass to the right,
or on the port Bide of the other; and the driver of either car may
be first In determining to pursue this course and thereupon shall
give, as a signal of his Intention, one short blast of the whistle,
which the driver of the other car shall answer promptly by a
similar blast of his whistle, and thereupon such cars shall pass to
the right, or on the port side of each other. But, if the course

of such cars is so far on the starboard of each other as not to be
considered by the drivers as meeting "head and head," or nearly
so, the driver so first deciding shall Immediately give two short
and distinct blasts of his whistle, which the driver of the othor
car shall answer promptly by two similar blasts of his whistle, and
they shall pass to the left, or on the starboard side of each other.
Provided—That in all narrow streets, and In all places where there
is a considerable hill or grade, the descending car shall have the
right of way, and shall, before the cars shall have arrived within
the distance of one hundred feet of each other, give the signal neces-
sary to Indicate which side she elects to take.

Note.—In the night, cars will be considered as meeting "head and
head," or nearly so, so long as both the colored lights of each are
In view of the other.

Rule 2.—When cars are approaching each other In an oblique
direction, as shown in the diagrams of Fourth and Fifth Situations,
so as to involve risk of collision, the car which has the other on
her own starboard side shall keep out of the way of the other,
which latter car shall keep her course and speed. The motor car
having the other on her starboard side Indicates by one blast of
her whistle her intention to direct her course to starboard, and two
blasts if directing her course to port: to which the other shall
promptly respond, but the giving and answering of signals by a car
required to keep her course shall not vary the duties and obligations
of the respective cars.

Rule 3.—If, when cars are approaching each other, the driver of
either car falls to understand the course or Intention of the other,
whether from signals being given or answered erroneously or from
other causes, the driver so In doubt shall immediately signify the
same by giving several short and rapid blasts of the whistle; and
If the care shall have approached within one hundred feet of each
other, both shall be Immediately slowed to a speed not greater than
eight miles per hour until the proper signals are given, answered
and understood, or until the cars shall have passed each other.
Cars approaching each other from opposite directions are forbidden
to use what has become technically known as "cross signals"—1. e.,

answering one whistle with two, and answering two whistles with
one. In all cases, and under all circumstances, a driver receiving
either of the whistle signals provided In the rules which for any
reason he deems injudicious to comply with, instead of answering
it with a cross signal, must at once observe the provisions of this
rule.

Rule 4.—Whenever a motor car Is nearing a short bend or turn In
the road, where, on account of the presence of buildings, trees, or
from some other cause, a car approaching from the opposite direc-
tion cannot be seen for a distance of two hundred feet, the driver
of such car, when he shall have arrived within one hundred feet of
such bend or turn, shall give a signal by one long blast of the
whistle, or five short and rapid blasts of the whistle, which signal
shall be answered by a similar signal, given by the driver of any
approaching car that may be within hearing. Should such signal
be so answered by a car upon the farther side of such bend, then
the usual signals for meeting and passing shall Immediately be
given and answered, but If the first alarm signal of such driver be
not answered, he is to consider the road clear and govern himself
accordingly. When cars are moved from a position of rest, and
other cars are liable to pass from any direction toward them, they
shall give the same signals as in the case of cars meeting at a
bend; but Immediately after getting in motion they shall be gov-
erned by Rule 1.

Rule 5.—The signals, by the blowing of the whistle, shall be
given and answered by drivers. In compliance with these rules, not
only when meeting "head and head," or nearly so, but at all times
when passing or meeting at a distance within one hundred feet of

each other, and whether passing to the starboard or port.

Rule 6.—When motor cars are running in the same direction, and
the driver of ft car which Is behind shall desire to pass on the right

hand or starboard side of the car ahead, he shall give one short
blast of the whistle as a signal of such design and Intention; or If

he shall desire to pass on the left hand or port side of the car ahead,
he shall give two short blasts of the whistle, as a signal of such
desire and Intention, and the driver of the car ahead shall answer
by the same signals; or if he does not think it safe for the car be-
hind to attempt to pass at that point, he shall immediately signify

the same by giving several short and rapid blasts of the whistle,

and under no circumstances shall the car behind attempt to pass
the car ahead until such time as they have reached a point where
It can be safely done, when paid car ahead shall signify her willing-

ness bv blowing the proper signals. The car ahead shall in no case
attempt tn cross In front of or crowd upon the course of the pass-

ing car. Every automobile coming up with another car from any
direction more than two points "abaft her beam"—I. e.. In such a
position In referecne to the car which she Is overtaking that at

night she would be unable to see either of that car's side lights

—

thall be deemed to be an overtaking car; and no subsequent altera-

tion of the bearing between the two cars shall make the overtaking

car a crossing car within the meaning of these rules, or relieve her

of the duty of keening clear of the overtaken car until she Is

finally passed and clear.

N. b.—The foregoing rules are to be compiled with In all cases

except when cars are moving in a crowded street: under such cir-

cumstances cars must be run and managed with great caution,

sounding the whistle as may be necessary, to guard against colli-

sion or other accidents. In construing and obeying these rules due
regard must be had to all dangers of driving, and to any special

circumstances which may exist In any particular case rendering

a departure from them necessary In order to avoid Immediate
danger.

Rule 7.—When cars are running in a fog or thick weather, It shall

be the duty of the driver to cause three distinct blasts of the
whistle to be sounded at Intervals not exceeding one minute. An
automobile hearing, apparently not more than four points from
right ahead, the fog signal of another car, shall at once reduce her
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R, indicates position of Red Light.

Q, Indicates position of Green Light.

speed to not more than six miles per hour, and proceed with great
caution until the cars shall have passed each other.

Red and Green Signal Lights.

The lights mentioned in the following rules shall be carried in

all weathers from sunset to sunrise. The word "visible" in these

rules, when applied to lights, shall mean visible on a dark night

with a clear atmosphere.

(A) On the starboard, or right-hand, side, a green light, so

constructed as to throw an unbroken light over an arc of the ho-

rizon of ten points of the compass, so fixed as to throw the light

from right ahead to two points "abaft the beam" on the star-

board side, and of such a character as to be visible at a distance

of at least several hundred feet.

(B) On the port, or left-hand, side, a red light, so constructed

as to throw an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of

ten points of the compass, so fixed as to throw the light from

right ahead to two points "abaft the beam" on the port side, and

of such a character as to be visible at a distance of at least five

hundred feet.

The said green and red lights shall be fitted with inboard

screens projecting at least two feet forward of the light, so as

to prevent these lights from being seen from any point other

than that part of the horizon as specified in rules (A) and (B)

relating to lights. This is important, for without the screens any

plan of signal side-lights would be ineffectual as a means of indi-

cating the direction of steering. This will be readily understood

by a reference to the illustrations, where it will appear evident

that in any situation in which two cars may approach each other

in the dark the colored lights will instantly indicate to both the

relative course of each ; that is, each will know whether the other

is approaching directly, or crossing her course either to star-

board or port. This intimation, with the signals by whistle as

provided, is all that is required to enable cars to pass each other

in the darkest nights with almost equal safety as in broad day.

First Situation.—In this situation the two colored lights win be
visible to the driver of each car. which will indicate their direct
approach "head and head" toward each other. In this situation it
is a standing rule that both shall pass to the right,' each having
previously given one blast of the whistle.

8econd Situation.—In this situation the green light only will bt
visible to the driver of each car. They are, therefore, passing to
starboard, which is rulable in this situation, each driver having
previously signified his Intention by two blasts of the whistle.

Third Situation.—In this situation the red light only will be vis-
ible to the driver of each car. Both cars are evidently passing to
port, which is rulable In this situation, each driver having previ-
ously signified his intention by one blast of the whistle.

Fourth and Fifth Situations.—When cars are approaching each
other In an oblique direction, as Indicated by the diagrams of the
fourth and fifth situations, so that a continuation of their courses
would involve risk of collision, the vessel which has the other on
her own starboard, or right hand, side shall keep out of the way of
the other, and shall, If necessary to do so, slacken her speed, or
stop; Indicating her Intention by either one or two blasts of the
whistle, as circumstances may require, and in accordance with
Rule 1 of the Drivers' Rules.

Sixth and Seventh Situations.—A car approaching another cross-
ing her course at or nearly at right angles, as represented in the
diagrams of the sixth and seventh situations, shall, if approaching
the crossing car so near as to Involve risk of collision, turn to the
right, when seeing only the red light of the crossing car, and turn
to the left if only the green light Is In view; at the same time. slow,
or stop, if necessary, each car to give the whistle signals as pro-
vided in Rule 1 of the Drivers' Rules, the crossing car to keep her
course and speed.

INCORPORATES FOR $t,000,000.

Articles of incorporation were filed recently by the Kor-

busch Automobile Company, of St. Louis, Mo., which was

formed sixteen months ago and exhibited an American Mors

at the New York show last winter. The capital stock is

$1,000,000, divided into 10,000 shares, of which George J.

Korbusch owns all but three. The other stockholders are

Harry F. Vogel, vice-president of the St. Louis Car Com-
pany; George A. H. Mills, general manager, and W. S. Miller,

manager, of the automobile plant. The plant now employs

400 workmen in the construction of cars after the Mors pat-

terns. Mr. Korbusch is president of the St. Louis Car Com-
pany, which is one of the largest builders of railroad and

street cars in the country.
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TIRES LAST ONLY 400 MILES IN SPAIN
SPAIN is a country which in great degree attracts many auto-

mobilists, though few venture over its rugged roads, possibly

for the most part because they know little or nothing of the coun-

try, and information concerning it is not plentiful. An automo-

bilist who has toured extensively over Europe gives facts and

figures that are decidedly interesting. Answering as to the best

way of travel in Spain, by train or automobile, he states that it is

a question of individual judgment. If by train, one will not see

"the local color." The cars are dirty, the service poor, and the

trains slow. If by automobile, one will find Spain about the most

expensive country of western Europe to tour in. A tire will last

for about 400 miles, gasoline costs from 68 cents a gallon in the

north to twice that in the south, with other supplies high.

As to the most desirable season in which to make the trip?

The northern part of Spain consists of a series of plateaus having

The rules of the road require one to keep to the left, but the

only things that seem to obey them are the trolley cars, everything

else going where it wills. It is a good thing to have a siren or

Gabriel horn on one's car, as the only wagons seen in the country

are two-wheeled and drawn by five or six mules hitched tandem.

The driver is invariably asleep and must be awakened.

In automobile supplies, anything in the ordinary, including tires,

can be purchased in San Sebastian and Madrid. Gasoline and

oil, since the King has taken up automobiling, can be found in

nearly every fair-sized town, as storekeepers are all in hopes that

some day he will visit them in his automobile.

The roads in the north are macadam, but as they have not been

resurfaced in many years, and the only work done on them con-

sists of filling some of the holes with a little broken stone taken

from the piles which line the sides of every road, and which are

WHEN THE KING OF SPAIN TOURS ABOUT THE COUNTRY THE ROAD IS USUALLY WELL GUARDED.

an elevation of about 2,000 feet. (Bungos is 2,790 feet and

Madrid 2,140 feet above the sea.) As there are no trees on these

plateaus to break the force of the wind, it is either very hot or

very cold. That puts the summer and winter out of the question.

In the spring the crops make the scenery more attractive than in

the fall, when the lack of foliage makes everything seem barren.

There are agents at the Spanish custom house at Irun* who will

for a nominal fee (about $5) guarantee the custom charges. If

one pays them they are returned, less a small charge for tires

used, on leaving the country. There are, however, custom charges

and road taxes to be paid when entering the various provinces,

whkh are not returned. They are for small amounts, however.

The French licenses are all that are required, so there is no

necessity to take out official Spanish papers for the automobile.

constantly being added to, the results on the tires can easily be

imagined. Anyone making the trip should use old tires as an

additional covering to the new ones, and carry as large a stock

of extras as possible. South of Madrid the roads are bad beyond

description. As one cannot get good carburation in high altitudes

with the best of gasoline without adjusting the carbureter, and as

poor gasoline makes it all the worse, no one should try to go
south of Madrid, if that far, in less than a thirty-horsepower car.

The ordinance department publishes a map of Spain, but there

are so many parts required for one day's run that they entail end-

less confusion. There is, however, an "Atlas De Obras Publicas

De Espana," mounted on cloth and about forty by fifty inches in

size, that gives about all the information required. Tiraide, of

Paris, is going to publish maps covering Spain.
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AMERICAN PNEUMATIC WHEEL.
With the expressed intention of diminishing the liability to

ncident, and the depreciation incidental to the regular wear of the

ordinary pneumatic tire, the American Pneumatic Wheel Com-
pany, of Lorain, Ohio, for the past two years has been developing

a special design of automobile wheel, and has met with very en-

couraging results. The first set of wheels, built during the winter

PNEUMATIC WHEELS FITTED TO WHITE STEAM CAR.

of lov» and 1005. were installed on a White car, and run about

500 miles No trouble developed with either pneumatic tire or

driving device, and subsequent changes made were for the pur-

pose of reducing weight or improving appearance. This first set

of wheels was equipped with solid rim tire of Firestone pattern.

During the season of 1005 a set of wheels was finished with steel

tires. These proved satisfactory as to resiliency, hut were some-

what noisy on paved streets.

It will be noticed by the cross-section illustration that the pneu-

ir.atv tire that is enclosed m tV.c hub of the wheel is of small

d.aroeter and consequently inexpensive, while it has proven very

duraKc the experiments made The wheel equipped with a

IV^Ufcfsr V.SW CNF WKVSI Sftyams EXTERIO*

* . . . .
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..;*> ;">r ;— • rv" : "r. ars;

; i-e -o-v Mt heivier

V: : -s -vc he :eT-e\:
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The designers invite attention to the following points in the con-

struction of the wheel which will probably assist the reader to a

more complete understanding of the illustration presented.

The small spool or wheel A, which carries the pneumatic tire,

is free to revolve in either direction. It turns freely upon the

axle sleeve B, and is designed to protect the pneumatic tire from

driving strains and friction. The load on the tire is distributed

over practically one-half its circumference, since it rests in the

circular shell, or main hub C, of the wheel. The argument is,

that the tire can be run very soft, and is thus relieved of the strain

due to high air-pressure. The makers have adopted a light single

tube tire for this service, and on a standard five-passenger car flu

tires are pumped slightly

harder than the ordinary

bicycle tire. A quantity

of dry graphite is placed

within the shell or main

hub for lubrication.

The main hub or shell

C is a bronze casting

having the tapered

sockets for spokes cast

on its periphery, and for

the real wheel is pro-

vided with lugs for at-

taching the driving de-

vice D. This casting is

threaded to receive the

aluminum side plate E.

which forms the outer

face of the htib. Into

the side plate is screwed

an aluminum cover plate

F. which is provided

with a hexagonal pro-

jection to facilitate re-

moval for pumping np

tires.

A device is furnished

with this wheel which,

it is claimed, entirely

eliminates tire troubles

while on the road. In

case the pneumatic tire

should burst or other-

wise prove defective, it

is only necessary to re-

move the central cover

plate F. also the nut G
on end of sleeve B. and

place a washer on the

sleeve, against the wheel

cr spool A. which carries

the pne-rnatic tire. This

wisher w.ll center the

wheel and remove the

lead entirely frees the

p-etrrr.itjc tire, which
"•

:> Sr rer.i rei .-r rer'soec whenever convenient. In the mean-
:—-e :"-e « veel is r— ---jg c-r the solid rim tire. Two of these

^: of wheels.

r- a sliding contact with the

ire - ; - irade bronze castings, and are

e-i that thry =ay he easily removed. The device for

the c- r-,c rower frtxa the rear axle to the circular

tbe wheel is coostrocted of forged steel,

i- i i-'. trcrrng parts are Sited with roller bearings,

hes—rss s the hands of the American Pneumatic

\i-T. ^vr;cheated wader the laws of Ohio, with

til " tic* care of the a—f» tun and marketing

r— 1- ei "

ices .V. which
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TBERTY-MERIGOUX. morhih-damidot.

RESILIENT WHEEL COMPETITION.
Results that may prove of considerable importance to the trade

were manifested in the interesting road competition for resilient

wheels, from Paris to Nice and back, inaugurated by L'Auto,

the Parisian automobile daily paper. The last week in April

was devoted to the contest, and eight or ten different types of

wheels were represented, mounted on such well-known cars as

the Mercedes, Panhard, Decauville, Gobron-Brillie, Renault, and

HALLE SPRING WHEEL. EDMOKD LEVY.

put to the severest possible test on account of the drains that

cross the roads. Several of the wheels were put out of commis-
sion, but most of these troubles were caused by the cars them-

selves. Only four succeeded in reaching Valence within the stip-

ulated time, these being the Halle, Garchey, E. L. and Soleil.

Several others, however, continued the journey unofficially, and

on the return journey from Nice the Ducasble had got back

in the placings and one of the Halles had dropped out, while the

GOBROR-BRILLIE CAR EQUIPPED WITH HALLE WHEELS.

others. In a general way all the wheels comported themselves

satisfactorily, and the Garchey and Halle types are credited with

having developed splendid qualities. The speeds attained on

cars of middle power were very good.

On the first day of the trial it rained hard and the roads were

in bad condition, but average speeds of 45, 50 and 55 kilometers

were attained. Cars fitted with Halle wheels were the first to

arrive at Dijon, and these wheels again showed up prominently

the second day, from Dijon to Valence, where the systems were

HOW THE DARRACQ LOOKS WITH MOHNIH-DAMIDOT WHEELS.

Garchey, which had been leading up to Toulon, lost time through

an accident.

From the advices so far received concerning the competi-

tion it is impossible to form a definite opinion as to the mate-

rial results of the contest and its bearing on the future of

that branch of the industry. There must have been great diffi-

culty in classifying the wheels, when the regularity of their

operation depends so materially upon the cars, and many com-

petitors were unfortunate through no fault of their own.

THE GARCHEY WHEEL. HALLE ON GOBRON-BRILLIE. SOLEIL TYPE OF WHEEL.
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CONGRESS HEARS MORE GOOD ROADS TALK
WASHINGTON, D. C, May 7.—The agricultural appro-

priation bill as it passed the House of Representa-

tives carries with it an appropriation of $60,000 "to enable

the Secretary of Agriculture to make inquiries in regard to

the systems of road management throughout the United

States; to furnish expert advice on road building; to make
investigations in regard to the best methods of road making,

and to investigate the chemical and physical character of

road materials, etc." During the consideration of this item

Representative Watkins made a short speech in which he

referred to the matter in these words:

"The bill seeks to have appropriated for experiments looking

to the betterment of our public highways $60,000. If it were

for $60,000,000 for building good roads throughout the length and

breadth of these United States, it would meet with my most

hearty approval and earnest support Nothing is more conducive

to the material upbuilding of a country than good roads, and

nothing more destructive to the financial welfare of the agricul-

tural interests of the country than the miserable highways over

which the agricultural products have to be transported. At some

future time I shall present this question for consideration, and

trust to be able to demonstrate that the advantages to be derived

by all classes from the construction of good roads will more than

compensate for all the expense incident thereto.

"At this time suffice it to say that the building of good roads

will do more to bring the people together in fraternal relations,

to promote their educational facilities and their religious zeal, to

extend the trade and commerce of the country, and add more to

their happiness than anything else. Good roads save money,

time, labor, and annoyance. They are conducive to the social

development of the people, enhance property values, and beget

a spirit of contentment among the people, cementing them in a

more compact union, and imbuing them with a spirit of pa-

triotism, making better citizens in time of peace and producing

out of them heroes in the time of war."

During the consideration of this item of the bill an attack

was made on the office of Public Road Inquiries, but a number
of members came to its defense and the appropriation was made.

It is interesting to note in this connection that the appropriation

this year is $10,000 greater than it was last year.

THE GROWING TIDE FOR GOOD ROADS.
From Greenville, O., comes news similar to what accrues from

other parts of the country : "The Good Roads Club held a large

and enthusiastic meeting. The object and purpose of the organ-

ization is to enlist the support and influence of representative

citizens in an effort to procure better roads throughout the

country of Darke and state of Ohio. Clubs have been formed

throughout the state for the same purpose, and by co-operating

legislation will be enacted which will systematically give to the

people thoroughfares which travel and public facilities demand."

This is the way one man sizes up the situation: "No other

civilized people would have tolerated the deplorable road con-

ditions that we have in this country half so long as our people

have tolerated them, and no other people would have com-

placently viewed the prodigal use of the public money for every

other enterprise while the government they sustained went ut-

terly to sleep as regards this momentous question of better

roads."

Three hundred and ninety miles of macadam roads will be

constructed in New York state during the next twelve months,

the necessary measures agreed upon by the state authorities, the

state grange, and the automobile clubs, for the improvement of

the state highways under the provisions of the constitutional

amendment having been adopted before the legislature adjourned

last week. By these provisions the state is empowered to borrow

$50,000,000 on bonds issued from time to time as the money is

required. For the present year $5,000,000 may be used, each

county to have a share for the mileage of unimproved roads.

Governor Mead of the state of Washington has gone on record

as favoring convict work on state roads. Recently he received a

communication from the Connecticut prison board, asking his

co-operation in opposing the bill before congress, which pro-

poses to abolish the interstate transportation of prison-made

goods. Governor Mead has replied, saying that he favors the

bill, and any measure that will restrict placing prison labor in

competition with free labor. He adds that the state can find

abundant employment for its convicts on the roads and public

work of that character.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the Michigan Good

Roads Association, at Lansing, it was decided to hold the

next convention at Jackson the second Wednesday and Thursday

of next January. It was decided that the president of the asso-

ciation should appoint an organizer, whose work should be to

visit the different counties and interest the people on the good

roads work. In a short speech to the members, President Todd

stated that politics will play no part in the good roads program.

He urged the formation of township associations so that when it

becomes necessary for the state association to go to the legislature

for assistance it will find good sentiment behind the movement all

over the state.

OHIO ROAD COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.

The first annual report of the State Highway Department of

Ohio, for the period from February 15 to November 15, 1905,

has just been issued by Sam Huston, Commissioner. It shows

that the first appropriation was made available on February is,

and, as the official year ended November 15, the work during

this first nine months was mostly preliminary. Up to the latter

date the testing laboratory for testing road materials at the Ohio

State University was not yet ready for work. Neither had an

Assistant Commissioner been appointed. All the county authori-:

ties had been circularized from one to four times in an effort to

obtain statistics as to cost of construction and maintenance of

the roads of the State, but the results were very unsatisfactory.

The Commission issued four bulletins during the first year of its

existence, and the Commissioner made useful investigations along

several different lines, but the actual work of road improvement

under the State bureau can hardly be said to have fairly begun

yet. Under the law, County Commissioners were permitted to

hold back applications for State aid until the last day of Decem-

ber. Commissioner Huston thinks that the legal percentage of 25

per cent given by the State toward cost of construction is insuf-

ficient inducement to the counties, as that allowance will not meet

the extra expense of good, permanent construction.

The Morristown (N. J.) "bumps" are proving very effective

in checking the speed of the many automobiles that pass through

that city on the pleasant Sundays with which the Metropolitan

district is being blessed this spring. It has become a popular

form of amusement for the residents to congregate wherever these

bumps are located to see the fun. The bumps rise five inches

above the level of the road surface and are built of trap rock and

clay. No unfair advantage is taken of the automobilists, as signs

warning travelers of the pt esence of the bumps are placed at each

end of the town. Despite contemptuous smiles and the quick

slowing-down of cars, the bumps sometimes throw the rear wheels

of a car off the ground, and goggles, hats, sidecombs, and other

loose articles fly about in all directions, while loose spares and

tools rattle merrily.
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FROM LOS ANGELES TO THE CITY OF DESPAIR
Bv FREDERIC PABST.

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., May 5.—It was with Capt. H. D.

Ryus, Bert Dingley, and Walter White that I made tne run
in a White steamer from Los Angeles to stricken San Francisco, a

distance of 500 miles. It was a run never to be forgotten, over
the most beautiful mountain passes in the world and down into

valleys where nature has outdone herself. A party of four men
rushing through the country at top speed to reach the scenes of

horror in a destroyed city would hardly be in the mood to enthuse

over the glories of nature, but such picturesque scenery is seen

nowhere but in California. Walter White was in our party.

He has toured Germany, Switzerland, England, Ireland, and
almost every other picturesque land. Our car had been plugging

its way over mountains all night long.

Starting from Los Angeles at 7 in the evening, we had climbed

Cahuenga Pass, topped Calabassas Grade, and boomed along to

the Canejo. The night was dark, and it was early morning before

a small slice of the moon peeped over the mountain tops just a

couple of short hours before Old Sol chased the shy moonbeams
to their day retreat, but the lights picked out the way over the

mountain grades down into the valley. It must have been a queer

sight for the farmer boy who chanced to look up into those high

mountains and see two fiery eyes winding their way down at the

pace we were going.

WALTER WHITE AND HIS SOLDIER COMPANION ON DUTY.

The car took the El Rio sand like a bird, and on we rushed to

Ventura. Only a brief stop was made here, and the faithful car

struck out for the hard climb over Casitas. There were four

streams to ford to the Ventura river, but not once did the car

hesitate and the climb was on. It was too dark to enjoy the

beauties of the Casitas, but morning was to dawn on an even

more beautiful valley, that which stretches out beyond the Gavi-

ota Pass. This is not treason to Southern California, for this

beautiful valley is but forty miles beyond Santa Barbara, and is

part of our Southland. In those awful hills beyond Santa Bar-

bara our Prest-o-Lite lamps gave out, and we were left with two
weak coaloil lamps. But we were out to reach San Francisco,

and Captain Ryus picked the way over the dangerous roads at

a fair clip. The Gabiota Pass was climbed in the early morning,

and at the top, as our eyes beheld the beautiful valley below, the

sun swept over it, emphasizing ths beauties. Captain Ryus

brought the car to a stop as he beheld the beautiful scene, and

we were startled by a shout from White. He was standing in

the machine cheering, cheering for nature and her work. The
young Easterner's love for the beautiful was touched. He was

hardly conscious of that shout; it came from the soul. It is no

wonder autoists who once make the trip between San Francisco

and Los Angeles never tire of it. It is one of the grandest auto

tours in the world. The blase individual who is always dis-

appointed and has begun to believe no sight can affect him,

should take this journey. Not only one valley, but there are half

a dozen, each one as beautiful as the others. For a hundred miles

the road winds through a natural park, beautiful and grand.

RUINED ENTRANCE TO STANFORD UNIVERSITY.

It was the automobile that saved the day in San Francisco.

With houses tottering, flames sweeping away the business dis-

trict, the street cars out of commission, and the people in a panic,

it was the automobile which solved the problem of rapid transit

and brought order out of chaos. The telephone and the telegraph

were useless. It was a journey of hours from one part of the

stricken city to the other for a horse. There must be some way
to organize the forces which were to calm the city, protect the

panic-stricken, and convey physicians and nurses to the injured.

In that hour of hopelessness and need came the automobile. The
injured were carried to the hospitals with the utmost speed, aid

was brought to the injured, and the tonneau of the big cars

carried away many a dead body.

The men who came to the front with the necessary genius for

organization found the automobile an absolute necessity. Almost

from the hour of the first shock the authorities took charge of

the automobiles. With the first excitement over, it was recog-

nized that much would depend upon the number of automobiles

available, and every effort was made to save as many machines

as possible. As a result the loss in automobiles was not large.

With the cars saved, the next thing was the gasoline with which

to run them, and throughout the city officers and soldiers hur-

RUINS OF THE STATE INSTITUTION AT SAN JOSE.

ried, taking possession of all gasoline. For the first few days be-

fore more fuel could be shipped in, gasoline was dealt out spar-

ingly. Tires were also guarded by the regulars, as the rubber

tubes soon wore away after hours of rushing over fallen bricks.
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The maker of the best machine on earth would never have con-

sented to his car being put to such a test as every machine in run-

ning order was forced to undergo in San Francisco. Never
before in the history of automobiles were cars asked to do what
the automobiles of San Francisco were forced to do in the

stricken city.

Captain H. D. Ryus, of Los Angeles, rolled into San Fran-

cisco after having completed a 500-mile journey with but few

stops. An officer took charge of the machine.

"That car has run 500 miles during the last two days," said

Ryus. "Don't you think a little adjustment would make an im-

provement ?"

"No time now for adjustment," said the officer.. "This car is

needed and it has to run." And that White steamer responded

nobly, running hundreds of miles over the brick-covered streets.

In those stirring times the usual cautious driver became a

regular daredevil. I had rides which for hair-raising escapes

could not be equaled. To rush down Broadway at midday going

25 miles an hour would be a hammock ride compared with some

of the dashes I took down Market street, over fallen debris and

through lanes of panic-stricken people, rushing to get out of San

Francisco and away from the scenes of desolation and misery.

Were it possible to name the drivers of all these machines

there would be a long list of heroes. Many a man drove his car

three and four days without a minute's rest. C. A. Hawkins, the

White agent on the Coast, did not close his eyes for sixty hours.

Walter White, the young millionaire from the home of the White

car, made the long trip from Los Angeles to San Francisco and

then jumped in and drove a car for hours and hours without a

rest. Hawkins and White were two of the heroes, and there were

many more.

The repair men should not be forgotten. Many cars were oper-

ated by inexperienced hands, and many a machine gave out mo-

mentarily under the strain. The repair men worked night and

day. As quick as a car let down it was repaired and sent on its

errands of mercy and protection once more.

No more thorough demonstration of the usefulness of the

automobile could be asked. No more convincing argument that

the auto is a necessity and not a luxury could be made.

WHAT THE BIG VEHICLES ACCOMPLISHED.

From the San Francisco agents of the Knox Automobile Com-

pany comes the story of what the Knox did in time of need

:

"The United States Government confiscated our garage, which

was miraculously saved, the fire burning around us on all sides,

but we were neither affected seriously by earthquake or fire. We
had in stock livery machines of our own to the number of a score,

and these were impressed into service. The work which they

accomplished was enormous. The 2,500-ton wagon, usually

used in carrying the United States mail, was of inestimable ser-

vice in caring for the dead, dying, and wounded. As soon as the

president of the Mobile Carriage Company arrived at our place

of business after the earthquake, he immediately offered to the

city all our vehicles, and the general utility of the Knox corps

demonstrated the great worth of automobile transportation."

The San Francisco agents of the Packard Motor Car Company

were instrumental in forming the "State Courier Service," which

has been conducted in the stricken city under the supervision of

the Governor. In its letter the Pacific Motor Car Company sends

this information

:

"We have demonstrated the practicability of the Packard truck

to the satisfaction, we think, of everybody in San Francisco. You

cannot and never will be able to realize what has happened here

of late, and I wish it was in my power to illustrate to you the

good work that the truck did early in the game. We used it to

haul out the injured, as we could drive it up close to the fire where

horses were not able to stand the heat Then we put it in the

Red Cross service, and it is now in the state courier service. We
also have a number of Packard touring cars in the service."

THE AUTOMOBILE CALENDER.
AMERICAN.

Shows.

May 14-19—New Orleans (La.) Automobile and Motor Show.
May 24-26—Open Air Show. Empire City Track, New York Trad*

Association.

Tours.

May 30. . .—Endurance Run, Salt Lake City to Ogden, Utah. Bert

Puller, Manager, Salt Lake City.

June 6...—Orphans' Day. Second Annual Celebration by the New
York Motor Club.

June 16-18—Three-Day Tour, Bay State Automobile Association,

Boston to Rye Beach, N. H.
June 18-23—Second Annual Economy Test, New York Motor Club.

June 21-26—Second Annual Tour, Albany Automobile Club, Albany
to Boston and Return.

July 14 —Annual A. A. A. Tour, Chicago to Bretton Woods, N. H.
Rules for the GUdden Trophy operative from Buffalo.

Sept —Endurance Run, Denver to Colorado Springs, Centen-
nial Celebration Discovery of Pike's Peak.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

May. —Richmond, Ind., 10-mile Obstacle Road Race, Wayne
County Automobile Club.

May 10. . .—Wllkes-Barre (Pa.) Centennial Jubilee Hill Climb.
May 10-12—Macon. Georgia, Race Meet, Macon Automobile Club.
May. —Michigan Hill Climb, at Indianapolis, Ind. (exact date

to be announced).
May 24...—Dead Horse Hill Climb, Leicester, Mass., Worcester

Automobile Club, (Chester I. Campbell. Manager.
5 Park Sq., Boston).

May 30. . .—Boston Annual Meet of the Bay State Automobile As-
sociation, Readvllle Track.

May 30...—Baltimore (Md.) Race Meet, Maryland Motor Exhibi-
tion Association.

Sept. 22...—American Elimination Trials for Vanderbllt Cup Race
(Long Island Course probable).

Sept —Colorado Springs. Two-Day Meet. Centennial Cele-

bration Discovery of Pike's Peak.
Oct. 6...—Vanderbllt Cup Race, American Automobile Associa-

tion.

FOREIGN.

Shows.

Oct. 5-14—Lelpsig (Germany) Exhibition. Krystall Palast.

Nov. 1...—New Zealand International Exhibition opens at Christ-

church.
Nov. 1-16—Berlin (Germany) Automobile Exhibition.

Nov. 16-24—London, Olympia Motor Show.
Nov. 23-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show, Agricultural Hall.

Tours.

May 12-13—International Light Touring Car Competition, Vienna
to Grata and back. Austrian Automobile Club.

May 13-14—Tour de France. Motorcycles and volturettes.

May 15-16—Le Coup6 d'Or and International Automobile Congress,

at Milan, Italy.

June 5-13—Herkomer Cup Touring and Speed Trials, Munich. Ba-
varia.

June 11 -16—Land's End to John O'Groat's. Auto Cycle Club of

Great Britain.

June 13-16—Scottish Reliability Trials.

July 29-Aug. 16—Circuit EuropSen, 3,000 miles, Paris, Milan, Vien-

na. Berlin. Cologne, Paris.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

May 27...—Motor Cycle Club of France, Championships.
June 26-27—Le Grand Prix, Sarthe Circuit, France.
July 8...—International Cup Race for Motorcycles, Cesky Club

Motocyclistu of Austria.

July 16...—Suze-Mont Cents Hill Climb (Italy). Automobile Club

of Turin.

Aug. 1-16—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).

Aug. 15-16—Ventoux (France) Automobile Meeting.
Aug. 14-19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet.
Aug. 23. . .—Semmering Hill Climb.

Aug. 27-Sept. 2—Brescia (Italy) Automobile Meeting.

Sept. 27...—Tourist Trophy Race. Isle of Man, Auto Club of Great

Britain.

Oct. 7...—Chateau Thierry (France) Hill Climb.

Oct. 28...—Gaillon (France) Hill Climb.
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THINGS GOING ON AMONG THE CLUBS

New England Interested in Dead Horse Hill Climb.

Worcester, Mass., May 7.—Entry blanks for the Dead Horse

hill climbing contest on May 24, under the auspices of the

Worcester Automobile Club, were issued last week. There will

be twenty-two events in all, the first of which is for the Ama-
teur championship of Worcester county, open to all stock cars,

owner or regular chauffeur to drive. This rule applies to all

the other amateur events, which are twelve in number. The
second and third events are for steam vehicles, and the balance

for gasoline cars of the various sizes and weights, with the

exception of the last event, which is open to all makes of cars.

Dead Horse Hill, the scene of the contest, is located on Stafford

street, about three miles from the Worcester city hall, on what

was originally the old Boston and Hartford turnpike. The mile

course commences at the works of the Standard Plunger Elevator

Company, near Jamesville Station, and runs southwesterly across

the city limits into the town of Leicester, about three-fourths of

a mile to the east of the hill. Contestants will report to the clerk

of the course before one o'clock on the day of the climb, who
will be stationed at the corner of Ludlow and Stafford streets,

with a red flag. All cars will be given a running start of 200 feet

on a down grade.

The following are the principal officials chosen for the hill

climb: Referee, Lewis R. Speare, president Bay State Auto-

mobile Association, Boston. Judges, Elliott C. Lee, president

Massachusetts State Automobile Association, Boston; H. E.

Fletcher, president Lowell Automobile Club; President Haynes,

Springfield Automobile Club; William H. Chase, Wachusett

Automobile Club, and the presidents of the Brockton and Provi-

dence Gubs. Timers, F. L Murdock, A. H. Inman, G. B. Cut-

ting, C. L. Chamberlain, J. F. Lancaster. Clerk of the course.

Secretary Frederick L. Frost Starter, Alfred Thomas. Mar-

shal, President John P. Coughlin.

Last year big crowds of automobilists lined the course, and if

present indications are reliable, the vicinity of the climb this year

will witness an increase in the number who will witness the

contest. The hill is just one mile in length and varies in grade

from 8.3 to 12 per cent., so that the machines that cover the

distance will prove their worth for New England roads. All

entries must be filed with Chester I. Campbell, manager, 5 Park

Square, Boston, Mass.

Annual committee appointments for the Worcester Automobile

Club, just announced, are as follows:

Executive Committee for Dead Horse Hill climb—President

John P. Coughlin, chairman; C. L. Chamberlain, Daniel P.

Gay, G. D. Webb, and George E. Stimpson. Commissioner W. E.

Hassan, George D. Webb, and W. C. Watson figure as a special

committee to prepare the road for the climb.

Membership—D. P. Gay, G. E. Stimpson, G. E. Ryan.

Laws and Ordinances—D. F. Gay, F. C. Smith, Jr., J. P.

Coughlin.

Highways—W. E. Hassam, George Maguire, A. W. McGill.

Runs and Tours—M. P. Whittall, Hon. F. A. Harrington, D. C.

Sargent

William N. Stark has been appointed chairman of the House

Committee, and he will appoint his confreres.

The Automobile Club of the Princetonians.

Princeton, N. J., May 7.—Sixteen cars belonging to members

of the Princeton University Automobile Club had an official run

to the Pennsylvania-Princeton baseball game in Philadelphia last

Saturday. Seventy Tigers were carried in the cars. The result

of the ball game made the return trip particularly enjoyable to the

Princetonians.

Milwaukee Automobile Club Will Have Quarters.

Milwaukee, Wis., May 7.—At a meeting of the Milwaukee

Automobile Club held at the Hotel Pfister plans for the selection

of club headquarters were favorably acted upon. The advisability

of either securing rooms or building a small clubhouse has been

discussed pro and con for the past two years, but at no time

has the disposition to take definite action been so strong as the

present season, and the impetus given the project at the last meet-

ing indicates that it will be carried to completion. It is proposed

to obtain quarters similar to those of the Cleveland Automobile

Club, which has its home in the Hollenden Hotel. A committee

was appointed to make arrangements with one of the downtown

hotels for a suite of rooms to be fitted up with billiard room, res-

taurant, reading room and any other convenience which the club

might require. It is the intention of the club to secure permanent

quarters where members may meet and where visiting automobil-

ists may be entertained. Material of interest to autoists, including

maps of drives in Wisconsin and throughout the country, will be

one of the features of the reading room.

Another question which was taken up for discussion was the

arrangement for a race meet to be held at the State Fair Park,

entries for the various events being restricted to local machines

and drivers. The program will include handicap races, and

prizes will be hung up to stimulate interest. If the meet proves

a success a series of similar events will be held during the season.

A committee of ten was appointed to take charge of the pro-

posed Orphans' Day outing.

Canada Will Entertain American Tourists.

Montreal, Que., May 7.—The Automobile Club of Canada will

use its surplus funds to give prizes to landowners in the outlying

municipalities for the best-kept sections of public road. The de-

cision was reached at the annual meeting of the club held this

week. To interest automobile owners in the club, the membership

fee will be reduced from $25 to $10.

On the afternoon of May 12 the members of the club will have

as their guests the members of the City Council, and heads of

the various departments, and representatives of the press.

In the May 19 run the route will be by way of St. Annes and

Cartierville, circling the upper portion of Montreal Island.

The officers of the club are now in communication with the

A. A. A. Touring Committee, for while here the American tour-

ists of course will be the guests of the local club.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows

:

President, Duncan McDonald; vice-president, Dr. A Mignault;

secretary-treasurer, George A. McNamee ; directors, F. H. Anson,

Eugene Tarte, William Carruthers, A. J. Dawes, Clarence F.

Smith and U. H. Dandurand; honorary members, Hon. L. J.

Forget, Justice Robidoux, Hon. A. Turgeon and H. Beaugrand.

Annual Hill Climb at Cincinnati, May 19.

Cincinnati, O.—The Automobile Club of Cincinnati has desig-

nated Saturday, May 19, as the date for the annual hill-climbing

contest of the Queen City automobilists. A permit has been ob-

tained from the chief of police for the use of the Paddock Hill

road for that day, and the superintendent of street cleaning has

promised to have the course in good condition for the big annual

event. President Duttenhofer of the club is sending out blanks

for entries and will announce the list of officers in a few days.

It is expected this year's contest will exceed any former event

in interest and attendance.

Cincinnati's streets and avenues, as well as the outlying roads,

were probably never in as bad condition as at present It is

immaterial as to whose fault it is as long as the fact remains.
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T he superintendent of street cleaning and repairs says he has no

money with which to work, and the reform administration does

not seem able to meet the emergency. In the meantime all per-

sons suffer from dirty streets and thousands of holes in the

roadways, and of course the automobilists, who in another month
will be paying double license, are getting the worst of it

The Automobile Club of Cincinnati will remain a member of

the American Automobile Association, and will prove an ener-

getic member of the Ohio State Association of the national body.

ard M. Davis
;
marshal, James J. McKenna ; directors, Conrad M.

Pitcher, Leon Rubay, J. Caster Williams, Ralph T. Olcutt,

Richard L. Gibbs and Harry Unwin.

Minneapolitans Will Indulge in a Hill Climb.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 7.—On St. Anthony's parkway, May
15, the annual hill climb of the Minneapolis Automobile Club will

be held. The parkway ascends the bluff along the river bank
in such a way that the spectators are able to witness the entire

contest. The cars will be classified according to price, and all

professionals will be barred. No stripped cars will be allowed,

but all must enter in full touring rig. The contest is also limited

to members of the club, and it is expected that between fifty and

seventy-five entrants will participate. Considerable rivalry exists

between many owners, and many close finishes are promised.

Asa Paine, president of the Florida East Coast Automobile

Association, returned to his home in Minneapolis last week, after

having spent the winter in Florida.

At the last meeting of the directors of the Minneapolis Automo-
bile Club, the lease for the clubrooms at the Plaza Hotel for one

year was signed. The directors also authorized the house com-
mittee to secure estimates for the cost of properly furnishing and
equipping a meeting-room, billiard-room and buffet, and submit

them to the directors. The sum allowed for the purpose is be-

tween $1,500 and $2,000. About a dozen new members were

admitted.

Three Pennsylvania Clubs Join State Federation.

Pittsburgh, Pa., May 7.—Three clubs identified themselves with

the Pennsylvania Motor Federation during the past week, the list

including the Automobile Club of Blair county, with headquarters

at Altoona, a recently formed organization with thirty odd mem-
bers, of which Dr. O. H. Shaffer is president and R. H. Fay,

secretary; the Automobile Gub of Central Pennsylvania, with

headquarters at Milton, having a membership of over fifty, F. R.

Slifer, secretary; and the Automobile Association of Center

county, located at Bellefonte, of which Robt. F.' Hunter is sec-

retary. Eleven clubs are now affiliated with the Federation,

which is taking an active interest in the project for improving

the Philadelphia-Pittsburgh road.

New Jersey Booms Despite the New Law.

Trenton, N. J., April 30.—Frank B. Moore, a prominent mem-
ber of the Mercer County Automobile Club, has purchased a

White touring car and many new machines are being received by

Trentonians daily despite tht new law. The road improvements

in New Jersey are now in full progress, and the coming season is

a very promising one for automobilists.

It will, perhaps, be of interest to tourists to know that the old

Trenton House, which for ten years has had the popular Fred S.

Katzenbach as proprietor, has changed hands, and that pleasing

host will no more be seen by automobilists. Mr. Katzenbach is

well known throughout the state and his popularity among auto

tourists is extensive.

CLUB DOINGS IN GENERAL.

New York.—The members of the Automobile Club of Crescent

Lodge, F. A. M., No. 402, of this city, made the annual banquet

run to Blossom Heath Inn, Larchmont, last week, where the

spread was laid. The officers who had charge of the outing and

who were present are : President, Carl H. Page ; vice-president,

Alden J. McMurtrie ; secretary, Roy G. Howell ; treasurer, How-

Brooklyn.—Secretary Pierson, of the Long Island Automobile

Club, announces the date set for Brooklyn's automobile parade as

Saturday afternoon, May 19. Dr. William P. Richardson is

chairman of the parade, committee, and invites New York auto-

mobilists to take part in the procession, which will probably start

from the Plaza, Brooklyn, and go through Prospect Park and

down the Boulevard to Coney Island. A large passenger auto-

mobile will precede the procession with a band.

Chicago.—The Chicago Automobile Club has moved into its

new temporary quarters, suite 60, Fisher building, corner Dear-

born and Van Buren streets, owing to the expiration of the lease

on the property it occupied at 243 Michigan avenue. The tem-

porary quarters, which consist of a reception room, a directors'

room and the secretary's office, will be used until the completion

of the new clubhouse on Plymouth place.

Memphis, Tenn.—Automobilists of this city are actively en-

gaged in the preliminary work of organizing a club. A com-

mittee, consisting of W. C. Johnson, G. T. Broadnax, and Joseph

Stewart, has the matter in charge, and a permanent organization

will be effected under the Memphis Automobile Club.

PACIFIC COAST BEACH COURSE.
Los Angeles, Cai~, May 3.—California is to enter the beach

racing game. A course, 16 miles in length, along the shore of the

Pacific, has been laid out, and every effort is to be made next year

to bring west the big cars which have been making the Florida

beaches the center of the winter racing game during the past few

years. El Pizmo Beach is the name of the new candidate for

racing honors. It has a first-class hotel and miles and miles of

hard sand. The course is 211 miles from Los Angeles and 275

miles from San Francisco.

The first tryout occurred last week. Two Pope-Toledos, be-

longing to Messrs. Lingley and Hazard; a Frayer-Miller, owned
by Harry Howes; Thomas Wadsworth's Tourist, and a Maxwell

Speedster driven by Clarence Smith left here on invitation of

the beach people, and although several bad places were encoun-

tered as a result of recent landslides, the cars went through with-

out mishap. Hazard's Pope-Toledo, with the full touring equip-

ment, went a mile in 1:00, and Lingley"s car reeled off a mile

in 1: 11. Those present at the tryout speak enthusiastically of

the course and say it is possible to hold some great races there.

If the co-operation of the California clubs can be obtained, some-

thing in the way of a meet may be pulled off this coming fall.

The Los Angeles-San Francisco endurance run scheduled for

June has been called off on account of the recent earthquake.

TO MAKE GASOLINE ELECTRIC MERCEDES.
A contract has been concluded between the firms of Cannstatt

Daimler and Jacob Lohner, of Vienna, to erect a factory at Vienna

for the manufacture of Mercedes electromobiles on the Lohner-

Porsche system. An output of 1,200 vehicles, intended principally

for foreign trade, is expected in the first year of operation.

There are now in operation in Germany between 5,000 and

6,000 alcohol engines, and it is estimated that when alcohol

designed for such purposes in the United States is free from

Government tax a much larger number will be used here.

Internal combustion engines using alcohol as a fuel are

coming into general use on farms for running all kinds of

farm machinery. It is used also in running light machinery

in workshops.
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ITALY'S NEWEST AUTOMOBILE.
Italian cars have been coming into prominence rapidly of

late, and have shown their equality with the world's best produc-

tions in many contests in the last two years. The Zust car.

built in Milan and Intra by the Fabrica Italiana di Automobili, is

being brought to the attention of Americans through its importa-

tion and sale in the United States by R. Bertelli & Company, 124

East Nineteenth street, New York City. The first general public

inspection of this make was afforded last January in the A. C. A.

show in the Sixty-ninth Regiment Armory in New York, where
a chassis of the 40-50-horsepower touring car was exhibited. A
number of cars have been ordered since then, and at the present

time one or two are arriving by steamer every week or so. Some
of those who have driven the car assert that in ease of control,

smooth running and speed it ranks with the foremost European

productions.

A distinctive feature of the construction is the frame, which is

pressed into form in one piece from a single sheet of steel. The
cross frame members are integral with the bottom flanges of the

side channels, and after the cross and side channels have been

flanged up and over, the top flanges on both are connected by

rivets, suitable projections being formed on them for this pur-

pose. One of the cross members is dropped to support the front

end of the gearcase, while the others are straight Webs are

formed in the angles at the junctions of the cross members
with the side frames, and in certain other places pieces of

pressed steel are riveted to the frame to give increased stiffness.

A pressed steel dustpan extends from the cross member under

the radiator at the front to the member that supports the trans-

mission gearcase, entirely protecting the engine and operating

mechanism from below. The hood is close fitting over the

engine, and instead of a fan behind the radiator, a draft through

the radiator and the engine space is induced by means of fan

blades cast in the flywheel.

The engine, as shown in the photograph, has the cylinders

cast in pairs, with integral water jackets. Inlet and exhaust

valves are on the same and left side of the engine, mechanically

operated by a single camshaft The push rod guides are held

in place by yokes, rendering them easily removable. In the 40-50-

horsepower car the bore and stroke are each 5 inches. The pis-

tons which, like the cylinders, are long, have convex heads

corresponding to the dome shape of the cylinder heads. The
water jackets are thin and extend less than half way down the

length of the cylinders. Strength and lightness are combined

in the crankshaft and connecting rods by hand forging them

from nickel steel, the shaft having the flywheel flange formed

integral with it and being supported on three long bronze bear-

ings, and the connecting rods being rectangular in cross section

and having the weight distributed to accomplish the most good.

The crank pins are hollow.

All valves, which are arranged side by side in pairs, are made
very light from one piece of special nickel steel, and are inter-

changeable. They are closed by large and long valve springs.

A single cast iron exhaust pipe extends rearwardly along the

sides of the valve chambers and receives the discharges from all.

Just below it is the Siamese inlet pipe from the carbureter.

Heated air is drawn into the carbureter through a special pipe

with an extension passing around the exhaust pipe.

The carbureter is of the float-feed type, with sliding piston

throttle, having an extension with opening of variable width

that forms the auxiliary inlet and operates in conjunction with

the piston throttle to give the widest opening when the main

throttle is wide open. The gas mixture is delivered by the inlet

pipes to bifurcated ports or connections between each pair of

cylinders. Gasoline is fed to the carbureter under pressure from

a thirty-gallon tank at the rear, the pressure being obtained from

the exhaust

Ignition is by means of a low-tension Simms-Borsch magneto

and make-and-break mechanism on the right side of the engine,

as seen clearly in one of the photographs. The magneto is direct

driven by spur gear from the crankshaft, the gears being encased

in aluminum boxes. The actuating rods for the hammers are

operated by a camshaft in the crankcase, the cams having diag-

onal faces so that the spark can be advanced or retarded by shift-

ing the shaft forward or back in its bearings. One wire from

the magneto is grounded on the crankcase and another carries

the current to a bus bar at the top of the engine, whence it is

distributed to the four cylinders. On this bar are four switch

buttons, by means of which any cylinder can be cut out for

testing.

Lubrication is by a force-feed oiler driven by belt from the rear

end of the ignition camshaft. Leads convey the oil to the sep-

arate cylinders far down on their sides and to the main bearings,

whence the surplus flows into the crankcase to serve for splash.

The lower half of the crankcase is divided into four compart-

ments, each provided with a drain cock.

CHASSIS OF ZUST 40-50 HORSEPOWER TOURIHG CAR.
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INLET AHD EXHAUST VALVES OH SAME SIDE OF ZUST MOTOR.

Cooling water from the base of the cellular radiator is forced

through the jackets by a pump gear driven from the ignition cam-

shaft. The connections are made flexible by means of sections of

rubber hose, and wrenching of the cooler is prevented by sup-

porting it only at the base.

The clutch is of the multiple-disk type, operating in the hub

of the flywheel. The disks are of steel and have friction rings

of thin steel that can be replaced when worn without removing

the main plates. A removable piece in the shaft reaching from

the clutch to the change-speed gearshaft permits the taking out

of the clutch without disturbing the engine or transmission.

The transmission is of the selective type, but is peculiar in

that each of the two longitudinal shafts of the gearbox has a

bevel pinion at the rear end, and these mesh with bevel gears

keyed on sleeves extending from the differential hubs, the gears

being next to the sides of the gearcase. Four forward speeds

are provided. A bevel gear differential is located in the middle,

of the countershaft inside the gearbox and between the two bevel

driving gears. A constricting band brake is fitted on a large

drum on the countershaft just to the left of the gearbox. Drive

to the road wheels is by two 1 1-2-inch pitch roller chains.

Internal expanding brakes on the drive wheels are all enclosed

to protect them from dirt and water. Front and rear axles are

of I-section forged sleel. Wheclbase of the 40-50-horsepower car

is 112 inches. Control is by two side levers operating gears and

emergency brake, two long push forward pedals acting on clutch

and transmission brake and throttle and spark levers.

A. A. A. WANTS SIGN BOARDS.
One of the crying needs of automobile touring is the erection

of sign boards on all main highways, and this matter is one

which just now is receiving the marked attention of the American

Automobile Association. This fact was brought forward at the

regular monthly meeting for May, held last Thursday at the

Automobile Club of America clubrooms on Fifth avenue, New
York City. A uniform sign board will be adopted and sug-

gested to A. A. A. clubs, which generally are much interested in

the plan. In New York state, Ohio, and Massachusetts, many
sign boards are being placed, and the tourists of the coming sum-
mer will profit accordingly.

President John Farson presided at the session, the other di-

rectors present including S. L. Haynes, Automobile Club of

Springfield; F. H. Elliott, Syracuse Automobile Club; D. H.
Morris, Automobile Club of America ; Windsor T. White, Cleve-

land Automoblie Club; G. E. Farrington, Automobile Club of

New Jersey; A. R. Pardington, Long Island Automobile Club;

G. A. Post, North Jersey Automobile Club; A. G. Batchelder,

New York Motor Club; and Secretary S. S. Gorham, Chicago

Automobile Club.

The newly appointed law committee reported that it was en-

gaged in securing copies of the recent automobile laws in all

states, and subsequently a general measure combining the best

features of all the bills would be drafted in time for the legisla-

tive sessions of next winttr.

Hereafter individuals joining the A. A. A. will receive an

association button, the retail price of which is $1.

It was announced that the official touring book of the associa-

tion would be issued within the next fortnight. It is to be

known as "The Automobile Official A. A. A. Blue Book."

In future the monthly meeting will take place on Tuesday,

the constitution having been amended in this regard.

A large number of individual applications for membership were

favorably voted upon.

RULES AND ROUTES OF THE A. A. A. TOUR.
The two sub-committees of the touring committee of the

American Automobile Association will report with promptness,

if the wishes of Chairman Paul Deming are observed. The
trio entrusted with the rules, consisting of L. E. Myers, F. B.

Hower, and Secretary S. S. Gorham, have a difficult task in

hand, but the offering of several cups in addition to the Glidden

trophy may make their labors somewhat easier. It is probable

that the large and small touring cars will be divided in some
manner.

The committee on the route, consisting of Augustus Post,

Judge James B. Dill, and F. B. Hower, is an excellent one, as

both Judge Dill and Mr. Post have toured in Maine and Canada.

The roads from Burlington, Vt., to Montreal, thence to Quebec,

followed by the return to the United States through Maine to

the conclusion at Bretton Woods in the White Mountains, are

pronounced by Judge Dill to be uniformly good. After reaching

Bretton Woods the tour practically disbands, and the tourists,

with another contingent that will journey from New York and
Boston to the White Mountains, will witness and participate in

the climb of the Crawford Notch, which will take the place of

the "Climb to the Clouds" up Mount Washington.

RI3HT SIDE OF ZUST ElfGINE, SHOWTNO IGNITIOU SYSTEM.

PERCY PIERCE SAILS- FOR EUROPE.
Percy P. Pierce, of the Automobile Club of Buffalo, Saturday

last sailed for Europe on the Patricia. He will go direct to

Paris, and then to Germany to participate in the Herkomer cup

race to be held during June. Subsequently the 1905 winner of

the Glidden trophy will compete in the European circuit, the

3,000-mile tour that will cover half of Europe. The American

will drive a regular Pierce Arrow stock touring car, and while

he has no visions of first prize he anticipates making a good
showing, despite the fact that he will be pitted against the best

cars in Europe.
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MONTREAL'S SHOW A SUCCESS.
Montreal, Canada, May 7.—The International Automobile

and Motor Show, which occupied the week of April 21 to 28 in

the Arena Rink, was a success from start to finish, and the joint

managers, D. H. Lewis, of Buffalo, and R. M. Jaffray, of Mon-
treal, were the recipients of congratulations from all sides. Fully

ao,ooo people saw the different exhibits, and from the time the

show opened till its close the Arena was packed with lovers of

automobiles. Throughout the week business was noticeable, and
lots of it A great many cars were sold to people who had no

GENERAL VIEW OF THE SUCCESSFUL MONTREAL SHOW.

idea of purchasing one before visiting the show. The automo-
biles and accessories displayed were among the best productions

of Europe, America, and Canada, and Montreal people appre-

ciated the fact. The promoters were so well pleased with the

result of the show that they secured an option on the Arena for

1007 and intend making it an annual exhibition.

The Canadian Motor Company, Montreal, showed the Cadillac,

Oldsmobile, Darracq, and Knox truck ; the Easton Automobile

Company, Montreal, the Pope-Toledo, Russell, and Waverley
Electric; Wilson & Co., Montreal, the Franklin, Buick, and

Baker Electric; Henry Morgan & Co., Montreal, the Maxwell,

Argyll, and Decauville ; British and French Motor Car Company,

Ltd., Toronto, the Panhard, De Dion-Bouton, Daimler, Argyll,

Swift, and Minerva; Automobile Import Company, Montreal,

Beeston-Humbers. Specimens of Dunlop, Fisk, Continental,

Kelly, Springfield, and Samson leather tires were shown, also a

fine line of English, French, and American accessories, and auto-

mobile clothing.

BOSTON'S MAYOR AN AUTOMOBILIST,
Boston, May 7.—Mayor John F. Fitzgerald, originator of the

"Bigger. Busier, Better, Boston" campaign slogan, has become an

automobilist and hereafter will conduct his strenuous administra-

tion of the city from the seat of a big six-cylinder, 50-60 horse-

power National touring car, as well as from his office at City

hall. The mayor's machine was delivered to him this week by

J. M. Linscott, the local agent, and the mayor immediately had it

registered, receiving from the Highway Commissioners the num-
ber 13,129. He did not take out an operator's license, and, for the

present, at least, will rely on the services of a professional

chauffeur. The mayor became acquainted with automobiling last

fall during his whirlwind tour for the Democratic nomination,

and later in the pre-election campaign. D.iring the last few days

just before the primaries, and again just before the election, he

almost lived in the automobile, leaving it not even for meals and
sleep. One night he covered every one of the twenty-five wards
in the city, making a speech in each.

Besides using the car for traveling between his home in Dor-
chester and City hall, Mr. Fitzgerald will make use of it in his

trips about the city, for which he is famous. With the automo-
bile he will be able to visit the various departments and pieces

of work under way before the superintendents and foremen can

be forewarned of his coming. His habit of dropping down unex-

pectedly in places where city work was in progress has caused

some consternation among the city employees.

It is said that an episode which occurred during the winter had

something to do with the mayor's determination to have an auto-

mobile. He had planned to take a vacation in Hot Springs, Vir-

ginia, and had engaged accommodations on the limited New
York train. He was to meet Mrs. Fitzgerald at the station, she

to come in a carriage from their home. The time for the train

to start arrived, but no Mrs. Fitzgerald. The train was held

two or three minutes, and then left without the mayor. An ac-

commodation train was due to leave three minutes later, and this

was held five minutes, during which Mrs. Fitzgerald put in an

appearance. Her excuse for the delay was that the horse could

not make quick enough time to the station.

FOURNIER ORDERS AN AMERICAN CAR.
The Rainier Company of New York is elated over the re-

ceipt of a telegram from Henry Fournier, ordering immediate

shipment of a 35-horsepower Rainier car. The old adage, "car-

rying coals to Newcastle," becomes applicable to the situation in

this instance, and marks a distinct epoch in the history of Ameri-

can automobile manufacture, when high-powered touring cars

are being sent to France from America instead of the reverse

condition, which has been hitherto prevalent. The selection of

the Rainier as worthy of representation in his Paris salesrooms

by M. Fournier is a source of much satisfaction to its maker.

HOW THE INDIAN FOUND THE SPOT.
Tacoma, Wash., May 5.—By using an automobile it was pos-

sible for a committee from the Pierce County Pioneers to locate

the exact spot upon which Captain Charles Wilkes celebrated

July 4, 1841. This was the first patriotic celebration on the Pa-

cific Coast, and the first arranged west of the Mississippi river,

and took place on the north shore of Lake Sequalitchew, but a

few hundred feet from American lake, and which was named by

Captain Wilkes on the same day. The committee learned of the

existence of Slugimas Koquilton, an aged Yakima Indian, about

85, and that he had been present. The Indian was located, and
corroborated the story. Being aged and infirm, the auto was the

HOW THE OLD INDIAN WITH A RAMBLER FOUND THE SPOT.

only practical method of taking him out to the lake, which is

about fifteen miles from here, and on the prairie road to Mount
Tacoma. He located the exact spot.

The accompanying photograph is interesting in that it was
taken on this historic spot, and containing as it does the only

person living who participated in the affair. The old Indian oc-

cupies the seat with W. W. Wing of the American Automobile

Company. In the rear seat are William Lane, an old Indian

fighter, and W. H. Gilstrap, curator of the Ferry Museum.
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earlier closing of the entry list; an earlier start on the day of

the contest; the assignment of observers to their cars before the

old fuel supply is emptied out and the new measured quantity

taken on, so that all the actions of the contestants that have

a bearing on the final results may be under official observation;

the employment of a greater number of relief committee cars to

determine the location of cars after stopping and avoid unrea-

sonable delays of contestants on the road.

Probably with the best of intentions the committee underesti-

mated its task, and though it was originally announced that the

award would be made on the day of the race, this was found im-

practicable, owing chiefly to the unexpectedly long distances

covered by competing cars.

Urn Existing Need Thmt Touring is the core of automo-

WUI Be Supplied, biting, and to make this feature

thoroughly enjoyable one must know where to go. A long-felt

want—not so very long after all, when one realizes the short life

that the automobile has lived—has been the need of an up-to-date

tour book for the use of the army of automobilists who desire

to see more of their own country, either for purposes of pleasure

or business. It has been an intricate task to bring forth "The

Automobile Official A. A. A. Blue Book," but the publication

appealed so strongly to the American Automobile Association

that the national organization gave its official indorsement to

the comprehensive effort of the Class Journal Company. All

available sources of information were sought in its preparation,

and it is believed that it will prove of satisfying value to the

touring automobilist. Of course, future editions will show de-

cided improvement, and the scope of the book will be enlarged

as the demands for it accrue. One must not only know where

roads are, but he must also be informed as to the best route in

the maze of highways. One also desires to know about hotels

where he can comfortably repose, and learn concerning garages

where patronage receives the right kind of attention. All these

things are answered in "The Automobile Official A. A. A. Blue

Book," which will come forth from the press in the next fort-

night.

Surprises Marked
the Two-Gmllon Temt.

The two-gallon efficiency contest

held by the Automobile Qub
of America furnished several surprises. The number of entries

was greater than anticipated, the early promise of a beautiful

day was unexpectedly broken by a tremendous downpour which

made the going exceedingly difficult in the clay stretches of road,

and the distances covered by a considerable number of the com-

peting cars were surprisingly high. The American car has come
out with high honors, and of the distinctively domestic type at

that—the air-cooled car. Unless any final rearrangement of fig-

ures should change the result, the first place is held by the Frank-

lin runabout, with a distance of 87 miles to its credit, and second

place by the Frayer-Miller touring car, which with five passen-

gers on board covered nearly 48 miles. Third place went to

France, a medium-powered Darracq touring car covering 40+
miles with five passengers. Another surprise was the fine per-

formance of the huge Mack observation wagon, which, with nine-

teen persons on board, covered a distance of between 17 and 18

miles. It was the only representative of the commercial vehicle

type in the contest and its performance showed a low operative

fuel cost from a transportation standpoint.

A pleasing feature of the contest was the presence of many
amateurs, who entered and drove their own cars. In spite of a

tremendous downpour in the afternoon, and the long delays be-

tween the times of stoppage of many cars and the arrival of the

relief car, the contestants showed an undiminished interest in the

contest and complaints were few. No doubt the experience

gained in this contest will be availed of to better arrangements

in the future. Some needed changes would appear to be: An

The Economy of
Automobile ears,

Developments which indicate the

widespread use on railroads of

automobile cars are many, companies being incorporated in

various parts of the country. The secretary of a concern re-

cently organized in New York City sums up the reasons for the

automobile railroad car in this manner : "Automobile cars, can

be operated for less than 25 per cent, of the cost of locomotive

trains, making possible a frequency of service nearly four times

that given under existing conditions without increasing expendi-

ture. They can be run at high rates of speed, can be stopped at

cross-roads, and handled similarly in every respect to a trolley

car." It will be through the medium of the automobile railroad

car that the railroad companies will be able to compete against

the numerous automobile bus lines that some day will speed

over specially built public highways.

The Utility of the
Modern Automobile.

A Wisconsin farmer wrote to an

automobile agent in regard to the

purchase of a machine wherein he stated a part of his wants in

this manner : "I would like to know if you think it feasible and

how I could use the automobile to grind grain, run saw, and

husk and shred corn with it." The reply being of a reassuring

sort, the agent informing the rural genius that the work could

be done by an automobile, a sale was effected. The agent,

Alfred W. Norris by name, told where one of the motors in his

plant had broken down, and the difficulty was met by jacking up

one of the largest automobiles in the place. A tire was removed

from a rear wheel and the rim wound with rope to secure a

flat surface on which a belt would work. By this means all

machinery in the plant was operated for a week.
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OUTLOOK GOOD FOR FREE ALCOHOL.
Washington, D. C, May 7.—The outlook for the Payne Free

Alcohol bill in the Senate is somewhat brighter, several impor-
tant things having transpired recently to clear the situation. Not
the least of these was the concluding paragraph of the President's
message to Congress, transmitting Commissioner Garfield's re-
port on the Standard Oil investigation, when he said

:

"Though not bearing upon the question of railroad rates, there
are two measures, consideration of which is imperatively sug-
gested by the submission of this report. The Standard Oil Com-
pany has, largely by unfair and unlawful methods, crushed out
home competition. It is highly desirable that an element of com-
petition should be introduced by the passage of some such law
as that which has already passed the House, putting alcohol used
in the arts and industries upon the free list.

It was learned at the Capitol that members of the House are

planning to bring political pressure to bear upon Senators in

behalf of the free alcohol measure. Anxious and alarmed over
the apparent indisposition of the Senate to take any action with
reference to the bill, the Republican congressional campaign
committee is to be called into the struggle. Representatives are

in many cases very anxious about the prospect of retaining their

seats at the coming election, and express the belief that the best

argument they can put forward in their own behalf is the
fact that they had helped in securing the passage of the alcohol

bill.

The Senate Finance Committee, which has the Alcohol bill in

charge, gave a hearing Saturday to Commissioner of Internal

Revenue Yerkes, who discussed the denatured alcohol bill at

some length. He explained the rules and regulations of other

countries which provide for free alcohol, and assured the com-
mittee that after the spirits have been treated with denaturizing

materials it would be infinitely more expensive and easier to de-

tect a restoration for drinking purposes than to conduct an illicit

still. Additional testimony on this point was given by C. A.

Compton, a government chemist. He explained the difficulty in

removing the denaturizing element, and said that little fear need

be entertained on the score that free alcohol may be used in the

preparation of intoxicating liquors. The committee will next

hear the wood alcohol people.

PARIS AUTOMOBILE STRIKE NOW GENERAL.
New York, May 8.—The Herald's European edition publishes

the following: The strike in the automobile constructing and
coach building industries may now be considered general in

Paris and the district. A few firms having special contracts with

their workmen still continue to turn out machines, but they are

so few that they may be said hardly to affect the general situation.

Viewed broadly, the automobile production is at a standstill,

and people waiting for machines must make up their minds to

some delay. Some authorities maintain that the strike is bound

to terminate in a few days and others that a month must elapse

before all is in swing again.

The position at the C. G. V. works, as explained by one of the

directors, may be taken as an example of the position of affairs

right through. On May 2 the men left work after completing

eight hours, and on the following morning, on arriving, they dis-

covered a notice placarded on the doors by order of the manage-

ment dismissing the entire staff. On May 5 the men came to ask

for their wages, but the management refused to pay and re-

quested the men to sue for them.

The result is that until an agreement is reached as to this pay-

ment, apart from any fresh conditions which may be arrived at,

it is improbable that the staff will be taken on again.

The Shah of Persia has ordered several pairs of motor-

skates, a command which has set the ministerial world atrem-

bling, as the government officials will most likely have to undergo

tortures with them to amuse their ruler.

THE GRAND PRIX OF FRANCE.
Paris, May 1.—For exactly a month the Sporting Commission

of the Automobile Club of France has not had a single entry to
register for its great race next June. It began to be asked what
was the matter with the constructors, that they delayed engaging
their machines, which everybody knew were being built specially
for the great event. Four days before the official closing, the
Renault team was registered, and the same day the Gobron, which
had been looked upon as a doubtful starter, sent in the $1,000
registration fee, together with the name of Rigolly as driver.

The next day the first foreign team was received—three Fiat
cars, to be driven by Lancia, Nazzaro, and another yet to be
chosen. Vulpes, a French firm, having won glory in touring con-
tests, next came along with its first big racer, and the public is

now waiting for the final scramble of the two closing days, after

which double fees will have to be paid.

On the closing of the American mail the list stood as follows:

Darracq—Hemery, Wagner, Hanriot, drivers.

Panhard & Levassors—Heath, Terte, Tart.

Brasiers—Baras, Lebrun, Barillier.

Lorraine Dietrichs—Gabriel, Rougier, Duray.

Gobron—Rigolly.

Renaults—Sisz, Edmond, Richez.

Fiats—Lancia, Nazzaro, third driver unnamed.
Vulpes—Barriaux.

The Sporting Commission has issued a notice that the Sarthe

circuit is now closed to all racing machines, and will not be

THE 1906 RACING DARRACQ—HEMERY ACTUALLY SMILES.

opened again until a few days before the race. This step has
been rendered necessary in order to facilitate the work of pre-

paring the course, and tarring and oiling the surface. It will in

no way inconvenience the native drivers, all of whom have thor-

oughly studied the course on either this year's or last year's

racers. Foreign drivers will have to be content to make their

acquaintance with the circuit on touring machines, practising

with the racers during the last few days.

CAGNO AND AN ITALA WIN TARGA TROPHY.
Palermo, May 4.—Cagno, driving an Itala, to-day was the win-

ner of the race for the Targa trophy, donated by Signor Florio.

The 450 kilometers (about 281 1-4 miles) were covered in nine

hours and twenty-two minutes. Four thousand soldiers kept the

course clear and more than one hundred thousand persons wit-

nessed the race.

GERMAN ARMY'S NEW ARMORED CAR.

Amid the preservation of great secrecy tests have been

made with a new armored motor car in Germany, the Prussian

war office being principally concerned therein. The car, the de-

sign of which is kept secret, was built in the Mercedes works,

near Cannstatt; it will carry several guns.
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MOTOR AND ACCESSORY MAKERS.
A total of 135 active members, reinforced by a flourishing

treasury, was represented at the meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors of the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers, held at the
Lafayette Hotel, Buffalo, May 1. The following firms were
elected to membership: Cook Railway Appliance Co., Kalama-
zoo, Mich. ; M. Strauss & Sons, Newark, N. J. ; Noera Mfg. Co.,

Waterbury, Conn.; Syracuse Aluminum & Bronze Co., Syracuse,
N. Y. ; Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York.

President D. J. Post reported that the Permanent Show Con-
ference Committee was already working on arrangements for

coming exhibitions with a view to promoting the interests of the
association. It was decided at the meeting to take a mail vote
of the entire membership on the place of holding the next semi-
annual meeting, the choice to be between Niagara Falls, Thousand
Islands, Atlantic City, Manhattan Beach, and Saratoga. Strong
evidence of increasing interest was shown at the meeting.

ONE OF WELLMAN'S MOTOR TRACTORS.
Washington, D. C, May 7.—A great deal of interest has been

manifested in Walter Wellman's forthcoming search for the

North Pole. An Indian motorcycle, built on original lines, which

AMERICAN MOTOR SLED FOR WKLLMAN POLAR EXPEDITION.

will be a part of his equipment, was rebuilt in the shops of Chas.

E. Miller & Bro., Washington agents for Indian motorcycles and
Ford automobiles, and great things are expected of it A great

deal of study has been given the idea by George W. Wells, who
has charge of Mr. Miller's machine shop.

As will be seen from the illustration, the machine takes the

form of a motorcycle sled. The runners in front are constructed

of steel tubing of small size and well braced. The framework
of the original machine remains intact, in addition to which

there has been added a pair of hickory runners. By means of a

steel brace these runners can be elevated from the ground when
the snow becomes too deep for the rear wheel to revolve. A
steel-studded tire is used and the rim is reinforced by a rim of

galvanized iron, with 2-inch corrugations every 4 inches. The
motor is 2 1-4 horsepower, of the regular Indian type. The weight

of the machine is about 200 pounds, and unless all calculations

fail it will play a very important part in this latest Arctic expe-

dition.

The machine has been shipped to the base of supplies Wellman

has established in Norway.

OHIO'S LAW MAY BE INVALID.
Columbus, O., May 7.—Ohio's new automobile law is no good,

according to an opinion of Attorney-General Wade Hampton
Ellis to Hon. Lewis C. Laylin, secretary of state, who is charged

with its enforcement. He advises that no attempt be made to

enforce the law until it shall have been held to be valid by the

courts. A suit to test its constitutionality will be brought He
is of the belief that its provisions violate the State constitution,

and were it not lame in this respect, he declares other numerous
infirmities would be sufficient to render it inoperative. It is so

loosely drawn that the State is left without means of enforcing

the penalty against anyone violating its several provisions. The

intention was to follow the New York law in drafting the meas-

ure, and sections of the former were inserted in the wrong place,

added to which were ambiguities which practically nullify the

law. So Ohio may have to worry along until the meeting of the

Legislature two years hence without a State license law for

automobiles.

The trouble starts in section 2, providing: "Every person here-

after acquiring a motor vehicle, shall, for each such vehicle, file

in the office of the secretary of state a statement of his name and

address," etc., which, interpreted literally, means that only those

purchasing automobiles after the law is in effect are subject to it

All who buy before that time are not caught by the law, according

to the faulty wording. Whether the courts would construe the

law to mean this is, of course, a question. Another clause seems

to say that a man who does not register his machine may run it

without a license or payment for a year. Then it will be time to

pay again, and if he doesn't he can't be touched for another year,

and so on to infinity. The provision imposing a fee of $3 for

every additional 10 horsepower over 30 horsepower is inserted in

such a bungling way as to indicate that the secretary of state, in

forwarding record books of auto licenses issued to the county

auditors, shall send $3 with the same. The secretary of state is

also required to pay the cost of putting the law into operation out

of a fund which does not exist, and if it did, one that has not been

appropriated to his use.

SCORCHERS TAKE UNFAIR ADVANTAGE.
Cleveland, May 7.—Automobilists have been giving the Cleve-

land police lots of trouble of late. Immediately after the passage

of the Sawicki State automobile law, which supersedes all local

ordinances, the Cleveland city authorities discontinued the issuing

of license tags and issued orders that new operators should not

be molested by the police if they did not carry number tags. It

appears that a few would-be racers have taken advantage of this

leniency and have taken their numbers off their cars, and

are playing havoc with the speed ordinances, immune from arrest

from the fact that the police have no means of knowing whether
they are old or new operators. The other day a park policeman,

who had been abused by a particularly obnoxious scorcher, re-

taliated by firing his revolver after the flying machine in the hope
of hitting a tire, thus causing the driver to stop. It may be that

the policeman was only trying to scare the driver and did not

fire directly at him, but the incident has caused a storm of pro-

test from automobilists and the public in general.

The Cleveland Automobile Gub took up the matter, and Sec-

retary Goddard called on the chief of police and in the name of

the organization demanded that orders be issued prohibiting such

extreme measures. He pledged the word of the club that its

members would take all measures to discourage scorching, and
if possible would disclose the names of offenders to the police.

He also said that if any of the members were guilty of the

offense, the organization would take especial interest in seeing

them prosecuted.

An irrepressible theatrical press agent has conceived the idea

of holding an automobile show in the lobby of a Chicago theatre

on the occasion of the presentation of a play which his for its

central feature an automobile race.
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ON THE GOOD ROAD THAT LED OUT OF ALBANY—THE STATE CAPITOL IN THE DISTANCE.

A FRENCHMAN must be forgiven if he is fastidious in the

matter of roads, for his country is celebrated in this respect

above all others. I have journeyed in an automobile from New
York to Albany, and the highway in the main is excellent. I

have also toured from New York City to Springfield, and I must
again repeat my good opinion of the road.

But the portion of the route selected for the June Economy Run
of the New York Motor Club which lies between Albany and
Springfield was unexplored country for me, and therefore I seized

with avidity the opportunity of doing this trip with Harry Unwin,
chairman of the Contest Committee, in a White steamer. The
Albany-Springfield section figures as the second day of the econ-

omy run, and this picturesque Berkshire country proved enjoy-

able in the extreme for one who has covered a good many of

the scenic parts of Europe. I said that it was most enjoyable,

but I should have qualified the statement that such would have
been the case had it not been for the terrible roads, which to me
seemed nothing better than chaotic lines drawn across hills and
through vales by some devilish hand.

Of course, it was true that we left Albany in the rain, and
there had been more of it previous to our starting. But, Great

Heavens 1. what horrible quagmires we encountered. Save for the

State road, which lent its resting smoothness for two score of

miles, we enjoyed the scenery most of the time after the fashion

of those sailors passing alongside a beautiful island and trying to

admire the shores while uncomfortably their boat rocked on a

rough sea. One of us, enthusiastically pointing to an imposing

mountain in the distance, would exclaim : "Oh, say, look at that I"

And just at the second of his last word the right rear wheel

would sink and disappear in the nameless mud! And, alwaysMi

NEAR LENOX, MASS., THIS BEAUTIFUL LAKE CHARMINGLY FITS INTO THE PICTURESQUE SCENE.
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admiring the great big mountains over yonder in the distance,
every one of us would jump off, taking great care not to kick the
blessed camera, and, amidst the most wonderful landscape in the
world, we would together buttress our shoulders against the dirt-
sprinkled tonneau. But never mind, the trip was interesting from
start to finish.

A SIDE-HILL FARM IN NEW YORK SPATE.

Now, for the benefit of the contestants, I am going to indicate
as faithfully as possible the itinerary of our journey.
Thursday morning, 7.30 a.m.—We leave Albany via State

street, then turn right into Broadway, and a mile and a half fur-
ther we turn to the left and cross a drawbridge. There we give
fifteen cents, the toll fee. On crossing the bridge we turn sharp
to the right (there is a newsroom on the corner). We then go
about a quarter of a mile, and then turn to the left in Columbia
street. Here contestants should remember that they must not
turn with the trolley, but keep straight ahead to East Greenbush.
The road is awful. It has been raining the night previous, and it

is going to rain "some more." The sky grows dark. All around
us are laid harmonious vales, valleys, and plateaus, newly painted
with that sweet green of Spring. Although Mr. Unwin is an
adroit driver, our coats and faces receive disagreeable hunks of
mud from time to time. Now it is raining. I thought it would.
Here is Schodack Center, a hamlet that contains an empty

horseshoer shop. The autometer accuses us of 103-4 miles. At
the top of a hill on the left we pass a large white house with a
cupola, probably built in the colonial days. There we turn to the

right (remember this), and a pump marks the intersection of the

fork. Then we continue straight ahead to North Chatham.

BETWEEN LENOX AND PTTTSFIELD—HOTEL ASPDfWALL.

If you are not in a hurry, before we reach Valatie, let me tell

you what Mr. Unwin did at North Chatham. Mr. Unwin, our

amiable host and driver, has been doing a little thing which,

tntre nous, has nothing to do at all with the economy test of the

N. Y. M. C. Without asking permission he jumped from the car

and implanted a kiss on the fresh, purple, pearl-setted mouth of a
sweet little brunette of sixteen, for the simple reason that the
pretty lass brought us two heavy pails of water, for the machine.
When this little act was performed, the girl—who possibly had
never been kissed before—asked me, with an angelic smile, "If
the gentlemen wanted anything else." But before I could have
said "You bet," the steamer was off at top speed.

Now, Valatie. On leaving the village we climb a long hill and
turn to the left—20 miles. Here we turn sharp to the right and
pass a wide river over two covered bridges—23 miles. Here I

shall not make any facetious remark about increasing the speed.
The figures speak for themselves, and the drivers, consequently,
know what they have to do. At that mileage a big red bam
stands on the roadside opposite a large white house. Turn to

the left. Half a mile further up we meet a fork near an un-
painted church. We again take to the left, ana then the road
leads directly to Chatham. At the end of the town is a fork near
a big hotel, the Windsor; we take to the right, pass the tracks
a couple of hundred feet further on, and then turn to the left

Then the road leads directly to the State Line—30 1-2 miles.

Here the automobilist will travel in a splendid country, very
fertile and cultivated. Little streams, bordered with willows and
poplars, peaceful valleys, and great, bold hills in the distance, are

parts of the picture. Alongside the railway tracks we find die

monument marking the State Line, dividing New York and

POST IN FRONT OP HOTEL SEPARATES TWO STATES.

Massachusetts. We take lunch there in a good old roadhouse,
where the milk is delicious.

Now the enchanting scenery commences. The road leading to
West Stockbridge is better. We follow the trolley tracks. Par-
allel to the road and joined by a soft slope of about five hundred
yards, runs a high, rocky ridge strewn with tiny bouquets of pine
and birch trees. On the left hand lays a flat country, relieved by
a series of small lakes. At the 51st mile a bad double turn pre-
sents itself; it is a railroad bridge, under which we pass at low
speed after two sharp angles. We follow the trolley again.

Great Barrington—52 miles. A delightful, clean, quiet little

locality. We stop in front of the automobile station on a wide,
asphalted avenue and take gasoline and water. The afternoon has
been pretty warm, and I suggest that a cool glass of beer or
something would not be harmful, but, with a sad smile, Mr.
Unwin informs me that this is a "dry town." "What do yon
mean?" I said, "I don't understand." "Well," he replied, **yoa
will understand in a minute; I am going to introduce you to a
gentleman, here, over the way; simply tell htm that you don't
feel well, that's all."

Rather puzzled, I followed my companion. We enter a drag
store. Mr. Unwin speaks in a low voice to an old bearded phar-
macist wearing spectacles. This apothecary looks at me and I

look to the floor in an uneasy way. Then he makes Mr. Unwin
sign a prescription blank; I look over his shoulder. The name
he writes is "C. W. Smith, M.D." The druggist looks at me
again, rather suspiciously this time, and five minutes later we are
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is possession of half a pint of ordinary Scotch whiskey. This

and the kissing business of the morning I will remember for a

good long time.

We leave the town and again follow the trolley tracks—59
miles. We turn to the right and cross the Housatonic river—61

miles, and enter Glendale. From there a wide avenue leads us to

Stockbridge. I do not know of anything more charming than

this part of Massachusetts. We must be at a high altitude. Dusk
conies slowly. On our right, in the distance, the glimmering
landscape, limited by rocky chains, fades to our sight; but near

us is a green lawn on which stand lofty cedars and oaks, assuming

in the soft evening light a pensive attitude. There are no villages

nor towns now, but artistic cottages, each in its own park.

The Red Lion Inn, in which we stop over night, is an old-

fashioned hostelry, exceedingly clean and spacious. It was a

very restful night for us, and the excellent breakfast we had in

the early morning will also stand as a part of our recollections.

Friday, May 4, was a beautiful day, and over the grand scenery

a glorious sun spread its warm smiles from dawn to dusk. On
leaving Stockbridge via Main street, we meet a triple fork at the

end of the town—mileage, 64 miles. We take the middle road,

leave an Indian monument on our left, then the road turns to the

right and continues to Lenox—69 1-2 miles, Curtis Hotel. We
torn to the right and continue uphill, passing a white church and
the Hotel AspinwalL The seven miles separating Lenox from

Pittsfield pass like a dream. Here the highway runs on the

mountain flank, and the charmed eyes of the traveler can con-

template, diluted in the blue morning, the faraway rocky domes
of the Berkshires, down to their feet ; a tranquil, silvery stream

;

two or three glittering lakes, and, on every plateau, a million-

aire's white cottage delicately set between the soft green of the

valley and the tender azure of the skies. The road descends to

Pittsfield—76 1-2 miles. In Pittsfield, to reach the Central Auto

Station, motorists must continue down Main street, two blocks,

beyond the Square, to Tenner street, then turn to the right, go

one block, and then turn to the left.

We return by the same road to Lenox—83 1-2 miles. At Hotel

Curtis, we turn to the left and continue ahead—87 miles. At the

foot of the hill we cross a bridge, on our way to Lee. The road

is as picturesque as ever. Now East Lee—90 1-4 miles. The
road here is perfect. We pass the shores of a beautiful lake,

bordered by a white fence, and right after go uphill amidst the

wildest nature. We find ourselves on the top of a high moun-
tain. The spot is very windy; all around us lie distant valleys

and villages. The tiny Westfield river jumps among its boulders.

Two or three high peaks, miles away, point to the sky. I ask Mr.

Unwin to stop a few minutes and let me contemplate at leisure

the panorama, which reminds me of the great Klondike.

We shoot down hill on a very rutty and narrow stretch of road

and reach West Becket—96 miles. At the fork, in front of the

postoffice, we turn to the left and again start climbing a consid-

erable grade. At the 97th mile we meet a fork, turn to the left,

and continue to ascend. At the top of the hill we pass on the left

an old wooden shack blown down by the wind ; then we descend

a steep slope, at the foot of which we find the Westfield river,

already a little larger here.

Chester—105 miles. From here to Springfield, end of our

journey, the road stands in a fair condition. Immediately after

leaving the town, we turn to the left on a railroad bridge. We are

from now on entirely surrounded by mighty hills, shaded with all

the tones of spring. The Westfield river widens. Woronoco.

There is a big paper mill with an enoromus flume carrying water

over a distance of half a mile. For fifteen miles the trip is de-

lightful along the picturesque creek, the air balmy and invigor-

ating. We keep a very good gait.

Westfield—124 miles. Before a big tree in the center of the

town we turn to the right, and then, following the trolley tracks,

we reach Springfield, after having covered a distance of 124 miles.

The conclusion of my two days' experience in that part of

Massachusetts is that America should be the first and only coun-

try in the world for automobiling, if she only had good roads.

NEW LONDON HAS NEW GARAGE.
New London, Conn., May 7.—After a long time waiting to

see whether the automobile was a fixture or merely a passing

public fancy that would soon die out, New London has evidently

come to the conclusion that the motor vehicle has come to

stay, and a man has settled in town who possessed the hardi-

hood to build a modern garage. Stables only have until now

been available for the storing of automobiles by tourists stopping

in this city, but hereafter the traveler may feel comforted in the

knowledge that his wants will be well looked after in New

HEW GARAGE OF C. K. SMITH AT NEW LONDON

London. C. K. Smith, who has established the innovation, came

here from Hartford, had the garage built, and after a few

months' experience, is so well pleased with his reception by

local and other automobilists, that he will enlarge the building

in time to give better facilities another season. The garage is

on Main street, the direct route east and west through New
London for tourists covering the Long Island Sound shore

route from New York to Boston. It has all the modern acces-

sories and is well stocked with cars, available for the occa-

sional automobilist, and on sale.

AUTOMOBILE FREIGHT LINE IN WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee, May 7.—An automobile freight line will soon

be put in operation between Appleton and Neenah, two northern

INTERIOR VIEW OF NEW LONDON GARAGE.

Wisconsin cities, by the Wheeler Transfer Company. The ser-

vice will be conducted like that now operated between Menasha
and Neenah by the Wisconsin Auto Transit Company. In addi-

tion to these companies which have already been formed, there

are several others in an embryo state which will compete with

the interurban electric lines in this quarter of the state. Several

of the lines carry freight and passengers, but the proposed line

between Appleton and Neenah will be for freight purposes only.
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HEAVY TRADE ROUNDABOUT TACOMA.
Tacoma, Wash., May 3.—The automobile business can now be

said to be humming here. The three firms have all they can at-

tend to, and cannot secure cars fast enough to fill orders. Con-

NEW STEAMS "PULLMAN" MODEL WITH EXTRA BUCKET SEATS. 1

siderable business with the smaller towns of the state is done
through houses here. Two firms have sold cars to Centralia, and
one of them has placed orders in Nort Yakima, which is east of

the Cascade Mountains. The cars in Centralia, 65 miles away,
were driven down from here by the new owners. Richard Vaeth,
who has not yet decided what his new car will be, this week took

out a permit for the erection of a private garage, to be of con-

crete and steel, and cost $1,000.

As an increase to the business here is the great interest mani-
fested in the prairie roads, leading to Mount Tacoma. These
roads are now in the best of condition, and every Sunday the

automobiles do not give the dust time to settle. The Tacoma
Country Club, which has its rendezvous on American Lake, is

one of the favored spots, and nearly all the members own cars.

Chester Thome, a prominent banker of this city, had his new
Pope-Toledo confiscated in San Francisco during the earthquake.

He had been touring southern California, and only the Saturday

before the earthquake arrived in San Francisco.

HUSTLING CHICAGO'S TRADE ACTIVITIES.
Chicago, May 7.—The Chicago Automobile Dealers' Associa-

tion's attorney, William A. Jennings, has filed a bill in the Cook
County Superior Court against the city, for the purpose of en-

joining the city from enforcing the ordinances passed in 1904 to

GENERAL CUTTING IN FIRST FOUR-CYLINDER OLDS IN NEW YORK.

regulate the speed of automobiles, to force the owners of ma-
chines to take out licenses, and to display numbers on the cars.

According to the association, these ordinances are unfair and are

of the nature termed class legislation. The ordinances strike at

automobiles and automobilists in particular, and exempt owners

of other kinds of vehicles.

The Apperson Brothers' branch store will move from its old

quarters on Wabash avenue to 1240 Michigan avenue, "Automo-
bile Row," this month.

George Arbuckle, who has recently returned from Mexico, i»

now in charge of the local Winton branch. H. L. Owesney, who
has lately been in charge of the branch, has been appointed a

general supervisor. His headquarters will be at Cleveland.

C. P. Warner & Co., of 1218-1220 Michigan avenue, will handle

the Crawford in several of the Western States.

The Central Garage, of which H. C. Griffin is manager, has

moved to Jackson boulevard and Market street. The building

which it now occupies was formerly the Parmelee barns and has

accommodation for at least 200 cars.

STATISTICS THAT TELL A STORY OF PROGRESS.
Washington, D. C, May 7.—The Director of the Census has

announced the result of the tabulation of the statistics of auto-

mobiles for the calendar year 1904, forming a part of the census

KINO EDWARD'S NEW ENGLISH DAIMLER FITTED WITH SPECIAL BOOT

of manufacturers of 1905. The figures indicate that there has
been a very large increase in the industry of automobile manufac-
turing in the United States as compared with the statistics of
1900, which covered the fiscal year ending May 31, 21,386 passen-
ger and pleasure cars having been produced in 1904, as against
3,316 in 1900, and 1,441 cars of other styles in 1904, as against

407 in 1900.

The number of establishments in 1904 was 121, exclusive of 47
establishments making automobiles, but engaged primarily in the
manufacture of other products. The value of automobiles turned
out by such establishments was $879,205. The number in 1900
was 57. The percentage of increase in 1904 over 1900 was 112,3

per cent.

The capital invested in 1904 was $20,555,247, as compared with

$5,768,857 in 1900, or an increase of 256.3 per cent.

Wage earners numbered 10,239 'n 1904 and 2,242 in 1900, while
the wages paid was $6,178,950 and $1,320,658, respectively. The
percentage of increase was 367.9 per cent.

The cost of materials used was $11,658,138 in 1904 and $1,804,-

287 in 1900, an increase of 546.1 per cent.

The value of the product, including amount received for custom
work and repairing, and value of products other than automobiles,

was $26,645,064 in 1904 and $4,748,011 in 1900, an increase of 461.2

per cent.
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A TYPICAL AMERICAN 60-HORSEPOWER CAR

THIS week, the first of the new 6o-horsepower cars was put

into operation by the testing department of the Stamford,

Conn., factory of the Lozier Motor Company. The general char-

acteristics of the Lozier are preserved in the new production, the

first of which is its large size and high clearance. In appearance

the chassis is striking in the impression it conveys of strength,

an impression which is further enhanced when the motor itself

is critically examined. It is a gracefully designed, powerful-

looking car. Much aluminum enters into the construc-

tion of the underbody section, and the way it is cross-webbed

ghres it a solid appearance, ir-

respective of its proportionate

light weight. All these castings

are made at the Pittsburgh, N.

Y., plant, where they are treat-

ed by special processes.

An examination of the work-

ing parts in partial detail shows

the motor to be of the four-

cylinder vertical type, with alu-

minum base supported by

webbed cross members of the

same metal cast integral with

the base. The bore is sYi

inches and stroke 6 inches.

The crankshaft is machined

from steel ingot, with bearings

case-hardened and afterwards

ground true to center by special

Lozier machinery. A hard

grade of phosphor bronze is

used in the bearing boxes, into

which babbit metal is com-
pounded in J^-inch sections in

spiral form. The makers state

that the case-hardened crank-

shaft bearings permit the use of

the hard bronze in the boxes
and the efficiency is thereby in-

creased. The diameter of the

front and rear journals is 2^
inches, and that of the middle

journal, 2% inches. Inlet and
exhaust valves are located on
opposite sides of the cylinders.

They are made of nickel steel

and mechanically operated by
camshaft, which is lubricated

by the splash system used in

the engine base for lubrication

of the crank bearings. Fiber

gears mounted on brass skele-

ton to give them stiffness are

used on camshaft

Lubrication is by combined

splash and force feed, indepen-

dent pumps taking of the force-

feed portion of the system. In

the main crankshaft bearings

there is a reservoir under each,

fitted with spring and felt plug,

which acts as a filter for the oil.

The motor is equipped with

Scheubler carbureter, to which
is attached a balanced throttle CHASSIS OF NEW 60-H.P. LOZIER TOURING CAR

of Lozier design. A ball-type governor on camshaft automatically

controls this throttle, the tension of which is controlled by the

operator from the steering wheel, who can set governor for any

speed desired, and which, it is asserted, is automatically main-

tained on practically all grades.

A double ignition system is used, each independent of the other.

A reference to the illustration will show the two separate sets of

plugs in the tops of the cylinder, also the location of the

magneto, immediately forward of the carbureter, in a location at

side of frame, convenient to get at. The gasoline tank is

situated at the rear of the chas-

sis underbody and has a 12-

inch clearance from the ground.

It is of 30 gallons capacity and

has exhaust pressure feed, with

regulating valve.

Immediately connected to one

of the cross members of the

base of the crankcase is a rein-

forced aluminum case, inclos-

ing the multiple-disk clutch,

which in itself is interesting

from the fact that it is com-

posed of 56 disks. The disks

are of saw steel. Attached to

the aluminum case mentioned

above is bolted another of the

same metal, extending under

the shaft and transmission case,

making a continuous protection

for motor and its working con-

nections, from the forward part

of its base to the jackshaft at

rear of transmission. Under all

these cases a strengthening rib

extends longitudinally with the

frame of chassis. Sliding-gear

transmission of the selective

type is used, four speeds ahead

and reverse. The drive is the

double chain type, with rear

sprockets located directly over

the inner ball bearings on rear

wheels.

The double running brakes

are of the contracting type, one

Jn each side of the differential

and equipped with equalizing

springs. The internal expand-

ing brakes are dust proof, and

are also equipped with equaliz-

ing springs. The emergency

brake is operated by a hand-

lever pull toward the rear. This

manipulation of the emergency

is designed to give the operator

greater purchase in applying

the brake, as it allows bracing

of the body with the feet.

There is also a safety back-stop

device, operating through a dog

and ratchet on the differential

brake drum. The dog is thrown

into play by a small lever at

side of the gear-shifting quad-
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rant This prevents the car from backing down hill in case of

failure of brakes to hold, and enables operator to start car on

steep grade with all brakes free.

All axles are nickel steel, as is also the jackshaft. Three-point

suspension springs support the chassis frame, which in itself is

constructed of special steel 3-16 of an inch in thickness. At the

VIEW OF 60-H.P. LOZIER MOTOR. CARBURETER SIDE.

center of the car the frame has a vertical depth of 5 inches. No
roller or plain bearings are used in the car, with the exception of

those on the crankshaft. All others are ball bearings, nineteen

sets being used.

Steering-column controls are stationary—they do not turn with

the wheel—and worm and sector are irreversible. The cross link

connecting the front wheels to the steering gear is placed at the

rear of the front axle, out of the way of immediate danger in

case of collision.

A REMARKABLE EUROPEAN RUN.
Charles Jarrott performed a remarkable feat on April 5 and

6, running his 40-horsepower Crossley car from London to

Monte Carlo in 37 1-2 hours. He had arranged a schedule to

do it in 48 hours, and even then it seemed a difficult thing to

accomplish. Accompanied by the author, Mr. Filson-Young,

and a mechanician, the intrepid driver left his London office at

7.45 a. m. on Thursday morning, caught the 11.45 °°at at Folke-

LOZIER CHASSIS FROM REAR SHOWING MECHANISM

stone and crossed over to Boulogne, where a fourth person was

picked up. From there the route was by way of Abbeville, Beau-

vais, Dijon, Lyons, Avignon and Cannes to Monte Carlo.

HALL PATENT CONCERNING ALUHTNUH.
Buffalo, N. Y., May 7.—Inasmuch as the automobile industry

has been calling for large quantities of aluminum, much interest

is being manifested by manufacturers in the expiration last April
of the Charles M. Hall patent This patent was granted to Mr.
Hall on April 2, 1889, and under it the Pittsburg Reduction Com-
pany has found it possible to control the manufacture of the white
metal in the United States up to this time. The importance of
the Hall patent willbest be understood when it is known that it

protects the use of an electrolyte composed of cryolite as a solvent

for bauxite, the raw.material from which aluminum is made.

While it is understood that this electrolyte is now public prop-

erty, the Pittsburg Reduction Company's method of operation is

still protected by the famous Bradley patent, which will not ex-

pire until February 2, 1900, Others may seek to enter this field

of industry, but the Pittsburg concern has not shown any fear of

competition, for it has recently contracted for a large additional

block of power from the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power & Man-
ufacturing Company.

SOME KANSAS CITY INVENTIONS.
Kansas City, May 7.—Walter J. Paton, of Kansas City,

has been granted a patent on a new tire for automobiles, which

he says has shown up well und.er severe tests. The tire has an

LOZIER MULTIPLE 56-DISK CLUTCH.

iron rim bolted to the wheel in the form of a tube, with the out-

ward part cut away sufficiently to permit the action of spiral

springs fastened to the rim. Over this tube and firmly attached

to the springs are twelve movable sections, playing loosely in

slots on the solid rim, and also in slots at the end. of the sections.

As the wheel passes over the road, the section on the road is de-

pressed by the weight of the vehicle, the springs giving the re-

quired resiliency. The tire is entirely of metal.

H. Holzmark, also of this city, has invented another resilient

wheel, which takes the form of a small pneumatic ring, perhaps

fourteen inches in diameter, that is interposed between the hub
and the periphery of the wheel. It is held by short rods passing

through it, so that the road shocks are taken up by this cushion

instead of by the outside of the wheel. He has secured a patent

on the device.

W. C Brooks, a machinist in a local automobile shop, has pat-

ented a carbureter which he says shows a considerable fuel econ-

omy. He has had it attached to a number of cars hefer The
Smith Automobile Company, of Topeka, is fitting it to its cars

this year and the Olds Motor Works is conducting tests with it

Briefly, the carbureter has three ports, with the throttle acting

on two of them, so that, when running at low speed, only one

port is open.
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E R. THOMAS DETROIT COMPANY.
Detroit has been selected as the location for the factory of a

new corporation, which has been capitalized for $300,000, and
which will be known as the E. R. Thomas Detroit Company, for

the manufacture of automobiles, which will be put out under the

well-known Thomas name. The officers are: President, E. R.

Thomas; first vice-president, H. E. Coffin; second vice-president,

J. J. Brady; treasurer and general manager, R. D. Chapin; sec-

retary, F. O. Bezner. A notable feature of the new company is

the fact that E. R. Thomas, the well-known manufacturer of the

Thomas flyer, is heavily interested in a financial way, and the

entire output will be handled by the E. R. Thomas Motor Com-
pany of Buffalo for the season of 1907. Messrs. Coffin, Bezner,

Brady and Chapin have been identified with the Olds Motor

Works for several years and are thoroughly experienced in the

details of a large manufacturing business. The type of car to

be made will be announced later, but it will fit in well with the

present Thomas flyer. It is designed by Mr. Coffin, who has

made an excellent reputation as a clever young engineer.

A large factory has been secured in Detroit and the new com-

pany will begin operations at once. Contracts for some of the

parts have already been placed, specifying early delivery, as the

new line of machines will be ready for the market early in the

fall. Temporary downtown offices have been established at 919.

920 and 921 Majestic Building, Detroit, and the business will be

handled from there until the remodeling of the factory offices.

H. E. Coffin, the new company's first vice-president, built an

automobile while yet at college, eight or ten years ago, and has

been a close student of design ever since. The new two and four-

cylinder Oldsmobiles are his latest product, and the success of

these is ample evidence of his ability.

Secretary F. O. Bezner gained his first business experience with

the National Cash Register Company, of Dayton, O., and has

been purchasing agent for the Olds Motor Company for some time.

J. J. Brady, the second vice-president, was with the Olds Com-

pany for seven years, handling all their shipping and occupying

the position of traffic manager.

Treasurer and General Manager R. D. Chapin was the first

and only sales manager of the Olds Company up to the time of

his resignation, March 1, of this year, and has covered the entire

country and knows the automobile trade in every state in the

Union. He is splendidly posted on the manufacture of automo-

biles, as he started in the shop, and has worked on them in every

stage of construction.

NEW AUTOMOBILE CONCERNS.
Toledo, O., May 7.—Two new automobile factories with Toledo

as their home is the record of the past week. The first of these

is the Maumee Valley Automobile Company, which has been

organized and taken a lease of the Kirk automobile and bicycle

old plant on Oakwood avenue. The leaders in the enterprise are

G. M. Verity, Middletown, Ohio, and F. W. Keating, formerly

connected with the Pope Motor Car Company, of this city, but

more recently with the Mississippi Valley Automobile Company,
of St Louis. The company will make only high-grade cars, the

minimum price being between $4,000 and $5,000. It expects to

get started in time to have its cars on the market for the season

of 1907.

It Will Be Called the Maumee.

The Maumee Motor Car Works is the name of the other con-

cern which will have its headquarters in this city. The plant

of the company will be located at Dundee, Mich., and will con-

sist of the establishment of the Wolverine Automobile Com-
pany. J. G. Swindeman, W. K. Terry, and Frank Blair are the

three Toledoans who have organized the company. The name
of the company's cars will be the Maumee, and its first one wilt

be ready early next month. It will not, however, seek to do much

business this season, but will be ready early next.

Lehr Agricultural Company May Make Autos.
'

' '

The Lehr Agricultural Company, of Fremont, Ohio, is about

to break into the automobile field. It has made one car as an

experiment, and as it has proven a success the company is arrang-

ing to add automobiles to its list of regular products. The com-

pany has not yet fully determined as to the details of its new
undertaking, but President Lehr states that within two months

his company will have decided and will have arranged to begin

the manufacture of automobiles in earnest.

GROUND BROKEN FOR NEW GARFORD PLANT.
Elyria, O., May 7.—The Garford Company has broken ground

for its new plant, which will be one of the largest identified with

the automobile industry in the country. The Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern railroad is building a spur line to the plant

Mr. Garford has been largely instrumental in the formation of a

traction company which proposes to build an electric line from

the factory district of the city to the center of the business dis-

trict, the idea being to supply the best possible transportation fa-

cilities for the employees.

OBOROB N. PIERCE BREAKING GROUND FOR THE NEW PIERCE FACTORY, BUFFALO, N. Y.—THE FACTORY SITE COMPRISES

FD7TBEH ACRES OF THE OLD PAN-AMERICAN GROUNDS.—CHARLES CLIFTON, PRESIDENT OF THE A. L. A. M., STANDS BESIDE

THE SOD BREAKER. WHILE THE FAMILIAR FACE OF HIS SON PERCY IS EASILY DISTINGUISHED.
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SLOW DELIVERIES IN QUAKERTOWN.
Philadelphia, May 7.—"Slow deliveries," the bane of all

agents and branch managers, is again the cry all along "the row,"
and this despite the fact that the factories are doing as well in
this respect, if not better, than was looked for only two short
months ago. The trouble is with the demand, which is far
greater than was anticipated. Just where all the cars that have
been "sold" are to come from is a mystery. Many who con-
tracted the automobile fever at the local show last March, and
who delayed ordering in the belief that they would experience
no trouble in securing any car they wanted if they would offer

spot cash, now realize their mistake. Offers of premiums for
early delivery are a daily occurrence in "row" establishments, and
at the present rate any old kind of a car, even of the second-hand
variety, will be in demand by July 1.

The Marion car made its appearance on "the row" last week.
It will be handled here by Thomas M. Twining, who is now fit-

ting up quarters at 218 North Broad street

Local agents are beginning to take on as many agencies as they

can see in sight, in the belief that if early delivery cannot be

promised on one car it may be on another. The South Broad
Automobile Company, at 729 South Broad street, who recently

acquired the local rights for the Gale and the Dorris, announced

on Saturday last that the Duquesne had been added to its line.

In a multiplicity of cars there is wisdom—and profit

The hammer and saw of the carpenter are still at it, pegging

away merrily in an effort to make the accommodations fit the

demand. The Colonial Auto Company, at Fifteenth and Oxford
streets, announces the completion of the improvements necessary

to house its stock of Dolson cars, the agency for which it recently

acquired, and purposes holding "open house" during the coming

week to properly celebrate the event. A similar announcement is

made by the Brazier Automobile Works, which handles the Mar-

mon here and has been doubling its garage accommodations.

In the line of accessories, the newest local acquisition is the

Brown Auto Top Company, 1327 Buttonwood street—just off

"the row"—which makes, repairs, and alters automobile tops,

storm and glass fronts, slip covers, and wind guards, besides

turning out a complete line of car trimmings.

THE BACKWARD CITY OF INDIANA.

Nxw Albany, Ind., May 7.—This city is known as the dark

spot of Indiana automobiling, and the determined effort on the

part of city and county authorities to make the use of an

automobile almost prohibitive through excessive fees and penal-

ties is bearing successful fruit

New Albany is a city of several thousand inhabitants, but de-

spite this fact there are only two automobiles in the city, one an

Olds runabout and the other a Locomobile. The situation

is too discouraging for others to purchase automobiles, and the

two men who own them find their cars a burden because of the

exorbitant sums they are compelled to pay for operating them.

The City Council some time ago fixed the annual city license

on automobiles at $10 a year, probably the highest city license

fee in the State. The license on a horse and wagon is $1.50 a

year. Toll, one of the relics of barbaric days in some parts of

Indiana, has been almost doubled on county pikes so far as auto-

mobiles are concerned, drivers of motor cars being compelled to

pay five cents a mile toll.

The two owners are O. C Thompson, an electrician and one

of the leading citizens of the city and Clarence Walker, a well-

known business man. These two men are practically powerless to

make a fight because of their minority. So burdensome has the

situation become that Thompson has appealed to some of the lead-

ing automobile men of Indianapolis to assist in a fight against

the city and county authorities. It is probable that this aid will

be given willingly and the excessive license and toll will no doubt

be given a thorough test in the courts and, if necessary, will be

carried to the Supreme Court of the State.

KANSAS CITY TRADE ITEMS.
Kansas City, May 7.—J. D. Mclnnes, for years a Kansas

City railroad man, has been given the agency for the Cadillac,

succeeding Fred Pattee. Mr. Mclnnes has taken the old garage

of the Kansas City Automobile Co., on McGee street.

E. P. Moriarty & Co. have taken the agency for the Peerless

and have contracted for three cars this season. This firm now
also handles the Packard, Pierce, Stevens-Duryea, Winton and
Autocar.

C O. Meade, manager of the local Ford branch, reports a

steady and heavy demand for the new four-cylinder runabout,

but will not promise deliveries inside of thirty days. He says it

is the factory plan to put through a large number at once, and

therefore the work of assembling is held back while a large num-
ber of parts are taking the efforts of the factory. One hundred

of the cars are to be assembled each day, factory advices inform

him.

The Kansas City Motor Car Co. proposes to change its model

and build only six-cylinder cars for the remainder of the season.

The factory at Sheffield is running with a small force. Work on

the downtown salesroom, at Ninth and Central streets, is progress-

ing rapidly.

The Smith Automobile Co., of Topeka, Kans., is adding a con-

siderable force to the number of men already employed. The car

made by the company this year shows many radical changes from

last year's model.

FROM THE STANDARD ROLLER BEARING CO.

Editor THE AUTOMOBILE:
[331.]—In your Issue of April 12. on page 644, we note that you

have a rather full account of our patent suit recently Instituted

against the Hess-Brlght Manufacturing Company for infringement

of our patents, covering annular ball bearings. The article In

question Is complete, so far as it goes, and it appears to give a

thoroughly satisfactory explanation of the matter except In one

respect and we think that there may be a misunderstanding regard-

ing the subject unless you make a correction. Tou state that if the

court should decide In our favor, the construction of annular ball

bearings would be open to any concern that might care to use them,

as the patent referred to will expire next December. This state-

ment is not correct, as the patent referred to, only covers the use

of yielding partitions or springs between the balls, and does not

refer to the particular type of race and cone used In annular ball

bearings. This latter is covered by patent No. 484472, issued in

1890. and it Is also covered by patent No. 616070. 1898, both of

which patents are owned by us. There are other patents which we

own. covering modifications of the different types of annular ball

bearings, in addition to those mentioned.

We trust It will be agreeable to you to make some statement to

this effect In another issue of your paper, as otherwise the trade

might misunderstand the previous article and feel warranted In

making the bearings, when In reality no one has a right to do so.

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING COMPANY,
S. S. Eveland, Vice-president and General Manager.

Philadelphia, Pa.

A THING IN FAVOR OF THE AUTOMOBILE.
From the Muncie, Ind., Star comes this editorial paragraph:

"There is one thing to be said in favor of the automobile. Its

necessary and frequent repairs have caused many repair shops

to be started and put a number of competent machinists in pos-

session of paying jobs. It has also established numerous auto

inns and stables and supply houses. Make a long mark in its

favor."

JAYNES SELLS HIS BUFFALO BUSINESS.
The well-known Buffalo automobile trade representative, W.

C. Jaynes, has disposed of his in terest in the Jayne? \utomobile

Company, of that city.

The Duke of Schleswig-Holstein is about to tour through

the Balkans in his 45-horsepower car, visiting the king of Rou-

mania and the Sultan on his way.
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Ball Bearing.

No. 818,734.—E. Blin, of Aubervilliers,

France.

This is a ball bearing of the standard

annular type, in which the balls are in-

serted through recesses b d in the sides of

blih annular ball bearing.

the races. These recesses do not extend

quite the full depth of the ball tracks, and

after the race is half filled the balls must

be forced in by pressure. When once in,

however, they will not come out

Spark Plug.

No. 818472.—B. W. Hallstead, of Scran-

ton, Pa.

This is a spark plug designed to afford

unusual protection to the insulating surfaces

against deposits of carbon from the cylin-

der. It consists of the following principal

elements: The outer shell 2 is threaded to

receive internally at its small end the cap

12, by which the mica disks // are com-
pressed between a pair of rings. These

mica disks are not necessarily a gas-tight

HALLSTEAD SPARK PLUG.

fit on the central insulated stem 5, but they

serve to hold it in position. The tightness

of the ping is secured by other mica disks

16, which are held in place by the two
flanged nuts is 15, one of which bears

against the mica disks 26 in the outer cap

18. The spark jumps from the end of 5 to

the middle of the cap surrounding it. Holes

2i are drilled in the cap to allow play of the

gases in and out The position endwise of

the stem 5 may be adjusted by screwing it

in the flanged nuts 15.

Pans for Air-Cooled Engine.

No. 818,735-—F. H. Bogart, of New Brit-

ain, Conn.

These fans are supported over the cyl-

inders as shown in the drawing, and are

operated by bevel pinions from a horizontal

shaft driven by a round belt from the

crankshaft of the engine. The fans and the

shaft driving them run in ball bearings

and are supported wholly independently of

the engine cylinders.

Carbureter.

No. 818,853.—L. Renault, of Billancourt,

France.

A carbureter whose principal feature is

the provision of a plurality of orifices in the

spraying nozzle, together with a shutter or

sleeve slipping over the spray nozzle in

such a way as to shut off one orifice after

another as the volume of the aspirated

charge is reduced The air follows the

course of arrows and lifts the annular

valve 6 as the speed increases. The form

of this valve is such as to restrict the pas-

RSNAULT CONSTANT MIXTURE CARBURETER.

sage of air both before and after it passes

the spray nozzle, thereby offsetting the

tendency to reduce the richness of the mix-

ture at slow speeds.

Three-Speed Planetary Transmission.

No. 817,908.—W. Folberth, of Cleveland,

Ohio.

This is a transmission in which, by the

use of two clutches, it is possible to obtain

three forward changes and reverse, with a

small number of gears. The power is ap-

BOOART COOLING RAN ARRANGEMENT.

plied through shaft A, and delivered front

the universal coupling or sprocket pinion 5.

Pinion E is keyed on A and transmits the

power for all speeds. It meshes with plane-

tary pinions 2, which are secured to pinions

3, meshing with gear 5. Pinion 2 meshes

with internal gear 7, which is connected to

clutch member R, and gear 5 is connected to

clutch member H. For the high speed, both

these clutches are engaged by permitting the

related clutch members T F to take the posi-

tion shown. The drive is then direct, all

parts being locked together. For the slow

speed forward, the friction band C is tight-

ened, and clutch .nembers R T alone are en-

gaged by moving T to the right. Then the

stud 4 is held stationary and gear 5 is ro-

tated in the same direction as A, but at a

much slower speed. For the intermediate

speed, friction band C is released, and band

B is tightened, the clutches remaining as

before. Now 7 is stationary and 2 rolls

around inside it, imparting a faster motion

than before to gear $. For the reverse, B is

released and C tightened, the clutch H F is

engaged and R T is released. This holds 4
stationary again, and imparts the reverse

motion to 7 and R.

Process of Burning Acetylene Gas.

No. 817,751.—J. B. Carroll, of Chicago, I1L

A patent on the process of burning acety-

lene in a burner similar to that shown in

patent No. 817,750.
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NEWS AND TRADE MISCELLANY.

One of the latest purchasers of a Thomas
"Flyer" in New York City is William Ran-
dolph Hearst

Work has been started on an addition to

the plant of the Buick Motor Works, which
supplies all motors for Buick cars, at Flint,

Mich.

The Utica (N. Y.) Motor Car Company
has moved its offices and salesrooms from
Catharine and John streets to 333-337
Bleecker street, that city.

The plant of the Practical Automobile
Company, at Genoa, 111., has been practi-

cally finished and the installation of ma-
chinery has commenced.
The Motor Car Company, of Newark,

N. J., is having plans drawn for the enlarge-
ment of its plant on Halsey street, between
William and Hill street, that city.

The G & J Tire Company, of Indianapolis,
opened a New York City branch store on
May 1 at 10 West Sixtieth street The new
store will be in charge of A. T. Smith.

The Queen Manufacturing Company,
makers of automobile creepers and other
novelties, will remove its plant from Mar-
shalltown, la., to Webster City, that
state.

A tire guard, recently invented by. Louis
Slama, of Humboldt, Neb, will be manu-
factured in that city by Cooper & Linn, with
whom the inventor has associated himself
in a business way.

A long lease has been taken by the Auto
Top Equipment Company, of New York, on
the four-story building at 142 West
Eighteenth street, which will be used as
a manufacturing plant.

A new garage has been opened by the
Thompson-Schoeffel Company, of Roches-
ter, N. Y., on Caledonia avenue, corner of
Spring street that city. The old garage was
recently destroyed by fire.

Work on the addition to Studebaker
Bros., automobile factory at South Bend,
Ind., is progressing rapidly. It is ex-
pected that the building will be ready for
occupancy by August I.

Work is progressing on the plant of the
Mason Automobile Company at Des Moines,
la. The location is at East Fifth and Mar-
ket streets and the building will be two
stories in height, 50 by 154 feet

The Mora Motor Car Company, 317-320
Livingston Building, Rochester, N. Y., has
issued in pamphlet form a handy digest en-
titled "Complete Motor Car Laws of the
United States." A two-cent stamp will ob-
tain a copy.

It is likely that the Pittsburg Automobile
Orphans' Day will be held again this year
in the latter part of May, and at least one
other automobile benefit for the inmates of
hospitals and those who are suffering other-
wise is being planned.

The Rogers Automobile Company, a
Springfield, Mass., corporation, has fifed a
petition with the courts for a dissolution.
The petition states that there are no out-
standing debts or liabilities and that the
company has ceased to do business.

The Auto Transit Company, of Phila-
delphia, was chartered by the State Depart-
ment at Harrisburg, Pa., last Friday, with a
capital of $1,000,000. Charles Berg is the
leading spirit of the new company, and
Charles F. Pierce, 1203 Erie avenue, is the
treasurer.

The F. B. Stearns Company, of Cleve-
land, is now benefiting from the results of
having its work at the factory well advanced

early in the season. The house is now able
to ship a car a day, which, for one that re-

quires over 2,000 hours' labor for each ma-
chine, shows a well-developed working sys-

tem.

The Interstate Automobile Clearing Com-
pany, of 39 East Forty-second street, New
York City, has been incorporated, with the
following officers: President, William E.
Metzger; vice-president and secretary, G.
H. Stillwell ; treasurer, C A Wardle. This
house makes a specialty of second-hand
automobiles.

One free factory site and about a dozen
others for various considerations have
been offered in Zanesville, O., to the
Oscar Lear Automobile Company, 'of

Columbus, for the erection of a factory
for the manufacture of the Frayer-Miller
cars. Ten acres or more is wanted by
the company.
Branch stores for the sale of Pennsyl-

vania clincher tires and mechanical rubber
goods have been opened at 1241 Michigan
avenue, Chicago; corner of Main and Tup-
per streets, Buffalo, and at 102 North
Pryor street, Atlanta, Ga. Other branch
stores had previously been established in

New York, Philadelphia, Boston and
London.
By an ingenious method the Hartford

Suspension Company is enabled to practi-

cally transfer the 1005 Truffault-Hartford
suspensions into all the advantages of the
new 1906 suspension, and many of their

customers are obtaining the advantages of
the new models by having them changed at

the factory, which is now at Clarkson and
West streets, New York.

There may be a few minor changes in the
details of the construction of the Maxwell
line next year, but the same general lines

will be followed in 1907, the product having
met with much favor on the part of agents
and the buying public. The above announce-
ment has been officially made by the manu-
facturers, the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Car
Company, of Tarrytown, N. Y.

An increase of $223,830 in gross sales in

1005 over the preceding year is shown by the
annual report of the Consolidated Rubber
Tire Company. This increase in sales and
income from other sources resulted in a net
income increase amounting to $14,253. The
actual net profits are given as $57,010, which
was applied to the payment of interest

on the income bonds. The company makes
solid tires for carriages and automobiles.

The Kansas City Motor Company has
made arrangements to erect a large factory
in Kenosha, Wis., according to local report,

General Manager Wheeler having signed
the contract for the construction of a $250,-
000 plant just north of the city. The com-
pany expects to employ from 300 to 500
workmen. It will issue bonds aggregating
$100,000 and sell building lots adjoining
the factory, a $100 bond going with each
lot sold.

Director Frank Ridgway, of the Depart-
ment of Public Safety of Pittsburg, is wag-
ing the most vigorous campaign against the
violators of automobile laws. Last week
two more prominent young society women
were made to feel the weighty hand of the
law, and a number of arrests of well-known
men have been made since Director Ridg-
way took office. His efforts are heartily
supported by the Automobile Club of Pitts-

burg.

The Olds Motor Works has shipped to
New York the Pirate, a racing car which
a few seasons ago made phenomenal time,

and was the first American car to do the

mile under one minute. The Pirate has

been engaged by Liebler & Company to be

used in their play, "The Vanderbilt Cup,"

at the Broadway Theater. Ernest Keeler,

who is to drive the new Oldsmobile racer

in the Vanderbilt race this fall, will run the

Pint* in the stage race with Tom Cooper,

his opponent

Word has just been received by the H H.
Franklin Mfg. Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., from
R. C. Hamlin, its Los Angeles agent, to the

effect that Walter Scott, who is best known
to the American public as "Death Valley

Scotty," recently purchased a six-cylinder

Franklin. Mr. Hamlin concluded the deal

with the miner-actor after a demonstration
in which all of 800(1/3 cravings for speed

were amply satisfied. Speculation has been

rife as to the source of Scott/s reputed

wealth, and recently it has been rumored
that he has lost his roll. Evidently, how-
ever, he had about $4,000 more than he could

handily spend.

Twenty six-cylinder Fords are on the way
from this factory at Detroit to the New
York branch. Manager Gaston Plaintiff

states that immediate deliveries can now be
made, and calls attention to the six-cylinder

tendencies of the foreign makers as a justi-

fication of the Ford idea. He states that

many of the foremost foreign automobile
manufacturers whose cars sell from three

to five times the price of the six-cylinder

Ford touring car, nave announced that they
will make six-cylinder cars in 1907. Sev-
eral of the most conservative of the Ger-
man and French concerns will make racing

cars this year to be driven by engines of the
six-cylinder type.

Trade changes in Chicago on or about
moving day, May I, included the following:
The White Garage took possession of the

entire building at 240 Michigan avenue, die

second floor of which it occupied for several

months; the Bennett-Bird Company, rep-

resenting the Corbin and Dolson cars,

moved to 1470 Michigan avenue; the Ham-
ilton Automobile Company occupies the

first floor of 1251 Michigan avenue, and
Fanning & Canary, MicheTin tire represen-
tatives, occupy the second floor at that num-
ber, the Fisk Rubber Company, which occu-
pied the building, moving to 1440 Michigan
avenue; Apperson Brothers moved to 1240
Michigan avenue, and the Clement-Bayard
Automobile Company and Jerome A Ellis

Company now jointly occupy the building
at 1408 Michigan avenue. The American
Locomotive Company, which is building the

Berliet, will open a salesroom as soon as its

new building on Michigan avenue near Six-
teenth street is completed.

The Standard Roller Bearing Company,
of Philadelphia, whose large plant is located

at Forty-eighth street and Girard avenue,

that city, is now building a drop forge plant
80x120 feet which will be equipped with
special drop hammers of 1,200 pounds, 2,000

pounds, and 3,000 pounds each. The com-
pany is also erecting a four-story building,

210x100 feet, which will be devoted to the

manufacture of annular ball bearings almost
exclusively, a small portion of it to be used
for the manufacture of automobile axles.

The above-mentioned additions will give to

the Standard Roller Bearing Company a

total of .TS5.ooo square feet of factory ftoor

space. Everything that is used in the busi-

ness is made under the factory roof except
the steel bars. The plant consists of seven

distinct departments, as follows : Steel foun-
dry, brass foundry, crucible steel casting

plant, drop forge plant, steel ball plant, gen-

eral machine shop, and manganese bronze
factory. Eight hundred hands are employed
the year round.
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.

Cleanola.—The makers of this prepara-
tion describe it as a perfect automobile body
cleaner and varnish preserver. It is first

of all a varnish cleaner, and is said to re-
new and preserve the original luster to a
marked degree, and has no unpleasant odor,
is a good disinfectant, and is not inflamma-
ble. It can be applied either with a brush,
cotton waste, or sponge, and is then wiped
dry and polished with a dry cloth or waste.
It is one of several specialties of the same
name, manufactured by the Cleanola Com-
pany, 007 West Diamond street, Allegheny,

Growth of a Tire Company.—Among the
many concerns allied with the automobile
industry the Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company holds a conspicuous place. En-
ergy and a determination to furnish only
high-grade tires has enabled the manage-
ment to increase the demand for its prod-
uct so rapidly that increased additions to
the plant have been made necessary. The
commodious buildings shown in the illustra-

tion are equipped throughout with the new-
est modern machinery, and special atten-
tion has been given to the sanitary regu-
lations. A new 800-horsepower engine has
just been installed, and the buildings are
electrically lighted by the company's own
plant.

During the existence of the Firestone
Company it has done much to perfect solid

and pneumatic tires. Attention was at first

directed to the manufacture of solid rub-
ber tires for automobile trucks. The
success achieved in this direction was
so gratifying that two years ago the com-
pany decided to enter a new field, having
secured a patent on a mechanically fastened
pneumatic tire. This tire, it is claimed, can-
not possibly come off in use, but may be
easily and quickly removed or replaced by
the most inexperienced person. Other ad-
vantages claimed, are that danger of pinch-
ing the inner tube, and rim cutting, are
wholly eliminated. Although this tire has
been on the market but a short time, it has
been thoroughly tested, both in the factory
and actual' service.

The Firestone Tire and Rubber Company
is frequently called the "rubber tire spe-
cialists," as its experts carefully study the
requirements of a good tire for vehicles
of all descriptions under varying circum-
stances. It is the company's boast that it

can properly equip any vehicle with rub-
ber tires from the lightest carriage to the
heaviest truck. Its policy is to make every
tire as good as possible in both construc-
tion and quality. A continuance of this pol-
icy cannot fail to bring continued success
to the Firestone Company.

A Portable Buffet.—This creation is

unique in its character. It is a combination
of an ice box, light and compact, con-
structed on scientific principles, with a ma-
hogany cafe top. The accompanying illus-

tration tells the story more forcibly than
any word picture of its form and design,
and the purpose for which it is used. The
ice chamber is composed of a secret com-
pound of great strength and considerable
lightness, which has extremely cold insulat-

bar piece. Another piece of wood extending
to the rear of the buffet forms the opening
of the bottle tubes and acts as a receptacle

for the drinking glasses. The bottle hold-
ers are water-tight tubes of tinned sheet

copper, and have a diameter of 3 7-8 inches,

and are of sufficient depth for standard
quart bottles. The cover has a recessed in-

terior containing bar supplies and fixtures.

A two-candlepower electric light, for use at

night, completes the interior fittings.

The exterior is fitted with polished brass
handles, and can be easily carried in one
hand like a dress suit case. Its outside di-

mensions are 21 inches long, 15

inches high and 10 inches wide,

and from 15 to 20 pounds of ice

can lie carried. The whole outfit

is made so that it can be readily

fastened to the running board or

other parts of the automobile, for

which purpose it is primarily in-

tended. The Wotherspoon Buffet

Company, 145 East Forty-second
street, New York, are the manu-
facturers.

WITHERSPOON PORTABLE BUFFET FOR AUTOMOBILES

ing qualities. This compound is reinforced
by box linings of basswood, and the inte-

rior lining is of tinned copper, which com-
pletely seals the interior, making it prac-
tically impossible to spill the contents. The
box is fitted with a specially designed drip

valve, operated from above, which allows
waste water to flow off, and the valve outlet
is flush with the outside, a brass apron
preventing liquids from staining the exte-
rior.

The box is sealed by a cover of solid ma-
hogany, which when open forms with the
aid of an automatic metal holder a rigid

AKRON PLANT OF FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY.

Personal Trade Mention.

Hon Ben. L. Jones, president of

the Macon (Ga.) Automobile
Club, is forming a corporation for

the manufacture of automobiles in

that city.

John L. Poole, foreign represen-

tative for the Olds Motor Works,
has arrived in this country on a

business trip to the factory at

Lansing, Mich.

Thomas W. Fahy, of Hartford,

Conn., recently with the Locomo-
bile factory at Bridgeport, has ac-

cepted a position in New York as

manager of a large garage and
salesroom.

Simeon H. Baker has severed

his connection with the Baker-
Cormerais Motor Car Company,
Premier agents at Boston, Mass.
The business will be continued by
tlie H. D. Cormerais Motor Car
Company.

E. D. Winans, general manager of the

Michelin Products Selling Company, Inc.,

of New York, has acquired the services of

M. J. Dobler, as special representative. Mr.
Dobler has numerous friends in the trade,

who will remember him at the inception of

the automobile and bicycle tire industry in

this country.

E. Rand Hollander, of the Hoi-Tan Com-
pany, of New York, American representa-

tives of the Fiat, has returned home from
Italy, where he has been visiting the Fiat

factory, at Turin. Mr. Hollander was much
impressed with the conditions of the auto-

mobile industry in Italy, and says the Ital-

ians are proving themselves to be very ex-

pert mechanics, one of their chief character-

istics being the care they give to their work.

"Italy is also taking its place in body build-

ing," says Mr. Hollander. "One of the big

nlants there is known as the Carozzeria

Rothschild Italiano, in which the Parisian

house of Rothschild is a large stockholder.

Another plant is being built by Locati &
Torretti. The fact that Italy has very few
labor strikes has been largely instrumental

in the erection of these large works in Italy

instead of in France." While in Italy Mr.
Hollander was elected a member of the

Italian Automobile Club, and later will be
named as its official representative to the

Automobile Club of America, in charge of
the Italian team for the Vanderbilt Cup
race. He states there will be three Fiats in

the race.
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WILKES-BARRE MOUNTAIN WAS A TOUGH CLIMB
By A. G. BATCHELDER.

WILKES-BARRE, Pa., May 10.—'Twas a rough, rugged

climb the motor-driven craft had in the ascent of Wilkes-

Barre Mountain, with its hazardous Devil's Elbow and mocking

Prospect Rock, but the autos unhesitatingly tackled the road

which aggressively challenges all through the name of "Giant's

Despair," gained in years during which many a poor horse has

failed to meet the task imposed by the steep and winding moun-
tainside. A few of the climbing autos succumbed en route, but the

others sturdily conquered the tortuous grade, the high-powered

ones rushing upward at breakneck pace and in perilous manner

skidding around the abrupt turns and bounding over the recurring

waterbreaks. An English Daimler excelled in the mile and a bit

more clamber skywards, and its steersman was Harding, scarce a

year here from London, who had as a comrade Church of the

ministerial mien and yet one that had sought adventure as a par-

ticipant in the Peary relief expedition. There was a fair degree

of incident in the racking and swerving journey from the base at

Georgetown to the summit at Laurel Run, if Church's observa-

tions were distinctly transmitted, for, unlike Harding, he had a

mind untrammeled with the guiding of the white-coated flyer and
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HARDING AND CHURCH IN ENGLISH DAIMLER WINNER.

opportunity for looking about when not engaged in the difficult

job of hanging on.

"Get ready !"" "Coming! Coming!" were the high-keyed warn-

ings that came over the telephone to us at the top. Then a pause

and next the staccato voice of Morgan shouted "Go!" to the ac-

companiment of the sharp report from Starter Wagner's pistol.

Before the signal had grown cold I had communicated it to

Timer Dieges, who "clocked" with two watches and had assist-

ants with other timepieces.

At the outset of his journey Harding figured that the Daimler

would do better on second speed, and Church afterwards said

this was plenty fast enough for him, considering the snake-like

bends of the road and its uneven surface. The Daimler chugged

along until it reached a point just below the famous Devil's El-

how, where on each side of the roadway there was an uncom-

S. H. HANCOCK AT SUMMIT WITH STEVENS-DURYEA "BIG 6."

fortable looking ravine, and the grade was beginning to make
itself apparent. This was the stretch of the route where the

calamity predicters said many machines might be picked up in

pieces. But Harding didn't give the matter a thought, and

Church never whimpered.

Next came, up to the Mountain House, a 20 per cent, grade, at

which the Daimler clawed in good style. A grateful hundred

yards or so of level going only prepared the energetic auto for the

hardest inning of the climb—a 27 per cent, grade that broke the

hearts, or rather the motors, of several of the lesser powererl

cars. The difficulties were increased by water-breaks at ten-yard

intervals which tried both the skill of the pilot and the staunch-

ness of the machine. Harding didn't have time to enjoy the

scenery, but Church had a magnificent fleeting view of the pano-

rama of the Wyoming Valley, though the proximity of ragged

ledges of rock and an uninviting old stone fence prevented un-

qualified enjoyment of the picturesque country below. It was

just before rushing this trying grade that Harding shifted to

third speed.

On the top we now plainly could hear the throbbing monster

as it fought its way to the finishing line. Suddenly it burst into

view, plunging from one side of the road to the other, and scat-

tering like chaff those incautious spectators who would persist

in taking long chances, lured by their foolish curiosity. As the

Daimler struck a "thank-you-ma'am" that sent it bounding over

the streak of tape, three watches registered 2:11 1-5, and this re-

mained as the best performance of the day.

In the free-for-all the Daimler was content with lesser speed—

2:16 1-5—and Church gave up his seat in the car to the mechanic,

grimly saying that he did not want to destroy the impressions of

the other ride.

Next to the car from England, the best upward traveler was

the new six-cylinder Stevens-Duryea, which had toured 400 odd

STEVENS-DURYEA "BIG 6" FROM CHICOPEE TO WILKES-BARRE.

miles from Springfield, Mass., to Wilkes-Barre, carrying C. C
Hildebrandt, the sales manager of the company; G. T. Thomp-

son and M. E. Brigham, the Philadelphia agents; and S. H
Hancock presiding at the wheel. The "Big Six" had one fruit-

less journey to the top, when a rush of incidents at the bottom of

the mountain interfered with a prompt signal to the dockers at

the summit. The journey was a rattling good one, and the

figures could not have been far away from those of the foreigner,

and Hildebrandt could be pardoned for the disappointment which

he felt at the failure to obtain official clocking. Later in the day.

when the weather reports from the top read "colder, accompanied

by snow flurries, bonfires being started," the condition of the un-

TWAS EASIER COMING DOWN THAN TWAS GOING UP.
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certain path was more or less slippery and harder to ascend. The

"Big Six" did the climb in 2 :2J, and thus landed a winner of the

event for stock cars costing $5,000 and under.

Herbert Bitner successfully tried out a 35-horsepower Ram-
bler, gained the summit in 3:181-5, and took the gold medal for

the class for cars costing from $2,600 to $3,600.

Charles Soules, a Pope-Toledo driver of reputation, did the

trip with a 24-horsepower car of that make in 2:564-5, which

gave him first place in the $2,500 and under class.

H. J. Koehler had more fun than anyone else—or at least he

seemed to—for he climbed the hill incessantly, landed two gold

medals and incidentally appropriated a silver one. His Buick

was in good fettle and responded whenever called upon.

C. W. Kelsey made a good run with the four-cylinder Max-
well, his trip occupying 3:043-5.

Of course there were disappointed ones, and several cars landed

CHARLES SOULES AND POPE-TOLEDO CARRYING NUMBER "33 "

in the gullies alongside the road, but happily neither drivers nor

over-anxious onlookers were injured. The 60-horsepower Mathe-
son, with Mongini in charge, was one of the unfortunates which

never reached the top, though he was going great guns when
he came to grief on the difficult Devil's Elbow. Ray Owen was
progressing heavenwards in fine style when the spark terminal

became disconnected and his Reo came to a halt A Stanley

steamer had a brief and inglorious career, joining the has-been

class before going a quarter of the way.

The Darracq winner of the Vanderbilt Cup was to have been
a participant, but the run by road from New York City gave the

car such a shaking that it arrived at the scene in unclimbable

plight. Its gears were out of kilter and brakes none too good.

KOEHLER AND HIS ENERGETIC BUICK, WHICH WON TWICE.

The Wilkes-Barre Automobile Club may feel satisfied with its

first attempt, and the 1907 event should be even more successful

as a result of the experience gained. The fact that the Centennial

Jubilee of the city was in progress made it difficult to obtain

proper policing, and of the thousands who were scattered from

base to summit many insisted upon occupying the course until

the cars literally plowed their way through. Small boys and

small girls were particularly numerous, and ultimately the few

guardians of the road gave up in despair and prayed that none
would be killed. Their prayers were answered, but the next

time there should be more police and yards of rope.

While the skill of the driver unquestionably figured in marked
manner with insuring success in the Wilkes-Barre event, the fact

remains, if one accepts as logical the comments of several whose

HERBERT BITNER AND 35-HORSEPOWER RAMBLER WINNER.

A MAXWELL TACKLING THE RISE OF PROSPECT ROCK.

interest traced back to the making of the cars, that there should

be a more varied classification. For instance, the matter of price

left much to be desired in separating cars into their proper classes,

and in many instances a car would be pitted against another of

twice its horsepower and even more. Nor does the question of

weight answer this condition, according to the expert, and it

would seem that ultimately there must be a division based upon

price, weight, and horsepower, if all cars are to have a chance

of winning in their own classes. The piston displacement idea,

in the opinion of many, would prove the most equitable plan, but

its adoption can hardly be accomplished unless the N. A. A. M.

takes action in the premises.

"According to catalogue" is a stipulation that causes more or

less trouble to race meet officials, as Referee S. S. Gorham can

attest from his Wilkes-Barre experiences, for many makers do not

hold strictly to catalogue conditions, either in selling their prod-
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RAY OWEN IN A REO ROUNDING A DIFFICULT CURVE.

uct and particularly not when

it comes to participating in

competition. The desire to win

is uppermost, or else no one

would engage in competition,

but the rules for automobile

events require constant amend-

ment to meet the new necessi-

ties that arise as improvement

is made in motor-driven vehi-

cles. Precedents exist in small

quantity, and even then quickly

become obsolete through later

developments. Automobile com-

petition is never likely to be

thoroughly satisfactory to any

except the winners, but the

events held all tend to add to

the general volume accentuating

E. C. JOHNSON DRIVING WHITE

CHAS. FLEMING IN MAXWELL.

F. SCHEUFFLER IN JACKSON.

SUMMARY OF THE CLIMB.
FREE-FOR-ALL. RACING AND STRIPPED CARS.

1. English Daimler. 46 b.p. ;_ owner, DecauviUe Automobile
Co.; driver,

2. Maxwell, 36 h.p.;
driver, C. W.

CARS COSTING FROM $2,600 TO $3,600.

35 h.p.; owner, T. B. Jeffery & Co.; driver.1. Rambler,
Herbert Bltner ". 3:18 1-5

2. Pope-Toledo, 36 h.p.; owner and driver, S. A. Elliot 3:25 3-5
3. Maxwell, 36 b.p.; owner Maxwell- Briscoe Motor Co.;

driver, C. W. Kelsey 3:27 1-5
4. Matheson, 24 h.p.; owner, Matheson Motor Co.; driver

Frank Lescault 4:24 1-5

STOCK CARS COSTING $2,500 AND UNDER.
1. Pope-Toledo. 24 h.p.; owner. Edward Werland; driver,

Charles Soules 2:56 4-5
2. Buick. 22 h.p.; owner and driver. H. J. Koehler 3:21 1-5
3. Rambler, 35 h.p. ; owner, T. B. Jeffery & Co.; driver Her-

bert Bitner 3:21 1-5
4. Stoddard-Dayton, 30 h.p.; owner, W. W. Pardee; driver,

R. E. Pardee 4:31 2-5
6. White, IS h.p.; owner, P. B. Shaw; driver, E. C. Johnson. 5:06 3-5
<">. Maxwell, 10 h.p.; owner Maxwell-Brlscoe Motor Co.;

driver, Charles Fleming 5:14

STOCK CARS COSTING $1,500 AND UNDER.
1. Buick, 22 h.p.; owner and driver, H. J. Koehler 3:00 4-5
-. Jackson, 20 h.p.; owner, Jackson Automobile Co.; driver,

E. F. Scheuffier 4:4} 1-5
3. Maxwell, 19 1-2 h.p.; owner. Maxwell-Brlscoe Motor Co.;

driver, Charles Fleming 5:25

STOCK CARS COSTING $1,000 AND UNDER.
1. Buick, 22 h.p.; owner and driver. H. J. Koehler 3:10 2-5

autoninbiling's advancement

and thus serve a good purpose.

As the industry ages its pastime

features probably will lessen,

and ultimately sink into insig-

nificance, though apparently

that day is some distance in the

future.

The unusual strains required

by fast driving, long-distance

tours and hill climbs bring out

the weak points in construc-

tion, and a car which can stand

these extraordinary demands
invariably meets ordinary con-

ditions. Therefore, even with

rules not thoroughly satisfac

tory. contests will survive for

the present.

KELSEY IN 4-CYLINDER MAXWELL

H. N." Harding 2:16 1-5

owner, Maxwell-Brlscoe Motor Co.;
Kelsey 3:04 3-6

STOCK CARS COSTING $8,000 AND UNDER.
1. English Daimler. 46 h.p.; owner, DecauviUe Automobile

Co.; driver. H. N. Harding :» 2:11 1-5
2. Pope-Toledo, 36 h.p.; owner and driver, S. A. Elliott 3:16 3-6
3. Matheson, 40 h.p.; owner, Matheson Motor Co.; driver,

C. R. Grueter 3:31 1-6

STOCK CARS COSTING $5,000 AND UNDER.
1. Stevens-Duryea, 50 h.p.; owner Eastern Automobile Co.;

driver, S. H. Hancock 2:27
2. Pope-Toledo, 46 h.p.; owner and driver, Valentine Bliss.. 3:12
3. Pope-Toledo, 36 h.p.; owner and driver. S. A. Elliot 3:51 4-5
4. Matheson, 24 h.p.; owner, Matheson Motor Co.; driver,

F. Lescault 4:05 1-5
5. White. 18 h.p.; owner, P. B. Shaw; driver. E. C. Johnson. 5:51 3-5

HONGINI AND THE BIG MATHESON.

DESIGNER GREUTER—MR. MATHESON

SMALL BOY AND SISTER PROMINENT AMONG THE SPECTATORS.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THOSE WHO DRIVE CARS

Many Advantages of Having a Reserve Battery.

Very often it is inconvenient, say, when one is running in the

streets of a city, to stop the car and set right a case of backfiring

or misfiring in one of the cylinders of a motor. Many times the

trouble can be remedied without the driver leaving his seat, pro-

vided the car is equipped with two sets of batteries, separately

wired. Backfiring and missing of explosions is not always caused

by weak batteries, but in the great majority of cases it can be

remedied by switching from the set of batteries that has been

in use, to another set, and if you have the extra set wired up

and ready for use, many inconvenient stoppages of an automobile

in crowded streets may be avoided. It frequently happens, also,

that one cylinder will cease firing for the reason that a weakened

battery only supplies enough current to move the vibrator and

fire the plugs on the cylinders that are in best condition. In

cases of this kind the dead cylinder can often be brought to life

by throwing on an active battery, without the annoyance of stop-

page and delay. The point we desire to emphasize here, is the

advisability of always having an extra set of batteries wired up

and ready for use, so by a single throw of a two-point switch

you can change the ignition from one set to the other without leav-

ing the driver's seat. It takes but little time and trouble to per-

fect a system of this nature, and the advantages gained are so

self-evident that they are at once apparent to the automobilist's

common sense.

On the Proper Method of Handling Gears.

Many drivers make the mistake of being too impatient in mak-
ing changes of gear from high to low. They do not allow the

fixed gears to slow down sufficiently before moving the change-

speed lever from one notch to another. It is the best practice to

declutch, and wait for a second or two before putting the gears

into mesh, as this allows the stationary gears to slide without mak-
ing a noise, and without chipping the teeth. Some clutches are

fitted with a brake which begins to act on the withdrawal of the

male cone, and this slows down the revolving train of gears, but

this brake is not necessary if the operator uses reasonable care.

In making the change from a low gear to a high one, the pause

above noted is not necessary, as both trains of gears are revolv-

ing. Sometimes it facilitates changing to a lower gear to let in

the clutch gently while the speed lever is being manipulated. In

the handling of gears so much depends upon the art of the driver,

that a hard and fast rule is scarcely applicable to the case, but a

broad application of the above hints will mitigate the clattering of

gears to a large extent, provided they are all right in every other

way and properly lubricated, and the satisfaction of having people

consider you an able driver should prompt the experiment.

Ground Wiring vs. Two Pole Plugs.

A correspondent in English Motoring asks why no better

method exists of wiring an automobile than that ordinarily

adopted of connecting the ground wire or earth pole to the nearest

metal part of the car, and he thinks that many short-circuits are

thereby caused. It is obvious that connecting a live wire to the

frame is not the ideal method, according to our contemporary's

views, as expressed in answer to the inquiry, which goes on

to say that "with the high-tension current in the frame of the car

short-circuits are of more frequent occurrence than would be the

case with a two-pole plug. This latter system has, however, the

disadvantage of the multiplicity of wires necessary for a four-

cylinder engine. A two-pole plug, with knife switches at the

terminals, would form an excellent system. Dirt and oil between

the nuts and bolts connecting up the engine to the frame are

fruitful sources of bad contact in the 'earth' system now adopted."

The Interesting Problem of Wheel Movement.

Lay a pencil across the palm of the left hand just forward of

the wrist, place the finger tips of the right hand upon it, and roll

it forward the length of the left hand; the right hand will have

advanced twice that distance, and the result will be the same with

a roller of any diameter, for the reason that the constantly chang-

ing part of the pencil in contact with the right hand has twice the

forward velocity of the center, says English Motor. Therefore,

if an automobile be traveling at, say, twenty miles an hour—para-

doxical as it may seem—an ever-changing point in the wheel is

traveling onward at the rate of forty miles per hour. Another

application which may interest the lay mind is to be found in the

differential gear. Cast off the driving chains—if a chain-driven

car—lash one sprocket to a stanchion, then turn the differential

box one revolution by hand and the free sprocket will make two

revolutions for the reasons above noted. The problem of wheel

movement is as old as the hills, but it never loses its interest to

the student of geometry.

How Automobilists May Keep Their Watches Clean.

It frequently happens, especially during long tours, that auto-

mobilists are troubled with accumulation of fine dust and grit

that finds its way in some manner to the working parts of their

watches. A good way to avoid this annoyance is to open the

front case of the watch, and with a match, cut chisel-shaped at

one end, apply a thin coat of vaseline all about the seat of the

case where the lid fits. When this is done treat the back lid of

the case in the same manner. Only a small quantity of vaseline is

required, just enough to make an unbroken film of it all the way

round, and it will make the watch dustproof and waterproof at

these points. At the end of a month or six weeks open the cases

and you will be surprised at the amount of dirt that has collected

at the edges of the case. This removed, the treatment as outlined

above can be repeated.

Starting Single-Cylinder Car from Spark.

J. Clarence Thomas, Corsicana, Tex., writes that he has been

experimenting with starting the motor from the spark with good

results. He says : "I have a runabout of the curved dash variety,

and I adjusted the coil vibrator so as to get a good hot spark

every time. I then set the contact, so as to fire just over the cen-

ter, put in good fresh batteries, then put engine in first-class

shape, so as to have good compression. This car has only one

cylinder, so when I say I start every time with the spark you will

see that is something new. When the engine has been running, I

turn it over until the piston is just over the compression stroke,

after which I switch on the spark and it goes every time. This

will only work on an engine having good compression. My eight-

year-old son starts this car that way, so you see the plan will

work.

Anti-Skids Should Be Used in Pairs.

Should the back wheels of a live-axle car develop a grinding

noise, the first thing to do, of course, is to investigate the lubrica-

tion. If this is all right and the noise continues, the trouble is a

puzzling one. However, this trouble is not apt to develop unless

there is some difference in the size of the tires on the rear wheels.

Some automobilists fit one of the rear wheels with an anti-skid

device, which is a mistake, as it makes the diameter of one of the

driving wheels larger than the other, and causes the differential to

be continuously at work. It also puts an extra strain on it in start-

ing or in the application of brakes, as the wheel fitted with the

anti-skid has a sharper bite on the roadbed. Anti-skid devices

should always be applied to tires in pairs. The extra cost for the

second device is much cheaper than a new set of differential gears.
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MOTORS THAT WON IN THE TWO-GALLON TEST

IN view of the very economical runs made by the air-cooled

machines that took first and second places in the Two-
gallon Efficiency Contest promoted by the Automobile Club of

America, it is interesting to note some of the mechanical details

of the cars, which represent two different types of American air-

FRANKLIN MOTOR, SHOWING MAIN EXHAUST PIPES.

cooled automobiles. The Franklin, which won first place, is a

light runabout with four vertical cylinders cooled by natural air

drafts ; while the Frayer-Miller car, which scored second place,

is a full touring car, also with a four cylinder vertical engine,

set in the usual fore and aft position, but the cylinders are cooled

by a forced blast of air. Both cars are regular stock models, and
both were driven by experts who are not only adept drivers, but

who know every detail of their machines.

The Franklin car, which traveled 87 miles, scored 200,100

points and won the first prize, is a 12-horsepower four-cylinder

runabout of the Franklin 1905 model, with the engine placed in

CARBURETER AND AUXILIARY EXHAUST OH FRANKLIN.

front, transversely, driving through a planetary transmission and

a long chain to the live rear axle. The car is a very light one,

weighing 1,100 pounds, according to the catalogue rating, and the

running weight, with two passengers on board, was shown by

the official scales to be 1,500 pounds. Both front and rear wheel*

run on roller bearings. Previous to the contest the car was placed

in the hands of Arthur Holmes, an expert from the Franklin

factory, and was tuned up to the highest possible pitch of effi-

ciency. The gasoline tank was slightly tilted to cause all the

gasoline to drain into the carbureter, but, the New York agents

state, no other changes were made. The 1905 engine is exactly

the same as the 1906 engine in every detail, the only changes

made in the car for the current season being of a minor charac-

ter, such as the lubricator and the timer. During the contest the

car, of course, was driven with extreme care, the high speed being

used throughout the run. Advantage was taken of everp oppor-

tunity to coast down grades, with the engine shut off, and a

good deal of coasting was done on level ground, the car being

run up to a fairly high speed and then allowed to run under the

influence of its momentum until moving quite slowly, when the

engine would be again thrown in. The light weight of the car

permitted picking up speed without using much fuel. With the

THB AUTOXO—

CROSS SECTION FRANKLIN AUTOMATIC CARBURETER

spark advanced as far as road conditions would permit and the

throttle open as little as possible, Holmes drove his car to victory

Some of the Franklin's Mechanical Points.

The Franklin motor is designed with a view to giving the

easiest possible ingress and egress to the gases, the valves, placed

directly in the head of each cylinder, being as large as the diame-

ter of the head will permit. In addition there is an auxiliary ex-

haust valve which carries away the greater part of the hot gases

and has an important influence on the cooling of the engine. The

valves in the head are mechanically operated from a single cam-

shaft, there being two cams for each cylinder. The auxiliary ex-

haust port, cut through the wall of the cylinder, is opened

by the piston during the latter part of its stroke. A check valve

in the exhaust passage opens to permit the escape of the exhaust

but remains closed when the piston uncovers the port at the bot-

tom of the intake stroke. Natural air drafts are relied upon

to cool the cylinders, no fans being used.

The Franklin carbureter is made on the . usual float-feed plan,

hut presents interesting modifications of the usual type and is

considered by the manufacturers to be exceedingly efficient There

are two air inlets, as shown in the accompanying drawing; one.

at A, is normally held on its seat by a spring, and is lifted by the

suction of the piston to admit air. The other, at B. is connects!
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with the throttle lever (.'. so that as the throttle is opened the air

valve is opened at the same time and in the same proportion, the

spring-controlled valve maintaining the balance of proportions

automatically. The air

inlet, through which

all the air passes, is

at D and the motor sup-

ply pipe is attached at E.

The needle valve control-

ling the supply of gaso-

line to the spray nozzle

is at F ; gasoline enters

the float chamber at the

bottom, the gasoline pipe

connection being at H.

No governor is used on

this . car, though the

larger Franklin motors

are all governed. The
gasoline tank used was

the regular rectangular

tank fitted to the car and
placed under the seat; it

was slightly tilted, but

otherwise unchanged.

Characteristics of the Frayer-MUler.

The Frayer-Miller car that won second place by traveling 47.9

miles on two gallons of gasoline, carrying five passengers, is a

regular touring car of the 1906 type, with 24-horsepower motor,

and is owned by Dr. Butler, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who loaned it to

the Frayer-Miller Company for the contest. Frank Lawwell, who
drove the car, is an expert in the employ of the Frayer-Miller

Company, and he exercised the greatest care in the manipulation

of the throttle. "The carbureter is a very economical one," said

Mr. Lawwell. "I took a great deal of pains to see that the mo-
tor was given the weakest mixture it would run on, using as much
air as possible. I cut down the gasoline and opened the air inlet,

gradually weakening the mixture until the engine began to miss

explosions, which showed that the charges were too weak to ignite

properly. Then I very slightly increased the proportion of gaso-

CROSS SECTION FRANKLIN MOTOR.

CARBURETER AltD FEED PIPE OF THE FRAYER-MILLER.

^BBaMi
FRAYER-MILLER MOTOR ROTE BLOWER AND AIR DUCT.

line until the skipping stopped. I watched the carbureter sharply

every minute and took advantage of all opportunities to coast

without using fuel."

The car was equipped with a special gasoline tank of cylindrical

form, secured above the dashboard, as shown in the photograph

;

one end was raised an inch or two higher than the other, so that

the gasoline would all flow to one end of the tank, and the pipe

leading to the carbureter was, of course, led out from the low end

of the tank. The regular gasoline pipe was disconnected and the

pipe from the special tank screwed into the carbureter; apart

from this the car was not altered in any way from its regular

touring form. With 5 passengers, the car weighed 3,270 pounds.

The Frayer-Miller air-cooling system has been described in de-

tail in The Automobile, but it may be repeated that the cylinders

are surrounded by aluminum jackets open at the bottom and con-

nected at the top to a rectangular aluminum pipe which leads to

the jackets air from a fan blower gear-driven from the forward

end of the crankshaft. The cooling air is blown directly on the

cylinders, and the volume is just sufficient to keep the tempera-

ture of the cylinders below the point where the lubricating oil

would be burned. Thus the engine is run at the highest possible

temperature — a condi-

tion which is conducive

to economical operation,

all the heat units car-

ried away in the cooling

system representing just

so much wasted energy.

Like most air-cooled

engines, the Frayer-Mil-

ler engine has its valves

arranged with a view to

giving the incoming

charges and the outgo-

ing exhaust the great-

est freedom and direct-

ness. Both valves are

mechanically operated,

and are placed with their

stems in a horizontal po-

sition, in a narrow pock-

et formed by an upward
extension of the cylinder

head. The arrangement
is shown clearly in the accompanying drawing; A is the valve
chamber into which open the inlet valve B and the exhaust valve
C. The valves are each 1 5-8 inches in diameter, the inlet valve

CROSS SECTION FRAYER-MILLER.
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FRANKLIN AND FRAYER-MJLLER PRIZE-WINNING CARS AT THE START OF THEIR REPEATING RUN.

having a lift of 1-4 inch and the exhaust valve a thirty-second

more. Both valves are mechanically operated by long push-rods

and bell-cranks. The spark-plug is screwed into the top of the

valve chamber, so that the sparking points are equidistant from

each valve. Here the plug is well out of the way of lubricating

oil and is subjected to the scouring action of the gases. The
spark plug and the valve chamber are directly in the path of

the cold air from the blower, and are kept comparatively cool.

The carbureter, designed by the builders of the car, is of the

float-feed type with automatic auxiliary air inlet in addition to a

manually controlled air valve. The piping from the carbureter

to the inlet valves is so disposed that the gas travels the same dis-

tance to each cylinder. No attempt is made to bring the carbu-

reter close to the valves ; in fact, the piping is rather long. The
exhaust is carried out through a separate pipe for each exhaust

valve, all pipes joining a larger pipe which extends to muffler.

A good deal of the credit for the fine performance of the Frayer-

Miller is ascribed to the easy running of the machine, ball bear-

ings being freely used. Ball bearings are used throughout the

transmission, bevel driving gears and the live rear axle. There

are 17 ball bearings in the car.

In both cars ignition is by jump spark and the spark timing, as

well as the throttling, is done from the steering wheel in the usual

way. In addition to the usual throttle, however, the Frayer-Miller

car is regularly fitted with a small lever on the dashboard for

regulating the air supply. This was frequently adjusted in the

contest.

figures resulting from the second run, of course, had no effect on

the scores made in the contest.

ASKED TO REPEAT, CARS IMPROVED.
An interesting sequel to the two-gallon contest was the re-

running of the course by the Franklin that finished first in points

in the actual contest, and the Frayer-Miller car that took second

place. The remarkable performances brought forth a great deal

of comment, favorable and otherwise, and in order to terminate

all this the cars were asked to repeat the performance under con-

ditions similar to those of the original event. On the follow-

ing Tuesday afternoon, therefore, the Franklin and the Frayer-

Miller were weighed in at the scales used on the previous Satur-

day, found to be of the same weight, with their passengers, as in

the contest, and were sent away with the officially measured two

gallons in their tanks.

Fortunately, Saturday's weather conditions were not dupli-

cated, and the roads were excellent. Though the Franklin got

off the road and lost something thereby, a distance of no less than

04.5 miles was covered before the fuel failed, while the Frayer-

Miller car made 59.8 miles. In the case of the Franklin the dis-

tance covered was eight miles more than in the actual contest

and the points made, according to the formula, totaled 218,500,

or 18400 points more than in the contest. The Frayer-Miller

car exceeded its first run by 11.9 miles and made a score of 243,-

386 points, or 48.433 points more than on Saturday and 24,886

points more than the Franklin's score for the second run. The

WINNERS RECEIVE THEIR PRIZE CUPS.

Before an interested assemblage Monday night at the Auto-

mobile Club of America the cup winners received their prizes.

E. S. Partridge, of the Decauville Automobile Company, received

the gold cup won by the Franklin, and Dr. Samuel B. Butler, the

Frayer-Miller entrant, accepted the silver cup. S. B. Stevens,

owner of the Darracq, was absent, and the silver medal was
placed in the keeping of Secretary Butler. The presentations were
made by Dr. Wheeler, the chairman of the Contest Committee,

after the meeting had been called to order by President Morris.

Much amusement was caused when Dr. Wheeler stated that an

engineer had carefully calculated that there were not enough
heat units in two gallons of gasoline to have propelled the cars

the distance with which they were credited. Dr. Wheeler said

that, in view of the information obtained from the contest, the

single-cylinder and double-cylinder cars would not be so heavily

handicapped another time.

SPECIALLY FITTED TANK ON THE FRAYER-MILLER.
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ANALYTICAL RESULT OF A. C A. EFFICIENCY TEST
MANY interesting deductions appear upon analysis of the by the contest committee for determining relative merit of per-

results of the A. C. A. Two-gallon Efficiency Test held formances is based on the total load moved as represented by car

on Saturday, May 5. It is only when the aggregate figures and passengers weighed together and not on the weight of the

are taken that one can get a fair realization of the immense' passengers alone multiplied by the distance traveled. For this

amount of work done in the test and the actual fuel economy of reason the results show mechanical efficiency rather than the

it. Here are the totals figured from the club's official data sheet : efficiency of the cars as vehicles. Of two cars carrying the same

number of passengers and traveling the same
Number of cars that finished. 62

djg {he heay.

y Qne .

g ^ wjn aUh h
Number of passengers earned 275 JHfct for weight carried in proportion to weight of
Aggregate of m.Ies traveled 2,321.31 M

vehide> the ,ight car does the work on a srna„er
Aggregate tons transported 95." jWST ¥ original investment and smaller cost of up-keep.
Gallons of gasol.ne consumed 124 *

Fof example . Take tw0 four.cylinder cars
Cost of fuel at 20c. a gallon $4488 *

weighing respectively 2,300 and 4,000 pounds

From this it is found that the average number and add to each the 800 pounds "handicap" (a

of miles traveled per car on a consumption of flj Hfeibi constant) provided by the formula, and we have

two gallons was 37.44—a distance certainly in respectively the multiples 3,100 and 4,800. These

excess of what was expected. It is also seen that multiplied by 40, the number of miles we will

a load of more than 95 tons (representing ag- assume both cars traveled, and we have a score

gregate -weight of cars and passengers) was of 124,000 for the light car and 192,000 for the

moved a mean distance of 37.44 miles at a cost heavy car, although both carried five passengers

of $44.88, or approximately $1.20 a mile. Un- the same distance. Magnified to an extreme, a

fortunately, there are no reliable figures where- car of 4,000 pounds gross weight, built so heavy

by the actual weight of the passengers can be and operating with such frictional losses that it

arrived at. It should be remembered, in making HOLMES, WINNING DRIVER. could just carry two persons twenty miles, would

comparisons, that no account has been taken of outscore a car of 2,500 pounds gross weight that

the consumption of lubricating oil, of wear on tires, of drivers" carried five passengers twenty-five miles. It works out thus:

time, and of general wear and tear of the cars. It is merely an 4,000+ 800X20= 96,000, and 2,500+ 800X25 = 82,500. Thus,

interesting showing of the present efficiency of the automobile when the dead weight of the car plus the weight of the passengers

engine and transmission mechanism. is taken as a multiple, a premium is put on heavy construction.

But it should be noted that the experimental formula adopted When the formula is ignored, and the performances are worked

THE WlmnilG FRANKLIN IS JUST PASSING THE MISPLACED "FINISH" 50-MILE POST ON THE RE-RUN OVER THE COURSE.
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out in ton-miles and passenger-miles, as in the following table,

some interesting results are shown:

Table of Results by Ton-Miles and Passenger-Miles.

I i b t §|

I & 1 M !
§
.

* 5 1 I 1* 1 H

I

0 z a. s (h o a. rou
1 Franklin 200.100 12 66.26 .613 174.0 .287 4 air
2 Frayer-Mlller . . . 194.953 24 78.31E .51 239.5 .167 4 air
3 Darracq 181.680 15-20 72.21 .553 232.2 .178 4 water
5 Mack 173,441 40-60 79.868 .50 840.0 .048 4 water

12 Compound 149.422 16 67.31 .697 217.5 .183 3 water
20 Orient Buckb'rd. 143.368 4 45.955 .87 197.66 .203 1 air
21 Frayer-Mlller ...142,737 36 69.6 .671 206.8 .194 6 air
33 Cadillac 131,812 10 63.437 .64 222.0 .18 1 water
49 White Steamer.. 108.612 18-20 43.872 .911 129.8 .386 2 condenser
60 Maxwell 100,107 16 47.533 . 841 180.0 .222 2 water

•Figured on the basis of two gallons of gasoline at 20 cents a gallon.

From this it will be seen that when the distance traveled is

multiplied by the weight and by the number of passengers carried,

the best performance was made by the huge Mack observation

wagon, which went 17.13 miles as against 87 miles covered by the

winning Franklin, the 10,125 pounds of the sightseeing car over-

balancing everything else. It was, however, a remarkable per-

formance, especially with regard to passenger-mile economy.

The way in which the constant of 800 pounds added to the gross

weight of each car in accordance with the formula works to the

advantage of the light car is shown in the case of the first and

second cars. Although in ton-mile and passenger-mile perform-

ance the four-cylinder Frayer-Miller made the best showing of all

the touring cars, the Franklin took first place in number of points

scored. On the other hand, this advantage is more than offset in

the case of one and two-cylinder cars by the handicap put on

them by the formula, which provided that they should be rated

at only 70 and 75 per cent of their actual loaded weights re-

spectively. For instance, the Orient buckboard, which made a

most creditable run of 98.83 miles with two passengers, won only

twentieth place with a score of 143,358 points; but, if figured on

the same basis as the four-cylinder cars that took the first nine-

teen places in the contest, it would have gained 180,975 points,

which would put it in fourth place. With the exception of the

tri-car, which was not competing for a prize, the buckboard ran

farther on its two gallons than any other car in the trials, out-

distancing by nearly 23 miles the winning car, which also carried

two passengers, its single cylinder and light weight giving the

buckboard a great advantage in fuel economy.

Again, the highest place taken by any two-cylinder car was

fiftieth position, won by the 16-horsepower Maxwell, carrying five

passengers. This ran 36 miles, and its performance to many
would seem to be as meritorious as those, for instance, of the

Renault 14-horsepower brougham, which carried three persons

36.61 miles, and the 20-32-horsepower Darracq, that carried four

persons 34.62 miles, and won respectively tenth and eleventh

places. Apparently the only reason for its being so far down the

list is because it is not heavy enough and does not have enough

cylinders for a contest of this sort.

Probably from a users' standpoint the Oldsmobile single-cylin-

der runabout that carried two passengers 45 1-2 miles is entitled

to a better position than fifty-ninth, when a high-priced four-cyl-

inder Mors that went only 15.72 miles took the place ahead of it.

From this viewpoint also the little two-passenger single-cylinder

Covert, that got 73.75 miles on the way to Boston through

the rain also has more to its credit than appears from its official

position of thirty-ninth.

Factors that were not taken into account at all by the commit-

tee will have weight with students of the results—such as price,

probable tire and upkeep expense, and horsepower. They will

be concerned mainly with the relative efficiency and economy as

between cars of the same type and approximate cost.

Certainly the novelty of the contest was keenly appreciated, for

an unusual amount of interest was taken in it, and this shows that

the automobilists are eager for technical competitions, having out-

grown the mere endurance or reliability run. Never in this coun-

try have there been so few non-starters in any sort of competition

—only six out of seventy-one entries. The entry list was unex-

pectedly large for an event so little advertised, and the number

of contestants who withdrew or failed to finish was remarkably

small—only two, in fact : the Frayer-Miller, which broke a wheel

against a car track after running several miles with a tire off, and

a Panhard that stopped with an overheated engine.

So great has the rivalry over the question of efficiency been

since the conclusion of the event, that even after the committee

had conducted a run-over of the trial by the winners of first and

second places, one of the two contestants has made a proposal to

hold another test under similar conditions.

PARISAUTOMOBILE STRIKE VIRTUALLY ENDED.

A cable from Paris conveys the information that the strike is

virtually at an end as far as it concerns the automobile industry,

nearly all the concerns having resumed work. The coach-build-

ing industry has not renewed its normal conditions, but it is ex-

pected that such will be the case in the next day or so.

CHAIRMAN FOR A. A. A. HIGHWAYS COMMITTEE.

Robert P. Hooper, of the Automobile Club of Germantown,

has been appointed chairman of the Highways Committee of

the American Automobile Association, President John Farson

having made the announcement from Chicago. Mr. Hooper is

an enthusiast who may be depended upon to do energetic work

as the head of what many consider the most important commit-

tee of the national organization.

The Highways Committee, if the wishes of President Farson

are carried out, will accomplish much in molding sentiment in

favor of government aid in roads building.

RECENT RACING AT KANSAS CITY.

Kansas City, Mo., May 14.—This city, witnessed some good

automobile contests May 9, at Elm Ridg« track. The star

attraction was, of course, Barney Oldfield and his Peerless

Green Dragon. As usual, he defeated Paul Albert in the five-

mile match race, but was unsuccessful in his attempt to lower

mile record. Dallas McFall, in a Stevens-Duryea, won three

races, the fifty-mile open for touring cars, and the two five-

mile events for cars listing from $1,800 to $2,500, and $2,500

or over. The fiv«-mile for cars listing at $1,000 or under

was won by H. G. Kirkland. in a Buick, and the five-mile

handicap went to J. H. Wittman, in a Pope-Toledo, from

scratch.

LIVERYMEN PUTTING IN AUTOMOBILES.

New Haven, Conn., May 7.—Further evidence that New Ha-

ven is beginning to "catch on" as an automobiling town is sup-

plied by the recent action of Frank N. Palmer, of Crown street,

one of the largest liverymen in the city, who has recently installed

a system of autos in his stables which will be rented. Mr. Palmer

recently purchased three new 1906 touring cars. One of the

new machines is a handsome blue four-cylinder Rambler, an-

other is a four-cylinder Pope-Hartford, and the third is a two-

cylinder Ford car. Two other livery firms which have recently

adopted automobiles as part of their equipment are George C
Nesbit, of George street, and Kinney Bros., of Congress avenue.

Mr. Nesbit has two 12-horsepower Buick touring cars, and Kin-

ney Bros, recently installed one of the latest model Knox air-

cooled touring cars. All three machines are given excellent

satisfaction and reaping a harvest for their owners.

When asked if the popularity of the automobile had injured the

livery business to any great extent, Mr. Palmer stated that it

most certainly had, and that there would be little or no renting

of livery outfits in the near future.
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WHY OHIO'S LAW IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL

COLUMBUS, O., May 14.—Secretary of State Laylin is send-

ing out a circular to automobile owners all over the state, in-

forming them of the ruling of Attorney-General Wade H. Ellis,

that the new auto law is invalid, and that he will not enforce it

unless the courts pronounce it sound. The letter follows:

Dear Sir:

—

I am advised by the Attorney-General that the act of April 2,

1906. requiring registration of motor-vehicles in this Department,
and obtaining license to operate same, Is unconstitutional for the
following reasons:

1. It Is not uniform In Its operations.
S. It deprives municipalities of the power to regulate the use of

its streets as to a certain class of vehicles.

S. Its provisions are indefinite and uncertain.
I am also advised by him not to Incur further liability, nor to

take other official action thereunder until this act is construed, or
its validity determined by a court of competent jurisdiction. The
Secretary of State will be governed by the foregoing advice of the
Attorney-General. Tours respectfully,

LEWIS C. LAYLIN,
Secretary of State.

A suit to test the Sawicki law will be filed in the Supreme Court
this week as a result of a conference of Attorney-General Wade
H. Ellis and the officials of the Ohio State Automobile Associa-
tion of the A. A. A. The suit is a friendly one to determine
the status of the law, and will be filed by Attorney Cushing, of
Cincinnati, representing the Cincinnati and Cleveland clubs and
the state organization.

Cleveland Returns to Its City Ordinance.

Cleveland, May 14.—Because of the ruling of the Attorney-
General the Cleveland authorities have decided to return to the
enforcement of the city automobile ordinances heretofore in

vogue, and they have notified automobilists of this city that, after
May 16, all cars must be fitted with the Cleveland license tags.

During the time that the old Cleveland ordinance was out of force
a great many of the automobilists removed their numbers and
wholly disregarded the speed ordinances, knowing that the Cleve-
land police had instructions not to make arrests for violations of
the local ordinances. This resulted in an unprecedented number
of accidents. Several of these proved very serious and culmi-
nated in one fatal accident.

A large number of accidents caused by youthful and inexperi-

enced operators has determined the city authorities to institute

some kind of a measure requiring registration and examination of
all chauffeurs as to their ability to operate machines. The Cleve-
land Automobile Club has gone on record as being in favor of
such a measure. Speaking of this measure, Secretary Goddard
says

:

"There is no question but what all operators of automobiles
should be compelled to pass an examination before being allowed
out on the street. Every stationary engineer handling even an
isolated plant where there is comparatively little danger to the
general public is compelled to pass a rigid examination and to

have his license conspicuously posted. An automobile capable of
anywhere from 30 to 60 miles an hour is immensely more dan-
gerous to the public than any stationary engine. The examina-
tions for certificates to handle a machine should not only insure

that the operator is thoroughly familiar with the handling of his

machine, but a person who is nearsighted, or even color-blind,

should not be permitted to operate on the streets, and no irre-

sponsible minor or child should be allowed to handle a machine
unattended by an adult operator.

A committee composed of W. E. Baker, Charles B. Shanks,
Vernon Burke, and Mr. Goddard has been appointed to draw up
an ordinance covering these points, and the city authorities have
agreed to consider their recommendations before taking action.

The park authorities are not satisfied with the ordinance in

force in the city, and Chief Goldsoll, of the park police force, is

getting up an ordinance on his own account which he will en-

deavor to have placed in force in the parks and boulevard sys-

tems. His plan is to sectionalize the entire park and boulevard

system and post conspicuous signs indicating what the speed limit

is for that section.

The park authorities have been remarkably lienient in the

treatment of automobilists in the past. Last year there were

some 400 complaints against speeding in the parks and only one

arrest and conviction of an offender. Now the chief has changed

his tactics and is going after offenders with a vigorous hand.

He proposes to mount a portion of his force either on horses or

motor bicycles.

Last week Chief Goldsoll had a discussion with Secretary

Goddard, who told the chief that a speed of twenty miles an hour

would be perfectly safe on outlying portions of the boulevard

system. He offered to take the chief for a ride through the boule-

vard system, and demonstrate that a car traveling at this speed

could be stopped within 15 to 25 feet The chief said that if this

could be done he would have no objections to such a speed on

certain portions of the system, and the interesting demonstration

will be made in a few days, which will no doubt substantiate the

reasonable claims of the enterprising secretary.

A POSSIBLE TANGLE IN MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston, May 14.—The Massachusetts Highway Commission is

facing a serious dilemma as the result of a decision made this

week by a municipal court judge in Boston. The case was that

of an operator who was arrested on the charge of having only

one number plate on his car, the rules of the Highway Commis-

sion requiring two, one in front and the other in the rear. When
the case came up for trial the attorney for the accused put in as a

defense that the rules of the Highway Commission were invalid,

because the commission had not passed a regulation requiring

two number plates. Secretary Fletcher, of the commission, was

put on the witness stand, and testified that August 20, 1903, the

commission voted that a "form of certificate" be approved, and

the attempt was made to prove that this vote included the rules

and regulations printed in the certificate. The Court sustained the

contention of the counsel for the defendant, that to approve a

form of certificate is not passing rules and regulations, and the

defendant was discharged.

As the rules and regulations of the commission comprehend

practically all the regulations under which automobiles are oper-

ated, except the requirements of the statutes, the decision is a very

serious matter. More than 13,000 automobiles are being operated

in this State under the registration certificates issued by the com-

mission, and if these were nullified it would lead to very serious

complications. As soon as the decision was made known the

commission held a special meeting and formally adopted its rules

by vote, but the question now arises if this action is retroactive

and affects the certificates that are now issued.

The Commissioners will not carry up the present case, nor will

they appeal to the Legislature, for they believe that, though this

case has gone against them, their regulations as they stand will

be upheld in a majority of instances. Furthermore, a bill has just

been passed by the Legislature and signed by the Governor which,

when it goes into effect the first of next month, will give the com-

mission power to make such rules and regulations as it deems

necessary. At that time the present set of rules will be revised

and new regulations issued. The commission is hoping that it

will not be driven to drastic action, but if it finds that many
parties are escaping punishment under the technicality, it is

possible to revoke all of the 13,000 certificates and issue new ones

containing new regulations.
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ONTARIO'S RESTRICTIVE AUTOMOBILE LAW.
Toronto, Ont., May 14.—A new act has just been passed by

the Legislature of Ontario that imposes still more stringent regu-

lations on the automobilists of this province. It provides, among
other things, that the permit numbers, five inches in length, shall

be displayed on the front as well as the back of the vehicle, and

shall be kept clean. No other number than that issued by the

Provincial Secretary shall be carried. Provision is made for the

proper illuminating of the numbers at night.

Persons in charge of motor vehicles are to use reasonable pre-

caution not to frighten horses, and to stop on the signal of a

rider or driver of a horse when meeting such. If a horse ap-

pears to be frightened the owner or occupants of the automobile

shall, if requested, render such assistance to the rider or driver as

is necessary. No motor vehicle shall carry a lamp which is re-

garded by the trade as a searchlight. In the case of an accident to

any person "owing to the presence of any motor vehicle on any

public highway," the person in charge of the motor vehicle shall

return to the scene of the accident and give in writing to anyone
demanding the same his own and the name and address of the

owner of the vehicle. When loss or damage is sustained by any

person by a motor vehicle the onus of proof that it did not arise

through the negligence of the owner or driver shall be upon
either of the latter.

For failure to obey regulations regarding figures, for racing

on a bet or wager on any public road or street, and for failure to

obey the regulations as to conduct in case of accidents, it is pro-

vided that persons shall be liable to a fine for the first offence of

$50; for the second offence, $100; and on conviction of a third

offence shall be liable to not more than one month's imprison-
ment. If there are three convictions within a calendar year, the

permit of the vehicle shall be canceled, and the offender shall

not be entitled to a permit under the act for a period of two
years thereafter. For violation of regulations where the penal-

ties mentioned do not apply, offenders shall be liable to fines of
not less than $10 and not more than $25.

Every peace officer may make arrests of violators of the regu-
lations without warrants, and in some cases may make such ar-

rests, where "on reasonable and probable grounds" he believes an
offence has been committed, whether it has been committed or not,

and whether such person is guilty or not. Anyone is empowered
to make arrests for violation of the more important regula-
tions of the new automobile law.

TWELVE MILES AN HOUR IN BALTIMORE.
Baltimore, May 14.—The last general assembly of Maryland

passed an automobile bill which apparently increased the speed

limit in the city of Baltimore from six to twelve miles an hour.

Automobilists of the city were, therefore, considerably startled

when, not long ago, State's Attorney Albert S. J. Owens deliv-

ered to one of the local magistrates an opinion that the rate re-

mained the same. Osborne Yellott, council for the Automobile
Club of Maryland, who drew up the bill, differed with Mr. Ow-
ens, and it was decided to make a test case of the speed section.

Accordingly Mr. Yellott and one or two members of the club in-

formed the officer on duty on Mount Royal avenue, the principal

boulevard, that they were going to drive by at a speed consid-

erably in excess of the six miles. This they did and were ar-

rested.

It seems that the trouble lay in the matter of punctuation, Mr.
Owens' copy of the bill being entirely different in that respect

from the one held by Mr. Yellott, who sent to Annapolis for a

true copy of the original, which came to hand in due season.

Now the State's Attorney's office announces that it was wrong in

its opinion and that the bill did increase the speed to twelve

miles per hour. It is probable that the case against Mr. Yellott

and his friends will be dropped. Naturally Baltimore automo-

bilists are jubilant, as the decision places them in a position to

drive their machines at a reasonable pace inside the city limits.

A CANADIAN JUDGE WISER THAN HE KNOWS.
Montreal, May 14.—Berne Nadall, an automobile company

manager, was fined $10 and costs by Recorder Weir for exceed-

ing the six miles an hour prescribed by the city. Mr. Nadall was

demonstrating a car to a new purchaser, and claims that he was

not going at any excessive rate of speed. The official text of

Recorder Weir's remarks in the case are given herewith

:

"The weight of evidence in this case is against the defendant

The action is based not upon a city by-law. but upon a statute of

the province. It must be dear that automobilists cannot expect

to gain much enjoyment by creeping along in the city in their

fleet machines at the slow rate of six miles an hour, but the law

is enacted for the public safety and must be observed ; Salus popu-

li suprema lex. In the country the rate of speed must not ex-

ceed fifteen miles. The only thing for automobilists to do, who

wish to indulge in the pleasurable swift motion of their expensive

machines, is to secure rights of rapid passage on some speedway.

In the city too rapid transit is certainly dangerous. I say this

without an atom of prejudice against motors, which may be, for

aught I know, the public vehicle of the very near future. I fine

defendant $10 or one month, although the maximum fine is $20."

LESSER AND STILL TOO MUCH TOLL ON PIKE.

Cambridge, O., May 14.—The commissioners of the National

Highway have lowered the automobile toll from 5 to 3 cents

a mile—that is, after the first trip, when the driver must leave the

number of his machine and the owner's address with the toll-gate

keepers. The automobilists, according to the Cambridge Times,

still think the rate is prohibitive. Why, they ask, should they

buy high-priced machines and then have it cost more to travel

in them than it does on the railroad ? But the commissioners re-

ply that automobiles drive other traffic from the pike, and they

are not particular about the patronage of automobilists at any

price. Nearly $4,000 of accumulative tolls now in the treasury

will be expended on the pike this summer. The system of road

toll is becoming a relic of the past, and Guernsey and Belmont

are the only counties in Ohio maintaining roads by this system.

A few years more will see the system abolished.

A VERMONT ROAD CLOSED TO AUTOMOBILISTS.
Middlebury, Vt., May 14.—The Board of Selectmen has posted

placards along the highway leading from this village to the Rip-

ton town line, announcing that the road from what is known as

Roger's Corner in Middlebury village to the Ripton line is not

open to automobiles. This is done according to the vote of the

town meeting in March. A test case will doubtless be made by

the Automobile Club of Vermont as to the right of autoists to

use this highway, as they hold State licenses for the operation of

motor vehicles. The above-named organization has retained

counsel in Middlebury and evidently intends to make a fight

against being forced from the highways of that town and Ripton,

which has also posted its principal road against use by automo-

bilists.

MISSOURI IN EARNEST ON ROADS QUESTION.

Kansas City, Mo., May 12.—The judges of the county court

of Boone county have called a meeting of all the county judge*

of the State for Columbia, May 15, to take some action in the

matter of good roads. The meeting is the outcome of the recent

decision of the State Supreme Court knocking out the law per-

mitting a special levy for road purposes. It is planned to have

some action formulated for presentation to the Legislature at its

meeting next year.

A new test on the London-Monte Carlo route is being

made with two Rollo-Royce cars, driven by the Hon. C S. Rons

and Percy Northey, whose aim is not speed, but reliability. They

will also do the return journey by car.
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" ON THE ROAD TO HANDELAY." China was next visited, where 652 miles were added to the

Advices from Charles J. Glidden, who is circling the globe score - Then followed Bajour and Anam, making a total of

in an automobile, shows that he has reached and passed the 32,170 miles covered, and thirty-three countries visited when

land made famous by Kipling's lonely English soldier. Bur- h* reached Hong Kong, April 7. Mr. Glidden expects to

THIS IS A RAILWAY PASSENGER TRAIN IN BURMAH. AUTOMOBILING AMONG THE DAGABAS, BURHAH.

mah was the twenty-ninth country on Mr. Glidden's visiting reach New York June 19, and will resume his trip from Hong
list, and he toured 509 miles therein before going to Ceylon, Kong in October. China and Japan will be the next countries

HI FRONT OF THE QUEEN'S MONASTERY, MANDELAY. TYPICAL VILLAGE ON THE ISLE OF CEYLON.

where he drove his Napier 1,334 miles on the isle where the visited on the resumption of the tour. The automobile will be

"spicy breezes" blow softly. After leaving Ceylon, Cochin stored at Hdng Kong during the coming summer months.
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HEARST'S GOOD ROADS BILL.
Washington, D. C, May 14.—A bill to promote the con-

struction of a national system of good roads, facilitate the

extension of the postal service, and lessen the dependence
of the agricultural and industrial interests of the country
upon the railroads for transportation has been introduced in

Congress by Representative Hearst, of New York. The
bill has attracted a great deal of attention, and it is under-
stood its author will leave no* stone unturned to get it

through Congress.-

j
The bill provides in' effect that any state or territory or

any county thereof which shall have authorized and under-

taken, subject to plans and specifications filed with and duly
approved in writing by the Secretary of Agriculture, the con-
struction or reconstruction of more than ten miles of public

road outside the limits of any city or incorporated village

shall be entitled to receive out of the United States treasury,

under certain conditions, one-half the cost thereof. The
Secretary of Agriculture shall sign warrants for such pay-

ments only after it has been established to his satisfaction:

First, that the- r6ad-'--for -.assistance in whose construction

claim is made of sufficient public importance to come within

the purview of the act, taking into account its use, location,

and value as a main market road, a' mail route, and as an

integral part of a national system of good roads. Second,

that the state, territory or county claiming payment has

made suitable and adequate provision for the payment of

one-half the cost of the entire construction or improvement
authorized and undertaken, and for the permanent main-
tenance thereof without recourse to the United States.

Third, that the work has been done in accordance with the

approved plans and specifications and at the cost claimed.

No payment herein provided for shall be made except as

the work of actual construction progresses, and in no case

shall the payment or payments made by the United States

in advance of the final completion of a road, for assistance

in whose construction claim is made, exceed 40 per centum
of the cost of the work then actually completed. The Sec-

retary of Agriculture is given authority to employ the neces-

sary engineers, inspectors and clerks, and make such rules

and regulations as may be necessary to carry the proposed
law into effect.

j

The bill appropriates $50,000,000 for the purposes of the

act, but provides that not more than $10,000,000 shall be
expended in any year. Such sum shall be apportioned among
the states and territories from which claims are received in

proportion that the population of the several, states and ter-

ritories, reckoned according to the last federal census, bears

to the total population of the United States. If the claims

from any state or territory are for a sum less than the sum
to which the state is entitled, the surplus is to be apportioned
among the other states from which claims are received in

proportion that their population bears to the total popula-
tion of the states and territories from which claims are re-

ceived, as nearly as practicable, so as to render available

in each year the whole sum of $10,000,000. The proposed
law is to take effect immediately after its enactment.

HOW THE SPLIT-LOG DRAG WORKS IN ILLINOIS.
Henry, III., May 14.—Dragging the roads of Marshall county

with the split-log drag has caused many business and professional

men of the Illinois Valley town to buy automobiles. Clifford

Haws, who owns and operates one of the best appointed garages

in the State, says that auto sales have been greatly stimulated by

the action of tike road authorities.. One of the townships is largely

populated- by Quakers, whp run some of the most modern farms

in the Middles West. They have rural delivery, telephones, .and

automobiles, and all of them believe in the efficacy of D. Ward
King and his split log. Henry has only 1,500 population but it has

ten automobiles.

PENNSYLVANIA'S STATE ROAD.
Philadelphia, May 14.—In the presence of the Governor of

the state, the senior United States Senator, congressmen,

state officials, railroad magnates, newspaper owners, editors

and other men of prominence, the scheme of building a high-

way across Pennsylvania from this city to Pittsburg was for-

mally launched at the Union League, in this city, on Saturday

night last. The affair took the form of a dinner, and if a

successful start means anything, the scheme wiir have been

successfully carried out within the next three or four years.

The idea originated with Samuel Rea^ third vice-president

of the Pennsylvania railroad, who, as one who has.-made en-

gineering problems his life work, declared it possible to build

such a road within four years afca -cost of less than $4,000,000.

Mr. Rea further explained his plans at the dinner, and out-

lined the more difficult portions of the work—that through

the mountains, bridge building, etc. Fourteen counties, he

said, would be tapped by the trunk line, and an equal number
of large cities and towns are situated along the proposed

route. The state has offered to pay a large proportion of the

cost of road improvement throughout the state, and it was
proposed to take advantage of that offer in helping along this

undertaking. A tremendous impetus would be given the

cause of good roads throughout the state, and this main stem

would be an excellent object lesson to farmers and others

of the benefits to be gained from improved highways.

Governor Pennypacker declared the subject to be one well

worthy of serious consideration, and practically intimated

that when a measure to construct such a through highway as

outlined by Mr. Rea came before the Legislature it would
receive his support. That it will be favorably mentioned in

his next message to that body is almost a certainty. The
Governor is a good talker and was listened to with great

interest.

After various speakers had descanted on the merits of the

proposition it was decided to at once organize the Pennsyl-

vania Good Roads Association, and was decided to apply at

once for a charter. Besides the speakers mentioned there

were present Senator Penrose, Congressman Morrell, Isaac

Starr, Jr., president of the Pennsylvania Motor Federation;

William A. Dick, president of. the Automobile Club of Phila-

delphia; and Robert P. Hooper, -treasurer of the Automobile
Club of Germantown. ;

President William A. Dick, of the Automobile Club of

Philadelphia, has been elected chairman of the executive com-
mittee of the new association, and Henry F. Walton and A.

G. Hetherington secretaries. An office has been opened in

the North American Building and work will be begun at

once. Already large numbers of letters and telegrams of in-

dorsement from all over the state are beginning to reach the

committee. Especially commendatory are those from
farmers, automobilists and horsemen living along the route

of the proposed highway.

PENNSYLVANIA WILL IMPROVE 400 MILES.
Philadelphia, May 14.—Reports from Harrisburg indicate that

ere snow flies again upwards of 400 miles of improved road will

have been laid down under the Sproul Good Roads law passed at

the last regular sesion of the Legislature. Dauphin, Jefferson,

Juniata, Lebanon and Schuylkill counties are the only ones in

the State which have failed to put in an application for a share

of the money appropriated for building and maintaining good
roads. Their shares have reverted to the general roads fund.

To this fund will also be added the balance left after paying all

expenses of the new Automobile Bureau of the State Highway
Department, which handles the business Of issuing* licenses to

motor car owners. Tljis balance, it is belfeved, will be, close to

$35,000.
"

State Highway Commissioner Hunter,, -an. automobilist himself,

is greatly interested in the proposed trans-state road.
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THE "BIG SIX" FROM CHICOPEE.
The Stevens-Duryea six-cylinder car is, generally speaking, an

enlarged edition of the four-cylinder car of the J. Stevens Arms
and Tool Company, of Chicopee Falls, Mass., and embodies the

main features of the smaller machine. Some changes have been

made, however, in building the larger machine, the most striking

of which is perhaps the use of ball bearings throughout.

The six-cylinder engine is rated at 50 horsepower and has cyl-

inders of 4 3-4-inch bore and 5 1-4-inch stroke. The crankcase of

the engine is connected by a rigid hollow casting with the trans-

mission gearcase, and within the hollow casting the multiple disk

clutch is located. The flywheel is placed at the front of the en-

gine in order to make possible this construction.

The sliding gears of the transmission give three speeds forward

and one reverse, operated by a single side lever. Final drive is

by shaft and bevel gears to the live rear axle.

With a touring body in which seven persons can be seated, the

new car weighs about 2,800 pounds ; it is stated to be capable of

running from 7 to 70 miles an hour on the high gear.

One of the advantages of the ball bearing crankshaft is stated

to be the reduced liability to breakage of the crankshaft, not one

having been broken in any of the new cars put out.

v
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THIRTY-FOUR ENTRIES FOR THE GRAND PRIX
By W. F. BRADLEY.

PARIS, May 9—The entry list for the Grand Prix of the Very little information can be gained about the machines

Automobile Club of France is now closed ; at any rate so far constructed for the big event. The three Brazier cars will

as engagements at ordinary fees are concerned. Stragglers be very similar to last year's models, with an increase of five

may enter their cars up to May 15, but will have to pay for millimeters in the bore of the cylinders. It is stated that they

the privilege by handing over a $2,000 fee per car, instead will not be the fastest of the lot, regularity of running on a

of $1,000. More than half the entries have come in during 750-mile course being regarded by the Brazier engineers as

the last six days. Only a week ago the number stood at more important than high power.

twelve—three cars each for four French firms—and had ob- The Panhard machines will have 175 bore and 170 stroke,

stinately remained at this figure for a whole month. Now It has not yet been decided whether transmission will be by

there are thirty-four cars which will certainly be at the side chains or propeller shaft. Heath is at present practising

starting line on June 26, irrespective of the number which on a chain-driven machine, and Teste on a machine with car-

may be entered at double fees. The list includes twenty-five dan drive.

French champions, six Italians and three Germans, and rep- Tne Dietrich firm will probably be represented by three

resents thirteen of the world's most famous automobile machines, showing many differences on last year's model,

builders. The bore of the cylinders will be the same, but the stroke has

Although numerically the most important, the Grand Prix been increased by ten millimeters. The cars are being built

is not the most international of automobile racers. Whereas lower than usual and the wheelbase is shorter. Unlike last

in last year's Gordon Bennett contest six nations struggled year's cars, the inlet and exhaust will be on opposite side of

for supremacy, this year there will only be three great powers the engine.

to compete for the world's speed trophy. Some surprise is Darracq has again built very light cars, their weight not

expressed here that neither Wolseley, Napier or other im- exceeding 1,870 pounds. In general the machines are similar

portant British firms has thought fit to enter a team, and to last year's models, only a few minor changes being made,

though a fortnight still remains in which to remedy this, it
The motor will give about 12 horsepower more, a differential

is generally felt that the English with their practical com- wi" be fitted, and the change-speed lever, instead of being

mon sense will not pay $2,000 per car for what could have under the steering wheel, will be at the side, there being a

been obtained for half that amount a few days before. separate lever for reverse gear.

Even if America should not send over a car, she will still The Bayard-Clement firm have been experimenting with

have a representative, one of the Hotchkiss racers having both a six-cylinder and a four-cylinder model, with transmis-

been confided to Mr. Elliot Fitz Shepherd, an American gentle- sion by cardan. As the former has given excellent results in

man driver, at present in training on one of the 1905 racers. the trials, it will be the one to represent the firm on the

With the exception of the Vulpes and the two Gregoire Sarthe circuit.

chauffeurs, all the drivers have figured in previous interna- <-)n the Hotchkiss cars no great changes are to be expected,

tional road races and are well known to the public. It will The new Hotchkiss carbureter will be fitted and sparking

be noted that Burton, who last year drove an Austrian Mer- w'" be by high-tension Eisemann magnets,

cedes, has this year been promoted to a German machine. *n Seneral appearance the Renault cars will be very similar

Barriaux, who will have charge of the Vulpes, and Tavenaux to tne ' r touring models. The bore is 175 mm. and the racers

and Renonce, of the Gregoire firm, have all had wide experi-
are dec,ared to be very fast.

ence in important touring contests and are looked upon as
Rigsby will drive a Gobron which has already seen three

very capable speedmen. racing seasons. Excepting a new clutch, no important
changes have been made to the car.

Complete List Grand Prix Entries. The Vulpes, which figures for the first time in a big road

No. Name of Car. Driver
afour-cyIinder machine of 120 bore and 160 stroke,

1. Darracq Hemery. tne cylinders being in pairs. There are three speeds, with
2. Dan acq Wagner. direct drive on the high, and transmission by side chains.
3. Darracq Hanriot , . . , , ,

4. Panhard & Levassor Heath.
' lne wneelbase is no inches and the tracks 53 inches, with

5. Panhard & Levassor Teste, wheels 920 x 120 and 915 x 105. The gasoline tank has a

5: Bra
n
J5er

rd * ^J**™. "J [
.'

[ [ [ [

[

J ] !

.'

;

J

caPacity of ab°ut 48 liters, and the car will be geared for 84
8. Brasier Barlliler. miles an hour.

10. Lorraine Dietrich' '.'.'.'.'.

'.".OabrleT
Fr°m What CWI be Iearned re8ardinK th« Mercedes cars, it

11. Lorraine Dietrich Router. appears that they will be of six separate cylinders of 150 mm.

13. Gobron
6

.

13l

.

etrlCh bOTe I4° mm '
stroke

>
running normally at 1,500 revolu-

14] Vulpes .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.]'.'.'.'.'.'.][['.'.,

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.BarTi&ux
Hons. There will be three speeds, with direct drive on the

ifi Renault Frt*'
h 'gh by the "eW Merc*des method, drive by side chains, and

17.' Renault ^^Y/.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.\\'.'.'.]['.'.'.'.'.'.'. [ '.nf^ez
6 the cars wi" be geared at 1 10 miles an hour. The wheels will

is Hotchkils
Le Blon

-

be 910 x 90 in front and 020 x 120 behind, and the total weight

20: Hotchkiss Eii!!>7v. f «.
of the car wil1 not be more than 2>°68 pounds.

»
j

i

t

aia :.::::::::::::: : :ca(£„
****** No notable changes wiII u made jn the Fiat^ which>

23. Itala
[ [ [ [] [ Fabr"

1" 3S
'
aSt yeaF

'
W'" haVC transn,ission by countershaft and side

24 Flat
..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.i^nc\k.

chains, four-speed gear, four-cylinder motor, with an in-

1s'
Nazsaro. crease in bore of five millimeters, giving about 125 horse-

27.' Bayard
'
Clement '

.' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .'

jAlbeVt cfement P°Wer -

1». bS clement !
!

]
!

] ! !
! ] ] ! ! !

! ] ne
n
ta
m
To
n
Uloubre

^ Sh°W "° Cha"geS ^ ^ m°delS;
30. G,eKolre

]

[ \

'

[ tavenaux
horsepower is greater than that of the French racers,

31. Gregoire >Renonce.
' and both they and the Fiat are exceedingly fast.

32. Mercedes Jenatzy

14 M*'
r('

f

'rt

eS Alexander Burton. A" the French cars in last year's Gordon Bennett trials willa^rcedes Not yot chogen , be represented with two exceptions.
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THINGS GOING ON AMONG THE CLUBS

Detroit's Club Reelects President George.

Detroit, Mich., May 14.—At the annual meeting of the Auto-

mobile Club of Detroit, held at the Hotel Cadillac, a prosperous

condition was shown from the reports of retiring officers. Sec-

retary Harry Skillman reported that there are now 188 members,

of whom 67 joined last year. The statement of the finances was

presented by Treasurer Louis H. Case, and showed a good work-

ing balance on hand. President Edwin S. George reviewed what

had been done in the way of good roads movements, and it was

agreed that one of the duties a year hence is to secure part of

the state appropriation for Wayne county, which pays one-sixth

of it, but has never received any direct benefit. The club will ask

the next legislature to amend the Holmes automobile law by

making it illegal for a chauffeur to take his employer's machine

out without permission, and by which the chauffeur shall be held

liable for accidents.

In place of the retiring directors, De Witt'Loomis, F. O. Paige

and George S. Hodges, the club elected George S. Hodges and

Arthur Pack, of Pontiac, and James H. Flinn, of Detroit. The
following officers were elected by the directors : President, Edwin
S. George; first vice-president, C. A. Du Charme; second vice-

president, D. M. Ferry, Jr. ; third vice-president, Harry G. Ham-
ilton, of Pontiac; secretary, Harry Skillman; treasurer, Louis

H. Case. Samuel J. Serrell, of Pontiac, was made consulting

engineer. The president named the following chairmen of com-
mittees: House, Arthur Pack; contests, runs and tours, George

L. Fleitz ; laws and ordinances, D. M. Ferry, Jr. ; good roads, C.

G. Edgar; entertainment, George S. Hodges.

Dues were raised from $10 to $15 a year, and the annual meet-

ings in the future will be held on the second Wednesday in April,

instead of May. The club-house, overlooking Pine Lake, was
opened this week for the season.

Preparing Dead Horse Hill for the Climb.

Worcester, Mass., May 14.—Work was commenced to-day by

a gang of men in the employ of the Worcester Automobile Clcb

on the preparation of Dead Horse Hill for the climb of May 24.

There is a great deal of work to be done this year in order

to get it into better condition than last year. S. B. Stevens,

of Rome, N. Y., made the 1905 record of I :oo, but Boston men
who have run over to Worcester during the past week believe

that the record will drop close to the minute mark.

Under the vote which was passed by the aldermen a few days

ago, intending contestants next week can practise over the course

from Lovell street down to the start and then up the course as

long as the approaches to this section of the highway are guarded

against any form of accident. Thus there is likely to be some
speeding which will interest motorists before the time of the race

itself. The largest number of entries are expected from Boston,

where Chester I. Campbell, the manager, is making his head-

quarters. The list of 23 events is puzzling local automobilists to

know how the club will run them all off on one day, unless it

should be decided at the last moment to have a moonlight session

to complete the program.

A. C. of Pittsburgh and the Scorching Abuse.

Pittsburgh, May 14.—As a result of the recent furious crusade

which Director of Public Safety Ridgway has started against fast

automobile drivers, it is likely that some practical measures will

be adopted. A dozen or more arrests were made last week, and
in one case the action of the authorities was such as to lead the

officials of the Automobile Club of Pittsburgh to believe that in

justice to the 2,000 automobilists in Greater Pittsburgh they should

appeal to the fairness of the new director. A conference followed,

and it was found that the police department and the automobile

club are nearly in harmony as to the best way of keeping down
the speed nuisance. A suggestion has been made which is likely

to carry that hereafter the members of the Automobile Club of

Pittsburgh shall be provided with police cards by the Department
of Public Safety similar to those carried by newspaper reporters,

and that in the case of an arrest for alleged fast driving the

officer shall release the offender on his own recognizance, and that

the club shall guarantee to pay the fine imposed.

Automobile day for the orphans will be June 5. C. M. Miller

and Dr. John A. Hawkins are the entertainment committee and
President George E. Turner, W. J. Lewis and Paul C. Wolff are

the distributing committee. Fred Ingersoll has donated Luna
Park to the children that day, and at least 150 autos will be at

their service.

Successful First Run of the Camdenites.

Camden, N. J., May 14.—Twenty-six cars participated in the

opening run of the recently organized Camden Automobile Club
on Saturday afternoon last to Egg Harbor and return, about 78
miles. The start was made at 2 o'clock and supper was eaten

at Hamtnonton on the return trip. These runs will be regular

bi-weekly fixtures throughout the summer.

Annual Meeting and Banquet, A. C. of Maine.

Portland, Me., May 14.—The annual meeting and the first

run of the Automobile Club of Maine, with headquarters in Port-

land, was largely attended. There were about 100 guests present

at the banquet, which was held in the Riverton Park Casino.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, Henry F. Merrill ; vice-president, Dr. N. M. Marshall ; sec-

retary, Silas B. Adams; treasurer, Maynard D. Hanson; commit-
tees—Executive, Robert B. Low, Curtis H. Simonds, George E.

Sawyer, Howard Winslow ; membership, A. M. Spear, Jr., Albert
E. Poole, Charles H. Crocker ; runs, Albert H. Hinds, George N.
Coyle, Luther C. Gilson ; finance, Dr. John W. Whidden, Marshal
R. Goding, Leslie A. Mercier; auditing, W. N. Taylor, Herbert

J. Willard, Henry H. Davis; law, Judge Enoch Foster, Col. Fred-
erick Hale, Esq., Howard Goding.

The annual meeting and run was completely successful save
for one distressing accident. While President Merrill, with four
others in the car, was driving along Stevens avenue, he ran into

Charles Wilson, who was riding a bicycle, and the latter received

injuries from which he died an hour later. Mr. Merrill is now
suffering a nervous collapse, and has the deepest sympathy of the
whole city for his part in the unfortunate affair.

Springfield A. C. Favors Pending Legislation.

Springfield, Mass., May 14.—At the last regular meeting of

the Springfield Automobile Club six new members were admitted,

and it was voted to support the legislation now pending in the

Massachusetts legislature in behalf of automobilists, especially

the one for raising the speed limit to 20 miles an hour in the
country and to maintain the same speed limit in cities, villages

and towns as at present. This bill has been passed to be en-
grossed by the House and has been sent to the Senate for concur-
rence. The other bill in which the local club is especially inter-

ested is the bill providing that the highway commission shall have
the power vested in it to regulate and collect all fines, thus, it

is hoped by the automobilists, cutting off any graft which the
country constables may enjoy by haling before the courts autoists
whom they allege exceed the speed limit.
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Chicagoans for the Annual A. A. A. Tour.

Chicago, May 14.—The A. A. A. annual tour continues to in-

terest Chicago autoists, and especially more so since President

John Farson and Secretary S*. S. Gorham, of the A. A. A., re-

turned to Chicago. It is practically certain that the local club

will have several entries.

The bonds which have been issued for financing the construc-

tion of the Chicago Automobile Club's house on Plymouth court

are selling rapidly, according to a prominent member of the club.

A brochure has been issued by the club which presents the ele-

vations and ground plans of the new clubhouse. It shows that

considerable space will be given to the cafe and also that the

garage will have accommodations for the storage of ninety ma-
chines.

The Chicago Automobile Club is still actively keeping up its

crusade against scorching, and has requested one of its members,

Otto Lehman, to appear before the board of directors Wed-
nesday on the ground of scorching, and to state why he should

not be expelled for not living up to the rules and regulations of

the organization. Lehman participated in a race on one of the

roads and the fact appeared in the city papers, by which means it

was brought before the attention of the dub.

New York Motor Club's Increasing Membership.

At the May meeting of the New York Motor Club 22 new mem-
bers were admitted, carrying the total membership up to 200.

Secretary H. B. Tucker has issued the annual list of committees,

appointed by President Moore. The chairmen of the various

committees are as follows: Executive, R. G. Howell; member-
ship, H. M. Swetland ; contest, Harry Unwin ; technical, Paul L.

Snutzel; tours and runs, W. J. Morgan; entertainment and in-

struction, R. H. Johnson; library, A. N. Jervis; press, A. B.

Tucker; route information, Carl Page; road improvement, Frank
A. Burrelle; motor boats, Harry A Lozier; discipline, A. L.

Kull; law (special), Joseph F. Darling; recruiting (special),

John R. Eustis; aerial navigation (special), Georges Dupuy.
Elaborate preparations are in progress for the second annual

Orphans' Day run of the club June 6. There is every indication

that this charitable project will eclipse anything of a like nature

hitherto accomplished.

Quakers Plan for the Brazier Cup Run.

Philadelphia, May 14.—At last Friday night's meeting of the

Board of Governors of the Automobile Club of Philadelphia the

Committee on Runs and Tours announced that Saturday, October
20, had been selected for the annual cross-country run for the

H. Bartol Brazier Cup. The route will be quadrilateral, with

Philadelphia, Doylestown, Quakerstown, and Pottstown at the

corners, and the total distance will be close to 110 miles. The
usual conditions—cars in touring trim, with full complement of
passengers ; contestants not restricted as to route, except that each
car must be checked at the points mentioned above; equalizing

the chances of winning by secretly handicapping the higher-

powered cars, etc.—will obtain. An entry list of 25 or 30 cars is

confidently looked for.

Bisons Are Increasing Rapidly in Numbers.

Buffalo, May 14.—At a meeting of the membership commit-
tee of the Automobile Club of Buffalo, held on Friday, 39 appli-

cations for membership were favorably received. The club is

congratulating itself on the successful efforts of the members in

the fight against obnoxious automobile laws that were introduced
at the session of Legislature which has just closed, and that the
bill which will be drafted by William H. Hotchkiss, former presi-

dent of the club, and which becamee a law two years ago, will

govern automobiles for at least another year. The rapidity with
which laws governing the use of automobiles have been made and
unmade during the past few years does no credit to legislative

Michiganders Elect New Officers.

Grand Rapids, Mich., May 14.—At the annual meeting of the

Grand Rapids Automobile Gub, Benjamin P. Merrick was elected

president for the ensuing year. The other officers elected were:

Vice-president, A. A Barber ; secretary, D. Emmett Welsh ; treas-

urer, N. F. Avery; directors, B. P. Merrick, D. E. Welsh, N. F.

Avery, Dr. Henry Hulst, O. H. L Wernicke and J. T. Byrne.

There are at present 74 members in the club. The committee on

runs will be appointed later.

CLUB DOINGS IN GENERAL.
Princeton, N. J.—A hill climb is scheduled for Friday, May

25, by the University of Princeton Automobile Club. Permits for

running the climb has been granted by the borough council of

Princeton and the Mercer County Board of Freeholders. This

will be the first contest of the kind ever held in this locality.

Providence.—A successful inaugural to the season was the first

1906' run of the Rhode Island Automobile Club to Narragansett

Pier May 5. Dinner was served at Green's Inn. The board

of governors of the club has voted down a proposition to hold

a two-day meet at Narragensett Park track, July 3-4, as most

of the club's officers expect to be absent on those dates.

North Grafton, Mass,—The executive committee of the Graf-

ton Country Club has announced a series of durability and relia-

bility tests for its automobiling members. The first will be held

May 19, and will be an ordinary speed contest The second meet

will be held May 29. This will be in the nature of a reliability

test and will be from Shrewsbury to Wayside Inn, Sudbury,

Mass., and return to the club-house in North Grafton by way of

Shrewsbury. Drivers of cars must be amateurs and each may

have an amateur assistant acceptable to the committee in charge.

Actual time loss and tire troubles will be deducted from the

running time, and the car finishing with the fewest stops, least ex-

pense, and fastest time will be declared winner. The committee

in charge is Charles F. Aldrich, chairman; Harold Knowlton, of

Upton, and E. Kent Swift, of Whitinsville.

AN AUTOIST WHO MET THE EMERGENCY.
Rochelle, III., May 14.—In the matter of resources the Illinois

auto driver is seldom at loss to meet any emergency. Charles

Berry, who owns a four-seated Rambler, put his wits to work in an

unusual way the other night. He was ten miles out in the country

when his chain snapped. The accident happened at a place on the

highway where on each side stood a house. Both had country

telephones, but one of them was out of commission. The folks

who owned the other, which was known to be in working order,

were absent and the house locked up. Berry was equal to the oc-

casion. In an instant he had scaled the telephone pole, snapped

the wires and transferred them to the machine in the other house.

He raised the owner of a powerful machine in Rochelle, who
quickly got out on the road and pulled Berry out of his trouble,

after he had again connected up the wires in the way he had

found them.

Rochelle is gaining in the matter of good autos. One of the

owners uses his car for livery work with good success.

RIVAL WISCONSIN CITIES CLAIM HONORS.
Milwaukee, Wis., May 5.—During the past week several lo-

calities in Wisconsin have claimed the greatest number of auto-

mobiles in proportion to population. On this basis the city of

Racine appears to take precedence over other cities, inasmuch
as the population of that city is about 35,000, while the number
of cars owned aggregate 70, or one car per 500 population.

Milwaukee is second with 350,000 inhabitants and 500 automo-
biles ; in other words, a car for every 700th person. The Twin
Cities, Marinette and Menominee, with a combined population

of 30,000, claim thirty-eight automobiles, or a machine for every

7892-ioth persons.
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CREDIT TO AUTO FOR ITS 'FRISCO WORK
From the SAN FRANCISCO "CHRONICLE.''

THAT the automobile played an all but indispensable part in

saving the western part of San Francisco, and at the same

time has proved invaluable in the serious business of governing

the city through its greatest stress, is conceded by every man
who has had his eyes open during the ten days or so that have

elapsed since the earthquake. Old men in the bread lines, who had

RUTHS OF THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY BUILDING.

This building was situated at the northeast corner of Van Ness
and Golden Gate avenues. The ground floor was occupied by the
Mlddleton Motor Car Company. The garage of the Auto Livery
Company on the opposite side of Van Ness avenue, though built
of wood, escaped with a few broken windows.

previously occupied much of their time in supper-table denuncia-

tion of the whizz-wagons, now have nothing but praise for them.

Men high in official service, who know best of all just how effi-

cient has been the service of the gasoline and steam machines, go

even further and say that but for the auto it would not have been

possible to save even a portion of the city or to take care of the

sick or to preserve a semblance of law and order.

"The auto has been the salvation of San Francisco," said a

business man yesterday—a business man whose business is not

the sale of automobiles.

Now that the impressment of private machines into public ser-

vice has been stopped by official order, it is possible to look back

calmly upon the first week that followed the earthquake and to

view the benefits resulting from a summary seizure of machines

by officials. That the seizure in isolated cases by youthful sen-

tries who did not know the difference between the use and abuse

of a privilege, and who thought that the power vested in them

gave them a license to take any machine that came along when

they wanted a ride for a few blocks was unjust is a fact that

has since been realized by officials as well as owners. Since at

fairs have settled, too, there has been an insistent complaint from

some owners that many other owners purposely disabled cars to

save them from impressment.

These, however, are trivial complaints when compared with the

good accomplished by the autos. They were devil wagons turned

into chariots of mercy. When fire threatened the Mechanics'

Pavilion, which had been made an emergency hospital and was
tested to its capacity with the influx of sick and wounded, auto-

mobiles rushed to the rescue and conveyed the patients to a place

of safety. It is no exaggeration to say that the saving of the

lives of many of these patients was due solely to the automobiles.

The saving of life was, of course, the most important service

rendered by the automobile.

The doctors in the service of the Red Cross Society found the

auto not only a handy but an indispensable means of getting

around from place to place. The relief workers, in the transpor-

tation of supplies, also found that they could get around with

urgently needed articles of food and clothing much more readily

than by any other means of conveyance. The officials of the city,

in speeding here and there in the performance of their duty, would

not have been able to cover the ground or do half the work they

did if it had not been for the automobiles.

At present, when affairs are settling down more to a routine

basis, the machines are still rendering service which cannot

be calculated in dollars and cents. Until street cars are running

again over all the lines they will continue to be indispensable.

The providing of gasoline for these machines was a problem

at first which had the drivers guessing. H. C. Breeden, the local

agent for the Standard Oil Company, came to the rescue, and the

much-maligned concern has since the earthquake furnished, gratis,

to drivers and owners, all the gasoline that was needed. In all,

it is estimated that nearly 15,000 gallons of gasoline have been

used.

There is no accurate record of the exact number of machines

seized for the public service, but automobile men place the figure

at 200.

The substitution of police whistles for honk-honk horns and

the long, wailing screech of the newer brand of warning to pedes-

trians have been features noticeable every hour of the day since

the big shake-up. Both the police whistle and the wailing screech-

er have evidently done their work, for while the autos have

chugged along with no limit on the speed permitted, accidents

have been fewer than in the days before the fire.

MORE AUTO STORIES OF THE CATASTROPHE. •

From W. F. Culberson, the Pacific Coast representative of the

George N. Pierce Cimpany, comes another 'Frisco story

:

"The store of the Mobile Carriage Company, our agents in San.

Francisco, just escaped the fire, though the garage across the

street was a little shaken up with the dynamite explosions. Had
it not been for the services of the automobile the death list would
have been doubled and perhaps trebled. When Mechanics' Pavil-

ion, where the dead and dying had been placed, was endangered,,

the automobiles responded and not a life was lost Cars were

L. L. WHITMAN AND WIFE FLEEING SAN FRANCISCO.

forced over heaps of brick, glass, hot cinders, and into every con-

ceivable place to save people. The Pierce proved itself to be pure

gold. The little two-cylinders that have been in the rent ser-

vice for years, even when overloaded, did not falter, except where
some strange driver abused them. Of the four-cylinder cars too
much cannot be said. From the morning of the 18th up to the

present time they have been going day and night. When one-
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driver dropped from fatigue another was put in his place, but even

with these changes these large Arrow cars have never hesi-

tated.

"One of the deplorable incidents was the shooting of H. C. Til-

den, the vice-president of the Mobile Carriage Company. Mr.

Tilden had entered his car in the Red Cross Service, and was

driving the car himself. He had worked incessantly. After

taking his family to a place of safety on last Friday evening he

was returning from Menlo Park, when he was challenged by a

self-appointed vigilant committee. He had given the counter-

sign, "Red Cross," and had passed the sentries fifty feet when

they began to fire, for some unknown reason. A rifle ball passed

through the tonneau and front seat and struck Mr. Tilden in the

back, the bullet passing through his heart

"After I had rendered all the services I could I turned my at-

tention to Oakland, which had been reported to me as safe. I

took one of the Arrow cars as it came into the garage from an

all-night run and started around the bay to Oakland. It was the

only way I could reach here. The Arrow car brought me to this

place safe and sound, and it is now in the service of the Fed-

eral Government."

Transcontinentalist Whitman Tells of His Escape.

From Pasadena, Cal., whither he fled after the San Francisco

earthquake, L. L. Whitman, the transcontinental automobilist,

writes The Automobile as follows

:

"Mrs. Whitman and I were in San Francisco at the time of

the disaster, and having my old transcontinental Franklin on

hand, I dug it out of the back part of our agency quarters, filled

the tank with gasoline, and putting a trunk on behind, left the

city after three days of terrible conditions. One day I carried

women and children to Golden Gate Park, dumping their hastily-

•snatched baggage, and going after others.

"After leaving the city we had a fine run 500 miles south to

Los Angeles. The California scenery is very beautiful at this

time of the year, and had we not been through the awful three

days of terror, we would have enjoyed it more thoroughly."

To One Company from Its 'Frisco Agents.

Several of the telegrams from the Middleton Motor Car Com-
pany, the San Francisco agents of the Autocar, tell their own
story

:

"April 28.—Store ruined. Will be in position for business

again within three days."

"May 1.—Allow all runabouts to come. Can handle thirty at

once, and after that as fast as you can ship them."

"May 4.—Were you able to stop car with six runabouts in

transit at time of fire? If so, wire where it is and rush same
forward. Also how soon can you forward more? We can sell

thirty for cash if we can get them soon."

These telegrams would indicate that the availability and value

of the automobile will be decidedly apparent in San Francisco

for some time to come.

"REO MOUNTAINEER" HAS ROUGH GOING.
Davenport, Iowa, May 12.—The Reo Mountaineer, which left

Des Moines in the midst of the hard rainstorm of last Monday,
pulled into this city at 7 :30 o'clock to-night. It was raining when
the car arrived in Davenport, and from the mud-spattered ap-

pearance of both car and crew, the trip across the state must
have been a strenuous one. For three days the car was tied up

at the little Dutch town of Polla. The clay roads in that vicinity

being impassable, the situation was anything but an alluring one

to Transcontinentalist Megargel, who had Chicago on his mind
as the oasis in the desert of mud, but on Thursday morning, with

tire chains securely wrapped around each rear wheel, the trip

east was resumed. Ruts, some of them fourteen inches deep, were

encountered wherever mud had hardened. After a couple of days

in Davenport the trip toward Chicago will be resumed.

NEW YORK OPEN-AIR SHOW.
With few exceptions every automobile of prominence sold

in New York City will be exhibited at the open-air show

of the New York Automobile Trade Association, to take place

at the Empire City track May 24, 25 and 26. Intending buyers

will have an opportunity of inspecting the various makes,

having demonstration rides, and watching the various con-

tests that will take place on the track morning and afternoon.

Incidentally the aerial navigators will figure in the carnival,

and there will be daily ascensions to add to the novelty of

the occasion. Herewith is the list of exhibitors

:

AUTOMOBILES.

Smith & Mabley.
White Sewing Machine Co.

Cryder & Co.

Covell & Crosby Motor Co.

Oldsmoblle Co. of N. T.
N. T. Motor Car Co.
Darracq Automobile Co.

E. T. Kimball & Co.

Ardsley Motor Car Co.
Aerocar Company.
A. G. Spalding Bros.

Majestic Auto Co.

Wayne Automobile Co.
Rainier Company.
Matheson Motor Co.

Reo Motor Car Co.

Decauvllle Automobile Co.

Peter Fogarty.
Nlelson Motor Car Co.

Maxwell Briscoe Motor Car Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.

New Amsterdam Motor Co.

Auto Import Co.

Theo. Schult*.

Cadillac Co. of N. T.

Advance Motor Co.

H. J. Koehler Co.

Frayer-MiUer Co.

C. A. Duerr Co.

Welch Motor Car Co.

P. A. Fogarty.
Homan & Schultz.

Geo. J. Scott Motor Co.

De Dietrich Import Co.

ACCESSORIES.

Raimes & Co.
Eastern Carbon Works.
Conn. Telephone & Electric Co.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.

R. & P. Traction Tread Tire Co.

E. T. Kimball Co.

Allen Bag and Specialty Co.

Duplex Ignition Co.

Diezemann Shock Absorber Co.

Hartford Suspension Co.
Gaither-Owen Carbureter Co.

Jacob Veith.

Mlchelin Products Selling Co.

Newcomb Carbureter Co.

Mutual Accessories Co. of Am.
Havenneyer Oil Co.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Vacuum Oil Co.

The Automobile.
Acme Autometer Co.

Automobile Magazine.

CHICAGO MAY HAVE OPEN-AIR SHOW.
Chicago, May 14.—It is very probable that Chicago will

have an open-air automobile show this summer, and practi-

cally all of the local dealers have expressed themselves in

favor of the proposition. In connection with the show it is

proposed to have a program of fourteen events, one of them

novelty contests. There will be five classes if the plans go

through. Class A will consist of single-cylinder gasoline

cars; Class B will take in the two-cylinder cars; Class C, four

cylinders; Class D, six cylinders and over; and Class E, all

steam-driven machines.

CANADA'S FIRST RAILWAY MOTOR CAR.

Montreal, May 14.—The first railway motor car to be con-

structed and used in Canada made its initial trip this week on the

Canadian Pacific Railway, from Montreal to Vaudreuil. Cana-

dian Pacific officials believe that motor cars constructed on the

principle of the one built will solve the difficulty of suburban

traffic, and within a short time this car will be placed in com-

mission on some of the suburban routes, and other cars construct-

ed at the Angus shops. At some stages of the trial trip the car

developed a speed of sixty miles an hour. The car was con-

structed under the supervision of Mr. Vaughan, who modeled

it according to British patterns, with modifications necessary to

suit the demands of the Canadian railways. It is a regular first-

class standard railway car with seating capacity for forty pas-

sengers, and a smoking compartment accommodating sixteen.

There are over 16,000 cars and cycles registered in the

County of London alone, as the new letters "L. C," which were

chosen when "A 0999" was registered, have already been seen in

combination with a higher figure than 6,000.
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CALIFORNIA'S BEACH COURSE.
Pizmo, Cal., May 8.—The beach speedway, used nearly a cen-

tury ago by Indians for their numerous pony races, and later

by the cowboys from the big cattle ranches, is now to become
the straightaway course of the automobiles on the Pacific

Coast. Last summer many automobilists stopped over here

on their trips between Los Angeles and San Francisco and

were so enthusiastic over the wide, hard beach that it was
finally decided to have the stretch tried by experts to see if it

was really fast.

Pizmo is about half way between San Francisco and Los
Angeles, nearer the southern metropolis than San Francisco.

The old mission road, now known as "El Camino Real,"

passes within a half mile of the town, coming to the coast

at this point from the Santa Ynez Mission, sixty miles south,

which lies back of the Santa Ynez Mountains.

April 19 a party of experts from Los Angeles left that city

in five cars to tour to this point and examine the beach.

They reached here on the third day, haying driven over the
road carefully to examine it and mark it out for an endur-

ance run which had been proposed in the southern city. It

was conclusively shown that the beach was hard and fast,

and adapted for racing. The seashore at Long Beach, near

Los Angeles, had been tested some months previous, and
found to be much too slow. There is only one other beach

LOS ANGELES HAS OVER 3,000 AUTOMOBILES.

Los Angeles, Cal., May 14.—The trade in Los Angeles has

not been seriously affected by the earthquake, as 'Frisco is 500

miles north of here and separated by seven ranges of mountains.

Southern California is a world in itself, and the conditions here

are far different than those in the northern metropolis. Possibly

two-thirds of all of the automobiles owned in California are

a.

OR THE OCEAN HIGHWAY ABOVE SANTA BARBARA.

PIZMO BEACH, 1904, POPE-TOLEDO DOING A MILE 1:09.

on the Pacific Coast that rivals Pizmo, and that will be tried

by the same experts later.

Pizmo is far better favored than Ormond as to the back-

country, for the roads are good about here, both north and
south. The country is a rich farming community, with land

worth from $200 to $300 an acre for a hundred miles or more
inland. This is a natural stopping point for the second day
going north from Los Angeles or the second day coming
south from San Francisco. A large garage has been built,

machine shop fitted up, and supplies of all kinds are kept.

There is a comfortable hotel, known as the Pizmo Inn, and
a tent city of seventy-five tents and many boarding-houses.

The result of the races June 10 and 11 will tell the story

as to whether Ormond Beach must take a back seat. Exten-
sive racing will be done here next winter, when the host of

automobile winter tourists are in California.

The committee of the Autocomile Club of Great Britain

has decided not to arrange a race for high-powered touring

cars in the Isle of Man this season. It is quite probable,

however, that an event will be promoted for steam cars, pro-

vided entries are received for six steamers of three different

makes. The regulations for such a contest would be based on
those of the Tourist Trophy, with, however, increased fuel

allowance.

found in the southern half of the State. In Los Angeles over

3,000 automobiles are now in use, and the commercial vehicles are

now becoming common here.

Eighty-five models of automobiles are sold in Los Angeles.

Probably more than a score of large buildings have been erected

in the last two years for exclusive use by the automobile trade.

The sale of automobiles in Los Angeles last year amounted to

over 700 machines, and the previous year to over 450. Single

dealers in this city during the past year disposed of as many as

300 cars.

Of course, most of the automobile business of Southern Cali-

fornia is done from Los Angeles, and probably two-thirds of all

of the cars sold are kept here. The total number of sales in

Southern California during 1905 is hardly possible to obtain, as

many dealers refuse to give the exact figures to the press rep-

resentatives. A very careful estimate by one who is closly con-

nected with the trade in Los Angeles the past year shows the

ALONG THE ROAD NORTH OF SANTA BARBARA.

total amount to be over $2,000,000. In addition to the business

done by agents of Eastern makes, there is the Tourist factory

in this city, which turns out an average of about 150 automobiles

during the year.

Of the commercial vehicles the electric trucks seem to be most

in favor, and one concern, the California Auto Despatch Company,

now has seventeen in use, all giving splendid service.
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Wmmt tm Meant At first impression it does not

by Bttleleaey. seem a difficult matter to deter-

mine the efficiency of an automobile ; yet, after a little considera-

tion, it will be seen that before setting out to find the "efficiency"

an agreement must be reached as to what is meant by efficiency.

How many experienced automobilists would agree upon a. com-

mon definition? A strictly technical definition of the term is the

"ratio of useful work to energy expended." In a test like the

recent two-gallon contest of the A. C. A. the energy is furnished

by the two gallons of fuel and the useful work is represented by

the distance traveled by the loaded machine. Narrowing down the

efficiency determination to these practical limitations does not free

the result from empirical values, as the skill of the driver is an

unknown quantity and the chance obstructions in the road which

might hinder or delay the progress of a competing car have also

an x value. The rule that what is sauce for the goose is sauce for

the gander may reasonably be held to apply, however, and if the

results are not positive, they are at any rate comparative.

But this by no means answers the question as to what efficiency

in an automobile means, from the owner's standpoint. In the

recent test, for instance, the simple conditions took no account

of the ratio of live load to dead load, nor of costs of lubricating

oil, tire, and machinery wear. Roughly speaking, it was a test

of thermodynamic and mechanical efficiency.

There are many things that go to make up the efficiency of an

automobile considering the term in a popular or non-technical

sense. Fuel economy is, of course, a desideratum; and yet in the

total of a year's expenses of car maintenance, fuel will not be

nearly the largest item. A car wasteful in fuel that possessed

"ability" to keep out of the repair shop might reasonably be

called efficient. Other desirable efficiencies are ability to main-

tain a good road speed on hill or level without too much gear

changing, ease of riding—which indicates an efficiency of suspen-

sion—and small destructive effect on tires—which is closely tied

up with the weight question, especially the dead weight; and

so on.

It is no criticism of the club's test that the scope of its inquiry

was limited. A simple test answers the very desirable purpose of

calling public attention to the possibilities of the automobile, and

stimulates a healthy rivalry among builders. Yet such contests

can never replace the real road race, which is a test to destruc-

tion of all but the best that modern automobile engineering can

produce.

Oaoe more gate PWce With the free alcohol bill liable

of Oatollae Soata. to strangulation in the United

States Senate, the price of gasoline goes up another notch.

When one read that the Standard Oil Company, during the

San Francisco catastrophe, supplied, without cost, gasoline

for the automobiles, he instinctively began to calculate as to

the manner in which this unexpected "generosity" would be

neutralized by the giant octopus of the country. Every ave-

nue of influence which automobilists can direct toward the

dollar-blinded Senate should be congested, with demands

that the free alcohol bill be reported from committee and

passed immediately. It is difficult for a man to preserve his

sense of discrimination under such circumstances, and if the

era of socialism ever comes in this country it will be trace-

able directly to the obstinate policy now being pursued at

Washington. The temper of the people is reaching such a

degree that any trifling with it will bring effects far reaching

in their results. That the automobile industry is more or less

at the mercy of this trust of trusts is a condition that bodes

ill for its future unless relief is secured from some quarter,

and the free alcohol bill becomes a source of vital interest

at this time. The Automobile Club of America is to be com-

mended for its energy in this direction, and President John

Farson, of the American Automobile Association, as well as

president of the Chicago Automobile Club, will add to the

prestige of the national organization if he will set in motion

all the power of the chain of clubs extending across the entire

country.

Tae Freaca tJImb ami One of the problems which
tmm Vaaderbllt Race. may confront the ioo6Vander-

bilt Cup Commission will be the selection of the French team

for the American race. The Automobile Club of France—which

is unquestionably controlled by the French makers—wanted

no more of the Gordon Bennett race because France could only

have just as many cars as any other country. The Vanderbilt

Cup race was a similar event, and therefore France declined

to run a contest for the American trophy. France considered

that it was entitled to a greater number of contestants than

any other country, basing its claim upon the money invested

in the industry, in which it must be admitted the French

have been leaders from the outset. Therefore came the insti-

tution of the Grand Prix, which has thirty-four entries and
only nine foreign cars, six of which come from Italy and three

from Germany. France's declination to play unless it has

very much the best of it may be tenable from the French
commercial standpoint, but on the ground of sportsmanship

it is open to considerable criticism. At any rate, the situation

is embarrassing, as it relates to the Vanderbilt race. Will

the Automobile Club of France select a French team for the

Vanderbilt Cup, for which it declined to conduct a competi-

tion? Since the event takes place in another country, the

A. C. F. may be courteous enough to provide in some manner
for the selection of the quintette. Otherwise the Vanderbilt

Cup Commission may find it necessary to accept the first five

cars finishing in the Grand Prix, providing they also enter for

the American event.
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THE VANDERBILT CUP RACE.
Vanderbilt Cup race matters have taken on a new char-

acter with the issuing of the entry blanks by Chairman J. D.

Thompson, from whom they can be obtained by addressing

him at No. 26 West Twenty-seventh street, New York City.

The details of the big event are clearly set forth, and this

time there will not be any misunderstanding regarding the
selection of the five cars which will represent the United
States. The first five cars to finish in the September 22 trial

race will qualify by so doing. The entry fee of $1,000 will

undoubtedly keep out those concerns which might enter sim-
ply for the preliminary advertising.

The Pope-Toledo, B-L-M, Frayer-Miller and Oldsmobile
figure as the first four entrants, and others will probably fol-

low in quick succession, for the American elimination race
will be limited to 25 cars and entries will close July 1.

Regarding the foreign entries there seems to be no ques-
tion regarding the prompt selection, of five cars from Italy
and Germany, and unquestionably England will have one
or more cars.

The French situation is a bit complicated in view of the
attitude of the French club declining to conduct either the
Gordon Bennett or Vanderbilt races and supplying a substi-

tute in the Grand Prix. Correspondence is now in progress
between the Automobile Club of America, which acts as the
foreign correspondent of the American Automobile Associa-
tion and the Automobile Club of France. If the French club
-declines to assist in selecting the French team for the Ameri-
can race, the Commission may decide to accept the first five

French cars as they finish in the Grand Prix, which plan
-would appear to be a solution of the difficulty.

HONROE COUNTY ROAD RACE LABOR DAY.
Only three members out of 150 of the Rochester Automo-

bile Club voted against the holding of a road race in Monroe
county on Labor Day, providing proper permission can be
.secured from the highway commissioners and the Board of
Supervisors. It was decided to have the event for stock cars
only, but possibly this idea may be modified and provision
made for the high-speed cars in addition. Though the Roch-
ester club will do the main work of managing the race, the
New York State Automobile Association will be behind the
project. Several substantial cups, one valued at $1,500 and
another at $1,000, are assured, and there may be a $2,500
trophy. The probable entrance fee is $250. Four circuits of
a 26-mile course, mainly over improved roads, will be the
distance of the race. Twenty enthusiasts, who will be known
as "commissioners," will advance enough funds to insure the
financial responsibility of the event.

INDIANA WILL HAVE A HAY 24 CLIMB.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 14.—The hill-climbing contest that has

been much discussed during the last two months will be held
on the hill at Glen Valley, eight miles southwest of this city,

on the afternoon of May 24. It was first planned to hold the
contest on Michigan Hill, but the fact that the hill is on one
of the main roads leading to the city, and that permission
could not be gained to bar general traffic from it for the after-
noon, it was thought best to hold the contest on the Glen
Valley hill. This hill is about a quarter of a mile long and
lias a 10 per cent, grade, being slightly steeper than Michigan
Hill.

ORHOND-DAYTONA MEET AS USUAL.
The Ormond-Daytona meet will take place during the week

beginning Monday, January 21, 1007, those having the matter
in charge having decided that March dates would be less
practicable. This will bring the meet, as usual, between the
New York and Chicago shows.

"''
~

GASOLINE SOARS: ALCOHOL VITAL.
President Dave H. Morris, of the Automobile Club of America,

while addressing the club members on Monday evening last at

the presentation of the prizes to the winners of the two-gallon

efficiency contest, referred to the importance of the movement for

the removal of the tax from denaturized alcohol, and urged the

members and their friends to write their Congressmen on the

subject and do all in their power to further the cause of free

alcohol for industrial purposes. Mr. Moscovics, of the New
York Frayer-Miller branch, made the extremely interesting state-

ment that his company had carried out some experiments with

alcohol, using at first an ordinary carbureter and a motor de-

signed to run on gasoline. The machine was capable of traveling

28 miles on a gallon of gasoline. With alcohol in the tank, the

car made 24.3 miles to a gallon on ordinary roads. Though the

engine ran satisfactorily on alcohol once it was started, difficulty

was experienced in obtaining the initial explosions ; the carbureter

had to be heated by means of a blow-torch before an explosive

vapor could be formed. The experiments have been continued,

however, and a carbureter has been designed in which the

heat necessary for starting is supplied by electricity. In

starting the car it is only necessary to press a button, which
closes a circuit and sends the current through the heating

device on the carbureter. About ten seconds, Mr. Moscovics
stated, is sufficient to heat up the carbureter and permit the

motor to be started.

The fight for denaturized alcohol should receive an extra^ impe-

tus from the recent advance in the price of gasoline made by the

Standard Oil Company. Some of the garages supplied with gaso-

line by the big concern state that they have been called upon to

pay 18 cents a gallon, wholesale ; and this increase comes not long

after a previous advance from 15 cents to 17 cents. Some of these

garages have increased the retail price to cover the advance made
by the producers, while others are maintaining the old retail price

of 20 cents a gallon, though doubt is expressed as to how long this

can be continued. With gasoline at 25 cents a gallon retail, and
prospects bright for further increases in the future, the question

of fuel cost assumes much larger proportions than in the past,

notwithstanding the marked increase in the efficiency of gasoline

motors. With denaturized alcohol free of duty, however, manu-
facturers would doubtless turn their attention to the development

of motors and carbureters in which the cheaper and more plenti-

ful fuel could be used, leaving the Standard Oil Company to

raise its prices as much as it pleased and not affect automobilists.

The Valvoline Oil Company, which supplies some of the New
York garages with gasoline, has not advanced its prices recently,

and garages getting gasoline from that concern are adhering to

the old price of 20 cents a gallon.

"AUTOMOBILE OFFICIAL A. A. A. BLUE BOOK."
For the man who tours "The Automobile Official A. A. A.

Blue Book," just from the press of the Class Journal Com-
pany, will be found invaluable. It contains 599 routes, cover-

ing 31,467 miles, distributed over sixteen states, and including

Canada. The complete book sells for $3, but is also issued

in three sections, selling at $1 each. Particularly valuable

will be found the special maps of entrances and exits of the

larger cities. There are 207 route maps, of which fifteen are

full page and seven double, and 144 city maps,, with a total

of 351 maps of the several kinds. Orders can be placed direct

with the Class Journal Company, Flatiron Building, New
York City.

A. M. C M. A. OFFICES IN NEW YORK CITY.

The American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association has
decided to remove its offices and the headquarters of the

organization from Chicago to New York City. A general

manager to succeed R. B. McMullen has not yet been selected,

but definite announcement regarding the plans of the associa-

tion will be made in the near future.
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REGISTRATIONS WAY DOWN EAST.

Portland, Me., May 14.—No better idea of the popularity of

the automobile in Maine and the constantly increasing business

in the Pine Tree State can be gained than that obtained from a

consultation of the records of license registration in the office

of the Secretary of State in Augusta. All machines and all oper-

ators in Maine must now have a license as the result of a law

passed by the Legislature of 1905. These licenses are to be ob-

tained at the Secretary of State's office. Through the courtesy

of the Hon. Byron Boyd, the incumbent of that office, a repre-

sentative of The Automobile was enabled this week to gain some

valuable data on the growth of the sport in Maine.

As soon as the law went into effect in 1905, there was a

rush to the office of the Secretary of State on the part of all

owners and chauffeurs to secure licenses. During the first year

the law was in force 736 automobiles were registered. This in-

cluded all the cars owned in the State at that time. Up to the

present date there have been 138 registrations in 1906, which,

added to the 736 of the year previous, makes the total of 874. It

is confidently predicted that before the summer is passed the

registration will pass 1,000.

During the first year of the license the larger per cent.- of cars

were of the runabout type, but this year the touring car has

gained in popularity. Of the 138 new automobiles registered 73

are of the runabout type and 65 are touring cars. The number

of licenses issued last year to persons operating automobiles was

985 and the number issued to date is 1,143, or an increase of 158

this year. The owners and operators of the automobiles have

taken kindly to the law and there has never been an objection

raised to paying the license.

The amount of money received by the State for registration and

licenses, after deducting all the expenses, was $2,828.27 in 1905.

The amount received so far this year is about $500. The num-
ber of motorcycles registered in 1905 was 104, and there have

been only six new ones added so far this season. The number

of dealers' registrations issued in 1905 was 25, and this year there

have been 11 added. In the issuing of certificates of registration

to dealers the letter B is placed before the number as a dis-

tinguishing mark from the ordinary registration as an individual

and the letter A before the numbers issued to motorcycle owners.

HOW NEW JERSEY REGISTRATION PROGRESSES.
Trenton, N. J., May 12.—List of cars registered in the Secre-

tary of State's office since the new law took effect

:

Cadillac, 20; Maxwell, 19; Olds, 14; Pope-Hartford, 14; Loco-

mobile, 12; Autocar, 12; Winton, 10.

Reo, 8; Fiat, 8; Thomas, 8; Panhard, 7; White, 7; Ford, 6;

Rambler, 5 ; Pierce, 5 ; Franklin, 5 ; Mercedes, 5.

Royal, 4 ; Packard, 4 ; Leon Bollee, 4 ;
Clement, 4 ; Peerless, 4.

Electro, 3 ; Stevens-Duryea, 3 ; Vehicle Equipment Co., 3.

Haynes, 2; Mitchell, 2; Waltham, 2; Darracq, 2; Columbia, 2;

Buick, 2 ; Wagner, 2 ; American Daimler, 2 ; National, 2 : Rochet-

Schneider, 2.

Hotchkiss, Martini, Rothschild, Stearns, Apperson, Grout,

Premier, Lane, Berg, Foster, Jackson, Acme, Walters. El-

more, Searchmont, Mobile, Mors, Renault, Brasier, Baker, F. N.

Co. of Belgium, Marion. De Dion, Bradford. Stahl, English Daim-
ler, Lozier, Eldridge, each 1 ; total, 238.

VERMONT'S THOUSAND MARK PREDICTED.
Montpeuer, Vt., May 14.—Automobile licenses to the number

of 590 and 724 certificates to operators have been issued by Sec-

retary of State F. G. Fleetwood, of Vermont. From present

appearances the number of automobiles owned in the state before

the close of the year will be close upon 1,000.

An enthusiastic automobilist in Vermont who has a leaning

toward statistics calls attention to the fact that horses caused

the deaths of fifteen people in the state last year, while only two
fatalities occurred that were in any way related to automobiles.

C. A. COEY, OF CHICAGO. ENTERTAINING WILLIE HOPPE AND LOUIS
CURE, THE BILLIARD EXPERTS, IN HIS THOMAS " FLYER."

THE LOZIER WAS NOT A DEAD ONE.

The Lozier Motor Company corrects a caption on page

757 of the May 10 issue of The Automobile, wherein a cross-

the-page picture had as a part cf its information: "Lozier

dead on left." The Lozier company states that when the pic-

ture was taken the Lozier was not "dead," but still on its

way to the top of Greenwich Hill, "where it finished in tenth

place, among the first eighteen cars. The Lozier was the

only touring car of 35 horsepower or over, and carried a

greater total weight than any other of the first twenty-five

cars to finish."

THE CURIOUS BOY AND THE AUTO.
Trenton, N. J., May 14.—Dr. Howard K. Stokes, brother of

the Governor of New Jersey, recently experienced an unusual ac-

cident to his machine in this city. Mr. Stokes went into a cafe,

leaving his White steamer in the care of a boy about ten years

of age. While in the cafe the curious youngster began examining

the different levers, and in a twinkling the machine started at

full speed through Hanover street, finally dashing against the

wall of the Alhambra Hotel, on North Warren street. The boy

was thrown into the air and the machine badly damaged.

BALTIMORE'S COURSE CHANGES HANDS.
Baltimore, May 14.—August Fenneman, president of the com-

pany which owns and operates Electric Park, has announced that

the property will change hands. He says that Philadelphians are

interested in the deal.

OLDSMOBILE MODEL S, 200-HOUR NON-STOP AT DETROIT—HUSS
AHD WRIGHT, FRONT ; SCHNEIDER AND SCHOFIELD. REAR.
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THE ART OF TIRE REPAIRING.
A new art has developed in the United States within the

last few years. It is the repairing of automobile tires. How
rapid has been the growth of this trade can be realized only

by a visit to one of the large tire repair stations in the large cities.

Many interesting things in connection with the art are to be

seen on such a visit. In the repair department of the Conti-

nental Caoutchouc Company, 43 Warren street, New York,

where large preparations have been made and a huge stock

of tire parts and accessories laid in in anticipation of an un-

precedented demand on the facilities of the shop this season,

tires are even now coming in at the rate of nearly fifty a day
for repair, and during the summer from fifteen to twenty

skilled workmen will be employed. Yet this particular repair

department was established only last summer. Moreover, it

takes care of the repairing of Continental tires for only a

limited territory, as there is a larger Continental repair depot

in Buffalo, and others in Philadelphia, Boston, and Chicago.

Emil Grossman, manager of the American branch of the

German house, left New York last week for the Pacific coast,

INTERIOR TIRE SHOP EQUIPPED WITH MODEM! MACHINERY.

to establish sub-agencies in Denver and to re-establish the

San Francisco business following the earthquake and fire.

At the New York house, which supplies all sub-agencies

with new goods and with parts and supplies for repairs, a

stock valued at $85,000 has just been laid in, preparatory to

the beginning of the rush season. This stock consists of

shoes, of European and American sizes, inner tubes, neatly

packed in cylindrical pasteboard boxes, new valves, repair

kits, detaching tools, waterproof tire cases, tire sleeves, and

casing bandages. The casing bandages are a comparatively

new form of emergency repair, lately imported. They are

very flexible and slightly elastic bands of rubber-treated can-

vas, three inches wide by six feet long, and provided with

two buckles at one end and corresponding perforated strap

ends on the other extremity. In event of a blow-out, gash,

or bad blister, this band is bound around the tire and rim in a

helical manner while the tire is partially deflated, and is

buckled in place. When the tire is inflated the bandage holds

the casing firmly in form and permits of driving fully 200

miles until permanent repairs can be made.

Although some used tires are returned to the Hanover fac-

tory to be "scrapped," few tires get to this hopeless stage.

one of the most common causes for sending them to the scrap

pile being the hardening of the beads so that it becomes
practically impossible to attach and detach the shoes.

Retreading is one of the most common repairs. When tires

require this treatment most of the old rubber tread is cut and
peeled off by hand. Most of what remains is ground off by

means of a small wheel thickly studded with short, sharp

pins, which is revolved rapidly by steam power. This leaves

a rough finish all over the tire, on which the rubber cement
that is now applied adheres thoroaghly. Ready-made treads

in the form of flat bands of rubber of proper length and width
to exactly cover the shoes of all sizes are kept in stock, some
with smooth round treads, and others with flat corrugated

treads for racing cars. These are coated inside with cement,

and after the cement has partly set, the treads are applied to

the shoes, which are mounted on expanding iron mandrels.

When a dozen tires are thus prepared they are placed on a

small iron truck, with the mandrels still inside to insure the

tires retaining their shape, and the truck is wheeled into a

large boiler, where the tires are vulcanized in steam for an
hour, at pressures of 75 and 150 pounds to the square inch.

They are then cooled and dusted with chalk, when they are

again like new and ready for shipment.

Usually the tires returned for repair have the canvas dam-
aged, by a cut, blowout, or rim chafing. In such case all the

rubber and fabric is carefully cut away from the damaged
place or places and new pieces of canvas cemented in place.

These are then sewed down to the old canvas, the stitching

sometimes being run all around the shoe, at quarter to half-

inch intervals. When the patches are comparatively small,

solid chunks of rubber are carefully cut to the right shape

and with scarfed edges to set into the places where the old

rubber has been removed and new canvas applied. Cement-
ing is done and the tire steamed.

Many a tire that to a layman looks beyond redemption

comes out of the shop looking, and for service wearing, prac-

tically as well as new.

PAPER TIRES FOR AUTOMOBILES.

Milwaukee, Wis., May 5.—J. W. Carhart, well known in Wis-

consin as the builder of the first steam automobile, has invented

a paper tire for automobiles. The tire, he claims, is a great im-

provement over those manufactured out of rubber, inasmuch as

it is cheaper, more durable, cannot be punctured, requires no

pumping, and never goes flat. Furthermore, he maintains that

his paper tires are as soft and resilient as pneumatic tires, and

that they may be utilized wherever rubber tires are made use of.

The tires are composed of heavy binder's board, sawed into sec-

tions corresponding to the circle of the wheel. Four or more
of these make the circuit of the wheel, being built upon the rim

by adding one layer or segment to another with white lead or

other paint between. A thick sheet of rubber is wrapped around

the rim before the tire is built upon it, thus forming a cushion

or foundation. After sufficient laminae have been applied to con-

stitute the desired thickness, metal plates are applied to both

sides of the tire, which are bolted through, and hold it securely.

In order to avoid rigidity the plates are so arranged as not

to meet. The tread of the tire is flat, the paper forming a

cushion, while the metal plates are not flush with the tread.

Since the Easter holidays,with their glorious weather and
natural exodus from the cities, several English papers have com-
menced a wordy war against the "national nuisance," the dust,

which would be most laudable were not motoring indirectly at-

tacked. In order to cut away as much ground as possible from

under the antagonists' feet, the Nottingham A. C. has decided to

hold no more club runs, and to cancel all such fixtures for this

season. This prompt action will find ready imitators elsewhere, is

the opinion of our English correspondent.
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ARTISTIC EXAMPLE OF REMODELING.
Comfort and appearance in a touring car are attributes

that are gaining in importance every year with the user.

There are, undoubtedly, many cars of excellent workman-
ship, but of old-style design, which, at an expenditure of a

JESSE B. CORNWALL'S REMODELED TYPE D LOCOMOBILE.

moderate sum, can be transformed in appearance and made
to ride more comfortably. An interesting case is that of

Jesse B. Cornwall, who has been running a 1904 type O Lo-

comobile in the hilly country about Redding Ridge, Conn.

Early this spring Mr. Cornwall took his car to a carriage

builder, who remodeled the body, lengthened the chassis

frame, repainted the outfit entirely and added a luggage

carrier, the cost of the various items approximating $270

—

a figure which, it is stated, is rather low for one job of the

kind, and the firm doing the work would not estimate again

so low in a similar case. The wheelbase of the car shown
was increased from 36 inches to approximately 106 inches and

the rear-entrance tonneau was closed up at the back and
made into a side-entrance tonneau of exceptionally roomy
dimensions. The car is remodeled, is thoroughly up to date

in external appearance and comfort, and the machinery is

substantially as good as when it was built.

NEW FACTORY STARTED AT NEW HAVEN.
New Haven, Conn., May 15.—Papers of incorporation have

been filed in Hartford by the Ultra Motor Company, of this city.

The incorporators are Joseph Schaeffers and John H. Connell,

of New Haven, and John K. Brachvogel and Otto S. Jung, of

New York City. The company is capitalized at $25,000. The
new concern proposes to manufacture, build and construct en-

gines, motors, automobiles and motor boats and all their appur-

tenances. They will build a large factory in this city.

THE AUTOMOBILE CALENDAR.
AMERICAN.

Shows.
May 14-19—New Orleans (La.) Automobile and Motor Show.
May 24-26—Open Air Show. Empire City Track, New York Trade

Association.

Tours.

May 30. . .—Endurance Run, Salt Lake City to Ogden. Utah. Btrt

Fuller, Manager. Salt Lake City.

June 6...—Orphans' Day, Second Annual Celebration by the New
York Motor Club.

June 16-18—Three-Day Tour, Bay State Automobile Association.

Boston to Rye Beach, N. H.
June 18-23—Second Annual Economy Test, New York Motor Club.

June 21-26—Second Annual Tour, Albany Automobile Club. Albany

to Boston and Return.
July 12 —Annual A. A. A. Tour, Chicago to Bretton Woods.

N. H. Rules for the Glldden Trophy operative from

Buffalo.

Sept —Endurance Run. Denver to Colorado Springs. Centen-

nial Celebration Discovery of Pike's Peak.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

May 19 —Cincinnati (O.) Paddock Hill Climb Automobile Club

of Cincinnati.

May —Richmond, tod., 10-mile Obstacle Road Race. Wayne
County Automobile Club.

May ?4. . .—Glen Valley Hill Climb, at Indianapolis, tad.

May 24...—Dead Horse Hill Climb. Leicester. Mass., Worcester

Automobile Club (Chester L Campbell. Manager, i

Park Sq., Boston).
May 25. . .—Princeton. N. J., Hill Climb of the University of Prince-

ton Automobile Club.
May SO. .

.—Boston Annual Meet of the Bay State Automobile As-

sociation. Readville Track.
May 30...—Baltimore (Md.) Race Meet. Maryland Motor Exhibition

Association.

Sept. 3 —100-Mile Road Race, on 25-Mile Circuit In Monroe
County, N. Y. Rochester Automobile Club and New
York State Automobile Association.

Sept. 22. . .—American Elimination Trials for Vanderbilt Cup Race

(Long Island Course probable).
Sept —Colorado Springs. Two-Day Meet. Centennial Cele-

bration Discovery of Pike's Peak.
Oct. 6 —Vanderbilt Cup Race. American Automobile Associa-

tion.

Motorcycle Tours and Contests.

May 30.—Fort George Hill Climb. New York Motorcycle Club.

July 3-7..—Annual Endurance Run and Meet. Federation American
Motorcyclists, Rochester. N. Y.

FOREIGN.
Shows.

FIRE CHIEF CHOKER OF 1TEW YORK UI HIS AMERICAN MERCEDES.

Oct. 5-14—Lelpslz (Germany) Exhibition. Krystall Palast.

Nov. 1...—New Zealand International Exhibition opens at Christ-

church.
Nov. 1-16—Berlin (Germany) Automobile Exhibition.
Nov. 15-24—London. Olympla Motor Show.
Nov. 23-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show. Agricultural Hall.

Tours.

June 6-13—Herkomer Cup Touring and Speed Trials. Munich, Ba-

varia.

June 11-16—Land's End to John O'Groat's. Auto Cycle Club of

Great Britain.

June 13-16—Scottish Reliability Trials.

July 29-Aug. 15—Circuit Europeen. 3.000 miles. Paris. Milan.

Vienna, Berlin. Cologne. Paris.

Races, Etc.

May 27...—Motor Cycle Club of France. Championships.
June 26-27—Le Grand Prix, Sarthe Circuit. France.
July 8...—International Cup Race for Motorcycles. Cesky Club

Motocycllstu of Austria.
July 15...—Suse-Mont Cents Hill Climb (Italy). Automobile Club

of Turin.
Aug. 1-15—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).
Aug. 16-16—Ventoux (France) Automobile Meeting.
Aug. 14-19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet.
Aug. 23...—Semmering Hill Climb.
Aug. 27-Sept. 2—Brescia (Italy) Automobile Meeting.

Sept. 27...—Tourist Trophy Race. Isle of Man. Auto Club of Great

Britain.

Oct. 7...—Chateau Thierry' (France) Hill Climb.

Oct 2K. . .—Gaillon (France) Hill Climb.
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NEW FIVE-GALLON GASOLINE PUMP.
A new model of the Bowser system of oil storage and control,

long distance equipment, has been put on the market by S. F.

Bowser & Company, Inc., of Fort Wayne, Ind. Their standard

garage equipment, as is well known, is furnished with a gallon

pump which, at the option of the operator, measures gallons

and their fractions at a stroke. The new pump is designed to

meet the demand of users of gasoline in large quantities. It is

of five gallons capacity, each full stroke pumping and measuring

five gallons instead of one. This pump is also capable of such

adjustment as to accurately measure two and one-half gallons,

gallons, or quarts, as desired, so that it will answer every re-

quirement.

In a great many garages, and especially in the larger cities,

gasoline is used in very large quantities. A great many cars

are cared for and some of the cars hold as much as thirty gal-

lons of gasoline. With this five-gallon pump such a car can be

supplied in from one to two minutes, where ordinarily fifteen to

twenty minutes would be required. In addition to the style illus-

trated in this column, which is operated by hand, this equipment

is furnished with a power pump arranged for either belt or

FIVE-GALLON BOWSER PUMP WITH JO-BARREL TANK.

direct connection. Such an outfit can be set to pump five gal-

lons or five hundred gallons, and when the required amount is

drawn, the pumping ceases.

The claims advanced for the new outfit are that the maximum
amount of gasoline can be pumped and accurately measured in

the least amount of time, with the minimum labor and without

loss, inconvenience or danger.

REINCORPORATES TO HAKE NEW AXLE.
Columbus, O., May 14.—The Direct Drive Axle Company,

with $150,000 capital stock, is the successor of the Columbus
Auto Axle Company, of this city. The company will manufac-
ture a new design of automobile axle, invented by Irvin Pleuk-

harp, a young college graduate, which is claimed to be a distinct

improvement over the axles now in use. It is persistently ru-

mored that Pleukharp has been offered $100,000 for his invention,

which is the result of experiments covering several years.

The main feature of the new axle is that there are no trans-

mission gears, and the change from a high to low speed can be

made in an instant, not by the accustomed gears, but by means
of positive clutches located on the back axle. The inventor says

there is a gain of from 15 to 20 per cent, in power on the low
speed, which will facilitate hill climbing and starting.

FRONT VIEW BAKER ELECTRIC FIRE DEPARTMENT CAR.

ELECTRICS FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT USE.

The quickness and ease with which an electric vehicle can be

gotten under way, and the simplicity of its operation, make it an

ideal machine for many purposes. One of the new models man-

ufactured by the Baker Motor Vehicle Company, of Cleveland,

O., has proved to be so speedy and to have such a large mileage

capacity that two of the machines have been placed in the ser-

vice of the New York Fire Department and are in use by deputy

chiefs. These cars are known as speed wagons; they are two-

passenger runabouts of comparatively light weight, about 1,700

pounds, equipped with twenty-five cells, and the maximum speed

is given as thirty-two miles an hour. The average mileage on

one charge of the battery is given as from forty to fifty miles.

This distance was greatly exceeded in a test run made in Cleve-

land, when a speed wagon covered 84 3-4 miles before the battery

were exhausted.

G B. Rice, the New York representative of the Baker company,

states that two more speed wagons are to be supplied to the New
York Fire Department shortly.

One of the important advantages of electric machines for the

exacting work of the deputy fire chiefs is that they can be started

instantly. This, together with speed and the ability to travel a

VIEW OF SAME CAR FROM THE REAR.

reasonable distance, forms a combination that should give excel-

lent results and at the same time prove economical.
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NEW RAMBLER DELIVERY WAGON.
A new model has been added to the product of Thomas B.

Jeffery & Co., of Kenosha, Wis., manufacturers of the Rambler

cars. The new machine is a delivery wagon, with closed body,

and is propelled by a double opposed-cylinder motor of 20 horse-

power placed under the body and driving through a two-speed

planetary transmission and side chains to the rear wheels, the

arrangement of power and transmission mechanism being practi-

RAHBLER 2O-H0RSEP0WER DELIVERY WAGOH.

cally the same as in the Rambler 20-horsepower surrey. In fact,

the entire wagon, with the exception of the body, is built on the

lines of the Rambler surrey, type Two, including the distinctive

round topped bonnet; the component parts are heavier, however,

to enable them to withstand the severe work imposed by commer-

cial service.

The frame is made of a single piece of pressed channel steel

with cross pieces of the same material; in the cross pieces the

ends are extended and formed into reinforcements for the joints,

so that separate corner plates are not required. Front and rear

axles are of heavy steel tubing, 2 inches in diameter; the wheels

run on ball bearings and are 32 inches in diameter and fitted with

4-inch pneumatic tires. The wheelbase is 102 inches and the

tread 56 1-2 inches.

The engine is water-cooled by the thermo-syphon system, so

that no pump is necessary; no fan is used. The cylinders have

a bore of 5 inches and the stroke is 6 inches ; the pistons are fitted

with no less than six rings each, placed in pairs in three grooves,

with joints on opposite sides. Ignition is by jump spark, two

vibrator coils being mounted on the dash ; the timing of the spark

is done automatically by a governor. The carbureter is of the

float-feed type, automatically supplying a correct mixture at all

engine speeds. Steering is by wheel with tilting pillar, and the

throttle is actuated by a small wheel mounted on the pillar under

and parallel with the steering wheel. A minor point that has re-

ceived attention is the means for priming the engine for starting

in cold weather. A priming cock located in the upper part of

the valve chamber wall is fitted with a cap which may be re-

moved and filled with gasoline from a draw-off cock in the tank

;

the gasoline is poured in without the necessity for using a "gun"

or squirt-can. The first Rambler delivery wagon to reach New
York has been placed in the Rambler garage on Sixty-second

street. The car is said to be an entirely new one throughout,

and up to the time the sample was received in New York none

had been placed on the market.

BOSTON DEALERS PLAN TO REORGANIZE.
Boston, May 14.—The Boston Automobile Dealers' Association

has taken a stand in favor of the passage by Congress of the free

alcohol bill now held up in a sub-committee of Senator Aldrich's

committee of the Senate. At a special meeting of the association

last week resolutions in favor of the measure were adopted, and

it was voted that the secretary of the association notify Senators

Henry Cabot Lodge and William Murray Crane of this action

and urge them to use their efforts to secure favorable action upon

the bill. The local dealers are enthusiastic over the prospect of

a cheaper fuel, for they have seen gasoline grow steadily dearer

in the course of the past few years. At the same meeting the

association pledged the use of twenty-seven cars to give the

blind boys of the Perkins Institution for the Blind an outing this

spring. Last year the boys of the institution were taken on an

automobile trip to Sharon, and they enjoyed the experience so

thoroughly that they are eager for another trip.

The reorganization of the association so as to make it more

strictly a dealers' association was brought up and a committee

consisting of J. H. MacAlman, of the Columbia, J. W. Maguire,

of the Pierce, J. S. Hathaway, of the White, A. P. Underbill, of

the Knox and Stearns, and A. E. Morrison, of the Morrison-

Tyler Company, was appointed to consider a revision of the by-

laws.

The meeting was preceded by a banquet at the Hotel Lenox,

which was attended by thirty-five members. President Kenneth

E. Skinner acted as toastmaster.

CONVERTIBLE CAR SCORES A SUCCESS.

A neat application of the combination business delivery wagon

and pleasure touring car has been made in the car just deliv-

ered by the E. H. V. Company, of Middletown, Conn., makers of

compound cars, to Robert C. Crowthers, the Cincinnati agent

The car is primarily a delivery wagon to be used by the safe

deposit department of The Fireproof Storage Company, a concern

that is erecting a $140,000 fireproof storage warehouse in Cincin-

nati. The entire body of the car is removable, and on Sundays,

and at such times when the business of the company does not

require the services of the delivery wagon, a light touring car

body completely replaces the delivery body, and the officials of

the company have at their disposal a pleasure automobile. The
E. H. V. Company pronounced the combination business and

pleasure idea feasible, and outdid itself in turning out a finished

job. And to carry the "convertible" idea still further, used for

the touring car body its detachable tonneau design, so that the

new car is a delivery wagon, a light touring car, and a runabout

all in one. The new machine is now in daily use on the streets

of Cincinnati.

Four bolts and four screws make the entire change in bodies.

A gasoline tank and a set of batteries is carried in each body, so

COMPOUND COMBINATION CAR IN CINCINNATI.

it is only necessary to unscrew a union in the gasoline pipe, and

disconnect the batteries in making the change. The convertible

scheme is a very simple one, owing to the light weight of the

aluminum bodies, and if the gear of one car is unsuitable to the

other, a change of sprockets can be made in a few minutes.
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A MODEL TOLEDO GARAGE.
In some of the medium-sized cities of the Middle West

the finest automobile garages are to be found in the resi-

dence districts, and there is more of a disposition shown to

erect buildings which resemble modern factories—all on one

floor and with plenty of yard room. One of the finest and

most complete garages of this type is that of the Atwood
Automobile Company, of Toledo, O. The establishment

is located at 2815 Monroe street, one of the best residence

streets of the city and about one and one-half miles from

the center of the business district. The garage is of plain but

pleasing design, the front being pressed brick with stone

trimmings and ornamental cornices. Pretty flower beds

and nicely kept lawn add to the attractiveness of the front.

The building is 100 feet wide by 300 feet deep. One side is

a wing 34 by 300 feet, while the main garage presents a clear

floor without a single post, 66 by 300 feet. The roof is made
up of heavy timber trusses, held together with heavy bolts.

There are a number of skylights through the center and the

entire interior is painted white. At night it is brilliantly

illuminated by a number of arc lamps.

In one corner of the room is a charging plant consisting of a

belted motor generator set switchboard for incoming alternat-

ing current lines, and a larger board with plugs and control-

ling switches for charging thirty machines. The entire floor

of the main room is cement. In another corner of the room

INTERIOR HEW GARAGE ATWOOD AUTOMOBILE CO.. TOLEDO, 0.

is a wash rack, provided with a turntable and a revolving

hose rack. In the center there is a walled-in oil room pro-

vided with fireproof doors. Several long-distance Bowser
outfits, with tanks placed below ground outside the building,

furnish supplies of gasoline and lubricating oils. The rear

of the room is partitioned off for a woodworking shop. The
entire rear portion of the wing is given over to the machine
shop, which contains a number of modern machine tools.

The wing also contains a stock room for large parts, a stock

room for small parts fitted with numerous shelves and
drawers, a large sales floor, a battery room, a locker room
for employees, a ladies' waiting room, two toilet rooms, bath

room for employees and a suite of offices with private offices

for the manager, bookkeeper, etc.

The entire building is heated with steam heat and well

lighted. The offices and retiring rooms are nicely furnished.

The Atwood Automobile Company started business last De-

cember, and is just getting settled in the new establishment.

The company handles the Pope-Waverley, Franklin, Elmore,

Northern, Pope-Tribune, Pope-Hartford and Packard lines

in Toledo and vicinity, and make a specialty of supplies and

repair work.

The matter of taking care of the large number of automo-

biles belonging to patrons of baseball games has become a

serious question with the management of baseball parks.

MOTOR GENERATOR SET AND SWITCHBOARDS—ATWOOD GARAGE.

BURLINGTON HAS A NEW GARAGE.

The new garage at the Van Ness House, Burlington, Vt, is

now ready for the use of patrons of the hotel and any others

who care to take advantage of its appointments. The structure

is of brick and is fireproof, and will accommodate fifteen ma-

chines, there being large entrances, so that three machines can

enter at the same time. Skilled employees are in attendance at

all times, so that any break can be repaired, and automobile sup-

plies are kept on hand. A novel feature of the garage is the

gasoline pump. A large tank containing 300 gallons of gasoline

is buried in the ground at some distance from the building. By

turning a lever on a pump inside the building the gasoline flows

from the tank in any quantity desired, the exact amount being

registered. Another feature is an overhead rotary rack, to facili-

tate the cleaning of cars.

FINE GARAGE FOR SUMMER COLONY.

Oconomowoc, Wis., May 10.—A. A. Eastman, of this place,

is building a fine brick garage. Such an enterprise is much

needed here. Oconomowoc is the country place of Chicago and

St. Louis colonies of wealthy people, and practically all of them

own costly automobiles. Some of them have three cars, and

there will be more this year than ever.

Last year the owners gave a floral parade that eclipsed any-

thing ever brought off in the Badger state. The prize was award-

ed to L. D. Dozier, of St. Louis, who transformed the appearance

of his car into a long boat. The summer crowd already is be-

ginning to appear, and most of them will be here before the

month ends.

WASH RACK WITH TURNTABLE IN ATWOOD GARAGE.
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THE GROWING GARAGE LIST.

Frank Gable is building a garage in Ala-

mosa, Colo.

Herman T. Koss is erecting a new gar-

age on Wahl avenue, near Bradford street,

Milwaukee, Wis., at a cost of $16,000.

The Jay A. Hinman Telephone and Elec-

tric Company, of Oshkosh, Wis., has opened

a garage, known as the Auto Inn, at 226-

228 Main street, that city.

A building permit has been issued in

Detroit for the erection of the Henwood
Auto Garage, at 121 Ferry avenue, East
The owner is J. T. Horning.

Charles Wirtz has opened a new garage

at 113 South Front street, St. Mary's, O.,

and is now deciding on the lines he will

handle and purchasing his stock.

A large addition has been built to the

garage of L. P. Dorsett at Seventeenth

and U streets, N. W., Washington, D. C.

This is one of the largest garages in that

city.

A splendid new salesroom and storage

station for Haynes cars is being fitted up
in Kansas City at 1413 Grand avenue,

and will be occupied by Cowie & Pierson,

local agents for the Haynes.

An old warehouse in Green Bay, Wis., h
to be remodeled and fitted up as an auto-

mobile storage and repair depot for "Mat"
Anheuser, who has taken the local agency

for Rambler automobiles.

The Bolton garage has been opened on
the corner of Mount Royal avenue and
Dolphin street, Baltimore, by Henry A.

Broadbelt and A. S. Brown. An up-to-

date repair shop has been put in.

The Central Garage Company has
opened a large garage and repair shop at

13 14 New York avenue, Washington, D.

C. The building is 145 feet deep and 75
feet wide, and is capable of holding 150

cars.

John F. Kitchen, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has

opened a new garage at 521-525 Homewood
avenue, that city, and is ready for the re-

ception of catalogues and quotations from
supply houses. The new garage has been

named the Belmar.

The Central Garage Co. has been incor-

porated at Washington, D. C, by John W.
Points, Frederick L. Mockabee and Richard

C. McAuley, with a capital stock of $2,000.

It will operate a garage and repair shop at

1312 New York avenue, N. W.
The W. W. Garage and Machine Co. has

opened an automobile storage, livery and re-

pair station in Cumberland, Md., on North
Center street. Tourists driving over the

old National Turnpike will find it a con-

venient place to stop for supplies.

Wildman's Automobile Garage and Ma-
chine Shop has just been op.ened in Belmar,
N. J., by Alfred J. Wildman. It adjoins

the post-office on F street arid, in addition

to ordinary care and repair of machines, it

is equipped for remodeling and painting

"irs and has automobiles for hire.

C. F. Ettwein is to open a garage in Kan-

sas City, Mo., at Thirty-seventh and Main
streets. Cowie & Pierron, of Kansas City,

have their new garage at 1413 Grand ave-

nue, about completed, and the formal open-

ing will take place in a few days.

On account of increased business, the

Stirling Garage & Automobile Company,

of Elizabeth, N. J., will build a large ad-

dition to its present establishment, provid-

ing 40,000 square feet of floor space and

adding modern equipment and appliances.

A six-story brick building, 25 by 97 feet,

is to be erected on Central Park West,

north of One Hundredth street, New York,

for James E. Kennedy, who has leased the

plot of ground for twenty-five years. The
architect estimates the cost of the structure

at $25,000. It will have an iron and glass

front.

Building permits have been issued in

New York City to the Winton Motor Car-

riage Company for the erection of a $90,000

garage and salesroom on the northwest

corner of Broadway and Seventieth street,

and to W. C. Strange for the construction

of a $50,000 garage at 137-139 West Eighty-

ninth street

The Ideal Auto Garage has been opened

at 862-864 Jefferson avenue, Brooklyn,

Long Island, by Charles Tilgner. The
building is a new brick structure, practi-

cally fireproof and especially designed with

the requirements of automobilists con-

stantly in mind. A stock of supplies is

kept on hand.

Little Rock, Ark., now has an automo-

bile company, incorporated with $10,000

authorized capital stock, under the name
Little Rock Automobile Company. There
are twenty-six incorporators. Present

headquarters are at 118 East Markham
street, Little Rock, but a new garage is to

he erected by the company on West Mark-
ham street, between Spring Street and
Broadway.

The new garage of the Berkshire Auto-
bile Company, of Pittsfield, Mass., has

opened for business and wil! prove a great

accommodation for tourists visiting that

section of the country. The building has

accommodations for 150 cars, and a depres-

sion in the cement floor underneath a car

is filled with white sand to absorb the

drippings of oil and gasoline. The garage

is equipped with reception rooms for men
and women and is finished in Mission style.

The White Sewing Machine Company
has purchased a piece of property 53 feet

front on Rockwell street, between Bond
street and Erie street, one block east of its

present garage on Rockwell street, Cleve-

land, and will erect a six-story garage

which it is claimed will be the finest in the

country. Work will be started immediately.

The White Company will have to abandon
its present fine garage on Rockwell street,

which is only three years old, as the prop-

erty has been purchased by the city for its

group plan of public buildings.

The new $25,000 garage of the Stoddard-

Dayton Automobile Company, at Fortieth

street and Grand Boulevard, Chicago, it

now completed and occupied. It will ac-

commodate 100 cars, and the storage

space is divided into stalls so that the

owner of each car may rent a private

compartment separated from the others

by steel wire netting and fitted with a

locked door. The garage also has a

charging plant for charging fifteen elec-

trics simultaneously. The building is

two stories high, constructed of pressed

brick and white glazed tile.

NEW AGENCIES AND FACTORIES.

O. D. Wheeler, Marlboro, Mass., has

taken the local agency for the Moline car.

E. S. Breed, of Boston, has taken on the

Buffum car, made at Abington, Mass. He

formerly represented the Elmore.

The E. H. V. Company, of Middle-

town, Conn., has recently placed agen-

cies for the Compound car with Fred E.

Dack, Galva,. 111., and Charles A. Caldwell

Bainbridge, Ga.

H. C. Stratton, who represents the

American Mercedes, with offices in the

Colonial Building, Boylston street, Boston,

has also taken on the Eastern agency for

the Mora, which is manufactured at Roch-

ester, N. Y.

Finding its old quarters too small to take

care of its growing business, the Suffolk

Chemical Company, manufacturer of fire

extinguishers, has removed its factory from

Boston to Weymouth, Mass. The Boston

office is located at 170 Summer street, Bos-

ton, opposite South Terminal Station.

John N. Goodall and Charles A. Tollman

have fitted up an up-to-date machine shop

in the electric light plant building of the

Portsmouth Machine Company, Ports-

mouth, N. H., in which they will do repair-

ing of all kinds and manufacture parts for

automobile and power boat machinery.

The Pope Motor Car Company, Indian-

apolis, Ind., has recently appointed the fol-

lowing dealers to represent the Pope-Wa-

verley electrics for 1906: Lancaster Auto-

mobile Co., Lancaster, Pa.; Deright Auto-

mobile Co., Omaha, Neb.; Automobile 4

Machinery Co., Macon, Ga. ; Wm. Warnock

Co., Sioux City, la. ; H. L. Zobel, Jr., Sea

Bright, N. J.; Waverley Electric Automo-

bile Co., Charleston, S. C. ; Pueblo Automo-

bile Co., Pueblo, Col.

Jacksonville, Fla., is to have a new auto-

mobile factory, the location of which is to

be in the large two-story building on East

Bay street, that city. The Southern Auto-

mobile Manufacturing Company is the name

of the new concern which is to be incor-

porated, and it is officered as follows:

President, John B. McDonald, an exten-

sive turpentine operator; vice-president

and treasurer, Hubert G. Stone, general

manager of the Florida Realty Company;

secretary, Hugh E. Partridge, a well-

known contractor of that city.
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RECENT INCORPORATIONS.
B. & O. Auto Line. Detroit; capital, $6,000.

Fort Pitt Automobile Company, Pittsburg,
Pa.; capital, 120,000.

Lubeck Automobile Company, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; capital, $16,000.

Norrls Auto Co.. Saginaw, Mich.; capital
stock Increased from $12,000 to $26,000.

Automobile Owners Defense Co., Augusta,
lie.; capital, $100,000; In Illinois, $2,000.

Colonial Automobile Company, Pittsburg:
capital. $25,000. Incorporator, Harry M.
Miller.

Inland Auto Company, Harrington, Wash.;
capital, $10,000. Incorporators: O. M. Graves
and H. Cowger.

Coleman Auto Top Co., Detroit; to manu-
facture carriage and automobile tops; capi-
tal stock, $6,000.

St. Clair Motor Co.. of Detroit. Mich.; to
manufacture engines and automobiles; capi-
tal stock. $S6.000.

Smith Automobile Co., Denver; capital,
$10,000. Incorporators, F. C. Smith, M. W.
Smith, and R. W. Smith.

Leader Automobile Co.. Milwaukee; capital,
$26,000. Incorporators, George O. Francke,
Paul F. Mueller, and Marlon E. Walt.

United Bearing Co. of Wilmington, Del.; to
manufacture and sell ball bearings for ma-
chines of all kinds; capital, $200,000.

Auto Rental and Repair Company. Chi-
cago; capital, $2,500. Incorporators: F. W.
Rlchey. J. E. Smeyd and H. A. Pierce.

Grant Square Automobile Co., Brooklyn.
N. Y.; capital stock, $20,000. Directors, C. F.
Bolt. Frank Wilson. W. Weston, Brooklyn.

DeBarres Automobile Co.; capital, $60,000.
Directors. W. H. Barnard, William Mcllroy,
A. E. Salomon and A. F. Jehte, of New York.

Rothschild & Co., capital. $30,000. Incor-
porators, William H. Mendel, Maurice M.
Rothschild, Nathaniel D. Reich, all of New
York.

Williams Garage Co., Brooklyn, N. T.; capi-
tal stock. $100,000. Directors, H. O. Hyatt, E.
H. Barclay, Brooklyn; G. E. Austin, New
York.

Leader Automobile Company, Milwaukee,
Wis.; capital, $26,000. Incorporators: George
O. Francke, Paul F. Mueller and Marlon E.
Walt.

C. A. Coey & Co., Chicago; capital, $5,000;
to deal in automobiles. Incorporators, Ben-
jamin Levering, G. N. Beckford, and A. A.
Boone.

New York Car and Truck Co.. Jersey City,
N. J. : capital stock, $2,000,000. Incorporators.
John R. Turner, Harry B. Russell, Thomas S.

Strong.

Adams-Farwell Co., Chicago; to deal in
automobiles; capital, $2,600. Incorporators,
Eugene Adams, Herbert Adams, and F. O.
Farwell.

Vandergrlft Automobile Co.. Jersey City,

capital stock, $100,000. Incorporators, Pedro
G. Salorn, Henry G. Morris, and F. Rogers
Donahue.

Hesse Automobile Company, Brooklyn.
W. Y. : capital. $1,200. Directors: Emanuel
Hcfw. J. J. Hesse and Herman Hesse, of
Brooklyn.

Matthews Motor Co., Camden, N. J.; capi-
tal stock, $76,000. Incorporators. Louis I.

Matthews, J. Morris Wlstar, and Craig
Heberton.

American Hortung Battery Co.. Jersey
City. N. J.; capital. $500,000. Incorporators.
Gusrtave K Hortung. George Fagan, and A.

M. T^ynch.

. Eureka Steam Motor and Engine Co., De-
troit; capital stock, $260,000. Incorporators,

John Allerdyce, Ellsworth Belknap and Louis
G. Bugbee.

Suburban Automobile Service Company.
Bissell, Mo.; capital, $6,000. Incorporators:
Lee Meriwether. Robert J. Bowman .and
Frank S. Reed.

Flatbush Auto Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.; capi-
tal, $5,000. Incorporators, Directors E. G.
Appleton, Annie E. Appleton and S. C. Mor-
ris, of Brooklyn.

Rochelle Motor Co.. New Rochelle, N. Y.,

capital stock, $160,000. Directors, E. T.

Blrdsall. A. S. WInslow, and F. W. Vaughn,
of New Rochelle.

Bulck Automobile Company. Kansas City.
Mo.; capital stock, $2,000 all paid in. Incor-
porators. W. S. Hathaway, H. G. Klrkland,
W. F. Schreiber.

Arc Spark Plug Mfg. Co., Toledo. O.; capital
stock, $10,000. Incorporators, Ell A. Stark,
P. L. Fancher, H. J. Brubach, M. P. Slack
and W. A. Janls.

Auto Cape Top Co.. Chicago; capital,

$2,000; to manufacture tops and 'curtains.

Incorporators, A. C. Belghler, H. R. Holden,
and C. D. Miller.

Coey Automobile Livery Co., Chicago; cap-
ital, $2,600; to rent automobiles. Incor-

porators, Benjamin Levering, G. N. Beck-
ford, A. A. Boone.

Metropolitan Garage Co.. New York; capi-

tal. $25,000; $100,000. Directors. H. R.
Worthlngton, Raymond Carrlngton. and P. R.

Towne, of New York.

Manhattan Commercial Co., New York
City; to manufacture automobiles; capital,

$500. Directors, A. R. Talon, Brooklyn; and
B. W. Wrenn, New York.

Prince Wells Company. Louisville, Ky.; to

handle automobiles and accessories; capital

stock. $6,000. Incorporators: Prince Wells,

R. L. Wells and M. Brhele.

Meyers Automobile Top Co., Dayton, O.

:

capital stock, $25,000. Directors. W. C.

Myers. Thomas H. Kelly, John D. Follett, J.

W. Duraell. H. T. Bowman.
Multiplex Tube Tire Co.. Jersey City, N. J.;

capital stock, $1,000,000. Incorporators,

Frank A. Magowan, Frank B. Adams. John
F. Frltts. Kenneth A. McLaren.

Jackson, Church & Wilcox Co., Saginaw,
Mich.; to manufacture automobiles; capital

stock. $26,000. Incorporators, John L. Jack-
son, M. L. Wilcox, E. D. Church.

Boulevard Garage Co.. Cleveland, Ohio;
capital, $10,000. Incorporators, G. Walter
Bruner, H. J. Dunn, C. O. Harmon, H. R.
Hoffman, and Wlllson H. Levens.

Hamilton Garage and Motor Co., New York
City; capital stock, $20,000. Directors, L. W.
McFarland, of Yonkers; W. F. Norrls, of New
York, and F. M. Raynor, of Brooklyn.

McCrea Motor Truck Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
capital. $50,000. Incorporators, George H.
Kelley. George G. Whltcomb, C. G. Easty.
L. J. Malin and M. G. McAllenan.

Columbus Sight-Seeing Company, Colum-
bus. O.; capital stock, $10,000. Incorporators,
Benj. Williams, Bert Smith. J. B. Foster,

Henry Bechtold, T. J. Farrell, Columbus.

Walden W. Shaw Co.. Chicago: to manufac-
ture automobiles and accessories; capital.

$20,000. Incorporators, Walden W. Shaw,
Bronson C. Buxton, and Jessie K. Shaw.

Cellulose Safety Tire Co.. Chicago: capital.

$26,000; to manufacture automobile tires and
supplies. Incorporators, John J. Hendler.
Albert M. Thayer, and Benjamin F. Graham.
Welch Motor Car Co. of New York; to deal

In automobiles, etc.; capital. $10,000. In-

corporators. Charles A. Hamilton. Burgoyne

Hamilton, Louis H. Perlman, all of New
York.

Darracq Motor Car Company, Chicago:
capital, $6,000; to deal In automobiles and
accessories. Incorporators: Joseph B. Mc-
Keague, Hosea W. Wells and Charles C.

Stllwell.

Fort Wayne Gear Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind.;

to manufacture automobile transmissions;

capital stock, $10,000. Incorporators, M. L
Rosenthal, Joseph Frelburger, and William
H. Olds.

Deere-Clark Motor Co., Moline, la.; capital

stock, $100,000; to manufacture gas engines,

automobiles and machinery. Incorporators,

R. F. Druhy. R. S. Blakemore, W. E. Clark,

of Moline, la.

Auto Service Co., New York City; to make
and deal In automobiles; capital stock, $50,-

000. Incorporators, R. Bolshaw, E. Stauffer,

D. Hyams, F. I. Cramer, and A. Law, of

New York City.

South Bend Automobile and Garage Com-
pany, South Bend, Ind.; capital, $5,000. In-
corporators: Harry D. Johnson, E. Louis
Kuhns, George M. Studebaker, C. A. Carlisle
and Nelson J. Riley.

Miller-Hopkins Manufacturing Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.; to make and sell automo-
bile accessories; capital stock, $16,000. In-
corporators: William T. Miller, Thomas H.
New and Frank Nuckals.

Lexington and Concord Sight-Seeing Co.,
Boston. Mass.; capital stock, $10,000. Incor-
porated to carry tourists In automobiles, by
George W. Taylor, Lexington; H. F. Knight,
Boston; A. F. Johnson, Saugus.

Hastings Motor Car Supply Company; to
manufacture automobile supplies and appli-
ances; capital. $1,000. Incorporators: Ed-
ward S. Perat, George J. Jackson and Cor-
nelius Gallagher, of New York.
Commercial Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.;

to make and deal In autos; capital stock,

$10,000. Incorporators, Charles B. McKlnney,
Frank E. Stevens, and Lou E. Stevens, of St.

Louis, and Eugenia E. McKlnney, of Irving.

HI.

White Motor Co., $06 Market St., Camden.
N. J.; capital, $160,000; to manufacture auto-

mobiles and motor boats. Incorporators.

James W. White, of Philadelphia; Charles F.

Woodhull, and Charles S. King, of Camden.
N. J.

The 2 Co. Motor Company, Incorporated In

New Jersey, to manufacture all kinds of

motors; capital stock, $1,000,000, to start with

$1,000 capital. Incorporators: Jonathan

Jenks, Robert Anderson and J. Leslie

Rogers.

TRADE IN MONTREAL,
Montreal, Que., May 14.—It is said that

the Minister of Railways and Canals has

under consideration the question of using

motor cars on the branch lines of the Gov-
ernment railroad.
Recognizing that the automobile has come

to stay and that the enmity that existed be-

tween it and the horse no longer exists, in

that the motor Is Its best friend, Henry
Morgan & Co., one of the largest department

stores in Canada, are putting up a new gar-

age which will Involve an expenditure of

$60,000. It will be a two-story building

with ground floor entrances. In making
their debut In the trade, Morgan & Co. have

secured the English Argyle and an Ameri-
can machine in the Maxwell-Briscoe. Motor
boats will also be handled. Frank B. Stock-

well will be manager.
Wilson & Co., of Ottawa, has opened a

branch In Montreal and Is representing the

following well-known lines: Pope-Tribune.
Pope-Hartford. Franklin, Baker Electric,

and other cars.
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NEWS AND TRADE MISCELLANY.

Lyman Read, of Ottawa, Kan., is prepar-
ing to tour to Maine in his Stevens-Duryea.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.'s Chicago branch

will remove, May 15, from 141 Lake street
to the five-story building at 24 Lake street,
Chicago.

Extensive additions to the A. D. Meisel-
bach Motor Vehicle Company's factory, at
North Milwaukee, are to be erected, at a
cost of $50,000.

The Twentieth Century Automobile Com-
pany, which has the Chicago agency for the
Grout gasoline automobiles, has moved to
1421 Michigan avenue, that city.

A Sunday shift of workmen has been put
on by the Kansas Citv Motor Company at
its Sheffield works. More attention is being
devoted this year to commercial vehicles at
this plant.

G. F. Conners, of Port Huron, Mich., has
leased a part of the buildings formerly oc-
cupied by the Steel and Screw Company, of
that city, and will engage in the manufac-
ture of automobile parts.

Capt. E. Yard Breese, of Trenton, N. J.,
a prominent member of the Mercer County
Automobile Club, has purchased his sev-
enth car, a White steamer. Mr. Breese now
owns seven machines of different makes.
The foundations of the new Walter auto-

mobile factory at East Trenton, N. J., have
been completed, and the construction of the
walls has commenced. The buildings will
have dimensions of 302 feet by 122 feet, and
will cost $30,000.
The new store and warehouse of the

Diamond Rubber Company's Chicago
branch, at 1523-1531 Michigan avenue, is

claimed to be the largest exclusive automo-
bile tire store, warehouse and repair de-
partment in the United States.

Charles Splitdorf has joined the Broad-
way procession and taken a lease of the
building 1670 Broadway, between Fifty-
second and Fifty-third streets, New York
City, and will use it as salesrooms and of-
fices. The present quarters on Vandewater
street will be retained as a factory.

Harrison M. Zier has arrived in Chi-
cago from Pasadena, Cal., with his Pack-
ard, in which he covered over 8,000 miles
of California roads during the past win-
ter. Mr. Zier is a member of the Chi-
cago Automobile Club. He is on his
way east to tour New England.

1007 models of the Stearns car, made by
the F. B. Steams Co., of Cleveland, Ohio,
have been under test for some time and
exhibit some advances in construction. The
model is so nearly settled upon that the
company is already ordering material for
next year, so that the prompt delivery of
this season will be duplicated next year.

The Mason Motor Car Company, of Des
Moines, Iowa, has just finished its new fac-

tory, located at 100 Southeast Fifth street, .

and will be able to deliver cars by June 15.

E. R. Mason is president, and Fred S. Du-
senberg is superintendent. They will man-
ufacture exclusively 24-horsepower cars
with double-opposed engine, called the "Ma-
son."
The Connecticut Telephone & Electric

Co., of Meriden, Conn., has placed the Pa-
cific Coast agency for its spark coils with
the Geo. P. Moore Co., Inc., of Oakland
and Los Angeles, Cal. The Moore Com-
pany also had a branch house in San Fran-
cisco. When this was destroyed by the re-

cent fire the Oakland branch was at once
opened to take care of the business.

The Manufacturers' Motor Car Co., now
located at 54-56 West Forty-third street,

New York City, has taken a lease on the
adjoining buildings, Nos. 50 and 52. The

buildings are at present occupied by the
Sidney B. Bowman Automobile Company,
and when the latter moves into its new
building in the fall the Manufacturers' Com-
pany will occupy the four buildings for its

sales business.

The northwest corner of Broadway and
Sixty-first street, New York City, has been
purchased by the Packard Motor Car
Company, of Detroit, as a site for its new
New. York store. The plot contains about
16,800 square feet, and has a frontage of 116
feet on Broadway, and 197 feet on Sixty-
first street, with a rear line of 100 feet 5
inches and a northerly line of 136 feet. The
selling price of the plot was $500,000 and
was for cash.

The New York, Chicago and Boston
branches of the Aerocar Company report
heavy sales and increasing demand for
these cars. The company states that the
air-cooled motor of the Aerocar is prov-
ing all that was claimed for it, not only
in the smoothness of its operation, but in

the fullness and reliability of its power,
and that under the most severe tests it

always shows an excess of power above
that claimed for it, and always has a re-

serve force in store.

Two large additions have been completed
at the Pope Motor Car Company's plant at

Indianapolis, Waverley department. The
additions increase the available floor space
to 192,257 square feet, the newly constructed
portions aggregating 19,391 square feet. In
the new additions the finishing and body de-
partments will be given more room, retain-
ing their old quarters as well. This expan-
sion will relieve the commercial vehicle de-
partment, which has been crowded to its

capacity for several months.

The Aerocar Company has announced
that it will equip all its cars with Truffault-
Hartford suspensions in the future. This
arrangement was made by President Alex-
ander Y. Malcomson of the Aerocar Com-
pany last week. E. V. Hartford, president
of the Hartford Suspension Company, in •

speaking of the order, said that not less

than 300, and possibly 800, sets would be
required for the Aerocar output. There are
now ten prominent cars that make Hartford
suspensions a part of the regular equip-
ment, as follows: Pierce, Peugeot, Loco-
mobile, Studebaker, Aerocar, Brazier,
Matheson, Napier, Gobron-Brillie, and
Rossell.

The Cadillac Company- is in receipt of a

letter from Dexter & G*ozier, their Auck-
land, New Zealand, representative, as fol-

lows: "It will no doubt be very gratifying
to you to know that the model "B" single-

cylinder Cadillac driven by Mr. Crozier
made a non-stop run, secured full points
and tied for the cup with 12 and 15-nprse-
power Darracqs for the North Island relia-

bility test of New Zealand. The test was a

four days' run to the Hot Lakes District

and back again, covering some very hilly

and sandy districts. This, considering that

the roads were of a very hilly and sandy
nature, makes a very creditable perfor-
mance.

To convince.prospective purchasers of the
hill-climbing ability of the new model 24-

horsepower shaft-driven Columbia car, Hi- •

ram Percy Maxim, chief engineer of the
Electric Vehicle Company, frequently drives
the machine up Church street hill, the steep-

est grade in or around Hartford. The in-

cline is 23 per cent, practically all the way
up; the roadbed is full of depressions and
covered with loose stones that render the

ascent especially difficult. A few days ago,

after Mr. Maxim had made the ascent, an
onlooker expressed a willingness to bet any

amount of money that the feat could not be
repeated. Mr. Maxim descended, turned

around, threw in his clutch and went up the

grade so fast that the party with the super-

fluous change decided to disappear down
Spring street before the car gained the sum-
mit.

PERSONAL TRADE MENTION.
Charles D. Smith, formerly of the Win-

ton Company's New York branch, has been

appointed Eastern supervisor of the Win-
ton Company, with headquarters at Bos-

ton.

C. F. Heinkel, for several years general

designer for the Elwell Parker Electric

Company, of Cleveland, has been promoted

to the position of chief draughtsman of the

same concern.

Oliver Light, who was associated with

Ex-Fire Chief Charles Purroy in the Olds-

mobile Company of Baltimore, has returned

to New York to live. Mr. Light was re-

cently married.

Fletcher G. Plummer has retired from the

Dietz-Plummer Motor Car Company, of

Philadelphia, selling out his interest to his

partner, John H. Dietz, Jr., who will con-

tinue the business.

Louis E Geyler, senior member of the

firm of Geyler & Levy, Chicago agents for

the Autocar, has been visiting the com-

pany's factory at Ardmore; Pa., during the

past week, with a view of hurrying up ship-

ments.

E. C. DeWitt, of the Mercedes Import

Company, has returned from his trip to En-

rope, where he visited the Mercedes fac-

tory. The object of his trip was to have

the American allotment of Mercedes cars

increased by forty machines.

President Kittredge, of the Peerless Mo-

tor Car Company, of Cleveland, and Mrs.

Kittredge, accompanied by Charles Schmidt,

designer for the company and Mrs. Schmidt,

have gone to Europe, where they will make

a tour of the continent in a Model 14 Peer-

less.

SamueJ A. Miles, secretary of the Na-

tional Association of Automobile Manu-

facturers, sailed last Thursday on the

Amerika to visit his mother at his old home

in England. He will be absent about six

weeks, and will, before he returns, make

an automobile trip through France and

Germany.

W. J. Morgan has removed his office

from 116 Nassau street to Bretton Hall,

Eighty-sixth street and Broadway, so as

to be nearer the automobile trade center.

Mr. Morgan's telephone, which is 3000

Riverside, will be in active use in connec-

tion with Orphans' Day, June 6, which is

the second annual outing for little orphan

children, under the auspices of the New
York Motor Club.

Frank Kulick, the well-known driver of

the Ford racing cars, is a character. Around

the big Detroit factory Kulick is a free,

lance. Seemingly subject to orders from no

one, he is, however, one of the most con-

scientious workers connected with the con-

cern. His quiet mien makes him difficult to

approach, and his lack of words conceals his

knowledge of mechanics and ability to test

cars. His ability as a driver is well known,

and it is recognized that his many triumphs

on the track were due, not more to his swU

at the wheel, than his greater faculty for

tuning up a car to concert pitch. This fac-

ulty made him head tester in the Ford plant

and every one of the Model K, six-cylinder

touring cars that leaves the factory must

pass through his hands for approval. As

these cars are coming through at the rate of

six a day, Kulick's workday contains some-

thing more than eight hours.
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.
New Steering Geas.—A new steering

gear, illustrated herewith, has been placed
on the market by the Gemmer Engine Co.,

of Wabash, Ind. Referring to the sectional
view, A is the lever arm, the end of which,
not shown, is fitted with the usual ball and
socket connection. Shaft B is part of the
drop forging C which is rocked by nuts D
and E as described later. The. steering col-

umn H is rigidly attached to the steel nut
/. This nut has exterior right hand threads
engaging with nut D, and internal left hand

SECTIONAL VIEW GEMMER GEAR.

threads engaging with nut E. When the
shaft is rotated one nut is raised and the
other depressed, and the double-armed
forging C is rocked, oscillating the arm A,
through which movement is conveyed to the
connecting rods and the wheels. A ball

thrust bearing / is placed at the top of the
steel nut An adjusting nut K is provided
to take up wear in the threads. Controlling
rods M and N operate the ignition and
throttle. The stationary tube X is used as
a casing, and is secured in the usual way.
The lever A may be made of any length
necessary to give the proper amount of
motion to the steering wheels. The possi-
bility of adjusting the entire gear by a sin-
gle nut is one of the important claims made
for the device.

Columbia Batteries.—A catalogue of
interest to automobilists who are users of
dry cells for ignition and flash lamp work
has been issued by the National Carbon Co.,
of Cleveland, O., manufacturers of bat-
teries of many kinds. The Columbia dry
cells are made in special shapes for auto-
mobile, launch and motorcycle ignition
work. A special form is the National Au-
tocell, which consists of a metal case, water
and moisture-proof, into which dry cells

are sealed, outside terminals being provided
for making connections. Autocells are made
in rectangular form for automobile work
and in tubular form for motorcycles. An-
other style has a wood case with an insu-
lating lining. A style made especially for
De Dion cars, Pierce Motorettes and Peer-
less cars consists of four cells enclosed in

a waterproof canvas case. Spark coils for
automobiles, launches and stationary en-
gines are also listed, as well as dry and
wet battery cells for all purposes, flash
lamps and other electrical goods.

Davis Opposed Motor.—The double op-
posed cylinder gasoline motor shown in the
accompanying illustration is manufactured
by the Davis Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee, Wis.,
in two sizes, which are practically alike ex-
cept in point of size. The larger motor has
cylinders of 5 inches bore and the stroke is

4 1-2 inches ; the smaller motor has a bore
of 41-2 inches and a 4-inch stroke. The
cylinders are water cooled and with each
cylinder is integrally cast the head, water
jacket, valve chamber and one-half of the
crankcase. The two halves of the case are

' bolted together at the center line by flanges
cast on for the purpose; this arrangement
is clearly shown in the engraving. The
valves are situated on the top of the motor
and are all mechanically operated from a
single camshaft parallel to and above the
crankshaft The camshaft is easily reached,
as are also the cranks and connecting rods,
by removing the cover of the crankcase.
The valves are easily removable through
openings in the valve chambers, closed by
bronze screw plugs. In the case of the
larger engine, the valves are 2 1-8 inches in
diameter and the valve stem guides are
5 1-4 inches long, giving a large bearing
area. Crankshaft is of open hearth forged
steel 13-4 inches in diameter, and runs
in long bearings, the bearing at the flywheel
end being 5 inches long and at the opposite
end 4 inches long. Crankpins are of the
same diameter as the main crankshaft bear-
ings, and are 21-2 inches long; the con-
necting rods are of cast steel,, of box sec-
tion. The big end of the connecting rod
has a hinged cap, and the split bushing is
of bronze with a babbitt lining sweated in.

A flange is formed on the end of the crank-
shaft and to this the flywheel is bolted with
six bolts, avoiding the necessity for using
keys. All piping is of brass with the ex-
ception of the exhaust pipe, in which cast
iron is used to withstand the heat. A gear-
driven bronze pump serves to circulate the
cooling water. A special oil pump is fitted
to the Davis engine and is placed in the top
of the crankcase cover. The pump has four
plungers and no check valves, and is driven
from the camshaft through bevel and worm
gearing; an oil feed carries lubricant to
each of the main bearings. Each plunger
is adjusted in the shop to deliver the proper
quantity of oil to the bearing it serves, and
the adjustment once made is a permanent

one and requires no altering. The oiler

contains about half a gallon of oil and re-
quires no more attention than filling with
oil, according to the manufacturers. The
larger motor measures 31 inches over all

and is 19 1-4 inches wide ; the weight, with
flywheel, is 370 pounds. The smaller ma-
chine is 28 inches long and weighs 240
pounds. For special purposes two or more
of these motors can be coupled together to
make four-cylinder or six-cylinder motors.

Tire Testing Tank.—A tank made es-
pecially for tire testing purposes has been
brought out by J. H. Edwards, of 59 Park
Place, New York. The tire testing tank
consists of a galvanized steel pan of the
form shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, 30 inches long and 8 inches deep ; iron
feet are riveted on for the tank to stand
on. The idea is to fill the tank with water

EDWARDS TIRE-TESTING TANK.

and place the tire or inner tube in it to lo-

cate small punctures, the escaping air
showing the leak plainly. The curved shape
of the tank makes it particularly convenient
for the work for which it is intended.

Leather Tires.—Tires of leather and
containing no rubber except in the inner
tube are being manufactured by the Anti-
Rubber Tire Co. of U. S. A., Los Angeles,
California, as the result of experiments that
have been in progress for two years by the
inventor of the tire, Charles H. Twitchell,
of Los Angeles. In these tires not only is

rubber avoided in making the shoe, but
there is no canvas used in any part, and no
stitching;. The clincher fastening consists

of a series of small steel hooks placed close
together along the edges of the shoe, en-
gaging in the flanges of the rim. These
nooks, which are only an inch apart, are
riveted through the leather, serving to hold
the several thicknesses together at the
edges. The tire will not slip, the makers
state, the steel-on-steel fastening holding
securely. The leather used is a special

product known as anti-oak leather,

tanned without the use of oak. Many re-

markable qualities ate attributed to this

leather; the makers state that it is about

DAVIS DOUBLE-OPPOSED MOTOR WITH OIL PUMP DIRECTLY CONNECTED.
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five times as strong as ordinary leather;

that it is entirely waterproof and can be
soaked in water for a year without impair-
ing its good qualities; and that it can be
boiled without losing its strength and soft-

ness. For large tires, 34 inches in diame-
ter and larger, three pl<es of leather are
used, the inner and outer layers having
their smooth surfaces turned outward so

that there is a smooth surface for the

inner tube to rest against and the exterior
of the shoe is also smooth. A separate
tread, studded with steel rivets, is riveted

to the shoe, giving an armored tread that is

said to be almost impossible to puncture.
The manufacturers stats that the severest
tests have proved the anti-rubber tires to

be practically non-puncturable, stronger
than rubber tires and also faster.

New Auto Horn.—Under the name of
the Tubaphone, the Miller-Hopkins Mfg.
Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., has brought out
an exhaust-sounded automobile horn that is

extremely well constructed and is hand-
somely finished. The tubes are of rectangu-
lar section, and the air chambers and dis-

tributing parts are of cast brass ; the com-
ponent parts are held together by machine
screws throughout, no solder being used.
The Tubaphone is made with one, two,
three or four tubes, and finished in oxi-
dized brass, plain polished brass or nickel.

The horn can be adjusted to give a clear

tone with any engine having from one to

eight cylinders.

. Cashing Out Deposits.—A preparation
for washing out deposits of lime and the
like from the water jackets, radiators and

' water piping of automobiles has been placed
on the market by Louis Ohnhaus, of 219
West Pearl street, Fort Wayne, Ind., under
the trade name of Hydroline. The prepa-
ration softens water in which it is put and is

non-corrosive and also anti-corrosive, it

being stated that ordinary nails will not
rust when wet with water in which Hydro-
line has been dissolved. The compound is

stated to .be absolutely harmless.

Diminutive Automobilist. — Quite in

keeping with the modem idea of making
advertising matter as artistic and attractive

as possible is the ten-color lithograph just
issued by Morgan & Wright, of Chicago,
111., manufacturers of tires. The picture

want to take a ride on coop tires

t

NEW MORGAN ft WRIGHT POSTER.

represents a little chap rigged up in full

automobiling regalia, goggles and all. In-
terest in the picture is increased by the
fact that the original was really a human
boy—the little son of President Butler, of
the Morgan & Wright concern. The pic-
ture will be sent free to automobilists on
application.

Special Ball Steel.—A specially treated

steel is now being used by the Standard
Roller Bearing Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., in

the manufacture of steel balls for bear-
ings. These balls are said to be much
stronger and more durable than those made
of ordinary steels, and they are guaranteed
to be true in diameter and in sphericity to

one ten-thousandth part of an inch. The
fracture is said to show a much finer grain

than crucible ball steel. Tests of steel balls

have been made by the Standard Company
and the results are given as follows : A half-

inch ball of ordinary steel will crush un-
der a pressure of about 25,000 pounds, while
the new "Standard alloy" balls require a
pressure of from 45,000 to 50,000 pounds to

crush them. An ordinary ball five-eighths

of an inch in diameter crushes at about 39,-

000 pounds, while a new Standard ball of

the same diameter crushes at 65,000 to 70,-

000 pounds. Three-quarter inch balls crush
at 56,000 pounds for ordinary steel and 85,-

000 to 100,000 pounds for the new steel.

Baby Gabriel.—A new sound producer,
under the name of the Baby Gabriel Horn,
has been placed on the market by the Ga-
briel Horn Mfg. Co., of Cleveland, O. This
horn is intended for motorcycles and small

power boats, and is similar to the regular

A BABY GABRIEL HORN.

exhaust-blown Gabriel horns with two tubes
except that it is smaller, the space occu-
pied being 2 inches wide and 15 inches long.

The baby Gabriel is furnished complete
with valve and spring for attachment.

Leon Rubay, 140 W. 138th street, New
York.—Catalogue of imported Lacoste ig-

nition apparatus; for which this concern is

sole United States agent The catalogue
is an unusually complete one and gives
many interesting details of the apparatus.
French horns, lamps, and other specialties
are also listed.
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THE SPEED PARADE OF THE LONG ISLANDERS

EXACTLY how it all happened stories differ much, but the

fact remains that the 1906 parade of the Long Island Au-

tomobile Club, held Saturday afternoon, May 19, resolved itself

with startling unanimity into a wild rush for the sea when the

cavalcade reached the tempting Coney Island Boulevard. Accord-

ing to the Brooklyn Eagle the driver of a blue car started the

rout of the 140 cars, the greater part of which indulged in the

scramble for Coney's wave-washed strand.

The assemblage took place at the Park Plaza in Brooklyn Bor-

ough. Charles Jerome Edwards figured as the grand marshal,

and behind him came Dr. W. T. Richardson, the chairman of the

special committee having the parade in charge, with President

HOW THE ASSEMBLED CARS AT PARK PLAZA LOOKED FROM THE TOP OF THE MEMORIAL ARCH.
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A LOCOMOBILE PARTICIPANT OF THE SPEED PARADE.

Alfred Wilmarth alongside in another car. Both autos were gay

with bunting, and the doctor's car contained two buglers, who

blatantly told of the coming of the Long Islanders and their

guests.

It was an orderly procession that started down Eastern Park-

way and into Bedford avenue, the route thence covering various

streets and finally leading to the west driveway of Prospect Park

At the head of the motorcycle police were supplying a pace that

must have been a bit faster than eight miles an hour, and going

through the park it is not improbable that many, owing to ths

lively clip, failed to appreciate its beauty. It was at the begin-

ning of the Coney Island Boulevard, after the exit from the park,

that the blue car began the trouble. Grand Marshal Edwards

tried to stem the tide, but it was a useless attempt, for the fever

spread on the high speed, and in a moment they were off for the

sea. One might as well have tried to stop the fall of Niagara

as to have blocked the whirling paraders. Though only 141 cars

started, a dazed policeman statistically gave a total that was more

than trebled.

There was to have been some prize giving before the disband-

ment at Coney Island, but the unannounced race greatly disturbed

the plans of the committee. A prize for the largest number of

cars of a particular make probably belonged to the Cadillacs,

over thirty of this kind being in line. The Royal Tourists

claimed twenty-two machines, and there were many Autocars,

Franklins and Whites ; in fact, all the prominent makes and many

TWO COMPOUND CARS DRESSED FOR THE OCCASION.

THE VIOLA BOWLING CLOB IN THE BIG 'BUS.

A GOODLY LINE-UP OF AIR-COOLED FRANKLINS.

of lesser importance were on view. A brand new vehicle was a

steam runabout built by C. A. Ball, a Brooklynite, who con-

structed it for his own pleasure. It possessed a four-cylinder

compound engine with a flash boiler, and it is claimed that it

can burn either kerosene or gasoline.

Of the decorated machines, the Cadillac of Mr. Edwards, the

Royal Tourist of Dr. Richardson, President Wilmarth's similar

car and the Autocar of M. G. Wolfe were eligible for prize

competition. A feature of the parade was the big Mack "bus,

which contained fourteen women members of the Viola Bowling

Club, all of whom were garbed in white, with violets used for

contrast. The Columbia of N. W. Curtis, with the women of

the party also dressed in white, presented an attractive picture,

with a decorative scheme that combined wistaria, white lilacs and

carnations, and lavender ribbons.

The Franklin exhibit included a 1902 model of the four-cylinder

type, said to be the first built in this country, and having to its

credit an 85,000 mileage.

Though things did not come out exactly as the committee de-

sired, the 1906 parade of the Long Island Automobile Club will

be long remembered, especially the race which it supplied down

the Coney Island Boulevard. Formed in 1900, with such veterans

as A. R. Pardington and Frank G. Webb at the helm, the Long

Island Club has grown until it now figures among the largest

in the country and possesses a clubhouse and garage at 360 Cum-

berland street, Brooklyn, which it is outgrowing with rapid

strides. The club has been prominent in A. A. A. matters and
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helped to bring about the organization of the national body. As

a member of the New York State Association the club has been

very active in Albany legislative matters. A misunderstanding

among some of the leaders in reference to the Stanley bill caused

a story to the effect that several of the old timers intended to re-

sign and bring forth another club. Explanations and conferences

have about smoothed the strained situation, and indications now
are that the Long Islanders will hardly care to put themselves

in the position of antagonism to all the other New York state

clubs. The impression now generally prevails that though the

Stanley bill contained some excellent ideas, it were better to leave

things as they are for another year.

THE PARADE OF THE JERSEYHEN.
The Automobile Club of Hudson County, Saturday last, held

its annual parade in a most successful manner, over 200 automo-

biles, many of them handsomely decorated, parading the Hudson
County Boulevard from Montgomery street, Jersey City, to Ber-

gen Point, a distance of eight miles. Thousands of people saw

the spectacle, which was in charge of President J. A. Edwards,

Henry Louderbough, J. V. Z. Anthony and Frank Whitney. At

Bergen Point the members of the club and their guests were en-

tertained at luncheon. Unlike the Brooklyn event, there was no

scorching, and none attempted to run ahead of the band wagon.

The Automobile Club of Hudson County is in a most prosper-

ous condition, having increased in numbers until it is now beyond

A FORMIDABLE STRING OF WHITE STEAM CARS.

the one-hundred mark. Recently it has been doing some energetic

work in connection with discouraging speeding on the Hudson

County Boulevard, a matter that had become a source of great

complaint to other users of the boulevard.

THE CONEY ISLAND BOULEVARD WAS TEMPTING.

A QUARTETTE: RICHARDSON, PIERSON, EDWARDS, WTLMARTH

PHILADELPHIA'S TWO-TAG NUISANCE.
Philadelphia, May 21.—The much-abused Quaker automo-

bilists do not propose to suffer silently under the incon-

venience—not to mention the expense—imposed upon them
as a result of the recent ruling of the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court requiring them to decorate their vehicles with a city

tag in addition to that issued by the State. They propose to

make an effort to induce the City Councils to so amend the

municipal ordinance as to make the exhibition of a city tag

unnecessary when a State tag is carried—this because of the

clause in the State law which makes it illegal to carry any
but a State tag on one's machine.

Last week President Dick, of the Automobile Club of

Philadelphia; Robert P. Hooper, treasurer of the Automobile
Club of Germantown, and other prominent officials of the

two local clubs, had many Councils members out in their cars

for the purpose of demonstrating the absurdity of strictly

enforcing the tag requirement of both city and State. Roads
were selected which crossed the line between Philadelphia
and Montgomery counties, and the rapid changes necessary
to keep within the law were laughable. It is certain that
the proposed ordinance will be adopted next week. THE MEMORIAL ARCH AT PROSPECT PARK ENTRANCE..
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HOLDS OWNER IF IN AUTO.
Boston, May 21.—A decision of great importance to own-

ers of automobiles in Massachusetts has been handed down
by the full bench of the Supreme Court. It is in effect that

whoever participates in the overspeeding of an automobile is

liable criminally, the court holding that if the owner or any-

one having control of a car knows and allows it to run illegally

he is equally liable with the chauffeur.

The decision was made on the test case of the Common-
wealth against Roland H. Sherman. Mr. Sherman is a law-

yer and the son of Judge Sherman, of the Superior Court,

and the case is the outgrowth of his arrest in Leicester for

driving his car more than twelve miles an hour, the limit

allowed in that town. He was found guilty in the Worces-
ter District Court and appealed his case. In the Superior

Court Mr. Sherman was found guilty by a jury, but he con-

tended that he could not be convicted on the proof submitted,

and appealed his case to the Supreme Court for a determina-

tion of the law. It was agreed that the automobile was
registered with the Massachusetts Highway Commission by
Mr. Sherman and in his own name; that he was in the auto-

mobile, which was going in excess of twelve miles an hour,

the maximum speed permitted by the Leicester town by-laws;

and that he was one of five people in the car, was not himself

operating it, but was seated in the tonneau.

The court holds that the proof was sufficient. It says the

automobile was registered with the Massachusetts Highway
Commission by the defendant, and in his own name, war-

ranting a finding that he was the general owner of it or that

he had a special property therein which gave him control

thereof. Under the statutes automobiles shall be registered

by the owner or person in control thereof. The court holds
that if he is guilty here, he is not guilty as owner but because
the evidence warranted the jury in finding as a fact that he
participated in the machine's being run at an illegal speed.
The court says the offense with which he stands charged is

a misdemeanor and not a felony, not being punishable by
imprisonment. If it be material, the court says it is settled

that in misdemeanors there are no degrees, but that all who
participate in the commission of the offense are principals,

and may be charged as such.. The court holds that the Com-
monwealth made out *. prima facie case of participating by

the defendant in the machine's being run at an illegal speed,
by showing that the machine was being run by the operator
at an illegal speed, while the defendant, being either the
general owner of the machine or having a special property
in it that gave him the right to control it, was in the tonneau.
The court holds further that the facts warranted the infer

ence that the defendant knew and allowed his machine to be
run illegally. The case is a prima facie case only, and may b-j

contradicted or explained. But uncontradicted or explained,
it does warrant that inference and so makes out a prima facie

rase, says the court.

INSPECTOR CRITICISED SAFETY VALVE PLAN.
Omaha, Neb., May 21.—An unusual automobile accident oc-

curred at Omaha recently when the boiler of a Stanley steam
touring car exploded while the car was moving on Farnam street,

near Central boulevard. The detonation was terrific, and was
heard for more than a mile. Windows in the immediate vicinity

were broken, and parts of the machine were found three blocks

away. Of the six persons in the car only two were more than

nominally injured—H. A. Perkins, commercial agent for the

Rock Island railroad at Omaha, and the chauffeur, R. C. Forberd.

The other occupants, two men and two women, were only slightly

bruised. The time of the accident was 10:25 at night, the party

being on the way home from the Field Club. The car was a

rented one belonging to the R. R. Kimball garage of this city.

The boiler head was blown out, but the cylinders were not

ruptured. The boiler in the Stanley steamers is well forward

and the force of the concussion was away from the car. This

accounts for the light injury to the occupants. Mr. Perkins and

the chauffeur were hurled some distance, alighting on their hands

and knees. They were bruised, burned, and their eyes filled with

sand and asbestos. The cause of the accident has not been made

plain, or at least not made public. City Boiler Inspector Scheid,

after an inspection of the shattered parts, criticised the safety-

valve arrangement, which, he says, permits steam to condense

in the pipe through which it runs to the valve in order to render

blowing off inoffensive to the occupants. He thinks the water

causes the valve parts to rust and become inoperative unless

given frequent attention. He thinks also that the diaphragm

of the automatic fuel-feed device possibly became defective, caus-

ing the generation of excess steam.

The accident caused much interest throughout the city and

revealed the fact that the city ordinances are mute as to automo-

bile boiler inspections. This will probably be corrected soon

Another result will be better care and closer attention to the

working parts of the cars in the local garages. From expressions

heard it seems likely that the explosion will check the local sale

of Stanley cars, which heretofore have been popular in Omaha

MEGARGEL HAS REACHED CHICAGO
Chicago, May 19.—Percy Megargel, the transcontinental

automobilist, arrived at Riverside, 111., this afternoon at -|

o'clock, after travel-

ing 10,636 miles. He

was met' at Riverside

bjF scveraj. members

of the Chicago' Auto-

mobile Club, who es-

corted him into Chi-

cago. He left Aurora

at 9 o'clock this

morning, but his ma-

chine broke down

when he had gotten

about two miles out

of the city and he had

to return for repairs

Megargel will resume

his journey eastward

early in the week,

and expects to make

good time between

Chicago and New

York, though he will not attempt any record driving. He will

make short stops at the larger cities along his route.

MISSOURI FOR THE MAIN ROAD.
Jefferson City, Mo., May 21.—Thirty county judges, law-

yers, and business men, chosen by the Missouri good roads

convention, recently called upon Governor Folk and asked

him to issue a call for a special session of the Legislature to

take up the matter of adopting steps for the speedy improve-

ment of the roads in the State. The governor said he would

give his reply in a few days. It was the plan of the commit-

tee which saw the governor to have the Legislature draw np

a constitutional amendment, which can be submitted to the

voters in the November elections, permitting a levy of 10

cents for road purposes. If this amendment is submitted hi

November and carried, some relief from the present intol-

erable conditions can be had within twelve months, while if

the matter is delayed until the regular session of the Legisla-

ture in 1907, three years must pass before work can begin.

Missouri wants to be on the route of that transcontinental

highway, which is no longer a vague dream, and the State

wants to get ready for the national way by first making n-

own roads good.

MEGARGEL AT THE REO WHEEL.
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LEGAL LIGHTS INSPECT THE SELDEN MOTOR

IT was a formidable array of legal talent, famous in the annals

of patent litigation and fortified with the knowledge begot

of wide experience, that gathered at the garage of the Decau-

ville Automobile Company, Broadway and Fifty-sixth street,

New York City, at high noon, Saturday, May 19. The meeting

was arranged by counsel for the opposing sides in the suits now
pending involving the Selden patent, the purpose being the ex-

amination of the original Selden motor and observation of its

operation. George B. Selden, the patentee, accompanied by his'

sons, Henry R. and George B. Selden, Jr., were present, together

with personal counsel, the Hon. George Raines of Rochester, and

the A. L. A. M. was represented by W. A. Redding and Samuel

R. Belts as counsel, S. T. Fisher, ex-assistant Commissioner of

Patents, and H. F. Cunz. The defendant Ford interests were

represented by R. A. Parker of Detroit as counsel, who was ac-

companied by Prof. Carpenter of Cornell University and Jesse

Smith of New York, as experts.

The car was operated by the younger Seldens, and all inter-

ested parties so desiring were given a ride around the garage

floor. The body and wheels of the car are new fittings, but the

motor was made in 1877. Patent was not applied for by Mr.

Selden until 1879, and same was not granted by the Patent Office

until 1895. As a patent has 17 years to run, its limitation is six

years hence, in 1912. The Selden car complete weighs 700 pounds,

is four feet between wheels, which are 32- and 38-inch front and

rear respectively. The motor is of the two-cylinder type, having

three horizontal cylinders, with independent compression, and

capable of a varying speed of from 100 to 500 revolutions per

minute. The present ignition is jump spark.

Owing to the vast and varied interests involved in the present

litigation, the demonstration by the original motor was one of

particular interest. It was a part of the regular accumulation of

evidence which is being taken before U. S. Commissioner John A.

Shields, and which will be presented by him to the United States

Court in October for a finding. Not until then will be learned

what all the students of the Selden auto thought of its opera-

tion. The representatives of the opposition were not inclined to

express an opinion on the matter last Saturday.

THE SELDEN CAR AS IT APPEARED AT THE DEMONSTRATION GIVEN TO THE PATENT EXPERTS.

George B. Selden, the Inventor, Is the man with the gray moustache standing partly to the rear of the body of the car. He can
be distinguished by the watch chain on his vest. Henry R. Selden la at the wheel, and W. A. Redding and H. F. Cunz are at the right
of the picture. The Hon. George Raines is behind the steering wheel, only his straw hat showing.
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MAURICE FOURNIER, BROTHER OF HENRY, DRIVER OF A CLEMENT.

MBMV9
CAGNO, DRIVING THE WINNING ITALA, NEAR CERDA

CAGNO'S TARGA FLORIO VICTORY.
Palermo, May 8.—Italy has had the honor of organizing

and the glory of winning the first great automobile event of

the season. The scene of the victory was the island of

Sicily; the nature of the battle, a 282-mile run round a difficult

circuit on touring machines; the victor, Cagno, on an Itala

machine, and the promoter of the affair, Chevalier Florio.

At 5 o'clock on Sunday morning, May 6, everything was in

readiness and large crowds were at the starting point.

The nature of the race was somewhat of a novelty, being a

speed test for touring cars under racing conditions, the regu-

lations merely specifying that all chassis must be the ordinary

serial construction of the firm, and catalogued at not more
than $4,000. On every other point the builders were given

full freedom, and it was thus that there were to be found side

by side at the starting line modest 20-horsepower cars and

monsters with 60-horsepower under their bonnets.

Promptly at 6 o'clock the first car was sent away; it was

Lancia, on a Fiat, who had been designated by the drawing

of lots to set the pace. Ten minutes later Le Blon, on a

Hotchkiss, made a good start. The French driver was handi-

capped by having a four-seated body, the other competitors

only having a two-seater. His wife was on board with him,

acting as mechanic. Cagno, on an Itala, went away in splen-

did style, followed by Achille Fournier, on a Bayard-Clement,

and Bablot, on a Berliet machine of Lyons construction.

Pope, the Englishman, lighted a cigar for his little run on the

Itala. Maurice Fournier, replacing Lebellier, followed half

an hour after his brother, also on a Bayard-Clement. Baron

de Caters, who had abandoned the Seasick for the momem.

stood true to Itala and piloted his land machine as cleverly

as he had handled his seagoing racer. Rigal and Graziani,

both Itala champions, brought up the rear.

The first to start, Lancia was the first man to finish the

round, but he was followed closely by his younger rival,

Cagno, on his Itala, and when allowance had been made for

the starting time, it was found that Cagno was first and

Lancia second.

At the end of the second round Cagno was not only still

leading, but had shaken his most formidable rival, Lancia,

down to sixth place.

With the third round interest increased, for, though the

match now lay almost entirely between the Itala representa-

tives, there was still a formidable competitor in the French

Berliet. At last the trumpet call was heard, and Cagno
rushed by in 9 hrs. 32 min. 22 sec.

1. Cagno (Itala) •. 9:32:22
2. Graziani (Italia) 10:06:32 1-6
3. Bablot (Berliet) 10:20:05 1-6
4. Rlgal (Itala) 10:26:08 4-6
6. De Caters (Itala) 10:38:26 1-6
6. Le Blon (Hotchkiss) 12:09:23

Lancia was unable to finish the last round, owing to a leak-

ing gasoline tank.

LANCIA, THE SPECTACULAR FIAT DRIVER, IN ACTION RIGAL, ANOTHER ITALA DRIVER, PASSING FINISHING STAND.
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ON THE BASIS OF COSTfPER TON-MILE

IN the Second Annual National Economy Test of the New
York Motor Club the awards will be made on the basis of

cost per ton-mile. This feature eliminates all classification, and

every car entered, no matter what its price or power, so long as it

be a touring car or runabout, has a chance to win. This contest

will stand in a distinctive class as an exposition of what can be

accomplished in the art of passenger carrying by automobile, with

minimum cost for operating. Aside from the value of the test

as a commercial factor, the pleasure to be derived from a com-

petition of this character

is practically unlimited,

as the route leads
through one of the most

charming sections of the

country, up the banks of

the Hudson river to Al-

bany, through the Berk-

shire Hills in western

Massachusetts, down the

Connecticut valley to

Middletown, across the

base of the foothills to

New Haven, and thence

to New York by the

south shore of Long
Island Sound, a distance

of 430 miles.

A gold and a silver

cup and a bronze medal

are offered by the club

for the cars making the

three best records. And
certificates of awards

will be given to all com-

petitors who finish. A
pilot car will be used to

distribute confetti along

the road and, in addition,

complete running direc-
-

tions will be furnished

all drivers. The test is

in charge of the contest

committee of the club,

Harry Unwin, chairman,

assisted by the technical

committee, and will be

under the supervision of

a competent board of of-

ficers.

The entry fee is $100

and entries close with

A. B. Tucker, secretary

of the club, 31 West
Forty-second street, at

noon of Saturday, June
16. It is confidently ex-

pected the entry list this

year will be a very large

one, a prediction indicated by inquiries already received.

The following are essential extracts from the rules as formu-
lated in the official entry blank:

Rules and Conditions of the Contest
1. The Second Annual National Economy Test shall consist of

three runs, as follows: New York City to Albany, N. Y., about 150
miles; Albany to Springfield, Mass., about 131 miles; Springfield to
New York City, about 149 miles. Total distance, about 430 miles.
The test shall take place on June 20, 21. 22, 1906, one day being

devoted to each run In the order stated.

Object and Basle of Charge*.—2. The object of the Test shall be
to prove the economy of operating motor cars. 3. The basis of com-
parative charges as against railway transportation for the entire

test shall be as follows:

Passengers: 1 2 3 4 6 6 7

New York to Albany $3.10 36.20 39.30 312.40 316.60 318.60 321.70

Albany to Springfield 2.96 5.90 8.85 11.80 14.76 17.70 20.65

Springfield to N. Y. 2.98 6.96 8.94 11.92 14.90 17.88 20.86

SECOND ANNUAL

NATIONAL ECONOMY TEST

NEW YORK MOTOR CLUB

JUNE 20, 21. 22, IX*

Totals 39.03 318.06 327.09 336.12 345.15 354.18 363.21

Basis of Awards.—4. (a) The awards shall be made on the basU
of cost per ton-mile. Af-
ter a most careful consid-

eration of methods of

classification and handi-

capping, as employed in

previous contests, the
committee has unani-
mously agred to award
all prices on the boats of

the total cost per ton-
mile. This eliminates all

classification, giving each
car an equal chance to

win. No handicapping Is

required.)

(b) The basis of the

cost per mile computation
Is as follows: The total

weight of the car, passen-
gers, baggage, extra
parts and equipment. In

tons and fractions, is

multiplied by the miles
traveled, giving what Is

known as "ton - mile."

The total cost or charges
against each car as pro-
vided In Rules 34 and 35.

when divided by the ton
miles traveled, glv«a the
average cost per ton-mile.
Total cost shall mean the
sum of all charges against
each car as laid down In

these rules. Including
gasoline, oil, repairs, ad-
justments, new parts,
tires, fines, tolls, storage,
etc.

Prizes.—6. The prizes
for the Second Annual
National Economy Test
shall be as follows: First
prize, a silver cup; third
prize, a gold cup; second
prize, a bronze medal;
each to become the abso-
lute property of the win-
ner. A certificate of
award will be given to
each car completing the
test under these rules.

Routes and Schedule.—
6. The routes shall be: To
Albany by way of Yon-
kers, Irvlngton, Tarry-
town, Ossinlng, Peekskill,
Cold Spring, Flshklll VII-
lage, Wappingers Falls.

Poughkeepsle, Hyde Park.
Stattsburg, Rhinebeck..

Red Hook, Hudson, Klnderhook. Valatle. Schodack Center.
To Springfield by way of Schodack Center, Valatle, Chatham,

New Canaan, Canaan Center, State Line, West Stockbrldgc.
Housatonic, Great Barrington, Stockbrldge, Lenox, Plttsfleld, back
to Lenox, Lee, East Lee. West Becket. Bonnyrigg, Four Corners,
Chester, Huntington, Russell, Westfleld.
To New York by way of East Long Meadow. Enfield, Warehouse

Point, East Hartford. Hartford, Wethersfield, Rocky Hill, Cromwell.
Middletown, Durham, New Haven, MUford, Stratford, Bridgeport,
Norwalk, Stamford. Greenwich. Port Chester, New Rochelle.
Direction of Test.—9. The test shall be held under the direction

of the Contest Committee, Harry Unwln, chairman, and the fol-
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lowing officials: A referee, a superintendent of garages, a superin-
tendent of observers, a quartermaster, and a chief inspector.

Entries.—10. Four-wheeled automobiles of any price and power,
of the types known as touring cars and runabouts shall be eligible
to compete.

11. The entry fee for all cars shall be $100, payable at the time
of making the entry.

IS. (a) Entries, with fees, shall be forwarded to A. B. Tucker,
secretary of the New York Motor Club, Room 301, No. 81 West
Forty-second street. New York City. (Telephone 6482 Bryant.)
(b) Checks, etc., for entry fees shall be made payable to R. H.
Johnston, treasurer of the New York Motor Club.

18. Every entry, if made by a manufacturer or his representative
or agent, shall be with an understood guarantee to accept all orders
at the entry price from all persons for exact duplicates of the
vehicle or part thereof, entered for the test, which may be given
on or before July 1, 1906, and to deliver all such vehicles, or parts
so ordered, In perfect working order on or before October 1, 1906,
provided a cash deposit not exceeding one-third the price of the
vehicle is paid at the time of giving the order. Should the manu-
facturer or his representative or agent fail to comply with such
guarantee, he may, at the discretion of the club, be disqualified
from taking In any event organised by the club for a period not ex-
ceeding one year from the date when the club may decide to dis-
qualify him.
Legal Equipment and Signs.—20. Every vehicle entered shall bear

registry number plates of one of the States of New York. Massa-
chusetts or Connecticut, and shall be registered in the State thi»

number of which It bears.

8tart and Finish of Runs.—23. Vehicles shall begin each day's run
between the hours of 6 and 9 a. m., and shall arrive at their dally
destination In the official garage between the hours of 4 and
10 p.m.
Weighing.—24. Each vehicle, with its full complement of pas-

sengers, baggage, extra parts and equipment, shall be weighed at
the start and finish of each day's run at such places as shall be
designated by the Committee. Failure on the part of the driver to
comply with this rule shall result In disqualification.

Observers.—26. Every vehicle shall carry an official observer, for
whom a front seat shall be reserved, and cars shall be under ob-
servation continuously, from the time of their delivery into the
hands of the committee until the close of the test, either by the
observers on the car or the superintendent of garages or his
assistants.

26. Entrants must nominate one observer in respect to each car
entered by them. The name of such observer must be submitted
to the committee not later than 12 o'clock noon, Saturday, June 16,

1906, and preferably at the time the entry is made.
27. Observers nominated should be practical men, preferably en-

gineers, designers, constructors, factory superintendents, managers
or agents. Each should have driven an automobile and each should
be familiar with all the general details of gasoline or steam car
construction. Each must know the rules of the road and the cur-
rent automobile laws of the States of New York, Massachusetts and
Connecticut. Each must be familiar with the rules of this Test.

28. No person so nominated shall act as observer upon a car of
the same make as that of his nominator. The club reserves the
right to reject the name of any nominee for the position of observer
without giving reasons therefor.

29. Each observer will, so far as practical, be placed on a dif-

ferent vehicle each day. He must not in any way assist drivers of
cars; for instance, he must not turn on lubricators or perform any
function, however small, in connection with the car. He must not
assist drivers with suggestions. He must in all cases act Im-
partially as the representative of the club. The only exception to

this rule is that, in the case of cars carrying only two persons, the
observer may, If he thinks fit, and is requested to do so by the
driver, assist In repairing tires, but under the two cents per min-
ute rate provided for in Rule 36.

33. Each observer shall remain with his car from the start each
day until its arrival at its destination, and he shall formally turn
the car over Into the hands of the superintendent of garages or

his assistants. He shall receive the appointed car from the garage
officials in the morning. Should the driver of the car declare him-
self out of the test at any point during a day's run, the observer
shall go by train to the stopping place for that night.

Observers' Reports.—34. Each observer shall make report, on
cards given him for that purpose, of the weight of the car at the

start and finish of each day's run: of the time consumed in making
all repairs, adjustments, and replenishments; the reason thereof;

the name of the part or accessory used; each purchase and re-

plenishment of oil and gasoline; the quantity thereof; the employ-
ment of any other than the driver of the car; the time of such
employment; the amount paid out by the driver or other person
for anything in connection with the car, Including mechanical help,

tows, tolls, ferry charges, fees, fines, storage, etc. These reports

shall be made whether or not the car Is stopped for the purpose
reported.

36. Observers shall report charges as follows: Storage at Albany
and Springfield, one dollar ($1.00) per night; gasoline, twenty cent*

($.20) per gallon; lubricating oil, ten cents ($.10) per pint or frac-

tion thereof; time of all repairs, adjustments, or replenishments,
one cent ($.01) per minute for the driver and two cents ($.02) per
minute for each and every other person employed. This rule shall

Include all work done in connection with tires.

38. Immediately after turning the car over to the superintendent
of garages, the observer shall report each day to the superinten-
dent! of observers, and shall file his report in due form for the day,

remaining until all points upon It are made perfectly clear and
making affidavit to Its correctness, if required.

Drivers.—39. A vehicle shall be driven by one person, the nomi-
nated driver, throughout a day's run, unless he shall be incapaci-

tated, when his. place may be taken by a substitute, by permission
of the observer, the same being duly noted on the report.

40. Drivers must be familiar with the rules of the road, and the
current automobile laws of the States of New York, Massachusetts
and Connecticut. Each must be familiar with the rules of this

test. Each must be familiar with the speed limits in all territory

traversed. Each must observe speed limit regulations. Fines after

arrest for breaking speed limit regulations shall be charged against

the car. The act of fining is considered to establish blame on the

part of the driver in so far as this test is concerned.

Oarages.—42. All cars must be turned over to the superintendent
of garages not later than 9 a.m., Tuesday, June 19, 1906. All tanks
and lubricators must be filled not later than 12 o'clock noon of that

day. In the presence of the observer appointed for Wednesday,
June 20.

43. From the time a car Is delivered to the superintendent of

garages until it is taken out, no person except the driver, In the

presence of his observer, shall be permitted to approach the car for

any purpose whatever.

Occupants of Cars.—44. No extra occupants shall be carried be-

yond the capacity for which the car is designed, based on two
passengers for the front seat (driver and observer), and for the

tonneau seat or seats, one passenger for each fifteen (16) inches,

measuring at widest part of top of seat cushion. Occupants shall

not be allowed to ride on the floor or step nor on emergency seats.

Road and Running Regulations.—46. Cars must be driven with

due regard to the rights of other users of the highways, and with

consideration for horse-driven vehicles and pedestrians. Violations

of this rule. If wilful, and, in the Committee's opinion, tending to

bring motor cars into popular disfavor, shall result in disqualifica-

tion.

Disqualification.—49. Disqualification may be made of any vehicle

entered for the violation of these rules, upon notice, by the referee,

and after the driver of the vehicle in question shall have been noti-

fied of the charge.

. Protests.—61. Any competitor who wishes to lodge a protest must
do so In writing, and deliver it to the referee. The protest shall

be considered as soon as possible by the referee, who shall have the

power to disqualify the vehicle against whom the protest is lodged.

63. An appeal from the decision of the Referee may be made to

the committee. Such appeal shall be in writing and shall be ac-

companied by a fee of $26, which shall be returned if the appeal is

upheld. Appeals shall not be considered if not made within twenty-
four hours after the referee's decision.

67. The club shall not be responsible for the results of any civil

or criminal proceedings which may be taken against any competitor.

This responsibility is accepted by the competitor by the act of

making entry-

Interpretation of Rules.—68. The interpretation of these rules

shall rest entirely with the committee, who may alter or add to.

or omit therefrom. If necessary from time to time.

Special.—60. The committee reserves the right to disqualify

a contestant for what, in the opinion of the committee, is excessive

speed. This rule will be rigidly enforced. A careful regard for the

laws will avoid the chance of disqualification. To enforce this rule

a special system of checking en route will be instituted.

WASHINGTON WILL HAVE SOME RACING.
Washington, D. G, May 21.—Within the next week articles

of incorporation of the Washington Automobile Racing As-

sociation will be put on record. Only automobile dealers

and salesmen in their individual capacity will be eligible to

membership. The officers of the association are as follows:

C. Royce Hough, president; C. W. Frank, vice-president; L.

S. Jullien, treasurer; Rudolph Jose, secretary; B. C. Wash-
ington, Jr., general manager. The object of the new associa-

tion is the promotion of automobile racing and hill-climbing

contests, and other automobile events. The Bennings track

has been secured for the first meet, in June.
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BRAKE HORSEPOWER OF FOUR-CYCLE MOTORS
Bt gborgb w. rice. m.e.

p"y"

FROM time to time many so-called horsepower formulae have

appeared in print; these have all been of an empirical form,

or what is only a little better, based on cubic inches of piston dis-

placement per minute, required for one horsepower.

Such formulae may hold for any one firm building engines, if

they always use about the same clearance in their different

engines, and if they

always obtain the
same perfection of

workmanship, but the

mechanical efficiency

of engines of - differ-

ent makes will vary

and the different

compression, pres-
sures due to the use

of widely varying

clearance volume will

change the indicated

horsepower.

Therefore it seems

that a rational brake

horsepower formula

cannot be - based on
piston displacement per minute, nor on the indicated horsepower
based on the theoretical indicator card with an assumed card

factor.

Having complete data on about seventy engines of recent

make, one way has occurred to the writer of getting around this

difficulty.

Given the bore, stroke, revolutions per minute, and clearance

in per cent, of the piston displacement of a given engine, and
knowing that the valves are designed so as to allow that speed,

we may get a formula for the brake horsepower which includes

the compression pressure and the average of mechanical efficiency

from modern practice.

Take a conventional gas engine card, as shown in Fig. 1, and
make the assumptions that the expansion and compression curves

have the same experimental equation, pv ' = c, which comes
very near the truth, and that the pressure at any point on the
expansion curve is c times that of the compression curve directly

below. Then the work represented by the card area is equal to:

(pv-p-v-) c - (pv
1 - fv') _ (c-i)

TMf AUTOMON" »

FIG. 1.—ERASE B.P. BT GEORGE W. RICE.

Where D = the cylinder bore.

L = length of stroke.

R.P.M. = revolutions per minute.

CI = clearance as a fraction of piston. displacement.

This value for the horsepower per cylinder was plotted as

abscissae and maximum brake horsepower as ordinates for a

large number of engines, giving the curve shown in Fig. 2.' From
this curve the constant in the horsepower formula was found to

be 14000.

Now the quantities in the brackets are functions of the clear-

ance, and by plotting a curve between the function and the

clearance, we get a much simpler, and equivalent expression

-.48+ (-1 -i- ioC7:) = see Fig. 3. Our equation for the maximum
horsepower is then a rational formula, the constant in it being

based on the current practice of 1905 and 1006

dud v a D* X L X R. P.M. ,-iwB.H.P. per cylinder = 14000" ^ IO

This formula is charted in Fig. 4, shown on the next page.

As an illustration of the above let us find the horsepower of

an assumed engine by the formula and also by the chart, Fig. 4.

Engine data : 4 1-2-inch bore, 5-inch stroke, 1,000 r. p. m., 25

clearance (in per cent, of piston displacement) :

(n-i)

But

(py _ p
-
v-y

•33

— (p'v
H— />V) <•'•

"

= (/>' CI >
-' 147 (i + CI) c

= {P'v QfrJ-ry-u :.

= (p-v (£)*
:

-p-i>-k>

=(i4.7^+ciy(\/±+cT~
1
)
c

= cV+ct) (}/_'_:+«_,)

This last expression represents the work done per cycle, which,

modified by the proper engine constants, gives tis the horsepower
per cylinder. ,

H.£.^^.^^^Cof/J^ZT) CLEARANCE

PIG. 3.-BRAKE HORSEPOWER BT GEORGE W. RICE.
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S40 400 -480
FIG. a.—BRAKE HORSEPOWER1BY GEORGE W. RICE.

B. H. P.
14000

30-35 X 5 X 1000

(.48+ 1.10CO

U8+.4)14000
— 6.365, result by formula.

While with the chart the solution is as follows : Starting at

the top of the chart with 4 1-2-inch cylinder diameter, move
down until you intersect with the diagonal line marked 1000,

then move horizontally until you intersect with the diagonal

line marked .25, from there vertically to the diagonal line marked

5, and from there horizontally to the vertical "Maximum Brake

Horse Power" scale, where the result 6.3 may be read off. This

solution is indicated on the chart by the heavy line carrying the

arrows. In case it was desired to modify this formula so as to

fit any one particular builder's make of engine, the factor 14000

would be the one to change.

FIG. j.—BRAKE HORSEPOWER BY GEORGE W. RICE.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF AUTO BOATS'
Bt JAMES A. SMITH.

ALTHOUGH the high-speed motor boat has claimed a consid-

erable amount of attention the last two years, it is of very

recent introduction, if we except the high-speed steam launches

and the early torpedo boats of twenty to thirty years ago. This

paper concerns itself mainly with the modern types of high-speed

launches which have been rendered possible by the developments

in internal-combustion motors since the present century opened.

It is, of course, well known that such firms as Messrs. Thorny-

croft were building in the seventies and eighties powerful steam

launches having a form of hull which has served as a basis on

which the designers of modern motor launches have worked, but

it was not until within the last three years that it became possible

to install motors of 100, 200, and even 300 actual horsepower in

boats having a total displacement of less than two tons. Except

for the fast steam launches referred to, there was no gradual

development of the modern motor boat during a long period of

years, as has been usual in most other branches of engineering,

so that designers have been, as it were, suddenly confronted with

the problem of producing safe and seaworthy designs for very

high powers, with practically no data upon which to work. The
large number of fast launches now in existence which fulfill these

conditions is a proof that the problem has been attacked and

solved in a satisfactory manner, so that even at this early date

it is interesting to recall the fears with which hull designers were

beset so recently as three years ago. It was then felt that a 2-foot

propeller revolving at the rate of seventeen to twenty revolutions

per second would have a tendency to upset a very light and nar-

row hull, also that such hulls would inevitably drown themselves

in anything of a seaway, or that they would be dangerous and un-

manageable under the helm, and, in brief, that they were so far in

advance of shipbuilding practice that they represented an imprac-

ticable problem. Such fears have proved to be without founda-

tion.

The first serious attempt to produce a high-speed motor launch

in Great Britain was made by S. F. Edge in 1902. This highly

successful boat was designed by Linton Hope, and represented an

important advance on anything previously attempted, a speed of

19 knots being attained in fairly smooth water, with 66 rated

motor power. At the same time a large development in high-

speed motor launches took place in France, although no boats

of any note were produced there until 1903, when Thubron's

TriAe-d-Quatre was built ; she was 33 feet long, and had a motor

of 85 horsepower. These two boats proved what could be done,

and since then the development has been very great

Rules Affecting Design of Auto Boats.

No sooner had the practicability of the marine motor been

proved than it was recognized as a suitable propelling agency

for light river launches, yachts' tenders, ferryboats, speed-cruising

boats, and boats for various other pleasure and commercial pur-

poses. A new and interesting sport had been introduced, and

many people had such launches built almost entirely for racing

purposes. In 1902 it was felt that the sport should be properly

governed, and the governing body in Great Britain, the Marine

Motor Association, was founded in that year. In the United

States, where the natural facilities for the use of motor boats

are many times greater than in Great Britain, the governing

body, the American Power Boat Association, was formed at the

same time. In France in the same year the Automobile Club de

France undertook the management of the sport, as did also the

Yacht Club de France, while in Germany in the following year the

Deutscher Automobil Club provided suitable legislation.

The various racing rules are outside the scope of this paper,

but we may consider some of the rules which have had a bearing

on the design and construction of the boats themselves. The
boats naturally fell at once into two classes:

(1) Racers, upon the design of which none of the governing

bodies has imposed any other restriction than that of length.

(2) Restricted Classes, for which rules have been provided

governing beam, freeboard, life-saving appliances, and latterly

horsepower.

The length of the high-powered racing classes has been practi-

cally fixed at 40 feet, or 12 meters in the case of French boats,

this length being limited by European railway facilities, such

boats being usually taken by rail from one place to another for

racing purposes. The beam and freeboard of these boats have

naturally been reduced as much as possible, but it has been found

that for powers over 100 horsepower a minimum beam of about

S feet, or 8 beams in the length, is necessary to provide sufficient

stability under helm, and to give sufficiency of bearing aft. With
the object of saving weight, many of the racing boats have had

•Prom a paper read before the Institute ofTNavaT Architects in London.
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their freeboard reduced to an unwise extent, but the small ad-

vantage in displacement gained thereby doe* not at all compen-
sate for the discomfort and' danger entailed.

In the beginning the Marine Motor Association assumed that

the restricted classes should be specially legislated for, so is to

encourage healthy and safe types of boats, and it was rightly

thought that the kind of boat required for the many duties of a

yacht's launch or tender was the type which ought to be devel-

oped. Their restricted classes were therefore described as

"yachts' launches," and a maximum beam-length ratio was fixed,

varying' from 34 for the smallest classes to 5.2 for boats 30 feet

in length, the minimum freeboard being fixed at 25 per cent, of

the minimum beam. Within these limits safe and comfortable

boats can be designed, which may be depended upon to possess

sufficient stability and reserve of buoyancy even in a heavy sea-

way. With the object of putting a premium on displacement,

and indirectly on scantlings, the association devised a rating rale

in which the area of. greatest immersed cross section is a divisor,

the rule at present being

:

(Motor Power)'

Area of immersed midship"
section in square feet

. ,/Length overall =

V in feet

= Rating for time
allowance,

so that boats of heavy build gain a considerable advantage when
racing under time allowance. It will also be observed that high

powers are not favored in the restricted classes. More recerft

legislation restricts the power of these boats to 3.5 horsepower
per ton (Thames measurement).

from the ordinary types then in use. Although the electric

launch came greatly, into favor, during the last decade, the

weight of machinery- per horsepower was comparatively so

high that special forms of hull were not found to be neces-

sary, so that the majority of these boats are found to be of

what we may call the ordinary ship form, with long straight

keels, and either a transom or canoe stern or long counter.

Soon after the introduction, however, of the. internal com-

bustion motor the speed-length ratio rose very rapidly, and

a short experience was sufficient to prove that the ordinary

ship form was unsuitable.. The difference between the water

pressures on the fore- and after-bodies caused such launches

to trim so much by the stern when under way that they were

not only uncomfortable but dangerous, consequently the

plan was adopted of cutting away all the deadwood aft, and

.leaving the run of a practically flat section. In many cases

this flattening and widening of the after-body sections have

been carried to extremes, probably as the result of some con-

fusion between the causes and effects of high speeds. This

form of after-body is common to nearly all high-speed mo-

tor launches, and for such vessels it has proved to be satis-

factory for sea work, providing as it does a large amount of

surface and initial stability, and tending to counteract the

"throw-over" of the screw in a narrow beam boat of high

power. It has also been found that a boat of this form, in

the case of a break-down of machinery, behaves well in the

trough of a sea, keeping practically normal to the wave-sur-

face owing to its flat form and light displacement, and that

TMC "UTOWOWU

PLANS OF THE QUICKSILVER, A 30-FOOT

The following are particulars of two representative boats built

to this rule, before the power restriction came into force, and it

is also to be noted that both these boats are within the limits of

the French restrictions:
Takumono. Quicksilver.

Length overall 21 ft. 4 In. 80 ft. 0 in.

Breadth over planking 4 ft. 10 n. 5 ft. 10 n.

Draft amidships 11 In. 11 n.

Draft extreme at propeller 1 ft. 8 In. 2 ft. 0 in.

Motor power by M.M.A. Rule ... 12.6 39
Weight of hull department com-

plete 800 lbs. 1,500 lbs.

Weight of machinery department
complete, tank full 590 lbs. 1,300 lbs.

Area of midship section 2.72 sq. ft. 3.06 sq. ft.

Speed, light, with crew only 12.8 knots 18.2 knots
Revolutions 1.000 900
Load at Rule freeboard, dead-

weight 830 lbs. 600 lbs.

Load displacement 0.99 tons 1.52 tons

The rules adopted by the various foreign governing bodies

for restricted or "cruising" boats have been designed with

the same objects in view, and there are now many hundreds

of such boats in actual use, the number also increasing at a

rate which shows no diminution.

Various Considerations in Design and Construction.

Reverting to the early types of motor boats, it will be

seen that they do not differ in form in any marked degree

AUTO BOAT OF THE FAST CRUISER CLASS.

it ships very little water, provided it is left to find its own condi-

tions!,

The amount of flat bearing surface required to prevent ex-

cessive change of trim need not be considered until the ratio

of speed to V length exceeds unity. The ratio in high-speed

motor launches is usually in the vicinity of 3, sometimes exceeding

4, and here a minimum bearing surface of about 40 per cent

of the area of the load-water plane should be provided. Gen-

erally speaking, the form of this bearing surface is of more

importance than its extent, as boats which have t>eeri designed

for one power have afterwards had their motors replaced by

others more than twice as powerful without showing ex-

cessive change of trim under way. Other forms of run have

been tried, varying between a V section and a tunneled sec-

tion, but the former, unless carefully wrought out, tends to

produce a boat which will heel considerably when the helm

is put over, while the latter, although it permits the shift

to be fitted with less rake, is apt to interfere seriously with

the free run of the stream lines.

Many forms of midship section have been tried, including

sections of an almost triangular shape, flat sections with

slightly rounded bilges, and sections of an elliptical form-

As the midship section affects the form of the lines in a gre«
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part of both bodies, and as .the skin friction must be reduced

as much as possible, a section should be made approximating

to that giving the least wetted surface, and the form now
generally adopted is that of an ellipse V-d slightly towards
the keel. This form lends itself to a good type both of after-

body and fore-body, permits of an easy angle of entrance of

the water lines, and of a suitable form of sectional area curve.

Perhaps the best example of this form of midship section is

that of Trefie-a-Quatre. As to the fore-body, some designers

have recommended that it should be made up of sharp V
sections, forming with the after-body the double wedge or

"all entrance and all run" form of lines. This form is good
in theory, but does not work well in practice, as a short high-

powered boat built strictly on these lines would bury itself

too much when among waves, and it is also difficult to see

what would be lost by cutting off the whole of the deep fore-

foot, thereby lessening the wetted surface, and avoiding
panting and vibration forward; when this is done the theo-

retical double wedge no longer exists.

Shallow U-shaped sections forward have been frequently
used, giving good results in the matter of speed, but they
tend to break the water into fine spray a short distance from •

the stem, which, coming inboard, renders the boat uncom-
fortable. A suitable form of fore-body is produced by the

adoption of a compromise between the very sharp V section

and the U section.

The form of sectional area curve is not of great moment in

ordinary well-designed boats; for those who prefer it a curve
of versed sines and trochoids will give as good results as
any other.

The shape of the boat above the water line is largely a mat-
ter of individual taste, and with the light scantlings usually
employed, it is possible to form the upper body, and particularly

the stern, into almost any desired form.

Other forms of under-water body have been tried, including

straight-line boats with perfectly flat bottoms, which are easy
to build, but possess no other advantages. In Napier II.,

designed and built by Yarrow, a new form of hull has been
adopted consisting of an after-body of usual form, a flat mid-
ship section with slightly rounded bilges, and an inclined
plane forward from about a third of the length from the
stem, meeting the water line at the stem; the object being to

cause the fore part of the boat to lift out of the water, and
thereby lessen the skin and wave resistances. Very satis-

factory speed results have been obtained from this boat, and
a second boat of similar design, Yarrow-Napier, has been
built. Although it is difficult, from a mechanical standpoint,
to estimate the advantages to be gained by the adoption of
this form, there appears to be little doubt that the "skating"
effect has been achieved.

The particulars of Napier II. are as follows

:

Length overall 40 ft. 0 in.Beam extreme c n a in
Draft amidships 7. 9 inWeight of huil department complete 3,300 lbsWeight of machinery department complete, tank full.. 3,400 lbs!
Total displacement with crew of three 3 19 tonsMotor power by M. M. A. Rule 146

Following on the experience »ained with Napier II.,

Messrs. Yarrow have just completed a 60-foot second-class
torpedo boat, "1176," built of steel, and fitted with five 75-
horsepower Yarrow-Napier motors. A form of underwater
body similar to that of Napier II. and Yarrow-Napier has been
adopted. The boat travels very lightly over the water, with,
judging from the waves and wake, very little wave resistance.

Comparing this boat with a second-class steam torpedo boat, the
weights and speeds are

:

_. , 2nd Class Steam Torpedo Boat. "1176."
Displacement u tonB g tonsWeight of machinery department, steam up 6.2S tons 8 tons!
LH.P. • •• 300 876
Average speed, smooth water 20 knots 25 knots
The sheer draft of Napier, a 12-meter launch built by

Saunders last year, illustrates a type of underwater body de-
signed on exactly opposite lines to the Yarrow boats. The
fore-body consists of V sections, passing into a midship sec-

tion with a hollow bilge, the hollow increasing aft of mid-

ships until at about one-fourth of the length from the stern

the vertical underwater body disappears, leaving flat sections

aft of this of the usual motor boat form. The after part of

the vertical body, therefore, appears not unlike one of the

built-out shaft bosses of a twin-screw steamer. Very fine

entrance lines are obtained; and, although the boat has more
wetted surface than one of usual form, she has very little

wave-making resistance. Constructional advantages are also

gained, the long motor-bearers being dispensed with, while

the shaft may be fitted almost horizontally.

Methods of Construction and Materials Used.

Some of the earlier motor boats, including Napier I. and

Napier II., were built of steel, but it has been found that

steel is an unsuitable material for light high-powered boats

under 50 feet in length. The chief disadvantages are, first,

the difficulty of obtaining a fair surface, which is of great

importance in this type of boat, and secondly, the difficulty

of making satisfactory joints in the thin material which has
to be employed. Considerations of weight and expense tend
also largely in favor of wood in the construction of such
boats. The weight of hull of Napier II. was 147 tons for

140 horsepower, but a similar hull of a suitable wood con-
struction need not have weighed more than 1,120 pounds
complete. For such light boats wood has many advantages.

The systems of wood construction commonly adopted are:

(1) Ordinary carvel planking with cut or bent timbers. (2)

Double skin without timbers for small boats, and with tim-

bers for larger boats or for higher powers. (3) Treble skin

with or without timbers. The first method (planks and tim-
bers) is safe to employ where weights need not be greatly
cut down, and it is also the cheapest. The second system
(double skin) is that most commonly employed for high-pow-
ered boats, and gives satisfactory results in every way. For
light, fast launches up to 25 feet in length timbers need not
be used, and in boats of greater length, or with higher pow-
ers, bent timbering may be introduced with advantage. The
construction plan of C. G. V., a racing launch of 130 horsepower,
shows an example of this method of building, the details being

:

Length overall ., 11.99 meters (39 ft. 4 in.)
Breadth extreme over planking 5 ft.
Depth amidships to coaming 3 ft. 6 in.
Draft amidships 8 In
Draft extreme at propeller 2 ft. 3 in.
Displacement, total 1.7 tons.
Weight of hull department complete 750 lb*.
Weight of machinery department

complete, tank full 2,700 lbs
Load at designed water-line 350 lbs.

The third system (treble skin) is more expensive, without
corresponding advantages. Other systems have been intro-
duced, including the "ribband carvel" system, consisting gen-
erally of a light single carvel skin with very light timbers,
and having the edges fastened by means of edge strips in-

side, scored over the timbers. This system gives a some-
what lighter hull than No. 2, but is much more expensive,
and necessitates highly skilled workmanship. Saunders'
sewn system is also largely adopted for speed launches; by
this method two, three, four, and occasionally five skins of
very light veneer are sewn together with copper wire, pro-
ducing a form of skin which is exceedingly strong, and
which may also be built to forms which are almost impossi-
ble by any other system, each skin being laid on separately,
and the whole afterward sewn together.

It will be noticed that in most of the high-powered launches
the requisite longitudinal strength is chiefly obtained by ex-
tending the solid wood girders carrying the machinery over
a great part, or the whole, of the length of the boat. An
extension of this idea has been recently devised, according
to which the skin or shell of the vessel is not required to
contribute directly to the structural strength, the engine
girders being constructed to form, in conjunction with one
or more other members and suitable transverse framing, a
complete framework in themselves.
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THE AUTOMOBILE ROUTE INTO NEW HAVEN.
Editor of THE AUTOMOBILE:

[832.]—Several news notes have appeared In the newspapers re-

cently, announcing the opening of the new Klmberly avenue bridge
over the West River between West Haven and New Haven, Conn.
This is of Interest to automobile tourists, since it restores the
route in and out of New Haven as the A. C. A. and A. A. A. cards
have had It practically from the beginning. But as this bridge
has been entirely out of commission for at least two years, there
has no doubt been a lot of trouble for locally unacquainted tourists

using these cards, since the connection into New Haven that way
has been absolutely closed.

The preferable entrance Into New Haven from this direction was
very carefully considered at the time of shaping the New York-
New Haven routes for the Automobile Special A. A. A. Blue Book,
especially as the bridge just completed had been expected to open
the early part of the summer. Some personal experience and the

best advice, however, led the compiler of the Blue Book to give
first place to the route universally used during the long reconstruc-
tion of this bridge, and to give the old route the subordinate form
for the convenience of any who might have reason to go that way.
In the first place the old route was made up of portions of the

Shore Road, Second avenue, Monahan street. First avenue, Elm
street, Klmberly avenue (from which the new bridge is named) and
Congress street to Church street, then up Church street to Chapel
street, the principal four corners of the city. This route is now
restored to Its former practicability, but no one who has been over
it would recall the way as easy to find or follow—particularly this

side of the bridge. On the other hand the "New" route, which
turns left from the Shore Road on Savin avenue to "West Haven
Green," thence through Campbell avenue and Davenport avenue, Is

good running throughout and much easier to follow, either from a
printed schedule or from verbal directions.

It is not expected, therefore, that the Klmberly avenue bridge
will again become the factor in road travel that was formerly the

case. On the other band, it will take care of most of the trolleys

and heavy traffic; even If a trifle shorter (not much shorter in any
event), the other route will be quicker and easier for automobiles.

Another thing: Entering by Davenport avenue one is well placed

for a continuance of the run across Yale "Common" (for Merlden
and Hartford) without going through the crowded trolley and traffic

center at Church and Chapel streets.

And should one's turning point for the through run be that part

of the city north and west of the "Common," one may turn left

through Orchard or any other convenient street without going down-
town at all. There is at least one prominent garage in that section,

where the routes to (1) Derby, Ansonia and Waterbury, and (2) Mt.
Carmel, Cheshire and Waterbury diverge, as well as routes to

various local points. These considerations further influenced the

Blue Book to give second place to the old-time entrance over the

Klmberly avenue bridge; and the writer believes that the A. C. A.

route cards could, with advantage, be changed in the same manner.
Clinton, Oneida County. N. Y. ROBERT BRUCE.

TO FIND POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POLES.
Editor THE AUTOMOBILE:

[333.]—Can you please Inform me how to find the positive and
negative poles for charging storage batteries from a dynamo or

light Installation. My house is lighted from the city with 1C

candlepower lamps at 110 volts. Should I require a special switch-

board, or could I charge from a lamp socket? In the shop we
have a dynamo of 110 volts at 2.000 revolutions; the engineer told

me It was a direct current, yet I read a book which said all

dynamos produced alternating currents. Also, he said the more
resistance you put In, the more power is transmitted to the driven

articles: that Is, if you have 20 lamps burning and you want 30

lamps on, you put more resistance in. H. T. S.

Salt Lake City.

To test the positive and negative poles of any direct current

circuit, immerse the terminals in a bath of slightly acidulated or

salted water. The current will flow through the water causing
bubbles of oxygen to rise from the positive pole and bubbles nf

hydrogen to rise from the negative pole. There are about twice
as many of hydrogen as there are of oxygen bubbles formed, hence
the terminal from which the greater number of bubbles rises is the
negative pole.

Decreasing the resistance of the external circuit, the voltage
remaining constant, causes more current to flow and since the

energy in an electric circuit is the product of the voltage multiplied

by the current (amperes), 30 lamps will require one-half again as
much energy as 20 lamps require. All dynamos generate, primarily,

an alternating current, but by the interposition of a commutator in

the direct current machine the current is practically switched and
caused to flow in one direction. An ignition battery may be
charged by connecting It In series with a 32 candlepower lamp In

an ordinary 110 volt lighting circuit.

THE AUTOMOBILE CALENDAR.
AMERICAN.

Shows.

May 24-26—Open Air Show, Empire City Track, New York Trade
Association.

Tours.

May 30...—Endurance Run, Salt Lake City to Ogden, Utah. Bert
Fuller, Manager, Salt Lake City.

June (...—Orphans' Day, Second Annual Celebration by the New
York Motor Club.

June 16-18—Three-Day Tour, Bay State Automobile Association,
Boston to Rye Beach, N. H.

June 18-23—Second Annual Economy Test, New York Motor Club.
June 21-26—Second Annual Tour, Albany Automobile Club, Albany

to Boston and Return.
June 23...—Rochester, N. Y.. Automobile Floral Parade at Gen-

esee Valley Park. Rochester Automobile Club.
July 12 —Annual A. A. A. Tour, Chicago to Bretton Woods,

N. H. Rules for the Olldden Trophy operative from
Buffalo.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

-May 30...—Boston Annual Meet of the Bay State Automobile As-
sociation, Readvllle Track.

May 30...—Gates' Mills Hill Climb. Cleveland (O.) Automobile Club.
May 30. . .—Baltimore (Md.) Race Meet. Maryland Motor Exhibition

Association.

June 9. . .—Hohokus, N. J.. Second Annual Race Meet of the
North Jersey Automobile Club. (Robert Beattle, sec-
retary, Little Falls, N. J.).

Sept. 3 —100-Mile Road Race, on 25-Mile Circuit in Monroe
County, N. Y. Rochester Automobile Club and New
York State Automobile Association.

Sept. 22. . .—American Elimination Trials for Vanderbllt Cup Race
(Long Island Course probable).

Sept —Colorado Springs. Two-Day Meet. Centennial Cele-
bration Discovery of Pike's Peak.

Oct. 6 —Vanderbllt Cup Race, American Automobile Associa-
tion.

Motorcycle Tours and Contests.

May 30. ..—Fort George Hill Climb, New York Motorcycle Club.
May 30...—Race Meet, Chicago Motorcycle Club, Washington Park

Track.
July 3-7..—Annual Endurance Run and Meet, Federation American

Motorcyclists, Rochester, N. Y.
July 4...—Tour to Rochester, N. Y., New York Motorcycle Club.

FOREIGN.
Shows.

5-14—Lelpsig (Germany) Exhibition. Krystall Palast.
1...—New Zealand International Exhibition opens at Christ-

church.
1-16—Berlin (Germany) Automobile Exhibition.
15-24—London, Olympia Motor Show.
23-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show, Agricultural Hall.

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

June

June

June
July

Tours.

5-13—Herkomer Cup Touring and Speed Trials, Munich, Ba-
varia.

11-16—Land's End to John O'Groat's. Auto Cycle Club or
Great Britain.

13-16—Scottish Reliability Trials.

26-Aug. 16—Circuit Europeen, 3,000 miles, Paris, Milan,
Vienna, Berlin, Cologne, Paris.

Races, Etc.

May 27...—Motor Cycle Club of France, Championships.
June 26-27—Le Grand Prix, Sarthe Circuit, France.
July 8 —International Cup Race for Motorcycles, Cesky Club

Motorcycllstu of Austria.
July 15...—Suze-Mont Cenis Hill Climb (Italy). Automobile Club-

of Turin.

Aug. 1-16—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).
Aug. 9-12—Malchamps (France) Hill CUmb Tests.
Aug. 15-16—Venloux (France) Automobile Meeting.
Aug. 14-19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet.
Aug. 18...—Liedekerke Cup Race.
Aug. 23. . .—Semmering Hill Climb.
Aug. 27-Sept. 2—Brescia (Italy) Automobile Meeting.
Sept. 27. .—Tourist Trophy Race, Isle of Man, A. C. of Great Britain^
Oct. 7 —Chateau Thierry (France) Hill CUmb.
Oct. 28. . .—Galllon (France) Hill Climb.
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ONE HUNDRED MILES IN SOUTHWEST INDIANA
By CLARENCE L. CUMMINS.

INDIANA'S ninety-two counties contain something like 75,000

miles of roads, and that the most of them are good is due

to the crusade, first started by the army of bicycle riders of a few

years ago, continued by the awakened farmers, and now carried

on by the 3,000 owners of automobiles in the state. Indiana has

few elevations of note, and the most of the hills tended to mar
the pleasure of the automobile driver are located in the southern

part of the state, little traversed by automobiles. In the southern

part of the state, too, there is found a trace now and then of the

ancient toll system, which is frequently doubled for the automo-

bile driver, and overlooked for the man
with the horse and wagon.

Naturally, with such a predominance of

good roads, Indiana affords an unusual

number of routes for automobile tours.

Broad, well-kept roads, with scenery un-

surpassed by any Western state, may be

found in any direction from Indianapolis,

and whether the route be 20, 50 or 100

miles long, there is generally the same
pl«asant monotony of good roads and
beautiful scenery. But the old routes

often grow tiresome and some of the more
venturesome drivers seek new tours

through Hoosierdom. A route that will

afford all sorts of roads and conditions

—

good roads, bad roads, level stretches and
hills that will test the hill-climbing ability

of the automobile—are sought. There is

hardly a day but what some of the 600

drivers of Indianapolis are out seeking

new routes or finding methods of improv-

ing old ones. Such a route has just been
"discovered," and it promises to develop

into the most popular diverging from Indianapalis. It is 100

miles long, the average run for a day of an Indiana driver, am!'

offers a diversity that should please the most exacting. The
scenery is beautiful along the whole route, and the roads are

of almost every kind of construction known to Hoosier road-

makers, past and present.

Leaving Indianapolis, the route lies westward, going in that

direction on Washington street, which becomes the national road

after leaving the city limits. The first fourteen miles of the run

lie along the national road, paralleling the Pennsylvania Rail-

INDIANAPOLIS

road and the Indiana Coal Traction Line through Bridgeport to

Plainfield. The latter is a quaint old Quaker town, evidences of

which are plainly delineated in each step through the little town,

where is also located the Indiana Boys' School, a reform institu-

tion.

Out of Plainfield the Mooresville pike is followed a distance

of seven miles, the first bit of pretty scenery along the route being

encountered at Black Rock schoolhouse, located upon a hill, with

the quiet, flowing White Lick half slumbering at its feet.

Through Mooresville, a beautiful little town that is taking on
metropolitan airs, and is surrounded by
green-clad hills and dales, the run extends
one mile south to Moon's Hill, the first

real test of hill climbing. From the top of

the hill the trip follows the Indianapolis

and Vincennes railroad about five miles

into Brooklyn, a sleepy village with quaint

homes, and made famous by "Jap" Miller,

known throughout the country by reason
of the poem by James Whitcomb Riley, in

which he is the subject.

The run from Brooklyn to Bethany
Park, one of the best known summer re-

sorts in Indiana, is accompanied by de-

lightful scenery, and the air is laden with
the perfume of the flowers that line the

woodlands and hills. Another short run
and the road reaches Blue Clay Hill, as-

cending which is a difficult task because of

about eight inches of blue clay, kept un-

pleasantly moistened through the summer
season, because of the small springs at the

summit. South and west the course angles

through Centerton to Blue Bluffs, and the

remainder of the morning run is due south to Martinsville,

the county seat of Morgan County. Martinsville is a health

resort, and an excellent place to stop for dinner on the run.

There are any number of healthful mineral springs, and there

are several modern sanitariums and hotels, at the majority

of which moderate prices prevail. The morning run is thirty-

five miles, all along good gravel roads.

The most enjoyable portion of the trip comes after leaving

Martinsville, good roads prevailing throughout the remainder

of the trip, and fewer hills being encountered. Leaving Mar-
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tinsville, the route lies in a southeastern direction to Morgan-

town, going due east for one mile out of -Martinsville, and taking

the road between the High Hollow schoolhouse and church,

which are opposite each other. The distance to Morgantown is

eleven miles, and there is a touch of hill climbing before reach-

ing that town that adds considerable zest to the trip. Among the

largest hills are the Rock and Nebo Hill and Ridge. The scenery

is more wild and picturesque than could be imagined existed in

Indiana. Nebo Hill is nearly two miles long and easy to mount,

from the summit the course lying around a ridge a distance of

two miles.

For half an hour one can imagine one's self in the wildest

regions of the mountains of backwoods Kentucky or Virginia.

Log cabins built forty and fifty years ago, and still serving as the

habitations of the farmers, are found in numbers. The land for the

most part is poor, but the roads are good, and the air encountered

is invigorating. The most typical of the log cabins found

is that of Hiram Skeggs, who, with his family of ten children,

lives in four small rooms. From this elevation, 800 feet above

the sea level, and one of the highest elevations in Indiana, one

can see Brown and Johnson counties, the former the least settled

county in Indiana and containing but one railroad.
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Like the mountaineers of Kentucky and Virginia, too, the

farmers of this picturesque section of Indiana are hospitable.

They are the friends of automobile drivers, and if their humble

homes contain anything that the driver may wish, it is his for

the asking. There was a time when the farmfrs of this part of

Hoosierdoni looked with displeasure upon the motor vehicle,

Lut that time has passed.

Farther alont; the tourist encounters two miles of dirt road,

lea<ling into Morgantown from the west. Here directions can be

obtained as to the best routes toward Franklin, through Samaria

and Trafalgar, sixteen miles. Before leaving Morgantown a

side trip to Brown County can be made, into which few automo-

biles have ever been. The Brown County boundary is only two

miles south from Morgantown, and if one desires one can have

the pleasure of a one-mile coast into a small stream, passing

through three counties.

From Morgantown to Franklin the course is northeast, cross-

ing the Indianapolis Southern railroad at the edge of Morgan-

town, running four miles due east, and two north to Samaria,

followed by two miles northeast through Trafalgar. The road

from Trafalgar to Franklin contains a number of small hills, all

of which can be mounted without a change of gear.

Like stepping from darkness into light is the run from Frank-

lin to Indianapolis, for from the least settled portion of Indiana,

in half an hour's time, one encounters one of the most up-to-date

portions of the state. The twenty miles between Franklin and

Indianapolis lie along the Madison road, a veritable speedway

and passing through Whiteland, Greenwood and Southport,

entering Indianapolis at the end of South Meridian street At

Greenwood will be found one of the largest tomato canning fac-

tories in the country, while near Southport there is a pleasant little

park, where one may stop to rest for a few minutes if desired.

The whole route is practically new and not more than half a

dozen automobiles have gone over it in its entirety. Those who

have gone over it say it is one of the most pleasant day's runs

in all of Indiana, and it is sure to prove popular during the

summer.

RECOMMENDS EXAMINATIONS BE REQUIRED.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 21.—An event in Indiana automobile

circles occurred last week, when the Chauffeurs' and Repair-

ers' Association of Indiana was organized with fifteen charter

members. The membership is limited to chauffeurs and re-

pairmen living in Indiana. William Davidson was elected

president; William Rugenstein, vice-president; Fred Wilt-

shire, secretary, and George Swinehart, treasurer. The Board

of Directors is composed of Harry Bell, Minor Farley, Gus

Krause and Jesse Sutherland.

The organization, among other things, will seek to have a

law passed by the Indiana Legislature requiring that chauf-

feurs and repairers be examined and registered. Members are

required to be more than eighteen years old, and must under-

go a strict examination before being admitted to member-

ship.

There will also be an effort made to regulate wages of

chauffeurs and repairmen, both in the employ of individuals

and garages. At present chauffeurs are paid according to the

purse of the employer, and not according to ability. Wages

on an average are about $15 a week, while one man in Indian-

apolis gets $100 a month and another $125 a month. There

will be a minimum wage scale, which will not, of course, inter-

fere with an employer paying as high an amount as he may

desire.

SCORE ONE FOR THE AUTOMOBILE.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 21.—The carefulness and efficiency of

Indiana automobile drivers is shown by a report issued to-

day by Dr. J. N. Hurty, secretary of the State Board nf

Health, showing that during the month of April not one death

resulted from the automobile in the state. On the other

hand, three deaths were due to horses, seventeen persons

were killed by trains and two by trolley cars during the

month. Not one serious accident due to an automobile oc-

curred in the state during the thirty days covered by the re-

port. The excellent showing made is held as a strong point

in favor of the automobile, and on every hand police officials

have words of commendation for automobile drivers. While

there was some complaint of the speed limits fixed by the

Indiana automobile law, since it went into effect there has

been little inclination to violate its provisions.

CANADA'S RAPIDLY INCREASING TRADE
According to consular reports there were imported into

Canada 408 automobiles during 1005, valued at $489,000, the

previous year's imports having been 362 cars, valued at

$317,000. Last year the three concerns operating manufac-

tured and marketed in Canada probably 200 cars. It is esti-

mated that there are now in the Dominion about 1,500 cars.

The demand is on the increase, and it is predicted that not

only will the importations this year increase, but the home

production will probably be 500. A new factory has been

established at Chatham, Ont.

An English automobilist, on entering Russia with his car.

was arrested and detained for three- days, until the police

satisfied themselves that the small tire vulcanizer that he

carried was not an infernal machine.
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FOR AMERICAN AUTOISTS WHO TOUR ABROAD
By U. S. CONSUL-GENERAL PRANK H. MASON, PARIS.

AN automobile vehicle imported into France, for whatever

purpose, is subject to a specific duty, which varies ac-

cording to the nature of the motor, whether steam, electric,

or hydro-carbon, and also whether the country from which
it comes is or is not entitled by treaty to the minimum tariff

on imports into this country. America, unfortunately, has no
such treaty, and therefore motor vehicles originally made in

the United States are subject to the general or maximum
tariff rate, viz.: Automobiles, for persons, weighing 275
pounds or more, $11.58 per 220 pounds; motor bicycles, etc.,

weighing less than 275 pounds, $28.95 Per 22° pounds. Elec-

tric automobiles are taxed as above on the vehicle and motor,
and $4.14 per 220 pounds on the accumulators which they

carry. When imported for touring or other temporary pur-

pose, the duty so paid on a motor vehicle will be refunded
at the frontier when the vehicle leaves France on presenta-

tion of the receipt given by the customs officer at the port

of entry.

Nature and Uses of the "Triptyque."

As a means of avoiding the payment of this deposit at the

frontier, many Americans and other foreigners avail them-
selves of the special privileges of the Touring Club de France,

a powerful organization founded in 1890, which has now
nearly 100,000 members, and central headquarters at No. 65,

Avenue de la Grande Armee, Paris. A foreign member of

the club, wishing to make a tour with his automobile in

France, may obtain from its central office a permit for the

temporary importation of his machine. The application for

this permission is made on a prescribed form, accompanied by
a deposit of the amount of duty, and the permit is at once

issued under its authority, the club becoming, so to speak,

responsible for its member during his sojourn in France.

This license for free international circulation is known as

"Le Triptyque," being printed on three leaves or sections,

each bearing the same serial number. The first leaf is de-

tached for the customs officials at the port of entry to France,

the second is detained by the customs officials at the point of

final departure of the car from France, and the third section

is retained by the member to be presented finally, personally

or by mail, to the touring club, whereupon his deposit is

refunded at once without the delay and inconvenience which

so often attend repayment of such a deposit at the custom-

house.

Among the other advantages of the "Triptyque" for an

American is that he can obtain it by correspondence in ad-

vance, and then on landing he is enabled to pass the custom-

house at once with his auto without annoyance or payment
of money.

In France, Germany, and Belgium the "Triptyque" is valid

for a period of one year from its date; in Italy and Switzer-

land for six months only. During the period of such valid-

ity the holder of a "Triptyque" may make any desired num-
ber of trips into and out of the country designated, unless it

be Germany, where only one voyage during the year is per-

mitted. The "Triptyque" is not recognized in Spain or

Austria, and is not necessarily in Holland or Great Britain.

The License to Drive an Automobile.

Having secured the admission of his car and the permission

to have it placed in circulation, the next important step for

the visiting motor tourist should be to obtain a "Certificat de

capaciti," or license to drive an automobile in France. Theo-

retically, this is made somewhat easier for foreigners than for

a native of the country, but this courtesy, which seems so

gracious at the outset, is no protection against the results of

ignorance or incapacity, and it is therefore advisable that
every American who desires to traverse this country with an
automobile, either imported or purchased here, should take
the full examination and so qualify himself as to be entitled
to all the rights and privileges that a certificate of capacity
can secure.

An application for a license or "permis de conduire" should
be written on a sheet of stamped paper of the denomination
of 60 centimes (about 12 cents). It should be addressed to
the prefect of police, give the full name and address of the
applicant, and embody in simple, direct form a request to be
permitted to pass the examination required to obtain a cer-
tificate of capacity to drive an automobile weighing kilo-

grams, with a petroleum motor, and of the system
(giving the name of the maker). With this letter of appli-
cation should be inclosed the passport of the applicant (viseed
by an American consul in France if issued from any other
office than the American embassy at Paris) and his birth
certificate, or, if that is not available, a police certificate which
is issued from the prefecture of the police, 36 Quai des Or-
fevres, called a "registre d'immunite." If the applicant is a
resident of France he should likewise inclose with his appli-
cation a certificate of residence from the commissary of po-
lice in the precinct where he resides, attested for identity by
two witnesses, and finally two unmounted photographs of
himself.

Practical Chauffeur Examination.

Within a fortnight the applicant should receive an official

letter requesting him to meet the examiner at a designated
time and place, to which he should go in an automobile of the
same type as the one described in his application. This ex-
amination is a practical one on broad lines laid down in a
circular of the minister of public works. The candidate must
maneuver the machine in the presence of the examiner (an
engineer of the mines department or his delegate). The ex-
aminer is directed to pay special attention to the prudence,
coolness and presence of mind of the candidate; his judg-
ment of distance, steadiness in steering, ability in changing,
as occasion may require; the speed of the vehicle, application

of brakes and starting again, and his general ideas about
traffic in street and road so far as appreciating the require-
ments of other vehicles in passing, preceding, following, and
crossing. Where steam is the motive power the examination
varies somewhat and some theoretical knowledge is neces-
sary.

If the trial is satisfactory and shows the applicant to be
capable of managing his machine acceptably, the examiner
will generally give him at once a temporary license authoriz-

ing him to drive in and about Paris until the permanent
"permis de conduire" is issued, which latter is good for the

whole of France. This certificate and receipt of declaration

describing the car should be always carried by the automo-
bilist when traveling in his vehicle, as they may be called for

at any moment, and failure to produce them might subject the

delinquent to serious embarrassments.

Numbers, Lights and Speed.

If the automobile is capable of a speed exceeding 30 kilo-

meters (approximately 18 miles) an hour, it must bear in

front and rear a tag painted in white on a black ground, and
showing its number and the distinctive letter which has been
given to the machine to indicate the place or district head-

quarters where it has been registered. The dimensions of

these letters and figures are carefully prescribed by law and
regulations. The tags must be so placed as to be clearly
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visible, and the rear one so illuminated at night by a reflect-

ing light as to be read as easily as by day. The rear tag may
be replaced at night by a lighted lantern bearing the number
and letter of the vehicle.

The speed of an automobile in France is limited by gov-
ernmental decree to 30 kilometers (18 miles) an hour in open
country, and 20 kilometers (or 12 miles) an hour in cities and
towns. Any speed exceeding this, although it may be len-

iently considered by the police, is contrary to law and, in case

of accident resulting from the excessive pace, liable to get the

offender into serious trouble.

A Word of General Advice.

In case of accidents on the road it is of the highest im-

portance that the foreign automobilist should control his

temper and preserve the courtesy of bearing toward officials

and other persons, for the lack of which nothing atones in

France. If another person has been the cause of or in any
way concerned in the acciden:. his name and address, to-

gether with those of any witnesses present, should be obtained

and written down, the automobilist giving in return his own.
In case indemnity is voluntarily paid for an injury, either

real or imaginary, a receipt should be taken, showing that the

payment involves full immunity from subsequent proceed-

ings of any kind. Finally, if signaled to stop by a policeman

or other official, the tourist should always obey, treat the

delay as good-naturedly as possible, and if summoned to

appear before a court he should never fail to do so, either in

person or by attorney.

When an American hires in Paris or elsewhere in France

an automobile for the purpose of making a tour in this or

adjoining countries, and when (as is usually the case) the

person or firm furnishing the vehicle supplies also a chauffeur,

a carefully drawn contract should be made and signed to de-

fine clearly the responsibilities of both parties. As this con-

tract may afterward become the basis of proceedings before

a French court, it should be written on stamped paper and

cover every point that may be likely to come into dispute.

A JERSEY ROMANCE OF THE AUTOMOBILE.
Newark, N. J., May 21.—An automobile romance will culmi-

nate next September in the marriage of Miss Ella Krueger, a

daughter of former Judge Gottfried Krueger, the wealthy

brewer, and Inglis M. Uppercu. a member of the Motor Car

Company of New Jersey. Miss Krueger and her family sail

for Europe next Monday, and August 15 Mr. Uppercu will

join them. Miss Krueger moves in Newark's best social cir-

cles, and her hand was sought by suitors on every side. But

Mr. Uppercu, through whose firm the former judge purchased

a car for his daughter's use. succeeded in winning her heart,

the courting at first being done in an automobile. A year or

more ago Judge Krucger's children—he has seven, some mar-

ried and some living at home—became interested in auto-

mobiling. The judge bought them all car;, including Miss

Ella Krueger. The latter's was an Autocar, for which the

Motor Car Company has the New Jersey agency. In the

demonstrations preceding the purchase Mr. Uppercu was

Miss Krueger's instructor, and after the sale was effected he

continued giving her lessons. The suspected engagement was

finally formally announced. Mr. Uppercu is well liked by

his business associates, and the wedding next fall will be

one of the social events of the season. Mr. Uppercu is a char-

ter member of the New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club.

Accurate estimates of the consumption of rubber by the

principal countries of the world last year placed the United

States at the head of the list, with 26,470 tons. Germany

was next, with 12.800 tons, and Great Britain with 10,000.

What proportion of this enters into the construction of

tires the Government reports do not state, but is is large.

DETAILS OF THE A. A. A. TOUR.
While the information which thus far has come from the

Touring Committee of the American Automobile Association

has not given the positive details of the route, enough has

been made public to supply the general outlines of the 1906

run, the principal feature of which will be the contest for

the Glidden trophy. The Chicago-Buffalo section of the tour

will not be concerned with the Glidden trophy, the rules con-

cerning it not beginning until the departure from Buffalo.

Chairman Paul Deming of the Touring Committing, having
found it impossible to make a preliminary tour of the route,

has designated other members of the committee to do the

task, which is now in progress. It is probable that all the

details will be made public in the next week or ten days, bnt

herewith are given a map that will be found substantially cor-

rect and also a tentative schedule and mileage from Buffalo to

Bretton Woods.

PROPOSED ROUTE
of the

1906 GLIDDEN TOUR
snowmj main routes from Bretton Woods

to New York and ottitr points

Three River

Probable Itinerary from Buffalo to White Mountains.

Probable Dates Points Covered Miles.

Thursday, July 12—Buffalo to Rochester 75 1-1

Friday. July 13—Rochester to Syracuse 97

Saturday, July 14—Syracuse to Saratoga 154

Sunday. July 15—Remain In Saratoga.
Monday July 16—Saratoga (to Schroon 63 miles) to Lake

Champlaln Hotel 135

Tuesday. July 17—Lake Champlain Hotel to Montreal S5

Wednesday. July IS -Remain In Montreal.
Thursday. July 19—Montreal to Three Rivers 94

Friday. July 20—Three Rivers to Quebec SI

Saturday. July 21 and Sunday. July 22—Remain In Quebec.
Monday. July 23—Quebec to Jackman. Me 112 1-:

Tuesday. July 24—Jackman to Rangeley Lakes 80

Wednesday. July 25—Remain it Rangeley.
Thursday. July 26—Rangeley Lakes to Bretton Woods 116

Total Mileage 1.029

A movement is on foot in Kansas City to raise the license

fee for dramshops from $750 to $1,000 or $1,250 a year. There
are now about 625 saloons in a city of 300,000. The county

gets $500 of the license fee as a macadam roati fund and has

built some 200 miles of road during the past ten years. The
increase of license will lend to reduce the number of dram-

shops and hence the road fund, practically all of which comes-

from the city.
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SELF-STARTING IS A FEATURE OF THIS CAR

EMBODYING a number of unusual features, the cars built

by the Matheson Motor Car Company, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,

are attractive from the viewpoint of the engineer as well as to

the automobilist. The Matheson is built in three models, so far

as the chassis is concerned—30-35 horsepower, 40-45 horsepower

and 60-65 horsepower—the popular modern power ratings

—

practically ths only dif-

ferences in the three

models being in the di-

mensions. Many differ-

ent styles of bodies can

be fitted, however, such

as limousine, landaulet.

victoria or the popular

modern t w o-passenger

body, the latter being

listed as a regular model.

The Matheson motor

is of the four-cylinder

vertical four-cycle type,

water-cooled, and is nor-

mally run at a rather

low speed. The cylin-

ders are individually cast

and have integral water

jackets; but the heads,

of noticeably solid construction, containing the valve cham-

bers, are separate castings bolted to the cylinders. The heads

are thoroughly water jacketed, watcrports permitting water

to flow from cylinder to head and vice versa. The valves, all

mechanically operated, open directly through the heads and arc

operated by rocker arms, whose outer arms carry large steel

rollers bearing on cams on the single camshaft that operates all

VALVE AND IGNITION GEAR

the valves.. The camshaft runs in bearings just under the rocker

arms and is driven by a vertical shaft and bevel gears, the shaft

and cams all cut from a single piece of steel, avoiding the neces-

sity for pinned or keyed cams. The rocker-arm rollers are very

large, so that they rotate slowly on the cams and do not wear

with any noticeable degree of rapidity, either upon the

contact faces or on their

pins. Valve springs are

all exposed and can be

easily reached for re-

moval if necessary. The

valve chambers are sur-

rounded by water spaces

of unusually large size,

and the jackets extend

all the way round the

chambers, the result be-

ing that the valves are

kept very cool, compara-

tively speaking, and arc

remarkably free from

pitting. The manufac-

turers state that under

ordinary conditions the

valves never require

grinding. The position

and arrangement of the valves and the valve-operating

mechanism will be readily understood from the accompanying

illustration showing these parts. Inlet and exhaust valves are

of the same size and are interchangeable.

Ignition is effected by a mechanical lmke-and-break system,

the igniters being tripped by cams carried by the valve camshaft.

The spark occurs in t'.ie combustion chamber, not in a valve pas-

SPRING HANGER OF CAR.

VALVE AND IGNITION SIDE OF MATHESON 40-45 HORSEPOWER SELF-STARTING MOTOR.
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sage, and gives an exceedingly large and hot spark. An interest-

ing fact in this connection is that the sparking points, both sta-

tionary and moving, are of plain steel, having no platinum or

other non-oxidizing tips. The makers state that the steel points

wear almost indefinitely and give no trouble, owing largely to the

complete combustion of the mixture and the freedom from car-

bon deposits. The time of ignition is fixed while running, being

slightly advanced; in starting the motor, however, the spark is

automatically retarded and back kicks avoided. Current is fur-

nished by a magneto for regular running, and by dry cells for

starting; the magneto is gear driven from the crankshaft and

will furnish a sufficiently strong current to enable the engine to

be started by cranking without the use of the battery. One of

the special features of the Matheson engine, however, is that

cranking is not usually needed, the engine being started on the

spark from the seat; for this purpose the battery is, of course,

necessary. The magneto is switched in as soon as the motor is

running.

While most four-cylinder motors fitted with jump-spark igni-

tion can be started on the spark, there is much uncertainty in the

operation, and there is a possibility of the motor starting back-

ward. The Matheson starting device is designed to make starting

from the seat as nearly certain as possible and to avoid any

chance of starting backward. A spindle, gear driven from the

camshaft, runs along the engine from end to end close to the

MATHESON 40-45 HORSEPOWER TOURING CAR.

igniters. This rod can be slid longitudinally in its bearings by

means of a foot button on the dashboard. The rod carries four

fingers, one for each igniter, and these fingers are so located that

when the rod is moved forward by pushing the foot button, the

igniter will be tripped on that cylinder, which is just ready to

commence a down stroke after having compressed a charge. The
right igniter must always be tripped, and as long as there is a

charge in the cylinder the engine will start—assuming, of course,

that everything is in good order. The fit of the piston and rings

is given special attention in order that compression may be held

for as long a time as possible; it is stated that the Matheson en-

gine will often hold compression over night. The entire engine

is designed with the idea of avoiding distortion under heat ; the

cylinder casting is round, having no pockets or irregularities c ist

on it. and expansion is thus kept equal at all points. Three rings

are fitted, but the fit of the piston itself is mainly depended

on to retain the compression.

The engine drives through a multiple disk clutch, a three-speed

sliding-gear transmission, countershaft and side chains to the rear

wheels, which are, of course, mounted on a dead axle. No less

than fifty steel disks are used in the clutch. This gives a fric-

tional area so great that the wear is practically negligible. Ordi-

narily no mechanical adjustment of the clutch is necessary, and

a curious and interesting method of regulating the slip is used.

If the clutch is found to be slipping too much before taking hold,

the oil in the clutch ense is thinred by the addition of a little

kerosene, or else thinner oil is put in. If the clutch takes hold

too quickly thicker oil is used. The idea is that a thin oil allows

the disks to get into contact quickly because- the thin oil is readily

squeezed out, while a thick oil is more difficult to work out and

the slip is consequently continued longer.

The gears and shafts of the three-speed sliding-gear transmis-

sion are of -chrome-nickel steel, and all the parts are made very

heavy and strong. The shafts run on annular ball bearings. A
single progressive lever controls all the gear positions. A heavy

sheet-steel pan extends from the front end of the frame, just

under the radiator, to the rear end of the transmission gearcase,

and effectually protects the working parts from dust and mud.

A trap-door just below the engine permits the removal of the

lower half of the crankcase and the inspection of cranks and

connecting rods. The bevel driving gears and the differential

on the center of the countershaft are inclosed in a rearward ex-

tension of the transmission gearcase and run on ball bearings.

Both front and rear axles are steel forgings of square section.

The steering knuckles are of the Lemoine.type and turn on an-

nular ball bearings.

Brakes are fitted to the countershaft and to the rear wheel

hubs. The countershaft brakes are operated by pedal, and are

the regular service brakes
;
they may be water-cooled if desired,

water receptacles being provided for the purpose. The hub

brakes are intended for emergency use and are set by a side lever.

In applying the emergency brakes the countershaft brakes are set

automatically at the same time, the connections being interlocked.

A ratchet and pawl arrangement in the rear hubs acts in place of

the old-fashioned sprag, to keep the car from running backward

down hill, and is controlled from the driver's seat.

v The carbureter is of a peculiar type, having no float; gasoline

is fed to it by a gear-driven rotary pump, the excess being re-

turned to the tank by gravity. An interesting feature of the car-

bureter is that there are three spray nozzles all under the control

of a single automatic valve.- At low speed the valve opens suffi-

ciently to bring only one spray into use; and as the engine speed

increases and more fuel becomes necessary, the second spray is

also opened up, all three being used only for very high speeds.

The engine runs under governor: a throttle in the supply pipe

between the carbureter and the engine cm be controlled by a lever

on the steering wheel, and also by a small pedal.

The frame, of the usual tapered channel form, is of nickel steel

and is carried on four semi-elliptic springs. One of the interest-

ing features of the car is the manner in which the ends of the

springs are attached to the frames. Instead of the customary

curved spring hangers, each end of each spring is shackled to a

lug which is free to slide fore and aft on a short piece of steel

rod. the lug being bored a sliding fit for the shaft. The rods at

the front ends of the front springs and at the rear ends of the

rear springs are riveted at their bases to the ends of the main
frames, from which they extend ; at the opposite end the rods

are supported between brackets riveted to the frames. With this

arrangement it is impossible to put a twisting stress on the

springs, as the sliding lugs can rotate as much as necessary on
their shafts to take care of the relative motion of axle and body
when, for instance, one wheel drops into a deep rut while the

other remains on the level road. The alternate lengthening and
shortening of the springs as they rise and fall under the influence

of rough roads is, of course, taken care of by the sliding lugs.

The rear springs cannot transmit any driving power from the

rear axle to the body under this arrangement, so stout radius

rods are provided for this purpose. The front ends of the front

springs do not slide on their rods, the lugs being free to turn

only. The manufacturers state that this arrangement of the

spring hangers saves many broken springs.

The body is fitted with every convenience for touring and is

extremely roomy and comfortable; the total seating capacity is

seven passengers, the rear seat being wide enough for three and
two folding seats carrying two more, in addition to the two in

the front seats. The equipment of the car includes gas and oil

lamps, the former being large and powerful.
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A TYPICAL MODERN NEW YORK GARAGE

IT was not very long ago that the proprietor of a garage in the

metropolitan district thought he had an establishment worth

boasting about if he occupied the entire ground floor of an aban-

doned livery stable, perhaps, for storage, repair work, office anJ

salesroom. Times ha.ve changed, however, with the growth of

the industry, and the idea of what constitutes an up-to-date gar-

age has changed also; how
great the change has been is

indicated, in one case at

least, by the new garage re-

cently opened on Ninety-third

street, between Central Park

West and Columbus avenue,

by Graham & Goodman.
The garage is built

throughout of reinforced con-

crete and is, of course, fire-

proof, very little wood being

used. There are three
stories and basement, ico feet

deep and 50 feet wide, and
at the rear is a wing or "L"

30 feet by 40 feet. In the

basement, which is the full

size of the building, are the

electric motors for the huge

elevator that runs from the

bottom to the top of the

building and for the air-

pump, by which a constant air

pressure, for inflating tires, is

automatically maintained in a

receiver. The main floor is

used for live storage and the

wing is set apart as a shop

for chauffeurs and owners
who desire to do their own
work on their cars. The
ground floor is used for the

live storage of cars that are

most frequently in use. On
this floor are located the

offices, at the front, near the great doors, while opposite the offices

is a comfortable and convenient room fitted up for the use of

ladies—and the room is much used. The charging plant is on
the main floor also, with a switchboard for charging fifteen elec-

tric vehicle batteries at the same time. A large turntable just

THIS GARA3E HAS AH ARTISTIC AND DEPOSING FRONT.

in front of the elevator dpors permits a. car to ba turned in any

direction that may be desired by the operator.

The main area of the second floor is ; used for live storage,

while the wing is given over to the chauffeurs. Here are steel-

ventilated lockers around .the. walls* bathroom with shower bath

and all the latest conveniences, of the plumber's art,

that , will be appreciated by

chauffeurs after a hot, dusty

run. The third or top floor is

given .Over to repair work,

and on it are facilities for

doing work of all kinds, up to

the practical rebuilding of a

car, including the body work.

Forging, machine work, ,body

building, upholstering, paint-

ing, battery work, are all done
on the top floor. At the time

the accompanying photo-

graphs were taken twelve

cars were having new bodies

built and undergoing a thor-

ough overhauling; this gives

a good idea of the capacity of

the department, though there

was ample room, apparently,

for simultaneous work on

twice that number of cars, in

addition to minor repair work.

A great deal of glass is

used in the building, and the

natural lighting is conse-

quently good; and for night

work and getting under cars

there are numerous electric

lights. Electric portable

drills are used in the machine

shop with excellent results.

Washing stands, with revolv-

ing washers overhead, are on
every floor. The total capac-

ity of the garage is 250 cars,

and machines of every type—gasoline, steam and electric—can be

cared for. While the interior of the garage is severely plain and

businesslike, the street front is ornate. The large area of glass

in green metal framing, and the automobile in cement work that

tops the whole, give the building a distinctive appearance.

GROUND FLOOR OF GARAGE SHOWING ENTRANCE TO ELEVATOR. LOOKING TOWARD FRONT OF BUILDING ON SECOND FLOOR.
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A MOTOR-REGULATED OILER.
The Kinwood oiler is a mechanical oiler and can be driven in

any of the usual ways. The operating connection being at the

top of the oiler, the necessity for stuffing-boxes is dispensed with,

as it is the only opening in the body, and, in connection with

another arm in the body, operates the pawl-and-ratchet device.

Individual pumps, corresponding to the number of lead tubes,

are secured to the bottom of lubricator and operated in batteries

of two or more by the revolving eccentrics so mounted on the

ratchet shaft that the downward stroke has a quick action, re-

gardless of the speed of motor, with the object of insuring a

strong pressure stroke at all speeds.

The ratchet wheel and dogs, which appear to be the only parts

subject to wear, are proportionately large, with wide, hardened

wearing surfaces. The double dog arrangement, moving one

half tooth at each revolution of the cam or driving shaft, does

away with the worm gear or any special arrangement for speed

reduction from motor to oiler, whether driven -by eccentric or

pulley. The plungers are each connected by yoke projecting

through the top of oiler, and the action of each pump can be seen

at all times, and is regulated from the outside by means of lock

nuts, without stopping the motor, and, when desired, any pump
can be worked by hand without changing the regulation. The
body has gauge glass at one comer and filler opening is provided

with strainer. One peculiar feature of construction is that no
screws are used inside of body.

The oilers are made in size from two feeds upward, with brass,

aluminum or iron bodies. They can be mounted on the dash or

under hood, as desired. A special feature set forth by the man-
ufacturers is that the Kinwood is an oiling system that will de-

liver to each bearing, whenever the motor is running, any desired

quantity of oil in proportion to the speed of .the motor. Each feed

of the oiler can be regulated from half a drop to fifteen drops

for every 320 revolutions of the driving shaft. It will start the

instant the motor starts and ceases feeding instantly the motor
stops.

Among the other claims made for the Kinwood is simplicity

and strength, no part being subjected to unnecessary wear; not

VIEW OF KINWOOD OILER'S INTERNAL MECHANISM.

easily disarranged, but easily accessible, if necessary; large oil

capacity in proportion to bulk, gives pressure when needed and

as needed by each individual lead, and having no stuffing-box

below the oil level cannot leak. This oiler is one of the latest

of the well-known line of Kinwood specialties produced by
the Kinsey Manufacturing Company of Dayton, O.

REMOVABLE TLRE CARRYING DEVICE.
Until the pneumatic tire has been made invulnerable, or

has been supplanted by some less fragile device, the pru-

dent automobilist will never tour without at least one spare

tire, and will feel more comfortable, on long trips, if he has

two. The problem of carrying tires, however, is a difficult

one, and numerous solutions have been tried with varying

degrees of success. One of the latest devices, and one that

is apparently exceedingly practical, is the McKinney tire

holder, the general agents for which are the New England
Branch Peerless Motor Car Company, 178 Columbus ave-

nue, Boston. This holder, though shown in the line engrav-

ing with two tires, carries a single tire equally well, without

extra parts or unnecessary bulk. Two brackets, A A. at-

tached to the body of the car, form sockets into which the

holder arms fit. Each arm has a pair of jaws which embrace
the tire or tires; and by means of the hinge, B, the jaws can

be made to fit either one or two tires, of any size. The jaws

terminate in loops through which the straps are passed to

hold the tires firmly in place. In case the car is to be used

for short runs, making the carrying of an extra tire unneces-

sary, the arms can be removed from the sockets without re-

moving the tire from the jaws, and the whole can be replaced

when wanted in a very short time. The arms are of course

made long enough to carry the tire or tires clear of the gear-

shifting and emergency brake levers.

SELECTIONS FOR A. A A LAW COMMITTEE.
Secretary S. S. Gorham of the A. A. A. has announced the

names of thirteen members of the Law Committee of the

national body. The list is no\ complete as yet, for it is Mr.
Gorham's desire to make it a thoroughly national committee.

The men just appointed will act as sub-chairmen in their dis-

tricts, and will work in conjunction with Mr. Gorham in en-

deavoring to get a national automobile law. Those chosen

follow: Osborne Yellott, of the Automobile Club of Mary-
land; Homer H. Johnson, of the Cleveland Automobile Club;

A. H. Darnell, of the Atlantic City Automobile Club; Frank
B. Finney, of the Portsmouth (O.) Automobile Club; C. H.

Burras, of the Austin (111.) Automobile Club; J. J. Seeds, of

the Automobile Club of Philadelphia: James F. Drought, of

the Milwaukee Automobile Club; W. P. Richardson, of the

Long Island Automobile Club of Brooklyn; S. P. Irwin, of

the Bloomington (111.) Automobile Club; F. W. Battershall,

of the Albany (N. Y.) Automobile Club: W. R. Hickox. of

the Kankakee (111.) Automobile Club; W. H. Chase, of the

Wachusett (Mass.) Automobile Club; F. H. Hurtubis. Jr,

of the Massachusetts State Automobile Association.
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ACTIVITIES AMONG THE AUTOMOBILE CLUBS

Missouri's Farmers Assist the Automobile Clubs.

Kansas City, May 17.—The fact that farmers dislike auto-

mobilists in some states and go so far as to do them bodily

harm, is regarded with nothing but surprise by the Missouri

farmer. He has the right idea of the automobilist. To the

fanner, the pneumatic tire means the coming of good roads,

and so, instead of opposing the automobile, he is forming
alliances with it.

The first move of this kind has been made in Jackson
county, in which this city is situated. Half a dozen towns
in 'the county have importuned the Automobile Club of Kan-
sas City to take the initiative for more macadam roads, and
for the repair of those already in existence. In this course

the farmers have, promised their heartiest support. As the

county court, which has supervision over the expenditure of

the road money, holds its sittings mainly in Kansas City, the

farmers believe the club has a better opportunity to present

the case of roads improvement. Arrangements are now
under way for a meeting to be held by the club in a few weeks
to make plans for

an active campaign.

While there are
some excellent roads

in the county, the

approaches leading

from the city are

almost uniformly

bad.

While the club is

aiding the man with

the horse and buggy,

it has a nice little

axe of its own to

grind. Good eating

houses are few and

far between, and the

accommodations for

the tourist are mea-
ger. The club wants

a farmer about twenty

miles from the city

to fit up a place

where one may get

a good meal. As the

"lid" is screwed and

bolted down in Mis-

souri on Sundays, the small towns present nothing but a

pitying look to the automobilist who is hungry after a long

tour. Already Oak Grove, a small town some thirty miles

from here, has agreed to establish a place of this kind if the

club will get the roads repaired to its borders. The club will

thus be killing two stones with one bird, which isn't exactly as

the old saying expresses it.

Automobile Club of Germantown Has an Election.

Philadelphia, May 21.—There was a big turnout at the artis-

tic clubhouse of the Automobile Club of Germantown to-

night, the occasion being the annual election, supplemented

by a supper and smoker. As there was but one ticket in the

field, there were no contests, the new officers being: Presi-

dent, Thomas B. Prosser; vice-president, Charles H. Thomp-
son; secretary, Mark B. Reeves; treasurer, Robert P. Hooper;

new members of the Board of Governors, John B. Mcllhenny.

Clarence B. Collier and William E. Helme. The annual reports

of the board of officers showed the club to be in fine condition

financially.

mtmmmmmmm
W. W. PICKERILL PLACING FIRST DANGER SIGN ON PACIFIC COAST ROADS.

Energetic Club Action Against Reckless Driving.

Tacoma, Wash., May 17.—The Tacoma Automobile Club,

at its last meeting, passed a resolution, requesting the chief

of police to enforce the State automobile speed law. This

action is the result of a number of aggravating cases of fast

and reckless driving, which is placing the entire automobile

contingent here in disrepute. The State law is all that the

city authorities are permitted to operate under, a maximum
speed for cities being placed at twelve miles an hour. Two
well-known men, who, however, are not members of the club,

have been acting very badly on the road of late, arid only

last Sunday morning one of them ran into a tree, com-
pletely demolishing his machine, and the wonder is that none
of the three occupants of the car was killed. The accident is

recognized as being the result of reckless driving, and the

police force, as well as the club, is aroused. The other man
is a hotel owner, whose chauffeur is recognized as being ex-

ceedingly reckless, and both have boasted about deeds on

the road. The club is willing to lend any assistance in pro-

curing evidence

against these men.
At its meeting the

club devoted consid-

erable time to good
roads matters. In

this particular, it is

the only live auto-

mobile organization

on the North Pacific

coast. During the

past week it has had

a man out on the

prairie road, reduc-

ing some of the

rough spots. W. W.
Pickerill, president

of the club, an-

nounced that he had

that very day been

out and nailed up

the first automobile

danger sign on the

North Pacific coast.

It is at the top of a

dangerous hill tow-

ards American Lake.

The club has had a number of signs painted according to

the code of the American Automobile Association, and the

officers of the club were authorized to engage a man to place

them in their proper locations in the country.

The club is now in a flourishing condition, the present

membership of 64 being twice that of automobile owners in

the city last year. Tacoma also boasts of being the most

progressive city in this section of the country and owns more
large cars than either Seattle or Portland. The opportuni-

ties for automobiles here are the very best, the only trouble

being the lack of a good route to the prairie roads. An en-

tirely new and better route than the old one will be secured

when Sixth avenue has been paved, which will connect with

Union avenue, and thence to South Tacoma. Sixth avenue

can be reached by an easy paved grade.

Gates' Mills Hill Climb Set for May 30.

Cleveland, O., May 21.—Decoration Day will witness the

second annual hill-climbing contest under the auspices of the
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Cleveland Automobile Club, on the Gates' Mills hill, the scene

of last year's contest. The hill is an ideal grade for a contest

of this kind. It is over a mile long and has an elevation of

450 feet in the mile, which is considerably more severe than

either Eagle Rock or Dead Horse hill. Last year, with the

hill in very rough condition, Frank B. Stearns, with a 40-

horsepower stripped touring car, won the mile contest in

1 : 19 4-5. Gates' Mills lies in a beautiful valley 16 miles east of

Cleveland, and the club has arranged to meet in a body and

have a parade to the resort. The hill has been graded and

leveled off during the past few weeks, and it is in much
smoother condition than it was last year. Local dealers are

much enthused over the prospects of the hill climb and

already there are a number of entries in from the local peo-

ple. Entries close Monday. May 28. with Asa Goddard, at

the clubrooms, Hollenden Hotel.

Chicagoans Are Up and Doing These Days.

Chicago, May 21.—Photographs from the architects' plans

show the new home of the Chicago Automobile Club, to be

ARTISTIC FRONT OF THE HEW CHICAGO A. C. HOME.

erected on Plymouth place, between Jackson boulevard and
Van Buren street, to be a handsome five-story structure of

Colonial type. Provision is made, not only for the special

needs of automobilists, but also for the wants of members
who may desire to have at hand the privileges commonly
provided in clubhouses of high class. Situated in the heart of

the office building and retail centers, it has been thought ad-

visable to devote a large amount of space to the cafes, of

which three will be provided. While the interior furnishings

and decorations will be unique and handsome, comfort will

be the first consideration. The garage will accommodate
about ninety machines. Storage for cars will be in a build-

ing in the rear, separated from the main building by a brick

fire-wall, extending from the basement to the roof.

The membership of the club is nearly 600. forty having
been taken in during the past month. June 12 will occur the

annual Orphans' Day run, and hundreds of the little ones will

be given a treat. President Farson has added C. A. Coey and
B. H. Marshall to the Racing Committee of the club, and
Jerome A. Ellis has been maJ e an additional member of the

Runs and Tours Committee. The touring contest will prob-

ably be held in August, with the route from Chicago to Mil-

waukee to Rockford and back to this city. Ten prizes will

be included in" the list, among them being the Ralph Temple
cup, which will go to the winner. Other prizes will be

awarded for various features, such as reliability, economy of

fuel consumption, and endurance. A theater party was held

at the Garrick Theater Friday, and features of interest to

enthusiasts were introduced in "Mexicana." A tour to High-

land Park is on the calendar for May 26

Portlanders, of Oregon, Granted More Speed.

Portland, Ore., May 21.—The opening o£ the automobile

season in the city of Portland and vicinity has been marked

by auspicious circumstances. The Automobile Club of Port-

land held its annual meeting some two weeks ago and ap-

pointed a committee to visit the city council and lay before

that august body a desire for a rearrangement of the speed

limits. A speed of eight miles an hour has prevailed in the

corporate limits of the city, which was not very pleasing to

enthusiasts, who argued that it was impossible to adhere to

this law at all times. A graded speed limit in certain districts

was asked for, that outside of the fire limits being fifteen

miles an hour. The ordinance was presented to the council

and passed with hardly a dissenting vote. The city council

has learned that the automobile has come to stay, which en-

titles owners and operators to certain rights and privileges

in the matter of legislation.

The election of officers resulted in the selection of the Hon.

Robert D. Inman as president. The retiring president, Sol

Blumauer, was placed on the board of directors. Action by

the club which met with instant approval on the part of the

members present was the repeal of the rule against permitting

dealers to serve on the board of directors. This rule was

incorporated in the bylaws at the club's inception owing to

the belief that dealers would prove antagonistic to each other

and would bring their differences into club matters, but this

has been found to be wrong. Henry M. Covey and Harry L.

Keats, identified with the trade, were elected members of the

board. Secretary David T. Honeyman and Treasurer Dr. C.

B. Brown were re-elected to their respective offices.

Pennsylvania Clubs Working for Trans-state Highway.

Philadelphia, May 21.—Interest in the proposed trans-Penn-

sylvania highway between this city and Pittsburg is increas-

ing day by day. At the Good Roads Association's office a

force is at work sending out appeals to every man of promi-

nence who would be in any way benefited by the new road.

Already the responses are beginning to come in. The York
County Automobile Club is at work in an effort to arouse

interest in the section of the road which bisects York county.

The Lancaster Automobile Club is also busy along the same

lines.

Gettysburg citizens and farmers along the route, both east

and west of the great battlefield, have also been heard from,

and a special appeal is in preparation calling attention to the

facts that Gettysburg has become the shrine of a nation,

that upward of 100,000 tourists-visit that place annually, and

that the completion of the great road will mark the beginning

of a great tide of travel to the battlefield from East and West.

One of the first moves of the executive committee of the

association, of which President Dick of the Automobile Club

of Philadelphia is chairman; will be the calling of a convention

in Harrisburg, of the County Commissioners of all the four-

teen counties through which the highway will run, and en-

deavor to bring about combined action on their part in

securing from the state good roads appropriation their full

shares, and the devotion of the bulk of their counties' pro-

portion of the money to the improvement of the new high-

way.
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President Woodworth Succeeds Himself at Rochester.

Rochester, N. Y., May 21.—Six annual meetings have been re-

corded in the history of the Rochester Automobile Club, and

the recent one excelled in point of interest and attendance all

its predecessors. Senator W. W. Armstrong, F. H. Elliott,

secretary of the New York State Automobile Association,

President Brown, of the Syracuse Automobile Club, and

President H. A. Meldrum, of the Buffalo Automobile Club, were

guests. The report of the secretary showed a membership of

203, a net increase for the year of 47.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as fol-

lows: President, Harry S. Woodworth; vice-president, Hen-

ry G. Strong; secretary and treasurer, H. Seymour Bentley;

attorney, John A. Barhite; consulting engineer, A. J. Rock-

wood; directors, Griff D. Palmer, F. H. Bettys, Lee Rich-

mond, F. E. Mason, A. F. Crittenden, J. S. Bingeman, G. G.

Foster, William C. Barry, Jr., and Rudolph Schmidt.

Macon's Successful Meet Will Be Held Annually.

Macon, Ga., May 21.—The closing of the three-day meet of

the Macon Automobile Club, on May 12, was marked by a

brilliant social function at the Log Cabin Clubhouse, in this

city, on the evening of the day mentioned. Hon. B. L. Jones,

president of the club, received the guests, and dancing and

refreshments were a part of the program. The club is enthu-

siastic over the success of its first meet, and has practically

decided to hold the event annually in May. Central City

park track was used for the meet, and large delegations of

automobilists drove from Atlanta, Savannah, and neighbor-

ing cities and towns. Most of the events were won by local

drivers, and the fastest time made was by Edw. H. Inman's

50-horsepower Stearns, driven by John Toole, who won a

four-cornered match race at 5 miles in 5:58, record for i-mile

circular track. A separate mile was done by the same car in

1 : 05.

Bisons Active in Repressing Speed Violations.

Buffalo, May 21.—Resolutions have been adopted by the Au-

tomobile Club of Buffalo deploring high speed of automobiles

within the city limits. The members of the club have been

doing everything within their power to stop the reckless

driving of automobiles. Only a short time ago H. A Mel-

drum, president of the club, appeared in Police Court, in

behalf of the club, against a chauffeur who drove down Main
street, in the business section, at the rate of 30 miles an hour.

Complaint has been made about some reckless and inexperi-

enced chauffeurs, who test the speed of their cars in Dela-

ware Park, thus endangering the lives of pedestrians and
more sensible drivers of machines.

Flour City Automobilists Open New Club Rooms.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 21.—The handsome new club

rooms of the Minneapolis Automobile Culb were formally

opened last Friday evening. The club has secured a lease of

an entire floor of the Plaza Hotel, and the rooms have been
fitted up in the most modern style possible, containing a

large, fully equipped billiard hall, a buffet, a lounging room,
and several other minor rooms, all of them fitted with a view
to the greatest comfort of the members.

Mayor Dunne Will Be Guest of Austins.

Austin, III., May 21.—The annual tour of the Austin Auto-
mobile Club will be held June 9. A meeting of the club was
held Tuesday night, and it was decided that the run extend

over many of the principal boulevards and parks of the north

and west sides of Chicago. Mayor Dunne has accepted an

invitation to participate in the tour as a guest, and invitations

have been sent to Governor Dineen and members of the

West Park Board.

Floral Parade and Orphans' Day at Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh, May 21.—Following the annual Orphans' Automo-

bile day, June 5, the Automobile Club of Pittsburgh proposes

to have a mammoth floral parade, probably about June 15,

in the height of the rose season. The affair will not only be

a very costly novelty in this city, but as proposed will be one

of the most beautiful sights ever witnessed in Pennsylvania.

Over 100 cars are assured for the parade. Two $100 prize

silver cups have already been offered for the best decorated

cars, one by the Pittsburgh Country Club and the other by
the Automobile Club of Pittsburgh. The proposed route is

along the main streets and boulevards of the East End out
to the Country Club on Squirrel Hill. It is likely that the
Hotel Schcnley, at the entrance to Schenley Park, will be
the rendezvous.

Tennessee Has a New and Considerate Club.

Memphis, Tenn., May 21.—Twenty-seven automobile own-
ers met Friday night and organized the Memphis Automobile
Club. The officers are among the most prominent men in

Memphis, and owners or part owners in machines only are
eligible for membership. The object of the association is to
promote the rational use of automobiles and to observe and
encourage the observance of municipal ordinances.
The following officers were elected to serve the ensuing

year: President, S. T. Carnes; vice-president, A. S. Caldwell;
secretary, Harry Liggett. The board of control is composed
of P. P. Williams, chairman; J. A. Omberg, Jr., F. F. Hill, W.
F. Yates and J. Falls.

CLUB DOINGS IN GENERAL.
Wichita, Kan.—An organization has been perfected here to

inaugurate a series of tours and competitive endurance con-
tests, to be known as the Wichita Automobile Club. Six of
the owners of large-horsepower cars are the nucleus of the
new club, and other automobilists will be invited to join.

Rockford, III.—Plans are being formulated by the Rockford

Automobile Club and the boat club of this city for the build-

ing of a clubhouse to be used by both organizations. A gar-
age and clubrooms for the former organization will be ar-

ranged separately from the quarters of the boat club. All

will be in one building, and probably on one floor there will

be a large hall to be used by both clubs.

Wilmincton, Dei.—The Wilmington Country Club, which has

extensive grounds just outside of the city, has adopted the
plan of cutting the grass with an automobile; that is, a motor
car is used to draw a mowing machine, which does the work
to perfection and without tiring horses. The club's experi-
ment having proved a success, several other people living in

that vicinity are also following the same plan, with equal
success.

New York.—Orphans' Day (}une 6) celebration plans are be-

ing rapidly completed by the tours and runs committee of

the New York Motor Club, of which W. J. Morgan is chair-

man. About 150 cars have already been offered. The parade

will be under the direction of Gen. John T. Cutting, grand
marshal, with a number of division aides, and there will be

several official cars in use as pilot and scout cars. The club

hopes this year to take care of at least 1,000 orphans, who
will be selected from the various institutions in Manhattan
and will be taken to Dreamland, where a day of sight-seeing

and enjoyment will be given the little ones. An opportunity

has been given this year to defray the expenses of Orphans'
Day, and considerable has already been subscribed. Sub-

scriptions to the fund should be sent to R. H. Johnston,

treasurer of the club, at 1402 Broadway. Offers of cars with

drivers for the day should be forwarded to W. J. Morgan.
Bretton Hall, New York City.
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% Toariai Committee It would seem in the case of the

with mm lm»*oemlmlo Taek. National Touring Committee of

the A. A. A. that it will be damned if it doesn't provide for the

smaller car and likewise damned if it confines the contest for the

Glidden trophy to the big touring cars. It will be remembered

that the N. A. A. M. committee in despair gave up the attempt

to place the big and little cars on an equality in the competition.

Without reference to weight, usual touring conditions might be

construed to require a tonneau car carrying at least four per-

sons, though it is true that one can travel comfortably and par-

ticularly economically in a two-seated runabout Nevertheless,

first-class touring conditions, in the opinion of many, call for the

tonneau car, and undoubtedly Mr. Glidden had this idea in view

when he offered his trophy. While it might not be generally

known, it is a fact that the 190J Glidden Commission penalized

the two-seated runabout in figuring out the winner, though even

if this had not been done the runabouts would not have been

much nearer the top score. A solution of the problem would be

the offering of two distinct trophies—the Glidden trophy for the

tonneau car and another trophy for the runabout class. But no

matter what plan is tried there will be some dissenters, for the

reason that it is utterly impossible to arrive at a fractional

equitable adjustment. The idea of the A. A. A. tour is more

pleasure than work, and of those who participate few will really

care what becomes of the trophy or trophies. But consider the

difficult task of the committee and be lenient in your criticism.

Serving on the. official list of any organization similar to the

A. A. A. often is a thankless task at the most, and those who
give time and money without recompense should receive liberal

consideration at the hands of those who tell the news of auto-

mobiling's progress.

Where the Ttatomoblllet From Vermont, in the form of a

Should Be Oomoldermte. contribution of a ruralist to his

local paper, comes a plain statement of fact that should impress

itself upon every fair-minded automobilist who tours in that

state, or in any other state where the automobile is an uncom-

mon sight and an unexpected thing when encountered by other

users of the road. The rural writer tells the same story that

has been told before of the coming of the automobile into new

country, reciting the dread of those who still use the horse and

must continue to use the same method of conveyance for years

to come. In Vermont, where the percentage of aged people is

high, many owners of horse-driven vehicles keep off the road as

much as possible through fear of danger in meeting inconsiderate

automobilists. The Automobile Club of Vermont is preaching,

and its members are practicing, regard for other users of the

road, and the complaint traces back to tourists from outside the

state who often push forward despite the signal of upraised hand

and the look of anxiety on the faces of those behind the horse.

When traveling in states wherein the automobile has yet to be-

come familiar, the automobilist owes it to his sense of fairness

to employ extreme consideration to the horse owner, who some

day will substitute the motor-driven vehicle for his present

slower mode of travel.

Brmke Boreepower Form- In this issue is printed an ar-

ntm for Pour-cycle Motor*. Q tide on the brake horsepower

of four-cycle motors. While this is a subject on which much

has been written, yet no writer has so far approached the

subject from just the viewpoint of this article. While, of

course, no formula can be found that will give the power

developed on the brake by an automobile engine, we have

here considered the piston displacement, the speed, the clear-

ance, and the average mechanical efficiency, leaving only the

ignition, the mixture, and the valve design as variables.

As may be seen by the writer's first curve, current prac-

tice does not agree exactly with his formula. This may be

due to two reasons. First, that the mechanical efficiency of

different makes of engines differs. Second, the use of differ-

ent carbureters and different valve timing will greatly change

the proportions of the piston displacement which is filled with

mixture each working stroke, also the same engine will take

in a different charge volume at different speeds, thus giving

a different compression pressure for the same clearance vol-

ume.

Although the formula represents a good average of Ameri-

can practice and gives closer results than most of the more
empirical formula; heretofore published, it may not give exact

results for any particular engine, for the reasons above men-
tioned. As the writer suggests, the constant may have to be

modified to suit any particular line of engines.

To Cover the Rimkm Another kind of insurance policy

of the Road.
;s a necessity that must be met

immediately. In the State of Washington recently an assistant

attorney-general held that the automobile was a marine risk,

while in Louisiana an insurance company declined to pay in the

case of an automobilist who was killed, putting forward the

ridiculous contention that automobilists were afflicted with a

speed mania that subjected them to extraordinary liability of

death. A policy that will cover the revised risk of the road, both

as to machine and its operator, would appear to have become an

essential in automobiling. The day unquestionably will come

when automobiles will travel over a specially constructed road

which will include a going and a coming lane with a center por-

tion reserved for the slowest travelers. This must be if we are

to secure the worth of the time-saving speed of the automobile,

and the cost will not prove exorbitant.
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FRENCH ENTRIES FOR THE VANDERBILT.
Chairman J. D. Thompson of the A. A. A. Racing Board is not

worrying regarding the declination of the Automobile Club of

France to assist in the selection of the French team for the Van-

derbilt Cup race. The Racing Board has its plan outlined, though

it has courteously awaited the receipt of a formal notification from

the French club that it would not assist in the premises. There

will be five French cars in the Vanderbilt race, and their selection

will be made in an equitable manner, according to Chairman

Thompson, who intends to sail for the other side early next month

and be a spectator of the Grand Prix. A meeting of the Racing

Board will be called for next week, but in the meantime prepara-

tions are being made for the Vanderbilt event, the success of

which will eclipse the great race of last year.

NO RULES YET FOR A. A. A. TOUR.
Chairman Paul Deming of the A. A. A. National Touring Com-

mittee on Tuesday wired from Detroit that the rules governing

the 1906 A. A. A. tour had not been positively decided upon, nor

would they be for several days. The 2,000-pound idea, making

cars of less than this weight ineligible for the Glidden trophy,

has not been officially adopted, and in fact the sub-committee has

simply considered it as a possible line of division between the big

and little cars. The principal idea of the committee is a pleas-

ure tour with as few irksome rules as possible.

PENNSYLVANIA FEDERATION AND A. A. A.

Pittsburgh, Pa., May 21.—The recent visits to this city of

Sydney S. Gorham, secretary of the American Automobile Asso-

ciation, have stirred up a lively interest as to how best to co-

operate with that organization in securing defensive legislation

for automobi lists. Pittsburgh motorists are willing to co-operate

with the national association, but .do not wish to lose their inde-

pendence by so doing. The A. A. A. officials want the Pennsyl-

vania Motor Federation to be allied with it, and it is likely that

a working agreement between the two organizations will be ef-

fected shortly. The Pennsylvania organization is strongly backed

in Pittsburgh, and its supporters do not intend to see its energies

diffused so as to lose sight of the few very important improve-

ments in this vicinity which are to be accomplished if possible.

NEW YORK'S OPEN-AIR SHOW.
At the Empire City track, Yonkers, to-day begins the open-air

automobile show of the New York Automobile Trade Associa-

tion, the formal opening being scheduled for 2 o'clock this after-

noon, with Dave Hennen Morris, president of the Automobile

Club of America, formally setting the wheels in motion. The
show will continue Friday and Saturday, and each day there will

be contests in the afternoon, the programme being varied and in-

cluding a daily balloon ascension and parachute jumps.

HEW THOMAS FLYER RUHABOUT WITH RUMBLE SEAT.

PHILADELPHIA HAY HAVE AN AUTO MART.
Philadelphia, May 21.—If there is anything in the rumors

current along North Broad street last week, Philadelphia is to

have an "auto mart" constructed on lines somewhat similar to

those of Boston's famous establishment. The report had it that

MISS BLANCHE RING IN HER 1906 STEARICS CAR.

those back of the "Hub" concern are also interested in the pro-

posed mart here, and that an option on a piece of property con-

taining 40,000 square feet of ground in the neighborhood of

Broad and Arch streets had been secured. Opinion along "the

row" seems to favor the erecting of such a building.

4

CONGRESS HAS MANY ROAD BILLS.

Washington, D. G, May 21.—The present session of Con-

gress, which is now drawing to a close, has been remarkable

for the number of good roads bills that have been introduced

*.nd for the many stirring appeals that have been made on

the floor of the House for legislation that will aid in the

improvement of the highways throughout the country.

Now comes Representative Sulzer, of New York, with a

bill "to promote the construction of good roads and the effi-

ciency of the postal service in the states and territories of

the United States." His bill provides that upon the appli-

cation of the proper authorities representing any state or

territory of the United States, the secretary of the treasury

shall loan to such state or territory for the construction or

improvement of post roads within such state or territory and
outside the limits of any city the actual cost of such con-

struction or improvement.
LATEST ADDITION TO FACTORY OF PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

DETROIT—BUILT ENTIRELY OF CONCRETE AND STONE.
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THE STORY OF AN UP-TO-DATE CAR

AFTER several years spent in the manufacture of small, single-

cylinder gasoline cars of the runabout and detachable ton-

neau type, the Cadillac Motor Car Company, of Detroit, brought

out, in 1905, a new model, a four-cylinder, 30-horsepower touring

CADILLAC 4-CYLrjfDER MOTOR, SHOWN PARTLY IN SECTION

car built on the lines of the foreign type of touring car; and
in 1906 the machine remains practically unchanged. Several of

the features that characterized the Cadillac small cars are incor-

porated in the touring car—for in-

stance, copper water jackets on the

cylinders, planetary transmission and
very long pistons.

The four-cylinder vertical motor

not only has individually cast cylin-

ders, but the cylinder heads are also

separate castings, so that in case of

damage to a cylinder head, for in-

stance, it will not be necessary to

purchase an entire new cylinder, pair

or set of cylinders, as the case may
be. All the valves are mechanically

operated and placed in pockets on the

right-hand side of the engine ; a single

camshaft carries the cams that actu-

ate all the valves. Valves can be re-

moved through openings in the tops

of the valve chambers or pockets,

these openings being closed by screw

plugs. Into the inlet valve plugs are

screwed the spark plugs ; the exhaust

valve plugs carry the relief cocks.

The cylinders have a bore of 43-8
inches and a stroke of 5 inches. Pis-

tons are fitted with three rings each.

Connecting rods are of H section and
are made from steel drop-forgings.

The crankshaft bearings and the

crankpin bearings are of bronze-backed babbit, and are split A
float feed carbureter of standard make supplies the motor with

gas through piping arranged to give the same length of travel

for the gas from carbureter to each cylinder. Hot air is taken

from a perforated jacket on the ex-

haust pipe on the left-hand side of

the motor. The arrangement of the

inlet piping, exhaust piping, the hot-

air jacket and other parts are clearly

shown in the engravings of the en-

gine.

An interesting feature of the engine

is the governor interposed between

the throttle lever and the throttle it-

self. The governor is of the revolv-

ing ring type, and hardly needs ex-

planation, being shown clearly in a

separate engraving. The tendency of

the ring to assume a horizontal posi-

tion when rotating is utilized to move
a linkage connected with the throttle,

the throttle opening being reduced at

high speeds and increased as speed

decreases. The ring is normally held

in the position shown in the engrav-

ing by a spring whose tension can be

regulated by the controlling lever on

the steering wheel. If the spring is

tightened, the governor will hold the

throttle open until a high speed is

reached, while if the spring is slack-

ened the throttle will close at low

speed; but whatever speed the lever

is set for, that speed will be maintained by the governor, as long

as the load imposed on the engine is within its capacity to over-

come. For instance, the governor will automatically open the

EXHAUST SIDE OF MOTOR WITH CRAHKCASE PLATES REMOVED.
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ROTATING RING GOVERNOR.

throttle on ascending a grade, and, on the other hand, will auto-

matically cut down the supply of gas when the engine is freed of

its load, as when the car is coasting. The governor is mounted
on a vertical shaft running in ball bearings, and on the top of

the governor shaft is mounted the timer, operated by a lever

which can be operated independently of the throttle.

Drive from the motor

is through a leather-

faced clutch, three-speed

planetary transmission,

shaft and bevel gears to

the live rear axle.
Throughout the clutch,

transmission, propeller

shaft and rear axle, ball

bearings are used, and

the road wheels also run

on balls. Each wheel

runs on two sets of bear-

ings, one larger than the

other, the large balls be-

ing placed in the line of

the spokes so as to take

the main stress, and the

smaller balls act as a

steadying bearing and

take care of lateral

stresses.

The main clutch, contained in the hollow flywheel, consists

of two leather-faced disks normally holding the engine in en-

gagement with the transmission system. The clutch is manipu-

lated in the usual way, by means of a pedal. The planetary

transmission is operated by means of bands tightened on the faces

of the drums, just as in smaller cars; but there are three forward

speeds and one reverse instead of the two speeds provided by

most planetary gears,

and no internal gears are

employed, all being
spurs. On the high
speed the entire trans-

mission revolves with

the shaft, acting as an

additional flywheel, and

the drive is direct to the

bevel gears on the rear

ixle. In the rear of the

transmission is a univer-

sal joint connecting with

the propeller shaft, and
a second joint is placed at the forward end of the short bevel

pinion shaft. When the car is normally loaded the propeller

shaft is almost exactly in line with the crankshaft, the transmis-

sion shaft and the bevel pinion shaft, so that the universal joints

are not heavily taxed.

Both front and rear axles are of heavy steel tubing, the front

axle being well dropped under the engine. The front springs are

semi-elliptic, as in last season's car, but the platform arrangement

used in the rear of the 1905 model has been changed for three-

quarter elliptics this year. Springs are of good length, and are

•itted with clips to prevent breakage under violent rebounds.

All braking efforts are concentrated in the rear wheels ; a single

jteel drum on each rear hub is acted on by an exterior contract-

ing band, operated by a pedal and constituting the regular service

brake, and an internal expanding ring, operated by a side lever

and used for emergency braking. By this arrangement no braking

stresses are transmitted through the driving mechanism, and the

breakage or disablement of the shafts or gears cannot affect the

operation of either of the brakes. In applying either of the

brakes the clutch is automatically disengaged, the driver thus be-

ing relieved of the necessity for making two motions—declutching

and braking—at the same time. The clutch can be withdrawn,

without applying either of the brakes, which are inclosed.

TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH.

STEERING GEAR.

Wheels are of hickory, with steel hubs; the wheelbase is 102

inches and the tread 56 1-2 inches—standard tread. Tires are 4

inch, and several options

are given in this detail.

The body is of the

standard touring type,

with side entrances, and

the usual straight lines

of the rear post are

slightly modified so as

to form gentle curves,

giving the car an attrac-

tive appearance. A hol-

low, pressed-steel dash is

used. The standard

finish consists of purple

lake for the seat panels,

doors and other upper parts, striped with carmine, black for

the lower part of the body, and a dark carmine for the frame,

wheels and axles, which lends a harmonious effect to the whole.

In addition to the touring car body, the chassis can be fitted

with a runabout or

"cross-country" body
of the now popular

style, or with a coupe

body. The specifica-

tions of the mechanical

equipment are the. same
in each case. The tour-

ing car is stated by
the maker to be capa-

ble of attaining a maxi-

mum speed of fifty miles

an hour. DOUBLE HUB BRAKES

DE LUXE MOTOR COMPANY OF TOLEDO.
Toledo, O., May 21.—The De Luxe Motor Company is

having plans made for a new factory, which is to be located

not far from Toledo or just outside the city limits, and on

the Toledo Terminal and Railways Company's belt, which

will give it direct connections with every railroad, electric and

steam, running into this city. While not prepared at present

to give the size of its plant, it will have a capacity to begin

with of 250 cars for next year, 500 for the second, and 1,000

for the third. The company had already started work at the

old Kirk factory, where it is building its models and patterns,

so as to be able to start work immediately when once its new
plant is completed, which is expected to be early this fall.

The official roster of the company is as follows: President,

G. M. Verity, Middletown, O.; vice-president and secretary,

F. M. Keeton, Toledo; treasurer, R. C. Phillips, Middletown;

assistant treasurer, F. A. Shepler, Toledo; superintendent,

John E. Locher; mechanical engineers, Frank S. Davis and

John A. Herzogg. All the Toledo men were, prior to the or-

ganization of the new company, employed at the Pope Motor
Car Company's plant in this city.

THE COMPLETE CADILLAC 4-CYLINDER CAR.
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GASOLINE WON AT CINCINNATI.
Cincinnati, May 21—The second annual hill-climbing contest

of the Automobile Club of Cincinnati, which was held Saturday,

was a bigger success than last year's event. The races were run

on Paddock road, in Avondale. a suburb, which graded from 10

to 15 per cent., and the course was three-quarters of a mile. The
track was slow, but no fault was attached to the management,

and therefore none of last year's records was broken. However,

in the free-for-all event O. S. Pogue, with a 24-horsepower

Packard, made the distance in 1 :oi, which was only 2-5 of a

second slower than the time established in 1905. The course this

year was fifteen feet longer than at the previous race, and that

accounts for the difference in the time.

There was not an accident of any kind to mar the occasion.

A detail of police kept the course free from pedestrians. More
than 5,000 spectators were present and over 400 automobiles lined

the sides of Paddock road. Much deserved praise was bestowed

on President Val Duttenhofer and Foster Bradley, who were

managers of the course. Jos. Monfort was starter, Harry Wal-

ters, assistant, and L. S. Colter, A B. Hyle, J. D. Allison and L.

G. Oskamp, judges of the finish. The following is the summary:
Runabouts, from 1 to 12 horsepower—won by A. R. Morgan, 12-

h.p. Franklin; time, 1:26; A. G. Brunsman, 32-h.p. Stoddard-Dayton,
second; time. 1 :30.

Touring ears, 12 to 24 horespower, with tonneaus attached—won
by H. W. Fulton, 20-h.p. Franklin; time, 1:24; Miss Charlotte Allen.

20-h.p. Stevens-Duryea, second; time, 1:29.

Touring cars. 24 to 35 h.p.. carrying four passengers—won by F.

F. Bradley. 35-h.p. Pope-Toledo; time 1:09; A. G. Brunsman, 35-h.p.

Stoddard-Dayton, second; time, 1:18 1-4: H. H. Hoffman, 35-h.p.

Pope-Toledo, third; time, 1:20.

Touring cars, 35 to 50 horsepower—won by F. F. Bradley. 35-h.p.

Pope-Toledo; time 1:07; Henry Burkhold. 50-h.p. Thomas, second;

time, 1:23; J. H. Hughes. 40-h.p. Stearns, third; time, 1:38 4-5.

Free-for-all—won by O. S. Pogue's. 24-h.p. Packard, driven by
Chauffeur Fields; time. 1:01; W. O. Balke, 24-h.p. Packard, second;

time. 1:02 4-5; Albert Krippendorf, 30-h.p. Pope-Toledo, third; time.

1:05 1-2; F. F. Bradley, 35-h.p. Pope-Toledo, fourth; time, 1:06;

H. H. Hoffman. 35-h.p. Pope-Toledo, fifth; time, 1:11; Henry Burk-
hold, 50-h.p. Thomas, sixth; time, 1:14 1-5; J. H. Hughes. 30-h.p.

Stearns, seventh; time, 1:20; Sid Black, 22-h.p. Buick. eighth;

time, 1 :37.

STEAI WON MINNEAPOLIS CLIMB.

Minneapolis, Minn.. May 21.—The annual hill climb of the

Minneapolis Automobile Club was held Saturday on the Riverside

hill driveway. The day was ideal, and thousands of spectators

witnessed the events from the side lines or the bluffs, which are

so arranged as to enable one to see the entire course.

A new record for the climb was made by H. C. Wilson in his

freak steamer, which is rated at only 4 1-2 horsepower. He went

up the 2,000 feet of the driveway in the remarkable time of

.327-8, which is better by I 1-8 seconds than the record of last

year. The little car made the most sensational run of the day,

having a hair-raising start and making a sensational finish, and

several times being in imminent danger of overturning on the

short curves of the road. It won the free-fcr-all class.

Class 1 was won by Gus Ringlund in his 10-horsepower Cadil-

lac, which went over the course in 1:153-4. Second and

third were taken by F. M. Overholt in a 14-horsepower Wayne
and W. C. Thornhill in his 8-horsepower Reo.

In Class 2 H. J. Mich sent W. H. Wheeler's Buick over the

tape in .47, with E. L. Weinant in a Buick a close second, with

a record of :48 1-4.

C. C. Evans captured the honors in Class 3, sending his 24-

horsepower Mitchell up the hill in :43 1-2. J. J. Barclay, in his

Olds, was a dangerous second, coming in just 1-4 of a second

later. A Ford, owned by E. J. Phelps, was third, covering the

distance in 1443-4.

Class 4 went to a Pope-Toledo, owned by H. E. Pence, which

crossed the tape in .37 3-4. Second and third places were taker

by William Knipper in a Thomas Flyer in :38 3-4, and Charles

Meyers in a Peerless in :40.

rSEVENTY-SIX MILES ON THE HIGH GEAR.

An interesting test of the ability of a 30-horsepower tour-

ing car to make a trip of 76 miles over roads varying from

very good to very bad, and from level to 17 per cent, up-

grade, entirely on the high gear, was made on Saturday last,

when an Oldsmobile Model S touring car started from the

Oldsmobile agency at 1655 Broadway, New York, and with

the control lever sealed in the high gear position, made the

trip to Poughkeepsie without an involuntary stop.

At the start Joseph Tracy was at the wheel, and he drove

to Yonkers, at an average speed of 14 miles an hour. Here

Tracy turned the wheel over to Ernest Keeler (who, by the

way, is slated to drive the Oldsmobile Vanderbilt Cup racer),

and Keeler finished the run. The first real test of the motor

came when the long and sandy hill south of Croton was en-

countered. Making a rush at the grade, the car went up in

good style; but near the top a truck was found occupying the

middle of the road. Rather than stop and spoil the run,

Keeler turned into the ditch and managed to get around

safely, though the car narrowly escaped upsetting. Welcher
Hill, north of Croton, with a maximum grade of about 17

per cent., had to be taken without a flying start, owing to the

JOSEPH TRACY READY FOR THE OFFICIAL START.

high "thank-you-ma'ams" and the number r-f vehicles in the

road. The surface was poor, too, having been covered with

loose dirt in the process of road improvement. The top was
reached, however, and the remaining hills on the route proved

to be comparatively easy. A stop was made at Peekskill for

gasoline and water, and the run finished without special inci-

dent. The seal was left intact until the following morning,

when it was broken by H. N. Bain, proprietor of the Nelson

House at Poughkeepsie, under the direction of officials of the

New York Motor Club.

NORTH JERSEY A. C. MEET, JUNE 9.

Paterson, N. J., May 23.—The North Jersey Automobile

Club, which is the largest organization of its kind in New
Jersey affiliated with the A. A. A., will hold its second an-

nual race meet on the driving park track at Hohokus, N- J •

Saturday afternoon, June 9. The track is a half mile with

banked turns, and is kept in excellent condition. It is be-

lieved that it will be possible to equal if not break some of

the established half-mile track records.

The race committee has outlined a number of interesting

events, the prizes for which will be silver cups for first and
second places. Entry blanks may be secured from Robert

Beattie, secretary of the club, Little Falls, N. J.
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Carbureter.

No. 817,941.—C. Stute, of Newark, N. J.

This is a float-feed carbureter whose spe-

cial feature is the employment of automatic

valves for the purpose of preventing back-

firing into the spray chamber. The entire

carbureted mixture passes through the light

Rtm AUTOMATIC CARBURETER.

automatic valve 19 before passing to the

throttle valve 54. The relief valve 52 is

provided to open outward in case of a back-

fire in the mixture pipe, and valve 19 is sup-

posed to close before the flame can get

through it

Combined Valve and Spark Cam.

No. 819,116.—H. Austin, of Birmingham,

England.

A combination toe and snap cam for op-

erating a valve (inlet or exhaust) and a

fAUSTra*s.iGiirrioN and valve gear. —

make-and-break igniter. The igniter is

worked by a hammer-blow mechanism from

the push rod, and the valve movement is

not affected thereby.

Shock Absorber.

Nos. 818,646 and 818,647—R- P. Winsor,

of Providence, R. I.

Two forms of frictional shock absorb-

ing devices, arranged to work freely under

small vibrations and to come into play

frictionally when the vibrations are con

siderable.

Acetylene Gas-Burner.

No. 817,750.—J. B. Carrol, of Chicago, 111.

A form of burner having the tips deeply

recessed, so that the substance of the tip is

CARROL'S ACETTLEHE BURNER.

at a considerable distance from the flame,

except at the orifice from which the gas

issues. At this point the material is so thin

that it becomes heated beyond the tempera-

ture which would permit deposits of carbon

from the flame. The cold air necessary for

combustion enters around the sides of the

orifices 4 4, thereby assisting to keep the

walls of the orifice cool.

Solid Tires.

No. 817,957.—W. Christy, of Akron, Ohio.

A solid tire held by wire retaining rings at

its sides and having its base stiffened by the

incorporation of a strip of wire cloth or the

like extending from side to side of the rim

channel.

Transmission Gear.

No. 819,334.—A. T. Brown, of Syracuse,

N. Y.

The design shown in the drawing here-

with. The case is not split in the plane of

the shafts, but higher up, and the shafts,

which run in roller or ball bearings, are

inserted by making the hubs of the case

large, and—for the jackshaft—closing them

by threaded caps which leave a large open-

ing when removed. The pinion 34 is large

enough to slip through that opening, for

convenience in assembling. The driving

shaft 14 is riveted into the long hub 23 of

the driving pinion 21, which, for the high

speed, couples direct to the sliding pair of

gears 26, 27. The shaft 14 extends nearly

through the square shaft 16, supporting the

latter very steadily, and oil holes are drilled

all along 16.

Machine for Making Radiator Tubes.

No. 817,939.—F. H. Stolp and C Wright,

of Chicago, 111.

A machine for applying a continuous spi-

ral crimped flange to a radiator tube in thr

manner described in patent No. 817,938.

Non-Grinding Sliding Gears.

No. 818,161.—D. S. Grant, of Stoneham,

Mass.

In this invention the slidable -gears / /are

sleeved on a carriage 5, and the power is

transmitted from the gears to the carriage

graht*s iroir-oRnaHKG gear.

through lugs 9 9 at the sides of the gears.

A pair of springs 11 engage a lug 14 pro-

jecting from each of these gears, and these

springs tend to hold the gears in the position

shown; consequently the gears can rotate

a sufficient distance on the carriage before

the driving lugs come together, to permit

the teeth to go into mesh without grinding.
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NEWS AND TRADE MISCELLANY.

The Novelty Tufting Machine Com-
pany has removed from 192 to 264 Mich-
igan avenue, Chicago, two blocks south
of the Auditorium Hotel.

The George J. Scott Motor Company,
New York agents for the Glide, has re-

moved from 308 West Fifty-ninth street to

1720-1722 Broadway, near Fifty-fourth
street.

The North Western Storage Battery
Company, formerly of 286 East Madison
street, Chicago, 111., has moved into larger
and more convenient quarters in Milwaukee,
at 488 Milwaukee street.

Morgan & Wright's San Francisco branch
has been practically restocked and reopened
at a new permanent address, 411-413 Golden
Gate avenue, and is in position to again
take care of Pacific Coast customers.

The Atlantic City Automobile Company,
which owns a fine garage in that city, has
ordered signs erected every mile along the
roads leading from Philadelphia and Lake-
wood to Atlantic City. Special signs have
been ordered for every cross road.

The Autocar Company of New York has
arranged to occupy its new quarters at 138
West Thirty-eighth street, on June 1, when
the Reo Motor Car Company, which now
occupies the premises, will remove to its

new store and garage at 40 West Sixtieth
street.

Edward Russell Thomas, of New York,
has received from Europe his new 120-

horsepower Mercedes, that has a speed pos-
sibility of 90 miles per hour. The car was
ordered four months ago through Smith &
Mabley, Inc., and was delivered to Mr.
Thomas by the Mercedes Import Company.

C. A. Duerr & Co., New York agents for
the Royal Tourist car, have purchased the
lease and plant of the Metropolitan Auto
Company, at 2182 Broadway, where the
Royal headquarters will shortly be estab-
lished. The present premises of the Royal
agency at Broadway and Fifty-eighth street
have been outgrown.

Marking the commencement of an exten-
sive outdoor advertising campaign, the
Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Car Co., of Tarry-
town, N. Y., has placed thirty large cut-out
signboards along the line of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad between New York and
Philadelphia, and forty along the same rail-

road between Washington and the Susque-
hanna River.

German firms are unable to fill all for-
eign orders for automobiles. Vice-Consul
Schlemmer of Mannheim writes that the
German motor production .for 1905 was
$10,000,000, the export to England and
France increasing 400 per cent. Twice the
present possible production in Germany
would not supply the demand, especially for
heavy vehicles.

E. V. Hartford, president of the Hart-
ford Suspension Company, has opened a
new salesroom for Gobron-Brillie cars
and a place for applying Hartford sus-
pensions, at Broadway and Eighty-
eighth street. Harry H. Chipps has been
installed as general manager. There, is

storage accommodation for about fifteen
cars, that will be given the same atten-
tion they would receive in a private gar-
afte.

At the last meeting of the New York
Automobile Trade Association the follow-
ing concerns were elected to active mem-
bership : Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company,
Matheson Company of New York, Lozier
Motor Company, Hartford Suspension Com-
pany, Wayne Automobile Company of New

York, Frayer-Miller Motor Car Company
and Covell & Crosby Company.

Fire Chief Edward Croker, of New
York City, has had a set of Truffault-

Hartford shock absorbers put on his

American Mercedes car, which he uses
in going to fires. Shock absorbers were
also put on the Locomobile of Deputy
Fire Chief Thomas Lally a couple of
weeks ago, and have given great satis-

faction. Both cars are required to go
over all obstructions on the city streets
at great speed.

Henry Ford, of the Ford Motor Com-
pany, offers this explanation of the self-

starting tendency of the new six-cylinder
Ford car : "The cranks being set at 120 de-
grees instead of at 180 degrees as in a four-
cylinder motor, the ability of a six-cylin-

der motor to start on the spark is not
dependent on its liability of stopping exact-
ly between compressions. At all times, in

the newer type of motor, one piston is in

the proper position to receive its impulse,
so that it is only necessary to have the spark
advance lever in the 'slow* position and close

the switch. If there is a charge of explo-
sive mixture in the cylinders, the motor
will invariably start."

Owners of automobiles give more at-

tention to the matter of perfect ignition
than they used to. Time was when the
question of ignition was not considered
of important moment, but everyone now-
adays recognizes the necessity of high-
class appurtenances in the ignition out-
fit. The Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co. is

one of the pioneers in manufacture of
ignition systems, its well-known Apple
magnetos having achieved a great repu-
tation at home and abroad. Recent ad-
vices from the factory at Dayton bring
out the fact that, owing to the tremen-
dous demand for the new Apple storage
battery and battery charging outfit, the
business is fully three times as large as

it was at this time one year ago. The
company has recently been compelled
to double the factory floor space, al-

though the plant was by no means
small. A new shipping department has

been installed, a new office built for the

superintendent, and the force of regular

employees greatly increased.

NEW AGENCIES ESTABLISHED.
The North Philadelphia Auto Station,

of Philadelphia, has secured the local

agency for the 40-horsepower Relay car.

The Auto Tire Company, of Kansas City,

Mo., has completed arrangements for han-
dling Morgan & Wright tires and acces-

sories in that vicinity.

The Shawmut Motor Company, of
Boston, has established a New York
salesroom at 1634 Broadway, with Geo.
T. Gould as manager.

The Central Automobile Company, of
Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed local

distributer for the Moon, a 40-horsepower,
four-cylinder car made in St Louis.

The Grant Square Garage, 1378-1382 Bed-
ford avenue, Brooklyn, has taken the

Greater New York agency for the Moon
car, made by the Moon Motor Car Com-
pany, of St Louis.

The Franco-American Auto and Sup-
ply Company has opened up at 1404
Michigan avenue, Chicago, and is carry-

ing a full line of accessories and sup-
plies, including the famous Lacoste
ignition specialties imported by Leon
Rubay, New York. C. C. Boynton is

secretary and general manager of the

company.
The new Colonial Automobile Com-

pany, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has taken the

agency of the Finch car, made by the

Pungs-Finch Automobile Company, of

Detroit. It is a water-cooled, four-cyl-

inder touring car of two types, 32 and 22

horsepower.

Waldon W. Shaw has been appointed

Chicago agent for the American Loco-

motive Company, at 1532 Michigan ave-

nue. This is the only important agency

that is not strictly run by the factory.

B. C. Buxton, formerly with the Hamil-

ton Automobile Company, will be asso-

ciated with Mr. Shaw as manager.

With the Dorris, Duquesne. and Gale

to draw to, the South Broad Auto Com-
pany, of 729 South Broad street, Phila-

delphia, has filled up by securing the

local agency for the Duryea car, built at

Reading, Pa. The comprehensiveness^ of

this energetic company's combined line

is such that the present showrooms and

garage are inadequate to carry on its

business, and architects are at work on

plans for a considerable enlargement of

its facilities.

PERSONAL TRADE MENTION.

A. W. Edwards has been appointed gen-

eral sales manager for the St Anne Kero-

sene Motor Company, of St Anne, 111.

S. D. Waldron, sales manager of the

Packard Motor Car Company, of Detroit

was a trade visitor to Philadelphia last

week.

The South Broad Automobile Company,
of Philadelphia, which handles the Gale,

Duquesne, Duryea, and Dorris cars, has

secured L M. McComb as manager.

Wayne Davis, an official of the Keystone
Motor Car Company, of Philadelphia, will

make a three weeks' tour of England,

France, and Switzerland, leaving New York
on the Deutschland, May 31.

The Keystone Motor Car Company, of

Philadelphia, recently added to its corps of

salesmen C. J. Trumbull, formerly of the

Packard Motor Car Company, of Detroit

The Keystone concern handles the Packard
in Philadelphia.

C. W. Frank has succeeded A. J. Critten-

den as manager of the Washington Electric

Vehicle Transportation Company, agents in

Washington, D. C, of the Columbia gaso-

line and electric cars. Mr. Frank comes
from San Francisco, where he was manager
of the Pope branch prior to the earthquake.

Charles T. Allen, for many years con-

nected with the pump industries of Battle

Creek, has disposed of his holdings in the

Union Steam Pump Company. Mr. Allen

is recovering from a severe illness and will

take a long rest Catalogues and samples

will reach him at 265 Maple street, Battle

Creek, Mich.

George W. Dunham, who has succeeded

H. E. Coffin as chief engineer of the Olds

Motor Works, was in New York last week
on business in reference to the Oldsmobile

racer entered for the Vanderbilt cup. Mr.

Dunham, who takes the place vacated by

Mr. Coffin, has been the assistant of the

latter for two years and the practical, shop

man of the engineering force. He is the

designer of the two-cycle Olds model and

has had charge of the practical work on the

racer ever since the designs for it were com-

pleted and accepted. Mr. Dunham says that

the designs for the 1907 models are already

well in hand, and that they will be out early

in the fall. He is a college-bred engineer,

with six years of practical experience.
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NEW YORK CITY HAS AN OPEN-AIR SHOW
New York City had its first open-air show—and it was the

first in this country—at the Empire City track, May 24, 25

and 26. While the effort of the New York Automobile Trade
Association was not the great success which some of its

promoters anticipated, it certainly was not the failure which
others predicted. A substantial profit was accumulated, and
sales were numerous enough to encourage the belief that

an open-air exhibition at another time could be developed

into a big affair, providing it had the support of the manu-
facturers themselves.

With no building large enough to supply plenty of exhibit-

ing room for the entire industry, it is plainly apparent that

if shows are to continue the principal one of the future must
needs be held outside the confines of an erected structure.

The big tent held a varied line of exhibits, and many
availed themselves of the opportunity of inspecting the goodly

array of 1906 models, many of course having already had an

earlier look at the winter shows. The accessories concerns

were not exactly happy under the grandstand, and consider

on the next occasion that they, too, should also have a tent.

THE BIO TEHT AT THE EMPIRE CITY TRACK OPER-AIR SHOW WHEREIN THE VEHICLE EXHIBITS WERE DISPLAYED.
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A GOBRON-BRILLIE PLOUGHING THROUGH THE SAND.

Chairman W. M. Harradon and Frank Eveland, C. Andrade.

Jr.. Percy Owen, and Secretary Reeves worked hard to obtain

satisfactory results.

An autumn show is talked of, when the 1907 models will

be available, but the question may arise as to what attitude

the N. A. A. M. might take in the premises. Whether it

would permit a local open-air show in New York City in

view of the fact that it had objected to a similar event in

Buffalo is a proposition that would come before its executive com-
mittee.

President Morris Opened the Show.

Perfect weather and appreciative, if not numerous, specta-

tors, marked Thursday, the opening day. In the grassy oval

within the track was pitched the enormous tent, under which

the exhibits of complete automobiles were installed; twenty-

four makers had taken all the space marked off for exhibitors.

Under the grandstand were the booths of the exhibitors

of accessories. The mile track was used for practical demon-
strations of the machines, and also for races and other con-

tests designed to bring out the power, braking qualities,

economy, steadiness, and other points in the contestants.

Early in the afternoon Dave Hennen Morris, president of

the Automobile Club of America, mounted an automobile and,

after a short address, declared the show open.

"The idea of this open-air show is an excellent one," said

Mr. Morris. "The exhibition supplies a long-felt want, and

L. R. SMITH IN MAXWELL WINNING OBSTACLE RACE.

EZRA FITCH, WHOSE WHITE CARRIED CAMPING OUTFIT.

PRESIDENT DAVE H. MORRIS, A. C. A.. OPENS THE SHOW.

I hope every visitor will make each exhibitor take him on
the track and prove everything he claims for his car. I am
satisfied at the recognition of our club in this trade gather-

ing. We have always done our best to encourage the sport

and the industry, and I believe there should always exist co-

operation between the trade and the clubs. I declare this

show open."

Interest was about equally divided between the track events,

the restaurant in the clubhouse, and the inflation of the hot-

air balloon, which, by the way, had just enough energy to

carry it over the roof of the grandstand, the two aeronauts

who were to have made a thrilling parachute drop falling in-

gloriously into the paddock.

Following is the summary of the track events:

FLEXIBILITY TEST.
For 4-passenger gasoline cars; 1 mile speed trial and 1-4 mile

slow speed trial on high gear, flying starts.
1. Aerocar, 24 h.p. ; Percy Owen, driver iOO points
2. Welch, 50 h.p.; driver, Burgoyne Hamilton 534 points
3. Northern. 20 h.p.; driver, Peter Fogarty 510 points
4. Bayard Clement, 24 h.p.; driver, S. Bowman 508 points

BRAKE TESTS.
For cars claiming 40 miles an hour or more. Cars to cover 1-S

mile in 11 2-6 seconds or less and apply brakes on signal.

1. Oldsmobile, 30 h.p.; driver, Ernest Keeler; time, 10 sec; stopped
in 168 feet.

2. Marmon, 20 h.p.; driver, T. E. Schultz; time, 10 sec.; stopped
in 168 feet.

BRAKE TEST.
For cars claiming 30 miles an hour or more. Cars to cover 1-8

mile In 19 seconds or. less and apply brakes on signal.
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1. Cadillac, 10 h.p.; driver, W. C. Martin; time, 18 1-6 sec; stopped
In 66 feet.

2. Northern, 20 h.p.; driver, Peter Fogarty; time, 16 3-5 sec;
stopped In 88 feet.

ONE-MILE MATCH RACE.
1. Franklin, 12 h.p.; driver, E. Easter 1:45
2. Frayer-Mlller, 34 h.p.; driver, P. Fisher

Friday Had an Economy Test.

Friday's interesting feature was the economy test, in which
each of the competitors was provided with one pint of gaso-

line, and prizes were awarded for the greatest distance trav-

eled per horsepower hour. The event was won by Walter C.

Martin, driving a 10-horsepower single-cylinder Cadillac, who
fell barely short, of five miles in his performance. Figured

out on the basis' of the recent two-gallon efficiency contest,

5 miles on a pint of gasoline is equal to 80 miles on two gal-

lons of the same fuel. The officials used the formula that ten

cubic inches of piston displacement equals one horsepower,

therefore the winning car covered 2,681 feet per pint of gaso-

line per horsepower per hour.

The sand pit test proved an easy task for the majority of

the cars entered. A 75-foot stretch of sand was provided

with sand one inch deep at the start, gradually increasing to

a depth of two feet at the finish. Start was made five feet

from the entrance. E. B. Blakeley drove his 30-35-horse-

power Ardsley through in 9 seconds, and G. L. Lighthall, in

a 36-horsepower Welch, went through in 92-5 seconds. These

were the only cars to get through inside the 10-second mark.

GENERAL VIEW UNDERNEATH THE BIG_TENT.

AN EXHIBIT THAT WAS TASTEFULLY DRESSED.

The track at all times, when not in use for the contests,

was crowded with demonstrating parties, who oftimes indulged

in impromptu brushes. Summary:

EFFICIENCY TEST.
Prize for greatest distance traveled per horsepower hour on one

pint of gasoline from reservoir furnished by committee.
1. Cadillac. 9.8 h.p.; driver, Walter C. Martin; distance, 26,275 feet;

2,681 feet per pint per horsepower hour.
2. Aerocar, 20.09 h. p., driver, Percy Owen; distance, 15,935 feet;

798 feet per pint per horsepower hour.
3. Frayer-Mlller, 26.4 h.p.; driver, Frank Lawwell; distance, 16,225

feet; 614 feet per pint per horsepower hour.
4. Northern, 24.9 h.p.; driver, Peter Fogarty; distance, 10,920 feet;

438 feet per pint per horsepower hour.

POWER TEST.
Prize awarded for best time made through prepared stretch of

deep sand, 75 feet in length. Open to all classes of power.
1. Ardsley, 30-36 h.p.; owner and driver, E. B. Blakesley.. :09
2. Welch, 36 h.p.; owner and driver, G. L. Lighthall :09 2-5
S" REVERSE GEAR 76-YARD DASH.
Open to all planetarv transmission cars,

1. Welch, 50 h.p.; driver, Hamilton :12 4-5
2. Northern, 20 h.p.; driver, Peter Fogarty :21 4-5

Closing Day of the Show.

Well attended was the third and closing day of the show,

the unmistakable feature of which was Walter Christie's ex-

hibition mile in 53 seconds, a duplication of Barney Oldfield's

Peerless Green Dragon figures. Christie took two flings at

the mark, his first dustjwhirling circuit being :S4 1-5, when

he knew that the "Blue Streak" could easily equal the world's

record and perhaps lower it. The soft condition of the track

surface made the going a little uncertain, and rounding the.

WALTER CHRISTIE DOING HIS RECORD MILE.

WHERE THE BALLOON DESCENDED THURSDAY.
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turns the driver shut off power, once skidding dangerously

close to the fence. Christie again intends to try for a place

on the American team for the Vanderbilt race.

Ernest Keeler was the Oldsmobile winner of the vibration

test, spilling only three-eighths of an inch of water in the 200-

yards spring from a standing start. M. J. Wolfe, with an

Autocar, most successfully pulled 500 pounds of dead weight

200 yards. Louis R. Smith excelled with a Maxwell in the

runabout division of the obstacle event and A. L. Kull, with

a Wayne, was successful in the touring-car class. Ezra

Fitch was an easy winner as the best-equipped touring car

for a thirty-day trip, his White steamer carrying a complete

camping outfit. The balloon ascension was so long delayed

that the crowd didn't wait to see if it took place. Summary:

VIBRATION TEST.
Cars to go 200 yards from standing start on high gear, carrying

pall filled with water.
1. Oldsmobile, 28h.p.; driven by Ernest Keeler. Loss, 3-8 Inch.
2. Gobron-Brlllie, 35 h.p.; driven by E. Hansch. Loss, 3-4 Inch.
3. Wayne. 60 h.p.; driven by A. L. Kull. Loss. 6 1-4 Inches.

TRACTION TEST.
Hauling 500 lbs. dead load 200 yards.

1. Autocar, 24 h.p.; driven by A. H. Whiting :25 2.-5

2. Frayer-Miller, 24 h.p.; driven by F. Lawwell :28 4-5
3. White Steamer; driven by J. Bell :44 4-5

OBSTACLE RACE.
1. Maxwell, 10 h.p.; driven by Louis Smith :16
2. Wayne, 60 h.p.; driven by A. L. Kull :16 1-6
3. Autocar, 24 h.p.; driven by M. J. Wolfe :16 3-6

One-mile record trial by Walter Christie, driving the 100-h.p.
Christie front-drive racer. Time. 53 seconds.

SIDE VIEW 35-40-HORSEPOWKR MOTOR OF THE AMERICAN.

THE ENGINE OF THE AMERICAN.
There is an attractive dash of foreign style in the general ap-

pearance of the 35-40-horsepower touring car manufactured by the

American Motor Car Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., and exhibited at

the open-air show. The bonnet has a flat top and the body lines

are long and straight, giving the car a decidedly rakish look. The
four-cylinder vertical motor has its cylinders cast in pairs ; the

here is 49-16 inches and the stroke 5 inches. All the valves are

mechanically operated and, all being placed on the same side of

the engine, are operated by a single camshaft. The engine can be

accelerated to a maximum speed of nearly 1,500 revolutions a

minute. A sub-frame attached to the pressed steel main framing
carries the engine and the sliding gear transmission. The clutch

is a leather-faced cone working into the flywheel ; the leather fac-

ing is backed by springs to give smooth starting and avoid jerks

and jumping of the car when getting under way. Drive is by

propeller shaft and bevel gears, the propeller shaft being fitted

with two universal joints and running in ball bearings ; claw
clutches on the outer ends of the live rear axles engage with

counterpart clutches in the hubs of the rear wheels. The front

axle is of I-beam steel. Springs are semi-elliptic all round.

The regular service brakes are expanding rings on the rear

hubs, while the emergency brake is a constricting band on a drum
carried on the propeller shaft.

A RUNABOUT AT POPULAR FIGURES.

From time to time there are placed on the market automobiles

designed with a view to filling the persistent "long-felt want" for

a reliable smail machine at a low price, as automobile prices go.

One of the latest in this field is the Jewell $400 runabout, manu-

factured by the Forest City Motor Car Co., of Massillon, Ohio,

THE NEW JEWELL MODEL B RUNABOUT.

and exhibited for the first time at the Empire City track open-air

show by the Covell & Crosby Co., New York, Eastern agents.

The Jewell car follows, in a general way, the lines of the well-

known buggy, having a piano-box body with straight dash and

comparatively large wheels. The motor has a single cylinder of

4 l/i inches bore and 4 inches stroke, and is of the two-cycle type,

the piston receiving an impulse at every revolution of the shaft.

The motor is rated at 8 horsepower and is hung near the rear

axle with the cylinder head pointing backward. On an extension

of the crankshaft is mounted a two-speed and reverse planetary

transmission which drives to a countershaft hung below the en-

gine and carrying the differential gear. Final drive is by side

chains the rear wheels, revolving on a dead axle of I-beam sec-

tion steel. The front axle is also of I-beam steel. The engine

is water-cooled, the tubular radiator being suspended back of the

front axle. The frame is of rolled steel in a single piece, and to

it the engine and other parts are attached by means of steel brack-

TOP VIEW OF MOTOR OF JEWELL RUNABOUT.

ets riveted in place. The spring suspension is on the three-point
principle, there being two full elliptic springs in the rear and two
inverted semi-elliptic springs disposed crosswise in front Wheels
are of wood, 32 inches in diameter, fitted with cushion tires. The
wheelbase is 60 inches, the tread 46 inches, and the weight 700
pounds.
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WHAT DEAD HORSE HILL CLIMB SHOWED
By A. G. BATCHELDER.

Worcester, Mass., May 25.—Emphasizing in pronounced man-

ner the great strides in automobile advancement, was the deduc-

tion which the practical man would make from a study of the

score-sheet of the second annual climb of Dead Horse Hill. Once

this grade would have tested severely the capabilities of the motor-

driven vehicles; now the ascent is a jest for the lowest-powered

car sold.

Spectacular indeed was the ascent of the Vanderbilt Darracq,

but to the seeker of a staunch touring automobile the performances

of the stock cars supplied more interesting material. Up they

rushed—of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 horsepower—and not a one

faltered except a single luckless vehicle that veered into a gully

alongside the road. Of course, some did the upward journey

faster than others, but all met the task and the sum total told of

the marvelous progress of a gigantic industry.

In point of speed the honors went to the same owner and the

same driver as on the occasion of the first climb, managed so per-

fectly under the direction of Asa Goddard, now a Clevelander.

And right here it might be remarked that President John Cogh-

lin of the Worcester Automobile Club directed affairs in the same
vigorous vein as his predecessor, Chester Campbell assisting in

the accumulation of an overflowing entry.

A year ago it was S. B. Stevens' Mercedes with Campbell at

the wheel that excelled all others, its skyward mile being in 1 :09.

This time Mr. Stevens contributed the Darracq which won the

Vanderbilt Cup, and it did the trick again in the free-for-all, the

figures being 1 :02. A heavy rainstorm late Thursday afternoon

prevented the completion of the odds and ends of the too-long

program, and Referee Speare gave opportunity the following

morning for the wind-up. Campbell sent the noisy craft upward

in 1 :oi 2-5, and, after the regular events were concluded, in a

time trial bounded the mile in 59 seconds.

But much of the substantial glory of the climb fell to the

Stevens-Duryea "Big Sixes." One ascended in the "$3,000 lo

$S.ooo class" in 1:143-5, thereby taking first place, and then

another climbed in 1:10 in the heavyweight class, again a winner.

This same car minus its tonneau later was clocked in 1 :oo 2-5,

which meant second prize in the free-for-all.

Harding, pilot of the English Daimler which had triumphed

over the Stevens-Duryea at Wilkes-Barre, had to assent to second

honors in the heavyweight class, 2 seconds behind the "Big 6."

Hilliard and the Napier that won last year's Mount Washington

contest was a disappointed third in 1 :i4- The Darracq was a fail-

ure in this event, possibly because Campbell was anxious to reach

too quickly his third and highest speed. He had a hit-and-miss

ride in I -.34, which tells its own story.

The steamers had their innings in the middleweight class, in

which L. F. N. Baldwin guided one to the summit in 1:064-5, the

second place going to another Stanley driven by H. Ernest Rogers.

Neither of these participated in the free-for-all.

Fred Marriott, the steam king of the Ormond-Daytona meet, on

the day previous to the climb was credited with a fast effort in the

Stanley car said to have been constructed for the Vanderbilt Cup
race, though no entry for it has been filed yet. Marriott had some
difficulty in keeping the car on the road—which has a perceptible

crown—and his withdrawal from the events was reported to have

been due to fear of running into the crowd. Since thousands of

spectators did overrun the hill in a hazardous way, Marriott prob-

CAKPBELL MTD THE VARDBRBILT DARRACQ WHICH TOOK THE DEAD HORSE HILL HIGH-SPEED HONORS.
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ROADS ABOUT WERE LUTED WITH CARS. CAMPBELL AND COGHLIH. REFEREE SPEARE STUDIES THE PUZZLING PROGRAM.

ably exercised excellent judgment in not accepting the risk in-

volved.

Three women were prominent in the proceedings, Mrs. H. Er-

nest Rogers, of Newton, particularly so through three times win-

ning in her 10-horsepower Maxwell. Mme. Ella Des Roches

drove her Franklin in one event, and Mrs. E. L. Oppenheimer

rode in her Reo when it scored a winner. An injury prevented

her from being at the wheel, as she had originally intended. Sev-

eral women contented themselves with being passengers in the

competing cars.

With many varied events on the card there were, of course,

Exactly how to police an automobile road contest except with

a regiment or two of soldiers is a puzzle, for the onlookers will

insist upon spreading all over the highway. One driver, m com-
menting on the incaution of the observers, said

:

"I see people all over the road. I hope they will get out of the

way in time. If they do not, well, I must run them down, for

there are many more spectators who stand alongside the course

and deserve the safety which they are entitled to by not going on
the road as the others have done."

A roped road is one answer, but when the returns from a free

race are confined to entry fees and program, the necessary ex-

HOW AND THEN THE SPECTATORS TOOK POSSESSION.

many winners. The Reo appropriated two firsts, and its time in

another class was second best, H. J. Koehler and his Buick being

the combination that had gone faster. Ray Owen had gained the

idea that this particular Buick was not a regular stock car, and

he had communicated to the referee his impression, along with the

protest fee of $10. For some reason or other—mayhaps, he forgot

it—the driver whose car was protested at last accounts had not

taken the pains to clear up the matter for the referee.

The Napier, English Daimler, Berliet, De Dietrich, Pope-Hart-

ford, Corbin, Rambler, and Marmon were all first place cars, while

close up were a dozen other makes not previously mentioned

herein.

THE HIGH BANKS SERVED FOR GRANDSTANDS.

penses and prizes leave a small amount for such an extraordinary

outlay.

As is usually the case in a program which contains many
stock events, Referee Speare had considerable to do in the way
of passing upon protests; in fact, when this was written his work
was still unfinished. According to the amateur rule of the

A. A. A. it would seem that several who are credited with first

places would lose their positions under a strict reading of the

amateur definition. In the event for cars costing from $3,000 to

$5,000, the English Daimler, listed at $9,000, will probably bo re-

placed by the Columbia of John Shepard. Jr., and there are other
likely alterations in the official list.

R. E. TRAISER AND HIS WINNING NAPIER. BALD IN COLUMBIA. THE FORMIDABLE-LOOKING AIR-COOLED PRKMTKR.
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HANCOCK STARTING THE STEVENS-DURYEA "6."

I
-

% ' ******

HARDING. IN ENGLISH DAIMLER. AT ATTENTION.

F. E WING AND MARMON WINNER.

DEAD HORSE SUMMARY.
WORCESTER CHAMPIONSHIP.
Make and driver CyHP Time

Stanley, H. F. Grainger 2 20 1:31
Pierce, M. P. Whittall. .4 46 2:01
Pope-Hartford. M. E.
Dixon 4 26 2:16

STEAM STOCK CARS.
Stanley, Baldwin 20 1:26

GASOLINE. STOCK. PRICE. $860.

Maxwell, Mrs. H. E.
Rogers 2 10 3:31

Maxwell, Ralph Coburn2 10 3:45 2-6
Crawford. Crawford 2 10 4:04 1-6

AMATEUR; STOCK CARS: 3860.

Maxwell, Mrs. Rogers.. 2 10 3:23 2-6
Maxwell, Ralph Coburn2 10 3:46
GASOLINE STOCK : 3860 TO SI, 261.
Buick. H. J. Koehler*. .2 22 1:62
Reo, R. M. Owen 2 16 2:01 2-5
Bulck, B. N. Crockett.. 2 22 2:11

'Protested, claimed not to be stock
car.

AMATEURS: GASOLINE, STOCK:
$860 TO $1,260.

Reo. Pope 2 16 1:68 2-6
Buick, M. P. Whittall.. 2 22 2:41
Reliance, W. H. Baker. 2 22 4:04
GASOLINE, STOCK: $1,260 TO $2,000.
Buick. B. F. Crockett.. 2 22 2:35 1-5
Crawford. Weatherbee.4 24-28 2:56 1-6
Maxwell. Stockbridge. .2 16 3:26 1-5
Queen, R. Drlscoe 4 26-28 ditched
AMATEURS; STOCK: $1,260 TO $2,000.
Reo, Thomas 2 16 2:11 2-5
Crawford, Poor 4 24-28 3:12 1-5
Franklin, Mme. Des
Roches 4 12 3:36

GASOLINE. STOCK: $2,000 TO $3,000.
Pope-Hartford. Grady.. 4 20-25 1:50
Maxwell, Kelsey 4 35 1:67 2-5
Columbia. Barrett 4 24-28 2:06 1-5

AMATEURS; STOCK: $2,000 TO $3,000.

Marmon, Emerson 4 30 2:26 2-6

GASOLINE OR STEAM. STOCK:
$2,000 TO $3,000.

Rambler, Wilson 4 36 2:16 4-5
Marmon, Wing 4 30 2:24 2-6

GASOLINE, STOCK; $3,000 TO $6,000.

Stevens-Duryea, Dur-
yea 6 60 1:14 3-5

Columbia, Bald 4 35 2:00
Thomas, Miller 4 60 2:04 3-5
Pope-Toledo, Elliott.... 4 40 2:05 2-6

AMATEURS; STOCK: $3,000 TO $6,000.

Eng. Daimler, Harding 4 35-40 1:16
Columbia, J. Shepard,
Jr 4 40-45 1:64 4-5

Pope-Toledo, Elliott.... 4 36-40 2:15
Pierce, Whittall 4 45 ditched
GASOLINE, STOCK: $6,000 AND

OVER.
Napier, R. E. Traiser..6 60 1:37 4-6
Fiat, E. Hill, Jr 4 60 1:38 2-5

AMATEURS; GASOLINE: MORE
THAN $6,000.

De Dietrich, HardlngV4 80 1:19 1-6
Eng. Daimler. Stevens. 4 35-40 1:24 1-6
•Protested account being stripped.

GASOLINE CARS, HEAVT-WEIGHT.
Stevens Duryea, Rem-
ington 6 60 1:10

Eng. Daimler, Harding 4 36-40 1:12
Napier, HilUard 4 80 1:14
Pope-Hartford, Grady.. 4 26 1:28 1-5
Darracq. Campbell 4 80 1:34
Columbia. Maxim 4 24-28 1:36

CARS 851 TO 1,432 POUNDS:
Stanley. Baldwin 20 1:06 4-6
Stanley, Rogers 20 1:13 2-5
Columbia, Maxim 4 24 1:36
Bulck, Kohler 2 22 1:43 4-6

STOCK CARS, 551 TO 861 POUNDS:
Maxwell. Mrs. H. E.
Rogers 2 10 3:02

Maxwell. Coburn 2 10 3:13

CAR8 WEIGHING OVER 2,204
POUNDS:

Darracq. Campbell 4 80 1:01 2-6
Berliet, Gray 4 60 1:16
Rambler, Wilson 4 35 1:58 2-6

FREE-FOR-ALL CLASS:
Darracq. Camiib-11 4 80 1:02
Stevens-Duryea. Han-
cock 6 50 1:09 2-6

Napier. Hilliard 4 80 1:13 2-6
Premier, Moore S 100 1:37

OPEN TO ALL GASOLINE CARS:
Darracq, Campbell 4 80 1:02 1-6
Berliet. Gray 4 60 1:19 1-5
De Dietrich, Downey.. 4 80 1:23 2-6
Rambler. Wilson 4 35 2:06

SPECIAL RUNABOUT CLASS:
Corbin. Markel 4 24 1:57 2-6
Sorbin, Kimball 4 24 • 1:59 4-5
Frayer. Miller. Burrage4 24 . 2:42

MOTOR CYCLES: J.
Indian, Kellogg... 1\ . 4:16 2-5
Indian. F. Hoyt IV 1:17
Marsh-Metz, A. Hoyt.. 1% 1:17 3-6

A NOTABLE WINNER: POPE-HARTFORD.

B. W. GRAY AND THE BERLIET.

A RAMBLER THAT SUCCEEDED.
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APPERSON WINS INDIANA CUMB.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 24.—Up the smooth but dusty Glen

Valley Hill, forty-two motor-driven vehicles climbed this after-

noon, some to victory, others to defeat, but all gamely, and no

car made a record of which it need be ashamed.

There was some delay in getting started. A yokel midway up

the hill hung his coat on the wires, and it was not until after 3

o'clock that' the starter announced : "Car coming !"

"JAP" CLEMENS, A RATIONAL GLEN VALLEY CLIMBER.

Those at the top gathered on the hillsides that formed a natural

amphitheater, strained their eyes to see who was coming, and a

few seconds later Edgar Apperson shot over the tape in a 40-

horsepower Apperson. The time was 31 1-5 seconds, a lively pace

for the first contestant to set, for none of the others in all of

the events was able to touch the mark.

Unfortunately it was impossible to get the hill for exclusive

use, and frequently it was necessary to hold a car for an in-

stant while flagmen stopped some farmer and his slow-going

horses before they could block the right of way. But the farmers,

without exception, were good natured, and in no instance refused

the request to wait a few minutes. Summary :

FREE-FOR-ALL CONTEST FOR OWNERS.
40 hjj. ; Edgar Apperson,

.; W. L. Carr, drive
driver.

ver
driver

31 3-5
41 2-5
42

Apperson. 40 h.p. ; Edgar
Buick. 20 h.t> - ~

National. 35-40 h.p.; Wall,

RUNABOUTS, WEIGHING UNDER 1,432 POUNDS.
Franklin, 12 h.p. ; S. W. Elston, driver :36 3-6
Franklin, 12 h.p.; Harry Stutts, driver :53 4-6
Cadillac, 10 h.p.; Davidson, driver :57 4-6

RUNABOUTS, WEIGHING 1,432 TO 2,204 POUNDS.
Premier. 16 h.p.; Waltman, driver :42
Bulck. 20 h.p.; Whittle, driver :42
Premier, 24 h.p.; Brown, driver :43 1-5

STARTING FROM BOTTOM OF DEAD HORSE HILL.

THOMAS AND REO TOP OF DEAD HORSE HILL.

TOURING CARS, WEIGHING 1,432 TO 2,204 POUNDS.
1. Stoddard-Dayton. 30-35 h.p.; Frank L Moore, driver :36 2-5
2. Buick, 22 h.p.; Whittle, driver :46

TOURING CARS, WEIGHING OVER 2.204 POUNDS.
1. Marmon, 30 h.p.; Howard Marmon, driver :40 4-5
2. National, 36-40 h.p.; Clemens, driver :45 4-5
3. Peerless, 28-30 h.p.; Stutts. driver :47 2-5

STOCK CARS, LISTED $860 AND UNDER.
1. Leader, 16 h.p.; Cherry, driver :60 3-5
2. Maxwell, 10 h.p.; Willis, driver 1:00 3-5

STOCK CARS, LISTED FROM $860 TO $1,500.

1. Buick, 20 h.p.; Whittle, driver :37 2-6
2. Premier, 16 h.p.; Wellsman. driver :40 3-5
3. Leader, 20 h.p.; Cherry, driver :42

STOCK CARS, COSTING $1,600 TO $2,000.

1. Franklin, 12 h.p.; Elston, driver :3» 1-5
2. Lambert, 30 h.p.; Lambert, driver :42 4-6
3. Premier. 20 h.p. ; Hammond, driver :43 $-5

STOCK CARS. LISTED FROM $2,000 TO $3,000.

1. Stoddard-Dayton, 36 h.p.; Moore, driver :32 1-5
2. Marmon, 30 h.p. ; Howard Marmon, driver :36 3-6
3. National, 36 h.p.; Clemens, driver :38 4-8

STOCK CARS. COSTING OVER $3,000.

1. Apperson, 40 h.p.; Edgar Apperson, driver :33
2. Peerless. 28-30 h.p. ; Harry Stutts, driver :46 2-5

MRS. ROGERS EN ROUTE UPWARD IN MAXWELL.

POPE-TOLEDO WINS PRINCETON CLIMB.
Princeton, N. J., May 25.—F. Brooke, in a 35-hors«power Pope-

Toledo, was the fastest, performer in the Princeton Automobile
Club's hill climb to-day, conducted up the road that runs between
the canal and the campus, with a grade of about 5 per cent. The
winner's time was 58 3-5 seconds ; S. L. Crawford did the trip m
1 :03 with an Indian motorcycle, and S. Morton, 16-horsepower
Locomobile, was credited with 1 :2s.
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BALL BEARINGS—GOOD, BAD, AND INDIFFERENT
By HENRY HESS.»

LONG ago— longer than I like to contemplate— I was intro-

duced to ball bearings as a rider of the high bicycle. That
bicycle had plain cone bearings, as the makers thought them bet-

ter than ball bearings. Years later I was fortunately preserved

from embarking in the business of making bicycles by the fail-

ure of the parties who were supposed to swing the financial end.

The preparation for that venture naturally included the ball

bearing. Again a kindly fate intervened in the shape of a dras-

tic turn down of my propositions, as "old, old, very old," by one

of our leading and still existing bicycle concerns, tempered by
an acknowledgment of the fact that a contemplation of then ex-

isting ball and roller bearings made it a pardonable conclusion

that instruction in first principles was much needed. For years

that settled ball bearings with me; yet now again ball bearings

are with me eating and drinking, waking and sleeping.

Principle Upon Which the Ball Bearing Is Built

So long as the surface of the ground and the bottom of a

plank are parallel there is no tendency to either press the rollers

between, apart or together, no matter what the load that is car-

ried. Now these two parallel surfaces may be considered as

circles of infinite radius. Shorten up the radii of the two sur-

faces, strike the circles from a common center, fill the space be-

tween with rollers or balls, and we have the roller bearing of

to-day in general ; now why should there be any pressure between
the adjacent rollers or balls due to and therefore proportional to

the load ? Yet the Patent Office, the woods and Wall Street are

full of just such constructions and schemes. Try a simple ex-

periment with any bearing—separate the balls at the top, bring

them together at the bottom and press down as hard as possible

on the inner race ! There will be no wedging apart whatever of

the bottom balls nor a bringing together of the top ones.

When the Deutsche Waffen und Munitionsfabriken decided

that they had been sold a gold brick by the plausible gentleman

who exchanged misinformation as to ball bearing design for a

quantity of coin, they tried out all sorts of shapes. It was found

that the friction was least when balls rolled between surfaces of

straight-line cross section with only one point of contact with

each surface. Next in order came similar surfaces with two and
three point contact. For four-point contact the friction increase

for similar loads was very marked, no doubt because of the diffi-

culty in producing and maintaining under load the correct rela-

tion of the contact surfaces and the centers of revolution of the

balls individually and as a planetary system around the shaft

center.

Taking up the load-carrying capacity and friction together, it

was found that the friction was lowest when the balls were sup-

ported in races having straight-line cross sections and with a

single point of contact with each race, such point of contact lying

in a plane at right angles to the axis of the shaft. It was
further found that for a correctly arranged three-point bearing,

again having straight-line cross sections of the race, the friction

was about 50 per cent higher and the load-carrying capacity

about the same. With four-point contacts and straight-line

cross sections the carrying capacity was also found to be as be-

fore, but the friction considerably higher than theoretical con-

siderations indicated. Experimenting with races of different

curvature, it was found that the carrying capacity increased with

such curvature. Though the stressed particle in the race is the

same whether the race have a straight-line or a curved cross sec-

tion, there is still an important difference. Failure of such par-

ticle shows itself, first, by a flaking out, as is characteristic of

practically all materials of any hardness. In the straight-line

cross section this stressed particle can be easily flaked out,

•A paper read before the first general meeting of the Society of Automobile
Engineers in New York.

whereas in a curved cross section there is a wedge of material at

either side which supports this stressed particle so that it cannot

be forced out. The greater the curvature, that is to say, the

smaller the radius of curvature, the better will this stressed par-

ticle be supported and consequently the greater will be the carry-

ing capacity.

Curved Section Must Never Depart from Its Radius.

As in every mechanism the weakest link in a chain fixes the

strength of the entire element, so it is in a ball bearing. If for

any reason whatever the general curved cross section is at some
place converted into a straight-line section, the carrying capacity

of the bearing will be governed by such straight-line section, pro-

vided that is brought under the load. Many forms of bearings

have been devised in which the balls are filled through side open-

ings, all of which involve such change in cross section and conse-

quently a lessening of the load-carrying capacity. The only ex-

ception is a construction due to Riebe, in which the filling open-

ing is confined to one race only and the continuity of the race

restored by a suitable clip in the larger size and a filling screw in

the smaller size. In this type the filling opening would be, by

means of keyways or pockets and keys or screwheads on the race,

retained at the unloaded side of the journal, that is to say, until

some chauffeur or repairman saw fit to knock off such key of

screwhead. Manifestly, in that type of bearing in which a filling

opening is cut into both races, one or other of these must neces-

sarily, once in each revolution, pass under the load and so limit

the carrying capacity of the bearing.

Complete Unit Bearing Inviting Field for Inventors.

The general idea of making a ball bearing that will handle as

a complete unit has proven a very inviting field to many inventors

after the success of the original type was demonstrated. Conse-

quently the filling methods, chiefly from the side, are many and

various. All, however, involve an interference with correct action.

Some have carried the filling cut tangent to the base of the race, or

ball track, and thus form an edge at this point on which the balls

strike or catch as they pass. Rounding over this edge does not do

away with the difficulty, although it makes the catch less promi-

nent when the bearing is rotated slowly. Bearings of this type,

run at high speeds, will show that the balls catch at the opening

and then bounce and strike the race quite a sharp blow, then

rebound again, striking another blow, until this action gradually

dies out in about one-third of a circumference. I have seen many
such bearings in which this action was plainly shown by depres-

sions sharply defined close to the filling opening and gradually

dying further along.

Other inventors sought to avoid the loss in carrying capacity

due to the side filling opening by not carrying this quite down to

the base of the race way or ball track and relied on springing the

outer race outward and the inner race inward while forcing in the

last ball. Naturally this, in hard material, results in a crumbling

of the edge over which the ball is forced close to the actual track,

or, if the material is not so hard, some of it is forced inward and

forms a projection that in turn interferes with the action of the

balls and produces a striking point, resulting in phenomena simi-

lar to those already mentioned. With all such unclosed side-

filling openings there is, of course, always a more or less pro-

nounced tendency for a ball to come out under any intentional or

accidental endwise load.

One inventor has sought to prevent this tendency of balls to

come out through the filling opening by inclining the filling open-

ing in the two races in opposite directions so that, to fill, the races

must be slightly rotated with reference to one another. That un-

questionably attains the end sought, but does not prevent the

catching of the balls at the inner edges of these openings. An-
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other inventor has recognized this bad feature of the balls catch-

ing at the filling openings and has therefore on one side cut away
his stock in both races almost to the bottom of the race and fills

in his entire series of balls by pressing them through the annu-

lar opening thus formed slightly narrower than the diameter of

a ball .That device, however, brings in all of the bad features of

the already described similar one-ball-at-a-time side-filling open-

ing. Further than that, it follows that if a bearing is assembled

by end-thrust in one direction, an end-thrust in the opposite direc-

tion will again dismember it and so render a bearing of that char-

acter totally unfit for such places as automobile hubs, behind the

bevel pinion or gears, or wherever end-thrust may be present.

Friction, Destructive Wear, Causes and Remedies.

The bearing invented by Riebe was mentioned before and is

the old D. W. F. full type. That bearing had all of the faults

common to any full type of bearing, but avoided most of those

with side-filling openings due to its side-filling opening being con-

fined to one race only so that it could be located at the unloaded

side of the journal and so do away with the weakening effect.

As before mentioned, the edge interference of the filling opening

was also done away with by a restoration of the continuity of the

race by a filling piece. So long as load is uniform, as speed is

uniform, as the load is not eccentrically applied and as neither

shaft nor housing deflects, there will be no interference of the

balls with one another. If these various conditions are not ful-

filled the balls will interfere with one another with consequences

that become more and more serious as loads and speeds are in-

creased. Such consequences show themselves not only in an in-

crease in friction, but also by a relatively early destruction of balls

and races. By elastically separating the balls all of these various

interferences are prevented. Although the introduction of such

elastic separators necessarily lessens the total number of balls, yet

the actual carrying capacity of the bearing is not decreased, be-

cause the full capacity of the balls may be realized and they may
therefore be loaded to a considerably higher point and run at

higher speeds than is possible with the full type except under

conditions that are ideally perfect, but that are very rarely indeed

attained in actual practice. Making these elastic separators cor-

respond to about a ball diameter permitted a construction doing

away entirely with all side-Ailing openings and so getting races

of absolutely uniform cross section with no weak point and no

interfering points anywhere in their circumference, therefore

doing away also with all necessity for paying any attention what-

ever to the direction of the load or for in any way angularly fixing

a race with reference to such direction. This latest improvement
in ball bearings may be broadly characterized as a ball bearing

having absolutely unbroken races of similar cross section on each

side of a plane taken at right angles to the axis of the shaft with

balls elastically separated and capable of acting individually with-

out material interference under such adverse conditions as deflect-

ing shafts or mountings, or sharp load or sharp speed variations,

having no filling openings or cuts of any character and forming

a single complete unit when assembled. But not only must a ball

bearing be properly designed as to form, but the material also

must be properly selected. All of the old ideas prevalent as to

bearings and to wear must be dropped.

An ordinary or plain bearing changes size by a gradual wearing

away of the particles. Such wear is not detrimental unless carried

too far so that the play, or looseness, becomes too great. Such
looseness may then be taken up by some one of many well-known

and good devices for that purpose. In a ball bearing, however,

there is no such thing as a wear, unless in the presence of sharp

cutting grit, which, needless to say, should always be excluded.

If the bearing is made of hard material and overloaded there will

be a destruction of the surfaces of both balls and races by the

flaking out of small particles of material. When once this has

started it goes on at an increasingly rapid rate. If the material of

the balls or races is too soft there will be a condensation and, of

course, also a loss of correct shape, so that, instead of the orig-

inal point contact, there will be surface contact and the rolling

action be converted into a sliding action. The bearing then ap-

proaches the conditions of a plain sliding journal with entirely

insufficient supporting surfaces. A compensation for wear in a

ball bearing is an impractical matter, unless new surfaces could be

brought into play. No conceivable, or at least no form of bearing

heretofore brought out, can have or has such adjusting devices.

It follows logically that the material of the ball bearing should be

so selected that it will have no appreciable wear or change of

shape, at least during the amortization life of the machine in con-

nection with which it is employed. That necessitates the use of

exceedingly hard materials, which at the same time must be

tough. A very high degree of finish, the production of which at

the same time does not interfere with the truth of the surfaces, is

also a prime requisite, since even small roughnesses will soon be

battered down by the rolling action of the balls and will result in

an early destruction of the bearing. Carefully conducted experi-

ments have shown that the difference between a mirror-like polish

and a grinding finish that would be called very good indeed by

high-class mechanics, is as three or four to one in the life of a

bearing under similar conditions of a load, speed and material.

Granting that a bearing of proper shape and of proper material

is employed, yet selection must also be governed by experience of

a carrying capacity of various sizes of balls in connection with

various race diameters and conditions of load and speed or shock

peculiar to various mechanisms. There is no magic whatever,

even in the initials D. W. F. or H. B. stamped on a bearing, that

will make a 500-pound bearing stand up under 5,000-pounds load,

or that will make a bearing that is good under a uniform load

stand up under a similar load on, for instance, a railway axle or

in the hub of an automobile.

Capacity for Enduring End Thrust and Heavy .Work.

The end-thrust carrying capacity of two-point annular bearings

is frequently doubted. When the German company first made up

this bearing they, from purely theoretical reasons, assumed that

they were not suited for receiving end-thrust and confined their

recommendations to radial loads only. A series of experiments

demonstrated to their very great surprise that the bearings not

only would carry end-thrust, but also a very considerable amount

In fact, it was found that in what they call their light and medi-

um-weight series one pound of end-thrust was the equivalent of

between three and four pounds of radial load ; that is to say, that

a bearing that was rated at 1,200-pounds radial load capacity could

safely take end-thrust alone up to 300 or 400 pounds. A satisfac-

tory theoretical explanation of this peculiar fact has not yet been

found, but the fact itself has been demonstrated since in practice

by many thousands of bearings.

One of the hardest worked journals in any piece of mechanism

is on the crankshaft of a gasoline engine. That ball bearings

should stand for service such as this is little short of marvelous,

yet that they do do so, at least as regards the D. W. F. or H. B..

is sufficiently proven by the experience of such concerns as Hotch-

kiss. which uses them, not only on the main bearings, but also in

the connecting rods ; by Daimler's Mercedes, who has employed

them for their 70-horsepower racing machines, and then for their

70-horsepower regular cars, and now also uses them for their

regular 40-horsepower touring machines. Besides these concerns

mentioned, many others use these bearings on the crankshafts,

more particularly at the end bearings, among whom are C G. V.,

Bollee and many others.

Now I can say that until quite recently I was personally about

as sceptical as well could be regarding the merits of ball bearings

for heavy work—not bicycles and sewing machines. While en-

gaged in building machine tools in Berlin, I was compelled by a

large customer to put ball bearings into the steps of heavy pro-

jectile turning lathes for him, he taking the responsibility for the

make specified and used by him also under 8-inch naval gun-

mounts with high angle fire. That experience prompted further

use, and finally my resignation and return to my native shores,

the proud possessor of the privilege of making my compatriots

share with me in the benefits of a full knowledge of D. W. F.

ball bearings.
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PURDUE TESTING PLANT.
Lafayette, Ind., May 28.—Realizing the importance of the au-

tomobile from both commercial and pleasure standpoints, Purdue
University added an automobile course of instruction. Although

it has been in existence only a short time, it has already proven

to be one of the most popular courses offered by the university,

which is a state institution. At present the plant for the testing

of automobiles is located in the locomotive engineering laboratory,

and is a part of that school. It was designed some time ago by
W. F. Goss, head of the Purdue Schools of Engineering; W. O.

Teague, and Prof. J. R. McCool, the construction of the plant

being similar to the lines followed in the locomotive testing plant.

An automobile of any type can be mounted on the mechanism
that constitutes the testing apparatus, and while thus mounted can

be operated, its driving wheels being carried by the supporting

wheels of the plant, the wheels being upon an axle which re-

volves in fixed bearings. In such a position the automobile is

held by a connection with a traction dynamometer located at the

rear of the automobile. The supporting wheels of the plant are

turned against a resistance, the value of which may be varied

as desired, and whatever the resistance may be it appears as a

stress on the drawbar, and the resistance is regulated by a fric-

tion brake. Thus an automobile may be made to pull as little

or as much on the dynamometer as desired, running under either

a light or heavy load.

In testing, the horsepower delivered is equal to the pull upon

the dynamometer in pounds, multiplied by the space passed over

in one minute by the automobile driving wheel divided by 33,000,

the space passed over being found by determining the number of

revolutions of the supporting wheel, which is of fixed diameter.

So complete is the testing plant that a friction brake nn

the axle of the supporting wheels absorbs the energy de-

livered while motor-driven pressure blower forces air through
adjustable piping for cooling the radiators of either gasoline

or steam cars. The plant has met expectations.

CONNECTICUT'S SHORE ROAD.
New London, Conn., May 21.—To automobile tourists the

plans of the Connecticut highway commissioner, J. A. Mac-

donald, are of peculiar importance. He has been for several

years engaged on a plan to complete, in as short time as pos-

sible, two main trunk lines across the State—one along the

Long Island Sound shore, and the other branching off from

New Haven and running north to Springfield, Mass. The
shore route, however, is the more popular for tourists going

east to the watering places, to Newport, New London, Prov-

idence or Boston. The work done this spring has put this

road in better condition than it has ever been, and with the

exception of a few short stretches in the vicinity of Green-

wich and near the Connecticut river, this shore road affords

enjoyable riding, with almost a constant view of the waters

of Long Island Sound. Only the inadequate facilities for

ferriage over the Connection river are liable to prove the

least troublesome, though the United States steamboat in-

spectors from New London recently ordered changes

to be made in the ferryboat running between Say-

brook and Lyme which will rather enlarge the ac-

commodations on that small craft. With a new and

larger ferryboat now plying across the Thames river at

New London, the tourist will be fully accommodated at

quarter-hour intervals. Once across the Thames river, the

tourist has an uninterrupted stretch of good road to Provi-

dence, 64 miles. Short stretches and hilly sections between

New London and Stonington which have been in poor con-

dition for years, were taken in hand by the highway depart-

ment this spring and local automobilists report them in

first-class shape. Touring over the shore route has opened
earlier than usual, according to the statements of hotelkeepers

in this city, who say they never before accommodated as

many touring parties during April and early May as this year.

AUTOMOBILE TESTING MECHANISM IN THE ENGINEERING LABORATORY OF PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYETTE, IND
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AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR TOURING COURSE
By ROBERT BRUCE.

OPINIONS will naturally differ widely upon any subject of this

kind, but probably the consensus of opinion among Ameri-

can autoists would favor as America's most popular touring

course the east side route along the Hudson river between New
York and Albany. This trip is approximately 160 miles and rich

in point of scenic and historic interest.

However, this is only one of the two complete highway sys-

tems which skirt the Hudson between the Metropolitan district

and the capital city and its near neighbor, Troy. But it is the

most used and undoubtedly the better thoroughfare of the two,

in great part the old Albany post road. When the railroad was
built through to the North and West, it made the horse-drawn

coach service unprofitable for long up-and-down trips. Of the

old-time taverns some have survived, and are now entertaining

automobilists as they did the less- fortunately mounted travelers

of long ago.

The Advantages of the East Side Route.

The East side line divides almost equally at Poughkeepsie, the

largest intermediate city, where will be found by far the best

facilities on the route. Most of the other towns and cities pro-

vide comfortable accommodations, both in respect to hotels and

garages. Signboards, while numerous, are not yet of a regularly

complete order, compelling one to keep his own lookout, more or

less, from beginning to end. However, with a little experience

it becomes an easy matter to dis-

tinguish the Post Road from the

innumerable short lines that cross

it. Ordinarily a much more diffi-

cult task is to pick out the one

cross line necessary to reach some

particular place.

The situation of New York City

on an* island, whose most con-

venient exits are across the Har-

lem river into the "V"-shaped dis-

trict between, the lower Hudson
and the nearer edge of Long Is-

land Sound, has been of special

advantage to the East side route.

Though equally interesting both

scenically and historically, the

West side is separated from the

hrgest center of population all

the way by the Hudson river,

crossed only by ferries, the results

of which are seen in the more

sparsely-settled country and the

much smaller rail and road travel.

Along the East bank are clus-

tered scores of country seats

which gradually improving roads

and better automobiles are bring-

ing closer to New York.

When, two or three years ago,

the proposition was much agi-

tated to construct a through

highway from the Atlantic sea-

board to the head of Lake Michi-

gan, Colonel John Jacob Astor

offered to subscribe $10,000 toward

the work of the New York-Chi-

cago Road Association, provided

that the route of the proposed

highway should be carried up the

Fast side instead of up the West
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side, as then recommended by that association. For the time

being that project dozes, but it will undoubtedly be revived and

put through in time.

A Natural Gateway to the West.

The Hudson river route will

undoubtedly be a factor also in

shaping even the transcontinental

highways of the more distant fu-

ture, and all the influence of New
England will be in favor of it By
means of various popular routes

most of its territory is tributary

to the Hudson river valley. Travel

and traffic between these six

States and the West stand in

precisely the same relation to the

river as travel and traffic from

New York City, it must cross at

some point or other.

Pleasure travel, like established

commerce, finds its natural way

to the West through the Albany

and Troy gateways. Above, the

Adirondacks form a natural bar-

rier; below, the Catskills par-

Copyright, 1906, Class"Journal Co.

tially shut off the way. But

through the Mohawk valley, cen-

tral and western New York to

Buffalo and beyond, there is prac-

tically a water level across north-

ern Ohio and northern Indiana to

the head of Lake Michigan. Na-

ture evidently intended that this

should be the way of ways be-

tween the East and the West.

Most of the sight-seeing on the

East side up-trip is usually done

between the Harlem river and

Peekskill, on the West side down-

trip between Newburgh and New
York. The middle third will av-

erage, fine driving, with fewer

places, of historic note, but plenty

of interesting" scenery. The upper

third is comparatively flat and un-

attractive, mostly thinly-settled

farming country. From New York

to Albany, or from Albany to

New York, the Hudson is some-

times close by, but usually the

through routes follow the roads

along the higher bank.

End-to-end tours in either di-

rection are frequently made in

one day, but this is difficult to do

when much time is given to sight-

seeing. For convenience, the

Hudson river valley is often di-

vided broadly into the d) lower,

(2) middle and (3) upoer dis-

tricts; and these may ordinarilv

be considered as about equal with

respect to time and mileage. Side

trips, of which there are very

many, must, of course, be calcu-

lated separately.
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Safety of the Course.

Considered as a whole, auto-

mobiling through this section

—

which is literally the front door

of the Metropolitan district—is as

safe as any other portion of equal

area in the United States; and
yet accidents of various kinds are

reported at more or less frequent

intervals. In most cases these are

due to personal unfamiliarity of

the operator with the character of

the country, especially strangers

making their first tour this way.

Aside from a few places in the

Highlands between Ossining and
Fishkill, the grades along the

East side of the Hudson are not

bothersome, and may be taken

with perfect safety by properly

equipped touring cars. Nelson

Hill, just above Peekskill, the

worst on the route and the special

dread of former years, has been

entirely eliminated by the new
road built around the east side

of it; and everything else on the

entire line can be ascended or de-

scended practically without

trouble. Stalled cars, except from

breakage or lack of fuel, have

become a rarity on the whole of

this route.

Special Dangers to Avoid.

Observation and experience ex-

tending over a considerable period

of time have led to the conclusion

that the special dangers noted in

the following paragraphs are

chiefly to be looked for in the

trip up or down the Hudson river.

1. Grade Crossings—There are

innumerable and at times partic-

ularly atrocious, mostly over rail-

road tracks, but trolley tracks are

growing rapidly in number. The
thoroughfares up some distance

from the water-front, and usu-

ally on higher ground, do not have

as many grade crossings as the

lower roads. This fact is a boon

to through travel, but it is to be

reckoned with every time the

autoist uses any one of the ferries

between Nyack and Albany.

The grade crossings most to be

feared are naturally the main

tracks of the New York Central

railroad, which are literally cov-

ered with traffic at all hours of

the day and night. Trains run-

ning frequently at sixty miles or

more per hour are likely at any

moment to sweep around a curve,

perhaps not over a quarter-mile

away, and in a twinkling of an

eye pick up anything that may
happen to be crossing the tracks.

Most of these crossings are guard-

ed by a "tender," and some of them

are equipped with gates ; but these

are only a semi-security. Particularly in the vicinity of New
York City, where suburban trains add to the volume of the

traffic, there is practically no assurance of safety, and the best

results come from the exercise of good judgment at all times.

2. Steep Descents to the River Front—The fact that the

best route along the East side of the Hudson follows an upper

course somewhat back from the river, rather than the actual

waterfront, necessarily creates a number of steep descents in

order to reach the many points which nestle along the Hudson,

especially in the suburban district If an autoist not well ac-

quainted with the route chances to turn into one of these steep

byways unawares, he is much more apt to lose control of his car

than under any other circumstances of his trip.

These steep roads are usually doubly dangerous because they

are not only short, but because they come to an abrupt end at

the water's edge, in the meantime crossing a network of tracks.

In two or three instances parties who have lost their way at night

have been brought to grief on the railroad tracks.

In June, 1904, a chauffeur lost his way and a party of five was

carried down one of the steep grades near Kingsbridge. The
machine slid down the hill at a terrific pace to the edge of the

railroad tracks, which were theoretically protected by gates; but

an automobile making such a descent cannot be stopped by any-

thing of that kind. A passenger train was coming down on the

northbound track and a fast freight going up on the southbound

track. After breaking through the gates, the heavy car stopped

with locked brakes on the northbound track, when the occupants

jumped out and succeeded in saving their lives by lying down
between the rails, while the two trains smashed the car into a

shapeless mass. At very few of these places is the river or the

tracks in view before one is actually upon them.

3. Collisions—.For most of the 76 miles between New York
and Poughkeepsie the way is deeply shaded by rows of large trees

on either side of the road. For many miles, too, electric lights

are scattered along this course ; so that the way is not clear even

on moonlight nights, while on dark nights every caution is neces-

sary. In making this run by night particular care should be

taken to avoid collisions as well as turns onto wrong roads.

A Roadside Danger—The entire Hudson river district is

subject to frequent heavy rainstorms, with the result that gullies,

some of them very deep and rough, are frequently worn across

the road in a very short time. This is particularly the case along

the actual waterfront. When a severe storm has worn bad

places on the hillsides above the river, a sudden and unexpected

drop of the front wheel into one of these gullies might cause the

car to "turn turtle," and the end of that operation might find

operator and his passengers at the bottom of a steep ravine or

along the railroad track at the bottom of the grade.

When these gullies have worn down in an unusual manner, the

local authorities frequently erect what are supposed to be guard

posts, one post on either side of the gully and a board nailed be-

tween them. Once in a while these connected posts will be set

in one or two feet from the normal outer edge of the road. Of
course these are easily enough avoided in the daytime or by a

horse at night, but an automobile running at speed in the twilight

or after dark might have as a result one of the most unhappy

collisions possible. Especially if the shock of contact with the

post should overturn the car, it would be likely to fall in the down
direction and make an exceedingly rough landing.

A prominent citizen of Scarboro-on-the-Hudson about a year

ago appealed to the Automobile Club of America to call the

attention of its members and the touring public generally to the

exceedingly dangerous corner on Broadway (Albany post road)

in Scarboro, a small residence place between Tarrytown and

Ossining. This corner is in front of the Presbyterian church,

where the Briarcliff road and the road to the Scarboro railroad

station intersect Broadway. The approach to Broadway is

masked on the one hand by a high brick wall, and the road is

downgrade, and on the other hand by a sharp curve. Several

serious accidents have narrowly been averted at this point

Tourists will do well to observe the warning signs.
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SOME REQUIREMENTS OF CARBURETER DESIGN
By E. T. BIRDSALL. M E •

EVER since the idea of using a vaporized or gasified liquid

fuel in the internal-combustion engine was suggested, the

device for preparing the fuel for use in the engine has been a

subject for much thought and study. Numberless designers more

or less insufficiently armed with the proper experience, knowledge

and data for the task, have undertaken to solve the problem with

varying results. As long as the principal requirement was to

furnish fuel to engines working under a practically constant load

and speed and fuel was cheap, the defects of the early carbureters

were not such as to interfere seriously with the operation of the

engine. Other troubles, such, for example, as ignition, occupied

so much of the operator's time, that the carbureter, so long as it

worked at all, was neglected.

In the following remarks it is assumed that the engine used has

a sufficient number of cylinders to produce a steady flow of mix-

ture and that the carbureter is of the modern float-feed type, with

a fuel jet and main and auxiliary air inlets. The fuel is assumed

to be gasoline, although in the main alcohol or heavier oils require

the same general conditions. The object to be attained is a mix-

ture that will develop a maximum of power from a given size of

motor with a minimum of fuel, not an average or "good-enough"

result.

With the use of the internal-combustion engine under extreme

variations of load and speed, as demanded by the modern auto-

mobile, with the perfection of the ignition and other features, and

with the rapid rise in price of the lighter oils, the subject of car-

bureter design becomes one of great interest and importance.

Again, in a few years, when the commercial wagon will demand
a low fuel cost combined with great certainty and flexibility of

engine operation, the carbureter will probably determine the ex-

tent of the development of this, the most important branch of the

automobile industry.

The function of a carbureter is to supply the proper mixture of

air and fuel to the engine, under all conditions of speed and

power. The four essential conditions under which carbureters

must work are:

First. Wide-open throttle and high engine speed, as when
climbing hills or running fast on the level.

Second. Wide-open throttle and slow engine speed, as when
traveling slowly on the high gear or picking up from standstill.

Third. Partly closed throttle and high engine speed, as when
running fast down grade or on a low gear.

Fourth. Nearly closed throttle and low engine speed, as with

engine running idle when car is standing.

For some time it was thought that the best carbureter was one

that gave a constant mixture under all conditions. But we now
know that a constant mixture is not the best from either the

standpoint of best operation or full economy. It was also thought

that the best mixture contained just sufficient oxygen to entirely

consume the carbon and hydrogen. It was found, however, that

a mixture with a slight excess of fuel gave the best results. These

facts being demonstrated, it becomes almost obvious that the dif-

ferent engine speeds will demand different mixtures for maximum
results. . Thus at slow speeds, the mixture should be richer than

at high. This is due to the fact that at low speeds more heat is

lost to the cylinder walls, more compression pressure is lost by

leakage and the combustion can therefore be slower, thus sus-

taining the pressure. At high speeds the compression is higher,

due to less leakage and less loss of heat. Therefore unless the

mixture was leaner at high speed there might be danger of pre-

ignition. A lean and highly compressed charge also burns faster

and hence gives better pressures and fuel economy than a richer

one.

The quantity of mixture that an engine will take varies greatly

with the speed. At slow speeds the quantity is equal to the

* A paper read before the first general meeting of the Society of Automobile
Engineers in New York.

cubic contents of the cylinders multiplied by the number of power

strokes. At high speeds of one thousand revolutions and over

the quantity may drop to less than one-half the theoretical amount,

depending on the design of the valves, inlet piping and carbureter

passages. This peculiarity reacts upon the compression and

hence on the mixture desired for best results. It will thus be

seen that the design of the engine has a great deal to do with the

carbureter design, which explains the well-known but seemingly

mysterious fact that a carbureter that gives good results on one

engine fails to maintain its reputation when applied to one of de-

ferent design.

The design and class of ignition used have also a marked influ-

ence. Poorer mixtures can be used as the spark is hotter, the

throttle can be more nearly closed, resulting in increased engine

capacity and fuel economy.

To get the maximum power out of a given sized engine the

fuel should be introduced into the cylinders as cold as possible

consistent with complete evaporation, intimacy of mixture and

completeness of combustion. To provide for the heat absorbed by

the evaporation of the fuel, hot air is drawn in to form the mix-

ture, the entire apparatus is heated by means of hot water or

the general heat of the engine compartment under a closed

bonnet is relied upon. The adjustment of this heat is an im-

portant matter, but exact knowledge on the subject is apparently

nonexistent.

The ever-varying density and compositions of the fuels used

and obtainable introduce many and very serious complications

into the problem. These differences demand different sizes of

jets, different float levels, different amounts of heat to be supplied,

and different proportions of air for combustion.

Different densities and temperatures of the fuel affect to a very

appreciable extent the flow of the fuel from the jet. Between

extremes this has been found to vary as much as 40 per cent.

Thus a carbureter exposed to atmospheric temperatures in this

latitude would seem to require a wide range of adjustment.

Owing to the absence of a ready means— like the pressure

gauge on the water circulation, or the voltmeter on the accumu-

lators—of ascertaining the quality of the mixture being delivered

by a carbureter, the majority of the motors in use are operating

under more or less disadvantageous conditions, even if carefully

and properly regulated at the outset.

The amount of reliable data and facts concerning the action

of air and gasoline in a carbureter at the command of designers

and students is remarkably small. Of no other part of the auto-

mobile is so little known. What is badly needed is a series of

carefully planned and exhaustive experiments with data so ar-

ranged that it can be analyzed and deductions made.

STATE OF THE TRADE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

United States Consul Frank W. Mahan, of Nottingham,

England, in a report recently submitted to the State Depart-

ment, says there is a big increase in the automobile industry

in Great Britain this year, but that foreign competition is a

serious factor. About 16,000 automobiles were made in the

United' Kingdom in 1005, valued at about $20,000,000. The
imports were less in number, but, average value being higher,

the total value was nearly the same as that of the home
product. Imports have steadily increased in recent years,

and have greatly increased this year so far, in comparison

with 1905 and 1904. The exports last year totaled only

$2,500,000, but encouragement is found in the fact that this is

an increase of over 50 per cent, in comparison with 1904 and

1003, and also in the fact that the exports in January and

February of this year increased nearly 100 per cent, over

those of the same months in 1905. The future of the British auto-

mobile industry looks very bright.
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SOME HINTS THAT MAY BE HELPFUL

Suggestions on Righting the Car After Side Slip.

Now the driving season is on, a few remarks in reference

to righting a car that has a tendency to slip in a wet, greasy

street may not be inappropriate. Most automobilists of ex-

perience know the generally accepted method of pulling a

car straight after a side slip, a knack which can readily be

acquired with some practice and a little care. The operation

is not a difficult one by any means. For instance, assuming
a car to be running on a straight road, and for some reason

the rear wheels slide toward the gutter on the right, the car

will try to run toward the left-hand side of the road, at least

it will point in that direction. The uninitiated driver, when he

has this experience for the first time, is generally unable to

act quickly, and the car may reach the pavement on the oppo-

site side of the street before he can collect his senses. In a

case of this kind, the proper method is to turn the steering

wheel in the direction that the rear wheels are skidding; that

is to say, if the slip is to the left, turn the front wheels to the

left, and this will give the car a chance to regain its original

tracking as soon as the lateral motion of the side slip is coun-

teracted. If the steering wheel is handled quickly and with

judgment, the moment the side slip is felt, its momentum can

be reduced considerably. The keeping in mind of the fact

that relative motion between the wheels and the road must

be prevented, will act as a great deterrent for side slip. By
way of illustration, never put on the brakes so hard as to

entirely lock the wheels, or accelerate the speed, so as to

cause them to spin on slippery streets. While the wheels

run freely on the ground, side slip is not to be worried about.

For Preventing Rust of a Car's Bright Parts.

One petty annoyance to which automobile owners are sub-

jected is the rusting of bright steel parts that are exposed to

the weather, and cannot at all times be subject to the benefi-

cent effects of a coating of oil. A few ounces of paraffine wax
melted and put into a pint bottle and shaken well until dis-

solved will make a fine transparent coating over bright parts

and will quite effectively prevent moisture from permeating

and rust from attacking the parts covered. The mixture can

be applied with a brush, and when it is desired to remove

the deposit it can be done with a little gasoline applied with a

cloth on the part where the preparation is spread.

A Very Simple Plan for Testing a Magneto.

For those who use magneto ignition and cannot get the

motor to work on same when it works all right from the bat-

teries, it is a good plan to test the magneto, as it may need

remagnetizing. A simple way to prove this is to press the

thumb on the armature spindle and a finger on the magnet
and turn the armature. If the machine is in order, a slight

electric shock will be felt, not sufficient, however, to cause

discomfort. If one hand is placed on the spindle and the

other on the magnet while the armature is revolved, a more
distinct shock will be felt. By connecting up an alternating

current voltmeter with the armature and magnet, it will indi-

cate whether current is generated when the machine is in

motion. A supplementary ignition is easily applied to a

motor with a low-tension magneto ignition, and make and-

break spark. All that is necessary is a plain spark coil, a

four-volt battery and some wire. One battery terminal

should be connected to the frame of the motor, and the other

to one terminal of the coil. The other coil terminal is con-

nected with the wire which leads to the make-and-break ig-

niters. The motor can then be run independently of the

magneto. This plan is sometimes used as an easy starting

device, as it can be switched to the magneto when the motor
is running satisfactorily.

Tires Should Be Kept Inflated Hard and Evenly.

Users of non-skidding tires should not be afraid to inflate

them very hard—fully 70 pounds' pressure to the square inch,

and if the tires are fitted to heavy cars, about 100 pounds'

pressure will be nearer the thing desired. It is practically

impossible to burst a tire by inflation alone, if the fabric is

sound all the way round, and the matter of temperature in

summer need not enter in the matter of tire inflation in the

least. When a tire is not properly inflated, it will come to

grief very quickly, for the reason that the strands in the

fabric rub and the friction engendered cuts them in two.

When tires burst or explode it is because the strands of the

fabric give way, one after the other. Too much attention can-

not be paid to this matter of tire inflation, as an even air pres-

sure in all four tubes keeps the diameters of the wheels at

a standard and the wearing qualities are enhanced by a large

percentage in consequence of this mechanical harmony.

A TYPICAL SCENE IN HEW JERSEY, WHICH COMMONWEALTH HAS INVESTED IN MILES OF GOOD ROADS.
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THE "DOCTORING" OF A PUNCTURE.
By H. W. FIELD.

"Can you doctor up a puncture?'' called the man at the

steering wheel, as a touring car stopped in front of a garage

and supply station in Jackson boulevard, Chicago, the other

afternoon.

"Well, I guess yes," returned the keeper of the station, and

the car was run into the garage.

Two men occupied the front seat and a woman sat in the

tonneau. The automobilist had a spare inner tube, which was
tossed out to replace the burst tube, while the two men
stepped out of the car to seek refreshment at a neighboring

bar, leaving the woman seated in the tonneau.

"You haven't got a jack, have you?" asked the proprietor, as

the men alighted.

The reply was in the negative and it seemed to trouble the

repairer just a little as they turned away. He sent a boy into

the inner office for a jack, which he found after a while. But

the lever bolts were loose and the clutch would not take hold

to lift.

"Say, chase upstairs and ask Bill to tighten up those nuts,"

said the "manager" to his small assistant, and the boy got un-

der way again. It was threatening rain outside and the

woman passenger was a little uneasy. The "manager" was
loosening the ring on the rim for removal of the tire, but it

was loosed in all sufficiency long, long before there was a

sign of the boy's reappearance. Finally the manager began

to lose his temper just a little.

"Holy Moses!" he exclaimed, well under his breath, as he

turned from the car in the direction of the stairs up which the

boy had gone.

Meanwhile a man in a greasy jumper forty feet away had

been looking on. Now he picked up a jack built for lifting a

ten-ton truck and came forward with it, only to discover that

the jack was at least four inches too high for the axle of the

touring car. The two refreshed passengers returned.

"What in blazes! Haven't got that tire off yet?" was the

good-natured comment of one.

"They're looking for a jack," explained the man in the

jumper.

The "manager" and the boy returned a moment later.

Still the clutch would not take hold because the lever was
bent until the end struck the floor.

"Get a board," said the "manager" to the boy. The boy
got the board—after awhile—and the wheel was at last lifted

clear of the floor. The "manager" began to peel the tire off.

As he made the first turn of the wheel, grasping a spoke with

his fingers, he struck a knuckle against the Columbia's close-

in steering knuckle arm, clipping off a bit of skin about as big

as a dime. The "manager" swore as audibly as possible with

a greasy knuckle jammed into his mouth. But he got the

tire off, inserted the new tube, and sent the boy for a pump.
It was a hand pump, and it was not new by any means. The
man in the jumper pulled the plunger out and discovered

that a new washer was needed.

They fixed the plunger upstairs in about five minutes, con-

nected the pump with the tire valve, and at the first stroke

the pump hose burst with a hissing sound that might have

satisfied a whole gallery at the appearance of the villain in a

melodrama.

The "manager" took out his knife, cut off the end of the

tube, and replaced it. At the first stroke of the plunger the

distended rubber sprung a leak at sixty miles an hour.

"Get a wire!" commanded the "manager" of the small boy,

who started again for the foot of the stairs, fifty feet away.

The driver of the machine looked in his tool-box and brought

out the pliers to bind the tube to the shank of the pump.
"Not too hard," warned the "manager" when the man in the

jumper begaTt to~pump again at the end of five minutes more.

The tire was distending, however, which everyone conceded

was something. Slowly it swelled out. The husband of the

woman in the tonneau suggested that she step out and rest

a bit, which she did. And the man in the jumper pumped

away, while the "manager" closed a thumb and finger around

the tube to discourage another leak that was starting.

"Say, I'll show you how to pump!" explained the good-

natured driver of the machine, taking the handle of the pump
from the wearying hands of the man in the jumper before the

"manager'' could enter a protest. At the first vigorous plunge

of the piston the tube burst wide open in the middle!

"Oh, well, we can get home on that." said the driver,

kicking at the tire. "Let her down, and what's the bill?"

"About half a dollar, I guess," said the "manager," suck-

ing at his injured knuckle. "We're going to get a power

pump in here as soon as we can get around to it," he added.

The driver's friend cranked the machine, helped the woman
into her seat, climbed up himself, and the car backed out

of the garage and into the boulevard, only to be halted a

moment later by a high falsetto note from the "manager's"

small assistant:

"Hi, there! you forgot your pliers!"

And it was raining cats and dogs!

Copyright, 1906, Clinedinst, Washington, D. C.

SIR CHEHTUNG LAHG-CHIHG, HI HIS WTHTOH.
The Chinese minister to the United States is an ardent automobilist, and

the picture shows him at the wheel. In the rear seat are two of his secretaries.

The scene is on the banks of the Potomac river near Washington.

GYMKHANA EVENTS AT LADIES' A.CG. R.I.

The Ladies' Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland has

issued its program for the club gymkhana, at Ranelagh, June 30,

which last season was honored by the attendance of Queen Alex-

andra. A number of novel features will be introduced into the

program, the leading ones of which are announced and described

as follows:

Bending Race.—A, For automobiles whose greatest length and
width do not exceed over all, without lamps, 9 and E feet, respec-
tively; B, for such whose greatest length and width do exceed these
measurements. The out-course of 260 yards consists of bending In

and out between the posts to the last one, then back in a straight
line. The car making the quickest run will be the winner.
Crawling -Race, 100 yards. Winner to be the car which takes the

longest time, on top speed throughout, without throwing out or
touching the clutch or using brakes. Stopping the motor or car In-

volves disqualification.

Ball Race.—The cars go- the full course, dropping balls Into tubs
on the bourse without stopping.
Police Trap Race.—The- competitors- make a complete circuit of the

course at given speed, the 'winner to be the car whose speed moat
closely- approaches that arranged for. Watches, clocks or speed-
ometers must be removed from the car *r else covered.

Tilting at Ring.—Rings about "2, i,£ Ruches -in diameter are bung
at Intervals of 100 yards round (ne4 cOurse; eactf ring missed Adds
three seconds to the total time pf the car.

Appearance.—The competitors will be divided Into two categories,

for park and touring drives. The full course la about three-quarters
of a mile over grass.
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A ROADSTER WITH SURREY SEAT ATTACHMENT

TO provide an automobile mechanically right at a reason-

able price has been the aim and object of the makers of

the Mora roadster. They have endeavored to keep the

weight where it will not make its ownership an extravagance

because of tire expense, and yet not so light as to make fast

speed impossible or a matter of discomfort. Not so compli-

cated as to require expert knowledge to keep it in order, and
not so simple as to lack any essential and vital parts impor-
tant to steady performance—just a happy medium car with

ample power and a little to spare when necessary.

The Mora Roadster, which is the product of the Mora
Motor Car Company, of Rochester, with factories at Newark,
N. Y., is intended principally for use as a two-passenger car,

but, to accommo-

date those who may
occasionally desire

to carry more than

two people, the body

is so designed that

the torpedo back

shown in the illus-

tration may be re-

moved from the

Toadster, and a

surrey seat substi-

tuted. It only takes

a matter of ten min-

utes to make a

•change of this char-

acter, and when it

is made the road-

ster is converted

-into a comfortable,

•roomy four-passen-

ger car. The price

•of the roadster

complete with torpedo back is $1,650, and the surrey seat is $125

-additional. The approximate weight is 1,700 pounds.

Much mechanical advantage is claimed for the pan con-

-struction, which is exemplified in the illustration, as support for

the motor and gear set. It is even considered of greater im-

portance than the mud-proof feature, which is original with the

Mora Motor Car Company, and patented by it. The ends of the

two halves of the lower base are first accurately machined, then

the two halves are bolted together, and all the outside edges, in-

side bolt bosses, surfaces for upper case, and the journal bosses,

are all machined at one sitting. This enables the production of

a perfect and permanent alignment at three vitally important

points

—

i.e., where bearings are bolted to case ; where upper half

•of engine case, which carries the cylinders, is bolted to case ; and

where case carrying complete motor and gear is bolted to frame.

In assembling, the crankshaft, main, and countershafts are first

aligned on the lower case, then the upper half of the gear box is

put in position, and finally the cylinders are attached.

In the construction of the frame, the Mora roadster embodies

some characteristics peculiarly its own. The sills are made of

best close grain, carefully selected maple, stiffened by armoring

through the center with a piece of 30 carbon steel, 3-16 inch thick

by 4 inches deep, affording a combined advantage of wood and

steel. This original feature of armoring the wood on each side

is designed to stiffen the steel from sidewise strain as though

it were clamped in a vise, the steel itself affording more than the

necessary strength to hold a load many times that which the car

will be compelled to carry. The rear axle is of the divided driv-

ing type, completely housed, running in tubular axle on ball bear-

PAH COHSTRUCTIOH SUPPORT OF MORA MOTOR ADD GEAR SET.

ings, and the front axle is tubular with ball bearing fiont wheels.

For the front spring a transverse semi-elliptic is used, and the

platform type in the rear. The wheels are artillery type, wood, and

32 inches in size ; wheel base, 98 inches ; tread, 54 inches.

One point strongly dwelt on by the manufacturers of the Mora
is the "mechanically right" features of the motor, and its as-

serted high efficiency. In the language of its makers, "It is a long-

stroke, slow-speed motor which takes hold of and pulls its load

steadily and easily, operating as slow as four or five miles an

hour and over most hills at high speed, thus necessitating few

changes of gear." The motor is water-cooled, four-cylinder, 24

horsepower, 3 15-16x5 1-8, cast in pairs, fitted with special Mora
carbureter, jump-spark ignition, fed by single coil and storage

battery; throttle and spark control and splash lubrication sys-

tem. Transmission is sliding gear, three speeds forward and

reverse. The car is shaft driven.

MORA FOUR CYLINDER ROADSTER AS A j-PASSEWGER CAR MORA ROADSTER WITH SURREY BODY ATTACHED.
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FREE ALCOHOL BILL PASSES.
Washington, D. C, May 28.—After a protracted debate th<.

Senate, without division, Thursday last, passed the tax-free alco-

hol bill, and all that remains to make it a law is the President's

signature. The bill was reported to the Senate from the Finance

Committee on May 23, being reported by Senator Aldrich, who
stated that he would call it up in the Senate at the earliest possible

moment. The following day he called it up, and in a brief speech

explained the various provisions of the bill. As reported to the

Senate the bill read that it should become effective from and after

January 1, 1907. The original bill as it passed the House was to

become effective three months from its passage. Around this

change revolved all the debate in the Senate. A number of Sena-

tors were unable to see why the date of taking effect should be

put off to January 1, and a strong effort was made to hold it

down to the period prescribed in the House bill. Senator McCum-
ber said the people were clamoring for the bill. They want it

to go into effect immediately so that they can derive some benefit

from it before next winter. Senator Aldrich stood out for the

date selected by the Finance Committee and he finally won out.

The essential features of the bill as it finally passed are outlined

in Section 1, which reads as follows:

Sec. 1.—That from and after January 1, 1907, domestic alcohol of

such degree of proof as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue, and approved by the Secretary of the Treasury,
may be withdrawn from bond without the payment of Internal-rev-

enue tax, for use In the arts and Industries, and for fuel, light and
power, provided said alcohol shall have been mixed in the presence
and under the direction of an authorized government officer, after

withdrawal from the distillery warehouse, with methyl alcohol or

other denaturing material or materials, or admixture of the same,
suitable to the use for which the alcohol is withdrawn, but which
destroys Its character as a beverage and renders it unfit for liquid

medicinal purposes; such denaturing to be done In a denaturing
bonded warehouse specially designated or set aside for denaturing
purposes only, and under conditions prescribed by the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary of

the Treasury-

Section 2 tells of penalties for violations of the denaturizing

process. The third section of the bill relates to the employment
of an additional force of chemists, etc., deemed proper for the

efficient enforcement of the law, while the fourth section pro-

vides that the Secretary of the Treasury shall make fall report to

Congress at its next session of all appointments made under the

provisions of the law, and of all regulations prescribed under the

provisions thereof, and shall further report what, if any, addi-

tional legislation is necessary, in his opinion, to fully safeguard

the revenue and to secure a proper enforcement of the act.

N.Y.M.C. MEMBERS SECURE JERSEY LICENSES-
New York, May 29.—An innovation has been instituted by the

New York Motor Club which will undoubtedly be emulated by

other clubs in the vicinity of the metropolitan district. Under the

new regulations imposed by the Frelinghuysen law in New
Jersey, which goes into effect July I, every automobile touring in

that State must be registered and every person driving a car must

be licensed. Registrations may be had (retaining old New Jer-

sey numbers if desired) by filling out blank forms furnished oy

the Secretary of State, and verifying same before a Commissioner

for New Jersey in New York. For the convenience of the

members of the club, Vice-President Frank J. Griffin, a member
of the law committee, and also a commissioner for the State of

New Jersey in New York, volunteered to be in attendance at the

clubrooms in the Hotel Cumberland, Monday evening, May 28,

where, without charge, he prepared and swore in a large number
of applications for registrations of cars, for club members and

their friends. All drivers must appear personally before one of

the deputies in New Jersey for examination.

Reports from. £1 Paso, Texas, state that the automobile

mail line between Torrance and *Roswell, New Mexico, has

proved so satisfactory that the Government has offered to give

contracts for a number of routes in New Mexico and Arizona,

which are now served by the "Star" route stages.

THE AUTOMOBILE CALENDAR.
AMERICAN.

Tours.

5.

.

6...

12..

14

14..

.—Pittsburgh, Pa., Orphans' Day and Floral Parade. Au-

tomobile Club of Pittsburgh.

—Orphans' Day, Second Annual Celebration by the New
York Motor Club.

.—Chicago, Orphans' Day. Annual Run by the Chicago

Automobile Club.
.—Buffalo, N. Y., Illuminated Parade, Automobile Club of

Buffalo.
.—Baltimore, Md.. Orphans'Day, Second Annual Celebra-

tion, Automobile Club of Maryland.
16-18—Three-Day Tour, Bay State Automobile Association,

Boston to Rye Beach, N. H.
18-23—Second Annual Economy Test, New York Motor Club.

21-26—Second Annual Tour, Albany Automobile Club, Albany

to Boston and Return.
23. .

.—Rochester, N. Y., Automobile Floral Parade at Gen-

esee Valley Park, Rochester Automobile Club.

12. . .—Annual A. A. A. Tour. Chicago to Bretton Woods, N. H.,

Rules for the Glidden Trophy operative from Buffalo.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

June 9...—Hohokus, N. J., Second Annual Race Meet of the North

Jersey Autombile Club (Robert Beattie, secretary,

Little Falls. N. J.).

Sept. 3...—100-Mile Road Race, on 26-Mile Circuit in Monroe
County, N. Y. Rochester Automobile Club and New
York State Autombile Association.

Sept. 22. . .—American Elimination Trials for Vanderbllt Cup Race

(Long Island Course Probable).
6. .

.—Vanderbllt Cup Race, American Automobile Association-

June

June

June

June

June

June

June
June

June

July

Oct.

Motorcycle Tours and Contests.

July 3-7.—Annual Endurance Run and Meet, Federation American
Motorcyclists, Rochester, N. Y.

July 4 . .
.—Tour to Rochester, N. Y.. New York Motorcycle Club.

July 4...—Race Meet, Milwaukee Motorcycle Club.

Sept. 3...—Race Meet, Muskegon (Mich.) Motorcycle Club.

Motor Boat Races.

June 16. . .—Knickerbocker Yacht Club Race. Marblehead, Mass.,

to College Point, L. I.

July 9. .
.—Toledo Yacht Club, Open Long Distance Race for Cruis-

ing Motor Boats, 119 3-4 miles.

July 13-21—Annual Cruise American Power Boat Association, Port

Washington. LI., to Shelter Island, Stopping at Nor-
walk. Thimble Islands, New London, Newport and
Block Island.

Aug. 21-23—Gold Challenge Cup, American Power Boat Association,

on St. Lawrence River at Chippewa Bay.

FOREIGN.
Shows.

Oct. 5-14—Leipsig (Germany) Exhibition, Krystall Palast.

Nov. 1...—New Zealand International Exhibition opens at Christ-

church.
Nov. 1-16—Berlin (Germany) Automobile Exhibition.
Nov. 15-24—London, Olympia Motor Show.
Nov. 23-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show, Agricultural Hall.

Tours.

June 6-13—Herkomer Cup Touring and Speed Trials, Munich, Ba-

varia.

June 11-16—Land's End to John O'Groat's. Auto Cycle Club of

Great Britain.

June 13-16—Scottish Reliability Trials.

July 26-Aug. 16—Circuit European, 3,000 miles, Paris, Milan, Vi-

enna, Berlin, Cologne, Paris.

Races, Etc.

June 26-27—Le Grand Prix, Sarthe Circuit, France.
July 8...—International Cup Race for Motorcycles, Cesky Club

Motorcycllstu of Austria.
July 16...—Suze-Mont Cents HIM Climb (Italy). Automobile Club

of Turin.

Aug. 1-16—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).
Aug. 9-12—Malchamps (France) Hill Climb Tests.
Aug. 16-16—Ventoux (France) Automobile Meeting.
Aug. 14-19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet.
Aug. 18...—Liedekerke Cup Race.
Aug. 23. . .—Semmering Hill Climb.
Aug. 27-Sept. 2—Brescia (Italy) Automobile Meeting.
Sept. 27. . .—Tourist Trophy Race, Isle of Man, A. C. of Great Britain.

Oct. 7...—Chateau Thierry (France) Hill Climb.
Oct. 28...—Gaillon (France) Hill Climb.
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HOW ALCOHOL IS DENATURIZED IN GERMANY
Consul General Thackara, of Berlin, writing on the use of de-

naturized alcohol in Germany for technical purposes, says that the

subject was ably and exhaustively treated by his predecessor,

Consul-General Mason, in various reports on the subject. He
gives the following extract from one of Consul-General Mason's

reports regarding the methods in use in Germany for the de-

naturization of alcohol

:

"For most industrial purposes alcohol is used in Germany duty

free, after having been "denaturized" or rendered unfit for drink-

ing purposes by admixture, in presence of a Government official,

with a prescribed percentage or proportion of one or more of

several different substances prescribed in the very elaborate statute

which governs the complicated subject in Germany. There are

two general classes or degrees of denaturizing, viz., the "com-

plete" and the "incomplete," according to the purposes for which

the alcohol so denaturized is to be ultimately used.

The Principal Methods of Denaturizing.

"1. Complete denaturization of alcohol by the German system is

accomplished by the addition to every 100 liters (26 1-2 gallons) of

spirits: (a) Two and one-half liters of the 'standard denatu-

rizer,' made of 4 parts of wood alcohol, I part of pyridin (a ni-

trogenous base obtained by distilling bone oil or coal tar), with

the addition of 50 grams to each liter of oil of lavender or rose-

mary; (6) one and one-fourth liters of the above "standard" and

2 liters of benzol, with every 100 liters of alcohol.

Of alcohol thus completely denaturized there was used in Ger-

many during the campaign year 1903-4, 931406 hectoliters de-

naturized by process (a), as described above, and 52,764 hecto-

liters which had been denaturized by process (fc). This made a

total of 26,080,505 gallons of wholly denaturized spirits used dur-

ing the year for heating, lighting, and various processes of manu-
facture.

2. Incomplete denaturization

—

i.c, sufficient to prevent alcohol

from being drunk, but not to disqualify it from use for various

special purposes, for which the wholly denaturized spirits would
be unavailable—is accomplished by several methods, as follows

:

The quality and nature of each substance given being the pre-

scribed dose for each 100 liters (26.42 gallons) of spirits, (c)

Five liters of wood alcohol or one-half liter of pyridin; (d) 20

liters of solution of shellac, containing I part glim to 2 parts alco-

hol of 90 per cent, purity (alcohol for the manufacture of cellu-

loid and pegamoid is denaturized) ; (e) by the addition of 1 kilo-

gram camphor or 2 liters oil of turpentine, or one-half liter ben-

zol to each 100 liters of spirits.

"Alcohol to be used in the manufacture of ethers, aldehyde,

agarcin, white lead, brom-silver gelatins, photographic papers and

plates, electrode plates, collodion, salicylic acid and salts, aniline

chemistry, and a great number of other purposes, is denaturized

by the addition of (f) 10 liters sulphuric ether, or I liter of ben-

zol, or one-half liter oil of turpentine, or 0.025 liter of animal oil.

"For the manufacture of varnishes and inks alcohol is denatur-

ized by the addition of oil of turpentine or animal oil, and, for

the production of soda soaps, by the addition of 1 kilogram of cas-

tor oil. Alcohol for the production of lanolin is prepared by add-

ing 5 liters of benzine to each hectoliter of spirits.

"The price of denaturized alcohol varies in the different states

and provinces of the Empire in accordance with the yield and

consequent market price of potatoes, grain, and other materials.

At the present time alcohol of 95 per cent, purity, which is the

quality ordinarily used in Germany for burning, sells at whole-

sale from 28 to 29 pfennigs (6.67 to 6.9 cents) per liter (1.06

quarts), and at retail for 33 pfennigs (7.85 cents) per liter.

INSTANCE OF AUTO'S ENLARGING SPHERE
New London, Conn., May 28.—A traveling man who sells sur-

geons' supplies made his appearance in a touring car in this city

last week. He is one of the first commercial travelers to adopt

this method of getting from place to place, and he declared that

he saved a great deal of time by it. He calls upon physicians and

hospitals, and as the physicians are always scattered over a city,

and the hospitals are usually situated outside the city limits, he

makes his rounds quicker than he could by any other method.

"So far as I know I am the only labor union agent in the

'United States owning and operating an automobile in his work,"

says F. J. McKerness, business agent of the United Carpenters of

New Haven. Having duties similar to those of a walking dele-

gate, Mr. McKerness has found the automobile more serviceable

than "shanks' mare," and a time saver. With the automobile he

is enabled to cover much territory in a day, and keep in con-

stant touch with the union workers whose interests he has in

charge.

IN ORDER TO "DISCOURAGE" THE "SCORCHERS" THE TOWN OF CHATHAM. N. J.. HAS RAISED MANY CROSSWJ
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BOOKS OF THE AUTOMOBILE FIELD.

"Motor Vehicles and Motors."

In all the great fields of engineering there are certain works
that stand out from the mass of technical literature as authorities

on the subjects they discuss. In the field of automobile con-

struction probably the really authoritative work—the classic—has

yet to appear. Considering those volumes which hitherto have

been issued on the subject, however, the foremost place is occu-

pied by "Motor Vehicles and Motors," from the pen of W. Worby
Beaumont, the well-known English engineer. The first volume
of this work was issued in 1000, and it finds a place in any auto-

mobile library that is entitled to the name. Now there has been

issued Volume II, so called because it is really intended to sup-

plement or fill out the knowledge of the art embodied in the

original work. This new work, however, is really complete in

itself, and though it does not include all of the subject matter of

the first volume, there is included within its covers such an

amount of accurate information as to make it independently of

the greatest value to the designer and to the automobilist who
has more interest in his machine than as a mere conveyance.

The work treats of modern machines, no space being occupied

with descriptions of cars of historic importance only, which were

treated in the first volume. The contents are arranged in

groups, the distinction being chiefly that of propulsive power.

Light gasoline cars are first discussed, with immediate reference

to well-known foreign types, and the succeeding chapters con-

tain technical descriptions of the methods of construction em-

ployed by leading builders of France, Germany, and England, to

the extent of about 200 pages. In two subsequent chapters

American gasoline cars are discussed and details of construction

given of the Oldsmobile, Cadillac, and lesser references made
to the Elmore, Ford, and Rambler cars. Of the larger standard

American cars, the Pierce and the Winton alone are included,

while the Duryea is given the space of an entire chapter.

Component parts, such as coolers, crankshafts, and axles, and

problems for the designer, including power, speed and tractive

effort and vibration, and turning effort, are explained and dis-

cussed in separate chapters. Steam and internal combustion en-

gine commercial vehicles occupy the next eighty-five pages,

English types chiefly being considered. Chapter XXIX com-

mences the section devoted to steam and electric pleasure cars,

the White steamer occupying the space of a chapter. The Eng-

lish steamers referred to at length include the Clarkson, Lamp-

lough, Albany, and Miesse. The famous French Serpollet is

discussed briefly as to certain detail improvements of construc-

tion. Chapters on engine dimensions, piston displacement, and

mean pressure, overturning and skidding, and carbureters are

sandwiched in between the steam and electric car chapters.

English and French vehicles are discussed in the chapter on

electrics, but only bare mention is made of American makes.

The same omission is noticeable in the chapters on motor-

cycles which follow, in which the Holden, Humber, and Singer

machines, among others of English build, are discussed in detail.

Among the foreign machines the Werner is chiefly noticed.

The concluding chapters discuss, among other technical sub-

jects, some special engines, ignition apparatus, and clutches;

also special auto steels and spring wheels are described and

the cost of passenger transport service is considered.

As will be noticed by a reading of the contents, the subjects

are, perhaps, not grouped together in the best way for reference,

but this is offset by a well-prepared index. It is far easier to

criticise a work of this character than to construct it. When
space limitations have to be kept in mind, the task of compilation

is an exceedingly difficult one, so great is the mass of data in an

industry which has not yet settled down to any condition of sys-

tematized design, and in which individual experiment is the

guide rather than the collective experience of capable engineers

that is available in the older branches of mechanical engineering.

And when the material for inclusion is polyglot and representative

of national and widely differing tastes and preferences, the task

of the author is yet more difficult. This in part may account for

the omission of needed and valuable information about the air-

cooled gasoline car, which has reached a very high condition of

development in America. There are also similar deficiencies in

the brief chapters on components ; in the case of carbureters and

clutches especially. The faults are those of omission, however,

and of course such a work, however exhaustive, can only sup-

plement the careful perusal of the technical periodicals.

There are more than 500 engravings in the work, and therein

is one of its most valuable features. They are not merely pic-

tures. Where the reader can be helped to a better understanding

of the text by a sectioned or assembly drawing the author has

provided it. Many of the drawings are on folded inserts of suf-

ficiently large size so that a scale can be used, and in practically

all drawings the relative proportion of parts is immediately ap-

parent. There are 677 pages of text in the work, the type on

each measuring 5 by 8 inches and the bound volume 8 by n
inches. In London it is published by Constable, and in America

by the J. B. Lippincott Company, of Philadelphia. The price,

bound in cloth, is $10 net.

"The Cruise of the Conquerer."

Opportunely for summer reading, L. C. Page & Co., of

Boston, have published the sequel to "The Motor Pirate"

under the title "Cruise of the Conquerer." The author. G.

Sydney Paternoster, rather unexpectedly brings to life the

villain, Mannering, after plunging him seemingly to certain

death in his marvelous automobile at the close of the first

book. In the sequel he appears, after a period of seven years

in hiding, as the designer and pilot of the motor boat Con-

querer, making his first appearance as a competitor and easy

winner in the International cup race in the English Channel.

His nearest competitors are Sutgrove, the hero, and master

of the Mist, and Withington, the American millionaire owner

of the other leading competitor, the Challenger. The narra-

tive marches almost without slackening pace through numer-

ous exciting pursuits of the villain in his Conquerer, who

quickly develops piratical proclivities of a reckless and al-

most demoniacal type, in one chapter holding up an English

liner off the English coast, and in another kidnapping the

Prince of Monaco from his private yacht in the Mediterra

nean. In the end his pursuers discover the lair of the pirate

on the Spanish coast, steal the Conquerer, and depart after

seeing the place burned by the firing of his store of "petrol"

by Mannering and his mechanic. No trace of the men is

found after the fire has burned itself out, and though no means

of escape can be discovered, it will doubtless be an easy matter to

rediscover the villains for a future story.

"Motor Vehicles for Business Purposes."

Few technical books written on the subject of the pleasure

automobile fail to devote a chapter, or at least to give some at-

tention, to the subject of commercial vehicles; but until recently

the commercial vehicle industry has not been sufficiently extensive

to call for the publication of many books devoted exclusively to

it. The commercial vehicle now calls for special attention. An

indication of this is found in the fact that A. J.
Wallis-Tayler

has brought out a book, "Motor Vehicles for Business Purposes,"

devoted exclusively to commercial Vehicles, the subject being

treated in a technical manner throughout Being written by

an Englishman, the book is naturally from a British point of

view, and one result is that a great deal .of" attention is given

to steam vehicles. The contents include technical dafa of value

to designers and builders of commercial vehicles-, descriptions

of various types of vehicles, information' on practical operation

and maintenance, and so on. The book contains 395 pages, in-

cluding an excellent index, and is profusely illustrated with half-

tone and line engravings. The London publishers are Crosby

Iockwood & Son, and the New York publishers, D. Van Nos-

trand & Company.
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THE IGNITION TIMER AND ITS FUNCTIONS

no. 1.—PLAIN PLUNGER.

UPON the proper design, construction, and operation of the

ignition apparatus of the internal combustion motor de-

pends, to a great extent, the efficiency, the flexibility of control

and the satisfactory running of the motor. The various com-

ponents that go to make up the complete ignition system—the

battery or other source of current, the coils, the vibrators, the

spark plugs and the timer—must, to give the best results, not only

be properly made, but

must be designed with a

view to being used to-

gether and must work in

harmony. The timer is

a device that is perhaps

as little understood, as

easily understood and as

often misnamed as al-

most any other acces-

sory of the motor. Its

function of making and
breaking the contact is

unmistakable, but there

are many persons who
drive cars who would be

puzzled to explain off-

hand in what part of the

circuit the timer is

placed and what happens

when the circuit is closed.

It is worthy of note

that the timer is very commonly and altogether erroneously

called a "commutator." As a matter of fact, a commutator is a

device for reversing the direction of an electric current—which

the timer does not do—and the name is, therefore, misapplied

when used to designate the timer. The "timer," properly speak-

ing, is the device which opens and closes the low-tension ignition

circuits of a gas engine at the proper intervals for producing the

igniting sparks; the term "distributer" is more properly applied

to the kindred device used to distribute the high-tension current

when a single coil is used for the ignition of a plurality of cylin-

ders, and can only be used in connection with a timer in the pri-

mary circuit.

The timer is driven at half the speed of the crankshaft of the

motor, and so makes one

complete revolution while

the motor is completing

one cycle of operations.

The timer must close the

circuit once during its

revolution for every cyl-

inder of the engine, and

there are, therefore, as

many contact pieces as

there are cylinders.

Essentially the timer

consists of a round box

of fiber, hard rubber or

other suitable insulating

material, with a bearing

in the middle of the bot-

tom of the box for a

shaft, and in the circumference the contact pieces, terminating on

the outside in binding-posts. (See Fig. 1.) On the shaft, in the

box or case, is an arm which swings round as the shaft rotates,

and touches successively each of the contact pieces in the case.

One of the most important details of the apparatus, and the de-

tail which differs most in different timers, is the arrangement of

the swinging arm and the contact device at the end of it. A

FIG. 2.—BALL CONTACTS.

FIG. 3.—ROLLER CONTACT.

plain arm of just the right length to touch the circumferential

contact pieces would, of course, wear in a very short time so

that contact would be made irregularly or not at all; so in all

timers some spring ar-

rangement is employed to

take up wear and at the

same time bring the parts

into close and firm con-

tact.

With regard to the path

of the current, it may be

well to explain that a good

deal of wiring, which is al-

ways more or less of a

nuisance on a car, is avoid-

ed by using the engine,

frame and other metal

parts to carry as part of

the circuit. The primary

current commencing at the

battery, the current is car-

ried by a wire to the primary winding of the coil, then to the

timer, where it passes from the binding posts and contact pieces

to the swinging arm and through the shaft and its bearings to the

metal of the engine or frame, and thence back to the battery

through the second battery wire, which is "grounded" to some

convenient part of the chassis. The switch for cutting off the

current may be interposed at any convenient point in the wiring.

The current is not necessarily carried first to the coil; it may
first pass through the timer, the resulting action being the same

in either case. The secondary or high-tension is completed in

the same way, by grounding. It is interesting to note that though

both high-tension and low-tension currents, in distinct circuits,

may be grounded

through the same en-

gine or frame, they

will not get "mixed

up," but each will find

its own wire and re-

turn the right way.

In Fig. 1 is shown

an arm terminating in

a plunger of hardened

steel which is pressed

outward by a spring. This gives a plain rubbing contact and the

plunger will always move out to take up wear. In Fig. 2 the

spring device is located in the circumferential contacts instead of

in the arm, the arm being solid and a spring-backed steel ball in

each contact piece projecting far enough to touch the end of the

arm as it swings around. Each time a ball makes contact it is

partly rotated, so that it is kept clean and bright by friction, and

is continually changing the contact point.

Spring-backed steel balls are used in other ways in different

timers. For instance, the circumferential contacts may be solid

and a spring-backed ball carried in the end of the arm; or the

solid contacts may be let into the back of the case and a ball in

the under side of the arm pressed downward on them; and so

on. The timer shown in Fig. 3 originated abroad and has become

very popular on both sides of the Atlantic. The circumferential

contacts are plain and solid; the swinging arm carries a second

arm pivoted as the drawing shows. To one end of the pivoted

arm is attached a tension spring tending to bring it toward the

timer shaft, and the opposite end carries a large hardened steel

roller which is kept in contact with the circumference of the case

by the pull of the spring.

The roller idea is, like the ball idea, carried out in a variety

of ways. In one timer the roller is placed on the swinging arm

FIG. 4.—DOUBLE PLUNGER CONTACT.
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with its axis at right angles to the timer shaft, and bears on the

bottom of the case, into which the contacts are set. The roller is

of the same diameter from end to end ; but the path it travels on
is of greater length at its outer circumference than nearer the

fig. s.-mpiciiL 4-oiniiR \ ;iuc ii/cfjks.

center. Thus the roller, all parts of the circumference of

which must be moving at the. same velocity, must slip over

some part of its path, and the slight friction thus set up

keeps its surface and the surfaces of the contacts clean and
bright.

A plain flattened blade of steel forms the arm of the

timer shown in Fig. 4. The end of the arm passes between
two little vertical plungers, normally pressed toward each

other by springs and forced apart by the blade as it swings

around. This timer is peculiar in having a bronze case with

the contacts set into insulating bushings. In Fig. 5 is shown
a typical ignition system diagram, with four coils and timer

for the ignition of a four-cylinder engine.

So far all the timers referred to are designed to handle

the primary or low-tension current only, the secondary cir-

cuit being a closed circuit at all times, and with this arrange-

ment a separate induction coil is used for each cylinder. In

some systems a single

coil is used for a plu-

rality of cylinders. In

this case not only must
the primary winding of

the coil be energized

every time a charge is

to be ignited in the en-

gine, but the secondary

winding must be

switched successively

from one cylinder

spark plug to another.

This latter operation

—

the distribution of the

secondary current—is

performed by a sepa-

rate device called a dis-

tributer. The timer

and distributer are fre-

quently combined in a

instrument, an example of which is shown in Fig. 7.

mounted on the same shaft, insulated from each

in the same casing. In the engraving the

As there

Sim** Com,

FIG. 6.—TIMER AJTD DISTRIBUTER.

single

Both are

other, and inclosed

primary timer may be seen at the back of the case,

is but one coil, the timer is not required to distribute the cur-

rent, and there are four solid arms making successive contacts

with a single contact in the case. The distributer contacts,

however, are connected by wires with the spark plugs. The
secondary current is carried in through a binding-post and
spring-pressed ball in the case which makes contact all the

time with the secondary arm at the center. In some dis-

tributers there is no actual contact between the swinging arm

and the contact points. The space between the arm and th«

contact, when the arm is in position for the passage of cur-

rent, is so small that the high-tension current readily jumps the

gap. In this way wear of the parts is avoided. Fig. 6 is a dia-

gram of the wiring and arrangement of parts when a single coil

and combined timer and distributer are used with a four-cylinder

engine. The timer and distributer are shown separately to avoid

confusion.

In all these timers the shaft rotates while the case containing

the contacts remains stationary. In order to cause the ignition to

occur earlier or later in the stroke of the motor, the case is ar-

ranged to be rotated through part of a revolution, thus causing

the contacts to be made earlier or later in the revolution of the

shaft. This makes it necessary for the wires leading from the

timer to be left slack enough to allow for the necessary move-

ment. To avoid these loose wires, which sometimes break from

the constant vibration

and movement, and are

usually more or less un-

sightly, timers have been

made in which the wires

are stationary, being con-

nected to brushes which

bear on brass strips

which, in turn, are in

electrical connection with

the contacts of the rimer.

Timers for two-cycle

engines are not neces-

sarily any different from

those used for iour-cycle

engines ; they are, however, usually mounted on the crankshaft, as

they must rotate at the same speed as the engine owing to the

fact that the two-cycle engine has twice as many explosions per

revolution as the four-cycle, and the timer must, therefore, rotate

twice as fast.

FIG. 7.—DISTRIBUTER

WISCONSIN'S GOOD LAW HAY BE REPEALED.

Milwaukee, Wis., May 28.—The Wisconsin automobile law,

which is state-wide in its operation and which provides for

a maximum speed limit of twelve miles an hour in the city

and twenty miles an hour in the country, is in peril. That is,

if Mayor S. M. Becker, president of the Milwaukee Automo-

bile Club, does not change his views before the next meeting

of the Legislature. Mr. Becker in an interview said that he

intends to make an effort to grant all cities in the State the

right to provide their own automobile regulations, in order

that reckless driving may be stopped. His statement was

undoubtedly prompted by a recent accident, in which a young

woman was run down and killed on one of the principal

downtown streets. The unfortunate mishap has aroused

considerable feeling, and several editorials have appeared in

local papers, demanding more stringent automobile legisla-

tion.

Previous to the past week the law governing the use of

automobiles in this State has been considered very fair both

to owners of cars and pedestrians. It will be remembered
that through the efforts of the Milwaukee Automobile Club,

and particularly its secretary, James T. Drought, a law pro-

viding for liberal speed regulations, state-wide in operation,

and for the licensing and numbering of machines, was en-

acted, the latter provision being accepted by the autoists in

exchange for the two former.

"As a matter of fact." said James T. Drought, "the law

has proved successful. The automobilists have enjoyed fair

speed limitations, and that pedestrians and other users of

the highways have been protected is evident from the manner
in which the law has operated."
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THE RACING CAR OF THIS AND NEXT YEAR
By GEORGES DUPUY

Those makers who are going lo participate in the international

competitions this year and the next, if they hope for success,

must have cars that will perform best over exceedingly fast cir-

cuits, level and smooth, with few turns and few hills. The two
important courses of 1906 are those for the Automobile Club of

France Grand Prix race, to be run on the famous La Sarthe Cir-

cuit, June 26 and 27, and the great American event, the Vander-

130-HORSEPOWER MOTOR OF NEW HOTCHKISS RACER.

bilt Cup race, October 6. Undoubtedly the efforts of the Euro-

pean builder, in constructing his fast racing monsters for 1906,

were dictated chiefly by the configuration of these two racing

grounds.

Very different were the conditions of last year from those now
prevailing. Compelled to build a vehicle susceptible of facing the

Circuit d'Auvcrgne, with its terrific up and down quarters of

miles, its dangerous double turns bor-

dered with precipices, the constructor

sent to the starting line a much short-

er and lower type, with medium wheel

base, reliable clutch, powerful gear

box, very carefully fitted brakes, and a

motor of a non-exaggerated power. At
the same time the vehicle was rela-

tively light.

If we take into account the fact that

this year the Automobile Market of the

world is mainly interested in two rac-

ing events—and both are to be contested

over comparatively smooth courses

—

we come to the conclusion that early

this season the European builder

formulated a theory as to what par-

ticular type of car he was going to

establish. And what shall be, we next

ask, the car of 1007? Will the actual

engine improve every year, or is it

likely to stand with its acquired stage

of perfection for a certain period?

First of all, we know that all the

vehicles qualified in the international

events must not exceed the weight of

2,240 pounds (15 pounds in excess be-

ing allowed for the magneto). We are aware that there is no

incentive whatever to go under this limit. In fact, the power

utilized at the rim is limited by the adherence of the driving

wheels to the road, and this adherence is the "function of the

weight.'' If the motive power exceeds the traction of the tires

the wheels do not bite but slip excessively—that is, when they

run faster the speed of the car does not increase and the ex-

cess of power is transformed into heat,

which is prejudicial in every respect,

especially to the tires. Then, to obtain

more utilizable power there must be

more adherence, consequently more

weight, particularly on the driving

wheels.

Modify Lines of the 1907 Car.

This leads us to somewhat modify

the lines of the 1907 racing car. Its

weight—empty—is 2,240 pounds; for

the complete starting weight we must

add that of two men, tools, fittings,

tires, gasoline, oil, etc., which is about

600 pounds more. Total, 2,800 pounds,

gross weight.

On the 2,240 pounds "empty weight

of the car" one generally admits 1,300

pounds for the front axle and 900 for

the rear axle. It is of advantage to

put the supplementary 6do on the rear

;

that result is obtained by placing the

two men right over the rear axle and

by disposing the tank and all fittings be-

hind them. We might approximately

suppose, in all that follows, that the

rear load is 1,500 pounds. Under such conditions, if we admit

0.66 as the proper value of the coefficient friction on a nice smooth

road, the adherence of the vehicle will have an average value of

1,500X0.66 — 998 pounds.

Suppose now that the builder wishes to establish a vehicle

capable of racing on a straight line at an average gait of 160 kilo-

meters (100 miles) an hour, that is to say about 41 meters a sec-

EXHAUST SIDE VIEW OF 130-HORSEPOWER HOTCHKISS RACER.
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ond, we must look out for the resistances the car will have to over-

come. In the first place there is the friction resistance which can

be assumed to be equal to 25 pounds per ton, and which is sensi-

bly independent of the speed. On the other hand there is the air

resistance which, as we know, increases as the square of the

speed, so that if "R" is the total resistance to be overcome, and
"S" the speed in meters by second, we can write the following

equation

:

R-(tiX i.3) + KS2-is.6+ KSi.

The proportional coefficient "K" varies according to the forms

of the car. It is of the greatest importance to diminish this and
consequently to give to the vehicle appropriate lines.

An important provision would be to place underneath the car a
large sheath, assuming the form of a boat hull, in order to avoid

the retarding air eddies ; also the builder should suppress as much
as possible projections of the body, and reduce, the whole rear

portion of the machine as much as he can. We are justified in

assuming under these conditions that the builder will get for

LE BLOIf IN HIS HEW HOTCHKISS RACER.

"K" a value of 0.06, so that there would be as a total value of the

resistance (at the needed speed of 41 meters—50 yards—a second)

R— 15.6 +0.06X41 X31 — 116 about

value notably inferior to that of the adherence and our wheels

will not slip excessively.

What Shall Be Power of Motor?

Now, what shall be the power of the motor ? The power to be

transmitted to the rims is, as we know, the product of the resist-

ance by the speed of the displacement—that is to say:

116X41 — 4.756 kilogrammeters-second (by the metric system)

or
4,75~—63 horsepower about.
75

In admitting an efficiency of 60 per cent, for the ensemble of

the transmission the motor should develop a power of

63

.06
- 105 M. P.

These figures are somewhat less than those we are accustomed to.

The great difference comes solely from the quantity adopted for

"K," which demonstrates the value of taking into account that im-
portant factor—the air resistance.

With a view to meeting the unforeseen, it would be prudent to

take a motive power slightly superior. It goes without saying
that if we would attain a speed higher than 160 kilometers (100
miles) an hour, we should have to increase the motive power.
Thus, we would see, by working a similar calculation, that for

A speed of 94 miles (150 km.) an hour we need an engine of 105 M P.
•• 100 " (1G0 " ) " • •• 120 M.P.
" """ " " 145 M.P.

220 M.P.
280 M.P.

But when the power increases the weight of the motor and that

of the different organs of transmission increases also, and we are

106
112
125

(170
(ISO
(200

aware that the constructor must not go beyond the allowed weight

limit. We have, however, a certain margin in the matter of weight,

of which we are going to recognize the utility. We know that

Darracq has been able to place a 200 M. P. engine on a

2,200-pound car. However, I don't think there is any use in going

over 120 horsepower as a maximum, strictly on account of the

necessary weight margin referred to above. One may as well note,

before going any further, that a constant speed of 150 kilometers

an hour will, save in case of accident, permit the driver to realize

on a course like the Circuit de la Sarthe—which has only three

"slowing points" each lap—an average of 75 to 78 miles.

From the fact that the motor will work at full admission, so

to speak, from start to finish, it must be exceptionally robust

Our builder will be compelled, perhaps, to increase the value of the

coefficients of safety usually employed; particularly as far as the

compression chambers and the connecting rods are concerned. He
will also perfect his cooling system and his exhaust valves.

The clutch has become an element sufficiently perfected and we

shall not lose time in a dissertation upon it But what about the

•gear box ? I think that in 1907 we should have but three speeds

with high direct. As far as the Circuit de la Sarthe and the Van-

derbilt Cup are concerned, two perhaps might be sufficient, as the

shifting can be operated rather fast. (The new Darracq 140

M. P. has only two and the reverse.)

Concerning the Form, of Transmission.

Now what shall be the transmission? t am personally an apos-

tle of the cardan shaft. I believe that it gives better results than

the chain. One may perhaps object that the non-suspended weight

is more considerable and thus the wear upon the tires may be

larger. I will some day try to explain my reasons for preferring

the cardan shaft oh the racing machine.

What Is Needed In Tires.

Now let us face the tire question, which is of so much interest,

since in the A. C. F. Grand Prix race the repairs to and chang-

ing of the shoes have to be made from the supplies and with the

tools carried on board the cars. My opinion is that both in la

Sarthe and the Vanderbilt race there will be very few punctures,

as both courses will be in the most perfect state. The chances

of bursting tires, on the contrary, are numerous, for the envelope*

are going to be subjected to an enormous peripheric speed and

will be exposed to tearing away because of their being heavy. I

believe, however, that the manufacturers of standard tires are

capable of making shoes light and strong, if they only put in

them enough canvas and also a sufficient number of safety bolts

on the rims. I also would lean toward wheels of large diame

ter—910 x 90 mm. in front and 920 x 120 mm. at the rear.

As a conclusion, I think that this season and the next, in France

and in America, the winning car, equipped with a motor of no

to 125 M. P., will have averaged a speed of 75 miles; 78 to

80 miles may be realized on certain laps.

CHAUFFEURS TO HAVE NOVEL COMPETITION.

Paris, May 21.—A great novelty in automobile competition is

that which the League des Chauffeurs intends to organize this sea-

son. Notwithstanding improved springs and shock absorbers, many

automobiles, when traveling at high speed, are unpleasant to ride

in, giving to the passenger in the rear seats a sensation somewhat

akin to seasickness. The League by its competition hopes to

arrive at a better state of affairs.

Competitors must come to the starting point at the Porte

Maillot, in the western suburbs of Paris, provided with sixteen

milk bottles and two wire cage carriers to hold the bottles upright.

The bottle carriers are attached to the floor of the car, in the

one of the side entrances, the bottles filled with water and left

uncorked. A waterproof cover is placed over the bottles, leaving

a good space between the two, and sealed down. The car which

covers the distance between the Porte Maillot and Bougival, and

back to Paris at a given speed with the larger amount of water in

the bottles will be the winner.
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WHAT THE AUTOMOBILE CLUBS ARE DOING
/ Syracusans Putting Up the New Road Signs.

Syracuse, N. Y., May 28.—The Automobile Club of Syracuse

will, if possible, have all the new signal posts put in place before

the Glidden tourists reach this neighborhood. W. H. Smith went

over the ground as far as Cortland last week and F. H. Elliott

went to Auburn in the interest of the signs. Last week Messrs.

Brown, West and Elliott took in Canastota, to which place the

placing of the posts from here is in the hands of the Syracuse

club.

The Utica club has charge of placing the signs beyond Canas-

tota to Utica and activity is reported. Between Syracuse and
Binghamton the respective clubs are to divide the expense and
labor. The route of the Glidden tourists hereabouts has been

laid out and an outline forwarded to Mr. Hower. The route is

through Geneva and Auburn. Officers of the Automobile Club
of Syracuse say the signs of the Syracuse district will all be in

place ere the tour begins.

Washington's New Club House Wearing Completion.

Washington, D. C, May 28.—Good progress is being made
in the work of erecting the new country club house of the

Automobile Club of Washington. The building permit, which
was issued some weeks ago, calls for an expenditure of $4,500,

and it is believed a very spacious clubhouse can be erected

for this sum. When the new quarters are ready for occu-

pancy the club will have a grand housewarming, and the

occasion promises to be the greatest event of the kind in

local automobile history.

At a recent meeting of the club a committee of five was
appointed to investigate the feasibility of holding a hill-climb-

ing contest under the auspices of the club. This committee is

working hard on the project and there seems to be a good
deal of interest manifested in the event. A club run of two
days' duration is also being talked about.

Shake-up of Dry Bones Due at Ohio's Capital.

Columbus, O., May 28.—There are signs that the Columbus

Automobile Club will awaken from its state of coma and demon-

strate to outside clubs it is still on the map. Last winter it was

partly decided to hold a big meet here around the Fourth of

July, but nothing has been done and in all probability the propo-

sition will be declared off. There have been murmurings of dis-

content on the part of some of the officers and leading members
over the inactivity of the club, and as a result a general shaking

up may take place. It is understood that some of the most in-

fluential members have declared that if there is not soon a greater

manifestation of zeal and progress on the part of the organization

as a whole, that they will withdraw from it. This prodding, it is

thought, will result in an early meeting in the club's handsome
quarters which will revive old time interest in the organization

and its work.

Will Bring Law Violators to Bar of Justice.

Wilmington, Del., May 28.—As a result of a recent automo-

bile accident near Middletown residents of that town are up in

arms against drivers of machines who travel at excessive speed,

and at a meeting of the Delaware Automobile Association held

in Wilmington it was decided to assist the authorities in an effort

to fix responsibility for the accident. Ever since the accident the

authorities have been making an effort to obtain information as

to who was in the automobile and who was responsible for the

collision, and the local association, at its meeting, decided that

unless the driver or owner of the machine comes forward and

accepts responsibility it will offer a reward for this informa-

tion.

Marylanders Will Have Orphans' Day, June 14.

Baltimore, May 28.—The second annual Orphans' Day outing

and parade, under the auspices of the Automobile Club of Mary-

land, will occur on Thursday, June 14. A committee, composed

of Frank W. Darling, George S. Dickey, secretary of the club,

and Louis S. Greensfelder, has been appointed to attend to the

arrangements and most of the charitable organizations of the city

have already expressed their intention to co-operate in the effort

to give the youngsters a pleasant outing. It is expected that 500

or 600 children will be in the ride. The plans include a parade

in the city, a trip through Druid Hill Park, and a run out Park

Heights avenue to Electric Park, where light refreshments will be

served. Invitations have been extended to all automobile own-

ers of Baltimore and the adjoining suburban towns to contribute

their cars.

Bison City Automobilists Plan Illuminated Parade.

Buffalo, May 28.—F. B. Hower, vice-president of the Automo-

bile Club of Buffalo, and a member of the touring committee of

the A. A. A. will lay out the route of the Glidden tour between

this city and Saratoga. He has practically mapped out the course,

but will go over it in his car to examine the route personally.

The club is making active preparations for its illuminated and

decorated parade on the evening of June 4. Last year the pa-

rade of this character was a most successful affair, and this

year's affair promises to eclipse its predecessor.

CLUB DOINOS IN GENERAL.
Milwaukee, Wis.—The Milwaukee Automobile Club has se-

cured club quarters. A meeting of directors was recently held

and it was decided to engage rooms at the St. Charles Hotel. The

club is taking an active interest in automobile legislation and is

anxious to assist in protecting the rights of all users of the public

roads.

Montreal, Que.—With a view to the improvement of roads in

the vicinity of Montreal, the Automobile Club of Canada has

offered two prizes of $100 each for the best-kept sections of road

between Bout de l'ile and S'enneville, and Beaconsfield and St.

Anne's. The club is in a flourishing condition; twenty-one new
members were recently added to the roll.

Dallas, Tex.—After a considerable period of quiet, the Dallas

Automobile Club recently held a meeting at which the members

discussed the scheme of leasing the local trotting track for auto-

mobile races on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. A number

of club runs for the summer are being arranged for. The number
of automobiles in use in Dallas is increasing, the tendency being

toward large types of cars.

Ashtabula, O.—The first automobile parade in the vicinity of

Ashtabula was held on Tuesday, May 22, and twenty-two members
of the Ashtabula Automobile Club lined up for the run to Con-

neaut. As is usually the case in automobile parades, there was
more or less speeding between the larger machines. The club has

forty members, and it is anticipated that within a few weeks the

number will be doubled.

St. Joseph, Mo.—The St. Joseph Automobile Club has been

permanently organized, with Huston Wyeth as president; Louis

T. Golding, vice-president; R. E. Culver, secretary, and Henry
Krug, Jr., treasurer. A committee was appointed to draft a con-

stitution and by-laws. The St. Joseph automobilists plan to co-

operate with automobilists in Atchison, Leavenworth, and Kansas

City, with a view' to securing good macadamized roads* between

the four cities. Active work in the good-roads field is to be car-

ried on.
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Drlvla&oa For many automobilists there

tarn Hl&a Gmar. seems to be a fascination about

the use of the high gear in a car equipped with the usual range

of change-speed gears. That a car is capable of ascending certain

familiar grades on high gear is sufficient to give it a high place in

the estimation of this class of persons. Just why this feat, as it

may be called, should give the car preeminence, they might not be

able to tell in a convincing way; perhaps it is that because the

performance is of the nature of a feat that it appeals to the desire

for proprietorship of a machine capable of something "out of the

ordinary." It is probably the same spirit that causes a buyer to

pay, a phenomenal price for a car that has won some famous race.

There are advantages in high gear capacity, such as noiseless-

ness when the drive is direct, with no change-speed gears in mesh,

and, invariably, in the comparative infrequency of exhaust dis-

charges, and for the man who finds no delight in car manipulation

there is a pleasant freedom from bothersome gear changing.

There is another side to be considered that does not come under

the term "advantages." Were weight and cost negligible quanti-

ties in automobile construction every car could have an engine big

enough to dispense with gears altogether. Commercially they

have to be considered, and the use of the gear box permits of the

necessary economies in these directions ; and if the gear box is a

good thing to carry, it certainly should be a good thing to use.

The only other alternative would be to fix the drive ratio so that

the car could go anywhere on the direct drive; in which case it

would be altogether too slow on the level, even with the motor

racing.

When a hill is to be climbed that cannot be rushed, failure to

change back means a slowing down of the motor. This causes a

reduction in piston speed and an extension of the time interval of

the functions of the cycle—with, of course, a long admission

period. Heavy charges and heavy initial pressures are the result,

with increase of stresses which, though they may not cause bend-

ing or fracture, certainly do not prolong the life of the mechanism.

It should be remembered, too, that the same results will follow an

injudicious use of the high gear on the level, in street traffic for

instance. Acceleration after a stop for a street crossing will pro-

duce the same conditions. Throttling will not prevent this, for

the throttling effect is closely related to the speed of the motor.

A partially closed throttle at low motor speeds may give as high

initial pressures as a wide-open throttle with the engine running at

high speed when the car is going fast It should not be forgotten

that the atmospheric pressure upon which the charging of the

cylinder with explosive mixture is dependent is the same, at any

given elevation, whether the motor is running fast or slow.

An intelligent use of the change-speed gears is necessary for

efficient operation ; a lesson in this direction might be learned from

observing the methods of the great drivers in a race, such as for

the Vanderbilt Cup.

Tarn Xalomoalllutm The automobilist who once a year

mad thm Orpmaam. loans his car for "Orphans' Day"

can hardly fail to feel a sense of satisfaction when he reads of the

pleasure that has come to the homeless ones as the result of the

day in the fresh air, and treated to sights unfamiliar and seem-

ingly wonderful. Recollect yourself the first ride that you took

in an automobile and recall the exhilaration of it, the joy of travel-

ing over the smooth highway, the refreshment that it brought to

your overworked nerves, and then you will appreciate what a

treat it is to these poor oprahns, a comparatively small number of

whom have this once-a-year opportunity of enjoying the delights

of automobiling.

This decent act of automobilists has done much to dispel preju-

dice and diminish antagonism from those less fortunately situ-

ated, and the selfishness and disregard of the rights of others

mistakenly accredited to all automobilists when such a feeeling be-

longs only to the few is convincingly shown to be an erroneous

impression.

Clubs in many cities throughout the country have followed the

example of the New York Motor Club, which a year ago set the

ball a-rolling at the suggestion of W. J. Morgan, who can rightly

claim the original idea as emanating from his energetic brain.

Again this year the club is repeating its kindly act, and though

many cars have been offered it can find use for an unlimited sup-

ply, for the reason that New York City probably contains more
orphans than any other city in the country. Therefore, you of a

generous disposition, notify Mr. Morgan at the New York Motor
Club, Fifty-fourth street and Broadway, that your cars are at the

club's disposal.

Tarn Pmmelaatloa ot That the general public still thrills

Rmcord SpmedlaH. at the spectacle of record speeding

was shown conclusively at the Empire City track last Saturday

when Walter Christie sent his "Blue Streak" whirling around the

dusty track in 52 seconds, a performance that equaled Barney
Oldfield's world record made at Los Angeles and unbroken for

over two years. Unquestionably of more practical value were the

less exciting events that preceded the Christie mile, but the apa-

thetic public gave comparatively slight attention to that which

should have interested them in greatest degree. These tamer con-

tests were absorbing to the participants in the same manner that

golf is of great moment to the player, but of lesser interest to the

casual onlooker. In automobiling the matter of speed is still

highly important from a publicity standpoint, for the Christie mile

will be remembered by those who saw it for a longer period than

all the rest of the program. Of course, this shouldn't be so, but

the fact remains that the average man or woman these days seems
to prefer the "thriller" to the more commonplace though useful

happenings.
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NO HUNDRED YARDS TRAPS IN BAY STATE.
Boston, May 26.—Governor Guild of Massachusetts has signed

a bill increasing the automobile speed limit to twenty miles an

hour. The Governor put his signature to the measure last Thurs-

day, and it will go into effect in thirty days from that date. The
twenty-mile limit applies to the country roads, where before only

fifteen miles was permitted, but the limit in the thickly-settled

districts has also been increased from ten to twelve miles, the

limit at corners, crossings, etc., remaining at eight miles, the same
as before. The new law also carries with it another very im-

portant concession to automobilists, a concession which is regarded

by many as of equal importance to the raising of the speed limit.

This is the fixing of the length of so-called "automobile traps."

Hereafter the 100-yard traps that have been used with much profit

on country roads will not be legal. In the districts where the

limit is twenty miles, the trap must be at least a quarter of a mile

long, and in the districts where the limit is twelve miles the trap

must be at least one-eighth of a mile long. Violation of these

limits, however, constitutes a prima facie case against the offender,

so that the arresting officers will have to show only that the speed

limit was exceeded in order to bring the automobilist into court.

The increased speed limit and statutory definition of the length

of a trap were not secured, however, without some concessions,

and these are to be found in the new punishment section.

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON TO ATTENDGRANDPRIX.
The Racing Board of the American Automobile Association,

serving in its capacity as the Vanderbilt Cup Commission, held a

session Monday afternoon at the rooms of the Automobile Club

of America, New York Gty. The principal subject under dis-

cussion was the French entries for the Vanderbilt race. The
situation was referred with power to Chairman J. D. Thompson,

who will sail for Europe, June 6, on the Baltic. It is understood

that the finish of the Grand Prix, which Chairman Thompson
will attend, will serve as a basis for the selection of the French

cars for the Vanderbilt race, if officially a report is received ver-

ifying the printed statements that the Automobile Club of France

has declined to attend to the duty as it did last year. Chairman

Thompson will appoint a French representative to receive the

entries of the French makers, several of whom have signified

their desire to participate in the American race. The French

makers realize the importance of the Vanderbilt from a publicity

standpoint.

EUROPEAN CIRCUIT HAY BE POSTPONED.
Paws, May 18.—Three more entries have been made for the

European Circuit touring contest, bringing the total up to fifty-

two. The late arrivals are La Metallurgique (Belgium), Minerva

Motor Co. (Belgium), and Aleyon (France). Entries, which, it

will be remembered, were postponed from April 20 to May 20,

close in two days, and there is thus no possibility of the 140 cars

which were at one time looked upon as possible starters being

entered for the contest. From Germany a request has come that

the tour be postponed until next spring, and many a French con-

structor hard pushed to regain the time lost by the strike would

lot be adverse to such a change. The committee will meet at a

-ry earh" -'.ate to decide if any change has to be made.

AUTOS SOLD BEFORE THE HORSE BLOCK.
Boston, May 26.—The automobile made its first appearance

bcforeihe block in a horse auction room in Boston this week,

at a sale of second-hand cars conducted by a firm which has

hitherto been identified, exclusively with horse and carriage'

auctions. Some .fifteen cars were offered, and they brought

very good prices, an average of about 50 per cent, of .the

first cost being*. obtained. The cars were from one to three

years old, and the visitors bought on outside appearances^

after seeing the cars run up and down the street outside the

stable.

Copyright. 1906, CUnedlnst, Washington, D. C.

SENATOR TILLMAH TAKES A WUtTON RIDE.

INCREASED AUTOMOBILE EXPORTS.
The American Exporter calls attention to the increased ex-

portation of automobiles as a promising indication of a growing

foreign trade in that line.

The exports of American automobiles during the year 1905 were

the greatest in the history of this industry, the grand total being

$2,695,655, as compared with $1,897,510 in 1904, and $1,643,029 in

1903. During the year our best customer was the United King-

dom, to which we exported $707,045 worth of automobiles. Can-

ada bought automobiles to the value of $537,588; France, $269,-

703; Italy, $163,978; Germany, $105457, and the rest of Europe,

$239,379- To Mexico our automobile shipments represented a

value of $192452 ; the West Indies, $151,859. Considerable quanti-

ties were also shipped to British India, Australasia, South Africa,

South America, and Oceania. That the present year will be a

record breaker in the matter of automobile exports is indicated by

the figures shown in the statistical returns for the first two months
of 1906, during which the shipments abroad amounted in value

to $630407, as compared with $456,281 during the first two months
of 1905. In the line of American motor boats the exports are

also steadily and extensively increasing.

AERO GORDON BENNETT. SEPTEMBER 6.

The Automobile Club de France has at last secured permission

from the French Government to use the Tuileries for the forth-

coming Aero Gordon Bennett, and the event will take place on

September 30. The balloons will ascend in alphabetical order,

according to nationality, America leading off. The profit, if any,

from the small admission fee will be donated to charity.

Copyright. 1906, CUnedlnst, Washington. D. C.
WASHINGTON RUBBERNECKS FRONT LONOWORTH HOUSE.
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WHY ONE MAKER QUIT SIXES.
E. R. Thomas, on being asked why he discontinued the

construction of six-cylinder cars, made the following reply:

"It is true that the E. R. Thomas Motor Company has
had a great deal of experience with six-cylinder cars, and
at the start was quite enthusiastic over their fine running
qualities. But after a long series of the most exhaustive and
thorough tests, both by its own and outside experts, it

abandoned the construction of six-cylinder touring cars and
is confining its efforts to four-cylinder touring cars, because

of the belief that they are far better suited to the require-

ments -of the general public. We admit that six cylinders are

flexible. The torque is more constant, and vibration less.

The slight advantage, however, is not perceptible, in a car

of adequate power, when on the road.

"The disadvantages of six cylinders are not only numerous,
but to our way of thinking, very serious, and very far out-

weigh the slight advantage claimed. It is obvious that six-

cylinders weigh more than four, and hence the weight is

greater on the front axle. The four-cylinder car is easier to

steer, is easier on front tires and is more comfortable, as the

car being lighter in front will surmount obstacles with less

jar and strain.

"Six cylinders require ten or more inches longitudinal

space in front of the dash in excess of that necessary for

four-cylinders; hence a six-cylinder car requires ten or more
inches of increased wheelbase, allowing the same tonneau

room. The longer the wheelbase, the longer and heavier

construction is required to withstand the increased road

strains. Six cylinders of equal piston area as compared to

that of four will develop much less power than the four,

owing to fifty per cent, increased friction of the two extra

cylinders and cam bearings. The loss in general results is

large, owing to the two extra pistons, the weight of the

extra pistons and connecting rods working against the com-

pression on the uplift of two extra valves, and the fact that

in addition to the loss of power generated great weight is

added to the car by reason of longer wheelbase and extra

parts. Six cylinders require a longer and comparatively

heavier crankshaft and its liability to twist, spring and break

is greatly increased. Accordingly more and larger bearings

are necessary.

"The complications and troubles of six cylinders compared
with four, naturally increase fifty per cent.; but they seem
to increase in a greater ratio. Timing of the engine is one

of them; then comes the more complicated system of wiring,

of lubrication, of cooling, of getting the proper mixture and

distribution of the gas from the carbureter. Much more gas

and cylinder oil is consumed for the amount of power, and

there is much more battery consumption, and also fifty per

cent, more attention to the motor is required. The problem

of most manufacturers is to simplify, for the more complica-

tions, the greater number of wearing parts, the certain

eventual increased annoyances and expense—and hence, we
regard the six-cylinder car more of a fad than practical for

the average of a touring car."

A FRENCH ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.
A significant piece of information is the announcement that

E. R. Thomas, of the Thomas Motor Co., has established an

engineering department in France.

"It is acknowledged that the first practical automobile

originated in France," said Mr. Thomas in the course of an

interview concerning the move of his company, "and that

country more than any other is entitled to credit for the

original improvements in the greatest number; but French,

German, English, and American manufacturers have been

compelled to borrow from each other ideas which have re-

dounded to the mutual benefit of all. Positively no one

ATTRACTIVE SPECIAL BODY FOR JO-HORSEPOWER NORTHERS.

nation is independent of the other, nor can any country justly

claim all credit for all improvements.

"The pneumatic tire is English; the hardened-rivet chain,

annular bearings, and back-stop safety device are American.
The gas engine is German, the application and accepted

"

design French, and all the nations use American tools and
many of them American steel. Thus it is proven that no
one country is entitled to all credit, but that the high-class

automobile is a combination of the best features of the

various ideas and products of all countries.

"So you see that the maintenance of an engineering office

in Paris is entirely inconsistent. We have there a corps of

noted automobile experts, and they in conection with our
own mechanical force are constantly planning and striving

to incorporate in the Thomas—an American car, remember

—

the very best that the whole world can produce."

RAMBLER SHIPPING FACILITIES.

The final testing and shipping departments of the Rambler
factory at Kenosha, Wis., are adjacent to the main building

and along the west front of these departments extends the
loading track and switches. These tracks aggregate over
three-eighths of a mile, and the loading platform is 16x500

feet, a total of 80,000 square feet. The relative arrangement
of tracks and platform is such that twenty cars at a time may
be placed for unloading and thirty for loading.

Parallel to these tracks is a cinder path used for testing

purposes. On this may at all times be found the various

models of the Rambler line, and the foreman of the loadint?

crew promptly took advantage of them.

Considerable delay had been caused at times through being

compelled to await the action of the railroad campany in

moving the cars. Seeing the larger models of the Rambler
touring cars whirling by gave rise to the idea of using them
as a locomotive power. Upon trial this was found to be
entirely feasible, and they were thereafter utilized.

HOW THE RAMBLER ACTS AS A LOCOMOTIVE.
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PRESIDENT DICK OBJECTED.
Philadelphia, May 28.—The clay of the one-sided hearing and

the lightning fine is over—in Montgomery county at least. Magis-

trate Fitzwater, of Springfield township, just over the Philadelphia

line in that county, caught a Tartar in President "Bill" Dick, of

the Automobile Club of Philadelphia. It has been the usual cus-

tom for the 'Squire to listen to the constable's charge, ejaculate

"Twelve dollars and fifty cents fine and costs," and it was all over.

Such a thing as a defense was not tolerated. President Dick,

however, was not so easy. When he was arrested for doing a

quarter in 47 seconds and 'Squire Fitzwater put him through the

mill in the usual rapid-fire way he protested because he was not

allowed to make a defense, and carried the case to the County
Court, where on Thursday last Judge Swartz handed down an

opinion sustaining Mr. Dick's appeal on the ground that the Jus-

tice's docket was found to be "so irregular and defective."

NOVEL SUBSCRIPTION PLAN IN WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee, May 28.—Plans for the Wisconsin Auto Transit

Company, which will operate automobile 'buses between
Manitowoc, Two Rivers, Kewaunee, Mishicot, Kiel, St.

Nazianz and intermediate points, during the summer months,
are progressing satisfactorily, one of the cars having been
ordered. A plan has been devised by the promoters to take

the place of issuing stock, and it has been favorably received

at Kewaunee. A coupon book entitling the purchaser to

twenty-two single trips between Kewaunee and Manitowoc
will be issued at a price of $20, which will be a gain of $7.50

in the regular rate of four cents a mile, which the company
proposes to charge. These tickets will be interchangeable

and may be used by any person. Payment is made easy.

One dollar, or 5 per cent, of the cost, will be collected upon
delivery of the book. Nine dollars more will be asked when
the line is in operation, and the balance of $10 will be due in

sixty days from that date.

The "oldest automobilist" has been discovered in London,
at the age of 82. His name is George Davis, and he took
to the sport eight years ago, at the age of 74.

A WESTERN 6 CYLINDER CAR.
A recent addition to the number of six-cylinder cars on the

American market is the Kansas City car, manufactured by the

Kansas City Motor Car Company at its works at Sheffield, Kan.

The first machine was finished last week and was shipped to Min-

neapolis. Forty more of the same type are to be turned out this

season, according to the statement of G. K. Wheeler, general

manager of the Kansas City Motor Car Company.

The car is built on conventional lines, generally speaking, having

three-speed sliding-gear transmission, countershaft and side-chain

KANSAS CITY MOTOR CAR CO.'S SIX-CYUNDER CAR.

drive, pressed steel framing, and other features of the foreign type

of touring car. The cylinders, which are cooled by water, are

cast separately and have integral heads, water-jackets and valve-

housing; the bore is S
l/» inches and the stroke 5 inches. The

valves are all mechanically operated. Ignition is by jump spark,

and both magneto and storage battery are supplied.

The wood artillery wheels are 36 inches in diameter and are

fitted with 4-inch mechanically fastened tires. The wheelbase is

120 inches. The general appearance of the car is attractive ; the

long bonnet gives an air of speed, while the pressed steel dash

and the outline of the radiator are distinctly pleasing to the crit-

ical eye.

CHASSIS OF SIX-CYLINDER CAR MANUFACTURED BY THE KANSAS CITY MOTOR CAR COMPANY
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RECENT INCORPORATIONS.
Atlas Automobile Co., Pittsburg, Pa.; to

manufacture and deal in automobiles; capital,

$200,000.

The Bruno Auto Co., Brooklyn; capital
stock $5,000. Directors: D. H. A. Burns, A.
E. Burns, Fred Burns, Brooklyn.

Harris Auto Marine Co., Buffalo; capital
stock, $100,000. Directors, B. P. Angell, W.
D. Chamberlain, D. A. Mlnard, Buffalo.

O'Neill-Oilier Company, Chicago; to manu-
facture automobile parts. Incorporators,
Charles C. O'Neill, L. F. Oilier,. S. E. Gillard.

Wllllnk Garage Co.. Brooklyn, N. T.; capi-
tal, $10,000. Directors: H. O. Hyatt, E. H.
Banaker, of Brooklyn, and G. E. Auston,
New York.

New York and New Jersey Lubricant Co.,
New York; capital, $5,000. Directors: T. A.
Matthews, W. F. Kimball and F. J. Barnes,
New York.

Atlantic Motor Car Co., New York; capi-
tal, $25,000. Directors: J. J. Desmond. New
York, R. F. Newton and S. P. Newton,
Newark, N. J.

Bruns Automobile Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.

;

capital stock. $5,000. Incorporators and di-
rectors, W. H. A. Bruns, A. E. Bruns and
Frederick Bruns.

Rochelle Motor Co., New York; capital
stock, $150,000. Incorporators: Edward T.
Blrdsall, Arthur S. Wlnslow and George
Moore, New York.

Holmes-Booth Auto Co., Cleveland, O. ; cap
ital stock, $26,000. Incorporators, W. N.
Booth, E. Holmes, H. G. Dickman, B. J. Er-
langer and J. W. Smith.

American Automobile Co., Pittsburg, Pa.;
Incorporators: M. S. Slmms, I* C. Myers,
Geo. Edkert, H. S. Stewart. The new con-
cern will locate in the East End.

Park Place Garage and Machine Co., New
York; capital stock. $25,000. Directors, J. E.
McKenna, New York; T. W. Galllard, Brook-
lyn; J. C. McKenna, Jersey City.

Dragon Automobile Co., Kittery, Me., to
deal in motorcycles; capital stock, $560,000.
President, Harold P. Knowlton; treasurer,
Albert E. Knowlton; Joseph W. Hawes.

Salt Lake Automobile Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah; capital stock, $16,000. President, W.
•O. Duvall; vice-president, Estella Duvall;
secretary and treasurer, W. W. Rivers.

North Shore Auto Passenger Co.; common
carriers of passengers; capital, $50,000.
President. S. Harvey Dow, treasurer, U. G.
Haskell, clerk, W. S. Flint, Beverly, Mass.

De Long Motor Co., Syracuse, N. Y.; to
manufacture motors for boats, automobiles,
etc.; capital, $25,000. Incorporators: M. E.
Coe, G. E. De Long and Adolph M. Clark, all

of Syracuse.

The Aerocar Co., Cleveland, O.; to manu-
facture automobiles and parts; capital, $10,-

000. Incorporators: D. C. Westenhower, W.
J. Rudolph. James C. Brooks, F. C. Howe
and Al Welch.

Lewis Carriage Works. Wlnnepeg, Mani-
toba: to manufacture automobiles, bicycles,
carriages, tools, etc.; capital, $76,000. Pro-
visional directors. E. Lewis. H. G. Banner
and J. W. Bruce, of Winnipeg.

Memphis Automobile Co., Memphis, Tenn.;
to deal in automobiles and automobile sup-
plies and to operate passenger and freight

automobile lines; capital stock, $10,000. In-
corporators: E. B. Meyer, A. L. Cross, E. L.
Menager, William Floyd and F. Zimmerman.

A new garage for the Lubeck Automobile
Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich., Is under con-
struction. The building Is to be of brick,

two stories high, 50 feet wide and 70 feet

deep.

John F. Kitchen has opened a new garage
on Homewood avenue, East End, Pittsburg,

Pa., to be known as the Belmar, and will

take agencies for two or more cars. The
new garage is in the center of the Home-
wood, Brushton and Belmar districts.

The South Bend, Ind., Automobile and
Garage Co. has been Incorporated with a
capital of $5,000 to establish salesrooms and
garages In South Bend. A number of the

stockholders In the Studebaker Bros. Co.. of

South Bend, are said to be Interested in the

venture.

A three-story stable at 1080 Madison av-
enue, New York, is to be remodeled into a
garage for Isaac V. Brokaw. The plans filed

call for the addition to the building of three

stories and the installation of an electric

freight elevator. Charles F. Rose Is the

architect.

A new garage company has been incor-

porated in Cleveland, Ohio, under the name
of the Boulevard Garage Company. The cap-
ital stock is $10,000. The incorporators are

Walter Brune, H. J. Dunn, H. R. Hoffman,
C. O. Harmon, and Wilson S. Levens. A gen-
eral garage and repair business will be han-
dled by the new concern.

A garage In Jewett City, Conn., has been
made necessary by the large volume of auto-
mobile traffic passing through that place, and
a company has been formed to establish and
conduct such a business. F. G. Waters Is

president of the new concern and A. A.
Young Is treasurer. The number of automo-
biles In and passing through the town Is said

to be double the number of last season.

THE GROWING GARAGE LIST.
The new Wlnton garage on Euclid avenue,

Cleveland, O., which is a modern building of

reinforced concrete. Is practically com-
•pleted.

STAGE LINES MULTIPLYING.
Plans are afoot for the organization of a

company to operate a line of automobiles
from Salt Lake to Provo, Utah, this summer.

Coffeyville, Kansas, has no electric street

cars and will therefore soon have a line of

electric cabs and 'buses for the transpor-
tation of passengers to and from points In

and about the town.

Arrangements are being made by Harry K.
Johnson of Vlcksburg, Miss., to form a com-
pany to purchase two sight-seeing automo-
biles, carrying twenty-five passengers each,

to take sight -seers through the historic Na-
tional Park.

An automobile passenger service is to be
inaugurated between the towns of Hooker
and_Carthage, O. T.. forty miles apart. J. S.

Morris, a Hooker real estate man, is In

charge of the arrangements, and proposes to

have two round trips made dally.

An automobile passenger service has been
established between Currle's Ranch. Nevada,
the present terminus of the Nevada Northern
Railway, and Ely, a distance of 75 miles.

The route Is covered In six hours. The ser-

vice Is only temporary, as the railway Is in

process of construction and Is pushing for-

ward.

Three freight and two passenger cars are
to be placed In operation at Macon, Ga., by
the Auto Transfer Company, If the plans of

H. J. Lamar are carried out. He was in

New York recently conferring with manufac-
turers of trucks and stages. It is planned
to operate the passenger cars on regular
routes and schedule.

A short line railroad connecting Columbus,
Bellefontalne and Lima, Ohio, Is being con-
structed and will probably be equipped with
gasoline-electric motor cars Instead of the
steam equipment originally planned. One

reason for the change of plan is the belief

that the motor cars will cost very much less

to run than locomotives.

The Interurban Motor Transit Co., of Lex-

tngton, Ky., which has been operating a

large passenger vehicle for some months

past, has purchased another machine to ply

on the regular route between Lexington and

Nicholasvllle. Later It Is planned to Increase

the capital stock of the company operating

the vehicles, and to put on additional can.

Students and faoulty of the Agricultural

and Mechanical College near Byron, Texai.

are much pleased with the prospect of an

automobile passenger line being established

between the college settlement and the town

It is planned to put four cars on th route.

The plan Is appreciated the more because of

the disappointment of the people when a

projected electric railroad failed to ma-

terialize.

C. W. Gray, of Watertown, N. Y., has

started an auto 'bus line and the experiment

has thus far met with success. He now has

two Packard cars in commission but will

have more later. The bodies of the cars

were furnished by the H. H. Babcock Car-

riage Company of that city. It is said that

this concern, which Is one of the largest In

the country, Is at once going into the busi-

ness of building auto bodies.

The Commercial Club of Coldwater. Mich.,

has arranged details with O. L. Mead, of

Detroit, for the operation of an automobile

stage line between Coldwater. Qulncy and

Union City. May 1 was set for the Inaugura-

tion of the system. To Insure the operation

of the stages throughout the season, 1M
books containing $6.00 worth of tickets were

Issued for sale at $5 each, and fifty of these

were sold In Coldwater on the day they were

offered. The books are transferable and

are good for the entire season.

Frank P. Long of Wilmington. Del., has

started an automobile passenger service be-

tween Mlddletown and Odessa, towns about

three miles apart, and about 25 miles south

of Wilmington. He will have a Wlnton car.

which will carry from ten to twelve people

It Is his Intention to make a round trip

every hour and meet all trains arriving and

departing from Mlddletown. The railroad

does not run to Odessa. A trolley line now

connects the two towns and the automobile

line will cover practically the same route.

Automobiles will come Into direct compe-

tition with steam passenger trains In Cen-

tral Wyoming within the next few weeks

when the rush of homesteaders commence to

Invade the Shoshone reservation district.

The automobiles will be used by the Union

Pacific railroad to carry passengers from

Rawlins to a point about 100 miles distant.

The fast trains, which arrive early In the

morning, will be met at Rawlins by the auto-

mobiles, and as the country is flat and the

roads excellent, It Is expected that the W
miles can be covered by early afternoon

The Union Pacific expects to land Its passen-

gers at their destination earlier than two

competing roads which have rail connections

for the entire distance.

The Dewhurst Interurban Automobile Com-

pany and the Interurban Motor Traction

Company, of Lexington. Ky.. have combined

and will operate automobile passenger lines

from Lexington to Nicholasvllle. to North

Middleton and to Richmond. The line to

Nicholasvllle Is already in operation, and the

other two lines will be operated as soon »^

the necessary cars can be obtained. A Ur*<"

garage, repair shop and general waiting rooir

wlll be built In the center of the city. Ir

addition to its passenger traffic business tlx

company will engage In the general garai*

business and will also handle freight and '*

press matter. The company will be inco'

porated with a capital stock of $50.0*0.
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NEWS AND TRADE MISCELLANY.

The Ford Motor Co., of Detroit, Mich.,
announces that it is about ready to make
deliveries of the $500 four-cylinder runa-
bout.

Andre G. Catelain, expert repairer of
foreign cars, has removed from 57a West
Van Buren street to 1534 Michigan ave-
nue, Chicago.

The McGiehan Mfg. Co., makers of
odometers, have reorganized and moved
into new quarters at 1557 Broadway,
New York City.

The business formerly conducted by
Joseph Bentley, of Methuen, Mass., has
een incorporated under the name of the

Joseph Bentley Hair Company.
Owing to a typographical error in the

advertisement of the Novelty Tufting
Machine Company, of Chicago, in last
week's issue of The Automobile, the
street number was wrongly printed. The
correct address is 264 Michigan avenue.

New York automobilists desiring New
Jersey registration under the new law
can apply at Room 511, 1 Montgomery
street, Jersey City. Applicants must ap-
pear in person, though they need not
take their cars along if they do not
wish to.

The Detroit plant of Morgan &
Wright, tire manufacturers, is entirely
new, having been recently built, and is

not a factory formerly used by an auto-
mobile manufacturing concern, as was
erroneously stated in last week's issue
of The Automobile.

At the last meeting of the Buffalo Au-
tomobile Trade Association the follow-
ing firms were elected to active member-
ship: Babcock Electric Carriage Com-
pany, Knox Automobile Company, Ford
Motor Company, G & J Tire Company, and
MacNaughton & DuBroy.
The Novelty Tufting Machine Co., of

264 Michigan avenue, Chicago, controll-
ing the patents covering upholstering by
machinery of seats and seat cushions,
has commenced suit against B. F. Ever-
itt, of Detroit, Mich., for an accounting
and damages for alleged violation of
contract.

R. Gordon Carew, New York agent of
the F. B. Stearns Company, has sold a
Stearns Pullman to the city of New
York, for city officials' use. R. M. Cook.
President of the New York Board of
Health, also drives a Stearns. The city
of Cleveland has also purchased a
Stearns for general use in the city de-
partments.
A Boston syndicate of capitalists is

said to be interested in a project to cen-
tralize the automobile trade of Philadel-
phia, in a building large enough to give
floor space to all the agencies in the city.

Representatives of the syndicate have
been looking for a satisfactory site in the
Quaker City, but have not yet announced
their selection.

More building operations are in
progress on Michigan avenue, Chicago,
m the automobile quarter. The building
next to the store of the Excelsior Supply
Company is being removed to make
room for the erection of a new store for
H. Paulman & Company, agents for the
Pierce. The new building is to be ready
about August 1.

L. E. Myers, of the Chicago Automobile
Club, a member of the 1906 A. A. A. Tour-
ing Committee, will make the tour this year
in the same Columbia car which he used
in the Chicago-St. Paul run last season.

Previous to owning this car, Mr. Myers
drove the Columbia known as "Old Betsey
No. 1," which established the original road
record between Chicago and New York.
While driving "Old Betsey" Mr. Myers
made a record of 14 hours from Chicago to

St Louis, which still stands well up toward
the best performance to-day.

Considerable excitement was caused in
automobile trade circles by the sudden
disappearance of Rene E. Jarrige, well
known as an automobilist and dealer in
automobiles, and until about a year ago
agent for the DeDietrich car in the
United States. For the last year Jar-
rige conducted an automobile supply
business at 41 West Thirty-third street,
New York; but a few weeks ago he disap-
peared and it is said that a number of
creditors, who are endeavoring to settle

up his affairs, are out something like

$50,000.

One of the features of the centennial cele-

bration, which will be held at Colorado
Springs during September, in observance of
the hundredth anniversary of the discovery
of Pikes Peak, will be a big automobile
carnival. An endurance run between Den-
ver and Colorado Springs will be one of
the events, while a two-days' racing pro-
gram will be run off on the local track. The
celebration will be of national scope. Sev-
eral companies of United States soldiers

will take part, and the presence of Vice-
President Fairbanks and possibly President
Roosevelt will add eclat to the occasion.

Colorado Springs automobile men have
planned a special program for Roosevelt
Day should the Chief Executive see his way
clear to attend.

^ Anticipating the passage of the act
^of Congress to remove the revenue duty
from denatured alcohol, the Ford Motor
Company, of Detroit, has had its ex-
perimental force at work determining
the best type of carbureter for vapor-
izing alcohol for internal-combustion
motors. Mr. Ford states that the results
of the tests have been very gratifying,
and that in the case of the six-cylinder
type of motor, the average gasoline test
of which is 52 horsepower (rated at 40
in catalogue), as high as 60 horsepower
was obtained in several tests with alco-
hol as fuel. Instead of the prony brake,
a dynamo is used, the armative being di-

rect-connected to the motor shaft, so
that accurate readings can be made not
only at all speeds, but over a great length
of time.

Bert Holcomb, who still holds the Chi-
cago-New York road record, has probably
driven as many miles between sundown
and sunrise as any man living. He says
that with horn and lanterns in good work-
ing order, and a disposition to drive mod-
erately, night driving is as safe and per-
haps a little safer than day driving. Roads
are practically free of teams and the ina-

bility to see the minute details of grade,
surface, etc., leaves the motorist compara-
tively free from nervous strain. Hills are
easier climbed or descended, and bad places
in the road are frequently gotten over more
rapidly than would be the case by daylight.

This may sound paradoxical to those who
have not tried it, but it is a fact. It is only
necessary to have good lights, to give ample
warning of your approach and to avoid too
high a speed rate in order not only to feel

safe but to be safe.

The Whitney Manufacturing Company,
of Hartford, Conn., has decided to erect
a new plant, and has placed with the

Tide Water Building Company, of New
York, a contract for a factory building
to be erected according to plans prepared
by Architect Wm. A. Boring, of New
York. The building will be of reinforced
concrete throughout and will be fireproof;

dimensions, 228 feet long and 61 feet

wide, four stories high. There will be a
single-story extension 64 feet square, and
the combined floor area will be about
62,000 square feet. Work will be com-
menced immediately and it is expected
that the new quarters will be ready for
occupancy about November 1 next. The
factory will be divided into three depart-
ments to take care of the work in other
lines than that of manufacturing chains.
Special attention will be given to the
comfort of employees, and lunch rooms,
smoking rooms, lockers and so on will

be provided for them. The new factory
will be located on an eight-acre plot of
ground near the Hartford Rubber
Works, on Hamilton street and Bartholo-
mew avenue, Hartford.

The Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Car Com-
pany has been making some private tests

during the last month to ascertain the ac-

tual cost of operating its cars under real

touring conditions, keeping account of cost

of gasoline, etc., ton-mileage, and other
statistical data. During the last week J.

G. Emmerling, of Johnstown, Pa., made a
run from Tarrytown to Johnstown. The
first section of this test was by way of Ny-
ack, Newark, and Trenton to Philadelphia,
a distance of 160 miles. It was accom-
plished in eight hours, entirely on the high

fear and without stopping the engine,
rom Philadelphia by way of Lancaster,

Columbia, York and Gettysburg, to Mc-
Connellsburg, 185 miles, was made in eight
hours, under the same conditions. The bal-

ance of the run to Johnstown via Bedford,
80 miles, was made in five hours, the mid-
dle gear being used several times in cross-
ing the mountains. The entire run of 425
miles was made in twenty-one hours, with
no adjustments except the tightening of
spring clips. Twenty-six gallons of gaso-
line and a little over a gallon of oil were
used. Another trip recently made by a
Maxwell car was a record run from Tarry-
town to Albany by A. S. Le Vino in five

hours and forty minutes, actual running
time.

Popular attention has been so strongly
focused upon the development of gasoline
cars during the past two or three years that
many seem to have lost sight of the varied
and important improvements which have
been made in electric carriages. Columbia
Electrics, made by the Electric Vehicle
Company, are among the most popular cars
outside the gasoline class, and it is interest-

ing to note the leading changes that have
been made in them since 1903. Pressed steel

frames are now used, decreasing the weight
and providing for easy removal of bodies.
Mileage has been greatly increased by the
more general use of ball bearing's, improved
motors and batteries and better tire equip-
ments. Controllers are now so constructed
that the electric circuit remains closed be-
tween the various stops of the lever, doing
away with the jerkiness which was formerly
noticeable in starting and gaining headway.
All Columbia electric town carriages of the
coach class have wheel steering. The spur
gear form of transmission has given way to
the herring-bone type, which is noiseless.

In the lighter carriages single motor equip-
ment takes the place of the two motors
employed in the earlier models, with the
result of increased efficiency and lessened
weight. Batteries are now wired in series,

permitting simpler arrangement of carriage
wiring and controller connections. These
and other improvements make the electric

carriage of to-day a much more serviceable
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and easier controlled vehicle than was its

predecessor of a few years ago. The run-
ning of an up-to-date electric is so simple
that women and children operate them with
perfect assurance.

NEW AGENCIES ESTABLISHED.
The Boston Mechanical Company, Mo-

tor Mart, Boston, has taken the local
agency for the Moon car, made in St.

Louis.

Solliday & Company, Third and Wells
streets, Milwaukee, Wis., have taken the
agency for the Queen car, made by the
C. H. Blomstrom Company, of Detroit,

Mich.

John H. Gardner and Albert Kauff-
man have organized the Carlisle Auto
& Supply Company at Carlisle, Pa., with
offices and garage at 13-15 Main street
that city.

A new importing house, the Itala Im-
port Company, has been formed in New
York City, and established offices, show-
rooms and a mechanical department at

41 West Fifty-fifth street. E. Lillie, for-
merly American representative of the
Mors, is president and general manager
of the new company, which will handle
the Itala car, made at Turin, Italy.

On June 1 the Warner Instrument
Company of Beloit, Wis., will open a
Chicago branch at 1251 Michigan avenue,
under the management of A. J. Inderrie-
den. The new location is admirably
adapted for the requirements of the com-
pany's rapidly growing business. Dur-
ing the coming month all automobilists
calling at the new Chicago store will be
presented with the Warner Company's
booklet, "Auto-Pointers," free of charge.
The book retails at 50 cents, and is of
much interest and value to all who drive

1344 Michigan avenue, Chicago, agents
for the Peerless and Orient, died on Fri-

day, May 25, the result of an attack of

apoplexy while at luncheon the Tuesday
previous. Mr. Herrick was also treas-

urer of the Drake Electric Company. He
was but 40 years old at the time of his

death, and for years had been a con-
spicuous figure in the automobile and
bicycle industry. Until two years ago
he was manager for Morgan & Wright,
a position with which he was identified

for fourteen years. His first business

experience was in the hat store of his

father, who died about a year ago. His
mother survives him, as does also a wid-
ow and an 8-year-old son. His sudden
death will be a severe shock to his many
friends throughout the country.

PERSONAL TRADE MENTION.
W. F. Winchester, who has been driv-

ing the Franklin at race meets the past
few seasons, has accepted a position
with the Babcock Electric Carriage Com-
pany of Buffalo.

John T. Rainier, president of the
Rainier Company, of New York, will sail

July 1 for a four months' trip abroad,
during which time he will tour the con-
tinent in a Rainier.

W. R. Densmore, until recently trav-
eling representative of the National As-
sociation of Automobile Dealers, is now
associated with C. B. Penney of the
Jaynes Automobile Company of Buffalo.

Dan Canary, of Chicago, well known
years ago as an accomplished bicycle
trick rider, is now associated with Frank
T. Fanning in the handling of Michelin
tires in the Windy City. The firm moved
into new quarters at 1251 Michigan ave-
nue last week.

John L. Poole, for several years Ren-
eral foreign representative of the Olds
Motor Works, has resigned his position
with that company to accept a similar
one with the Aerocar Company of De-
troit. Mr. Poole was one of the first

American representatives to ro abroad
in the interests of the automobile indus-
try, and during the past four years has
visited every continental country from
Africa to Russia. Ever since the ad-
vent of the safety bicycle Mr. Poole has
been identified with matters awheel, and
has been a very successful marketer of
goods.

William Herrick, treasurer and mana-
ger of the William Herrick Company,

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.
Morawetz Co., Milwaukee, Wis.—Cata-

logue of fur garments for automobilists.

Chas. Kaufmann, Oshkosh, Wis.—Cat-
alogue of brass launch fittings of all kinds.

York Motor Car Co., Inc., York, Pa.—
Catalogue of Pullman gasoline touring cars.

Sherwood Mfg. Co., Buffalo—Catalogue
of steam boiler specialties, lubricators and
the like.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, O.

—

Catalogue of electric pleasure vehicles, open
and inclosed.

Wallace Barnes Co., Bristol, Conn.—
Catalogue of small springs of all kinds and
for all purposes.

Cortland Forging Co., Cortland, N. Y.
—Catalogue of forgings for automobile tops,

rails and the like.

Western Tool Works, Galesburg, III.—
Catalogue of Gale gasoline automobiles for

pleasure and business.

Palmer Bros., Cos Cob, Conn.—Cata-
logue of launches, gasoline marine engines,

stationary engines and so on.

New Era Gas Engine Co., Dayton, O.

—

Catalogue of stationary gas engines from
10 horsepower to 125 horsepower.

Schacht Mfg. Co., Cincinnati.—Cata-
logue of Schacht gasoline automobiles with
30-horsepower four-cylinder motors.

Davis W. Shuler & Son, Amsterdam,
N. Y.—Circular illustrating and describing

suspension springs for automobiles.

Long Mfg. Co., Chicago.—Catalogue of

radiators, fans, hoods and fittings for these

components for gasoline automobiles.

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago.—
Catalogue of Holsman high-wheel buggy
type automobiles with steel cable drive.

Model Gas Engine Works, Auburn,
Ind.—Catalogue of Model gasoline automo-
biles, 16 horsepower and 24 horsepower.

Motor & Mfg. Works Co., Ithaca, N. Y.
—Special circular illustrating and describ-

ing the Ejector muffler for gasoline engines.

Henry Shea, Brooklyn, N. Y.— Illus-

trated circular describing the P. T. C. power
driven tire pump, to be carried on the car.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—Il-

lustrated circular describing the G & J
automobile tires and tire accessories for

1906.

Lobee Pump & Machinery Co., Buffalo.
—Illustrated circular describing the Lobee
circulating pumps for internal combustion
motors.

St. Anne Kerosene Co., St. Anne, III.—
Catalogue of kerosene automobile motors
with two and four cylinders, and also trans-

Wray Pump & Register Co., Rochester,
N. Y.—Catalogue of tire pumps, simple and
compound, pressure indicators and automo-
bile jacks.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indian-
apolis, Ind.—Catalogue of National gaso-

line touring cars with four-cylinder and six-

cylinder motors.

Herschell-Spillman Co., North Tona-
wanda, N. Y.—Catalogue of four-cylinder

and six-cylinder gasoline motors for auto-

mobiles and trucks.

Standard Carriage Lamp Co., Chicago.

—Catalogue of acetylene, oil and electric

lamps for automobiles; also gas generators

for acetylene lamps.

Weston-Mott Co., Utica, N. Y.—Cata-
logue of automobile front and rear axles,

driving gears, brakes, hubs, bearings, rims
and other component parts.

American & British Mfg. Co., Bridge-

port, Conn.—Catalogue of pressed steel

frames for automobiles, and also spring

hangers and like components.

White Sewing Machine Co., Cleve-
land, O.—"What People Say About the

White Steamer," a pamphlet of testimonials
from satisfied users of the White steam car.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.
—Illustrated price list of parts of the Pack-
ard 24-horsenower car. A complete list, giv-

ing the prices of all parts from a bolt up-
ward.

The Post & Lester Co., Hartford, Conn.
—Complete catalogue of automobile sup-
plies and accessories of all kinds, including
lamps, horns, tools, clothing, ignition ap-
paratus and so on.

Chicago Battery Co., Chicago.—Cata-
logue of Duro dry storage batteries and
electric lamps for automobiles; the lamps
run from the smallest miniature lamp to the
full-sized searchlight

Charles R Miller, New York.—Large
catalogue of automobile supplies and acces-
sories of all kinds. A very complete and
comprehensive book, which lists everything
necessary and incidental to an automobil-
ist's equipment.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton,
Ind.—Catalogue illustrating and describing
the auto-sparker, an ignition dynamo for
automobile, stationary or launch engines.
The dynamo is fitted with a governor for
maintaining constant speed.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
Following is the official record of imports

and exports of automobiles and parts of
autos by the United States for the month of
March, 1006, and for the nine months end-
ing with March

:

Imports.
Nine Mos.
ending

March, 1906. March, 1906.
No. Value. No. Value.

Automobiles 80 $263,928 744 $2,694,091
Parts of autos... — 4S.797 — 279,367

$307,716 $2,973,460
Exports by Countries.

Nine Mos.
ending

Country. March. 1906. March, 1906.

United Kingdom $70,414 $541,431
France 16,035 139,226
Germany 10,413 45.742
Italy 40,418 171,628
Other Europe 12.207 102.469
British No. America.... 69,094 3S3.717
Mexico 34,611 201,121
W. Indies A Bermuda.. 9,996 220,434
South America 8,991 62,082
British East Indies 369 28,738
British Australasia 10.774 129.620
Other Asia and Oce-
anlca 9,867 40,767

Africa 6,219 26.094
Other countries 163 11,880

Total .$298,661 $2,064,874
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS.

Speed Indicator. — An attractive instru-

ment combining a speed indicator, a trip

odometer, a season or total odometer and a

one-day clock all inclosed in a round bronze

casing, is manufactured by the Acme Auto
Meter Co., of 442 Water street, New York.

The instrument is driven by flexible shaft

from gearing attached to one of the front

wheels of the car, and is fitted with a

bracket for attachment to the dashboard.

The bracket is pivoted, so that the dial can

be set at any angle that the driver of the

car finds most convenient. The speed-in-

dicating scale occupies the upper semicircle

of the dial and is marked in large,~clear

figures up to 65 miles an hour. Instead of

pivoting the indicating hand in the middle

of the dial in the usual way, the hand is

pivoted inside the case, out of sight, but

carries a pointer which is bent over the

edge of the dial, moving in a slot, and so

leaves the middle of the dial clear for other

purposes. Partly in the semicircle and ex-

tending a little below it is the clock dial,

also marked very plainly, with a seconds

dial near the top. Below the clock are the

odometers, the trip odometer reading to

9900-10 miles Swid the total odometer read-

ing to 9,999 miles. A knob is provided for

setting the trip odometer back to zero. The
Acme instruments are also made without

the clock and without either clock or odo-

meters ; where the clock is omitted the hand
or pointer is pivoted in the center of the

dial in the usual way. The plain speed indi-

cator can be made to register up to 130
miles an hour, for use on racing cars.
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Spring Check.—Everyone who has ridden

in an automobile knows how unpleasant it

is to be tossed in the air when the car goes

over a "thank-you-ma'am" and to be met
when half way down by the seat coming up
again. And in addition to the discomfort

caused the passengers, especially in the rear

seats, these bumps are hard on the springs

and the sudden and violent recoil frequently

results in a broken leaf or leaves owing to

the stress placed on the spring in the direc-

tion in which the spring is the least adapted

to resist One of the latest de-

vices designed to obviate this

undesirable spring action is the

Toquet spring check, manufac-
tured by B. Louis Toquet, of

South Norwalk, Conn. This check
consists of a drum, attached to the

frame of the car, a band encircling

the drum after the manner of a

brake band, an arm extending
from and formed integral with the

band, and a connecting rod ex-

tending from the end of the arm
to a bracket attached to the spring

or axle. The connecting rod is

attached at both ends by joints;

the arrangement of the parts will be clearly

seen in the illustration. The band encir-

cling the drum is split at one side and the

ends are drawn together by a spring ar-

rangement, so that wear is automatically

taken up and the stiffness of the check is

practically constant. The brake band is

lined with leather to give a smooth action.

By tightening up the nut behind the spring

the stiffness of the check can be adjusted

to a nicety. One of the features of the de-

vice is that there is very little resistance

to the compression of the spring on the

downward movement of

the car body, because the

friction has a tendency to

open up the gap in the brake
band ; but on the recoil or

upward movement the tend-

ency is to close up the gap,

assisted by the coiled spring,

and the checking action re-

sults. Two of these checks
are usually fitted, one for

each rear spring.

Complete Combustion.—With a view to

producing complete combustion of the gaso-
line used in internal-combustion motors,
and thus avoiding sooting of the plugs and
cylinders and odorous exhaust, a substance
called "No-Ko-Rode" has been placed on the
market by the No-Ko-Rode Co., of 225
Dearborn street, Chicago. The manufac-
turers state that in addition to preventing
the fouling of the engine amd plugs, this

compound increases the power developed by
making the combustion complete.
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SPECIAL NOTICED

AUTOMOBILES—3135 up. The best assort-

ment we have ever had. We can posi-

tively save you money. The Starln Companj,
72-74 Main St., North Tonawanda, S. I

Mayil

ARARE OPPORTUNITY—Double site en-

trance Peerless with top and glass front

Ave lamps, Gabriel horn, etc.. will be soii

cheap, or will give you good trade for

your smaller car. The Starln Company. TS-

74 Main St., North Tonawanda. N. T. Hayll

CHAUFFEUR—American, young. smc>.
neat, thoroughly temperate, wishes situ-

ation; touring preferred. Box 51, Paris, Me
Hayll

CHAUFFEUR—A technical student wishes

position as chauffeur during summer va-

cation; two years' experience in repalrtne

and on the road. Private family preferred
Worcester, care The Automobile. Hayll

T^RAUGHTSMAN—German graduate as en-
'-' glneer; experienced on automobiles, de-

sires position with prospect for advancement
Loewenson, 254 East 68th St., New York City.

Hayll

ELMORE, 1906—We have at present three

1906 Elmore touring cars, 16-h.p., which
we will dispose of at a very low figure to

accommodate purchasers of 1906 machines.
Elmore Automobile Company, 1861 Broil-
way, New York. U.

FOR 8ALE—1904 Haynes touring runabout
tine condition; 3460. Wm. Meade Stlth.

Petersburg, Va. Hayll

FOR SALE—16-tube radiator. 310; 34-tube.

316. A. M. Symonds. 901 No. Fairfield
Ave., Chicago, 111. tf.

FOR SALE—Bargain. Running gear, with
tires ; two oil lamps, one muffler, one car-

bureter. 912 Raspberry St., Erie, Pa. May II

TJOR SALE—National electric runabout. wi»
* new exlde battery. Tires extra heavy
Northern Mfg. Co., Detroit. Junelt

FOR SALE—Flywheel and disoonnectnuj
clutch for 1903 or 1904 White touring car

Portland Garage. Portland. Me. If.

FOR SALE—30-h.p. Walter Car, In per-
fect condition; reason for selling, have

£urchased larger car. Address Chaa. Osgood.
CD., 68 Central Park West. New YorkfC^

FOR SALE—16 passenger gasoline ear; 4-

cyltnder 60-h.n. motor; top; storm front;
full equipment. Used five months; cost 34.-

000. Win sell for (2.500. Guaranteed perfect
order. For complete specifications address
Opportunity, care The Automobile. Junell

THE NATIONAL GASOLINE TANKS
C.The National Long Distance Gasoline Storage Outfit, which permits

of placing the supply tank under ground, the pump being inside the

building. In perfecting this outfit we have observed to the letter the
rules of the Underwriters' Laboratories, and can recommend it to be the

safest and most economical way of handling gasoline ever devised

CThis pump is one of our latest, Double Cylinder, which in operating

there is no lost motion, every movement of the handle pumps and
measures oil, saving time, labor and money. CThis outfit is es-

pecially designed for Automobile Garages. CAsk for Catalogue.

THE NATIONAL TANK CO., Inc., DAYTON, OHIO
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ESSENTIAL AUTOMOBILE AND CITY OFFICIALDOM
Nowadays the automobile is an essential and prominent feature

of every public function, the motor-driven vehicle serving as the

conveyance of the notables of the occasion. Only recently Presi-

dent Roosevelt, whose enthusiasm for automobiling had been of a

decidedly indifferent character, was seen in a car at the Paul

Jones ceremonies at Annapolis. In many cities the heads of de-

partments now require automobiles to facilitate their labors, and

nowhere is this more general than in New York City, which

o'erspreads the territory above The Bronx, includes a substantial

portion of eastern Long Island, and also embraces Staten Island.

Mayor McClellan drives his own car and uses it on all occa-

sions. Police Commissioner Bingham is a recent convert, and

in company with the Mayor on Saturday last he was met at his

hotel by Ernest Keeler, who will pilot the Oldsmobile racer in

the Vanderbilt Cup event, and the two were conveyed under

special escort of a platoon of police to the reviewing stand in

Madison Square. The photograph is an excellent one, the

Mayor being on the left, in the tonneau, and the Police Com-
missioner on the right. Usually the Mayor is at the wheel, but

on this occasion he is compelled to figure only as a passenger.

MAYOR M'CLELLAN AND POLICE COMMISSIONER BINGHAM EN ROUTE TO REVIEWING STAND FOR THE POLICE PARADE.
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TO TAR GRAND PRIX COURSE
Paris, May 18.—As the date of the Grand Prix draws nearer

activity increases on the part of the committee, the teams and

inhabitants of the district of the Sarthe. Several changes have

had to be made in the list of drivers. Thus M. Civelli de Bosch
will replace Renovie on the second Gregoire car, and the Mer-

cedes team, after undergoing many changes, has finally been

fixed as follows : Jenatzy, Mariaux, and Chevalier Florio. Braun,

who had at one time been looked upon as a driver, will act as

mechanic to the Italian champion. Mariaux first came into public

notice last year on the Brescia circuit, and won some local popu-

larity by a series of wild early morning dashes from Paris to the

seacoast last summer.

Owing to the inability of the firm to complete the new six-cylin-

der Mercedes racer in time to be properly tuned up for the big

race, it has been decided not to run them in the Grand Prix, but

to fall back on last year's machines. C. L. Charley, who has all

the arrangements in hand for the race, is now obtaining possession

of the 120-horsepower four-cylinder racers of last year, Mr. Gra-

ver's machine, with which Jenatzy ran in the Vanderbilt Cup race,

being already on its way across the Atlantic This is not the

first time the Mercedes people have run a previous year's model,

the same thing occurring in the Gordon Bennett race in Ireland.

The hour of starting has been fixed at 6 a. m., with an interval

of ninety seconds between each car. As there are 34 competitors,

starting operations will occupy 49 minutes 30 seconds, leaving

but a short interval between the departure of the last car on the

first and the commencement of the first car on the second round.

The starting point and headquarters of the Automobile Club
of France and the Automobile Club of the Sarthe have been
fixed on the western leg of the circuit at it point known as the

Pelle Mutile, near the railway station of Pont de Gennes, distance

eleven miles from Le Nans by road, and twenty minutes by rail,

there being a good train service along the entire leg of the cir-

cuit. On the right will be erected the grandstand and on the

left will be erected a garage for competitors.

Tarring of the road has already been commenced, as well as

the construction of the plank road across the angle of the circuit

at St Calais. Last year the oiling of the road on the Auvergne
circuit did not give the satisfactory results expected and a more
elaborate process is now being .adopted. The road is first swept
thoroughly by means of mechanical brushes, and the hot tar

spread on a width of eighteen feet by means of a tarring ma-
chine which is accompanied by a tar furnace. A gang of work-
men then spread the dust obtained by the sweeping over the tar

surface, brushing it in so that it remains permanently attached

to
.
the road. It is expected that the tarring will be a vast im-

provement over the oiling of last year.

For about one-fifth of the total length of the circuit the road
will be enclosed by wooden barriers. These are of two sorts, a

solid barrier about 50 inches high in all the villages and hamlets
and at all cross roads, and a light fence at other portions need-
ing protection. Not much work will have to be done in banking
up the road, for altogether there are only about fifteen turns

on the entire circuit, and several of ' these are gentle curves not

necessitating a great reduction of speed. The eastern leg, from
La Fcrte-Bernard to St. Calais, is the most winding portion, but
even here the road only serpentines and has no brusque turnings.

On many portions of the road there is a wide grass plot left for

the grazing of cattle, the limit of which is marked by a line of
stones at intervals. It has been decided to level the edge of this

plot in order that cars may, in case of necessity, leave the main
road entirely.

The official measurement of the circuit gives the total distance

as 103 k. 180 (80.89 miles), the three sides of the triangle being
respectively 33 kilometers (20.50 miles), 34.130 (21.20 miles),

34806 kilometers (21.62 miles), and the plank roads across an
angle of the circuit, 1 k. 244 m. 772 of a mile.

ONCE MORE THE GORDON BENNETT.
Paris, May 24.—The wordy battle in which the whole motor

world was engaged last year is about to recommence. It will be

remembered that after weeks of skirmishing and not a little hard

fighting the Gordon Bennett question was settled by the abandon-

ment of the race for 1906 and the promise of a conference in June

to decide what future action should be taken. The meeting has

just been fixed at the request of the Automobile Club of Great

Britain and Ireland, for June 25, at the stand of the Automobile

Club of France, at Pont de Gennes, on the Sarthe circuit, all

recognized clubs to be represented.

The British propositions are

:

1. That the Gordon Bennett Cup shall continue to be a speed

race. (It la universally recognized that speed tests have brought

the ordinary car to Its present state of utility.)

2. The number of automobiles representing; each national club

shall be there. (The Gordon Bennett Cup having been created as

an lnter-club contest, all clubs ought to have an equal chance.)

5. The length of the circuit shall be approximately 50 kilometers

(31 miles), and the total length of the course 600 kilometers (310

miles). (The shorter a circuit the more spectacular interest I*

created, and the expenses of organisation are proportionally de-

creased.)

4. Machines must not weigh more than 860 kilos (1,870 pounds).

Each machine must carry 160 kilos (830 pounds) of ballast, which
must not In any case form part of the structure of the car. (The
Automobile Club of Great Britain considers that the above-men-
tioned distribution of weight will do more to perfect the touring

machine than a limit of 1,000 kilos, as at present existing.)

6. The entry fee will be 3600 for the present, and no club other

than that of the country In which the race is held will have to

contribute any other sum than this 3600 to the expenses of the

race. (If the number 3 Is adopted, the expenses of organisation,

etc.. of the race will be materially diminished.)

6. The cars shall be driven by members of the clubs taking part
7. Entries will close on December 31 of the year preceding

the race.

8. The race will take place In May or June.

9. The conditions regulating the weight other than the weight

of the vehicles and the ballast will remain the same as in the

present regulations.

10. The machines shall be entirely constructed and all their

parts manufactured In the country which they represent
11. No club shall become permanent holder of the cup. The

winning club shall hold It according to the stipulations of the regu-

lations.

12. Whether the race for the cup takes place in France or any
other country. It shall always be run under the regulations of the

Automobile Club of France.

The Gordon Bennett cup was placed by M. Brasier early this

year in the hands of the Automobile Club of France, where it still

remains and where the native club had hoped it would always re-

main as an interesting curio. It is useless to deny the fact that the

proposals of the British club are not looked upon with favor in

France, the contention here being that an equal representation, in

which France would run with equal chances against Switzerland

or Belgium, is too dangerous to be accepted. "Representation

must be based on productive importance," say the Frenchmen.

"We, with our score of big constructors, cannot consent to run on

equal terms with smaller powers only possessing one or two firms

capable of producing a racing machine." The fact that Great

Britain has refused to run in the French Grand Prix does not

tend to an acceptance of the new proposals.

After being at so much pains to kill and respectably inter the

Gordon Bennett cup, it is disconcerting to find the monster come
to life again. The struggle will have to commence again, and if

Italy will give to France the aid she hopes to receive, the Gordon

Bennett Cup will probably be driven back to obscurity.

CAPE HAY AUTOISTS AFTER VANDERBILT CUP.

Two prominent members of the Cape May Automobile Club,

both residents of Philadelphia, and both of whom have driven cars

in races on the Cape May beach, have decided to enter a car in

the Vanderbilt Cup elimination trials which take place in Septem-

ber next. The newcomers in the realm of big races are Charles

J. Swayne and Dr. J. N. Wilkins. Both have driven gasoline ma-
chines, but their new racer will be a Stanley steamer.
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CATECHISM OF THE GASOLINE AUTOMOBILE*—

I

By FORREST R. JONES. M.E.

—WHAT is a cycle with reference to an internal combus-
* tion engine?

A.—A series of events occurring in regular order through
which the engine and its auxiliary apparatus passes repeat-

edly when in operation.

Q.—What is a four-stroke cycle (usually called four-cycle)

engine?

A.—An internal combustion engine in which the complete

cycle (series of events) occurs during four successive strokes

of the piston.

Q.—Give the events that occur in a four-stroke gasoline

engine in the order of their occurrence.

A. (Any part of the cycle may be taken as the starting

point. It is convenient to begin with the stroke that draws
in the combustible mixture.)

First stroke: Intake or admission stroke. The piston

starts from its extreme position next the combustion cham-
ber (from the highest position in a vertical cylinder engine)

and the' inlet valve is opened either by suction (automatic

valve) or by the inlet cam (mechanical valve) at about the

same time so as to allow the combustible mixture (charge)

to be drawn in by suction until the end of the stroke. The
inlet valve closes at (or about) the end of the intake stroke.

Second stroke: Compression stroke. Both valves are

closed. The piston moving toward the closed end of th^

cylinder (combustion chamber) compresses the charge to a

pressure of about 65 pounds per square inch.

Third stroke: Impulse, working, expansion or driving

stroke. Includes ignition, inflammation, combustion and
expansion of charge. The electric spark or other ignition

device ignites the charge about the time the piston has com-
pleted compression, and combustion (following inflammation)

takes place more or less rapidly. The gas pressure is in-

creased by the heat of combustion (to 350 pounds per square

inch or less) and drives the piston out from the closed end
of the cylinder. The expansion and cooling of the products

of combustion lower the pressure as the piston moves out.

Shortly before' the end of the stroke the exhaust valve is

opened by the exhaust cam (the exhaust valve is always

opened by a cam or other device positive in its action). The
gases escape rapidly with a characteristic puff until the

pressure falls to about that of the atmosphere (to nearly

zero pressure by gauge).

Fourth stroke: Exhaust or eduction stroke. The piston

moving; toward the closed end of the cylinder expels more
of the remaining gases through the open exhaust port. The
exhaust valve is held off its seat until (or after) the end of

the stroke. This completes the cycle. It is begun again

with the next stroke.

—Give the events that occur in a two-stroke cycle

(usually called two-cycle) engine in the order of their oc-

currence.

A.—As a convenient method for a beginning, it will be

assumed that there is a compressed charge in the combustion

chamber, and the piston in its position nearest the combus-

tion chamber. When a charge is fired, the piston is driven

out on the impulse stroke by the pressure caused by the

combustion until the stroke has been nearly completed. A
number of small port holes arranged circumferentially around

the cylinder walls and previously covered by the piston are

then uncovered by its motion. The gases in the cylinder

still being under considerable pressure rush out through these

•Adopted for class instruction in the Manhattan Automobile School, for

c-wners and mechanicians. New York. Copyright 1906, by the Class Journal

Company. All rights reserved.

openings which form the exhaust port. Still further motion

of the piston on the impulse stroke uncovers another row
of port holes circumferentially arranged which connect with

the crank chamber. When the piston starts on the impulse

stroke the crank chamber is filled with a combustible mix-

ture at about atmospheric pressure. The impulse stroke

compresses this mixture, so that when the inlet ports—just

referred to as being uncovered by the piston—are open, a

charge passes from the crank chamber to the cylinder and
combustion chamber. The next stroke (up-stroke in a verti-

cal engine, in-stroke in a horizontal engine) of the engine

closes first the inlet port, then the exhaust port, and finally

compresses the charge in the cylinder. On the compression

stroke, mixture is drawn into the crank chamber. This com-

pletes all the operations related to the cycle. As the name
indicates, the complete cycle occurs in two strokes of the

piston, corresponding to one revolution of the crankshaft.

Q.—Does the gasoline engine main shaft reverse its direc-

tion of rotation when the car changes from forward to

backward motion?

A.—No. The change speed and reverse gears provide for

this.

Q.—Will a four-stroke cycle engine run its main shaft in

either direction?

A.—No. Except in very unusual designs.

Q.—Can a two-stroke cycle engine be run in either direc-

tion?

A.—Yes. By moving the timer to ignite properly, it will

run equally well in either direction of rotation—clockwise or

counter clockwise.

Q.—How are the cylinders placed in a two-cylinder op-

posed engine?

A.—On opposite sides of the crankshaft.

Q.—How do the pistons move in a two-cylinder opposed

(horizontal) engine?

A.—They move toward each other during one-half revolu-

tion of the crank and both recede during the remaining half

revolution.

Q.—How is compression produced in the crank chamber

of a two-cylinder opposed engine?

A.—By the motion of the pistons toward each other.

Q.—How do the pistons move in relation to each other

in a four-cylinder vertical engine of the four-stroke cycle

type?

A.—The front and rear pistons move upward together

at the same time that the intermediate ones move down to-

gether. This is the usual construction.

Q.—In what order are the successive charges exploded in

a four-cylinder, four-stroke cycle, vertical engine whose pis-

tons move as just described?

A.—Starting with the front cylinder they come in the fol-

lowing order: (1) Front cylinder; (2) one of the interme-

diate cylinders; (3) rear cylinder; (4) remaining intermediate

cylinder.

Q.—What is a carbureter?

A.—An apparatus for enriching air with fuel hydrocarbon

such as gasoline, naphtha, kerosene, alcohol, etc.

Q.—What types of carbureters are most commonly used?

A.—Float feed, disk feed and diaphragm feed.

Q.—Describe a float-feed carbureter.

A.—It has a small reservoir into which the liquid fuel

flows through pipe connections from a tank. When the fuel

reaches a certain height a cork or hollow metal float closes

a valve which stops the flow. From the reservoir a small
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opening leads through a pipe (or hole in the casting) to a
large tube or opening through which air. passes. The upper
end of the pipe is slightly higher (1-16 to 1-8 inch) than the
level of the liquid maintained by the float. At the end of the
pipe is a minute opening (nozzle) for the escape of the liquid.

When a current of air is drawn through the air passage the

suction draws the liquid fuel (gasoline) out of the nozzle.

When gasoline is thus drawn out it quickly vaporizes and
the vapor mixes with the air and forms a combustible mixture
when the proportions of air and gasoline are correct. When
the gasoline is drawn out, the float descends with the lowered
supply in the carbureter reservoir and more gasoline flows

in from the tank till the float valve again shuts it off. A small

valve with a conical point and threaded stem, called a
needle valve, is adjustable in the opening from the carbure-
ter reservoir to the air passage to regulate the quantity of

gasoline drawn out by the air.

One or more throttle valves are placed in the air pas-

sage to control the amount of air passing through when the
carbureter is used in connection with an internal combustion
engine. Some carbureters have more than one gasoline out-

let; a small one which operates when the air throttle is nearly
closed and only a small amount of air is passing through,
and a large nozzle which alone supplies gasoline when the air

throttle is opened to a considerable extent. Each opening
has its own needle valve.

A spring valve is often used to nearly close the air inlet

to the carbureter when resting on the valve seat, but a
small bypass is always left open. This air valve remains on its

seat when the throttle is nearly closed, and all the air comes
in through the bypass. But when the throttle is opened, the
suction lifts the air valve from its seat, thus securing a suffi-

ciently large passage. The tension of the air-valve spring is

adjustable to regulate the extent of the partial vacuum
caused by suction and thus the amount of gasoline drawn
out to enrich the air.

The air current in some designs passes by the nozzle in

the direction of its opening, in others in the reverse direction,

and in some at right angles to the nozzle.

Q.—Describe a disk-feed carbureter.

A.—In the disk-feed carbureter the air is drawn through
a large passageway in which is a minute opening that ter-

minates the gasoline feed pipe that leads from the tank. This
opening is closed by a needle valve which has a disk of very
thin sheet metal attached to the stem. When no air is pass-

ing through the carbureter the needle valve closes the gaso-

line nozzle. As soon as air is drawn through, the current

striking against the disk lifts it from its seat. Gravity

and suction then both bring gasoline out of the nozzle to mix
with the air. The lift of the valve and its disk are con-

trolled by an adjustable screw which regulates the extent of

the movement. Sometimes a spring is used to hold the disk

down and this valve to its seat and also regulate the amount of

opening due to suction.

Q.—Describe a diaphragm-feed carbureter.

A.—In this type the air is drawn through a large passage-

way as in the types just described. The reduction of air

pressure causes action on a diaphragm supported at its cir-

cumference and free to move at the center. The needle valve

for controlling the outlet of gasoline is held to its seat when
no air is passing. As soon as air is drawn through, the

pressure is reduced on one side of the diaphragm, which
causes its center to move. The needle valve is attached to its

center and the motion of the diaphragm lifts the valve from
its seat to allow gasoline to flow either by gravity or suction,

or both.

During the month of April, 1006, there were imported into

the United States 144 automobiles of a total value of $421,268.

The imports for the ten months ending with April, 1006, were

888 cars, valued at $3,1 15,361.

PHILADELPHIA'S MANY NEW 'BUS LINES.

Philadelphia, June 4.—The People's Vehicle Company, which

last week caused to be introduced into City Councils an ordinance

granting it numerous privileges as to the streets upon which it

asked the right to operate automobile "buses, has run up against

a snag. Not only the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, but

the recently organized Auto Transit Company, have filed re-

monstrances against the wholesale franchise which the People's

Company asks for. That corporation asks for the right not only

to operate its 'buses the entire length of Broad street and on

Diamond street from Broad street to Fairmount Park—the very

territory for which the Auto Transit Company has obtained per-

mission to occupy—but also wants the privilege of running on'

Market street from Broad street to the Delaware ferries; on

Delaware avenue from Callowhill to Dock; on Dock street to

Third; on Third to Market; Diamond ttreet, from Front to

Broad ; Hunting Park avenue, from Broad to Hunting Park ; and

on Fortieth street, Forty-fourth street, Lancaster avenue and other

approaches to West Fairmount Park.

The ordinance has been turned over 10 City Solicitor Kinsey

before action is taken, and Director Hicks, of the Department of

Public Works, has been asked to pass upon it It is understood

that if Messrs. Kinsey and Hicks pass upon it favorably the

Highway Committee will favorably recommend it.

The People's Company has made a bid for public favor by its

offer to charge school children, between certain hours only, two

cents for fare instead of the regular five cents ; to sell six tickets

for 25 cents, or twenty-five for $1.

None of the promoters seems to have any definite idea as to

the size, power, or make of the 'buses which it is proposed to op-

erate; certainly the company will not be in a position to begin

operations for many months to come. For these reasons it has

been asserted that the ordinance is merely an effort to secure

franchises which may be sold at a profit at some future time.

MANY WOMEN DRIVERS IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Rochester, N. Y., June 4.—A. L. Westgard, an old resident of

this dry, and here for the first time in nearly two years, com-

ments upon the growth of the automobile industry thusly

:

"The great popularity of automobiling in Rochester is very ap-

parent to a visitor who has not been here for some time. I am
told that there are over 1,200 automobiles in Rochester, and one

thing that strikes me particularly is the large number of women
running their own cars. To-day I have counted in two hoars

thirty-two women drivers, about one-third of whom had gaso-

line cars, the majority using electric runabouts."

Rochester's Labor Day race over the 25 Vs mile course should

be very successful. The distance will be 102 miles, or four times

around the circuit, the route of which is mostly macadam and *

few poor spots will be improved. The consents of property own-

ers have been nearly all secured.

CONCERNING NEW FREE ALCOHOL LAW.
Washington, D. C, June 2.—The interesting announcement

was made at the White House to-day that President Roosevelt

has directed Commissioner of Internal Revenue Yerkes to pro-

ceed to Europe to fully investigate the operations of the laws of

the various countries as to denatured alcohol. The Commissioner

will leave shortly and will be away several months. The diplo-

matic and consular officers of this country will aid him during

his investigations.

The free alcohol bill recently passed by Congress provides for

regulations to be made by the Commissioner of Internal Reve-

nue. Much depends on how these regulations are made, as to

whether denatured alcohol becomes cheap enough for power par-

poses, or not. The object of Commissioner Yerkes' trip is to

carefully study the foreign laws and their effects.
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STEARNS AGAIN WINS CLEVELAND CLIMB
By GEORGE F. DAVIS.

CLEVELAND, June 5.—Frank B. Stearns has demonstrated

that he is one of the most daring hill drivers in this part of

the country. In last year's contest of the Cleveland Automobile
Club at Gates Mills he easily vanquished all competitors. This

year, with with the keen competition and remarkable perform-

ances of other skilled drivers, he twice clipped seconds from the

performances of others who looked like sure winners.

The contest this year was managed in a businesslike way. The
hill was smoothed off and bad places oiled, so that it was in prime
condition ; the course was accurately surveyed for a full mile, and
the timing was done by signal bells and telephone, so there can be

no question as to the authenticity of the work. The best time,

i :23 2-5, was almost four seconds slower than last year, but the

course was one-tenth of a mile longer, so that in reality the win-

ner did much better than last year.

Only recently recovered from a terrible accident which nearly

cost him his life and laid him up for many weeks, Mr. Stearns

said before starting that he felt he was out of the contest After

winning event No. 12 in 1 124 4-5, he came back to the tape, weak
from the effort, and said : "I will never, never go up that hill again

in a race." Ten minutes later he changed his mind, and in the

next event clipped a second and a half from his previous time.

The hill is long and crooked, with three bad turns, two of

which tried the nerves of the best of them. W. D. Drown, with

a huge 90-horsepower special car which he had built himself, was

looked upon as a likely winner, but in his first trial he failed to

negotiate a turn and went over a bank, capsizing the machine and

wrecking two wheels, but without injury to himself or machinist.

Although Mr. Stearns was able to carry off first honors in three

events, he was pushed closely by Arthur Scaife and Walter White,

driving White steamers. Mr. White got one event in a stock car

of the 1906 pattern, while Mr. Scaife drove a little old 10-horse-

power machine of the vintage of '03, running twice second to

Stearns. The little machine pitched and swerved on the rough

turns, and seemed almost certain to go to pieces on the uneven

plank road, which constituted the finishing stretch.

A Reo, driven first by M. C. Mclnnes and later by E. R.

Thomas, captured three firsts, one of them in an event ahead of its

class. Mclnnes was protested and disqualified for being a pro-

fessional chauffeur, the events in question being open to amateur

drivers. The amateur championship of Cuyahoga county by this

default went to C. W. Ferguson, whose time, 2:15, was but 1-5 of

a second less than that of Mclnnes.

A decided innovation was sprung by the appearance of Mrs.

J. C. Simons, the first woman to drive in an automobile race in

Cleveland. She was able to take second place in the fourth event,

finishing slightly behind Mclnnes, who was later disqualified,

giving Mrs. Simons a beautiful silver cup for her china closet.

Rain during the morning kept away many spectators and some
of the contestants, but for all that there was a big array of auto-

mobiles, with many people who came on the electric line, aug-

mented by hundreds of farmers who were anxious to see what the

new-fangled machines could do on a grade that has long been

the terror of the country horses of that district. The little village

never saw so many people, and the quaint little country hotel,

where good old-fashioned chicken dinners are served at the most

up-to-date city prices, was eaten out of house and home, and many
a fair society lady, not to mention the officials who were marooned
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j. c. smons and the jackson climber.

up at the top of the hill, was glad to relieve an empty feeling

caused by a session that was almost an all day affair with cheese
and crackers purchased at the country grocery. The summary:
Owing to the fact that the output of Stearns cars is limited,

and the builders find it difficult to turn out enough to supply

W. D. DROWN IN 90-B.P. SPECIAL THAT WAS WRECKED.

the demand, the Stearns cars are seldom entered in contests, ow-
ing to lack of time. The car has always given a good account
of itself, however, when opportunity has offered. A Stearns car
won the climb on the same hill a year ago, making time that was
record then; the course was a tenth of a mile shorter than this

year's course. The road was very muddy at first, but it improved
as the contests proceeded, this having a beneficial effect on the

times, as the record trip of the Stearns indicates. Had the road

not been given careful attention before the contests, no such time

could have been made.

Summary of the Gates' Mills Hill Climb.

AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY.
1. Pope-Toledo, C. W. Ferguson 2.16
2. Stoddard-Dayton, T. J. Wetsel 2.27
3. Royal, C. Emmerman 3.06

STOCK CARS, PRICES $850 TO $1,500.

1. Reo, E. R. Thomas 2.17
2. Bulck, W. L>. Marr 2.13 2-5
3. Bulck, A. Whittle 2.27
4. Stoddard-Dayton. H. B. Odell 2.38 $-•
5. Bulck, Harry Page 2.50 1-5
6. Jackson, Louis Schmidt 2.58 8-5

STOCK CARS, $850 TO $1,600, AMATEUR OWNERS.
1. Reo, M. C. Mclnnes 2.08
2. Jackson. Mrs. J. C. Simons 2.23 2-5
3. Bulck, W. H. Jenner 2.38 1-5

STOCK CARS BETWEEN $1,500 AND $2,000.

1. White. Arthur Scalfe 1.62 1-5
2. Franklin. E. M. Springsteen 2.56
8. Franklin, C. Taylor 3.12 4-5

STOCK CARS, PRICE $2,000 TO $3,000.

1. White, Walter C. White 1.44
2. Jackson, Louis Schmidt 1.60 2-6
3. Stoddard-Dayton, R. H. Cronninger 2.06
4. Stoddard-Dayton, H. S. Moore 2.13 4-6
5. Franklin, G. F. Johnson 2.42

STOCK CARS, PRICE $3,000 TO $5,000.

1. Stearns, F. B. Stearns 1.40 1-5
2. Pope-Toledo, R. H. Magoon.. 2.04
3. Stearns, L. Petrle 2.17
4. Thomas, P. M. Owen 3.19
5. Pope-Toledo, Geo. Soules 2.26 2-5

STOCK CARS, $3,000 TO $5,000.

1. Thomas, R. M. Owen 2.15 8-6

CLASS B, CARS FROM 861 TO 1,432 POUNDS.
1. Stoddard-Dayton, Frank Adams 1.44 2-5
2. Reo, E. R. Thomas 1.63
3. Stoddard-Dayton, H. B. Odell 136 $-5
4. Franklin, W. S. Schroder 3.0»

CLASS A. CARS FROM 1,432 TO 2.204 POUNDS.
1. Stearns, F. R. Stearns 1.24 4-6
2. White, A. C. Scalfe 1.26 1-6
3. White, W. C. White 1.41
4. Stearns Stoddard-Dayton, F. Adams 1.41 1-B
6. Stearns, L. Holden 1.66 3-6

FREE FOR ALL CLASS.
1. Stearns, F. B. Stearns 1.2S 2-5
2. White, A. J. Scalfe 1.82 3-5
5. White, W. C. White 1.39 3-6
4. Stoddard-Dayton, Frank Adams 1.4$
5. Stearns, L. Holden 1.66 8-5

CLERK ASA GODDARD AND ASSISTANTS SACKETT AND BRANDT

FAVORABLE STATISTICS FOR THE AUTO.
A Vermont statistician, writing under the nom de plume

"Automobilist," contributes the following to a Barre, Vt, paper:

"During the year 1905 there were over 500 automobiles

registered in Vermont, besides several hundred that came
here from other states, yet how many deaths were caused by
automobiles? None, unless you except the two occupants of

an automobile that were killed in Bennington by being run
into by a train at a railroad crossing. Here is an interesting

table:

Killed by railroads 36

Killed by horse vehicles 15

Killed by falling down stairs C
KlUed by burns 12

Killed by machinery 13

Killed by firearms 14

Killed by lumbering 8
Killed by mistake In medicine 10
Killed by quarrying 8
Killed by bicycle 1

Killed by lightning 4

Killed by street cars 2

Killed by drowning 30
Killed by automobile none

"Unless you reckon the two occupants of the automobile in
the Bennington accident, these figures certainly show the
safety of the automobile as compared with the horse vehicle,

or anything, except the bicycle. Not a single death of a pedes-

trian was due to the automobile. The record outside of our state

is equally favorable."
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LANCIA WINS ITALY'S TOURING EVENT
MILAN, May 23.—Italy's great touring contest for 1906, or-

ganized by the Automobile Club of Milan, with the Golden

Cup as the trophy, brought together no fewer than 52 entries,

representing 9 Italian makes, 6 French, 3 German and 2 English.

Two thousand five hundred miles had to be covered by the cars

at an average speed of 25 miles an hour for the first category

and 22 miles for the second and third. Regularity of running

was alone considered in awarding points, the . car approaching

nearest to the average fixed for the journey being the winner. A
weak point in the regulations was that cars .

arriving before their

regulation time were penalized double. This had, of course, been

adopted to prevent racing, regularity alone being required. In

practice the results were most unsatisfactory, cars which were

before their time stop-

ping by the roadside a

few hundred yards
from the control and

crossing over as soon

as the regulation time

had expired.

The start was made

from Milan in the early

morning of May 14

The two thousand five

hundred miles had to

be covered in eleven

daily stages right

round Italy, passing

through Bologna,
Rome, Naples, Rome,

Florence, Genoa, Turin,

Milan, Udina, Brescia,

and finishing at

Milan on May 24,

their arrival there

being followed by the

distribution of prizes

and the inauguration of

the International Auto-

mobile Congress. The
total value of the chas-

sis was officially quoted

at $152,000, and the

prize list, partly in

money and partly in

trophies, including the

gold cup of the Automobile Club of Milan, amounted to $50,000.

Forty-one cars arrived at the end of the first stage, seven hav-

ing dropped out en route. Macdonald was the first arrival on

a San Giorgio. All but fourteen reaped penalty points.

Thirty cars arrived at Rome the end of the second day, and

of these five were free from all penalty points, namely: Marsaglia

(Diatto-Clement), Lancia (Fiat), Vercellone (Diatto-Clement),

Grazziani (Itala) and Grigg (Daimler). Brilliancy was added

to the arrival at Rome by the presence of the King and Queen
in a Fiat, and by the later arrival of the Queen-Mother, also

in a Fiat.

The arrival at Naples, the finishing point of the third stage,

and a total of 704 miles, saw a total of 31 cars still on the road.

The fourth stage, Naples to Rome, reduced the total number
to 28 cars, the three leaders being Lancia (Itala), Vercellone

(Diatto-Clement) and Grazziani (Itala).

With the fifth stage, Rome to Florence, none but the high-

power cars were able to finish the distance in regulation time.

A total of 27 cars arrived, Macdonald on a San Giorgio being

first, Lancia (Fiat) and Grazziani (Itala) now being the only

drivers with clean sheets.

The most difficult stage in the run was undoubtedly the one

from Florence to Genes, over 272 miles of steep, winding hills

rendered worthy of the evil reputation of Italy by a drenching

rain. Nevertheless, of the 23 starters 9 got through without

penalization, Macdonald coming in first on his San Giorgo, fol-

lowed by Cagno and Lancia, the Itala and Fiat chmpions.

From Genes to Turin, the seventh stage, 280 miles, had to be

covered over rather better roads than those of the previous day.

Fiat was still at the head for team position, with Lanci free from

penalty, Isotta-Fraschini and Diatto-Clement coming respectively

second and third for team performances.

The eighth stage brought plenty of rain but no great changes

in the relative positions of the competitors. Twelve of the eighteen

starters from Turin

reached Milan (141

miles) without penali-

zation.

The ninth stage was

a long run of 305 miles

from Milan to Udina,

and was covered by 14

cars without penaliza-

tion.

The tenth and last

stage but one failed to

shake out any of the

sixteen starters, and

only one of them re-

ceived a penalty point.

This day's run brought

the cars as far as Bres-

cia after 253 miles.

A last stage of 99

miles from Brescia to

Milan brought the long

run of nearly 2,500

miles to a close. To
the air of "God Save

the King" Macdonald

arrived first at the aero-

nautic grounds on his

six-cylinder San Gior-

gio-Napier. The Italian

national hymn greeted

Cagno, Lancia and the
HOW. LANCIA, THE LUCKY. IM HISJWIHNIHG FIAT.

rest of &t IuIiaM> and

Nagliati and his De Dion were honored with the Marseillaise.

The jury has yet to take into consideration many minor points

and decide several protests before the official classification can

be published. Of the first four or five places there can be no

doubt, and the Golden Cup and $5,000 will certainly be awarded

to Lancia, who alone of the 16 competitors left out of the 48

starters covered the whole distance without penalization. This

is the most complete success Lancia has yet attained.

The second prize of $1,200 and the Cup of The Automobile

of Milan will fall to Maggioni on a Zust car. The prize for the

best team performance will go to Fiat also, Nazzaro and Boschis,

Lancia's companions, finishing fourth and fifth. Summary

:

1. Lancia (Fiat) ; 2. Maggioni (Zust), 7 sec. lost on entire

run; 3. Cagno (Itala), 10 sec; 4. Nazzaro (Fiat), 35 sec; 5.

Boschis (Fiat), 1 min. 27 sec;

Napier), 2 min. 22 sec; 7. Glent

6 min. 51 sec ; 8. Fraschini (Isotr

9. Pfanz (Benz), 40 min. 51

51 sec; 11. Vercellone (I

12. Minoia (Isotta-Fraschii

(Diatto-Clement), 1 h. 43 :

Macdoi (San Giorgio-

orgio-Napier),

in. 12 sec.

;

mm.
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BASLE WAS READVILLE'S STAR.
Boston, June 4.—No better conditions could have been asked

by the Bay State Automobile Association for its annual race

meet at the Readville track than prevailed on Memorial Day. A
light application of crude oil was all that was necessary to make
the track absolutely dustless.

Just one untoward event marred the day's sport. This occurred

soon after the racing begun. Two of the principal attractions

on the card were match races in which Joe Downey, chauffeur

for J. R. Harding, was scheduled to appear with the 80-horse-

power Mercedes. He was to go against W. M. Hilliard in one
race and against J. R. Harding in the other. On account of the

rain Downey had not been able to tune up his machine since it

•came back from the Ormond races, so he took the first chance
3fae had to escape from the paddock by the back gate, and to reach
the track by a gate at the upper turn, which had been opened
to permit some touring automobiles to reach the inner field.

Without warning Downey sped by the grand-stand while the cars

were coming out for the second race. The officials shouted to
" him with megaphones, but either he did not hear or did not want
to; at any rate, he drove his high-powered racing car up the back-

r stretch at speed.

Meantime the upper gate was still open and touring machines
-<were crossing the track. The three cars in the second race were

DOWITHY'S 90-HOtfcBPOWBR MERCEDES BURKING.

also at the head of the stretch. Around the turn came Downey.

When too late he saw the track blocked. Everything that he

could do to stop his machine he did, and he steered the car by

several of the smaller machines. He was almost clear when

there was a crash, and a Mitchell car entered in the race was

seen to go down before the big racer. Then Downey lost control,

and the car made straight for the outer fence. Another crash,

and twenty feet of fence was gone, the Mercedes was upset, and

Downey was on the track in the dirt. The thousands of people

had been on tiptoe with horror, and many had rushed on the

track. They were relieved, however, when Downey picked him-

self up and was unhurt. The Mercedes quickly burst into

flames and was damaged to the extent of several thousand dol-

lars. The Mitchell car suffered little except a broken front wheel

and steering knuckle. Altogether the outcome was very fortu-

nate, but .Downey's desire to practice at unauthorized times caused

Referee Whipple to rule him for the track.

Luckily for the success of the meeting, Charles Basle, H. L.

Bowden's expert chauffeur, was at hand, and with Mr. Bowden's

consent was matched against Hilliard in the ten-mile match race.

Hilliard drove the 80-horsepower Napier racer. Basle handled

Bowden's 90-horsepower Flying Dutchman and won the race, de-

feating Hilliard by two-thirds of a mile. He drove the ten miles

in 10:103-5, making the fastest circuit in 564-6 seconds. Basle

was the star of the day, for after the match race he appeared in

the free-for-all, and, besides defeating Frank Durbin with the

Stanley racer, made the ten miles in 9 .27 1-5, which is a new

record for the distance on the Readville track.

The steamers entered by Stanley, including the Vanderbilt Cup

candidate, failed to come up to expectations. Fred H. Marriott

was down on the programme to give a mile exhibition, and the

time was 57 2-5 seconds. The Stanleys came out again in the

free-for-all, but they did not make good.

The most popular event was that for gasoline cars listing be-

tween $2,001 and $3,000. The weeding-out process brought to-

gether in the final a Dolson, Jackson, Oldsmobile, Columbia, Ram-
bler, and another Columbia. First honors went to the Rambler,

which made the five miles in 6:324-5, the best time for gasoline

cars in any of the five-mile events. Another interesting race in

which the Rambler figured conspicuously was that for cars listing

from $3,001 to $4,500. It was quickly apparent that the race was
between the Stearns and the Rambler, and they made a good
contest.

The final of the five-mile event for gasoline cars listing from

$1,000 to $2,000 brought together a Grout driven by F. A Grout,
a Jackson driven by E. P. Blake, a Crawford driven by G. M.
Wetherbee and a Mitchell with H. Foss at the wheel It was
the Grout's race all the way, that car winning in 7:003-5.
The race for gasoline stock cars listing at $1,000 or less went

to the Buick driven by Dr. J. F. Hovestadt The ten-mile handi-
cap event was won by H. P. Maxim with a 24-26 Columbia.
Summary

:

FIVE MILES, OPEN TO ALL STOCK STEAM CARS.
1. Stanley 20-h.p.; driver, Ernest Rogers, 6:38 2-6.

FIVE MILES, OPEN TO GASOLINE STOCK CARS COSTING
$1,000 OR LESS.

1. Buick 22-h.p>.; driver. Dr. J. F. Hovestadt.
2. Maxwell 10-h.p.; driver, Ralph CoburrT
FIVE MILES. OPEN TO GASOLINE STOCK CARS C08TING BE-TWEEN $1,000 AND $2,000

• 8£?ut. 2*;S?,"1
!:
p- : driver, F. A. Grout, 7:00 3-6.

2. Crawford 24-h.p.; driver. G. M. Wetherbee.
3. Jackson 20-25-h.p.; driver. E. P. Blake.
4. Mitchell 24-h.p.; driver, H. Foss.

FIVE MILES. OPEN TO GASOLINE STOCK CARS COSTING
$2,001 TO $3,000.

1. Rambler 36-h.p.; driver. H. E. Wilson, 6:32 4-6.
2. Dolson 45-50-h.p.; driver, H. A. Mathey.
3. Columbia 24-28-h.p.; driver, H. Woolaver.

FIVE MILES. OPEN TO GASOLINE CARS COSTING $3,001 TO
$4,600.

1. Stearns 40-h.p.; driver, George Q. Reed. 6:44 2-6.
2. Rambler 36-h.p.; driver, H. E. Wilson.

TEN MILES FREE-FOR-ALL.
First Heat:
1. Mercedes 80-h.p • driver. Charles Basle, 9:271-6.
2. Stanley 30-h.p.; driver, Frank Durbin.
Second Heat:
1. Stanley 30-h.p.; driver, F. H. Mairiott, 10:44 3-6.
2. Fiat 24-h.p.; driver, Emanuel Cedrlno.
Final heat won by Basle by default.

TEN MILES HANDICAP FOR GASOLINE STOCK CARS,
OWNERS TO DRIVE.

1. Columbia 24-28-h.p.; driver, H. P. Maxim, 14:30 4-6.
2. Stearns 40-h.p.; driver, George G. Reed.
3. Rambler 36-h.p.; driver, H. E. Wilson.

SPECIAL MATCH RACE OF TEN MILES.
1. Mercedes 80-h.p.: driver. Charles Basle, 10:10 8-6.
2. Napier 80-h.p.; driver, W. M. Hilliard.

EXHIBITIONS.
Five-mile exhibition by Premier 100-h.p.; driver, J. W. Moor*.

6:23 3-5.
Five-mile exhibition by Flat Jr. 24-h.p.; driver. Emanuel Cedrlno,

6:04 3-6.
One-mile trial by Stanley racer; driver, F. H. Marriott. :57 4-6.

One-mile exhibition by Columbia 24-h.p.; driver, H. Woolaver.
1:12 3-6.

MARYLAND HAS NEW TRACK RECORDS.
Baltimore, June 2.—Arthur Stanley Zell, driving a stripped

50-horsepower Thomas in the speed trials at Electric Park this

afternoon broke all state records from one mile up to' five miles

inclusive. His best mile was 1 :23 2-5 as against the former mark

of 1:25. The total time for the five miles was 6:593-5 against

the former record of 7 =05 1-5. The previous records were held

by Edmund Buchanan, who made them in a 24-30 Pope-Toledo

last season.
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ASSEMBLING ROOM OF THE PANHARD & LEVASSOR AUTOMOBILE FACTORY

LONG after the automobile had conquered a supreme posi-

tion in the elegant and aristocratic portion of the city of

Paris known as the Etoile, a fierce struggle was carried on in

the crowded and unpicturesque background which forms the

inevitable accompaniment of every wealthy district. Driven

out of the main avenues by the invincible automobile, the job

master and riding school proprietor has had to take refuge

in the back streets; but even here his position is far from
secure, for the garage proprietor and automobile repair man,
an enemy only second in importance to the big selling agent,

still wages war. The horsey man who earned his living at the

riding school is probably the greatest sufferer from the invasion.

Inefficiency of the Average Automobile School.

With one or two rare exceptions, the "plant" of a Paris

automobile school consists of four or five single-cylinder cars

of an antiquated model, so many parts of which have been
replaced at different times that it would be difficult to dis-

cover the original car. On the subject of the age of his

motors the proprietor observes an artful discretion that would
do credit to any maiden lady. If asked by some novice in

motoring if his machines are of the latest model, the pro-

prietor will blandly reply, "They are 1904 cars; I could not

get new machines every year, for some of the pupils use them
so roughly." It is a marvelous testimony to the value of

the cars that after eight or nine years' service—and service of

the roughest kind—they are still capable of doing useful work.

Many a pupil turned out from these schools has never

touched the spark or throttle control or run on any othe'r than

first and second forward speeds from the time he entered

the school to the moment he left it with his, chauffeur's cer-

tificate in his pocket. After a fortnight of alleged lessons,

during which time the pupil has had a quarter' of an hour's

actual driving per day, has idled about the garage, given a

helping hand to the repair man, washed a car, cleaned a dis-

mantled gear-box and cranked a four-cylinder Panhard for

some encouraging professional, made the acquaintance of

every chauffeur frequenting the garage and listened to a

theoretical lecture when the proprietor had time to give it,

he is sent up to the inspector of the Service des Mines for

examination, his photograph, his military papers and his birth

certificate having previously been forwarded, according to

law, to the prefect of police.

The Government Examination of Chauffeurs.

Notwithstanding all that has been written about the inten-

tion of the authorities to make the examination for driving

certificates more stringent, nothing has yet been done, the

regulation in existence for the last three years still being in

force. In some parts of France the inspector, having little

work on hand, will take the candidate for a twenty mile run,

testing his ability to handle the machine on all grades, in

traffic and on various curves. In Paris the matter is much
more simple. The inspector's office is at the corner of a

big block of buildings in a crowded portion of the city near

the Place de La Republique.

On arriving at the office, the car having been driven through

the city by the instructor, the candidate reports himself and

awaits his turn amongst a group of would-be Therys gathered

round the most miscellaneous collection of cars it is possible

to imagine. "Crank your motor," says the inspector, and if

this operation is successfully performed he mounts by your

side and orders you to drive round the block of buildings and
come back to the same point. At the same time a fussy little

single cylinder, also driven by a novice, will be told to run

round side by side with you, and a third car is driven by a

candidate either ahead or in the rear. In three minutes the

cars are back again to the starting point, and if no motor has

been stalled and no vehicle run into during the trip three

certificates are at once made out testifying that the holders

are capable of drivifig a gasoline car of a certain horsepower.

From beginning to end, three candidates are passed in from

seven to ten minutes, thus maintaining the reputation of the

automobile for speed. Armed with his government certificate, the

newly-fledged chauffeur searches for a situation, and, despite his

meager knowledge, usually finds one in a short time. Many men
enter the big garages as washers and there pick up a more
extensive knowledge of automobiles, finally becoming engaged

by some owner as professional chauffeur. Over and over

again the unsatisfactory nature of the automobile instruction

given in Paris has been commented on by the various repre-

sentative bodies and authorities. Not only are the schools
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' WORKROOM OF APPRENTICES AT THE PAHHARD & LEVASSOR FACTORY.

bad, but the inspectors themselves are accused of knowing
very little about the new means of locomotion. The author-

ities admit that the accusation is just, and have quite recently

arranged for a series of lectures to be given to the inspectors

by M. Emile Cahen, of the Mors factory.

A Practical Reform to Be Inaugurated.

The Association Generate Automobile, a body working
under the patronage of the Automobile Club of France and
occupying itself with such practical matters as the supplying
of chauffeurs, touring information, legal advice and protec-
tion, sign posts and road conditions, a discount on accessories

bought by its members, and similar matters, has taken the

matter up and endeavored to remedy the evil. Two chauf-

feur's examinations have been arranged, one being merely
a driving examination intended to replace the present ex-

amination before the government inspector, the other be-

ing for the chauffeur-mechanic diploma. For the formei
examination the candidate must furnish all the papers re-

quired in the ordinary way by the prefect of police and pre-

sent himself at the association offices with a car when called

upon. Starting the motor, running forward on various gears,

running backwards, climbing and descending hills, sharp

turns and stops are all points on which the candidate is tested.

In addition, he is interrogated on the principles of the motor.

ANOTHER VIEW OF APPRENTICE DEPARTMENT AT THE PANHARD WORKS.

rules of the road and signals,

and his eyesight and hearing are

tested. The inspector's notes

are sent to the prefect of police,

who grants a driving certificate

if he considers them favorable.

As it is well known that the as-

sociation examinations are thor-

oughly searching, these certifi-

cates are much more valued than

those granted on an examination

passed before the government in-

spector. The chaffeur-mechanic

examination includes all that is

in the former test with, in addi-

tion, an examination on the can-

didate's machanical ability and
close inquiry into his moral

character. The diploma must be

renewed every year, and each

time the holder changes employ-
ment he must advise the associa-

tion of his move. Americans
engaging a chauffeur in France would be well advised to take

only a man holding the association diploma, as in view of the

great demand in Paris for chauffeurs speaking English, num-
bers of individuals with a dangerous smattering of motoring
and a little linguistic ability obtain a driving certificate and
endeavor to secure wider knowledge at the expense of some
citizen of the United States.

Up to the present the Association Generale Automobile has

not been able, owing to the lack of funds, to undertake auto-

mobile instruction itself. At the last Paris Salon, however, it

was decided that, in view of the urgent necessity of better

instruction in motor matters the association should establish

a school. Arrangements are at present being made for the

purchase of a plot of land in Paris or the immediate neigh-

borhood for the erection of a first-class automobile school.

There is no possibility of the school being opened this year,

but when completed the building will be the most complete

and the instruction the most thorough of any similar institu-

tion in the world.

Instruction as Given by the Factories.

Except when requested to do so by their customers, the

big automobile firms do not give instruction in motor driving.

There are two exceptions, however, the De Dion Bouton Co.

and Panhard & Levassor. At the

former factory is a course for

volunteers in connection with

the repair department. Not more

than twenty men are received at

once, and their average length

of time in the class is three

weeks, during which period they

are given instruction in the prin-

ciples of the motor, and taught

to drive and attend to such minor

repairs and regulations as are

likely to be needed on the road.

A fee of $10 is paid by each pupil,

and he is presented for the chauf-

feur's examination at the end of

the period of instruction.

The Panhard ft Levassor Fac-

tory SchooL

The best equipped motor

school in Paris is undoubtedly

that at the Panhard & Levassor
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factory. Officially the Panhard
people have no school, have
never claimed to turn out ex-

perienced chauffeurs, and have

never presented a candidate for

examination. About seven years

ago a semi-private class was
opened for owners of Panhard
machines anxious to obtain some
insight into the mysteries of au-

tomobiles. From the onset the

class was a success, and, though
never advertised, demands for

admission came in with a rush, a

far wider range than Panhard
owners asking to be allowed to

participate. It was beyond the

scope of the firm to establish a

complete automobile school, not-

withstanding the great demand
for such an institution, and the

period of instruction had to be

limited to six days, four of which
' are spent in class and two on the road. The period is brief,

but the instruction is complete; from 8 o'clock on Monday
morning at 6 o'clock on Thursday evening the pupils are

drilled in everything concerning a motor. An early model,

much enlarged, of an internal combustion motor is first exam-

ined and the principles made clear. A large selection of ex-

planatory charts and models are employed to help the

students, and among them is a very useful model to illustrate

the four cycles of an engine. It consists of a large cylinder in

section on a painted board, fitted with an ordinary sparking

plug, inlet and exhaust valves and the background of the

cylinder made of ground glass. There is a wooden piston

which, by means of a crank, is made to ascend and descend,

and on the commencement of the third stroke a spark appears

and at the same instant the interior of the combustion cham-

ber is illuminated to indicate the firing of the charge. He
would, indeed, be a hopeless individual who, after a few min-

utes' explanation before this working model, did not under-

stand the four-cycle operations. As far as possible the actual

parts of an automobile are examined in detail; thus a com-

plete cylinder with its valves and spa'rking appliance is exam-

ined, dissected and put together again; the same is don« with

the carbureter, the pumps, accumulators and magnetos, clutch,

change speed gear and differential. The pupils take off wheels,

regulate brakes and side chainsl

fitted on false frames for demon-

stration purposes. On Friday

morning the entire class is di-

vided into groups of four each,

placed on board a car in charge

of a skilled mechanic and sent

out for two days. The mechanic

discovers a number of minor

regulations to be attended to

on the road, and when Satur-

day night arrives, though each

one may not be an expert chauf-

feur, there has been formed a

group of young men well drilled

in the principles of motoring.

A small number'of the pupils are.

on special request, drafted into

the finishing and testing shops,

where they spend a week under

the direction of an experienced

workman. Once a fortnight own-
ers only are received at the school

APPRENTICE SCHOOL OF THE DARRACQ FACTORY. SIXTY-FIVE AT WORK.

and are given the same training as that just described. In

no case, however, are complete chauffeurs, in the legal sense

of the term, turned out, the firm refusing to present candidates

for the government examination for a driving certificate.

The Panhard Workshop for Apprentices.

Ignoring the state and municipal technical schools, such as

the ficole des Arts et Metiers, where complete theoretical

instruction is given in engineering, and where of recent years

some attention has been paid to automobiles, the most valu-

able recruiting ground for future automobile experts is to be

found in the factories of the big manufacturers. The French

factory law forbids overtime or night work in establishments

where women and youths under eighteen are employed, and

as overtime is more the rule than the exception, automobile

manufacturers have been obliged to banish all young people

from their shops. Rigorously carried out, such a law would

cripple the industry by reason of the dearth of skilled workers

which would result in a few years' time, and to obviate this

a special workshop, having no connection whatever with the

main factory, is conducted by many of the more important

firms.

At the Panhard & Levassor factory is such a work-

AlfOTHER VIEW OF THE DARRACQ APPRENTICE WORKROOM.
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shop, where youths, mostly the sons or near relatives of

workmen employed by the firm, are received at fourteen

years of age and drilled until they are eighteen, at which age
they pass into the factory as artisans. The Panhard appren-

tice school is a separate shop, at one corner of the self-con-

tained township in which the world-famed cars are produced,

with accommodation for sixty, but usually containing not more
than thirty pupils. On entering, the youths are paid one cent

an hour and are accorded an increase of two or three centimes

every six months, the last six months of their apprenticeship

being paid four cents an hour. Though equipped with a forge,

drills, lathes and various machine tools, and working under

the direction of two instructors, no apprentice work is allowed

to go into the factory. All tools required by the apprentices

are made in the school and prizes are given annually for good
workmanship. Being entirely unproductive, the school is a

direct charge on the factory. Furthermore, soon after the

completion of their apprenticeship most of the youths leave

the firm, enticed away by the offer of higher wages in the

smaller factories. No attempt is made to retain them, for the

managers know that, like the prodigal son, they will come
back again, bringing with them a ripened experience and

minus that superior knowledge so common to newly-formed

graduates. Out of

1,800 workpeople
there are at the

present time 100

who received their

training in the firm's

school.

Darracq Apprentice
School the

Largest.

Darracq et Cie.

have, in their huge
works at Suresnes.

the largest school
for apprtntices. At
one end of the main
hall is a glass and
iron partition point-

ed out to visitors as

"our apprentice
school." No 01 her

information is vouchsafed and a desire to enter is

met with a polite but firm refusal. A specially signed

order must be obtained, armed with which the visitor

presents himself at a small sliding window in the glass

front and timidly knocks. A chubby face peers through the

opening, a greasy hand takes your passport, the window is

closed and bolted, and you are left standing amid the roar

of the machinery. A few minutes later a glass door slides

back, apparently the same greasy hand, beckons you in, locks

the door behind you, and hurries away to lay the keys on in-

structor's private desk. These precautions are necessary to

keep the school separate from the factory, no workmen ever

being allowed to enter the pupils' quarters, and the only

knowledge the boys have of the main works is by a hasty glance

on the entrance of an occasional visitor. The main entrance is

by a separate door leading direetly into the street. There are

sixty-five pupils between 13 and 14 years of age, and in the

foreman's office is a long list of names of youths waiting for

admission, amongst them being letters from parents in towns

as far distant as Monte Carlo. The first year the boys earn

one cent an hour, the second year two cents, the third year

four cents, and during the fourth year are put on piece work.

If he is sufficiently skilled, and his work will allow of it, a

youth will be given piece work before his last year's appren-

ticeship in order to encourage him. A youth of 17 was noticed

EXAMINATION OF CHAUFFEURS IN PARIS BY THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR.

turning out small bevel gears for differentials, at which task

he was earning $1.00 a day—a high wage in a country in which

skilled artisans do not average more than $1.40 a day. In

summer the school is open ten hours a day, and in winter the

hours are reduced to nine in order that boys may be encour-

aged to attend educational evening classes. The very strict-

est discipline is maintained. The factory is complete and self-

contained, power being supplied by a separate dynamo, and

the plant, consisting of a forge, thirty-eight lathes, six drilling

machines, three cutting machines, two shaping machines, one

mortising machine, five screw-making lathes and thirty-five

vises. Among them are several American machines supplied

by the American Tool Works Co., of Cincinnati, J. Stephtoe

& Co., of Cincinnati, and Hill, Clark & Co., of Chicago.

Three permanent instructors look after the training of the

boys, who are employed exclusively at their trade, no time

being lost doing menial labor, running errands, or the thou-

sand and one outside jobs usually allotted to an apprentice.

As soon as they are sufficiently skilled the pupils are allowed

to work for the factory, a high standard of excellence being

insisted upon, and every finished article being carefully ex-

amined by the instructor before passing into the store. All

tools and repairs required in the school have to be executed

^^^^^^ on the premises.

Generally each boy

repairs his own
breakages, and is

then taught to han-

dle his machine with

care, for if he causes

an accident while on

piece work the re-

pair has to be done

at time rates, entail-

ing a serious dimi-

nution in the week's

earnings. A small

number of women
are employed in the

apprentice school

—

the law not allow-

ing them to enter

the main factory—

where they earn 10

to 11 cents an hour

drilling holes. Their more delicate touch enables them to

obtain a greater output with less breakage than is the case

with men.

During the first year the boys are taught adjusting; the

second year they work at the drilling machine, the shaping

machine and the mortising machine, and the last twelve

months are spent at the lathe. On reaching the age of

eighteen the majority of the pupils pass into the main works,

the greater number to work at the machine tools, a smaller

number as fitters. Most of the apprentices remain perma-

nently with the firm, there being no tendency on the part

of the Darracq fledgling to seek adventures abroad.

The enormous importance of the automobile industry to

France will doubtless have its effect in the training of chauf-

feurs and mechanics in the not far distant future, for the ex-

istence of a positive demand must invariably bring forth a

supply. There is certainly a demand for competent chauffeurs

and skilled mechanics, and this is proved by the ease with

which positions as chauffeurs are obtained by men whose

qualifications for the work are of the slenderest and who rely

upon the experience gained at the expense of their employers

to hold their places. No such deception is possible in the

automobile factory, of course, but the supply of skilled men

outside the great works is limited, and there is plenty of room

for them, if not in France, in other parts of the world.
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PLAIN BEARINGS AS USED IN AUTOMOBILES

THOUGH ball and roller bearings have been brought to

such a state of excellence that they can be used in practi-

cally every bearing of the automobile, plain bearings are

still used to a very large, though decreasing, extent. Road
wheels, live rear axles, propeller shafts and countershafts are

now always fitted with ball or roller bearings; the transmis-

sion shafts are very commonly fitted with anti-friction bear-

ings; but in the engine the plain bearing is still in the lead,

only a very few makers using anything else for crankshafts.

Plain bearings are as old as machinery—and older, for the

first cart had to have a primitive bearing of some kind for its

axles to turn in or its wheels to run on, and it is pretty cer-

tain that neither ball nor roller bearings were then in vogue.

Naturally every seemingly suit-

able substance has been tried

by engineers for bearings, with

all kinds of results, and the va-

rious individual properties of

different metals have been

turned to account. For instance,

the fact that cast iron, under
the influence of friction, will be-

come almost glass-hard on the

rubbing surface has been found

of value in bearings. Steel bear-

ings, made hard to resist wear,

have been tried. But until re-

cently nothing seemed to be so

suitable for resisting wear and

decreasing friction as brass, and
so commonly has this class of

alloys been used for bearings

that the term "brasses" has

come to be synonymous with

bearings. When a mechanic

speaks of brasses he usually

means the two halves of a split

bearing, the commonest form in

ordinary machinery.

DOVETAILED BABBITT STRIPS.

The Distinction Between Jour-

nal and Bearing.

Just here it may be well to

insert a word of explanation. The terms "journal" and "bear-

ing" are often used interchangeably for the part of the shaft

that turns in the brasses, or for the brasses themselves.

Properly speaking, the journals are those parts of the shaft

which run in the bearings, and the bearings are, of course,

the brasses or their equivalent.

One of the requisites of a bearing metal usel in the ordinary

way is that it shall be softer than the journals. If this were

not the case the journals would be ruined in case of the stop-

page of the supply of lubricant. The bearing being compara-

tively soft, any cutting or abrading action affects it and not

the shaft, so that the least expensive part is renewed or re-

surfaced, and not the shaft, which is a costly affair. More-

over, the refinishing of the shaft would necessitate more or

less reduction of its diameter and a consequent weakening. In

view of these facts, hardened steel is practically out of the

list, and cast iron, notwithstanding its fine bearing qualities in

other respects, is also ineligible, though instances can be

found of the use of both of these metals for automobile bear-

ings.

Alloys Suitable for Bearings.

The metals in practically universal use for bearings may
be divided into three classes: (1) Brass or bronze. This may

be anything from the softest yellow brass up to a bronze of

such hardness as to be unsuitable for bearings. (2) Babbitt.

A soft bearing metal that is made and sold under a variety of

fancy names and may consist of all kinds of mixtures of tin,

copper, antimony, lead or zinc. The cheapest babbitts are

practically pure lead, or

lead and zinc with a lit—

f

tie antimony and possi-

bly a little tin added,

while the best babbitts

contain little or no lead.

A first-class babbitt

metal may consist of

about 85 parts tin, 10

parts antimony and 5

parts copper, the exact

proportions varying
somewhat in various

brands. (3) White brass

or white bronze, a bear-

ing metal containing alu-

minum, tin and zinc,

the aluminum predomi-
nating. This metal has

proved its excellence in

very severe service, such

as large marine work.

While bearings are fre-

quently made of solid bronze and occasionally of solid bab-

bitt, it is common to find the two combined. Babbitt is soft

and plastic and will melt at a comparatively low pressure. Brass,

on the other hand, is comparatively hard, and in the absence

of lubrication it is apt to abrade the journal somewhat. But

if the bearing has inserts of babbitt, so that part of the bearing

area is of bronze and part of babbitt, the best qualities of the

two metals are brought forward. Suppose the journal to be

running in its bearing under normal conditions with plenty of

oil and no overheating. The surface of the bearing will be

unbroken, the brass and babbitt sharing the burden. If, how-
ever, the oil supply is cut off, the bearing gradually becomes

dry, and friction results in an increased temperature. Now
the coefficient of expansion is greater in babbitt than in

SPOTTED SPLIT BEARING.

BEARINGS BOLTED TO UPPER HALF OF CRAITKCASB.

bronze, and consequently the babbitt will expand and carry

the journal clear of the brass until the oil supply is resumed

and the bearing cools and permits the existence of normal

conditions. This is the theory, and while in practice it may
not always work out exactly as it should, still the results ob-

tained from the use of combined bronze and babbitt bearings

are quite good enough to justify their wide use. Owing to
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MODIFIED MARINE TYPE.

its softness, babbitt is, of course, incapable of damaging the

journal in the least.

Solid babbitt bearings have their advantages, though in

order to carry heavy loads without distortion the metal must
be so compounded and treated as to be

harder than ordinary babbitt. Babbitt

will carry its load in the absence of lu-

brication better than most bronzes, and
under normal conditions the bearing

surface quickly acquires a glaze that

greatly reduces friction. The glaze

on babbitt may be imitated by taking

a piece of ordinary putty and rubbing

it gently with a smooth pencil or

other object, when a polished surface

will be formed that reminds one

strongly of the glaze on a babbitt

bearing.

When babbitt is used with bronze it

is usually put into cavities formed for

the purpose in the inner surface of the

brasses. Sometimes the babbitt is

placed in circular depressions in

"spots" and sometimes it is dove-

tailed into the brass in longitudinal

strips. Another way is to give the

entire bearing a thin coating of bab-

bitt which can be renewed when
worn out. Babbitt inserts are often

compressed into their cavities by a

rolling process which not only causes

the soft metal to expano rnd lock

itself in, but also makes it closer in

texture and considerably better able to resist wear, according

to manufacturers who use it.

The Value of Perfect Lubrication.

In order to distribute the lubricating oil over the whole

bearing, grooves are cut, extending from the oil hole, which is

usually at the middle of the bearing at the top, almost to the

ends. Sometimes a single groove is cut, and sometimes there

are two or more. Similar grooves are frequently cut in the

bottom of the bearing to collect superfluous oil and carry it

into the crankcase.

Solid bronze bearings are hard enough, of course, to resist

distorting tendencies, and in the modern alloys show remark-

able anti-friction and anti-heating qualities. The simplicity

of the all-bronze bearing is greatly in its favor, and it is very

widely used for engine bearings.

Adjustable and Nonadjusteble Bearings.

The forms of bearings are various. The simplest, of course,

is the plain cylindrical bushing, and this form is very often

used, even for the main crank-

shaft bearings. A plain bush-

ing of suitable bronze, with

ample area, will give excellent

results. When worn, a new
bushing can be inserted, and

thus the necessity for providing

means of adjustment is avoid-

ed. With a bearing of this

type the shaft must be so hard as to show practically no

wear; otherwise the new bushing will be too large. High-

class crankshafts are usually of rather hard steel, and in some

cases the journals are casehardened. A simple means of

adjustment is provided by splitting the bearing lengthwise,

the two halves being held together by the two halves of the

crankcase between which the bearing is held or else bolted to

one-half of the crankcase. When the bearing is worn, it is

taken out and the abutting edges filed down so that when the

HINGED BIG END.

two halves are put together again they will fit the journal

closely. If a bearing is badly worn it may be necessary to put

it in the lathe and take a light cut through it, as it may be
worn oval. The filing must be very carefully done in order to

reduce the bearing equally all along. When "shims" are used,

however, the reducing is done without filing. Shims are thin

strips of brass or copper inserted between the edges of the

brasses. The bearing is fitted with the shims in position;

when wear occurs, a shim is taken out from each side—or as

many shims as

may be neces-

sary to bring

about the desired

reduction — and
the bearing again

tightened down.
Thus the reduc- ADJUSTABLE AT BOTH BHDS,

tion cannot be unequal, and by using shims of different thick-

nesses any desired reduction may be obtained.

Connecting Rod Bearing! in Various Forma.

In the case of the connecting rod "big end" the bearing
must, of course, be split to get it on the crankpin. In single-

cylinder cars a very general practice is to hinge the cap that

forms the end of the rod and put a bolt through lugs on the

side opposite the hinge. This forms a convenient arrange-

ment, and one that is very satisfactory when properly made,
with a substantial hinge and a heavy bolt. The majority of big

ends, however, are of the marine type, with the cap secured by
bolts on both sides; occasionally the well-known gib and
cotter arrangement, which is used in steam engines and can

be seen on any locomotive, is modified and adapted to gaso-

line engine work; but this is rare. The fact that the big end
is inside the crankcase, and that if anything goes adrift a

smash is sure to result, makes the simplest possible arrange-

ment the most desirable, as long as it will do the work prop-

erly.

The wrist-pin or piston pin bearing is in most cases a plain

bronze bushing forced into the bore in the "little end" of the

rod. Occasionally a split bearing is used with a pinching-

screw at one side to take up wear. The piston pin is usually

of case-hardened steel. An interesting variation consists in

clamping the piston pin rigidly into the end of the connecting

rod and making it work in two bronze bushings in the piston

bosses. In this way a large bearing area is secured and the

danger of the piston pin coming loose and scoring the cyl-

inder is obviated.

Old though the plain bearing is, it is still being improved,

and will doubtless continue to be improved until it is sup-

planted by some form of bearing that will do the work bet-

ter. It is certain, however, that the plain bearing will be with

us for a long time yet, though it is no longer the only prac-

tical bearing for heavy work.

The Rev. F. B. Meyer, England's prominent Baptist minis-

ter, who is almost as well known in the United States as in Eu-

rope, intends undertaking a village motor tour throughout the

United Kingdom. At the recent Baptist conference in London a

strong stand was made against Sunday motoring, and the King

of Spain, who undertook a tour in the Isle of Wight on the Sab-

bath, was severely handled.

Extensive motor-bus services are being put through in

Vienna and the new mode of locomotion means a saving of just

an hour and a quarter as compared with the horse-buses on the

snme route of ten kilometers.

San Francisco's great fire burned a 26-mile circle, accord-

ing to the measurements made by an automobilist who
skirted the burned district in his car.
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AUTOMOBILES FOR EVERYBODY IN NEW YORK
By HARRY W. PERRY.

IN no other city of the world is such public use made of the

automobile as in New York—not even in Paris, the center
of all things ultra in automobiling. For, little as it has been
exploited, the public automobile livery service in New York is

the most extensive in the world, and the New York Trans-
portation Company that operates it is the largest single owner
and user of automobiles in the United States.

The old resident of the city has become accustomed so
gradually to the presence of the electric hansom and electric

brougham on the streets of the metropolis that he gives no
more thought to them than to the horse-drawn cabs and
hacks, and the visitor accepts them as one of the many
features of life in Manhattan that make it different from
existence in his home city, and, while he finds it convenient
and expeditious to order an electric carriage by telephone
and be whisked rapidly from his hotel down to Wall street or

to the railroad station or steamship pier, he has no idea of

the extent of the service and the magnitude of the plants

required for its conduct.

Nearly 650 employees are now carried regularly on the

books of the company. At the present time there are 344 drivers,

59 battery men, 62 mechanics, 26 electrical workers, 17 carpen-

ters, 14 painters and 122 shifters and general garage helpers.

It should be of widespread interest to be told something of

a business that plays so important a part in the activities of

our foremost city and is of such an up-to-date nature. No
less than 616 self-propelled vehicles are owned and operated

by the company, which maintains three stations on Man-
hattan Island for their storage and care. All but eighteen of

the vehicles are electrics, most of them being Columbia

hansoms and broughams. To be more specific, the different

types of cars and the number of each are as follows:

ELECTRIC.
Type ' Number

Hansom cabs 202
Broughams, end loading 16k
Broughams, underslung batteries 90
Victorias 40
Convertible brougham- victorias 26
Landaulets 26
Two-seated surreys 23
Opera "buses 11
Three and four-seated surreys 10
Delivery wagons and trucks 7
Emergency repair wagons 3

GASOLINE
Touring cars 18

The great majority of the foregoing vehicles are maintained
at the main station, which occupies about half of the big street

car barn of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, occu-

pying the block on Eighth avenue between West Forty-ninth
street and West Fiftieth street. Here there is every facility

for the storage, care and repair of vehicles, and the recharg-

ing and renovating of batteries and loading them into the

vehicles. A systematic method of despatching vehicles upon
receipt of order by post or telephone is followed, and there

is a complete record system by which the work of machine
and driver is recorded daily and preserved in the files.

From 350 to 400 or more drivers are employed regularly

during the year, and are paid according to the time actually

spent in driving service, just as street car motormen are paid

by the number of trips made daily. When the men report in

the morning they are assigned to certain cars for the day and

remain ready to take them out when directed by the floor
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foreman, who, as a rule, sends, the men out in rotation in the

order in which they report for duty. As a car emerges from

the exit the doorman inspects the interior to see that it is

clean and in good repair and an oiler gives the motors a

thorough final oiling. The time is rung up on a recording

clock at the door with a key numbered to correspond with the

driver's operating license, which has to be obtained from the

Secretary of State. Upon returning to the station the driver

enters at a side door, where his time is stamped on the daily

report card which he carries with him and which is turned in

to the auditing department at night. This report card in-

cludes, in addition to the times of departure and return, the

mileage for each trip, condition of the battery, cash fare re-

ceived or amount to be charged, and other desirable informa-

tion for keeping complete account of the work of the vehicle

and its operator.

A very important feature of the main station of the com-
pany is the battery room, where 500 batteries can be charged

simultaneously and which has two huge electric traveling

cranes each capable of lifting ten of the 1,600-pound bat-

teries and depositing them on a train of iron trucks that run

on one of several tracks passing through the battery room
from one side to the other. On one side these trains run

under hydraulic rams that raise the batteries separately and

load them into the waiting vehicles. On the other side they

run into a large battery renovating department where they

can be cleaned and entirely rebuilt when necessary. By
means of this system and with expert handling the batteries

are loaded into the bodies at the rate of more than one in two

minutes.

Besides this main station, there is a branch station in the

huge powerhouse formerly occupied by the Metropolitan

Street Railway Company, at Third avenue and East Sixty-

sixth street, where there is storage space for more than 150

vehicles and charging plugs for sixty-eight cars at a time.

Here are kept electric broughams, victorias and laundaulets,

which are rented by the week or month, and also the eighteen

gasoline touring cars that were added to the equipment last

year and which are rented for any period desired, from an
hour to a year, or for special trips to definite places. At this

station the batteries are never removed from the electric

vehicles.

A smaller station is maintained on Vesey street, near the

financial district, for the accommodation during the day of

vehicles which are used by customers in going to and return-

ing from business on the Stock Exchange or in their offices.

In addition to its livery service and the renting of vehicles

by the month, including seven delivery wagons and trucks, the

company takes "boarders," that is, stores and cares for vehi-

cles owned privately. These are handled both at the main
station (in a special department where half a hundred can be

stored with comfort and two dozen can be charged at the

same time direct from the Edison system) and at the Sixty-

sixth street station.

A vehicle is never hired without the services of a driver,

whether for merely a fifteen-minute ride to the depot or for

a month. Thus the company assumes the responsibility for

accidents and holds the driver accountable for damages.

When a vehicle is rented by the month, the driver is not

changed and is paid monthly wages, regardless of time spent

in driving. The rates for monthly service range from $275

for a hansom to $350 a month for a four-passenger landaulet,

provided the maximum mileage for the month does not exceed

650 miles; and for weekly service from $80 to $125 if the

mileage is limited to 150 miles. For use in exces* of these

figures a charge of thirty cents a mile is made.

There is a regular printed tariff of rates for livery service

based on the general service rates pi fifty cents a mile or frac-

tion thereof for hansom or tWD:
passenger brougham and

seventy-five cents a mile or fraction thereof for victoria or

four-passenger extension brougham, surrey or landau, and

seventy-five cents a half hour or fraction for waiting with any

of these types of vehicle. For shopping and calling there is

a special rate of $1.50 an hour or fraction thereof for hansom
or single brougham in the territory between Washington
Square (below Eighth street) and Fifty-ninth street and the

Hudson river and East river, and of $2 for victoria or ex-

tension brougham.
The highest rates are charged for trips to suburban places

just north of the limits of greater New York, such as Yonkers,

Mount Vernon'and New Rochelle, all approximately fourteen

miles from the storage station. For such a trip, consuming
eight hours, including privilege of a wait of three hours, the

charges range from $15 for a hansom or single brougham to

$45 for one of the largest 'buses or surreys.

How successful and popular the service has been may be

gathered from the steady and rapid growth of the business.

Starting modestly nine years ago with twenty vehicles and
12,000 square feet of floor space, the company now has 616

vehicles and occupies four stations aggregating nearly 200,000

square feet in area. It is incorporated with $5,000,000 capital

stock, and controls two subsidiary companies: the Park Car-

riage Company, incorporated with $200,000 capital stock, and
the Fifth Avenue Stage Company, incorporated with $50/x»
capital stock. The Park company operates nine four-seated

electric surreys and six wagonettes in Central Park and on
Riverside Drive and also two Gibbs forty-passenger electric

and two Mack twenty-passenger gasoline sightseeing automo-

biles. The sight-seeing machines make hourly trips from
Madison Square, some going downtown by way of Fifth

avenue through Washington Square to Chinatown and Wall

street, and others uptown by way of Fifth avenue and River-

side Drive to Grant's tomb. The round trip for either ride

costs $1 for each passenger.

The Coach company perpetuates the old blue horse-drawn

'bus service on Fifth avenue and Riverside Drive, probably

more with the immediate object of keeping alive its valuable

franchise than for the direct profit from these venerable

vehicles. It has experimented expensively with motor 'buses,

the latest being a combination gasoline-electric thirty-passen-

ger stage that was put in operation last year. This has a

street car type of body, built by a street car building company
because the Transportation company was unable to find a

coach builder who would undertake to build a suitable body.

As a consequence the great weight of the vehicle makes it im-

practicable from an operative and economical standpoint.

Efforts are now being made by the New York Transporta-

tion Company to find a suitable type of automobile omnibus
in Europe for service on Fifth avenue.

An important and rather significant extension of the

business of the parent company was made on May
15 last, when it took over the entire "boarding" busi-

ness of the Vehicle Equipment Company, at Ninth
avenue and Twenty-seventh street. When the business

changed hands about sixty electric delivery wagons and
huge trucks of different types were regularly stored and
cared for by the month at this station for the various large

business houses that owned them. The New York Transporta-

tion. Company leased the quarters and is now carrying on the

business^ There.are charging plugs for forty vehicles at a

time, with storage space for about seventy-five, and washing
stands for two. The charges- for. storage, battery charging,

cleaning\and light running repairs range from $50 to $85 a

month. -"Battery renewals, tire replacements and heavy re-

pairs are not included.

Apart"from the convenience of means of rapid transit more
in keeping with the advancement in other lines of transporta-

tion than are the horse cabs and carriages of the last cen-

tury, the electric vehicle service is of great importance to

such a congested city as New York, where it displaces cer-

tainly no less than 2,000 horses and thereby makes for better

sanitary conditions, cleaner streets and less noise.
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^ TIES OF THE AUTO CLUBS

lab. Wisconsin's Capital City Claiming Automobile Honors.

Automo- Madison, Wis., June 4.—The Madison Automobile Club has

•etty'sburg one definite object in view, aside from promotion of friendly re-

being C. lations and opposition to unjust regulations, and that is the good

verly and roads movement. This step has elicited the approval and co-

:t and C. operation of Madison business men for they realize the benefits

unabout that would accrue to them if the highways were maintained in

of Fred- good condition. The capital city is located on a direct line from

: Groves Chicago to St. Paul, a course frequently traveled, and complaints

Stanley of parties en route to the Northwest will no doubt incite the club

to action during the summer. H. H. Ratcliff is president of the

>i Fred- club, and Dr. C. F. Harper, secretary and treasurer,

of a 10- Keeping pace with numerous other cities in the state, Madison,

ads are the capital, has become an automobile city. It is reported that

one of eighty cars are owned by residents of Madison, and the number

cadam- is growing rapidly. It is interesting to note the claims made by

mg the various Wisconsin cities as to superiority in point of numerical

is not strength of the automobilists. First of all it was Racine that

ational endeavored to explain that, considering its population, it was the

>nfines possessor of the greatest number of autos. Then came Mari-

1s that nette and Menominee and now Madison thinks it should be given

round first honors. The latter is probably in a better position to sub-

lutely stantiate its claims than the other cities named, inasmuch as its

club population of 20,000 inhabitants own eighty cars, or a car for every

:t the 400th person, while the nearest competitor, Racine, claims one

car for every 500th person.
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Minneapolis A. C. Gains 100 New Members in a Month.

Minneapolis, Minn., June 4.—Membership in the Minneapolis

Automobile Club is rapidly increasing. In the past month close

to 100 new members have been secured. The campaign which

the membership committee has been carrying on was greatly

assisted by the club's securing new rooms in the Plaza, and by

requiring those who desired to enter the hill-climbing contest to

be members. Opening night, which occurred the day before the

hill climb was run, 23 members were added to the rolls. The
active interest that the club has displayed in securing fair and

just legislation from both the Legislature and the City Council

has also had a stimulating effect.

The city ordinances require that purchasers of automobiles take

out licenses whether they have secured them the year previous

or not. The automobile club took the matter to the attorney gen-

eral and secured an opinion to the effect that those who took

out licenses from the state boiler inspector last year were im-

mune from the ordinance. The club has also done considerable

to prevent the police from exercising unreasonable authority.

Vancouver Island Autoists Invite American Tourists.

Victoria, B. C, June 1.—At the request of the Victoria Auto
Club the Canadian Pacific Railway is considering the inaugura-

tion of cheap week end trips for automobilists and their ma-
chines from Seattle. This would be enjoyed by autoists of the
entire Puget S'ound country. A low rate would prove a good
thing, especially for Seattle, which has no good road system in

its immediate vicinity, while the roads about Victoria are among
the best in the country.

Victoria enjoys a unique advantage by its insular situation,
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PENALTIES OF MASSACHUSETTS LAW ACROSS GREENLAND'S INLAND ICE.

Boston, June 4.—Automobilists of this state are particularly

concerned regarding the penalty portions of the new law,

and those who intend to visit the state would do well to fa-

miliarize themselves with the new conditions. The heavy
part of the new penalty clause of the law is aimed at persons
who operate, "recklessly or while under the influence of in-

toxicating liquor, or so as to endanger the lives or safety of

the public." A conviction under this section means a fine of

not over $100 or imprisonment not exceeding six months.
In addition the offender loses his license for at least sixty

days, and if he is the owner of the car, his registration cer-

tificate for the same time. The dealer is under the same
obligations as others, and if he is convicted, his cars are all

put out of business for two months. It is also made an
offense to attach the wrong number plate to a car, or to

obscure a number plate with intent to conceal the identity

of the vehicle. Hereafter, moreover, everybody who is haled

into court will have his name down on the records kept by
the Highway Commission, whether or not he is convicted,

for the new law reads that courts must report the cases of

everybody who is "charged" with a violation of the law. Be-

fore they reported only convictions and "nolo contendere"

cases were not reported.

It is confidently predicted that the new law will cause much
dissatisfaction among the landlords (if summer hotels, es-

pecially those in the western part of the state, who arc

accustomed to entertain a great many guests from other

states. Until this law was passed a man from New York
could drive his car under its New York license for 15 days in

Massachusetts, and did not have to apply for a Massachusetts

license within that time. This allowed for a very respectable

vacation, so that few out-of-state cars were registered. The
Highway Commission was dissatisfied with this state of

affairs, and the legislature has reduced to seven days the

time during which an out-of-state automobile can be driven

under its home number.

An attempt was made by the automobile clubs and asso-

ciations this year to have rescinded that part of the law

passed last year which gave the towns and cities the right to

make local speed regulations. It was found very quickly,

however, that a bill with such a provision would meet an

untimely death at the hands of the up-country legislators, so

it was sacrificed in the interest of the increased speed. The
automobilists were able, however, to have the law amended
so that now they have 60 instead of is days in which to enter

a protest against local regulations and secure a revision of

them by the Highway Commission.

Two entirely new sections, intended for the assistance of

the police in making arrests and securing evidence, are a part

of the new law. One of these sections provides a fine of from

$25 to $100 for any person who, while operating a car, refuses,

when asked by a police officer, to give his name and address,

or the name and address of the person owning the car, or who
refuses to stop when signaled to do so by a police officer in

uniform or who displays a badge conspicuously, or who
refuses to produce his license and registration certificate

when requested to permit the officer to examine them. Sim-

ilar punishment is provided for a person owning or control-

ling a car, who refuses to give a police officer such informa-

tion as he can. It is provided in this connection, however,

that evidence obtained in this way cannot be used in any

criminal prosecution against the person furnishing it.

While the new law does not compass everything that the

automobilists could wish, and contains some things that they

would have had left out, had they had their own way exclu-

sively, it is considered, for a compromise measure, to be very

satisfactory indeed. The automobilists have gained impor-

tant points and the things they have had to concede to the

other side bear hardest upon that class of drivers who do

most to bring the whole body of automobilists into disrepute

with the rest of the community.

Through the Denmark expedition, the automobile will

make its entrance into Greenland, Mylius-Erichsen, the Dan-

ish explorer, and head of the expedition, having ordered

through Carl Joh. Janssen, Vertergade, an automobile of the

buckboard type from the Waltham Manufacturing Company, of

Waltham, Mass.

In the spring of 1902, at the time preparations were made
for the Greenland expedition, Mylius-Erichsen fhought seri-

ously of procuring an automobile to take along with him.

Not only did he expect to use it on the sea ice, which, as a

rule, is uneven, but he thought that in the interiors of the

fjords,, where the ice was level, it would prove of great service.

At that time, however, Erichsen did not possess the extra

means to procure the car, and at any rate his automobile idea

was regarded as impracticable by the technical experts of the

expedition. Two and one-half years' experience in Green-

land has demonstrated that Erichsen was right in his conclu-

sions. Not only does the ice lay smooth and even through-

out the winter in the deep inland fjords, but after the summer
season is commenced, is covered with a firm, smooth coating

of driven snow. He also examined the inland ice on the

Greenland plateau, and found that through certain months it

would be available for automobile riding, provided he could

get the car up into these heights.

The expedition's new automobile, though of the buckboard

type, will be modified in several ways from the stock model,

HOW THE ORIENT BUCKBOARD WILL LOOK EH ROUTE.

to meet the requirements to which it will be put. It will

weigh only 550 pounds and have a 4-horsepower motor. The
Politiken, of Copenhagen, in speaking of the plans of the

•expedition, says: "Only one man is to be seated in the car,

which is to be used for hauling goods and moving to provi-

sion depots, and all of the goods that cannot be placed on the

automobile itself will be brought on broad-gauge sleighs of

the Nansen type, which are to be towed after the car. The
gauge of the car is very broad, so that it will not easily upset,

and the whole machinery is simple and well covered. As

gasoline freezes at about 40 degrees Centigrade cold, and js

probably a still heavier cold can be expected, there will hr

made an arrangement for warming purposes worked with

pure alcohol, which only freezes at a lower temperature, and

by means of which the gasoline will be kept liquid in the

tank. Around the rubber tubes of the wheels there is not s

rubber cover, which would break in the cold, but a cover of

leather or linen. The car will be arranged to be placed on

sleigh runners, so it can be drawn by dogs and men if loos*

snow is met with. It is the intention all the time to have

dogs beside the car, so that it can always be transported if

the machine should break. There is no doubt that the automo-

bile can be used to advantage on the East Greenland fjords,

which are often twenty and thirty Danish miles long (a Danish

mile is equal to 41-2 English statute miles), where the ice will

be lying even and smooth for months, and if Erichsen succeeds

in bringing the car up the valleys of the glacier territory to the

plateau, he will also try to drive it over the never-crossed northern

ice of Greenland's upland region."
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SUMMER ACTIVITIES OF THE AUTO CLUBS

A Notable Holiday Ron of Washington's Club.

Washington, D. C, June 4.—Several members of the Automo-
bile Club of Washington participated in a run to the Gettysburg

battlefield on Decoration Day, among those taking part being C
Royce Hough and party in a Pope-Toledo; Captain Caverly and

three guests in an Oldsmobile touring car; H. C. Hunter and C.

Bivins, in Franklins; and Ed. Terry in an Oldsmobile runabout

At Frederick, Md., the party was joined by a number of Fred-

erick automobilists, including Dr. McCurdy and Eugene Groves

in Pope-Tribunes ; Hplmes Baker and D. Guy Thomas in Stanley

steamers, and Kelly Robinson in a Locomobile.

The distance from Washington to Gettysburg by way of Fred-

erick is approximately 86 miles, and, with the exception of a 10-

mile stretch between Emmitsburg and Gettysburg, the roads are

fine. The Frederick pike runs through Frederick county, one of

the finest sections of Maryland, and is one of the best macadam-
ized roads in this part of the country. The scenery all along the

route is incomparable and the wonder of it is that this trip is not

taken more frequently by automobilists. The Gettysburg national

park embraces an area of 25 square miles and within the confines

of the park are miles upon miles of the fines! Telford roads that

the government has built at a cost of $8,000 a mile. The round

trip was made with no untoward incidents, there being absolutely

no mechanical or tire troubles. This is thi longest run the club

has yet taken, and it is Captain Caverly's intention to get the

members out on runs as often as possible.

Wisconsin's Capital City Claiming Automobile Honors.

Madison, Wis., June 4.—The Madison Automobile Club has

one definite object in view, aside from promotion of friendly re-

lations and opposition to unjust regulations, and that is the good

roads movement. This step has elicited the approval and co-

operation of Madison business men for they realize the benefits

that would accrue to them if the highways were maintained in

good condition. The capital city is located on a direct line from

Chicago to St. Paul, a course frequently traveled, and complaints

of parties en route to the Northwest will no doubt incite the club

to action during the summer. H. H. Ratcliff is president of the

club, and Dr. C. F. Harper, secretary and treasurer.

Keeping pace with numerous other cities in the state, Madison,

the capital, has become an automobile city. It is reported that

eighty cars are owned by residents of Madison, and the number

is growing rapidly. It is interesting to note the claims made by

various Wisconsin cities as to superiority in point of numerical

strength of the automobilists. First of all it was Racine that

endeavored to explain that, considering its population, it was the

possessor of the greatest number of autos. Then came Mari-

nette and Menominee and now Madison thinks it should be given

first honors. The latter is probably in a better position to sub-

stantiate its claims than the other cities named, inasmuch as its

population of 20,000 inhabitants own eighty cars, or a car for every

400th person, while the nearest competitor, Racine, claims one

car for every 500th person.

Labor Day Road Tour for the Cbicagoans.

Chicago, June 4.—A road tour on Labor Day will be given by

the Chicago Automobile Club, and the members of the club's

racing board are looking about for a suitable course. There is

a twenty-two mile straightaway in Lake county which may prove

to be available and the board will look it over in the near future.

At the recent directors' meeting it was also proposed to hold a

"rational" race, to extend fifty miles through the business and
residence portions of the city. It was suggested that the local

speed laws be lived up to in this contest, stops made at various

stores, and the race decided on the economy of gasoline con-

sumption. This plan was filed by the racing board, but was not

looked on with much favor by the directors. They also turned

down the idea of holding another race meet at the Harlem track.

Chicago has the first entry to the Glidden tour. N. H. Van
Sicklen, a director of the Chicago Automobile Club, forwarded
his nomination and entry fee last week and has been given No.
1. He will lead the tourists out of the city.

The rapid growth of the Austin Automobile Club has
brought out the suggestion that each of the important cen-
ters composing the environs of Chicago organize clubs to
work in concert with the Chicago Automobile Club for auto-
biling interests. Oak Park, Riverside, Lagrange, Berwyn,
Kensington, Pullman, South Chicago, Winnetka, Glencoe,
Highland Park, Lake Forest, Wilmette, Evanston, and others
are fruitful centers for local organizations, which can exert a
powerful influence working together.

Alfred N. Chandler Organizing a Quaker Aero Club.

Philadelphia, June 4.—Philadelphia is to have an aero club.

Notices have been sent out by Alfred N. Chandler, who re-

cently made a successful trip to South Amboy from this city,

asking prospective air navigators to send in their names to
him at the Union League Club. Next Saturday there is to

be a balloon race here, the start to be made from the U. G. I.

athletic grounds at Point Breeze. Chandler's Initial and the

Orient, a gas bag owned by members of the Aero Club of

America, both manned by professionals, will start.

Minneapolis A. C. Gains 100 New Members in a Month.

Minneapolis, Minn., June 4.—Membership in the Minneapolis

Automobile Club is rapidly increasing. In the past month close

to 100 new members have been secured. The campaign which

the membership committee has been carrying on was greatly

assisted by the club's securing new rooms in the Plaza, and by

requiring those who desired to enter the hill-climbing contest to

be members. Opening night, which occurred the day before the

hill climb was run, 23 members were added to the rolls. The
active interest that the club has displayed in securing fair and

just legislation from both the Legislature and the City Council

has also had a stimulating effect.

The city ordinances require that purchasers of automobiles take

out licenses whether they have secured them the year previous

or not. The automobile club took the matter to the attorney gen-

eral and secured an opinion to the effect that those who took

out licenses from the state boiler inspector last year were im-

mune from the ordinance. The club has also done considerable

to prevent the police from exercising unreasonable authority.

Vancouver Island Autoists Invite American Tourists.

Victoria, B. C, June 1.—At the request of the Victoria Auto
Club the Canadian Pacific Railway is considering the inaugura-

tion of cheap week end trips for automobilists and their ma-
chines from Seattle. This would be enjoyed by autoists of the

entire Puget Sound country. A low rate would prove a good
thing, especially for Seattle, which has no good road system in

its immediate vicinity, while the roads about Victoria are among
the best in the country.

Victoria enjoys a unique advantage by its insular situation.

Under the customs regulations, automobiles brought into the

Dominion by tourists, the collectof can exercise discretion by

waiving the usual cash deposit of $25 when satisfied that the ma-
chine will be used in Canada only within the limits of the port

of importation and its vicinity. This city is the only port in

British Columbia where such discretion can be exercised liberally,

as there is little fear it could be sold and transported to other

parts of the Dominion.
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Boulevard to Salt Lake Backed by New Club.

Salt Lake City, Utah, June 2.—Building an oiled boulevard

from Salt Lake to Saltair, and a general campaign for good
roads throughout Utah are the leading objects of the Salt

Lake Automobile Club, which has just been organized in this

city. Heretofore Salt Lake has been shunned by automobile
tourists owing to the poor condition of the roads throughout
this neighborhood. It is to encourage more tourists to make
the trip to this city that the oiled road will be made, with the

better roads through the state, which is expected to grow out

of the campaign of the local club. A well-graded, oiled thor-

oughfare about forty miles in length is the dream of the club.

Following the lead of Salt Lake City, it is probable that

similar clubs will be formed in other cities in the state where

automobiles have been purchased in any numbers. A careful

canvass of this city shows about 160 cars are owned here. The
new club starts off with a membership of seventy-five.

Californians Renew the Straggle for Good Highways.

San Francisco, Cal., May 31.—Despite the unsettled conditions

obtaining in this city and vicinity, owing to the recent earth-

quake and disastrous fire, automobilists are looking beyond the

mere utility of their machines and planning for the future. The

greatest need at the present time is a satisfactory highway from

this city to the southward in San Mateo and Santa Clara coun-

ties. R. P. Schwerin, of the Automobile Club of California, has

been the leading spirit in raising subscriptions for the construc-

tion of a boulevard from San Francisco to Colma. He has the

solid backing of the club behind him, and the subscriptions

already received will do all the work in San Mateo county.

The automobile occupies a warm spot in the affections of Cali-

fornians owing to the great work of relief it performed after the

recent catastrophe, and it is safe to say there will be no unneces-

sary restrictive legislation enacted to annoy the automobilists of

this state in the immediate future.

CLUB DOINGS IN GENERAL.

Oshkosh, Wis.—At the adjourned annual meeting of the Osh-

kosh Automobile Club, the following officers were elected

for the ensuing year: President, C. O. Josslyn; vice-president,

Edward Krueger; secretary, F. E. Waite; captain, A. H.
Meyer; treasurer, L. Frank Gates.

Utica, N. Y.—The Automobile Club of Utica has appointed a

committee to arrange for the reception of the Glidden tourists

during the run in July. This city has been named as one of the

night stations of the tour, and every effort will be made by the

local club to make the tourists' brief sojourn here as enjoyable

as possible.

Cincinnati, O.—The success of the recent Paddock hill climb

under the auspices of the Automobile Club of Cincinnati has

given an impetus to club life in this city, and the next thing on

the program is the establishment of a garage for the exclusive

use of members of the club and their guests. The matter will be

considered at the next meeting of the club.

Providence, R. I.—Instead of holding its customary race meet

this season, the Rhode Island Automobile Club has under

consideration the running of a two-gallon efficiency contest

similar to that recently held by the Automobile Club of

America in New York. As yet the plans have not taken

official form, but are being considered by the board of di-

rectors.

Portland, Ore.—To build a road to Mount Hood, so that the

trip from Portland to the snow-capped peak and return can

be made in a day, is the object of the Portland Automobile

Club. A committee of ten has been appointed to take charge

of the project, and an appropriation of funds to carry on the

preliminaries was authorized at the May club meeting. Eleven
new members were elected at the meeting.

Detroit, Mich.—Members of the Detroit Automobile Club have

undertaken the task of making the road from this city to Pine

Lake, where the clubhouse is located, a model highway. A fund

of $1,000 has been subscribed for the purpose of scraping and

graveling the road after every rain. With the work systematically

carried out, automobilists say that it will soon become one of

the finest stretches of highway in southern Michigan.

Bloomington, III.—Secretary Henry Throbro, of the Blooming-

ton Automobile Club, states that the former hostility shown
in that city and the surrounding country against automobil-
ists has given way to a friendly feeling, because the club

members are observing the laws, and have done all in their

power to suppress reckless driving and other infractions of

the motor laws. The club now has over fifty members.

Montreal, Canada.—Leading city officials, including the

mayor, board of aldermen, and the heads of the civic departments,

were the guests of the Automobile Club cf Canada on its first

club run held recently. With the evident intention of showing

the officials the unsatisfactory condition of the streets, the route

out of town included some streets that were in bad condition.

President McDonald welcomed the guests at the Hunt Club, the

termination of the run, where a collation was served to all par-

ticipating, prior to the return trip.

Buffalo.—At a meeting of the membership committee of the

Automobile Club of Buffalo 26 applications for membership were

favorably acted upon. This makes 65 new members that have

been elected in the last 30 days, and the club is making a strong

effort to induce every automobile owner in the city to join

it. Mayor Adam has been notified by the board of directors

of the Automobile Club that the club will support him in

keeping a complete list of the names, addresses, and license

numbers of automobilists in Buffalo. The club will report to

the mayor the registration of each additional machine.

Mayor Adam proposes to have a list of the motorists on file

in each precinct station house.

WITH THE MOTOR BOATISTS.

Buffalo.—The Motor Boat Club of Buffalo is planning a motor

boat race over its official course in the Niagara river, August
4. Commodore Glasgow has announced that he will present

a handsome challenge cup to the club, to be raced for by
boats making over ten miles per hour, the race to be open
to members of any recognized club. The race will be the

first held under the new National Motor Boat Association
rules. The club's course is 15 miles, and triangular. The cup
is to be the property of the winner for one year, but if won
three times by the same boat owner, not necessarily in suc-

cession, it becomes the property of the winner. Entries will

close July 28.

New York.—At the last meeting of the board of governors

of the Motor Boat Club of America, the matter of site for a

new clubhouse was referred to the committee on ways and
means. Three sites have been offered, and the committee will

make a report at the next meeting of the board. The regatta

committee, in arranging dates for the season, has accepted

the invitation of the Business Men's Association of Newport,

R. I., to make that city the terminal of the club's cruise, in

time to participate in the Newport carnival, August 6-1 1. All

motor boat clubs and owners will be invited to participate in

the cruise. A committee was also appointed to confer with

the officers of the National Motor Boat Association with a

view to securing the national motor boat carnival in the fall.
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NEW EXPANDING RING BRAKES AND CLUTCH

THERE is no part of the automobile that has not been
greatly improved since automobile building became a

recognized industry; but some have inevitably received more
attention than others. Among the comparatively inconspicu-

ous parts that have not, perhaps, received the full measure
of attention to which they are entitled may be mentioned the

brakes, and the clutch also frequently leaves room for im-

provement. Now that the automobile, as a whole, has been

FIG. 1 .—STANDARD EMERGENCY HUB BRAKE.

brought to a comparatively high state of efficiency, manu-

facturers are finding more time to devote to the development

of details, and among those who concentrate their energies

on details exclusively is the Standard Brake Company, of 101

West Sixty-sixth street, New York, a concern manufacturing

brakes and clutches. Some decidedly interesting mechanical

features are involved in the Standard devices, as the follow-

ing description shows.

Fig. 1 shows a Standard emergency brake applied to the

hub of a rear wheel with dead axle. The brake is of the in-

ternal expanding type, a split ring being expanded against

the inner surface of a drum by a cone. In Fig. 1 B is the ring,

the inner surface of which is beveled to conform to the taper of

the cone C. The cone is mounted on a sleeve C, which is held

from turning by the arm N, through a hole in which passes

the stud R in the arm
P, the latter being

brazed or riveted to

the dead axle. Be-

tween the sleeve C
and the axle is inter-

posed sleeve /, which

can be partly rotated
by means of the arm K. A spiral slot in sleeve / engages the

ends O of screws E passing through the cone sleeve C. When
the arm K is moved so as to partly rotate the sleeve / the
screws E and the cone and sleeve C are caused to move along the

shaft, being prevented from rotating by the arm AT

, while the
sleeve / is held against end motion by the collars G G. Fig. 2
shows the sleeve /, the sleeve slot and a screw on a larger scale

:

the screw has a hardened steel roller on the end to minimize wear
and friction. A wedge D, Fig. 3, holds the ring B in one place

on the cone. The wedge, fast on the cone, advances with the

FIG. 2.—SLOTTED SLEEVE AND SCREW

/'B

cone and fills the gap in the ring as it widens, making the ring

practically continuous and unbroken. The pitch of the slot in

the sleeve / deter-

mines the distance

through which the

driving cone C shall

move when the arm
E is caused to move
a given distance.

Wear can readily be

taken up by moving
arm K until the cone

is advanced suffi-

ciently to take up as

much as is necessary.

The Standard
brake for countershaft or propeller shaft is of smaller diameter

than the hub brake, but the frictional surfaces are wider to com-
pensate. The cone moves in a direction the reverse of the

emergency brake cone ; otherwise the construction is the same in

both and further explanation is unnecessary.

In the construction of the Standard clutch, shown in Fig. 4, a

driving cone and expanding ring are used, as in the brake, but

the cone is driven in by means of a sliding sleeve with ball

thrust bearing. The illustration is clear and self-explanatory.

FIG. 3.—RING ENDS AND WEDGE.

I

FIG. 4.—STANDARD CLUTCH WITH RELEASING DEVICE.

A—Flywheel. B—Expansion Ring. C—Driving Head. D—Wedge.

E—Spring Thrust Bearing. F—Retaining Stud.
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A NEW TWO-CYCLE CAR.
Two-cycle motors for automobile work are becoming more

popular, though not long ago there was only one concern

making a success of automobiles equipped with this type of

motive power. The latest two-cycle machine is that manu-
factured by the Dayton & Mashey Automobile Works, 4,515

Evans avenue, Chicago, and is called the Reliable Dayton.

The motor has two horizontal water-cooled cylinders hung

THE AUTOMOBILE CALENDAR
AMERICAN.

CHASSIS OF "RELIABLE DAYTON" CAR.

from the frame under the body; the cylinders are of 3 1-2

inches bore and stroke and are placed side by side. With this

arrangement the crankshaft receives an impulse every half

revolution—the same as a four-cylinder four-cycle engine.

The machine has a light frame and is mounted on high
wheels with 1 1-8-inch solid rubber tires; the wheels are 40
inches and 44 inches in diameter, front and rear respectively.

The wheels are driven by chains from a countershaft; the

countershaft, in turn, is driven by a single short chain from
the two-speed planetary transmission mounted on the engine

shaft and the countershaft carries the differential. The whole

TWO-CYCLE, TWO-CYLINDER MOTOR.

chassis is extremely simple and compact. The transmission

is said by the manufacturers to be exceedingly substantial.

The body is of the piano-box type, with seat 42 inches long,

upholstered in leather. A leather dash is placed vertically in

front and is 11 inches high. Side springs 72 inches long carry

the body and make a comfortable suspension. Low speed and

reverse are controlled by pedals; the high speed is engaged
by a side lever. The throttle lever is at the end of the seat.

June 12

June 14

June 14

June 16

June 18-

June 21-

June 23.

July 12..

June 9.

.

Sept. 2..

Sept. 22.

Oct. 6...

July 3-7

July 4..

July 4..

Sept. 3..

Tours.

. .
.—Chicago, Orphans' Day. Annual Run by the Chicago

Automobile Club.

. .
.—Buffalo, N. Y., Illuminated Parade, Automobile Club of

Buffalo.

. ..—Baltimore, Md., Orphans' Day, Second Annual Celebra-

tion, Automobile Club of Maryland.
-18—Three-Day Tour, Bay State Automobile Association,

Boston to Rye Beach, N. H.
-23—Second Annual Economy Test, New York Motor Club.

-26—Second Annual Tour, Albany Automobile Club. Albany

to Boston and return.

. .
.—Rochester, N. Y., Automobile Floral Parade at Gen-

eeee Valley Park. Rochester Automobile Club.

.. —Annual A. A. A. Tour, Chicago to Bretton Woods, N.

H., Rules for the Glidden Trophy operative from

Buffalo.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

,
.—Hohokus, N. J., Second Annual Race Meet of the North

Jersey Automobile Club (Robert Beattle, secretary,

Little Falls, N. J.).

. —100-Mile Road Race, on 25-Mlle Circuit In Monroe

County, N. Y. Rochester Automobile Club and New
York State Automobile Association.

.—American Elimination Trials for Vanderbllt Cup Race

(Long Island Course Probable).
.—Vanderbllt Cup Race, American Automobile Association.

Motorcycle . Tours and Contests.

,—Annual Endurance Run and Meet, Federation American

Motorcyclists, Rochester, N. Y.

.—Tour to Rochester, N. Y., New York Motorcycle Club

..—Race Meet, Milwaukee Motorcycle Club.

..—Race Meet, Muskegon (Mich.) Motorcycle Club.

Motor Boat Races.

June 16...—Knickerbocker Yacht Club Race, Marblehead, Maaa.,

to College Point, L. I.

July 9...—Toledo Tacht Club, Open Long Distance Race for

Cruising Motor Boats, 119 3-4 miles.

July 13-21—Annual Cruise American Power Boat Association, Port

Washington, L L, to Shelter Island, Stopping at

Norwalk, Thimble Islands, New London, Newport
and Block Island.

Aug. 4 —Buffalo, Motor Boat Club, 15-mile race for Glasgow

Cup. on Niagara River course.

Aug. 21-23—Gold Challenge Cup, American Power Boat Association,

on St. Lawrence River at Chippewa Bay.

FOREIGN.

Shows.

Oct. 6-14—Leipzig (Germany) Exhibition, Krystall Palast
Nov. 1...—New Zealand International Exhibition opens at Christ-

church.
Nov. 1-16—Berlin (Germany) Automobile Exhibition.
Nov. 16-24—London, Olympla Motor Show.
Nov. 23-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show, Agricultural Hall.

Tours.

June 6-13—Herkomer Cup Touring and Speed Trials, Munich, Ba-

varia.

June 11-16—Land's End to John O'Groat's. Auto Cycle Club of

Great Britain.

June 18-16—Scottish Reliability Trials.

July 26-Aug. 16.—Circuit Europeen. 3.000 miles, Paris. Milan, Vi-

enna, Berlin, Cologne, Paris.

Races, Etc.

June 26-27—Le Grand Prix, Sarthe Circuit, France.
July 8...—International Cup Race for Motorcycles, Ceaky Club

Motorcycllstu of Austria.

July 16... -Suse-Mont Cenis Hill Climb (Italy). Automobile Club

of Turin.
Aug. 1-16—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).
Aug 9-12—Malchamps (France) Hill Climb Tests.
Aug. 16-16—Ventoux (France) Automobile Meeting.
Aug. 14-19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet.
Aug. 18...—Lledekerke Cup Race.
Aug. 23...—Semmerlng Hill Climb.
Aug. 27-Sept. 2—Brescia (Italy) Automobile Meeting.
Sept. 27. . .Tourist Trophy Race, Isle of Man, A. C. of Great Britain.

Oct. 7...—Chateau Thierry (France) Hill Climb.
Oct. 28...—Gaillon (France) Hill Climb.
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ACROSS PORTO RICO IN AN AUTOMOBILE
By ARTHUR H. DENISON.

PORTO RICO is almost an ideal place for the motorist.

Its roads, the finest in the territorial limits of the United
States, extend right across the island. From San Juan to

Ponce is a trip of eighty miles through a picturesque country

—beautiful mountain scenery and wonderful feats of road

building. The natives, half shy, collect in groups to see the

car pass by, and drivers of ox-carts wake up when the car is

a short distance away, and tug and prod at their stupid

beasts in an effort to give you the road. Porto Rico has no
speed laws in the open country, but San Juan, an old Spanish

town, with narrow streets, I understand, has recently passed

a speed limit of three kilometers (1 7-6 miles) an hour in the

city proper, and automobiles are not allowed on certain

streets. The one drawback at present is the lack of supplies;

not even a tire pump can be purchased here at present, but

as cars are coming in at short intervals it is to be hoped that

some large American supply house will put itself in a posi-

tion to supply the demand. The climate is decidedly warm,
being between 90 and 100 degrees in the shade, but the heat

is tempered by the trade winds that blow constantly from the

east. The buildings, streets and roadways are of stone, brick

or plaster, and on a very bright day the glare is very trying

on the eyes.

The roads, I understand, are built of broken stone, in ap-

plications of different sizes and finished with a binding ma-
terial and steam roller until the surface is unequaled by
anything except asphalt. The dust which soon collects, when
treated to a tropical shower, makes the use of non-skids im-

perative. Convict labor is used to quite an extent to prepare

the stone.

Traffic on the island is, to a large extent, carried on by
means of ox-carts, drawn by two or four oxen. These clumsy
vehicles are invariably on the wrong side of the road and
their drivers asleep or dozing, and it is pretty risky to drive

round a turn without the car in good control. The lower
classes will not move out of the way until the instinct of

personal safety overcomes their natural laziness, still they are

learning. Their attitude is friendly and curious, and when
our car is stopped in a town it is soon surrounded by a won-
dering crowd.

The trip from San Juan to Ponce is about eighty miles. As
the bird flies it is about southwest, but with a compass I

am afraid the instrument would soon be in need of new
jewels. The trip in our powerful car is a pleasant four to five

hours' ride. Fron San Juan to Rio Pedras, the first town,
is about eight miles, the road being level and passing for

more than half the way through villages that exist only on
the roadside. From Rio Pedras to Caguas, the next town, is

about fifteen miles further, the road is up and down hill, the
steepest grades being possibly over 20 degrees and the road
is nowhere straight for more than 400 yards until within a

few miles from Caguas, and the turns are frequently sharp

and occasionally double. One-half mile from Caguas is a

creek locking a bridge at present, and the only way to pass is

to pass through. So while a crowd of wondering natives watch,

we drop into our lowest gear, and into the river bed, then

the engine given a high spark and pin throttle, rushes through,

sometimes stopping on the incline up the other side to allow

the water to dry off the plugs, other times with never a stop,

and soon we are in Caguas, a pretty town in a beautiful val-

ley. Leaving there the road is level for a few miles, and then

we begin to climb and for five miles we are going up hill, up
grades as high as 22 degrees incline. Our car takes them easy

on the third speed, with lots of power in reserve. After climb-

ing in all about 1,500 feet and a slight drop of perhaps 100

feet, we enter Cayey, noted for its fine tobacco. Here the

road branches—ours to Ponce going through tne 10 »n, the

other leading south to Guayama. Leaving Cayey, we drop
nearly 300 feet and then start to climb again, and in the next

ten miles we climb nearly 1,600 feet, winding up the sides of

the mountains, parts of the road visible four and five miles

ahead. On the right is a beautiful valley that was, two months
ago, covered with tobacco grown under cheesecloth, many
acres being treated thus, producing some of the finest flavored

tobacco known. Ailoneto, about fifteen miles from Cayey. is

about the highest point on the road, being at an altitude of

about 2,800 feet. A few miles further we have to go down
this height in 4 1-2 miles. The turns and twists are endless,

the scenery magnificent, and the road said to be one of the

most wonderful examples of road building in the world. Some
of the turns are so short that one thinks as the car swings

round that our front wheels have designs on the tail lamp.

In one place there are three sections of the road visible below.

The grades run as high as 25 degrees frequently, and on turns

AT AILONETO, FIFTY MILES FROM SAN TUAH.

where if the road could be laid down level the inside edges

would be within three feet of each other. The road itself is

about fifteen feet wide, and on the outer edge is a precipice

hundreds of feet deep.

Coamo, the next stop, is a few miles from the foot of the

hill, and from there to Ponce, about twenty-two miles further,

the roads are pretty straight, and good time can be made.

Several rivers have to be crossed that now, during the rainy

season, are beginning to hold water, at other times they are

rough and dry. The bridges have been washed away and not

rebuilt, yet other portions of the road show examples of fine

stone bridge building. Ponce is one of the busiest cities and

is a very pretty place. An electric road connects it with the

ocean three miles away, where quite extensive shipping facil-

ities are in use. The Hotel Frances is very good and its table

is one of the best in the tropics.

Our car, a 1906 Thomas Flyer, has covered about 000 miles

in the first month, and the only trouble so far has been the

ground wire becoming detached. I have used one set of brake

leathers.. The safety backstop device is invaluable in a hilly

or mountainous country. The car has climbed all hills on the

fourth or third speed, on the third with the throttle never

more than one-third open, and as for ease to handle, she is all

I can expect.
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SEX-CYLINDER NAPIER'S RUN.
A high-gear trial run of 1,000 miles by a 60-horsepower six-

cylinder Napier touring car was recently completed in Eng-
land, and some interesting figures resulted. The stops made
involuntary included the loss of 54 minutes because of the

CECIL EDGE IN 60-HORSEPOWER GEARLESS NAPIER.

loss of the carbureter drain plug, 30 minutes readjusting the

contact breaker and changing batteries and 2 hours 7 minute
owing to the bursting of two tires, but none due to the high
gear. The car averaged 8.98 miles to a gallon of gasoline,

using altogether 113 gallons. The slowest speed was 445
miles an hour, over a measured quarter mile; the gear ratio

being 3.09 to 1, the engine was making 132 revolutions a

minute at this speed. The car was run at its maximum speed

on a track and, with the engine turning up 1,756 revolutions

a minute, traveled at the rate of approximately a mile a min-
ute. During the run the clutch was slipped only in one or

two cases where the road was blocked by traffic. The total

weight of car and passengers was about 4,500 pounds. The
run was made under observation of an official appointed by
the A. C. G. B. I. and the car was driven by Cecil Edge.

GENERAL FUNSTON'S AUTO RELIEF CORPS.
Immediately following the earthquake at San Francisco,

General Funston, who was in command of the United States

military forces quartered there, assumed charge, and pur-

chased for relief work twelve Cadillacs, nine of which are

shown in the photograph. The picture was taken at Fort

Mason, Genera1 Funston's headquarters, after the stress of

the relief vork was over, and is interesting in view of the

great work performed by automobiles in saving lives and
personal property from the flames which follow td the seis-

mic shocks.

PENNSYLVANIA HOLD-UP GAME.
Editor THE AUTOMOBILE

:

[334.]—Automobillsts whose homes are outside of Pennsylvania
will do well to read this outline of the hold-up game which I met
with in Portland, Pa.
Portland is a very small village about three miles beyond Myers

Ferry, on the main route (and only route) from New York and
New Jersey to the Delaware Water Gap.
Every automobile that has passed through Portland this spring

has been stopped, and unless carrying a Pennsylvania license, and
Pennsylvania numbers back and front, and no other numbers, the
owner or operator has been fined 310 and costs, total in every
case 311.86. There is no chance of escape, either, as the chief of

police. In uniform, stands in the middle of the road at a narrow
point, and an old wagon pulls out from the side and completely
blocks the way, the Chief throws up his arms and calls to stop.

And you have to, whether you want to or not.

Then the farce begins. He asks if you carry Pennsylvania num-
bers; you reply "No." Then he says he must demand to see your
Pennsylvania license; you admit having none; then he orders the
car into a side street and sends for the justice of peace. They
hold office in an old barn, read you the law, and fine you.
In my case I told them I would turn back, that I had Intended

spending Sunday at the Gap, but would not stand for treatment
like this; but the justice of the peace said: "Oh, you can go on;

when you come back we won't hold you up again." Bo, rather
than spoil our trip, we did so, and found that every car at the
hotel had been held up as we were, also those that followed us,

and I also discovered that all cars passing through Portland this

season had met the same fate.

For the benefit of all who may Intend taking the run this season,

I hope you will see this gets wide publicity. The law is a new one
and went Into effect January 1.

New York City. THOMAS T. REID.

THE ALBANY, N. Y.-PIXTSFTRTX), ;MASS., ROUTE.
Editor THE AUTOMOBILE:

[336.]—The wide publicity given to the route selected for the
forthcoming Second Annual Economy Test of the New York Motor
Club suggests that something ought to be said to prevent this line-

being considered by prospective tourists the usual route between
these cities. This Is far from being the case, for, whereas the

shortest and best line of road between Albany and Pittsfleld is

only 89 miles, the route laid out for this test is 76% miles, or con-
siderably more than twice as far.

This course was laid out to secure a larger mileage than the
direct route would have provided. It was for this reason that the
line was carried down from Schodack Center to Valatle and
through North Chatham, Canaan Center, State Line, West Stock-
bridge, Glendale, and Housatonlc to Great Barrington, where the
course of the tour is almost exactly reversed and' carried by the
well-known line from Great Bafrington to Pittsfleld. At Pittsfleld

it is again directly reversed to Lenox, where the turn eastward is

made for Springfield.

Referring to the map published In your Issue of May 24, if one
should connect Schodack Center and Pittsfleld by a nearly direct

line and Imagine near the Interstate line (as shown) the Tatonlc
Mountains, this would approximate the shorter and better route
between these two cities for all practicable purposes. And it could
then be seen at a glance where the more-than-double distances
comes in. In fact from the standpoint of good roads, the detour
southward from Schodack Center to Valatle is not advisable for the
average tourist, though for this special purpose it may be all

right.

To take another view of how far this Is from the shorter and
better Albany-Plttsfleld route it Is only necessary to add that
Great Barrington, the most southerly point on the line as given
in the official map, is on the direct automobile routes between
Pittsfleld and Poughkeepsie. Reference to pages 114, 116 and lis

of "The Automobile Official A. A. A. Blue Book" will show the
route In detail from Albany to Schodack Center, where turn Is

made for Nassau, Maiden Bridge and the Lebanons, thence by
State Highway across the Tatonic Mountains to Pittsfleld.

The direct route already referred to has one other curious
feature, it being 12 miles shorter than the mileage of the Boston
and Albany Railroad between the same points. In order to get

an easy grade over the Tatonlcs, the railroad engineers of a
generation ago took a very circuitous route, whereas the magnifi-
cent new State Highway west from Pittsfleld gives the most
perfect surface all the way across the Interstate line. So good Is

this road that notwithstanding the grades it is an easy stretch to

cover, and no one seems to have ever heard of an automobile
being stalled upon it—except for shortage of gasoline.

Clinton, Oneida Co., N. Y. ROBERT BRUCE.
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THE BLERIOT AEROPLANE.
On the lake at Enghien, near Paris, experiments are now being

made of the new aeroplane invented by Bleriot and Voisin.

Bleriot is the well-known manufacturer of automobile lamps

bearing his name. The aeroplane which he has brought forth in

conjunction with M. Voisin has two pairs of superposed aero-

planes, which are connected one in front of the other, as in

M. Archdeacon's machine, a proposition which did not prove

entirely satisfactory. An eight-cylinder, 24-horsepower Antoinette

motor supplies the propulsive power, and the engine is swung
between the two planes.

The Bleriot machine has the ends of the aeroplane bent round

to meet one another, so that the lifting surfaces really form
a species of loop, an arrangement which obviously reduces the

lifting power of the lower surfaces. The aeroplanes are mounted
on floats of hollow tubular construction, the object of the whole
arrangement evidently being to put up speed on the water suffi-

cient to enable the machine to rise in the air, while the floats will

keep it from sinking when it comes down again, provided only it

comes down feet foremost, which, from the look of things, is by
no means a foregone conclusion, according to the Automotor
Journal. The aeronaut is supposed to lie horizontally on a plank

in front of the motor.

The total span of the machine is six meters, the aeroplanes

having a width of 1 1-2 meters, and the total surface being 60
square meters. The engine is rated at 600 revolutions per minute.
M. Bleriot is counting upon taking part in the aeronautical prize

competitions scheduled for the coming fall.

A DARRACQ-SERPOLLET COMBINATION.
A cable from Paris tells of a combination involving M. Dar-

racq and M. Serpollet and the formation of a company with a
capital of 12,500,000 francs for the construction of commercial
vehicles, which will be both of the gasoline and steam types.

The new Darracq-Serpollet factory will be built at Suresnes.

THE NEWS FROM CHICAGO.
Chicago, June 3.—The Chicago Automobile Club is making

plans for a 200-mile road race, to be run off in Seotember, some-

thing on the order of the Vanderbilt Cup and other big road

races. A triangular course of twenty-five miles has been pro-

posed, and no difficulty is anticipated in getting authority to use

the roads for one day. The road will be Westrumited to prevent

flying dust, and ample police protection will be provided. The
prize will be the Farson cup, given by President Farson of the

Chicago Automobile Club.

A new automobile plan will be tried by Evanston, the suburb

heretofore the bane of enthusiasts. Criminal proceedings will be

discarded against scorchers for the civil suit, and alleged viola-

tors of the law will no longer be dragged into court. Thursday

Chief of Police Frost ordered his men to refrain from putting

every chauffeur under arrest who seemed to be running his ma-
chine faster than the village permits. Hereafter the driver will

be warned of the fact that he is exceeding the speed limit and the

policeman will take the number of his machine. This will do

away with the stigma of being arrested on the highway. If the

law is violated again after he has been warned, civil prosecution

will ensue. Chief Frost desires to have an ordinance drawn up

which will embody his ideas, and they will probably be put into

form shortly by Corporation Counsel Hartman.

All of the arrangements for the annual run of the Austin

Automobile Club have been completed and about 100 owners of

cars have signified their intention of joining in the event. A
trumpeter has been engaged from Fort Sheridan. A repair car

will accompany the machines.

Barney Oldfield's manager has secured a permit for holding a

race meet at the Harlem track, July 3 and 4. The track is in

very bad condition at present, as horses are being worked out on

it daily, but it can be brought into shape in a short time and will

be in record condition by the day of the meet.

Chicago will have an innovation next month when three motor
lifeboats are to be placed in the South park lagoons.

THE BLERIOT AEROPLANE AT LAKE ENGHIEN BEING PREPARED FOR A FLIGHT.
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Tmm Nmmd tmr For purposes of this discussion,

Ommmtmmt Im*p«etl*m. automobilists who drive their own
cars may be divided into two classes, those who take an interest

in the mechanical side of automobiling and those who do not
Both classes contain men who drive their cars and those who
employ a chauffeur for this purpose, though, of course, in numbers
the former are largely in the majority. Those who do not take

any interest in the automobile as a machine may have a lively

appreciation of the advantages of mechanical propulsion, but this

is entirely subordinate to an interest in what the machine enables

them to do in the way of comfortable travel independent of pub-

lic conveyances. As a general rule, however, it will be found that

the owner who interests himself in the construction of his car and

the functions of its mechanism will get a good deal more real

enjoyment out of the use of the car. His trips and tours will be

made without apprehension of any serious trouble which might

have been avoided by a little preparatory work or even inspection,

and, should any trouble occur he will be able to make an intelli-

gent investigation and decide upon a correct remedy. Many a bill

for hauling home or for unnecessary repairs or replacements could

be avoided were the owner possessed of an understanding of the

mechanism of his car, and only a very moderate amount of skill in

making adjustments.

Beginning to-day, we should say, make a point of inspecting

your car before starting out on a run of any length. See that fuel

and oil supplies are sufficient, that the ignition connections are

properly secured, and, where batteries are carried, that they are

not run down. The roadside is not the place to make repairs or

adjustments that could have been made in the garage. Give at-

tention especially to the control gear, the spark and throttle con-

nections, to see that they are not fouled or ready to fall apart, and,

above all, examine the steering gear and brakes. Coatings of mud
frequently cover the connections, and something more than a cas-

ual glance is needed to make sure that the split pins are in place

and the ends spread apart Whatever functional derangement may
occur in an automobile in motion, the prime requisite for safety

is that it shall steer, and that the brakes will stop the car. Steer

first, last, and' all the time, no matter whether gears strip or shafts

break, until the necessity for steering is ended by the car coming

to a stop.

Lots of men will spend hours over ignition and carbureter ad-

justments to minutes or even seconds spent on examining the

steering gear or brakes on which, perhaps, their own life depends.

On a long tour an inspection should be made at the meal stops.

No matter how good the machine nor how excellent the garage

service, nuts will work loose, and connections also. A single nut

dropped off on the road (especially in a foreign car with metric

threads) may mean the temporary abandonment of the car by the

roadside.

Get the inspection habit and it will not be long before its bene-

fits will be felt in added hours of pleasurable driving.

Once Metre) rate

Ge>ref«0 Bmnnatt Cap.
The conference which, at the re-

quest of the A. C. G. B. I., will

take place on the eve of the Grand Prix at the course headquar-

ters of the Automobile Club of France, will be a vital interna*

tional session for automobile competition. Time was when France

could claim a preponderance of capital interested in the industry,

but there are other countries now equally important or so close to

it that they belong in the same class. Since it is the life of auto-

mobile racing to have the maker interested, and of necessity there

must be a pronounced streak of commercialism in this form of

competition, there should be some consideration of the relative

industrial importance of the countries engaged in international

contests.

That small countries like Switzerland and Belgium should not

be entitled to three cars in the Gordon Bennett, seems perfectly

fair, and insomuch the United States, Great Britain, Germany,

and Italy will agree with the attitude of France. It would appear

a logical and proper proceeding for the delegates to agree among

themselves upon an equitable basis of representation; some coun-

tries to be considered in the first class, perhaps others in the sec-

ond class, with the small countries given a single car. The Grand

Prix is a limited international contest, and that there should be a

return to the Gordon Bennett race with revised and modified con-

ditions, is an opinion shared in by the leading countries interested

in the industry. May the conference at Pont de Gennes result in

the resumption of the International Automobile Derby.

Tkm N»emm*lty mt
mm UadMdtd Prmmt.

If the present plan of conducting

the American Automobile Asso-

ciation does not meet with the approval of a club belonging to it,

it would seem to be the first move of that club to endeavor bring-

ing about such essential changes of government that it might con-

sider necessary. Differences of opinion are bound to exist in

every organization, but its constituent parts must settle differences

among themselves and present a united front to the opposition.

The New York State Automobile Association faithfully served the

interests of automobiling during the session of the New York

Legislature, and every automobilist in New York State could well

afford to contribute a dollar and much more in return for what it

accomplished in preventing unjust legislation.

The American Automobile Association is not disintegrating,

and if its machinery now and in the future does not run with

required speed its directors can exercise their prerogatives and

make any necessary alterations. There is great need, and will be

for years to come, for a strong national organization, divided into

state bodies, in order to conserve the rights of automobilists and

work generally- for the good of all concerned.
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THE A. A. A. ANNUAL TOUR.
After various conferences and consultations of Chairman Paul

N. Deming with members of the Touring Committee, it has been

decided to have two divisions in the annual A. A. A. tour, one

being those who participate for pleasure only and the other for

those who contest for the Glidden trophy. The pleasure division

will be open to all, but the contest for the trophy will be limited

to touring cars with tonneau and seating at least four persons.

The main tour will begin at Chicago and conclude at Bretton

Woods in the White mountains From Chicago the route is via

South Bend, Toledo, Cleveland, and Erie to Buffalo. Then the

contest for the Glidden trophy will begin, with the following

schedule operative:

Dates. Days Runs. Miles.
Thursday, July 12. .Buffalo to Rochester 75V4
Friday, July 12. .Rochester to Syracuse 97
Saturday, July 14..Syracuse to Saratoga 154
Sunday. July 15..Saratoga
Monday, July 16. .Saratoga to Ellsabethtown. N. T 100

Tuesday, July 17. .Bllsabetht'n to Lake Champlaln Hotel S5

Wednesday, July 18..Lake Champlaln to Hotel Montreal.. 85

Thursday, July 19. .Montreal
Friday, July 20. .Montreal to Three Rivers 94

Saturday, July 21..Three Rivers to Quebec 81

Sunday, July St..Quebec
Monday, July 28..Quebec to Jackman, Me 112V4

Tuesday. July 24..Jackman to Rangeley Lakes 80

Wednesday, July 25. .Rangeley
Thursday, July 28..Rangeley Lakes to Bretton Woods 116

Total mileage 1,029

By declaring on the entry blank their intentions entrants will

become contestants for the Glidden trophy. Entrants for the

pleasure division will be permitted to join at Saratoga or any

point west of that city, and they will be subject only to rules

governing their registration in and out of official garages and

such other general regulations as may be deemed necessary by

the Touring Committee. Contestants for the Glidden trophy will

be subject to rules and regulations which will be announced this

week.

The system of scoring is to be on a time basis. A schedule

based on the maximum legal speed between town and town

(with allowances for luncheon, legal speed and traffic conditions,

restrictions, etc) will be prepared by the committee for each

day's run. Each driver on checking out in the morning will be

notified of the exact hour and minute when he must reach the

following garage control. He will be penalized one point for

each minute beyond this set time. Should he arrive before the

hour and minute set, he will be penalized two points for each

minute in advance of the time allowed. In addition repairs or

adjustments on cars in garage will be allowed only on written

application and a contestant will be penalized one point per man
employed per minute. On arrival at garage controls and report-

ing in, the cars will be locked up for the night and visited by

their drivers or others only under above conditions. At the

close of the tour the lowest score will win.

The entries, at $50 each, will close at 12 o'clock noon on
Tuesday, July 3, with A. B. Tucker, 31 West Forty-second street,

New York City. The numbers will be awarded in order of

receipt of entry. N. H. Van Sicklen, Frank B. Stearns and
Charles J. Glidden are the first of the entries received.

JUNE MEETING OF A. A. A. DIRECTORS.
It developed at the regular monthly meeting of the A. A. A.

Board of Directors that the Long Island Automobile Club will

remain a member of the National and Stat; organizations, at

least until October 1. Though the plan of collecting club dues in

New York state is through the State Association, the Long
Island club this time sent its money direct to the National sec-

retary. The receipt of the dues resulted in the tabling of the

resignation letter which followed the June I meeting of the Long
Islanders, when, by a vote of 19 to 6, they decided to sever rela-

tions with the A. A. A. Apparently, despite this action, there is

a strong disinclination on the part of many club members to

have the club ''paddle its own canoe." The comparatively meager

attendance of only two score out of over 300 members may not

have represented the majority sentiment of the club, and in con-

sequence some of its principal officers have taken it upon them-

selves to keep the club in good standing until October next
It is understood that a new Brooklyn club will be formed to

take the place of the Long Island club in the A. A. A. if action

is requested oh the tabled resignation at the October meeting.

Inability to enter the annual A. A. A. tour, no connection with

the Vanderbilt Cup race, and the suspension of all A A A.

reductions in tour books, etc, is said to have caused a change
of sentiment by some of the club leaders.

As usual, the A. A. A. directors met at the clubrooms of the

Automobile Club of America, 753 Fifth avenue, Vice-President

L. R. Speare being in the chair in the enforced absence of Presi-

dent Parson. The resignation of Asa Goddard, who has re-

moved to Cleveland, as the director of the Worcester Automobile
Club, was accepted, and J. P. Coghlin, the president of that club,

was elected to the vacancy. The individual membership is in-

creasing at a rapid rate, and the affairs of the association are
generally prosperous. Directors Morris, Post, White, Parding-
ton, Farrington, Batchelder and Secretary Gorham were present
at the meeting.

EUROPEAN CIRCUIT TO BE POSTPONED.
Paws, May 19.—A meeting of the Commission des Concours,

the body charged with the organization of the European Circuit,

was held at the Automobile Club of France last night, when the
proposition of Germany to postpone the tour until 1907 was dis-

cussed. There was a feeling in favor of postponement, but as the
committee has no power to make a change of date the matter was
referred to the International Executive Committee, consisting of
delegates from Austria, Belgium, France, Germany and Italy, to-

gether with the Marquis de Dion as president and M. du Bous-
quet as secretary. There will be a little delay before the final

decision is known, owing to the delegates being scattered over
Europe, but there is little probability of the event being run this
summer.

JERICHO TURNPIKE WILL BE WIDE ENOUGH
A trolley track has been constructed along the Jericho road

from Queens to Mineola, where it will connect with the Hemp-
stead trolley road just beyond the point of the location of the
grandstand of last year. This track is placed to the right of the
road. Whether it will interfere with the Vanderbilt race in any
way is a* question ; but probably not, as the Jericho road is very
wide, and there is still ample room left for cars two or three
abreast in the hardest kind of a race. The track will not rise

above the surface of the roadway and may be traveled over at
speed. Chairman De Mont Thompson said some days ago that
he did not consider this trolley road any drawback to the use
of the Jericho turnpike. There is one bad feature to it, and that
is the narrowing of the swing from Hyde Park road into the
Jericho road, as no driver would care to make this at high speed.

GUADALOUPE NEEDS AN AUTO 'BUS LINE.
Consul G. Jarvis Bowens, of Guadeloupe, writes that there is an

opportunity just now for an enterprising American to run a daily

passenger line of automobiles from that place to Basse-Terre, a
distance of about forty miles. The government of that West
India island will grant a subsidy of $6,000 annually for the assur-
ance that the mail will be taken twice daily, and will require a
deposit of $1,500 to insure faithfulness of contract, which can run
for twenty years. With the present facilities, travel between these
towns is quite a problem. It takes six hours or more by boat or
diligence, neither of which runs daily, and it is said that a daily
motor line would pay. It would require about six machines, one
each of 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2 seats and about the same number of
chauffeurs until local men could learn to handle the machines.
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AN AIR-COOLED 500-MILE NON-STOP RUN.
A remarkable run of 500 miles in an air-cooled car without

stopping the engine was finished on the evening of May 30, when

a Knox four-cylinder 40-horsepower touring car came to a stop

at the works of the Knox Automobile Company, Springfield,

Mass. With seven passengers, averaging 150 pounds weight, and

300 pounds of baggage and supplies, the «.ar weighed about 4,300

pounds. Starting from the Hotel Worthy, Springfield, at ex-

actly 12 o'clock, midnight, Tuesday, May 29, the car was driven

through Hartford, New Haven and Bridgeport to New York,

arriving at Central Bridge, One Hundred and Fifty-fifth street,

New York, at 5 :45 in the morning. The car was inspected with-

out stopping the engine, and the same route followed back to

Springfield and on through Palmer and Worcester to Boston,

arriving at the Hub at 4:18 p. m. The car was started back for

Springfield after a few minutes, and the home town reached at

7 '-S3 Tuesday evening, making the total time, for the trip 19 hours

-53 minutes, including stops. The running card was signed at

each town the car passed through; but no stops were made for

meals, provisions being carried in the car. The members of the

party were pretty thoroughly used up at the end of the trip and

were unfeignedly glad it was over. The trip was uneventful, not

even a puncture having disturbed the smooth course of events.

At Meriden, Conn., a railroad crossing tender neglected to lower

the gates on the approach of a train, and the car nearly ran into

the engine, being stopped within a few yard? of the track.

The car was driven by William E. Wright, vice-president and

general manager of the Knox Automobile Company ; the machine

was a regular stock car, taken from the factory after the usual

final test had been satisfactorily passed.

A BOOKLET THAT FILLS THE BILL.

The automobile manufacturer is fast learning that the highest

class of advertising does not consist of standing on the corner

and shouting, "I am the best and only !" but of instilling into the

public mind what the automobile really is from a mechanical

point of view, how it is made and how it should be taken care

of—in other words, educating the public up to the automobile,

just as it has been educated up to the horse. A striking example

of educative advertising is found in the booklet recently issued

by the Olds Motor Works, of Lansing, Mich., under the title,

"A Busy Man's Text-book of Automobiles." Beginning by ex-

plaining the operation of the four-cycle motor, the book carries

the reader to each part of the modern automobile, explaining

its construction and functions and illustrating every step with

half-tones and line engravings. The illustrations are made from
the parts of Oldsmobile cars, but this fact is not brought forward

;

in fact, the word "Oldsmobile" does not appear in the title page
or in the text until the last few pages are reached, where descrip-

tions of the Lansing factory and the Oldsmobile cars occupy a
small part of the book. The descriptions consist of plain, un-
varnished statements of facts, without comment or expression of

opinion. The book contains forty-eight pages and the press work
is of the highest class. Altogether it is a credit to all concerned
in its production.

MEMORIAL DAY MEET AT INDIANAPOLIS
Indianapolis, Ind., June 4.—Memorial Day was observed in the

Hoosier capital by the fifth annual race meet of the Indianapolis

Motor Association on the Indiana Fair Grounds track. Barney
Oldfield, W. T. Muir and Paul Kaiser were among those on the

program in addition to a number of the best local drivers. C. A.
Coey, of Chicago, was unable to appear in the Hoosier sweepstakes,
on account of the failure of his car to arrive.. Oldfield, with the

Peerless Gr. sn Dragon, reeled off an exhibition mile in :s83-5,

breaking the local record. He also won the 50-mile endurance

Derby in a 24-horsepower Peerless in 1:09:084-5. In the 3-mile

novelty race, Harry Stutts, a local driver, in 28-horsepower Olds-

mobile, defeated Oldfield.

FRAYER-MILLER 6-CYLDfDER HIGH-POWERED RUNABOUT

CANADIANS CELEBRATE AT VICTORIA, B. C.

Victoria, B. C, May 26.—While the rest of the Puget Sound

district was experiencing a deluge, automobile events were run off

here yesterday and to-day in connection with the annual three-

days' celebration of Victoria Day. The automobile parade of

Friday proved one of the most interesting features of the cele-

bration; the cars were gayly decorated. Dr. Ford Verrinder's

Cadillac took first prize for touring cars, second prize going to

Captain J. W. Troup's White steamer. A. St. Clair won first

prize for runabouts.

The automobile races were held at the half-mile trotting track.

Three Cadillacs were entered in the first event, a one-mile race

for runabouts; Dr. Verrinder won in 2:21 1-5, with L. Fisher

second and George Miller third. The best race of the afternoon

was a three-mile event between a Frayer-Miller driven by Mr.

Caldwell, a Thomas driven by Virgil Hall and a Winton driven

by E. Ferris. The Winton won in 3:554-5, with the Thomas a

very close second. The two-mile race for touring cars of less

than 20 horsepower was won by Dr. Verrinder's Cadillac in

4 :34 4"5- A pursuit race brought the Winton, Thomas and Frayer-

Miller together again. The Winton caught the Winton in

the seventh lap, the Thomas having been distanced early in the

race. The Thomas had its revenge in a match race with the

Frayer-Miller, however, and won an exciting contest of three

miles in 5 =49 1-5. Trials against time concluded the day's events,

the best time for one mile being 1 :46 1-5, made by the Winton.

PREFERS AN ELECTRIC FOR SOCIAL CALLS.
Although Mrs. Harry S. Houpt is an expert operator of a

Thomas Flyer, she finds it more convenient to use her Rauch &
Lang electric stanhope for shopping and social calls, on account

of its size and simplicity of operation. The makers of this vehicle

guarantee seventy-five miles on one charge of the battery. Mrs.

Houpt will use the stanhope this summer at Deal, N. J., where
Mr. Houpt has just completed his new summer residence.

MRS. H. S HOUPT IB HER RAUCH A LANG ELECTRIC RUSABOUT
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ALFRED REEVES.

NEW A.M.CE A. MANAGER.
The American Motor Car/Manufacturers' Association has es-

tablished headquarters at 29 West Forty-second street in New
York City, and Alfred Reeves now figures as the general manager
of the association. This important move was decided upon at the

May 30 meeting of the Executive'Committee, which continued

its session into Thursday. A branch of the association will be

provided for the importers who
prefer to remain aloof from those

who recognize the Selden patent.

The committee placed itself on

record as being opposed to any

weight limit in connection with

the contest for the Glidden trophy,

the principal prize of the annual

A. A. A. tour. It was considered

that the tour of the A. A. A. and

other similar events were of benefit

to automobiling in general and

would have the support of the as-

sociation.

The selection of Alfred Reeves

as the general manager is consid-

ered an excellent move on the

part of the A. M. C. M. A., for

the ability of Mr. Reeves is generally recognized in automobiling.

He has been identified with the progress of events ever since the

inception of the industry, is a born hustler, and withal has a

reputation for square dealing and integrity which any man might

consider a valuable asset. Under the able direction of the new

manager it would appear to be an assured thing that the affairs

of the organization will flourish in a substantial manner. If any

man knows how to secure newspaper publicity Reeves is that

man.

Those in attendance at the meeting include: James Couzens,

chairman Ford Motor Company; Benjamin Briscoe, Maxwell-

Briscoe Company; W. C. Marmon, Nordyke & Marmon Com-
pany ; W. H. Vandervoort, Moline Automobile Company ; Charles

E. Duryea, Duryea Power Company; Charles Lewis and J.

Matthews, Jackson Automobile Company; and William Mitchell

Lewis, of the Mitchell Motor Car Company.

DUQUESNE TO REMOVE TO ERIE, PA.

Buffalo, June 4.—Information is at hand of a big business

deal pending, whereby the Duquesne Motor Car Company, which

has a big factory at East Jamestown, N. Y , will move to Erie,

Pa., where the industry will be reorganized on a bigger scale

with a capital of $300,000. M. Liebel, Jr., and Edward Heuer,

both of Erie, are backers of the deal. A member of the firm said

yesterday that the deal would have been closed already had it

not been for the recent mysterious disappearance of M. Liebel, Sr.

The property in Erie to be occupied is at Sixteenth and Pa-

rade streets. The factory has been employing seventy men. It

was started in Jamestown a year and a half ago. One of the

leading organizers of the company was LeRoy Pelletier, well

known in Buffalo and a member of the Automobile Club of Buf-

falo. Mr. Pelletier is now associated with the Ford Motor Com-
pany in Detroit. The general manager <f the Duquesne Motor

Car Company is John H. Wright. The deal to take the business

to Erie is being made because the Jamestown stockholders did

not want to advance the necessary money to run the business on

the proposed big scale.

M. Liebel, S'r., left his home in Erie a week ago yesterday

morning, saying he was going to Buffalo on business and would

return the same evening. He has not been heard from since.

"The pious monks of St Bernard" have purchased a 10-

horsepower automobile to carry supplies to their monastery

on the mountain of that name in the Alps.

BUICK TESTERS ORGANIZE.
Jackson, Mich., June 4.—The testers of automobiles employed

by the Buick company have organized a society for mutual benef

fit. The organization is entitled the Buick Testers' Association.

The primary object is the payment of damages in case of coL-

lisions. At present in such cases the company holds the tester

liable. The association provides that the tester pay one-third and

the association two-thirds. Speed limits are not to be exceeded,

and in case a member violates the law a fine is imposed. Aside

from the benefits there are educationl features, the members en--

gaging in the study of gasoline engines.

The officers of the association are: President, John Trumble i

vice-president, Glen Breed; secretary and treasurer, Leo E. Em-
mons. 1

There are no fees or dues, necessary funds being raised by as*-

sessment. Members are both active and honorary, the latter

being members of the company and members of the office force.

DARRACQ'S NEW NEW YORK HOME.
The last of the big New York City automobile concerns who

have had their salesrooms downtown have moved to "Automobile

Row" uptown. They are the representatives of the Darracq car,

now organized under a new company known as the Darracq Motor

Car Company. For its home uptown the Darracq people have

selected a new building specially built for them at 1989 Broad-

way, between Sixty-seventh and Sixty-eighth streets. It is not

quite completed, but the company is moving in and the salesroom

will be ready in a few days. G. M. MacWilliam, who has been

general manager of the Darracq interests in this country, will be

president and general manager of the new Darracq Motor Car
Company. Louis R. Caswell, formerly with the Viqueot Com-
pany, has joined the selling staff of the Darracq company.

BOSTON TRADE BODY'S NEW OFFICERS.
Boston, June 4.—The Boston Automobile Dealers' Association,

hereafter to be known as the Boston Automobile Dealers' Asso-

ciation (Incorporated), has reorganized and adopted new by-

laws. The old organization, after voting to permit the new
association to use its name, dissolved. The officers of the new
association are last year's show committee and manager, as fol-

lows: President, J. H. MacAlman; vice-president, George H.

Lowe; treasurer, E. A. Gilmore; secretary, C. I. Campbell. The
executive committee consists of the above-named and Arthur

Hinchcliffe, A. E. Morrison, J. W. Maguirc, Harry Fosdick, and

Charles E. Fay.

automobile car oh midlajtd railway, England.
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FOUR-CYLINDER CARS THAT WERE HAULED AT A TEN-MILE SPEED WI1H NORTHERN AIR CLUTCH.

SUGGESTIONS THAT ARE TIMELY.
From C. W. Kelsey come some excellent suggestions con-

cerning racing rules for stock car events. Mr. Kelsey directs

bis communication to the Racing Board through Secretary

S. S. Gorham. Herewith is the letter in full:

To the Racing Hoard of the American Automobile Association.

Gentlemen:—I should like very much to see automobillng as a
sport put on a very much higher basis than It Is at the present

time, and to this effect I would make the following suggestions,

which I think will have a great tendency towards elevating and im-
proving automobile contests.

In the first place, I think that the A. A. A. should make a rule

something to this order: Any manufacturer entering a car In any
event sanctioned by the A. A. A. and making his entries in a
stock class, and deliberately putting In a car which is not stock,

should be debarred from entering in any event which the A. A. A.
sanctions for the period of one year.

A rule of this kind, of course, would be very Important, and it

might be well that, when such a protest Is filed. It be referred to a
special committee of the A. A. A., Into whose hands the car pro-

tested against be placed, and they make a thorough examination
of such car to ascertain whether the car is stock throughout.

I have taken this matter up with several manufacturers and
every one of them is of the

1 same opinion. We all feel that as long

as there Is any partiality shown, or that there Is any chance for

crooked work, the automobile game cannot be elevated to clean

sport.

Another matter which I think should also be taken up is, that

when an entry form is gotten up for any event which specifies

classes of cars, the referee for such an event should be more careful

In seeing that only cars which are eligible are entered.

At the present time, the general tendency Is to allow any car to

enter any event so long as some one does not put in a protest.

This, of course, is very wrong. First of all, a man enters a certain

event only after he has made up his mind what other cars are

eligible. After he has found out that he has a reasonable show,
he sends In his entry fee. Now, when he finds cars entered in his

event which are not eligible, he' naturally Is dissatisfied, for he
feels that he has paid his entry fee for something which he is not
getting; in other words, the promoters of the event get his money
under false pretences. He also hesitates about protesting, owing
to the feeling which a protest generally makes.
Now, It is absolutely wrong to get entries under these condi-

tions. At the present time, every manufacturer believes that
every other manufacturer Is putting special cars in these tests, and,
in a great many instances, this Is undoubtedly true. The public

in such instances Is being greatly deceived, and there is no real

value derived from any such contest.

Now, what Is needed is some rules on the above order which
shall be very rigidly enforced, and until some such rules are made,
automobile races and endurance contests will be nothing more than
a farce.

Automobillng and sport should be synonymous. Unfortunately,
however, there is nothing sportsmanlike about present automobile
contests, owing entirely to the lax manner In which they are
carried out.

I do not wish you to think that I feel that I have been unjustly
treated. On the contrary, all the officials In every event that 1

have been entered in have been most courteous and obliging, and
everything has been done that I have, ever requested, but I feel

that some rigid rules should be taken Immediately to have some-
thing of this kind done. Horse racing is called "the sport of

kings." Is it not time that automobile racing should be termed
"the sport of gentlemen"?

C. W. KELSEY,
Maxwell-Brl8coe Motor Co.

SEVERE TEST FOR NEW AIR CLUTCH.
To prove the effectiveness of its new air clutch, the North-

ern Manufacturing Company, of Detroit, has been conducting

a series of experiments. A recent test was made in hauling

seven Northern four-cylinder cars on an average speed of

ten miles per hour. The ordinary working pressure for the

air clutch is 60 pounds, but in this particular instance the

pressure was reduced to 18 pounds gauge pressure to see

what could be done, and there was absolutely no slippage

reported.

The first test car has been driven 10,000 miles, and the

factory experts say that no wear can be detected on the

clutch surfaces. A feature embodied in the clutch is its self-

adjusting properties, which, it is stated, is something abso-

lutely new in automobile clutches, and will be readily appre-

ciated by the man who drives. A further test was made by
disconnecting the air-pump connection and attaching a rub-

ber tube so that the operator could blow into it, thus put-

ting a slight pressure on the clutch by lung power. This

pressure was found sufficient to drive the car. In putting this

clutch on the market, the Northern Manufacturing Company
states that it is convinced that it has eliminated some of the

accepted clutch difficulties, and produced an article that will

outlast those of the cone or expanding type.

ABROAD THERE ARE VARIED EVENTS.
Competitions for automobile parts and accessories are deservedly

popular abroad, and are doing a great deal toward bringing the

automobile to perfection. Competitions for nearly every part

and accessory have been held, and one of the latest was the speed-

indicating and registering instrument competition for a prite

offered by Henry de Rothschild ; the event took place over a 100

kilometer road near Paris on Friday, May 11. The conditions

specified that the apparatus must be placed on the dashboard in

plain sight of the driver of the car. An observer was sent with

each car to watch the behavior of the instrument. While the

prize winner was not decided upon until May 29, the instrument

illustrated herewith and called an "odotachymeter" is understood

to have ranked high. The speed is indicated on the dial on the

top of the case at the center, while the rate of travel, stops and

so on are permanently recorded on the paper strip that is caused

to travel from one roller to another when the car is in motion.
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HENRY FORD ON THE SIX CYLINDER.
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Henry Ford claims premiership among American designers for

the appearance of the six-cyiinder cars, he having entered a six-

cylinder car in competition at Ormond in the winter of 1903-04.

In the same year, however, a Napier six-cylinder car also com-

peted, and, as a matter of fact in this regard our British cousins

were a year or two ahead of us, for the six-cylinder touring car

had gained headway in popularity. Until within the last few

months it has been known in this country only in the speed

class. In reply to the charge frequently made by those who still

advocate the four as against the six-cylinder type, Mr. Ford gives

out the following comparative data

:

"The six-cylinder motor not only is not heavier than the four-

cylinder one of the same power, but, on the contrary, has several

pounds the better of its opponent in this regard. Without having

authentic power tests at hand the only way to compare the powers
which two motors are 'entitled' to develop is to compare the pis-

ton displacement of each. Compression and speed being equal,

the difference between the two will be so slight it may be con-

sidered a negligible quantity.

The six-cylinder Ford motor is rated at 40 horsepower. The
cylinder dimensions are 41-2x4 1-4 inches, bore and stroke re-

spectively. The total piston displacement in the six cylinders is

therefore 360.5 cubic inches ; four cylinders having the same
piston displacement would need to have a bore and stroke of

51-2 and 5 1-4 inches respectively. (Motors of these dimensions

are ordinarily rated at 50 horsepower—they are over-rated or

Fords under-rated—take your choice.) A four-cylinder motor of

the above dimensions would ordinarily have a flywheel of 20

inches diameter and weighing not less than 140 pounds. The
Ford six has a 16-inch flywheel weighing 65 pounds. By increas-

ing the diameter to 20 inches, our flywheel need weigh only 50
pounds, or 37 pounds if the diameter was 24 inches, the usual

size in single-cylinder motors. In short, the weight may be de-

creased to any desired amount by increasing the diameter. Road
clearance being an object and having 'weight allowance to spare,'

we use a small flywheel.

"If the four-cylinder maker wanted the same road clearance

and so reduced his flywheel to the Ford diameter—16 inches—he
would have to put 175 pounds of dead metal into it to get the
same results as he gets with his 140-pound, 20-inch wheel. That
the six-cylinder motor of same total piston displacement is lighter

than the four of the same power is shown by the following : The
two extra cylinders in the Ford K weigh, with valves, and all

attachments, exactly 56 pounds. Two extra pistons and connect-

ing rods complete, 17 pounds. The additional length of crank-

shaft and aluminum base of the six are exactlv comocnsnte'l frr

by the necessarily larger diameter of those in the four with its

large bore and longer stroke. We then have 73 pounds of extra

weight due to the addition of the two cylinders, which is, how-

ever, offset by 75 pounds reduction in the flywheel weight neces-

sary for this type of motor. Credit the six with 2 pounds.

"But the larger cylinders necessary to produce the same power

in four that we get from six would weigh fully 25 per cent more
each than the smaller ones—they must not only be larger, but

the walls, water jacket spaces, pistons, and other parts also must

be larger. The six-cylinder motor of equal power then, is 25 to

30 pounds lighter than the four of same power. Airy other basis

of estimating the horsepower to which either motor was 'entitled*

would give the same answer, as would the still simpler and more
convincing test of weighing a Ford six-cylinder motor on the

same scale with any four-cylinder one of the same capacity."

WHAT H. H, FRANKLIN SAYS ABOUT IT, «

H. H. Franklin states that the six-cylinder car will have the

call for 1907 for high-powered, high-priced cars. "This type of

car is the car for the man who wants the most that money can

buy and the best that mechanical genius can devise. The ad-

vantages of the six-cylinder motor over the four-cylinder, are

well known. These advantages, however, are not such as to

make the four-cylinder car any the less popular except in the

class of cars mentioned above."

Mr. Franklin says that the gearless car now much discussed

is an impractical proposition and is interesting only as a me-

chanical accomplishment. "It will never," he says, "have a com-

mercial value. It offers no advantages over a car with two or

more gear speeds and lacks many advantages these cars pos-

sess."

JERSEYMEN ARE SHOWN OILED ROADS.
The New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club will lay one mile

of oiled road as an example for the authorities of New Jersey

at once. To demonstrate to the Board of Freeholders of Essex

County and also to the Board of Freeholders of Hudson

County the value of oiling as a means of preserving the road

and saving dust, members of the Newark and Jersey City

clubs took a number of these officials to Long Island last

Friday to inspect the various roads, including those of the Van-

derbilt Cup course, which have been oiled on the island, and to

study the different methods of doing the work and style of mate-

rial used and its value. The trip covered about 100 miles, and

pretty nearly every stretch of oiled road on the island was gone

over and carefully inspected.

BOARD OF FREEHOLDERS OF HUDSON COUNTY, N. J.. INSPECTING LONG ISLAND'S OILED ROADS
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Two-Cycle Engine.

No. 820,407—F. H. Hurlbut, of Alameda,

and J. W. Munroe, of San Francisco, Cal.

An engine comprising two single-acting

power cylinders, and a double-acting pump-

ing cylinder between them; together with

governor - controlled valve mechanism

whereby the engine may be slowed or re-

versed by acting on the charges compressed

by the pumping cylinder.

Spark Timing Device.

No. 819,283.—T. B. Jeffery, of Kenosha,

Wis.

The spark timer is connected to the throt-

tle in such a manner that the spark is ad-

vanced proportionately to the opening of the

throttle, up to a certain point, beyond which

the throttle opens without effect on the

spark timer.

Storage Battery Jar.

No. 819,159.—R. M. Newbold, of Louis-

ville, Ky.

A jar whose cover is fitted with soft rub-

ber rings making water-tight joints between

the cover and the sides of the jar, and be-

tween the cover and the terminal lugs of

the plates.

Carbureter.

No. 820,583.—A. A., F. & G. Longuemare,

of Paris, France.

LONGUEMARE CARBURETER.

The Longuemare carbureter is made par-

tially automatic by the addition of a flap

valve e at its intake.
"" The valve closes

against a stop, and opens more or less ac-

cording to the degree of suction.

Method of Making Radiator Tubes.

No. 817,938.—F. H. Stolp and C. Wright,

of Chicago, 111.

This is a process of applying crimped

flanges to radiator tubes in the form of a

continuous spiral, which is wound on the

tube as the latter is revolved. The continu-

ous flange is crimped as it comes from the

reel by passing through a pair of spur pin-

ions as shown. As it winds edgewise on the

tube, the crimps are partially straightened

out on its outer edge. A continuous solder

wire is run through a bath of flux and is

RADIATOR TUBE MACHINE.

wound on the tube between the spirals. A
gas jet follows the winding at a distance of

a few revolutions, and melts the solder, thus

completing the process.

Motor Cycle.

No. 818,609.—E. Butikofer, of Biel, Swit-

zerland.

The hub of the rear wheel is greatly en-

larged so as to run on ball bearings around

the crankcase of the engine, which has two

horizontal opposed cylinders and is secured

rigidly to the cycle frame. The crankshaft

lies fore and aft and drives the rear wheel

through a bevel pinion and gear.

Ball Bearing.

No. 819.656.—W. Hoepflinger and E.

Sachs, of Schweinfurt, Germany.

An annular ball bearing in which the balls

are kept out of contact with each other by

a pair of notched spacing rings, one on each

side. The balls fit in the notches, and the

rings are connected by transverse pins riv-

eted over.

Cylinder-Cooling Means.

No. 820,549.—E. P. Caldwell, of Chicago.

A centrifugal blower run by a belt or

otherwise delivers air into a jacket sur-

rounding the cylinder head. The cylinder

wall has longitudinal ribs cast on it, and

the air issues from the jacket through holes

located between the ribs, so that it blows

lengthwise of them before being discharged.

In order to supply a large volume of air to

the jacket around the head, a direct oudet

15 is provided, which seems quite unneces-

CALDWELL AIR-COOLED MOTOR

sary, as the air escaping from it would do

more good if discharged over the ribs, the

holes being enlarged for that purpose.

Muffler.

No. 820,566.—E. P. Gray, of Detroit,

Mich.

A muffler made non-resonant by having

the shells / 2 and 5 6 made double and sep-

arated by asbestos or the like. The exhaust

gases enter at 29 and pass through the baf-

fle plates and the holes // 18, escaping finally

from holes 19 at both ends of the muffler.

A combination cut-out and relief valve is

provided at the left-hand end by the disk

vale 21, closed by a spring and opened either

by internal pressure or by the lever 26.

GRAY'S RON-RESONAirr DOUBLE-SHELL MUFFLER
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NEWS AND TRADE MISCELLANY.

H. A, Lozier, of the Lozier Motor Com-
pany, sails June 7th on the Baltic for a two-
months' European outing. He will tour in

a 40-horsepower Lozier car, which has pre-
ceded him, and will witness the Grand
Prix, June 26-27.

The 35-horsepower engine of Old Bet-
uy No. 1, the Columbia car which three
years ago created the original Chicago-New
York road record, is still doing duty in the
fast motor boat Columbia, on the Connecti-
cut river.

/ H. N. Dunbar, formerly with the Frank-
lin and Ford companies, has joined the sell-

ing force of the Aerocar Company of
Detroit, and will act as traveling representa-
tive for Manager Percy Owen of the New
York branch.

The Middleton Motor Car Company, Pa-
cific Coast agents for Columbia cars, has
opened a new garage in the unburned sec-
tion of Van Ness avenue, San Francisco,
and since the disaster have sold eleven
high-powered Columbia cars.

Following out its usual policy of com-

ring in economy and efficiency tests, the
H. V. Company, manufacturers of Com-

pound cars, will start one or more entries
in the second economy test of the New
York Motor Club, to be held: June 20, 21,

and 22.

Three new buildings will be added to the
plant of the Western Motor Works, at

Logansport, Ind., during the summer, which
will increase the capacity of the plant fully

50 per cent Steam power is to be done
away with when the additions are completed
and electricity substituted.

A heavy shipment of automobiles has
just been made from the Rambler factory
at Kenosha, Wis., to the Rambler branch
at San Francisco. The shipment consisted
of 50 surreys, Type 1 ; 10 of Type 3 ; 20 of
Model 14; 6 of Model 15. The order calls

for 86 machines aggregating in value $123,-

Soo.

In the reliability contest recently held in

England under the auspices of the Automo-
bile Gub of Great Britain and Ireland, the
Jones speedometer scored the highest possi-

ble number of points in the severe test of
2,000 miles. A commission of fourteen
judges awarded the prize, a handsome gold
medal, and extra precautions were taken by
the Automobile Club to insure an impartial
verdict.

No vehicle appears to be too heavy to be
benefited by the use of Hartford shock ab-
sorbers. During the past four months they
have been in use on the big sight-seeing
"buses of the Manhattan Autocar Company
in the metropolis with very excellent re-

sults. These T>uses when loaded weigh five

tons each. The new Hartford garage at

Broadway and Eighty-eighth street is now
open and in first-class running order. Presi-
dent Hartford has arranged matters so that
suspensions can be applied to a car while the
chauffeur waits, the use of the car not being
lost thereby for any length of time.

The Supreme Court of Vermont has sus-

tained the contention of the Rutland Rail-
road Company in its claim that the State
Board of Railroad Commissioners had no
authority to issue an order prohibiting it

from running its locomotives with the ten-
der ahead. The order grew out of the
fatal accident at Bennington, Vt, last No-
vember, in which Harris P. Linsley and
Miss Evelyn P. Willing lost their lives

while crossing the tracks of the Rutland

railroad, in an automobile. The opinion
by the justice held that the commissioners
had no authority to make the order in

question, as the hearing at Bennington was
held solely to determine the cause of the
accident

It is denied at the New York offices of
the Bethlehem Steel Corporation that the
company is to begin the manufacture of
automobiles. The corporation has been
manufacturing automobile parts, and the de-
partment devoted to this class of work is to
be enlarged.

The property of the International Power
Vehicle Company, of Stamford, Conn., has
been sold at public auction for $50,000 to
James W. Cheney, of South Manchester,
Conn., T. W. Goodrich and J. W. Downe
of New Haven. The sale was the result of
foreclosure on a suit by the Empire Trust
Company, of New York.

Alterations in the new salesrooms of the
Auto Import Company, at 1784-86 Broad-
way, New York City, importers of the Ro-
chet-Schneider, are approaching comple-
tion. In the new repair department two
mechanical experts, direct from the Rochet-
Schneider works, will be employed. They
are now on their way across the water with
Mr. Dale, of the Import Company, who has
been visiting the factory.

1 The registration of automobiles in New
York State during the month of May broke
all records of the kind. No less than 1,863

machines of all classes were registered For
the first five months of 1906, 5,056 cars were
registered in New York State. Of these,

4,033 were American machines, valued at

$9,266,000, and 423 were imported cars, val-

ued at $2,855,250. The total value of all ma-
chines registered during the first five

months of 1906 was $12,121,250.

Hiram Percy Maxim, of Hartford, who
with a 24-horsepower Columbia won the
ten-mile handicap at Readville, Decoration
Day, won the first regularly organized auto-
mobile race held on a track in this country.

This was at the fair at Branford, Conn., m
1898. The race was for five miles, and Mr.
Maxim drove one of the early Columbia
gasoline models, a two-cylinder water-
cooled machine of fairly able accomplish-
ments in its day. His time was something
like 12 minutes. There were six contest-

ants.

Before the invention of the shock ab-

sorber the hospital patient who had to ride

in an ambulance over a rough road had a
hard time of it. Jolting is greatly reduced
by the device, however, and practical dem-
onstration of this is given by the fact

that Mount Sinai Hospital, of New York,
has equipped its ambulance with Dieze-
mann shock absorbers; it is said that the
ambulance may be driven rapidly over car

tracks and rough roads without the usual
discomfort to the patient.

The Chas. Abresch Company, of Milwau-
kee, Wis., well known as vehicle manufac-
turers since 1871, has built up an extensive
business in designing and building automo-
bile bodies, trimmed and finished complete.
Starting some six or seven years ago, when
the number of motor cars built each year
was limited, the Abresch Company has
steadily increased the volume of its auto-
mobile trade, until now it has grown to be
a very extensive part of its total business.

The first bodies for the Rambler cars were
built by the Abresch Company, and it is

building them still—in thousand lots in-

stead of hundreds, however. The latest

departure by this enterprising concern is the

building of limousine bodies at moderate
prices for individual customers—a practice

quite generally followed in France and else-

where in Europe. Scope is thus given to

the special taste of the purchaser ofa chas-

sis to select the style of body preferred and
allowing an arrangement of the details of
same not otherwise to be secured.

NEW AGENCIES ESTABLISHED.
Harry Hurley, formerly with the Wash-

ington Automobile Company, of Tacoma,
Wash., has taken the agency for the Acme
for the state of Washington.

C B. Rice, representative of the Baker
Motor Vehicle Company, of Cleveland, has
opened a salesroom and garage at Newport,
R. I. The salesroom is located at 100

Bellevue avenue, and the garage on the

Merton road, near the Cliff House.

The Automobile Parts & Equipment Com-
pany, consisting of H. Beek and L. B.

Snyser, as principals, has opened offices

and salesrooms in the Southern Hotel
buildingat Michigan avenue and Thirteenth

street, Chicago. Several specialties will be
represented, among them the products of

the Railway Appliances Company.

The Chanslor & Lyon Co., of Los Angeles

and San Francisco, have been appointed

Pacific Coast agents and distributers for

the Harris automobile oils. They carry a
full line of all grades, both in barrels and
cans. This company has recently made a
shipment to Manila of S. H. steam cylinder

oils to be used on Stanley cars.

The E. R. Thomas Motor Company, of

Buffalo, has just completed arrangements

with the Zorn-Strauss Company, of Louis-

ville, Ky., by which that concern will handle

the Thomas lines next year. The agency

is reputed to be one of the most progressive

in that city and will, undoubtedly, ghre the

Thomas line excellent representation.

PERSONAL TRADE MENTION.

Harry M. Burnell, formerly manager of

the Chicago Automobile Manufacturing
Company, is now associated with Webb
Jay, of the White Garage, Chicago. Mr.
Burnell is a past master of steam practice,

and has designed many valuable improve-

ments in steam cars.

Andrew C. Dam, formerly sales man-
ager for the Gobron-Brillie car in New
York, has joined the selling force of the

Frayer-Miller. Next fall he will go to

Oakland, Cal., where with Albert H. Hayes,

Jr., he will represent the Frayer-Miller for

the state of California.

W. C. Marmon, of the Nordyke & Mar-
mon Company, Indianapolis, Ind., makers
of the Marmon car, visited Boston last week
on business. It was Mr. Marmon's first

visit to the Hub since he graduated from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in 1895, and naturally the occasion of the

renewal of many friendships formed in

schooldays.

Geo. H. Strout has resigned as president

of the Western Automobile Company, of St
Paul, Minn., and returned to his old home
in New York City. He anticipates taking a
well-earned vacation at Little Silver, N. J.,

before engaging in business. Mr. Strout

has been identified with the bicycle and
automobile business since 1804 and is con-

sidering offers from several of the^ large

automobile factories, with a view of identi-

fying himself with one of them, and also of

entering business in New York City, but he
is particularly interested in the commercial
vehicle business, believing it has a great

future ahead of it.
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DEATH OF L. F. MEGARGEL.
Percy F. Megargel, the transcontinental

Reo autoraobilist, has had the misfortune
to be bereaved by death of his father, L. F.
Megargel, of Scranton, Pa., who expired
May a6, in that city, after a lingering ill-

ness, in his sixty-fourth year. The news of

his father's death reached Mr. Megargel by
long distance telephone, at a small town in

Ohio, where he temporarily abandoned his

tour and took the train for Scranton. Mr.
Megargel, senior, came of Massachusetts
stock, and had been a resident of Scranton
for 40 years. For many years he was senior

member of the firm of Megargel & Connell.

and later organized the banking house of

Megargel & Brooks, with which he was
connected at the time of his death. A widow
and three sons survive him.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.
Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind.—Il-

lustrated catalogue of Kokomo pneumatic
tires for automobiles.

A. H. Funke, New York.—Advance cir-

cular of imported automobile lamps, gas

generators and horns.

Imperial Automobile Co., Boston.—An
attractive bit of advertising in the form of a

pack of cards of "vest-pocket" size.

James S. Kirk & Co., Chicago.—Circular
regarding American Crown soap for wash-
ing automobile bodies and the like.

Edwin B. Stimpson & Son, New York.—
of the Clark steam automobile, describing

the salient features of the machine.

H. & F. Mesinger Co., New York.—Cir-

cular illustrating and describing a tire with
casing made wholly of chrome tanned
leather.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y.—Catalogue giving illustrations and
brief descriptions of American made auto-
mobile horns and lamps.

Edwin B. Stimpson & Son, New York.—
Illustrated catalogue of perforated sheet

metals, covering a wide range of styles and
sizes of perforations.

E C. Walker Co., Louisville, Ky.—
Large illustrated catalogue of automobile

Srts and supplies, from a four-cylinder 60-

P. motor down to a lamp bracket

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,

N. J.—Interesting and useful pamphlet for

those interested in graphite lubrication for

automobiles, motorcycles or motor boats.

Morgan & Wright, Chicago.—Catalogue
of Morgan & Wright automobile tires, with
directions, illustrated, for applying and re-

moving tires with the M. & W. tire tools.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind.—Illus-
trated catalogue of Warner spur differential

gears in different styles and sizes, and also

steering gears of the worm and segment
type.

Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co., New
Bedford, Mass.—Large and complete cata-

logue of twist drills, shell drills, reamers of
all kinds, twist drill grinders and so on.

Also screw cutting tools.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline,
III.—Catalogue describing in detail the Mo-
line double opposed cylinder 16-horsepower
car and four-cylinder vertical 20-horsepower
touring car, with practical suggestions on
the care and handling of the machines.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co., Cleve-
land.—Complete illustrated catalogue of
Cleveland pneumatic hammers, riveters and
drills, which are made in a large variety of
sizes and styles. One of the drills is inter-

esting as having a regular automobile type
of miniature sliding gear transmission for

obtaining two speeds on drills.

RECENT INCORPORATIONS.
Windsor Automobile Co., Pierre, South

Dakota. Name changed to Bvanavllle Auto-
mobile Co.

Chester Automobile Co., Chester, Pa.; capi-
tal stock, $15,000. Henry V. Stoever, Chester,
Incorporator.

AshevlUe Automobile and Transit Co.,

Ashevllle, N. C; capital stock, $10,000. In-
corporators: M. G. Guarard, E. P. BrowneU,
Jr., Fred Ward and M. D. Johnson.

The Gully Auto Co., Hollls, Kansas, to op-
erate passenger and freight automobile; capi-
tal stock. $1,000. Directors. C. J. Gully, R. L.
Gully, Jr., and W. D. Gully.

The Motor Car Livery, Philadelphia, Pa.,

to manufacture, sell, store, repair and rent
automobiles. Incorporators, Clarence W.
Rowe, Frank G. Kennedy, Jr., R. P. H. Rile,

William M. Jones and E. L. Kennedy.

General Vehicle Co.. Kerhonkson, N. T.;
capital stock, $1,760,000. To manufacture
automobiles. Directors: Philip 8. Hill,

Frank M. Van Wagenen, Charles H. Clark,

Edward F. Magoffin, all of New York; B. L.

Mason, East Orange, N. J.; M. J. Duffy, Jer-
sey City, N. J., and C. S. Batt. Tarrytown,
N. T.

Acme Wheel & Tube Co., to manufacture
tubing and automobile wheels at Saginaw,
Mich.; capital stock, $1,500,000. The stock-
holders are Pittsburg. Pa., capitalists, those
interested being, T. W. McGlone, F. S. Lig-
gett, A. L. Christy, T. M. Hill. J. T. Bealor,

8. H. Ross, B. H. Ryder, Geo. F. Mercer,
James Stophlet, George H. Everson, William
Campbell, E. C. Drum, C. H. Drum, J. E.
Masters and D. Lewis. The company has
obtained the plant formerly used by the
Saginaw Sugar Co., which plant will be re-

modeled.

AUTO STAGE LINES.
The Roswell-Torrance automobile passen-

ger line In the Estancia Valley, New Mexico,
has five machines in constant use and la

hardly able to handle the business offered.

The Toledo Touring Car Co., of Toledo, O.,

will shortly place in service a sightseeing
automobile for "Seeing Toledo" trips. It la

expected that other cars will be added later.

Trenton, N. J., has a big sightseeing
automobile which will be in operation
shortly. In addition to carrying sightseers,

the machine will be chartered to private

parties.

A twelve-pessenger automobile has been
ordered to ply between Ripon. Wis., and
Green Lake, a distance of six miles. Mrs.
C. F. Simmons is the promoter; if the first

car proves a success additional cars will be
put on.

A San Fraacisco concern has received an
order from Its branch houpe In Japan for

twenty-four automobiles. Fifteen of the
machines, carrying ten passengers each, will

be used as street cars In Osaka. Japan, where
five machines are already engaged In this

class of service and making a profit.

An automobile stage line will shortly be
In operation between Neffs and New Tripoli,

Pa., via Newslde and Saegersvllle. A com-
pany has been formed for the purpose by
E. A. Krause. Jacob B. Waldelech. George
Shoemaker, Oliver Shoemaker, Nadlg Broth-
ers, Henry Solellac and George Hammer. A
car has already been purchased.

The recently incorporated Ashevllle Auto-
mobile and Transit Co.. of Ashevllle. N. C,
expects to have passenger automobiles in

operation early this month, between that

city and Rutherfordton. The machines will

be used as sightseeing cars and will run
over regular routes, starting from a common
central point.

NEW GARAGES ESTABLISHED.
The building that was formerly the home

of the Chicago Automobile Club, at 24$
Michigan avenue, Chicago, has been leased
for a term of two years by Owen H. Fay.
president of the Owen H. Fay Livery Co. and
will be fitted up as a garage. The company
operates twenty automobiles In connection
with its livery business, and these cars will

be stored at the new place, which will be a
convenient place for those who wish to leave
their cars down town.

A handsome new automobile garage has
been completed at Portland, Oregon, and Is

occupied by Covey & Cook. It is the finest
garage in the Northwest, having a floor area
of 80,000 square feet and accommodation for
160 large touring cars. The firm has recently
received and placed several of the latest
models of Pierce-Arrow. Stevens-Duryea, and
Cadillac cars, which are finding a ready mar-
ket now that the weather is warming up.
They anticipate a record year.

PROSPECTS IN SAGINAW.
Saginaw, Mich., June 4.—Automobile pros-

pects for Saginaw for the coming season are
exceedingly bright. There are now three au-
tomobile companies in the city. These are
the Norrls Automobile Company, the Beck A
Fisher Company, and George J. Bonnet Sc

Company. Reports from each of these show
prospects for a banner year of sales. In fact.

It Is said that owing to the number of ad-
vance sales It may be hard to get an auto-
mobile in Saginaw this season unless the
order Is In early.

NEWARK'S MOTOR MART.
Newark, N. J., June 4.—This city has

three automobile concerns that have set aside
old-fashioned Ideas and are boused under
one roof. The concerns are the Newark
Garage and Repair Company, the Calvert

-

Zuai Company, and the Autovehlcle Com-
pany. A building at the junction of Clinton
and Elisabeth avenues, 50 by 200 feet, with
two floors, has been purchased by the New-
ark Garage and Repair Company, and the
other two concerns housed in the structure
rent from them. The Calvert-Zusl Company
has the store on one side of the main en-
trance to the building, while the Autovehlcle
Company occupies the other.

Each of the three has Its own particular
line of business, and will not Interfere with
the others. The Newark Garage and Repalr
Company does nothing except repair and
store automobiles and sell tires and acces-
sories. The Calvert-Zusl Company handles
the Winton car, while the Autovehlcle peo-
ple are agents for the Thomas and Franklin
cars. The two last-named concerns sell

only, and do no repairing or storing.

The location of the new garage is in a
section of the city very much patronised by
automoblllsts. Clinton avenue, Elisabeth
avenue, and the several other streets that
converge at that point are asphalted and
form the natural route for motorists passing
out of the city southward to Irvington,
Springfield, Elisabeth, Plainfleld, New
Brunswick, Trenton, and Philadelphia, when
they desire a fine road rather than the sav-
ing of a couple of miles in distance.

Some time ago an attempt was made to
centralize the Industry on Halsey and Broad
streets, either side of Market. Three or four
dealers were already established in that sec-
tion, and a fine three-story brick building
was erected by a man identified with the
trade especially for automobile dealers. For
awhile it looked as though all the large

agencies might locate there, but the scheme
fell through. Now there are three well-de-

fined automobile centers here.
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New Tire Protector.—The pneumatic
tire's inherent weaknesses, due to the com-
paratively fragile material of which it is

made, afford this inventor a wide field for

ingenuity, with a sure reward if the object
sought is attained. This is amply proved
by the great number of tire protectors, anti-

puncture devices, non-skidding treads and
similar devices in use. Though nothing is

NOMRAH TIRE PROTECTOR FITTED.

yet perfect, progress is being made con-

stantly, and the manufacturers of the Norn-
rah tire cap believe that their device is a
long step forward. The device is manu-
factured by the Harmon Manufacturing and
Distributing Co., of 285 N. Carpenter street,

Chicago, and consists of a tread made of

fine rubber and a specially woven fabric,

which is slipped over the tire and held in

place by contractible steel cables in the
edges of the cap. The cap is put on when
the tire is deflated, and when the tire is

pumped up to riding pressure the caps are
securely held in place without visible means
of fastening and without vulcanizing or
cementing. The manufacturers state that

as only the actual tread of the tire is cov-
ered by the cap, there is no loss whatever of
resiliency; also, that the application of the
cap to an old and nearly wornout shoe
makes it nearly as good as a new tire, as
long as the fabric is intact. The cap does
not need to be put on at the factory, but
can be attached by anyone; as the accom-
panying illustration shows, it does not de-
tract from the appearance of the tire to

which it is applied.

Worm Steering Gear.—Keeping in mind
the fact that the first requisite of an auto-
mobile steering gear is that it should be
safe—for the fives of the occupants of the
car often depend upon the integrity of the
steering gear—the Boston Gear Works, of
Boston, Mass., has brought out a worm and
segment steering gear that embodies a num-
ber of excellent features. Both worm and
segment are of steel, the latter being a drop
forging, and both are case-hardened to a
depth of 1-32 inch. The casing inclosing the
gear is in two parts, bolted together, and
may be of castiron or of aluminum. In ad-
dition to being dust and waterproof, the
casing contains oil, in which the gear works,
so that there is no question as to the thor-

oughness of the lubrication. Excessive lost

motion in a steering gear is irritating ami
sometimes positively dangerous, and in

gears of the better class means for adjust-

ment are provided. In the gear in question

the bushing in which the sector shaft runs
is eccentric, so that when it is partly ro-

tated the sector is caused to close in on the

worm, taking up wear in this direction. End
play is taken up by a nut at the bottom of

the steering column. The connection at the

foot of the column is so arranged that the

rod can be given either a lateral

or a longitudinal motion.
Storage Batteries.— Small

storage batteries for ignition

work for automobiles and
launches, and for small electric

lighting of all kinds, are the

specialty of the Evansville Bat-

tery & Electrical Company, of

Evansville, Ind. The Porter

batteries made by this concern
have hard rubber jars of un-
usual strength, reinforced where
stresses are likely to occur. The
cover is also of hard rubber and
rests on a shoulder formed in-

side the jar. A large vent hole

is fitted with a screw plug con-
taining holes that are staggered

to prevent the slopping out of

the electrolite. Plates are very
heavy, and the manufacturers
state that the active material is

very securely held in position in

the grids. Connections between
plates consist of strips of a lead

alloy, and no solder is used in

making connections. Cells are

inclosed in outer casings
_
of

heavy quartered oak with dovetailed

corners; a strong leather carrying handle
is attached by means of nickeled cleats.

The terminals, extending through the case,

are marked plainly. The case has a hinged
cover, which is to be opened when charg-
ing the cells. Porter ignition battery

No. 1 has been tested on a two-cylinder car,

and the manufacturers state that it ran the

car 3,800 miles before requiring recharging.

Self Opening Gate.—It is anything but

a pleasant task to get out of a car into a

muddy or dusty road to open a gate, and
again to close the gate after passing
through, and this is rendered unnecessary
by the use of automatic gate openers. Such
a device is the Manlove self-opening gate,

manufactured by the Manlove Gate Co., of

272 E. Huron street, Chicago. The gate is

hung on a ball-bearing hinge and is opened
by the front wheel of the car passing over
a trip placed at a little distance. The oper-
ating apparatus is simple and is all above
ground. A similar trip on the opposite side

closes the gate, leaving the trip ready to

open.it again for the next arrival.

Charging Storage Batteries.—A very

convenient device for those who desire to

charge their own ignition storage batteries

from incandescent lighting circuits has
been placed on the market by the
Benjamin Electric Manufacturing
Co., of New York, Chicago and San
Francisco. The device consists of

a special lamp cluster socket for

carrying three incandescent lamps
and the necessary cables for carry-

ing current to the battery. The ap-

paratus is attached to the ordinary
electric light socket. If used on a no
volt circuit, the battery can be charged
at a 3-ampere rate of three 32-candle-

power lamps are used, and at a 1 1-2-am-

pere rate if three 16-candlepower lamps arc

used. The removal of one or more lamps
decreases the charging rate proportionately.

The illustration shows the general appear-

ance of the outfit when connected up for

use.

Webster Gasoline Gauge.—An instru-

ment for showing at a glance the depth in

inches of the gasoline in the tank. The il-

lustration shows a top view of the dial of
the gauge, also a side view of the appliance
when fitted in the tank of an automobile.

The ball float shown in the diagram at the

end of the long arm is positive in move-
ment, and transmits motion to the. pointer

WEBSTER GASOLINE GAUGE.

shaft by means of simple gears. All parts

are in brass and steel, and the dial is sil-

vered, with olain black markings. The
gauge is furnished with proper-sized dial

and float arm for different sizes of tanks,

and can be readily fitted. It is manufactured
by the Webster Manufacturing Company,
253 Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Tire Relief Valve.—A novel combina-
tion of compound tire pump and relief valve

for preventing excessive pressures in pneu-
matic tires is the "Savetj?' pump and valve
manufactured by the Artizan Brass Co., of

118 Michigan street, Chicago. The pump is

of the compound type, having two cylinders,

one for low pressure and the other for high
pressure; and to the hose coupling at the

base of the pump is attached an automatic
valve which can be set to blow off at the
pressure desired' in the tire.

_
In this way

there is no possibility of pumping the tire up
harder than is intended, and all tires can
be inflated to an equal degree. One of the
features of the pump is that no oil is re-

quired in it, a dry lubricant being used ; the
danger of getting oil into the tire is thus
obviated. The rapid deterioration of rub-
ber under the action of oil is well known.

Auto Clocks.—A clock that cannot be
stolen from the car, but can nevertheless
be wound and set from the outside without
trouble, is manufactured by Manasseh Levy
& Co., of 182 Broadway, New York, under
the name of the Safety Auto Clock. This
clock is made in several sizes and styles,

with dials perpendicular or at an
angle. The clock is screwed to
the dashboard and is then locked
in with a key, and without this

key the clock cannot be removed.
The screws are invisible when
the clock is in position.

STORAGE BATTERY CHARGING SOCKET.
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Radiator and Carbureter.—Two very

interesting automobile accessories, embody-
ing some features that are new in their ap-
plication, have recently been placed on the
market by the Motor Components Manufac-
turing Company, of Des Moines, Iowa.
These are a radiator and a carbureter, or

ARCTIC RADIATOR.

carburizer, as the manufacturers prefer to

call it. The radiator is known as the Arc-
tic radiator and is of inherently substantia!

construction, consisting of two copper

sheets, perforated with many holes, into

which beaded copper tubes are expanded
after the manner of boiler tubes, the result-

ing structure being very strong and water-

tight without the use of solder. So far,

however, the Arctic radiator is not new.
The novelty consists in inserting in each
of the tubes a second tube having a star-

shaped cross section ; these inside tubes are

of such size that the star points fit tightly

against the inner walls of the round tubes

SUPREMUS CARBURETER.

and are thus retained securely in position.

The inner tubes are used for exactly the

same reason that disks or flanges are used
on the outside of a common radiator tube

—to absorb heat from the round tubes and
expose it to the passing air. The radiating

surface of the cooler is very greatly in-

creased by this plan— 175 per cent., accord-

ing to the manufacturers. The front and
back sheets are of 24-gauge copper, pol-

ished ; baffle plates are placed in the course

of the water so that the full benefit of
every part of the cooling surface is ob-
tained. The cooler is decidedly attractive

in appearance.
The carbureter, called the Supremus Car-

burizer, is of the float feed type, and has an
automatic auxiliary air valve in the bottom
of the mixing chamber. The spray nozzle

can be adjusted by a needle valve working
downward from the top of the mixing cham-
ber: instead of a single comparatively large

gasoline opening, there are ten minute

holes, so that the spray is very finely di-

vided, and is further diffused by striking

against the cone of the needle valve. The
manufacturers claim many important ad-

vantages over other carbureters, based on
practical tests. Adjustments of every part

can readily be made, and the gasoline and
air inlets can be adjusted from the driver's

seat by means of universally jointed rods.

A disk throttle is placed in the outlet of the

mixing chamber.

Pneumatic Shock Absorber.—Springs

are about as essential to the pleasure auto-

mobile as the motor itself; but springs, like

the motor, need throttling or governing, in

order to prevent the skyward rush of pas-

sengers that follows the violent expansion
of a set of springs after a sudden com-
pression. A device intended to place a
check on the too energetic action of springs

is made by the Kilgore Automobile Air
Cushion Co., of 46 Columbus Avenue, Bos-

K1LGORE AIR CUSHION.

ton, Mass., and is here illustrated partly in

section. It consists essentially of a cylinder,

in which works a piston ; the cylinder is at-

tached to the axle or spring, and the piston

to the frame or body of the car, swivel joints

being employed to allow for lateral move-
ment and prevent friction and binding. To
the piston rod is attached a second cylin-

der which slips over the working cylinder

and fitting closely, forms a dust shield and
protecting case. There are no valves, the

piston simply working against the air cush-
ions formed by the ends of the cylinder.

The working cylinder and the piston are

cast from phosphor bronze; the piston is

packed with metallic rings and with leather,

the latter hugging the cylinder walls closer

as the pressure increases. The outer cylin-

der or dust shield is of seamless drawn
brass tubing. Brackets and connection fit-

tings are made of high-grade steel castings.

Trunks and Numbers.—License num-
bers are absolutely necessary adjuncts to

the automobile, and trunks or hampers for

carrying the passengers' personal belong-

ings are almost as indispensable, so far as

the car en tour is concerned. Both are made
in variety by John Boyle & Company, of

1 12 Duane street and 70 Reade street, New-
York City. Trunks are made in special

forms for cars of standard design, and have
steel frames and high-grade leather cover-

ings: the manufacturers state that the Boyle,

trunks are thoroughly waterproof. Covers

can be provided to protect the trunks from

the effects of the weather on their appear-

ance. License pads, lamp numbers and tool

kits are also made by this concern, the tool

kits being of the roll type. Leather splash

aprons and other ' leather goods are made

in variety.

Convenient Fire Extinguisher.—The
difficulty of extinguishing a fire of gasoline

or oil with water makes
is very desirable that

where there is any pos-

sibility of such a blaze,

effective means should
be at hand for putting it

out. Such a means is

supplied by the Light-
ning fire extinguisher,
manufactured by the
Suffolk Chemical Com-
pany, of 170 Summer
street, Boston, Mass.
This extinguisher con-
sists of a tube filled with
a dry powder and the
open end is fitted with
a stopper; in the stopper
is a ring for hanging the

device from a hook or
nail. When it becomes
necessary to use the ex-
tinguisher, the "fireman"
grasps the tube and
merely pulls it away
from the stopper, when
he is ready for instant

action. The powder is

thrown on the base of the blaze, and the

results are said to be remarkable. The

Lightning extinguisher is made in two sizes

—20 inches long and 24 inches long.

NEW AGENCIES ESTABLISHED.

The Franco-American Auto and Supply

Company has been organized to deal in

automobiles in Chicago.

The South Broad Street Automobile Com-

pany, of Philadelphia, has been appointed

selling agent for the Gale in that city.

The Motor Vehicle Company, of Newark,

has been appointed agents of the Aerocar

for Union, Essex, .Middlesex, Somerset,

Monmouth, Sussex, and Mor counties of

New Jersey.

The G & J Tire Company has opened a

New York branch at 610 West Sixtieth

street, with A. T. Smith, who has been con-

nected with the company for several years,

as local manager.

The Bartholomew Company, Peoria, Ill-

has opened a branch house at 131 and 13J

West Second street, Des Moines. Ia., in

charge of S. W. Leonard, for the sale of

Glide cars.

The Michelin Products Selling Company,

of New York, has established a _
branch at

265 Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich., which

will be managed by H. W. Wolcott, former-

ly of the Goodrich Detroit branch.

The Milwaukee Rubber Goods Coofuv-
of Cudahy, Wis., has granted exdawej*
ing agencies for the sale of its Fawfecs
less automobile tires to the ioljowif
White & Wildman, 1551 Michigan »»UW
Chicago; W. E. Kaiser, 1512 Locnttfnet
St. Louis; Boston Tire & Rubber Ct».-«j*

Friend street, Boston; Cincinnati Carriage

Goods Co., 840 West Sixth street, Oaot-
nati ; Fulton Avenue Motor House, tw W-
ton avenue, Rochester, N. Y. : T. B. lbs-

well, 829 Fourteenth street, N. W., Wash-

ington, D.C.; Phil G. Anderson. Den**-

Mich.; J. O. Todd, Southboro, Mass.; Ap-

pel & Brounell Tire & Rubber Co.. Dallas.

Tex.
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ENTRIES FOR VANDERBILT CUP.
American candidates for the team that will represent this coun-

try in the Vanderbilt Cup race are now coming forward in view

of the proximity of July I, the closing date for entries. Though

Chairman J. D. Thompson has gone to the other side to witness

the Grand Prix race in France, entries directed to him at 26 West
Twenty-seventh street, New York City, receive prompt attention.

The probable list now includes the Pope-Toledo, B-L-M, Mathe-

son, Oldsmobile, Frayer-Miller, Wayne, Haynes, Apperson, Stan-

ley, Locomobile, with several others practically assured. Three

or four concerns will enter more than one car.

The "Wayne Twins" Ready for the Fray.

The "Wayne Twins," the two cars of the Wayne Automobile

Company of Detroit, have been shipped to New York, and their

drivers will become acquainted with the course thoroughly before

the elimination race of September 22. The Wayne racers have

the regular stock chassis of the 50-horsepower touring car, though

some minor changes and modifications, of course, have been made

to enable the car to stand the terrific strain of a hard road race.

These changes, however, the Wayne company states, it will make
if desired on any Model F car which it sells.

Concerning the Haynes and Apperson Entries.

Kokomo, Inc., June 11.—The two automobile factories of this

city are making preparations to participate in the Vanderbilt race.

Last year the Haynes Automobile Company entered a car that

was one of the five finishers in the preliminary race, but the com-

mission displaced it with a machine it had defeated. This year,

before the Haynes company would agree to make an entry, it

learned positively that if the Haynes won a place on the American

team in the elimination it would be one of the starters in the cup

event in October.

Plans have practically been completed for the Haynes car,

which will be equipped with a 50-horsepower engine and will be

capable of developing a maximum speed of 75 miles an hour.

Frank Nutt will drive the car.

Apperson Brothers will enter an 80-horsepower car with a max-
imum speed of from 85 to 00 miles an hour, and it will be driven

by Edgar Apperson. Detailed plans of the construction of the

two cars have not been given out.

Under Colors of Columbus Automobile Club.

Columbus, O., June 11.—The Frayer-Miller car which will par-

ticipate in the Vanderbilt Cup race will carry the colors of the

Columbus Automobile Club.

FRANCE AND THE VANDERBILT CUP.
Paris, June 3.

—
"Officially the Automobile Club of France ig-

nores the existence of the Vanderbilt Cup Race," said Secretary

Sautin of the Sporting Commission to The Automobile represen-

tative. The attitude of the French club is summed up in this brief

sentence. Previous to the holding of the 1905 Vanderbilt race

the A. C. F. announced that, whatever might be the result of the

contest, it would not again send a team over the Atlantic for the

great American race, and the present policy is but the carrying

out of this resolution. Asked if the club would not undertake to

transmit entries for the Vanderbilt Cup, M. Sautin said, "No;
French constructors desiring to engage in the race must make
their own arrangements ; we as a club have nothing whatever to

do with the matter."

"But if the number of French cars is too high and elimination

is necessary to obtain a team, would the club interfere?"

The reply to this query was that possibly in such an eventuality,

if requested to do so, the club committee would select a team from

amongst those desiring to enter.

Although the club washes it hands of the event, French con-

structors show more interest, and there is every possibility of a

good team being sent over.

The arrival of Chairman Thompson of the Vanderbilt Cup
Commission is awaited with interest

PERCY PIERCE IN THE HERKOMER.
Late reports concerning the Herkomer tour, starting June 6

from Frankfort-on-the-Main, thence going to Vienna, and con-

cluding at Munich, give creditable news concerning the driving

of Percy Pierce, the only American in the run and the winner

of the 1005 Glidden trophy. The representative of the Automobile

Club of Buffalo, driving the Great Arrow, reached Vienna with

a perfect score.

The tour finished at Munich on Tuesday afternoon. This was
one of the early arrivals, and, since he did excellently, it is prob-

able that when the general result is determined he will be among
the leading cars.

VERMONT'S HORSE AND AUTO SHOW.
Rutland, Vt., June 11.—The Inter-State Horse and Automo-

bile Show which was brought to a close here last Thursday, after

a meeting of two days, was a success in regard to crowds, en-

thusiasm, and fine exhibits, in spite of the rain, which fell almost

without intermission throughout the entire show. The spectators

were estimated on the second day at 4,500. The oval in front

of the grandstand was covered with a thick coat of mud, but

the distribution of sawdust made exhibitions possible.

POPE ADVISES AUTOISTS TO GO SLOW.
Rome, June 9.—Archbishop Farley, after yesterday's audience,

expressed admiration for the Pope's familiarity with American
affairs. The Pontiffs health, said the archbishop, was good, and
he showed no trace of his recent illness. When Archbishop Far-

ley presented Mr. and Mrs. John B. Manning, of Buffalo, and
mentioned that they were automobiling through Italy, the Pope,

shaking his head, said they indeed had need of a blessing. Then
turning to them he added: "May you have no collisions and no
accidents. God bless you, but go slow."

DISTURBED QUAKER CITY'S REPOSE.
Philadelphia, June 11.—The passage last Thursday of an

ordinance introduced by Jacob J. Seeds a few weeks ago makes
it illegal for automobile operators to sound siren or Gabriel horns

on the streets of the city. The penalty for each infraction is $10.

As a result there has been a general discarding of the mournful

"day of judgment shriekers" and the substitute of the quiet and

inoffensive "honk-honk."

Another ordinance which will in all likelihood go through to

final passage and become a law is that requiring the carrying of

drip pans under automobiles to prevent the trailing of oils and
greases upon the asphalt. This bill was introduced in the interest

of the local S. P. C. A., the officers of which aver that many acci-

dents have resulted from horses slipping on the numerous grease-

spots which mar the surface of those streets especially affected

by automobilists, North Broad street in particular.

LARGER COMMISSIONS DESIRED IN NEW YORK.
Twenty per cent commission on the sale of automobiles in New

York City is too small, according to a number of dealers who
are members of the New York Automobile Trade Association,

and a general meeting of the association will be called in a short

time to discuss the matter, with a view to obtaining larger mar-
gins of profit from the manufacturers. Expenses are high in

New York, say the dealers, and the up-to-date automobile sales-

room is an expensive institution to maintain properly, so that a

profit that might be fair in places where rents and other charges

are low would be slender in New York.

A meeting of the New York Automobile Trade Association

was held on June 7, when the announcement was made that

after paying all expenses of the open-air show at the Empire City

track, there was a sufficient fund to pay members who were ex-

hibitors a rebate of 20 per cent, on the cost of their spaces. The
association treasury is $1,000 richer than before the show.
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JULIUS BEUTLER IN 40-HORSEPOWER MARTINI.

bruck. 331 kilometers; and June 12, Innsbruck to Munich, 140
kilometers.

An exhibition will take place at Vienna on June 9 of all the

cars taking part in the contest, and on June 13 the prizes will be
distributed at Munich.

A hill-climbing competition will be held at Semmering on June
io, the rise being 500 meters in seven kilometers. On June 12 a
speed competition will be held in the Forstenrieder Park. During
the hill climb and speed test the autos must be driven by their

owners. During the rest of the journey the chauffeur may drive,

but the owner must always be on board. A commissaire is car-

ried on each car to see that the regulations are observed, and at

the end of each stage the machines must be handed over to the

person in charge of the control station.

Scenes of Interest at the Starting Line.

The greatest animation reigned at the starting line on the bor-

ders of Frankfort when at 5 o'clock the mass of autos made
music with their horns and exhausts. Prince Henry of Prussia

received his share of popular applause, and as well-known motor-

ists went away cheers and cries in various tongues followed them.

At the outset protests were lodged against the scanty bodywork
of some of the competitors, the Fiat cars which ran in the Milan

Golden Cup contest being especially objected to on this account.

After much discussion the Italians had to withdraw, but finally-

decided to run in the contest, although not officially recognized

as competitors.

Benz and Daimler machines are the favorites. Sorel, winner

of the Pyrenees Cup, with a 24-horsepower De Dietrich is looked

upon as the champion of the French team, and the English squad,

among which is one lady, Mrs. Edward Manville, is known to

have sworn to win or die. The solitary Pierce car attracted

PRINCE HENRY OF PRUSSIA IN 40-HORSEPOWER BENZ.

considerable attention by reason of its being the first American

machine to compete in a European touring contest. The winner

of the cup last year, Edgar Ladenburg, was unfortunately unable

to start owing to his machine having been seriously damaged in a

collision in Frankfort as he was making for the starting line.

The organization of the contest is all that the most fastidious

could desire. The road is guarded by soldiers, and at various

distances are men with flags to point out the route and signal

dangerous points. A blue flag indicates a dangerous portion of

the road, a yellow flag indicates danger necessitating a stoppage

A member of the royal family is on board one of the cars, and as

it is impossible to distinguish his highness under goggles and

automobile clothing, respect is shown to all the competitors;

stones never fly. The German roads are not everywhere as per-

fect as the German organization, but this will only more thor-

oughly test the cars, and the American competitor will certainly

not grumble at having to run over rough surfaces.

CABLE REPORTS OF HERKOMER WINNERS.
Starting last in the Herkomer competition, after 154 cars had

set out on the journey, Dr. Robert Stoess, of Zwickau, was

awarded the first prize, to the astonishment of all contestants and

spectators. His machine was of only 20 horsepower. Second

prize went to Emil Neumaler, of Stuttgart, who drove a 40-

horsepower car, and third prize to Herr Willy Poge, of Chen;

mm
CHARLES HARDY IN 45-HORSEPOWER DAIMLER.

nitz, with a 40-horsepower car. The cablegrams do not state the

makes of the winning cars. Percy Pierce, driving the only

American car in the event, a 40-45-horsepower Pierce Arrow, >

not named among the first ten, nor was Prince Henry of Prussia.

Advices from Mr. Pierce state that his car made a clean record

for the tour. In the absence of definite information, it is thought

that the car was handicapped in the speed trials which were a

part of the Herkomer contest, because of the high power of many

of the continental cars, and that beauty of contour, which wa>

also a factor, was considered from a continental standpoint, to

the detriment of the American competitor's chances.

Cable information from English sources states that three of tbf

Herkomer prizes were carried off by English Daimler cars. Ow

of these, a 35-40-horsepower car, was driven by Mrs. Manvil.t

an Englishwoman, and was awarded a prize of honor. Another

of 28-36 horsepower, driven by Mr. Grigg, received a gold medal

while a third, driven by Lord Montagu, also received a S>v
medal.

Two accidents have been reported. Curiously enough, in bo«-

cases the cars concerned were rounding curves near Nuremberg

on the first day and each struck a tree ; in each case an occopar

of the car was thrown out and his skull fractured. One cf

men injured was an official observer. Arthur Blackburn, x

English comoetitor, was forced to abandon the contest on

first day. owing to the disablement of his car.
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ROCHET-SCHNEIDER TOURING CONTEST.
Paris, June 6.—Some additional interest was attracted to the

third annual contest for the Rochet-Schneider trophy by reason

of its being held over the famous circuit on which last year's

Gordon Bennett race was run. The difficult nature of the road

was so much talked about at that time for its horseshoe curves on

steep grades, stiff climbs and long, winding descents as to be still

familiar to all; and it was on this wild mountain course that the

tourists had to prove their mettle, 300 points being awarded for

regularity of running, 200 points each for fuel consumption, hill-

climbing power, highest average speed, price of chassis, and 100

points for water consumption.

Nineteen cars started, consisting of two Peugeots. one Brou-

hot, two Bayard-Clements, three Heralds, four Rochet-Schneiders,

two Mieussets, three La Buire, and two Pilains, eighteen of which

officially finished the 198 miles run. Perret on a Peugeot machine

headed the list with the maximum number of points, 1,200, and

thus secured the cup for the second year in succession. The
winner's fuel consumption was 2.57 gallons for 62 1-2 miles. For

the total run the fuel consumption was 5.8 gallons. The im-

portance of this performance will be realized when it is remem-

bered that the 198 miles consisted of difficult mountain roads

with several 13 per cent, grades. The Bayard-Clement cars also

made a good showing on the fuel consumption test, their record

being 8.1 gallons for 198 miles, covered at an average of 19 miles

turn <*

'
ill ? r ,

BRANDON Of 40-HORSEPOWER OPEL-DARRACQ.

an hour, and 2.55 gallons for the 62 1-2 miles on which the fuel

consumption was officially controlled. This latter portion covered

the famous La Baraque hill, four kilometers of which have a 13

per cent, grade.

So keen was the competition that it was only the fuel consump-

tion and catalogue price which determined the classification. For

regularity of running, hill climbing, and loss of water, the com-

petitors formed a compact group.

The hill-climbing test was held over a four-kilometer course

to be covered at a speed of 183-4 miles an hour. Two hundred

points were awarded for this, while failure called for the deduc-

tion of points.

PERCY PIERCE IN A SERIOUS COLLISION.

After having passed through the Herkomer competition with a

fine record. Percy Pierce, of Buffalo, the only American com-

petitor in the event, collided with a carriage while returning from

the contest, at Wertheim, near Frankfort. Two men were in

the carriage, and one was killed and the other injured seriously.

The automobile was much damaged.

Mr. Pierce and an American friend, Mr. Custrey, who was

with him in the car. were detained, and will remain at a hotel in

a neighboring town until the amount of their bail shall have been

fixed by the authorities.

PERCY MARTIN IN 35-HORSEPOWER LEON BOLLEE.

MORNING PAPERS AT THE GRAND PRIX.
Duplicating the exploit of last year, several leading Paris

dailies will be. delivered in the early hours of the morning on

the course of the Grand Prix race of the Automobile Club of

France. This year the Paris edition of the Herald undertakes

the enterprise in connection with Le Matin, a representative

French daily. The distance between Paris and Le Mans is 210

kilometers. The vehicle chosen for the fast delivery is a

60-horsepower Mercedes, especially equipped by C. L. Char-

ley, the "Mercedes man," of Paris. Paul Sartori will be the

driver. He expects to make the run in about three hours, that

is, leaving Paris at the Porte Mailot gate at 4 o'clock in the

morning, and reach Le Mans at about 7 o'clock. On the dif-

ferent points of the course, at La Fourche, at Bonneval, at

Connerre, scores of cyclists will be ready to take bundles of

papers and distribute them in their respective districts.

Everybody remembers how successful was the first attempt

made last year when the fashionable sea places, Deauville and

Trouville, were supplied with the newspaper before breakfast

time. At Le Mans, as well as on the French coast, the news-

paper trains do not arrive before the early afternoon.

NO EUROPEAN CIRCUIT THIS YEAR.
It is now^certain that the European Circuit touring con-

test will not be held this year. All the national clubs inter-

ested in the event have agreed to the proposition of the

German Imperial Automobile Club to postpone the tour

until next year. The matter has, yet to be submitted to the

Automobile Club of France for sanction, but this is only a

formality, and all entries have been canceled and engage-

ment fees refunded.

ft

r
HERR BRADNBECK IN 35-HORSEPOWER MERCEDES.
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PANHARD TESTING THE GRAND PRIX COURSE.

DURAY IN 1jo-HORSEPOWER DE DIETRICH.

no-H P. RENAULT MOTOR. THKRMO-SIPHON CIRCULATION.

BEFORE THE GRAND PRIX.
Just received from our Paris correspondent, the following

specifications on the two Gregoire cars that are said to have

a splendid chance in the Grand Prix will prove interesting:

Bore, 140 mm.; stroke, 130; indicated power, 70-horsepower ; flat

tubes radiator, thermo-siphon cooling system, straight cone clutch

with bolts, coupling rod before the front axle ; diameter of wheels

—front 810x00; rear, 820x120. Cardan shaft transmission; 130

liters gasoline tank. The machine weighs 750 kilos. Ignition by

Nilmelior magneto with plugs and transformators. Shock absorb-

ers Gardy-Batault, working in oil.

Albert Clement is now through with his trials on the Grand

Prix course. In a letter just received here by a friend of his, the

young driver says he is perfectly delighted with his machine.

His special Bayard-Clement racer has withstood a series of

trips of four to five hundred miles, without a screw loosening.

The car is exceedingly fast and covers the kilometer in less

than 23 seconds. It is also extremely strong, and the cooling is

perfect. Albert Clement, Villemain, and de la Touloubre, the

three stars of the Clement-Bayard team, are said to have covered

the kilometer several times between 22 and 23 seconds.

The tarring of the road is completely finished at the time of

writing. The Automobile Club of France's grandstand is in

course of construction, and expected to be erected by June 22.

The work of the tunnel that passes under the Paris road at ttu

hectometrique stone No. 32, and which gives access to the stands,

is already finished. The stands in Saint-Mars-la-Briere and

Champagne will also be ready early. At the La Fourche turn

the cement-raised bank is completed.

The following are important features culled from the rules

edicted by the Sportive Commission of the A. C. F. June 7. rela-

tive to the weighing in of the cars and formalities in the "closed

parks" between the two stages of the race

:

1.—The cars must be at the scale on June 24 from 9 o'clock
In the morning to 7 o'clock at night.

2.—They shall be accompanied by the team competing In the
first day of the race.

3.—The car must be brought In complete readiness.
4.—The weight of the car. all tanks empty, shall not exceed

1.000 kilos. 7 kilos In excess being tolerated as stipulated In
Article 12 of the rules. (Magneto).

6.—If the passengers (driver and mechanician) do not weigh the
stipulated 120 kilos, the difference will be completed by means of
a sack of sand closed by a lead seal bearing the name of the driver.
The driver will be requested to show the sack with the lead seal
bearing his name at the time of the two starts.

6.—The tires on the wheels will be marked with a hot Iron as well
as all those fixed on the car.

7.—The chassis will be marked by means of a steel stamp and a
hammer on the four wheels (hubs and one spike); on the left rear
hand spring, on the right front hand spring, and on the top and
underneath the gear case.

8.—A competitor will be obliged, after having filled his tanks, to
operate the car before the commlssalres. A few yards forward and
a few yards backward will be required for that examination.

9.—A competitor will be obliged to crank his motor and make It

work at full admission (throttle wide open) before the commlssalres
during a few minutes, and if the exhaustion blows away the saw-
dust placed underneath the motor, the driver will not be per-
mitted to start.

10.—Every driver will be compelled to produce a certificate signed
by the clerk of the course and attesting that he knows the circuit
entirely.

11.—The number will be painted in a very apparent manner on
the radiator, at the front, and on the tank, at the rear, and must
be visible at the distance of at least 159 meters.

12.—Every car having completed the distance under the limit

time, the first day. will be Immediately taken Into the custody of
a commissalre. who will cause it to be brought by hand Into its

special stall In the closed park and locked so that nobody will be
permitted to approach it.

13.—As soon as his motor is stopped the driver will be authorized
to do only one thing, that is shut his gasoline and oil cocks, and
then leave his car In the care of the commissalres.

14.—On the morning of the second day the cars will be remitted
In the hands of their respective teams at the Instant of the start

only.

15.—All operations relative to the cranking of the motor, general
supply, repairs, etc.. will not be allowed to be effected before the
start Is given.

16.—At the end of the second day, the competitor having finished

under the limit time. and. consequently, fit for classification, will

leave his car In the cure of the appointed commlssalres. who will

Inspect It all over, weigh It, and conduct It to the closed park.

Messrs. Rene de Knyff, de Vogue. Loysel, and de la Valette

were this week in Lc Mans, where they had a conference with the

Prefect of La Sarthe regarding the definite text of the report

to be addressed to the Minister of Interior, M. Etienne Giraud.
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LONG ISLANDERS HOLD THEIR ECONOMY TEST

MUD, rain, steep hills and miserable roads made the sec-

ond reliability and economy contest of the Long Island

Automobile Club, of Brooklyn, a run to be remembered and

talked about for many a day. The showing made by the

competing cars was exceptionally good, the machines plow-

ing through the mud and driving through the storm without

hesitation. For the most part it was anything but a pleasure

route without a hitch and without repairs of any kind.

Second prize, a speed indicator, was won by Alfred Wilmarth,

president of the Long Island Automobile Club, whose 40-

horsepower Royal Tourist also came through with an abso-

lutely clean record.

The route was from Brooklyn to Manhattan, through

Jerome avenue to Yonkers, Peekskill and Fishkill to Pough-
keepsie, returning by way of Fishkill, across the ferry to

Kewburgh, thence to Tuxedo and New York. Members not

having a New Jersey license or not caring to pass through

New Jersey, were allowed to return by the Fishkill-Peekskill-

Yonkers route, as on the outward trip. The mileage of the

two routes is about equal.

It was 11 o'clock before the last car had left Brooklyn for

Poughkeepsie; Peekskill was scheduled for the luncheon

slop. But between YonkeYs and Peekskill a drenching down-
pour of rain was encountered. Roads were converted into

rivers and the hills were veritable rapids and cataracts, but

the machines went through it and ten of them arrived safe

in Poughkeepsie before 10 o'clock Saturday night.

Homeward Bound.

S. H. BURKS HI 14-H.P. PACKARD, WINNER OF FIRST PRIZE.

trip, and those who competed
must have been animated by

a spirit of true devotion to

the sport.

Fifteen Cars Started.

On Saturday morning fifteen

cars started from Cumber-

land street, Brooklyn, for the

two days' trip of 173 miles to

Poughkeepsie and return.

There were twenty entries,

but five did not start. Ten
cars finished the run. The
starters were as follows:

Alfred Wilmarth and Win.

Schimpf, 40-horsepower Royal Tourists; W. T. Wintringha.m

and B. W. Bergen, 20-horsepower Stevens- Duryeas; Dr.

Clinton B. Parker and S. H. Burns, 24-horsepower Packards;

Raymond Healy, 50-horsepower Zust; George A. Fisher, 28-

horsepower National; V. F. Parker, 20-horsepower Locomo-

bile; J. E. Bristol and Frederick Lampe, 40-horsepower

Pierce-Arrows; E. W. Messereau. 24-horsepower Autocar;

Dr. William E. Butler, 20-horsepower Frayer-Miller; Leffert

Leflferts, 24-horsepower Pope-Toledo, and C. Jerome Ed-

wards, 30-horsepower Cadillac.

Four Cars Disqualified.

Four cars that finished the run were disqualified: J. E.

Bristol's Pierce-Arrow, Dr. Butler's Frayer-Miller, Raymond
Healy's Zust and William T. Wintringham's Stevens- Duryea.

The first three were disqualified because they failed to obey

the rule of the contest which stipulated that all cars should

be driven by their owners. The fourth, Mr. Wintringham's

Stevens-Duryea, broke a spring which was not replaced. The

disqualification of the Pierce Arrow was peculiarly unfortu-

nate, for that car made the most economical run per passen-

ger, as the summaries show, and also led the cars both going

and coming. The owner could not drive, owing to an injured

wrist. The silver loving-cup donated by Dr. C. B. Parker,

winner of last year's economy contest, was captured by S. H.

Burns, whose 24-horsepower Packard covered the entire

On Sunday morning the

A. WILMARTH IN 40-H.P. ROYAL TOURIST, WINNER SECOND.

return trip was started. Along
the west side of the Hudson
the roads were found to be

in a most discouraging state

as the result of the rain of

the previous day. Mud was
plentiful and tenacious and
the cars were tested severely.

Suffern was the luncheon

stop on the home run. At

Fishkill Landing the ferry

was taken across the river to

Newburgh. Immediately after

leaving the ferry the cars

were forced to climb an awk-
ward hill with a very steep

grade, but all got up in good

J. E. BRISTOL IN 40-45-HORSEPOWER PIERCE ARROW.

shape. From Suffern the route led to Jersey City, where
the ferry was taken to Brooklyn. Ten cars finished, and

the records were as follows:

Summary of the Finish.

Plerce-Arrow, 40-45 horsepower; J. E. Bristol: 6 passengers;
Brooklyn to Poughkeepsie; 8 gallons gasoline, $2; Poughkeepsie to

Brooklyn. 8 gallons gaFoline. t'Z; 1 pint oil. 8 cents: total. $2.08;
grand total, J4.08; per capita cost, 81 3-5 cents. Disqualified be-
cause owner did not drive.

Packard, 24 horespower; S. H. Burns: 5 passengers; Brooklyn to
Poughkeepsie. 8 gallons gasoline, $2; Poughkeepsie to Brooklyn, S

gallons gasoline. |2; 3 quarts oil, 45 cents; total. $2.46; grand total.
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FIVE OWLS WHO MADE A RAMBLER THEIR HEADQUARTERS.

on the campus of the Northern Illinois State Normal School near

this place. The owner of the car is A. F. Rowley, a local pho-

tographer. When he approached his car and the situation wa-

taken in by the surprised artist, he. for a moment, was at a loss

to know just what to do, save that he made sure not to let the

lirds get away without leaving their picture.
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GLIDDEN TOUR ARRANGEMENTS AND RULES

IN answer to a number of inquiries regarding accommodations

on the third annual tour of the American Automobile Asso-

ciation (Glidden trophy contest), and inquiries regarding possible

route discomforts, during the trip from Buffalo to Bretton

Woods, on July 12-28, the officials have issued the following state-

ment:

Arrangements have been made by the committee and superin-

tendent by which provision has been made for a reservation of

the entire transient accommodations in each place where the tour

stops for the night. There is no place on the route where 400

tourists cannot be comfortably accommodated, and at several

points as many as a thousand of the party can be adequately cared

for. To accomplish this result it has been necessary to arrange

for the erection of tents, portable houses, etc., at two points. In

Canada arrangements are being made for the chartering of a

large St. Lawrence river steamer, which will accompany the tour

and will be used as a floating hotel.

Regarding possible congestion on the road and the danger of

unpleasant dust conditions, members of the party which recently

surveyed the road state that from Montreal to Bretton Woods
there is practically no dust on the roads, on account of the pre-

vailing heavy dews. On account of the necessity of making the

day's runs as nearly equal as possible, the touring committee has

decided that the first night's stop from Buffalo shall be at Auburn,

and the second night's stop shall be at Utica. ' The most elaborate

preparations are being made by the city of Auburn and the Au-

burn Automobile Club for the entertainment of the tourists, and

at Utica there will also be special festivities on their account.

Pathfinding Car Will Be a Tour Feature.

Arrangements are now being made for a path-finding car which

will precede the tour by about three days, and will thoroughly

mark the entire route with arrows or other indicating signs, and

will also carry a transportation agent, who will attend to the

registration of the members of the party in each town. By these

means the tourists, on their arrival at each night's stop, will find

their rooms ready for them.

The committee will also institute a system of checking along

the line, checkers being dropped by a patrol car at at least three

points on each day's journey. These checkers will record the

time that each car passes their checking points, the plan being to

arrive at conclusions with regard to regularity of running

throughout the tour. A second patrol car will follow the last

tourist and will not only pick up the checkers left along the route,

but will also act as a relief car, carrying word of possible break-

downs to the nearest towns and arranging for spare parts or tows

if there should be any necessity of these.

The tender of a baggage wagon capable of carrying 3,500

pounds has been made by E. H. Cutler, president of the Knox

Automobile Company, Springfield, Mass., and will undoubtedly

be accepted by the committee. It is understood that other bag-

gage wagons or trucks are to be offered, and the committee now

feels that it will be in shape to handle the entire baggage of 400

or more tourists by automobile.

Arrangements have been made by which the customs problem

(sometimes a perplexing one for tourists passing from the United

States to Canada and back again) will be handled directly by the

committee and entirely without expense to the members of the

tour.

Official Entries Now Number Twelve.

An expected entry is that of Percy Pierce, who recently went

through the Herkomer contest in a highly creditable manner.

Owing to the postponement of the European Circuit, in which

Mr. Pierce had entered his car, there is nothing to prevent his

return to this country to defend the Glidden trophy, which he

won last year. In addition to the six entries for the Glidden tour

published in the last issue of The Automobile, the following

have been nominated,- making a total of twelve to date

:

No. 7.—Geo. Otis Draper, Hopedale, Mass. Saratoga to Bretton
Woods. Will not contest for Glidden Trophy. Two in party.
No. 8.—Ezra B. Kirk, c. o. B. R. Thomas Motor Co., 1200 Niagara

St.. Buffalo, N. Y. Buffalo to Bretton Woods. Will contest for
Glidden Trophy. Thomas car of 60 H.P. Five in party. Buffalo
Automobile Club.
No. 9.—George M. Davis, c. o. E. R. Thomas Motor Co., 1200

Niagara Street. Buffalo, N. Y. Buffalo to Bretton Woods. Will
contest for Glidden Trophy. Thomas car of 50 H.P. Five in party.
Buffalo Automobile Club.

No. 10.—C. A. Coey, 1424 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. Chicago
to Bretton Woods. Will contest lor Glidden Trophy. Thomas car
of 50 H. P. Four in party. Chicago Automobile Club.

No. 11.—Albert A. Pope, c. o. Pope Manufacturing Co. Hartford,
Conn. Buffalo to Bretton Woods. Will contest for Glidden Trophy.
Pope-Toledo car of 35-40 H. P. Three in party. Automobile Club
of America.
No. 12.—Albert L. Pope, c. o. Pope Manufacturing Co., Hartford,

Conn. Buffalo to Bretton Woods. Will contest for Glidden Trophy.
Pope-Hartford car of 26 H. P. Three in party. Automobile Club
of Hartford.

Rules and Conditions Governing the Contest.

Concerning Entrants.

1. It will be assumed that every entrant is acquainted with these
rules, and by entering for the tour agrees to aoide by said rules,
agrees to accept the official records, and authorizes the American
Automobile Association to publish them in such manner as It shall
determine.

2. Bach entrant shah hold the American Automobile Association
harmless and indemnify it against all loss or damage resulting
directly or Indirectly from or growing out of the operation, man-
agement or control of the car entered by him.

S. It is one of the conditions upon which entries of cars are ac-
cepted by the American Automobile Association, that said American
Automobile Association shall not be responsible for any damage
that may be done to any car. Its passengers or contents during
the tour, nor for the theft of any car or any of its accessories or
contents, the same being at all times subsequent to such entry,
and until the close of the tour, at the risk in all respects of per-
sons entering same.

Qualifications.

4. Each entrant shall be a member of the American Automobile
Association or of a club recognised by It.

Entries.

5. The time for receiving entiles will expire on July 3, 1906, at
12 o'clock noon, at the office of A. B. Tucker, Superintendent,
31 West Forty-second street. New York City. Each entry for the
1906 event must be accompanied by the regular fee of 160. Numbers
for the tour will be Issued in the order in which entries are re-
ceived.

6. Each entrant shall give all details asked for In the entry
blank.

7. The American Automobile Association reserves the right to
refuse any entry.

Touring Conditions.

8. Each car entered shall be driven by the entrant, or by a
driver or drivers nominated by him and approved by the committee;
when the car Is driven by other than the entrant, the latter shall

ride In the car.

9. Cars must at all times during the tour have mufflers and mud
guards and be eaulpped as per manufacturers' catalogue specifica-

tions, shall carry not less than four passengers of an average
weight of 126 pounds, or their equivalent in ballast, and shall have
touring car bodies with tonneau.

10. No replacements, replenishments, adjustments, repairs or In-

spection shall be made upon any car after the same shall have
been registered at any night stop of the tour and before it shall

have registered out on the next succeeding morning.

Number.

11. Each car shall have Its official number prominently displayed
on each side, or on front and rear.

12. No record of any previous performance, nor sign, or other
Indication of the maker's name, other than the nameplate. usually
attached to the vehicle as sold to private owners, shall' be displayed
upon any car at any time during the progress of the tour.

Controls.

13. Cars shall be started each morning by officials of the tour
between the hours of seven and ten o'clock A.M., but neither before

or after the hours designated under penalty of disqualification,

unless otherwise directed by the officials of the tour.

14. Each entrant shall, upon starting on each day's run. sign
a statement submitted by an official of the tour fixing the hour of

his departure from such control. Failure to comply will be sufficient

ground for disqualification. Each day's tour shall be preceded
by a pacemaker, designated by the committee, and any entrant
who passes the pacemaker shall be disqualified. If the pacemaker
breaks down or is compelled to travel at a rate of speed so low
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as In the opinion of the committee to unduly impede the progress
of the tour, his nag shall be tiansferred to the first car overtaking
him. which car shall thereafter become pacemaker, subject to the
same conditions.

Schedules.
15. The committee will publish a dally schedule fixing the exact

time when each car may finish each day's run without penalty.
Said schedule shall not require any entrant to operate his car
at a higher rate of speed than is permitted by law. Each car
failing to finish at the lime fixed by the schedule shall be penalized
one point for each minute required to complete said day s run In
excess of the schedule time fixed by the committee. .And a penalty
of two points for each minute any car may finish any day's run
earlier than the time fixed by said schedule shall be imposed against
said car. And no car shall be allowed to stop en route for the
purpose of meeting said schedule with exactitude, under penalty
of disqualification.

16. The car having the lowest penalization shall be awarded
the Glldden Trophy.

17. Each car must register at each night stop Immediately on ar-
rival at the place of rcglstiation and must take its place Imme-
diately behind the cars in front until It can be properly registered.
Contestants for the Glldden Tiopliy si.all, however, be en.ltied to
precedence In registration over non-contestants.

18. Immediately following the registration at each night stop,
each car shall be delivered Into the custody of the officials of the
tour, to be by them held at owner's risk, and kept under the direct
charge and supervision of such officials or their agents until the
hour for starting on the following morning, and no car shall be
available for tuning up. adjustments, filling with gasoline or water,
or for any other purpose, until after It shall have registered as
starting on the next day's lun of the tour.

Special Hill Climb or Tour.
19. If, upon ai rival at the end of the tour, tne committee finds

that a hill climbing or touring course is available, it may arrange
a special contest for the participants of the tour. If In the opinion
of the committee such a contest Is advisable or necessary to de-
termine to which entrant the Glldden or other trophy or trophies
should be awarded. In awarding the Glldden Trophy, credit will

be given each car for Its performance as a touring car. since the
test Is for the purpose of determining the touring qualifications of
each contesting car. The committee may also select one or more
special runs during the tour In order to complete a total of 1.000

miles.

Road Regulations.

20. Entrants must conform to all laws rtnd ordinances and the
rules of the r >ad. and any entrant violating any of the provisions
of these rules or of other rules adopted by the committee, or who
shall fail to show duo consideration toward other participants in

the tour, or other users of the highways, may be disqualified by
the committee.

21. Any car whose owner or driver shall be arrested for a viola-

tion of the spe.d limit laws, or of any law or ordinance, may. in

the discretion ot the committee, be disqualified.

Disqualification.

22. Vron due notice being served by the committee on the per-
son in charge of any car that the same has been disqualified, it

shall cease to run In the contest, and the official numbers shall
be removed. It shall not leciHc any award or certificate, but shall
be mentioned In the record as having been disqualified. But no
notice of disqualification shall be served upon the person In charge
of any car until he shall have been first notified of the act which
it is claimed should disqualify the car; and if the act be denied,
action shall be postponed until the committee shall have given the
owner or person in charge of such car a hearing, when a decision
shall be rendered. Neither the person whose car shall have been
so disqualified or any entrant of any car that may be disqualified
shall have any claim of any kind or nature whatsoever against the
American Automobile Association or any member or members of
the committee or anv official of the tour because of disqualification
or the publication of the fact, or the failure to mention the per-
formance of the car disqualified prior to its disqualification.

Protests.

23. Any participant In the tour desiring to enter a protest must
first deposit the sum of JJ10 with a member of the committee, which
sum will be retained by the American Automobile Association if the
protest Is not sustained, and if the protest Is sustained the protest
fee shall be returned to the person making such deposit. All pro-
tests must be made In writing and will be considered by the com-
mittee at the earliest practicable moment and a decision rendered
as soon as practicable thereafter.

24. (ai All protests as to entries must be made before the start.
<b) All ptotests as to unfair ruling, route, etc., must be made

within twenty-four hours after the occurrence.
(c) All other protests shall be made during or immediately after

the tour la concluded and before the award Is made.

Powers of Committee.
26. The committee shall have power to disqualify any car for

traveling at any speed which the committee mav consider excessive
under the conditions existing at the time, without reference to these
rules.

20. The committee shall have power at all times to make such
examinations of the curs entered and their contents as may be
deemed advisable.

27. In the event of a dispute concerning the Interpretation of
the rules, the decision cf the Touring Committee of the American
Automobile Association shall be final.

28. Said Touring Committee reserves the right to alter or amend,
suspend, or repeal these rules from time to time, down to and in-

cluding the end of the tour and final award, as may in its Judgment
be deemed expedient.

Miscellaneous.

29. Rules P. 10. 15. 16 and 18 shall not apply to non -contestants
foi the Glldden Trophy.

AUTO ADVICE OF THE OLD PARISIAN.
Br GEORGE DUPUY.

These are the last words of the old Parisian automobile
agent, directed to the son who is to succeed him in business:

"My son listen to this true aphorism: 'The customer is

the enemy.'

"Remember that the English look at the transmission, the
German at the motor and the American at the price. Then
you must say to an Englishman, 'It is the most Robust of

Gear Boxes;' to a German, 'It is the latest pattern in Motors;'
to an American, 'It is the Highest Priced Car in the World.'

"If a buyer seems to hesitate, finally says that what he
wants is a tonneau, while he is fighting over the price of a

cab, be sure there is a woman in his business. Look out for

her and when you have found the person, put your finest

cab body on your worst chassis. That's a dead shot. And
you get rid of a 'nightingale' you had in the garage for three

years.

"Remember that the customer who talks much pays little.

"Remember that your best friend in the Automobile In-

dustry is the Painter.

"Always make a client believe that he knows a lot in

automobile mechanism. Tell him, for instance little things

like these: 'You who are a connoisseur,' or 'As you know the

business just as well as I do, I shall not insist upon the

fact, etc'

. "Also vary the epithets, 'luxurious,' 'chic,' 'original,' 'dis-

tinguished.' They are words to be used when a man comes
to you in company with his sweetheart. But you might say

sometimes, 'comfortable,' when the customer is in the garage

With his wife.

"Be gentle and patient in all circumstances. For instance

if a blessed fool comes and asks you if that 10-horsepower

can go 60 miles an hour, say, 'Well, the weather should be

particularly favorable, you know,' or 'I hardly think so, with

. the body she has on.'

"Be cold with society people, spinner of phrases with the

timid; severe with the undecided, jolly with the selfmade

man, smiling with the 'ripe lady,' disdainful with the incredu-

lous, indifferent with the skin-flint. Always keep a high and

well-maintained glance, don't leave your adversary's eyes

when you affirm something.

"Have always fine shoes. In the garages, the people that

reflect have the mania of always looking at your feet.

"Insist on the 'economy in consumption.' The argument

is irresistible above all with wealthy people. They spend

willingly 10.000 francs to get 50 cents. This is special to

Motoring."

HIGHWAYMEN ATTACK CAR IN JERSEY.

Trenton, N. J., June 18.—An attempt by road agents to hold

up the 48-horsepower Packard belonging to the Hon. Cor-

nelius Turford, between Lawrenceville and Princeton, has

provided a sensation in automobile circles here. The occu-

pants of the machine, Barker Gummere, treasurer of the

Trenton Trust Company, and Charles E. Gummere, solicitor

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, had been to Princeton attend-

ing class day exercises at the university, and were returning

home. When they reached a point about a mile above Law-
renceville, a man seated in a wagon alongside the road called

out to them to slacken speed if they didn't want to be killed.

About 100 yards further on a large man blocked the way and
ordered them to stop, and the headlights showed a rope

stretched across the highway, held by a man on either side.

The chauffeur tried to avoid striking the man in the road, but

the machine crashed against him with full force. The men at

the rope dropped it and fled, and the party in the car pro-

ceeded on to Trenton. The police have been unable to obtain

any clews up to date.
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TOURING IN THE WHITE MOUNTAINS
By ROBERT BRUCE.

WITHIN the past two or three years the White Moun-
tains of New Hampshire have become fairly well known

to thousands of American automobilists. Many others who
have not had the opportunity to personally explore this sec-

tion, and of thus gaining first-hand knowledge of the excellent

tours and first-class facilities to be found there, have at least

had their imaginations stirred as they have read of the various

successful trips already made from practically every direction.

The pilgrimage to and from these Granite Hills really began

early in 1904, and it has steadily grown up to this writing.

Some heavy grades are encountered, it is true, especially

when coming into Craw-
ford Notch from the

south or east, and com-

ing into Bethlehem from

the south or west. Yet

these grades are no

steeper than numbers of

climbs which are taken

as a matter of course in

Pennsylvania 'or Wis-
consin,-- to say notfiing

of those in Colorada,

Utah.vWyoming or Cali-

fornia- Many of the

roads along the valleys

and around the bases of

the mountains are nearly

as level as those of the

Western prairies.

It must be admitted

that many touring cars

have been hauled through

Crawford Notch, up
Bethlehem Hill, etc., as

well as "assisted" at va-

rious other places. But
in most cases this has

been caused either by
some minor injury, which
has rendered the car in-

capable for the time be-

ing; of giving its best

service, or else made
necessary by the slip-

pery condition of moun-
tain roads following the

frequent heavy rains.

The percentage of "as-

sisted" cars will always

be found to be very small as compared with the number of

those that pass easily and almost unnoticed ov-er even the

worst grades in the most unfavorable weather.

A Notable Absence of Urban Annoyances.

There are many compensations—most valued of them all,

of course, the entire absence of city conditions, with its

dense crowds and heavy traffic. While within the last two
years the New Hampshire legislature has passed its first

laws regulating speed and prescribing other conditions, it

is safe to say that there will never be a campaign of per-

secution, such as has so long been waged at certain places

in New Jersey and by a few towns on Long Island. The rev-

enue from tourist travel up there is too great to be lessened

IN THE HEART OF CRAWFORD NOTCH. WHITE MODHTAUIS.

or endangered in any such way by the thrifty people in the

small towns and in the country. Openly reckless tourists

may be "picked up" now and then, but on the whole the

welcome to the White Mountains will be friendly and lasting.

Fresh Water Supply Ever Prevalent.

Water is nearly everywhere as abundant as air. The
stranger who tours in the mountain districts with a water-

cooled motor car is surprised to note the number of springs,

streams and roadside pools. He can scarcely travel a mile

on any road without crossing some bridged and babbling

brook, or finding a pure,

cold spring bubbling up

at the wayside. In the

height of the season, of

course, supplies will be

found at nearly every

hotel on the main-trav-

eled routes. However,
the few garages close

when the great summer
hotels do and other fash-

ionable colonies go. Yet
the merchants in the

towns and villages, as

well as most of the com-
mercial hotels, have
learned the advantage of

catering to the transient

autoist, and there will

be no trouble in finding

either a place to stay or

the wherewith to supply

one's machine with fuel

as late as a mountain
tour is in any way prac-

ticable.

A Supply of Spare Ma-
chine Parts Should

Be Carried.

It is advisable, how-
ever, to take every pos-

sible care in planning a

tour. One should pre-

pare himself and equip

his machine for a White
Mountain trip exactly as

he would for a tour in

any other section of

hilly country—looking particularly, of course, after the

strength and certain action of the braking mechanism. Com-
mon sense driving will take care of the rest, even to getting

along with the few frightened horses of the country districts.

Everywhere the automobilist goes he will be kindly received

by the hotel men and the townspeople alike, and it is probable

that many will be the expressions of regret when the time
comes to leave for home. The worst trouble likely to be ex-

perienced is the inadequacy of facilities for the proper repair

of cars and the replacement of broken parts. The latter must
usually be ordered from the larger cities, usually by tele-

phone, the shipment being made in a night from Boston or

New York to practically all New Hampshire points. Extra
small parts should be carried in order to avoid delays.
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Various Routes by Which Mountains Can Be Reached.

The steady increase of visitors to the mountains has

brought forward many ways of reaching them from New
York, Boston, Canada and other sections; but the pleasantest

as well as the most novel way is, of course, by automobile.

One desiring to make this trip from New York can do it in

several ways. He may either tour to Boston by any one of

the several routes, thence to the mountains by the Merrimack
river valley or by the Coast Line to Portsmouth. Or he may
go up the Hudson river to Poughkeepsie or Hudson, N. Y., and

pass through Central Massachusetts to the Connecticut river

valley. Or he may follow the road from New York to New
Haven, Meriden, Hartford and Springfield, thence up the

Connecticut river.

The distance from Boston by the route generally preferred

by automobile tourists, viz., via Lynn, Salem, Newburyport,

Mass., and Portsmouth, N. H., is only about 181 miles, and

even if continued to include a few points or two not on the

original program, the mileage will not exceed from 225 to 240.

Such a trip ought to have at least two days, and if a first trip

it would be wiser to extend it over three or four and see more
on the way.

.Dover is a short run of twelve miles inland from Ports-

mouth. From this point all roads lead direct into the moun-
tains through Rochester, Ossipee and North Conway to

Crawford Notch, Bretton Woods and Fabyan's; thence, in

case the trip be prolonged, to Franconia Notch and the Pro-

file House, with a considerable number of interesting towns
and resorts between. The Maine Steamship Company's boats

run direct from New York to Portland, from whence the

White Mountains are about a hundred miles distant either

via Sebago Lake or via Cornish, Me. This arrangement
would require not more than one hundred miles of road trav-

eling between New York City and the base of Mount Wash-
ington, while the car can be run on and off the boat much
easier than it could be prepared for rail shipment.

Cost of Trip Largely a Matter of Taste.

Within reasonable limits, of course, the expense of a trip in

the White Mountains are very nearly what one wishes to

make them. If you are bent upon doing the thing "royally,"

an outside figure of $20 or $25 per day for each person can

easily be spent. Or you can put up at first-class places and

include reasonable incidentals for $6 or $7 per day each.

Many do live on less than this and manage probably to have,

as good a time as do the rest. Fashionable people flock here

in considerable numbers, especially in July and August, but as

a rule those of real wealth carry things to less conspicuous

extremes than the really semi-fashionable element, who, fear-

ing to aim too low, often aim too high.

The hotel charges, whether "high" or "low" (both relative

rather than exact terms) are only the basic items of expense

with most people in the mountains. Carriage drives, horse-

back rides, guides and other accessories are what cost the

most. Here is where the autoist. with even a fair knowledge

of the roads, may find his car not only a means of independence

but also a source of economical traveling.

With such knowledge and such equipment, one needs

neither public conveyances nor guides. Saving time, as com-

pared with waiting for trains and making frequently incon-

venient connections, he can usually plan an out-and-home trip

in one day. This allows him, if desired, to make one place his

headquarters during any length of stay he may choose to

make; and yet the entire section is within easy reach.

At an expense representing perhaps nothing more than a

few gallons of gasoline and a mid-day lunch for the party, he

can make the slow and cut-and-dried one-day coaching tours,

for which $10 fare is charged each person, seem like a seven-

teenth century junketing trip. The fare for the railroad trip

up Mount Washington and return is $4. and the greater part

of a day is required for it. In the same time a motor car

could make the round between almost any two points in the

central mountain district. If the future shall open the car-

riage road up Mount Washington to automobiles on equal

terms with carriages, it will be entirely possible to take the

road around from Bretton Woods, Fabyan's or Crawford

House to Glen Cottage (on the opposite side of the moun-

tain), make the ascent and return to the point of starting in

time competition with the direct cog railway.

Taking all in all, the advantages and accommodations gen-

erally had in the White Mountains are so much superior to

those of the average district equally distant from the big

cities that no one who measures cost by quality of service

need complain of the expense. There is nothing "cheap and

shoddy" about the accommodations in this section, and the

charges are invariably proportioned in just measure to the

service rendered. That is ti s region of all-around satisfaction for

the auto tourist all who have toured that way seem to agree.

A NEW MICHIGAN RACING CAR.

A racing automobile of 60-70 horsepower has been com-

pleted by Dr. Freeberg, of Jackson, Mich., who has been an

enthusiastic automobilist from the beginning of the sport, and

who has ideas of his own as to how a fast car should be built.

The car was built quietly, even secretly, in a private machine

DR. H. W. FREEBERG IK HIS 65-75-HORSEPOWER RACING CAR

shop in Jackson, the \vOrk having been done by one of the

oldest machinists in the country under Dr. Freeberg's super-

vision. The machine will be known as White Flyer No. 1.

A horizontal water-cooled motor is used, having four op-

posed cylinders and carrying the flywheel at the middle of

the crankshaft. Transmission is from a sprocket beside the

flywheel by chain to a planetary gear on a countershaft just

behind the engine, and from the gear to the rear axle by

chain. A ratio of 1 2-3 to 1 is given by the sprockets fitted,

and the road wheels are 30 inches in diameter. Countershaft

and road wheels are geared "level" and revolve at the same

angular speed. A second set of road wheels, 34 inches in

diameter, can be used, giving a higher road speed for a given

engine speed than the smaller wheels. The weight of the

car is 1.850 pounds, and the load is equally distributed be

tween the front and rear wheels. The general appearance of

the machine is clearly shown by the accompanying halftone

engraving.

The doctor expects to do a good deal of racing with his

new car during the coming season, and will shortly give the

car an official test run over a mile course.

Switzerland is considering the advisability of imposing

practically prohibitive entry fees on automobiles of more than

12 horsepower in retalialion for the so-called international

boycott instituted in December last. The boycott is very

half-hearted.
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AIR-COOLING SYSTEMS FOR MOTORS
AIR-COOLING, as applied to motors of sufficient power

for use in automobiles, is a distinctly American devel-

opment, and has been brought to a high state of efficiency

in this country, though in other automobile building coun-
tries air-cooling has not been given serious attention for

automobile work, except in a few isolated cases. The air-

cooled motor originated in France, where it was early used for

bicycles and tricycles—vehicles now classified under the
general heading of motorcycles—and it was exceedingly
popular. When it came to automobile motors, however,
water cooling was adopted in most cases, even for the
smallest cars, and invariably for larger machines. For
motorcycles the air-cooled motor is still the standard, though

occasionally water
cooling is employed.

In the United States,

however, the air-cooled

motor appealed strong-

ly to manufacturers

and the work of over-

coming the difficulties

of building large air-

cooled motors has been
carried out along va-

rious lines and with

very satisfactory re-

sults. Cars are now
built with 40-horse-

power air-cooled mo-
tors with four vertical

cylinders; this means
10 horsepower to a

cylinder, which would
have been considered

an impossibility a few
years ago.

Radiation and Convection.

Before discussing the construction of the various types of
air-cooled cylinders, it may be well to insert a word of ex-
planation with regard to the terms radiation and convection.
While radiation plays an important part in the cooling proc-
ess, radiation alone would not prevent overheating. To radiate,

according to the actual meaning of the word, is to "send
out in straight lines." The heat from the cylinder goes out
in straight lines and if .'there happens to be any heat con-
ducting substance in the path of those lines, the. radiated
heat passes into it. The heat from the inner walls of the
cylinder is radiated through the iron to the surfaces of the
flanges on the outside, and thus far radiation is indispensable;
but when it comes to removing the heat from the flanges,
radiation is a very slow and inefficient process, and air an
unwilling absorbent of heat. Radiation is entirely inde-
pendent of air currents, for heat will radiate in its undeviating
straight lines regardless of the strongest blast.

Radiation, then, being a comparatively feeble process, how
are we to get rid of the heat that accumulates on the flanges
and, if not removed, will overheat and stop the motor?
By convection—conveying or carrying away. A draft of air
is directed against the cylinder and the molecules of air,

coming in direct contact with the hot surface, absorb heat
and carry it away. It is like wiping water off a wet surface
with a cloth, rather than letting it dry up by evaporation.
The process of convection is entirely distinct from radiation
though the two are commonly confused.

It will now be seen that the flanges and other area-in-
creasing devices on air-cooled cylinders are used as sur-

CYLHTDER WITH CAST FLANGES.

Note valves in head, auxiliary exhaust and
Urge piping.

THREADED PIN COOLING SYSTEM.

faces on which the heat from within the cylinder can be

spread out to be the more readily picked up by the passing

air currents.

Methods of Increasing Cooling Surface.

The first suc-

cessful air-cooled

cylinders were
made with a series

of integral flanges,

ribs or rings ex-

tending around

the exterior of the

cylinder and head,

placed quite close

together and made
as thin as possible.

This arrangement

is still the most
commonly used
and is adopted by
many successful

manufacturers of

air-cooled motors.

The flanges are

usually cast inte-

gral with the cylin-

der, and in some
cases are machined
but 'more common-

ly left as they come from the foundry except for a little

smoothing up. Integral cooling flanges are not, however,
used on all successful air-cooled automobile motors; there
are many types of cylinders in which pins, pieces of corru-

gated metal, tubes, spirals and other devices are inserted.

In one type the cylinder is a plain casting, rather heavy;

holes are drilled from the outside about 3-16 inch deep—care

being taken not

to break through

the inner wall

—

and the holes are

tapped. Into the

tapped holes are

screwed steel pins,

each pin having

a deep thread or

groove cut along

its entire length

to increase the

superficial area.

The pins are set

close together

and give the cyl-

inder a very char-

acteristic porcu-

pine-like appear-

ance.

In another type

tubes are screwed

into the cylinder

casting, slots be-

ing cut in the

tube to permit

free circulation of

air. Another cyl-

inder has a multi-

tude of steel or
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brass spirals screwed in, and looks as if spiral springs were
projecting from it.

Copper flanges, plain and corrugated, have been brazed to

both cast-iron and steel cylinders. It is rather difficult to

use copper in this way because of its wide range of expansion
and contraction under the influence of alternate heating and
cooling. To be effective, the copper must be in actual con-

tact with the cylinder—even the formation of a film of oxide

between the adjoining surfaces reduces the transference of

heat.

JACKETED CYLINDERS AND FORCED DRAFT.

In still another type grooves are cut in the outer wall of

the cylinder and copper fins, usually having comb-like
teeth, are inserted and the metal along the grooves is then
hammered or ' "peined" down so as to forced against the

inserts. A very secure job is thus made. A rather curious

method of inserting copper fins consists of drilling holes

lengthwise in the cylinder wall from top to bottom and then
slotting the outer wall so as to open the holes. Strips of

copper the length of the grooves are doubled lengthwise,

the bend being made of the same cross section as the slotted

holes in the cylinder. The strips are then forced into the

grooves, being slid in endwise, and are retained only by
their close fit in the grooves. A casing surrounds the cyl-

inders, four in number, and a forced draft is maintained by
a fan-blower.

A rather difficult piece of work consists of placing copper
flanges or toothed pieces in the mold in which the cylinder

is cast, the molten iron surrounding and gripping the bases

of the copper pieces.

An extremely novel and interesting surface-increasing de-

vice has been made as follows: Copper wire of square section

was wound over a form as if to make a long spiral spring,

except that the form was triangular instead of round, the

triangle having a short base and two long sides. Inside

the spring-like coil thus made was run a flat copper ribbon,

and the whole was wound around the cylinder, the copper

ribbon pressing Aie short base of the triangular coil closely

against the casting. Then the cylinder was placed in an

electro-plating bath and the coils united to the casting by a

heavy coating <Jf copper.

Other Methods of Air Cooling.

The practice of enclosing the cylinders in jackets and blow-

ing air under slight pressure through the jackets, has met
with success. When this is done the flanges and other pro-

jections on the cylinder are not so essential, and are present

only in a rudimentary form, in some cases. The fan or

blower used with such a motor is of course depended on

wholly to produce the air current, and natural draft is not

considered, nor can it be, owing to the cylinders being

inclosed.

In all air-cooled engines the valves are arranged to give

the greatest possible freedom to the movements of the gases,

especially the exhaust. Valves usually open directly through

the cylinder heads and are as large as the diameter of the

head will permit. The importance of getting rid of the in-

tensely hot exhaust gas as speedily as possible has led one

maker to adopt an auxiliary exhaust port which is opened, or

rather uncovered, by the piston as it moves over the lowest

part of its stroke; a check valve placed in the passage pre-

vents the taking in of dead gas on the suction stroke.

While small automobile engines developing about three

horsepower per cylinder are frequently run without fans,

depending upon natural draft for cooling, the majority of

air-cooled motors, like their water-cooled brothers, make use

of fans, sometimes placed in front and blowing back on the

cylinders, and sometimes on top, blowing down on the

cylinder heads. It is interesting to note that with the fan-in-

front arrangement the rear cylinder of a well-designed four-

cylinder motor does not suffer from overheating any more

than do the others—in fact, sometimes the front cylinder,

nearest the fan, will be the hottest. The reason for this is

that the greatest volume of air is thrown out near the ends

of the fan blades and the least by the nearly dead central

part. The heavy outer air currents converge as they pass

back, passing the front cylinders and striking directly on the

rear ones. With a well designed fan arrangement the air

draft can be distributed so as to keep all the cylinders at

about the same temperature.

The lubrication of an air-cooled motor is, of course, a

very important matter—even more so than that of a water-

cooled motor, because the absence of lubrication will cause

damage and overheating more quickly in the air-cooled cylin-

der. Therefore the lubrication system is always very care-

fully arranged and should be kept in perfect condition by

WIRE COILS RETAINED BY COPPER PLATIHG.

the operator of the car. Usually a splash system is supple-

mented by a force feed oiler of some good make. Jutn?

spark ignition is the rule, the necessity for keeping the com-

bustion chamber free of projections that might hold h«*t

sufficiently to cause pre-ignition doubtless putting nnake-and

break ignition out of the question.
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CATECHISM OF THE GASOLINE AUTOMOBILE*-IH
Br FORREST R. JONES. M.E.

S~\ —Describe a primary electric battery, such as is used for

v ignition on a gasoline automobile.

A.—The primary battery is a group of cells electrically con-

nected together as with wires. The dry cell (or semi-dry

cell) is almost invariably used. Each cell is composed of

three elements; usually carbon, zinc and a liquid electrolyte.

In the ordinary form cf dry cell sheet zinc is made into

a cylindrical vessel closed at the bottom and open at the top.

A solid stick of carbon is placed inside and the remainder
of the space is filled with pulverized carbon (coke). This is

moistened with the liquid, generally x solution of sal am-
moniac. The top is closed with pitch to prevent leakage and
evaporation. Each cell is placed in a cardboard box, which
protects the zincs of adjacent cells from coming into contact

with each other when connected together to form a battery.

A binding post for holding the wire connections is attached

to the zinc and another to the carbon. Carbon is the positive

element and zinc the negative.

In any cell or battery

+ (plus sign) indicates the positive terminal (.binding post

and nut).

— (minus sign) indicates the negative terminal (binding

post and nut).

Q.—What is series battery connection?

A.—One in which each carbon is electrically connected to

the zinc of another cell, except the carbon of one end cell

and the zinc of the other end cell. The two binding posts

left free are the battery terminals.

Q.—What is a multiple or parallel battery connection?

A.—One in which all the carbons are electrically connected

together and all the zincs connected in the same manner.
Q.—What is a volt?

A.—The unit of electromotive force (electrical pressure,

potential). The volt is analogous to pounds per square inch

of liquid or gas pressure.

Q.—What is an ampere?
A—The unit of curernt volume; a certain rate of flow of

electricity (electrical current). It corresponds to gallons

per minute, etc., for the flow of a liquid.

Q.—How much is the voltage of a carbon-zinc dry cell?

A.—About 1 1-4 volts per cell when operating for ignition

purposes. It is slightly higher than this in a good cell that

is not in use. The voltage continues to drop with the use

of the cell.

Q.—What is an electric storage cell (accumulate-cell, sec-

ondary cell)?

A.—One which requires electric energy to be supplied to it

before it will act to deliver current. It consists of two

elements immersed in a liquid. The more common form has

perforated lead plates or grids whose openings are filled with

compounds of lead. The plates are immersed in dilute sul-

phuric acid. When electric current is forced through the

cell, it changes the chemical composition of the lead com-

pounds which are thus charged so as to give out electric

energy to an amount somewhat less than that received by

the cell.

Q.—What is a ground connection?

A.—As used in automobile practice the term means any

electrical connection between a wire or part of the electrical

apparatus and the framing of the machine. A "ground" may

be made either purposely or accidentally.

Q.—What is a short circuit in an electrical wiring system?

A.—It is an undesirable path for the electric current

which allows it to flow without passing through all the

•Copyright 1900, by the Class Journal Company. All rights reserved.

apparatus which should be included in the circuit. A
short circuit generally has less electrical resistance than

the proper circuit, although this is not necessarily true.

Q.—What is an induction coil?

A.—An electrical apparatus which receives a low pressure

(voltage) current from a battery or other source and trans-

forms it into a current of enormously higher pressure

(voltage) and correspondingly smaller volume (amperage).

Q.—What is the primary or low tension winding of the

induction coil?

A.—It is an insulated copper wire of a comparatively

large cross section which is wound on a spool around u

bundle or sheaf of small, straight, commercially pure soft

iron wire, called the core. The copper wire carries the low

pressure current from the battery or other source.

Q.—What is the secondary or high tension winding of the

induction coil?

A.—It is a very thin insulated copper wire of great length

wound in many turns around outside of the primary coil on

the same spool. It carries the induced current of high

voltage which is used to produce an electric jump-spark in

the combustion chamber of the gasoline engine.

Q.—What is the vibrator (trembler, interrupter) of an in-

duction coil?

A.—It is a flat strip of thin spring metal held firmly at one

end and with a piece of soft iron attached to the free end.

When an electric current is sent through the induction coil

the trembler is set into vibration and breaks and makes the

electric current during its double vibration.

Q.—What is the condenser of an induction coil?

A.—A number of sheets of tin foil laid together with thin

oiled or varnished paper or other non-electric substance be-

tween them. The ends of alternate sheets of the foil are

connected together electrically. Two groups of interlying

sheets are thus formed. As used in connection with the in-

duction coil, it becomes charged with electricity, when the

current is interrupted by the trembler, and when the latter

again closes, the condenser quickly gives out the electrical

energy just stored in it.

Q.—What is a timer for jump-spark ignition?

A.—The apparatus which closes the primary electric cir-

cuit (battery circuit) to produce a spark at the igniter (spark

plug) at the proper instant for igniting a combustible charge

in the engine. It ordinarily consists of an outer casing of

insulating material (hard rubber or wood fiber) with a hollow

cylindrical surface in which metallic points are set. A
central rotating part (rotor) driven by the engine brings a

metal arm or similar device into contact with the stationary

metal in the casing, thus completing the electric circuit

through the timer. While the form varies greatly in differ-

ent designs, the function is always the same.

Q.—How often should the timer close the primary circuit

for each cylinder of a four-stroke cycle engine?

A.—Once every two revolutions of the main shaft for each

cylinder (every four strokes of each piston).

Q.—At what speed should a timer with a single rotating

contact arm or point rotate in a four- stroke cycle engine?

A.—Half as fast as the main shaft (crankshaft). This is

the same speed as that of the camshaft.

Q._Where is the timer attached to the four-cycle engine?

A.—Very frequently to the camshaft (half speed shaft, half

time shaft). A shaft or chain drive especially for the timer is

also frequently used in order to bring it in an accessible

position, or where dirt and grit are not apt to accumulate on

it, as well as for other reasons.
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Q.—Should the timer always close the primary circuit

when the piston is passing through the same position in its

travel, whether the engine is rotating rapidly or slowly?

A.—No. The primary circuit should be closed earlier in the

cycle when the engine is turning over rapidly than when it

is running slowly.

Q.—Why should the timer be closed earlier at high rotative

speed of the engine than at slow?
A.—For two reasons:

First.—There is an appreciable time between the instant

at which the timer closes the primary circuit and the occur-
rence of the spark between the ignition points in the com-
bustion chamber. This time interval is constant whatever
the speed of the engine. It may be called the lag of the

spark. In order, therefore, to have the spark occur at a given

position of the piston the timer must close the primary
circuit earlier in the cycle when the engine is running rapidly

than when turning over slowly.

Second.—An appreciable time is also required for the
inflammation of the charge in the combustion chamber, and
the rapidity of inflammation after ignition by the jump spark
varies with the intensity of compression in the charge. When
the charge is small and the compression low, more time is re-

quired for inflammation than with a full charge and corres-

pondingly high compression.

For these reasons the timer should close the primary cir-

cuit earlier in the cycle when the engine is running rapidly

than when it is turning over slowly; and also when the
charge is small (by throttling) as compared with the full

charge allowed to enter by an open throttle.

Q.—What provision is made for adjusting the timer with
regard to the instant of closing the circuit?

A.—The part ordinarily referred to as the stationary part

(as distinguished from the rotor) can be rotated part of a

revolution (sometimes as much as 90 degrees) around the

axis of the rotor. This is done by the connecting parts

(rods or wires) which lead to a spark control within reach

of the driver.

Q.—How much will a rotation of 90 degrees of the sta-

tionary part of the timer change the time of closing the

primary (coil) circuit in relation to the rotation of the crank-

shaft in a four-stroke cycle engine?

A.—One stroke of the piston. This corresponds to one-

half revolution of the crankshaft in the ordinary type of

engine.

Q.—What is a late spark (late ignition)?

A.—One that comes late in the cycle of the engine. The
spark coming after the piston has gone some distance on the

impulse stroke is a late spark. It may come much earlier than

this, however, when the engine rotates rapidly, since the

speed of the engine enters as a factor in determining what is

a late, spark.

Q.—What is an early spark (early ignition)?

A.—One that occurs earlier in the cycle than the late

spark. When the engine is running at considerable speed an

early spark comes before the completion of the compression

stroke. The timer may b<: adjusted so that the primary cir-

cuit is closed when the piston has completed less than half

its compression stroke, but under this condition a spark will

not pass when the speed is very high until the compression

stroke has been nearly completed.

Q.—What is meant by advancing the spark?

A.—Moving the timer so that the primary circuit is closed

earlier. This is the general acceptance of the term, but, as

may be seen from the foregoing, does not always mean that

the spark always occurs earlier in the cycle.

Q.—Describe a jump spark igniter (spark plug), naming

the materials and their electric properties.

A.—The ordinary type consists of three essential parts,

which are an outer casing of metal or alloy, a tube of insu-

lating material such as porcelain or mica which fits into the

outer casing, and a central metal rod or wire which fits into

the hole through the non-electric tube (insulator). A small

wire is rigidly attached to either the casing or central wire

and its end brought to within a short dstance from the other

metal part. The space between the point of the wire and the

other metal part is called the spark gap or air gap. It should

be about 1-32 inch wide. The outer metal is generally

threaded to screw into the cylinder casting of the engine.

The spark gap in the combustion chamber when the spark

plug is in place.

Q.—Does the air gap in the spark plug offer the same
resistance to the flow of electric current in the open air as

in the combustion chamber when the charge is compressed?

A.—No. The resistance to the jump spark is greater in the

compressed mixture than in open air.

Q.—If the electrical pressure of the secondary coil is only

high enough to force a spark across the gap of the spark

plug at atmospheric pressure, will any spark be produced

when the plug is in the combustion chamber and the charge

compressed?

A.—No. It is necessary to have enough electromotive

force to produce a spark about 1-4 inch long in the open air

in order to be certain of securing one inside the combustion

chamber at the proper time.

Q.—How. is the automobile wired in the jump spark igni-

tion system for a single-cylinder engine using a battery for

the source of electrical energy?

A.—One terminal of the battery is connected by a wire to

the frame of the automobile (a bare wire will answer). The
other battery terminal is connected to one end of the pri-

mary winding of the induction coil. The other end of the

primary winding is connected to the insulated stationary

metal portion of the timer. The rotor of the timer is elec-

trically connected to .the frame of the machine either by its

metallic contact with the shaft which carries it, or by a

wire when the rotor is made of insulating material and does

not connect electrically with its shaft.

The path of the electric current is then from the battery

to the primary winding of the induction coil through which

it passes; then to the timer and through it during the time

contact is made between the timer contact points; then to

the frame of the machine and through it to the wire which

connects to the "grounded" terminal of the battery.

A switch for opening the circuit is placed somewhere in

the primary circuit, sometimes by cutting into the wire

between the battery and the induction coil. In other cases

the switch is placed on the induction coil box, so that -there

is no break in the wiring at any place outside of the apparatus.

A wire leads out from the secondary or high tension

winding of the induction coil to the spark plug. This com-

pletes the wiring.

The high, tension current passes along the wire from the

induction coil to the insulated central wire of the spark

plug, jumps across the spark gap to the outer bushing,

which connects to the metal of the engine. Then down to

the timer through the engine metal and back to the induction

coil through the wire between the timer and coil already

mentioned, which wire also carries the battery current. In

most cases one end of the primary and one end of the sec-

ondary wire are both connected to the binding post of the

induction coil to which the wire leading to the timer is con-

nected. When this is not the case, an additional wire must

be used to connect the body of the engine to a binding post

at the remaining end of the secondary winding.

An automobile parade will be a prominent feature of the

annual horse show at Oak Park, a suburb of Chicago, early in

September next. John Farson, president of the Chicago Auto-

mobile Club, is president of the organization that is promoting

the horse show.
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WHERE AN AIR-COOLED CAR IS BUILT

EVERY modern manufacturing plant worthy of the name is

divided and subdivided into departments, each depart-

ment being responsible for' a certain class of work and nothing
else. The old-fashioned idea of training each man or set of

men to do any job in the shop has given way to the modern
method of specializing. Each man is a specialist in his line,

and he is kept everlast-

ingly at the same class

of work until he is far

more skilled in it than

the all-round man could

hope" fQ be, and is more
valuable to his employ-

ers and to himself tha:i

he would be otherwise.

The departments are in-

dependent of each other

to a great extent, but

nevertheless all work in

harmony. The work
turned out from one de-

partment must exactly

fit into the place pre-

pared for it by another

department, for there is
GRINDING A CRANKSHAFT

no such thing as fitting and trimming to get things to go
together. Each part is made to a fixed, unvarying set of

dimensions, and these are so closely adhered to that any part

of any car will fit just as well in the coresponding place in

any other car of the same model; this is what is known as the

interchangeable system of manufacturing.

Automobile manufacturing establishments are notably up

to date in specialization, production of interchangeable parts,

the use of automatic machinery, and so on. The plant of the

H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company, of Syracuse, N. Y.,

is an excellent example of its kind, and a good idea of some of

its departments may be gained from the accompanying en-

gravings. It is interesting to note that the first Franklin cars,

thirteen in number (evidently a lucky number in this case),

were turned out during the season of 1901-1902 by a force of

ten men. The first of these cars is still in active service in

New York City, and could never be taken for anything but a

Franklin. During the next three seasons the number of cars

turned out increased rapidly; the second season 179 cars were
built; the third, 659; the fourth, 1,102; while the company
estimates the output for the season 1905-1906 at from 1,500 to

2.000 cars. The factory force has increased from ten men to

I.220 men and the floor space of the factory from 3,750 square

feet to 150,000 square feet, and even this is now none too

large, and further extensions, already provided for, are being

considered.

Power for driving the scores of machines in the factory is

provided by two Sterling water-tube boilers of 175 horse-

power capacity each, supplying steam to a 200-horsepower
straight-line engine direct connected to a Westinghouse gen-
erator of 160 kilowatts capacity, the current from which, is

used for power purposes in the factory as well as for the

1.200 arc and incandescent lamps, with the aid of which night

is sometimes turned into day during the busy season. Addi-
tional power can be obtained at any time from the mains of

the local electric light company. Fire protection is given a

great deal of attention. In the power house is a Knowles
pump having a capacity of a thousand gallons a minute. In
the factory staircases are separated from the work-rooms,

THE BIG MACHINE SHOP IN THE FACTORY OF THE H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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THE PATTERN ROOM KEEPS A LARGE FORCE BUSY AUTOMATIC MACHINE DEPARTMENT

and entrance is gained by means of large iron-sheathed slid-

ing doors. Hand grenades and other fire-fighting apparatus

is provided everywhere, and a private fire brigade, made up of

men in the factory, is given several drills each week and kept

in constant training for any emergency that may arise.

The engineering and

experimental depart-
ments are important.

In the Franklin factory

these two departments

occupy adjoining rooms;

in the engineering and

experimental depart-
ments new ideas are

worked out and in the

drafting room they are

put on paper. These
three divisions are under

the direct supervision of

John Wilkinson, whose
work on the air-cooled

automobile problem is

well known. A compe-
tent corps of skilled men
comprise his staff.

The raw material, as it comes into the works, is placed in

the raw materials department in the basement, where more
than fifteen hundred bins, racks and pigeon-holes contain all

kinds of steel, brass, bronze and iron bars, tubing, wire, bolts,

nuts, rivets and all the stock necessary to keep the factory

GRINDING A CYLINDER.

supplied. Electrical supplies and tools are also kept in the

basement and also sheet aluminum. Sheet aluminum is used

in large quantities by the Franklin factory for car bodies, the

company claiming to be the largest users of this material in

the country. Machines for cutting up raw stock are also

located in the basement, where they are close to the material

on which they work. Other stock of a more perishable

nature, such as curled hair and leather for upholstering, lap-

robes, lamps, horns, carpet, rubber matting, hampers, and so

on, are kept in the general stock room. In a special room,
kept dark and cool, rubber tires are stored; it is stated that in

the height of the season the average value of the stock in the

tire room is about $25,000. All raw materials are thoroughly

inspected before being worked up, a force of about twenty

men having this work in charge. Metals are subjected to

physical and chemical tests. Coils and other portions of the

igni;ion apparatus are inspected by electrical experts; bear-

ings arc run under heavy weight and at high speed.

Next to the raw materials department is the sundries stock

room. . Here are stocked finished parts of all kinds, all care-

fully classified and ready to be shipped at a moment's notice

to the orders of dealers or users of Franklin cars.

f\ Above, in tht machine shop, there is a continuous low roar

fflm^two humored lathes, shapers, milling machines, grinders,

fr-jtcfew machines, drill presses and the numerous other ma-
•^chines req,uirejt to turn out an automobile. Some of the

automatic midlines can take raw stock from an eighth of an
inch in diameter—the thickness of the lead of a blue pencil

—

to six inches in diameter. The rod or bar goes into one end
of the machine and conies out in the form of dozens of com-

EAGLE-EYED INSPECTORS PASS JUDGMENT ON EVERY PART. WHERE THE MOTORS ARE TESTED BY THE EXPERTS
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ASSEMBLING ROOM WHERE THE CARS ARE SET UP. SCERE IN THE WOOD SHOP—MAKING THE BODIES.

pletely finished parts, all exactly alike, accurate to a hair's-

breadth. Some of the automatic machine work is done with

such extreme accuracy that gauges reading to one ten thou-

sandth part of an inch are required to test the finished product.

Specially constructed automatic recording micrometer meas-
uring machines are used for the gauging in order to eliminate

the possibility of human error.

Many of the special tools used in the factory are designed

and built on the premises, a tool shop equipped with thirty-

four machines and manned by a force of thirty-five men being

devoted to tool making.

Every finished part of the Franklin car is closely inspected

before being incorporated into a car. Fifteen men devote

their energies to this work. The engineering department

specifies exactly the limit of accuracy to which each part must
be tested, and anything that varies in the slightest degree

from the lines laid down must be rejected. The inspection

process is carried along with the car as it takes shape, each

part being tested for its working qualities when assembled.

The transmission is a good example. Each of the gears and
shafts has been separately tested and gauged, the gears have

been tested for accuracy of contour and, in the beginning, the

raw material was tested. But when the transmission is

assembled it is given a final test to make sure that it works
as it should, and that nothing has been neglected.

After the car has been completed, it is given a final inspec-

tion by men who do nothing else but go over finished ma-
chines and see that every nut and bolt and every single part,

large and small, is in place and properly secured. The final

test is the road test, after which the car goes to the shipping

room, where sixteen men are kept busy weighing, crating,

boxing and blocking automobiles in cars for shipment.

The commercial department occupies half the ground floor

of one of the main buildings. In this department are the

office and stenographic, production, cost, record, sales, for-

eign, purchasing, sundry,

repair and bookkeeping
departments; and there

is even a legal depart-

ment. A factory tele-

phone exchange connects

all departments by wire,

and there is an inter-

factory mail service that

collects and distributes

factory correspondence

every half hour.

The exterior of the

Franklin factory is en-

tirely in keeping with

its character as a mod-
ern manufacturing estab-

lishment. Everything is

neat and clean and,

moreover, is attractive.

Smooth lawns and flower beds, through which are cut grav-

eled roadways and asphalt footpaths, add much to the appear-

ance of the place, as do also the clean, bright windows and
the general air of freshness. These may seem small matters,

but in reality they are important.

GAUGING THE CYLINDERS

SECTION OF PAINT SHOP, SHOWING TIERS OF BODIES. EXTERIOR VIEW OF THE FRANKLIN FACTORY.
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NEW TIMER AND DISTRIBUTER.
A combined timer and secondary distributer, shown in the

full-size engraving in this column and known as the Ellerslie

distributer, manufactured by A. M. Lindsay, Jr., Minneapolis,

Minn., embodies a number of meritorious features, one of

which is that the wires connected to it are not required to

move when the time of ignition is shifted. The visible spark-

ing and the ease of cleaning are also good points.

Fiber plate A carries six brass segments (2) with bolts

projecting back through the fiber. These are put through

CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW ELLERSLIE DISTRIBUTER.

holes in the dash, fastened by means of nuts, and all wires

are fastened to these on the inside of dash, under hood at

rear of engine, thus no wires pass through the dash and none

move in any movement or action of distributer, and all are in

plain sight and handy to
;
get at. The shaft of the distributer

proper is then inserted through center hole in fiber and

through dash and proper connection made with engine. On
the bottom or back of distributer are six tubes carrying in

their ends steel balls under spring tension. These fit into

curved slots in dashboard attachment, make contact with the

brass segments, and at the same time allow of advancing the

spark. All wires are connected and enter in this way, leaving

the sides and top perfectly free to be removed for cleaning

without touching another part, or in fact interfering with the

working of machine. When the dash attachment is not used

the wires are simply fastened by nuts to bolts which are used

in place of tubes and ball contacts in bottom of distributer.

The distributer itself consists of a bottom piece of fiber B,

carrying four brass distributing segments (7), and through

which runs a shaft carrying on the end fiber plate c, which

carries hardened steel star wheels and also brass ring 5 and

distributer point 6.

A bridge of fiber (F H G) carries secondary circuit on
one side, which it delivers by pall 4 to ring 5. On the other

side is the primary, which it delivers by bolt a, plate 6, ad-

justable tube c and plunger d (all hardened steel) to star wheel

.• A glass tube is slipped over this and a fiber top with a

thumb bolt fastening to bridge H forms a perfectly dust and
rainproof casing, and yet one through which every working

part can be seen at all times, and on removing this they are

all exposed, and being perfectly flat are easily cleaned.

All primary parts are hardened steel and make absolute

wipe contact, and arc adjustable. The secondary parts are of

brass, also adustable, so as to leave a slight gap, preventing

all wear, intensifying the spark and at the same time allowing

the operator to see every spark delivered to his plugs through

the glass case. The easiest way to follow the two circuits cn

the drawings is to follow small letters from a to g for pri-

mary, and figures from 1 to 10 for secondary. No

wires pass through the dash or are covered in any way

beyond the regular insulation. No A'ires twist or bend

in any way. All wires are as accessible as the plugs.

All parts are in sight from seat at all times. No oil or grease

to gather dust and short circuit; an oil cup lubricates main

bearing, and filling primary contact tube keeps a film of oil

on all contact points. By removing top ,^ind sides in one

operation by a single thumb nut, all interior parts are exposed

in flat surfaces and may easily be wiped clean without even

stopping the engine.

All wiring is figured so closely that under all ordinary

working conditions the machine will not short circuit. If,

however, a wire breaks or becomes disconnected, they are

close enough to short circuit, thus notifying the operator and

precluding all chance of burning out the coil.

A STEEPLE GASOLINE MOTOR.
With a view to producing an automobile motor of such

constant torque that change-speed gears will be unnecessary,

William G. Simpson, a consulting and constructing automo-

bile engineer of Detroit, Mich., has designed and patented a

steeple gasoline motor. The illustration is a reproduction of

the Patent Office drawing and
shows one pair of the steepled

cylinders. There will be eight

four-cycle cylinders altogether,

and each pair of cylinders will

work through a single crank

and will produce an explosion at

every revolution. Thus the

crankshaft will receive a power
impulse every quarter of a revo-

lution, giving the same turning

effect as two double-acting

steam cylinders.

The piston rod of the top

cylinder passes through a stuff-

ing box in the head of the lower

cylinder; the inventor states

that this arrangement has been

worked out satisfactorily. The
engine which has been designed

for a car has cylinders of

inch bore and 4^-inch stroke

and is intended to run at a nor-

mal speed of 1,000 revolutions a minute, at which speed it is

calculated to develop 48 horsepower. The eight-cylinder

steeple motor takes up exactly the same longitudinal space

as a four-cylinder motor with cylinders of the same dimen-

sions, but is, of course, of greater height; the height of the

48-horsepower engine in question is given as 29M inches from

center of crankshaft to top of upper cylinder.

Mr. Simpson intends to place a steeple-engined car on the

market for 1907, and states that the machine will have a gear-

less transmission for emergency use with air control; also air

brakes and air clutch. Drive will be through gearing giving

a ratio of 3 to 1. The wheelbase will be about 112 inches.

SIMPSON MOTOR.

REO COMPANY'S TWO NEW BUILDINGS.
Lansing, Mich., June 18.—The Reo Motor Car Company has

broken ground for two new buildings, each to be 500 feet

long and 65 feet wide. Each will be two stories high. They will

extend in the same direction as the other buildings and will lie

directly south of them. They are expected to be finished by

August 1.

"We need more room," said R. E. Olds. "This will provide

floor space of 65.000 square feet in addition to the 240,000 square

feet we already have, and will considerably increase our capacity."
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. BARRIAUX HI 15-H.P. VULPES, FIRST-PRIZE WINNER.

RESULTS OF TOUR DE FRANCE.
French annual competition for light cars and motorcycles

—

the Tour de France—has been concluded, and thoroughly demon-

strated the practical utility of the low-priced motor car on Euro-

pean roads. The trial was organized jointly by the French Auto-

Cycle Club and the Parisian daily Lcs Sports, and among the

competitors were included 1,000-pound cars, tricars (touring and

industrial), and motorcycles of a limited cylinder displacement

(1-3 litre). A minimum speed of 30 kilometers an hour (22

miles) was imposed for all classes of vehicles, not on the ensemble

of the tour, but on each stage.

The start was given by the officials of the Auto-Cycle Club at

Port Mailot, the old starting point of the Paris-Bordeaux cycle

race. Many of the machines entered since March did not start,

owing to delay in completion, the result of the recent strike.

However, more than 70 competitors in all classes took the road,

and pursued the following itinerary: Paris, Orleans, Tours, Chatel-

lerault, Poitiers, Angouleme, Bordeaux, Agen, Toulouse, Cette,

Montpellier, Marseilles, Avignon, Grenoble, Lyon, Macon, Belfort,

Nancy, Reims, to Paris.

The Winning Voiturette and Its Able Driver.

Barriaux, the excellent, driver of the Vulpes Company, who
entered a racing monster in the Grand Prix, won the trophy for

the voiturette category. The Vulpes voiturette. is a runajjput of

15 horsepower,, four separated cylinders, pump and high'tension

magneto (Lacoste) actuated by same gear, long pressed-steel

frame with long "fore hands," allowing the radiator to stand

right over the axle; three speeds and reverse, multiple-disk

clutch (Hele-Shaw patent) and shaft- driven. The car can

GRILLET IK 12-H.P. FOUILLAROH. SECOHD-PRIZE WT5HER.

average a speed of 50 kilometers (31 miles), and weighs 1,200

pounds.

Winning Tricar and Its Unfortunate Competitor.

In the tricar class, the honors went to Schweitzer, driving

the Austral machine, with 4 1-2-horsepower motor, water-cooled,

fitted with an epicycloidal rear hub giving two speeds and re-

verse. Ignition by dry battery. The Austral tricar, as well as

the others, carried one 140-pound passenger.

A type of tricar considered as one' of the most perfect in France

is the Contal Mototri. It is a compact and strong-looking ma-
chine, able to carry 500 pounds and the driver at a gait of 15

miles. The Contal people are the introducers of the Riviere hub,

a geared disk which allows the operator to change speed with

an ordinary clutch pedal. All the ignition, oiling and cooling

parts (except the radiator) are protected by a metallic case placed

at the rear of the carrier. The motor is one-cylinder, water-

cooled, 5 horsepower. Several bad accidents prevented the Contal

from classing itself honorably in the Tour de France.

A good tricar sells in France for 1400 francs ($280). A great

many are used in the retail trade by butchers, grocers, druggists,

milliners, etc., and by the express deliveries.

Cissac Led the Motorcycle Brigade to the Finish.

Champion Cissac, who broke all road and track records for the

past two years on the motorcycle, arrived first among the motor-

cyclists in Paris on his 2 3-4-horsepower Peugeot, having covered

the last 120 kilometers in 2 hours and 11 minutes. His gasoline

consumption averaged 5 liters (a trifle more than one gallon) per

100 kilometers (62 miles).

SCHWEITZER OB AUSTRAL, FIRST OF THE TRICARS. CISSAC. FIRST OF THE MOTORCYCLISTS, WITH PEUGEOT.
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EXTENSIBLE PULLEY CHANGE SPEED.
For a good many years "Old Friend FouillaronV' as they call

him in Paris, in an ironical sort of way, had to 'light bravely and

endure the buffoonery of so-called experts and connoisseurs, who
constantly shouted to the four winds that his invention was "no

good." A. Fouillaron is the humble mechanic (to-day. a prosper-

ous motor car builder) who applied the extensible pulley as a

FOUILLARON'S EXTENSIBLE PULLEY CHANGE SPEED.

speed accelerator and slackener. The patent consists of two

articulated pulleys, the first receiving its motion from the motor,

the second transmitting its own to the driving shaft. The pulleys

have two separate cheeks, each of which widen or grow narrow

so as to form a large or small periphery for the adherence of a

trapezoidal belt. A single lever—the speed lever—commands the

widening or narrowing of both pulleys, and, as it may be plainly

seen, the belt (of very much reduced length, as the pulleys are

very close to each other) makes an up-and-down motion every

time the driver maneuvers the speed lever, the tension of the

belt remaining the same.

Fouillaron equips his voiturette with two and four-cylinder

De Dion or Aster motors. The Fouillaron is considered as a

very supple and swift little car. Eighteen speeds can be obtained,

as the lever works on a sector bearing eighteen teeth. It is con-

sidered a very practical invention for traffic in crowded cities.

The performance of the Fouillaron voiturette in the Tour de

France was excellent.

WILLIAMSPORT'S SPACIOUS GARAGE.
What is claimed to be the finest automobile garage in

northern Pennsylvania is shown in the photograph here

reproduced. It cost some $14,000 to erect and is commodious
and equipped with every modern convenience for the proper

GARAGE Of THE WILLIAMSPORT (PA) AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

conduct of business and the comfort of patrons. It is owned
by the Williamsport Automobile ^Exchange, which is a lead-

ing house in the trade in that ciy. being loeal representative

for the White steamers, and the Reo and Premier gasoline

automobiles.

A STUDY IN FRENCH RUNABOUTS.
Among the voiturettes (light runabouts) that are the

success of 1906 in France, there is a very interesting little

car built by Leon Demeester, whose name is attached to the

history of the automobile. Demeester practically invented

the motorcycle, of which he was the greatest champion in

road and track competition for the last seven years. In

1904 he built a cheap runabout for his own use on entirely

new principles and the car he has produced this year is con-

sidered in France as a model of perfection in its line.

The chassis of the Demeester voiturette is of pressed steel,

narrower in front so as to insure a. better command on the

front wheels; the "fore hand" springs are long enough to

allow the radiator to stand right over the axle; o" rear.

SECTIONAL DRAWING SHOWING DETAIL OF CLUTCH.

they are also of a sufficient length, thus giving the body the

best suspension possible. The joining of the cross pieces

is obtained with strong brackets which give the chassis the

desired rigidity. There are two models: the one-cylinder,

6 1-2-horsepower and the four-cylinder (68-76 millimeters).

In the latter the motor is a bloc engine although the cylin-

ders are separated between the top water jacket and the

crankcase, made of aluminum. The gear box has three speeds

and reverse. All the gears are always in mesh. The connect-

ing rods placed inside the crankcase work in oil.

"To obtain the constant direct coupling in a gear box," says

Demeester, "the wheels must be independent and free on one

MULTIPLE CLUTCH GEAR BOX, DEMEESTER VOITURETTE.

of the shafts, and to obtain a direct drive on the primary

shaft, two different means are usually chosen—the claw-

clutch or the friction. In both cases, those organs wear
out sooner or later, and are liable to degenerate into sedi-

ment, and do some damage to other parts of the car. My
gear box consists merely of four pulleys, on which can be

applied a segmental brake forming a clutch. The segments,

regulated by a reverse screw, revolve with the motor."

The Demeester voiturette is fast, reliable and perfectly

noiseless. The four-cylinder type sells for about $500.

In France criminal methods, have kept pace with the automo-
bile movement. Recently three imen were arrested in Paris after

having bought a number of cars on the strength of forged letters,

paid for them with notes that were worthless, and sold the cars

before the notes matured. When the men were arrested their

headquarters was searched and many incriminating papers found.

The extent of their swindlings was about $20,000, and their

operations extended over a period of about six months.
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AUTOMOBILE CLUBS ACTIVELY AT WORK
New Jersey A. and M. C. Leases New Club House.

Newark, N. J., June 19.—Last week the New Jersey Automo-
bile and Motor Gub decided to rent the old Osborne mansion,

1034 Broad street, this city, for a term of five years. The house

is one of the best-known landmarks in the city, and is located at

the northeast corner of Broad and Chestnut streets. It is colo-

nial in style, with seven tall columns supporting the portico, and

is two stories in height Very few changes will be made on the

outside of the building, but the interior will be remodeled to suit

the requirements of the club, which has appropriated $3,000 to

cover the cost of the alterations. Work will be begun on these

on July 1, and it is expected the house will be ready for occu-

pancy by September 1.

The basement will be fitted up as a dining room, and the first

flcor with reception rooms, parlor and smoking room. On the

second floor will be located the reading room, billiard room, etc.

There is ample room in the rear yard for a moderate-size garage.

Chestnut street, which runs alongside the house, is asphalted, as

is Clinton avenue, which begins directly opposite. For three

years the club has been waiting for a home of its own, and it

will soon be housed luxuriously and comfortably.

Next Sunday, June 24, the club will hold a run to the old Imlay

homestead, near Trenton, and enjoy a typical country dinner.

W. I. Fisk, of the house committee, has the dinner in charge.

There is talk of a race meet at Waverly track July 4, under
the auspices of the New Jersey Automobile and Motor Gub, but

the date is not definitely settled. B. M. Shanley and J. W. Mason
compose the committee in charge, and plans will be formulated

this week.

A mass meeting of all the New Jersey automobile clubs will

be held in Newark, some time between June 20 and June 28, under
the auspices of the Associated Automobile Clubs of New Jersey.

Judge James B. Dill, of East Orange; George H. Spear, prose-

cutor for Hudson county; Motor Vehicle Commissioner J. B. R.

Smith, of Trenton, and other prominent speakers will address

the meeting on the workings of the new law which goes into

effect July I.

Under the new law 3,000 automobiles have been registered to

date, against 17,000 last year. New registration agencies have
heen opened with Charles Crisman, Branchville; Frank Reiger-

man, Seabright ; Augustus R. White, Freehold ; Charles R. Zach-

arias, Asbury Park; F. L. C. Martin, Plainfield; William Evans,

Bridgeton; S. S. Smith, Rahway; William H. Hinners, Edge-
water; and John B. Brooks, Hackensack.

Six Hundred Orphans of Baltimore Given an Outing.

Baltimore, June 18.—The second annual orphans' outing and
parade, conducted under the auspices of the Automobile Gub of

Maryland, was held June 14, with 75 cars in line. The starting

point was the plaza in front of the clubrooms, and the route lay

through the city to Electric Park, three or four miles out, where
a special entertainment had been prepared for the children by
the management. All the amusements at the resort were opened
to the youngsters, and afterward ice cream and cake was served.

It is estimated that 400 of the little tots took part in the outing.

The committee in charge, consisting of Frank W. Darling, George
S. Dickey, secretary of the club, and Lew S. Greensfelder, is now
discussing plans for a similar trip for the inmates of the old

people's homes and the hospitals for the incurable.

Cleveland Will Repeat Its Orphans' Day Run.

Cleveland, June 18.—Last year's Orphans' Day in Cleveland

was such a successful affair that the Geveland Automobile Gub
has decided to repeat it this year, and is arranging to hold the

run some time during the month of July.

Still Looking for a Suitable Chicago Race Course.

Chicago, June 18.—After looking over the course in Lake

county, near Libertyville, the members of the Racing Board of

the Chicago Automobile Gub have come to the conclusion that

it will not be suitable for the road race which is to be given by the

local organization in the fall. This course is a ten-mile circuit,

but it was found that it was too narrow for two cars to pass each

other in safety. Meanwhile the committee is searching for an-

other course. The race will be for stock touring cars only, with

full equipment.

Mr. Gregory and his committee are hard at work on the relia-

bility tour which the Chicago Automobile Club is to give after

the Glidden tour. The date has not been definitely set as yet, but

it is known that the route will extend from Chicago to Milwaukee,

from thence to Rockford, 111., and back to Chicago.

It is possible that Chicago will have a hill-climbing contest in

the near future. Several enthusiasts here point to Hubbard hill as

the best place to hold it, and if the roads were suitably repaired it

would make an ideal place for such a contest At present the hill

is in bad condition, the clay having a tendency to stick fast, but

there is a great possibility of the road being repaved before long.

At a meeting of the directors of the Chicago Automobile Club

it was decided to begin building operations at once on the new
clubhouse, for which the site has been secured on Plymouth place,

between Van Buren street and Jackson boulevard. Announce-

ment was made by Secretary Sidney S. Gorham that ample

money is now available to finance the construction of the build-

ing.

The success which attended the first annual Orphans' Day run

of the Chicago Automobile Club on June 12 has prompted the

directors to include it in the list of annual fixtures.

The annual tour of the Austin Automobile Club was held as

per schedule June O, and 70 cars were in the procession. The

Chicago park system was visited, and the run finished at one of

the North Side amusement gardens, where lunch was served.

Mayor Dunne, of Chicago, was the guest of honor, and another

prominent guest was President John Farson of the American

Automobile Association.

Syracusans Are Arranging an Orphans' Day Run. U'

"

Syracuse, N. Y., June 18.—At the regular meeting of the club,

held last week, it was decided to make arrangements for an

orphans' run, at which time the inmates of the Onondaga Orphan

Asylum will be given an outing. The children will be taken out

the road to Jamesville, to romp on Fiddlers' Green, and fill them-

selves with sweetmeats, and will return by way of Orrville.

The club has appointed a special committee to look after the

comfort and entertainment of the Glidden tourists when they ar-

rive here July 13. Special cars will be chartered to take them to

the White City, the Coney Island of Syracuse. About 400 tourists

are expected. Four new members were elected at the club meet-

ing.

Peorians Treat the Orphans to an Automobile Ride.

Peoria, III., June 18.—Thirty-five orphans from the Home for

the Friendless, in this city, spent the happiest day in their young

lives on June 0, the Peoria Automobile Gub, with twelve cars,

taking them for a two-hour drive through the beautiful park

system, fronting on the Illinois river, to Prospect Heights. At

the observation tower a photograph was taken of the party.

Saturday, June 23, the club will hold its first annual race meet

on the mile track here. The track is in fine condition, and it is

expected Oldfield, who will be present, will do some record

breaking in his Peerless Green Dragon. A card of amateur

races has also been arranged.
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New York Motor Club Adopts Plan to Supervise Contests.

New Yokk, June 20.—At the last directors' meeting of the

New York Motor Club, the action of the technical committee in

giving an official supervision of a recent high-speed test, was ap-

proved, and a committee was appointed to draft a plan of pro-

cedure to be followed by the technical committee in the super-

vision of future manufacturers' contests, upon request. The
action of the directors in thus preparing the way for systematic

observation of such trials or contests it is believed will have a

tendency to largely reform the situation with regard to promiscu-

ous advertising of speed and hill-climbing trials throughout the

trade.

A cablegram was sent by the club to Walter Wellman, who
started from Paris on June 14 in his effort to find the North Pole

by airship. Eight applicants for active membership and one non-

resident member were admitted, and a committee was appointed

to look up larger club quarters.

CLUB DOINGS IN GENERAL.

Worcester, Mass.—Orphans' Day will be observed this year

by the Worcester Automobile Club, the governors having de-

cided to make an effort to secure a larger turnout than last

season's Orphans' Day. The arrangements are in the hands of

Percival Whittall, chairman of the runs and tours committee.

The date has not been decided on.

Houston, Tex.—Good roads work is being commenced by the

Houston Automobile Club in a practical manner. A county judge

and a county commissioner were invited to accompany a club

outing as guests of honor, and on the way the members pointed

out road improvements that were needed. An active season of

sporting and touring events has been planned.

New York.—Recent additions to the active membership list

of the Automobile Club of America have swelled the total to 933,

within 67 of the limit of 1,000 set by the club's rules. The club's

associate membership list has reached a total of 217. Copies of

the official report of the recent two-gallon efficiency test have been

mailed to all members, also copies of the New Jersey automobile

law which goes into effect July 1.

Minneapolis, Minn.—A speedway around Lake Harriet has

been requested of the park board by the Minneapolis Automobile

Club. The board has the matter under consideration. Secretary

R. J. Smith of the club says that the organization is determined

to have races during G. A. R. encampment week in Minneapolis,

and unless a course is made by the city at Harriet, a week's pro-

gram of races will be held at the Hamline track.

Wilmington, N. C.—The latest development in automobiling

here is the organization of the Wilmington Automobile Club,

with twelve members as a nucleus. It is planned by the club to

erect a well-equipped garage at Wrightsville Beach, an adjacent

pleasure resort, and as the club grows the country club feature

will be added. The board of officers for the first year is as fol-

lows President, Dr. A. H. Harriss; vice-president, George B.

Elliott; secretary and treasurer, Walter Sprunt; directors, the

above officers and Frank Herbot.

St. Louis.—The Automobile Club of St. Louis is making active

preparations for carrying good roads work into the Legislature

at the next session, and plans to arouse public interest in the ad-

vantages to be derived from good roads throughout the country.

A strong delegation will go to Jefferson City and urge the law-

makers to do something to improve road conditions. Kansas City

is following the example of St. Louis, and the Kansas City Auto-

mobile Club is arranging for a "Good Roads Dinner," at which the

members will discuss ways and means for securing improved

highways. Prominent members of the National Good Roads As-

sociation have been asked to address the members, and the mem-
bers of the county court will also be invited.

THE AUTOMOBILE CALENDAR.

AMERICAN.

Tours.

June 21-26—Second Annual Tour, Albany Automobile Club. Albany
to Boston and return.

June 23...—Rochester, N. Y., Automobile Floral Parade at Gene-
see Valley Park. Rochester Automobile Club.

July 12-26—Annual A. A. A. Tour. Chicago to Bretton Woods, N.

H., Rules for the Glldden Trophy operative from
Buffalo.

Sept —500-Mile Endurance Test, Grand Rapids (Mich.) Auto-
mobile Club. (Date to be announced later.)

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

June 23...—Peoria. III., Race Meet of the Peoria Automobile Club.

June 30. . .—Race Meet. Belmont Track. Philadelphia Automobile
Association. Entries to R. M. Lacock, Turf Club.

1421 Walnut street, Philadelphia.

July 4 —Race Meet, Newark, N. J., Waverley Track, New Jer-

sey Automobile and Motor Club.

July 3-4..—Chicago. Harlem Track, Race Meet.

Sept —200-Mile Road Race, for the Fareon Cup, Chicago Au-
tomobile Club. (Date and course to be announced.)

Sept. 2 —100-Mile Road Race, on 25-Mile Circuit in Monroe
County. N. T. Rochester Automobile Club and New
York State Automobile Association.

Sept. 22...—American Elimination Trials for Vanderbilt Cup Race
(Long Island Course probably.)

Oct. 6 —Vanderbilt Cup Race American Automobile Associa-

tion.

Motorcycle Tours and Contests.

July 3-7..—Annual Endurance Run and Meet. Federation Ameri-
can Motorcyclists, Rochester, N. Y.

July 4 —Tour to Rochester, N. Y., New York Motorcycle Club.

Sept. 3 —Race Meet. Muskegon (Mich.) Motorcycle Club.

FOREIGN.

Shows.

Sept. 1-8..—Canada International Exhibition. St. John. New
Brunswick.

Oct. 6-14.—Leipzig (Germany) Exhibition, Krystall Palast.

Nov. 1 —New Zealand International Exhibition opens at Christ-

church.
Nov. 1-16.—Berlin (Germany) Automobile Exhibition.

Nov. 16-24—London, Olympla Motor Show.
Nov. 23-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show, Agricultural Hall.

Tours.

July 26-Aug. 16—Circuit Europeen, 3.000 miles. Paris. Milan, Vi-
enna, Berlin. Cologne. Paris (postponement proba-

ble).

Races, Etc.

June 26-27—Le Grand Prix, Sarthe Circuit. France.

July 8. . .—International Cup Race for Motorcyclists. Cesky Cluo
Motorcycllstu of Austria.

July 15. . .Suze-Mont Cents Hill Climb (Italy). Automobile Club
of Turin.

Aug. 1-16—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).

Aug. 9-12—Malchamps (France) Hill Climb Tests.

Aug. 16-16—Ventoux (France) Automobile Meeting.

Aug. 14-19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet.

Aug. 18. .
.—Liedekerke Cup Race.

Aug. 23...—Semmerlng Hill Climb.

Aug. 27-Sept. 2—Brescia (Italy) Automobile Meeting.

Sept. 3...—Auvergne Cup Race, France.

Sept. 27...—Tourist Trophy Race, Isle of Man. A. C. of Great

Britain.

Oct. 7...—Chateau Thierry (France) Hill Climb.
Oct. 23...—Galllon (France) Hill Climb.

Motor Boat Races.

June 28-29—Kiel (Germany) Motor Boat Races.
July 1 —Maison Lafltte (France) Motor Boat Races.
July 8 —Le Coup* Dubonnet (France) Motor Boat Races.
Aug. 6 —Motor Boat Race on the Rhone (France).

Aug. 9 —British International Cup Motor Boat Race.

Aug. 20-23—Ostende (Belgium) Motor Boat Races. Dover to Os-
tende.

Sept. 16...—Juvlsy (France) Motor Boat Meeting.
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A RESILIENT WHEEL FROM NEBRASKA.
The latest production in spring wheels is by James F. De

Jarnette, of Omaha, Neb., who organized the Eby Manufac-
turing Company, with a capital stock of $100,000, to manu-
facture the same. By referring to the illustration it will be

seen that there are five metal spokes projecting from a metal

hub, not extending to the rim, but terminating in sockets at-

tached to the rim, so that they are allowed considerable move-
ment, but still have ample strength. Between the spokes are

placed helical springs as shown in the cut, one end of each

spring being secured to the hub and the other end to the rim.

Thus, the wheel is virtually a suspension wheel, with spring

spokes and auxiliary strengthening spokes. The lower springs

are compressed and the upper springs extended by the weight

of the car, the weight being transferred from one spring to

another as the wheel rolls forward. The springs that are

horizontal are also slightly compressed or extended, and add
to the resiliency of the system. The springs do not, of

course, have to transmit driving stresses, these being taken

care of by the spokes.

DE JARNETTE SPRING WHEEL FOR AUTOMOBILES.

The manufacturers state that a set of these wheels has been
tested on a Rambler car, for 1,000 miles, with excellent results.

The wheels weigh considerably more than the pneumatic-tired

variety, but this feature, the inventor states, can be remedied
if necessary. James F. De Jarnette is president of the new com-

pany, H. E. Johnson, vice-president, and J. J. De Jarnette,

secretary and treasurer.

AKRON'S FIRST AND LATEST AUTOMOBILE.
Akhom, O., June 18.—O. C. Barber, the Akron Diamond match

king- nas purchased his first automobile, a large touring car, said

to be one of the finest in the state. It is the latest to arrive in

Akron, and was a special object of interest to Achille Philion,

who brought the first automobile to Akron in 1893.

"There is quite a difference between the first and last auto-

mobile in Akron," said Philion, as he surveyed the handsome

Barber car; "I still have the first one. It is a steam machine

with a small upright boiler and is a novelty now. Several auto-

mobile firms have offered me fancy pric-rs for it, to show the

evolution in the manufacture of automobiles, but I wouldn't part

with it."

A FAMILY TOUR FROM DENVER TO THE EAST.

It is certainly an unusual thing for a man to take his wife

and family of six children, the youngest of which is a baby
less than a year old, and attempt to make a trip of several

thousand miles in an automobile. This, however, is exactly

MAYOR BRADLEY AND HIS FAMILY IN HIS POPE-TOLEDO.

what C. A. Bradley, Mayor of the city of Lo.ngmont, Col., is

starting out to do this week in his 30-horsepower Pope-

Toledo. Mr. Bradley has made arrangements to make the trip

by easy stages, and will make a tour of the Eastern states

before returning home. The illustration shows how the fam-

t
ily looks when seated in the car. Mayor Bradley certainly is

not an advocate of race suicide.

HORSES BECOMING RARE, WILL PURSUE AUTOS.

Indianapolis, Inu., June 18.—Automobiles having lessened the

use of horses, and hence having eliminated to a certain degree the

theft of horses, the Indiana Horse Thief Detective Association

has announced that it will turn its attention to alleged violations

of the Indiana automobile laws.

SOME STRENUOUS STEP-CLIMBING IN IOWA.
To show the capability of the 22-horsepower Mason car.

which is manufactured by the Mason Motor Car Company,
Des Moines, la., a test was recently made by the superintend-

ent of the factory, F. S. Dusenberg, who drove the car up the

Slate Capitol steps in that city As will be seen by the illus-

MASON CAR CLIMBING CAPITOL STEPS, DES MOINES. IA.

tration, the photograph of which was taken while the car

was making the climb, it was no easy task. There was a

total of forty-seven steps to be mounted, but the Mason did

the trick. The motor of the Mason car is a two-cylinder

opposed, with five-inch bore and five-inch stroke.
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The Growth otHatomobiim We presume there are a few
«••«• Imtmrmmttmm. copies in existence of the Offi-

cial Automobile Blue Books for 1901 and 1003, the result of

the first attempts to map out routes especially for auto tour-

ing in this country. If those who still have the 1901 edition

will place it alongside "The Automobile Official A. A. A.

Blue Book," recently issued, the growth of five years will

be shown in a very striking manner. The outside cover of

the original volume reached exactly to the top of the gold-

leaf imprint on the latest volume.

A still greater contrast is shown by the inside pages on
which the routes are listed, the dimensions being 5)4 inches

- by 3ii inches in the 1901 edition, as against 854 x \Vz in the
K
1906 edition. Expressed in type area, there are only 21.56

square inches on the smaller page to 38.25 square inches on
the larger page.

There are exactly 68 net pages of route matter in the orig-

inal Blue Book, with more than half of these pages partly

blank. Nearly as much type is used for the Boston section

alone of the new volume as the aggregate of route matter in

the earlier volume; add any other one of the New England
sections to Boston and the two will greatly exceed the total

type area of routes in published form five years ago.

The present Blue Book contains 54 sections in all, which,

as a piece of publishing, would make about twenty of its pro-

totype. Is there anywhere else a growth in automobiling

more striking than this?

Copyright, 1006, by The Class Journal Company.
Entered at Hew York, H. Y., as second-class matter.
The Automobile is a consolidation of The Automobile (monthly) and the

Motor Review (weekly).

Copies' printed in 1905, 730,000
" " This Issue, - -- -- -- -- 15,000
" " Since Jan. i, 364,000

Urtfeaf Need of m Kmtlomml With the increase of automobiling
ReilmtrmUom Lmw. jn the United States the necessity

for a national law governing the licensing of cars grows more
apparent, and a national law regulating speed might not be too

radical a measure for the broad minded to consider. A promi-

nent automobilist has figured it out that it requires nine different

licenses to make a trip of 600 miles from Boston to Baltimore,

going by way of Providence and passing through the large

cities on the route, a feature which in itself is ridiculous in the

extreme and cries loudly for a remedy. Automobiledom is

suffering to-day from over-legislation on the license question

and it is none too early to begin the agitation, for sensible

national measures.

Btorate Bmttery Exper- While a storage system of lighter
Imemts umd Pmetm. weight for use in electric vehicles

would undoubtedly be welcomed by both the manufacturer and
purchaser, there is little likelihood of a radical change in the

near future in battery construction, due to the recently reported

discoveries of large quantities of cobalt in the western section of

North Carolina. These cobalt beds have been known to exist

for a number of years, and as the application of that mineral for

use in storage battery construction is yet in an early experi-

mental stage, a considerable period of time must elapse before

the perfected product could be put on the market should the

experiments prove successful. Intending buyers of electric vehi-

cles are safe in purchasing the standard products.

a. e. H. eommurotml The announcement that the

Voklele Trtml*. Automobile Club of America
will hold trials of commercial vehicles this summer will be re-

ceived with satisfaction by those who are interested in this

special branch of automobile construction. It is now two
years since a public test of these vehicles was held in Amer-
ica, and in the intervening time there has been very consider-

able improvement in design and construction. This has nat-

urally followed the greater experience had with the use of

such vehicles and the constantly increasing number of con-

structors interested in the problem.

It is no longer necessary to hold a test simply to demon-
strate that a load varying from 500 to 10,000 pounds can be

carried at a considerable rate of speed over city streets. The
industry has progressed beyond this stage. But it is very
desirable to bring to the attention of the public the progress

which has been made in adapting the power vehicle to a great

variety of special services. It is to be hoped, therefore, that

the trials will have the hearty support of the builders and that

as great a diversity of types as possible will be entered. Vehi-

cles of the passenger type, especially, are of great commercial
importance. It is the feature of publicity that is really the

chief value of a commercial vehicle contest that can be carried

out by any organization such as the A. C. A. The very

diversity of types, while publicly illustrating the universality

of the machine, makes analysis on a competitive basis diffi-

cult, if not impossible. And to get results that would satisfy

all the reasonable inquiries of the user is more difficult yet.

For example, a test conducted in summer would not be con-

clusive as to the practicability of the service by the same
vehicles in the depth of winter. The question of economy,
too, which now is so frequently asked, cannot be answered by
any tests of brief duration, but must be worked on a practical

and scientific basis covering an extended period of time.

It is in these directions that the trials of commercial vehi-

cles fall short of what can be accomplished by tests of pleas-

ure vehicles, along similar lines, which latter afford an excel-

lent measure of value—positive and comparative. Those who
await the results of the forthcoming trials should bear these

limitations in mind and not expect the promoters to do the
impossible
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ITALY'S VANDERBILT TEAM.
Cable advices announce that the Automobile Club of Italy has

nominated the Italian team for the Vanderbilt cup race, and that

the formal entries, together with draft for the entrance fees, were

mailed on June 9. The entries represent three Fiat and two Itala

cars, and the team will be made up of Lancia, Nazzaro, and Dr.

Weilschott, who will drive the Fiat racers, and Cagno and Fabry,

who will pilot the Itala machines. The Fiat contingent of drivers

will sail for America immediately after the running of the Bres-

cia Cup in Italy, September 10. The above information comes

upon the authority of E. R. Hollander, of the Automobile Club of

America, who was appointed during his recent visit to Italy as

the provisional delegate to represent the Italian governing body

on the Vanderbilt Cup Commission, and is authoritative.

Other cable advices received announce that there will be at

least one British car in the race, an English Daimler, which will

be driven by either Guy Vaughan or H. N. Harding. E. S.

Partridge, of the Automobile Club of America, who is identified

with the Daimler interests in this country, sailed last week for

England to confer with the makers regarding the racer. If a

special racing machine cannot be built in time, a 1907 stock car

will be used with such changes as are necessary to bring out its

full quota of speed.

Locomobile Company Will Enter a Car.

From the factory of the Locomobile Company, at Bridgeport,

Conn., comes the announcement that there will be a Locomobile

racer for the Vanderbilt cup. The machine is a duplicate of last

year's racing car, with a four-cylinder motor that will develop

about 100 horsepower. Joseph Tracy, who last year drove the

Locomobile in the Vanderbilt race, securing third place, will

drive the car in the great American classic on Long Island next

fall.

Shepard May Drive the Hotchkiss.

Elliott F. Shepard will be one of the two amateur drivers in

the Vanderbilt cup race, provided the Hotchkiss cars get a place

among the leading five machines in the coming Grand Prix race

in France. Mr. Shepard is entered to drive one of the three 120-

horsepower Hotchkiss cars in the French race, and should he

finish inside of fifth position will undoubtedly pilot the Hotchkiss

in the Vanderbilt race.

Matheson Car Formally Entered Some Time Ago.

In last week's issue of The Automobile- it was stated that the

Matheson was among the probable entries for the Vanderbilt

race. This is incorrect, as the Matheson Company made formal

entry and paid their entrance fee some time ago. Their car is

well on the way toward completion, and it is possible that these

makers will be able to enter another one. The Matheson racer

will be the regular stock model for 1907, and after the race will

be used for demonstrating purposes.

ECONOMY TEST POSTPONED TILL AUGUST.
At a meeting held Saturday, June 15, the Contest and Technical

Committee of the New York Motor Club decided to postpone the

Economy Test scheduled to take place June 20-22 until Wednes-

day, Thursday and Friday, August 29, 30 and 31. The action

taken was in deference to the wishes of a number of manufac-

turers, who stated that though they desired to enter cars for the

June contest, it was practically impossible to do so owing to the

heavy pressure of business at this time of the year.

All those who have entered have signified their intention of

allowing their entries to remain for the postponed date. All the

officials of the tour have agreed to act in August, and arrange-

ments will be exactly the same as if the tour had been held this

week, as originally projected.

B. F. GOODRICH CO. WITHDRAWS.
Notice was given by the B. F. Goodrich Company, of

Akron; O., at the meeting of the Automobile Tire Associa-

tion, held in New York, June 15, that it would withdraw from

the association in September, at which time the agreement

at present existing between the tire manufacturers will expire.

Reasons Given for Goodrich Quitting the Pool.

Akrcn, O., June 18.—Foreign tires and price cutting by other

manufacturers are given by the B. F. Goodrich Company, of

this city, as the chief causes for the withdrawal of that com-

pany from the Automobile Tire Association, as per notice

served at the meeting in New York last Friday. By the

action of the Goodrich company this association, it is said

by members, will be dissolved entirely on September I, when
the notice of the Goodrich company goes into effect. The
association is the largest and strongest organization of tire

makers in the country, and included besides the Goodrich

people the Diamond Rubber Company and the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company, of Akron. Five other large tire

manufacturers are in the association, which was formed

among the lessees and owners of the G & J tire patents. The
G & J Tire Company, of Indianapolis, is one of the mem-
bers, and the organization was for mutual protection.

An official of the Goodrich company to-day stated that

10 per cent, of the tires used in this country the past year

were imported, and this and the cutting of prices by manu-
facturers outside of the pool led the Goodrich company to

decide that it would be better to withdraw from the agree-

ment. The expense of replacing tires was another element

that entered into the action dissolving the agreement. It is

believed that this will have the effect of decreasing the cost of

pneumatic tires to consumers.

Officials of the Goodrich company deny that the action of

the government against manufacturers, combines and trusts

has anything to do with the decision to abandon the tire associa-

tion.

EDITOR BATCHELDER SAILS FOR FRANCE.
Managing editor A. G. Batchelder of The Automobile sailed

via steamship La Touraine, June 14, for France, where he will

witness the Grand Prix of the Automobile Club of France, June

26-27, and in his capacity as a member of the Vanderbilt Cup
Commission and member of the racing board of the American

Automobile Association, confer with Chairman J. de Mont
Thompson on the matter of foreign entries for the Vanderbilt

cup. Mr. Thompson sailed two weeks ago. A wireless message

received from Mr. Batchelder on Saturday evening stated the

voyage was perfect to that time.

NEW YORK DEALERS' MASS MEETING.
A dealers' mass meeting has been called by the board of

governors of the New York Automobile Trade Associa-

tion, to be held at the Empire Hotel, that city, Thursday,

June 21, to discuss the advisability of making a demand on
the manufacturers for an increase in the present discount

allowance. The meeting is open only to dealers belonging

to the association.

NEW BRIDGE OPEN AT AHBOY, N. J.

Automobilists in the vicinity of New York will be glad to learn

that the new bridge between Perth Amboy and South Amboy, N.

J., has at last been opened to the public, Tuesday of this week
being the official day set for the opening. The bridge shortens

the customary touring route by a number of miles from New
York to Long Branch and other points in New Jersey along the

shore.
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AN AMERICAN ACTOR'S SUMMER TRIP.

Theatrical folks seem to take naturally to the automobile

and enjoy the pleasures of its locomotion to the full. The
engraving shows Walter Hale, a well-known actor and lead-

ing man in John Drew's company, and Mrs. Hale in their

20-horsepower Cleveland runabout, with which they will

tour from Gibraltar to the North Cape, collecting materials

MR. AHD MRS. WALTER HALE IK ao-B.P. CLEVELAND.

for a new automobile novel and for magazine articles. The
car has been specially equipped for touring, but the travelers

will go light, sending their baggage from point to point by

rail.

WASHINGTON DEALERS' AUTOMOBILE MEET.
Washington, D. C, June 18.—The newly formed Washington

Racing Association, composed exclusively of dealers and sales-

men, held its first race meet at the Bennings track, June 16. There

was a fair turnout of enthusiasts, and the sport proved very in-

teresting. The program was made up of events for stock cars

with regular equipment.

The best race of the day was a free-for-all at five miles, which

was run in two heats and a final, and was won by M. Bird in a

Packard, in 7:104-5. The three-mile event for gasoline cars

was won by L. Jullien in a Reo, in 5 : 28 4-5, and an event of sim-

ilar distance for runabouts was won by J. Fister in a Buick, in

5 : 20. R. Morgan, with a Stanley, won the race for steam cars,

and the three-mile race for members of the Automobile Club of

Washington was captured by S. L. Harris, in a Reo, in 4:572-5.

RACE PROMOTING ASSOCIATION FORMED.
Chicago, June 18.—The Western Automobile Racing Associa-

tion filed articles of incorporation at Springfield, Friday, June 15,

asking for a charter. The new association is capitalized for $2,000

and William Pickens, a promoter of meets for the past two or

three years, and also manager of Barney Oldfield, is president.

The promoters intend to hold meets in various of the larger

cities of the United States and Canada during the present sum-

mer and fall. Chicago will get the first of the meets, as a two-day

tournament will be held at the Harlem racetrack July 3 and 4-

Prizes aggregating $3,500 will be offered, and an additional $2,000

in gold for the open professional race.

DUGALD CLERK WILL VISIT AMERICA.

Early in July, Dugald Clerk, of London, who is said to be the

greatest living authority on gas motors, will sail for this country.

It will be Mr. Clerk's first visit to the United States. In the early

stages of the Selden patent litigation he was retained by the

plaintiffs, and while here will give testimony before the United

States Commissioner in the suit now pending.

AUTO RELAY FROM CHICAGO TO NEW YORK
Monday morning, June 18, at 8 o'clock, the automobile relay

trip from Chicago to New York of the Hearst daily papers was

begun. The courier, who was transferred from auto to auto

during the 1,024 miles, carries a dispatch from Brig.-Gen. Will-

iam H. Carter, commanding the Department of, the Lakes, to

Brig.-Gen. Frederick D. Grant, of the Department of the East,

stationed on Governor's Island. Such noted drivers as Jerry

Ellis, Webb Jay, H. W. Lyttle, Percy Owen, and Gaston Plaintiff

participate in the journey, the schedule for which is being carried

out at time of going to press.
Re- Total

lays. Miles. Miles. to Time Due.
1st 66 66 Valparaiso, Monday 10:30 A. M
2d 63 108 South Bend 12:20 P. M.
3d 62 170 Kendallvllle 3:80 P. M.
4th 41 211 Bryan 6:30 P. M.
5th 66 277 Toledo 9:00 P M.
6th 66 343 Norwalk. Tuesday 12:00 A. M.
7th 66 398 Cleveland 2:30 A. H.
8th 66 453 Ashtabula 6:00 A. 21
9th 41 494 Erie 7:00 A. M.

, 10th 30 524 Westfleld 8:30 A. 21
11th 33 667 Jamestown 10:00 A. 51
12th 33 580 Salamanca 11:30 A. 21
13th 56 636 Wellsvllle 2:30 P. M
14th 28 664 Homellaville 4:00 P. M.
15th 41 706 Corning 6:00 P M.
16th 36 740 Waverly 7:46 P M.
17th 43 783 Binghamton 10:00 P. M
18th 34 817 UnadlUa 11:30 P. M.
19th 38 856 Delhi,, Wednesday 1:30 A. H.
20th 68 923 Kingston 5:00 A. M.
21st 41 964 Newburg j 7:00 A. It
22d 60 1,024 New Tork 10:00 A. IL

EXPERIENCED HORSEMEN AS CHAUFFEURS.
One of the noteworthy features of the season is the interest

taken by wealthy owners of automobiles in the education of their

employees in the art of managing and driving their cars. There

is a tendency on the part of employers to provide automobile

tuition for the men who have been driving their horses for a

number of years, which indicates that not only must the side of

mechanical proficiency be considered a factor in the education

of a chauffeur, but experience as a driver of horses and in the

management of carriages in crowded streets is a matter of great

value in the handling of an automobile. The New York School

of Automobile Engineers, located on West Fifty-sixth street, has

among its students a very large percentage of experienced

coachmen employed by wealthy families. The class of instruction

given is of the very best, and the results shown are bound to have

a good effect on public opinion in the future. The management
of the school reports that the horsemen have made particularly

apt scholars, in road work, especially. As soon as they have

mastered the changes of gears, application of brakes, starting and

stopping, etc., they become proficient in the management of the

car very quickly. Their past training is very useful, as it make*

them quick to observe, and as they possess a knowledge of the

rules of the road, they become particularly valuable as careful

drivers in these days of rather reckless driving.

AERIAL NAVIGATION AT THE CAPITAL.
Washington, D. C, June 18.—Aeronaut Lincoln E. Beachey

gave a notable demonstration of the possibilities of aerial naviga-

tion with motor power in this city on the morning of June 14, in

Knabenshue's airship No. 2, in which he left Luna Park, four

miles south of Washington, and anchored in the Washington

Monument grounds. After crossing the Potomac river, the spec-

tators saw Beachey step toward the front of the airship and by

his weight bring the machine toward the earth. He was then

probably 600 feet above the ground. When at the desired height

he made a shoot for the Washington Monument, and as be

neared it he again stepped toward the front of the machine, and

the airship glided gracefully toward the earth. While the air-

ship was hovering over the Potomac river, just to show the

public how perfect his control over the machine was, he cut sev-

eral figure 8's in the atmosphere and dipped and raised the airship

at will by sliding forward and backward on the three rails be-

neath the gas bag.
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P. L. HUSSEY ORGANIZES NEW COMPANY.
A new company has been formed to carry on the manu-

facture of drop forgings for automobiles, succeeding the

Hussey Drop Forge and Manufacturing Company, of Cleve-

land, O., to be called the Cambria Forge Company, located

at Johnstown, Pa., and capitalized at $150,000, with $125,000

paid in. The officers of the new company are: W. Milt

Brown, president; R. P. Smith, vice-president; C. G. Camp-
bell, secretary-treasurer; P. L. Hussey, general manager.
The board of directors includes John Waters, president of

Johnstown Radiator Company; J. W. Walters, president of

Johnstown Lumber Company; W. Milt Brown, electrical

engineer of Lorain Steel Company; C. G. Campbell, treasurer

of Johnstown Lighting & Heating Company; John McClean,
Pittsburg Steel Company; R. P. Smith, capitalist, and E. B.

Entwisle, chief engineer of Lorain Steel Company.
The manufacturing plant is being completely equipped

and will be of modern type. The forge shop is 125 feel long

and 65 feet wide, and there is a die sinking shop 60 by 35 feet

and two stories high. The machine specialty department is

also 60 by 35 feet. The large forge shop is run by two separate

power units, while each of the other departments has its

individual power unit. Special roughing-out, breaking-down

and board hammers have been installed for working nickel

and chrome steels; the board hammers have been set close

together so that reheating of these sensitive steels will not be

required. Oil furnaces will be used for heating, and with
these a very uniform temperature of any desired degree may
be maintained—a matter of the utmost importance in working

nickel and chrome steels. Trimming presses for hot-trimming

the forgings are set close to the hammers, so that the work will

leave the shop as cldse to size as possible. There are eleven

hammers, varying from 150 pounds to a ton and a half, and a

bender and an upsetter. Air compressors of the latest type have

been installed, so that there will be ample blast on the dies to

keep them clean and clear of scale and refuse. The excellent

arrangements for making drop forgings of modern automobile

steels of high tensile strength are particularly interesting.

This plant will, it is anticipated, be in active operation the

latter part of August. Meantime the Cleveland plant is running

day and night and taking care of orders promptly.

WARNER COMPANY ADDS A NEW LINE.

A new line of business has been taken up by a firm that has

for some time been making cut-meters and automobile speed in-

dicators—the Warner Instrument Companv, of Beloit, Wis. The

United States battleship Georgia is equipped with tachometers

or revolution counters made by the Warner company to indicate

the engine speeds, and these instruments are so delicately con-

structed that they are said to be capable of registering an angular

speed as low as one-tenth of a revolution per minute. These in-

struments were built at the request of the chief engineer of the

Bath Iron Works, where the Georgia was built ; the engineer used

a Warner speed indicator on his car and saw the possibility of

using the same principle in a revolution counter.

Another instrument turned out by the same concern, especially

for the government, is a wind-gauge made for the use of gunners

in making allowance for windage on their projectiles. The new

instruments are capable of registering the speed of a zephyr blow-

ing at the rate of two miles an hour. The first order from the

government called for 150 wind-gniges.

The new business has necessitated the erection of a new plant

in Beloit, and a factory 100x200 feet will be put up. The loca-

tion has not yet been chosen, but this and other details will be

settled at an early date.

QUAKER CITY TRADE HAPPENINGS.
Philadelphia, June 4.—The American car will be represented

here by E. Wurster, of the American Automobile Garage, at 933-

937 North Seventh street, who last week secured the agency for

Eastern Pennsylvania and South Jersey.

A sub-agency for the Queen car has been assigned by the Ham-
ilton Auto Company, of this city, to Thurlow & Richardson, of

Wilmington, Del.

So extensive will be the alterations required at the new quar-

ters of the Rambler, at No. 207 North Broad street, that the

changes amount to a practical rebuilding. The big three-story

building, extending back to Watts street, will be devoted in its

entirety to garage, repair, and salesroom purposes—the first floor

having the salesrooms on the Broad street front, with offices

separating them from the garage.

WILLIAM KELLY, DESIGNER. AND JESSE DRAPER. GENERAL SALES MANAGER, WAYNE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, IN
WAYNE 50-HORSEPOWER VANDERBILT CUP RACER.
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DEALERS MUST KEEP A RECORD.

Boston, June 18.—In its new code of rules and regulations
for

the government of automobilists, which has been drafted mi
'

now before the Governor and Council for their approval the

Massachusetts Highway Commission has included
. . ,

some vm
stringent provisions relating to the cars of manufacturers and
dealers. In the past a dealer has been assigned a special mm
bcr. which he was obliged to affix to all the cars in bis tw»
but he was not required to keep track of these machines in their

goings and comings. The absence of any means o( distinguish™

the different cars belonging to any particular dealer, and the fact

that the travels of his operators were not always known a tie

parage or salesroom, has caused considerable confusion when
professional chauffeurs were charged with offenses against the

speed laws. The new rules are designed to remedy this by re-

quiring that the dealer or manufacturer shall tag his machines

with a scries of letters in addition to the register numbei. wt
shall keep a record of every car which goes out of or enters the

New rules have also been made regarding the earning of

bcr plates on private as well as dealers' machines. To the rale

which states that the plates must be so placed as to he "alwajs

p'.ainly visible" is added, "to a person standing erect within

twenty feet of or behind any part of said vehicle." To this t*
is added also the following provision : "Both plates shall be fHfiJ-

:e'. to the axles of tSe vehicle. The lower edge oj each (b*
x>all be parallel to the bottom of the body of the vehicle; pro-

however, that no strap, rope, or any other thing stalk
^aced or located so as to cover, hide, or obscure the repsdr

r..-wker or aay part thereof. The owner or person in caSnf

•• ; r --- -"ab'.e erf rt to keep :he rtfic

' ' ' - the n :rr.V<r« may be easily reti'

A NEAT OOHHEROAL DELIVERY ^AGOK.
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Radiator Tube.

No. 822,372—J. G. A. Kitchen and L. R.

Perkins, of Lancaster, England.

This is a tube on which the radiating sur-

face is supplied by a helix of wire or ribbon

bent in angles substantially as indicated in

WIRED RADIATOR TUBE.

the end view, so that when slipped over the

tube it will hold itself in place without sol-

dering if desired.

Copper Water Jacket.

No. 822,326.—F. H. Tryon, of Utica, N. Y.

This is a copper jacket, made in sections

suitably conforming to the shape of the cyl-

inder and joined together by soldering or

brazing.

Friction Clutch.

No. 822454.—H. F. Hubbard, of Ava-
lon, Pa.

The design of this clutch adapts it to

DOTJBLE-ACTUIG BAUD CLUTCH.

driving in either direction. It is of the con-

tracting band type, and the band 7 is sup-

ported diametrically opposite the split. The
two free ends of the band are drawn to-

gether by the levers 13 13, whose ends are

spread by a wedge (not shown) which

slides in the hollow shaft and forces the

adjustable pins 17 apart.

Mechanical Lubricator.

No. 822,900.—J. F. McCanna, of Chicago,

111.

This is the well-known McCanna (or Mc-

Cord) lubricator, differing from the usual

form only in that the pump eccentric shaft

is driven by a ratchet and pawl instead of

by the usual worm and wheel.

Detachable Tire.

No. 822,583.—James Christy, of Akron,
Ohio.

This is a form of tire, having quick de-

tachable flanges held on a flat rim by side

clips secured by bolts passing transversely

through the felly below the rim.

Tool for Removing Exhaust Valves.

No. 821,149.—G. J. E. Alphandery, of

Chaumont, France.

VALVE SPRING RELEASING TOOL.

This is a tool for compressing the exhaust

valve spring to permit the easy removal, or

the replacement, of the key in the exhaust

valve stem. Its form and mode of opera-

tion are plainly shown in the drawing.

Automobile Frame.

No. 822,784.—J. Spyker, of Trompenburg.

Netherlands.

In this device a sheet steel pan c is pro-

vided under the motor and transmission

members, which are suspended from the

cross bars h in the manner shown in the

lower view. The lower view shows dia-

ANTI-DUST BODY DESIGN.

grammatically the section of the channel

member a of the main frame, also the pro-

vision at k for adjustment of the length of

the cross members h.

Multiple Disk Clutch.

No. 822,727.—J. F. Duryea, of Springfield,

Mass.

This is a clutch designed so that the

spring thrust is self-contained when the

clutch is in action. Alternate clutch disks t

are tongued to revolve with the shell c, and

the others * with the barrel k. This barrel

has a hub o which is prolonged and threaded

at p close to its squared end p. When the

clutch is in action the spring 12 presses

against the sleeve 8 and forces the dogs 6

against the disks. A special feature of the

clutch is the adjustable stop 1v.1t 10, against

which the sleeve 8 abuts when the clutch is

engaged. The purpose of this is to limit

the spring pressure which can be applied

to the clutch disks, thereby allowing the

clutch to slip when it is suddenly engaged,

and pick up the load gradually. The force

with which it presses the disks together may
be adjusted by turning the ring 3. The

clutch is released by moving the foot lever

21 in the direction of the arrow. It is ful-

crumed at 20.
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STEEL SPRING TIRE.

The ever-interesting tire problem has been

attacked in a somewhat novel manner by

Charles Adsit, of Owoatonna, Mich., and the

accompanying illustration shows the device.

The Adsit tire is not a pneumatic, but makes

use of steel springs to obtain the requisite

resiliency. The outer covering is of rubber

and fabric, much like the shoe of a pneu-

matic tire, and fits closely over an arrange-

ment of steel springs. A false rim of wood

ADSIT STEEL TIRE AND SECTION.

with a rubber facing strip on its periphery

is secured to the rim of the wheel, inside

the tire, in such a way that the rubber strip

acts as a buffer and prevents excessive com-

pression of the springs under abnormally

heavy shocks. The illustration shows a

wheel fitted with the Adsit tire with the

rubber covering removed and one section or"

steel spring taken out ; also a section of tire

and rim, which shows the construction more

in detail.

To each side of the false rim is bolted

a series of semicircular steel springs. The

outer ends of the springs, which do not

quite meet in the center, are bent to the

form shown in the section ; the ends are

inserted in deep grooves formed in the edges

of a spring steel hoop which passes entirely

around the tire. The semicircular springs

and the rubber outer covering arc bolted

to the base of the false rim and the latter

is. in turn, bolted to the rim of the wheel.

The idea is that the steel spring hoop will

have the effect of distributing the weight

among a considerable number of the small

springs, in which work the rubber cover-

ing will materially assist.

ACETYLENE BLOWPIPE.

The use of acetylene in place of hydro-

gen for producing high temperatures seems

not to have received the attention it de-

serves. There are claimed for this new

heating flame, says the Electrical Revic<t.^.

some important advantages, one of them,

at least, being of considerable practical

value.

The oxyacetylene flame corresponds ex-

actly to the old oxyhydrogen flame, except

of course that acetylene is substituted for

the hydrogen. Oxygen is generally obtained

from a supply under pressure. It is said

that under suitable conditions temperatures

as high as 4,000 degrees Centigrade may-

be reached—a temperature which is sur-

passed only by that of the electric arc. Com-
bined with this increase in temperature, it

is claimed that it is as controllable as the

oxyhydrogen flame, and can be used as a

reducing or oxidizing agent, or simply as

a neutral heating flame.

An advantage of this new flame, which

will appeal to the workman, is the ease with

which the necessary gases can be trans-

ported and generated. The acetylene is, of

course, obtained from calcium carbide in

any of the many types of generators. A
high pressure is not neeacd. and while up

to the present time the oxygen has usually

been drawn from a supply compressed into

a cylinder, there are to-day available a

number of chemical agents which will yield

this gas simply upon being treated with

water.

RECENT INCORPORATIONS.
Colonial Automobile Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.:

capital. {25.000.

Cobe Auto Co.. New York City; capital.

$5,000. Directors: A. J. Cob<>. H. H. Cobe
and H. G. Kosch.

United Auto Co.. New York: capital, $25,-

000. Directors: L Ephralm. Henry Ephralm
and Ieaac Katzer.

Motor Car Livery Co.. New York City;
capital. $1,000. Directors: J. M. Keyser. O.

H. Brown and O. W. Trannel.

Shaw-Brown Motor Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

;

capital stock. $15,000. Directors: Charles E.
Shaw, Garnet G. Brown and William Hod-
dick.

Station American Automobile Co., New
York: capital. $2,000. Directors: D. H. Gaines.
Clifford Longley and S. H. Jones, all of New
York.

Mount Morris Garage. Incorporated. New
York: capital, $5,000. Directors: A. G. Ib-

bekin. F. W. Cattrell and M. H. Elser, all of

New York.

Turner Motor Transfer and Trucking Co..

New York; capital, $100,000. Directors: W.
F. R. Turner, F. H. McConn and W. W. Cant-
well, all of New York.

Western Automobile Racing Association.
Chicago; capital. $2,000; promote speed trials.

Incorporators: William D. Duval. Charles
Weinfeld. Samuel A. Ettelson.

American Auto Company. Cleveland. O.

;

capital stock. $30,000. Incorporators: C. C.

Slgler. Alfred L. Brown. J. S. Maxwell. Alex.

C. Mackenzie and Charles E. Carpenter.

Franco-American Auto and Supply Co.,

Chicago; to manufacture and deal in auto-
mobiles. Incorporators: William T. Church.
Howard W. Lewis and Lloyd A. Wicks.

American Automobile Co.. Cleveland. O.

;

capital stock. $30,000. Incorporators: C. C.

Slgler. Alfred L. Brown. J. S. Maxwell. Al-
exander C. Mackenzie and Charles E. Car-
penter, of Cleveland.

Motor Vehicle Publishing Co.. Ridgewood.
N. J., publishers; capital, $10,000. Incorpora-
tors: Milton C. Richardson. Frank R. Whit-

ten. Arthur A. Hill. James Sinton and Cor-

nelius Doremus.

Knickerbocker Automobile Station Co,

New York: to store and repair vehicles: capi-

tal. $25,000. Incorporators: Herbert L. Con-

stable, C. F. William Reiss. and Louli A.

Fehr, all of New York.

Concord Motor Car Co., Concord. Mass., to

manufacture, lease and operate automobllti;

capital. $10,000. President. John S. P. Alcott,

Newton, Mass.: treasurer. F. Alcott Pratt,

Concord, Mass.; clerk. John Edward Lavell,

Boston. -

Chesapeake Motor Car and Boat Co., Bal-

timore, Md. ; capital stock, $25,000. Incor-

porators: Fred W. Taylor, Compton Relly

and T. Reginald Wise, of Baltimore, and E
Egcrton Rlcly and Alexander Gorrecella, of

New York.

Automobile Outing and Transportation Co.,

Baltimore. Md.; to buy. sell and hire auto-

mobiles and deal In automobile suppliei;

capital stock. $50,000. Incorporators: Charles

L. F. Haiig. Reginald S. Opie. Lindsay C.

Spencer, J. Q. H. Smith and Addison E.

Mulliken.

THE GROWING GARAGE LIST.

H. G. Amlck and Harold Davis will build •

garage In Gallen. O.

The Morris Motor Car Co., of Morris, m.
has opened a garage on Liberty street, under

the management of Durley McKeen.

A new garage for the Holmes-Booth Auto-

mobile Co., of Cleveland, O., is being erected

on East One Hundred and Fifth street.

A garage has been opened on Church

street, Portsmouth, N. H., by R. H. Beacham
& Son, proprietors of a livery stable.

A large building In course of erection In

Raleigh. N. C. will be used partly for a

livery stable and partly for a garage.

The first garage in Biloxi, Miss., is being

erected by G. B. Elder & Co.. of that place.

Cars will be stored, repaired, sold and rented.

The Rambler Co., of Philadelphia, is hav-

ing plans prepared for a three story brick

garage. 40 by 100 feet, to be erected on North

Broad street.

C. W. Hopkins, of San Francisco, has

established a motorcycle and tricar agency

and garage at 729 Gough street, where he baa

erected a large new building.

J. W. Leavltt & Co.. of San Francisco,

have rebuilt their garage at 415 Golden Gate

avenue, which was destroyed by the Are.

This Is one of the first garages to spring up

from its own ashes.

The Rossiter Realty Company, of New
York, has filed plans for a four-story garage

to be erected at 147-161 West Forty-ninth

street to run through to Fiftieth street. The

cost will be about $80,000.

The new garage of the Acme Garage Com-
pany, of Tacoma, Wash., Is nearly finished.

The garage will be the largest In the city,

having a floor space of 75 by 100 feet,

and has been specially constructed for

automobile work. The arrangements will be

modern throughout.

NEW STAGE LINES.
Plans are on foot for the establishment of

an automobile stage line between Rutherford-

ton and Asheville. N. C, to give a service of

two trips dally.

Members of the Cleveland, O.. City Council

are endeavoring to arrange for an automobile

transportation service In the city parks, part

of the cost to be borne by the city. The

privilege of carrying passengers In the parks

Is usually lot to contractors each season. A

five cent fare Is favored.
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NEWS AND TRADE MISCELLANY.

W. E. Brown has bought the controlling
interest in the Tippecanoe Automobile Com-
pany, of Lafayette, Ind.

L. P.: Moores has been appointed chief

designer and mechanical engineer of the
Moon Motor Car Company, of St. Louis.

The first eight cars that finished in the

recent Italian Golden Cup endurance con-
test were fitted with Truffault-Hartford
shock absorbers.

The Chicago branch of the Firestone Tire
and Rubber Company has been removed
from 550 Wabash avenue to 1442 Michigan
avenue.

One of the largest single orders ever

placed for automobiles was that given the

Electric Vehicle Company by the New York
Transportation Company for 50 Columbia
broughams for delivery next fall.

Recent Washington converts to automo-
biling include Senator Scott of West Vir-
ginia and Baron Moncheur, the Belgian am-
bassador, both of whom have placed orders
for Columbia electric victoria-phaetons.

The American Automobile Company,
Baum street. East Pittsburg, will build on
the site occupied by the structure which re-

cently collapsed, a brick garage, to occupy
the space of 80x115 feet, with a second
floor to extend back 40 feet.

Three and a half acres of land adjoining
the plant of the C. H. Blomstrom Motor
Company, at Detroit, Mich., has been pur-

chased by that concern as a site for ex-

tensive additions to its manufacturing
plant.

At the recent meet of the North Jersey

Automobile Club at the Hohokus track, Ed-
die Bald, in a Columbia 24-horsepower,

stripped touring car, drove a five-mile ex-

hibition in 6:50, which is said to be record

time for a half mile circular course.

The Anderson Machine Company, of Bed-
ford, Ind., is now at work on an auto that

is planned especially for the rural carriers.

It is of the runabout type, two cylinder, 12

horsepower, planetary transmission and will

cost $450-

^ The work of construction on the new fac-

tory of the White people on St. Clair ave-

nue, Cleveland, is progressing rapidly. The
walls of the factory building are up to the

roof and the skylights are being laid. The
buildings are of saw tooth construction,

calling for glass skylights.

Commodore H. C. Roome has returned to

northern waters with his yacht Roomer.
and has gone in for automobiling. He has

graduated from the runabout car, and has

just purchased a 40-horsepower Lozier,

which he is using at his summer home at

Greenport, L. I.

T. F. Russell, who conducts an extensive

manufacturing agents' business at 22-24

Lincoln street, Boston, has completed ar-

rangements with the National Sales Corpo-
ration, of New York, to handle its line of

Connecticut coils, Geecee storage batteries,

"Soot Proof" plugs, and Dodge lubricators

in Boston and surrounding territory.

A Maxwell-Briscoe touring car, driven by
F. W. Peckham, of London, England, en-

tered the recent Scottish reliability trials

and came through with a clean score. The
trip from London to Edinboro and return

was made in 48 hours 16 minutes, running
time, the distance being 800 miles for tlv;

round trip.

The handbook issued by the American
Motor Car Manufacturers' Association
gives illustrations and details of 77 differ-

ent types of motor cars manufactured by
the members of that organization. It also

gives some interesting data regarding the
association itself. Copies of the book can
be had free by addressing the American
Motor Car Manufacturers' Association, 29
West Forty-second street, New York.

In the issue of The Automobile of May
31, in the article describing the Kansas City
Motor Car Company's new 6-cylinder car,

it was stated that the works were located at

Sheffield, Kansas. Sheffield is a suburb of
Kansas City, and like Kansas City, is lo-

cated in the State of Missouri.

An unusually heavy shipment of tires

was recently sent by the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company, of Akron, Ohio, to the
Ford Motor Company, of Detroit. The
shipment consisted of a full carload of the

new Firestone pneumatics, which will be
used for the new Ford four-cylinder run-
abouts.

A special car conveyed 25 employees of
the Detroit Auto Vehicle Company to

Romeo, Mich., to witness the laying of the
cornerstone of the new automobile factory

which the company is building. The stone
was laid by Miss M. E. Reid, the com-
pany's stenographer.

An involuntary petition has been filed

against the Bender-Martin Company, No.
173 Lafayette place. New York City, by
three creditors, the first claim being on as-

signed notes given to A. O. Baucker,
amounting to $11,200. The other claims are

for small sums.

The Delaware Auto Storage and Repair
Company, of Wilmington, Del., has enlarged

its garage, at Eleventh and West streets,

giving the company about twice the room it

formerly had. Several other local garages
have also been enlarged recently, the de-

velopment of the business having encour-
aged those who have engaged in it.

The Four-Wheel Drive Wagon Com-
pany of Milwaukee, Wis., has delivered a

7-ton truck to the Council Bluffs & Omaha
Transfer Company. This is the first big car

of that nature in use in the region of Oma-
ha, iind it will make four trips daily between
that city and Council Bluffs, hauling a

5-ton trailer.

H. R. Palmer, of Cleveland, O., claims to

have perfected a motor using crude oil for

fuel. The motor is a 20-horsepower, with
6-inch bore and 5-inch stroke. The moving
parts of the cylinder are insulated from the

combustion chamber and it is claimed that

it is unnecessary to provide facilities for

cooling either by air or water.

i/' The new factory building for the Weston-
Mott Company, at Flint, Mich., is nearing

completion. The work on the walls has al-

ready been finished and the roof is now
well under way. The Weston-Mott Com-
pany, which has operated for years at Utica,

N. Y.. will remove to Flint about the mid-

dle of July, and will give employment to

about 225 men.

The manufacturers of the Fawkes Air-

less Clincher Motor Tire state that they
have received many communications
from users of the Fawkes tire, agreeing

that the device is not only unpunctura-
ble, but is as resilient as a pneumatic tire.

The Fawkes tire has an inverted

V-shaped core of soft rubber, the space

being filled with air, though not under

pressure. The Fawkes tire is made by
the Milwaukee Rubber Works, of

Cudahy, Wis.

"Jack" Montgomery, manager of the lo-

cal telephone office at Rensselaer, Ind., has

been using an Orient buckboard in the work
of keeping up his lines in the country dis-

trict. He is able to reach the seat of trouble

on any line in a short time, and to also in-

spect a large territory in the course of a

working day. A touring party consisting

of Mr. Montgomery, Delos Thompson, B.

F. Fending, and Mr. Warren will make a

tour in a White steamer from Rensselaer

to Indianapolis, thence through the larger

cities of central Ohio to Pittsburg, Pa.,

and will return home through northern

Ohio and southern Michigan, stopping at

Detroit.

PERSONAL TRADE MENTION.

Edmund Buchanan, a member of the firm

of Callahan, Atkinson & Co., of Baltimore,

has removed to New York, in which city

he will henceforth make his residence.

John Milliken, formerly with the Elec-

tric Vehicle Company of Hartford, has

become the general manager of the Auto-

mobile Outing & Transportation Company
of Baltimore.

Hiram E. Weaver, proprietor of one of

the leading garages of Portsmouth, N. H.,

has disposed of his business to accept a

position with one of the leading Boston

automobile houses.

George W. Browne, for the past two

years with Holmes Schmidt Company, of

Chicago, has joined the selling forces of

C. A. Coey & Co., representatives of the

Thomas Flyer in that city.

John E. Fry, formerly manager of the

Chicago branch of the Apperson Brothers'

Automobile Company, is now treasurer and

general manager of the Consolidated Sup-

ply Company of Denver, Col.

J. L. Aikenhead, of New York, has suc-

ceeded A. E. Hoffman as manager of the

Philadelphia branch of the Ford Motor

Company. Mr. Aikenhead has for some

time been connected with the New York
branch, and his appointment is in the line

of a well-deserved promotion.

Henry J. Hill, who has severed his con-

nection with the Electric Vehicle Company
of Hartford, was the recipient of a hand-

some 32d degree Masonic charm, which

was presented to him by his associates June

9, the date upon which his resignation as

master mechanic of the factory took effect.

Mr. Hill has been connected with the Elec-

tric Vehicle Company for ten years, and

was universally popular among his asso-

ciates.

NEW AGENCIES ESTABLISHED.

The Pope-Toledo is now represented in

Indianapolis by Frank A. Beck, 719-721

North Illinois street.

The Pope Motor Car Company, of To-

ledo, will hereafter be represented in Pitts-

burg, Pa., by the Auto Repair Company of

that city.

The Gibson-Short Cycle & Auto Com-
pany, of Indianapolis, Ind., has completed

arrangements for the agency for the Pre-

mier and Wayne cars.

The Porter-Cable Machine Company, of

Syracuse, N. Y., manufacturers of auto-

mobile jacks, have contracted with Patter-

son, Gottfried & Hunter, of 146-150 Center

street, New York, for the exclusive sale

of their product.
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LATE SPECIALTIES OF THE TRADE.

Continental Searchlights. — Good
lamps are an essential part of the equip-
ment of every automobile, for going it

blind at night is neither safe nor pleasant
and poor lamps are very unsatisfactory
things. A line of lamps intended to fill the
demand for high-class articles is handled
by the Motor Car Equioment Company, of

55 Warren street, New York. These lamps

continental gas headlight.

are fitted with Mangin mirror lenses, and
they will project their light twelve hundred
feet, it is stated. Two styles are made, one
with a swivel bracket to be attached to the
dashboard of the car and having a handle
at the back to direct the beam of light in

the desired direction, and the other ar-

ranged for a rigid fork support. '1 he
bodies are made of heavy brass, highly pol-

ished, with copper trimmings. These are
known as the Continental lamps.

Monarch Runabout.—A number of im-
portant improvements have been made in

designing the Monarch runabout, manufac-
tured by the Monarch Motor Car Co., of
Chicago. The single-cylinder air-cooled en-
gine has been replaced by a double-cylinder
horizontal air-cooled engine of 12 horse-
power, driving through planetary transmis-
sion, propeller shaft and bevel gears to the
live rear axle. The wheels are made either
28 itiches or 32 inches in diameter, and are
fitted with 3-inch tires instead of the 2 1-2-

inch tires formerly used. Front wheels run
on ball bearings and the rear axle on roller

bearings. The spring arrangement used
last year is retained, and consists of long
side springs of the well-known type sup-
plemented by inverted side springs, the
lower springs carrying the engine and other
mechanism and the body riding on the upper
springs, so that the engine vibration is ab-
sorbed to a great extent before reaching
the body. The body is of the piano-box
tvpe in the runabout, and is finished ir

black. Gtner styles of body are also buiu.
The car is said to be capable of traveling
2s miles an hour.

An Automobile Dictionary.—Those who
tour abroad or have occasion to read anr
translate matter relating to automobiles and
automobiling published in French and Ger-
man, should find of considerable value a
little book of pocket size called "Krausz's
Practical Automobile Dictionary," which
has just been published by the Frederick
A. Stokes Company, of New York. This
gives in three parallel columns to each page

the English, French and German equiva-
lents of terms commonly used in connec-
tion with automobiles, including, in addi-

tion to the strictly temnical terms, words
often employed in touring. The dictionary

was compiled by Sigmund Krausz, manager
of the foreign department of the H. H.
Franklin Manufacturing Company, from
information culled from technical publica-

tions, catalogues and sport reports, and
was brought out to meet the difficulty of

finding proper translations of technical
motoring terms.

New Spark Plug.—These are days of
progress in the matter of the details of au-
tomobile equipment, and that one-time trou-

blesome member, the spark plug, has re-

ceived its full share of attention. One of
the latest designs is illustrated herewith,
and is made by the Charter Manufacturing
Company, of 303 Dearborn street, Chicago,
111., under the name of the Charter spark
plug. The main feature of the plug is the

wing-nt't which forms the upper section of

the shell, and by which the parts are held
together. Once the plug has been screwed

charter mica spark plug.

into the cylinder, a wrench is not neces-
sary, for by unscrewing the wing-nut, which
can easily be done by hand, the central in-

sulated core, carrying the insulated elec-

trode, can be withdrawn and cleaned, if

necessary, or a new one can be inserted.

The central sparking point does not change
its position if the electrode is turned, so

charter plug taken apart.

that the adjustment of the spark gap is

not altered by successive removals and re-

placements. The shell and other metal parts

of the plug are of polished brass, so that

there is of course nothing to rust. The
insulation is of mica, and is double. The
inner layer is of strip mica wound on the
central rod, while the o iter layer consists

of a large number of mica washers, forced
over the mica winding by hydraulic pres-

sure. The Charter plug is made with stand-

ard or metric thread, half inch size, and all

parts are interchangeable. Joints are

ground to fit and require no gaskets.

A Good Goggle.—In the accompanying
illustration is shown a new idea in goggles

for automobilists. These are called the

Perfection goggles and are manufactured

for Charles E. Miller, of 97 Reade street,

New York. As may be seen, the glasses

are of special elongated form, so as- to give

a view sideways, the glass being curved

MILLERS PERFECTION GOGGLES.

to help in this direction. The frame is

curved to fit the contour of the wearer's

head, and is nickel-plated; the covering,

which is large enough to protect the eyes

without covering much of the face, is of

kid, and may be had in a variety of colors.

An elastic band of adjustable length holds

the goggles on.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Reo Motor Car Company, Lansing,

Mich.—Pamphlet of testimonials entitled

"The Car That Does."

Automobile Buyers' Association, New
York.—Catalogue of automobile accesso-

ries at very moderate prices.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co.. Pon'tiac.

Mich.—Catalogue of gasoline commercial

vehicles, with detailed description of chas-

sis.

Warner Pole and Top Company, Cin-

cinnati.—Illustrated catalogue of automo-

bile tops, lamp covers, tire cases and the

like.

Auto Accessories Manufacturing Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich.—Illustrated cata-

logue of a very co;nplete line of automo-

bile accessories.

Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, Lim-

ited, New York.—Catalogue No. 60; a

very complete catalogue of all kinds of

bolts, nuts and screws.

Barrett Manufacturing Company, New
York.—Handsome illustrated booklet de-

scribing Tarvia. a preparation for dust-

laying and binding road surfaces.

Orlando F. Weber Company, Chicago.

—Pamphlet embodying descriptions of the

Pope automobiles and also describing the

Weber service. This pamphlet is a novelty

in its way.

Page-Storms Drop Forge Co., Spring-

field, Mass.—Catalogue of drop fcrgea

wrenches and spanners; also crankshafts

and other notor parts and a variety ot

special forgings.

Duff Manufacturing Company,
burg. Pa.—Illustrated catalogue of Duff

roller bearing jacks for all classes of ser-

vice. This concern also makes the well-

known Barrett jacks.
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FINISH AND WINNERS OF THE HERKOM
By W. F. BRADLEY.

MUNICH, Bavaria, June 14.—The Herkomer touring con-

test, which has just closed at Munich, after a distance of

1,000 miles, united no fewer than 133 starters, 90 of whom finished

the tour. The first two stages of the tour were without im-

portant features, but as the cars advanced the roads became

abominable and there was almost a competition among competi-

tors anxious to apply to them appropriate adjectives. The first

day's run, Frankfort to Munich, was over passable roads, and was

covered in regulation time by nearly all the competitors. Only

one accident occurred, a Benz machine turning turtle owing to

taking a corner while running at too high a speed.

The 260 kilometers of the second stage, from Munich to Linz,

brought the cars into romantically beautiful country, at one mo-
ment in deep valleys, at another climbing stiff hills with a

muddy, greasy surface and a possibility of going into the ditch

at any moment—an additional journey which not a few under-

took. Racing tactics began at this early stage of the contest,

though why drivers should have risked their machines and worn

out their tires speeding in a contest taking no account of speed, it

is difficult to understand.

From Linz to Vienna, 185 kilometers, the roads were in bad

condition and a thick coating of mud adorned every car arriving

ROAD OIC THE HERKOMER COURSE THAT CLIMBS THE SEMMERIHG HILL, IH BAVARIA.
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DR. RUDOLPH STOESS, 20-H.P. HORCH, FIRST PRIZE WINFER. RED CROSS AMBDXAHCB THAT ACCOMPAHIBD THE RUB.

at the Austrian capital. On this stage Prince Henry of Prussia

acted as policeman, taking the middle of the road, traveling at

regulation speed and refusing to move to one side for the passage

of scorchers. Protests were lodged, but the prince was ruled to

have acted wisely.

After an exhibition at Vienna in which 115 cars were shown,

many of them not having a penalty point against them, a move was

made for Klagenfurt, 308 kilometers away. Of the 113 cars which

started 105 reached Klagenfurt, a 90-hoisepower De Dietrich

coming in first and a 60-horsepower Mercedes second. It was on

this stage that the Semmering hill was climbed and the adjec-

tives thrown at the road. The nine kilometer hill climb with a

flying start was covered by most of the competitors, though a few

came to grief on the bends and on the day's run a larger number

lost points. There were still, however, 102 cars fit to leave Klag-

enfurt for Innsbruck, 331 kilometers, and with the exception of an

Itala which went into a wall, a Benz which visited the ditch, a

Metallurgique which cut down a tree, and a small number that

found the road too much for them, all reached Innsbruck.

Here the last stage, a 140 kilometer run to Munich, began.

Ninety-eight machines started and all but three finished, not a bad

proportion over a road which included the Zirberg, 1,000 meters

high with an average grade of 7 per cent, and an occasional 27.

Low gears came into play everywhere, and when the descent was
made into Bavaria, accompanied by heavy rain, the owners of

anti-skids considered themselves fortunate individuals. When
passing through the Forstenrieder Park a 5,000 meter speed test

was held, the individual performance of which did not offer much
interest, as the results were based on cylinder capacity, and in-

cluded in the general classification. All the time the rain de-

scended and accompanied the competitors into Munich, where a

banquet and prize distribution brought the great German tour

to an end.

How the Prizes Were Awarded.

After much discussion, verification of cylinders and endless

figuring, the jury has drawn up and made public the results oi

the touring contest for the Herkomer cup. To the surprise of

all a low powered car has triumphed over the 40 and 60-horse-

power monsters, the cup going to Rudolph Stoess with an 18-20-

horsepower Horch machine fitted with Continental tires. The

Horch car has been constructed in the recently opened work-

shops of Herr Horch, an engineer for a long time with the Benz

firm, at Zwitzau, in Saxony. The complete list is as follows:

1. Rudolph Stoess. 18-20-h.p. Horch.
2. Emlle Neumler. 40-h.p. Benx.
3. Willy Poege. 60-h.p. Mercedes.
4. Henrlch Opel, 20-h.p. Opel Darracq.
6. Carl Neumler, 40-h.p. Benz.
6. Welngand, 70-h.p. Mercedes.
7. Hyeronlmus, 90-n.p. Mercedes.
8. Ladenberg, 70-h.p. Mercedes.
9. Uren, 24-h.p. Metallurgique.

10. A. Horch, 40-h.p. Horch.
11. Grlgg, 36-46-h.p. English Daimler.

The classification for the Semmering hill climb is:

1. Willy Poege, 60-h.p-. Mercedes.
2. Emlle Neumler. 40-h.p. Bens.
3. Carl Neumler, 40-h.p. Benz.
4. Hyeronlmus, 90-h.p. Mercedes.

The speed test in the Forstenrieder Park gave the following re-

sults :

1. Rudolph Stoess, 18-20-h.p. Horch.
2. Carl Westphal. K-18-h.p. German-Standard.
8. Betzen, 18-20-h.p. Horch.

The elegancy classification is as follows:

1. Eschebach (Ber.z).
2. Vandeslebin (Ader).
3. Haase (Adler). ' -

4. Livingston (Adler).

Winners of Herkomer gold medal:

MISS MAUDE MAHVTLLE, 35-45 H.P ENGLISH DAIMLER

Percy Pierce (Pierce Arrow).
Miss Maud Manvllle (English

Daimler).
Grigg (English Daimler).
Haase (Adler).
Roth (Benz).
Dohmen (Benz).
Fllnsch (Mercedes).
Wild (Mercedes).
Dreher (Mercedes).
Juergens (Benz).
Frankenburg (S. A. G.).
Marchal (Renault).
Branda (Darracq).
Wilhelm (Opel-Darracq).
Turch (Benz).
Mathis (Fiat).
Uebel (Benz).
Kaldi (Benz).
Hesselberger (English Daimler)
Reli.hardt (Metallurgique).
Lord Montagu (English Daim-

ler).

Spltzner (De Dietrich).
Von Arco (Mercedes).
Baur (DIatto-Cltment).
Vandesleben (Adler).
Weiss (Benz).
Commerell (Mercedes). ,
Prince Henry of Prussia (Bans)
Tischbeln (Bens).
Beckmann (Darracq).
Wergel (Fiat).
Pchoemperten (S. A. G.).
Sorel (De Dietrich).
Eschebach (Benz).
Milch (Flat),
p-aunbpck (Benz).
Von Tuede (Martini).
Haapacry (Mercedes).
Goldschmldt (Pipe).
Euler (Argus).
Mengers (Rekord).

•aim-
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COMBINATION TOUR TO MEET GLIDDENISTS.
Gratified %ith the. 'snccess of their recent three days' outing to

Rye Beach, N. H^'ifcembers of the Bay State Automobile Asso-

ciation, of Boston, are organizing another tour, on a more ambi-

tious scale, to be carried out in connection with the finish of the

Glidden tour and passing over the Rye Beach route. This will

constitute the second annual tour of the Bay State Association.

Leaving Boston on the morning of July 26, the tourists will jour-

ney to Rye Beach, where the Farragut House will be the stopping
"

place for luncheon. Dinner will be taken at the Wentworth and

the night will be spetot there. On Friday, July 27, the run to.

Bretton Woods will be made so that the party will be on' hand
to greet the Glidden tourists when they arrive on the following^

day, Saturday. ,
•

Two days befor^jthe start of the Bostonians a large contingent

of automobilists, organized by W. J. Morgan, will start from

New York with the same destination in view. The night of July

24 will be spent at Hartford, Conn., and Boston will be reached

next afternoon. After a night at the Somerset, where special ar-

rangements will be made for the comfort of the travelers, the

New York and Boston contingents will travel together to Bretton

Woods via Rye Beach. From Boston on the tour will be under

the management of the touring committee of the Bay State

Automobile Association.

SatufiHy, Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, July 28, 29, jo

and 31, will be spent at Bretton Woods. Senator Morgan has

arranged*" for a hill climb up Crawford Notch, to take place

Monda/^rihd Tuesday. On Wednesday the trip will be resumed,

Portland .being the night stop for that day ; and there the tour-

ists will spend the following day, August 1. On Friday, August

3, the rifn to Boston will be made. The New York contingent

will remain in Boston over night and take the road for home next

morning, Saturday, August 4.

ALBANY A. C. ANNUAL TOUR.
Boston, June 25.—The members of the Albany Automobile

Qub, which is on its annual tour, reached Boston late Saturday

afternoon and put up at their headquarters at the Hotel Thorn-
dike. The club started from Albany Thursday morning in nine-

teen cars and the first day's run was to Rutland. Friday they

continued through Vermont, traveling some very hilly and diffi-

cult roads, and reached Keene, N. H., the night stop that evening.

Saturday morning an early start was made and the tourists

traveled into Massachusetts, passing through Fitchburg and

reaching historic Concord for luncheon. A; that town they were

met by members of the Bay State Automobile Association, who
had been called together by President Speare on an impromptu

run to welcome the visitors. The combined organizations came
into Boston over the Paul Revere route during the afternoon.

DIRECTOR LEHMANN, A PROMINENT HERKOMER OFFICIAL.

The Albany tourists spent Sunday in this city and to-day

started for home, stopping for the night at Springfield, and mak-

ing the run to Albany through the Berkshires, Tuesday. Among
those who are taking' part in; irie«run' arsuA. J: McClure, Fiat;

K. F. Robinson, Columbia; J. Bj Kelley, Franklin; J. B. Taylor,

Locomobile; J. P. Randerson, Pierce; B. W^TJur.dick, Peerless ;.

E. 'W. Leahy, Locomobile; I. Newell, Peerless; H. M. Simmons,

Franklin; W. F. Connors, Knox; W:' G. Reynolds, Franklin;

F. W. Cox, Cadillac; M. Van Arystine, Thomas; E. W. Batter-

sham, Maxwell and H. Martin, Maxwell.

CHILDREN'S DAY IN BOSTON.
Boston, June 26.—To-day was the annual Children's Day of

the Massachusetts Automobile Club. This day is very much
like the Orphans' Days in other cities, only the club prefers to

call it by a name of its own, because all the children who are

taken on the outing are not orphans. Dr. W. S. Shrigley, of

the club, had charge of the tour. About 200 children from three

or four different institutions were taken for an outing to Hoo-
sick-Whisick pond, a beautiful body of water in the Blue Hills

park reservation, about ten miles from Boston, and the park com-

missioners co-operated in taking care of the children and giving

them a good time. President Elliott C. Lee, of the club, acted

as pacemaker for the run and no speeding was permitted. At

the pond the children were given a luncheon and spent the rest

of the time playing games and amusing themselves as they

wished and as only children can.

3

TH. DREHER, A GOLD-MEDAL WINNER IN HIS MERCEDES. HERKOMERITES JUST BEFORE LEAVING VIENNA
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DOING JAPAN BY AUTOMOBILE.
By this week's mail from the land of cherry blossoms and

chrysanthemums came the photographs of touring scenes in that

far-off island empire, published on this page. They were for-

THE MASSIVE ROYUBA GATEWAY.

warded by Qiarles J. Glidden, America's automobile globe girdler,

and donor of the Glidden trophy, who sailed from Yokohama

Glidden have traveled 8,500 miles in their Napier car. They left

Bombay, India, December I, and visited Ceylon, Cochin China

and China, and finished the season with a 1,122 mile trip in Japan,

bringing the total distance to date 33,600 miles. Mr. Glidden

A TYPICAL JAPANESE HOMESTEAD.

found the scenery delightful in Japan, but the roads disappointing,

as they are narrow, and were built originally for jinrikishas,

JAPANESE STONE LANTERN BY THE ROAD. DRILLING "THE BOYS" FOR THE WAR OF 19—?

the early part of the present month and is due here about July I. their surfaces being unsuited to the heavy touring car. Mr.

Since beginning the latest stage of the world tour, Mr. and Mrs. Glidden will, of course, enter the Glidden tour, July 12-26.

VILLAGE STREET IN THE JAPANESE PROVINCES. A THIRTY PER CENT GRADE WITH V CO
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MATERIALS FOR AUTOMOBILE CONSTRUCTION*
By THOS. J. FAY. E.E.

A general in the field in considering how best to advance
his forces against the opposition of a vigorous enemy, must,

to win, take into account the facilities at his disposal; and.

too, we may say, motor car engineers, to be successful, can

scarcely afford to overlook at least three factors, viz:

(a) The requirements in view of the services to be rendered.

(b) The normal facilities.

(<•) The relation between the normal facilities and the re-

quirements. In other words:

C=i J
— 1=0 if Mr. Engineer is to have no pioneer work to do.

That the motor car problem is anything but a zero equation

is as plain as can be, nor may we be sure of either "a" or "b" of

the equation as available assets in the column of known values.

In an academic way, to solve this problem is too simple to re-

quire any further elucidation, but in a motor car we must apply

the solution, and, as one might readily appreciate, a very few

"thank-you-marms" are enough to spill the academic solution in

nearly every case.

If the wants of the dilemma are uncertain, and the facilities

afforded are scant, naturally enough the results obtainable will

also inhabit the land of uncertainty, as it were.

The situation may be, and probably is, further complicated,

since in all sincerity the normal facilities are inadequate to cope

with what might be called the abnormal demand.

In other words, we want better materials than we are able to

secure, and what is more to the point, we want the better

materials quicker than we can now secure the products that do

obtain upon the market.

Where we are now able to secure inferior grades of Besse-

mer steel drop forgings in, say, four to eight months, we

want nickel chrome-steel drop forgings in from four to eight

weeks. Will we realize our wants? I predict, gentlemen, we
surely will! for reasons quite as irresistible as a "Kansas cy-

clone."

In the first place, our wants are real, and, again, we can afford

to pay for what we want because necessity from every point of

view dictates our choice.

Drop Forging Requirements.

I mention drop forgings merely as an incident, for in all truth

it is as difficult to procure other genera of material as it is to

obtain drop forgings. Before we can figure upon quick de-

liveries, or, for that matter, slow deliveries of materials, a

decision must be rendered settling the question of the require-

ments, a decision indeed likely to afford much room for

reflection ere a conservative settlement of the question can be

arrived at.

There are two classes of engineers to be taken into account in a

matter of this sort, i.e., the "dog in the manger" class, promulgat-

ing methods for rendering it unprofitable for any one using mate-

rials of a quality superior to those used by themselves, and

-the class of engineers who stand for quality without respect

to first cost, if the end just offers the means.

It is to the efforts of the latter class of engineers that we

must look for advancement, and it is to them, the purchaser of

motor cars will turn in the future when- in quest of quality.

Some two or three years ago, or maybe longer, .when it

-dawned upon the minds of men that American roads and a display

of ginger inherent in American motorists were .a combination too

strenuous by far for common metal to withstand, the canvass for

better material started with a vim and a vividness marvelously

gaining in headway ever since, until to-day, as we may say, half

the mills in America are running overtime on motor car prodr

ucts, and the other half are awakening—like Rip Van Winkle

From a paper read before the Society of Automobile Engineers in New York-.

after his long sleep—to what is to them a startling condition,

for when a motor car builder says he wants nickel chrome-
steel for his crankshafts, he knows what he wants, and knows
enough not to accept a cheaper substitute.

At first when the matter was broached to the mills, they

laughed!—'twas a sardonic sidelong knowing grin—and they
missed the matter with the further brief statement, "Freak steel

is not profitable to produce."

Krupp, Schneider, Bischoff, Palidi, Lemoine, and other foreign

steelmongers believed it was profitable, and for a considerable

time they maintained a practical monopoly as a result of their

belief.

Varieties of American Alloy Steel.

In America, while alloy steel was a known quantity, its uses

were few, excepting for guns, armor plate, and projectiles; nor

was it supposed any one who could use carbon steel would employ
the high grades of alloy steel at prices ranging from five to ten

times more than the prevailing market for carbon steel products.

They overlooked a circumstance, for the material represents

but a small fraction of the total cost. Moreover, if a task when
performed will not stay done, it is a most annoying matter. If a

car sells for, say, a dollar a pound, it may not be far from
right to represent the material in the raw state as affording

may be 12% per cent, of the total selling price.

It matters not at all just what the material may cost, provided it

is the quality of the material necessary for the purpose, and no

cheaper grade of material will suffice.

As to what will suffice for a purpose, enough is to say the pur-

chasers are the dictators. In other words, the moment some
one fixes a higher level than the plane previously afforded, it

is at that moment purchasers advance their standard, and
clamor for what they want; in fact, what is reasonable for any
one to demand, i.e., "the best that money can buy."

It would be nonsensical in the extreme to adopt any high-

priced alloy steel product in motor car work if the strength

and security resulting from what is known as machine steel

are all the situation warrants.

The highest-priced material is oftentimes more inappropriate

than the very cheapest product to be had, as, for illustration, a

tool steel wrist pin at 80 cents per pound is as irresponsible as a

"coon in a hennery," whereas, ordinary Bessemer steel, properly

treated, might outlive the rest of the motor. 'In other1 words, the

80-cent steel is of no value at all in such a place, whereas the

2-cent steel would probably serve for a' considerable period.

The right material, then, for the respective parts must be our

persistent aim to secure, and it is believed the material should be

the most readily obtainable and the lowest-priced product possible

to employ with absolute safety.

No man is justified in attempting to deceive the purchasers of

his product on any pretext whatsoever. Whereas, a man who
tries to deceive himself can scarcely expect to reach heaven

and not have a burnt odor about his person.

Material for Crankshafts.

It is deception pure and simple to use, say, nickel chrome-steel

for crankshafts and cast bronze for axles. It is equally a' decep-

tion to employ mild steel for crankshafts. The only question is,

Does the engineer- 'who adopts such material for such a place

know it is not suitable? 'Tis hoped not.

It is not the purpose here to attempt to say what shoultf :be

the qualities of the material's for the respective parts of motor

cats. Moreover, it is a problem yet to be satisfactorily. solved,

True, a car constructed wholly of nickel. chrame-sbqel, for jiv

stance, would be. unbreakable, but for many of the/pafts in the
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make-up of the car it would be as "pearls to the swine." How-
ever, the tendency in the past has not made it possible for swine
to bedeck themselves with pearls.

The exact qualifications of nickel chrome-steel for motor car

work are diverse. In the first instance, nickel chrome-steel pos-

sesses all the advantages of nickel-steel, with none of the

treacherous characteristics of the latter. And, again, nickel

chrome-steel will afford any degree of tensile strength, from
80,000 to 250,000 pounds per square inch, with an elastic limit of

from 80 to 90 per cent, of the tensile strength—one of the marked
characteristics of the metal— and an elongation ranging between

a maximum of 30 per cent, and a minumum of about 5 per cent,

and using suitable grades of this remarkable product, all of these

qualifications may be afforded from one single bar of steel, not at

the hands of an expert of long training, but under the guidance

of a man of ordinary talents if he will but carry out the methods

known to effect these ends.

Use of Nickel Chrome-Steel.

Stress has been laid upon the use of nickel chrome-steel, not
because it is without any doubt the very best genera of steel, but

because it possesses positively good qualities, and may be had

upon the market.

There are other grades of steel besides, but they are not so well

known and are much more difficult to procure. Nevertheless, the

qualities of some of the other genera of steel are very interesting

indeed.

The influence of composition on steel is now receiving a great

deal of attention at the hands of the steel men, and strange as it

may seem, some of the old doctrines are in the "scrap heap."

Motor car engineers have proven themselves to be a persistent

lot, and have gone right ahead demanding results whenever and

wherever the occasion demanded.

As soon as it was discovered that a projectile would withstand

shock stresses, the question of the composition of the same was

quickly ascertained by motor car engineers, for to them the ques-

tion of shock stresses is the one great problem.

It was found that chromium made up a large part of the desira-

ble qualities in "projectiles," and that nickel steel alone as an "in-

tensifier" would not suffice.

Chromium from 1-2 to 2 1-2 per cent, may be used in steel in

conjunction with nickel or otherwise, and as an intensifier chrom-

ium ranks carbon, and besides hardening as does carbon, chrom-

ium prevents the crystalline formation so detrimental to strength

and pliability. •

Chromium is better in all probability than vanadium for these

purposes, but there seems to be no impropriety in the use of both

chromium and vanadium, with or without nickel.

Nickel, as is well known, possesses- valuable properties, such as

resisting the propagation of cracks. Nickel also tends to widen

the range of shock-resisting qualities, but whatever nickel does

to steel chromium does better, provided nickel remains as a com-

ponent
Vanadium may be extremely valuable in metal for motor cars,

on account of its especial quality of increasing the ability of steel

to resist fatigue.

What we are all afraid of is the future of the car, that is to say,

we know a car will run for a month, or even a season, but will the

continual shock and jar result ultimately in "metal fatigue"?

We know fatigue is bound to set in, in time, and to defer the

evil day efforts are put forth to so compose the steel as to make

it especially able to resist fatigue.

Vanadium, then, is a very important element, because it does

give to steel further ability to resist fatigue, but it is not

necessary to eliminate eithej nickel or chromium to use vana-

dium.
Components of Ordinary Steel.

In ordinary steel the components present are silicon, sulphur,

phosphorus, and manganese, aside from iron.

The aim with steel is not to entirely eliminate these products,

but to so adjust the respective quantities present as to effect the

best results, as for illustration: For a given adjustment of the

manganese, the silicon component should be fixed to neutralize the

ills of manganese.

Without taking time to more than mention the presence of these

components—for their qualities are generally well appreciated

—

we may pass on to the further discussion of the influences of these

components upon chromium, vanadium and other "intensifiers."

It has been found that a fine low phosphorous product with a

nice adjustment of silicon and manganese, paying due respect to

sulphur—which makes steel hot short—results in a product of

great value by adding but a small amount of chromium and about

2 per cent, of nickel.

A metal of this sort is easily worked, not difficult to produce,

and performs in service extremely well. There are foreign cars

that have made a fine record for themselves that have not one

single pound of what might be called standard nickel chrome-steel

in their makeup, but these cars have nickel chrome-steel that is

vastly superior to any purely nickel steel possible to produce.

Drop forgings of this low chrome product are easy to make
and would answer all practical requirements, besides eliminating

the chances of trouble likely to follow the use of ordinary carbon

steel drop forgings for many important purposes.

It is not impossible, however, to procure drop forgings of

medium chrome nickel steel, nor would it be desirable to substi-

tute the low chrome variety in the important cases requiring great

strength.

.< One guarantee purchasers of motor cars will have with the use

of alloy steel of either the nickel chrome or some of the other

genera, is the entire absence of weld, for to weld these products

is, to say the least, a very difficult feat, although "Krupp" says 'tis

not feasible.

Molybdenum and tungsten do not seem to be of more than

nominal value as intensifiers in motor car metal, particularly

molybdenum.

The use of these products in conjunction with chromium might

be something to consider, but in the main, these components be-

long to the tool steel series, whereas nickel chrome-steel, as it

is used in motor car practice, is not even a member of the tool

steel family.

Practical Situation Complicated.

The practical situation is rather complicated when reference

is had to alloy steel products, or, for the matter of that, all

steel products, owing to a mass of fallacies set forth as pre-

senting facts.

With so many components it is extremely difficult for even ex-

perts to arrive at correct conclusions, and again the "commer-
cial" equation is a devilish imp to down.
To illustrate the situation more clearly it is to point out the

versatility of good steel as against the lack of the same qualities

in inferior products, yet, even so, the inferoir product will show
up with the luster of a bogus five-cent piece and the nerve of a

brigand, in contrast with the modest mien of quality.

In so far as the steel vendors are concerned, they all claim to

have a monopoly of quality, and they all employ every influence

under the sun to land their products.

It is entirely up to the "automobile engineer," who m-.ist judge

for himself, act on his own initiative, and in spite of every ad-

verse influence employ the most appropriate products of all lands.

'In the process of working alloy steel products, there are many
things to consider, and it is in this zone of activity that the most

trouble will be experienced ere alloy steel products will find their

way as welcome lodgers in the storeroom of shops in general.

It will not be possible to discuss this phase of the situation at

this time more than to say 'tis easy enough to work alloy steel

products under certain conditions.

The cost of a car made of alloy steel would be very high in

such a shop, whereas, in fact, the cost of a car with all important

parts of nickel chrome-steel need not be prohibitive if only the

steel is properly worked.
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ESSENTIAL POINTS OF THE NEW JERSEY LAW
NUMBERS of automobilists are in the habit of indulging

in their favorite sport on the fine roads of New Jersey,

not only residents of the state, but automobilists from the

neighboring states. The beautiful and varied scenery, the

general excellence of the roads and the numerous spots of

interest make many parts of New Jersey particularly suitable

for day runs and short tours; but those whose journeys lead

them into the mosquito state will do well to make themselves

familiar with the provisions of the new automobile law which
goes into effect on July 1. From many inquiries received it

would appear that automobilists are not, as a rule, cognizant

of the restrictions imposed by the Frelinghuysen measure,

and the following excerpts will doubtless assist tourists in

keeping on the right side of the law.

No changes have been made in the matter of fees. Cars up

to 30 horsepower will be charged $4 a year, $3 for registra-

tion and $1 for license to drive. If the horsepower is more
than 30, the charge will be $7, $5 being for registration and

$2 for license to drive. Motorcycles will be charged $1, and

are not required to carry license tags, though cars must have

four-inch numbers at front and rear. The age of drivers must

be not less than sixteen years, two years, younger than per-

mitted by the old law.

A point that calls for special attention is that no licenses or

registrations under the old law will be valid after the new law

takes effect on July 1 next. It will cost the automobilist $100

to use an old license after that date.

Construction and Equipment of Motor Vehicles.

3. Every motor vehicle must be equipped with a plainly audible
signal trumpet. Penalty, fine $10.

4. (1) Every automobile shall carry, during the period from one
hour after sunset to one hour before sunrise, and whenever fog ren-
ders It impossible to see a long distance, at least two lighted lamps,
showing white lights, visible at least two hundred and fifty feet in

the dlrecelon toward which said automobile Is proceeding, and shall

also exhibit one red light visible in the reverse direction. Upon the
fronts of the two aforesaid lamps showing white lights shall be dis-

played. In such a manner as to be plainly visible when such lamps
are lighted, the number of the registration certificate issued as In

this act provided, the same to be In Arabic numerals, not less than
one Inch in height. Penalty, One flO.

Restrictions on the Use of Tire Chains.

$. No motor vehicle shall be fitted with a chain when used upon
gravel, macadam or other made roads, except upon natural dirt,

asphalt, cobble, Belgian block, or vitrified brick pavements; provided,

however, that tires may be fitted with a chain when used upon roads
covered with a coating of at least one inch of snow or ice. Penalty,

fine $60.

7. Every motor vehicle must have devices to prevent excessive

noise, annoying smoke and the escape of gas and steam, as well as
the falling out of embers or residue from the fuel.

Motor Vehicle Registration and Regulation.

The fee allowed each agent for registration certificates so issued

by him. and for every license so granted by him, shall be fixed by
the Inspector of motor vehicles, the same to be retained from the
registration fee or the license fee paid to him; provided, however,
that every registration and registration certificate and every license

to drive motor vehicles may be revoked by the said commissioner
of motor vehicles for a violation of any of the provisions of this act
or on other reasonable grounds, after due notice In writing »f such
proposed revocation and the ground thereof, and If a driver of motor
vehicles shall have had his license revoked, a new license granted
to him within one year thereafter shall be void and of no effect
unless It shall be granted by the said commissioner of motor
vehicles in person; and If the registration or registration certificate

of any motor vehicle shall have been revoked, a new registration
made, or new registration certificate Issued within one year there-
after shall be void and of no effect unless the new registration shall
be made and the new certificate Issued under the personal direction
of the commissioner of motor vehicles.

The Operation of Motor Vehicles.

IS. No person shall drive a motor vehicle, the owner of which
vehicle shall not have complied with the provisions of this act con-
cerning the proper registration and identification of the same (Pen-
alty, 1100); nor shall any person drive a motor vehicle which shall
display on the front or back thereof a fictitious number or a num-
ber other than that designated for such motor vehicle In the New
Jersey registration certificate of such motor vehicle. Penalty, fine
$600 or Imprisonment for sixty days.

1C. (1) Every resident Of this state who Is the owner of an auto-
mobile, and every non-resident owner whose automobile shall be
driven In this state, shall annually file In the office of the commis-

sioner of motor vehicles, or with the lawful agent of said commis-
sioner, a statement in writing, containing the name and address or
such owner, together with a brief description of the character of
such automobile. Including the name of the maker and the manu-
facturer's number of the automobile, If number there be, aad the

. real horsepower of the automobile, and shall pay annually to the
commissioner of motor vehicles, or his lawful agent, a registration
fee of $3 for each motor vehicle having a rating of less than 30
horsepower, and 36 for each motor vehicle having a rating of 80
horsepower or more: and If an automobile has two ratings of horse-
power the registration fee shall be based upon the highest rating.
The commissioner of motor vehicles shall Issue for each automobile
so registered a certificate properly numbered, stating that such auto-
mobile Is registered In accordance with this section, and shall cause
the name of such owner, with his address, the number of his cer-
tificate, and the description of such automobile or automobiles, to be
entered in alphabetical order of the owners' names In a book to be
kept for that purpose; provided, however, that the commissioner of
motor vehicles may refuse registration In the case of any automobile
that shall not comply with the requirements of this act or that shall
seem to him unsuitable for use on the public roads and highways of
this state. Each owner having a residence outside of the state shall
file with the secretary of state a duly executed instrument, consti-
tuting the secretary of state and his successors in office the true and
lawful attorney upon whom all original process in any action or
legal proceeding for damages, caused by the operation of his regis-
tered motor vehicle within this state, against such owner may be
served, and therein shall agree that any original process against
such owner shall be of the same force and effect as If served on such
owner within this state; the service of such process shall be made
by leaving a copy of the same In the office of the secretary of state
with a service fee of $2 to be taxed on the plaintiff's cost of suit.
Said commissioner of motor vehicles shall forthwith notify such
owner of such service by letter directed to him addressed at the
post-office address stated In his application. Upon any and every
transfer of a registered automobile by the owner thereof. In whose
name the same is registered, the said registration and certificate
thereof shall forthwith be and become void; but the same may be
validated by the Indorsement of the commissioner of motor vehicles,
the purchaser having made written application therefor and paid a
transfer fee of $1. Every registration shall expire and the certifi-
cate thereof become void at the expiration of one year from the date
thereof, subject to renewal by the commissioner of motor vehicles
upon the filing of the proper statement and the payment of the
registration fee by the owner of the automobile.

Provisions Affecting Automobile Dealers.

(3) Every manufacturer of or dealer In automobiles. Instead of
registering each automobile owned or controlled by him, may make
application, as hereinbefore provided in this section, for a registra-
tion number, and the wrlttea statement. In addition to the matters
hereinbefore contained, shall state that he is a manufacturer or
dealer, as the case may be. and that he desires to use a single num-
ber for all automobiles owned or controlled by him; and thereupon
the commissioner of motor vehicles. If satisfied of the facts stated in-

said application, shall issue a certificate, as hereinbefore set forth,
assigning the same a number as hereinbefore set forth, which cer-
tificate shall contain the statement that the same is issued to the
applicant as a manufacturer or dealer, as the case may be, and that
one certificate shall cover and be valid for all automobiles owned or
controlled by such manufacturer or dealer until sold or let for hire,
or loaned for a period of not more than five successive days. All
such automobiles shall be regarded as registered under such gen-
eral number: provided, and If. In addition to the registration num-
ber displayed on the front and back of the car, as hereinafter pro-
vided, there shall be added the letter "M," of equal else and prom-
inence: and provided, further, that not more than five automobiles,
owned or Controlled by the same manufacturer of or dealer in auto-
mobiles, shall be in operation at the same time under the same
number. The fee for every such manufacturer's or dealer's certifi-
cate shall be $20.

Old Licenses Invalid After July 1.

(4) No registration or registration certificate made or Issued
under any former act shall be valid after July 1, 1900. Penalty, $100.

17. No person shall hereafter drive an automobile upon any pub-
lic street, public road, or turnpike, public park or parkway, or publls
driveway or public highway In this state unless licensed to do so in
accordance with the provisions of this act. Penalty. $600 fine or
imprisonment sixty days. No person under the age of sixteen years
shall be licensed to drive automobiles, nor shall any person be
licensed to drive automobiles until said person shall have passed a
satisfactory examination as to his ability as an operator, which ex-
amination shall Include a test of the knowledge on the part of said
person of such portions of the mechanism of automobiles as Is
necessary in order to Insure the safe operation of a vehicle of the
kind or kinds Indicated by the applicant. Licenses and the fees
therefor shall be rated according to the horsepower of automobiles
and shall be granted for the period of one year; and the license, for
one year from the date thereof, shall entitle the licensee to drive
any registered automobile of the class for which It Is granted, or of
a class of a smaller horsepower. Automobiles of a horsrpower not
exceeding one horsepower shall be rated Class 1, and In like manner
the class of every automobile shall be determined bv the number of
horsepower of the vehicle, and the annual fee for a license to drive
any automobile of a rating less than SO horsepower shall be $1, and
to drive any automobile having: a rating of SO horsenower or more,
shall be $2. and if an automobile shall have two ratings of horse-
power, the license fee shall be based upon the higher rating.

Learning to Operate an Automobile Under the New Law.

When an automobile driver, upon passing a satisfactory examina-
tion, shall have been once granted a license hereunder, no further
examinations shall be required for a renewal of the said license,
unless the commissioner of automobiles shall deem It necessary;
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provided, however, It shall be lawful for the commissioner of motor
vehicles at his discretion to Issue to any person a written permit,
'under the hand and seal of said commissioner, allowing the said
person, for the purpose of fitting himself to become a motor vehicle
driver, to operate a motor vehicle for a specified period of not more
than three weeks, while in company and under the supervision of a
licensed motor vehicle driver; and such permit, under the hand and
seal of the commissioner of motor vehicles, shall be sufficient license
for the said person to operate a motor vehicle in this state during
the period specified, while in the company of and under the control
of a licensed motor vehicle driver of this state; and provided fur-
ther, that the said person, as well as such licensed motor vehicle
driver, shall be held accountable for all violations of this act com-
mitted by the said person while in the presence of such licensed
motor vehicle driver.

Must Show License* at Request of Police.

IS. Each license to drive an automobile shall specify the max-
imum horsepower of the automobile allowed to be driven thereunder,
and shall have Indorsed thereon In the proper handwriting of the
licensee the name of the licensee; and said licensee when thereupon
requested by any motor vehicle Inspector or magistrate while in the
performance of the duties of his office under this act, shall exhibit
said license to said officer and write his name in the presence of
said officer to the end that he may thereby determine the Identity
of said licensee. Penalty, fine $10.

20. No person shall drive a motor vehicle without the consent of
the owner. Penalty, fine J&00 or Imprisonment sixty days.

Identification Marks of Motor Vehicles.

21. The owner of each and every automobile which shall be driven
upon the public streets, public roads, turnpikes, parks, public park-
ways, public driveways or public highways in this state shall have
the number of the registration certificate. Issued as In this act pro-
vided, upon both the front and back of every automobile, stationary,
In a conspicuous place, at least fifteen Inches and not more than
thirty-six Inches above the level of the ground, kept clear and dis-
tinct and clear of grease, dust or other blurring matter, so as to be
plainly visible at all times during daylight; such numbers to be sep-
arate Arabic numerals and not less than four Inches In height, the
strokes to be in width not less than one-half an inch; and there
shall not be placed upon the front or rear of said vehicle any other
numbers; and when the number of the registration certificate shall
include a letter or letters, such letter or Tetters are to be not less
than four inches In height and the strokes to be not less than one-
half of an Inch In width. Penalty, fine $100.

Use of Roads and Highways by Automobiles.

22. (1) Drivers of motor vehicles, whether of burthen or pleasure,
using any of the turnpikes or public roads in this state, when met
by another motor vehicle, or by a carriage, sleigh, or sled, shall keep
to the right, and when overtaken by another motor vehicle, carriage,
sleigh or sled, they shall likewise keep to the right, so as In' both
cases to permit such motor vehicle, carriage, sleigh or sled, either
met or overtaken, to pass uninterrupted. Penalty, fine. $26.

8(3) No person shall drive a motor vehicle upon any public street,
ubllc highway, public road, public parkway, turnpike or public
rlveway In this state In a race or on a bet or wager. Penalty,

$100 and license revoked.

Regulations Governing Speed in New Jersey.

(1) A speed of one mile In seven minutes upon the sharp curves of
a street or highway, or when turning a corner, and a speed of one
mile In four minutes at the junction or Intersection of a prominent
cross-road where such a street, road or highway passes through the
open country. The term "open country" meaning where houses are
an average more than one hundred feet apart.

(2) A speed of one mile In five minutes where such street or high-
way passes through the built-up portion of a city, town, township,
borough or village where the houses are an average less than one
hundred feet apart.

(3) A speed of one mile in four minutes within two hundred feet
of any horse or other beast of draught or burden upon the same
street or highway, provided, however, that such speed not exceeding
twenty miles per hour, shall be lawful in the open country, as may
be necessary in order to pass a vehicle traveling in the same direc-
tion, but the speed shall be diminished forthwith if necessary to
comply with the provisions of this act.

(4) Elsewhere and except as otherwise provided in subdivisions
one, two and three of this section a speed of one mile in three min-
utes, etc.

Consequences of Violations of the New Law.

. (2) Any person arrested for a violation of the provisions of this
act shall, upon demand for the magistrate hearing the complaint
against said person, produce his license for inspection, and if said
person shall fall to produce his license, or to give a satisfactory ex-
cuse for its non-introduction, he shall. In addition to any other
penalties Imposed by said magistrate, be subject to a fine of not
more than twenty-five dollars.

36. Any person who shall be convicted of violating the provisions
of this act shall be subject to a fine not exceeding one hundred dol-
lars: In default of the rayment of such fine there shall be Imposed
an Imprisonment in the county jail for a period not exceeding ten
days; provided, that any offender who shall be convicted of a second
offense of the same violation may be fined in double the amount
' herein prescribed for the first offense, and may, In default of the
payment thereof, be punished by Imprisonment In the county jail
for a period not exceeding twenty days ; provided further, that the
penalties above prescribed shall not apply to the display of a
fictitious number.
Any person convicted of displaying a fictitious number, as pro-

hibited by section fifteen, or of violating the provisions of sections
seventeen, nineteen and twenty of this act. shall be subject to a fine
not exceeding five hundred dollars, or to Imprisonment In the county
Jail for a period not exceeding sixty days.

The city council of St. Paul, Minn., recently passed a resolu-

tion instructing the city engineer to raise the crosswalks two

inches on certain streets to prevent fast automobiling.

TIRE TREADS RATED AS SOFT RUBBER.
Washington, D. C, June 25.—The Treasury Department has

promulgated a decision of the Board of General Appraisers,

wherein it was held that automobile tire treads are subject to

duty at the rate of 30 per cent ad valorem under the provisions

of paragraph 449, of the tariff act of 1807. The appraiser re-

turned the merchandise as vulcanized India rubber, and the col-

lector of customs at New York assessed duty at the rate of 35

per cent ad valorem under the provision > of paragraph 450 of

the same act. The former paragraph provides for manufactures

of India rubber, while paragraph 450 provides for manufactures

of "vulcanized India rubber, known as 'hard rubber.'" The

board held that it was not important to the determination of the

issue that the rubber in question was only semivulcanized, as the

board thought any process of vulcanization would be sufficient

to take the product thereof out of paragraph 449, if the result

thereof was hard rubber, but since, as in this case, the product

is soft rubber, it seemed clear that the protesting importers

had the best of the argument, and the board therefore sustained

the protests and reversed the decisions of the collector. Reliqui-

dations followed accordingly.

DULL TIMES IN FAR-FAMED LEICESTER.

The selectmen of Leicester, Mass., are having dull times

this season as far as automobilists are concerned. Their

coffers apparently are not as full as when Chief Quinn was
really onto his job last season. The selectmen are now
beginning to advertise under big headlines the following:

At a meeting of the selectmen June 12th it was voted:

That reckless driving or excessive speeding was not to be

allowed in the town during 1906.

That we feel as liberally towards automobilists, as we
tried to be last year in then raising the speed limit from 8 to

15 miles, and again raise the limit to 20 miles an hour for this

year, with the exception of intersecting streets and curves,

as provided for by state law.

That so long as a spirit of fairness is shown we shall meet
them in the same spirit, but the laws must be respected.

TESTING VALIDITY OF ROAD LAW IN VERMONT.
Miodlebury, Vt., June 25.—The American Motor League has

decided to test the validity of the action of the selectmen of Mid-

dlebury in posting the road from Rogers Corners to the Ripton

line, against automobiles. F. R. Dickerman, of Bristol, a member
of the league, accompanied by its attorney, W. H. Davis, of this

place, made a trip over the forbidden road in an automobile. Be-

fore starting out the selectmen of Middlebury were notified that

the trip would be made for the purpose of inducing the bringing

of a test case, and that Mr. Dickerman would hold himself in

readiness to respond to any action the town might take.

The American Motor League takes the position that the town
having taken this action should either defend its position or re-

cede from it, and that unless the town has a right to close this

road, persons desiring to use automobiles upon it should not be

intimidated by the posting of an illegal notice.

DRIP PANS IN PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia, June 25.—On Saturday last Mayor Weaver at-

tached his signature to the ordinance requiring all automobiles

operated within the city limits to be equipped with drip pans,

and also to that prohibiting the sounding of siren or Gabriel

horns on ' the city streets. The ordinance repealing the local

automobile law, which was introduced by request of the local

automobile club officials, was pigeonholed in committee and will

go over till next session of councils. There is no telling what its

ultimate fate will be.
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FRENCH INDUSTRIAL VEHICLE COMPETITION
By W. F. BRADLEY

PARIS, June 12.—A demonstration of commercial vehicles over

a route from Paris through the important industrial cen-

ters to Tourcoing has been conducted in connection with the in-

ternational exposition at Tourcoing by tht Automobile Club of

the North of France. Although spoken of as a competition, the

event is more fittingly described as a demonstration, for the twen-

ty-five vehicles engaged were divided into so many classes and
were so dissimilar in construction that it is difficult to tabulate

or compare their performances. The promoters, indeed, desire

nothing more than to draw the attention of the industrial north

to the value of mechanical transport and to give manufacturers

an opportunity of watching commercial vehicles in action. In

general the competition was similar to the one held by the Auto-

mobile Club of France last summer which resulted in the placing

of many orders with the competing firms from both France and

abroad.

The scene of the departure was at the Tuileries Gardens, as last

year, and the country traversed was practically the same.

In the first class or division, for passenger vehicles carrying

from twelve to twenty-four persons, there were two cars, a Dela-

haye "bus and a handsome Bayard-Clement with open berline

body, each weighing about 3 1-4 tons with full tanks. There were

also two vehicles in the class for omnibuses carrying more than

thirty passengers, one being the 32-40-horsepower Eugene Brillie

similar to those adopted by the General Omnibus Company, and

just put in service on the streets of Paris. This car, which can

be run on either gasoline or alcohol, used the latter fuel. Its

companion was one of the big Bayard-Clement cars with rear

entrance body which the firm has but recently specialized.

The transport carrying classes commenced with tri-carriers car-

rying r.ct less than 1 10 pounds load. There were six competitors,

three Austial and three Contal vehicles. Both are single-cylinder,

water-cooled machines with single chain drive, the Austral being

run on gasoline and the Contal on alcohol.

Delivery vans carrying a load of from one to two tons were
represented by a front-drive Latil; a Bayard-Clement and a Peu-

geot. All had two-cylinder motors and employed gasoline as

fuel. The Latil car, a familiar figure in these competitions, car-

ries its motor forward and drives through the front wheels. The
Bayard-Clement drives through a propeller shaft to a live axle,

and the Peugeot has side chains.

The class for vehicles carrying from two to three and a half

tons embraced six competitors: an Auto-Camion, a front-driven

Latil, a Louet & Badin, an Aries, an Achard (D'Espine Achard

& Co.) and a Brillie. The Eugene Rrillic and the Auto-Camion

employed alcohol as fuel, all the others using gasoline.

The class for vehicles carrying three and a half tons had five

starters, all with bodies especially constructed for some particu-

lar class of merchandise. A Eugene Brillie and a V. Janvier were

run on alcohol ; a Latil, a Prunel and a Peugeot used gasoline.

The Mors 'bus was given a class to itself, owing to its heavy

body. The chassis was a ;8-horsepower four-cylinder, with chain

drive, the body being especially built for the Maggi Milk Com-
pany. It consisted of three separate compartments, two being

entered by side doors and one by the rear, with ice channels

between. The walls were double, about two inches thick. The
body was suspended on four longitudinal, one rear transverse and

two rear coil springs.
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MOTOR OMNIBUSES IN LONDON.
London, June 12.—Between 400 and 500 self-propelled omni-

buses are now regularly in use in the \treets of London, and
their number is increasing at the rate of ten or twelve every week.
If the present ratio of increase continues, the end of 1907 should

see the final substitution of motor 'buses for the slow horse trac-

tion in this particular branch of public passenger service.

The introduction of motor 'buses was long delayed ; even at the

end of 1904 there were only thirty in use ; but last year there was

1,000 revolutions. The frame is of channel steel and the drive

by shaft to live rear axle.

Most of the London 'bus companies have adopted special names

for their vehicles to distinguish them from those of the other

companies, as, Pioneer, Vanguard, Rapide, Arrow, and the like,

conveying the idea of priority or speed. One of the Pioneer

'buses is shown in the illustration of a London street scene. It

was built by Scott, Stirling & Co., Ltd., of Twickenham, and is

typical in general appearance of the 'buses in common use.

TYPICAL LONDON}MOTOR BUS AT MARBLE ARCH.

a sudden awakening, and by the end of December there were
250 in active service. One hundred more were added to the num-
ber during the first three months of 1906. The sudden rush to

secure vehicles for this purpose overwhelmed the few English

companies engaged in building them, and consequently many
orders were placed with French and German concerns and with

small home builders. As a result, the number of British manu-
facturers is rapidly increasing.

Nearly all of the motor omnibuses are driven by gasoline en-

gines. The largest number of any one make—160 at the end of

last March—are of German manufacture, known as the Milnes-

Daimler. Ninety others were made under German license by the

English firm of Straker & Squire. The .third largest number of

one make were De Dion 'buses, built in France, and it was re-

ported that the entire output of De Dion omnibus chassis for this

year had been engaged by the London General Omnibus Com-
pany. Thirty other vehicles were built by Durkopp in Germany,
while at the close of March there were ten steam 'buses built by

Clarkson in operation and many more had been ordered. No
electric vehicles of this ty.pe.are used.

Thirty-four to thirty-six passengers can be accommodated in

the later styles of 'buses, which are all of the double-deck type

seating sixteen inside and eighteen on top. Police regulations

forbid the carrying of a canopy top to shelter the passengers

in the outside seats. The interior of the body is generally lighted

by acetylene lamps supplied from a single generator carried Out-

side.

The earlier 'buses were of about 24 horsepower, but the newer
ones areVcommonly of 30-40 horsepower developed by four-cylin-

der motors. There is, of course, great vatiety w design, but the

general tendencies are toward shaft drive to eljmihate the noise

of side chains, magneto ignition set to spark only at one position

so as to dispense with timing. The engine is usually of the ver-

tical type, located forward under a bonnet or directly under the

operator's seat and footboard. In the Wolseley (English) Tiuses

of the new type brought out this year, the engine, instead1 of be-

ing horizontal as in the pleasure cars, is vertical. It develops

.

30 horsepower at 900 revolutions per minute. Sliding gears give

four forward speeds and reverse. Side chains drive to the rear

road wheels. The Leyland 'buses are the combined production

of the Lancashire Steam Wagon Company and the makers of the

.^well-known Crossley gas engine. They are driven by four-cylin-

t, vertical explosion motors of 22-30 horsepower at 800 to

PARIS INAUGURATES ITS 'BUS LINES.

Paris, June 8.—The placing on the Paris streets of the first

motor omnibuses is a matter of some importance, made of still

more moment by the delay in instituting the innovation. The
high price of fuel in Paris and the uncertainty regarding the

renewal of the monopoly enjoyed by the company now operating

omnibuses are the causes responsible for the fact that the French

capital is adopting the motor omnibus for its own use only after

London had been overrun with such vehicles.

Two power 'bus lines have now been started, one extending

east to west from the Hotel de Ville to the Porte Maillot and the

other north and south from Montmartre to St. Germain des Pres.

Fifteen 'buses will be used on the first route and seven on the

other. This move is still regarded by the company as an experi-

ment, although trials have been made with cars of nearly every

important French make for more than a year. More changes

from horses to motors are to be expected shortly, however.

The chassis of the "buses now in use were supplied by Eugene

Brillie and were constructed in the artillery works of Schneider

& Co., at Le Creusot-Le Havre. They are of 32-40 horsepower,

with four-cylinder engine placed under the driver's seat ; trans-

mission is by propeller shaft. The total weight of the 'bus, with-

out passengers, is 9,614 pounds. The bodies are practically the

same as those on the regular horse-drawn 'buses, except that a

canopy has been placed over the seats on the upper deck.

Either gasoline or alcohol can be used for fuel, alcohol now
being employed, although gasoline was used in the Salon trials.

The carbureter is of the float-feed type with extra automatic air

inlet and is heated by exhaust gases from the engine. The

BRILLIE 32-40 HORSEPOWER OMNIBUS IN PARIS STREET.

change-speed gives three speeds forward and reverse, manipulated

by a singte lever, and drive is direct on high speed. A live cross

• shaft carrying the differential has spur gears at its ends that

,engage with internal gears on the brake drums bolted to the rear

road wheels.

Compactness and accessibility have been sought in design-

ing these vehicles, and very little space is occupied by the

engine. The gasoline tank, holding fourteen gallons, is under

the driver's seat. The radiator, which is in front, has the

water tank combined with it. Double block solid rubber tires,

are fitted to the wheels.
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CATECHISM OF THE GASOLINE AUTOMOBILE*-IV
Bt FORREST R. JONES, H3.

—How many induction coils are used for a two-cylinder

' engine?

A.—Two, generally. A coil is provided for each cylinder, and
a wire connects its high tension terminal to the spark plug in the

cylinder.

In more unusual cases, however, only one induction coil is used,

in which case it must have two binding posts for the terminals of

the secondary winding. One spark plug is connected to one of the

secondary binding posts of the coil and the other spark to the

other high tension terminal of the coil. The path of the high ten-

sion current is then from one terminal of the high tension coil

to its spark plug, thence across the air gap to the metal of the

cylinder, through which it travels and jumps to the central wire

of the other spark plug, and then goes back to the remaining ter-

minal of the secondary coil. By this method of wiring a spark

is produced twice as often in each cylinder as is necessary.

Battery .1

A and B

WIRING FOR FOUR-CVLINOER ENGINE WITH TWO BATTERIES

no. A

Q.—When four induction coils are used for a four-cylinder

-engine, how are the electrical connections made between the dif-

ferent pieces of the apparatus?

A.—The four coils (Fig. A) are usually placed in a box side

by side. A wire leads from one terminal of the battery to the

induction box, and connects to the terminals at one end of

the primary winding of each induction coil. The remaining
terminal of each primary winding is connected to its own
contact piece on the timer, so that there are four wires be-

tween the timer and induction coil. The rotor of the timer
closes the electric circuit through the four primary coils in

succession, thus causing only one spark plug to operate at a

time and at the proper instant.

Q.—What is the high-tension distributer system of jump spark

ignition ?

A.—It is a method by which only one induction coil is used for

any number of cylinders. In some designs the rotor of the
timer is placed on the same shaft as a metal distributing arm
(or other device) so that they both rotate together at the
same speed. For a four-cylinder engine the rotor of the

•Copyright, 1900. by the Class Journal Company. All rights reserved.

timer should close the primary circuit through the induction

coil four times per revolution of the rotor at equal intervals.

Each time the primary circuit is closed the distributer arm
is brought opposite the terminal of a wire leading to one of

the spark plugs so as to complete the electric circuit betweeu

that plug and the high tension coil. Since the distributer is

brought opposite each terminal of the four spark plug coils

in succession, a spark will be produced in each cylinder only

when required.

In the distributer system the apparatus can be made very com-

pact and all placed in one box except the battery and spark plug\

Since only one induction coil is used, it must perform four times

the service required of each coil by the system of ignition,

using one coil for each cylinder in a four-cylinder engine.

Q.—What is the low tension (make-and-break) system of

ignition?

A.—One in which a low tension current of electricity is inter-

rupted by separating the contact points inside the combustion

chamber so as to draw an electric arc sufficient to ignite the

charge.

Q.—From what source may the current for low tension ignition

be secured?

A.—Either from a battery or an electric generator (dynamo,

magneto).

Q.—Is the electric battery satisfactory for constant service in

low tension ignition?

A—Not generally. The demand upon it for current is so great

by most methods- of using the low tension current that dry cells

are soon run down or » storage battery soon needs recharging.

Low and High Ttatsion Magnetos. I

Q.—Describe a low tension magneto.

A.—As the name indicates, magnets (permanent magnets) are

used for a portion of the machine. These are generally U-shaped

and three or four are used side by side. The free ends have pole

pieces of soft iron or steel attached so as to leave an opening be-

tween them in which a cylindrical armature may turn. The
armature is made up of disks of very soft iron, about which is

wound, in a direction parallel to the axis of rotation, electrically

insulated copper wires of several coils. The two ends of each

coil connect to adjacent segments of a commutator of a form

which may be made by cutting a ring of copper into several

pieces by radial slots, then separating the pieces from each other

by mica insulation and also separating them from the other

metal parts of the machine with the same insulation. Each
segment has a terminal from each of a pair of adjacent coils

connected to it. When the armature rotates in the magnetic
field between the pole pieces of the magnets, an electromo-

tive force is generated in it, and a current of electricity may
be taken from it by means of copper or carbon brushes rest-

ing upon the rotating commutator at diametrically opposite

points. The voltage produced is proportionate to the speed

of rotation of the armature, and the electric current is in-

creased in about the same proportion for the kind of service

under consideration. A governor is frequently applied to

limit the speed at which the armature is driven so that the

voltage will not become higher than is desirable.

Q.—Describe one form of mechanism for low tension ignition.

A.—A stationary rod or bar extends through the wall of the

combustion chamber into the combustion space, and is electrically

insulated from the metal of the cylinder by mica or porcelain.

Another part also extends into the cylinder, but is not electrically

insulated from it. It has a running fit in the hole it fills so

that an arm attached to it inside the combustion chamber
can be oscillated as a rocker arm both to bring it into contact
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with the insulated rod and to open the contact by the use of

proper mechanism.
A spring is used outside the combustion chamber to hold the

contact points together inside. When in operation the points are

kept closed most of the time and an electric current from some

source, such as a low tension magneto or a battery, flows through

them.

An igniter cam or other device is attached to some rotating

part of the engine so as to separate the contact points at the in-

stant a charge is to be fired in the cylinder. The separation of the

points draws an electric arc (single spark), which ignites the

charge.

When a battery is used a "kick-coil" is placed in series with

the circuit. The kick-coil has only one winding, which is of

insulated heavy copper wire. The customary core of soft iron

passes through the center of the coil. The kick-coil causes a

longer and stronger arc to be drawn between the contact points.

Q.—What is a high tension magneto for jump-spark ignition?

A.—One that generates an electric pressure high enough to

produce a jump spark across the spark gap of an ordinary spark

plug without the aid of any auxiliary apparatus such as an induc-

tion coil or timer. In most forms it is a combination in one ma-
chine of a magneto and induction coil. Sometimes a condenser is

also a part of the machine.

In one type the armature generates a moderate pressure which

charges a condenser. The latter is then discharged through the

primary of the induction coil which is part of the machine, thus

producing a high tension current in the secondary. A high ten-

sion distributer is in circuit with the secondary of the induc-

tion coil, and its rotating arm is brought opposite one of the ter-

minals to which a wire leading direct to the spark plug is attached.

The discharge from the condenser through the primary coil occurs

when the distributer arm is opposite the terminal of the wire

leading to the spark plug. This occurs consecutively for all the

spark plugs.

In another type the current from the low tension armature
passes directly and intermittently through the primary of the in-

duction coil so as to produce a high electromotive force in the

secondary at the time a spark is required. The distributer

arm is used in the same manner as previously described.

The induction coil is a component part of the generator.

Forms of Friction Clutches.

Q.—What is a friction clutch and how used?

A.—A device for transmitting power in which the frictional

resistance to the sliding of one smooth surface over another is

utilized as the means of driving one part by another.

One part of the clutch is generally attached to the crankshaft

of the engine and the mating part to a shaft which transmits

power to the remainder of the transmission that connects to the

driven wheels.

Q.—Why is a friction clutch adopted for this purpose?

A—Because it is necessary to give a gasoline engine consid-

erable speed of rotation before attempting to move the car by its

power. This makes it necessary to have some means, as the fric-

tion clutch, by which the parts that are at rest can be gradually

set into motion by the rapidly rotating shaft of the engine.

Q.—What is a cone friction clutch?

A.—One in which the contact surfaces (male and female) that

transmit power by their frictional resistance to sliding are coni-

cal in shape (cone frusta). The parts are pressed together, gen-

erally by a spring.

Q.—What is a multiple-disk friction clutch?
1

A.—One in which a number of disks placed on concentric axes

transmit power by the frictional resistance to sliding between their

surfaces when pressed together. The ordinary type consists of

two sets of flat metal disks, each set composed of alternate disks.

Each disk lies between a pair of the other set. One set is attached

to a shaft passing through their centers, and the other set to a

sleeve or casing surrounding them. The disks are keyed so they

must rotate with the part to which they are attached, but are free

to slide in the direction of the length of the shaft or thimble.

The dutch is put into action by pressing the disks together,

usually by a spring.

Q.—What advantage has a multiple-disk over a pair of flat sur-

faces rubbing together?

A.—If only one pair of friction surfaces were used to transmit

a given amount of power at a given speed of rotation, the pres-

sure between the rubbing surfaces would have to be much greater

than when a number of disks of the same diameter and material

are used. Thus if the number of rubbing surfaces is thirty the

pressure required to hold the disks together for transmitting the

power would be about 1-30 of that necessary for only one pair

of rubbing surfaces of the same form and size.

Q.—What other forms of friction clutches are used ?

A.—Those in which a band or outer part grips a rotating

cylindrical piece, or an expanding cylindrical piece presses

outward against a hollow part.

Q.—What materials are used for the rubbing surfaces of fric-

tion clutches?

A—In the cone clutch the inner member is generally faced

with leather which rubs against the smooth metal surface of the

outer part; any metal may be used, but cast-iron and steel cast-

ing are more common. In a multiple-disk clutch steel on steel,

steel on bronze, cast-iron on bronze, or metal rubbing against

vulcanized wood fiber all give good service.

Q.—What is a positive clutch?

A—One in which projections or jaws on one member fit into

corresponding recesses of the other so that, when the jaws are

brought into engagement, they must turn together without slip.

Change-Speed Gears.

Q.—What is a change-speed transmission gear?

A—A number of gear wheels with teeth, generally inclosed in

a case and placed just back of the friction clutch, which are used

to give different speeds of travel to the car for a given speed of

rotation of the engine. This is done by bringing different groups

of gears into action for each speed of travel.

< Q.—What is a sliding-gear change-speed transmission?

I A.—One in which the different groups of gears of unequal di-

ameters are brought into mesh by sliding one or more of the set

along the shaft which supports it. The teeth of the gears are

thus slipped between each other.

Q.—What is a planetary change-speed transmission?

A—One in which some of the gears arc supported on pins or

short shafts which revolve around the main axis of the group.

The same gears always remain in mesh with each other. Dif-

ferent sets are brought into action by stopping the rotation of

one or the other of the parts which support the gears whose axes

revolve around the main shaft. To stop the rotation of any part

it may be gripped by a strap or band similar to a band brake.

Q.—What is an individual-clutch change-speed transmission?

A—One in which the same gears are always in mesh, and dif-

ferent pairs or sets are brought into action by the use of a clutch

which operates for that set of gears only. One clutch is pro-

vided for each set

Q.—What is meant by direct drive?

A.—When the shaft connected to the rear member of the fric-

tion clutch is brought into direct engagement with the shaft which
carries power to the wheels so that none of the change-speed
gears are used for transmitting power. In many designs the

change-speed gears revolve idly, however, when the direct drive

is on.

Q.—What is the propeller shaft?

A.—The shaft extending from the change-speed gear box to

a bevel gear which engages with its mate on the rear axle and
transmits power to the latter.

Duly authorized chauffeurs holding permits will be allowed

to drive automobiles through the Simplon Pass after notify-

ing the gendarmes. The passage can only be made in the day
time, and four and a half hours must be occupied in making
the trip, the speed being checked by officials.
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EQUIPMENT FOR A TOURING CAR

FIG. I.—TIRE MAHCHOB OR SLEEVE.

TOURING cars, when purchased new, are sold "fully

equipped." This is a somewhat indefinite condition, as

the equipment depends a good deal on the price of the ma-
chine, the highest priced cars usually being more completely

fitted out than the lower priced machines; if any general dis-

tinction can be made, it is that the expensive cars are. fitted

with the essential at-

tachments required in

long-distance touring,

while the cars selling

at moderate prices are

equipped with such arti-

cles as are absolutely

needed for operation with-

in the laws in daily use.

It is the custom to sell

new machines equipped with tires, a full set of gas headlights,

generator, oil side lamps and tail lamp, horn, set of tools for
adjustments and repairs, oil can, tire pump and tire repair

outfit. Except in rare cases, the purchaser himself must buy
such additional equipment for touring as the extension top
with its storm curtains and boot, hampers or steamer trunk,
fuel and oil funnels, lifting jack, distance and speed recording
instrument, and various other articles. Of course, he has the
top fitted before the car

leaves the factory, but the

other things are added as

required. Many acces-

sories that are offered in

every automobile supply
store are almost essen-

tial to the satisfactory

use of a oar, even for

short runs in and about
the city; others are found

particularly useful in cross

country driving where re-

pair-shop and supply facilities are not to be depended upon,

and many others are by no means indispensable but are in

the nature of small refinements that the car owner may wish
to have. The man who does much long-distance touring quickly

learns what can be dispensed with,

and more slowly discovers the many
small articles that may not often be

wanted but which when wanted are

most essential at the time and are

found to be unobtainable unless car-

ried in the car. In the latter class

are usually to be placed such "spares"

as extra valve sets, including springs

and stem keys, cotter pins, nuts, bear-

ing balls, copper gaskets, ignition

cable, extra chain links and rivets,

bolts, washer leather, asbestos pack-

ing, and so on.

An effort will be made here to men-
tion briefly the articles that expe-

rience has shown to be most desirable

in the full equipment of a car for

daily use about town; in subsequent

issues the accessories more especially

adapted for touring and articles of

clothing found needful or desirable

will be treated.

Lap Robes and Rubber Aprons.

HO. 3.—FOOT PUMP. Assuming that the car as purchased

FIG. 3.—ELASTIC RUBBER TIRE BAND.

is equipped with the full set of lamps and generator, horn,

simple repair tools and tire repair kit, the user is likely to

discover early need for other protection against cold weather

and rain than is afforded by the clothing worn. It is advis-

able, therefore, to carry in the car at all times one or two

lap robes and rubber storm aprons.

Changes of weather and storms come
on suddenly, and even in a half-day's run

one may catch a heavy cold by driving

through raw and chilly air or may get

soaked in an unexpected shower. Rub-

ber rain aprons are made that extend

over the whole seat of the car as well as

the occupants, only the passengers' headb

protruding, thus keeping the seat cush-

ion dry—a very important point in the

matter of comfort, as experience has

proved.

Extra Tire Shoe and Tube.

Aside from minor engine troubles, the

tires are more likely to give trouble «<»• 4.-AUTO JACK,

than anything else. It is never safe to venture from the

garage without a spare inner tube in the car. Spare tubes are

sold packed in round or rectangular cardboard boxes, with

plenty of French chalk sifted between the folds. If they can-

not conveniently be kept in the original package, they should

be removed and wrapped carefully in heavy cloth to protect

them from injury by tools and by contact with grease and
gasoline. As much as possible of the chalk should be re-

tained, or more sprinkled between the folds to prevent the

rubber cracking.

If a run of fifty miles or more is to be undertaken, it is best

to carry an extra shoe, if there is any doubt whatever about
the condition of any of the tires on the wheels. Waterproof

oilcloth tire covers are made to be laced over the shoe to pro-

tect it against chafing, dirt and water, and these can be ob-

tained at low prices. Special metal brackets are also made now
to be screwed or bolted to the car on the operator's side or to

be attached at the rear of the body for carrying an extra shoe.

For temporary tire shoe repairs the pigskin tire-sleeve (Fig. 1)

that laces over a cut or weakened place serves very well, while

a newer device for the

same purpose is the tire

bandage, a band of very

elastic rubber three

inches wide and six feet

long, with straps and
buckles at the ends. This
can be wound tightly

around the shoe and
buckled in place around
a spoke while the tire is

partially deflated, as in

Fig. 2, and upon pump-
ing up the tire it binds

firmly in place and can

be used for several hun-
dred miles of driving if

TO- «•-"><* AND CUT-OUT SWITCH

necessary. The band is very easily applied and will prevent
a blow-out of the inner tube through a cut in the shoe.

Good Tire Pump Desirable.

Too often the tire pump furnished with the car is not all

that could be desired. Pumps of many, kinds .and qualities are
in the market, but for carrying in the toolbox of a car the
straigh plunger foot pump (Fig. 3}, of good material and well
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made, will be found satisfactory. It should be substantial,

with good connections and hose, and it is best to select one
with a long barrel of small diameter, for an applied pressure

of fifty pounds in a barrel one inch in diameter is just as effec-

tive as a pressure of 200

pounds in a barrel two
inches in diameter; in

other words, it is four

times as hard to pump
with the larger size.

Selection of a Jack.

The jack should be as

much a part of the reg-

ular equipment of any

machine as the tire re-

pair kit, but it is seldom
included in the equip-

ment as the car is de-

livered from the factory.

When it is omitted the

owner can exercise his
FIG. 6. DASHBOARD CLOCK. OWn judgment in making

a choice. For serviceability the screw jack with ratchet lever

cannot be excelled, but if there is reason for economizing
in the matters of weight and space occupied, the light fold-

ing jacks may be preferred. In either case, it is important
to see that the jack is sufficiently low to easily pass under
either axle when the tires are deflated. A six-inch lift is

sufficient for any purpose. Fig. 4 shows a jack which can be
raised or lowered at will by working the same lever, a feature

common to a number of jacks.

Lock-Switch for the Dash.

Meddlesome children and malicious persons of more ma-
ture years are so common in the city that it is customary
to take precautions against the danger of having them start

a cajF wh,en the owner has left it unattended for a short time
in. the street. A common means of safeguarding it is to
attach a lock-switch to the dash, if the one provided with the

car is not of that type. This device is so made that the key
can be removed and put in the pocket, thus making it im-
possible to close the ignition circuit. A simple form of lock-

switch is shown in Fig. 5.

Dash Clock of Convenient Form.

Another attachment that is found of great convenience is

a dash clock. Some of these clocks are mounted in an in-

clined polished brass case to be screwed to the dash and
hold the face of the timepiece in the most convenient posi-

FIG. 7.—SPEED INDICATOR WITH CENTRIFUGAL MOVEMENT.

tion for the driver to read, as in Fig. 6. These are made
in both one-day and eight-day wind. They are commonly
attached by concealed means, so that they cannot be readily
removed by turning out a few Screws.

.Vigilance of the police in cities and towns makes it de-

FIG. 8,—MAGNETIC SPEEDMBTER.

sirable to keep on the safe side of the speed laws, which
accounts in large measure for the popularity of speed indi-

cators. These are made in a dozen different styles and
operate on several principles. One of the earliest and most
used instruments (Fig. 7) operates on the principle of a

centrifugal governor, the actuating mechanism revolving

inside a circular case mount-
ed in any convenient

on the dash and moving
pointer across a scale show-
ing on the dial. The mech-
anism is driven by means of

a flexible shaft connected by
spur gearing with the hub of

one of the front wheels of

the car. Another type of

speed indicator has a short

vertical dial resembling a

thermometer in which a min-

ute column of colored alcohol

rises and falls under the ac-

tion of a small centrifugal

pump driven by a spur gear

on the road wheel, the alco-

hol flowing back gradually.

No springs or weights arc

employed, and as the liquid

does not dance up and down in the glass tube, its position

can be read easily on the scale. A later form of speedometer

(Fig. 8) is operated magnetically, the rotation of a circular

magnet directly underneath a circular metallic dial tending

to rotate the dial against the ac-

tion of a delicate coil spring. The
balance between the magnetic

force and the spring tension de-

termines the reading of the scale.

The magnet is rotated by means
of a flexible shaft driven by the

front wheel of the car through
the medium of spur gearing.

Distance Measuring Instruments.

There is slight need of a dis-

tance measuring instrument on a

car for strictly city use, but such
advancement has been made in

the manufacture of delicate instruments for recording the move-
ments of an automobile that it is the

common practice now to fit a machine
with a combined cyclometer speed indi-

cator. Generally the instruments of this

nature are a combination of the well-

known cyclometer with one of the

foregoing types of speed indicating

devices, as shown in Fig. 8.

Filling and Straining Funnel.

In the city use of a car there is not

imperative need of fuel and oil funnels
and a hydrometer, but it is well to

have them, as they are very useful on
runs of any length. There should be
separate funnels for the gasoline and
the lubricating oil, and it is well to
use the former only for gasoline. Va-
rious forms of gasoline funnels are

made and the buyer cannot go far

wrong in making a selection. A con-
venient form is shown in Fig. 9. It

has a gauze strainer just above the
nozzle and a separate ring at the top
with a shoulder and reduced portion
adapted to fit inside the top of^ the FIGj ie^—hydrometer.

HO. 9.—GASOLINE FUNNEL.
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FIG. 1 1 .—VOLT-AMMETER FOR TESTTHG.

funnel after a piece of chamois skin has been spread across

it. The ring prevents the gasoline from splashing out or

overflowing when it does not run through the chamois as

rapidly as it is poured into the funnel. Careful operators

make it a point always to strain through chamois all the gas-

oline that goes into the tank. Of course, common sense dic-

tates that the chamois

must be kept clean and
that if the same side is

always placed downward
when filling the tank

whatever foreign mat-

ter is caught on the up-

per side one time will

not be washed off the

under side into the tank

the succeeding time the

chamois is used.

Hydrometer for Test-

ing Fuel.

An engine does not

work so well with stove

gasoline of 68 degrees

test or less as with gasoline of ~6 degrees test, now commonly
known as automobile gasoline. As it is a difficult matter to

distinguish between them, however, a hydrometer is a useful

instrument to carry in the car, so that when there is any
doubt a test can be made. In Fig. io is shown a hydrometer
especially provided for automobile use. It is graduated by
the Baume scale with a supplemental ther-

mometer scale for making corrections for

variations of temperature. The instrument

is wrapped in a soft flannel pouch and
packed in a glass test tube which fits in-

side of a nickeled brass case with cap.

Volt-Ammeter for Battery Tests.

Batteries may run down at any time and
anywhere, and although the ease of re-

placement in towns makes it less necessary

to test them frequently, the man who
stables his machine on his own premises

will have use for a volt-ammeter. These
are sometimes permanently attached to

the dash of the car, but more often are

carried separately in a leather case or

chamois pocket. In Fig. u is shown such
an instrument, made, like most of them,
with a strong metal case, leaving only the

scales and the end of the pointer visible

under a glass face. The upper scale reads

from o to 30 amperes and the lower scale

from p to- 6 volts. For dry batteries an
ammeter with only one scale is used, read-

ing up to 30 amperes. There are terminals

at the lower side of the case for making connection with
the battery. These are to be connected in short-circuit

across the terminals of each cell in turn, using a very brief

FIG.. 1 2.—OILER.

HO. 13 —A SIMPLE OIL GUlf OR IHJECTOR.

contact—just long enough to get the reading, as the test is

severe on the battery. A cell giving less than three to five

amperes on shirt circuit has but a short useful life remain-

ing. Secondary or storage batteries, which are used ex-

tensively for ignition purposes, are tested for voltage as

well as amperage. A fully charged cell should show 2.25

volts, and when the voltage has dropped to 1.8 volts the cell

should be recharged. Two cells are tested in series, so that

the voltmeter should read up to 5 volts.

Oil-Cans and Oil Guns.

Oil-cans and oil or grease guns should come with the
regular equipment of tools with the car, but often they
become battered or get lost and must be replaced. A very
useful form of force oil-can is shown in Fig. 12. It is called
a "railroad oiler," as it is of the type used by locomotive en-

gineers. The long, tapering nozzle is most convenient in-

getting the oil to inaccessible places, and there is a small
pump inside the can with a plunger above the handle where
it can be pressed by the

thumb to force oil

through the nozzle when
the can cannot be tilted

to cause a flow by grav-

ity. The pump valve can

be removed for inspec-

tion and the nozzle can

also be unscrewed.

An oil gun is useful

for a variety of pur-

poses. It can be used
for injecting lubricating

oil into unhandy bear-

ings and also for wash-
ing out gummed and
gritty bearings or cyl-

inders with gasoline. A
simple and substantial

oil gun with removable

nozzle is illustrated in

Fig. 13- FIG. 14.—PORTABLE ELECTRIC LAMPS.

Portable Electric Lamps.

Frequently a minor adjustment or repair is necessary after

nightfall where no lamp throws a light that is suitable to

work by. It is both inconvenient and unsafe to remove one

of the oil side lamps from the car to make an examination,

and is still less satisfactory to use matches. For this pur-

pose automobilists have found very useful the small portable

electric lamps (Fig. 14) that are in the market. They are

made in two forms, tubular and shaped like a flask to go
in the pocket. Special dry batteries are made to fit them.

At one end of the case is a tiny incandescent lamp bulb

protected by glass, either plain or in the form of a lens.

Pressure by the thumb on a button makes connection between

the battery and the lamp, so that illumination can be had
just when and as long as desired.

There are, of course, many- other fittings and special ac-

cessories that have not been mentioned, but as most of them
are especially suitable for use when touring, they will be

treated in a separate article in a later issue.

ASBURY PARK AUTOMOBILE CARNIVAL.
Asburv Park, N. J., June 25.—William J. Morgan, of New-

ark, appeared before the beach commission at its meeting this

week and made arrangements with that body for the use of the

Arcade, one of the pavilions on the beach front, for Wednesday,

August 22, through Saturday, the 25th, when he will hold his

annual automobile carnival.

For two years past this event has been held at West End. In

connection with the carnival the usual endurance tests, races-

and exhibit of cars will take place. Mr. Morgan also made ar-

rangements to have Pryor's Band in nttendance at the carnival-

.

Montreal has just discovered a law recently passed abro-

gating the right of the city to license automobiles. The fee*

for licenses already issued will have to be returned.
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A FEW THINGS DRIVERS SHOULD KNOW
The Science of Creating an Artificial Draft.

The fan behind the radiator is usually driven by a belt. It

draws a large volume of air through the cooler and dis-

charges it partly through slits or "louvres" cut in the sides of

the bonnet and partly backward under the dashboard. In

cars fitted with clutches of small diameter, such as disk

clutches or others of special types, the flywheel is sometimes

made with fan-blade spokes, set to draw air backward. With
this arrangement the radiator fan is sometimes omitted and

the bonnet is made as nearly air-tight as possible, so that

all the air drawn in by the flywheel fan must come through

the radiator. With a cone clutch, or any clutch of large

diameter, this cannot be done easily, for the space left free in

the flywheel for fan blades would be too small for practical

use. When the fan and flywheel spokes are used together to

cause an air draft, the two must be so arranged that the

flywheel fan will accelerate the current; if the spokes are

set at such an angle as to retard the passage of the air, the

effect will be inferior to that of a fan alone. And if the

fan, when used alone, retards the flow of air when the car is

running at high speed, the cooling effect will naturally be

below the maximum obtainable under proper conditions.

As it is important that the driver should know that his

water is circulating properly, some cars are fitted with "cir-

culation indicators" attached to the dashboard. These are

simply small-pressure gauges which show little pressure on

the dial when the water is running, showing that everything

is right. Another type of indicator consists of a little inclosed

paddle-wheel with a glass front on its casing; the wheel

revolves with the passage of the water.

In winter, when the water is liable to freeze and burst the

water jackets, radiator, and make havoc generally, the pure

water is replaced by some solution unaffected by low tem-
peratures. A calcium chloride solution is commonly used for

this purpose, but there are others that answer the purpose fully

as effectively.

How to Adjust the Vibrator.

The correct adjustment of the vibrator on the coil is an im-

portant matter, not only from the fact that a better spark is

produced when the adjustment is right, but also because the

current consumption depends to a considerable extent upon
the swing of the little spring. A good rough-and-ready rule

for the novice is to set the "buzzer" so that it sings the high-

est note that it can sustain clearly and without harshness.

This can be done by first screwing down the adjusting screw
until the buzz is stopped. Then gradually turn back until a

high, clear buzz, without rattle or hoarseness, is obtained.

With dry batteries it is sometimes necessary to slack back
the screw a little more as the cells run down. It is of course

possible to set the vibrator so that it will work fairly well

whether the battery is brand new or in the last stages of its

usefulness, and a majority of coils are so adjusted; but to

make a new adjustment, or to get the best work out of the

coils, the above method may be followed.

High-Tension Current Easily Shortcircuited.

The high voltage of the secondary current of the ignition

system makes it unnecessary to have a clear metallic path

to cause a short circuit. A mysterious "short" in the second-

ary was, after weeks of theorizing without effect, traced to

an oil-soaked rubber cloth hanger in front of the seat of the

car. The current "shorted" across this to the frame of the

car, frequently shocking the driver through the steering

wheel and puzzling him sorely.

Revolving Cylinder Types of Air-Cooled Motors.

There is a group of air-cooled motors that do not depend on
fans nor natural draught for cooling. These are the so-

called revolving cylinder motors in which the crankshaft

remains stationary while the cylinders, from three to five

in number, rotate around it. A commercial form of engine
of this type has the crankshaft set vertically and the cylin-

ders rotating around it in a horizontal plane. Longitudinal

ribs are cast on the exterior of the cylinders, and the rapid

passage of the cylinders through the air keeps them quite as

cool as is necessary. Engines of this class have also been
made with the crankshaft horizontal and the cylinders mov-
ing in a vertical plane. A rotating cylinder engine affords a

striking example of the relative cooling efficiencies of radia-

tion and convection. After having run the engine rapidly for

a time, and then quickly stopping it, the hand may be placed

on the cylinder head flanges without discomfort; but ten

seconds later the heat of the same spot would be unbearable.

The reason is that while the cylinders are moving the air

with which they come in contact is constantly changing and
new volumes of cold are constantly available to take up the

heat. When the cylinders are stationary, however, they are

in contact with practically still air which rapidly becomes

saturated, so to speak, and unable to absorb heat as fast as

it passes from the interior to the exterior of the cylinder.

Beware the Treacherous Back Kick.

The unpleasant and sometimes painful consequences of a

back kick when starting the motor are apt to make the auto-

mobilist rather shy of the crank for some time. There are

some cars on the market with attachments which make it im-

possible to crank the motor with the ignition advanced, but

where there is no such arrangement care must be taken to see

that the ignition lever is placed in a position to retard the

spark. And if the automobilist will take the trouble to learn

to crank with his left hand instead of the right, he will prob-

ably avoid the consequences of his carelessness in case he

forgets to retard the spark. When the left hand is used, a

back kick seems to throw the hand and arm out of the path

of the recoiling crank nearly every time. It is sometimes
more difficult to get the knack of starting with the left hand,

but it is well worth while to acquire the habit.

Cleansing Tire Covers of Spent Chalk.

French chalk within a tire cover should never be washed out.

says the Autocar (Eng.). Some professional drivers are very

fond of doing this, however, as it is an easy method of getting

rid of it But, like most proceedings that avoid trouble, it is a

very undesirable thing to do, for the reason that it is seldom that

sufficient time can be allowed to permit of thorough drying, and if

there be any weak places in the fabric the moisture which pene-

trates them only serves to weaken them the more. The proper

way to get rid of the spent French chalk from the interior of a

cover is to brush it thoroughly with a stiff brush, and then rub

the inner surface well with a clean cloth dipped in methylated

spirit.

A Spark Plug Pointer.

It is a good thing for the novice to remember that the gap

a spark will jump outside of the cylinder is by no means an

indication of what it will do inside the cylinder in the middle

of a highly compressed charge. A plug that will spark vigor-

ously and hotly when tested outside of the cylinder in the

usual way may refuse to spark at all at the critical time, or

may pass such a weak spark that it will not ignite the mixture.

To be effective the spark must be violent.
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY COMMISSION ADVOCATED
WASHINGTON, D. C, June 25—The latest aspirant for

fame as a good roads advocate is Representative Rhodes,

of Missouri, who has introduced a bill in Congress that will

please automobilists in every section. It seeks to establish a

national commission of public highways, the object and purpose

of which is to cooperate with the several states and territories

in the construction and improvement of the public roads, and

to bring about as far as practicable a uniform system of con-

struction and improvement of the public roads throughout the

United States. The commission is to consist of three members,

one of whom is to be appointed by the President of the United

States, and who must have practical knowledge of road engineer-

ing and construction. He is to have a salary of $5,000 a year.

The other two members are to be the Secretary of Agriculture

and the Postmaster-General. The latter is to be president of

the commission, while the civilian member is to be the secretary.

The bill then goes on to provide that the legally constituted

authorities of the several states and territories, under whose

jurisdiction are placed the public roads, on having expended a

given sum of money subsequent to January I, 1907, in the estab-

lishment or improvement of the public roads of any state or ter-

ritory, shall file in the office of the auditor of such state or ter-

ritory a duly certified and authenticated statement of all money

so expended. When any state or territory shall make application

to the commission for national aid for the construction or im-

provement of its public roads, according to rules and regulations

laid down by the commission, it shall be the duty of the commis-

sion to immediately appropriate a sum of money equal to the

amount expended by such state or territory in the establishment

or improvement of its public roads within twelve months prior

to the date of the application. The sum appropriated to any one

state or territory must not exceed $500,000 in any one year after

January I, 1907.

For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the bill the

sum of $50,000,000 is appropriated, to be available not to exceed

$25,000,000 a year during the years 1907 and 1908.

There are a number of good features about this bill that com-

mend it to many members of Congress, and it is likely to receive

a great deal of attention and consideration at their hands.

CONGRESSMAN SULZER'S STRONG PLEA.
Washington, D. C, June 23.—During the recent consideration

of the sundry civil appropriation bill in the House of Representa-

tives, Representative Sulzer, of New York, delivered a good roads

speech that was considered a gem by his colleagues. He said he

took an abiding interest in this all-absorbing question for better

highways throughout the land by some plan of governmental

assistance; that he was for the cause and in the fight to stay.

He told the House that he had given this matter of national good

highways careful study, and considerable investigation, and he

believed it was one of the most important questions now before

the American people. The appeal for good roads is a patriotic

demand that comes from every section of the land, and Congress-

man Sulzer asserted that the time is at hand when the Congress

of the United States must take up the matter seriously and

legislate intelligently on the subject. The question will not down,

he said, and it cannot much longer be ignored. The people want

it, and what the people want they generally get. He called atten-

tion to what President Roosevelt recently said on this question,

and he hoped ere long the President would send to Congress a

special message urging that body to take some immediate and

definite action regarding Government aid to good road building.

After pointing out how much money the Government annually

appropriated for the army and navy, the rivers and harbors, the

public buildings and grounds, for fortifications and coast de-

fenses, and other purposes, he said that in more than fifty years

not a dollar had been appropriated by the Government for good

roads. He declared the United States must build and possess

good roads. The General Government must lend its aid to their

construction. They must be free to all the people and stretching

away in all directions throughout the length and breadth of the

land. It is essential to our development. We are far behind

the other great governments of the world in the construction

and maintenance of good roads. Every person who has traveled

abroad is at once impressed with this unfortunate fact It is a

reflection on our energy, a sad commentary on our sagacity, and

a humiliating comparison with our progressive enterprise in every

other field of endeavor.

LEGISLATION IN WASHINGTON STATE.
Olympia, Wash., June 21.—State Highway Commissioner Jo-

seph M. Snow has prepared a "state aid" highway bill, patterned

after the New York law, which he will urge at the next session

of the legislature. In brief, it is the purpose to have all roads

built under expert supervision to the end that first-class and per-

manent highways may be secured. The bill provides for state

aid for such highways and an abandonment of the past extrava-

gant and wasteful outlays for the so-called "state roads." Past

legislatures have appropriated large sums for such state roads.

The last legislature switched a bit, and provided that a portion

of the share should be borne by the county. • The result has been

that of the $110,000 appropriation but $2,000 has been expended.

The county authorities have refused to make appropriations for

their share, claiming the proposed roads were not of sufficient

importance. Under the bill the counties may expend their money
in their own way without scheme or system, but no state aid

shall be rendered or they may place the road building for any

particular highway or part of highway under the state as directed

by the proposed law, and in that event the state will pay half

of the cost of the road.

Considerable satisfaction has been expressed by the local auto-

mobilists over the act of congress in appropriating $50,000 for

the road to Mount Taooma. The sum is to be expended entirely

within the reservation, which commences about twenty-five miles

from the snow line. The government has been working on this

road for two years, and is now expending the last of a $30,000

appropriation. To connect with the road being built by the gov-

ernment Pierce county will construct a highway through to the

boundary of the reservation.

An automobile bill is in process of formation which contains

some startling features, and which it is the intention to spring

on the next legislature. The main features are holding the car

liable for any fine that may be assessed against its driver, and

that the license number shall be painted on the body of the car.

It is proposed to make the fine a very heavy one, with $100 as the

minimum and $1,000 as the maximum. This comes pretty near

being "luny" legislation. The bill is undoubtedly the result of

the recent flagrant violations of the existing state law.

There is hardly any question but that the next legislature will

do something in automobile legislation, but it is doubtful if it

will be of any such character. The present state law, which pre-

vents municipalities from enacting automobile ordinances, is

very unsatisfactory, and something new will undoubtedly take

its place.

The Seattle automobilists are up in arms against County Com-
missioner Dan Abraham, who has placed four-inch planks across

the Spokane avenue bridge, thus preventing driving faster than

a walk. In doing this the commissioner has taken the law en-

tirely into his own hands. It is true that there have been some
very aggravating cases of fast driving in this city, and a number
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of drivers have been brought into court and fined. It is prob-

ably due to the notoriety of these cases that has led Abraham
to spoil one of the best drives in the city. It is also a case of

short-sightedness, as the road is now in a somewhat dangerous

condition. The county authorities will undoubtedly rescind

Abraham's action, as it will be liable for damages in case any

accident occurs that can be traced to the planks.

QUAKER CITY'S LATEST FRANCHISE SENSATION.
Philadelphia, June 23.—City Solicitor Kinsey, who was asked

for an opinion as to the legal status of the People's Vehicle Com-
pany, in the interest of which concern an ordinance was recently

introduced into councils, asking for the exclusive privilege of

operating automobile omnibuses over half a dozen routes, includ-

ing many of the most prominent streets, has decided against the

company. He finds that councils have no right to grant such an

all-embracing franchise; that the state legislature alone has cog-

nizance.

Thus has a quiet little steal been frustrated. But it is ex-

tremely doubtful that the snake would have been scotched had it

not been for the fact that the Auto Transit Company, which

had already taken out licenses to operate twenty vehicles, entered

objections on the ground that the passage of the ordinance would

not only drive it off Broad and Diamond streets, which had been

selected for its first venture, but would keep it and any similar

concern off those streets for twenty-five years to come.

And the Highway Committee of Councils had already reported

the bill favorably, after a cursory examination, and mainly on

the ground that the People's company offered a reduced rate to

school children during specified hours. Indeed, the bill had been

ordered printed when cries of "Grab!" began to be heard. It

also developed that the franchises asked for would even block

the Rapid Transit Company from several of the streets on the

routes, and that made the committee sit up and take notice.

Then it was that the city solicitor was called on for his opinion.

TOLEDO COUNCILMAN WANTS CAR FENDERS.
Toledo, O., June 23.—Councilman Leroux, of this city, has an

original idea as to the needs of automobiles and of the best way
to eliminate or reduce to the minimum all possibility of accidents.

He has been working for some time past on an ordinance which

he will shortly introduce into council which will require every

machine to carry a net fender. His ordinance will also place

the maximum speed limit at ten miles an hour and require that

every machine have a registered number attached.

The idea of Councilman Leroux originated with the announce-

ment made recently that a couple of Toledoans had invented a

net fender for automobiles which, when not in use, can be so

folded as to be almost hidden and not to take to exceed six inches

in front of the machine. Control of the fender is secured through

a series of springs which, when released by the foot, throws the

fender into place.

NEW JERSEY'S ROAD REPAIR FUND.
Under the new Frelinghuysen law, the State of New Jer-

sey has added up to date about $11,000 to its treasury for the

repairs of roads that have been injured by the passage of

heavy cars equipped with chain and other treads on the tires.

The revenue from the new registration law is to be used for

the above purpose by the State Commissioner of Roads, who
will proportion to each county the requisite amount of the

fund required for the necessary repairs within the respective

county limits.

Before the end of the year the Registration Bureau expects

to collect $65,000 in fees. This indicates a profit to the State,

as it is hardly likely that it will cost that amount of money

to repair the roads of New Jersey for damage done by auto-

biles in that period of time.

THE AUTOMOBILE CALENDAR.
AMERICAN.

Tours.
July 1-6...—Five Day Tour, Cleveland, O.. to Mt. Clemens. Mich..

Cleveland Automobile Club.
July 10. . .—Buffalo, N. T., Orphans' Day, Automobile Club of

Buffalo.

July 12-26—Annual A. A. A. Tour. Chicago to Bretton Woods, N.
H.. Rules for the GUdden Trophy operative from.
Buffalo.

July 24 -Aug. 2—New York to Boston and Bretton Woods, N. H.. and
return to Boston. (Will meet GUdden Tourists at
Bretton Woods.) Entries with W. J. Morgan, New
York, before July 20.

July 26 -Aug. 2—Boston to Bretton Woods and Return, Bay State
Automobile Association. (Will meet GUdden Tour-
ists at Bretton Woods.)

Aug. 22-26—Asbury Park, N. J., Automobile Carnival.

Sept. —SOO-MUe Endurance Test. Grand Rapids (Mich.) Auto-
mobile Club. (Date to be announced later.)

Oct. 1-2...—St. Louis, Mo., Automobile Parade and Carnival. St.

Louis Automobile Club.

Race Meets and Hill Climbs.

June 30...—Race Meet, Belmont Track, Philadelphia Automobile
Association. Entries to R. M. Lacock, Turf Club.
1421 Walnut street. Philadelphia.

July 4 —Race Meet, Newark, N. J., Waverley Track, New Jer-
sey Automobile and Motor Club.

July 3-4...—Chicago Harlem Track, Race Meet, Western Automo-
bile Racing Association.

July 4 —Wilmington, N. C. Races at Wrlghtsrill Beach, Wil-
mington Automobile Club.

Sept —200-Mile Road Race, for the Farson Cup, Chicago Au-
tomobile Club. (Date and course to be announced. >

Sept. 2...—100-Mile Road Race, on 25-Mile Circuit In Monroe-

County, N. T. Rochester Automobile Club and New-
York State Automobile Association.

Sept. 22..—American Elimination Trials for VanderbUt Cup Race.
(Long Island Course probably.)

Oct. 6 —Vanderbilt Cup Race American Automobile Associa-

tion.

Motorcycle Tours and Contests.

July 3-7..—Annual Endurance Run and Meet, Federation Ameri-
can Motorcyclists. Rochester, N. Y.

July 4...—Tour to Rochester, N. Y., New York Motorcycle Club-

FOREIGN.
Shows.

Sept. 1-8..—Canada International Exhibition. St. John. New-

Brunswick.
Oct. 6-14.—Leipzig (Germany) Exhibition, Krystall Palast.

Nov. 1 —New Zealand International Exhibition opens at Christ-

church.
Nov. 1-16.—Berlin (Germany) Automobile Exhibition..

Nov. 16-24—London, Olympia Motor Show.
Nov. 23-Dec. 1—London, Stanley Show, Agricultural Hall.

Races, Etc.

...—International Cup Race for Motorcyclists, Cesky Club-

Motorcycllstu of Austria.

. . .—Suse-Mont Cents Hill Climb (Italy). Automobile Club
of Turin.

16—Circuit des Ardennes (Belgium).

12—Malchamps (France) Hill Climb Testa.

16—Ventoux (France) Automobile Meeting.
19—Ostend (Belgium) Meet.
.

.—Lledekerke Cup Race.
..—Semmering Hill Climb.

Sept. 2—Brescia (Italy) Automobile Meeting:
-. .—Auvergne Cup Race, France.

...—Tourist Trophy Race, Isle of Man. A. C. of Great

Britain.

..—Chateau Thierry (France) H1U Climb.

..—Gaillon (France) Hill Climb.

July 8.

July 16

Aug. 1

Aug. 9

Aug. 15

Aug. 11

Aug. 18

Aug. 23

Aug. 27-

Sept. 3

Sept. 27

Oct. 7.

Oct. 23.

Motor Boat Races.

June 28-29—Kiel (Germany) Motor Boat Races.

July 1 —Malson Lafltte (France) Motor Boat Races.

July 8 —Le Coup* Dubonnet (France) Motor Boat Races.

Aug. 6 —Motor Boat Race on the Rhone (France).

Aug. 9 —British International Cup Motor Boat Race.

Aug. 20-23—Ostende (Belgium) Motor Boat Races. Dover to. Oe-

ter.de.

Sept. 16...—Juvlsy (France) Motor Boat Meeting,
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FRICTION CLUTCHES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS -I

CORE AMD SPLIT-RIHG CLUTCH.

mission of the planetary type is

BECAUSE the gasoline engine of an automobile must be

allowed to run free—that is, without propelling the car

—

at certain times when it is not convenient or practicable to

place the transmission gears in the neutral or non-driving

position, a device known as a clutch is employed. The clutch

consists of two members adapted to be pressed against each

other so as to cause

great friction. One
of these members is

carried on the rear

end of the engine

shaft, usually at-

tached to or forming
part of the flywheel,

while the other is

mounted on the for-

ward end of a short

shaft, known as the

clutch shaft, which
extends from the

clutch to the gear-

box. This refers to

cars of the conven-

tional motor-in-front

type with a sliding

gear transmission to

the rear of the mo-
tor. Where a trans

-

used the clutch is com-

bined with the transmission, and this is also true of the indi-

vidual clutch transmission, though even with these devices a

clutch between the motor and transmission is sometimes
fitted, when it is called the master clutch.

Referring to the four-cylinder car, the problem to be solved

is to provide a clutch between the motor and the transmission

that can be readily manipulated by the driver of the car, that

will take up the drive gradually and smoothly, without "jerk-

ing the car out from under the passengers," but that will hold

firmly and transmit the maximum power of the motor when
fully engaged. As a positive clutch or locking device, such,

for instance, as a square shaft-end engaging: in a square hole

in the driven shaft, would be useless because it would take up

the drive with a sudden jerk, friction is called into play, and
all modern clutches used for starting the car consist of two
friction surfaces, or sets of surfaces, pressed together by a

spring or springs.

Construction of the Ordinary Cone Clutch.

The most commonly used clutch is the cone clutch, a type

that has been used ever since auttomobiles came into use. In

the ordinary cone clutch there is a recess formed in the fly-

wheel of the rear side, and this recess is bored out tapering,

the largest diameter outside. In some cases a casting of the

requisite form is bolted to the wheel. The cone, so-called, is

mounted on the end of the shaft to be driven, the hub of the

cone sliding back and forth on the end of the shaft, but being

forced to turn with the shaft by a feather or key, or else by

having the end of the shaft squared and the hole in the hub

squared to correspond. It will readily be seen that if the cone

is slid on its shaft until it enters the tapered recess in the

flywheel, and is forced into the recess with the requisite

pressure, sufficient friction will be set up to transmit the turn-

ing effort of the engine to the driven shaft. The cone is slid

on its shaft by means of a collar and fork arrangement. A
collar formed integral with or attached to the hub of the cone

is deeply grooved, and the ends of a fork project into the

groove. By moving the fork back and forth, the cone can be

moved whether it is turning or not; the fork is pivoted and
is actuated by a pedal on the footboard. But it would be im-

possible for the driver to hold the clutch in engagement with

his foot all the time the car was running, so a strong helical

spring is used to press the cone home, the back end of the

spring abutting against a collar or its equivalent fixed on the

shaft. Thus the clutch is normally kept in engagement, the

driver being required to exert himself only when it is neces-

sary to withdraw the cone, when he presses or pushes for-

ward the pedal and keeps his foot on it as long as he wants

to keep the cone out. He can, when stopping the car, throw
his change-speed gears into neutral position, and then let in-

his clutch without driving anything but the short section of

shaft, usually called the clutch shaft, between the clutch and'

the gearbox.

The exact angle of the tapered parts is of the utmost im-
portance because if the taper is too slight the cone will seize-

fast as soon as it is let in and, wedging into the recess, start

the car with a sudden jerk that is not only very disconcerting

to the occupants, but exceedingly hard on the engine and the

power transmitting mechanism. But if the taper is too-

abrupt the clutch will slip excessively and will not hold se-

curely. The cone is usually covered with leather to make its.

engagement smooth and to give a good grip; and the leather

is often backed by springs, so that when the cone is gradually

allowed to enter the recess the leather facing is at first,

pressed against the

tapered bore and
the friction is just

sufficient to start

the car gradually.

When the clutch

is allowed to go
fully into engage-

ment the springs

are compressed
into recesses.

The Reversed Cone
Clutch.

The form of the

cone clutch is often

varied by revers-

ing the cone, mak-
ing what is known
as a reversed cone
clutch. In this the

internal cone is

formed in a cast-

ing bolted to the

flywheel, and the

taper has its small-

est diameter to the

rear—the reverse

of the previous ar-

rangement. The
cone is between
the face of the flywheel and the internal member, and moves,
away from the flywheel when let in. The helical spring is

placed between the wheel and the cone. One advantage of
this arrangement is that when the clutch is engaged there is

no end thrust on any of the bearings, as there is with most
types of plain cone clutches.

TMS AVTOMQD'LE"

REVERSED CORE CLUTCH.
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The arrangements described are of the simplest type, and

many of the details are varied in order to obtain minor ad-

vantages. For instance, the single helical spring on the shaft

is sometimes omitted and two or more springs carried on

studs parallel to the shaft. It is a common practice where

cone clutches are used to employ ball bearings to take the

thrust of the clutch spring when compressed by the

pedal. In most
clutches one of the

shafts telescopes

into the other, fit-

ting into a bronze

bushing which

serves as a bear-

ing and steadies

and accurately cen-

ters the cone in

the recess. Some-
times the leather

clutch facing is

omitted, and the

clutch is then a

metal - to - metal

cone clutch.

Cone Clutch with

Split Ring.

An interesting

variation of the

ITTPICAL LEATHER-FACED CONE CLUTCH. cone clutch con-

sists of an inverted cone clutch with a split ring interposed

between the two friction surfaces. The cone itself does not,

therefore, come into contact with the casing, but causes the

split ring to expand and set up the requisite friction with the

casing. A wedge in the split prevents the ring from moving

around the cone, and the same wedge is arranged to move up

and fill the gap as it opens when the ring is expanded. This

split ring clutch is made also with inverted cone. The clutch

casing is filled with oil, and the parts are

automatically lubricated.

Expanding Cylindrical Ring Clutch.

In another type of clutch there is a

cylindrical drum attached to the driving

shaft and a split expanding ring inside,

the ring being expanded against the inner

periphery of the drum when the driver

presses his pedal. The illustration of this

type shows the expanding ring idea as

used in a French car. A four-armed steel

plate B is rigidly secured to the end of

the clutch shaft, and this plate carries the

entire clutch mechanism. Fulcrumed on

it are two curved levers C whose ends D
are on pivots projecting from the ends of

the split ring L. . The opposite ends of the

levers are normally drawn together by a

strong helical spring R, which, acting on
the long ends of the levers, gives a very
strong pressure on the ring. In order to

disengage the clutch toggle levers M and
jV are pivoted on the usual sliding collar

£ and are also pivoted to the curved levers at F. When the

collar is pushed toward the clutch by means of a suitable col-

lar and fork arrangement in connection with a pedal, the

toggle arms force the ends D of the levers toward each
other, thus withdrawing the ring from contact with the drum
and allowing the two parts to run independent of one another.

The friction surface of the split ring is covered with camel's-

hair belting, which is said to be remarkably durable and unaffected

by oH or water.

AUTOS PREDOMINATE ON JERSEY SHORE.
Asbury Park, N. J., June 25.— New Jersey's motor vehicle

commissioner, J. B. R. Smith, testified to the importance of Mon-

mouth county as an automobiling center by the appointment of

three deputy commissioners for the county, one of whom, Charles

R. Zacharias, is from Asbury Park. Mr. Zacharias keeps one

of the largest automobile garages in the state, and is well known

to every automobilist along the shore. One of the other deputies

is located at Seabright, and the third is at Freehold, the county

seat.

Every day brings additional cars to the New Jersey shore re-

sorts, and the roads are full of them. One need only to spend

an hour on the Ocean Drive between Long Branch and Asbury

Park on a Sunday afternoon to see practically every make of

automobile in the world.

Another vantage point for lovers of av.tomobiles is at the rail-

way stations in the late afternoons when the family bread-winner

is due to arrive from the city. It used to be a collection of beau-

tiful horses and handsome carriages that was seen at these places,

but now the automobile predominates. At Red Bank, Long

Branch. West End, Elberon, Deal, Allenhurst, and as far south

a.> Befciar and Spring Lake the afternoon trip to the railway

station in an automobile to meet husband, father or sweetheart

is the feature of the day to the summer girl.

FOREIGN 'BUS EXPERIMENTS AT PROVIDENCE.

Providence, June 25.—The American Locomotive Company has

imported an automobile passenger 'bus from Switzerland and is

conducting experiments to determine its adaptability to condi-

tions of transportation in this city. The machine which was

built by Adolph Saurer & Sons, at Arbon, has attracted a great

c!eal of attention since its arrival a few days ago. The parts of

the machine were shipped separately from the other side of the

water and assembled at the company's work shops in this city.

It is a large affair, about the size of an ordinary horse car, has

a wheelbase of 12 feet, and will seat sixteen passengers. The

A FRENCH EXPANDING RING CLUTCH

machine weighs 7,500 pounds, has a 24-horsepower engine capa-

ble of developing a speed of fifteen miles an hour. The rear

wheels are fitted with two tires each, placed side by side, which

provides a broad base and is said to lessen the vibration. This

multiple tire arrangement is being adopted by several manufac-

turers of heavy vehicles with good results. The company has been

working out plans and designs for railway motor cars for some
time, and it is expected that the actual manufacture of the cars

will be commenced in a short time.
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EARLY SUMMER AUTOMOBILE CLUB NEWS
Recent Cross Walk Fatality Rouses Clevelanders.

Cleveland, O., June 25.—Members of the Cleveland Auto-

mobile Club are very much interested in the results of the

investigation now going on regarding the cause of the acci-

dent which resulted in the death of Morris Osborne, son of

a prominent coal man, which occurred near Wickliffe some
two weeks ago. Young Osborne, who was 19 years of age,

was riding on Euclid avenue with a friend, Walter Robinson,

when the machine struck an obstruction and was overturned.

Young Osborne was crushed to death under the car, while

his companion was severely injured. The obstruction was
in the shape of a bridge across the road, built by C. Merrill,

a road supervisor of Lake County, and he claims that it was
built for a crosswalk so that his family might cross the street

without going in the mud. Automobilists, however, believe

that this and other

similar crosswalk?

have been built in

that district to an-

noy automobilists.

and to prevent them
from making any
kind of speed. The
Cleveland Automo-
bile Club took up
the matter and
hired an attorney to

prosecute the case

No action will be

taken, however, un-

til the coroner has

completed his in-

quest.

A feature which
makes the case par-

ticularly aggravat-

ing to the members
of the club is that

only a short time

before Secretary

Goddard had sent a
communication t o
the road supervisor

complaining against

the annoying cross-

walks in that vicinity

New Jersey A. C. Clubhouse to Be Put in Readiness.

Newark, N. J., June 26.—All necessary papers having been

signed between the owners of the property and the officials

of the New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club for the five-

year lease of the Osborne mansion, which was described in

last week's issue of The Automobile, the work of altering it

into a first-class clubhouse will begin at once. The illustra-

tion published on this page will give an idea of the house as

it now looks, and its fine location near the heart of the city

will make it exceptionally attractive to members, both pres-

ent and prospective.

Automobilists from New Jersey are being held up while

traveling through Pennsylvania, by the wholesale. One
Jerseyite was fined $36 for driving without a Pennsylvania

license, and he had been in the State but an hour. Another,

a Newarker, boldly

traveled along and
put up a fine front,

telling every officer

he met that he was
on his way to the

office of the commis-
sioner of highways

to get a license, and

would then ask the

nearest way to
reach there. He
went through the

experience about a

dozen times before

he got out of the

State.

NEW HOME OF THE NEW JERSEY AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR CLUB AT NEWARK.

Instead of leveling them off, it appears
that another and higher one was constructed at this point,

with the fatal results mentioned. The F. B. Stearns Com-
pany, which built the machine that Mr. Osborne was driving,

will aid in the prosecution of the case if it is considered
possible to make a case against the road supervisor. Mr.
Stearns was a cousin and close friend of the unfortunate

young driver.

The longest tour ever arranged by the Cleveland Automo-
bile Club will be a five-day trip to Mt. Clemens, Mich., and
return, starting Sunday, July I. The schedule will be an
easy one and the cars will travel singly, meeting only at

agreed-upon points in the evening, this eliminating the an-

noyance of dust and the temptation for racing. On Sunday
the members will make Toledo, 120 miles, and Monday they

will run through Detroit to Mt. Clemens, remaining there all

day Tuesday. The start for home will be made on Wednes-
day morning, July 4, stopping over night either at Detroit or

Toledo, and returning to Cleveland Thursday. An invitation

has been issued to all local owners, whether members of the

club or not, to make the trip.

Auburn Club Will

Greet Glidden

Tourists.

Auburn, N. Y.,

June 25.—Extensive

preparations are be-

ing made by the

Automobile Club of

Auburn to entertain

the Glidden tourists

when they arrive In

this city on July 12. At the last meeting of the club, President

William F. Wait presided and ten new members were elected.

A committee on entertainment, consisting of S. C. Tallman,

Dr. George W. Whitney, and Wilbur B. Barnes, was ap-

pointed, with power to arrange matters. It was voted to

make the Osborne House the official headquarters, where from
200 to 300 guests can be accommodated. George H. Leonard

was deputed to make arrangements for the care and storage

of cars of the contestants, without expense to them, and make
arrangements for the supplies and repairs that may be re-

quired. The club's committee on road signs reported that

So signs had been ordered, giving directions to tourists at

the turning and corner points in Cayuga County on the route

from Syracuse to Rochester, both east and west, and from

Auburn to Ithaca.

Detroit Club's Activity in Road Building.

Detroit, Mich., June 25.—To the members of the Detroit

Automobile Club due credit should be awarded for their indi-

vidual efforts in road building. To reach the new inland lake

clubhouse of the club, it has been necessary, hitherto, to drive
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to Pontiac, thence to Orchard Lake, and turn in around Pine

Lake to the point where the building stands. As the drive

was close to eleven miles from Detroit, it occurred to Presi-

dent E. S. George of the club that a short cut might be made
by a cut from Bloomfield Hills, and he started to work on the

plan. The farmers in the vicinity fell in with the scheme, and
the property has been opened up with a roadway that will

save six miles of the distance. Over $800 has been sub-

scribed for construction work, and the road has been scraped

and leveled the greater part of the way. Signs are being

placed along the route, and work will continue all summer,
under the charge of an executive committee of three, which
employs a capable superintendent of construction.

Ohio's Bungled Law Causes All Sorts of Trouble.

Columbus, O., June 26.— Resolutions condemning the per-

sons guilty of the practice of throwing tacks, nails, broken

glass, and other dangerous articles on the streets to stop

scorching, have been adopted by the Columbus Automobile
Club, which, while it has no sympathy for reckless auto

driving, is strongly opposed to the use of unlawful methods
to stop them, especially when the means employed works
such injury to innocent parties.

The repeal of the old automobile law by which owners
were required to take out city numbers has left the local

authorities without means of identification in cases where the

speed limit is violated, the new law not being enforced be-

cause of its bungled provisions. To catch the violators

policemen are detailed to watch the thoroughfares they fre-

quent, and during the past week there have been a number
of arrests, one of the victims being Postmaster Harry Krumm,
who, in fact, was the first one to get into the meshes of the

law since the present crusade against auto scorching began.

The inability of the police to control the situation led a num-
ber of people to take the matter in their own hands, and some
of them went to such an extreme as to scatter tacks, nails,

and broken glass over the streets. In some places ropes

were stretched across the streets to bring the drivers to a

stop. But the infliction of fines during the past week has

had a salutary effect, and there is less speeding. The local

automobile club is co-operating with the police in suppressing

the speeding nuisance, but the members regard as outrageous

the lawless means resorted to by many to stop the practice.

Buffalo Will Have an Orphans' Day, July 10.

Buffalo, N. Y., June 25.—At the recent meeting of the

board of directors of the Automobile Club of Buffalo, Tues-

day, July 10, was the date set for the second annual automo-

bile ride of the orphans of the city. Secretary Lewis hopes

to have several hundred cars in line, and is making heroic

efforts to secure the loan of cars for the occasion. Last

year's Orphans' Day was very successful, and this year it is

hoped to more than double the number on the tour.

The Automobile Club of Buffalo, of which Percy Pierce is

' a member, is preparing to give him a reception on his return

home. His fellow members were greatly relieved to learn

that the man with whose carriage his car collided in Ger-

many, on the return from the Herkomer contest, was not

fatally injured, as at first reported.

The club has experienced a phenomenal growth in mem-
bership so far this year, and especially during the last two
months. At a meeting of the membership committee last

week 24 applicants were elected to membership, bringing the

total to between six and seven hundred.

A number of road signs have been donated to the club by
President H. A. Meldrum. The first road to be covered this

summer will be the one between Buffalo and Niagara Falls,

and, while it is not necessary to place many direction signs

over that route, several danger signs will be put at railroad

and other crossings. The club will erect danger signs at the

approaches to all steep grades in Erie and Niagara counties.

Chicago A. C. Ready to Build Its Clubhouse.

Chicago, June 25.—Delay in awarding contracts for the con-

struction of the new clubhouse of the Chicago Automobile

Club came to an end last week, when the deal was put

through securing an additional plot of land, 26x93 feet, which

was necessary to carry out the plans as submitted by the

architect of the new building. Assured of the extra land,

the auxiliary association of the club in charge of the matter

can now go ahead with the work of construction. The plans

call for a five-story structure front and three in the rear. The
garage will be located in the three-story section and be

separated from the main building by a fire wall.

In spite of the fact that the club vacated its Michigan

avenue house on May 1, and is now temporarily occupying

two rooms in the Fisher building, the membership list con-

tinues to swell. Almost 600 members are on the roll, and

each week an average of three is added. By the time the

new home of the club is completed it is expected there will

be fully 1,000 members.

St. Louis Automobile Club Plans a Fall Carnival.

St. Louis, Mo., June 25.—A big parade and a two days' car-

nival is to be held in this city next fall, if the present plans

of the St. Louis Automobile Club are carried out. October 1

is the date set for the street parade, and every automobile

owner in the city and vicinity will be invited to participate

The parade will be held in the evening, as will the display

of the following day, when a battle of flowers will be arranged

as a climax for the occasion. The recent success of the

automobile race meet run by the club at the old fair-grounds

has awakened much interest in automobiling circles.

• There is every probability of a State automobile association

being formed on July 8, at the banquet to be given by the

Kansas City Automobile Club in that city. President A. B.

Lambert, of the St. Louis Automobile Club, Attorney-Gen-

eral Hadley, and Alexander Euston will be among the

speakers.

CLUB DOINGS IN GENERAL.

Wilmington, N. C—Automobile races on the Wrightsville

Beach at low tide will be run on July 4, by the Wilmington

Automobile Club, just organized. Two events are on the

program, one for runabouts and one for touring cars.

Worcester, Mass.—President J. P. Coghlin, of the Wor-

cester Automobile Club, has come out strongly in favor of

improving Dead Horse Hill, so that climbing contests may be

held annually on it in the future that will be national in

character. It is proposed to widen the course, and the club

will present the matter to the various manufacturers' asso-

ciations for their consideration.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Twelve new members were elected at

the last meeting of the board of trustees. The club sent a

representative to the State road convention, which was in ses-

sion at Duluth the middle of the present month. The object

of the convention was to promote the building of a first-class

highway from St. Paul to Duluth. The club has issued skele-

ton maps showing selected runs in and about the country

surrounding Minneapolis, ranging from 25 to 150 miles.

Rochester, N. Y—Chilly weather oil June 23 and heavy, threat-

ening clouds were responsible for the postponement of the opening

of Genesee Valley Park with a series of gymkhana sports

under the auspices of the Rochester Automobile Club, until July 7.

The archery contest was held during the morning, as scheduled,

but at noon the weather became so threatening that the park com-

mittee deemed it advisable to postpone the celebration until the

date mentioned.
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MR. EDGE ON SIX CYLINDERS.
Editor THE AUTOMOBILE:

[337.]—In your issue of May 31, I notice an article by E. R.
Thomas who gives his reasons for discontinuing to make six-cylin-
der cars. As a believer in and a successful manufacturer of the
six-cylinder Napier, may I be allowed In your paper to take up
point by point Mr. Thomas' reasons for discontinuing the six-
cylinder principle? I do so because I would like to see the English-
speaking people get the full advantage from the six-cylinder prin-
ciple, of which my own firm—The Napier—are reaping a very great
advantage at the moment.
As you may remember, we Introduced the six-cylinder principle

.some three years ago and to-day we have a factory employing over
1,000 men turning out nothing but six-cylinder cars of two models—
the 40-horsepower and the 60-horsepower. We are getting out, on
an average, ten a week now and hope to do for next year between
fifteen and twenty per week. These are all big and expensive cars.
•and If we could make smaller cars we could very easily treble our
output. France, Germany and Italy are all now buying regularly
from us under firm business contracts.
We, ourselves, had many difficulties when commencing with the

.six-cylinder principle, to make it a thoroughly commercial success.
To-day the six-cylinder engine is running with greater satisfaction
in the hands of the ordinary user than four cylinders of equal
horsepower. This is speaking generally. Now to deal with Mr.
Thomas' points:

<1) He says the torque and vibration is less with six cylinders.
I agree with him. but when he says this advantage is not per-
ceptible when on the road, I cannot agree with him. Ask any
Independent person who has tried two perfect cars—one a four-
cylinder and the other a six-cylinder. There cannot be any com-
parison. With a six-cylinder you do not know you are on an
explosive engine, on the four-cylinder, when the engine speed gets
a bit slow, you feel every Impulse.

(2) Mr. Thomas says It Is obvious that six-cylinders weigh more
than four-cylinders. That is perfectly correct, but he omits to
state that if you require an engine to give a given power that it

requires six smaller cylinders than a four-cylinder engine does and
In practice the actual weights are as follows:

40-horsepower six-cylinder Napier giving 48-horaepower on the
brake, weighs complete with flywheel, carbureter, etc., 608 pounds.

40-horsepower four-cylinder Napier giving 49-horsepower on the
fcrake, weighs complete with flywheel, carbureter, etc., 617 pounds.

(3) He still assumes that the six-cylinder engine is heavier than
the four, and therefore puts more weight on the front axle. As
bis first assumption Is Incorrect as I have proved, it falls to the
ground, but outside this he knows quite as well as I do that the
-question of the amount of weight on the front wheels can be
•easily governed by the position of the front axle.

It Is also Incorrect to say that a car steers best with a small
amount of weight on the front wheel. As a matter of fact racing
-cars which steer better than any other, If correctly designed, have
very frequently nearly two-thirds of their total weight on the front
«xle and then with this weight so placed, I speak from experience, I
And the steering Is better than that with very light weight on the
front wheel and a very large amount of weight on the back axle.

(4) Mr. Thomas states that the six-cylinder engine requires 10
or more inches more longitudinal space from the dash. This I

find In practice Is incorrect. Our 5-inch bore four-cylinder engine
Is equivalent to our 4-inch bore six-cylinder engine in horsepower,
and the total diameter of cylinders Is 20 inches In the case of the
four-cylinder and 24 Inches in the case of the six. Allowing, how-
ever, for a few other differences, I find that In practice the six-
cylinder engine of the same horsepower, is 5% inches longer than
the four.

(6) Mr. Thomas says that six cylinders of equal piston area will

•develop less power than four. This Is not my experience of the
Napier. With six 4-inch cylinders, 4-inch stroke, we have de-
veloped 52 horsepower. The total cubic capacity of the cylinders
"being 301 inches, car. Mr. Thomas point to any four-cylinder engine
giving equal power with the same cubic capacity? I think not.

If multiplication of cylinders Is bad for efficiency, why Is it that

-to-day the two fastest cars in the world have six and eight cylin-

ders respectively, when these cars have to be built under a limit

of weight? If Mr. Thomas' theories are correct a large four-cylin-

der engine would give a faster car.

As to the question of six-cylinder giving trouble, I agree that
theoretically this should be so, but users know from practice that
apparently the constant and smooth turning motion of the six-

cylinder does actually cause less trouble than the more Irregular
iour-cyUnder engine; just It the same way that in the olden days
-when we used two-cylinder engines people used to say four
•cylinders were more complicated and gave more trouble, but In

practice four cylinders gave less trouble than the two, and six even
less than four.

I agree that the timing of the six-cylinder engine Is more diffi-

cult than the four but this Is a question for the factory; It does

not Interest the user, neither does the question of the wiring,
the lubrication, the cooling or getting the proper mixture and dis-
tribution of gas from the carbureter. These are all points that the
manufacturer has to look to, and If he Is unable to cope with these
difficulties then he does no business; but if he does cope with them
he certainly gives the user a more perfect car if it has six cylin-
ders than if it has four.

In regard to the question of six cylinders not being economical
In consumption of gasoline, I enclose you herewith copy of the
certificate obtained from the Automobile Club of Great Britain and
Ireland in regard to Petrol Consumption, from which you will see
nearly nineteen miles to the gallon was run on a Napier 4 -inch
six-cylinder car, and I enclose you copy of Farraday House test,

by which you will see the horespower developed by this engine
was very considerable over 40-horsepower. In a recent gasoline
consumption test held in America I did not see that engines of
similar horsepower ran with equally small consumption even
though they had four cylinder engines.
As to the suggestion that the six-cylinder car Is a "fad," I can-

not help thinking that Mr. Thomas has become disheartened with
his manufacturing difficulties too soon. I felt Just the same at one
time, but every time I went for a ride on a six-cylinder Napier, I

felt that once a user had been for a ride on a six-cylinder he would
not listen to anyone who told him of all the difficulties one had
in the factory to perfect the six-cylinder, and now having per-
fected the six-cylinder, I seriously commend every enterprising
manufacturer who wants to build a powerful car to really realise

and understand about the merits of six-cylinder engines in England.
I have thrown open the Napier factory to any English manu-

facturer who wants to see what we are doing, as I am more than
anxious to see the English-speaking race lead the world In auto-
mobile construction. Naturally, I prefer a British Arm to lead,

but after a British firm I would like to see an American In prefer-

ence to a foreigner, and I hope If there are any American manu-
facturers coming to London this year they will pay a visit to the
Napier factory, so that they can see how we have succeeded in

making six-cylinder Naplers a commercial success, reasonable In

price and of great pleasure and satisfaction to hundreds of users

who own the cars at the present time. S. F. EDGE.
London, Eng., June 13.

THE REAL JUGGERNAUT OF THE STREETS.

"Yes, automobiles are a bit dangerous at street crossings,"

said the traffic policeman, "but the biggest is not to be com-
pared for danger to a drunken driver, driving a felt shod

horse, harnessed to a rubber tired hansom, with the lights

out. Even the quietest automobiles make some noise, but

the combination I have just named gives the pedestrian no
warning whatever. There are more narrow escapes from

horse-propelled vehicles on Broadway than from automobiles.

Of course, when an auto knocks a man down the papers

make a sensation of it, but five men are hurt by horse-drawn

vehicles to one by the horseless kind."

—

New York Sun.

MARYLAND MUNICIPAL DIGNITARIES IN A RAMBLER

Mayor Timanus of Baltimore on right in the tonneau and ex-Mayor Whyte o

Cumberland on the left.
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Courtesy to Other* In automobiling, whether around
In Driving. one's own locality or on tour,

there should be a punctilious observance of the rules of the

road. Among drivers of good road horses there is an un-

written code, any departure from which, without good cause,

is regarded as a distinct mark of boorishness or illbreeding.

Either on these grounds or the more selfish one of policy,

the automobilist cannot afford to be outdone by the horse-

man in the practice of courtesy in driving. It is unfortu-

nately the fact that an automobilist often lays himself open to

serious criticism, if nothing worse, by violating a rule or a

custom that he is totally ignorant of—his intentions are as

good as those of his critics; it is his knowledge of what to

do and when to do it that is deficient.

In automobiling there are two distinct functions which
the driver must perform. One is the management of the

automobile as a machine, and the other is the handling of

the automobile as a vehicle, using the public roads in com-
mon with all oth«rs. This dual responsibility should never

be lost sight of even in any emergency. Incompetent han-

dling of the car as a machine may result in nothing worse
than an inexpensive replacement of some component, while

careless driving may result in a heavy bill of damages as-

sessed by an unsympathetic jury.

One of the commonest errors of automobile driving is to

"cut in" ahead of a vehicle going in the same direction, so

that the horse-driver must swerve from his course to avoid

collision. This is a gross violation of road courtesy, and
may easily occasion a serious accident. Another equally

common infraction is cutting a corner when making a left

turn on a road that is much traveled; and especially when the

turn is made from an inferior road or street into a main
thoroughfare. All vehicles on main streets and roads have
the right of way. Turning to the right artistically, with a
car of long wheelbase, requires a considerable amount of

skill so as not to get off the right side of the road. Other
frequently noted violations are, slowing down or stopping

suddenly without signaling to those who are following, and
also stopping for repairs or adjustments in the middle of the

road. A car should always . be driven close to the curb or

road line before a voluntary stop is made. And when stop-

ping for any length of time on a country road, the car should

be pushed onto the roadside if surface conditions permit.

Many automobilists were and are horsemen, and almost

unconsciously they do the right thing even when there is

not much time to think about it. Some, however, have had
no practice in riding or driving, perhaps not even with a

bicycle, and have not given the subject any serious attention.

To such, who have the opportunity, we suggest the plan of

driving out with some owner of a good horse and noting

the "how" and the "when."

All horse drivers are not courteous and considerate of the

rights of other road users. But whether or not, those who drive

horses for pleasure usually know the rules of the road even if

they do not observe them, and they certainly can appreciate that

knowledge in others.

Hotel men WillHid Perse- One of the direct results of over-
eated Automobilists. zealous officialism in the alleged

enforcement of speed laws on Long Island, has been the forma-

tion of an organization of prominent hotel men, whose business

is being greatly interfered with by the lynx-eyed Javerts of the

highways. Country hotels are the necessary adjuncts to pleas-

urable touring, but automobilists are very apt to shun the dis-

tricts whose officials make a specialty of holding up every

passing car for an alleged infraction of the law, causing an

endless chain of inconvenience to the owner, even though
it may be proven he was not exceeding the speed limit. The
object of the new hotel men's organization is to encourage
the use of the southern Long Island roads by autoists, and
to protect and defend those who are unjustly accused of

speeding. It will thus be seen that the inherent right of de-

fense from persecution is still a strong American character-

istic, and "mine host" may become a powerful factor in

shaping automobile legislation of the future. At any rate,

since the formation of the hotel men's association there has
been a sudden cessation of activities on the part of local

officials in southern Long Island townships.

Burden of the Hew The new statute known as the
Jorner Lnw. Freylinghuysen law which goes

into effect in New Jersey July 1, promises to become a two-

edged sword. There are thousands of automobilists who,
rather than submit to the exacting conditions imposed, may*
give New Jersey the go-by this summer. Already there

are murmurings from proprietors of hotels of loss in pat-

ronage, and so far there have been under 4,000 automobiles

registered in the state this year, against a total of 17,000

registered under the old law. The best way to get rid of a

bad law is to have its effects react on the commonwealth
that imposes it, and New Jersey will come in for little sym-

pathy should the law prove to be a boomerang, as it now
promises to be. There is an old adage which says you can

lead a horse to water but can't make him drink, which may
be applied to the automobilist who is a non-resident. A sea-

son or two of "splendid isolation" might bring the legis-

lators of the state to their senses.
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SZISZ WINS THE GRAND PRIX.
By A. G. BATCHELDER.

Special Cable Report to The Automobile.

Le Mans, France, June 27.—Francois Szisz, on a no-horse-

power Renault, won the Grand Prix to-day. Time, I2h. 14m.
7s.; Nazarro second, ish., 46m., 26s.; Clement third, I2h., 49m.,

46s.; Barillier fourth, I3h., 53m.; Lancia fifth, Heath sixth,

Baras seventh. Shepherd, smashed wire wheels. Hemery out
after first round. Rigoly dropped out. Teste broke leg in

accident.

How the Race Was Started.

Pont-de-Genne, Grand Stand, La Sarthe, France, June 26.

—

The sun rises early these June days, but an enormous crowd to-

day vies with it for early-rising honors, and jams the triangular

circuit, invades the stands, and disappears in the adjoining fields

to reach some favorable vantage ground along the course. At

a quarter to six a brief order "No more cars admitted" is given.

The companies of infantry brush the tarred road every 100 yards

on the 103 kilometers of the triangle, and red and blue garbed

soldiers with guns and bayonets flashing see that no one strides

across the racing way.

The monsters are in line for the start, some roaring tremen-

dously from time to time—the DeDietrich, No. 1, first, with

third, time 6:26:53; Shepard, the American amateur driver, in

a Hotchkiss, fourth, time 6:30:45. Sixteen cars were officially

classified as finishing the first day's stage of the race.

Two accidents occurred the first day. Fabry, driving his 140-

horsepower Itala, collided with a wall near Connere, and his

machine was completely disabled but neither he nor his mechani-

cian was injured. Le Blon, driving a 135-horsepower Hotchkiss,

ran into a ditch, going a 75 mile an hour gait, and upset without

sustaining personal injury. The car was wrecked.

Gordon-Bennett Not to Be Revived.

The international delegates present voted not to revive the

Gordon-Bennett International Cup, France, Germany, Belgium

and Italy voting against and England for the revival.

MORE VANDERBILT ENTRIES.
As July 1, the date for closing the entry lists for the Van-

derbilt Cup race elimination trials, approaches, the number of

cars aspiring to the honor of racing for the cup increases.

There are now entered nine American candidates—two
Thomas Flyers, two Frayer-Millers, a Haynes, an Oldsmo-
bile, a Matheson, a Pope-Toledo, and a B. L. M. One of the

Thomas cars will be driven by C. A. Coey, of Chicago, and
the other by M. Roberts, who drove the Thomas in last

year's eliminations. The Haynes will be driven by Frank
Sweigert, the Oldsmobile by Ernest D. Keeler, and one of

the Frayer-Miller cars by Lee Frayer. Entries are expected

of the Wayne, Christie, and Maxwell cars, and among the

reported possibilities are a third Thomas, a White steam car,

and a Royal Tourist.

SZISZ OH HIS iio-HORSEPOWER WJWH1HG RENAULT

Driver Gabriel carelessly leaning against the big bonnet, behind

him Lancia on his Fiat makes demonstrative jests with a group

of four or five admirers, his big, jolly face red with excitement.

He wears a short sweater and a pair of overalls. Suddenly the

first thirteen cars are simultaneously cranked, and their imposing

voices are heard like a band of drums. Gabriel reaches the start-

ing line. The starter and a judge give him his parting injunc-

tions, he nods his head and adjusts his goggles, his machine a-

quiver with excitement of suppressed energy. Little Gabriel

maneuvers his clutch lever, places his foot on the pedal and is

given the count. "Etes-vous-pretf" "Out." "Dix, neuf, huit,

sept, six, cinq, quartre, trois, deux, un"—bang, cracks the pistol,

than a metallic sound, that decreasing like a sigh, fills the air, a

little gray smoke sweeps the brown road, and in a twinkle a

small swift-moving dot ascends the hill and is lost in the distance.

Another, which leaves in a storm of explosions, is already pur-

suing the first, and another and a fourth and a fifth—Lancia,

Szisz, Hemery, Barras, etc.

At eleven o'clock Szisz in his Renault appeared to be winning,

in fantastic fashion, the first stage of the race. He passed the

stand for the fifth time like a, shadow. He overtook Gabriel and

Lancia together in the second lap between Cherre and Lamnay,

after passing LaFerte-Bernard, before reaching the Vibraye

forest Barras was coming fast behind, and Albert Clement was

close to Szisz's heels. Szisz won the first stage of the race, his

speed averaging close to 70 miles an hour. His time for the 619

kilometers (375 miles) was 5:45=30 2-5. A. C. Clement in a

Clement-Bayard was second, time 6:11:40; Nazarro in a Fiat,

GLIDDEN ENTRY LIST SWELLS.
Eighteen entries for the Glidden Tour had been received

by Superintendent Tucker up to going to press. Of these

twelve have already been published in The Automobile, and

the later entries are as follows:

No. 13.—Walter C. White, c. o. White Sewing Machine Co., Rose
Bids., Cleveland, Ohio. Buffalo to Breton Woods. Will not con-
test for Glidden Trophy. White car of 18 h.p. Two In party.
Cleveland Automobile Club. Will run as Pilot.
No. 14.—Philip 8. Fllnn, 320 Diamond Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Buffalo to Bretton Woods. Will contest for Glidden Trophy.
Pierce Arrow car of 32 h.p. Three In party. Pittsburg Automobile
Club.
No. 16.—William K. Wright, c. o. Knox Automobile Co., Spring-

field, Mass. Buffalo to Bretton Woods. Will contest for Glidden
Trophy. Knox car of 36-40 h.p. Five In party. Springfield Auto-
mobile Club.
No. 16.—Robert B. Craufurd. Hotel Marie Antoinette, New York

City. Buffalo to Bretton Woods. W1H contest for Glidden Trophy.
Stevens-Duryea car of 60 h.p. Five in party. Automobile Cluh
of America.
No. 17.—Henry Faulman. 1321 Michigan Ave.. Chicago. 111. Chi-

cago to Bretton Woods. Will contest for Glidden Trophy. Pierce
Great Arrow car of 40-46 h.p. Five in party. Chicago Automo-
bile Club.
No. 18.—Hart D. Newman, New Orleans, La. Buffalo to Bretton

Woods. Will contest for Glidden Trophy. Packard car of 24 h.p.
Four In party. New Orleans Automobile Club.

WAR DEPARTMENT BUYS AUTOS.
Washington, D. C, June 26.—Quartermaster General Hum-

phries has ordered for immediate delivery two White steamers,

a Royal tourist and a Franklin light truck for the use of the

United States Army during summer manouvers. General Grant

will use the Royal Tourist at Mount Gretna, Pa., and the White
steamers will be used by the commanding generals at Fort Riley,

Kan., and Indianapolis. The Franklin truck will be used by the

quartermaster at Mount Gretna, Pa. Commanding generals have

been requested to make reports to the War Department on the

merits and demerits of cars used by them. It is thought the

action of the department is the forerunner of an extensive use

of automobiles in the army.

PERCY PIERCE SAILS FOR HOME.
Cablegrams received by the George N. Pierce Company, Buf-

falo, state that Percy Pierce sailed for home June 27, and will

enter the Glidden tour. Advices received the latter part of last

week showed that the early reports of a fatality in his collision

on the return from the Herkomer tour were unfounded.
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HENRY FORD HAS HIS SAY.
Considerable talk has been created by the recent action of

Judge Lacombe in New York, who declared John B. Trevor in

contempt of court because he bought an unlicensed foreign car

after he had agreed to the validity of the Selden patent. The
validity of the claims of the Selden patent are being fought in

the courts by the Ford Motor Company, which makes the asser-

tion that until this suit is decided in the courts, no case can be

made against anyone else unless he invites it. That the Ford

Motor Company is determined to contest every inch of the

ground with the Selden patent owners, and that Ford neither will

ask nor give quarter, is evidenced by the following pointed state-

ments given out by Henry Ford

:

"The Selden people, in line with their policy of intimidation,

evidently wish to make it appear that the individual buyer of an
unlicensed car is menaced by this decision, which decision, they

would have the public believe, has a bearing on the validity of the

Selden patent. A casual review of the situation will show that

this conviction for contempt was only what might have been

expected under the circumstances, and has no bearing whatever on
the validity of the S'elden claims. As I understand it, Mr. Trevor
had previously bought a foreign-made car through an unlicensed

agent. Suit was instituted against him by the Selden people, and,

rather than go to the expense and trouble to fight it, Mr. Trevor
allowed a consent decree to issue against him—thereby tacitly ad-

mitting, so far as he personally was concerned, the validity of the

Selden patent. He later purchased anothtr car and, despite his

previous action, repudiated the right of the A. L. A. M. to exact

tribute in the form of royalty. In view of his previous action,

this was clearly in contempt of the court to whose ruling he had
assented, and the judge rightly so ruled.

"It has been a favorite method of the Selden people to insti-

tute friendly suits with some apparently belligerent individual who,
after putting up a lame fight, finally confesses judgment. These
so-called victories are always used by the A. L. A. M. as scare-

crows to intimidate buyers. To one who is familiar with the pe-

culiar tactics of the Selden people, Mr. Trevor's position in this

matter looks dubious to say the least, and astute observers are

likely to accuse him of bad faith in the matter.

"If there is any basis for the claims of Selden, the owners of

that patent, the A. L. A. M., have a good chance to demonstrate

it in the pending suit with the Ford Motor Company. Why do
they not vigorously press that suit instead of taking advantage

of every technicality to secure delays and otherwise impede the

progress of the litigation in the very evident attempt to put the

day of final decision afar off?

"If they must attack an individual, whv not no after Mr. Thos.

F. Ryan, who practically controls the Electric Vehicle Company,
which concern gets three-fifths of the many thousands of dollars

which some makers are paying in royalties. Only a few weeks ago
I am informed, Mr. Ryan purchased an unlicensed car through
the Mercedes Import Company, though the Smith & Mabley Com-
pany have been selling Mercedes for years and have paid many
thousands of dollars to the licensed association.

"There are something like 13s manufacturers of automobiles

in this country, of them, thirty-two or three, I believe, are in-

cluded in the licensed association. Among the prominent for-

eign car builders who scoff at the claims of the Selden people

and decline to pay tribute are the Mtrcedes, Panhard, Renault,

Brasicr, Leon Bollee, Mors, and the C. G. V.
"No buyer of a car need have any fear of being enjoined from

buying or using any car that suits his fancy and his pocketbook
until after the association has settled this patent suit with the

Ford Motor Company in the courts. Men have been, and will be,

convicted of contempt of court for as many offenses as there are

courts and litigants, but we cannot see where such convictions

will ever serve to prove the validity of a patent, or to interfere

with the selling of automobiles."

FRAYER-MJXLER STICKS TO COLUMBUS.
Columbus, O., June 23.—Negotiations for the removal of the

Oscar Lear Automobile Company, makers of the Frayer-Miller,

from this city to Zanesville, are off, and the company will remain

in this city. A site was to be given the company and $100,000

loaned it, and, in addition, a loan of $100,000 was to be made,

which money was to be used in the construction of a large plant.

Just as the contract was to be signed the local banks refused

to assume the liability of the subscribers to the loan, and after

two or three efforts to get the matter adjusted, the company
s
-ndoned the project.

POOR INDIANA STATISTICS.
Indianapolis, Ind., June 25.—Through a number of errors,

for which the manufacturers themselves are believed to be re-

sponsible, the figures compiled by State Statistician Joseph W.
Stubbs on the automobile industry of the state have been found

to be practically worthless. Several months ago the employees

of the office began gathering data on the automobile industry,

together with other industries, as they existed in Indiana in 1905.

The figures have just been compiled, but the automobile industry,

undoubtedly one of the most important in the state, appears prac-

tically insignificant alongside of some of the others.

Where automobiles should rank near the head, the data gath-

ered shows that the industry ranks forty-first, and it cannot be

known for at least another year the true rating of the automobile

factories, the number of men they employ, or the capital invested.

This is a disappointment to automobile manufacturers, as they

have contended all along that their industry was one of the

largest.

According to the figures, which have not yet generally been

made public, there were eight factories in Indiana for the manu-

facturing of automobiles, and three for the manufacturing cf ac-

cessories. The capital invested in these eight factories is repre-

sented as $1,140,509. The salaries paid out during the year

amounted to $482,198, which were paid to 789 men. The value

of the product is given at $1,595,302. The three manufacturers

of bodies and parts are represented as having a capital stock of

$53,495. with twenty-seven employees earning $14,242. The

product is given at $42,300.

It has been found that some of the largest factories in the

state are not represented under the head of automobile manufac-

turing, and much of the credit for the business goes to the

horse-drawn vehicle industry. For instance, Studebaker's it

South Bend, are given under the latter head, with no mention

of automobiles, while the Columbia Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany at McCordsville appears under "Telephones." There is such

a number of like errors that it will be practically impossible to

straighten out in time for the 1905 report of the state statistician,

which is about ready to go to press.

Only four automobile factories are credited to Indianapolis,

one to Auburn and one to Kokomo. The Indianapolis factories

had a capital stock of $810,060, employing 447 men at salaries

amounting to $277,844. The product was valued at $797,652.

There are now nine factories in Indianapolis, seven of which were

in the city in 1905.

A NEWLY CONSTRUCTED CHICAGO PLANT.
The new three-story factory of the Holsman Automobile Com-

pany, of Chicago, has been completed, and the company has moved

its machinery into the building. The structure is 50 x 250 feet,

three stories in height, and will enable the Holsman people to

vastly increase their output. This concern has been manufac-

turing automobiles for four years, and has been running a night

and day force in the old factory for the past year.
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DETACHABLE RIMS FOR THE GRAND PRIX

VDIET DETACHABLE ROL

PARIS, June IS-—An extremely interesting feature of the

Grand Prix will be the use of detachable rims and tires

by some of the competing cars. As the drivers and mechanics

must do all their own work without outside assistance, manu-

facturers have looked for some easy method of changing

tires, and the two devices described herewith have been

adopted. Both these systems allow spare inflated tires to

be carried on the car

and replaced for a dis-

abled tire in from one

and a half to two min-

utes without the use of

a pump or special tools.

The patent M. L.

rim, which has been

on the French market

since the last Paris Sa-

lon, is sold by the So-

ciete des Jantes Amo-
vibles M. L., of 112 rue

Richelieu, Paris, and
although patented
abroad, is at present

only to be found in

London and Paris.

An ordinary wooden wheel may be converted, or the

wheels may be specially constructed. On the outer edge of

the road wheel are embedded six bolts projecting about

three-quarters of an inch. The detachable rim, which is of

steel, has the same flanged edges as an ordinary rim. Six

projecting ears are riveted within the circumference of the

rim and near its outer edge. Each of these ears is drilled

to fit the bolts projecting from the face of the wheel. The
tire is fixed on this rim, the air chamber inserted, and in-

flated exactly as an ordinary automobile wheel. The rim

is then slid on the road wheel, the bolts on the wheel passing

through the ears on the rim and held in position by nuts.

Provision is made for the projecting valve by a notch cut

in the wooden rim, and as a further security against creep-

ing the ears are countersunk into the wooden and metal rims

of the wheel. The surface of the rim coming in contact with

the felloe consists of two steel rails machine finished, with a

groove between them, in which are imbedded the nuts hold-

ing the valve on its seating and the bolts of the leather cover

of which the air chamber

rests. Being flush with the

level of the rails, it is im-

possible for the bolts to

work loose.

The Vinet rim will also

be seen in the Grand Prix.

M. Kepferer, of 24 rue de

la Rochefoucault, Paris, is

the only selling agent. As
in the system just de-

scribed, the Vinet consists

of a double rim, one part

being fixed on the wheel

and the other bearing the

tire being detachable. The
flat steel rim B encircling

the road wheel H carries

on its interior edge a ridge

C, against which is pressed one edge of the detachable rim

M M. This latter has only to be slid on to the wheel, the

diameter of the wheel being about four millimeters less than

that of the rim in order to make the operation easy. Five

or six projections on the detachable rim fit into indentations on

the fixed rim, preventing one rim revolving on the other. The
rim placed in position, a steel ring £, split to facilitate mount-
ing and having one of its faces beveled to fit against the face

of M M, is placed over the six projecting bolts on the wooden
rim and held in position by nuts L. To dismount a tire it is

only necessary to unscrew the nuts L, take off the split ring E
and withdraw the rim and tire M M. A special short valve

has to be employed, not projecting beyond the false rim M M.
To inflate the tire it is necessary to dismount it. An im-

proved model is now being made in which the fixed rim of

wood and metal is

pierced to allow of the

passage of a prolonga-

tion of the valve, screw-

ing into the valve em-
bedded within the false

rim. By this means it

would not be necessary

to dismount the rim to

inflate the tires.
CROSS SECTOR OF VINET RDL

THE H. L. RIM WITH TIRE REMOVED,

AH the cars employing these rims in the Grand Prix race

will carry two spare tires completely inflated. When a change
is necessary the tire will be changed and dropped off at the

first repair station and another taken on board. Valuable time

will certainly be saved, and, seeing that seconds will probably
decide the winning or losing of the race, one might at first

suppose that all cars would be fitted with these wheels. The
weight limit of 1,000 kilos, however, prevents several com?
petitors from adopting them, and the private objections of

drivers may be a determining factor in other cases.

Clement Bayard and Vulpes cars are certain to be fitted with

either Vinet or M. L. rims, while other firms, having given

them extensive trials but not having yet definitely decided,

are Darracq, Renault, and Brasier. The Itala, to be driven

by Baron de Caters, will stick to fixed rims, declares M.
Henri Fournier.

In all previous big road races the most elaborate preparations

have been made to keep good tires under the cars, and the scores

of tire experts stationed at intervals around the course have often

had a very important, though not fully appreciated, share in plac-

ing the cars at the finish. Stacks of tires, patent pumps, steel

tanks of compressed air, the most ingenious ,tire tools and the

pick of the tire men have been

considered essential to a great

road race, and the scene when
a car dashed up to a tire

depot to have tires changed

was spirited; the tire men
would rush out with sharp

knives and with dexterous

strokes cut the tires from the

wheels, giving way instantly

to another gang carrying new
tires ready to apply. A third

set of men would be ready

with the hose connections

from the air tanks, and in a

short time the car would be

again on its way. In the

meantime the driver and his

mechanic could take things as

easily as their dispositions would permit. While a picturesque

feature has been removed, the new arrangement will doubtless do
much to develop a more convenient method of fastening tires.
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CHICAGO'S I0O-HILE RELIABILITY RUN.
Chicago, June 25.—At a meeting of the Chicago Automobile

Dealers' Association held last week it was definitely decided to

hold a 100-mile reliability contest over the Elgin-Aurora course

on some day between July 15 and August 1. The committee

which will manage the test is J. F. Gunther, chairman; W. L.

Githens and G. Bennett. Messrs. Guntehr, W. L. Githens and
Thomas Hayes have inspected the century course and found it

satisfactory. They also found it to be exactly 105 miles in length

starting from the Auditorium Annex. Many signboards will be

placed along the road in order that the contestants may not stray

from the path. They will attend to this detail on their next

trip.

City authorities contemplated removing the gasoline tanks be-

neath the alleys in the rear of garages along Michigan avenue,

but an injunction has been filed, under the leadership of Orlando

Weber, restraining the authorities from taking the step until the

matter has been settled in court. Those who were represented in

the injunction proceedings were Fred E. Dayton, Webb Jay and

C. A. Coey & Co. The grounds for the injunction were based

on the grounds that the alleys are not city property but private.

The case was handled by Secretary S. S. Gorham of the A. A. A.

and Attorney W. Jennings.

A large number of Chicagoans have already entered for the

Glidden tour, among them being J. H. McDuffee, C. A. Coey,

Charles Y. Young and N. H. VanSicklen. Mr. Coey will drive

a Thomas Flyer, Mr. VanSicklen will have his Apperson, Mr.

Knight is to steer his Silent Knight and Mr. McDuffee will be

seen in a Stoddart-Dayton. The tour is exciting great interest

in local club circles.

TRADE HATTERS IN PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia, June 25.—The summer solstice is bringing with

it the usual stagnation. "The Row" is quieter now than at any

time during the past six months. Next year's models are already

being looked for, and the Rambler, Cadillac and Pierce people

are announcing the early appearance of their 1907 machines. It

is a season of preparation, and repairs have been in order all

along the row during the past fortnight. The big new garage

of the Rambler, at 207-200 North Broad street, is expected to

be under roof by August 15, and ready for business a month
later.

Harry De Groat, who handled the Union bicycle in Philadelphia

in the late '90s, has succeeded to the sales managership, of the

Philadelphia branch of Thomas B. Jeffery & Co. Harvey Coul-

bert, formerly with the Diamond Rubber Company, has also joined

the Philadelphia Rambler forces.

The Rainier company has given up its establishment at 236

North Broad street, and the opening was immediately snapped

up by the Diamond Motor Car Company, formerly of 21 17-19

North Broad street, which has long been looking for a "Row"
location. The latter concern handles the Cleveland and Jackson

automobiles.

HOOSIER CAPITAL TO HAVE ORPHANS' DAY.
Indianapolis, June 18.—An orphans' day outing, similar to

events of the kind given annually in New York, Boston and other

Eastern cities, is being planned for this city by Cecil Gibson, of

the Gibson-Short Cycle and Auto Company. It will be given

some time in July, the date not having been set. There are half

a dozen orphans' asylums in Indianapolis, containing about 500

orphans, and the plans will include giving every one of the un-

fortunate little folks an afternoon's ride in an up-to-date touring

car. The trip will probably include a tour of the city, followed

by a run to Broad Ripple and a few hours at White City, an

amusement park, where the little folks will be the guests of the

management. Everything possible will be done to make them

have an enjoyable afternoon, and no expense will be spared to

make the affair a pronounced success.

WESTON-HOTT PREPARING TO HOVE.
At Flint. Mich., on Wednesday, June 20, articles of in-

corporation of the Weston-Mott Company were signed. Tht
company was organized with a capitalization of $500,000—
$400,000 issued at once, and $100,000 to be retained in the
treasury of the company; the present members of the Wes-
ton-Mott Company. Utica, N. Y., taking $300,000 of the
capital stock, and residents of Flint, $100,000, divided among
some twenty-five different people. The officers of the com-
pany will be: C. S. Mott, president; Hubert Dalton, vice-

president; and William G. Doolittle, secretary and treasurer,
all officers of the Weston-Mott Company, of Utica. C. S.

Mott was elected general manager, and Hubert Dalton fac-

tory manager of the new company.
The new factory at Flint is nearly completed, and has floor

space of three times the capacity of the Utica plant. Mr.
Dalton will be located in Flint July 15, at which time the
factory will be finished, and a large amount of machinery
and material will be on the grounds. As soon as Mr. Dalton
has installed, in productive condition, the large amount of
new machinery that has been purchased, he will have sent
to him from Utica the machinery from that plant in carload
lots only, as fast as he can get it up and in operation. By
this procedure it is figured that the output will at no time be
less than the present, and should be considerably greater
even during the moving period.

The Utica plant at present employs 300 men, and when
the Flint plant receives all the machinery from Utica, it will
employ 450 or 500, and will double the present output.

TRADE NEWS FROM THE TIRE CITY.
Akron, O., June 25.—Application for the incorporation of the

Williams Motor Carriage Company was made in South Dakota
this week, the incorporators being H. A. Williams, Henry Rob-
inson, J. F. Townsend, George W. Phillips, Ed. L. Grantham and
Harvey Musser. The company will manufacture the new auto-
mobile designed by H. A. Williams, who has constructed a ma-
chine on entirely new lines, with the body suspended on the run-
ning gear on three points connected by socket and ball, the object
being to have the body always horizontal. Speed levers and
brakes are also eliminated in this car, the brakes are to be con-
trolled by compressed air and solid tires will be used. It is ex-
pected to lease or erect a plant in this city for the manufacture
of the machine. Some of the stockholders have large capital.

The Firestone Tire and Rubber Company of this city presents
evidence that the Ford runabout is really and truly going to

come out. This week it shipped its second solid carload of pneu-
matic mechanically fastened tires to the Ford Motor Company
on an order received some time ago. Th; Firestone company is

also doing considerable business in San Francisco, notwithstand-
ing the earthquake, as it shipped a full carload of carriage tires

to that city this week. Nearly all of the officials, office force and
heads of departments of the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company
enjoyed an outing at Silver Lake Thursday afternoon and even-
ing, ending the festivities with a banquet. H. S. Firestone, the

president and general, manager of the company, was present and
was the leader in all of the sports and fun of the occasion.

AUTO OUTING FOR BLIND BOYS.
Boston, June 25.—The annual automobile outing of the boys

from the Perkins Institution for the Blind of South Boston,
given by the Boston Autpmobile Dealers' Association, took place

last Friday, and thirty-five youngsters who are sightless were
given an all-day trip into the country. The association inaugu-

rated this affair a year ago and the boys enjoyed the treat so

much that it was determined to repeat, the trip. An invitation

was therefore extended to the orchestra of the institution and
was immediately accepted. The boys wert accompanied on the

trip by ten leaders, so that a dozen cars were necessary.
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A NEW MECHANICAL LUBRICATOR.
An interesting example of the tendency of makers of auto-

mobile accessories to perfect details with a view to securing

efficient operation and accurate adjustment is shown in a

mechanical lubricator made by the Lavigne Manufacturing
Company, of Detroit, Mich. The oiler is of the gang-pump
type and is driven by a worm and gear; all moving parts are

positively operated. The main feature of novelty in the

oiler is the method of adjusting the rate of feed. Each pump
can be separately ad-

justed to any desired

feed rate without in any
way affecting the rate of

feed of the other pumps.
This is done by means
of adjusting shells which
screw down over the

plungers and regulate

the length of stroke.

The shell and the rod

passing up through it

are graduated after the

manner of a micrometer

caliper, there being hor-

izontal graduations
marked on the rod and

vertical graduations on

the shell, the latter be-

ing compared with a ver-

tical line on the rod.

The diameter of the

pump plunger is quarter

of an inch and the full

stroke, five-sixteenths of an inch. The capacity per full stroke

of one pump is .0153 of a cubic inch of oil; the stroke is divided

into five parts by the horizontal graduations on the rod, and
each of these five divisions is sub-divided into six by the

vertical graduations on the shell, the full stroke being thus

divided into thirty equal parts, each small division represent-

ing five ten-thousandths of a cubic inch of oil. By means of

this arrangement the quantity of oil pumped can be adjusted

exactly, and there is no difficulty in bringing back the adjust-

ment to any given point after a change has been made. The
rate of feed can be observed by means of bleeder valves

attached to each feed. By pressing down a cap the oil is

caused to pass through a sight drip; when the cap is released

the oil returns to its regular channel.

The lubricator is made in a number of different sizes and
with any number of feeds from one to ten. The filling cap

is fitted with a strainer, and the tank has a glass gauge.

_LAVTOHB MECHANICAL OILER.

A BASEBALL PARADE VIA AUTOMOBILE.
While stories are heard on every hand concerning the speed pos-

sibilities of the automobile, and, a little less frequently, of actual

accomplishments, accounts of feats of the slow-speed variety are

not often met with. It is a fact, however, that an automobile that

cannot maintain a slow pace may sometimes find itself in quite as

humiliating a position as the car that is enveloped in the dust of

a faster rival. A public demonstration of the slow-moving quali-

ties of fast automobiles was given at the recent parade of base-

ball clubs in New York city on the occasion of the raising of the

championship pennant won by the New York team, the Giants,

in 1905. Through the courtesy of C. F. Wyckoff and E. S. Part-

ridge, respectively president and vice-president of the Decauville

Automobile Company, of New York, sixteen cars—English Daim-
lers, C. G. V. S. and Franklins—were used to carry the victorious

Giants through the city in the parade. The parade consisted

largely of baseball men and boys on foot, every club within reach

of New York that could muster up anything resembling uni-

forms being permitted to participate. The small boys' clubs were

out in full force, and to their short legs was largely due the fact

that the maximum speed of the parade was four miles an hour,

and frequent stops were made for rest. So the cars had their

work cut out for them, especially as the day was a warm one.

But all got through without a hitch, the drivers squeezing their

throttles down hard and watching carefully for the dreaded over-

heating of their cylinders. All arrived at the base-ball grounds

in good condition, including the air-cooled cars, and then made
the circuit of the field before 30,000 base-ball enthusiasts. The
behavior of the cars under these conditions speaks well for

modern cooling systems, whether using water or air.

RURAL DELIVERY TESTS VIA AUTOHOBLLE.

Washington, D. C, June 23.—Information is given out by

Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General DeGraw, who has charge

of the rural free delivery service, that the Waltham Manufactur-

ing Company, makers of the Orient, will shortly begin a series

of tests to demonstrate whether or not a specially-built Orient

can be successfully used in the rural free delivery service. The
Postoffice Department has picked out a number of particularly

hard routes in Maryland and Virginia for the trials, and they

will be watched with interest by the postal authorities. The plan

is to take the rural mail carriers over the selected routes in the

car, which will be operated by one of the company's men. The
carriers will make careful observations, which they will embody

in a daily report to be submitted to Postmaster-General Cortel-

you. In this way the department hopes to secure reliable data

that will enable the postal authorities to lay before Congress the

wisdom of appropriating a sufficient sum of money for automo-

biles for use in the service.

LINE OF FRANKLIN, DAIMLER AND C. O. V. CARS AT FINISH OF BASEBALL PARADE AT POLO GROUNDS, NEW YORK.
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patents
Rim for Detachable lire.

No. 823,093.—H. B. Williams, of New
York City.

This is a rim of the standard clincher

section, but split into two portions, A and

B, of which the latter is readily removable.

and has a spring contact finger rubbing

against fixed contacting members in the

inner periphery of the circular casing. The
brush of the spark timer is mounted on the

casing of the secondary distributer and is

rotated with it to advance or retard the

spark.

Searchlight Control for Automobiles.

No. 823,163.—J. S. Detrick, of Baltimore,

Md.
This is an operating and controlling

mechanism for the dashboard searchlight,

and is operated by the foot resting on a

special pedal. The pedal is pivoted to rock

like a sewing machine treadle, and is also

pivoted to turn to the right or the left.

The former motion turns the searchlight

up or down, and the latter acts through a

sprocket chain connection to swing the

searchlight from side to side. A pair of

springs hold the searchlight normally hori-

zontal and pointing straight forward.

WILLIAMS DETACHABLE RIM.

It is held in place by the bolts H, whose
heads have the special form shown in the

drawings. When the tire is deflated the

section B can be pushed back enough to

release the bolt head, which is locked

against turning when the rim is in the po-

sition shown. By giving the bolt a half

turn the section may be slipped off.

Combined Spark Timer and Distributer.

No. 822,782.—J. M. Smith, of Philadel-

phia, Pa.

This is a device on conventional lines

having the spark timer in the form of a

metal barrel with inserted insulating seg-

ments and an external stationary brush or

contact member. The secondary distributer

is enclosed wholly in a hard rubber case,

Change-Speed Gear.

No. 823,369.—F. W. Schroeder, of Lon-

don, England.

This is a change-speed gear comprising

a number of beveled pinions on a sleeve

slidable on the propeller shaft The pinions

are spaced so that one or another is in en-

gagement with its corresponding bevel

gear, the gears being concentric and at-

tached to a single disk, which is retracted

to allow the pinions to be shifted.

Valve Gear.

No. 823,347.—A. C. Menges, of Grand

Rapids, Mich.

In the detail sketches shown 17 is the

exhaust valve pushrod and 32 is the cam-

shaft, on which the double-lobed face cam

33 is secured. A similar cam 28 acts against

LARSBN AND HABDIB'S FRICTION TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND CLUTCH.

33, and is slidable lengthwise on the hub of

the pinion 23, which is loose on the shaft

and is held in position by the gear 29 and

rockshaft 31. This rockshaft may be turned

at the will of the operator, thereby changing

the angular position of 28 on 32, and corre-

spondingly changing the timing of the ex-

MBNOBS VALVE TIMING GEAR.

haust valve. A sufficient rotation «f 23 will

cause the engine to reverse, and a smaller

rotation will retard it. The inlet valves are

automatic.

Friction Transmission System.

No. 823,178.-1. Larsen & R. Hardie, of

Chicago, 111.

The object of this system is to permit

direct driving on the high speed with fric-

tion devices disconnected, and at the same

time to employ the minimum number of

frictional elements. This is accomplished

by transmitting the power for the slower

speeds through the beveled friction wheels

22, 21 and the friction wheel 24, which

slides on the hollow shaft 26, from which

the power is communicated through a uni-

versal joint to the propeller shaft 32. The

friction wheel 22 is integral with a conical

clutch member, and both are carried on pins

projecting from the flywheel and are backed

by the springs 36. For the direct drive the

clutch member on 24 engages that in 22,

and the springs 36 are slightly compressed,

thereby releasing 22 from 21. At the same

time the disks 21 may be withdrawn from

contact with 24, by means of special mech-

anism operated by a foot pedal attached

to 82. The function of this mechanism is

primarily to force 21 into contact with 24,

and it consists for each disk in a pair of

spiral cams, one of which is backed by a

stationary ball-thrust bearing, while the

other presses against a thrust bearing which

acts against the spring 54. The partial ro-

tation of the second cam against the first

shifts it slightly along the shaft and com-

presses 54. As 54 is already compressed by

the bolts 57, only a slight movement is re-

quired. A spring contained in the cylinder

93 tends to return the cams and disks to

their non-working position. A pawl and

ratchet hold the disks in engagement, and

these are released by suitable connection

with the brake mechanism.
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NEWS AND TRADE MISCELLANY,

The Northern Motor Car Company, of
Detroit, states that a Northern car will be
entered in the Glidden tour, but that the
particular model has not been decided upon.

The Faulkner Mills Company, of New
Bedford, Mass., has moved to 143 Summer
street, Providence, R. I., and will continue
its business under the name of the Provi-
dence Spark Coil Company, Ltd.

The Hollywood Automobile Company, of
East Orange, N. J., is temporarily located
at 118 Main street, pending the erection of
their new concrete garage near by. This
concern handles the Marion car.

A neat grain leather license case, for
New Jersey licenses, has been brought out
by the Hartford Suspension Company, of
New York. A celluloid sheet permits the
license to be seen without taking it out of
the case.

The Northern Manufacturing Company,
of Detroit, Mich., will on July I change its

name to the Northern Motor Car Company,
in order that it may be more closely asso-
ciated with the automobile manufacturing
business.

The Duquesne Construction Company, of
Jamestown, N. Y., manufacturers of the
Duquesne cars, have assigned. It is re-

ported that the assignment is due mainly
to the company's inability to secure suffi-

cient capital to carry on the business.

" Balkhan Schoyer, chief counsel for the
Mexican Tramway Company, is spending
two weeks at the plant of the H. H. Frank-
lin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y., familiarizing

himself with the construction of cars prior

t« an extended trip of Europe with a
Type D.

Cable dispatches received by the White
Sewing Machine Company, of Cleveland, O.,

report that a White steam car won the
annual hill-climbing contest of the Midland
Automobile Club, of Birmingham, England,
defeating thirty-four competitors and mak-
ing the best time by six seconds.

W. I. Fickling has purchased the entire

interest of the Automobile Cover & Top
Manufacturing Company, 154 East Fifty-

seventh street, New York. The plant is

being enlarged to accommodate painting and
renair jobs on automobiles, together with all

kinds of limousine, tonneau and automobile
body work.

A regular meeting of the Buffalo Auto-
mobile Trade Association was held recently

in the rooms of the Automobile Gub of
Buffalo. Much routine business was tran-

sacted and it was the sense of the meeting
that the association should go to the Van-
derbilt cup race in October in a body, in a
special Pullman buffet car.

A new car will be put on the market next
season by the Watson Machine Company,
of Paterson, N. J., under the name of the

Watson Conover car. The machine will

have a motor of 35-40 horsepower, and will

have a novel speed changing gear that is

said to be very easy to operate. Hartford
suspensions will be part of the regular

equipment.

The New York Transportation Company
has recently given its order for fifty Colum-
bia electric landaulets similar to the Mark
67 type, to be added to its equipment of
600 other electric vehicles now used in New
York City. The company is in the market
also for five gasoline touring cars seating

six or seven passengers besides the driver.

In last week's issue of The Automobile,
in the report of the Washington automo-
bile races held in that city June 16, the win-
ning of two important racing events by Co-
lumbias was inadvertently omitted. Two
of the most important races of the day

—

one for cars in the $4,500 class and the
other for cars in the $1,000 class—were won
by Columbias.

The Southern Automobile Company, of
Nashville, Tenn., of which W. J. Cummins
is president, has been sold to Duncan Ken-
ner and Charles C. Codington for $50,000.
Mr. Kenner has been elected president, Mr.
Codington vice-president and general mana-
ger, and Charles Gilbert auditor. W. J.
Cummins retains an interest in the com-
pany and was elected one of the directors.

Already the 1007 four-cylinder Cadillac
touring car has been placed before the
public, one of the new machines being on
exhibition and in demonstration service in

Chicago. The car is a 35-horsepower ma-
chine and has a planetary transmission. C
H. Foster, manager of the Chicago agency
for the Cadillac, states that deliveries of the
1907 cars will be made in from thirty to

sixty days.

Owing to the demand for tuition in auto-
mobile lore, the New York Y. M. C. A
automobile classes and the garage on West
Sixty-fourth street will be kept open during
the greater part of the present summer,
probably until nearly the middle of August
The school is in a very flourishing condi-
tion, and similar work will be taken up by
other branches of the Association that have
not yet entered the automobile school field.

Among recent purchasers of Locomobile
gasoline cars are M. L. Ryder, Albany,
N. Y. ; J. W. Dunn, president International
Pump Co. (two cars), New York; John F.
Havemeyer, president Concrete Steel Co.,
New York; Rev. D. C. Martin, Pittsburg,
Pa. ; Arthur S. Hamilton, Rochester, N. Y.

;

Nathan Meis, Cincinnati, O. ; F. J. Mc-
Carthy, Denver Col.; F. L. Mercer, Chi-
cago; Charles A. Niemeyer, St Louis;
Arthur P. Hawes, Boston.

O. S. Smith and wife left the Franklin
factory at Syracuse on Saturday, June 16,

in a new Type H six-cylinder, bound for

their home in Denver. They expect to com-
plete the trip Julv 1 and intend passing
from Buffalo to Detroit through southern
Michigan and into Chicago. Alter a few
days' rest the trip is to be continued
through Davenport and Des Moines, Iowa,
Omaha, Nebraska, and along the line of the
Union Pacific railroad to Denver.

It is reported that the Eastern District

of the National Metal Trades' Association,
which is composed of employers in the

metal shop trades, is about to send organ-
izers to the automobile factories in the East-
ern states, with the object of enrolling them
in the association. Nearly all the automo-
bile firms in the West are already members
of the national body. The National Metal
Trades' Association is committed to the
open-shop policy and its members employ
about 130,000 machinists.

President Diaz, of Mexico, has purchased
his first American car. Hitherto he has
been a user of foreign-made cars, but lately

gave an order for a Haynes to the agents
of that company in the City of Mexico, the

Central Automobile Company. The Haynes
company is naturally well pleased with the

order, and it came to them as a surprise.

American tradesmen will be glad to note

the fact that our products have received
the stamp of official approval in our neigh-
boring republic. Mexico has taken kindly
to the automobile, its inhabitants being of a
sport-loving disposition. Up to the present
time there are no laws regulating speed
there, and but few accidents reported.

It is reported that the Lozier Motor Com-
pany will move its automobile assembly
department from Stamford, Conn., to Pitts-
burgh, N. Y., where the factory is located.

Heretofore the parts have been made at the

Plattsburgh works and shipped to Stam-
ford to be set up. The company will con-
tinue the manufacture of marine engines at

Plattsburgh, but will abandon the building

of boat hulls, and will use the premises for

the assembling department. It requires

about four weeks to assemble the various

parts of each car, and, as the company will

have from twenty to thirty cars in the
assembly department constantly, they will

be able to turn out from five to eight each
week when the plant is in full running
order.

In a recent interview John L Poole, of
the Aerocar Company of Detroit, the well-

known pioneer American automobile sales-

man to the foreign trade, is quoted as fol-

lows: "The Automobile Club of France
sent two of the best French expert engi-

neers to America this year, to especially

study air-cooled construction. They exam-
ined all cars at the New York and Chicago
shows, also visited all the leading factories,

and their report, when turned in to the club,

was extremely favorable to American cars

in general, especially on account of their

simplicity of construction, over that of Eu-
ropean makers. Among the cars especially

favorably mentioned
_
was the Aerocar,

which, in their opinion, outside of the

motor, came nearer to European general

construction than any other car made in

this country. There is a great demand at

present for the air-cooled car in Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Russia and Germany.
Russia is a great field for the sale of auto-

mobiles and will be still greater when the

present political disturbances have settled

down to a solid basis. The air-cooled car

to-day is not an experiment. It has been
demonstrated under all manner of condi-

tions and proved the fact that it does air

cool under all conditions which may exist"

BLUE BOOKS TO CUSTOMERS.
The Matheson Company of New York

presents to each purchaser of a Mathe-
son automobile a copy of the "1006 Offi-

cial Blue Book" with the following words
printed in gold on the cover: "Compli-
ments of the Matheson Company, New
York." The book also has printed on its

cover the name of the party to whom it

is presented, and is enclosed in a very
handsome box. The Matheson Company
of New York states that the custom will

be continued, but does not consider it a
part of the equipment of Matheson cars.

It is merely of a complimentary nature.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.
Michelin Products Selling Co., New

York.—Circular regarding the merits of the

Michelin pneumatic tire.

Forp Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.—In-

struction book for operating the Ford
Model K six-cylinder car. An exceedingly
practical little treatise.

Motor Car Equipment Co., New York.
—Very complete illustrated catalogue of au-
tomobile accessories and sundries, contain-

ing 128 pages of high-«rade standard goods.
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LATE SPECIALTIES OF THE TRADE.

Leather Tire Protector.—A detachable
leather tire protector and non-skidding band
has been placed on the market by the Leath-
er Tire Goods Company, of Newton Upper
Falls, Mass., under the name of the Wood-
worth detachable tread. The accompanying
illustrations show the tread so clearly that

but little explanation is necessary. The
band is held in position by steel wire rings

WOODWORTH DETACHABLE TREAD.

that pass through loops on each side of the
tread. Two rings are used, one on each
side, and each has a coupling where the
ends join. The tread is applied without the
rings, with the tire deflated. The rings are
then passed through the loops and the coup-
ling nuts screwed up and the tire inflated.

The manufacturers state that the tread will

not cause the tire to overheat because the
steel rivets with which the tread is studded
pass through and come into contact with
the rubber and act as conductors for the
heat; the rivets are said to have no in-

WOODWORTH TREAD RETAINING RING.

jurious effect on the surface of the tire,

though severe tests have been imposed.
Chrome tanned leather is used for the outer
part of the tread, and a special friction

leather for the inner layer. Between these
are three strips of heavy canvas. The loops

are also of chrome tanned leather, and, the

makers state, are unaffected by water and
will not stretch when wet.

New Porcelain Plug.—Among the re-

cent spark plugs that have been brought out
with a view to improving that vital part of

the equipment of the gasoline motor is the
W. E. B. Sure-spark plug or Arc spark
plug, illustrated herewith, manufactured by
the Arc-Spark Manufacturing Company, of

125 West Thirty-second street. New York.
This plug has a porcelain insulation of pecu-
liar shape, as shown in the illustration.

The surface is irregular, so that the dis-

tance that must be covered before a short-

circuit is established is considerable. The
rounded porcelain head projecting from the

shell of the plug is exposed to the action

of the gases in the cylinder, and the manu-
facturers state that any deposits of carbon
made on this head will be blown off, so

that the plug will remain clean under un-

SURE-SPARK PORCELAIN PLUG.

favorable conditions. The makers also call

attention to the easy cleaning feature of this

plug; all parts can be readily reached for

this purpose. The porcelains are hand
molded, and so fired, the makers state, as

to leave them tough and not readily broken.

New Dow Timer.—The timer illustrated

here has recently been brought out by the

Dow Portable Electric Company, of Brain-

tree, Mass., and embodies several features

of interest. One of the strong points of

the timer is that the contacts are adjust-

able by means of small milled-head screws.

As the illustration shows, the revolving arm
on the shaft of the timer carries a small

roller of hardened steel at its extremity.

This roller makes successive contacts with

as many flat steel springs as there are cyl-

inders in the engine. The springs them-
selves do not form the contacts, but are

pressed against the platinum tips of the ad-

justing screws through which the current

passes to the binding posts on the outside of
the timer case. Should the contact take

place a little too early or a little too late in

any cylinder or cylinders, the adjusting

screws will remedy the defect and make the

timing correct. Each screw is retained au-

tomatically in position by a spring catch

which engages with the notches milled in

the screw head. The shaft runs on double
ball bearings adjustable for wear, and the

instrument is dustproof.

Portable Electric Light.—A convenient
portable light is manufactured by the

American Endoscopic Company, of Provi-

dence, R. I., for automobilists and auto-

boatmen. The battery cells for the light

are inclosed in a neat waterproof casing.

Current is carried from the battery to the

lamp by a flexible cable; the lamp is in-

closed in a nickel-plated cylindrical metal

casing with a bull's-eye lens. The outfit

may be used, the manufacturers state, either

for flash lightning or for continuous work.

PERSONAL TRADE MENTION.

E. F. Thomas, son of E. R. Thomas, the

automobile manufacturer of Buffalo, N. Y,
sailed recently for Europe, accompanied by
his bride.

H. A. Gillis, who has been superintendent
of the American Locomotive Company's
Richmond works for nine years, is to be
general manager of the Autocar Company,
of Ardmore, Pa., and will assume his new
duties on July I.

C. H. Ferrin, of Concord, N. H., a prom-
inent New England automobile dealer and
the Northern Motor Car Company's repre-

sentative for Vermont and New Hamp-
shire, is dead. Mr. Ferrin was an enthusi-

ast and did much to advance the cause of

automobiling.

Richard Pratt Marvin, secretary of the

B. F. Goodrich Company, died on June 23,

primarily from paralysis. He served as

mayor of Akron, being elected in 1874 and
1878, and in 1880 he became secretary of

the Goodrich company through his close

friendship with Dr. B. F. Goodrich, the

founder of the great rubber business in this

city. Mr. Marvin was an attorney, having
studied law in Jamestown, N. Y., where he
was born, and while he was mayor he ad-

vised Dr. Goodrich in many matters con-

cerning his experiments and patents. When
the efforts of the founder of the Goodrich
plant began to be rewarded, Mr. Marvin
was offered an official position in the Good-
rich company.

DOW TIMER WITH ADJUSTABLE CONTACT SCREWS.
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THE NATIONAL GASOLINE TANKS
C.The National Long; Distance Gasoline Storage Outfit, which permits

of placing the supply tank under ground, the pump being inside the

building. In perfecting this outfit we have observed to the letter the

rules of the Underwriters' Laboratories, and can recommend it to be the

safest and most economical way of handling gasoline ever devised

CThis pump is one of our latest, Double Cylinder, which in operating

there is no lost motion, every movement of the handle pumps and
measures oil, saving time, labor and money. CThis outfit it es-

pecially designed for Automobile Garages. C.Ask for Catalogue.

THE NATIONAL TANK CO., Inc., DAYTON, OHIO
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A MONEY MAKER—A 9-passenger break.
WU1 make from $50 to 1100 per week.

'Will sell cheap or trade on light car. B. B.
& Co., Tiffin. Ohio. Julyo

AMERICAN—21 years of age. with shop
and road experience, wishes position on

a gasoline car. Has lately returned from the
West where he has the best of references.
Address G. F. Jackson, 409 Chestnut St.,

Roselle Park. N. J. June28

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS, do you want
your tires repaired or recovered, by peo-

ple who know how? Give us a trial, and be
convinced. Inner tubes vulcanized, at short
notice. Jungkir.d & Vogler, 158 Chambers
St., New York City. Telephone, 3386 Cort-
landt. Julyl9

AT ONE- HALF COST—Rutenber 4-cylin-
der vertical engine, cylinders 5x6;

Whttlock cellular cooler for above; two 7-

Inch Rushmore Searchlights with indepen-
dent generator. All guaranteed as good as
new. W. D. W., Box 163, Springfield. Vt.

June28

AN OPPORTUNITY worth looking into,
a complete Garage and Repair Shop in

thriving Washington City of 86,000 inhabi-
tants. Cadillac, Wlnton, Pierce and Packard
agencies. Reason for selling, contir.ued ill

health of owner. Old established house. Ad-
dress M. P. Benton, Seattle, Wash. July12

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST PROPOSITION
OFFERED TO YOUNQ MEN of good

habits Is a course at this school; our gradu-
ates have fine positions at salaries of $100 per
month and more; chauffeurs mastering our
course are fully competent to take charge of
the high-priced cars; energy and ambition
with our tuition spells success; special course
for Owners. Call or write New York School
of Automobile Engineers. 146 West Fifty-
sixth Street, New York. t.f.

BARGAIN—16-h.p. Peerless touring car,
newly painted; in perfect running order,

with lamps, baskets, etc.; price. $800. Ad-
dress C. A. S.. care The Automobile. June28

DRAFTSMAN—Automobile—(familiar with
design of both two and four-cycle en-

gines, desires position with new firm. Loca-
tion preferred, Ohio. (B.Z., care The Auto-
mobile). June28

ELMORE. 1905—We nave at present three
1905 Elmore touring cars, 16-h.p., which

we will dispose of at a very low figure to
accommodate purchasers of 1906 machines.
Elmore Automobile Company, 1851 Broad-
way, N. Y. t.f.

TyOR SALE—Crest air-cooled 3H h.p. en-
* glne, cheap. Box 647. Corstcana, Texas.

June28

TJOR SALE—16-tube radiator, $10; 24-tube.
•T 116. A. M. Symonds, 901 No. Fa<rfleld
Ave.. Chicago. 111. t.f.

TfOR SALE—Flywheel and disconnecting
* clutch for 1903 or 1904 White touring car.
Portland Garage, Portland. Me. t.f.

-COR SALE CHEAP—Automobile Boiler andT Wheel steering gear. Both in fine condi-
tion. Lock Box 41, Dedham Mass. June28

"POR SALE—1906 Elmore, as good as new;
* has been run about 500 miles; at a bar-
gain. Address 501, care The Automobile.

July?

TTOR SALE—1904 Franklir. runabout, $500.T 1905 Franklin with tonneau, $1,000. Both
In fine condition. C. D. Hakes, Albany, N. Y.

tJt

FOR SALE—Orient Buckboard, nearly new,
splendid condition, $200. Also 16-inch

boiler and 10-h.p. engine, cheap. F. Booth,
Stanley. N. Y. t.f.

FOR SALE—Cheap, a carriage plant, well
suited to make automobiles; situated In

New York State. Address H. D. H., care
The Automobile. JulyS

FOR SALE—Early 1906 Model four-cylinder
Pullman demonstrating car. used at fac-

tory only. Like new. Price low. York
Motor Car Co., York. Pa. July5

FOR SALE—One Stevens-Duryea second-
hand Model "L" Runabout, thoroughly

overhauled, in perfect condition, newly paint-
ed; carries two to four people; complete
equipment; price, $700. R. W. Magna, 248
Oak St., Holyoke, Mass. June28

FOR SALE—One Baker electric runabout
with charging plant, one Waverley elec-

tric gear with depot body for seven passen-
gers, two light gears, two sets of axles, two
bodies. Big bargains. Describe your wants.
Valley Auto Co.. Warren. Ohio. July7

FOR SALE—Knox. 15-passenger sightseeing
car, cost $3,000. operated by the Ridge

Road Transit Co., Inc., and only run three
months, will be sold to the highest bidder
July 7. Can be seen at W. H. Anderson's
Ridge Road, Greece, N. Y. Sealed bids will

be received and opened at 3 o'clock on above
date, all bids must be accompanied by certi-
fied check for 6 per cent, of bid. which will
be returned to unsuccessful bidders. J. F.
Tallinger, Secretary, 224 Mill St.. Rochester,
N. Y. June28

GREATEST BARGAINS in used automo-
biles ever offered in this country; 100

different styles. Tell us about what you
want and we will send you descriptive mat-
ter. C. A. Coey & Co., 1424 Michigan Ave.,
Chicago. * t.f.

HELP WANTED—Chief Engineer capable
of designing high class Cars by new

company Just starting. Experienced expert
only. Address X. Y. Z., care The Automobile.

JulyS

ONE MODEL B FORD TOURING CAR,
complete, lamps, horn, extra tires and

Inner tubes. Vsed about five months. Price
$1,250. Holley Bros. Co.. Detroit, Mich. JulyS

PACKARD FOLDING CHAIRS for 1906 car
(like Thomas 1906), also pair large step

boxes for 1906 Packard. E. T. Burrowes,
Portland. Me. June28

PATENTS—Hubert E. Peck. 629 F St.. N.
? W., Washington. D. C, Consulting Ex-

pert In Patent Causes. Send for leaflet
"Rejected Patent Applications." t.f.

TWO LE MARQUIS studded tires. 3 1-2x34,
brand i.ew. $66.00 each. D. W. Romalne,

207 Montgomery St.. Jersey City. N. J. t.f.

TEN-PASSENGER WAGONETTE; sam-
ple car, 1906-6 model; steam; price and

description on application. Thompson Auto
Co., Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I. t.f.

THOMAS 1905, 60-h.p., full equipment, Just
done over, in perfect condition; also 1904

Thomas, being overhauled and repainted,
regular equipment, extra tires, etc., taken In
exchange for 1906 Thomas Cars, for sale
cheap. Wm. H. Fulper. Flemlngton, N. J. t.f.

TIRE BARGAINS—Just secured from large
manufacturer, 600 new last season's

make tires, first grade, 28 x 3 single tube
and clincher tire casings. Can offer them at
ridiculously low prices; Investigate. 'Phone,
920 Franklin, W. M. Sharpe. 118 West Broad-
way. New York City. Julyl2

WE WANT to manufacture automobile
parts or devices. Anything made of

cast-iron preferred. Submit designs and
state quantity wanted. The Bryan Plow Co.,
Bryan, Ohio. JulyS

WANTED—Standard American touring car,
1906 model, with full equipment; must

be bargain for cash. Demonstration demand-
ed. State make and price. S. L. White, 110
W. Second St.. Cincinnati. Ohio. July6

WANTED—Machinist, familiar with gaso-
line, steam and electric cars. Must be

willing to come South and work: If capable,
may put In charge of entire Garage. Address,
with references, experience and terms, 924.
care The Automobile. JulyS

TT7E SELL any tire on the market; new™ tires 20 per cent, off; second-hand tires
40 to 60 off; tires repaired; any make, any
repair from blowouts or rlmcuts to full
covers; al guaranteed. Chicago Vulcanizing
Co.. 1463 Michigan Ave.. Chicago. 111. 'Phone.
Calumet 490. June'8

WANTED—Foreman In sheet metal shop,
making automobile hoods, fenders,

tanks, metal dashes, etc. Must be thor-
oughly familiar with most improved methods
and machinery for reducing labor cost on
this class of work. Please state fully expe-
rience and salary, also references. Address.
Foreman, Box 23, The Automobile. t.f.

7n-HORSEPOWER Panhard Racer, cost
122,000: at a fraction of cost. Big snap.

249 West 47th St.. New York. Julyl2

IffWOfR FEET on the best street In
lUXZlO Canton, Ohio; lot has store-

room and dwelling. Price $10,000, will take
automobile as part pay. S. Burd, Massillon.
Ohio. June28

CAA SECONDHAND and shopworn autos.
s/WJ cheap and good. Pierce Arrows, Pan-
hards, Cadillacs. Autocars, and every known
make, at astonishing prices. Also tires, 40
per cent. off. Try us. Broadway Auto Ex-
change. 247-249 West 47th St.. New York.

JulylS

M Or AUTOMO
SHOULD HAVE

Self-Propelled
^^VeHicles"1

Ul

ITS a new book by J. E. Homam,
A. M.; tells the -whole story. It

explainet in simple, non-technical lan-

guage the mechanism and management
of every type of automobile. 640
pages ; 500 illustrations ; complete dia-

grams; ready reference index. $2.00

OUU JOURNAL CO.
iSej, New Task

TO KNOW!

What To Do

HowToDoIt

ellMhen year 1

gets etabbora, eta boqalckly leaned by

ovale* e copy of the

PRACTICAL 6AS ENGINEER

Jo Book of ISO Pag—
Jtoatty Bomud In Cloth

By E. V. LONGNECKER. twelve

Bsasteat experieace with Hrdo-C*

First aadsad eelllai rapidly. First

exaauettdla tblrteea neat

Hew to start, bow to

operate, end how to

can fee all dame of

eepbehre aeetoee et en-

Ahdleiiilnlnilln
tifcand

Jomt mmstmrnloJ om
roooimt of mrUo, 01
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Vanderbilt

OFFICIAL

PROGRAM

Cup Kacc

SCORE CARD

AND GUIDE

The proprietor* of THE AUTOMOBILE have been appointed publishers of the sole OFFICIAL PROGRAM
SCORE CARD and GUIDE for the 1906 VANDERBILT CUP RACE, by the American Automobile Association.

VANDERBILT CUP RACE, 1905—AT THE TAPE.

The great success of the Program last year, alio published by THE AUTOMOBILE, was considered by the A. A. A. sufficien,

guarantee of the success of this year's Program, and warranted it* official Indorsement and approval.

The 1906 edition will be even a greater success. It will form a lasting art souvenir of the world's great*

est automobile race, and will contain Information of permanent value Including records, half-tone illustrations of

the contestants, rules, etc., as well as a map of the course and complete Information about reaching the grand
Stand and other points by road or rail.

A United amount of advertising space will be sold at reasonable price. By taking- Immediate action a few choice preferred positions may
fa* reserved. Writo tor rate* and full Information.

THE AUTOMOBILE, FLATIRON BUILDING, NEW YORK

Digitized byGoogle
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PROMINENT AUTOMOBILE AGENCIES

NEW YORK CITY
f|

AUSTIN
FRANK A. SANFORD

"Phone, Columbia 4877- IMS BROADWAY

BAKER ElECTRICS
C. B. RICE

'Phone. 2830 CoL 17*0

DECAUVILLE *GER-

DECAUVTLLE AUTOMOBILE CO.
Phone. 3683 Columbia. BROADWAY sad 56th ST.

ELMORE *GR"

A. ELLIOTT RANNEY ft CO.
Telephone Connection INI BROADWAY

•OJX

CEHTRAL PARK AUTO STORAGE CO.
1 1 Oth 81 and Ceatral Park West

IMPORTERS *°

HOTCHKISS-DB LEON
asi*8ss-ass w. 4oth >t.

•R.

AMERICAN BRANCH
'Phone. 8777 Plaza 41 «. SM 8L

NORTHERN
FETER FOGARTY

"Phone, 4688 88th. I4t W. SM St

•G.E.R.

AMERICAN AUTO STORAGE CO.
'Phone, 2440 Columbus. 40 W. OOth ST.

RICHARD-BRASIER
E. B. GALLAHER

'Phone, 1393 Columbus Itt-tIO W. BBta ST.

ROYAL
C. A. DTJERR ft CO., Inc.

'Phone, 4130 Columbus WAY *

*G.R.

[
NEW JERSEY

]

GARAGE •°-B*
C. R. ZACHARIAS

109. ASBURY PARK.H.X

JACKSON
ESSEX AUTOMOBILE CO.

e*i Lombard »t.

BOSTON

ACME
BOSTON MOTOR CO.

•OJL

APPERS0N * OJL

GEORGE M. BROWN.
'Phone 192 Tremont. 4S OOLUMRUS AVB.

BERKSHIRE
GEO. H. BERG

'Phone. 795 Ox. a MOTOR MART

CRAWFORD •QJL

BOSTON AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.
'Phone, 2441 Back Bay. 1 7B RBRKSLBV BT

FRANKLIN «»•
A. R, BANGS

•Phone. 2609 Back Bay aal ROVLOTOB ST.

JACKSON
E. P. BLAKE CO.

'Phone, 767 Hay. 1 8-23 Hawklat St aaa

PREMIER •OR-

BakeswCormermJa Motor Car Co. (Inc.)

ay Ml MASS. AVE.

QUEEN
BAT STATE AUTO CO.

•G.E.R.

STEARNS *° R

REED-UNDERBILL CO.
"Phone 614 Tremont aaa COLUMBUS AVI.

NOTICE
For information about then cam*

Address THE AUTOMOBILE
XATIRON BUILOIMO, NEW YORK

BROOKLYN

JACKSON *OJUL

ORMOIID AUTOMOBILE CO.
•Phone, 2142 Proa. Car.JeSersea Ave.A OrsMHKt PL

MAXWELL * 0JL

LEWIS AUTO. CO.
Thane, 1509 L. Bedford, 484-488 Husees. St.

POPE AUTOMOBILES • g.e.r.

A. G. SOUTHWORTH
842 Flsttssh Ate, 10 Cllntoa St. 811 UstoaBt

CHICAGO

ADAMS-FARWELL
THE ADAMS COMPANY

phone. Calumet 28. ISSS

FRANKLIN •E.R.

PARDEE-JOHNSON-HAMILL CO.
Phone, Calumet 241 3 ltlS-20 MMMIOAR AVB.

GLIDE
HOLMES-SCHMIDT MOTOR CO.

Phone, Calumet 1259. I SOB MrOHIOAM AVB.

GROUT
20TH CENTURY MOTOR CAR CO.

'Phone, Calumet 1627 1*21 Mleblgaa Sve.

JACKSON
HAGMANN ft HAMMERLY

•Phone. West ass Oakley Ave. aaa
1

Karrieea St

LAMBENT
ADLAND MOTOR CO,

'Phone, W. 819. see 1

•OR.

ST.

PACKAND •**

PARDEE-JOHNSON-HAMILL CO.
'Phone, Calumet 2418 I sis-aO MlOHIOAn AVB.

POPE AUTOMOBILES
ORLANDO F. WEBER CO.

'Phone, Calumet 907. I BBS MICHIGAN AVB.

NEW ENGLAND

JAOKSON
B. P. BLAKE CO.

18-23 Haarklas »L sad Mstar Marl
•Phone, 767 Hay BOSTON,

PHILADELPHIAPHIA
1|

RITTENHOUSE GARAGE
sto-siS-sso S. tjd Street, Phuadalnlda.
Both 'phones. Private Bxchas

Charles Praser. Wilbur P. Reynolds,

LONG ISLAND

GARAGE •OR.
ROBERT D. REDHEAD

Hew Howell Hones
"Phone connection Westhampton Beach, L. L

•NOTE—Letters in upper right-hand corner of each card indicate as follows: G—Garage or storage facilities, E—Equipped to charge electric vehicles, R—Repair a
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Alk
OUTFITS

AND SUPPLIES

TRY THIS OIL AT OUR EXPENSE
-— -» 00 Is high (ntM,|ownMM,

end posttiv.1, willM oiMa, and punUMdM
be eqeal to ur|i«M galls* uMenobtle oU aa

™. ?EfeJlL23 «'e-gnlls« 0.0. lux.
SSL'S7 * J*«5~*£»» Py*" »« *» eante pet fallen.

S3*j*y «•«>•>» It *° returned at our eipease,^aochorgo tor trial quality aood. BrorythWte
(ala. aatUactolaaaoa tUaprapoamoa.

MONARCH MFQ. COMPANY, Toledo, Ohio

AUTOMOBILE
ROAD MAPS
OF NEW ENGLAND, New Jersey and NewlorR by districts; handsomely colored, roadsand points of interest shown; of dealers or
&?^n,^V1: T?end for descriptive catalogueH: TALKER & CO.. Lithographer!High and Purchase Sts.. Boston. Mass.

Broad St
ASentS L

-

H
'
B 'Sel0W & Co- 62

wewBENNETTcap

-f "k™^r«» tatoM. 1 ' 1,1,1

IC.p In T.n.r
ORA D. SHAW, 109 Kingston Street

HOW ARB YOUR
BATTERIES?

A Tt?whhouTCombiaatioBA Pocket Volt Ammeter
T
a°v*sr" $8.00

Connecticut
Tel. ft Blec Co., Inc.,

Merlden, Coon., (j. 8. A.

"•erticfaHfciMtle
,

Locking Brakes Cat 001 1
Lock, or releuoB at wfll Flt "y car. Explosions can
by norrasj movemenfjof not damage muffler.

**"

OOmfnr'1 font IW^. tinted drCUUUS nsrri
Dy norms] movemenr~K>f no* oamage muffler. IUua-
opetator s foot. Operates trated dnmlars describe each
entirely free of ratchet •rtd«- Write.

,»hen so desired.
Style A.Dlack.ia.eo,
nlckeled.f3.n3. Write
mr full descriptrre

-circulars.

- Automatic Automobile
Pump solid brats, high-

ly polished, price |to.oo

QUPMOIT CO „w ....
CHAS. E. MILLER, Ne^Y^rkTSsternTIer?

MOSLER TIMERS
and DISTRIBUTERS
are constructed on a

8ctentlflo Principle.

Aak your dealer or wrtle
u. for New Booklet of 1906
Hosier Ignition Outfits.

A. R. MOSLER tt CO.
IM W. 29th St., New York

CHAMPION
FILTER FUNNEL
Strains gaseltae, leaving

dirt and water at bottom
«f funnel, which Is de-
tachable. Cuaraateed
positive In action.

Manufacture! fly

I ver Johnson Sporting
Goods Co.

BOSTON. MASS.

POCKET
BatteryAmmeter
O to 80 Aapotwt

Indicates in any position and in
either direction of current.
In testing tingle cells, the cord is
not necessary. Prloo 98.50
ELDREDGE KLEC. MFG. CO.

Springfield, Mass.

METEOR WIRE FOR SPARKING POINTS

cAUTO

cTWONOGRAMS
(all metals)

TRADE MARKS for demonstrating. Cars
INITIALS lor Prlvcle Aalos

Prompt Deliveries I Prices Right

!

JOHN A. SALMAN A CO.
17 Bromfield St.. - Boston. Mass

(lives a continuous uninterrupt-
ed spark. Will not corrode and
will not wear off. See that It

Is In your SPARK PLUG.

HERMANN BORERS CO. j&*%M5£T*3S

SAVE O O R !

1 Mil. Co., Kl p^tnu At... Cm bride., >«

Tbi Practical 6as Engineer,

WHATTO DO AND HOW TO DO IT A book
of ISO pages, neatly bound in cloth. Sent post-
paid for Si.oo. Address Book Department, The
Automobile, Platiron Building, New York.

41

A safety starting

crank that does not kick

back. Made to fit any

gasoline automobile.

THE AUTO SAFETY STARTINO
CRANK WORKS

172 So. Clinton St., Chicago. III.

PHILADELPHIA

AUTO GREASE
FOR MOTOR CARS AND BOATS

Same density used in all seasons, as it is not af-

ifmDi^Tl5pe'!!f ,?re-, DOES NOT MELT TOLUBRICATE. Write for free sample, indicating
for BEARINGS or TRANSMISSION
THE PHILADELPHIA CREASE MFC. CO.
The Sauree 97 Wot. SI.

AURORA OILS
The perfect lubricant. Economical
and feeds properly. Proved satis-
factory in every test

PIOOT, SAYRB & COMPANY
135 William St.. New York

The P. T. C. Power Tire Pump
No l&botwNo

the pump, watch the gsngesnd
stop when proper pressure 1,
attained. Write tor lull par-
ticulars.

The Pacific Tucking A Mfg Co.

471-473 18th Stmt,

«.T.

A Hand Soap
Metal Polish'

sod Class Cleaner

Cleans ud
Polishes

Everything
Afavnv/aefvTW

Oweu C. Raaalrr <V
IsVmJrM Alt.
Chicago

* CINCH " TIRE REPAIR KIT

No Cement—No Vulcanizing—Saves
Time, Labor and Expense—Easy to
Operate—Incomparably Efficient—No
Automobilist can afford to be without
ita

The lowest price outfit made, yet
the BEST

Price of •• Cinch " Kit complete, including one
dozen Seals, all in neat Leather Case. $,

li.so. WriteExtra Seals,' box of half dozen,
at once for circular.

THE AUTO GOODS CO.,
42S Butler Exchange PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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"E.&J.
99Lamps

Gmu4(ni

On INK
Tat n mil ft Jam Wc ca.

D^roit,Mlch.

BAR BOYS
FRIEND

Sasr^e ^ci«< sent, postpaid, for rreny-frre

ftMlit Cae-skal C*-. 1*7 tame St..

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOGUE 1 { CANDY CARBIOE
The Automobile Supply Go,,

1339 ISICHICA* AVENUE,
CHICAGO.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS

Iniralnerable Warrior

milFACTIIIII COMPAIY

MOTOR BOATS
BOAT ENGINES

BOSTON MECHANICAL CO.
Park Square Motor Hart, Boom so

Boston* M»aa.

TIMSURPRISE JACK
r«K «VT«B*N1LBS

Weifbt aboot io pounds each. Can Hit

2.000 pounds. Made of Iron and Steel.

Quick, bandy, simple, strong. Raise the
• heel with one stroke and release the
wheel with one stroke.

B»l BakM Tm*m
For Automobiles, fin. 17 in. $12.00

MUNI P1TT**HM W( «Kt. DAYTON. OHIO

AUTO SCREW JACK

PvverW Satchel, teakta Aettog teravj

Easy N Ooerate, Quickly MhjsM

Tibs. 10.000 lbs. 11 to 17 is.

• lbs. 10.000 tea. ij to 10 in.

tea is Das. sotooo Iba. Mi to tjfin.

•OVERT MFC G§W TCOY. N. Y.

Richester

Electric

Cigar

Lighter

Im£ ywm r*Svt car ..ex

KOOHESTX*)

fONsr d^xi or pTp«. Take out the
-> wMffc t"ma wtth It aod you can
• of troob c. la fitted wtth tea foot
m-rry C*N b« tBMd while your
•41.0 « complete,

OMOB1LC COMPANY

TBI SPEXCE1 glutt an pump

i.lllVi «. I«J 1 *V5 laaer-T-»ls~ eaei It

•# *-* 1 « 1 ft • CM fSCf R U'J
t) if 1 ari » §e»tn cave w 12 can

-CtHLEHL CAS ILLUMIHATIHG CO

IT'S SPLENDID

GUI)*)" atal ••Hall.

The ALBERT CHAMPION CO.
179 Claukdo* St.. Borrow. Mass.

IMPORTERS
sols u. a. AOSVT

Nieuport Patented Spark Coil. I*mtion Wire.

Guaranteed Oil Proof Magneto. Low and High
Tension Spark Pit* V Everything lor Electri-

cal Ignition.

OF El DPS
Bine Flame Kerosene Burner
Antoinette Water Regulator
Automatic Fuel Regulator
Water Tube Boiler

Writ, far Catalocne

P. W. OFELDT & SONS
K. T

[nftisb I dersick Lanp *! foftdry Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Manufacturers of

High 6r.de Coach and AuIibimn Luna

Th-re ta Mtli dttfaretica

b«i»-tr. oa* baiWy a*d
anal bar, bat that iluiaceunl*
for a (teat deal- The Sfaelal
Rapid Ftre 1M0 mikaa a Mr
dlffgraaet is motor troablea

Ao'd by rancT* aad alarlrtraJ

dgelera. CaiaJoarue on rcqaast.

The Mungaeaar
laetrle flattary Oa.

KVRXawp, Ohio
c.aneraJ Sale- Ofllc#

12S W. Jarkion Bird-
Chicago, 111

Auto Bodies and Cushions
LOOK NEW

LEJivin^oiToio polish
OOHPOUHDXD BT

01LBERT LEAVITT,
II lasis Street, Restes. Me»«.

METAL POl
Al

juvjb ijm s-ea. Pane SI-0(

JACISM fflKLESS UTTEIY ItlKR

"Diamond" Chains
Oot-firanber, Oat-wear

And Are Stranger Than Others

Write for Catalogue

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

WHY BE SATISFIED
* with any bat the best

The Raymond Brake
is the best brake on the market.

ROYAL EQUIPMENT CO.
155 Hoosatonic Avenue

BaiDosroKT. - - Com.

THE EXHAUST HORN
Price $13.00, including oar new air regulator

AIR REGULATOR VALVE
Removes the discordant screech from an/
exhaust blown born. Furnished without ex-
tra charge on the exhaust born. Price, ready
for application to any other horn, $5.00.m tj» iiMn In lm J>««« *»—

<

*7 «» ' >—
NEW JERSEY TUBE CO.. Newark, N. J.

1

DON'T STOP YOUR MOTOR-JUST

PULL THE LITTLE SWITCH 111!

No annoyance, no delay, when your car

or boat is equippd with the Duplex
Attachment. Price, - - - $2.50.

Ask for circular No. *. Agent) Wsnred.

DUPLEX IGNITION C0..1S5S Broadway. N. T.

•CHAMPION'

A MUFFLER
THAT

MUFFLES
Writ, for Ml

l-CBAIUW MM. CO., MS AIllAI

Digitized by ooole
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The McQuown Timer

and Distributer.

Multiplies ths life of the
battery by four. One non-
vlbrator coll mffideat for *

SmI PtmI

AMERICAN INDESTRUCTIBLE SPARK PLUQ

Write for catalog showing our complete line of Coils,
Plugs, Switches, Dynamos, Ammeters, etc.

AMERICAN COIL CO., Foxboro, Mass.

Portable louses
tor AUTOS, UUNOHES.
SHORE COTUiES

Construction of a Gasoline Motor Vehicle
ByC C. BRAMWELL. Contains 180 pages. 6x9; one hundred illustrations and diagrams. Publisher's
price, $2.00; our price iO cents. Address. Book Department, The Automobile, PlatironBuilding, NewYork.

tim imrrwR non.» it mni m m tmur
H0 Turin Hipiti hr Jtap Iptrt IpHkm

We goarantee this device to be abbolctblt Pla-
ner. We have done the experimenting.

HO BATTERIES : NO COIL NO COMMUTATOR

Everything for Electrical Ignition.

LEON RUBAY, Sets IL S. Aflat, let W. Ms SL, K Y.

MORGAN'S HOSE COUPLINGS
Adopted by Daimler Mfg. Co., Reli-
ance Motor Car Co., Acme Motor Car
Co., and many other manufacturers

From all jobbers and dealers or

B. MORGAN, 88 John St, Newport, R. I.

Sample box of eight, fifty cents

The Auto-CIe Wrench
ASK ABOUT IT

Railway Appliances Co.,

1 1 70 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago.

COIL SWITCHES AMD SPARK PLUGS
1

ONI CUDI CNkV- THE BEST

IMII
O. P. SPLITDORF

steal*/ II.

ARE YOU A PROSPECTIVE BUYER
If so, perhaps you want to commence automo-

biling by buying a good second hand car. We
have at all times a variety of good used cars on
hand, ranging in price from $«o to $1,500. We
have options on every mnlce of machine. Write
us what you want and how much you are willing
to invest. With every car we sell we give
"Weber Service," which means a square deal.

OMJUDO F. WEKI CI. 1110 HMfU An

,

For Industrial Locations
in Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri,
Minnesota, Upper Michigan, North and
South Dakota, write to the Industrial
Department, 1327 Railway Exchange,
Chicago.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Railway

4m The Official Automobile Blue Book

^LTOMOBILE

The Most Complete Volume of Automobile

Touring Information Ever Published

REVISED FOR 1906-INDISPENSABLE TO TOURISTS

Published Under the Official Endorsement of the

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

796 PAGES (Size 5jx8i in.) 599 ROUTES

Covering 31,467 MILES
351 MAPS

Lists of the Best Hotels and Garages. All the Best and Most Popular Routes

(1) NEW YORK AND CANADA (11,749 Miles—238 Routes)

(2) NEW ENGLAND . . . (11,409 Miles-2 19 Routes)

NEW JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA ( (8,309 Miles

MARYLAND AND OHIO | 142 Routes)

(ENTERING SIXTEEN STATES)

=NOW READY
In Three Bindings—SENT PREPAID—COMPLETE BOOK

Regular Edition, Imitation Leather .... $3.00
Genuine Flexible Leather ...... $3.50
Genuine Flexible Leather, Full Flap and Pocket - $4.00
Also in Sections (1), (2), (3), Cloth Binding, at $1.00 each.

Pub.iso.dbv The Official Automobile Blue Book, SS^%S?S'S
Digitized byVjOOg IC
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EST FOR

Autos and loats
Lower Internal

No Self Induction.
Longer Life.

Efficiency Unsurpassed.

On Sal. iy all Dtelm.

Hiw England Motor Co.

LOWELL, BMS*.

PACKARD IGNITION CABLE
IS A SURE THING

every foot ot It is tested at ao times its
usual working voltage.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO.. Wsrrsn, Ohio.

1 m p o w r r; o ca m. b
FOR HIGH AND LOW TENSION

Made by Pirelli & Co.
The
Largest
and Oldeat
Cable
Factory
In theWorld

THE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO.. 55 Wa.
Sole Selling Agente for D. S.

Cars

Motors

99Q7 Spring Garden St., Philaaela.hU
atARGHMONT KBPAIR PARTS FOB BALK

The

Cameo Air Cooled
ENGINE

WORKS 365 DAYS A VIAR

Fall aktatla aa

Speed Changing; Pnlley Co., Indianapolis. Ind.

DON'T EXPERIMENT
JUST
BUT

FORD
" W« have failed to find

any difficulty either me-
chanical or electrical,
and must say that we
have not received a single
complaint of any kind
from any one of our
customers up to present
writing." (Signed)

Smith & iMablev Mfg. Co.

REHY ELECTRIC CO., And •rmon, Ind.

ASHTOIN
FMTTIINCIS

FOB

STEAM CARS
Ask lor Catalog

The ASHTOI VALVE CO

Boston, Mass.
cw York. Chicago, Londoi

Plugs Stay Right
Longer ihaa all
othen, because they
have: Double Porce-

Ins. Non-short circuit
Ingair soace. lelf pack-

47 Sixes. Peralain
Dyaaanoe.^ «• Chicago, til. E.J. Day i Co. Berkelay. Quit

Th. R. B. H.ROY CO . 86 Wilts Street, Ns. Y.rk City
Special representatives of American Coil Co.

I

fiibridoet*

BATTERY CHARGER
\ Sizes.

Sparking
Dynamos

Spark Coila,

Spark Plugs,
Automatic Charg-
ing Switches.

ELECTRICAL MFC CO.
Bbridgt. N. Y., U. S. A.

from Stun/t%ar
ToFinishedCar*

80 1. P„ I Passenger, S2.T50 40 N. P., 7 Passenger, $3,500

Catalogue mailed on request
ACME MOTOR CAR CO. - - . Reading. Pa

BK INSURED

against short circuiting by using only the Best
French Ignition Cable

Manufactured bySociete lndu Urielle des Telephones

,

Paris. FranceAMERICAN BRANCH, 1391 B'way, N. T.Samples and prices 00 request. Agents wanted.

AUTOMOBILE
AND OTHER

MANUFACTURERS
ARE

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

Satisfactory Inducements

Favorable Freight Rates

Good Labor Conditions,

Healthful Communities,

OH THI LINES OF

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL R, R.

For full information and descriptive pam-
phlet address

J. C. CLAIR,
Industrial Commissioner,

I Park Row, Chicago, III

TIMES SQUARE AUTOMOBILE GO.
MMIT Wssl 41ft It. Is* Tark

Three doors treat of Broadway

Largest dealers in

NEW aid SECOND-HAND AUTOMOBILES
in the world. Send for list of

Automobiles on hand.

HIGH GRADE MOTOR CARS
3S-40-W H. P. SA.5O0 to fl.OW
THE LOZTXR MOTOR CO.
Hth St. and Broadway
NEW YORK CITY

Mbmbbrs A.L.A.U.
Agents:

Martin at Hart. Phu^daaahia
Harry F—dlck CoTfcKe
Cylar * Larry, Chicago

THE NEW HOTCNKISS
Bunt Like a Qnn by Gun-Maker

THE DE LEON,
A French Car at Amarteaui Prise.

Ul US West 40ta It,
* *

OTJR COMPLETE CATALOGUE

Automobile Supplies
Will be issued April lit

SBHT OR RBQUBST

SIBLEY & PITMAN
26 Warreh Street New Torx

The Ysakee Sliest Alr-Cooled Muffler lor automobiles. Pafd.
lljr«L»n>.ntp«,M WlUMal tatt Bmnrr.. ludUfe. m xml •» •
uoffltr kn-pt cool. ftl%> rutin. C*naot uplod. or ,k« Imcum dfcUuj eswuS- To
Mold bouin, ot^lnr. doMlwi roufflrr roKnbUoa . .um-ptp. hlMa7sB)

D. B. km I I II .1 CO., I tl, ,.. N. T
N. E. AGENT. Chas. Holmes Machine C

Your Kit Decidedly Incomplete

Without a Bottle of

Thompson's Eye ArVater

ALL DRUGGISTS ,

Steam Car Specialties

Flash Boilers, Condensers Burners. Poppet
Valve Engines. Everything for building an
up-to-date steamer. Get catalog A.

E. C. WALKER CO.
1905.23 Login St . LOUISVILLE, KY.

Digitized byGoogle
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Lavigne Mechanical

Oil Pump
mi ICIMETER MJUITIEn

No Springs, No Check Valves,
NoN«.*7no Guess Work. 'Ab
aolutely positive, can be ad-
justed with mathematical ac-
curacy Send for our new catalogue.

In cm •airtacl.risg CtaMtr. in E. limaSt., Mrall llch.

Gasoline Measuring Outfits
Far la* AatnMUlM and the Oarage.

Guaranteed non-rrapornth-e, air-tight, ao leakage.
Frost uak direct late otomoblle r—erroif.
Task underground—Pump la building.

Writ* for Catalogs* "A"—It will raralr pit to*.

WESTERN Oil. PUMP CO.
140 Kaadnaks Street . ST. LOUIS. MO.

MID6LEY TUBULAR WHEELS
IMWMyifStNL MMtliTtm

Ra. I stoatoary Can He. 2 ft* gUhn
Cm Ha. < nrUgMWdgktCan

"rtlifni full lull Iiw

TK IHtLET HUHFiCrailM CO. CSLHHSS, 1

i£l A Lubricator
FOR ANY OAR,
AN. SYSTEM.

PATBR PBSSmO

OBer, Instantly • banged ta
GtnrttT. Each Sight Peng
hi lte.ll sa auMuatlc pump
•nrdag th* oil to the boar,
tag*, practically Ilk* a at*.
dtanlcal Oiler.

PH*r*M Mfa. Co.
tjMu Flat An., N*wY*rk

BEE
ROTARY PUMP

wfh all trace af radauwr* ft* dm>
lattefwaewor aO ns aasslins maim*.

torn pump 00.
ao Tenet, Buffalo. N. Y.

C.E. MILLER. Agent,
97 RoadaSL, NEW YORK

Cplinder Castings
Q|P you are having trouble
•J) with your cylinder cast-
ings, send your patterns to
us.

*J If you are behind on
deliveries, let us make up a
set of patterns and furnish
you with castings.
tj Cylinders bored and
machined.
•J Submit blueprints for
prices.

Ittasscp IRacblttc Company
103 pearl Street Watertoion, R. y.

The LIPMAN ELECTRIC
SPhHD INDICATOR is abso-
lutely right at all times.
Theooly lastrument without

flexible shifts. sprlDgs.wetghls
or frlctioa devices.
Thailand is cr fe «

I v steady
od the rough'st roads. Price;
complete with tittlogs, $25.00
pri .e, with season aod trip odo-
meter, f35 00.

C. E. L. LIPMAN,
7«o Crand Ave.,
Belolt.Wia.

ALUMINUM
PHOSPHOR BRONZE and BRASS

CASTINGS
POR AUTOMOBILE WORK
PIONEER BRASS WKS., INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Transmission Gear
TWO FORWARD AND ONE RBVBRfB

Wftk) tw fatikiga*

UVBRLY MPO. CO., Bererly, Mass.

AUTO SUPPLIES
< liir (

'at olojruc will save y«U tuouev,

1 NO CHEAP TRASH.

MicDonald. Wessels I Ames Co.
27 Washington Av* , Datrelt, Milch.

ALUMINUM

CASTINGS
SYRACUSE

ALUMINUM & BRONZE GO.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CULLMAN SPROCKETS
and Differentials in stock and
to order also. Baldwin, Dia-

mond and Whitney Chain.

Send for new Catalog.

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

1027 Dunning St., Chicago

PARISH & BINGHAM
PkESSEI) STEEL;FRAMES

Aki- STAINDARD
WKITl niR rSTI*UI<

CLEVELAND, - OHIO

THE "SPRINGFIELD" TIRE DETACHER
Any Clincher Tin
of any sine caneaa-
fly be removedfrom
the rim. Impos-
sible to injure the
Tire. When order-
ing give site of
Tires. Price, S2.M.
Express prepaid.

Manufactured by THE SHAWVES CO., Springfield, 0.

CRANK SHAFT
FOROINGS
IM>jJOM SLOTTED. ROUQIt TURNED,„On COMPLETELY FINISHED,
3BID US BLUE PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES
M*r*M Ferns A Mscslsi Co.. II II. Isbla In.. Dilrtll

. Met

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD
SHOCK ABSORBER

AN AUTOMOBILE NECESSITY
Cars under 1,500 lbs. Cars or.r 1.S00 lie.

g40, Foor suspension. $60, Poar saspsa.tra.

Immediate dolivortana
Writ* for booklet

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY
E. V. Haktfohd, Praa. «9 VESTRY ST., N. Y.

We Guarantee Satisfaction

GRAY MUFFLER

GRAY-HAWLEY MFG. CO.
DETROIT, MICH.

SEAMLESS LEAKLESS
JANNEV, STEINMETZ & CO., Philadelphia

/oxtnu Jarm
EJ-Loring-SomervilleMass

Nuttall Cut or Plsned Guars

R. D. NUTTALL COMPANY
Duquesne Way, - Pittsburg, Pa.

Digitized byGoogle
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The BUsier Ante Teps
Maaatetuad bar

E. MASIES HFG. CO.imCA.HY.

We guarantee fit, style and workman-
ship. Send for our measurement
blanks, particulars and prices.

TOP FIXTURES

Digitized byGoogle
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Every Automobile or Engine Owner Should Use a

tour to-limn
that they mi^ht know th« axac-
coalition of their Batteries before
itart'og on • trip. There's no
need for worry < 1 %a\\ety after the
"ROBKRT" s»yi your Batteries

Me O. K.

The ROBERT VOLT-AHHETER

It litiluabli f«r Teitlag lattiriis

It responds accurately
ted Imuotareoutly.
It is convenient (pock-

et slzei. Contain* no
Intricate mechanlam,
tod will last laden-
•itely.

GUARANTIED

No lieomnlMCt

Yarn know Juit how
your Batteries will
work when you uae

Tkm ROBERT

rrica, Inoludlng LoatLWCasa 16.00

^
vo^Tsr|o°XS

Write for Circular and Discounts

ROBERT INSTRUMENT CO.
B6 Shelby St., Detroit. Mloh.

ANYBODY CAN USE IT

i
Blowouts, Sand-

Doils, glass cuts or.

other damaged spots

on outer casings

;

torn off stems, split

or Dunctures to inner

tubes vulcan-

ized as good as

new with our

Vulcanizers. We
want to send you
circulars, and what
others say.

"URaHa-TIm" Toleioizir Cs., Topcki, Iml, U.S.I,

"AUTO SHINE"
WILL SHIMS TOW* AUTO

A strictly oon-
explosive metal pol-

ish, contains no
naphtha or gasoline,

or any other ex-

plosive substance.
Will produce a

brilliant lustre on
biass, nickel, cop-
per, silver and other

metals. Quick and
easy, no hard rub-
bing required.

Put up in J pints,

pints, quarts and
gallons.

. A NON-EXPLOSIVE

METAL POLISH
vJ-c-paul a co

J. C. PAUL, (SL CO.
SoU Manufacturers

59 Dearborn St. Chicago, III.

PAUL N. PRIEDLAENDBR
320 Pearl Street New York

DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC GO. tm
BRAINTREE. MaSS. 'ttV

THE WATER WAY
BETWEEN

Buffalo and Detroit
The- D. & B. Line Steamers leave Buffalo

dally at 5:30 p.m. (eastern time) and Detroit
week days at 5:00 p.m., Sundaysat 4:00 p.m.
(central time) reaching their destination the
next morning. Direct corrections with early
morning trains. Lowest rates and superior
service to all points west.

Rail Tickets Available on Steamers
All classes of tickets sold reading via Michi-
gan Central, Wabash and Grand Trunk Rail-
ways between Buffalo and Detroit, In either
direction, will be arcepted for transportation
on D. & B. Line Steamers. Send 2 cent
stamp for illustrated pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANT2, G.S. & P.T.M.. Detroit. Mich. „

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co. J

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS PLEASE
MENTION THE AUTOMOBILE.

Pumps, Jacks, Tools, Plugs,

Coils, Clocks, Lamps, Horns,

Inner Tubes, Patches, Cement

lj(!$fi( Detachable TlfCS
The Best and Cheapest

Everything for the Autimoiile

THE PRICES ARE RIGHT
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Largest Auto Supply House la

the World

MANHATTAN STORAGE CO
42 CORTLAND ST. NEW YORK. N Y

•'Lasts as long as the car"

You can't say that of leather
belts, but it is true

of the

(TKADE-M \BK)

Steel Belt
FOR OIL PUMP OR FAN

Strong and elastic, yet it doesn't become
stretchy, and it won't break.

Get a Powco Belt of your Auto
dealer. If he hasn't it send us $3, and
the length of your present leather belt,
with make, and year of your car, and
we'll send you one by return mail.
Money back if not satisfied.

Send for our Circular C.

Philadelphia Ornamental Wire Co.

818 Commerce Street, Philadelphia

The AUTO-TURNTABLE

A time and labor saver Simply place
it on the floor run your car on it as
you enter—swinging it around you are
fronted for next start. Utamabty ttnvtiunt

indispensable To Every Garage

It is portableandrequires no alterationto
either floor or building. Por use in clean-
ing and repairing cars. W>««fir particulars

The LYON UTILITY CO. "W1

We are now taking orders 5->r gears

for 1907 cars. Our facilities, are

such that we can handle quantity
orders advantageously. Let us fig-

ure with you.

THE NEW PROCESS RAW HIDE C
STMCUSB, M.

Digitized by

W HIDE CLL
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No Need to Be

a Millionaire

to own the best automo-

bile lights the world has

produced. You can

have them even on a

car whose maker would

not pay it the compli-

ment of first-class equip-

ment, and they will cost

you—the consumer—only a trifle more than the cheap-

skate lamps with which you are afraid to advance the

spark after nightfall. When you drive

—

realty drive
—at night you will know the difference between Rush-

mores and other kinds, and will be thankful to have lights

with which you can't help seeing what's ahead.

RUSHMORE DYNAMO WORKS
627 South Avenuo - PlainfloM, N. J.

CHICAOO. 1328 Michigan Avenue,
And all first-class dealers everywhere.

UNDERWOOD
VISIBLE

WRITIINO

It makes no difference what type-

writer you now use, or have used,

the machine you will eventually

buy is the UNDERWOOD
Underwood Typewriter Company

241 BROADWAY NEW YORK

By the use of " ANTI-PUNCTURE 1

the annoyance el ptractexee

Wafaatrstttias. Willi

ASMricaa AathPuctan Tire * Acta <

1693 Broadway, New York

Type "O," 48 M.P.
will meet your conditions when you want a
high grade, light, st>eedy and powerful motor.
We make two and four cylinder, 10 to 45
H.P. Also Clutches and Transmissions
We furnish a complete power equipment
ready for your car. Our two plants, Chicago
and Muskegon. Mich., insure prompt deliv-
eries. Don t buy before getting our cata-
logue and prices.

Continents! Motor Mfg. Co.. Muskegon, Mich.
K. Franklin Petereon. Direct Factory Representative,

166 Lake Street, Chicago. 111.

i>H.». Oppoa»a. 15 H. P. Ti

I
Hli> Class AatoaobUe Motors

The A. 8TREIT MACHINE CO.
CINCINNATI. O.

YES, YOU
Tra'ec the fallow we art after. Tic one wks ksa

NEVER=MISS
Spark Plugs, Cotls. Chain Tools,
Voh and Ammeters, Barterr Connsc-
tione. Dry Cells, Oil Guns, Etc.

The other one we are not worrying
skoal becaate they are eeiat ass hay-
ing Merer.Mm Specialties erary ear.

They Kaow Tkalr Value.
Neeer Mm plnge, any thread. Porce-
lain, Mica sad Lays toaalatiaa fi.jo.
Toar Jobber or dealer csq aapply 70a.
Isiitt 00 Nercr-SaiM.

Osr 1006 catalogue now ready.

WaiTItodiy. Dept.S. for catalog™.

NEVER-MISS SPARK PLUQ CO.
LASSINO. MICH.

SAMSON LEATHER-TIRE

TYPE COURSE

Strongest on Earth

Q. de Pontac, Manager

12 West 33d Street

NEW YORK

TRADE MAW

PANTHERcloicher xrjr.ES

ELECTRIC RUBBER MFG. 00,
RUTHCRFORD, M.J.

Digitized byGoogle
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L ..v, a water

£ frame,
covered

T%voVonB.« t pro o(.

Uke'a harness. Many styles

VT- *\" «V - Boston

Patent appli ed for

THE ORPHEUS CHIME
A MELODIOUS BEQUEST FORA CLEAR MAO

will last a lifetime, and cannot get out of
order. Yet it can be taken apart, cleaned,
and re-assembled in five minutes. Has only
half the parts of any other chime. And the
price is right. May we send full description?

CENTRAL GARAGE
Ut E. Market Street nWUNAPOUS, ML

GILBERT
Automobile Fabric

Supplies

are the only
ones worth
having. We
make THE
Tire Case,
Tube Case,
Tire Band,
Storm

Apron,
Tool Rolls,
Leggings,
Knuckle

Boots.
Lamp
Covers, Etc.

,00k for the
neGILBERT

and don't ac-
1 ept cheap imi-
tations.

old at lead-
supply firms

I stations,
'atalog on re-

quest.

THE GILBERT MPQ.
NHW H4VBS. CONN.

CO.

DIXON'S MOTOR
GRAPHITE

Especially prepared flake

graphite for the motor vehi-

cle. Saves wear and tear,

and cuts mileage cost.

Send for Treatise 9-G on
motor lubrication—it's just

off the press.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Jersey City, If. J.

Z5/>e Webster
GasolineGauge
New, Simple, Strong, Reliable

and Mathematically Correct

A Glance it the Dial Showa Supply af
Oasollne at Any Tune.

We furnish proper dial sad tealaim for earask*ef task.
Aik pour i**Ur, «r erai prtpmid «• nmtft ^fpritt.

State maVo ef car, year, sad DM|AA C
depth of taakwheaerdertag. • 'Ct»| 99
THE WEBSTER MFG. CO.

213 Jefferson Avo.. Detroit, Mich.

OLD made NEW
NEW ZSl PUNCTURE PROOF

THE
NEWMASTIC]

L. FILLINC A
For Clinchor and Slnglo Tubo Tires

Just as Resilient as a Pneumatic

Just as Safe as a Solid Tiro
;j -

HOW DO WE DO l\?
'

Write Ua and Learn

NEWMASTIC TIRE CO.
ST. LOUIS

NEW VOHK
70.

chioaqo
LOS ANGELAS

There arr two

ways to select

an article. ONE
way is to select

it because of va-

rious claims

made on its be-

half by those interested in its sale. The
OTHER way is to select it because

of investigations made yourself.

We claim that HAVOLINE Oils

show HIGHER in fire test and

LOWER in carbon test than any

oils on the market.

We have PUBLISH) D the tests of

our oils and have PUBLISHED the

tests of our competitors' oils.

We have PUBLISHED THE
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF OUR
COMPETITORS.

It is not necessary for you to take

our word for anything; all you need

to do is to investigate for YOURSELF.

The Havcmeyer Oil Co.
80 BROAD ST., NEW YORK CITY

TO
McCanna Force Feed Lubricators

1906 Model
Write for booklet containing valuable informal

on proper c

"'

MeCORD <B> COl
1404-1408 Old Colony Bu

B. J. DAT * CO., I

Digitized by >gle
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. lighted absolutely and give the maximum illumination.
DIET 7. Lamps have a larger sale in Fiance thao auy French make. T

best "foreig»" Lamp ft the DlETZ, and. by the same proof, the best Aineria
L»mp Is the DI BTZ. Perfect In manuiacture and in the design, which giv
the brightest urllkkrrInK flame and the most efficient reflecting s

candle power to others' s8.

;
surfaces.

A toil lamp that goes out is a danger to life or a cause of arrest, for you cannot
tch It, The first fine would pay for a dependable DIETZ.
All these Oil Lamps are Instantly changed to gas [from serrate generator) withas [from separate gei

which fits UIET2 Auto Lamps
aav other Gas Lamp excepting

sufficient In prac

Lamps are Instantly chang<
out reaoving the oil, by our Acetylene burner,
only. They will then project more light than
only lens-mirror tearch lights. This exclusive
Heal advantage to determine your choice.

Specify DI ETZ Equipment, or order direct, inclosing check, and we will see
that you are supplied.

R. E. DIETZ COMPANY (Established 1840), 33 Lalght St., N. Y.
The Largest Manufacturer* in the World.

LQLAIC
Unfailing power-
lighting the road
far ahead and di-
rectly at hand

—

solidity and rigidity—simplicity of con-
struction—high polished—lens ground three
times with the same minute care used in
making spectacles—two-in-one reflectors to
get the double light beams—small, parts
heavy and strong

These are points that make the SOLAR
ACETYLENE LAMP The leader.
You can't afford a poor lamp at any price,

because some of these nights you'll get a
bump that you would have escaped with a
better light. The SOLAR suits experts and
novices because it needs no tinkering.

BADQER BRASS MFG. CO.
Kenosha 1 1 Wirren Street

Wisconsin New York C

"How doth Igniter Witherbce

Improve each flying minute.

It sells under a guarantee.

Fulfilling all that's in it."

Endorsed by Forty-five of the Leading Manufacturers.
Over 10,000 Now In Use.

WITHERBEE IGNITER CO.,

Writs for Pamphlet.

54 1 West Forty-thirdNEW YORK=
Th. "AUTff-ruWER"

Tlati i»o Distributer The most compact and simplest device produced. Self-packing—is efficient and durable.

The Auto & Power Appliance Co.
Designers and Manufacturers of Parts for the

AUTOMOBILE and MOTOR BOAT TRADE
Inquiries Solicited CLEVELAND, OHIO

The "fals-Pmi"
CirulitUi fumj

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
ELECTRICAL MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS
res tut is

Electrical Carriages aid In Charglig Statical

Send for Cctaiof*

CO.

Co*hliftUan Volt u4 Am

IAIN OmOB AMD WORKS, WAVERLY PARR,
NEWARK, N. J.

New York Office. 74 Cortland* St.

SUBSCRIBE FOR TUB AUTOMOBILE
WEEKLY—fa.eo PGR YEAR

BwntaMin iMamni, ijp» £

American Veneer Company
100 MARKET STREET, KENILNX ORTH, NEW JERSEY

H ANU'ACTURtRS OF

LAMINATED WOOD
AUTOMOBILE MUD GUARDS

REAR GUARD
Standard Size

Length 50$ inches

Width 8 inches

fVritt for Particular!Wrmftr Pi

L V

ANY DESIRED
LENGTH OR WIDTH

Nrw Sid* Door

Style No. gj

The laminated guards are
' made of three layers of
whitewcod, each one-
eighth inch thick, glued

together, and the grain of the middle
layer running crosswise and at right
angles with the grain of the outside
avoiding splitting and cracking.

layers, thereby

FRONT GUARD
Standard Size

Length 46 inches

Width,Top7 inches

Bottom 14J inches

fVritt ftr Pricn

MOTOR CAR
ACCESSORIES

Continental Tires, Witherbee

Storage Batteries, Schug Coils.

Soot-Proof, Sta-Rite, Never-

miss, Rajah, Mosler and other

Spark Plugs, Cable, Switches,

Lamps, Horns, Goggles, Auto
Clothing and Wet Weather
Equipment of our own manu-
facture.

New illustrated catalogue free.

THE AUTOMOBILE
EQUIPMENT CO.

256 JEFFERSOI HE. • DETIOIT. MICH
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ECONOMY IN BATTERY CONSUMPTION, DURABILITY,
SPEED, are qualities possessed by

The DUPLEX SPARK COIL
In comparison with which all Single Core Colls surfer

Our descriptive (older will tell you why

THE DUPLEX COIL CO., Fond-du=Lac, Wis.

I. & H. TIRE TOOL

Invaluable to EveryAutaist

Its use prevents pinching
of inner tubes when putting
on tires and makes the talk
easy. No trouble to insert

valve stems or lugs if this

tool is used. It also prevents
injury to the hands. Should
be in every tool kit. Write
for illustrated booklet.

Price moderate.

HANCOCK ft HELLER
Water Street, Inihamton, N. T.

SAXON MOTOR CAR LAMPS
QUALITY—STYLE
AND RIGHT PRICES SEND

FOR

CATALOG

MANHATTAN LAMP WORKS,

Special
Prices to
Jobbers

and Dealers

530 W. 28th St.

NEW YORK

Tha Practical Qaa Engineer

WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO DO IT. A book of 150 pages, neatly
bound in cloth. Sent postpaid for Si.oo. Address Book Department,
The Automobile, Flatiron Building, New York.

The Heart of the Automobile

Schebler Carbureter
Standard of «K* World

Over one hundred automobile and t"»"tt engine builders in the
United States, Canada and Foreign Countries have adopted Schebler
Carbureters for their 1900 models.

WHEELER ft SCHEBLER, Manufacturers
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

E. J. Edmond, 76-77 W. 44th St. New Tork City.
Pope Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.
Excelsior Supply Co.. Chicago, m.
Automobile Supply Co., Chicago. HI.
Beckley- Ralston Co., Chicago, 111.

Motor Car Supply Co., Chicago, m.
E. B. Belcher, 26 Green St., Maiden, Mass.
Hub Automobile Exchange, Dorchester, Mass.
National Electrical 8uppTy Co., Washington, D. C.
Q. D. Thorndlke, State of Maine Agent, Portland, Me.
Jos. Brassard, Central Falls. R. L
Wallace Bros. Co., NorfolkTva.
Paul P. Rlpplen, 327 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith Elec. Engineering Co., Watertown, N. T.
Kansas City Motor Car Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Neustadt Auto a Supply Co., St Louis, Mo.
Phoenix Auto Supply Co., 3932 Olive 8t, St Louis, Mo.
C. J. Smith A Co., 864 St. Peters St, St Paul, Minn.
E. R. Cumbe, 1818 Court Place, Denver, CoL
F. C. Bowl us, 832 Baronne St, New Orleans, La.
Los Angeles Automobile Co., Los Angeles, CaX
Chansler A Lyon Motor Supply Co., 608 Golden Gate Ave.,

San Francisco, CaL
Wilson a Co., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
Mcculloch a Boswell, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Canada Cyele Motor Co., Toronto Junction, Canada.
Schuman Carriage Co., Honolulu, T. H.
Geo. Nelll a Co., 38 Fenchurch St, London,
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"EJECTOR" The Muffler That Muffles

immm^^hm^mm 1906 TYPE
Absolutely takes care of the exhaust gas of high-speed four-cylinder engines.

It Is built on the principle of an Injector, Is separated Into three expansion chambers
formed by a series of cones nested together. These are punched top and bottom; the
spaces, together with the holes, form a serleB of tortuous passages through which

the gases pasB and are broken up. The cones through
which the exhaust gas passes being of comparatively thin
material, there Is no danger of clogging with carbon.

The body of the Muffler consists of two steel

cylinders closed on the ends by flanged heads. The space
between the outer and Inner walls Is packed with as-
bestos.

All material used In the construction of our muf-
fler Is of the best attainable, and It Is made as light as
possible consistent with strength. The muffler is never
injured by an explosion.

WB OUARANTEB
all goods made by us to be exactly as represented and of good material and work-
manship, and will replace, free of charge, any defective parts returned to us within
thirty days after delivery of goods.

Write us about your requirements. All communications cheerfully answered.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE MOTOR & MFG. WORKS CO., Ithaca, New York

Testimonial letters from

ultra, catalog and price*

for the asking

POWERFUL, SPEEDY,
LIGHT and COMPACT

65*0

BROWNELL-TREBERT

MOTOR
will take you anywhere at

ANY SPEED DESIRED

Our Transmissions

both direct and double chain

drive, are built to withstand

the strain of this powerful

MOTOR under the heavy
duties customarily imposed
upon it

BROWNELL-TREBERT CO
paul •mirr" Reams' , N.Y.

AUTO SUPPLIES
CATALOGUE FREE

Just say "Send me Ho. 14" and
you will receive free a big hook of
illustrations, with description and
low prices on all kinds of sundries
lor all kinds of cars.

Niw York Sporting Goods Co.

17 Warren St., New York

FRENCH VOLTAMMETER
tt TMfcig Dry C*fta

ami Slor.8. B.M.ri..

m . . . li.so

v* " . . . JJJ
C«,l»..i— Am, .=J Vol. M.». 600

THE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO,

For Boiled Down Infor-

mation About Auto-

mobiles in General

and

Welch Cars

in Particular

Addraas

WELCH MOTOR CAR CO.,

Ditrolt, Mich.

Factory, Ponthc, Mira

E.W
I EAT
lATTY

A I I COLORSALL sizes

/vIter nil,STAIN L
GREA5E '

DUST UU'

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER 4.00
BLACK ENAMELED DUCK. XOO

MINUFACT UkCD ONLY BVHOPEWELL BROS.
AX OSSOBNE. ST..CAMBR1DGE.NASS.
ir VOUK DEALER DOIS NOT CARRY SEND US ».0 OSBtS
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GRAND HOTEL
CINCINNATI, OHIO

The A. G. Corre Hotel Co.
Proprietors of

Grand Hotel and Gibson House

Cornelius A. Burkhardt
President and General Manager

EVERYBODY PLEASED WITH THE
GRAND BECAUSE EUROPEAN

AND AMERICAN PLAN

Largest Rotunda in the World

Location Ideal

Fourth and Central Avenues

Opposite U.CR.R. Station

Headquarters tor Buffalo Automoblllttt

THE LAFAYETTE HOTEL
BUFFALO, N. Y.

EUROPEAN PUN ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Tab Mean Hotel Is Entirely New. It to located at
the corner of Washington and Clinton Streets, lacing
beautiful Lspatbtti Squabs, only one short block
from Main Street and the shopping district, and in
clow proximity to the principal theatres.

Trolley cars from and to the various railroad and
steamship lines pass the door.
The Lale>ette Hotel is superbly furnished. Tt

trill cater to the Commercial and Tourist trade and
the General Public Contains three hundred rooms
nearly all supplied with tub or shower baths.

Splendidly Appelated Cafes. Paha Ream and Betel

Rates Cor Rooms—(1.60 per day and upwards.

C. R. ELDBRIDQE. Manager

The Best Tail Lamp
on the Market

Ham's Vigilant is without

a doubt the finest tail lamp

on the market. When you

light it you can be sure it

will stay lighted until you

put it out. It has all the

good features of the Ham
Lamps and is guaranteed

Not to
B
j'°
w

Out.

The tide handle make*

it very convenient for in-

spection purposes in case

of accident.

Write for BeaUet

Shewlat fell Use
Dept. B.

THE VIOILANT

Tall at

C. T. HAM MFG. CO.
Rochester, N. Y.

THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF IT

lien your chauffeur turns tin; burners as high as he dares, to save the
trouble of getting out a little later and readjusting the valve on the

pressure tank—that is the long of it. He is studying economy of effort.

(LWben uf. regU la{ e the valve yourself, to save that precious £a&

brought from half across the country, and neglect to readjust quite
soon enough— that is the short of it. It economizes gas, but the soot

deposited in the burner orifices spoils, the flame.

CEither way—the lens mirrors are endangered.

tLWhen you install the Rushmore generator, and get an absolutely

constant pressure, just right for the burners, without adjustment—that

is the common sense of it.

Our catalog explains how the Generator worKs

RUSHMORE DYNAMO WORKS, Plainfield, N
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AUTOMOBILE HIAOQUARTIRS.

HOTEL NORMANDIEQ» A«to«eblU Kow j. ^Iwtdwtym< H»th St.

»a?5*?r flT* ml?nW" Madison Square Outw ud la the centre of
*f*

Bo4
K?!? •^_A?™™nt District. Absolntely fireproof. EnrojianPUb. Cals ud restaurant are unequalsd. Lone; distance tekphoMlnn»m. ELMEB E. ALelT. Proprietor.

The best place for rest or recreation or

recuperation at this season is

ATLANTIC CITY
and the new Fireproof

CHALFONTE
is especially well equipped to supply

the wants of those who come to secure

them.

Write for Illustrated

Folder and Rates to

THE LEEDS COMPANY
Always Open On the Beach

AUTOMOBILE
HEADQUARTERS

HOTEL
YORK
New and Absolutely Fireproof

SEVENTH AVENUE,
CORNER 36th STREET
NEW YORK CITY.

EUROPEAN PLAN
RATES:

fi.se to $3.50 with detached bath
ta.oo to $4.00 with private bath

H. G. WILLIAMS, Proprietor

Occupies the geographical
centre of the city, near the
vortex of travel. Within
from one to five minutes'
walk of sixteen theatres.

Cars pass the door, and
within five minutes of all

the large retaij shops.

Norman grill room.

Cuisine of superior ex-
cellence.

Moderate prices.

Locations for Industries
ON

TUB ERIE, THE COMMESOAL RA1LBQAD
Industrial Dspartsknt

For Information address

LUIS JACKSON
Industrial Oomniiasioner, Kris Railroad

11 Broadway, New York

Imperfect Lubrication
is the cause of many cars

beingworn out and discarded

.TRADEMARK

OAS ENGINE

OIL
will save this destruction

VALVOUINE OIL,CO.
Successors to Leonird ft EUs.

Now York, II Broadway
Branch Houses: Beitoa, PhUaSdpals, Calesrs,

Cincinnati, Si. Losia, Su> Fraadaco, Las
Anrelei, Portland, Ore., Seattle.

Branch Houses and Arcades la all nam of the weald

Digitized byGoogle
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THE DIEZEMANN
SHOCK ABSORBER

•J The Diezemann Shock Abiorber prop-

erly adjusted to the inside or outside of the

frame of your car absolutely insures smooth

running. All forms of road shocks are neu-

tralized or absorbed, and the control of

springs by this device insures .longer life

for the engine and tires.

•J The Diezemann Shock Absorber is

mechanically perfect, si if lubricating

and dirt proof. It mi' be applied in any

position with equal efficiency; when once

properly adjusted it requiies no further

regulation.

•I Testimonials from the leading automo-

bilists in the country endorse this device

a* the only practical absorber on the

market.

Diezemann Shock Absorber Co.

1314 Hudson St., • Hoboken, N. J.

The Builard Speed-recorder
Telle time, speed and distance your ear

travels, and makes a raoord on a detachable
oard of every mile

traveled,when and how
loos stops were made,
total mileage of the

Accurate at any
peed, indisputable evi-

danee in any court.

Indispensable on de-

livery vane and rented

asm. It win record every minute the car la

In see. Bmd tor bookU to

J. H. BULLARD
(Htohamd Station) Springfield, Mass.

ODOMETERS
" It's nice to know
How far you go."

A Veeder Odometer is what you make it. Not only
will it answer the eager question of the ladies and chil-

dren as to "How far did we go to-day?" but it will give

the owner or operator confidential, "inside" information
as to the car itself.

If, for instance, the gasoline consumption per hundred
odometer miles is greatly increasing, it plainly indicates

lubrication faults, binding or failing engine efficiency

—

conditions readily remedied when discovered, but which
in ordinary service would probably not be disclosed

until something serious happened, were it not for the

Odometer. The Odometer tells cold truths about bat-

teries and tires that you might profit by knowing.
In touring, the Odometer, used in connection with a good road book, is a

constant guide as to just where you are, and on arriving home you know your
total mileage for the trip.

Veeder Odometers are supplied in two styles for motor cars, viz. : the Form
D, for the dashboard, having both a "trip" register and a total mileage register,

and the Form B Odometer, which attaches to the left steering arm and records

the total mileage only. FREE BOOKLET.

THE VEEDER MANUFACTURING CO.
22 Sargeant Street Hartford, Conn.
Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers. Tachodometers, Counters and Fine Castings.

VEEDER FORM B
ODOMETER

SPECIFY

HDNZE
Motor Car Coils

to be put 011 your

car by the maker

WHY?
DDp A T TQ*p HEDIZE coils wfll save yon $35,00 and more
t>CXmx\JOUi every year in gasoline alone. They produce a
hotter park; have a faster vibrator, and always ignite at highest

point of compression, resulting in more power and speed. There-

fore greater economy.

HEIfTZE coils use the smallest amount of battery current, and give

results which have not been equaled by any other coil made.

Send for our latest pamphlet on the care of your ignition system.

HEINZE ELECTRIC CO., LOWELL, MASS.

Digitized byGoogle
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HICKS SPEED INDICATOR COMPANY
No Fluctuation on Low Mileage Indication

ACCURATE
RELIABLE

DURABLE
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

1384 Bedford Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

V AUTO IS
PARTS

We

tft §atc$tv &uto*(p<xvt8 Co,

^^^^

plenum (o " tit j6,M»- l>ot< e.t Co."

CtmhtH. da

org and

Mechanical Engineer!, Contractor*
and Manufacturers of Automobile
Parts and Specialties,

ufacture Carbureters. Tank Strainers. Brass Coup-

OUR CARBURETERS
are Automatic and furnish a perfect mixture under all speedsand conditions of weather. They are made to fit any style

We prove these carbureters by allowing thirty days' trial.
Send for booklet on Carbureters

THE HATCHER AUTO-PARTS CO.
Successors to The Brew-Hatcher Co.

lti VIADUCT, CLarVHLAND. OHIO.

DistributerTil Leavitt Saeoidary
through its unequaled simplicity has clear-
ly proven the superiority of this system
of ignition. The past season's success has
proved our claims.

Leavitt BBS Timer
Our primary timer is the fastest

made, the least affected by wear.

We have absolutely solved the Leavitt Distributer
question of burned contact points

Our roods are fully guaranteed.

Try Bath Our Dsvloes an Your 1006 Cars.

Submitted to manufacturers on trial.

-SBND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICBS.-

Leavitt Timer Tht Uncas Sptoialiy Co., Norwich, Conn.

Searls'PoidiDgJacks
HAVE LIQHTBST WEMHT
OUARANTBBD STRENQTH
Usable Broad Base orPeMaa

Narrow Base
Latest Constroctloa

Foot Power. to

Aak your dealer, or we deliver

in U. S. or Canada.

JERSEY BRAKE CO.
M Qraaa St., NEWARK. N. J.

NEW PATENT tM6

DIAMOND PATTBVNWALLWORK'S
Non-Skidding and He-Treading Cover

For MOTOR TIREU3
THOUSANDS IN USE IN EUROPE

TO FIT AMY SIZE CLINCHER TIRES OR WHEELS.
*W Bat Chromt Loath*, ami timet.

It la Puncture Proof
-Vsry Htttedost caused, as no vacuum is formed under tread. Nossr
should go out without several of our Patent Garters la case of ajeMsnts,

An Old Worn-out Tin it mad. Equal to Ntm whn Our fount
CotrruputoH. The resilience is not affected in airy way.

TIB WELLS LIGHT MM. COVIN!, 4MW
jST¥ou

)

DON'T
Leave your seat.

Our

TIRE PUMP
will prevent delays
on the road as you

can run on a fully

Inflated tire eren
if punctured.

The Pump is driven from the engine crank shaft and is engaged
and disengaged by means of a clutch—the clutch shipper is located
on the dash or in any other convenient place. Tires can be kept
perfectly inflated while running. Not a luxury but a necessity on
every carl Catalog gives details and prices. Write to-day.— g> «mu i*ii»_ca. »» rite io-aay,

THE TILEY-PRATT CO., «««.
CONN.

Do You Use the Kirkham Motive Power Equipment?
IF NOT. you had
better Investigate
them before clos-
ing for the sea-
son, as we deliver
the goods In

quantity and
quality at the
price you ought
to pay.

THIS CUT shows
our 18-22-H. P..

4-cyllnder, water-
cooled machine;
weight as shown.
265 lbs. We guar-
antee 26 B. H. P.
maximum from
every motor of
this type.

An You InimsUdt
THE KIRKHAM MOTOR MFQ. CO., BATH, N. Y.

Power
Our gas generating tank makes a ac-H. P. Car of any ordi-

nary 14-H. P. Car
;
puts it in the mile-a-minute class and then

drifts ths car on half the quantity of gasoline formerly used.

Besides, it absolutely prevents danger from fire or explosion.

The cost f Less than a new set of tires.

We will prove ft if yes will write us for descriptive booklet

The American Generator Co.
N.K. cor. 68«s St. ansa Park Awa>.. NowTorKCttr

Digitized byGoogle
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K-No. 00 SPECIAL NON -FLUID OIL
FOR SLIDING GEAR TRANSMISSIONS

Over thirty auto manufacturers now use and recommend it after thorough
tests, because:

Firtt—It prevents noise and wear.
Stand—It lessens shocks when changing speeds.
Third—It reaches and lubricates all shaft bearings, and
Fourth—It does not leak out and waste away.

You can't do as well with grease or oil, alone or mixed. You can get Non-Fluid
Oils everywhere, but be sure that all packages bear our name and registered
trade-mark. Samplet and valuable booklet* tree.

HEW YORK & HEW JERSEY LUBRICANT CO.
Dept. F„ 14-16 Church Street - Hew York City

EASTERN
Battery Connector
Positively Wen't Shake Loos*
Among the many evidences of merit and popularity

we have an order or 100,000 from C. S. Knowlis, Boston, Mass.

ADOPTED BY U. *. ARMY
EASTERN HIQH-ORADB10NITION
CELLS have greater efficiency
than any other cell.

Fee Sals by All RsSsfaU Dsalsss, at wtMs

Castorn Carbon Works
Oarton Place. JERSEY CITY. N.J.

Trinity Chimes are Better
than So-Called Horns

Price for Oxidized or Plain Bran Chimes,
An amateur can attach our Chimes to any machine in a very

short time, by four screws. Operated by a foot button. Valve ana
loot button furnished with every instrument.

GUARANTEE
We guarantee every Chimes to be mechanically perfect, both in

workmanship _ and material. We will replace any and every part
of the Chimes free of charge which does not do au we claim for it,

vis.: give perfect harmony of tone, and, above all, lasting qualities.

THE AUTO CHIMES CO., 29 North Capitol Ave., li*dl«upollf, Ind.

Ths Speedometer of the Sessoe of 19M"THE SPRINQPIELD"
The Hit of the New York sad Chicsro Shows

This cut shows the instrument and all its fittings. It attaches to
the dashboard by a jointed bracket, is driven by the (tear shown from
either front wheel, by means of a double Jacketed flexible shaft, the
Etnion bracket of which is universal and will fit to the steering
nuckle arm of any- American-built car.
This instrument Mil tell HOW FAST you are going, HOW FAR

on each trip and HOW MANY MILES your car goes the whole
t season.

Its Dial is Sell I uminous and can be read after dark. Its accuracy
at every mile is gu aranteed. It Is designed and constructed for long
service. Balanced Motions, Hardened Steel Parts, Self Lubricating
throughout, water and dust proof at twice the price it could be no
better All auten.J and workmanship are the best. It is sold at only
a fair margin of pirofit.

Price for any size wheel with complete fittings.
-' Milr < Combination Instruments . , , $45-00
tjo Mile without Odometer . • . .* . , 35.00
*':) M1I1 Combination Instruments ... 55.00
80 Mile without Odometer 45.00

Patented in I'nited States October to, 1905. Patented in Canada,
England and Furope. Other patents pending.

Manufactured by

The R. H. SMITH MPO. CO., Springfield, Mass.
Establuheo 1865 Zteclrotyptt readyfor Jobbtri '06 Catalogue! Incorporated 1883

A FACT
That truth is stranger than fiction

is a saying both old and true.

The "wise ones" are using MONOGRAM OIL

Why don't you DO SO, TOO?

COMMA LUBRICANTS COIFANT OF NEW YORK

78 Broad St., New York City

Trebert Gas Engine Co.
18 W. Main St., Rochester, H. T.

AUTO and MARINE ENGINES
AIR and WATER COOLED, 5 to 40 H.P.
TRANSMISSIONS and CLUTCHES

Digitized byGoogle

Automobile? Top Fabrics

HighGrade and Chase 1
Rubber Leather I

Single <& Double Texture I

Top Goods.
I

Complete Assortment
of Fabrics. Colors and Grains

7 L. C.CHASE & CO. \
( NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO%
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" RIGS THAT RUN "

THE FAMOUS

Are conceded by all to be the greatest value ever offered. The two
models for 1906 contain all the good features of other high-grade cars, besides
those Important ones found only In the "Rigs That Run." WRITE for
catalog—It may save you many dollars. AQENT8 IN ALL IMPORTANT
CITIES

ST. LOUIS MOTOR CAR CO. Peoria, IIL

AVOID MOTOR

DIFFICULTItS rBRENNAN MOTORS
The pleasure of automobfling depends

upon the motive power: its practicability,
•mooth running and reliability.

Our motors combine these qualities
fully, ard are built to withstand the hard-
est usage. They have been brought to
their high -tandard by years of ractical
experience, careful designing, good work-
manship and the best materials.

The above rut shows our double op-
posed borisontal. rated to-so H.P., de-

signed to be used with indivi ual clutch type of planetary trans nation, eivine two speeds and reverse;
or a three-epeed and reverse sliding gear may be set if specified. Writs for Catalog.

BRENDAN MOTOR COMPANY - Syracuse, N. Y.

Protect Your New Tires. Repair the Old Oms

You can fix Blowout quick. If tire is com-
pletely covered by these clasps yon cannot have
Blowouts, Punctures, Rim Cuts or wearing off
of tire. As flexible as ever.
Tread plates corrugated to prevent skidding.

KIMBALL TIRE CASE CO.
171 Broadway - Council Bluffs, Iowa

Is it getting "wobbly ' and missing on high speed }

Better get a ZEUS that will last as long as the
cnyine. They cost no more than the poor ones.

Also Secondary Distributers.

HAWKINS MFO. CO., MS Atlsotlc A'

=====

&fANS,P0Ll3

KEEP

YOUR

AUTOMOBILE

CLEAN

Press-ryes

the

Varnish

and

Removes

Mud Stains

If your Dealer or Garage does not

have CleanoU Auto Clean in stock,

write us direct and we will deliver

to you a can on

Digitized byGoogle
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"IROQUOIS"
Standard for Quality

Typea is H.P. ts.iso

Type D. 35 H.P. St.soo

Type E. 40 H P $jooo

Iroquois Meter Cer Co. Stntca Falls. N.Y,

— foutua—
The Pullman of Motor Cars "

Celebrated for its lait year's record

Admired for its present perfection

Sold with a brief, comprehensive

guarantee that speaks volumes

Free of Repairs for One Year

OO-OS H. P.. •*.©©©

Make and- Break Spsrk

Simnu-Bofch Magneto

THE RAINIER CO.
Broadway and 50th St., New York

Philadelphia Branch. 236 N. Broad St.

Chicago Branch , 1 253 Michigan Ave.
Boston, Morrison-Tyler Motor Co.,

121 Massachusetts Ave.
St. Louis. Van Automobile Co.,

4706 Washington Ave
Cleveland, The Paxson Motor Co.,

317 Huron Ave.
San Francisco. A. H. Hayes. Jr., 331 Pine St.

S PRAGUE

i USE C0L.SPRAGUE5 AUTO TOPS.

IfMI $PKA&IJE IDEA MAD! TMC ^.PWAGUEWA? W A

COLONELSPRAdUtSFoiDIN&PlAIEGlASSfRONT ll
THK f,HOWUn[ INSIDE WITH Trie TRONT FOtOtD ^ ?J
[_ OV.N AMU 1.0'J.FD IT 15 MB ID JtCUalLYAHP fr _T1

"*/ CAHMOT RATTLC -TorOlDTMlKWWT UP, V

T'jffH th{ LOCKS ANDRAISC TH E.U PPC* SECTIONV
Y ANU LOCK IT - IT .jIVCS VOU PLENTY Of AIR it

'J WH1NI9LPID UOWN-11 PROTECTS VOU JHC—* »«MTHC WINOANDFROMruIS AND
BUGl WHEN FOLDED UP -IT QOES NlCLLYWlTM
A3MAGUE TOP* -IT CAN BE PITTED TO AMY CA«

-ASK FOR CATALOGUE
THE 5 PRAGUE UMBRELLA CO.

AUTO TOPS

FRONT VIEW

THE COOPER HEWITT VAPOR CONVERTER

For

Charging

STORAGE

BATTERIES

From the ordinary

Lighting Alternating

Current.

Can be installed

in any garage

or private

automobile house.

No expert

knowledge

required to operate.

Automatic starting.

High Efficiency.

Economical.

SEND FOR BULLETIN

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC CO.
220 W. 29th St, NEW YORK

"The Hoffecker"
Speed and Mile

There Are None "Just as Good 1

The Chauffeur can
read it with sand in
hia eyes.

In addition to giving the miles

per hour it gives the miles per trip

from i to ioo with an indicating

hand that is easily turned back to

zero when desired, ready for an-

other trip. The season's total mile-

age is recorded as well. This is all

shown on one dial that is plain and

distinct, and can be read at a glance.

The HofTecHer Speed and Mile Register Is Positive
every time

"THERE IS NO GUESSING

«The Hoffecker" Speed and Mile Register Co.

Motor Mart, ParK Square

BOSTON. MASS., U. S. A.

Digitized byGoogle
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KRUPPErSTEEL
I SPECIAL

1

1 CHROME
NICKEL

flrade E. F 60.0

Now in Stock at New Yoik.

Hound b»r» M inch to 8 inch di-

ameter, each aliont 10 feet long.

This steel can bo need nnhardened,
tiering M in.'Elaatic Limit 95.0M1 Ibe.,

Min. Tensile 8ireimth 110.000 lbs,

Klongation 16 per cent., and Con-
traction 67 pur cent., or can be case-

hardened or hardened in oil to have
more than donble the above Elastio

Limit and Tensile Strength.

THE BEST FOR MOTOR
CARS. BOATS. ETC.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON, ,5 old St., v.rk

Why Buy Imported Timers ^izstsSlESi
with a year's guarantee, made
to last and not taken apart
every few months to replace
some weak parts or burned out
contact point? The patented
terminal is one which we call
your special attention to; it

does away with trouble aris-
ing from loosening of nuts,
screws and broken wires.
Send for catalog which gives
you full description.

Wm. Dominick Co.
Makers of Anteud
Motor Boat Eagttw

542-544 W»ASH AVE, CHICAGO

The Cambria Forge Co.
SUCCESSORS TO THE HUSSEY DROP FORGE CO.

Manufacturer, of

Drop Forgings

and Hussey

Automobile

Specialties

STEERING GEARS. UNIVER-

SAL JOINTS, STEERING
WHEELS, ADJUSTABLE LAMP
BRACKETS, AUTOMOBILE
AND STEEL CAR FORGINGS

1907 Steering dear Model Ready
Send Blue Prints for Estimates

FACTORIES
Johnstown, Pa. Cleveland, Ohio

Save Money-

Get the leit

"The TUBAPHONE "
The NEW Exhaust-Sounded Auto Horn

A melodiously deep and clear musical sound. No solder—just bolts.No blast too hot to affect it. One. two. three or four tubes—oxidiied,
lull nickel or brass finish. Most moderate priced of any horn made.

Guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.
Wrtte jor lull mjormation and prices.

MILLER-HOPKINS MFG. CO., Indianapolis, I.d.
Dealers will find this horn easy to sell and Drofitable

ZENITH SPARK PLUG PROTECTOR
*J Prevents fouling of spark plugs, and
cracking of porcelains.

*J Prevents wearing out of threads in the
spark plug opening in the cylinder.
«JThe "Sfenith" Spark Plug Protector
will pay for itself many times over in
the saving of plugs.

<J Made of steel and is indestructible.
<J U. S. or Metric thread.
*J Price 50 cents, by mail, postpaid.

ZENITH NOVELTY WORKS
as* so. raoHT stmit.
Ohio Marios, Mica.

Spicer Universal Joints
Are fully covered by United States

PATENTS
No. 728,779, dated May 19, 1903
" 768.407 " Aug. 23 1904
" 806,592 «« Dec. 5, 1905

Others are pending, but the above-mentioned patents
that have been granted fully cover both forms of all
metal casings used by us and place them in a class
by themselves. The design, material and workman-
ship are up to the highest standard.

INFRINGERS WILL BE PROSECUTED

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co.

PLAIN FIELD, N.J.

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES
K_ FRANKLIN PETERSON, 166 lake Street, Chicago, IB.
THOMAS J. WETZEL, n Warren Street, Hew York.

Digitized byGoogle
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MOST

PROMINENT

THE

PUBLIC

EYE

HIGHEST TYPE

OF

IGNITION

BATTERY

d by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Cleveland, O.

"Natumal
National Sattmj (Company Suffalo, Hpfo fork

BALDWIN AUTOMOBILE CHAINS
Our Riveted Chain has the best construction of any made. We have a special

feature for attaching the side link to the rivet which makes it stronger than any
other Chain. Send for sample and see our construction.

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO., 194 Chandler Street, Worcester, Mass.
Warfare Seles Apnt : deary V. Ofceaweea, IM Lake St, Cklclfo, Dl. Apart lerCaelet: Utility Co.. UZ Broadway ( New Yerk, N. Y.

LOCKE & COMPANY AUTOMOBILE BODIES
218-220 WEST 84th ST.

NEW YORK.

WITHOUT PARALLEL IN THIS COUNTRY OR ABROAD
COMBINE EXTREME ELEGANCE, MOST REFINED

DESIONS AND UNEXCELLED DURABILITY

"WHITNEY" CHAIN CUSTOMERS
"Adama-Farwell," "Adama Vehicle Co.," "American Motor
Truck," "Auto-Car Equipment," "Baker," "Berkshire,"
"Blddla-Murray," "Cadillac." "Columbia," "Champion
(McCrea)," "Crown," "Crawford," "Columbus Buggy Co.,"
''Elwell-Parker," "Ford," "Franklin," "Qaeth,,r ''Gale,"
"Qrout," "Hewitt," "Iroquois Iron Worka," "Knox,"
"Lambert," "Matheaon," ^'Mack Brothers," "Mitchell,"
'Mollne," "New York Motor Truck," "Olda," "Packard,"

The WHITNEY Ml*0. CO.. Bartfard. Com.
"Rambler," "Rapid," "Reo,"
"Tourlat," "Vehicle Equipment,"
Motor Truck," "Wlndeor," etc.

Steama,'' "Thomas,"
"Wayne," "Western

TOURING CAR PARTS
It a high grade 1906 touring car la fitted

with Garford parts the quality of Us
structural work becomes self evident. If

it Isn't, more elaborate proof will be
needed to establish Its position In the

market. We cannot accept further orders

this season. Next year, however, the
capacity of our factories will be largely

Increased.

MOTOR WAGON PARTS
We can promptly execute orders for

steering gears, brakes, sprockets, motor
hangers, and other parts for motor
wagons. They are suitable for all classes
of commercial power vehicles, from 'the
lightest to the heaviest. They are not
"freak" components of a wonder working
vehicle. They enjoy the rare distinction
of having been thoroughly tested for some
years past In the most varied and severe \
kind of commercial service. Circulars 2,

'

3. 6. 10 and 11 give Information concern-
ing them.

Ptnton and Sector
type also supplied

THE GARFORD COMPANY
ELYRIA, OHIO

HAYDBN IAMBS, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

1
Sales Manager:

w
Google

Made In three sizes

Digitized by
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The American

Hydraulic Shock Absorber
Allows the springs full play on
smooth roads, and makes it im-
possible to break them on rough
ones.
Thirty Days' trial and money re-
funded if not satisfactory.
For full particulars, write

AMERICAN SHOCK ABSORBER CO.
EASTON, PA.

ARC-SPARK MFG. COMPANY
Hakon of th«

W. E B, PLUG

AJl Dcalon acll h. Addron

ARC-SPARK MFG. COMPANY
Dept. B, 125 32d St., NEW YORK

THE R. M. CORNWELL CO., Inc.
Maker* of Gasoline Enfftooa

SYRACUSE, N.Y., May 23, 1906.
iro spoj*. KTj. Co.,

I.T. CIIT

Mll«a:-
»• reooloel row eeasl. sloe, and hnt pot it to at

torero MM to we knov of In our raatery, one w Clad tat mmm to

be O.K. jb ererr reopeot. It «m not aoot Bo, on* oiaiolooMitai

ererr olala you aede far It. r» won itm Wctlnj tie east aM
expeot to vat a largo mat 11 of them, to fear* boos* attar. It

prlaoipeUr rum other elajo Bar* ratted.

Tour* t«

Cat 41. TteSUoaard(iutteL<|.ijH>iaikiuitiMi»i>cbiiH.tc

Ten BowserAdvantages
:—Eliminates danger.

Draws gasolene in one tenth of the time ordinarily required.
3—Evaporation, leak and waste proof.
4—Keeps gasolene from deteriorating.
5—Pumps and measures at the one operation. No lost time.
6—Measures gallons, half-gallons or quarts as desired.
7—Does away with the use of funnels, measures and cans.
8—An underground tank built to last a lifetime.
9—Tank buried in the most convenient place, regardless of the location of the pump.
10—All metal durable pump placed inside the garage.

SEND FOR CATALOG J.

S. F. BOWSER & CO., Inc.,
Eattrrn Office, 236 Atlantic Avenue. Boiton. Mast

Fort Wayne, Ind.

24 H.R

BEAVER MnmRR-ThePerfectPower
Highest efficiency, simplicity of construction, perfect lubrication, and onifam
performance, are some of the reasons why you should, use our snofccea

We are equipped to furnish these motors on a manufacturer's, not a builder's, btaat.

This guarantees low cost and interchangeabiUty of parts.

2 Cylinder Opposed, . . 12 Horsepower. Typo U
2 Cylinder Opposed, 18 Horsepower, Typo T
4 Cylinder Vertical, - - 24 Horsepower. Type R

BEAVER MFG. COMPANY Milwiikts, Wis.
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The "N.I.R."

COLLAPSIBLE
AUTOMOBILE PAIL
For Water or Gasoline

Made of
Rubber

Folds
up Flat

Strong
Durable

It's light and
asy to handle,

ana you can
pour from top or
bottom. The valve
in the bottom
works automatically

FRICE, S2.CO
We also make an Auto

' Shirt, Repair Tape and
Rubber-treated Fabrics
(sold by the piece only)
lor AutomobileTopping,
and all have

N. I. R.

National India Rubber Co
BRISTOL, R. I.

SELLING AGENCIES
43-45 Pearl St.. Buffalo

"ACORN

"

GASOLENE SEPARATOR
A device to thoroughly «t[t*ioat«

all water and dirt tram euolaat.
May b* placed uywhatt la ta«

•upply pipe betwacn the M" 1***
fell nod carbureter. Works ad-
mirably oa autoa and motor boats,

as most of the trouble* laid to

faulty carbureters and Ignition

trouble* are due to water and dirt

In the c&solrne. This device weighs
4 ounces only, and can bs attacked
In a tew moments to any auto or

motor boat. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Price, $a. 50. Special prices to trade or In

quantity.

E.RCLARK.M.D. UTICA.N.Y.

CHICAGO - ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY
AND POINTS BEYOND

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

w« mam

Sfiv

:£4

SaV V*

fTrE EXTINGUISH!*
Composed of a Combination of Dry Chemicals of Absolute Permanency.

SURE DEATH TO GASOLINE FIRE.
READ THIS:

Office of Dr. J. F. Tri'r & Co.
Auburn, Me., May n, 1006.

Suffolk Chemical Co.. Boston, Mass.
Dear Sirs; Please send us by Boston and Lewiston Express at

once, } dozen of your LIGHTNING FIRE EXTINGUISHERS. The
writer saw one of these prevent a had fire in an Automobile yesterday
going through Beverly and determined to have one or two handy for
himself.

Yours very truly.
Dr. J. F\ Trvf. & Co.

(Signed) E.C. True. Manager.
Fire is liable to happen at the most unexpected times on the road

or in the garage. Insure your car with the Lightning Fire txllnguisher.
pricks:

Short tube, 20 inches, for Carrying in Car, $1.00
Long tube. 24 inches for Garages . . . $1.50

P A R A <"1F S It is to your interest and your duty to your cus-UMlVrlULiU tomers to provide fire protection. As a Special

Otter for the next JO Days we will sell you the Lightning Fire tiilngulsber,
'. o. b. Boston, at $8.00 per dozen.

ABSOLUTELY SURE. Cheapest Insurance In the World.

THE SUFFOLK CHEMICAL CO.
171 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS.

End Your Tire Troubles
Let punctures, explosions, cutting and coming-olT be aLet punctures, explosions, cutting and commg-orr be a

thing of the past for YOU. It is for thousands. Try the

FAWKES TIRE
on your machine TEN DATS FREE. It ian't solid tire, it

isn't pneumatic It'i the perfect tire. The tire you're been

looking for. It's sold under the broadest guarantee on earth.

Write for our book—the Fawkcs book on "lire troubles." ITS
FREE. A live agent with an auto wanted in each community.

Milwaukee Rubber Warks Co., 35 MacMillan to, Cudahy, Wit.

Grinnell "Vested*
Automobile Glove
Here is a glove that will keep your hands cool and

prever t perspiration. The perforations in back and
fingers give perfect ventilation, keep the hands
cool, give elasticity to the gloves and free use of

D /S^V hands and fingers. Dirt can't get in, and
\im sagging with the "Rist fit" gauntlet

The gloves arc made of "Reindeere"
leather, the same stock that we put into
'our famous Engineers' gloves — soft,

J
pliable and washable. Will outwear

I a half dozen of the ordinary kind.

"Rist-fit"
Keeps Your Hands Cool—Stays

Let us send you a pair
FREEfor examination.

Sent On Approval
We want to prove to every nutomoblllat that the
Grinnell "Ristrlt" •• Ventilated " are the but
AutoninHle Gloves made—better than the kind

that sell for $5.00 to 1

nd your dealer's t

a pair un approval.

a pair. Tell us your
and we will send you

D i g i t ized by

Mclntoah
£6 BroniSt

,

& Co
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AUTOMOBILE ELECTRIC

Dash Light and Clock

No wiring Decenary

Six* of bos in Bran 5x3} inch**

R. E. BROWN,
N limit Strut, CLEVELAND, O.

Separate lights for Speedometer!.
DUcount to the trade.

"Colombia Lamps and Oraeratora an noted tor

their simplicity, efficiency and handsome appearance.
They ere mad* on honor and are fully guaranteed.
Nothing shoddy about them. We are one of the oldest

manufacturers In the business."

WRITE FOR CATALOQUE AND PRICES

HINE-WATT MFG. CO.
58-60 WABASH AVE

Chicago, 111.

MODEL A, 1906—34 H.P., Four-cylinder, Air-cooled. Deliv-
ered promptly, complete in every detail of equipment as shown
in illustration, including Standard Extension Black Top, Two
Gas Headlights, Full Oil Lamp Equipment, Prest-o-Lite Task,
Hartford Shock Absorbers, Gabriel Horn, Speedometer, Extra
Tire and Inner Tube in Waterproof Case with attaching Irons,
Robe-rail and Foot-rest in Tonneau, Tool Box with full equip-
ment on Running Board.

$2,800 f. o. b. Detroit

Price with Lamp Equipment, $2,500

The motor car of greatest flexibility—awarded
First Prize for flexibility at the Open Air Show
and Carnival at the Empire City Track, New
York, May 34, 1906, and there were sixty
contestants.

THE AEROCAR COMPANY
Detroit, Mloh., U. S. A.

Member! of American Motor Car Manufacturer*' Association

The Silent Northern has

all the power needed for

ln7othe

n

r.

thlscountryor

1. JL Safe, Silent and Dustless
Its double opposed motor—cylinders 5V& in. bore by 514 in. stroke— A*"1 tne Northern double opposed Motor is perfectly balanced,
develops 20 horsepower, PLUS—and the power is all usable—all lt operates smoothly and noiselessly—the riders enjoy solid

practical. No loss in transmission and r.o waste in vibration. comfort. But the motor is not the only thing about the car—we
It Is all delivered direct to the wheels. The transmission gear challenge comparison on simplicity of mechanism, luxury of up-
Is placed directly on the crankshaft and the crankshaft runs holstering, finish, style, noiselessness, accessibility and simplicity

direct to the rear axle with only one universal Joint between. of control. Only compare and you will buy the Siler.t Northern.
No belts—no chains. Let us send you new Catalogue Illustrating our full line. In-

cluding:

Sturdy Northern Runabout. 7-h.p., with
oil lamp equipment S 650

Silent Northern Touring Car, 20-h.p.. with
gas and oil lamp equipment 1,800

Silent Northern Limousine, 20-h.p.. with
gas and oil lamp equipment 2,800

Model "K"—30-h.p., four-cyl-
inder car—air controlled and
with air-brakes, full gas
and oil lamp equipment.. 8J.000

\ ~-r— :
—: -^--f /^f^\^ northern Manufacturin? (o..

=
jj^HM|j.^;^i DETROIT, U. S. A

l^Sa^T^ ^Bk^fllWlfxWJK x ' w York Citv APen *- Peter Fo-

nm 'full "TV 20 H -P d
,?
uh,e "PP?"^ motor garty, 142 West Thirty-eighth St.l-onr full clli]. lie BjinnK?. 1 ires 3()x-l in Wheel ^l^fcitHV^L^^^ /-.v.- . . »i

base 1 OP in. Kncnsed mechBnism. Fullfrasanilr.il ^|^8jjjBj^^^ Chicago Agent. Northern
lamp equipment. $1 .800 f.o.b. Detroit. ^^^^^^r Car Co., 1449 Michigan Ave.

Digitized b
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The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service

TIRE ECONOMY.
Every motorist knows that op-keep of tires is,

in the case of most cars, a heavy Hem of expense.

The testimony of all critical observers, including:

those in the tire trade, is that White cars have
far less tire trouble than any othermake of tour-

in? car. This great advantage is due partly to the

fact that the White starts without jerk or jolt and
that changes of speed are effected gradually

'without anysudden strain on tires and machinery.
Another factor reducing tire expense on the

White to a fraction of that on other cars is that

the White glides along smoothly and absolutely

without vibration. In other words, the only

jolts to which the tires are subjected are those of

the road.

As an experienced motorist has expressed it,

"The wear on tires on the White car is all

from beneath and none from above."

Writefor our new testimonial pamphlet.

WHITE tS&§£ COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Type X, 20 h.p., $2500

The Highest Point of Perfection

IF you want a thoroughbred 4-cylinder

car of great power, speed and endur-

ance that you can handle yourself, and
that will be easy on your pocketbook, your
choice should be the TYPE X, POPE-
TOLEDO.

Never before have we placed on the

market a car so thoroughly adapted to the

extreme conditions encountered in all-

around touring on American roads, em-
bodying at the same time all the features

which make it desirable for city use.

The motor of Type X was origi-

nally designed to develop about 20
h. p., but it ha* proven on the brake
capable of developing 25 h.p. It has

been proven that it will negotiate on its

high speed gear some hills over which
much larger and more powerful cars would
be obliged to run on first or second speed.

The car has a speed of 45 to 50 miles

an hour; has smooth and quiet running

qualities; seating capacity, 5; is very

economical on tires, and its control is

simplicity itself.

Write for Catalogue.

POPE MOTOR CAR CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY .... 1733 Broadway
BOSTON ..... 233 Columbus Avenue
WASHINGTON, D.C. - - 819 Fourteenth St., N.W.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Digitized byGoogle
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Continental

TIRES are sold at the same
price (5 inch sizes) and about

10% advance over American
makes. Most people have been

led to believe that our prices

were double or treble.

Northwestern
Storage Batteries
cACKNOWLEDGED THE STANDARD

_ of Automobile batteries. Guaranteed to give a
greater output, pound for pound, than any other battery
on the market. DURABILITY, second to none. Both
Ignition and Propulsion Batteries. If you are having
battery trouble let us help you out, as we have hundreds
of others. Write for catalogue and prices.

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.
Stephenson Building: Milwaukee, Wis.

TWO STYLES,

THREE SIZES OP GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES

FOUR-CVLINDBR.
30-38 H.P.

$2,500

FOUR-CYLINDER.
I8>20 It.P.

81.780

TWO-CVLINDBR
16 H.P.
$1,000

GET A COPY OF OUR CATALOGUE

Moline Automobile Company,
KJtJT MOLINE. ILL.

Put on or take off your
tire In five minutes
without help and effort

with the

L&M Tire

Adjuster
the only ring tire adjuster on the market. Why does it take so much time
and effort to put your tire on ? Because the contraction of the tire at one
¥»int when you press the ring into place, forces it out at all other points,
he "L & M" Tire Adjuster will overcome this difficulty. It will also enable

you to remove your ring with ease when it sticks to the tire. It consists of
six tools which are slipped over the tire at intervals, and by turning crank
the tire is forced back from the ring all the way round, thus enabling you to
put on or take off the ring with ease. The " L ft M " Adjusters are sold at
$5.00 per set delivered. In two sizes:

No. 1—To IK any tire up to 3i laches.
No. 2—T* fit any tire up to 3t to 8 Inches.

Write for illustrated booklet. Leather carry bag, $9.50 extra.

THE L0N0 ft MANN CO.. 521 Central Bulldinf, Rochester. ». Y.

& Doo'f Saafcb the Varoish

Ideal Carriage

Washer
The original—all imitations

are inferior—cleans auto or carriage quickly and
perfectly—positively will not scratch varnish.
Water flows through sponge, fits any hose connec-
tion, made of solid brass, will last a lifetime.
Saves time and labor and prevents clothing
from getting wet. Send for it now. Money back
if dissatisfied. Price $3.00 prepaid.

Send for Booklet D.

IDEAL CARRIAGE WASHER. MLmSt, RtckKkr, ft. T.

SWINEHART
THE PROVEN SUCCESS

Manufacturers are adopting it, some as exclusive equipment,

with cars guaranteed same as on pneumatics.

The tire that stood the test for three years and has its first

customers as its best friends.

The SWINEHART CLINCHER TIRE & RUBBER CO. - Akron, Ohio
CHICAGO: 1131 Michigan Ave. HEW YORK: 1843 Broadway.
BUFFALO : 803 Main St. DENVER : 1 $58 Broadway.

DETROIT: 130 Jeffenon Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS : 1600 Sheridan Ave., N.

BOSTON : 07 Haverhill St.

PHILADELPHIA: 711 N- Broad St.

Digitized byGoogle
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YOUR SPARK
GUARANTEED
BY USING THE NEW

"BEMUS " Twin Ball

High Tension Distributer
Accurate

Positive

Simple

Self-adjustable

Original

Features

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

Twin (double) Ball Primary Contact.

Foreign matter between points of contact impossible.

A spring located back of each ball does away with all inertia.

Primary contacts being made of Standard Steel Balls are easily

renewable with slight expense.

Its construction enables us to GUARANTEE against EARLY
or LATE ignition, making it POSITIVELY ACCURATE.
IT WILL NOT SHORT-CIRCUIT.
ONLY ONE COIL necessary for any number of cylinders.

30-day Ojfer

We will ship to
Motor Car Builders
ONE "BEMUS"
Distributer to try
out on 1907 Ex-
perimental Cars on
reouest.
New circular

gives full details
and PRICES.

Write to-day.
Liberal discount

to dealers.

IN ORDERING, STATE SIZE OF TIME SHAFT AND NUMBER OF CYLINDERS

MANUFACTURED BY

T. ALTON BEMUS, 294 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

Digitized byGoogle^
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gEFORE purchasing a hamper for your car you should

call and see a few of the manr styles which we manu-
facture. c_AU of them are made of sole leather with patent

leather finish and are absolutely dust and water proof. In

writing state style of car.

Number pads, lamp numbers, and tool kits.

Catalogue mailed on application

JOHN BOYLE C& COMPANY
Manufacturers of High-Krade I-eather Auto Trunks. License Hangers,

Lump Numbers, Auto Tool Kits, etc.

112-114 DUANE ST. - - NEW YORK CITY

SUPREMUS
CARBURIZERS

THE "LONGS OF THE MOTOR 1

WILL DO what others

cannot do, give an even
perfect, exact mixture
under all road and
load conditions.

ABSOLUTELY
GUARAN-

TEED

What their name im- M $m"
plies. Adjustable to g Cb
all conditions. En- M 4ST
tirely automatic. M
All adjustments M Jj jaw*
can be made M A V"'
while engine M 4r
is running. M 0% * O 4.
Mixture f X «y

TIMES
MORE RADI-

ATING SURFACE
THAN ANT

OTHER COOLER.

Tubes of

Each tube expanded In

plates. Corrugated metal In-

sertions in each

TIMES
STRONGER

THAN SOLDER

PROOF AGAINST
VIBRATION ARCTIC RADIATORS

"AUTO"

RIDE
ON

AIR

Perfection

Air

Cushions
for

Automobile

Springs

/,

-

. : > ^

Patented Aug. 6, 1905.

MOTOR—With ease
and comfort.

ABSOLUTE SHUCK
ABSORPTION on
rough roads.

NO VIOLENT RECOIL—but perfect ease in the regain of the original poaiuoa
of the springs.

SIMPLICITY m operation. IMPOSSIBLE TO GET OUT OP ORDER—no oil. no
levers, simply a self-adjusting cushion of air between the car and every
jolt or jar of uneven roadway.

DURABILITY—Since the AIR alone sustains the SHOCK there is no WEAR and
TEAR on costly machinery and the supply is inexhaustible and fur-

nished free of cost by nature itself.

NO BROKEN OR FLAT SPRINGS. Write for prices.

THE SHEDDAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
138 W. Fayette St., Baltimore, Md.

New York Office: FhllsitelphU
.; 7iBto»d».y Quskwaey "

Digitized byGoogle

SMITH
Pressed Steel Frames
= HEAVY STAMPINGS OF ALL KINDS =
Factory Capacity Doubled—Gontracts

Taken for Any Standard Frames
in Any (Quantities for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Special Frames on Order in Quantity

Send Blue Print lor Estimate

Rear Axles, Front Axles,
Pressed Steel Hubs,

Transmission Gears, Clutches,
Etc., Etc.

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY
Park, Clinton and Virginia Sts.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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The

Car of Quality

and

Simplicity

30-35 H.P.

$2,500

SOME CARS WILL BE AS GOOD AS

GROUT GASOLINE CARS
WHEN BUILT LIKE THEM, BUT NOT UNTIL.

Grout Brothers Automobile Co. Orange, Mass., U.S.A.
MUNSING * CHAPMAN, 1855 Mni, N. Y.
A. T. WILSON, i 55» Bradnr, Dtnrer. Colo.
L. D. TAYLOR, Bnttleboro. Vl.
GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., H. W. LiMl.f

,

Umitt. ]ii Third St. SouU, Mimm«ap«Us. Mlmm.

AGENCIES

Mh CENTURY MOTOR CAR CO., u»i MfcfcJgia
A»e., Chlcaf., Ill,

WHITNEY Si CONVERSE, Wtachndo.. Mus.

J. A. PETREE, Nnr H»u, (

CURTIS, HAWKINS CO.. MMoc MM. I

H. K. DODGE. Glca Con. M. Y.
P. H. JOHNSTON CO., 167 HalMr SI., Unlit, !». J.

The CelebjgM CHELSEA
AUTO CLOCKS
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Atitiouticcttient

"CTANDARD ALLOY STEEL
BALLS " made of ALLOY

STEEL will be ready for delivery

by or before June 1st.

DOUBLE CRUSHING STRENGTH
ORDINARY BALLS.

3-4 inch Crucible Steel Balls, crush-

ing strength 50,000 to 56,000 lbs.

3-4 inch "STANDARD ALLOY"
Steel Balls, 95,000 to 100,000 lbs.

Guaranteed true to .0001 inch

diameter and sphericity.

PRICES QUOTED ON BEQUEST.

in

Standard Roller Bearing Co.
48th Street and OJrard Avenue, Philadelphia

THE SAVETY
TIRE PUMP

Is the Pump Perfected

a

Style A made of seamless tubing
finely nickelplated. Made for the

man who wants the best and is

willing to pay a fair price.

Price, Pump alone $5.00

Price, with Relief Attachment . $10.00

Style B made of brazed brass tubing
not nickelplated, with plain brass

finish, practically the same pump
at A.

Price, Pump alone $4.00« Price, with Relief Attachment $6.00

THE SAVETY
Universal Relief Valve

can be used on any pump. You can'set it at

any desired pressure. Yon can't get more
than that pressure in your tire.

Price, of No. A Relief $5.00

Price, of No. B Relief $3.00

The Savety Universal Pump Connection
perfect in every detail. You cannot use a

gauge or relief valve without one. Holds the

tire valve open while you are pumping.

Price 25 Cent*

ARTIZAIN BRASS CO.
116 Michigan Street, Chicago

LARGE SALES
make it possible for us to import the Celebrated Brampton
chain from England (paying freight and duty) and sell it at
the same price at which the several other automobile chains
are sold to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and users.

LARGE SALES and SMALL PROFIT with thousands of

satisfied customers is our best advertisement.
The Brampton chain is made of self-hardening steel ; the

strongest chain in the world. All parts polished ; fits

sprocket without friction.

All standard sizes in stock to fit American and foreign cars
at same price as the other chains.

Special chains to fit the Indian motor-cycle.

1906 catalog mailed upon request ; the largest catalog of
its land ever issued.

CHAS. E. MILLER
Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

Horn* Office: 97-59-101 Reade St., NEW YORK

: BRANCHES

:

SJ4 Eighth Ave. 318 and jao N. Broad St. 101 and 104 Columbus Ave.
York City Philadelphia, Pa. Boston. Mas.

406 Brie St. « 17} and 119 Jefferson Ave.
Cleveland. O. Detroit, Mich.

8t4 Main St
Buffalo, N. Y.

THE FRANKLIN PORTABLE CRANE AND HOIST

One of these Cranes
operated by one man
can do anything in the
line of hoisting up to
4,000 pounds, andcan do

it easily without call-

ing a man from other
work to "lend a
hand."

It Is a Wag*
Savor and a

Labor Savor

A great advantage
is its compactness.
Takes up practi-
cally no room.

We solicit a
thorough investi-
gationof themerits
of this crane.

Write for interesting booklet and special prices

THE FRANKLIN PORTABLE CRANE & HOIST CO,

FRANKLIN, PENNSYLVANIA

Digitized by
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HARRIS OIL

We Ar« Now Prepared to Supply Vour Want* for N07 In .

Radiators, Hoods, Fenders,

Metal Dashes, Etc.
FOR ANY STYLE OP CAR YOU DESIRE.

iiif

Long's Spiral Tube Radiators
are to be found on more high grade cars this year than
ever before and the contracts we have for 1007 show we
are pleasing all our old customers as well as winning many
new ones. Long Radiators are simply unequaled for
efficiency, lightness, strength, durability and the ease with
which they can be repaired in case of accident.
We will be pleased to send you a catalogue and give you

any information you desire.

LONG MANUFACTURING CO., Chicago, HI.

LONQ-TURNEY MFG. CO., Rome, New York.

1-Ton
Automobile

1-Ton Jack

for 1906 are single acting,
raising the car with down-
ward stroke of lever only.

Send for CATALOG 25,

showing in detail our

Popular Auto Jacks

TRANS-COMPOUND
A SEMI-SOLIDIFIED OIL

Trans-Compound is a fluid oil reduced to a heavy density.

Forms a heavy friction reducing film over contact surfaces.

Far more lasting in lubricating value than any grease.

OTHER GRADES ARB:

EXCELLO CAS ENGINE CYLINDER OIL - - - light bodlod

A. W. H. GAS ENGINE CYLINDER OIL - • - medium bodlod

SUPER OAS ENGINE CYLINDER OIL - - - - heavy bodied

S. H. STEAM CYLINDER OIL ... for taper-hooted iteom

TRANS-COMPOUND Mmt-oaUdoQ
HARRIS MOTOR CREASE (for compression cups) medium sad hoary

HARRIS GRAPHITE GREASE .... for goon and chains

a. w. harris oil co. v.u.r:eT.*
T
;:

CHMSLOR k LTOI MOTOR SUPPLY CO. - Distribittrs for Harris Oils

San Fraaoteoe and Leo Annate*

ANNOUNCEMENT

We will treat any make wet storage battery sent to os prepaid, with
oar solid sulphuric acid (electrolyte) at 50 cent* per cell, medium sua.

Your battery will then be a dry storage battery and not a spilling,

unclean and unhandy apparatus.

The dry storage battery can of course be recharged the same as a wet'cee-

THE ROYAL BATTERY CO.. M.iur.
14B Chambers St.. Now Tork City

NATIONAL SALU CORPORATION
Factory eTatloa Managers, 5*9© Broostwny. N. T.

Digitized byGoogle
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A PERFECT SHOCK ABSORBER
should check in both directions when the shock is severe

enough to make riding unpleasant; but it should not act

on the springs under ordinary conditions, as it tends to

"deaden" the easy, flexible riding qualities of the springs.

No friction is so durable and quiet in its

action as that of the band brake type. The
balancing springs allow a movement of

two inches between the axle and body
before the friction begins to check the

compression or rebound of the springs.

Literature and prices mailed upon re-

quest.

Daitod

VESTAL SHOCK ABSORBER COMPANY
1 1 7 Bantu *tr—t. East Wm4 PITTMIMO, PA.

80% OF ALL AUTOMOBILE
TIRES Are Not Correctly Inflated

Because with the ordinary pump and
gauge the extreme pressure of air go-
ing through the small aperture of the
valve In the tire causes the Indicator
to Jump and tremble, and the pointer
to vibrate with each stroke of the
pump. Consequently the gauge regis-
ters Inaccurately, and you are unknow-
ingly pumping LESS AIR Into one tire
than Into another. Naturally the rim
will press Into this tire more than the
others, and eventually cut It, which
means a new tire.

The only way to Inflate your tlree
Is to INFLATE EACH ONE WITH
THE SAME AMOUNT OF AIR, thus
EQUALLY DIVIDING THE WEIGHT
OF YOUR CAR.

The BELL Pressure Indicating Pump
la the Only Pump that will do this.

It works on the principle of the pop
valve on a boiler. Simply set this
valve for the pressure desired, then
the pop valve "blows off" when the
desired pressure Is reached.

Simple, isn't it? Yet unfailingly
accurate. Every Bell Pressure Indi-
cating Pump Is guaranteed to be ab-
solutely accurate and to stay accurate,
and It is simply impossible for you to
pump more air Into one tire than an-
other while the valve is set at the
same mark.

In the BELL. Pressure Indicating
Pump, by a simple device, we are able
to hold open the check In the tire
valve, and still prevent back pressure
amounting to 40 lbs. or more. Aside
from the Perfect Indicator, the BELL
Is the finest compound pump sold to-
day. It Is made of brass throughout,
works smoothly and easily. Takes up'
less room than the ordinary pump.
IT WILL SAVE YOU THE CCrST

OF MORE THAN ONE TIRE DURING
THE SEASON.

Price, S6.00 Baolr
Manufactured by

Franco-American Auto oupply Co.. Distributers, 1404 Michigan Av., Chicago

THE FOSTER SHOCK BRAKE
is the best and most perfect

device yet invented for elimi-

nating shocks to

your automobile

occasioned by
ridingoverrough

places.

It takes away
all the jar, pre-

vents breakage
and adds to the

life of the ma-
chine.

Most dealers

carry them in

stock. All dealers should.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

^ Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co.
974 Hamilton St. Cleveland, O.

The Lea "Speedistimeter"

is speed recorder,

total- and trip-

odometer, 8-day
Chelsea auto clock
—all in one.

Tells speed,

distance and

time of] day

Fitted in water-
proof brass case
and connects with
wheel by flexible

shaft which passes

through floor of

car.

Gnatanteed A

Write for booklet A, the handsomest and most complete

instrument catalogue ever published. Proposition to agents.

William S. Jones "•{SMBS*
Pole Selling Agent for Motor Car Specialty Co.

»«•!
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Rough Roads Made Easy Riding

if your car is equipped with the

HOTCHKIN
Anti-Jolt Device
Don't "Bump the Bumps" when this simple
attachment permits of easy, comfortable

riding on roughest roads

The device is hydraulic, and works in on" direction only— on the recoil,
lhe natural compression of the springs is not checked, but the recoil IS
effectually checked, thus making the tonneau a place of comfort instead of a
torture-chamber.

It prevents jolting, broken springs, and injury to the spines of the
passengers by reducing the \ibrations. It secures better traction, higher
speed, greater life of tires, stronger nerves, and a better temper for thea^iw^z&i^j£?^r*°ni* and one trip pays u -

P. M. HOTCHKIN
4017 LAKE AVENUE CHICAGO

18,500 HOLLEY CARBURETERS
HAVE BEEN SOLD IN SEVENTEEN MONTHS

Cut shows new Model "L" Carbureter, which we furnish in

sizes from 3-4 inch to 1 1-2 inch. We supply this carbureter with

a special connection to fit any two-cylinder Rambler. Price,

including connection, $13.00.

Special Model "A" Carbureter for 1901, '02 and '03 Oldsmoblle (12.00
" 1904 Oldsmoblle 12.00
" Oldsmoblle Touring Runabout and "T" Car.... 11.60

" " Northern Runabout 12.00

'E" " " 1905 Wlnton Models "B" and "C" 18.00
" Two - cylinder Autocar Runabout 14.00

HOLLEY BROTHERS COMPANY, 664 Beaubian St., Detroit, Mloh.
No* Englaad—The Pest * Utter Co., Hartford. Conn.

Pacific Coast Agents -Ths Goo. P. Moors Co.. San Francisco tad Lot Angeles, Col. Philadelphia Aoent-W. W Taxla. B06 Odd Follow Temple

FOR SALE AT:— Denver—Denver Auto Goods Co., 1634 Glenarm St.
New York—Chas. B. Miller, 97-101 Rea.de St. Montreal, Canada—Eastern Automobile Co., 6 and 7 B«r-
Cleveland, O.—Chas. B. Miller, 406 Brie St. thelet St.
Washington, D. C—National Electric Supply Co., 1830 Canada—G. M. McGregor, Walkerville, Ont.

New York Ave. Chicago—Automobile Supply Co., 1339 Michigan Ave.;
Chicago—Excelsior Supply Co.. 233 Randolph St. Beckley- Ralston Co., 178 Lake St.
St. Louis, Mo.—J. H. Neustadt, 826 18th St- New York—E. J. Willis Co., 8 Park Place;
Buffalo—F. A Cramer, 737 Main St. Equipment Co., 56 Warren St.
Detroit—Detroit Automobile Equipment Co., Jefferson Buffalo, N. Y.—The Kelsey Co., 43 Niagara St

Ave. Memphis, Tenn.—Jerome P. Parker Co., 161
""

Norfolk. Va.—The Wallace Brothers. Elmlra, N. Y.—Elmlra Arms Co.
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The Only Engine of its kind ever produced for Auto-Work

Absolutely

under control

at all times

Smokeless,

Odorless,

Consuming

all its own

gases and

operated by

Kerosene

Oil

cut of Vertical

4-cyiiAder and double

opposed

engine

I0to60h.p.

Any size

and design

to order

Get full

facts about

it or TRY
THEM

WB ALS MANUFACTURE THE
««PERFECT" SLIDING GEAR TRANSMISSION

Operated by an internal-keyed shaft. Three speeds forward, one reverse. Direct
drive on high gear. Strongest transmission on the

market and guaranteed fool proof

Digitized byGoogle
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CORK INSERTS
The "COMPO" Clutch and Brake

(WITH CORK INSERTS) Patented

W# license manufacturers to make "Compo"
or composite clutches by equipping THEIR

TYPE OP CLUTCH with Cork Inserts, and WANT YOU
to try ONE clutch equipped under our direction.

ON APPLICATION WE WILL GIVE YOU THE REASONS

Cot* Inserts should be and Id all typss of CONE CLUTCHES
in place of leather.

Cork Inserts should be and in alternate disk* in metal to metaldutches, or in place of leather-faced disk rhitrhss
EXPANDING AND CONTRACTING MEMBERS of brakes, or^^nu^tnnsmission brakes, should be equipped with

?^5L£AR-J.^Ii,5R£AT FRACTIONAL QUALITYOF CORK to neither diminished nor affected by wear, dust,
moisture, atmospheric conditions, water, oO, or other lubri-
cants.

T
^n^w?Purdue

P
uS2Sm*andt

L^'
Wore?^û Tt«ghric

of Harvard University showing the remarkable results obtained
by the use of CORK INSERTS d^Sdi^.T^,.

°°t*m*Q

ATO10*? COMPANY of Ardmore, Pa. (Hceneee).
tasertedCork Inserts fate type of disk clutch (as herein A'
bjstrated) in more than two thousand carsdorms 1904and 1905.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY will use Cork Inserts in about fifteen
hundred automobile dutches during- 1906.

THOUSANDS OF CORKS areJnuse in loom dutches, and why
Cork Insert dutches are rapidly displacing the leather-faced

THECROMPTON A KNOWLB8 LOOM WORKS, of Worcester.
Mast (licenses), is shipping more than one hundred looms
so equipped, per month.

THE CROMPTON-THAYBR LOOM COMPANY, of Worcester.
Mms. (Hceneee), has adopted the "Compo" Cork Insert dutch
for practically its entire output.

THE WOOD WORSTED COMPANY has ordered 600 looms
and wfl] soon order 900 more looms fitted with Cork Insert
dutches for the new mOl now being erected at Lawrence, Maes.

MORE THAN ONE MILLION CORKS have been used In
dectrfc street railway brake shoes In Boston and vicinity.
Licensees. I. B. ft J.M. Cornell Company. New York, N. Y.,
and the Gibby Foundry Company, Bast Boston, Maes.

For particulars apply to

National Brake & Clutch Company
16 STATE ST. BOSTON, MASS.

Floating the Battery

On the Line," a term which

means charging a battery while

the battery is giving off current,

is the principle on
which the Apple Ig-

nition System works.

APPLE IGNITION SYSTEM

The Apple Battery Charger is

for charging a storage battery

right aboard your car. It has
an adjustment for charging at the same rate at

which the battery current is being used for

igniting your engine.

"Floating the battery on the line" greatly increases the

efficiency of a storage battery.

It provides a strong, always ready, everlasting current of

absolute evenness, which is vitally essential to operate a jump
spark coil vibrator perfectly.

It provides two reliable sources of current right aboard

your car, preventing your car's being " put out of business
"

miles from home on account of an exhausted current supply.

A lighter battery than usual can be employed when the
battery is. " Floated 0.1 the line."

Sulphating of the battery's plates is eliminated because of

no " excessive discharging," and the battery'' life is lengthened.

Moreover, removing the battery from the car for charging
is rendered unnecessary, and the expense of charging, which
would otherwise be incurred, is saved.

The Apple Battery Charger

ONE OS MANY APPLICATIONS
water and oil proof.

The Apple Battery Charger can tie)

used in any position and can be installed on any automobile.

Write today for full information, stating whether your engine) is

make and break or jump spark.

The Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co.,
90 St. Clair Street. ^.nagflj^feaw

M\
Iff/ 'Ifartery
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We can make practically a new tire of your old

one II there is anything left ol
"***"

it to work on.

A tire so
leather treated hasCOPPtR RIVET

STEtl RIVET-

LEATHER
COVER

RUBBER
SHOE

TPEAB many of the
leather go o'd points

LINING of the

STEEL RIM

Healy

Leather

Tire
which we
make, and will

be free from
puncture,

SECTION OF CLINCHER TIRE. LEATHERIZED skidding and
rim-cutting.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO STUDY THIS CUT

These tires are built with "the best of everything

in the best place," and every contingency of strength,

reliability and safety has been met by this construction.

Writ* for Particulars in dttail

HEALY LEATHER TIRE COMPANY
Huly Betiding 88-90 Gold Street NEW YORK CITY

Are you Posted on
Photo Engraving *

EXPERIENCE HAS TAUGHT US HOW
TO MAKE AUTOMOBILE CUTS

Write us in relation to half-tones, zinc etchings, wash
drawings, electrotyping or any other work you may
wSBriL
Work intrusted to us will not only be done well, it

will be done quickly and reasonably.

First to the rescue when the tire is dis
abled from puncture, rim-cut, blow-out.

or bulge.
In less than a minute the sleeve is in place

and the injury repaired reliably and perma-
nently.

Tire accidents will happen, but the Adwear
saves loss of time, temper, inconvenience, dis-
comfort and expense.

In emergencies an Adwear Tire Sleeve is
worth more than, and costs but a fraction as
much as, a new shoe.

Adwear is made of heavy waterproof chrome
leather; broad steel burrs with self-tightening
steel rivets that never wear out; patent double
clutch hooks that cannot pull loose; stoutest
chrome leather laces.

Adwear Prices : Style "A," .$2.00 each ; set of
lour, |8.00. Style "AA," double tread, .$2.50
each; set of four, $9.00. Style "AAA," extra
wide double tread, $3.00 each ; set of four,$11.00.

Sent on approval. Write for free
Booklet C. Address

ADWEAR
North Attleboro,

BEST THIHG OH WHEELS

TEEL
CAPE TOPS
SEAT COVERS

TIRE CASES
CLASS FRONTS

TRUNKS CELLULOID FRONTS
TRUNK RACKS TIRE IRONS

SPRING SUSPENSIONS

REPAIRING - TRIMMING ~ PAINTING

TEEL MFG. CO., Inc. «8V Medford, Mass.

Digitized byGoogle
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H
MICHELIN
EAVY Cars, Light Cars, Racing Cars or

Touring Cars are but half equipped if

not furnished with MICHELIN TIRES, and are

not giving the best service they are capable of.

Put them on your car and you will learn

what a "Michelin Mile" means.

MICHELIN PRODUCTS SELLING COMPANY
Write for facts and figures of^ ^^ ~"

^

Michelin Tires txclumt Murium Rtfriuntative of Mtcbelitl fjf Cu., CleTmOHt-Ferratld, FvatlCC

E. D. WINANS, General Manager
. t ) 5560 Madiion Squats ^—^—

"^"""l"6' " " 31-33 WEST 3lst STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Troubleless Trips

Cannot Be Made on

Troublesome Tires

Many a 'cross-country trip has been marred by inexcusable tire behavior.

If tires are to play their part in the luxury of automobiling they must be fully prepared to do battle with

roads that are decidedly tough.

Nobody can foresee or forestall accidents, but wholly unnecessary disorders have been foreseen and fore-

stalled (and we can prove it) in the making of

MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRES

RlMWuMlltlMCtelMl
wttfc nil* cvpjrrtfftttad awk
kftr« b*MB I—peXfd Ud
pmwai p«rf»ct. W«

CLINCHER -

New York
Syracuse

DUNLOP- - BAILEY " WON'T SLIP" TREAD

MORGAN & WRIGHT, CHICAGO
Philadelphia
Boston

Cleveland
Dayton

Minneapolis St. Louis Denver
Detroit Atlanta Los Angeles

Francisco

Digitized byGoogle
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The Goodyear
DETACHABLE

AUTO-TlRE
ON

Universal Rim
be ridden deflated for miles over

roads or rough pavements
without material injury, for It

ThU i» ft section lin partt of

a. Goodycur fletachfthle Auto
Tire, fti it would look when
ridden deflated . Notice the big
rounding eurfftcoof the Rim
—nothing to cut the casing.

CAN'T RIM-CUT
The Illustration plainly shows why. Gall at any of the following

the dozens of other trouble and time-saving

Boston. 261 Dartmouth St.
New York. cor. Sixty-fourth

St. and Broadway.

Chicago. 82*1 Michigan Ave.
Cincinnati, 242 E. Fifth St.
St. Louis, 712-714 Morgan St.

Los Angeles. 932 So. Main St.
Oakland, Geo. P. Moore & Co.,
377 10th St.

Buffalo. 719 Main St.
Denver, 220 Sixteenth St.
Detroit, 242 Jefferson Ave.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Freedom Street, Akron, O.

It's abroad in the land and catching when you come in contact with Goodrich Quick De-

tachable Tire users. Enthusiasm is a habit with us and has helped to find ways for doing things

bigger and better than ever before. A power for good, and mightily in evidence when you use

Goodrich Tires.
B»a B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY - AKron, Ohio

NEW YORK.
68 Reade St., and 1625

Broadway.

CHICAGO.
24 E. Lake St.

BOSTON,
Columbus Ave.

BUFFALO, 731 Main St.
DENVER.

1444 Curtis St.
CLEVELAND.

2188 Ninth St.. S. E.
OAKLAND, CAD.

Fourth Ave and Washington
Street.

PHILADELPHIA,
909 Arch St.
DETROIT.

80 E. Congress St.
ST. LOUIS,

3926-28 Olive St.
LONDON, E. C.

7 Snow Hill.

Rims branded In the channel
with this copyrighted mark
have been Inspected and pro-
nounced perfect. We guar-
antee our tires only on rims
so branded.
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QUALITY -- begets - SERVICE!

YOU WANT f

YOU MUST HAVE \ GOOD TIRES
WE MAKE I

f
DUNLOP

HARTFORD clincher
[ UNIVERSAL RIM

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO,
HARTFORD, CONN.

New York

Boston

Philadelphia

Buffalo

Cleveland

Chicago

Detroit

Denver

San Francisco

Los Angeles

The Best willcontinue to be the only automobile tires worth considering

Diamond
Wrapped tread Construction

Will continue to be the best product that experience, high-grade rubber and fabric, and skilled workmen
have combined to produce.

Automobilists of experience haven't forgotten the demand for cheap tires that caused them so much
trouble three years ago. They're riding Quality Tires now, and nothing can change them.

Only the inexperienced are in danger of being led into error. And they can save themselves much
trouble by consulting experienced tire users about the tire situation before they specify tire equipment.

It's quality that counts.

Our fine new catalogue contains much that is interesting and will help all tire users. Yours for the asking.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO., AKRON, OHIO
BRANCHES

NEW TORK. 78 RMda Sbwt
HEW TORK. 1717 Broadway
BOSTON, 174 Columbia Avenue
PHILADELPHIA, 304. 306 If. Broad
BUFFALO, 71s Kun Street
DBTROIT, as* Jefferaon Arenue

CLEVELAND, is14 BueHd Ansae
CHICAGO. 1533-31 aflcMgaaAiema
ST. LOOTS, 30M OHve Street
MINNEAPOLIS, 503 Second Arm,
DENVER, iTSSAi
SAN FRANCISCO

Digitized byGoogle
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TIMKEN ROLLER
BEARINGS

POINTS OF MERIT No. 2

REGARDING DURABILITY—As there is a rolling instead of a friction motion

and all parts are case hardened, the wear is reduced to a minimum. By using a
perfect dust-proof device, the oil is retained and all dust, dirt and foreign matter

excluded. This, together with a tapered construction which permits of taKing
up of any wear* insures long life to

TIMKEN BEARINGS, which are fully guar-

anteed for two years.

Fifty per cent, reduction of draft
Oiling once a month
Simple and durable
Guaranteed for two years
In use all over the world

Illustrated catalog of front and rear automobile

axles and parts, mailed on application.

CONE WITH ROLLBRS

TimKen Roller Bearing Axle Co.
CANTON. OHIO.

CUP NBW YORK: 219 W. 46th St. CHICAOO: 339 Wabuh At*.

KINGSTON CARBURETERS

This Carbureter has a Central Float Chamber In which Is
fitted a hollow Float which Is seamless; through levers this
operates a weighted !loat-\alve placed on one side of float-
chamber. The spray nozzle Is located in center of float-
chamber and Is adjustable by needle-screw. The normal air
opening is also through the center of float-chamber, which
opening is adjustable and so arranged as to form a positive
starting device. An auxiliary air-valve Is also provided
with an adjustable spring tension. The valve is of metal.
Is light and rests on a leather seat and Is fitted with a
flanged vertical inlet for drawing warm air.
Type K C Carbureter is fitted with a piston-throttle of the

balanced type, is noiseless and perfectly automatic. Either
vertical or horizontal outlet opening will fit any motor In any
place. This Is. we believe, the finest made carbureter on the
market. A trial will convince you. IT MUST BE SEEN
TO BE APPRECIATED.
There are over 34,000 Kingston Carbureters In use, of th

various types, which proves their merits, and that they ar
no experiment.

Illh,. ^.^^11
BYRNE, KINGSTON & CO., kokomo, ind., u.s.a.

Pacific Coast Branch. rluchson & Merton, 105 Front Street, San Francisco Canada. John Miller & Sons, Toronto and Montreal
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Ever gee anything like what's happening to the man on the right, Mr. Motorist?

And, when a man pays from $1,000.00 to $5,000.00 for a

Motor Car, with an engine worth a fifth of the whole cost,

body worth a tenth, wheels a twentieth and so on—all equal-

ly necessary to giving him the pleasure he expects to get for

his money—isn't it just a little inconsistent to economize

(?) on light, which costs but 1 per cent, of the total outlay,

and at a risk of 50 per cent, of all the pleasure?

For the best light apparatus costs only about a hundredth

part as much as the rest of the car, and on it depends just

about one-half of all the enjoyment you can expect to get.

Any Motorist will tell you that there is nothing to compare
with the exhilaration of a speedy night ride.

But you cannot really enjoy it unless you have confidence

and are without thought of danger. Clear light on the road

is your protection against accident. With it, you are sure—

THE PREST O-LITE CO. Department 112

confident. Without it, fear handles your steering wheel.

And the one and only way to be sure of good, clear, de-

pendable light, always, is to get your gas ready made and

ready to use.

Send for our Prest-O-Lite book "Ready Made Gas for

Auto Lights" and read how you can really economize on
light and, at the same time, be rid of jiggling carbide for-

ever. There are over 11,000 Prest-O-Lite tanks in use to-

day and over 400 Recharging Stations in the United States.

You can exchange empty tanks for full ones at any of the

stations by paying the cost of recharging, and the change

can be made in five minutes.

We want every Motorist to have a copy of our Prest-O-

Lite book. Let us send you the book with our compliments

and write you a personal letter about the light.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Absolutely Accurate

—

Reads from the Seat
An accurate speed and distance indicator is quite as necessary on your Automobile

as a watch is in your pocket.
Furthermore, it must be absolutely dependable under all conditions of heat,

cold or position. Otherwise a speed indicator is iibt worth the space it occupies.

Isn't that so? You can always depend on '
'

The Warner Auto-Meter
whether you go slow or fast, whether the road
is rough or smooth, hilly or fiat.

It's the only indicator which is always
absolutely infallible at speeds under ten miles per hour,
and any other speed.

It's the only indicator which gives correct readings in any
position, no matter what the angle of your car.

The Auto-Meter U the only indicator you can READ with
certainty, because the dial change* with the SPEED ALONE,
and is uninfluenced by the jar of the car.

The Warner Auto-Meter has all these exclusive good
points—because it is the only speed indicator which is actu-
ated by the same fixed, unchangeable Magnetism which
makes the Mariner's Compass reliable and dependable FOR-
EVER under all conditions.

No one else can successfully use magnetism to determine
the speed of an automobile, though it's the only positive and
sure way, because there is only just one way that magnetism
can successfully be used for this purpose, and we have
patented that way.

The Warner Auto-Meter will last a life-time. It's as sensi-

tive as a compass and as solid as a rock. It will withstand
any shock that your car will stand without the slightest
injury and without affecting its accuracy in the slightest

degree.

We will gladly tell you more about this wonderful instru-

ment if you will write us, and at the same time will send you
something every motorist will prize—our

Free Book, "Auto Pointers."
Write for particulars TODAY—don't put it off.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT CO., 252 Roosevelt Street, BELOIT, WIS.
(The Auto-Meter is on sale by all first-class dealers and at most Garages.)
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THE RELIABLE "DAYTON"
Bsllt lor City and Country.

Will travel any road with
its 1 a inch road clearance.
Any speed up to 15 miles
per hour. Two-cylinder
double-acting motor,
io-n H.P. No valves,
gears, cams, springs or
camshaft. So simple soy-

one csn r.n It and keep It

runnlnf . Price Complete,
with Top, Side Curtains,
Storm Front, Lamps and
Fine Too! Equipment,
$500.00. Address Daw.
"C" for full particulars

Dayton & Masher Autemebile Works, 'ZfXSSfS.

The CLIMAX Commercial Car

1

BAK

CONVERTIBLE
LIGHT DELIVERY
Capacity, 1,000 pounds
3-inch Solid Tires

Simple, Light

and Durable
Fills a long-felt want

With Top,
Without Top,

$900.00

p. $860.00

HINDE & DAUCH Sandusky, Ohio

I

Silent and Easy Riding
Made of the best design, of the best materials, and

with the best workmanship throughout, this car«is
the ideal size and type for the average motorist.
Combines the best qualities of both large and small
cars in speed, power, easy operation, etc.

Wrilt for catalogue. Address Dipt. "B"

Che Logan Construction Company, Chillicotbe, 0.

Afft'DtH in principal cities. Good agents wanted In all towni.

"Cbat ear of Quality"

i

j
ENGLISH
DAIMLER
COMPANY

Exclusive Agent* (or United States and Mexico of

Daimler Motor Co., Ltd., Covontry.Eng.
IN STOCK: sS-j6 and 40-H.P. Limousines

•8-J6-H.P. Touring Cars, 40-H.P. Chassis

SALESROOMS t

1743 Broadway. SSSTT, 56th Stroot.
English Daimlers are Sold Under Selden Patent.

;i
'A Mschonicpl T^rVctsrerplece"

MorfetC, 34 H.P., St.BwO
Model D, SO H.P., SS.OOO

4-Cyl. AlrOooleg

Daubto Three Point

One Finger Central.

The Mormon Hied of Air Oeellng it dependable in all climates and under
an condition* sad is so guaranteed by this house. The Harmon Motor
ever overheats, partly due to the arrangement of the cylinders, and pertly
doe to onr airing system, the simplest, most efficient, and most economical
offing system ewer derised. Wnte for Catalog No. a. Agents wanted in
snoocupsad territory. Oat in line for 1907.

OaDTKK a CD. (EitM. USD ladlssspells. last.

Automobile Dost Guards

You can eliminate the dust evil of automohiling by
attaching to your car a set of BROWN AUTOMOBILE
DUST GUARDS.

In one season you will save three times their cost in
saving of wearing apparel. PROTECT YOUR FRIENDS.

BROWN DUST GUARDS are vanes extending
around the back of the car body. They do not disfigure

the car, but improve its beauty.

They are guaranteed to keep all dust from the rear
off those riding in the car, and will be shipped to you for

trial before purchasing. We manufacture these guards to
order U fit any make of machine.

Agents wanted. Write for particulars.

W. H. BROWN,
207 Lenox BIdg. CLEVELAND
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CH.DMH.PfO. W. B. Clark, Vfcs-Prss. C P. Dray, I

Rnmring

19 TYPE. "A" 06
For a cm of quality, style and one that em-

bodies many pleasing: features not found in other

cars of the same price, select a "DEERE."

Price S2.000.00
Deere-ClarK Motor Car Co*

MOLINE. ILL.
Writ* for Catalog.

MITCHELL

2
•4

1

The Satisfactory

Motor Delivery

Wagon—"Built

(or Business

"

-y-

Art?*
It doe* the work and doe* it well. It is specially designed and built to go

and keep going. Every part is strong—the greatest strength being put
where it is most needed to withstand shocks, strains and weight.
You have no annoying breakages with the MITCHELL. Tests will prove

it. Capacity, ONE TON.
SPECIFICATIONS

Motor—ia-14-H.P.. B-cyUnder vertical. Trsosmlstlea--Slid* res', thr

peed , drlrlng direct oa hlfh speed with bo sears Is mesh. Wheel base— 100 laches.

Tread- so lachea. Whjela—3o-lnch ertjllerv. Tires—j-lach aolld. Steerlag Gear— Irre-

versible. Coarrol—Spark aad throttle. Lubricatjoa—Mechanical. Carbureter— Float teed.

Radiator with faa. Sprinav-40-lach half elllotta Croat aad rear. Speed— 15 miles per hour.

Equip eeat—Side lamps aad complete set of tools. Brakes—Foot aad haad emergeacr.

Capacity— x too.

Iteholl Motor Car Co., Racine, Wisconsin
Is* Tart IsMtt-SITClEU CtiEUCiU VESICLE C*.. Ill W. III! II

Why Isthe Royal Tourist Famous?

ASK AN OWNER.

ROYAL
Model C. $3,500. 40 H.P.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

AGENTS: C A. Dnerr ft Co., New York s G. J. Danham, Bostons The
McDnffe. Automobile Co., Chicago ; G. W. CapUa, Minneapolis

;

Automobile ft Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Motor Shop, Philadelphia

;

Rsyburn Motor Car Co., St. Lous; Standard Automobile Cow Pitta-

bars; i Amos-Pisrc* Auto Co., Syracuse; SchoaSel Co., Rochester;
Royal Motor Car Agency, San Francisco.

Member A.L.A.M.

THE OALE

••oo.
THE SINGLE OYLINDIR RUNABOUT QUESTION

WHY
Has the public always looked favorably on the single cylin-
der runabout t

BECAUSE
First: It takes an experienced mechanic to keep a multiple

cylinder machine In running order.
Second: The average business man has little time to

study into the complications of a multiple cylinder machine.
Third: Every cylinder means an extra spark plug, extra

valves, extra coll and extra weight on tires; therefor* extra
troubles.
Fourth: A single cylinder runabout will carry you thirty

miles an hour, and that's fast enough for any sane person.
Fifth: This light machine will ascend any hill that your

horse and carriage will ascend, and what more does a
person want?

NOW
From the above statements, you may Imagine that we

make nothing but single cylinder machines.
This Is not so. we also manufacture multiple cylinder

runabouts and touring cars; and we would be (aad to send
you an illustrated catalogue describing them. We pot op
the single cylinder talk because we are In business to please
the public, and simplicity Is the cry from the purchaser.

THE WESTERN TOOL WORKS, iio-iis um «, .album, u, l i t
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The LAMBERT
A Car With No Fixed Speed

Any speed you desire

A QEARLESS FRICTION DRIVE CAR
"Sold on a guarantee"

So many superior features we can't describe
them in this limited i

Wrlie Us for Camion.
Lambert Pleasure Cars and Commercial Trucks range in price
from $000 to $3,000. Dealer Agents wanted where we are not

NEW YORK AGENTS:—The McLean Automobile Co.,
94J West 41st Street, New York

THE BUCKEYE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Anderson. Indiana, U. S. A

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers
-

Association

AUBURN Model C

I 'HE best automobile made to-day is no bet-

•* ter than the Auburn, will not run any longer,

nor give any better satisfaction, has no better

equipment, has no better style. This car has

from 20 to 24 H.P., speed from 3 to 40 miles

an hour, 94-inch wheelbase, 30x3}-inch tires.

Write us for agency and terms at once.

Auburn Automobile Co.
AUBURN. IN D.

THE HOLSMAN AUTOMOBILE
F«»r Teari af Success. Built high enough to travel the country roads like a carriage.

Clears the center of the road by eighteen inches, and therefore

has twice the advantage of the ordinary machine in muddy,
rutty, rough or rocky roads. Has large wheels, solid rubber
tires, and rides like a carriage. The Holsman exclusive

patent marks an era in automobile building. It does away
with all live axles, friction clutches, differential gears, pumps,
etc. Reverses without extra gears. No water to freeze;

no puncture troubles; no odor. New hill-climbing
power.

Ask for Catalogue A. B.

The Holsman Automobile Company,
Block, CHICAGO.

Four Cylinder Water Cooled

Price, $2,500

DORRIS CAR
30 H.P. ACTUAL

FAST AND POWERFUL

SLIDING GEAR
TRANSMISSION

VALVES in CYLINDER HEADS

Dorris Motor Car Co.
12J5 N. Vandeventer Ave., St. Louto.
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STILL WINNING!
_y m a ' WJeV At the meet of the Washington. D. C. Automobile Association,^^^^B/ ^^^^ ^^^ Saturday, June 16th, MARK XLVII, 40-45 l».p.. tully equipped.

driven by C. J. Hurst, won first prite in the five mile $4.5°° class race, and second

prize in the five mile free-for-all race, beating five other cars of prominence.

MARK XLVI, 34-28 h p., fully equipped, driven by E. C. Bald, won first prise in the five mile $3,000 class race.

MARK XLVII. 40-45 H.P., 94,500 to S5.500. MARK XLVI, 24-28 H.P.. 93,000
Separate catalogues of Columbia Gasoline Carl, Electric Carriages, and Electric Commercial Vehicles on request.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY, Hartford, Conn.
New York Branch: 114.116-138 West 30th St. Chicago Branch: 1331-1334 Michigan Are. Boston: Columbia Motor Vehicle Company, Trinity Place and
Stanhope St. Philadelphia : PennsyUania Electric Vehicle Company, 150 North Broad St. Washington : Washington E. V. Transportation Company
St. and Ohio Are. Member Association Liceneed

MOTOR
CARS

MECHANICALLY CORRECT in every DETAIL.
Manufactured in one of the largest and finest

equipped automobile plants in this country.

PROMPT DELIVERIES of all models GUAR-
ANTEED. Catalogue sent upon request.

16-H.P. LIGHT TOURING. CAR, $1,400. The £. H. V. CO.*
MiddletowB,

CONN.

Ufie BAKER
SUBURBAN

THE BAKER SUBURBAN is the newest product of the Baker factory, manufac-
turing Electric Automobiles exclusively.
THE SUBURBAN is a gentleman's phaeton for two passengers and is designed es-

pecially for city use and country club service.
Its ample power and high speed make it an ideal vehicle for the uses mentioned.
It is solid and substantial and has sufficient weight to give it stamina and great

enduring auality.
Finished and upholstered in the most superb manner it compares favorably with

our other

"ARISTOCRATS OF MOTORDOM"
THE BAKER SUBURBAN has been the sensation of the 1

Write for catalogue describing it and our complete line of Imperials, Stanhopes,
Victorias, Surreys, Depot Carriages and Broughams.

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE CO.
20 Jessie Street Cleveland. Ohio

CRAWFORD
TOURING CAR

A 3-passenger touring car with ample power to drive

it anywhere; workmanship of the best and mechanical de-
tails developed to an unusual degree ; a good serviceable car
at a moderate price, $2,000.

Send for Detailed Description, Photographs, and addi-
tional information.

CRAWFORD AUTOMOBILE CO., Smbwwmi?^
Hew Amsterdam Motor Transportation Co., i%2 West

56th Street, Sole Representatives for Hew
York City and vicinity.

Boston Automobile Exchange, Boston, Mass.; North
Philadelphia Automobile Station, Philadelphia. Pa.; C. P.
Warner A Co.. Chicago, 111.; Woodward & Rcope11, Spring-
field. Mm.; Chas. W7 Buckley, Worcester, Mass.; Geo. W.
Bender, Waynesboro, Pa.; Wm. H. Ennia, Cumberland, Md.
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the

wonderful

new cleanser

MOBO
During a long run, the mud and dirt is bound to dry and harden on

the machine. If rubbed off—the surface is scratched beyond redemp-
tion. If simply washed off—ugly stains remain which are likewise un-
removable outside of the paint shop.

The only way to thoroughly clean the car, and at the same time
preserve the lustre of the highly polished surface, is by using Mobo. A

pure vegetable oil product which quickly removes grease and dirt of any kind. Prevents
blistering and cracking of the paint and varnish. Can be used on harness and leather goods

—

also woolen fabrics. So harmless that it will not injure the most delicate skin.

Put up in 2 lb. and 8 lb. cans ; also in tubs, half barrels and barrels. If your supply house
does not keep it, send us his name and address—we will see that you are supplied.

JOHN T. STANLEY, 640 W. 30th Street, New York.

PENN PETROLEUM CO

117 N.SECOND ST. PHILADELPHIA - PA.
Digitized by
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Absolute perfection of mechani-

cal construction enabled the

Jones Speedometer
to win the

GOLDMEDAL
in the 2,000 mile English Reliability

Test for Speed Indicating devices,

held under the auspices of the British

Automobile Gub.
The Jones Speedometer scored the

highest possible number of points.

It was the only American manufac-
tured instrument to score a perfect

record. It was the only instrument

in the contest to go through the

severe test without adjustment.

The Jones Speedometer is the one

practical Speed Indicating device in use

to-day. The only instrument with a
principle which permits of initial and

permanent accuracy; the only instru-

ment sufficiently durable to withstand

the severe jolts and jars of the rough-

est roads; the only instrument with a
dial which can be read accurately while
traveling at high speed.

Jones Speedometer
Mfg. by Jos. W. Jones

126 West 32d St-, New York

There is no motor car the equal of a

Single-Cylinder

CADILLAC
at the price of a

Single-Cylinder

CADILLAC
There is no motor car at any price that will

give so much actual motor car value for every

dollar invested as a

Single-Cylinder

CADILLAC
There is no motor car at any price that is less

expensive to maintain than a

Single-Cylinder

CADILLAC
There is no motor car at any price that will

climb any hill that cannot be climbed by a

Single-Cylinder

CADILLAC
There is no motor car at any price that will

travel any road that cannot be traveled by a

Single-Cylinder

CADILLAC
There is no motor car at any price that so per-

sistently "makes good" in spite of abuse as the

Single-Cylinder

CADILLAC
There is no motor car at any price which second

hand will readily sell for so great a percentage

of its original price as a

Single-Cylinder

CADILLAC
All points worth thinking about

Light Runabout, $750.00
Light Touring Car, $950.00

Cadillac Motor Car Co.
DETROIT, MICH.

Uambar Aaodatkm tie—id Automobile

I
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Every car Iriteated to 60 mile* an hoar

The 50 Horsepower

THOMAS FLYER
(#3,500)

Owes its superiority to merit alone. It is the best car because it contains all

the really great features that have been developed on either side of the ocean

The triumphant result of combining French and American" engi-

neering ability with the finest constructive skill of this country

Shall we send you full literature concerning this world famous car ?

THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., 1414 Niagara St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Meaben Auodatloa Licensed Automobile Manufacturer*.

Jj>comobik

Model "H"
30-35* H. P.

ppeals to the automobil-

iit of experience who hat

had indifferent racceu

with cheaper cart. Our
new catalogue omit* gen-

eralities. Contains the

specific information de-

sired by the purchaser.

Mailed on request.

jpcciricATioNS or MODEL "B." SO«S5 B. P.. I5.000
BODT—Double aide entrance, seating live to seven; extra, wide

doors; fitted -with top irons; color optional.
MOTOR—Four cylinder, 4J4 Inch bore, 6% Inch stroke.
CAMSHAFTS—Hardened forglngs; all cams Integral.

CRANKSHAFT—Machined from one solid forging.

LUBRICATOR—Large, mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER—Automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR—Centrifugal, prompt and positive In action.

IGNITION—Make and break. Iridium contacts.

MAGNETO—Low tension.
ALUMINUM PAN—Is placed underneath the machinery.
FRONT FENDERS—Have Inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH—Cone type, with ample surface.
TRANSMISSION—Three forward speeds and reverse.
DRIVE—Double side chains.
UNIVERSAL JOINT—Between clutch and transmission.
RUNNING BRAKE—1 Inches by 12 Inches, metal to metal sur-

faces.
EMERGENCY BRAKES—Internal expansion, metal to metal.
SPROCKET DRUM—Bolted to each rear wheel spoke.
AXLES—"I" -section axles, front and rear.
RUNNING BOARDS—Rubber covered and brass bound.
TIRES—«4x4H Inches.
WHEBLBASE—106 Inches.
CONTROL—Spark and gas levers on steering wheel.

Top and Luggage Carrier Extra.

The jQKOMQbik Co. of America, Bridgeport, Conn.
NEW YORK, B'way and 76th St. Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. BOSTON. 15 Berkeley St.
PHILADELPHIA, 249 N. Broad St CHICAGO, 1884 Michigan Ave.
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How to Own an Automobile, or Start in the Motor Gar Businoss on a Small Investment

There are, no doubt, many prospective automobilists throughout
the country, who want to own a car for either pleasure or business

reasons, who would be satisfied with an automobile smaller than
the expensive ones, provided it possessed the advantage of speed,

simplicity, durability and economy.
The ORIENT BUCKBOARD meets all

these requirements, consequently it has a
host of friends in all parts of the United
States. It is a car good for the man who
wants to hunt ; good for the man who wants
to run to his country club ; good for the man
who lives out of town, to go to and from
the station; for the merchant who uses it

for commercial purposes; for the tourist

who wants to go the greatest number of

miles at the smallest cost ; for the rural mail

carrier; for the Trouble Men of the Tele-

phone, Telegraph, and Electric Lighting
Companies, and for the dealer who wants to

get into the automobile business in the most
economical and satisfactory way.
One of the reasons that the ORIENT

BUCKBOARD is able to do seemingly im-
possible things, is owing to the fact that it

has a frictional drive transmission which
gives the maximum driving power of 40 to I,

which is double that of the ordinary gear
transmission. This form of construction is

such that it is possible to drive the BUCK-
BOARD up grades, and also through sand
and mud which are impossible to other cars.

It is a wonderful little car, and has many advantages not found
in other cars, not the least of which is its moderate price.

The following is an extract from the Chicago Daily Republican
of May 22, 1905

:

"The Orient Buckboard carried two persons, weighing 350

pounds, and never stopped on hills or in the bad roads, and there

were three or four notable examples. Yet we went a good deal

better in the streets, where it was bad, than some big cars that

went along at the same time. The Orient Buckboard is easily

controlled, and requires but a few min-

utes' instruction to master it. Not more

than three to five gallons of gasoline are

required for 100 miles, which is small ex-

pense. It is the original air-cooled motor,

and free from any complicated parts. In

fact, it is simplicity itself. Its price, $400.00,

is but a little more than a high-grade bicy-

cle formerly cost For commercial pur-

poses, to be used in the delivery of goods,

a small box is attached to the rear of

the seat. In that, anything can be

safely carried, better, quicker and cheaper

than any other mode. It is just the

thing for grocers, milk dealers, meat

markets and small stores of all kinds.

It is not like a horse, that requires a

rest once a week, for it is just as strong

on the last mile as on the first So

far, we have only considered the Ori-

ent Buckboard for commercial uses, but

it is an admirable pleasure vehicle as

well."

From the above, it is evident that the ORI-
ENT BUCKBOARD is suitable for every

purpose, and is the car for the agent to ban-

die who wants to get experience in the automobile business, with-

out going to great expense, and is the car for the man who wants

an automobile which will take him anywhere, at all times of the

year, but is not expensive to house or maintain.

Master Clutch
In the HAYNES Master Clutch a cam controlled by a foot

lever constricts a band which is keyed to the transmission

shaft, on the face of a io^-inch pulley, the four forked arms

of which extend to the inner rim of the flywheel, on which

are cast four lugs, one resting between each fork. Very
stiff coil springs are fitted one on each side between the lugs

and the forks. The stiff coil springs effectually cushion the

transmission, driving mechanism and all keys from the shocks

and racking effect caused by the sudden application of high

power, and greatly prolong the life of the entire machine.

The operator can "pick

up" the car without a

jar or tremor; a sudden
jerk, as is common with

the cone and several

other types of clutches,

being impossible.

The HAYNES is the

highest-powered shaft-driven car built

In requesting Catalogue, for prompt at-

tention address Desk C 20.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., js> KoKomo, Ind.

CHIC ACO, 1420 Michigan Ave.
NEW YORK 1715 Broadway

Mambcn A. LAM

Model "R" Four-Cylinder Touring Car.
Vertical roller-bearing engines. Cylinder*

cast separately, 5%x6 inches, 60 H.P. An ex-
clusive transmission that absolutely preventi
stripping of gears. Positive cooling system
Individual and special lubrication. Master
Clutch has metal faces and takes hold with
out jerking. Shaft drive. Exclusive univer-
sal Joints that prevent wear on pins. Sprocket
and Roller Pinion and perfect Rear Axle, si'

exclusive. Roller bearings throughout. 1M-
inch wheelbase, 64-Inch tonneau, soaring five

people. Four to 60 miles an hour on hl^h

fear. Weight, 2,750 pounds. Price. JS.5M
o. b. Kokomo. Full equipment

Model "O" Four-Cylinder Touring Car.
Cylinders cast In pairs 4\ix5 In., M to M

H. P. Transmission, cooling system
tlon, master clutch, shaft drive.

Joints, sprocket, roller pinion and roller

bearings and body same as on Model "R. 97-

Inch wheelbase. 4-Inch tires. Tonneau seat-

ing three persons. Four to 40 mllei

on high speed. Price, $2,260 f. o. b.

Full equipment.

I
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Has six exclusive features and
each one a labor saver.

These features tend to make
the "HARRISON" eclipse all

other cars. One feature in par-

ticular is, that there is no tire-

some, back-breaking "cranking"
with a "HARRISON"—you press

a knob and the motor starts. It

starts EVERY TIME.

It's up-to-date and a little

beyond.

Four cylinder, 40 horsepower;
Speed, 5 to 50 miles per hour.

You want a car that comprises comfort, elegance and luxury. You want a car simple in
construction, easy to operate and economically maintained. All of these features are embodied
in the HARRISON SELF-STARTING MOTOR CAR. An investigation will convince you.

Price with full equipment, $5,000.

TO AGENTS.—A limited amount of Territory is open. Send for complete specifications
and descriptive matter.

HARRISON WAGON COMPANY, Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
(ESTABLISHED 185 0)
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CORBIN
POSITIVELY RELIABLE

PERFECT COOLING ASSURED BY THE CORBIN
PATENTED SYSTEM

THE MATERIAL USED IN

CORBIN CONSTRUCTION
IS ABSOLUTELY THE
BEST OBTAINABLE, RE-
GARDLESS OF COST.

A DEMONSTRATION WILL
CONVINCE YOU OF THE
CORRECTNESS OF ITS

DESIGN.

The CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE CORPORATION - NewLBritai<Coon.
1779 Broadway, New York City.
Motor Mart. Park Square. Boston, Mass.
1470 MicL
SM North

Avenue, Chicago, 111.

road Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

5006 Centre Avenue. Pittsburgh, Pa.
115 Bast 7th Street, Cincinnati , Ohio
870 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Court and Exchange Sts.. Rochester, N. Y.

416 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco. CaL
12th and State Streets, Brie, Pa. h. \

Bast Market and William Streets. Ehnira-.N^V.
122 Bridge Street, Springfield. Maes.

STEVENS-DURYEA
$2,500 TOURING CAR

K you are looking (or the " best" car you can't recognize the ear marksj>y size, speed, price, quietness, num-

ber of cylinders, where they are located, whether the car is gear driven or chain driven, or any such ex-

terna s. THE car that is " best" for you is that car which will return you the most fun and enjoyment per

dollar expended, and which will fill your mind

with the greatest number of pleasant recollections

and fewest unpleasant. YOU can't determine

which car that is by listening to what the maker*

and sellers of the various cars have to say in its

favor at the beginning of the year, but what those

who have purchased it have to say for or against

it at the end of the year.

1

Our XXth Century Hustler Booklet gives a complete
analytical ' description of our method of construction.
It can be had upon request from us or any of our agents.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL, CO.
900 Main Street

CHICOPEB FALLS, MA88., U. 8. A.
Member, Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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ELMORE WAY
Of course you have been reading

about the Elmore Two-Cycle Motor
and the advantages it possesses over

the ordinary four-cycle type. But do
you know the essential differences be-

tween the two systems?
The terms are rather mystifying to

a layman. If you were to substitute

the word "stroke" for cycle, it would
k make the sense clearer.A It requires four strokes of the pis-H ton—two outward and two inward—D to complete an impulse with the four-W cycle engine.

\f In the Elmore two-cycle motor two
strokes—one in and one out—are all

that are needed.
To go a little farther, you must know that a four-cycle cylinder is made effective through the action of a pair of

valves; one to allow the explosive mixture to enter the combustion chamber, and the other to let the burnt gases out later.

To operate these valves exactly, some sixteen to twenty auxiliary parts are absolutely necessary, and when the engine is re-

volving 1,200 times a minute, each valve must be at 1-200 of a second adjustment. Any variation entails a great loss in

power. Nice work, you see. even when everything goes well.

The Elmore Two-Cycle has no valves—riot one small part to keep at concert pitch eternally. The explosive and burnt

gases enter and leave through parts that are uncovered and covered by the piston itself.

Now you see why the Elmore is ahead all around.
1 /

Positive impulse at every outward piston stroke, as against every other stroke in the case of the four-cycle.

An equally positive valveless system to provide the gas.

No valves to bother with or replace.

Constant torque because of double the impulses possible with an equal number of four-cycle cylinders. You'll be in-

terested in Elmore literature. What's your address? Model IB. rour-nylliidT. Tw».o»oU Ilmort, s»,»0O

THE ELMORE MFG. CO., 1304 Amanda St, CLYDE, OHIO
Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

i

i

i

IJM^t^^M^^^^^t^t^U -1* -if -if vr »'f «st -U *if jf vr -'.<• v.e .Xt *u -!«- oit *t» +i.t j.t

WHAT DO THE OWNERS SAY ?
That is the best question to ask when selecting an automobile.
Maxwell owners are the Maxwell's best advertisements.
The contentment and satisfaction that stand out all over them
is the most "catching" thing in the motor world.
Just talk to one of them and get the "sunny side" of the auto-
mobile question.

20 H. P. Touring Car, $1,480

Multiple Disc Clutch. Thrmm.Point Suspension
of Motor and Transmission (Unit). Motal

Bodies tfo Xolse. Mo Vibration.

whaK^w^
Write Department ?.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY
Member* American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association

CHICAGO, ILL. FACTORIES : PAWTUCKBT R I

Main Plant : TARRYTOWN, N.Y.
BRANCHES

M"^2ri
»~«vfe- £«" York, NY. Maxwell-Briscoe-McLeod Co.. Detroit. Mich.

»£frA',7.IJ^S£
l?M 9°J

Ch,c",r
>
- V-J Maxwell Garage, Brooklyn, N. Y.Ki^WM^^t1"^ Ind

- l.W - Wi
,
llc°* * So"- Los Angeles. Cal.Momeon-Tyler Motor Co.. Boston, Mass. Richard Irvin & Co., New York City. 10 H. P. Tourabout, $780

Digitized byGoogle ^
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KNOX WATERLESS
Touring Car

MAKES A WORLD'S RECORD
New York to Boston
and return—503
miles.

Seven passengers
and 300 pounds bag-
gage in 19 hours
53 minutes.

riaking the run
without a stop.

Highlit powere* liMMM
car la the world.

Capacity, Seven Persona. 40 H.P.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO., Springfield, Mass.
146011101* La a^« Mt
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THE MODEL F

Cttvelood
30*35 HORSEPOWER

B to 55 Miles per Hour en Third Speed.

THE PRACTICAL CAR
The CLEVELAND I* not made to exploit some par-

ticular mechanical point. It U put together piece by
piece with the sole idea of giving unfailing service all

the tune.

There are no larger builders of automobile parts in

this country than the GARFORD COMPANY. Yet
they experimented for years before they put the

CLEVELAND car on the market. They have built

machines for others from the early days when there

was more automobile experimenting than knowledge.
But not until they knew they had a perfect part for

every place was the CLEVELAND produced. Its per-

formances since have justified the wait. In every part

of the country—on good, bad and very bad roads

—

CLEVELAND Cars have reduced the average of repair

cost to the minimum.
Do you wonder that the enthusiastic motorists who

have benefited are willing to tell you just how they
increased their pleasures and decreased their expenses
by driving a CLEVELAND—the practical car?

Write us for particulars.

Showing the Cleveland Model F, Equipped with the Double

Tulip Body. Price, $8,500.

SPECIFICATIONS.
4-cyllnder, 30-36 H.P.
Imported Slmms-Bosch magneto automatic
make-and-break spark.

Direct drive, nickel steel I-beam front axle.
34x4-lnch wheels, ball bearings.
Wheelbase, 104 Inches.
Simplest control, 6 to 66 miles on high gear.
Absolutely noiseless.
Body option, Victoria or Tulip, as Illustrated.

PRICE $3,500 TO $5,000

depending on body equipment. Guaranteed for one year.
(Catalogue and full information on request.)

Cleveland Motor Car Co.
Dept. 3, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

NEW YORK—E. B. Gallaher, 228-30 West 58th Street,

General Eastern Distributing Agent.

BOSTON—Butler Motor Co., 998 Boylston St.
PHILADELPHIA—Diamond Motor Car Co., 2118-20 N. Broad

St.
PITTSBURG—Colonial Automobile Co.
BUFFALO—Cleveland Cycle and Auto Co., 649 Main St.
CHICAGO—Casldy-Falrbanks Co., 1413 Michigan Ave.
ST. LOUIS—St. Louis Automobile Co., 3686 Olive St.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—O Beirne & Co., 1737 Grand St
SO. CALIFORNIA—A. P. Worthington, 4th & Los Angeles

Sts.. Los Angeles, Cal.
NO. CALIFORNIA—J. W. Leavitt & Co., 309 Larkin St..

San Francisco, Cal.

Just Imported
(IT The Rossel Car can be purchased in this

Jl country this season for the first time in its

history. So keen has been the demand (or it in

the exclusive motoring circles of Paris and London,
that the sales abroad for future delivery have been
up to the full capacity of the factory.

{][ This demand is entirely due to the wonderful
jl performance of the Rossel Car, not alone in

races, speed trials, etc., but in the hands of private

owners who drive their own cars.

tfjl Quiet, smooth running, with a minimum of vi-

jl bration; easy to control, flexible, swift and
reliable (embodying all the best features of the

advanced 1907 Models), the Rossel Car, built by
the most skilled mechanicians of France, is a

marvel of perfection.

FOUR j 22-26 H. P.; 28-35 H. P.;

TYPES) 40-50 H. P.; 50-65 H. P.

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
One 28-35 H.P. Touring Limousine (seating

capacity eight persons).

Also one 28-35 H.P. Touring Car (seating

capacity seven persons).

Catalogue and demonstration on request.

The Rossel Company of America
Knickerbocker Building

Tel.. 4348-38th

39th Street and Broadway

New York City

Sole Agoats la U. S. and Canada for F. Rossel * Co's cars.

Digitized by
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CHROME NICKEL STEEL 00-

used throughout In con-

struction of shafts, trans-

LICENSED UNDER SELDEN PATENT.

99 MESS-BRIGHT IMPORTED
ball-bearings secure per-

fect transmission of power
itO'

THE MATHESON COMPANY OF NEW YORK
FACTORY. W1LKES-BARKB. PA. 1619 Broadway, near 49th Street CATALOQUB ON REQUEST

THE CAR OF POWER,
SPEED AND COMFORT

Model 15, 35-40 Horsepower. Price. $2,500.

This car, the leader of the Rambler line,

has repeatedly beaten cars much higher in price

and rated power.

As a hill climber it is without a peer, and plows through mud and sand with little decrease in speed and no

discomfort to the passengers.

Every ounce of material is especially selected and submitted to rigid tests, and the design and workmanship

is such that it will withstand the most trying service without tinkering and adjustment.

IT IS A CAR OF THE ROAD AND NOT THE REPAIR SHOP, which assures the minimum
cost of maintenance. Your inspection is invited, as we are anxious to "show you."

THOMAS B. JEFFERY <SL COMPANY
Main Office and Factory KENOSHA, WISCONSIN
CHICAGO, joj-304 Wabash Ave.

BOSTON, 145 Columbus Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY. 38-40 West 6>d St

,

BRANCHES

SAN FRANCISCO, 31 Sanches St.

MILWAUKEE. 457-459 Broadway
PHILADELPHIA. >4 i No. Broad St.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES

Digitized byGoogle
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I

1

j

SPEOnCATIONS'.j
MODEL K, 26-28 Horsepower, 4-Cylinder Touring Car; Price, $2,000; 4-Cylinder Engine; Stroke, 4}

inches; Bore, 4} inches; Transmission, Sliding Gear; Shaft Dri— n J **~ -• •

32x4 inches; All Working Parts Ground; Wheel Bass, 100 inches.
Gear; Shaft Drive; Pressed Steel" Frame; Wheels ^

EQUIPMENT t Five Lamps, Horn, Tools, Storage Battery, Bodies Ironed for Tops.

FINISHES » Maroon, Dark Green or Royal Blue. Can furnish Blue or Cream Gear with Blue Car.

Finest Quality Finish and Upholstering on All Our Cars. 5^

Having

4-cylinder

we desire

Immediate

six, within

particulars

IMPORTANT

!

in mind that many dealers offering medium priced
yjj

cars are losing sales because they Cannot Get Cars, £
to emphasize that we can Positively Guarantee /\

Shipment of Model K Cars in lots of from two to

two days of Receipt of Orders. Write for further J
and our Liberal Discount Proposition.

For reliable information about our can write a few of our agents.

AGENTS 1

BAY STATE AUTO CO., 1008 Boylston St, Bolton, Haw.
MAJESTIC AUTO CO., 54th Street and Broadway, Hew York City.

HAMILTON AUTO CO., 206 North Broad St, Philadelphia. Pa.

BRANSTETTER MOTOR CO., 1337 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

EAST SIDE AUTO CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

TREBER1 OAS ENGINE CO.. Rochester, H. Y.

PACIFIC AUTO CO., Lot Angeles, CaL
BORDERMISH * OLAHCY, Dayton. Ohio.

0. 6. ROBERTS * CO.. Columbus, Ohio.

ESSEX AUTO CO.. Newark, R. J.

PUOH BROS., Providence, R. I.

C. H. BL0MSTR0M MOTOR CO., Detroit, Mich
We also have a 1 3-14 Horsepower, s-Cylinder Runabout—a Quick Seller and a Money Maker.

Digitized byGoogle"
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Kansas City Motor Car Co,
6-Cylinder 75-Horsepower 7-Pa»senger

TOURING CAR
Sliding Gear Transmission, Three Speeds
Forward and one reverse, Dynamo and
Storage Battery for ignition, 120" Wheel-
base, Mounted on
36x4* Wheels Front,
and 36x4£" Rear.

Full and Complete

Equipment with Vic-

toria Top, $4,500.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
WILT BY KANSAS CITY MOTOR CAR CO.

LOADED WITH 5 TONS

WOOL SOA^
'Hlf:

ADDRESS

Capacity, from 1 ton to

10 tons; 4-cylindcr hori-

zontal motors of 30, 50
and 60 H.P.; sliding gear

transmission, side chain

drive; starts from seat.

Some of the recent con-
tracts placed with us after

purchasers had used other

makes of Trucks and had care-

fully investigated the equip-

ment manufactured by in:

Standard Oil Co., Sears

Roebuck & Co., Cable Piano
Co , Speilman Bros., M.
O" Brien & Son, allof Chicago;
Deere & Mansur Co., Moline,
III.; John Lesjie Paper Co.,

Minneapolis; Continental

Caoutchouc Co., New York,
N. Y.

KANSAS CITY MOTOR CAR CO.
General Office 310 West 9th St., Kansas City, Mo,

J
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Type D

$2,800

in1 fjL f
I I

45 miles
an hour

1,800 lbs.

Four years ago we built the first American air-cooled car. And

nearly every maker said air-cooling was "impossible." Now many of

the same makers are making air-cooled cars, and an air-cooled Franklin

holds the world's long-distance touring record, endurance record and

efficiency record. What's the reason?

Four years ago we built the first American 4-cylinder car.

Nearly everybody said 4-cylindcrs were a mistake. Now
almost every manufacturer has adopted 4-cylindcrs. They

are universally recognized as correct engineering. A 4-cylin-

der Franklin in the Automobile Club of America's great

efficiency contest won the First Prize and went farther on

2 gallons of gasoline than any automobile—except a buck-

board—ever went in the world. And we are building and

selling twice as many 4-cylinder cars as any other Ameri-

can maker. What's the reason?

Four years ago we made only 13 Franklin cars, and

nearly everybody—except their users—said they must be all

wrong. This year our sales rank third, in amount of money,

and second in number among all American cars. What's

the conclusion?

We have always claimed that Franklin air-cooled engi-

neering and strong, light-weight, non-jarring construction

—

produces and utilizes power and makes it comfortably avail-

able to a degree impossible in any other car. And because

of these principles Type D, shown above, does more for the

money than any other car, does as much as the highest-

priced heavy water-cooled car at any price, and is easier-

riding than any car in the world except a Franklin.

Doesn't the record indicate that these claims are worth investigating?

Ask any Franklin dealer. Or write for the book.

Four-cylinder Runabout, $1,400

Shaft-driven Runabout, $1,650

Four-cylinder Light Touring-car, $1,800

Four-cylinder Touring-car, $2,800

Six-cylinder Touring-car, $4,000

f. o. b. Syracuse.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N. Y., M. A. L. A. M.
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OLDSM OBILE
PALACE TOURING CAR

Which on May 19th went over the hilly road between New York and Pough-

keepsie with the gear lever sealed into the High Speed A[otch

The test was held under the auspices of the New York Motor Club

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS THE DEPARTMENT J,

Olds Motor Works, Lansing', Mich., U.S.A.
MEMBER A. L. A. M.
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SIMPLEX
Nickel Chrome Steel

Actual Test

A notched bar of Simplex Nickel

Chrome Steel (one inch square) placed

on abutments six inches apart is not

noticeably affected under a weight of

40,000 lbs.

A bar of ordinary Nickel Chrome

Steel (same thickness) fractures at this

test.

SINCE we demonstrated in our 30 H. P., S. & M.
SIMPLEX TOURING CAR, the superiority of

Nickel Chrome Steel for crankshafts, front axles,

transmission gears and differential shafts many makers

now claim to use the same steel as we do.

But quality varies in steel, as in other commodities.

To get the best it is necessary to pay the price. The
figures that many cars are offered at preclude the idea of

employing the best nickel chrome steel in their con-

struction.

Tq illustrate the superior strength and quality of

Simplex Nickel Chrome Steel over- the ordinary grades

of this metal we present the results of a series of practi-

cal tests and believe in this case figures will prove more
convincing than arguments.

The high quality of material used in the construction of the

S. & M. Simplex car is the foundation of its strength and reliability.

We have other distinctive points of excellence to present at another

time.

Nickel Chrome Steel Simplex Ordinary

Tensile Strength . . .

Elastic limit ....
Elongation ....
Contraction ....

232,400 lbs.

223,200 lbs.

12 per cent.

42 " "

118,000 lbs.

82,000 lbs.

10£ per cent.

28 " "

(Incorporated)

Broadway, 56th-57th Streets, New York
MUBMM ASSOCIATION LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS

Philadelphia:—Smith & Mabley, of Pennsylvania-Bellevue-Stratford

Chicago:—Hamilton Automobile Co.—1251 Michigan Ave.
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33*

Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Duffie and Sens, of Staten Island, in their Winton Model H

Mr. and Mrs. L). P. Duffie, of West New Brighton, Staten Island, have probably secured as much enjoyment

from motoring as anybody in America. Mr. Duffie was a pioneer user, having owned a Winton phaeton in 1899, and

since that time he has always had at least one motor car in service at his magnificent Staten Island home. The Winton
Model K, shown in the illustration, is his sixth Winton, his intermediate purchases having been cars made by this

company in 1900, 1901, 1902 and 1905.

Must be some reason why Mr. Duffie has used Wintons year after year, despite the inducements to change,

offered him by energetic salesmen.

The only answer is that he has yet to see any car that could give better all around service.

Just Compare tKe $2 t3QO Winton witK Any Car on tHe
MarKet Selling at $3,500 or Higher

" The Motor Car Dissected " tells the details. Mention this paper and get a copy from

The WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.
Licensed under Selden Patent. Cleveland, O., U. S. A.

Winton Branch Houses in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Pittsburg and London
Winton Sales Agencies in all important places.
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TOURING
and Tested in the

Berkshire Hills."

24 H.P.

$2,500

35 H.P.

$3,000

Details of our Wonderful Transmission arc

shown in Catalogue D

BERKSHIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
New York Agency,
1633 BROADWAY General Offices and Factory: Pittsfield, Mass., U. S. A.

Boston Agency,
8 MOTOR MART

G 8 J Motor Car Tires
Made in the shape they assume in

service, relieving strain on the fabric.

NO LOOSE COVERS
Fitted with a flap, giving a perfect

seating for the inner tube.

NO PINCHED TUBES
Made with a raised tread, giving

added wearing surface.

Why not buy THE BEST TIRES when they cost no more than others?

Sims branded In the channel with this

Copyrighted mark hare been inspected

and pronounced perfect. We guar-

antee our tires only on rims so branded.

G&JHreCo.
INDIANAPOLIS.

MPOTSt OMaaa*, DaSreK, Beaten. Buffalo, Oleeelaed, PfcUad'elaMa. Banver, ana* 401 Twelfth Street, Baklaaa, BaL
Maw Vat*. 10 W. BOth Btreet.

OISTHIBUTINQ ABINTSi Mlaneaaotfe, Plant Brae. ParMaael, Ore., Keate * Ca. Lee Aaajalae, Ramaay-Matehlna Rubber 1
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